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NOTES AND QUERIES. 

| Tue nature and design of the present work 
have been so fully stated in the Prospectus, 
and are indeed so far explained by its very 
Title, that it is unnecessary to occupy any 

great portion of its first number with details 
on the subject. We are under no temptation 

to fill its columns with an account of what we 
hope future numbers will be. Indeed, we 

would rather give a specimen than a de- 
scription ; and only regret that, from the wide 
range of subjects which it is intended to 
embrace, and the correspondence and contri- 

butions of various kinds which we are led to 
expect, even this can only be done gradually. 

A few words of introduction and’ explanation 
may, however, be allowed; and, indeed, ought 
to be prefixed, that we may be understood by 
those readers who have not seen our Pro- 

spectus. 

“WHEN FOUND, MAKE A NOTE OF,” is 

a most admirable rule ; and if the excellent 

Captain had never uttered another word, he 
might have passed for a profound philosopher. 

| It is a rule which should shine in gilt letters 
on the gingerbread of youth, and the specta- 
cle-case of age. Every man who reads with 
any view beyond mere pastime, knows the 
value of it. Every one, more or less, acts 

| upon it. Every one regrets and suffers who 

neglects it. There is some trouble in it, to be 

sure; but in what good thing is there not? 

and what trouble does it save! Nay, what 

mischief! Half the lies that are current 

in the world owe their origin to a misplaced 

confidence in memory, rather than to inten- 

tional falsehood. We have never known more 

than one man who could deliberately and con- 

scientiously say that his memory had never 

deceived him; and he (when he saw that he 

had excited the surprise of his hearers, espe- 

cially those who knew how many years he had 

spent in the management of important com- | 

mercial affairs) used to add, —because he had __ 

never trusted it; but had uniformly written 

down what he was anxious to remember. 

But, on the other hand, it cannot be denied 

that reading and writing men, of moderate 

industry, who act on this rule for any con- 

siderable length of time, will accumulate a | 

good deal of matter in various forms, shapes, 

and sizes—some more, some less legible and 

intelligible—some unposted in old pocket 

books—some on whole or half sheets, or mere 

scraps of paper, and backs of letters — some, 

lost sight of and forgotten, stuffing out old 

portfolios, or getting smoky edges in bundles 

tied up with faded tape. ‘There are, we are 

quite sure, countless boxes and drawers, and 

pigeon-holes of such things, which want look- 

ing over, and would well repay the trouble. 

THIRD EDITION. = 
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2 NOTES AND QUERIES. [Nos t. 

Nay, we are sure that the proprietors would 
find themselves much benefited even if we 

were to do nothing more than to induce them 

to look over their own collections. How 

much good might we have done (as well as 
got, for we do not pretend: to speak quite dis- 

interestedly), if we had had the looking over 
and methodizing of the chaos in which Mr. 
Oldbuck found himself just at the moment, so 

agonizing to an author, when he knows that 
the patience of his victim is oozing away, and 

fears it will be quite gone before he can lay 
his hand on the charm which is to fix him a 
hopeless listener :—‘“ So saying, the Anti- 

quary opened a drawer, and began rummaging 

among a quantity of miscellaneous papers, 

ancient and modern. But it was the misfor- 

tune of this learned gentleman, as it may be 
that of many learned and unlearned, that he 

frequently experienced on such occasions, 
what Harlequin calls ’embarras des richesses 

—in other words, the abundance of his col- 

lection often prevented him from finding the 
article he sought for.” We need not add that 

this unsuccessful search for Professor Mac- 
Cribb’s epistle, and the scroll of the Anti- 
quary’s answer, was the unfortunate turning- 

point on which the very existence of the 
documents depended, and that from that day 

to this nobody has seen them, or known 
where to look for them. 

But we hope for more extensive and im- 
portant benefits, than these from furnishing a 

medium by which much valuable information 

may become a sort of common property 

among those who can appreciate and use it. 
We do not anticipate any holding back 

by those whose “ Norres” are most worth 
having, or any want of “ Quertms” from 

those best able to answer them. Whatever 
may be the case in other things, it is certain 

that those who are best informed are gene- 

rally the most ready to communicate know- 

ledge and to confess ignorance, to feel the 

value of such a work as we are attempting, and 
to understand that if it is to be well done 

they must help to do it. Some cheap and 
frequent means for the interchange of thought 
is certainly wanted by those who are engaged 
in literature, art, and science, and we only 
hope to persuade the best men in all, that we 
offer them the best medium of communication 
with each other. 

By this time, we hope, our readers are pre- 
pared to admit that our title (always one of 
the most difficult points of a book to settle), 
has not been imprudently or unwisely adopted. 

We wish to bring together the ideas and the 
wants, not merely of men engaged in the 

same lines of action or inquiry, but also (and 
very particularly) of those who are going dif- 
ferent ways, and only meet at the crossings, 
where a helping hand is oftenest needed, and 

they would be happy to give one if they knew 
it was wanted. In this way we desire that 
our little book should take “Norgs,” and 

be a medley of all that men are doing — that 
the Notes of the writer and the reader, what- 

ever be the subject-matter of his studies, of 
the antiquary, and the artist, the man of 

science, the historian, the herald, and the ge- 

nealogist, in short, Notes relating to all sub- 

jects but such as are, in popular discourse, 

termed either political or polemical, should 
meet in our columns in such juxta-position, 

as to give fair play to any natural attraction 
or repulsion between them, and so that if 
there are any hooks and eyes among them, 
they may catch each other. 

Now, with all modesty, we submit, that for 

the title of such a work as we have in view, 

and have endeavoured to describe, no word 

could be so proper as “‘Nores.” Can any man, 

in his wildest dream of imagination, conceive 
of any thing that may not be—nay, that has 

not been—treated of in a mote? ‘Thousands 
of things there are, no doubt, which cannot 

be sublimed into poetry, or elevated into his- 
tory, or treated of with dignity, in a stilted 
text of any kind, and which are, as it is, 

called, “thrown” into notes; but, after all, 

they are much like children sent out of the 

| 
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stiff drawing-room into the nursery, snubbed 

to be sure by the act, but joyful in the free- 
dom of banishment. We were going to say 
(but it might sound vain-glorious), where do 
things read so well as in notes? but we will 

put the question in another form :— Where do 
you so well test an author’s learning and 
knowledge of his subject ?—-where do you find 

the pith of his most elaborate researches? — 
where do his most original suggestions escape ? 

—where do you meet with the details that fix 
your attention at the time and cling to your 
memory for ever? —where do both writer and 

_reader luxuriate so much at their ease, and 

feel that they are wisely discursive ? But 
if we pursue this idea, it will be scarcely 
possible to avoid something which might look 
like self-praise ; and we content ourselves for 
the present with expressing our humble con- 

viction that we are doing a service to writers 
and readers, by calling forth materials which 

they have themselves thought worth notice, 
but which, for want of elaboration, and the 

“little leisure” that has not yet come, are 

lying, and may lie for ever, unnoticed by 
others, and presenting them in an un- 

adorned multum-in-parvo form. To our 
readers therefore who are seeking for Truth, 
we repeat “When found make a Nore 
of ;” and we must add, “till then make a 

QUERY.” 

PLACE OF CAPTURE OF THE DUKE OF 

MONMOUTH. 

20th October, 1849. 

Mr. Editor, — Mr. Macaulay’s account of the 
Battle of Sedgemoor is rendered singularly 
picturesque and understandable by the per- 
sonal observation and local tradition which 
he has brought to bear upon it. Might not 
his account of the capture of Monmouth de- 
rive some few additional life-giving touches, 
from the same invaluable sources of inform- 
ation? It is extremely interesting, as every 
thing adorned by Mr. Macaulay’s luminous | 
style must necessarily be, but it lacks a little 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 3 

of that bright and living reality, which, in 
the account of Sedgemoor, and in many other 
parts of the book, are imparted by minute 
particularity and precise local knowledge. 
It runs as follows :— 

** On Cranbourne Chase the strength of the horses 
failed. ‘They were therefore turned loose. The 
bridles and saddles were concealed. Monmouth 
and his friends disguised themselves as country- 
men, and proceeded on foot towards the New 
Forest. They passed the night in the open air: 
but before morning they were surrounded on every 
side.... At five in the morning of the seventh, 
Grey was seized by two of Lumley’s scouts. . . . It 
could hardly be doubted that the chief rebel was 
not far off. The pursuers redoubled their vigi- 
lance and activity. The cottages scattered over 
the heathy country on the boundaries of Dorset- 
shire and Hampshire were strictly examined by 
Lumley; and the clown with whom Monmouth 
had changed clothes was discovered. Portman 
came with a strong body of horse and foot to assist 
in the search. Attention was soon drawn to a 
place well suited to shelter fugitives. It was an 
extensive tract of land separated by an inclo- 
sure from the open country, and divided by nu- 
merous hedges into small fields. In some of these 
fields the rye, the pease, and the oats were high 
enough to conceal a man. Others were overgrown 
by fern and brambles. A poor woman reported 
that she had seen two strangers lurking in this 
covert. The near prospect of reward animated 
the zeal of the troops....The outer fence was 
strictly guarded: the space within was examined 
with indefatigable diligence; and several dogs of 
quick scent were turned out among the bushes. 
The day closed before the search could be com- 
pleted: but careful watch was kept all night. 
Thirty times the fugitives ventured to look through 
the outer hedge: but everywhere they found a 
sentinel on the alert: once they were seen and 
fired at; they then separated and concealed them- 
selves in different hiding places. 

“ At sunrise the next morning the search re- 
commenced, and Buyse was found. He owned 
that he had parted from the Duke only a few hours 
before. ‘The corn and copsewood were now beaten 
with more care than ever. At length a gaunt 
figure was discovered hidden in a ditch. The 
pursuers sprang on their prey. Some of them 
were about to fire ; but Portman forbade all vio- 
lence. The prisoner’s dress was that of a shep- 
herd; his beard, prematurely grey, was of several 
days’ growth. He trembled greatly, and was un- 
able to speak. Even those who had often seen 
him were at first in doubt whether this were the 
brilliant and graceful Monmouth. His pockets 
were searched by Portman, and in them were 
found, among some raw pease gathered in the rage 

| 
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of hunger, a watch, a purse of gold, a small treatise 
on fortification, an album filled with songs, re- 
ceipts, prayers, and charms, and the George with 
which, many years before, King Charles the Second 
had decorated his favourite son.” — Hist. Eng. i. 
pp. 616—618. 2nd edition. 

Now, this is all extremely admirable. It 
is a brilliant description of an important his- 
torical incident. But on what precise spot did 
it take place? One would like to endeavour 
to realise such an event at the very place 
where it occurred, and the historian should 
enable us to do so. I believe the spot is very 
well known, and that the traditions of the neigh- 
bourhood upon the subject are still vivid. It 
was near Woodyate’s Inn, a well-known road- 
side inn, a few miles from Salisbury, on the road 
to Blandford, that the Duke and his compa- 
nions turned adrift their horses. From thence 
they crossed the country in almost a due 
southerly direction. The tract of land in 
which the Duke took refuge is rightly de- 
scribed by Mr. Macaulay, as “separated by an 
inclosure from the open country.” Its nature 
is no less clearly indicated by its local name 
of “The Island.” The open down which sur- 
rounds it is called Shag’s Heath. The Island 
is described as being about a mile and a half 
from Woodlands, and in the parish of Horton, 
in Dorsetshire. The field in which the Duke 
concealed himself is still called “‘ Monmouth 
Close.” It is at the north-eastern extremity of 
the Island. An ash-tree, at the foot of which 
the would-be-king was found crouching in a 
ditch and half hid under the fern, was standing | 
a few years ago, and was deeply indented with 
the carved initials of crowds of persons who | 
had been to visit it. Mr. Macaulay has men- 
tioned that the fields were covered — it was 
the eighth of July— with standing crops of 
rye, pease, and oats. In one of them, a field of | 
pease, tradition tells us that the Duke dropped 
a gold snuff-box. It was picked up some time 
afterwards by a labourer, who carried it to 

fifteen pounds, which was said to be half its 
value. On his capture, the Duke was first 
taken to the house of Anthony Etterick, Esq., 
a magistrate who resided at Holt, which adjoins 
Horton. Tradition, which records the popular 

she had seen two strangers lurking in the ° 
Island—her name was Amy Farrant—never 
prospered afterwards; and that Henry Parkin, 
the soldier, who, spying the skirt of the smock- 
frock which the Duke had assumed as a dis- 
guise, recalled the searching party just as 
they were leaving the Island, burst into tears 
and reproached himself bitterly for his fatal 
discovery. 

It is a defect in the Ordnance Survey, that 
neither the Island nor Monmouth Close is 
indicated upon it by name. 

I know not, Mr. Editor, whether these par- 
ticulars are of the kind which you design to 
print as “ Notes.” If they are so, and you 
give them place in your miscellany, be good | 
enough to add a ‘* Query” addressed to your 
Dorsetshire correspondents, as to whether the 
ash-tree is now standing, and what is the 
actual condition of the spot at the present time. 
The facts I have stated are partly derived 
from the book known as Addison’s Anecdotes, 
vol. iv. p. 12. 1794, 8vo. Thsy have been 
used, more or less, by the late Rev. P. Hall, 
in his Account of Ringwood, and by Mr. 
Roberts, in his Life of Monmouth. 

With the best of good wishes for the suc- 
cess of your most useful periodical, 

Believe me, Mr. Editor, 
Yours very truly, 

JouN BRUCE. 

SHAKESPEARE AND DEER-STEALING,. 

In “The Life of Shakespeare,” prefixed to 
the edition of his Works I saw through the 
press three or four years ago, I necessarily 
entered into the deer-stealing question, ad- 

_mitting that I could not, as some had done, 
“entirely discredit the story,” and following 
it up by proof (in opposition to the assertion 

| of Malone), that Sir Thomas Lucy had deer, 
_which Shakespeare might have been con- 
_ cerned in stealing. 

Mrs. Uvedale of Horton, probably the pro- | 
prietor of the field, and received in reward | 

T also, in the same place 
(vol. i. p.xev.), showed, from several autho- 
rities, how common and how venial offence 

it was considered in the middle of the reign 
of Elizabeth. Looking over some MSS. of 
that time, a few weeks since, I met with a 

_very singular and confirmatory piece of evi- 
: _ dence, establishing that in the year 1585, the 

feeling rather than the fact, reports, that the | 
poor woman who informed the pursuers that | 

| 

precise period when our great dramatist is 
supposed to have made free with the deer of 
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the knight of Charlcote, nearly all the cooks’- 
shops and ordinaries of London were supplied 
with stolen venison. The following letter 
from the lord mayor (which I copy from the 
original) of that day, Thomas Pullyson, to | 
secretary Walsingham, speaks for itself, and | 
shows that the matter had been deemed of | 
so much importance as to call for the inter- 
position of the Privy Council : the city autho- 
rities were required to take instant and arbi- 
trary measures for putting an end to the con- 
sumption of venison and to the practice of 
deer-stealing, by means of which houses, &c. 
of public resort in London were furnished 
with that favourite viand. ‘The letter of the 
lord mayor was a speedy reply to a communi- 
cation from the queen’s ministers on the 
subject : — 

“ Right honorable, where yesterday I receaved 
letters from her Ma*** most honorable privie 
councill, advertisinge me that her highnes was 
enformed that Venison ys as ordinarilie sould by 
the Cookes of London as other flesh, to the greate 
distructionof thegame. Commaundinge me therby 
to take severall bondes of xl" the peece of all the 
Cookes in London not to buye or sell any venison 
hereafter, uppon payne of forfayture of the same 
bondes; neyther to receave any venison to bake 
without keepinge a note of theire names that shall 
deliver the same unto them.- Whereuppon pre- 
sentlie I called the Wardens of the Cookes before 
me, advertisinge them hereof, requiringe them to 
cause theire whole company to appeare before me, 
to thende I might take bondes accordinge to a 
condition hereinclosed sent to your Ho.; whoe 
answered that touchinge the first clause therof 
they were well pleased therewith, but for the latter 
clause they thought yt a greate inconvenience 
to theire companie, and therefore required they 
might be permitted to make theire answeres, and 
alledge theire reasons therof before theire honors. 
Affirmed alsoe, that the Tablinge howses and Ta- 
vernes are greater receyvors and destroyers of 
stollen venison than all the rest of the Cittie: 
wherefore they craved that eyther they maye be 
likewise bounden, or els authoritie maye be geven 
to the Cookes to searche for the same hereafter. 
I have therefore taken bondes of the wardens for 
theire speedy appearance before theire honors to 
answere the same; and I am bolde to pray your 
Ho. to imparte the same unto theire Ho., and that 
I maye with speede receyve theire further direction 
herein. And soe I humbly take my leave. London, 
the xj of June, 1585. 

“ Your honors to commaunde, 
* Tomas Puntyson, maior.” 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 
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I dare say that the registers of the Privy 
Council contain some record of what was done 
on the occasion, and would enable us to de- 
cide whether the very reasonable request of 
the Cooks of London had been complied with. 
Whether this be or be not so, the above 
document establishes beyond question that in 
the summer of 1585 cooks’-shops, tabling- 
houses (#. e. ordinaries), and taverns were 
abundantly supplied with stolen venison, and 
that the offence of stealing it must have been 
very common. 

J. PAYNE COLLIER. 
Kensington, Oct. 26. 1849. 

«“ PRAY REMEMBER THE GROTTO!” ON 
ST. JAMES’S DAY. 

WueEn the great popularity which the legends 
of the Saints formerly enjoyed is considered, 
it becomes matter of surprise that they should 
not have been more frequently consulted for 
illustrations of our folk-lore and popular ob- 
servances. ‘The Edinburgh Reviewer of Mrs. 
Jameson’s Sacred and Legendary Art, has, 
with great judgment, extracted from that work 

a legend, in which, as he shows very clearly *, 

we have the real, although hitherto unnoticed, 
origin of the Three Balls which still form the 
recognised sign of a Pawnbroker. ‘The pas- 
sage is so curious, that it should be trans- 
ferred entire to the “ NoTEs AND QUERIES.” 

“« None of the many diligent investigators of 
our popular antiquities have yet traced heme the 

three golden balls of our _pawnbrokers to the em- 
blem of St. Nicholas. They have been properly 

enough referred to the Lombard merchants, who 

were the first to open loan-shops in England for 

the relief of temporary distress. But the Lom- 

bards had merely assumed an emblem which had 

been appropriated to St. Nicholas, as their cha- 

ritable predecessor in that very line of business. 

The following is the legend; and it is too prettily 
told to be omitted : — 

“ ¢ Now in that city (Panthera) there dwelt a 

certain nobleman, who had three daughters, and, 

from being rich, he became poor; so poor that 

there remained no means of obtaining food for his 

daughters but by sacrificing them to an infamous 

life; and oftentimes it came into his mind to tell 

them so, but shame and sorrow held him dumb. 

Meantime the maidens wept continually, not know- 

ing what to do, and not having bread to eat; and 

* Edinburgh Review, vol. Ixxxix. p. 400. 
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their father became more and more desperate. 
When Nicholas heard of this, he thought it shame 
that such a thing should happen in a Christian 
land; therefore one night, when the maidens were 
asleep, and their father alone sat watching and 
weeping, he took a handful of gold, and, tying it 
up in a handkerchief, he repaired to the dwelling 
of the poor man. He considered how he might 
bestow it without making himself known; and, 
while he stood irresolute, the moon coming from 
behind a cloud showed him a window open; so he 
threw it in, and it fell at the feet of the father, 
who, when he found it, returned thanks, and with 
it he portioned his eldest daughter. A second 
time Nicholas provided a similar sum, and again 
he threw it in by night ; and with it the nobleman 
married his second daughter. But he greatly de- 
sired to know who it was that came to his aid; 
therefore he determined to watch: and when the 
good Saint came for the third time, and prepared 
to throw in the third portion, he was discovered, 
for the nobleman seized him by the skirt of his 
robe, and flung himself at his feet, saying, “‘ O 
Nicholas! servant of God! why seek to hide thy- 
self?” and he kissed his feet and his hands. But 
Nicholas made him promise that he would tell no 
man. And many other charitable works did 
Nicholas perform in his native city.’ 

“« These three purses of gold, or, as they are more 

customarily figured, these three golden balls, dis- 
posed in exact pawnbroker fashion, are to this day 
the recognised special emblem of the charitable 
St. Nicholas.” 

And now for the more immediate object of 
the present Note, which is to show—what, 
when once pointed out, will, I think, readily 
be admitted, namely, that in the grotto 
formed of oyster shells, and lighted with a 
votive candle, to which, on old St. James’s 
day (5th August) the passer-by is earnestly 
entreated to contribute by cries of, “ Pray 
remember the Grotto!” we have a memorial 
of the world-renowned shrine of St. James at 
Compostella. 

The popularity which St. James formerly 
enjoyed in England, and the zeal with which 
his shrine was visited by natives of this coun- 
try, have recently been so clearly shown by 
Mr. J. G. Nichols, in his interesting little 
volume, Pilgrimages to St. Mary of Wal- 
singham and St. Thomas of Canterbury, that 
I need not here insist upon these points. 

What the original object of making these 
grottoes may have been [ can only suggest: 
but I shall not be surprised if it should turn 
out that they were formerly erected on the 

anniversary of St. James by poor persons, as 
an invitation to the pious who could not visit 
Compostella, to show their reverence for the 
Saint by almsgiving to their needy brethren. 

Oysters are only allowed to be sold in Lon- 
don (which city, by the by, levied a tax of 
two pence on every person going and return- 
ing by the river Thames on pilgrimage to the 
shrine of St. James), after St. James’s day. 
Why is this? I wish Mr. Wansey, who is an 
able antiquary, and one authorised to look into 
the records of the Fishmongers’ Company, 
would give us the information upon this point 
which those documents may be expected to 
furnish. 

Witiium J. THoms. 

P.S.—I should be glad if any of the 
readers of “ Notes AND QueRtEs” could ex- 
plain to what Erasmus alludes, when he 
says, “culmeis ornatus torquibus, brachium 
habet ova serpentum,” which L’Estrange trans- 
lates, “Straw-works, snakes, eggs for brace- 
lets ;” and Mr. Nichols, who honestly states 
that he is unable to explain the allusion, as 
he does not find such emblems elsewhere 
mentioned, —“ adorned with straw necklaces 
and bracelets of serpents’ eggs.” 

NOTE OF A MS. VOLUME OF CHRONICLES AT 

REIGATE. 

Amongst the objects of the useful medium 
of literary communication afforded by the 
publication of “ Nores AND QUERIES,” one 
appears to be a record of the casual notice of 
“some book or some edition, hitherto unknown 
or imperfectly described.” I am . induced 
therefore to inquire, whether the existence 
of an ancient MS. volume of Chronicles, which 
I have recently noticed in the little library 
adjoining Reigate Church, is already known 
to those who investigate our monastic annals ? 
This volume may probably not have escaped 
their research, especially since the republica- 
tion and extension of Wharton’s Collections 
have been recently proposed. A chronological 
series of chronicles relating to the see of 
Canterbury was announced amongst the pro- 
jected publications of the “ Anglia Christiana 
Society.” 

The Reigate library, of which brief mention 
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is made in Manning’s and Bray’s History of 
Surrey (vol.i. p. 314.) without any notice of 
its contents, is preserved in the upper chamber 
of a building on the north side of the chancel, 
erected in 1513, and designated as a “ vesti- 
bulum” in a contemporary inscription. The 
collection is small, and amongst the most in- 
teresting volumes is a small folio, in the 
original oaken boards covered with white 
leather, presented to the library, 7 June, 
1701, by William Jordan, of Gatwick, in the 
adjacent parish of Charlwood, probably the 
same person who was member for the borough 
of Reigatein 1717. Of previous possessors of 
the book nothing is recorded. It comprises 
several concise chronicles, which may be thus 
described : — 

1. “Cathologus Romanorum Pontificum:”— 
imperfect, commencing with fol. 11; some 
leaves also lost at the end. It closes with the 
year 1359, in the times of Innocent VI. 

2. “ De Imperatoribus Romanis:” — from 
Julius Cesar to the election and coronation 
of Charles IV. after the death of the emperor 
Lewis of Bavaria, and the Battle of Cressy, 
in 1347. 

3. “Compilacio cronicorum de diversis ar- 
chiepiscopis ecclesie Cantuariensis :” — the 
chronicle of Stephen Birchington, a monk of 
Canterbury, printed by Wharton, from 2 MS. 
in the Lambeth collection. The text varies 
in many particulars, which may be of minor 
moment, but deserve collation. The writing 
varies towards the close, as if the annals had 
been continued at intervals; and they close 
with the succession of Archbishop William 
de Witleseye, in 1368, as in the text printed 
by Wharton (Anglia Sacra, vol.i. pp. 1—48.). 

4. “De principio mundi, et etatibus ejus- 
dem.— De insulis et civitatibus Anglie:” — 
forming a sort of brief preface to the following 
—‘“ Hic incipit Bruto de gestis Anglorum.” 
The narrative begins with a tale of a certain 
giant king of Greece, in the year 3009, who 
had thirty daughters: the eldest, Albina, gave 
her name to Albion. The history is continued 
to the accession of William Rufus. 

5. “Incipit cronica de adquisicione Regni 
Anglie per Willelmum Ducem Normannorum,” 
&c. closing in 1364, with the birth of Edward 
of Engolesme, eldest son of the Black Prince. 
Wharton speaks of “ Historie de regibus An- 
glorum, de Pontificibus Romanis, et de Im- 

— 
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peratoribus Romanis,” as found together with 
the chronicle of the archbishops of Canterbury ; 
both in the Lambeth MS. and in another for- 
merly in the possession of William Reede, 
Bishop of Chichester: and he was inclined to 
attribute the whole to the pen of Birchington. 

6. “Gesta Scotorum contra Anglicos :” — 
commencing in 1066, with the times of Mal- 
colm, king of Scotland, and ending in 1346, 
‘with the capture of David IL., and the cala- 
mitous defeat of the Scots near Durham. 

At the commencement of the volume are 
found some miscellaneous writings of less in- 
teresting character. I noticed, however, an 

entry relating to the foundation of a chapel 
at “ Ocolte,” now written Knockholt, in Kent, 
by Ralph Scot, who had erected a mansion 
remote from the parish church, and obtained 
license for the consecration of the chapel in 
the year 1281, in the time of Archbishop Kil- 
wardeby. 

The writing of this MS. appears to be of 
the latter half of the fourteenth century. Pos- 
sibly there may be readers of these “ Norrs 
AND QUERIES,” more familiar with such in- 
quiries than myself, who may have examined 
other contemporary MSS. of the compilations 
of Stephen Birchington. I shall be thankful 
for any information regarding them, and es- 
pecially as regards the existence of any trans- 
cript of the Canterbury Annals, extended be- 
yond the year 1368, with which this copy as 
well as that used by Wharton closes; whilst 
he supposes that in the chronicle as cited by 
Jocelin, chaplain to Matthew Parker, they 
had been carried as far as the year 1882. 

ALBERT Way. 

THE MORNING CHRONICLE, ETC.— WHEN FIRST 

ESTABLISHED. 

It is read in the Newspaper Directory that 
The Morning Chronicle was established in 
1770, The Morning Herald in 1781, The’ 
Times, 1st January, 1788. I believe that 
not one of these dates is correct, and that of 
The Morning Herald to be wrong by fifteen 
years or more. Can you, or any of the 
readers of “ NorEs AND QUERIES,” give me 
the exact dates, or tell me where I can find 
the earlier volumes; say, the first ten, of 
either or all? 

D. 
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VALUE OF A REPOSITORY FOR “ NOTES.” — 
NEW EDITION OF HERBERT'S “ AMES.” 

[The suggestions in the following Paper are so 
extremely valuable, that we are not only pleased 
to give it insertion, but hope that our readers 
will take advantage of our columns to carry out 
Dr. Maitland’s recommendations. ] 

Sir, — My attention has been particularly 
engaged by one suggestion in your Prospectus, 
because it seems to hold out a hope that your 
intended work will furnish what has long been 
a desideratum in literature. We really do 
want something that may form a “supple- 
ment to works already in existence—a trea- 
sury for enriching future editions of them ;” 
while it may also receive (as I have no doubt 
you meant to include,) such contributions of | 
moderate extent, as may tend to render fuller 
and more correct some works which have 
little or no chance of future editions. In this 
way you may be of great use in every depart~ 
ment of literature ; and especially in works of | 
reference. With them, indeed, correctness is 
everything; perfect accuracy is not to be 
attained, and the nearest possible approxima- 
tion to it can be made only by many little 
careful steps, backwards as well as forwards. 
By works of reference, however, I do not 

mean Dictionaries, though I would include 
them, as a class of works for which I have a 
singular respect, and to which my remark 
particularly applies. ‘There are many other 
books, and some which very properly aspire 
to the title of History, which are, in fact and 
practically, books of reference, and of little 
value if they have not the completeness and 
accuracy which should characterise that class 
of works. Now it frequently happens to 
people whose reading is at all discursive, that 
they incidentally fall upon small matters of 
correction or criticism, which are of little 
value to themselves, but would be very useful | 
to those who are otherwise engaged, if they | 
knew of their existence. 

I might perhaps illustrate this matter by | 
referring to various works; but it happens to 
be more in my way to mention Herbert’s edi- 
tion of Ames’s Typographical Antiquities. 
It may be hoped that, some day or other, the 
valuable matter of which it consists will be 
reduced to a better form and method; for it 
seems hardly too much to say, that he appears 
to have adopted the very worst that could 

[No. }. 

have been selected. I need not tell you that 
Ihave no idea of undertaking such a thing, 
and I really have no suspicion (I wish I had) 
that anybody else is thinking of doing it: — 
or, in other words, I am not attempting to 
make use of your columns by insinuating a 
preparatory puff for a work in progress, or 
even in contemplation. I only mention the 
book as one of a class which may be essen- 
tially benefited by your offering a receptacle 
for illustrations, additions, and corrections, 
such as individually, or in small collections, 
are of little or no value, and are frequently 
almost in the very opposite condition to those 
things which are of no value to any body but 
the owner. For instance, when I was in the 
habit of seeing many of the books noted by 
Herbert, and had his volumes lying beside 
me, I made hundreds, perhaps thousands, of 
petty corrections, and many from books which 
he had not had an opportunity of seeing, and of 
which he could only reprint incorrect descrip- 
tions. All of these, though trifling in them- 
selves, are things which should be noticed in 
ease of a reprint; but how much time and 
trouble would it cost an editor to find and 
collate the necessary books? That, to be 
sure, is his business; but the question for the 
public is, Would it be done at all? and could 
it in such cases be done so well in any other 
way, as by appointing some place of rendez- 
vous for the casual and incidental materials 
for improvement which may fall in the way 
of readers pursuing different lines of inquiry, 
and rewarded, as men in pursuit of truth 
always are, whatever may be their success as | 
to their immediate object, by finding more 
than they are looking for—things, too, which 
when they get into their right places, show 
that they were worth finding —and, perhaps, 
unknown to those more conversant with the 
subject to which they belong, just because | 
they were in the out-of-the-way place where | 
they were found by somebody who was look- 
ing for something else. S. R. Marrianp. 

A FLEMISH ACCOUNT. 

T.B.M. will be obliged by references to 
any early instances of the use of the ex- 
pression “a Flemish account,” and of any 
explanation as to its origin and primary sig- 
nification. 
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A BIBLIOGRAPHIC PROJECT. 

Of the various sections into which the his- 
tory of English literature is divisible, there is 
no one in which the absence of collective ma- 

terials is more seriously felt — no one in which 

we are more in need of authentic nofes, or 

which is more apt to raise perplexing queries 

—than that which relates to the authorship 
of anonymous and pseudonymous works. 

The importance of the inquiry is not in- 
ferior to the ardour with which it has some- 
times been pursued, or the curiosity which it 
has excited. On all questions of testimony, 
whether historical or scientific, it is a con- 
sideration of the position and character of the 
writer which chiefly enables us to decide on 
the credibility of his statements, to account 
for the bias of his opinions, and to estimate 
his entire evidence at its just value. The 
remark also applies, in a qualified sense, to 
productions of an imaginative nature. 

On the number of the works of this class, I 
can only hazard a conjecture. In French lite- 
rature, it amounts to about one-third part of 
the whole mass. In English literature, it 
cannot be less than one-sixth part — perhaps 
more. Be it as it may, the SYSTEMATIC AR- 
RANGEMENT of all that has been revealed in 
that way, and of all that is discoverable, is 
essential to the perfection of literary history, 
of literary biography, and of bibliography. 

At the present moment, I can only an- 
nounce the project as a stimulus to unem- 
ployed aspirants, and as a hint to fortunate 
collectors, to prepare for an exhibition of 
their cryptic treasures. —On a future occasion 
I shall describe the plan of construction which 
seems most eligible—shall briefly notice the 
scattered materials which it may be expedient 
to consult, whether in public depositories, or 
in private hands—and shall make an appeal 
to those whose assistance may be required, to 
enable a competent editor to carry out the 
plan with credit and success. 

On the prevalence of anonymous writing, 
on its occasional convenience, and on its per- 
nicious consequences, I shall make no remarks. 
Facts, rather than arguments, should be the 
staple commodity of an instructive miscellany. 

Bouton Corney. 

Barnes Terrace, Surrey, 
29th Oct., 1849. 

NOTES FROM FLY-LEAVES.—NO. l. 

Many scholars and reading-men are in the 
habit of noting down on the fly-leaves of 
their books memoranda, sometimes critical, 
sometimes bibliographical, the result of their 
own knowledge or research. The following 
are specimens of the kind of Notes to which 
we allude; and the possessors of volumes en- 
riched by the Notes and memoranda of men 
of learning to whom they formerly belonged, 
will render us and our readers a most accept- 
able service by forwarding to us copies of 
them for insertion. 

Douce on John of Salisbury. MS. Note in 
a copy of Policraticus, Lug. Bat. 1639. 

“ This extraordinary man flourished in the 
reign of Henry II., and was, therefore, of Old 
Salisbury, not of New Salisbury, which was not 
founded till the reign of Henry III. Having 
had the best education of the time, and being not 
only a genius, but intimate with the most eminent 
men, in particular with Pope Hadrian (who was him- 
self an Englishman), he became at length a bishop, 
and died in 1182. He had perused and studied 
most of the Latin classics, and appears to have de- 
corated every part of his work with splendid frag- 
ments extracted out of them.” — Harris’s Philoso- 
phical Arrangements, p. 457. 

See more relating to John of Salisbury in 
Fabricii, Bib. Med. 4tatis, iv. 380. ;in Tanner, 
Biblioth. Britannico-Hibernica ; in Baillet’s 
Jugemens des Savans, ii. 204. See Senebier, 
Catalogue des Manuserits de Genéve, p. 226. 

“ Johannes Sarisb. multa ex Apuleio de- 
sumpsit,” Almclooven, Plagiaror. Syllab. 36. ; 
and it might have been justly added, that he 
borrowed from Petronius. See the references 
I have made on the last leaf. 

Janus Dousa, in his Motes on Petronius, 
had called John of Salisbury “Cornicula ;” 
but Thomasius, in p. 240 of his work, De 
Plagio Literario, vindicates him satisfactorily. 
See Lipp. ad. Tacit. Annal XII. (pezzi di 
porpora), not noticed by any editor of Pe- 
tronius. Has various readings. See my old 
edition. 

Lacrimas commodabat. 
commendabat. Saris. better. 

Itaque cruciarii unius parentes 
cruciati Saris. 

The above is from Zanetti’s Collection of 
Italian Novels, 4 vol. 8vo. Venet. 1754. 

Mezeray, the French historian, translated 
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this work 1640, 4to; and there is an old 
French translation of it in 1360 by Denis 
Soulechat. 

The article pasted on the inside of the 
cover (viz. the following extract) 

“ Sarisberiensis (J.) Policraticus, §c., 8vo, L. 
Bat. 1595; very scarce, vellum, 6s. This 
book is of great curiosity ; it is stated ia the 
preface that the author, J. of Salisbury, was 
present at the murther of Thomas a Bechet, 
whose intimate friend he was ; and that ‘ dum 
pius Thomas ab impio milite cedetur in ca- 
pite, Johannis hujus brachium fere simul per- 
cisum est,” . 

is from Lilly’s Catalogue, and the passage 
relating to Becket was copied from that of 
Payne, to whom I communicated it, and 
which is found in the first edition only, being 
perhaps purposely omitted in all the others. 

F. D. 
[We believe the majority of the books in 

Mr. Douce’s valuable library, now deposited 
in the Bodleian, contain memoranda, like 
those in his John of Salisbury ; and any of 
our Oxford friends could not do us a greater 
service than by communicating other speci- 
mens of the Book-noting of this able and 
zealous antiquary. | 

LIBER SENTENTIARUM. — INQUISITION OF 

THOULOUSE, 

Mr. Editor, —In or about 1756, an ancient 
manuscript in folio, on vellum, was deposited 
in the British Museum by Dr. Secker, then 
Bishop of Oxford, afterwards Archbishop of 
Canterbury, and still, I take for granted, re- 
mains in that institution. It was intitled 
upon the cover, Liber Sententiarum ; but con- 
tained the Acts and Decisions of the Inquisi- 
tion of Thoulouse, from the year 1307 to 1323. 
It had been purchased by the contributions 
of the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, 
of the Bishop of Oxford himself, and of various 
other prelates, the Lord Chancellor, the 
Speaker of the House of Commons of that 
time, the Viscount Royston, &e. 

Can any of your readers inform me whether 
any or what portions of this manuscript have 
been hitherto communicated to the world, 
either in the way of publication or translation, 
or of abridgment, in whole or in part? An 
analysis of this manuscript would be interest- 
ing to many readers of ecclesiastical history. 

INQUISITORIUS. 

NEW FACTS ABOUT LADY ARABELLA STUART. 

The following extracts, from “The Decla- 
ration of the Accompte of Nicholas Pay, gen- 
tleman, appoynted by warraunte of the righte 
honorable the lordes of the kinges ma‘ Privie 
Councell, to receave and yssue sondrye somes 
of money for the provycon of dyett and other 
chardges of the ladye Arbella Seymour, whoe 
by his hignes comaundemente and pleasure 
shoulde haue bene remoued into the countye 
Palatyne of Duresme, under the chardge of 
the Reverende Father in God Will’m lorde 
Bishpp of Duresme; but after was stayed 
and appointed to remayne at Kastbarnett 
duringe his hignes good pleasure,” are new to 
the history of this unfortunate lady. The ac- 
count includes all sums of money “receaved 
and yssued ffrom the xiiij*® daye of Marche 
1610, untill the vij® daye of June 1611,” and 
the account itself (as preserved in the Audit 
Office) “was taken and declared before the 
right honorable Roberte Earle of Salisbury, 
Lord Highe Threas of Englande and $* Ju- 
lius Cesar, Knighte, Chancellor and Under- 

Threas of Th’exchequer the xij of Ffebruary 
1611” [1611/12]. The extracts throw some 
fresh light on her movements on her road 
from London to Durham. At East Barnet, 
it is well known, she eluded the vigilance of 
her keepers, and threw the king and council 
into the utmost consternation. 

PETER CUNNINGHAM. 

“ Allowed for money payde for Dyett, lodginge 
and other necessarie chardges and expences of 
the said ladye Arbella Seymour and suche p’sons 
as were appointed to attende her in her journey 
into the Countie Palatyne of Duresme: as here- 
after followeth. 

“At Highgate for sixe days begonne the 
xv'" daye of Marche 1610 and ended the 
xxj*t of the same month, on w*" day her 
ladishipp removed to Barnet 

KVL Ved 
At Barnett for xj dayes begonne the xxj* 
of Marche 1610 and ended the first of 
Aprill 1611, beinge that daye removed to 
Estbarnett - - © Ixxj') v’. viij?. 

“ Chardges of the Stable for the xvij™ dayes 
abovemenconed = XXXVI 

“ Lodginge of some of the retinewe of the 
lady Arbella and the said lorde Bishopp, 
and for other nécessaries duringe the xvij™ 
dayes aforesaid - = eves ele 
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“ Ryding and postinge chardges — viz. for 
posthorses from Lambeth to Highgate and 
from thence to Barnett. To Mr. Beeston 
and others for their chardges three severall 
tymes to Barnett from London and from 
Highgate. To the servauntes of the lord 
bishp of Duresme sente at severall tymes 
to the lordes of the Councell and for other 
businesses concerninge this service ; and to 
Sir James Crofte, Knight, for the chardges 
of himselfe, his men, and horses attendinge 
at London in this service - ix". xviij’. vj‘. 

* Rewardes to sondrye p’rsons, viz. to messen- 
gers sent from the Courte during the staye 
of the Lorde Bishopp at Highgate and 
Barnett. To diuerse p’rsons who tooke 
paynes at Highgate and Barnett. Geven 
in the Inne for glasses broken, and in re- 
wardes to the meaner servauntes at Barnett, 
xxx’. kc. In all the some of xij". ix’. vj’. 

“ Also allowed to the sayde Accomptaunte for 
money by his owne handes yssued and payde in 
this service from the time of her ladishipps re- 
movinge from the Inne in Barnett to the house 
of Thomas Conyers Esquir in Estbarnett, as 
hereafter is menconed : 

“‘ Expences of dyett for the lady Arbella her 

‘ ro 

“ Enterteynement to 

servauntes and others appointed to attende 
her at Estbarnett by the space of Ixviij 
dayes begonne the first of Aprill 1611, and 
ended the vij'" of June following at cix‘. 
iij*. pr diem - - ecclxxj. xjs. v4. 
Chardges of the Stable, viz. — for three 
lytter horses, one sumpter horse, and fyve 
coche horses for xxvj dayes at ij* the horse 
by daye and night. For the Stable at 
Eastbarnett for Ixviij dayes begonne the 
firste of Aprill 1611 and ended the vij'™ 
of June followinge: and for hyer of a 
coche of Thomas Webster employed in this 
service by the space of xxiij dyes at xx°. 
per diem - - Ixxvij, vj®. ix? 

“ Boardwages of Cochemen, Lyttermen and 
Sumpter-man and their men at vilj’. and 
iij®. ij". and iij each perdiem = - I't, x’, 

sondrye p’rsons ap- 
ointed to attende the said lady Arbella 
eymour. ‘To Nicholas Pay this accomp- 

taunte xxxy x* To William Lewen 
for his attendaunce in the office of caterer 
of poultrye at iij’. per diem for himselfe 
and his horse. ‘To Richarde Mathewe for 
his attendance in the butterye and pan- 
trye at iij’. per diem for himselfe and his 
horse. To Thomas Mylles for his attend- 
aunce in the larder and kitchen at i1j*. per 
diem for himselfe and his horse - Ixvj"'. *. 

“ To rydinge and posting-chardges, viz. of 
Henry Mynors at severall tymes from Bar- 
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nett to Whitehall and backe againe for dy- 
reccons in this service from the lordes of 
the privie Councell xxxv*. and for post- 
horses to carye the ladye Arbella Seymour 
her servauntes from Barnett to London 
xvij’. For the hier of horses at severall 
tymes for S' James Crofte betweene Bar- 
nett and London in attendinge the lordes of 
the Councell in this service xl*. - iiij4. xij’. 
For caryadges for removing the ladie Ar- 
bella and her companie from Lambeth to 
Highgate and from thence to Barnet, &c. 

Ixxviij. xv*. 
In rewardes to sondrye p’rsons, viz. to the 
servauntes in Mr. Conyers house and la- 
borers to make clean the house, &c. 

lis xy". 
To Mathias Melwarde one of the Princes 
chaplaynes for his paynes in attending the 
ladye Arbella Seymour to preache and 
reade prayers duringe her aboade at Est- 
barnett - - - - suqsiWens 
Houserent paid to Thomas Conyers Equier, 
for the rent of his house in Estbarnett for 
the lady Arbella Seymour and her com- 
panie for x weekes at xx*. the week ~ x'i, 
Payde out of the Receipte of the Exchequier 
to thandes of the ladye Arbella Seymour 
for her owne furnishinge in her journey 
into the Bishoprycke of Durham - cc’, 
Money payde to Thomas Moundeforde, 
Doctor of Physicke and an Apothecarye 
appointed by order of the lordes of the 
privie Councell to geve their attendaunce 
uppon the saide lady Arbella: viz. for the 
enterteynement ofthe saide Doctor Mounde- 
forde for cl‘'® dayes begonne the viij*® of 
Ffebruarie 1610 and ended the vij* of 
Julie following 1611 at xxx‘. per diem 

eexxy!}. 
Ffor the enterteynement of his Apothecarye 
for ninety dayes at xiij’. ilij’. per diem 

1b 
Ffor twoe ‘cabbanetts furnished w** thinges 
necessary and used in the tyme of the saide 
ladye Arbella for syckenes - op yuexiy. 
For chardges of horsehier and other ex- 
pences of the saide Doctor Moundeford 

ij. 
Payde to Sir James Crofte, Knighte, ap- 
poynted by order from the lordes of the 
privie Councell to geve his attendaunce 
uppon the saide lady Arbella Seymour for 
his enterteynement at xxx*. per diem 

mentes - - 

“ R. SarisBury. 

“ Jun. Cassar.” 
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ON A POEM MENTIONED IN ONE OF THE 

LANSDOWNE MSS. 

In vol. 61. of the Lansdowne MSS. in the 
British Museum occurs the following remark- 
able letter from the Bishop of London (John 
Aylmer) to Lord Burghley. I wish to be 
informed to what “foolish rhime,” which 
had been printed in Oxford and London, it 
applies ? It is a question of some literary im- 
portance to me at the present moment, and I 
am glad to have the opportunity of putting 
it by means of your new hebdomadal under- 
taking. I hope to meet with a reply in your 
“ NoTEes AND QuprRiIES” of next week. 

“ To the Lord Treasurer. 

“ Yt may please your good L. to understand, 
that upon inquiry made for the setting forth of 
this foolish rime, I finde that it was first printed at 
Oxford, by Joseph Barnes, and after here by Toby 
Cooke, without licence, who is now out of towne, 
but as sone as he returneth, I will talke with him 
about it. I marvell that they of Oxford will suffer 
such toyes to be sett forth by their authority ; for 
in my opinion it had been better to have thanked 
God, than to have insulted upon men, and espe- 
cially upon princes. And so I take my leave of 
your good L., praying God to send you health to 
his honour and all our good. From my pallace at 
London, this xxix** of Aprill 1589. 

“ Your good L. to command in X°., 
“ Joun Lonp.” ‘ 

If the above refer to any production in 
verse upon the defeat of the Armada, Lord 
Burghley (who had probably made inquiries 
of the Bishop) seems to have been actuated 
by some extraordinary and uncalled-for deli- 
cacy towards the King of Spain. Waiting an 
explanation, I am your 

Hearty WELL-WISHER. 
Lond. Oct. 23. 1849. 

I cannot find that Aylmer’s letter has ever 
been noticed by any of our literary antiqua- 
ries. 

MADOC’S EXPEDITION TO AMERICA. 

Mr. Editor,—Can any of your readers 
direct me to the different authors who have 
treated of the asserted expedition of Madoc 
to America; or to any Papers upon that sub- 
ject which have appeared in any Periodicals, 
or Transactions of learned societies. 

A STUDENT. 

[ No. 1. 

LORD CHATHAM’S SPEECH ON THE AMERICAN 

STAMP ACT. 

Mr. Editor, — The following is an extract 
from Lord Brougham’s Character of Chatham, 
vol. i. p. 27. 

“ The Debates"on the American Stamp Act in 
1764 are the first that can be said to have been 
preserved at all, through the happy accident of 
Lord Charlemont, assisted by Sir Robert Dean, 
&e. &e., and accordingly they have handed down to 
us some Notes of Lord Chatham's celebrated Speech 
upon that Question.” 

Can any of your readers inform me where 
these “ Norrs” of this “celebrated speech” are 
to be found? 

iP. 

DORNE, THE BOOKSELLER.—HENNO RUSTICUS. 

Sir, —I gladly avail myself of the “ Norrs 
AND QUERIES,” to request information on_the 
following points :— 

I. Is any thing known, and especially from 
the writings of Erasmus, of a bookseller 
and publisher of the Low Countries named 
Dorne, who lived at the beginning of the six- 
teenth century ? 

II. Is any thing known of a little work of 
early date, called Henno rusticus ? 

III. Or of another, called OQ) the sige 
(signe?) of the end? 

Trusting that some of your readers will b> 
enabled to throw light upon one or other of 
these points, 

I remain, &c. 
Ww. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 
WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

JONES (EpmuND) GroGRApPHIcaL, Histo- 
RICAL, AND Reticgious Account oF ABERYSTWITH. 8vo. 

Trevecka, 1779. 

Cartari.— La Rosa p’Oro PontiFIcr, 
Etc. 4to. Rome. 1681. 

SHAKSPEARE’S Dramatic Works— ‘The 
Fourth Volume of Wurrrincuam’s Edition, in 7 vols, 
24mo. Chiswick. 1814. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, car- 
riage free, to be sent to Mr. Beri, Publisher of | 
“NOTES AND QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The matter is so generally understood with 
regard to the management of periodical works, 
that it is hardly necessary for the Editor to 
say that HE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN 
MANUSCRIPTS ; but on one point he wishes to 
offer a few words of explanation to his cor- 
respondents in general, and particularly to 
those who do not enable him to communicate 
with them except in print. They will see, on 
a very little reflection, that it is plainly his 
interest to take all he can get, and make the 
most, and the best, of everything; and there- 

| fore he begs them to take for granted that 
their communications are received, and ap- 
preciated, even if the succeeding Number bears 
no proof of it. He is convinced that the want 
of specific acknowledgment will only be felt 
by those who have no idea of the labour and 
difficulty attendant on the hurried manage- 
ment of such a work, and of the impossibility 
of sometimes giving an explanation, when 
there really is one which would quite satisfy 
the writer, for the delay or non-insertion of 
his communication. Correspondents in such 
cases have no reason, and if they understood 
an editor's position they would feel that they 
have no right, to consider themselves under- 
valued ; but nothing short of personal expe- 
rience in editorship would explain to them 
the perplexities and evil consequences arising 
Jrom an opposite course. 

Avsrey Junior. The coincidence is certainly 
curious. When the 3rd of November was fixed for 
the first appearance of “ Nores anp Queries,” it 
was little thought that it was the anniversary of the 
birth of John Aubrey, the most noted Querist, if not 
the queerest Noter, of all English antiquaries. His 
“ Mem. to ask Mr. ——’ no doubt indirectly sug- 
gested our title. 

Puitoprexion is thanked for his suggestion, that 
we should “ print lists of all the books printed by the 
Roxburgh, Abbotsford, Camden, Spottiswoode, and 
other publishing Clubs and Societies.” His sug- 
gestion had, however, been anticipated: arrange- 
ments are making for giving not only the information 
suggested by Purtoniexi0n, but also particulars of 
the works issued by the different Continental pub- 

de France, Der Literarische Verein in Stuttgart, 

so that the English reader may be put into pos- 
and the Svenska Fornskrift-Siillskap of Stockholm, | 
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session of facts connected with these Societies not to 
be found elsewhere. 

Mancuester (Box 720.) is thanked for his 
suggestions, , 

Booxs anp Opp VotumEs wanTeED. We believe 
that this will prove one of the most useful divisions 
of our weekly Sheet. Gentlemen who may be unable 
to meet with any book or volume of which they are 
in want may, upon furnishing name, date, size, &c., 
have it inserted in this List free of cost. Persons 
having such volumes to dispose of are requested to 
send reports of price, &§c. to Mr. Bell, our Pub- 
lisher. 

This day is published, price 2s. 6d. ; by post, 3s. 

LLUSTRATIONS AND ENQUIRIES 
RELATING TO MESMERISM. Part I. 

By the Rev. S. R. Marrtann, D.D., F: R.S., F. A. S.; 
sometime Librarian to the late Archbishop of Can- 
terbury, and Keeper of the MSS. at Lambeth. 

W. Sreruenson, 12. and 13. Parliament Street. 

HE CAMDEN SOCIETY ror tHE 
PUBLICATION OF EARLY HISTORICAL AND LITE- 

RARY REMAINS, 

The following works are now ready for delivery to 
Members who have paid their Annual Subscription 
of 1/., due on the Ist of May last: — 

I. INEDITED LETTERS OF QUEEN 
ELIZABETH, AND KING JAMES VI. From 
the Originals in the possession of the Rev. Edward 
Ryder, of Oaksey, Wilts, and from a MS. formerly 
belonging to Sir P. Thompson. Edited by Joun Brucr, 
Esq. Treas, S. A. 

Il. THE CHRONICLE OF THE ABBEY 
OF PETERBORUGH; from a MS. in the Li- 
brary of the Society of Antiquaries. Edited by Txo- 
mas SrarteTon, Esq. F.S. A. 

Wituram J. Tuoms, Secretary. 

Applications from Members who have not received 
their copies may be made to Messrs. Nichols, 25. Par- 
liament Street, Westminster, from whom prospectuses 
of the Society (the annual subscription to which is 17.) 
may be obtained, and to whose care all communications 
for the Secretary should be addressed. 

HE SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY. 
THE CHANDOS PORTRAIT, 

The Engraving from the Chandos Portrait of Shake- 
speare by Mr. Cousins, A. R.A., is now ready for 

delivery to Subscribers who have paid their Annual 
Subscription of 1/. for the years 1848 and 1849. Mem- 
bers in arrear, or persons desirous to become members, 
are requested to forward their subscriptions to the 
Agent, Mr. Skerrineton, Bookseller, 192. Piccadilly, 

Oe eclences tect Tk Bocete ae Wire | res ab alu eeaie eieameles oa tuirobtontichs Prints may be delivered previously to the obliteration 
of the plate. 

By order of the Council, 
F. G. TOMLINS, Seeretary. 
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A NTIQUARIAN GLEANINGS IN 
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND: being Ex- 

amples of Antique Furniture, Plate, Church Deco- 
ration, Objects of Historical Interest, &e. Drawn 
and etched by W. B. Scorr. 

“ A collection of Antiquarian Relics, chiefly in the Decorative 
branch of Art, preserved in the Northern Counties, pourtrayed by 
a very competent hand. Many of the objects possess considerable 
interest; such as the chair of the Venerable Bede, Cromwell’s 
sword ahd watch, and the grace-cup of Thomas-a-Becket, All 
are drawn with that distinctness which makes them available for 
the Antiquarian, for the Artist who is studying Customs, and for 
the study of Decorative Art.”’ — Spectator. 

Typ woes OF MUSICK. By the Hon. 
Rocer Norrs, Attorney-General to James I. 

Now first printed from the original MS. and edited, 

with copious Notes, by Epwarn F, Rimzavtr, LL.D., 

F.S.A., &c. &e. Quarto; with a Portrait; hand- 

somely printed in 4to. ; half-bound in Morocco, 15s. 

This interesting MS., so frequently alluded to by 

Dr. Burney in the course of his “ History of Music,” 

has been kindly placed at the disposal of the Council 

of the Musical Antiquarian Society, by George 
Townshend Smith, Esq., Organist of Hereford Ca- 
thedral. But the Council, not feeling authorised to 
commence a series of literary publications, yet im- 

pressed with the value of the work, have suggested its 

independent publication to their Secretary, Dr. Rim- 
bault, under whose editorial care it accordingly ap- 

pears. 
It abounds with interesting Musical Anecdotes; the 

Greek Fables respecting the origin of Music; the rise 
and progress of Musical Instruments ; the early Mu- 
sical Drama; the origin of our present fashionable 
Concerts; the first performance of the Beggar's 
Opera, &e. 

Second Edition, with Illustrations, 12mo., 3s. 

a BELL: its Origin, History, and Uses. 
By the Rev. Atrrep Garry, Vicar of Ecclesfield. 

“A new and revised edition of a very varied, learned, and 
amusing essay on the subject of bells.”’ — Spectator. 

Just published, Royal Svo., Part II., price 2s. 6d. 

HRISTIAN MONUMENTS IN ENG- 
LAND AND WALES; an Historical and 

Descriptive Sketch of the various classes of Monu- 
mental Memorials whieh have been in use in this 
country from about the time of the Norman Conquest. 
Profusely illustrated with Wood Engravings. ‘To be 
published in Four Parts. Part I. price 7s. 6d., Part 
II. 2s. 6d. By the Rev. Cuartes Bourerr, M.A., 
Rector of Downham Market. 

Also, 

Royal 8vo., 10s. 6d. ; large paper, 15s. 

ONUMENTAL BRASSES AND 
SLABS: an Historical and Descriptive Notice 

of the Incised Monumental Memorials of the Middle 
Ages. With upwards of 200 Engravings. Part I. 
containing Ten Plates, 5s. plain; 7s. 6d. coloured : 
to be completed in Three or Four Parts. 

Also, 

In Parts, each containing Twelve Plates; Royal 8vo. 
ls. 6d.; folio, 2s. 6d.; or, on India paper, 5s. 

HE MONUMENTAL BRASSES OF 
ENGLAND; a Series of Engravings upon 

Wood, from every variety of these interesting and 
valuable Memorials, accompanied with brief descriptive 
Notices. 

Parts I, to XI. of this work are published : 
Part XII. will complete the volume. 

“In the numbers of the attractive work now before us, the 
perfection to which engraving on wood has been carried is 
strikingly shown. The amount of information conveyed in mo- 
derate compass, and at a most trifling cost, renders this collection 
of examples of Costume, of Decorative Design, and of Heraldry, 
highly acceptable. The minute and faithful exactness with which 
the smallest details are reproduced is a most valuable quality in 
these portraitures: their variety is striking: selected, in great 
part, from Memorials hitherto unknown or imperfectly engraved, 
each number of M. Boutell’s collection might form the text of a 
monograph on Medieval Costume in its three great divisions — 
Military, Ecclesiastical, and Secular.’’ — Archeological Journul, 
vol. vi. p. 91. 

Grorce Betz, 186. Fleet Street. 

R. BENTLEY’S NEW PUBLICA- 
TIONS, NOW READY. 

ia 
In Two Vols. post 8vo. 

THE CITIES AND WILDS OF AN- 
DALUCIA. By the Hon. R. Dunpas Murray. 

If. 
In Three Vols. post 8vo, 

HANDS NOT HEARTS. A Story of 
the Day. By Miss Wirxinson. 

Ill. 
In Two Vols. post 8vo. 

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS’ SERVICE 
IN THE HUDSON’S BAY TERRITORY. 
Joun McLean, 

By 

Iv. 
In Three Vols. 8vo., price 21s. A Third Edition, 

with Additions, of 

MR. WHITESIDE’S ITALY IN THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY. 

v. 
In crown $vo. price 6s. neatly bound. 

THE SECOND VOLUME OF PRES- 
COTT’S HISTORICAL WORKS. _ Containing 
the Reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, Vol. II. 

N. B.— Mr. Prescott’s Historical Works will be 
completed in eight monthly volumes. 

VI. 

In post 8vo. price 3s. 6d. neatly bound, 

CAPTAIN MARRYAT’S ADVEN- 
TURES OF MONS. VIOLET. 

Ricuarp Bentiey, New Burlington Street. 
(Publisher in Ordinary to Her Majesty. ) 

Oct. 31, 1849. 
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Just published, in demy 8vo. embossed cloth, fine 
paper, with Illustrations, price 14s. 

ESTMINSTER: Memorials of the 
City, its Palaces, Whitehall, Parish Churches, 

Worthies, St. Peter’s College, the Streets, Modern 

Buildings, and Ancient Institutions. By the Rev. 
Mackenzir E. C. Watcort, M. A., of Exeter College, 
Oxford, Curate of St. Margaret’s, Westminster, and 

Author of the History of that Church. 
See Morning Post, May 17.; John Bull, June 2.; 

Critic, June 15.; Atlas, June 16.; Christian Remem- 
brancer, July 1.; Magazine of Science, Oct.1.; West of 
England Conservative, Sept. 20.; Ecclesiologist, Oct. 1.; 

Bentley's Miscellany. Oct. 1., &c. 

London: J. Masters, 78. Bond Street. 

OTICE.—The VOLUME of the PRO- 
CEEDINGS of the ARCHZ OLOGICAL 

INSTITUTE at SALISBURY is now in preparation, 
uniform with the former volumes. As few copies will 
be printed beyond those which may be subscribed for, 
it is particularly requested that all who wish to have 
the Volume will forward their names at once to the 
Secretary of the Institute, 26. Suffolk Street, or to 

Mr. Bett, 186, Fleet Street. 

ARCHZOLOGICAL WORKS. 

By Jonn Yonce AKERMAN, Sec. S. A. 

N ARCHZOLOGICAL INDEX TO 
REMAINS OF ANTIQUITY OF THE 

CELTIC, ROMANO-BRITISH, AND ANGLO- 
SAXON PERIODS. 1 vol. 8vo., price 15s. cloth. 
Illustrated by numerous engravings, comprising up- 
wards of five hundred objects. 

A NUMISMATIC MANUAL. 
8vo., price One Guinea. 

COINS OF THE ROMANS RELATING 
TO BRITAIN. 1 vol. 8vo. Second Edition, with 
an entirely new set of plates, price 10s. 6d. 

NUMISMATIC ILLUSTRATIONS OF 
THE NARRATIVE PORTIONS OF THE 
NEW TESTAMENT; fine paper, numerous wood- 
cuts from the original coins in various public and 
private collections. 1 vol. 8vo., price 5s. 6d. 

AN INTRODUCTION to tur STUDY 
or ANCIENT ayp MODERN COINS. In 1 vol. 
fep. 8vo., with numerous wood engravings from the 
original coins, price 6s. 6d. cloth. 

TRADESMEN’S TOKENS, struck in 
London and its vicinity, from the year 1648 to 1672 
inclusive. Described from the originals in the col- 
lection of the British Museum, &c. 1 vol, 8vo. 15s. 

1 vol. 

Joun Russert Smirv, 4. Old Compton Street, 
Soho Square, London. 

| VENGRO, 

Albemarle Street. 

Nov. 1849. 

MR. MURRAY’S 

LIST OF FORTHCOMING WORKS. 

ORD CAMPBELL: LIVES of the 
CHIEF JUSTICES of ENGLAND. From 

the Norman Conquest till the Death of Lord Mans- 
field. 2 vols. 8vo. 

M. GUIZOT : THE ENGLISH REVO- 
LUTION of 1640—1688, and the Causes of its 
Success. Post 8vo. 

GEORGE BORROW, Esq: LA- 
an AUTO-BIOGRAPHY. 38 vols, 

post 8vo, 

GEORGE GROTE, Esq.: HISTORY of 
GREECE (continued). From the Peace of Nikias 
down to the Battle of Knidus. (s.c. 421 to 394.) 
Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. 

“THOMAS H. DYER, Esq.: LIFE of 
JOHN CALVIN. Compiled from authentic Sources, 
and particularly from his Correspondence. Portrait. 

| 8vo. 

GEORGE TICKNOR, Esq: A HIS- 
TORY of SPANISH LITERATURE. With 
Criticism on particular Works, and Biographical 
Notices of Prominent Writers, 3 vols. 8vo. 

SIR HUMPHRY DAVY: CONSOLA- 
TIONSin TRAVEL; and SALMONTA, or DAYS 
of FLY FISHING. New Edition. Beautifully 
printed. 2 vols. Fep. 8vo. 

AUTHOR of “ BERTHA’S JOURNAL:” 
THE MINORITY ofan HEIRESS; or, the Pro- 
gress of Character. A Work for young Persons. 
2 vols. 12mo. 

DR. Wu. SMITH: A NEW CLASSICAL 
DICTIONARY, of Greek and Roman Myruorocy, 
Biocraruy, and Grocrarny. For the Use of Col- 
leges and Schools. One Volume, 8vo. 

JOHN PAGET, Fsqa.: HUNGARY and 
TRANSYLVANIA. With Remarks on their Con- 
dition, Social, Political, and Economical. New Edi- 
tion. Plates. 2 vols. 8vo. 

JOSEPH MARRYAT, Esq.: A HIS- 
TORY of POTTERY and PORCELAIN. With 
a Description of the Manufacture from the Earliest 
Period in various Countries, Plates and Wood- 
cuts. 8vyo. 

COLUMBUS: LIFE and VOYAGES of 
COLUMBUS, together with the Voyacrs of uis 
Companions, By WASHINGTON IRVING, 
Esq. A New Edition. Maps. 3 vols. 8yo. 

Joun Murray, Albemarle Strect. 
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NEW WORKS. 
SOUTHEY'S LIFE AND LETTERS. 

LIFE and CORRESPONDENCE of the late ROBERT SOUTHEY. 
Vol. I. containing his early Autobiography, College Life, Scheme of Social Colonisation in America, Visit 
to Lisbon, &c. Edited by his Son, the Rev. Cartes Curusert Souruey, M. A. With Portrait and 

View of Keswick, Cumberland Post 8vo. 10s, 6d. 
*,* To be completed in Six Volumes, each embellished with a Family Portrait and a Landscape 

Illustrated by W. Westall. Volume II. will be published at the end of December, and the succeeding 
volumes every alternate month. ‘ 

i. 

SOUTHEY’S COMMONPLACE BOOK. Edited by his Son-in-law, 
the Rev. J. W. Warter. Serconp Series, being * SPECIAL COLLECTIONS,” and forming a Volume 
complete in itself. Square crown 8yo. [Nearly Ready. 

II. 

An INQUIRY into the RISE and GROWTH of the ROYAL PRE- 
ROGATIVE. By the late Jonny Atten, Master of Dulwich College. A New Edition, with the 
Author’s last Corrections: preceded by M. Bérenger’s “ Rapport” on the Work read before the Institute 
of France; an Article on the same from the Epinzurcu Review; and a Biographical Notice of the 
Author. To which is added, an Inquiry into the Life and Character of King Eadwig, from the 
Author’s MS. 8vo. 12s. 

Iv. 

SIR EDWARD GRAHAM; or, Railway Speculators. By CaruHerine 
Srvcrair, Author of “ Modern Accomplishments,” “ Jane Bouverie,” &c. 3 vols. post 8vo. 31s. 6d. 

NED ALLEN; or, the Past Age. By Davmw Hayyay, Esq. 2 vols. 
post 8vo. 21s. 

VI. : 

SONGS, BALLADS, and SACRED SONGS. By Tuomas Moore. 
First collected Edition. Uniform in size with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay’s “ Lays of Ancient 
Rome,” and of Moore’s “ Lalla Rookh” and “ Irish Melodies.” 16mo. with Vignette Title, 5s. 

; vil. 

POETICAL WORKS of LETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON (L.E.L.) 
New Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay’s “Lays of Ancient Rome,” and of 
Moore’s “ Irish Melodies” and “ Lalla Rookh.” 2 vols. 16mo.with Vignette Titles. [ Nearly ready. 

viii. 

ASPECTS of NATURE, in Different Lands and Different Climates; 
with Scientific Elucidations. By Atexanper Von Humesotpt. ‘Translated by Mrs. Sasine. Uniform 
with the Cheap Edition of Sabine’s Authorised English Translation of Humboldt’s “ Cosmos,” and with 
Mr. Murray’s “* Home anp Coronzat Lisrary.” 2 vols. 16mo. $s. 6d. each, cloth. : 

A COPIOUS and CRITICAL’ LATIN-ENGLISH LEXICON, founded 
on the German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. William Freund. By the Rey. J. E. Ripptz, M.A. of 
St. Edmund Hall, Oxford. Post 8vo. 50s. 

An ENGLISH-GREEK LEXICON: containing all the Greek Words 
used by Writers of good authority ; citing the Authorities for every Word ; explaining the irregular Con- 
structions and Declensions ; and marking the doubtful Quantities. By C.D. Yonex. Post 4to. 21s. 

The EDUCATION of the FEELINGS. By Cuarués Bray. 2nd Edit. 
16mo. 2s. 6d. 

PRRARARAR TARA 

Printed by Tuomas CLark SHAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the City of London; and published by GrorGr Bett, of No, 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, November 3. 1849. 
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“ When found, make a note of.” — Carrain Curtis. 

No. 2.] Sarurpay, NoveMBER 10. 1849. Price Threepence. 

Stamped Edition 4d. « 

A FEW WORDS TO OUR FRIENDS. 

Iy our opening Address we carefully avoided 
any thing at all approaching to a boast of 

what we would, or even what we hoped to 

perform. We stated that “ we would rather 

give a specimen than a description.” We are 
now in like manner unwilling to point as ex- 

ultingly, as we think we might, to the position 
which we have already taken. But there is 
a vast difference between vain boasting and 

the expression of an honest satisfaction ; and 
it would be worse than an affectation of 

humility — it would be a mean hypocrisy — 

if we did not express heartily and unre- 

servedly the gratitude we owe and feel to 
those who have encouraged us by their friendly 
advice and able pens. We have opened a 

Literary Exchange, and we have had the gra- 
tification to see that men whose learning and 

talents the public recognise —leaders in their 
several branches of inquiry-—have at once 
taken advantage of it. They have proved 
the necessity for some such medium of com- 
munication, as well as their goodwill to the 
one now offered to them, by a gathering in 
its behalf which the public will respect, and of 
which we may well feel proud. 

Some whose good opinion we most value, 
and who have spoken most warmly in favour 
of our plan, have proved the sincerity of their 
praise by suggestions of improvement in its 
detail, and hints for its further extension. 

They may feel assured that such hints and 
such suggestions shall not be lost sight of. 
For instance, one respected correspondent 
hints that as we have very properly adopted 
Dr. Maitland’s suggestion with regard to Her- 
bert’s edition of Ames’ Typographical Anti- 
quities, namely, that of “ offering a receptacle 
for illustrations, additions, and corrections,” 
-and invited “our readers to take advantage 
of our columns to carry out Dr. Maitland’s 
suggestions,” we should open our columns with 
equal readiness to the correction and illustra- 
tion of more modern and more popular works. 
We entirely concur with him ; but in reference 
to this subject there is a distinction which 
must be borne in mind. Our own literature, 
like that of every other country, consists of 
two classes of books. We have the books of 
pretenders to knowledge, the hasty, crude, 
imperfect, but often for the time attractive 
and popular volumes of the Ned Purdons of 
the day. These books have a use — such as it 
is —and thus answer their purpose; but it 

would be for the credit of our literature, and 
save a world of trouble, if they were forgotten 
as soon as they had done so. To illustrate 
such books, to add to their information or 

-correct their blunders, would be useless and 

almost ridiculous. They should be left to die 
of mere powerlessness and exhaustion, or to 

wither under the wholesome influence of 4 
just and manly criticism, 

But there are books of another kind — 

THIRD EDITION. 2 
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books which our worthy bibliopoles designate 
| as “standard works.” These are the books of 
competent workmen—books which are the 
result-of honest labour and research, and which 

from the moment of their publication assume 
| a permanent station in our national literature. 

Even in such books there are many things in- 
complete, many things erroneous. But it is 
the interest of every man that such books 

should be rendered as complete as possible ; 

and whatever tends to illustrate or correct 
works of that class will be sure of insertion 

in our columns. 
We would point to Macaulay’s England, 

and Hallam’s Introduction to the Literary 
History of the 15th, 16th, and 17th Centuries, 

his Middle Ages, and his Constitutional His- 
tory, and we may add, as illustrations of a 

different kind, The Annals of the Stage of our 
excellent friend Mr. Collier, and The Hand- 

book of London of our valued contributor 
Mr. Peter Cunningham, as examples of the 

sort of publications to which we allude. Such 

were the books we had in our mind, when we 

spoke in our Prospectus of the “ Notes AND 
Queries” becoming, through the inter-com- 

munication of our literary friends, “a most 
useful supplement to works already in exist- 
ence—a treasury towards enriching future 
editions of them.” 

Another correspondent—a bibliographical 
friend—suggests that, for various reasons, 

which bibliographers will appreciate, our 

Prospectus should have a place in the body 
of our work. We believe that many of our 
readers concur in a wish for its preservation, 
and it will therefore be found in the Number 
now before them. 

One suggestion again urges us to look care- 
fully to Foreign Literature, and another 
points out the propriety of our making our 

paper as British as possible, so that our topo- 
graphical facts should, as far as practicable, be 
restricted to the illustration of British counties, 

and our biographical ones to such as should 
contribute towards a Biographia Britannica. 
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All these, and many other expressions of 
sympathy and promises of support, poured in 
upon us within a few hours after our birth. 

No one of them shall be forgotten; and if for 

a time our pages seem to indicate that we 

have made a Query as to the adoption of any 
suggestion, let our kind contributors be as- 
sured that there is no hint which reaches us, 

whether at present practicable or not, that 

we do not seriously and thankfully “make a 
Nore of.” 

BISHOP AYLMER’S LETTER, AND THE POEM 

ON THE ARMADA, 

As I am in a condition to answer the 
inquiry of your “ Hearty Well-wisher,” on 
p- 12. of your last Number of “ Notes anp 
QueEriEs,” I proceed to give him the informa- 
tion he asks. I shall be happy if what 
follows is of any use to your correspondent, 
taking it for granted that he is as zealous for 
your success as his signature indicates. 

The “ foolish rhyme,” to which the at- 
tention of the Bishop of London had been 
directed by Lord Burghley, has the subse- 
quent doggrel title : — 

“ A Skeltonicall Salvtation, 
Or condigne gratvlation, 
And iust vexation 
Of the Spanishe nation, 
That in a bravado 
Spent many a ervsado, 
In setting forth an armado 
England to invado.” 

This is as the title stands in the Oxford 
impression (of which I never saw more than 
one copy, because, we may presume, it was 
suppressed by the authorities of the Uni- 
versity, and the following is the imprint at 
the bottom of it: —‘ Printed at Oxford by 
Ioseph Barnes, and are to bee sold in Paules 
Churchyard, at the signe of the Tygres head, 
1589.” 
There exist several exemplars of the London 

edition—‘“ Imprinted at London for Toby 
Cooke. 1589,”—the title-page of which, as 
well as the rest of the poem, differs only lite- 
rally from that of Oxford, excepting that to 
the later is appended a Latin version, also in 
rhyme, and in close imitation of the English. 
I subjoin a brief specimen of it : — 
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* Qui regis Hispanos, 
Superbos et vanos, 
Crudeles et insanos, 
Multim aberrasti, 
Cum tuos animasti, 
Et bellum inchoasti 
Contra Anglos animosos, 
Fortes et bellicosos, 
Nobiles et generosos. 
Qui te excitavit 
Proculdubio deliravit 
Et te fascinavit,” &e. 

The whole production consists only of ten 
leaves, 4to, and the Latin portion, which has 
the subsequent separate title-page, occupies 
four of them : — 

“« AD REGEM 
HISPANVM. 

Cum tua non fuerint heroica facta, Philippe, 
Risu digna cano carmine ridiculo.” 

I shall not here introduce any part of the 
English version, because one or two long 
quotations will be found in the introductory 
portion of the Rev. A. Dyce’s excellent edition 
of Skelton’s Works (2 vols. 8vo. 1843). Re- 
specting the Latin portion I have been more 
particular, because the learned editor was not 
aware that the production had come from the 
press of Barnes of Oxford, nor that a Latin 
version was appended to it. 

I may take the liberty of adding here a 
mention of Skelton which escaped notice, and 
which is from one of the tracts against ‘Thomas 
Nash, produced by Gabriel Harvey, the friend 
of Spenser. He couples Skelton‘and Scoggin 
together, in no very respectful manner, and 
completes the triumvirate by Nash, whom he 
here calls Signor Capriccio: —“* And what 
riott so pestiferous as that which in sugred 
baites presenteth most poisonous hookes? 
Sir Skelton and Master Scoggin were but 
innocents to Signior Capricio.” 

This quotation is the more noticeable, be- 
cause it recognises the sacred character of 
Skelton (however unworthy of the gown) in 
the prefix *“ Sir,” which, as most people are 
aware, was then generally given to clergy- 
men: Scoggin, on the other hand, is only 
styled “ Master Scoggin.” 

J. Payne Couier. 

[The preceding communication was already in 
type when we received the following from Mr. 

viton Corney, which we gladly print, inasmuch as 

it illustrates some points not touched upon by Mr. 
Collier.] 

QUERIES ANSWERED, No. |. 

It is not without some slight reluctance 
that I notice anonymous communications, but 
shall endeayour to repress such feelings with 
regard to the modest students who may choose 
to announce their desiderata through the con- 
venient channel of the “ NorEs AND QUERIES.” 
A hearty well-wisher to so commendable an en- 
terprise, shall have my first responsive scrap. 

The inquiry affords no scope for ingenuity 
of conjecture! The foolish rime to which 
bishop Aylmer refers, is undoubtedly the 
pamphlet thus entitled : — 

“ A Skeltonicall salutation, 
Or condigne gratulation, 
And iust vexation 
Of the Spanish nation, 
That in a bravado 
Spent many a crusado, 
In setting forth an armado 
England to invado.” 

‘Oxford, Joseph Barnes, 1589. 4to. 

“ A Skeltonicall salutation,” &c. 
Imprinted at London for Toby 

Cook, 1589. 4to. 

The Oxford edition is recorded by Ames, 
and there is a copy of the London edition in 
the British Museum. Strype, in his account 
of bishop Aylmer, gives the substance of the 
letter as his ow narrative, almost verbatim | 
—but fails to identify the pamphlet in ques- 
tion. Park briefly describes it in Censura 
Literaria 1814. ii. 18.; and there is a speci- 
men of it in The poetical works of John 
Skelton, as edited by the reverend Alexander 
Dyce, 1843. 

While queries evince a sharp mental appe- 
tite, answers help to satisfy it; and so, by 
their united influence, a brisk circulation of 
ideas may be produced — which, as master 
Burton assures us, wards off melancholy. 

Boron Corney. 

NOTES UPON “ NOTES, No. 1.” 

Sir, —I take the liberty to send you one or 
two Notes on your first Number, just as they 
occur to me in looking it over. I will not 
trespass on you by preface or apology. 

The “ bibliographic project” I shall rejoice 
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to see carried out; and though neither an 
unemployed aspirant nor a fortunate collector 
(of which class I hope many will be stimulated 
by the proposition), yet, as I once took some 
trouble in the matter, IJ should be happy to 
contribute some Notes then made whenever 
the plan is matured and the proposed appeal 
is made — provided (I must add, and to you 
I may add) I can find them. 

The Liber Sententiarum was printed by 
Limborch, at Amsterdam, in 1692. It forms 
the greater part, as, indeed, it was the occa- 
sion, of his folio volume, entitled ‘“ Historia 
Inquisitionis cui subjungitur Liber Sententia- 
rum Inguisitionis Tholosane ab anno Christi 
cCloccevi ad annum clocccxxin.” Gibbon, 
in a note on his fifty-fourth chapter, observes 
that the book “ deserved a more learned and 
critical editor ;” and if your correspondent 
will only place the Book of Sentences before 
the public in a readable form, with a map, 
and (by all means) a few noées, he will be 
doing a great service to all persons who take 
an interest in ecclesiastical history, or, indeed, 
in history of any kind. In the year 1731 
Chandler published a translation of the His- 
tory of the Inquisition, with a long Introduc- 
tion of his own, but did not meddle with the 
Book of Sentences, except so far as to intro- 
duce into the text of the History some passages 
from it, which Limborch (as he appended the 
whole book) did not think it necessary to 
quote. I remember seeing the MS. in the 
British Museum within these ten or twelve 
years, and, according to my recollection, it 
was accompanied by papers which would 
furnish an interesting literary history of the 
volume. Ihope your correspondent will give 
us farther information. N. B. 

[Mr. Brooke, of Ufford, has also kindly replied 
to the Query ef Inquisrrortus, by referring ‘him 
to Limborch.] 

QUERY AS TO REFERENCES. 

Sir,—May I be permitted to suggest one 
way in which you may be of great service to 
many literary men, and indeed to the cause of 
literature in general; and this, too, without 

much trouble to yourself? Would you be 
willing to receive “Queries” respecting re- 

ferences? They frequently puzzle those who 
are engaged in literary works, and indeed 
those who are merely readers, and who have 
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not access to public libraries or the manu- 
script treasures of the metropolis and the 
universities. If, for instance, a clergyman 
or squire, interested in the history of his 
parish, should find in the county historian 
something which his own local or genealogical 
knowledge leads him to think erroneous, 
vouched for by a reference to the Cotton or 
Harleian MSS., might he apply to you? It 
may be supposed that you are not very far 
from some one of the great fountains of in- 
formation, and have easy access to all; and 
it is probable that you might not only doa 
personal favour to the inquirer, but confer a 
benefit on the public, by correcting an erro- 
neous statement. Of course you would sub- 
ject yourself to unreasonable requests, but 
the remedy would always be in your own 
hands. Yours, &c. ANGI: 

[The Editor inserts this letter because he is sure 
that it eomes from a friendly quarter, and he 
knows that something like what it suggests is very 
much wanted. He would feel great diffidence as 
to his powers of fulfilling all that might be ex- 
pected if he were simply to reply in the affirm- 
ative; but he is quite willing to make the trial, 
and he thinks that (though sometimes perhaps with 
a little delay) he could in general obtain any in- 
formation of this kind which could be reasonably 
sought. ] 

LINES IN THE STYLE OF SUCKLING. 

Mr. Editor, — The following lines are writ- 
ten in pencil on sheet 61. of the Notes of the 
Debates in the Long Parliament, taken down 
in the House of Commons by Sir Ralph 
Verney. The Notes of Debates, but not 
these lines, were published by the Camden 
Society in 1845. For any thing that appears 
to the contrary, these lines may have been 
written in the House as well as the Wotes of 
Debates. The sheet 61. refers to debates 
which took place in March 1641-2. I am not 
aware that the lines have been published, nor 
can I assign them to their author. If any of 
your readers can tell me any thing about them, 
I shall esteem it a favour. 

Wert thou yet fairer than thou art, 
Which lies not in the power of art ; 

Or hadst thou, in thine eyes, more darts 
Than Cupid ever shot at hearts ; 

Yet, if they were not thrown at me, 
I could not cast one thought at. thee. 
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Td rather marry a disease 
Than court the thing E cannot please ; 

She that will cherish my desires, 
Must feed my flames with equal fires. 

What pleasure is there in a kiss, 
To him that doubts the heart’s not his ? 

I love thee, not cause thou art fair, 
Smoother than down, softer than air,, 

Nor for those Cupids that do lie 
In either corner of thine eye ; 

Will you then know what it may be ? 
"Tis —I love you cause you love me. 

J. Bruce. 
24th Oct. 1849. 

NOTES UPON ANCIENT LIBRARIES. 

A knowledge of the intellectual acquire- 
ments of the middle ages must be mainly 
formed upon a consideration of the writings 
which directed them, or emanated from them. 
Unfortunately such materials are very imper- 
fect, our knowledge of the existence of works 
often resting only upon their place in some 
loosely-entered catalogue—and of the cata- 
logues themselves, the proportion still remain- 
ing must be small indeed.. Under these cir- 
cumstances the following documents, which are 
now for the first time printed, or even noticed, 
will be found to be of considerable interest. 
The first is, in modern language, a Power of 
Attorney, executed by the Prior of Christ 
Church, Canterbury, appointing two of the 
monks of his church to be his procurators for 
the purpose of receiving from the convent of | 
Anglesey, in Cambridgeshire*, a. book which 
had been lent to the late Rector of Terrington. 
Its precise date is uncertain, but it must be 
of about the middle of the thirteenth century 
(1244—1254), as Nicholas Sandwich, the 
Prior of Christ Church, was the second of | 
four priors who presided between the years 
1234 and 1274. 

** N. Prior Ecclesiz Christi Cantuariensis disere- 
tis viris et religiosis Domino Priori de Anglesheya 
et ejusdem foci sacro conventui salutem in Domino. 
Cum sincera semper caritate noverit fraternitas 
vestra nos constituisse fratres Gauterum de Hatd- 
feld et Nicholaum de Grantebrigiense Ecclesie 
nostra’ monachos latores precencium procuratores 
nostros-ad exigendum et recipiendum librum qui 

* The information given of this house by Dugdale 
is very scanty. It could surely be added to con- 
siderably. 

intitulatur..Johannes Crisestomus de laude Apos- 
toli.. In quo etiam volumine continentur Hystoria 
vetus Britonum que Brutus appellatur et tracta- 
tus Roberti Episcopi Herfordie de compoto. Qua 
quondam accommodavimus Magistro Laurentio 
de Sancto Nicholao tune Rectori ecclesiz de Ty- 
renton. Qui post decessum preefati Magistri L. 
penes vos morabatur et actenus moratur. In cu- 
jus rei testimonium has litteras patentes nostro 
sigillo signatas vobis transmittimus.” 

The contents of the book which is the sub- 
ject of this special embassy are of the cha- 
racter usually found to have formed the staple 
of monastic libraries, though the particular 
treatises included in it are not common. 

In the Reverend Joseph Hunter’s valuable 
treatise upon English Monastic Libraries * 
occurs a notice of an indenture executed in 
A.D. 1348, whereby the priory of Henton lent 
no less than twenty books to another monastic 
establishment. The deed is described, but 
not printed. It will be seen that the instru- 
ment we have given above is. nearly a century 
earlier; and the minute description of the 
book given in this document supplies some 
very curious facts illustrative of the mode of 
putting together ancient books, which have 
not hitherto been remarked;. for the simple 
reason that no opportunity: for comparison 
like that presented by the present case has 
yet been noticed. Among the Cottonian MSS. 
(Galba E. iv.) is a perfect specimen of an an- | 
cient Library Catalogue, which, although not 
altogether unnoticed, deserves a more careful 
examination than it has: yet received.. It re- 
lates to the magnificent monastic foundation 
from which emanated the deed we have printed 
above, and is headed “ Tituli librorum de 
libraria Ecclesiz Christi Cantuariensis et con- 
tenta in eisdem libris tempore H. Prioris.” It 
is written in that bold hand which prevails so 
extensively in ecclesiastical MSS., with but 
little variation, from the middle of the:four~ | 
teenth century to the end of the fifteenth, — 
a hand which is not always clearly written, 
and which therefore, in itself, does not mate- 
rially assist in the distinction of a date. Now 
having first assigned the credit of this noble 

¢ 

* London, 1831, quarto. See also a Paper by 
Mr. Halliwell in the Arckeologia, xxvii. p. 455., and 
Sir Francis Palgrave’s Introduction to Documents and 
Records illustrating the History of Scotland, pp. xevi. 
—cxvi., for extracts from the historical chronicles pre- 
served in the monasteries, &c. 
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Catalogue—in which are entered about 600 
volumes, in nearly every one of which, be- 
sides the substantive (or initial?) work, are 
particularised numerous detached writings, 
varying from two or three to five-and-forty 
distinet “tracts”—to Prior Henry Chichely 
(1413—1443), the founder of All Souls’ and 
St. John’s Colleges, Oxford, and who “ built 
the library of the church, and furnished it with 
books,” we will see whether the book “ qui 
intitulatur Johannes Crisestomus,” &c. was 
returned to Canterbury, and had a place in 
the list ;—and this, we think, is satisfactorily 
shown by the following entry :— 

“ Johannes Crisostomus de laude Apostoli. 
In hoe volumine continentur 

Idem de laude Redemptoris. 
Brutus latine. 
Nomina Regum Britannie sicut in ordine suc- 

cesserunt. 
Nomina Archiepiscoporum Cantuariensis sicut 

in ordine successerunt. 
Tabula et questiones Bede de ratione temporum. 
Tabula ejusiem et expositio super tabulam de 

lunationibus. 
Descriptio Britanniz Insule. 
Expositio super Merlinum, imperfecta, 

It may perhaps be supposed that this proves 
too much, as, besides the direct title of the 
volume, eight “ tracts” are here entered, while 
in the Power of Attorney only ¢wo are no- 
ticed. But we would maintain, nevertheless, 
that it is the identical book, and explain this 
variation in the deseription by the circum- 
stance that the library having, in the space 
of nearly two centuries, been materially en- 
riched, numerous works, consisting in many 
cases only of a single “ quaternion,” were in- 
serted in the volumes already existing. An 
examination of the structure of books of this 
period would confirm this view, and show that 
their apparent clumsiness is to be explained 
by the facility'it was then the custom to afford 
for the interpolation or extraction of “ sheets,” 
by a contrivance somewhat resembling that 
of the present day for temporarily fixing loose 
papers in a cover, and known as the “ patent 
leaf-holder.” 

The second document is a list of certain 
books, belonging to the monastery of Angle- 
sey, early in the fourteenth century, allotted 
out to the canons of the house for the pur- 
pose of custody, or, perhaps, of study or de- 
votion. 

“Tsti libri liberati sunt canonicis die......anno 
regni Regis Edwardi septimo ” * (7 Edw. II. 
A.D. 1314.) 

Penes Dominum Priorem; Parabelz Salomo- 
nis; Psalterium cum...... 

Penes Dominum J. de Bodek. ; Epistole Pauli 
codes ; Quedam notule super psalter et liber 
miraculorum......Mariz cum miraculis sanc- 

torum. 
Penes Sub-priorem; Liber vite Sancti Thome 

Martiris. 
Penes E. de Ely; Quartus liber sententiarum 

cum sermo......; Liber Reymundi; Liber de 
vitiis et virtutibus et pastorale. 

Penes R. Pichard ; Liber Alquini ; Liber Johan- 
nis de Tyrington cum Catone et aliis. 

Penes Henrici Muchet; Liber de vita Sancte 
Marie Magdalene et remediarum (?) 

Penes Walteri de Yilwilden ; Liber S...... liga- 
tus in panno ymnaro glosatus cum constitu- 
tionibus; Belet ligatus et vita sanctorum. 

Penes Ricardi de Queye; Omelie Gregorii (?) 
super Evangelistos ligate in nigro corio. 

In commune biblia; Decreta; Decretales ; 
Prima pars moralium Job ; Liber de abusio- 
nibus. 

Liber justitie ; penes Magistrum Adam de Wil- 
burham. 

Penes Walteri de Wyth; Liber Innocentii su- 
per sacramenta cum Belet et introductione in 
uno volumine. 

Item penes Sup-priorem ; Psalterium glosatum 
quod fuit in custodia Magistri Henrici de 
Melreth. 

Item aliud psalterium glosatum inpignoratum 
penes Isabellam Siccadona. 

Several of these descriptions are highly 
curious; particularly the last item, which de- 
scribes one of the “ glossed” psalters as being 
“in pawn,” a fact which, in itself, tells a 
history of the then condition of the house. 

The first document, taken in connection 
with that referred to by Mr. Hunter, would 
seem to establish the existence of a system of 
interchanging the literary wealth of monastic 
establishments, and thereby greatly extending 
the advantages of their otherwise scanty 
stores. Both are executed with all the legal 
forms used in the most important transactions, 
which would support the opinion of their not 

* The formula of this date, “anno R. R. E. sep- 
timo,” would at first sight be considered to refer to the 
preceding reign; but the list is merely a memorandum 
on the dorse of a completely executed instrument dated 
A.D. 1300, which it is highly improbable that it pre- 
ceded. The style of Edward II. is often found as 
above, though not usually so. 
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being special instances: but they are, in either 
case, curious and satisfactory evidence of the 
care and caution exercised by the monks in 
cases where their books were concerned ; and 
one cannot but regret that when the time 
came that the monasteries were destined to 
be dissolved, and their books torn and scat- 
tered to the winds, no attention was paid to 
Bale’s advice for the formation of “ one so- 
lemne library in every shire of England.” 

JOsEPH Burtt. 

PEDLAR’S SONG ATTRIBUTED TO SHAKSPERE, 
AND TRADITION CONNECTED WITH SHAK- 
SPERE’S ‘“‘ HAMLET.” 

The following verses, which would form a 
very appropriate song for Autolycus, were 
arranged asa glee for three voices by Dr. Wil- 
son about the year 1667. They are published 
in Playford’s Musical Companion in 1673 ; in 
Warren’s Collection of Glees and Catches ; 
and in S. Webbe’s Conveto Harmonico. The 
words were, I believe, first ascribed to Shak- 
spere, by Clark, in 1824, in his Words of 
Glees, Madrigals, &c.; but he has not given 
his authority for so doing. It has been stated 
that they have since been discovered in a 
common-place book written about Shakspere’s 
time, with his name attached to them, and 
with this indirect evidence in favour of their 
being written by him, that the other pieces 
in the collection are attributed to their proper 
writers. The late Mr. Douce, who was in- 
clined to believe the song to have been written 
by Shakspere, once saw a copy of it with a 
fourth verse which was shown to him by the 
then organist of Chichester. The poem is not 
included in Mr. Collier’s edition of Shakspere, 
nor in the Aldine edition of Shakspere’s Poems, 
edited by the Rev. A. Dyce. Perhaps if you 
will be good enough to insert the song and 
the present communication in the “ Nores aND 
Queries,” some of your readers may be enabled 
to fix the authorship, and to furnish the ad- 
ditional stanza to which I have referred. 

PEDLAR’S SONG. 

From the far Lavinian shore, 
pons markets come to store; 

use not, though so far I dwell, 
And my wares come here to sell ; 
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Such is the sacred hunger for gold. 
Then come to my pack, 

While I cry 
“ What d’ye lack, 

What d’ye buy ? 
For here it is to be sold.” 

I have beauty, honour, grace, 
Fortune, favour, time, and place, 
And what else thou would’st request, 
E’en the thing thou likest best ; 
First, let me have but a touch of your gold. | | 

Then, come to me, lad, 
Thou shalt have 

What thy dad 
Never gave; 

For here it is to be sold. 

Madam, come, see what you lack, 
Tve complexions in my pack ; 
White and red you may have in this place, 
To hide your old and wrinkled face. 
First, let me have but a touch of your gold, 

Then you shall seem 
Like a girl of fifteen, 

Although you be threescore and ten years old. 

While on this subject, perhaps I may be 
permitted to ask whether any reader of the 
** NoTEs. AND QUERIES” can throw light on the 
following questionable statement made by a 
correspondent of the Morning Herald, of the 
16th September, 1822. 

“ Looking over an old volume the other day, 
printed in 1771, I find it remarked that it was 
known asa tradition, that Shakspeare shut himself 
up all night in Westminster Abbey when he wrote 
the ghost scene in Hamlet.” 

I do not find in Wilson’s Shakspeariana the 
title of a single “ old” book printed in 1771, 
on the subject of Shakspere. He 

SIR WILLIAM SKIPWYTH, KING’S JUSTICE 
IN IRELAND. 

Mr. Editor, — I am encouraged by the 
eminent names which illustrate the first 
Number of your new experiment —a most 
happy thought —to inquire whether they, or 
any other correspondent, can inform me who 
was the William de Skypwith, the patent of 
whose appointment as Chief Justice of the 
King’s Bench in Ireland, dated February 15. 
1370, 44 Edward III., is to be found in the 
New Federa, vol. iii. p. 877? In the entry 
on the Issue Roll of that year, p. 458., of the 
payment of “his expences and equipment” in 
going there, he iscalled “Sir William Skipwyth, 
Knight, and the King’s Justice in Ireland.” | 
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There was a Sir William Skipwyth, oa 
was appointed a. Judge of the Common Pleas 
in 83 Edward III., and Chief Baron of the 

| Exchequer in 36 Edward III.; and, were it 
_ not that Collins, in his Baronetage, followed 
| by Burke, says that he remained Chief Baron 

till 40 Edward III., ix which year he died, I 

should have had ne deubt that the Irish Chief 
Justice was the same with the English Chief 
Baron. 

The same authority adds that Sir William 
Skipwyth who was made a Justice of the 
King’s Bench [it should have been of the 
Common Pleas] in 50 Edward IIL, and who 

_ resigned his office in 11 Richard IL, was the 
eldest son of the Chief Baron. But that au- 
thority does not make the slightest allusion 
to the appointment of the Chief Justice of 
Ireland. 
A suspicion that this last Justice of the 

Common Pleas is not only the same person 

in my mind for the following among other 
reasons. 

1. Collins and Burke are wrong in saying 
that he remained Chief Baron till 40 Edward 
III. His successor in that office was appointed 
on October 29. 1365, 39 Edward IIT. 

2. They are further wrong, I imagine, in 
saying that he continued Chiet Baron till his 
death ; for Joshua Barnes, in his History of 
Edward III., p. 667., says that Skipwyth and 
Sir Henry Green, the Chief Justice of the 
King’s Bench, were in 1365 arrested and 
imprisoned on account of many enormities 
which the King understood they had com- 
mitted against law and justice; and this 
relation is corroborated by the fact that 
Green’s successor as Chief Justice was ap- 
pointed on the same day as Skipwyth’s suc- 
cessor as Chief Baron. 

3. No proof whatever is given of the Chief 
Baron’s death in 40 Edward III. 

I will not trouble you with other grounds 
ef identification which occur to me: but as 
an answer to my question might “‘ make these 
edds all even,” I send the “ Query” to the 
“Lost and Found Office” you have esta- 
blished, in the hope that some stray “ Note,” 
as yet ‘unappropriated, may assist in solving 
the difficulty. Epwarp Foss. 

“ THE THISTLE OF SCOTLAND. 

Mr. Editor, — May I ask if any of your 
contributors could inform me in an early 
number, when and on what occasion the 
Thistle was adopted as the emblem of the 
Scottish nation? I have leoked into many 
historians, but as yet found nothing definite 
enough. R. L. 

Paisley, Oct. 29. 1849. 

CAPTURE OF THE DUKE OF MONMOUTH. 

Mr. Editor, — Having noticed the letter of 
Mr. John Bruce, in your Miscellany, I beg 
leave to inform him that the ash tree under 
which Monmouth was taken is still standing 
on the Woodland estate, now the property of 
the Earl of Shaftesbury. 

I shall be happy at some future day, if it | 
suits your purpose, to collect and send you 

: , _such particulars as may be gained on the 
as the Chief Justice of Ireland, but also as | 
the Chief Baron of the Exchequer, has arisen | 

spot respecting it, and the incidents of the 
capture. 

We have still in the Town Hall here the 
chair in which it is said Jefferies sat at the 
Bloody Assize. A.D. M. 

Dorchester, 2d Nov. 1849. 

[We shall gladly receive the particulars which 
our Correspondent. proposes to collect and for- 
ward. ] 

SERPENTS EGGS AND STRAW NECKLACES. 

[Mr. Thoms’ Query in this case should have 
been limited to the straw necklaces, as Mr. Nichols 
has already explained the serpents’ eggs; but our 
Correspondent’s letter is so satisfactory on both 
points that we insert it entire. ] 

The passage from Erasmus, “brachium 
habet ova serpentum,” is plainly to be ren- 
dered “and with a string of serpents’ eggs 
on your arm.” The meaning is equally appa- 
rent on recalling the manner in which snakes’ 
eggs are found, viz., hanging together in a 
row. Erasmus intends Menedemus to utter 
a joke at the rosary of beads hanging over 
the pilgrim’s arm, which he professes to mis- 
take for serpents’ eggs. 

I am not aware what particular Rites © 
the “collar or chaplet” (for it may mean 
either) of s¢raw may have, as worn by a pil- 
erim from Compostella; or whether there 
may not lurk under this description, as be- 

a 
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neath the other, a jocular sense. The readiest 
way of determining this point would be to 
consult some of the accounts of Compostella 
and of its relics, which are to be found in a 
class of books formerly abundant in the north- 
western towns of Spain. Vs 

MADOC — HIS EXPEDITION TO AMERICA. 

«“ A Student” may consult the Proceedings 
of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries, 
Copenhagen, Mr. Geogehan’s Ireland, O'F la- 
herty’s Ogygia, Magnusen and Rafn On the 
Historical Monuments of Greenland and 
America, and some of the Sagas. — Scotus. 

Brechin, Novy. 5. 1849. 

NOTES ON COFFEE. 

The earliest account we have of coffee is 
said to be taken from an Arabian MS. in the 
Bibliotheque du Roi in Paris. 

Schehabeddin Ben, an Arabian author of 
| the ninth century of the Hegira, or fifteenth 

of the Christians, attributes to Gemaleddin, 
_ Mofti of Aden, a city of Arabia Felix, who 

was nearly his contemporary, the first intro- 
duction into that country, of drinking coffee. 
He tells us, that Gemaleddin, having occasion 
to travel into Persia, during his abode there 
saw some of his countrymen drinking coffee, 
which at that time he did not much attend to; 

| 
, 

| 

but, on his return to Aden, finding himself 
indisposed, and remembering that he had seen 
his countrymen drinking coffee in Persia, in 
hopes of receiving some benefit from it, he 
determined to try it on himself; and, after 
making the experiment, not only recovered 
his health, but perceived other useful qualities 
in that liquor; such as relieving the head- 
ach, enlivening the spirits, and, without pre- 
judice to the constitution, preventing drow- 
siness. This last quality he resolved to turn 
to the advantage of his profession ; he took it 
himself, and recommended it to the Dervises, 
or religious Mahometans, to enable them to 
pass the night in prayer, and other exercises 
of their religion, with greater zeal and at- 
tention. The example and authority of the 
mufti gave reputation to coffee. Soon men 
of letters, and. persons belonging to the law, 
adopted the use of it. These were followed | 

under the necessity of working in the night, 
and such as were obliged to travel late after 
sun-set. At length the custom became general 
in Aden; and it was not only drunk in the 
night by those who were desirous of being 
kept awake, but in the day for the sake of its 
other agreeable qualities. 

Before this time coffee was scarce known in 
Persia, and very little used in Arabia, where 
the tree grew. But, according to Scheha- 
beddin, it had been drunk in Ethiopia from 
time immemorial. 

Coffee being thus received at Aden, where 
it has continued in use ever since without in- 
terruption, passed by degrees to many neigh- 
bouring towns; and not long after reached 
Mecca, where it was introduced, as at Aden, 
by the Dervises, and for the same purposes of 
religion. 

The inhabitants of Mecca were at last so 
fond of this liquor, that, without regarding 
the intention of the religious, and other stu- 
dious persons, they at length drank it publicly 
in coffee-houses, where they assembled in 
crowds to pass the time agreeably, making 
that the pretence. From hence the custom 
extended itself to many other towns of Arabia, 
particularly to Medina, and then to Grand 
Cairo in Egypt, where the Dervises of Yemen, 
who lived in a district by themselves, drank 
coffee on the nights they intended to spend in 
devotion. 

Coffee continued its progress through Syria, 
and was received at Damascus and Aleppo 
without opposition; and in the year 1554, 
under the reign of Solyman, one hundred 
years after its introduction by the Mufti of 
Aden, became known to the inhabitants of 
Constantinople, when two private persons of 
the names of Schems and Hekin, the one 
coming from Damascus, and the other from 
Aleppo, opened coffee-houses. 

“ Tt is not easy,” says Ellis, “to determine 
at what time, or upon what occasion, the use 
of coffee passed from Constantinople to the 
western parts of Europe. It is, however, 
likely that the Venetians, upon account of the 
proximity of their dominions, and their great 
trade to the Levant, were the first acquainted 
with it; which appears from part of a letter 
wrote by Peter della Valle, a Venetian, in 
1615, from Constantinople ; in which he tells 

by the tradesmen and artisans that were : his friend, that, upon his return he should 
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bring with him some coffee, which he believed 
was a thing unknown in his country.” 

Mr. Galand tells us he was informed by 
M. de la Croix, the King’s interpreter, that 
M. Thevenot, who had travelled through the 
East, at his return in 1657, brought with him 
to Paris some coffee for his own use, and 
often treated his friends with it. 

It was known some years sooner at Mar- 
seilles; for, in 1644, some gentlemen who 
accompanied M. de la Haye to Constantinople, 
brought back with them on their return, not 
only some coffee, but the proper vessels and 
apparatus for making it. However, until 
1660, coffee was drunk only by such as had 
been accustomed to it in the Levant, and 
their friends: but that year some bales 
were imported from Egypt, which gave a 
great number of persons an opportunity of 
trying it, and contributed very much to bring- 
ing it into general use; and in 1761, a coffee- 
house was opened at Marseilles in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Exchange. 

Before 1669, coffee had not been seen at 
Paris, except at M. Thevenot’s, and some of 
his friends ; nor scarce heard of but from the 
account of travellers. In that year, Soliman 
Aga, ambassador from the Sultan Mahomet 
the Fourth, arrived,.who, with his retinue, 
brought a considerable quantity of coffee 
with them, and made presents of it to per- 
sons both of the court and city, and is sup- 
posed to have established the custom of 
drinking it. 

Two years afterwards, an Armenian, of the 
name of Pascal, set up a coffee-house, but 
meeting with little encouragement, left Paris 
and came to London. 

From Anderson’s Chronological History 
of Commerce, it appears that the use of coffee 
was introduced into London some years earlier 
than into Paris. For in 1652 one Mr. Ed- 
wards, a Turkey merchant, brought home 
with him a Greek servant, whose name was 
Pasqua, who understood the roasting and 
making of coffee, till then unknown in Eng- 
land. This servant was the first who sold 
coffee, and kept a house for that purpose in 
George Yard, Lombard Street. 

The first mention of coffee in our statute 
books is anno 1660 (12 Car. II. c. 24.), when 
a duty of 4d. was laid upon every gallon of 
coffee made and sold, to be paid by the maker. 

The statute 15 Car. II. c.11. § 15. ann. 
1663, directs that all coffee-houses should be 
licensed at the general quarter sessions of 
the peace for the county within which they 
are to be kept. 

In 1675 King Charles IJ. issued a pro- 
clamation’ to shut up the coffee-houses, but 
in a few days suspended the proclamation by 
a second. They were charged with being 
seminaries of sedition. 

The first European author who has made 
any mention of coffee is Rauwolfus, who was 
in the Levant in 1573. 

DR. DRYASDUST. 

Sir, — Do you, or any of your readers, 
know anything of the family of that celebrated 
antiquary ? and do you think it probable that 
he was descended from, or connected with, 
the author of a work which I met with some 
time ago, intituled “‘ Wit Revived, or A new 
and excellent way of Divertisement, digested 
into most ingenious Questions and Answers. 
By Aspryaspust Tossorracan. London: 
Printed for T. E. and are to be sold by most 
Booksellers. MpcCLXXIv.” 12mo. I do not 
know anything of the author’s character, but 
he appears to have been a right-minded man, 
in so far as he (like yourself) expected to find 
“wit revived” by its digestion into “ most 
ingenious questions and answers;” though 
his notion that asking and answering ques- 
tions was a new way of divertisement, seems 
to indicate an imperfect knowledge of the 
nature and history of mankind: but my query 
is simply genealogical. H. F. W. 

MACAULAY’S “ YOUNG LEVITE.” 

Sir, — The following passage from the 
Anatomy of Melancholy, published 1651, 
struck me as a curious corroboration of the 
passage in Mr. Macaulay’s History which 
describes the “ young Levite’s” position in 
society during the seventeenth century ; and 
as chance lately threw in my way the work 
from which Burton took his illustration, I take 
the liberty of submitting Notes of both for 
your examination. 

“ Tf he be a trencher chaplain in a gentleman’s 
house (as it befel Euphormio), after some seven 
years’ service he may perchance have a living to 

OE ——— 
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the halves, or some small rectory, with the mother 
of the maids at length, a poor kinswoman, or a 
erackt chambermaid, to have and to hold during 

part i. sect. 2. mem. 3. subsect. 15. 

Burton is here referring to the Euphormio- 
nis Lusinini Satyricon, published anno 1617. 
It professes to be a satire, or rather A FURIOUS 
INVECTIVE, on the corrupt manners of the 
times, and is in four parts: the lst is dedi- 
cated to King James I. ; the 2nd to Robert 
Cecil; the 3rd to Charles Emanuel of Savoy ; 
the 4th to Louis XIII, King of France. 

The use that Burton makes of the name of 
Euphormio is any thing but happy. He was 
not a *‘trencher chaplain” but the slave of a 
rich debauchee, Callion, sent in company with 
another slave, Percas, to carry some all-potent 
nostrum to Fibullius, a friend of Callion, who 
was suffering from an attack of stone. Eu- 
phormio cures Fibullius, not by the drug with 
which he was armed, but by a herb, which he 
sought for and found on a mountain. Fibul- 
lius, to reward his benefactor, offers him as a 
wife a most beautiful girl, whom he introduces 
to him privately while in his sick room. Eu- 
phormio looks with no little suspicion on the 
offer; but, after a few excuses, which are 
overruled by Fibullius, accepts the lady as 
his betrothed, “ seals the bargain with a holy 
kiss,” and walks out of the room (to use his 
own words) “ et sponsus, et quod nesciebam 
— Pater,” page 100. The next mention of 
this lady [evidently the prototype of the 
“ erackt chambermaid,”] is in page 138. 
Callion had paid his sick friend Fibullius a 
visit, and, on the eve of his departure, had 
ordered Euphormio to ride post before him, 
and prepare the inhabitants of the districts 
through which he was to pass for his arrival. 
While Euphormio is on the horseblock in the 
act of mounting his steed, a rustic brings him 
a letter from Fibullius, and in conversation 
gives him such an account of his bride as 
forces upon him the reflection, that even the 
grim Libitina would be preferable, as a bride, 
to so confirmed a Thais, so fruitful a partner, 
as the protegée of Fibullius would be likely to 
prove. But, as these notes have, in spite of 
all my attempts at condensation, already grown 
to a most formidable size, I will not indulge 
in any moral reflections; but conclude by 
querying you, or any of your readers, to in- 

form me whether the personages mentioned 
in the Euphorm. Lus. Satyricon, such as 

t bermaid, t | Callion, Pereas, Fibullius, &c., are real cha- 
the time of his life.” — Burton, Anat. of Mel., _racters or not? as, in the former case, I am 

| inclined to think that the work might throw 
some interesting lights on the private man- 
ners and characters of some of the courtiers of 
the day. ‘“ No scandal against any of the 
maids of honour ”—of course. The phrase 
“ To the halves” (in the quotation from Bur- 
ton) means, inadequate, insufficient; we still 
talk of “‘ half and half” measures. Montanus 
inveighs against such ‘ perturbations, that 

| purge to the halves, tire nature, and molest 
the body to no purpose.”’— Burton, Anat. of 
Mel., part. ii. sect. 2. mem. 4. subsect. 6. 

MELANION. 

[The work referred to by our correspondent was 
written by Barclay, better known as the author of 
the Argenis. The First Part of the Satyricon, dedi- 
cated to James the First, was published, London, 
12mo. 1603; and with the addition of the 2nd 
Part, Paris, 1605. The best edition of the work 
(which, really in two parts, is made, by the ad- 
dition of the Apologia Euphormionis, &c. sometimes 
into five) is said to be the Elzevir 12mo., 1637. 
There are two editions of it cum notis variorum, 
Leyden, 1667 and 1669, 8vo., in two volumes. 
Of some of the editions (as that of 1628, 12mo. 
it is said, “ adjecta Clavi sive obscurorum et quasi 
enigmaticorum nominum, in hoc Opere passim 
occurrentium, dilucida explicatione.” The Sa- 
tyricon was twice translated into French ; and its 
literary history, and that of the Censura Eu- 
phormionis, and other tracts which it called forth, 
might furnish a curious and amusing paper. ] 

SERMONES SANCTI CAROLI BORROM AI. 

Sir,—I have been wanting to get a sight 
of the following work, “ Sermones Sancti 
Caroli Borromei, Archiepisc. Mediol. Edidit 
J. A. Saxius. 5 Tom. Mediol. 1747.” Can I 
learn through your columns whether the work 
is any where accessible in London? I sought 
for it in vain at the British Museum a twelve- 
month ago ; nor, though then placed in their 
list of Libri desiderati, has it yet been pro- 
cured. C. F. SEcrRETAN. 

LUTHER AND ERASMUS. 

Mr. Editor,—The following lines, written 
in a hand of the early part of the seventeenth 
century, occur on the fly-leaf of a copy of the 
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Translation of Luther on the Galatians, edit. 
London, 4to. 1577. Can any of your readers 
oblige me by informing me who was their 
author ? 

“ Parum Lutherus ac Erasmus differunt, 
Serpens uterque est, plenus atro toxico ; 
Sed ille mordet ut cerastes in via, 
Hic fraudulentus mordet in silentio.” 

Your obedient servant, 
ROTERODAMUS. 

TOWER ROYAL — CONSTITUTION HILL. — 

COUNTESS OF PEMBROKE'S LETTER —TENNI- 

SON’S FUNERAL SERMON ON NELL GWYNNE. 

Sir, —I should be glad to obtain answers 

to any or all of the following Queries :— 

1. What is the origin of the name TowER 

Royvat, as applied to a London locality, and 

when did our kings (if they ever inhabited it) 

cease to inhabit it ? 
2. When was Constitution Hitr first so 

called, and why ? 
3. Is there any contemporary copy of the 

celebrated letter said to have been written by 

Anne Pembroke, Dorset and Montgomery, to 

Sir Joseph Williamson? It first appeared in 

The World. 
4, Does a copy exist in MS., or in print, 

of the sermon which Archbishop Tennison 

preached at the funeral of Nell Gwynne? 
PETER CUNNINGHAM. 

GROG — BISHOP BARNABY. 

Mr. Editor, —I hope you intend to keep a 

corner for Etymologies. 
Query, the origin of the word “ Grog ?”— 

And why do the people in Suffolk call a lady- 

bird “ Bishop Barnaby ?” 
If you can enlighten me upon either of 

these points, I shall feel encouraged to try 

again. Yours, &c. LreGour. 

NOTES FROM FLY-LEAVES, NO. II. 

DR. FARMER ON DRAYTON'S WORKS. 

The following bibliographical memoranda, 

in the well-known hand of Dr. Farmer, occur 

in a copy of the edition of Drayton’s Poems 

published in 1619, in small folio, by John 

Smethwick, which contains “ The Barons’ 

Wars; England’s Heroical Epistles; Idea ; 

[No. 2. 

Odes ; The Legends of Robert Duke of Nor- 
mandie, Matilda, Pierce Gaveston, and Great 
Cromwell; The Owle; and Pastorals, contain- 
ing Eglogues, with the Man in the Moone.” 

‘They may be of use to some future editor 
of Drayton, an author now undeservedly 
neglected, whose Mymphidia alone might 
tempt the tasteful publisher of the “ Aldine 
Poets” to include a selection, at least, of his 
poems in that beautiful series :— 

“The Works of Michael Drayton, Esq., were 
reprinted in folio, 1748. The title-page ‘ promises 
all the writings of that celebrated author, but his 
Pastorals (p. 433. &e., first published imperfectly 
in 4to. 1593) and many other of his most consi- 
derable compositions (Odes, the Owle, &c., see the 
Appendix), are not so much as spoken of. See 
his article in the Biog. Brit. by Mr. Oldys, cu- 
riously and accurately written. 

“« Another edition (which is called the best) was 
printed in 4 yols. 8vo. 1753. Robson, 1765. 

“ A Poem Triumphant, composed for the Society 
of the Goldsmiths of London, by M. Drayton. 
4to. 1604. Harl. Cat. v. 3. p. 357. 

“‘ Charles Coffey was the editor of the folio edit. 
1748: he had a large subscription for it, but died 
before the publication; and it was afterward 
printed for the benefit of his widow. See Mottley, 
p. 201. 
Pe The print of Drayton at the back of the title- 
page, is marked in Thane’s Catalogue, 1774, 7s. 6d. 

“ N.B. The copy of the Barons’ Warres in this 
edition differs in almost every line from that in the 
8vo. edit. 1610. 

“Tt was printed under the title of Morti- 
meriados, in 7 line stanzaes. 

“ Matilda was first printed 1594, 4to., by Val. 
Simmes. Gaveston appears by the Pref. to have 
been publish’t before. Almost every line in the 
old 4to. of Matilda differs from the copy in this 
edit. A stanza celebrating Shakespeare’s Lucrece 
is omitted in the later edition.” 

“ Tdea. The Shepherd’s Garland. Fashion’d in 9 
Eglogs. Rowland’s sacrifice to the 9 Muses, 4to. 
1593. But they are printed in this Edition very 
different from the present Pastorals. 
“A sonnet of Drayton’s prefixed to the 2nd 

Part of Munday’s Primaleon of Greece, B. L, 4to. 
1619.” 

[The stanza in Matilda, celebrating Shak- 
spere’s Luecrece, to which Dr. Farmer alludes, 
is thus quoted by Mr. Collier in his edition of 
Shakspere (viii. p. 411.):— 

“ Lucrece, of whom proud Rome hath boasted long, 
Lately revived to live another age, 

And here arrived to tell of Tarquin’s wrong, 
Her chaste denial, and the tyrant’s rage, 

=a 
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Acting her passions on our stately stage : 
She is remember’d, all forgetting me, 
Yet I as fair and chaste as e’er was she ;”— 

who remarks upon it as follows: — 

“ A difficulty here may arise out of the fifth line, 
as if Drayton were referring to a play upon the 
story of Lucrece, and it is very possible that one 
was then in existence. Thomas Heywood’s tra- 
gedy, ‘ The Rape of Lucrece,’ did not appear in 
print until 1608, and he could hardly have been 
old enough to have been the author of such a 
drama in 1594; he may, nevertheless, have availed 
himself of an elder play, and, according to the 
practice of the time, he may have felt warranted in 
publishing it as his own. It is likely, however, that 
Drayton’s expressions are not to be taken literally , 
and that his meaning merely was, that the story of 
Lucrece had lately been revived, and brought 
upon the stage of the world: if this opinion be 
correct, the stanza we have quoted above contains 
a clear allusion to Shakspeare’s ‘ Lucrece ;’ and a 
question then presents itself, why Drayton entirely 
omitted it in the after-impressions of his ‘ Matilda.’ 
He was a poet who, as we have shown in the In- 
troduction to ‘ Julius Cesar’ (vol. viii. p. 4.),~ was 
in the habit of making extensive alterations in his 
productions, as they were severally reprinted, and 
the suppression of this stanza may haye proceeded 
from many other causes than repentance of the 
praise he had bestowed upon a rival.”] 

BODENHAM, OR LING’S POLITEUPHUIA. 

Sir, — The following is an extract from a 
Catalogue of Books for sale, issued by Mr. 
Asher, of Berlin, in 1844 : — 

“Bopennam? (Line?), Politeuphuia. Wits 
common wealth ; original wrapper, vellum. Very 
RARE. 
* 80 fr. 8vo. London, for Nicholas Ling, 1597. 
This book, ‘being a methodicall collection of the 
most choice and select admonitions and sen- 
tences, compendiously drawn from infinite va- 
rietie,’ is quoted by Lowndes under Bodenham, 
as first printed in 1598; the Epistle dedicatory 
however of the present copy is signed: ‘ N. 
Ling,’ and addressed ‘ to his very good friend 
Maister I.B.,’ so that Ling appears to have 
been the author, and this an edition unknown to 
Lowndes or any other bibliographer.” 

This seems to settle one point, perhaps a not 
very important one, in our literary history ; 
and as such may deserve a place among 
“ Norzs.” \ 

“ 

your 

Bookworm. 

COLLEY CIBBER’S APOLOGY. 

Mr. Editor, — No doubt most of your 
readers are well acquainted with Colley 
Cibber’s Apology for his Life, &c., first 
printed, I believe, in 1740, 4to, with a por- 

trait of himself, painted by Vanloo, and en- 
sraved by Vandergucht. Chapters IV. and 
VY. contain the celebrated characters he drew 
of the principal performers, male and female, 
in, and just before, his time, viz. Betterton, 

Montfort, Kynaston, &c.; Mrs. Betterton, 
Mrs. Barry, Mrs. Bracegirdle, &c. Upon 
these characters I have two questions to put, 
which I hope some of your contributors may 
be able to answer. The first is, “* Were these 
characters of actors reprinted in the same 
words, and without additions, in the subse- 
quent impressions of Cibber’s Apology, in 
8vyo ?” Secondly, “ Had they ever appeared 
in any shape before they were inserted in the 
copy of Cibber’s Apology now before me, in 
1740, 4to?” ‘To this may be added, if con- 
venient, some account of the work in which 

these fine criticisms originally appeared, sup- 
posing they did not first come out in the 
Apology. I am especially interested in the 
history of the Stage about the period when 
the publication of these characters formed an 
epoch. I am, Mr. Editor, yours, 

DRAMATICUS. 

A MAIDEN ASSIZE—WHITE GLOVES. 

Mr. Editor, —I forward for insertion in 

your new publication the following “ Ngre,” 

taken from the Times of the 20th August, 

1847 : — 

“ A Fortunate County. — In consequence of 

there being no prisoners, nor business of any kind 

to transact at the last assizes for the county of 

Radnor, the high sheriff, Mr. Henry Miles, had to 

present the judge, Mr. Justice Cresswell, with a 

pair of white kid gloves, embroidered in gold, and 

which haye been forwarded to his lordship; a 

similar event has not taken place for a considerable 

number of years in that county. His lordship 

remarked that it was the first time it had occurred 

to him since he had been on the Bench.” 

And I beg to append to it as a “ Query,” which 

I shall gladly see answered by any of your 

correspondents, or my professional brethren,— | 

“ What is the origin of this singular custom, 

and what is the earliest instance of it on 

record ?” A Live or THE Law. 
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BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 
WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

Jones (Epmunp) GroGrapuicaL, Histo- 
RICAL, AND Reticious Account oF ABERYSTWITH. 8vo. 
Trevecka, 1779. 

Cartari.— La Rosa p’ Oro Pontirict, 
Etc. 4to. Rome. 1681. 

SHAKsPEARE’S Dramatic Works. — The 
Fourth Volume of Wurrrincuam’s Edition, in 7 vols. 
24mo/ Chiswick. 1814. 

M.C. H. Brormet, Festr-Tanzen Der Er- 
sTEN CuHRIsTEN. Jena, 1705. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, car- 
riage free, to be sent to Mr. Beit, Publisher of 
“NOTES AND QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The matter is so generally understood with 
regard to the management of periodical works, 
that it is hardly necessary for the Editor to 
say that HE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN 
MANUSCRIPTS ; but on one point he wishes to 
offer a few words of explanation to his cor- 
respondents in general, and particularly to 
those who do not enable him to communicate 
with them except in print. They will see, on 
a very little reflection, that it is plainly his 
interest to take all he can get, and make the 
most, and the best, of everything ; and there- 
Sore he begs them to take for granted that 
their communications are received, and ap- 
preciated, even if the succeeding Number bears 
no proof of it. He is convinced that the want 
of specific acknowledgment will only be felt 
by those who have no idea of the labour and 
difficulty attendant on the hurried manage- 
ment of such a work, and of the impossibility 
of sometimes giving an explanation, when 
there really is one which would quite satisfy 
the writer, for the delay or non-insertion of 
his communication. Correspondents in such 
cases have no reason, and if they understood 
an editor's position they would feel that they 
have no right, to consider themselves under- 
valued ; but nothing short of personal expe- 
rience in editorship would explain to them 
the perplexities and evil consequences arising 
JSrom an opposite course. 

—-_ 

Myrnos is thanked for his hints, which shall not 
be lost sight of. We have abundance of Notrs on 
the subject, not only of the Seven Wise Masters, 

but of that other treasury of ancient fictions, the 
Gxsta Romanorum, which we shall bring forward 
as opportunity offers. 

S.Y. The edition of Chaucer, in five volumes 
12mo, edited by Singer, in 1822, was the only 
modern library edition of the “ Works” until the 
appearance of Sir H. Nicolas’s edition in the Aldine 
Poets. Bell's edition, in 14 volumes, and Dolby’s in 
2 though they may have done much to extend a 
knowledge of the writings of the Father of English 
Poetry, can scarcely be called library editions. 

A. P. will see the matter he rejers to illustrated in 
an early number. 

CoMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. — J.-H. H. 
M. ©, —— T. Jones. =. —— Buriensis. 
— G.H.B. W.B. B. 

Booxs anp Opp Voiumgs wantep. We believe 
that this will prove one of the most useful divisions 
of our weekly Sheet. Gentlemen who may be unable 
to meet with any book or volume of which they are 
in want may, upon furnishing name, date, size, &c., 
have it inserted in this List tree of cost. Persons 
having such volumes to dispose of are requested to 
send reports of price, Se. to Mr, Bell, our Pub- 
lisher. 

Shortly will be published 
IBLIOGRAPHIE BIOGRAPHIQUE 

ou Dictionnaire de 30,000 Ouvrages tant Anciens 
que Modernes relatifs a ’ Histoire de la Vie des Hommes 
eélébres 1 vol. imp. 8vo., double columns; about 900 
pages. Price about 2/, 12s. 6d. 

A Prospectus may be had, and orders are received by 
Wittiams ann Noreartr, 14. Henrietta Street, 

Covent Garden, 

NHE CAMDEN SOCIETY ror tue 
PUBLICATION OF EARLY HISTORICAL AND LITE- 

RAKY REMAINS. 

The following works are now ready for delivery to 
Members who have paid their Annual Subscription 
of 1/., due on the Ist of May last: — 

I. INEDITED LETTERS OF QUEEN 
ELIZABETH, AND KING JAMES VI. From 
the Originals in the possession of the Rev, Edward 
Ryder, of Oaksey, Wilts, and from a MS. formerly 
belonging to Sir P. ‘Thompson. Edited by Jonn Brucs, 
Esq. Treas S. A. 

II. THE CHRONICLE OF THE ABBEY 
OF PETERBOROUGH; from a MS. in the Li- 
brary of the Society of Antiquaries. Edited by Tuo- 
mas SrarteTon, Esq. F. S. A. F 

Wuturam J. Tuoms, Seerctary. 

Applications from Members who have not received 
their copies may be made to Messrs. Nichols, 25. Par- 

liament Street, Westminster, from whom prospectuses 
of the Society (the annual subscription to which is 17.) 
may be obtained, and to whose care all communications 
for the Secretary should be addressed. | 
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NOTES AND QUERIES; A Mepivum oF 
Inver-communicaTion For Literary Men: 

Artists, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC. 

Among the many periodicals which issue from the 
press, daily, weekly, monthly, or quarterly, there is not 

one especially intended to assist Men of Letters and of 

research in their pursuits. Literary Journals there 

are in abundance, many of them of the highest degree 

of merit, which in their Reviews and Announcements 

show the current sayings and dcings of the literary 
world. There is not, however, one among them in 

which the reading man may note, for the use of him- 

self and his fel!ow-labourers in the wide field of Lite- 

rature, the minute facts which he meets with from 

time to time, and the value of which he so well knows, 

or insert his Queries, in the hope of receiving satisfac- 

tory answers from some of his literary brethren. 

Nores anp Queries, A Mepium or InrEr-comMu- 

NICATION FOR LITERARY Men, is, as its name implies, 

intended to supply this deficiency. Those who meet 

with facts worthy of preservation, may record them in 

its columns; while those, again, who are pursuing 

literary inquiries, may, through this Meprum, ask for 
information on points which have baffled their own 
individual researches. How often is even the best 

informed writer stopped by an inability to solve some 

doubt or understand some obscure allusion which sud- 

denly starts up before him! How often does a reading 

man stumble upon some elucidation of a doubtful 

phrase, or disputed passage ;—some illustration of an 

obsolete custom hitkerto unnoticed ;—some biogra- 

phical anecdote or precise date hitherto unrecorded ; — 

some book, or some edition, hitherto unknown or im- 

perfectly described. 

This Publication, as everybody’s common-place 
book, will be a depository for those who find such ma- 

terials, and a resource for those who are in search of 

them; and if the Editor is enabled by the inter- 

communication of his literary friends, to realise his 

expectations, it will form a most useful supplement to 

works already in existence,—a treasury for enriching 

future editions of them,—and an important contri- 

bution towards a more perfect history than we yet 

possess of our Language, our Literature, and those to 

whom we owe them. 

Nores anv Quenigs will be published every Satur- 

day, price 3d., or stamped, 4d., and may be had, by 

order, of all Booksellers and Newsmen, and will also 

be issued in Parts at the end of each Month. 

Communications for the Editor may be addressed to 
the Publisher, Mr. Gronrce Betr, No. 186. Fleet Street, 

by whom also Advertisements will be received. 
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Preparing for Publication, in One Vol. 8vo. 

LLUSTRATIONS of the REMAINS of 
ROMAN ART in CIRENCESTER, the 

SITE of ANCIENT CORINIUM. By James 
Buckman, F,G.S. and C. H. Newmarcu, Esq. 

The work will have reference principally to the 
illustration of the fcllowing subjects : 

1. The remains of the architecture of Corinium, 
including detailed drawings and descriptions of 
the fine Tesselated Pavements, especially the one 
recently discovered, as also the beautiful specimen 
on the estate of the Right Hon. Earl Bathnrst. 

2. The specimens of Roman Pottery —Vases, Urns, 
&e. 

3. Works in Metals—Statuettes, Ornaments, &c. &c. 
4. Coins. 
In order that due justice may be done to the Illus- 

tration of these Remains, it is intended to have them 
executed in the first style of art, and only a limited 
number of impressions will be taken. 

To secure early copies, orders must be addressed at 
once to Messrs. Batty and Jones, Cirencester, or 
Mr. Georce Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 

Price to Subscribers, 12s. 
* * After the close of the Subscription List, the 

price will be raised to 15s. 
N B. — Any person possessing Roman Antiquities 

from Cirencester, will confer a great favour on the 

Authors by communicating intelligence of them to 
Messrs. Baily and Jones. 

London: Grorcr Bett 186. Fleet Street. 

Nearly ready. 
Oa PRIMEVAL ANTIQUITIES of 

DENMARK. By J. J. A. Worsaar, Member 
of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Copenhagen, 
and a Royal Commissioner for the Preservation of the 
National Monuments of Denmark. Translated and 
applied to the Illustration of similar Remains in Eng- 
land. By Wittram J. Tuoms, F.S. A., Secretary of 
the Camden Society. Illustrated with numerous 
Woodcuts, 

While so many publications illustrative of the Ar- 
cheology of Egypt, Greece, and Rome, have appeared 
in this country, few attempts have been made to give a 
systematic view of the early Antiquities of the British 
Islands. 

The work, of which the present volume is a trans- 
lation, was originally written by Mr. Worsaae. for the 
Copenhagen Society for the Promotion of Useful 
Knowledge, and intended, in the first place, to show 
how -the early history of the country might be read 
through its Monuments, and in the second, to awaken 
a greater interest for their preservation. It has been 
translated and applied to the History of similar Re- 
mains in England, in the hope that it will be found a 
useful Handbook for the use of those who desire to 
know something of the nature of the numerous Pri- 
meval Monuments scattered over these Islands, and 
the light which their investigation is calculated to 
throw over the earliest and most obscured periods of 
our national history, 

Oxford: Joun Henry Parker, and 377. Strand. 
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ILLUSTRATED WORKS. 

a\ N INTRODUCTION to the STUDY 
of GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, with nu- 

merous Illustrations. Nearly ready. 

THE PRIMAVAL ANTIQUITIES OF 
DENMARK. By J. J. A. Worsaase, Member of 
the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Copenhagen. 
Translated and applied to the [Justration of similar 
Remains in England, by Wii11am J. Tuoms, F. S. A. 
Secretary of the Camden Society. With numerous 
Illustrations. 8vo, 10s. 6d. 

A MANUAL FOR THE 
SEPULCHRAL SLABS AND CROSSES OF 
THE MIDDLE AGES. _ By the Rev. Enwarp 
L. Currs, B.A. 8vo Illustrated by upwards of 300 
Engravings. 12s. 

WORKING DRAWINGS of STRIX- 
TON CHURCH, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE — 
Views, Elevations, Sections, and Details of. By Ep- 
warp Barr, Esq., Architect, 12 Plates. Folio. 10s. 6d. 
A small Chureh inthe Early English Style; ca’culated 

for 200 persons: to cost about 800/. 

A BOOK or ORNAMENTAL GLAZING 
QUARRIES, collected and arranged from Ancient 
Examples. By Aucustus Wottaston Franks, B.A. 
With 112 Coloured Examples. 8vo. 164s. 

“ Designed as a supplemental volume to Mr. Winston's Book 
on Painted Glass, is an admirable collection. The subjects are 
accurately traced, and the nicety of the tint and leading pre- 
served. The examples are classed, and an ingenious Introduction 
displays the taste and research of the author.” — Christian Re- 
membrancer. 

AN INQUIRY INTO THE DIFFER- 
ENCE OF STYLE OBSERVABLE IN AN- 
CIENT PAINTED GLASS, with Hints on Glass 
Painting, illustrated by numerous Coloured Plates 

from Ancient Examples. By an Amateur. 2 vols. 
8vo. 12. 10s. 

AN ATTEMPT TO DISCRIMINATE 
THE DIFFERENT STYLES OF ARCHITEC- 
TURE IN ENGLAND. By the late Tuomas 
Rickman, F.S.A. With 30 Engravings on Steel by 
Le Keux, &c., and 465 on Wood, of the best examples, 
from Original Drawings by F. Mackenzie, O Jewitt, 
and P. H. De la Motte. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 21s. 

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN 
BRITISH HERALDRY, with a Chronological 
Table illustrative of its Rise and Progress. 8vo., with 
700 Engravings. 16s. y 

MEMORIALS OF THE COLLEGES 
AND HALLS IN THE UNIVERSITY OF 
OXFORD, with rumerous Iilustrations on Steel and 
Wood. By the Rev. James Incram, D.D, President 
of Trinity College. Second edition. 2 vols. 8vo, 12. 10s. 
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THEOLOGICAL WORKS. 
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
ENGLAND, from the Earliest Times to the 

Revolution of 1688. By the late Rev. J. B. Car- 
wirnen. A New Edition, revised and corrected, 2 

vols. small 8vo. 12s. 

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. 
Four Books by Tuomas a Kemvis. A new edition 
revised, handsomely printed in fep. 8vo. with vignettes, 
and red border lines, cloth, 5s., morocco, 9s. Also kept 
in antique calf binding, vermilion edges, 10s. 6d. 

LECTURES ON THE FESTIVALS. 
By the Rev. C. J. Apranam, M.A., Assistant Master 
of the Upper School, Eton, 8vo. price 10s. 6d. 

TRACTS FOR THE CHRISTIAN 
SEASONS, following the Course of the Christian Year. 
The first series complete in 4 vols. fep. 8vo. 18s. 

RULES FOR HOLY LIVING AND 
DYING, containing the whole duty of a Christian, 
and the part of Devotions fitted to all cecasions and 
furnished for all necessities By Bishop Jerrmy 
Taytox. Complete in 1 vol. 18mo. cloth, gilt edges, 
4s, 

THE PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN, or 
tHE DEVOUT PENITENT. | By Ricnar» Suer- 
tock, D.D. A New Edition, with a Memoir of the 
Author, by his pupil Bishop Wilson, 18mo., complete 
in i vol. cloth, 4s. 

THECHRISTIAN SCHOLAR. Thoughts 
on the Study of the Classics, in Prose and Verse. By 
the author of “ The Cathedral.” fep. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.; 
morocco, 14s. 

THE CATHEDRAL; or, The Catholic. 
and Apostolie Church in England. Thoughts in Verse 
on Ecclesiastical Subjects, selected and arranged so as 
to correspond with the different parts of a Gothic Ca- 
thedral. Sixth edition, $2mo, with Engravings, price 
4s. 6d. cloth; morocco, 6s. Also in fep, 8vo. with 
Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth; morocco, 10s. 6d. 

THE BAPTISTERY ; or, The Way of 
Eternal Life. By the author of “ The Cathedral.” 
Third edition, 8vo. cloth, 15s. ; morocco, JJ. 1s. Also 
32mo. cloth, 3s. 6d. ; morocco, 5s. 

THE CHILD’S CHRISTIAN YEAR; 
Hymns for every Sunday and Holyday in the Year. 
Fourth edition, 18mo. cloth, 2s.; morocco, 4s. 6d. 

THE DAILY CHURCH SERVICES. 
Complete in 1 vel. 18mo, Price 10s. 6d, ; or bound 
in morocco, 16s. 
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TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND. 

I suppose that the history of travelling in 
this country, from the Creation to the present 
time, may be divided into four periods — 
those of no coaches, slow coaches, fast coaches, 
railways. Whether balloons, or rockets, or 
some new mode which as yet has no name, 
because it has no existence, may come next, 
I cannot tell, and it is hardly worth while to 
think about it; for, no doubt, it will be some- 
thing quite inconceivable. 

The third, or fast-coach period was brief, 
though brilliant. I doubt whether fifty years 
have elapsed since the newest news in the 
world of locomotive fashion was, that—to the 
utter confusion and defacement of the “ Sick, 
Lame, and Lazy,” a sober vehicle, so called 
from the nature of its cargo, which was 
nightly disbanded into comfortable beds at 
Newbury —a new post-coach had been set up 
which performed the journey to Bath in a 
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it did somewhat “add the night unto the day, 
and so make up the measure,” the passengers 
had all the more for their money, and were 
incomparably better off as to time than they 
had ever been before. But after this many 
years elapsed before “old Quicksilver” made 
good its ten miles an hour in one unbroken 
trot to Exeter, and was rivalled by “young 
Quicksilver” on the road to Bristel, and 
beaten by the light-winged Hirondelle, that 
flew from Liverpool to Cheltenham, and 
troops of others, each faster than the fore- 
going, each trumpeting its own fame on its 
own improved bugle, and beating time (all to 
nothing) with sixteen hoofs of invisible swift- 
ness. How they would have: stared if a par- 
liamentary train had passed them, especially 
if they could have heard its. inmates grum- 
bling over their slow progress, and declaring 
that it would be almost quicker to get out 
and walk, whenever their jealousy was roused 
by the sudden flash of an express. 

Certainly I was among those who rejoiced 
in the increased expedition of the fast-coach 
period ; not because I loved, but because I 
hated, travelling, and was glad to have periods 
of misery abridged. I used to listen with de- 
light to the stories of my seniors, and to 
marvel that in so short a space of time so 
great an improvement had been made. One 
friend told me that in earlier life he had 
travelled from Gloucester to Hereford in a 
coach, which performed the journey of about 
thirty miles between the hours of five in the 
morning and seven in the evening. I took it 
for granted that they stopped on the road to 
dine and spend a long afternoon in smoking, 
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napping, or playing at bowls. But he would 
not acknowledge anything of the kind, and 
the impression on his mind was that they 
kept going (such going as it was), except 
during the time necessarily expended in bait- 
ing the horses, who, I think, were not changed 
— unless indeed it were from bad to worse by 
fatigue. Another friend, a physician at Shef- 
field, told me that one of the first times (per- 
haps he may have said, the first) that a coach 
started for London, he was a_ passenger. 
Without setting out unreasonably early in 
the morning, or travelling late at night, they 
made such progress, that the first night they 
lay at Nottingham, and the second at Market 
Harborough. The third morning they were 
up early, and off at five o’clock; and bya 
Jong pull and a strong pull through a long 
day, they were in time to hear Bow Church 
clock strike eleven or twelve (I forget which) 
as they passed through Cheapside. In fact, 
such things have always seemed to me to be 
worth noting, for you never can tell to what 
extent, or even in what direction, they may 
throw some little ray of light on an obscure 
point of history. On this principle I thought 
it worth while to copy an original bill which 
lately fell into my hands. Many such have 
been reprinted, but I am not aware that this 
one has; and as what is wanted is a series, 
every little may help. It is as follows :— 

YORK Four Dayes 
* Stage-Coach 

“ Begins on Monday the 18 of March 1678. 

: ll that are desirous to pass from London to 
York, or return from York to London or 

any other Place on that Road; Let them Repair 
to the Black Swan in Holborn in London and the 
Black Swan in Cony-Street in York 

“At both which places they may be received in 
a Stage-Coach every Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, which performs the whole journey in Four 
days (if God permit) and sets forth by Six in the 
Morning 
“And returns from York to Doncaster in a 

Forenoon, to Newark ina day and a half, to Stam- 
ford in Two days, and from Stamford to London 
in Two days more 

é 

Henry Moulen 
“Performed by + Margaret Gardner 

Francis Gardner.” 
But I cannot deny that, while I have lis- 

tened to, and rejoiced in, these stories, I have 
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had some doubt whether full justice has been 
done to the other side of the question. I 
have always felt as if I had a sort of guilty 
knowledge of one contradictory fact, which I 
learned between twenty and thirty years ago, 
and which no one whom I have yet met with 
has been able to explain. For this reason I 
am desirous to lay it before you and your 
readers. 

Just one hundred years ago—that is to 
say, on Sunday the 10th of August, 1749— 
two German travellers landed at Harwich. 
The principal one was Stephen Schultz, who 
travelled for twenty years through various 
parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, in the ser- 
vice of the Callenberg Institution at Halle, of 
which he was afterwards Director, being at 
the same time Pastor of St. Ulrich’s Church 
in that city, where his picture is (or was 
about twenty years ago) to be seen affixed to 
the great pillar next the organ. It repre- 
sents him as an elderly divine in a black cap, 
and with a grave and prediger-like aspect ; 
but there is another likeness of him —an en- 
graved print—in which he looks more like a 
Turk than a Christian. He is dressed ina 
shawl turban, brickdust-red mantle, and the 
rest of the costume which he adopted in his 
Eastern travels. Our business, however, is 
with his English adventures, which must, I 
think, have astonished him as much as any- 
thing that he met with in Arabia, even if, he 
acted all the Thousand and One Nights; on 
the spot. As I have already said, he and his 
companion (Albrecht Friedrich Woltersdorf, 
son of the Pastor of St. George’s Church in 
Berlin), landed at Harwich on Sunday, Au- 
gust 10. They staid there that night, and on 
Monday they walked over to Colchester, 
There (I presume the next morning) they 
took the ‘ Land-Kutsche,” and were barely 
six hours on the road to London. 

This statement seems to me to be so at 
variance with notorious facts, that, but for one 
or two circumstances, I should have quietly 
set it down for a mistake ; but as Ido not feel 
that I can do this, I should be glad to obtain 
information which may explain it. It is no 
error of words or figures, for the writer ex- 
presses very naturally, the surprise which he 
certainly must have felt at the swiftness of 
the horses, and the goodness of the roads. 
He was a man who had seen something of 
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the world, for he had lived five-and-thirty 
years, thirteen of which had elapsed since he 
began his travels. As a foreigner he was 
under no temptation to exaggerate the supe- 
riority of English travelling, especially to an 
extent incomprehensible by his countrymen ; 
and, in short, I cannot imagine any ground for 
suspecting mistake or untruth of any kind.* 

I have never been at Colchester, but I be- 
lieve it is, and always was, full fifty miles 
from London. Ipswich, I believe, is only 
eighteen miles farther; and yet fifteen years 
later we find an advertisement (Daily Adver- 
tiser, Thursday, Aug. 30. 1764), announcing 
that London and Ipswich Post Coaches on 
steel springs, (think of that and think of the 
astonished Germans careering over the coun- 
try from Colchester without that mitigation, ) 
from London to Ipswich in ten hours with 
Postillions, set out every morning at seven 
o’clock, Sundays excepted, from the Black 
Bull Inn, in Bishopsgate Street. 

It is right, however, to add that the Herr 
Prediger Schultz and his companion appear 
to have returned to Colchester, on their way 
back to Germany, at a much more moderate 
pace. The particulars do not very exactly 
appear; but it seems from his journal that on 
the 16th of September they dined with the 
Herr Prediger Pittius, minister of the German 
Church in the Savoy, at twelve o’clock (nach 
teutscher art, as the writer observes). ‘They 
then went to their lodging, settled their 
accounts, took up their luggage, and pro- 
ceeded to the inn from which the “ Stats- 
Kutsche” was to start ; and on arriving there 
found some of their friends assembled, who 
had ordered a meal, of which they partook. 
How much time was occupied in all this, or 
when the coach set out, does not appear; but 
they travelled the whole night, and until 
towards noon the next day, before they got to 
Colchester. This is rather more intelligible ; 

* It is perhaps right to give his words. Speaking 
of a person who acted as their guide, he says : —“ Des 
folgenden Tages gieng er mit uns 22 engl. Meilen bis 
Colchester zu Fuss; wo wir uns auf die Land-Kutsche 
verdungen, mit welcher wir 50 englische Meilen d.i. 
10 teutsche Meilen bis London, in solcher Geschwind- 
igkeit endigten, dass wir auf dem ganzen Wege kaum 
6 Stunden gefahren sind; so schnell gehen die engli- 
schen Pferde; aber auch so schén sind die englischen 
Wege.” Der Leitungen des Hichsten,’ &c. Zw. Theil. 
Halle, 1772, p. 62. 

but as to their up-journey I really am puzzled, 
and shall be glad of any explanation. 

Yours, &c. G. G. 

SANUTO’S DOGES OF VENICE. 

Mr. Editor, — Among the well-wishers to 
your projected periodical, as a medium of 
literary communication, no one would be more 
ready to contribute to it than myself, did 
the leisure I enjoy permit me often to do so. 
I have been a maker of Notes and Queries 
for above twenty-five years, and perhaps 
should feel more inclined to trouble you with 
the latter than the former, in the hope of 
clearing up some of the many obscure points 
in our history, biography, and poetical lite- 
rature, which have occurred to me in the 
course of my reading. At present, as a very 
inadequate specimen of what I once designed 
to call Leisure Moments, I beg to copy the 
following Note from one of my scrap-books: — 

In the year 1420, the Florentines sent an 
embassy to the state of Venice, to solicit them 
to unite in a league against the ambitious 
progress of Filippo Maria Visconti, Duke of 
Milan ; andthe historian Daru, in his Histoire 
de Venise, 8vo, Paris, 1821, has fallen into 
more than one error in his account of the 
transaction. Marino Sanuto, who wrote the 
lives of the Doges of Venice in 1493 (Daru 
says, erroneously, some fifty years afterwards), 
has preserved the orations made by the Doge 
Tomaso Mocenigo, in opposition to the Flo- 
rentine proposals; which he copied, accord- 
ing to his statement, from a manuscript that 
belonged to the Doge himself. Daru states, 
that the MS. was communicated to him by 
the Doge; but that could not be, since the 
Doge died in 1423, and Sanuto was not born 
till 1466. An abridged translation of these 
Orations is given in the Histoire de Venise, 
tom. ii. pp- 289—311. ; and in the ‘first of 
these, pronounced in January, 1420 (1421, 
Daru), he is made to say, in reference to an 
ambassador sent by the Florentines to the 
Duke of Milan, in 1414, as follows: “ L’am- 
bassadeur fut wa Juif, nommé Valori, ban- 
quier de sa profession,” p. 291. As a com- 
mentary on this passage, Daru subjoins a 
note from the Abbé Laugier, who, in his His- 
toire de Venise, liy. 21., remarks, 1. That it 
appears strange the Florentines should have 
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chosen a Jew as an ambassador ; 2. That his 
surname was Bartolomeo, which could not 
have been borne by a Jew; 3. That the Flo- 
rentine historian Poggio speaks of Valori as 
having been one of the principal members of 
the Council of Florence. The Abbé thence 
justly concludes, that the ambassador could 
not have been a Jew; and it is extraordinary 
that Daru, after such a conclusive argument, 
should have admitted the term Jew into his 
text. But the truth is, that this writer (like 
many others of great reputation) preferred 
blindly following the text of Sanuto, as printed 
by Muratori*, to the trouble of consulting 
any early manuscripts. It happens, however, 
that in a manuscript copy of these Orations of 
Mocenigo, written certainly earlier than the 
period of Sanuto, and preserved in the British 
Museum, MS. Add. 12, 121., the true reading 
of the passage may be found thus: — “ Fo 
mandato Bartolomeo Valori, homo richo, el 
qual viveva de cambij.” By later tran- 
scribers the epithet richo, so properly here 
bestowed on the Florentine noble, was changed 
into zudio (giudeo), and having been trans- 
ferred in that shape into Sanuto, has formed 
the groundwork of a serious error, which has 
now existed for more than three centuries 
and a half. Freprrick Mappen. 

British Museum, Nov. 7. 1849. 

LETTERS OF LORD NELSON’S BROTHER IMME- 

DIATELY AFTER THE BATTLE OF TRAFALGAR. 

[The following letters will be best illustrated by a 
few words derived from the valuable life of our great 
naval hero lately published by Mr. Pettigrew. Besides 
his last will, properly so called, which had been some 
time executed, Lord Nelson wrote and signed another 
paper of a testamentary character immediately before 
he commenced the battle of Trafalgar. It contained 
an enumeration of certain public services performed by 
Lady Hamilton, and a request that she might be pro- 
vided for by the country. “Could I have rewarded 
those services,’ Lord Nelson says, “I would not now 
call upon my country; but as that has not been in my 
power, I leave Emma Hamilton, therefore, a legacy to 
my king and country, that will give her an ample 
provision to maintain her rank in life.” He also recom- 
mended to the beneficence of his country his adopted 

* In the Rerum Italicarum Scriptores, tom, xxii. 
eol. 947., the passage stands thus: “ Fu mandato Bar- 
tolomeo Valori, hom giudeo, el qual vivea di cambi.” 
Two late copies of Sanuto, formerly in the Guildford 
collection, and now in the British Museum, MS. Add. 
8575, 8576, read, “ Bartoli Valori, hom iudio.” 

daughter. “My relations,” he concludes, “it is need- 
ae to mention ; they will of course be amply provided 
or.” 
This paper was delivered over to Lord Nelson’s 

brother, together with his will. ‘Earl Nelson, with 
his wife and family, were then with Lady Hamilton, 
and had indeed been living with her many months. 
To their son Horatio, afterwards Viscount Trafalgar, 
she was as attentive as a mother, and their daughter 
had been almost exclusively under her care for edu- 
cation for six years. The Earl kept the codicil in 
his pocket until the day 120,000/. was voted for 
him by the House of Commons. On that day he 
dined with Lady Hamilton in Clarges Street, and 
learning at table what had been done, he brought forth 
the codicil, and throwing it to Lady Hamilton, coarsely 
said, she might now do with it as she pleased.” 
— Pettigrew’s Memoirs of Nelson, ii. 624, 625. Lady 

Hamilton took the paper to Doctors’ Commons, where 
it stands registered as a codicil to Nelson’s will. A 
knowledge of these circumstances is necessary to the 
full understanding of our correspondent’s communi- 
cation. ] 

Sir, —The following letters may be found 
interesting as illustrative of the private his- 
tory of Lord Nelson, to which public attention 
has been strongly drawn of late by the able 
work of Mr. Pettigrew. ‘The letters were 
addressed by Earl Nelson to the Rev. A. J. 
Scott, the friend and chaplain of the fallen 
hero, 

18. Charles Street, Berkeley Square, 
Dee. 2. 1805. 

Dear Sir, —I am this day favoured with your 
obliging letter of October 27.* The afflicting in- 
telligence you designed to prepare me for had 
arrived much sooner; but I am duly sensible of 
the kind motive which induced this mark of your 
attention and remembrance. 

The King has been pleased to command that his 
great and gallant servant shall be buried with 
funeral honours suitable to the splendid services 
he rendered to his country, and that the body 
shall be conveyed by water to Greenwich, in order 
to be laid in state. For myself I need not say 
how anxious I am to pay every tribute of affection 
and of respect to my honoured and lamented bro- 
ther’s remains. And it affords me great satisfaction 
to learn your intention of accompanying them till 
deposited in their last earthly mansion. The coffin 
made of the L’Orient’s mast will be sent to 
Greenwich to await the arrival of the body, and I 
hope there to have an opportunity of making my 
acknowledgements in person. 

Believe me, dear Sir, 
Your faithful friend, 

and obedient humble servant, 
Nurson. 

* The Battle of Trafalgar was fought October 21. 

> Die La 
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I beg the favour of your transmitting to me 
by the first safe opportunity such of my dear 
brother’s papers (not of a public nature) as are 
under your care, and of making for me (with my 
sincere regards and kind compliments) to Captain 
Hardy the like request. 

Please to let me hear from you the moment 
you arrive at Portsmouth, and direct to me as 
above, when I will send you any further directions 
I may have received from ministers. 

18. Charles Street, Berkeley Square, 
Dee. 6. 1805. 

My dear Sir,—I have this moment received 
your kind letter. Ido not know I can add any 
thing to my former letter to you, or to what I 
have written to Captain Hardy. I will speak fully 
to Mr. Chevalier* before he leaves me. 

Your faithful and obliged humble servant, 
Netson. 

It will be of great importance that I am in 
possession of his last will and codicils as soon as 
possible—no one can say that it does not contain, 
among other things, many directions relative to 
his funeral. 

18. Charles Street, Berkeley Square, 
Dec. 13. 1805. 

Dear Sir, —I have been to the Admiralty, and 
I am assured that leave will be sent to you to quit 
the ship, and follow the remains of my dear bro- 
ther when you please. We have determined to 
send Mr. Tyson with the coffin to the Victory, 
when we know she is at the Nore. He, together 
with Captain Hardy and yourself, will see the body 
safely deposited therein. I trust to the affection 
of all for that. ‘The Admiralty will order the 
Commissioners’ yacht at Sheerness to receive it, 
and bring it to Greenwich. I suppose an order 
from the Admiralty will go to Captain Hardy to 
deliver the body to Mr.'Tyson, and you will of 
course attend. But if’ this should be omitted by 
any mistake of office, I trust Captain Hardy will 
have no difficulty. 

There is no hurry in it, as the funeral will not 
be till the 10th or 12th of January. 
We do not wisfi to send Tyson till we have the 

will and codicil, which Captain Hardy informed 
me was to come by Captain Blackwood from 
‘Portsmouth on Tuesday last. We are surprised 
he is not here. Compts. to Captain Hardy. 
Write to me as soon as you get to the Nore, or 
before, if you can. 

Believe me, yours faithfully, 
NELson. 

Excuse this hasty and blotted scrawl, as I have 
been detained so long at the Admiralty that I 
have scarce time to save the Post. 

* Lord Nelson’s steward in the Victory. 
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Canterbury, 

Dec. 26. 1805. 
Dear Sir,—I received your letters of the 23rd 

and 25th this morning. Jam glad to hear the re- 
mains of my late dear and most illustrious brother 
are at length removed to Mr. Peddieson’s coffin, 
and safely deposited in Greenwich Hospital. Your 
kind and affeetionate attention throughout the 
whole of this mournful and trying scene cannot 
fail to meet my sincere and most grateful thanks, 
and that of the whole family. I am_ perfectly 
satisfied from the surgeon’s reports which have 
been sent to me, that every thing proper has been 
done. I could wish to have known what has been 
done with the bowels—whether they were thrown 
overboard, or whether they were preserved to be 
put into the coflin with the body. The features 
being now lost, the face cannot, as Mr. Beatty 
very properly observes, be exposed : I hope, there- 
fore, every thing is closed and soldered down. 

I wrote to Mr. Tyson a few days ago, and 
should be glad to hear from him. I mean to go 
towards London about the Ist, 2nd, or 3rd of 
Jan. (the day not yet fixed), and call at Green- 
wich fora moment, just to have a melancholy sight 
of the coffin, &c. &e., when I hope I shall see you. 

I shall be glad to hear from you as often as you 
have any thing new to communicate, and how the 
preparations go on. Every thing now is in the 
hands of government, but, strange to tell, I have 
not yet heard from the Herald’s Office, whether I 
am to attend the procession or not. 

Believe me, 
Your much obliged humble servant, 

NELson. 

The codicil referred to in these letters 
proved to be, or at least to include, that 
memorable document which the Earl sup- 
pressed, when he produced the will, lest it 
should curtail his own share of the amount 
of favour which a grateful country would be 
anxious to heap on the representatives of the 
departed hero. By this unworthy conduct 
the fortunes of Lady Hamilton and her still 
surviving daughter were at once blighted. 

The Earl as tightly held all he had, as he 
grasped all he could get. It was expected 
that he would resign his stall at Canterbury 
in favour of his brother’s faithful chaplain, 
and when he “held on,” notwithstanding his 
peerage and riches, he was attacked in the 
newspapers. The following letter is the last 
communication with which Dr. Scott was 
honoured, for his work was done : — 

Canterbury, May 28. 1806. 
Sir,—I am glad to find, by your letter, that 

you are not concerned in the illiberal and un- 

a ee 
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founded paragraphs which have appeared and daily 
are appearing in the public prints. 

I am, Sir, your very humble servant, 
NEtson. 

The Rev. Dr. Scott. 

The above have never been printed, and I 
shall be glad if they are thought worthy of a 
place in your very useful and interesting 
periodical. Jam, Sir, &c. 

ALFRED GATTY. 
Ecclesfield, 7th Nov. 1849. 

MISQUOTATIONS. 

Mr. Editor,— The offence of misquoting 
the poets is become so general, that I would 
suggest to publishers the advantage of printing 
more copious indexes than those which are now 
offered to the public. For the want of these, 
the newspapers sometimes make strange blun- 
ders. The Times, for instance, has lately, 
more than once, given the following version 
of a well-known couplet : — 

“ Vice is a monster of so frightful mien, 
As to be hated needs but to be seen.” 

The reader’s memory will no doubt instantly 
substitute such hideous for “so frightful,” and 
that for “as.” 

The same paper, a short time since, made 
sad work with Moore, thus :— 

“You may break, you may ruin the vase if you will, 
But the scent of the roses will hang by it still.” 

Moore says nothing about the scents hanging 
by the vase. ‘‘ Hanging” is an odious term, 
and destroys the sentiment altogether. What 
Moore really does say is this: — 

“You may break, you may ruin the vase if you will, 
But the scent of the roses will cling round it still.” 

Now the couplet appears in its original beauty. 
It is impossible to speak of the poets with- 

out thinking of Shakspeare, who towers above 
them all. We have yet to discover an editor 
capable of doing him full justice. Some of 
Johnson’s notes are very amusing, and those 
of recent editors occasionally provoke a smile. 
If once a blunder has been made, it is persisted 
in. ‘Take, for instance, a glaring one in the 
2nd part of Henry IV., where in the apos- 
trophe to sleep, “clouds” is substituted for 
“ shrouds.” 

“ Wilt thou, upon the high and giddy mast, 
Seal up the ship-boy’s eyes, and rock his brains 

In cradle of the rude imperious surge, 
And in the visitation of the winds, 

. Who take the ruffian billows by the top, 
Curling their monstrous heads, and hanging them 
With deafening clamours in the slippery clouds, 
That with the hurly death itself awakes ?” 

That shrouds is the correct word is so ob- 
vious, that it is surprising any man of common 
understanding should dispute it. Yet we find 
the following note in Knight’s pictorial edi- 
tion :— 

** Clouds. — Some editors have proposed to read 
shrouds. A line in Julius Cesar makes Shaks- 
pere’s meaning clear :— 

““<T have seen 
Tl’ ambitious ocean swell, and rage, and foam, 
To be exalted with the threatening clouds,’” 

Clouds in this instance is perfectly con- 
sistent ; but here the scene is altogether dif- 
ferent. We have no ship-boy sleeping on the 
giddy mast, in the midst of the shrouds, or 
ropes, rendered slippery by the perpetual 
dashing of the waves against them during the 
storm. 

If in Shakspeare’s time the printer’s rule of 
“following copy” had been as rigidly ob- 
served as in our day, errors would have been 
avoided, for Shakspeare’s MS. was sufficiently 
clear. In the preface to the folio edition of 
1623, it is stated that “his mind and hand 
went together ; and what he thought he ut- 
tered with that easinesse that wee have scarce 
received from him a blot in his papers.” 

D***N**R, 

8th Nov. 1849. 

HERBERT AND DIBDIN’S AMES. 

BORDE’S BOKE OF KNOWLEDGE—ROWLAND'S CHOISE 
OF CHANGE—GREENE'S ROYAL EXCHANGE. 

Mr. Editor, —I am induced to mention the 
following misstatement in Herbert’s edition 
of Ames’ Typographical Antiquities, en- 
larged by Dibdin, not by its importance, but 
by its supplying an appropriate specimen of 
the benefits which would be conferred on 
bibliography by your correspondents com- 
plying with Dr. Maitland’s recommendations. 

“ Mr. Bindley,” says Dibdin, “is in possession 
of the original impression of Borde’s Boke of the 
Introduction of Knowledge, which was successively 
in the collection of West and Pearson. This copy, 
and another in the Chetham Library at Manchester, 
are the only ones known with the following im- 
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print: ‘Copland in Fletestrete, at the signe of the 
Rose Garland.’ In the Selden Collection, in the 
Bodleian Library, and in the copy from which 
Mr. Upcott published his reprint, we read on the 
recto of the last leaf, ‘Imprented at London 
in Lothbury ouer agaynste Sainct Margaryte’s 
Church, by me Wyllyam Copland.” 

The copy in the Chetham Library, now 
lying before me, corresponds with the de- 
scription of the latter impression. Dibdin’s 
mistake perhaps originated in the last page 
of the work preceding Borde, which is bound 
up with four other works, having the follow- 
ing: “Imprinted at London in Feetestrete, 
by Henry Wykes.” 

This volume contains — 

“The Choise of Change: 
Containing the Triplicitie of Diuinitie, Philosophie, 
and Poetrie, Short for memorie, Profitable for 
Knowledge, and necessary for Maners; whereby 
the learned may be confirmed, the ignorant in- 
structed, and all men generally recreated. Newly 
set forth by S. R., Gent and Student in the Uni- 
versitie of Cambridge. Tria sunt omnia. At 
London, Printed by Roger Warde, dwelling neere 
Holborne Conduite, at the sign of the Talbot, An. 
Dom. 1585.” 

These letters, S. R., are the well known 
initials of Samuel Rowlands, who appears to 
have been a Welshman, from his love of 
Triads, and from the dedications found in 
this the rarest of his works, and those de- 
scribed by Mr. Collier in his Catalogue of the 
Bridgewater House Collection. In the same 
volume is comprised a tract by Greene, with 
a copy of which Mr. Dyce could never meet, 
entitled The Royal Exchange, printed in 
1590. T. Jones. 

NOTES FROM FLY LEAVES, NO. 3. 

The following lines are copied from the fly 
leaf of a copy of the Necessary Doctrine and 
Erudition. Are they original ? 

Anno Dni md47. 

Cc Pp 
Davyd’s seat vnto the we comend 
Salomon’s wysdome god the send 
Tohnes valiauntnesse in the reste 
Theys iij in oon be in thy brest. 

A Description of a Kyng after Scripture. 

Prot. 21. The hart of a kyng is in goddes hande 
Sap. 6. The strengthe of a realme ys a ryght- 

eouse kyng 
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Deut. 17. The kyng ought to kepe hym in the 
bande 

Reg. 20. Of the lawe of god the same readynge 
Prov. 20. Kyngs be happye in mercy doyng 
3 Reg. 3. Askynge wysdome of god omipotent 

To discerne good from an evyll thyng 
Prov. 25. Take awaye vngodlines from the Kyng 

And his seat shall be stablyshed with 
ryght judgmét 

Let vs pray for the Kyng and hym 
honour 

Epwarp the sext our earthlye socour 
God save y® Kyng. 

ABDICATION OF JAMES IL. 
Mr. Editor,— The recent publication of 

Macaulay’s History of England, and the fresh 
prominence given thereby to the occurrences 
of the Revolution of 1688, have induced me, 
joined to a wish for the success of your hap- 
pily-conceived work, to send you the following 
“Note.” It was drawn up by the late Sir 
Harris Nicolas, and printed in the Pro- 
ceedings of the late Record Commissioners. 
As, however, only fifty copies were printed 
for the use of the Commissioners, and a copy 
is rarely met with, perhaps this Note may have 
sufficient novelty for insertion. Sir Harris 
Nicolas, as editor of the Proceedings of the 
Privy Council, would doubtless, had that 
work been continued to 1688, have used the 

MS. if attainable. 
“ Notice of Manuscript in the possession of 

the Rev. Sir Thomas Miller, Bart., containing the 
original Minutes of the Assembly of Peers and 
Privy Councillors that met at Guildhall, upon the 
flight of James II. from London. 

“Extracts from Memorandum of a MS. in the 
possession of the Rev. Sir Thomas Miller, Bart., 
shown to Mr. Cooper, Secretary to the Record 
Commissioners, to Sir Harris Nicolas, and to 
Mr. Hardy, in May, 1833, at Sir Thomas Miller’s 
lodgings in the Edgware Road. 
“Immediately after the flight of James the 

Second from London, on the 11th of December, 

1688, a tumult arose among the citizens which 
created considerable alarm; and with the view of 
preserving the peace, of imparting public confi- 
dence, and of providing for the extraordinary state 
of affairs, all the Peers and Privy Councillors then 
in the vicinity of the metropolis assembled at 
Guildhall. Of this important Assembly, Bishop 
Burnet’s notice is very brief, and it would appear 
from his statement that it was called by the Lord 
Mayor.* A more full account of the Convention 

* After mentioning the excesses committed by the 
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is, however, given in the Memoir of James the 
Second published by Dr. Clarke: ‘It seems, upon 
‘the King’s withdrawing from London, the lords 
‘about town met at Guildhall to consult what was 
‘fit to be done. They looked upon the present 
‘state of affairs as an interregnum, that the govern- 
‘ment was in a manner devolved upon them, and 
‘were in great haste to make a present of it to 
‘the Prince of Orange.’* Other acts of this 
Assembly are then mentioned; and its proceed- 
ings are among the most interesting and important 
events in English history, not only from their 
forming a precedent in a conjuncture of affairs 
for which no express provision is to be found in 
the constitution, but from the first regular offer of 
the throne to the Prince of Orange having ema- 
nated from this Convention. No Record of its 
proceedings has, it is presumed, been hitherto 
known to exist; and the fact that so valuable a 
Document is extant, cannot be too generally 
stated, for it is obvious that it has high claims to 
the attention of historians. 

“Sir Thomas Miller possesses the original Minutes 
of this Assembly of the Peers in the handwriting 
ofa Mr. Glyn, who acted as secretary. His ap- 
pointment to that situation is also preserved; and, 
as it is signed by all the Lords who were present, 
it affords evidence of the names of the Peers who 
took part in the business of the Assembly, and 
contains a very interesting collection of auto- 
graphs. 

“The MS. itself is a small folio, but not above 
fifty pages are filled. It comprises the period 
between the 11th and the 28th December, 1688, 
both days inclusive, and appears to be a perfect 
Record of every Act of that memorable Assembly. 
The indorsement on the cover merits notice: it 
states with singular minuteness the precise hour 
of James's abdication, namely, at one in the morn- 
ing of the 11th of December, 1688.” 

Sir Thomas Miller also possessed a manu- 
script, containing an “ Account of the Earl of 
Rochester, Captain Kendall, and the Nar- 
rator’s Journey to Salisbury with King James, 
Monday, Nov. 19. to Friday, Nov. 23. 1688, 
inclusive.” 

In connection with this subject, it may be 

mob, and the arrest of Judge Jefferies, Bishop Burnet 
says: ——‘“ The Lord Mayor was so struck with the 
terror of this rnde populace, and with the disgrace of a 
man who had made all people tremble before him, that 
he fell into fits upon it, of which he died soon after. 

“To prevent the further growth of such disasters, he 
called a Meeting of the Privy Councillors and Peers, 
who met at Guildhall,” &e. The pronoun he must re- 

late to the Lord Mayor, but the sentence is obscurely 
expressed, 

* Vol. ii. pp. 259, 260. 

noticed that there is no entry of any payment 
in the Isswe Books of 'the clerks of the Pells 
between Tuesday, 11th December, and Monday 
24th December, 1688. J. E. 

[Perhaps some of our correspondents could in- 
form us where the MSS. in question are now de- 
posited. | 

OPINIONS GF WRITERS ON ENGLISH HISTORY, 

no. 1. 

“ Oh, do not read history, for that I know must be 
false.” — Sir Rosert Watrore. 

Sir, —I have from time to time made a few 
notes on our historical writers—rather I 
should say the conflicting opinions of critical 
writers on their relative value, and the de- 
pendence to be placed on them as historical 
guides. ‘They are so opposite, as would in a 
great measure confirm the opinion of the cele- 
brated statesman above quoted. i send, as 
a& specimen, the opinions upon Burnet, and, 
should its insertion in your “ Norges AnD 
Querizs” be deemed advisable, I will from 
time to time send others which I have in 
my note-book. M. 

Burnet, “ A good historian and an honest man.”— 
Lord Brougham. 

“ The History of his Own Times, which Burnet left 
behind him, is a work of great instruction and amuse- 
ment..... His ignorance of parliamentary forms has led 
him into some errors, it would be absurd to deny, but 
these faults do not detract from the general usefulness 
of his work.”— Lord John Russell. 

“The most partial, malicious heap of scandal and 
misrepresentation, that was ever collected for the laud- 
able design of giving a false impression of persons and 
things to all future ages.” — Lord Dartmouth: note in 
Dr. Routh’s edition. 

«A rash and partial writer.” *— Macaulay. 
“Tt is a piece of justice I owe to historical truth to 

say, that I have never tried Burnet’s facts by the tests 
of dates and of original papers, without finding them 
wrong.”— Sir J. Dalrymple. 

“Burnet had all the merits and all the faults of an 
ardent, impetuous, headstrong man, whose mind was 
honest, and whose objects were noble. Whatever he 
reports himself to have heard or seen, the reader may 
be assured he really did hear and see. But he must 

* [Our correspondent should have added exact re- 
ferences to the places where these passages are to be 
found. Mr. Macaulay may have written these words 
quoted by our correspondent, in some hasty moment, 
but bis summary of the character of Burnet in his His- 
tory of England, ii. 175. 2nd edition —a very noble 
and well considered passage — gives a very different 
and far juster estimate of Burnet’s character. ] 
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receiye his representations and conclusions with that 
caution which must ever be observed when we listen to 
the relation of a warm and busy partizan, whatever be 
his natural integrity and good sense.”— Smyth's Lec- 
tures on Modern History. 

“‘ His history is one which the present editor (Dr. 
Routh) truly says will never lose its importance, but 
will continue to furnish materials for other historians, 
and to be read by those who wish to derive their know- 
ledge of facts from the first sources of information, The 
accuracy of his narrative has often been attacked with 
yehemence, and often, it must be confessed, with success, 
but not so often as to overthrow the general credit of 
his work.” — Quarterly Review. 

“ Rarely polished, I never read so ill a style.” —Swift. 

QUEEN ELIZABETH’S DOMESTIC ESTABLISH- 
MENT. 

Your readers may be curious to see a list 
of the persons composing the domestic esta- 
blishment (as it may be called) of Queen 
Elizabeth in the middle of her reign, and an 
account of the sums of money severally allowed 
to them out of the privy purse of the sove- 
reign. The payments will seem remarkably 
small, even allowing for the great difference 
in the value ef money then and now. What 
that difference may be, I am not prepared to 
say; and I will venture here to put it asa 
“Query,” to be answered by some competent 
person who may read this “ Note.” I have 
seen it stated, by more than one writer, that 
the difference in the value of money at the 
end of Elizabeth’s reign was at least five times, 
i.e. that one pound then would go as far 
as five pounds now ; but Iam not aware of the 
data upon which the calculation was made. 
I apprehend, besides, that the difference was 
greater in 1582, to which what follows ap- 
plies, than afterwards, and I should be glad 
to have the matter cleared up. ‘The subse- 
quent account is endorsed in the handwriting 
of Lord Burghley, Lord Treasurer, in these 
words: — “1582. The payment of the Ladies 
of the Privy Chamber;” but it applies also 
to the gentlemen. 

Wages paid to the Privy Chamber by the Year. 
The Bedchamber : Besa. 

The Lady Cobham, by the year - 20 0 0 
The Lady Carewe - - 33 6 8 
Mrs. Blanch Apprye*  - - 33 6 8 

Gentlewomen of the Privy Chamber: 
Bridget Cave - - - 33:6 8 

* The names are spelt precisely as they stand in the 
document itself. 
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£8. d. 
The Lady Howard - - 33 6 8 
The Lady Stafford - - 33 6 8 
The Lady Arundell - - 33 6 8 
The Lady Leighton - - 33 6 8 
Frances Howard ” - 33 6 8 
Dorothy Edmundes - - 33 6 8 

Chamberers : 
The Lady Bartlett - - 20 0 0 
The Lady Drury - - 20 0.0 
Mrs. Mary Skydmore_= - - 20 0 0 
Mrs. Katherine Newton - - 20 0 0 
Mrs. Jane Brucella - - 20 0 0 

Gentlemen of the Privy Chamber : 
Sir Christopher Hatton, Knight- 50 0 0 
John Ashley, Esq. - - 33 6 8 

Gentleman Usher of the Privy Chamber: 
Sir Drew Drury, Knight - 30 0 0 

Grooms of the Privy Chamber: 
Thomas Ashley - - - 20 0 0 
Henry Sackford - - - 20 0 0 
John Baptiste - - - 20 0 0 
Thomas Knevett - - 20 0 0 
Edward Carey - - - 20 0 0 
Thomas Gorge - - - 20 0 0 
William Killigrew - - 20 0 0 

Summa totalis  - - 673 6 8 

The above 673. 6s. 8d. was the whole sum 
paid out of the privy purse; but it is to be 
borne in mind that these persons were allowed 
diet and lodging in Court, so that, after all, 
the payments were not quite as insignificant 
as they may at first seem. Whatever, also, 
may have been the case with the ladies, it 
is certain that the gentlemen had _ other 
sources of emolument derived from the Crown, 
such as monopolies, valuable grants of royal 
domains, leases of customs, &c., which alto- 
gether made up anampleincome. Sir Chris- 
topher Hatton, for instance, could not have 
built Holdenby out of his 50/. a year as Gen- 
tleman of the Privy Chamber. 

ANTIQUARIUS. 

EXTRACTS FROM PARISH REGISTERS OF EAST 

PECKHAM, KENT. 

Sir,—In my commonplace book I find the 
following notes, being extracts from the an- 

cient Registers of East Peckham Church, 
Kent, which have never (I believe) been pub- 
lished, and which may perhaps be of service 
to the historian or antiquary. 
1637. This yeare was the Communion-table rayled in 

by the appointment of D' Ryves, Dean of Shor- 
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ham Deanery, and Chancellor to the most Re- | of the Medici of Florence. They bore pills 
verend-Father in God, William Laud, Archbishop | on their shield (and those pills, as usual then 

of Canterbury, who commanded this uniformity alae ie Thasidn t th fitters i 

to be general throughout the kingdom. were guide ») in allusion to e pro essiona 

1638. This time of Lent being to be kept holy by | OT10 from whence they had derived the 

fasting aud abstinence from flesh, notwithstand- 
ing S* Roger Twisden, K™t and Baronett and 
Dame Isabella his wife, being both very sick and 
weake, in my judgement and opinion [are] to be 
tolerated for the eating of flesh. 

Francisc. Worratt, Vicar. 

A similar entry occurs for the three follow- 
ing years. 
1648. Upon the third of June the following Infants 

all born in the parish of Brenchley were bap- 
tized in this parish Church, by an order granted 
from Sir John Sedley, Knight and Baronett, Sir 
John Rayney, and Sir Isaac Sedley, Knights :— 

« Whereas complaints have often been made unto us 
by many of the principal inhabitants of the Parish of 
Brenchley, that they having desired Mr. Gilbert, mi- 
nister of the said Parish, to baptize their children, and 
according to the Directorie offered to present them 
before the Congregation, he hath neglected or refused 
so to do; whereby divers infants remain unbaptized, 
some of them above a year old, expressly contrary to 
the said Directorie. 
“We do therefore order that the parents of such 

children do bring them unto the Parish Church of East 
Peckham, where we desire that Mt Topping, minister 
of the said Parish, would baptize them according to 
the sayd Directorie, they acquainting him with the 
day they intend to bring them beforehand. 

« Dated ye 25t» of May 1648. 
« Joun SEDLEY. 
“ Joun Rayney. 
“Tsaac SEDLEY.” 

The last extract may illustrate the progress 
of Anabaptism, under the Parliamentary rule, 
and serves by way of curious sequel to the 
preceding excerpta. 

In a window of the same church I observed 
this inscription : —“ Here stoode the wicked 
fable of Mychael waying of [souls]. By the 
law of Qvene Elizabeth according to God[s] 
Word is taken away.” Clas: 

—— 

PAWNBROKERS THREE BALLS. 

My. Editor, — The Edinburgh Reviewer, 
cited by your correspondent Mr. W. J. Thoms, 
seems to have sought rather too far for the 
origin of a pawnbroker’s golden balls. 

He is right enough in referring their origin 
to the Italian bankers, generally called Lom- 
bards; but he has overlooked the fact that 
the greatest of those traders in money were 
the celebrated and eventually princely house 

name of Medici; and their agents in England 
and other countries put that armorial bearing 
over their doors as their sign, and the re- 
putation of that house induced others to put 
up the same sign. Bs WWn 

THE LIONS IN THE TOWER. 

Mr. Editor, — Some one of your readers 
may be interested in knowing that there was 
a royal menagerie in the Tower of London in 
the reign of Edward III. In the Issue Roll 
of the forty-fourth year of his reign, 1370, 
there are five entries of payments made to 
“ William de Garderobe, keeper of the king’s 
lions and leopards” there, at the rate of 6d. 
a day for his wages, and 6d. a day for each 
beast. — pp. 25. 216. 298. 388, 429. 

The number of “beasts” varied from four 
to seven. Two young lions are specially men- 
tioned; and “a lion lately sent by the Lord 
the Prince from Gascony to England to the 
Lord the King.” ®. 

[Our correspondent’s Nore is an addition to 
what Bayley has given us on this subject; who 
tells us, however, that as early as 1252, Henry II. 
sent to the Tower a white bear, which had been 
brought to him as a present from Norway, when 
the Sheriffs of London were commanded to pay 
four pence every day for its maintenance. | 

NOTES ON AUTHORS AND BOOKS, NO. l. 

THE “ BIBLIOGRAPHIE BIOGRAPHIQUE.” 

A lover of literature, and aspiring to promote 
its extension and improvement, I sometimes 
form projects for the adoption of others — 
sensible, be it also said, of the extent of my 
own engagements with certain learned so- 
cieties. 

One of these projects has been a tabular 
view of the literary biography of the British 
Islands. In the midst of my reflections on 
the plans of Blair, Priestley, Playfair, Ober- 
lin, Tytler, Jarry de Mancy, &c. I received a 
specimen of a Bibliographie biographique, by 
Edouard- Marie Oettinger, now in the press at 
Leipzic. 

As books multiply, the inexpediency of 
attempting general bibliography becomes more 
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and more apparent. Meritorious as are the 
works of Brunet and Ebert, and useful as 
they may be to collectors, they are inadequate 
to the wants of men of letters. Henceforth, 
the bibliographer who aims at completeness 
and accuracy must’ restrict himself to one 
class of books. 

M. Oettinger appears to have acted on this 
principle, and has been happy in the choice of 
his subject — 

“The proper study of mankind is man.” 

The work is comprehensive in its object, 
judicious in its plan, accurate in its details, 
as far as the specimen proceeds, and an un- 
questionable desideratum in literature. 

Ainsi, vive M. Edouard-Marie Oettinger! 
Vive la Bibliographie biographique ! 

Boiron CornNey. 

FORM OF PETITION. 

When a Petition ends with, “ Your Peti- 
tioner shall ever pray, &c.” what form of 
words does the “ &c.” represent ? B. 

QUERY AS TO NOTES—-GREENE OF GREEN’S 

NORTON. 

Mr. Editor, —I congratulate you on your 
happy motto, but will you give your readers 
the results of your own experience and prac- 
tice, and tell them the simplest mode of making 
Notes, and, when made, how to arrange them 
so as to find them when required ? 

I have been in the habit of using slips of 
paper — the blank turn-overs of old-fashioned 
letters before note paper came into fashion — 
and arranging in subjects as well as I could; 
but many a note so made has often caused me 
a long hour’s looking after: this ought not so 
to be ; pigeon-holes or portfolios, numbered or 
lettered, seem to be indispensable. 

Has any reader a Note whereby to tell who 
are the present representatives of Greenes of 
“Green’s Norton?” or who was “ Richard 
Greene, Apothecary,” who was living 1770, 
and bore the arms of that family ? H. T, E. 

_ [Our answer to our correspondent’s first Query 
is, send your Notes to us, who will print and index 
them. — Ep.] 

BUSTS OF CHARLES I. AND JAMES I. — 

ANCIENT TAPESTRY. 

1. Where is now the bust of Charles IL, 
formerly in Westminster Hall, and engraved 
by Peter Mazell for Pennant’s London, in 
which engraving the bust is attributed to Ber- 
nini, though Vertue thought differently ? (See 
Dallaway’s Walpole, 1826, ii. 109.) 

2. Also, where is the correspondent bust 
of James I., formerly at Whitehall, of which 
there is an engraving by N. Smith ? 

3. What has become of the tapestry of the 
reign of Henry VI. which formerly adorned 
the Painted Chamber in the ancient Palace of 
Westminster? It appears that it remained in 
one of the lower apartments from the time 
when it was taken down in 1800 until the 
year 1810; that it was then sold to Charles 
Yarnold, Esq., of Great Helen’s, Bishopsgate 
Street, for 10/. After his death in 1825, in 
the auction of his collection at Southgate’s 
(June 11. that year, lot 238), it was sold as 
“ Seven Pieces representing the siege of 
Troy,” for 7/. to Mr. Matheman. Who was 
Mr. Matheman? and what has now become 
of his acquisition ? 

Another piece of tapestry in Mr. Yarnold’s 
possession, but it may be presumed in far 
better condition, was bought by Mr. Tesch- 
maker, his executor, for 63/. This was de- 
scribed as “ The Plantagenet ‘Tapestry, in fine 
preservation, containing 23 full-sized portraits 
of the different branches of the Houses of 
York and Lancaster: among the most pro- 
minent are Margaret of Anjou ; Cicely Duchess 
of York; the Duke of Gloucester, afterwards 
Richard III.; Edward of Lancaster; Henry 
VI.; Earl of March, son of Richard (Duke of 
York and) afterwards Edward IV.; Henry 
VIL.; Clarence [?] Duke of York,” &c. This 
description raises one’s curiosity greatly, and 
query, has this tapestry been elsewhere de- 
scribed? At the meeting of the Archzological 
Association at Warwick in 1847, it was sup- 
posed to have come from St. Mary’s Hall, Co- 
ventry ; but that idea seems to have arisen 
merely from its similarity of design to the 
tapestry which is now there. N. 

ORIGIN OF EPITHET ‘ FACTOTUM.” 

Sir, — The following expression in Caven- 
dish’s Life of Wolsey, p. 42.—‘“He was 
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Dominus fac totum with the king”—seems to 

point us to some ecclesiastical origin for the 

derivation of our familiar word “ factotum.” 

Does any one know the precise whereabouts 

of such a phrase in the Ancient Service 

books? CG. Bai 

INSCRIPTION ON ANCIENT ALMS-BASINS. 

Mr. Editor, —In the parish church in 

which I officiate are preserved four ancient 

and curious alms-basins, of latten; they ap- 

pear to be of Flemish workmanship, and, 

from inventories of the church goods, made at 

different times, we may gather that they were 

given for their present use during the seven- 

teenth century. They represent: —1. The 

Martyrdom of St. Sebastian; 2. The Annun- 

ciation of the Blessed Virgin; 3. The Tempt- 

ation in Eden; and 4. The Spies bearing the 

grapes. Around each of these subjects is a 

legend in foreign characters, “DER. INFRID. 

Grnwart.” I have submitted this inscrip- 

tion to antiquaries and German scholars in 

vain; it still remains a puzzle. It has been 

suggested that it may have been only an ar- 

bitrary mark of the maker. Is this probable ? 

If not, will you, or one of your readers, give 

the interpretation to CLERICUS ? 

Noy. 8. 1849. 

[We have much pleasure in inserting the foregoing 

Query, and trust that many of our correspondents 

will follow the example of Clericus, by furnishing us 

with copies of the inscriptions on any ancient church 

plate in their possession, or which may come under 

their notice, A comparison of examples will often 

serve to remove such difficulties as the present, which 

perhaps may be read pDERIN FRID GEHWART, “ Therein 

Peace approved;” Gewdren being used in the sense of 

Bewiihren, authority for which may be found in Wacker- 

nagel. } 
& eee 2 oe 

NOTES OF BOOK SALES—CATALOGUES, ETC. 

It is our purpose from time to time to call 

the attention of our book-buying friends to 

the approaching sales of any collections which 

may seem to us to deserve their attention : 

and to any catalogues which may reach us 

containing books of great rarity or curiosity. 

Had we entertained no such intention we 

should have shown our respect for the memory 

of that intelligent, obliging, and honourable 

member of the bookselling profession (to 

whom a literary man rarely addressed a 

Query, without receiving in reply a Norr 

of information worth preserving), the late 
Mr. Thomas Rodd, by announcing that the 
sale of the first portion of his extensive and 
valuable stock of books will commence on 
Monday next the 19th instant, and occupy 
the remainder of that week. 

The following Lots are among the speci- 
mens of the rarities contained in this portion 
of Mr. Rodd’s curious stock : — 
189 Acrs or Partiament, Orders, Declarations, Pro- 

clamations, &c. 1657 to 1660, the original 
Papers and Broadsides collected and bound in 
1 vol. calf. 1657-60 

*,* This very important volume contains the Acts, &c. 
during the period intervening between Sco- 
bell’s Collection and the recognized Statutes of 
Charles II. As the laws during this period 
have never been collected into a regular edition, 
a series of them is of the greatest rarity. 

194. ASsor, Fasurs, TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
By Witiram Caxton, curious wood engravings 

Hlack letter, very rane, imperfect, old russia 

Emprynytep sy Ricuarp Pynson (No Date) 
*,* This edition is altogether unknown and unde- 

scribed. The present copy commences with 
signature C 1, and extends to sig. S (v) in sixes, 
on the reverse of which is the above colophon, 
with Pynson’s device underneath, J¢ wants 
sheets A and B, and E (iiii). 

380 Cellii (E.) Eques Auratus Anglo-Wirtembergi- 
cus: id est, actus admodum Solennis; quo 
Jacobus Rex Angliz, &c, Regii Garterio- 
rum supremus ac Frid. Ducem Wirtember- 
gicum, per Rob. Spencer Barnoem declaravit, 
portrait woodcut Tubing. 1605 

*,* This was Sir Wm, Dethick’s copy, Garter King at 
Arms, who accompanied Lord Spencer in his 
journey: in it he has written some very curious 
circumstances respecting the journey, and of the 
ill-treatment he experienced from Sir Rob. 
Spencer and Wm. Seager, ‘a poore paynter, 
sonne of a base fleminge and spawne of a Jew,” 
with an account of the family of Dethick, or De 
Dyk, of Derbyshire and Staffordshire. 

475 Curisrine or Pisa. Tue Fayr or ArMEs AND OF 
CHyYVALRYE 

Dlack letter, one leaf inlaid and three or four 
beautifully fac-similed, otherwise a fine und 
perfect copy, russia extra, gilt leaves, by C. 
Lewis WrEstMESTRE, PER CAXTON, MCCCCLXXXIX 

*,* This work consists of 139 leaves, exclusive of the 
table, occupying two leaves. The colophon of 
the Printer is one of great interest, filling the 
two last pages. It thus commences : —“ Thur 
“endeth this boke, whiche xpyne of pyse made 
“and drewe out of the boke named Vegecius de 
“re militari and out of tharbre of bataylles, 
“ wyth many other thynges sett in to the same 
“requisite to werre and batailles, which boke 
“ beyng in Frénshe was delyvered to me Willm 
“Caxton by the most erysten kinge and se- 
«doubted prynce, my naturel and souvrayn 

| 
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“Lord Kyng Henry the VII, Kyng of Englond 
“and of Fraitice, in his Palais of Westmestre, 
“the 23 day of Janyuere, the III of his regne, 
“and desired and wylsed me to translate this 
**said boke and reduce it into our enlish natural’ 
“tonge and to put it in enprynte, &c.” 

522 Enctanp :— Copy of a Letter written by a Spa- 
nish Gentleman to his Friend in England in 
refutation of sundry Calumnies there falsely 
bruited among the People, 1589 — An Ad- 
vertisement written to a Secretarie of my 
Lord Treasurer of Ingland by an Inglish 
Intelligencer as he passed through Germanie 
towards Italie; also a Letter written by the 
Lord Treasurer, 1592 

*,* Two very rare and curious historical pieces, written 
by a zealous Catholic in defence of Philip II. 

944 Neumayr van Ramszla (J. W.) Johann fursten 
des Jungern Hertzogen zu Sachsen, Reise in 
Franckreich Engelland und Nederland, port. 
and plates 

russia extra, gilt leaves Lips. 1620 
*,* This volume contains accounts of many of the 

pictures and curiosities in the royal palaccs of 
Westminster, St. James, &c. 

On the following Monday will commence 
the sale of the theological portion of his 
collection, which will occupy eight days, and 
conclude on the 4th of December. The sales 
are entrusted to the management of Messrs. 
S. Leigh Sotheby & Co. of Wellington Street. 
We have also received from Mr. Asher, of 

Berlin, a copy of the Bibliotheca Tiechiuna— 
the sale catalogue of the library of Ludwig 
Tieck, the distinguished German poet, no- 
velist, and critic. The sale will commence at 
Berlin on the 10th December, with the English 
portion of the library, which, besides the 2nd, 
8rd, and 4th folios, is particularly rich in 
works illustrative of Shakspeare, and of 
translations of various portions of our great 
dramatist’s writings. ‘The following lot, com- 
prising an edition, we believe, not very gene- 
rally known, and containing the manuscript 
notes and comments of so profound a critic 
as Ludwig Tieck, ought to find an English 
purchaser. 

2152 Tue Prays or W. Suaxsprarr, with the Cor- 
rections and Illustrations of various Commenta- 
tors, to which are added Notes by Johnson and 
Steevens. 23 vols. er. in 8vo. Basil 1800-1802 

« Exemplaire unique et de la plus grande importance, 
“contenant des notes sans nombre de Ja main 
“de M. Tieck. Ces notes renferment les fruits 
“dune étude de plus de 40 ans sur le grand 
“poéte, par son plus grand traducteur et 
“commentateur, et forment le texte du grand 
“ouvrage sur Shakspeare, promis depuis si 
“longtemps,” 

One of the most curious articles in this 
catalogue, copies of which may be obtained 
from the London Agent for the sale, Mr. Nutt, 
of the Strand, is No. 1965, a copy of Lilly’s 
Sixe Court Comedies, which had belonged to 
Oliver Cromwell, and appears to contain his 
autograph. 

There are few literary men who have not, 
in the course of some one or other of their 
inquiries, experienced the difficulty there is in 
procuring copies of pamphlets which, being 
for the most part originally published for 
purposes of temporary interest, are rarely 
preserved by binding, and consequently when 
afterwards wanted become extremely diflicult 
of attainment. We well ¥emember the valuable 
Catalogue published many years since by 
Mr. Rodd, of Newport Street, the father of 
Mr. Thomas Rodd, and have often regretted 
the loss of our copy of that extensive collec- 
tion ; and werecord now for the information 
of our readers the publication by Mr. Russell 
Smith, of 4, Old Compton Street, of Part I. 
of a Catalogue of asingular and unique collec- 
tion of 25,000 ancient and modern Tracts and 
Pamphlets: containing I. Biography, Literary 
History, and Criticism ; II. Trials, Civil and 
Criminal ; III. Bibliography and Typography; 
IV. Heraldry and Family History; V Arche- 
ology ; VI. Architecture, Painting, and Sculp- 
ture; VII. Music; VIII. Metaphysics. 

QUERIES STILL ON OUR LIST. 
‘ NO. PAGE 

The Times, Chronicle, and Herald, when first 
established - - - Sel binders 

Lord Chatham’s Speech on American Stamp 
Act, Notes of * - - - =) J.’ /12 

Dorne, the Bookseller - - - I. 12 
Henno Rustieus - - tera dade 
The Signe of the End - - Rue Ley whe 
Lines in the style of Suckling - «= 174220 
Pedlar’s Song, attributed to Shakspeare, and 

Tradition respecting Hamlet - -\IkY 28 
Sir William Skipwith - - - »)-)TRe\9s 
Thistle of Scotland - - - - II. 24 
Sermones Sancti Borromzxi - sen LT. 7 
Luther and Erasmus, Lines on - II, 27 
Tower Royal - - - ae de 28 
Constitution Hill - - . - II. 28 
Countess of Pembroke’s Letter - - -IL 28 
Tennison’s Sermon on Nell Gwynne seddeo 28 
Colley Cibber's Apology - - -II. 29 
White Gloves at Maiden Assizes = - - II. 29 
Flemish Account - - te) he ers 
Grog, Origin of word - - - If. 28 
Bishop Barnaby, why Lady-birds so called - II. 28 

aa a aE § 
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BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 
WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

Jones’ (Epmunp) Gerocrarnicat, Hisroricat, 
anp Reticious Account oF ABERYSTWITH. 8vo. 

Trevecka, 1779. 

Carrarr.— La Rosa pv’Oro Pontiricra, ETC. 
4to. Rome. 1681. 

Swakspearer’s Dramatic Worxs.—The Fourth 

Volume of Wuuirrincuam’s Edition, in 7 vols. 

24mo. Chiswick. 1814. 

M. C. H. Bremer, Fest-Tanzen DER ErsTEn 
Curisten. Jena. 1705. 

Buppen’s Discourse For Parrents’ Honour anpD 
AvruHoritiz. Svo. 1616. 

Tue Two Woxves 1x Lam's Sxrins, 08 OLp 
Exr’s LaMENTATION OVER HIS TWO Sons. Svo. 1716. 

Averett’s Four Norasie Histories, Etc. 4to. 
1590. “ 

Nature, A Porm. Folio. 1736. 
Barnerietp’s Prowman’s Compxaint. 4to. 1580. 
Gitr’s Instructions ror CuiLpren, in Verse. 

1709. ’ 

Jermin’s Faruer’s Instirotion or uis Cup. 
1658. 

Coorer’s (C.P.) Account OF THE MOST IM- 
portant Pustic Recorns, 8vo. 1832.— The First 

Volume of. 
PasstoNAEL EFTE DAT LEveNT DER HELLIGEN. 

Folio. Basil. mpxx11. 

Livy. — Vol. I. of Crevier’s Edition. 
Paris. 1739. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, ca- 
riage free, to be sent to Mr. Berzt, Publisher of 

«NOTES AND QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

6 vols. 4to. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The matter is so generally understood with 
regard to the management of periodical works, 
that it is hardly necessary for the Editor to 
say that HE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN 
MANUSCRIPTS ; but on one point he wishes to 
offer a few words of explanation to his cor- 
respondents in general, and particularly to 
those who do not enable him to communicate 
with them except in print. They will see, on 
a very little reflection, that it is plainly his 
interest to take all he can get, and make the 
most, and the best, of everything ; and there- 
fore he begs them to take for granted that 
their communications are received, and ap- 
preciated, evenif the succeeding Number bears 
no proof of it. He is convineed that the want 
of specific acknowledgment will only be felt 
by those who have no idea of the labour and 
difficulty attendant on the hurried manage- 
ment of such a work, and of the impossibility 
of sometimes giving an explanation, when 

there really is one which would quite ‘satisfy 
the writer, for the delay or non-insertion of 
his communication. Correspondents in such 
cases have no reason, and if they understood 
an editor’s position they would feel that they 
have no right, to consider themselves under- 
valued ; but nothing short of personal expe- 
rience in editorship would explain to them 
the perplexities and evil consequences arising 
from an opposite course. 

Pasquin will find his suggestion attended to very 
shortly. 

CoMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. — W. B. B.—— 
E. H. ie Vi Philo. J. B. — Phi- 
lobiblion. J. M. W. W. Anglo Cam- 
brian (with many thanks for his excellent suggestion). 

aa Odo. J. Miland. L. 
G. J. K. Melanion. 

Contents anp InpEex.— Our Correspondents 
will see that their wish for a Table of Contents to 
each number has been complied with. Weare fully 
aware how much the value of a work like “‘ Nores anp 
Queries” is enhanced by a good InpEx. It is in- 
tended to give a very copious one at the end of each 
volume, so as to make the work one not merely of 
temporary interest, but of permanent utility. 

Booxs anp Opp VoLtumMEs wanTeED. We believe 
that this will prove one of the most useful divisions 
of our weekly Sheet. Gentlemen who may be unable 
to meet with any book or volume of which they are 
in want may, upon furnishing name, date, size, §c., 
have it inserted in this List tree of cost. Persons 
having such volumes to dispose of are requested to 
send reports of price, §c. to Mr. Bell, our Pub- 
lisher. 

We have received many complaints of a difficulty 
in procuring our Paper. 
Newsvender will supply it, if ordered, and gentlemen 
residing in the country may be supplied regularly 
with the Stamped Edition by giving their orders | 
direct to the Publisher, Mr. Grorce Betrr, 186. 
Fleet Street, accompanied by a Post Office order 
Sor a quarter (4s. 4d.). All communications should 
be addressed To the Editor of “ Norges anp 
Quertgs,” 186. Fleet Street. 

Vots. I. and II. 8vo. Price 28s. cloth. 

HE JUDGES OF ENGLAND; from 
the time of the Conquest. 

By Epwarp Foss, F. S. A. 

Tt supplies what was much wanted—a regular and progressive 
account of English legal institutions. The result isa correction 
of many errors, an addition of much new information, and a better 
general view of our strictly legal history than any other jurist, 
historian, or biographer had heretofore attempted to give.’’— 
Examiner. 

Loneman, Brown, Green, and Lonemans. 

Every Bookseller and | 

ee ee 
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SIX DAYS’ SALE of the First Portion of the 
Extensiveand Valuable STOCK OF BOOKS of the late emi- 
nent Bookseller, Mr. THos. Roop, of Great Newport Street. 

ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and 
Co., Auctioneers of Literary Property and 

Works illustrative of the Fine Arts, will SELL by 
AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wellington Street, 
Strand, on MONDAY, Nov. 19, and Five following 
Days, the First Portion of the extensive and valuable 
STOCK of BOOKS of the late eminent Bookseller 
Mr. Tuomas Ropp, of Great Newport Street, London, 
comprising, among other important works, Anselme 
(P.) Histoire Généalogique et Chronologique de la 
Maison Royale de France, 9 vols., a fine copy of the 
best edition, on large paper; Clutterbuck’s (R.) His- 
tory and Antiquities of the County of Hertford, $ vols., 
Jarge paper, uncut; Christine of Pisa, the Fayt of 
Armes and of Chyvalrye, by Caxton, in Russia extra, 
by Lewis; sop’s Fables, a very rare edition, by 
It. Pynson, unknown and undescribed; Critici Sacri, 
a fine copy, in 13 vols.; Dumont et Rousset, Corps 
Universel Diplomatique du Droit des Gens, a fine 
copy of this truly important work, on large paper, in 
30 vols.; Edmondson (J.) Baronagium Genealogicum, 
6 vols. large paper; Dugdale’s Origines Juridiciales, 
a fine illustrated copy, in Russia extra; Grevii et 
Gronovii Thesaurus Antiquitatum, 34 vols.; Holin- 
shed’s (R.) Chronicles of Iingland, Scotland, and 
Ireland, black letter, a choice copy of the best edi- 
tion; Grafton’s Chronicle at large, fine copy, by C. 
Lewis, from the Grenville Collection; Monstrelet 
Chroniques, large paper, very scarce; Pellerin Qiuvres 
sur les Médailles; Somers’ (Lord) Collection of 
Tracts, by Sir Walter Scott, 13 vols., Russia extra; 
Surtees’ History of Durham, 4 vols.; a large Collection 
of the Works of Tempesta, in 2 vols.; Bryan’s Bio- 
graphical Dictionary of Painters and Engravers, ex- 
tensively illustrated with an assemblage of 2500 plates; 
Versions of the Scriptures; various Works relating to 
America, Private Acts of Parliament, rare and curious 
Historical Pieces and Tracts, Pageants, &c. 

EIGHT DAYS SALE of highly-interesting British 
Historical PORTRAITS, forming the Second Portion of the 
very important and valuable Stock of Prints, the Property of 
Messrs. W. and G. Smiru, the long-established, well-known, 
od eminent Printsellers, of Lisle Street, having retired from 

usiness. 

ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and 
Co., Auctioneers of Literary Property and 

Works illustrative of the Fine Arts, will SELL by 
AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wellington Street, 
Strand, on MONDAY, Dee. 3, and Seven following 
Days (Sunday excepted), at One precisely each day, 
the Second Portion of the important and valuable 
STOCK of PRINTS, the property of Messrs. W. 
and G. Smiru; comprising one of the most numerous 
and interesting collections of British historical portraits 
ever offered for sale, and containing a vast number of 
extremely rare prints by the most eminent English 
engravers, generally in the finest condition, and a large 
number of fine proofs and prints after the works of Sir 
Joshua Reynolds. 

May be viewed four days prior to the sale, 
and catalogues had, 

UNIVERSITY PRESS, OXFORD. 

Books recently Published. 

GREEK-ENGLISH LEXICON, based 
on the German work of F. Passow, by Henry 

Grorce Lipvevt, M.A., and Rogserr Scorr, M. A. 
Third Edition, crown 4to. 21. 4s. in boards; 21, 12s. 6d. 
in Russia. 

A LEXICON, chiefly for the use of 
Schools, abridged from the Greek-English Lexicon of 
H. G. Linper1t, M.A., and R. Scorr, M. A. Third 
Edition, square 12mo, 7s. 6d. in boards; 9s, bound, 

GRACHZ GRAMMATICZ Rudimenta 
in usum Scholarum. Seventh Edition, 12mo. 3s. 6d. 
in boards; 4s. bound. 

APSINIS ET LONGINI RHETORICA 
e Codicibus MSS., adhibita Supellectili Ruhnkeniana, 

recensuit Jou. Baxius. Svo. 6s. 6d. in boards. 

DEMOSTHENES ex recensione G. Din- 
porru. Vols, I.—1V. 8vo. Textus. 21. 2s. in boards, 

Vols. V. VI. VII. Annotationes Interpretum. 1216s. 6d. 
in boards. 

ETYMOLOGICON MAGNU Mseu verius 
Lexicon szpissime vocabulorum origines indagans ex 
pluribus Lexicis Scholiastis et Grammaticis anonymi 
cujusdam Opera concinnatum. Ad Codd. MSS. re- 
censuit et notis variorum instruxit T. Garsrorp, S.T. P. 
Folio. 3. 3s. in boards; 4/. bound. 

RELIQULZ SACRA, secundi tertiique 
seculi. Ad codices MSS. recensuit notisque illustravit 
Marrinus Josernus Rours, S. T. P. collegii S. Mag- 
dalenz Oxon. Preses. Second Edition. Vol. V. 8vo. 
9s. in boards. 

SOPHOCLIS Tragcedie et Fragmenta, 
ex recensione et cum notis G. Dinvorru. Third 

Edition, 2 vols. Syo. 13s. in boards. 

VETUS TESTAMENTUM ex Versione 
Septuaginta Interpretum, secundum Exemplar Vati- 
canum Rome editum. Accedit potior varietas codicis 
Alexandrini. 3% vols, 12mo. 13s, 6d. in boards. 

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GRZCUM. 
Accedunt parallela S. Scripture loca, necnon vetus 
capitulorum notatio et canones Eusebii. 18mo. 4s. 6d. 
in boards. 

The above 4 vols. neatly bound uniform, in old 
style, 1. 12s. 

A HISTORY OF CONFERENCES, and 
other proceedings connected with the Revision of the 
Book of Common Prayer, from 1558 to 1690. By 
Epwarp Carpwett, D. D., Principal of St. Alban’s 
Hall. Third Edition, Svo. 7s. 
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CLARENDON’S HISTORY OF THE 
REBELLION AND CIVIL WARS IN ENG- 
LAND, together with an Historical View of the 
Affairs in Ireland, now for the first time carefully 
printed from the original MS. preserved in_ the 
Bodleian Library. ‘To which are subjoined the Notes 
of Bishop Warburton. 7 vols. 8vo. 2. 10s. in boards. 

BISHOP JEWEL’S WORKS. By Rev. 
R. W. Jerr, D.D. A New Edition. 8 vols. 8vo. 

31. 12s. in boards. 

PEARSON'S EXPOSITION OF THE 
CREED. Revised and corrected by the Rev. E. 
Burron, D.D. A New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 10s. in 
boards. 

THREE PRIMERS put forth in the reign 
of King Henry the Eighth, A New Edition. 8vo. 
9s. in boards. 

SHUCKFORD’S SACRED AND PRO- 
FANE HISTORY OF THE WORLD CON- 
NECTED. A New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 16s. in 

boards. 

Sold by Joun Henry Parker, Oxford, and 377. 
Strand, London; ‘T. Payne and H. Foss, Pall Mall; 
and E. Garpner, 7. Paternoster Row. 

Folio, price 30s. 

HE CHORAL RESPONSES and LI- 
TANIES of the UNITED CHURCH of 

ENGLAND and IRELAND. Collected from Au- 
thentic Sources, by the Rev. Joun Jess, A. M., Rector 

of Peterstow. 
The present Work contains a full collection of the 

harmonized compositions of ancient date, including 
nine sets of pieces and responses, and fifteen litanies, 
with a few of the more ancient Psalm Chants. They 
are given in full score, and in their proper cliffs. In 
the upper part, however, the treble is substituted for 
the “‘cantus” or “medius” cliff: and the whole work 
is so arranged as to suit the library of the musical 
student, and to be fit for use in the Choir. 

Post 8vo. Cloth. 10s. 6d. 

THE HISTORY OF JUNIUS AND 
HIS WORKS, and a Review of the Controversy 
respecting Junius, with an Appendix, containing Por- 
traits and Sketches, by Junius, selected from the 
Letters. By Joun Jaques. 

* This is a very able book ; well arranged in its plan, and com- 
plete in its matter. To those who are interested in the con- 
troversy, or even to any readers of Junius who wish for further 
information than the common editions furnish, we strongly recom- 
mend this volume. They will find it full, without being over- 
charged ; and it possesses an advantage even over Woodfall’s 
edition, in only containing what is essential to the point, besides 
exhibiting much which does not appear in that elaborate publi- 
cation. The ‘ History of Junius and his Works’ is an essential 
companion to the ‘ Letters of Junius.’ ”? — Spectator, March 4. 
1843. 

Now ready, royal 4to., price 2/. 2s. 

EXAMPLES OF ANCIENT PULPITS 
EXISTING IN ENGLAND. Selected and drawn 
from Sketches and Measurements taken on the Spot, 
with Descriptive Letter-press. By Francis T. Dou1- 
MAN, Architect. 

This Work contains 30 Quarto Plates, three of which 
are highly finished in colours, restored accurately from 
the existing indications. The Pulpits delineated are: 
St. Westburga, Chester; SS. Peter and Paul, Shrews- 

bury; St. Michael, Coventry; St. Mary, Wendon; St. 
Mary and All Saints, Fotheringay; All Saints, North 
Cerney; Holy Trinity, Nailsea; St. Peter, Winch- 
combe; St. John Baptist, Cirencester; St. Mary, Tot- 
ness; St. Mary, Frampton; Holy Trinity, Old Aston; 
St. Benedict, Glastonbury; St. Peter, Wolverhampton; 
St. Andrew, Cheddar (coloured); St. Andrew, Ban- 
well; St. George, Brokworth; Holy Trinity, Long 
Sutton (coloured); St. Saviour, Dartmouth (coloured); 
All Saints, Sudbury; All Saints, Hawstead; St. Mary 

de Lode, Gloucester; St. Mary, North Petherton, 

Royal 4to., cloth, Vol. I. price 32. 13s. 6d. 

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS: being A Series 
of Examples of Enriched Details and Accessories of 
the Architecture of Great Britain, Drawn from exist- 
ing Authorities. By James K. Cotrina, Architect. 

The particular object of this work is “to exhibit 
such a number of examples of foliage and other orna- 
mental details of the different styles as clearly to elu- 
cidate the characteristic features peculiar to each period ; 
and drawn sufficiently large in scale to be practically 
useful in facilitating the labours of the Architect and 
Artist.” 

The first volume consists of 104 plates, 19 of which 
are highly finished in colours. The second volume, 
which will complete the work, is now in progress, and 
will be finished during 1850. 

2 vols. feap. 8vo, with 240 Figures, price 9s. 

ON THE HISTORY AND ART OF 
WARMING AND VENTILATING Rooms and 
Buildings by Open Fires, Hypocausts, German, Dutch, 
Russia, and Swedish Stoves, Steam, Hot Water, 
Heated Air, Heat of Animals, and other methods; 

with Notices of the progress of Personal and Fireside 
Comfort, and of the management of Fuel. By Water 
Bernan, Civil Engineer. 
“Since Stuart’s ‘Anecdotes of the Steam Engine,’ there has 

been no such bit of delicious mechanical gossip as this little book 
of Mr. Bernan, * * * For six months or more every year, we 
must depend much more on the resources of science and the prac- 
tical arts for our health and comfort, than on the natural climate; 
in short, we must create our own climate. To help us to the 
means of doing this appears to be one of the objects of these little 
volumes, in which, as we have shown, are collected a multitude 
of expedients of all times and nations, collected with research, 
selected with judgment, and skilfully arranged and described. 
The interest with which one reads is sustained and continuous, 
and you devour a two-volume inventory of stoves, grates, and 
ovens, with the voracity of a parish school-boy, and then —ask 
for more.”— The Atheneum. 

London: Grorce Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 
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OUR PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS. 

WHEN we consulted our literary friends as to 
the form and manner in which it would be 
most expedient to put forth our “ Norms AND 

Queries,” more than one suggested to us 
that our paper should appear only once a 
month, or at all events not more frequently 
than once a fortnight, on the ground that a 
difficulty would be experienced in procuring 
materials for more frequent publication. 

We felt, however, that if such a Medium of 
Inter-communication, as we proposed to es- 
tablish was, as we believed, really wanted, 
frequency of publication was indispensable. 
Nothing but a weekly publication would meet 
what we believed to be the requirements of 

literary men. We determined, therefore, to 

recognised the merits of such works, and the 

influence they were destined to exercise over 

men’s minds, we should not have opened our 

pages for the purpose of receiving, much less 
have invited, corrections of the mistakes into 

which the most honest and the most able of 

literary inquirers must sometimes fall. Only 

those who have meddled in historical research 

can be aware of the extreme difficulty, the 

all but impossibility, of ascertaining the exact 
or the whole truth, amidst the numerous mi- 

nute and often apparently contradictory facts 

which present themselves to the notice of all 

inquirers. In this very number a corre- 

spondent comments upon an inference drawn 

by Mr. Hallam from a passage in Mabillon. 

In inserting such a communication we show 

the respect we feel for Mr. Hallam, and our 

THIRD EDITION. 
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sense of the services which he has rendered 

to historical knowledge. Had we believed 
that if he has fallen into a mistake in this 
instance, it had been not merely a mistake, 
but a deliberate perversion of the truth, we 
should have regarded both book and writer 
with indifference, not to say with contempt. 
It is in the endeavour to furnish corrections 
of little unavoidable slips in such good honest 

books — albeit imperfect as all books must be 
—that we hope at once to render good ser- 

vice to our national literature, and to show 

our sense of the genius, learning, and research 

which have combined to enrich it by the 

production of works of such high character 
and lasting influence. 

LATIN EPIGRAM AGAINST LUTHER AND 

ERASMUS. 

Mr. Editor, — Your correspondent “ Rote. 
rodamus ” (pp. 27, 28) asks, I hope, for the 
author of the epigram which he quotes, with 
a view to a life of his great townsman, 
Erasmus. Such a book, written by some 
competent hand, and in an enlarged and 
liberal spirit, would be a noble addition to the 
literature of Europe. There is no civilised 
country that does not feel an interest in the 
labours and in the fame of Erasmus. I am 
able to answer your correspondent’s question, 
but it is entirely by chance. I read the 
epigram which he quotes several years ago, 
ina book of a kind which one would like to 
see better known in this country—a typo- 
graphical or bibliographical history of Douay. 
It is entitled, “ Bibliographie Douaisienne, vu 
Catalogue Historique et Raisonné des Livres 
imprimés & Douai depuis année 1563 jus- 
gqwa nos jours, avec des notes bibliographiques 
et littéraires; Par H. R. Duthilleeul. 8vo. 
Douai, 1842.” The 111th book noticed in this 
volume is entitled, “ Epigrammata in Here- 
ticos. Authore Andrea Frusio, Societatis 

| Jesu. Tres-petitin 8vo. 1596.” The book is 
stated to contain 251 epigrams, “ amied,” says 
M. Dnuthilloenl, “at the heretics and their 
doctrines. .. The author has but one design, 
which is to render odious and ridiculous, the 

lives, persons, and errors of the apostles of 
the Reformation.” He quotes three of the 
epigrams, the third being the one your cor- 
respondent has given you. It has this title, 
“ De Lutheri et Erasmi differentia,’ and is 
the 209th epigram in the book. 

I have never met with a copy of the work 
of Frusius, nor do I know any thing of him 
as an author. The learned writer who pours 
out such a store of curious learning in the 
pages of the Gentleman's Magazine is more 
likely than any body that I know, to tell you 
something about him. 

Mons. Duthillceul quotes another epigram 
from the same book upon the Excomium 
Morie, but it is too long and too pointless 
for your pages. He adds another thing which 
is more in your way, namely, that a former 
possessor of the copy of the work then before 
him had expressed his sense of the value of 
these “ epigrammes dévotes” in the following 
Nore :— 

“ Nollem carere hoc libello auro nequidem 
contra pensitato.” 

Perhaps some one who possesses or has 
access to the book would give us a complete 
list of the persons who are the subjects of 
these defamatory epigrams. And I may add, 
as you invite us to put our queries, Is not 
Erasmus entitled to the distinction of being 
regarded as the author of the work of which 
the largest single edition has ever been printed 
and sold? Mr. Hallam mentions that, “ in the 
single year 1527, Colineus printed 24,000 
copies of the Colloquies, all of which were 
sold.” This is the statement of Moreri. Bayle 
gives some additional information. Quoting 
a letter of Erasmus as his authority, he says, 
that Colinzeus, who—like the Brussels and 
American reprinters of our day — was print- 
ing the book at Paris from a Basle edition, 
entirely without the concurrence of Erasmus, 
and without any view to his participation in 
the profit, circulated a report that the book 
was about to be prohibited by the Holy See. 
The curiosity of the public was excited. 
Every one longed to secure a copy. The 
enormous edition — for the whole 24,000 was 
but one impression — was published con- 
temporaneously with the report. It was a 
cheap and elegant book, and sold as fast as it 
could be handed over the bookseller’s counter. 
As poor Erasmus had no pecuniary benefit 
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from the edition, he ought to have the credit 
which arises from this proof of his extra- 
ordinary popularity. The public, no doubt, 
enjoyed greatly his calm but pungent ex- 
posure of the absurd practices which were 
rife around them, That his humorous satire 
was felt by its objects, is obvious from this 
epigram, as well as from a thousand other 
evidences. Joun Bruce. 

HALLAM’S MIDDLE AGES — ALLEGED IGNO- 

RANCE OF THE CLERGY. 

Sir,— When reading Hallam’s History of 
the Middle Ages a short time ago, I was startled 
by the following passage, which occurs amongst 
other evidences of the ignorance of the clergy 
during the period subsequent to the dissolution 
of the Roman Empire. 

“Not one priest in a thousand in Spain about 
the age of Charlemagne, could address a common 
letter of salutation to another.” — Hallam’s Middle 
Ages, vol. iii. p. 332. 

And for this statement he refers to Mabillon, 
De Re Diplomatica, p. 52. 

On referring to Mabillon, I find that the 
passage runs as follows: — 

“ Christiani posthabitis scripturis sanctis, earum- 
que interpretibus, Arabum Chaldzorumque libris 
evolvendis incumbentes, lezem suam nesciebant, et 
linguam propriam non advertebant latinam, ita ut 
ex omni Christi collegio vix inveniretur unus in 
milleno hominum genere, qui salutatorias fratri 
posset rationabiliter dirigere litteras.” 

So that although Mabillon says that scarce one 
in a thousand could address a Latin letter to 
another, yet he by no means says that it was 
on account of their general ignorance, but 
because they were addicting themselves to 
other branches of learning. They were de- 
voting all their energies to Arabic and Chal- 
dwan science, and in their pursuit of it neg- 
lected other literature. A similar remark 
might be made respecting many distinguished 
members of the University to which I belong ; 
yet who would feel himself justified in inferring 
thence that Cambridge was sunk in ignorance ? 

CanrAs. 

ADVERSARIA, 

{In our Prospectus we spoke of Norrs anp 
Queries becoming everybody's common-place 
book. The following very friendly letter from an 
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unknown correspondent, G. J. K., urges us to 
carry out such an arrangement. 

Sir, —I beg leave to forward you a contribution for 
your “ Notes anp Queries,” a periodical which is, I 
conceive, likely to do a vast deal of good by bringing 
literary men of all shades of opinion into closer juxta- 
position than they have hitherto been. 

I would, however, suggest that in future numbers a 
space might be allotted for the reception of those 
articles (short of course), which students and literary 
men in general, transfer to their common-place books; 
such as notices of searce or curious books, biographical 
or historical curiosities, remarks on ancient or obsolete 
customs, &c. &e. &e. Literary men are constantly 
meeting with such in the course of their reading, and 

how much better would it be if, instead of transferring 

them to a MS. book to be seen only by themselves, or 
perhaps a friend or two, they would forward them to a 
periodical, in which they might be enshrined in im- 
perishable pica; to say nothing of the benefits such 
a course of proceeding would confer on those who 
might not have had the same facilities of gaining the 
information thus made public. 

In pursuance of this suggestion I have forwarded 

the inclosed paper, and should be happy, from time to 
time, to contribute such gleanings from old authors, 
&e. as I might think worth preserving. G.J.K. 

We readily comply with G. J. K.’s suggestion, 
and print, as the first of the series, his interesting 
communication, entitled] 

1. Writers of Notes on Fly-leaves, Sc. 

The Barberini Library at Rome contains a 
vast number of books covered with marginal 
notes by celebrated writers, such as Scaliger, 
Allatius, Holstentius, David Heschel, Bar- 
badori, and above all, Tasso, who has anno- 
tated with his own hand more than fifty 
volumes. Valery, in his Voyages en Italie, 
states that a Latin version of Plato is not 
only annotated by the hand of Tasso, but 
also by his father, Bernardo; a fact which 
sufficiently proves how deeply the language 
and philosophy of the Greek writers were 
studied in the family. The remarks upon the 
Divina Commedia, which, despite the opinion 
of Serassi, appear to be authentic, attest the 
profound study which, from his youth, Tasso 
had made of the great poets, and the lively 
admiration he displayed for their works. 
There is also in existence a copy of the 
Venice edition of the Divina Commedia 
(1477), with autograph notes by Bembo. 

Christina of Sweden had quite a mania for 
writing in her books. In the library of the 
Roman College (at Rome) there are several 
books annotated by her, amongst others a 
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Quintus Curtius, inwhich, as it would appear, 
she criticises very freely the conduct of Alex- 
ander. ‘He reasons falsely in this case,” 
she writes on one page; and elsewhere, “J 
should have acted diametrically opposite ; I 
should have pardoned;” and again, further 
on, “J should have exercised clemency;” an 
assertion, however, we may be permitted to 
doubt, when we consider what sort of cle- 
mency was exercised towards Monaldeschi. — 
Upon the fly-leaf of a Seneca (Elzevir), she | 

“ Adversus virtutem possunt | has written, 
calamitates damna et ingurie quod adversus 
solem nebule possunt.” ‘The library of the 
Convent of the Holy Cross of Jerusalem at 
Rome, possesses a copy of the Bibliotheca 
Hispana, in the first volume of which the 
same princess has written on the subject of a 
book relating to her conversion *: “ Chi Tha 
scritta, non lo sa; chi lo sa, non [Tha mai 
seritta.” 

Lemontey has published some very curious 
Memoirs, which had been entirely written on 
the fly-leaves and margins of a missal by 
J. de Coligny, who died in 1686. 

Racine, the French tragic poet, was also a 
great annotator of his books ; the Bibliothéque 
National at Paris possesses a Euripides and 
Aristophanes from his library, the margins of 
which are covered with notes in Greek, Latin, 
and French. 

The books which formerly belonged to La 
Monnoie are now recognizable by the ana- 
gram of his name. A Delio nomen, and also 
by some very curious notes on the fly-leaves 
and margins written in microscopic cha- 
racters, G. J. K. 

ORIGIN OF WORD “GROG.” 

Mr. Vaux writes as follows: — Admiral 
Vernon was the first to require his men to 
drink their spirits mixed with water. In bad 
weather he was in the habit of walking the 
deck in a rough grogram cloak, and thence 
had obtained the nickname of Old Grog in the 
Service. This is, I believe, the origin of the 
name grog, applied originally to rum and 
water. I find the same story repeated in a 
quaint little book, called Pulleyn’s Etymo- 
logical Compendium. 

[A. S. has communicated a similar explanation ; 

* Conversion de la Reina de Suecia in Roma (1656). 
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and we are obliged to “ An ‘old Lapy who reads 
for ‘Pastime ” for kindly furnishing us with a refer- 
ence to a newly published American work, Lifts 
Sor the Lazy, where the origin of “Grog” is ex- 
plained in the same manner. 

The foregoing was already in type when we 
received the following agreeable version of the 
same story.], 

“ GROG ”— ANCIENT ALMS- 
BASINS. 

ORIGIN OF WORD 

Mr. Editor,— As a sailor's son I beg to 
answer your correspondent LrGour’s query 
concerning the origin of the word “ grog,” so 
famous in the lips of our gallant tars. Jack 
loves to give a pet nickname to his favourite 
officers. The gallant Edward Vernon (a West- 
minster man by birth) was not exempted from 
the general rule. His gallantry and ardent 
devotion to his profession endeared him to the 
service, and some merry wags of the crew, in 
an idle humour, dubbed him “ Old Grogram.” 
Whilst in command of the West Indian sta- 
tion, and at the height of his popularity on 
account of his reduction of Porto Bello with 
six men-of-war only, he introduced the use of 
rum and water by the ship’s company. When 
served out, the new beverage proved most 
palatable, and speedily grew into such favour, 
that it became as popular as the brave admiral 
himself, and in honour of him was surnamed 
by acclamation “ Grog.” 

Mackenzie Watcort, M.A. 

P.S.— There are two other alms-basins 
in §t. Margaret’s worthy of note, besides those 
I mentioned in your last number. One has 
the inscription, “Live well, die never; die 
well and live ever. a. p. 1644.W.G.” The 
other has the appropriate legend, “ Hee that 
gives too the poore lends unto thee LORD.” 
A third bears the Tudor rose in the centre. 
In an Inventory made about the early part of 
the 17th century, are mentioned “ one Bason 
given by Mr. Bridges, of brasse.” (‘The donor 
was a butcher in the parish.) “Item, one 
bason, given by Mr. Brugg, of brasse.” On 
the second basin are the arms and crest of the 
Brewers’ Company. Perhaps Mr. Brugg was 
amember of it. One Richard Bridges was a 
churchwarden, A. D. 1630— 32. MW, 

7. College Street. Nov. 17. 
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DYCE VERSUS WARBURTON AND COLLIER — 
AND SHAKSPEARE’S MSS. 

In Mr. Dyce’s Remarks on Mr. J. P. Col- 
lier’s and Mr. C. Knights Editions of Shak- 
speare, pp: 115, 116, the following note 
occurs : — 

“ King Henry IV., Part Second, activ. se. iv. 

“ As humorous as winter, and as sudden 
As flaws congealed in the spring of day.” 

“ Alluding,” says Warburton, “ to the opinion of 
some ‘philosophers, that the vapours being con- 
gealed in air by cold, (which is most intense to- 
wards the morning,) and being afterwards rarified 
and let loose by the warmth of the sun, occasion 
those sudden and impetuous gusts of wind which 
are called flaws.” — Coxiier. 

“ An interpretation altogether wrong, as the 
epithet here applied to ‘ flaws’ might alone deter- 
mine; ‘congealed gusts of wind’ being nowhere 
mentioned among the phenomena of nature except 
in Baron Munchausen’s. Travels. Edwards rightly 
explained ‘flaws,’ in the present passage, ‘small 
blades of ice.’ I have myself heard the word used 
to signify both thin cakes of ice and the bursting of 
those cakes.” — Dycn. 

Mr. Dyce may perhaps have heard the word 
floe (plural floes) applied to floating sheet-ice, 
as it is to be found so applied extensively in 
Captain Parry’s Journal of his Second Voy- 
age; but it remains to be shown whether such 
a term existed in Shakspeare’s time. I 
think it did not, as after diligent search I 
have not met with it; and, if it did, and then 
had the same meaning, floating sheet-ice, how 
would it apply to the illustration of this pas- 
sage ? 

That the uniform meaning of flaws in the 
poet’s time was swzdden gusts of wind, and 
figuratively sudden gusts of passion, or fitful 
and impetuous action, is evident from the 
following passages : — 

“ Like a red morn, that ever yet’ betoken’d 
Wreck to the seamen, tempest to the field, 
Sorrow to shepherds, woe unto the birds, 
Gust and foul flaws to herdsmen and to herds.” 

Venus and Adonis. 

“ Like a great sea-mark standing every flaw.” re b oid 
Coriolanus, act Vv. sc, iii. 

“ —. patch a wall to expel the winter’s flaw.” 
Hamlet, act. v. sc. i. 

“ Like to the glorious sun’s transparent beams 
Do calm the fury of this mad-bred flaw.” 

3d Pt. Henry VI, actiii, se. i. 

“ —___ these flaws and. starts (impostors to true 
fear).” Macbeth, act iv. se. iv. 

“Falling in the flaws of her own youth, hath 
blistered her report.” 

Meas. for Meas., act ii. se. iii. 

So far for the poet’s acceptation of its 
Meaning. 

Thus also Lord Surrey : — 

* And toss’d with storms, with flaws, with wind, 
with weather.” 

And Beaumont and Fletcher, in The Pil- 
grim :— 

“ What flaws, and whirles of weather, 
Or rather storms, have been aloft these three 

days. 

Shakspeare followed the popular meteoro- 
logy of his time, as will appear from the 
following passage from a little ephemeris 
then very frequently reprinted :— 

* De Repentinis Ventis. 
“8, Typhon, Plinio, Vortex, aliis Turbo, et vi- 

bratus Eenephias, de nube gelida (ut dictum est) 
abruptum aliquid saepe numero secum voluit, 
ruinamque suam illo pondere aggravat: quem 
repentinum flatum &% nube prope terram et mare 
depulsum, definuerunt’ quidam, ubi in gyros ro- 
tatur, et proxima (ut monuimus) verrit, sudque 
vi sursum raptat.” — Mizatpus, Ephemeridis 
Aeris Perpetuus: seu Rustica tempestatum Astro- 
logia, 12° Lutet. 1584, 

T have sometimes thought that Shakspeare 
may have written: — 

* As flaws congested in the spring of day.” 

It is an easy thing to have printed con- 
gealed for that word, and congest occurs in A 
Lover's Complaint. Still I think change 
unnecessary. 

Has the assertion made in An Answer to 
Mr. Pope's Preface to Shakspeare, by a 
Strolling Player, 1729, respecting the de- 
struction of the poet’s MSS. papers, beem ever 
verified? If that account is authentic, it 
will explain the singular dearth of all auto- 
graph remains of one who must have written 
so much, As the pamphlet is not common, I 
transcribe the essential passage: — 

“ Flow much it is to be lamented that’ Two large 
Chests full of this Great Man’s loose papers and 
Manuscripts in the hands of an ignorant Baker of 
Warwick (who married one of the descendants 
from Shakespear), were carelessly scattered and 
thrown about as Garret Lumber and Litter, to 

aes SR SSS SSS ae | | 
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the particular knowledge of the late Sir Wiliam 

Bishop, till they were all consum’d in the general 

Fire and Destruction of that Town.” 
S. W. S. 

Mickleham, Nov. 14. 1849. 

[We cannot insert the interesting Query which 

our correspondent has forwarded on the subject of 

the disappearance of Shakspeare’s MSS. without 

referring to the ingenious suggestion upon that 

subject so skilfully brought forward by the Rev. 

Joseph Hunter in his New Illustrations of the Life, 

Studies, and Writings of Shakspeare, vol. i. p.105.: 

— That the entire disappearance of all manu- 

script of Shakspeare, so entire that no writing of 

his remains except his name, and only one letter 

ever addressed to him, is in some way connected 

with the religious turn which his posterity took, 

in whose eyes there would be much to be lamented 

in what they must, I fear, have considered a pros- 

titution of the noble talents which had been given 

him.” ] 

FOOD OF THE PEOPLE—BILLS OF FARE IN 

1683— HUMBLE PIE. 

The food of the people must always be 

regarded as an important element in esti- 

mating the degree of civilization of a nation, 

and its position in the social scale. Mr. Ma- 

caulay, in his masterly picture of the state of 

England at the period of the accession of 

James IL., has not failed to notice this subject 

as illustrative of the condition of the working 

classes of that day. He tells us that meat, 

viewed relatively with wages, was “so dear 

that hundreds of thousands of families scarcely 

knew the taste of it...... The great majority 

of the nation lived almost entirely on rye, 

barley, and oats.” (Hist. Eng. vol.i. p. 418., 

4th ed.) 
It is not uninteresting to inquire (and 

having found, it is worth making a note of) 

what sort of fare appeared on the tables of 

the upper and middle classes,—who, unlike 

their poorer neighbours, were in a condition 

to gratify their gastronomic preferences in 

the choice and variety of their viands, — with 

the view of determining whether the extra- 

ordinary improvement which has taken place 

in the food of the labouring population has 

been equally marked in that of the wealthier 

orders. 
Pepys, who was unquesticnably a lover of 

good living, and never tired of recording his 

feastings off “brave venison pasty,” or 

“turkey pye,” has given in his Diary many 
curious notices of the most approved dishes 
of his day. The following “ Bills of fare” of 
the period referred to speak, however, directly 
to the point; they are taken from a work 
entitled, The accomplisht Lady's Delight, in 
Preserving, Physick, Beautifying, and Cook- 
ery. London, printed for B. Harris, 1683. 

“A Bill of fare for a Gentleman's House about 
Candlemas. 

“1, A Pottaze with a Hen. 2. A Chatham- 
pudding. 3. A Fricacie of Chickens. 4, A leg 
of mutton with a Sallet. Garnish your dishes 
with Barberries. 

“Second Course. 1. A chine of Mutton. 2. A 
chine of Veal. 3. Lark-pye. 4. A couple of 
Pullets, one larded. Garnished with orange slices. 

“ Third Course. 1. A dish of Woodcocks. 2. A 
couple of Rabbits. 3. A dish of Asparagus. 
4. A Westphalia Gammon. 

“ Last Course. 1. ‘Two orange tarts, one with 
herbs. 2. A Bacon Tart. 3. An apple Tart. 
4. A dish of Bon-chriteen Pears. 5. A dish of 
Pippins. 6. A dish of Pearmains, 

“ A Banquet for the same Season. 

“J. A dish of Apricots. 2. A dish of marma- 
lade of Pippins. 3. A dish of preserved Cherries. 
4. A whole red Quince. 5. A dish of dryed sweet- 
meats. 

“A Bill of Fare upon an extraordinary Occasion. 
“1. A collar of brawn. 2. A couple of Pullets 

boyled. 3. A bisk of Fish. 4. A dish of Carps. 
5. A grand boyled Meat. 6. A grand Sallet. 
7. A venison pasty. 8. A roasted Turkey. 9. A 
fat pig. 10. A powdered Goose. 11. A haunch 
of Venison roasted. 12. A Neats-tongue and 
Udder roasted. 13. A Westphalia Ham boyled. 
14. A Joll of Salmon. 15. Mince pyes. 16. A 
Surloyn of roast beef. 17. Cold baked Meats. 
18. A dish of Custards. 

“ Second Course. 1. Jellies of all sorts. 
dish of Pheasants. 3. A Pike boyled. 
oyster pye. 5. A dish of Plovers. 
larks. 7. A Joll of Sturgeon. 8. A couple of 
Lobsters. 9. A lumber pye. 10. A couple of 
Capons. 11. A dish of Partridges. 12. A fricacy 
of Fowls. 13. A dish of Wild Ducks. 14. A dish 
of eram’d chickens. 15. A dish of stewed oysters. 
16. A Marchpane. 17. A dish of Fruits. 18. An 
umble pye.” 

hood h 
4. An 

6. A dish of 

The fare suggested for “ Fish days” is no 
less various and abundant; twelve dishes are 
enumerated for the first course, and sixteen 
for the second. Looking at the character of 
these viands, some of which would not dis- 
credit the genius of a Soyer or a Mrs. Glasse, 
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it seems pretty evident that in the article of 
_ food the labouring classes have been the 
greatest gainers since 1687. 

Few things are more suggestive of queries 
—as everybody knows from experience — 
than the products of culinary art. I will not, 
however, further trespass on space which may 
be devoted to a more dignified topic, than by 
submitting the following 

Query.— Does the phrase “to eat humble 
pie,” used to signify a forced humiliation, owe 
its origin to the “umble pye” specified above? 

J.T. Hammack. 

BISHOP BARNABY. 

Mr. Editor, —Legour asks, why the people 
in Suffolk call a lady-bird “ Bishop Barnaby?” 

I give the following from the late Major 
Moor’s Suffolk Words :— 

“*Bishop-Barney. The golden-bug. See Bar- 
nabee. In Tusser’s Ten Unwelcome Guests in the 
Dairy, he enumerates ‘the Bishop that burneth’ 
(pp. 142. 144.), in an ambiguous way, which his 
commentator does not render at all clear. I never 
heard of this calumniated insect being an unwel- 
come guest in the dairy; but Bishop-Barney, or 
Burney, and Barnabee, or Burnabee, and Bishop- 
that-burneth, seem, in the absence of explana- 
tion, to be nearly related—in sound at any rate. 
Under Barnabee it will be seen that burning has 
some connection with the history of this pretty 
insect ” 

“« Barnabee,” writes the Major, “the golden- 
bug, or lady-bird; also Bishop-Barney: which 
see. This pretty little, and very useful insect, is 
tenderly regarded by our children. One settling 
on a child is always sent away with this sad vale- 
diction : — 

“ Gowden-bug, gowden-bug, fly away home, 
Yar house is bahnt deown an yar children all 

gone.” 

To which I add another nursery doggerel 
less sad : — 

“ Bishop, Bishop-Barnabee, 
Tell me when your wedding be, 
If it be to-morrow day 
Take your wings and fly away.” 

The Major adds, “Itis sure to fly off on 
the third repetition.” 

* Burnt down,” continues the Major, “gives 
great scope to our country euphonic twang, 
altogether inexpressiblein type; bahntdeeyown 
comes as near to it as my skill in orthography 
will allow.” 
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Ray, in his South and East Country 
Words, has this :— 

“ Bishop, the little spotted beetle, commonly 
called the lady-cow or lady-bird. I have heard 
this insect in other places called golden-knop, 
and doubtless in other countries it hath other 
names. (H.W. p.70.) Golden-bug is the common 
Suffolk name.” J.G. 

Southwold, Nov. 16. 1849. 

TRADE EDITIONS —COTTLE’S LIFE OF 
COLERIDGE. 

Sir,—In the 2nd vol. of Mr. Collier’s 
valuable and interesting Extracts from the 
Registers of the Stationers’ Company, p. 28, 
is the following entry : — 

“ Thos. Dason. Licensed unto him the praise 
of follie; to print not above xv° of any impression, 
with this condition, that any of the Company may 
laie on with him, reasonablie at every impression, 
as they think good, and that he shall gyve reason- 
able knowledge before to them as often as he shall 
print it.” 

This is both curious and important informa- 
tion as being, in all probability, the earliest 
recorded instance of a custom still kept up 
amongst booksellers, and which now passes 
under the designation of a “Trade edition ;” 
the meaning of which being, that the copy- 
right, instead of being the exclusive property 
of one person, is divided into shares and held 
by several. There are Trade editions of such 
voluminous authors as Shakspeare, Gibbon, 
Hume, and Robertson, for instance ; and 
Alison’s Europe, if published half a century 
back, might in all probability have been 
added to the list. The difference between the 
ancient and the modern usage appears to be 
this, that formerly when the type was set up 
for an edition “any of the company may laie 
on, (these two last words are still technically 
used by printers for supplying type with 
paper,) reasonablie at every impression,” &c.; 
in other words, may print as many copies 
from the type “as they think good ;” whereas 
now, the edition is first printed, and then the 
allotment of the copies, and the actual cost of 
them is made, according to the number of 
shares. 

If this is a “ Note” worth registering, it is 
much at your service, whilst for a “ Query,” 
I should be very glad to be informed, when a 
very able review, the date of which I neglected 
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to make at the time, appeared in the Times 
newspaper, of the 2nd edition of Cottle’s Life 
of Coleridge. 

With many good wishes, for the success of 
your register, 

I remain, &e. JoHN Mimanp. 

DIBDIN’S TYPOGRAPHICAL ANTIQUITIES. 

Sir, — I am very glad to have elicited the 
information contained in your number just 
published respecting the copy of Borde’s 
work in the Chetham Library. As I have a 
great, respect for Mr. Ames, I must remark 
that he had no share in the blunder, and 
whenever a new edition of his work is under- 
taken, it will be well to look rather curiously 

into the enlargements of Dibdin. In the 
mean time this information naturally leads, to 
another Query — or rather, to. more than one 

—namely, “ Had Mr. Bindley’s copy this 
unique imprint ? and what became of it at the 
sale of his books? or is it only one of the ima- 
ginary editions which give bibliographers so 
much trouble?” Perhaps some one of your cor- 
respondents may. be able to give information. 
Yours, &e. 8S. R. Marrianp. 

QUERIES ANSWERED, NO. 2. 

MADOC THE SON OF OWEN GWYNEDD. 

The student who confines himself to a single 
question, may fairly expect a prompt and pre- 
cise answer. To ask for general information 
on a particular subject, may be a less success- 
ful experiment. Who undertakes extensive 
research except for an especial purpose? Who. 
can so far confide in his memory as to append 
his name to a list of authorities without seem~ 
ing to prove his own superficiality? I throw 
out these ideas for consideration, just as they 
arise; but neither wish to repress the curiosity 
of querists, nor to prescribe bounds to the 
communicative disposition of respondents. 

Did Madoe, son of Owen Gwynedd, prince 
of Wales, discover America? Stimulated by 
the importance of the question, and accustomed 
to admire the spirit of maritime enterprise, 
at whatever period it may have been called 
into action, I have sometimes reflected on 
this debatable point—but can neither affirm 
nor deny it. 

T advise the student, as a preliminary step 

to the inquiry, to attempt a collection of 
all the accessible evidence, historical and 
ethnographic, and to place the materials which 
pertain to each class in the order of time. The 
historical evidence exists, I believe exclu- 
sively, in the works: of the chroniclers and 
bards of Wales ; and the ethnographic evidence. 
in the narratives of travellers in America. 
The opinions of modern writers, the gifted 
author of Madoc not excepted, he is at liberty 
to consider as. hors-d’auvre—to be passed on, 
or tasted, a plaisir. As an exemplification of 
this plan, I submit some short extracts, with 
critical remarks : — 

“ Madoc another of Owen Gwyneth his sonnes 
left the land [North- Wales} in contention betwixt 
his brethren, and prepared certaine ships with 
men and munition, and sought aduentures by seas, 
sailing west, and leauing the coast of Ireland so 
far north, that he came to a land vnknowen, where 
he saw manie strange things.’—Carapoc or 
Liancarvan, continued — The historie of Cambria, 
1584. 4°, p, 227. 

[The history of Caradoc ends with a. p. 1156. 
The continuation, to the year 1270, is ascribed by 
Powel, the editor of the volume, to the monks of 
Conway and Stratflur.] 

Carmina Meredith filii Rhesi [Meredydd ab 
Rhys] mentionem facientia de Madoco filio Oweni 
Gwynedd, et de sua nauigatione in terras incogni- 
tas. Vixit hic Meredith circiter annum Domini 
1477. 

Madoc wyf, mwyedic wedd, 
Tawn genau, Owen Gwynedd: 
Ni fynnum dir, fy enaid oedd 
Na da mawr, ond y, moroedd. 

The same in English. 
Madoc I am the sonne of Owen Gwynedd 
With stature large, and comely grace adorned ; 
No lands at home nor store of wealth me please, 
My minde was whole to search the ocean seas. 

“These verses I receiued of my. learned friend 
M. William Camden.” — Richard Hakluyt, 1589. 

[The eulogy of Meredydd ab Rhys is very in- 
definite, but deserves notice on account of its 
early date. He “ flourished,” says W. Owen, “ be- 
tween A.D 1430 and 1460.” ] 

“This land must. needs be some part of that 
countrie of which the Spaniardes aflirme them- 
selues to be the first finders sith Hannos time; 
* * * Wherevpon it is manifest, that that coun- 
trie was long before by Brytaines discouered, 
afore either Columbus or Americus Vespatius 
lead anie Spaniardes thither. Of the viage and 
returne of this, Madoc there be manie fables fained, 
as the common people doo use in distance of place 
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and length of time rather to augment than to 
diminish: but sure it is, that there he was.” — | 
Humrrey Luoyrp, Additions to The historie of | 
Cambria, p. 228. 

[Lhoyd, who translated the history of Caradoc, 
and made considerable additions to it, died in 
1568. He mentions the second voyage of Madoc, 
but cites no authority. ] 

“ Phis Madoc arriuing in that westerne countrie, 
ynto the which he came, in the yeare 1170. left 
most of his people there: and returning backe for 
more of his owne nation, acquaintance and freends, 
to inhabite that faire and large countrie: went 
thither againe with tem sailes, as I find noted by 
Gutyn Owen. I am of opinion that the land, 
wherevnto he came, was some part of Mexico :” 
ete.— David Powel, s.t. p., note in The historie 
of Cambria, 1584. 4°. p. 229. 

[The learned Powel relies on the authority of 
the poet Gutyn Owen. “He wrote,” says. W. 
Owen, “ between s.p. 1460 and 1490 ”—three 
centuries after the event in question! ] 

Ethnographic evidence. 

“They came [anno 1536] to part of the West 
Indies about Cape Breton, shaping their course 
thence northeastwards, vntill they came to the 
Island of Penguin,” etc.— The voyage of master 
mea in The principall navigations, etc. 1589. 

ol. 
[Antiquaries consider the mention of Cape Bre- 

ton and Penguin Island as evidence. It cannot 
prove much, as the particulars were not committed 
to writing till about half-a-century after the 
voyage.] — 

“There is also another kinde of foule in that 
countrey [between the gulf of Mexico and Cape 
Breton]... . they have white heads, and there- 
fore the countrey men call them penguins (which 
seemeth to bea Welsh name). And they haue also 
in vse diuers other Welsh words, a matter worthy the 
noting.’ —The relation of David Ingram, 1568. in 
The principal navigations, etc. 1589, Fol. 

[This, narrative was compiled, from answers to 
certain, queries —perhaps twenty years, after the 
events related. ] 

“Afterwards [anno 1669] they [The Doeg 
Indians] carried us to their town, and entertained 
us civilly for four months; and I did converse 
with them of many things in the British tongue, 
and did preach. to them three times.a week in the 
British tongue,” etc. Rev. Morgan Jones, 1686. 
— British remains, 1777. 8°. 

[The editor omits to state how he procured the 
manuscript. The paper whence the above is ex- 
tracted is either decisive of the question. at, issue, 
or a forgery. ] 

The student may infer, even from these 
imperfect hints, that I consider the subject 

which he proposes to himself as one which 
deserves a strict investigation — provided the 
collections hereafter described have ceased to. 
be in existence. 

“ With respect to this extraordinary occurrence 
in the history of Wales, I have collected a mul- 
titude of evidences, in conjunction with Edward 
Williams, the bard, to prove that Madog must have 
reached the American continent; for the descend- 
ants of him and his followers exist there as a 
nation to this day; and the present position of | 
which is on the southern branches of the Missouri 
river, under the appellations of Padoucas, White 
Indians, Civilized Indians, and Welsh Indians.” — | 
William Owen, F.A.S. 1803. 

The title prefixed to this paper would be a 
misnomer, if I did not add a list of books 
which it may be desirable to consult :— 

On the Scandinavian discoveries. — Mémoires de la 
société royale des. antiquaires du Nord, 1836-1839. 
Copenhague. $°. p- 27.— Historia Vinlandiz Antiqve, 
seu partis Americz: septentrionalis— per- Thormodum 
Torfeum. Havnie, 1705. 8°. 1715. 8°. — Antiquitates 
Americanz, sive scriptores septentrionales rerum Ante- 
Columbiavarum in America. Hafnie, 1837. 4°. 

On the Welsh discoveries. — The historie of Cambria, 

now called Wales—continued by David Powel. Lon- 
don, 1584, 4°. The Myvyrian archaiology of Wales, 
London, 1801-7. 8°. 3 vol. British remains, by the 

Rev. N. Owen, A. M. London, 1777. 8°. The 
Cambrian biography, by William Owen, F-A.S. 
London, 1803. 8°.  Bibliothéque Américaine, par 

H. Ternaux. Paris, 1837. 8°. he principall nayi- 

gations, voiages.and discoveries of the English nation 
—pby Richard Hakluyt, M. A. London, 1589. fol. 

Boiton CoRNEY. 

MADOC——HIS EXPEDITION TO AMERICA. 

Dr. Plott, in his account, and Lord Mon- 

boddo, Origin and Progress of Language, 
refer tothe Travels of Herbert (17th century), 
lib. iii. cap. ult., for a full history of this sup- 

posed discovery. They derived it from Mere- 

dyth ap Rhys, Gaty Owen, and Cynfyn ap 

Gronow, A.D. 1478—80. See also Atheneum, 

Aug. 19. 1848. — Professor Elton’s address at 

the meeting of the British Association, on this 

and the earlier Icelandic discovery. 
The belief in the story has been lately re- 

newed. See Archeologia Cambrens, 4. 65., 

and L’ Acadie, by Sir J. E. Alexander, 1849. 
I will only observe that in Dr. Plott’s account, 

Madoc was directed by the best compass, and 

this in 1170! See M‘Culloch’s Dictionary of | 
Commerce. ANGLO-CAMBRIAN. | 
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MADOC’S EXPEDITION. 

A TRAVELLER informs us that Baron A. von 
Humboldt urges further search after this ex- 
pedition in the Welsh records. He thinks the 
passage is in the Examin Critique. 

“CLOUDS” OR SHROUDS, IN SHAKESPEARE. 

I quite agree with your correspondent 
D***N**R, that there never has been an 
editor of Shakespeare capable of doing him 
full justice. I will go farther and say, that 
there never will be an editor capable of 
doing him any thing like justice. I am the 
most “modern editor” of Shakespeare, and 
I am the last to pretend that I am at all 

| capable of doing him justice: I should be 
ashamed of myself if I entertained a notion 
so ridiculously presumptuous. What I in- 
tended was to do him all the justice in my 
power, and that I accomplished, however 
imperfectly. It struck me that the best mode 
of attempting to do him any justice was to | 
take the utmost pains to restore his text to 
the state in which he left it; and give me 

_ leave, very humbly, to say that this is the 
chief recommendation of the edition I super- 
intended through the press, having collated 
every line, syllable, and letter, with every 
known old copy. For this purpose I saw, 

' consulted, and compared every quarto and 

_ mere, and in several private collections. 

every folio impression in the British Museum, 
at Oxford, at Cambridge, in the libraries of 
the Duke of Devonshire and Lord Elles- 

| my edition have no other merit, I venture to 
assert that it has this. 
great labour, but it was a work also of sincere 
love. Itis my boast, and my only boast, that I | all commentators and collectors of medals. 
have restored the text of Shakespeare,as nearly | rameter 
as possible, to the integrity of the old copies. 

If | 

It was a work of | 

| 

When your correspondent complains, there- | 
fore, that in “Hen. IV. Part 2,” Act III. se.1, 
in the line, 

“‘ With deafening clamours in the slippery clouds,” 

the word shrouds is not substituted by editors 
of Shakespeare for “clouds,” the answer is, 
that not a single old copy warrants the merely 
fanciful emendation, and that it is not at all 
required by the sense of the passage. In the 
4to of 1600, and in the folio of 1623, the 
word is “clouds; ” and he must be a very bold 
editor (in my opinion little capable of doing 

justice to any author), who would substitute 
his own imaginary improvement, for what we 
have every reason to believe is the genuine 
text. Shrouds instead of “ clouds” is a merely 
imaginary improvement, supported by no au- 
thority, and (as, indeed, your correspondent 
shows) without the merit of originality. I 
am for the text of Shakespeare as he left it, 
and as we find it in the most authentic repre- 
sentations of his mind and meaning. 

J. PAYNE COLLIER. 

MEDAL OF THE PRETENDER. 

Sir, — Possibly some one of your literary 
correspondents, who may be versed in the, 
what D’Israeli would call Secret History of 
the Jacobite Court, will endeavour to answer 
a “Query” relative to the following rare 
medal : — 

Obv. A ship of war bearing the French flag ; 
on the shore a figure in the dress of a Jesuit 
(supposed to represent Father Petre) seated 
astride of a Lobster, holding in his arms the young 
Prince of Wales, who has a little windmill on his 
head. Legend: “ Allons mon Prince, nous 
sommes en bon chemin.” In the exergue, “Jac: 
Franc: Eduard, supposé. 20 Juin, 1688.” 

Rev. A shield charged with a windmill, and 
surmounted by a Jesuit’s bonnet; two rows of 
Beads or Rosaries, for an order or collar, within 
which we read “Hony soit qui non y pense ;” 
a Lobster is suspended from the collar as a badge. 
Legend: “ Les Armes et l’Ordre du pretendu 
Prince de Galles.” 

The difficulty in the above medal is the 
Lobster, though doubtless it had an allusion 
to some topic or scandal of the day ; whoever 
ean elucidate it will render good service to 
Medallic History, for hitherto it has baffled 

The windmill (indicative of the popular fable 
that the Prince was the son of a miller), and 
the Roman Catholic symbols, are well under- 

| stood. 

calls it “ a boy kneeling on the shore.” 
| medal is so rare that probably the artist could 

There is an engraving of this medal in 
Van Loon’s Histoire Metallique des Pays 
Bas. It is also imperfectly engraved in 
Edwards’ Medalliec History of England, for 

_the Jesuit is represented kneeling on the 
shore, and Pinkerton, who furnished the text, 

The 

obtain only a rubbed or mutilated impression 
to engrave from. My description is from a 
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specimen, in my own collection, as fine as the 
day it was minted. . 

I may add that both Van Loon and Pinker- 
ton have engraved the legend in the collar 
erroneously, “ Honi soit qui bon y pense ;” 
it should be “on.” B. NIGHTINGALE. 

ROGER DE COVERLEY. 

In the Spectator’s description of Sir Roger 
de Coverley it is said, “that his great-grand- 
father was the inventor of that famous country 
dance which is called after him.” To the 
tune, as printed in Chappell’s English Me- 
lodies, is appended a note to the effect that it 
was called after “ Roger of Coverley” (Cowley, 
near Oxford). 

Can any one inform me— 
I. Where any notice of that Roger is to be 

found ? ‘ 
II. What is the etymon of “Cowley” 

(Temple Cowley and Church Cowley) ? 
Ill. If any notice of the tune is to be met 

with earlier than 1695, when it was printed 
by H. Playford in his Dancing Master? W. 

HISTORY OF LANDED AND COMMERCIAL POLICY 

OF ENGLAND—HISTORY OF EDWARD Il. 

Who was the author of the two following 
works ?—“ Remarks upon the History of the 
Landed and Commercial Policy of England, 
from the Invasion of the Romans to the 
Accession of James I. 2 vols. London: 
Printed for E. Brooke, in Bell Yard, Temple 
Bar, MDCCLXXXvV.” 

“ The History of the Life, Reign, and Death 
of Edward IIL., King of England and Lord of 
Ireland, with the Rise and Fall of his great Fa- 
yourites, Gaveston and the Spencers. Written 
by E. F. in the year 1627, and printed ver- 
batim from the original. London: Printed 
by J. C. fur Charles Harper, at the Flower-de- 
Luce in Fleet St.; Samuel Crouch, at the 
Prince’s Arms, in Pope’s Head Alley in Corn- 
hill; and Thomas Fox, at the Angel in West- 
minster Hall, i680. (a portrait of Ed. II.)” In 
the Ist vol. Harl. Miscell. it is said that the 
above was found with the papers of the first 
Lord Falkland, and is attributed to him. 
My copy has Faulconbridge inserted in MS. 
over the F., and a book plate of Earl Verney, 
motto, “ Prodesse quam conspici,” with an 
escutcheon of pretence. ANGLO-CAMBRIAN. 

THE REVEREND THOMAS LEMAN. 

Mr. Editor,—Amongst the later authorities 
on subjects of British-Roman antiquity, the 
Rev. Thomas Leman is constantly referred 
to, and in terms of great commendation. 

Can you inform me whether that gentle- 
man published any work or made an avowed 
communication of any of his researches? His 
name is not found in the Index to the Arche- 
ologia. 

Mr. Leman contributed largely to Mr. 
Hatcher’s edition of Richard of Cirencester ; 
but it is one of the unsatisfactory cireum- 
stances of this work that these contributions, 
and whatever may have been derived from the 
late Bishop of Cloyne, are merely acknow- 
ledged in general terms, and are not distin- 
guished as they occur. 

I believe the MS. of the work was all in 
Mr. Hatcher’s handwriting; some of your 
readers may possibly have the means of know- 
ing in what way he used the materials thus 
given, or to what extent they were adapted 
or annotated by himself. A. 

Coleman Street, Noy. 13. 

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE. 

Sir,—Will any of your readers favour me 
with an account of the origin, as well as the 
date of the introduction, of the term “ Gothic,” 
as applied to the Pointed Styles of Ecclesias- 
tical Architecture ? 

This Query is, of course, intimately con- 
nected with the much-disputed question of 
the origin of the Pointed Style itself. But 
yet I imagine that the application of the 
term “ Gothic” may be found to be quite dis- 
tinct, in its origin, from the first rise of the 
Pointed Arch. The invention of the Pointed 
Arch cannot, surely, be attributed to the 
Goths ; whence then the origin and the 
meaning of the term Gothic? —_R. ViNcENT. 

Winchester, Nov. 12. 

KATHERINE PEGG. 

Sir, —I think you may safely add Pepys’s 
Diary to the list of books in illustration of 
which you are willing to receive both Que- 
ries and Answers. ‘There is not a passage in 
the Diary that does not deserve to be under- 
stood. 
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At vol. iv. p. 435. of the new edition is the | 
following entry :— 

“7 May. 1668. Here [at the King’s Theatre] 
I did kiss the pretty woman newly come, called 
Pegs, that was Sir Charles Sedley’s mistress, a 
mighty pretty woman, and seems (but is not) 
modest.” 

On this Lord Braybrooke has the following 
note :— 

“« Peoo must have been Margaret Hughes, Prince 
Rupert’s mistress, who had probably before that 
time lived with Sir Charles Sedley.” 

And then follows some account of Mrs. 
Hughes. But, query, was the “ Pegg” of the 
Diary, Peg Hughes ? was she not rather, as I 
believe her to have been, Katherine Pegg, by 
whom King Charles II. had a son, Charles 
Fitz-Charles, created Earl of Plymouth, 29th 
July, 1675, died 1680? - 

Katherine Pegg has escaped Lord Bray- 
brooke. Can any of your correspondents tell 
me who she was? PETER CUNNINGHAM. 

QUERIES IN MEDILZVAL GEOGRAPHY. 

What are the modern names of “ Wate- 
wich,” “Portum Pusillum,” ‘Mare de Saham,” 
“ Perpessa,” and “ Northmuth?” They are 
not to be found in Ferrario’s Lexicon (a geo- 
graphical dictionary so defective that it has 
not even the Latin name for Aix-la-Chapelle), 
nor in Baudrand’s Lexicon Geographicum (a 
good dictionary for the medieval Latin names 
in France, but not so perfect as the Index 
Geographicum attached to the volumes of 
Bouquet), nor in Martiniere’s Grande Dic- 
tionnaire Geographique, nor in the Index to 
Wright’s Courthand, a miserable and imper- 
fect compilation. 

[These Queries are addressed to our corres- 
pondents in a very. flattering review of “ Norns 
AND Qurries” which appeared in the Morning 
Herald of the 16th of November, and we shall be | 
very glad to receive such answers to all or any of 
them as it may be in the power of any of our 
friends to supply. ] 

MYLES BLOOMFYLDE AND WILLIAM BLOME- 
FIELD'S METRICAL WRITINGS ON ALCHYMY. 
Sir,—I have had intrusted to me a MS. 

metrical book on Alchymy, “wrytten by me 
Myles Blomefylde, late of Bury Saynet Ed- 

-munde in y® Countye of Suffolke, Physy- 
tione;” but I can find no account of the 

/ author. Warton, Ritson, and Tanner, men- 
tion a “ William Blomefield, born at Bury, 
Bachelor in Physic and a Monk of Bury,” 
who wrote inter alia a metrical work called 
Bloomefield’s Blossoms, or the Camp of Phi- 
losophy. 

Were there two metrical writers on al- 
chymy of the name of Bloomfield, temp. Eliz., 
and connected with Bury? BuRIENSIS. 

[The following Note by Park, which first ap- 
peared in the edition of Warton published in 
1840, iii. p. 83., coupled with the fact that William 
Blomefield is described as a Bachelor of Physic, 
would seem to show that there is but one writer, 
whose proper name is not William, but Myles: 
“From Ashmole’s Notes on Theatrum Chemicum, 
1652, p. 478., it seems doubtful whether his name 
was not Myles.” ] 

THYNNE’S COLLECTION OF CHANCELLORS. 

Mr. Editor,—Can any of your corre- 
spondents inform me who was the “ streict 
laced” gaoler of the records, alluded to in 
the following passage in the Collection of 
Chancellors of England, by Francis Thynne, 
inserted in Holinshed (ed. 1808) iv. 351. 

“ John, Chancellor of England in the time of 
king Henrie the second, but what he was or in 
what, yeare of king Henrie he lived I doo not 
know, and therefore leaue it to him that both can 
and ought to giue life to these persons whom he 
imprisoneth in the east castell of London; not 
doubting but in time he will doo his countrie 
good, and correct other men; though now he be so 
streict laced, as that he will not procure anie fur- 
therance of other men’s trauels.” > 

COLD HARBOUR. 

Mr. Editor,—In examining the Ordnance 
Survey of Kent, I was quite surprised at the 
recurrence of the name “Cold Harbour ;” 
and again, in Wyld’s Map of London in 1550. 

I believe the point has been explained be- 
fore, but perhaps some of your readers could 
give me some information as to its origin, 

G. H. B. 
Novy. 8. 1849. 

[The Society of Antiquaries was a good deal 
oecupied, we scarcely know whether we may say 
interested, in the question, raised by our corre- 

| Spondent, during the last session: and consider- 
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able information upon the subject will be found in 
the published Proceedings of the Society, and in 
the last part of the Archeologia. We should like 
to know whether there are Cold Harbours in 
every county in England. Mr. Hartshorne pub- 
lished a long list in his Salopia Antiqua. If our 
correspondents can give us any addition to that 
list, they will be acceptable. We are aware that 
there are several in Kent. ] 

STATISTICS OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 

Mr. Editor,—If any reader of your valu- 
able and much-needed periodical can, through 
its medium, supply me with the title of some 
recent and authentic work containing Séatistics 
of the Roman Catholic Church —e. g. the 
number of its members, or reputed members, 
in the different European States ; the number 
and temporalities of its sees, clergy, &c.— he 
will confer on me a great obligation; one 
which it will be a pleasure to me to repay to 
some other “ Querist,” should it lie within 
my power to supply any desired information, 
in my turn. Your faithful servant, E. E. 

INCUMBENTS OF CHURCH LIVINGS. 

Sir, — perhaps some of the readers of your 
useful publication could inform me where I 
can find the name and birth-place of incum- 
bents of church livings prior to 1680, and the 
patrons of them. Your well-wisher, L. 

THE CURSE OF SCOTLAND— WHY IS THE NINE 
OF DIAMONDS SO CALLED? 

I shall be obliged to any of your corre- 
spondents who will inform me why the Nine 
of Diamonds is called the curse of Scotland. 
I have heard two causes assigned. One, that 
the Duke of Cumberland, on the field after 
the battle of Culloden, wrote upon the back 
of this card a very cruel and inhuman order 
for the destruction of the persons and property 
of the rebels. ‘This cannot be true, for I have 
in my possession a print entitled “ Britons 
Association against the Pope’s Bulls.” In it 
the young Pretender or Prince is represented 
attempting to lead across the Tweed a herd 
of bulls laden with curses, excommunications, 
indulgences, &c. &c. &c. On the ground be- 
fore them lies the Nine of Diamonds. This 
print is dated Oct. 21. 1745, some months 
previous to the battle of Culloden. 

The other cause assigned is, that the nine 
lozenges with which the saltire is charged in 
the armorial bearings of the Earl of Stair, 
are so arranged as to resemble the nine of 
diamonds, which was called the curse of Scot- 
land, from the active part taken by that Earl 
in promoting the Union, which was most 
unpopular in Scotland. I cannot positively 
deny that the card in question owes its evil 
name to this cause, but I am not aware that 
the Earl of Stair was so conspicuously active 
as to occasion his being peculiarly selected as 
an object of popular aversion on that account. 
He was indeed a commissioner for drawing 
up the articles of the Union, and he was 
sent ambassador to the court of Louis XIV. 
chiefly for the purpose of watching the pro- 
ceedings of the Jacobites; these circumstances 
may have added to the odium which attached 
to his name from the part which was taken 
by his predecessor, who was Secretary for 
Scotland, and was charged with having ex- 
ceeded his authority in ordering the massacre 
of Glencoe. Epw. Hawkins. 

Nov. 12. 1849. 

[We would add to Mr. Hawkins’s Query, another, 
viz.: What is the earliest known instance of the 
card in question being so designated? For it is 
clear, if such was the case before the Union, the 
second explanation is as little satisfactory as the 
first. ] 

NOTES OF BOOK SALES—— CATALOGUES, ETC. 

The collectors of British portraits—and there 
are doubtless many such among our readers— will 
shortly have such an opportunity of enriching 
their portfolios as rarely presents itself. Messrs. 
Sotheby and Co. commence, on the 3rd of Decem- 
ber, the sale of the second portion of the import- 
ant and valuable stock of prints belonging to the 
well-known and eminent printsellers, Messrs. W. 
and G. Smith, whose shop in Lisle Street, Leices- 
ter Square, has been for so many years the favourite 
resort of all who were in search of the rare and 
curious in calcographic art. Messrs. Sotheby de- 
scribe the present Sle as ‘comprising one of the 
most numerous and interesting collections of Bri- 
tish Historical Portraits ever offered for sale ;” 
and the following Lots, which exhibit specimens of 
the rarities it contains, justify their statement. 
33 ArcuipaLp Ears or ArGy tt, by Logyan, first state, 

before the inscription round the oval, vERY FINE 
AND RARE ° ° : 1 

56 Sin Wm. Asuurst, Lord Mayor of London, 1694, 
after Linton, by R. White, very FINE AND 
RARE ° : . 1 
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59 Surncssy BerHELL, ONE OF THE SHERIFFS OF 
Lonpon, &c. 1680, whole length, W. Sherwin 
sculpt., sold by S. Lee, ut the Feathers in Lumbert 
Street, VERY FINE AND EXTREMELY RARE 1 

130 Sir Ricwarp Ratnsrorp, Lord Chief Justice of 
the King’s Bench, mezzotint after Claret, R. 
Tompson excudit, MOST BRILLIANT AND VERY 
RARE ° 5 = 1 

160 James THE Fourtu, Kine or Scorianp, holding a 
flower in his hand, sold by Compton Holland, 
EXTREMELY FINE AND VERY RARE, 1 

Freperick Kine or Bouemta, half’ length, stand- 
ing under an arch, four Latin lines beneath, no 
engraver’s name, VERY FINE AND EXTREMELY 
RARE . : > 1 

Cuartes Lewis, Count Patarine of THE RuwINne, 
son of the King of Bohemia, on horseback, with 
a view of London beyond him; circles contain- 
ing the dates of the births of his brothers and 
sisters at the top on the left, eight English lines 
beneath ; a@ most interesting and rare print, BRIL- 
LIANT IMPRESSION, AND IN THE MOST PERFECT 
CONDITION . . . 1 

Sir Joun Fenwick, of Fenwick Castle, in the 
County of Northumberland, executed in 1696, on 

suspicion of being engaged in a plot to assassinate 
Witliam IIT., after Wissing, by White, vERy FINE 

AND EXTREMELY RARE . : 1 

Tuomas Cartwricut, Bishop of Chester, after 

Soust, by Becket, VEKY FINE AND RARE 1 

Joun Dotsen, Bisnor or Rocuesrer, Joun Fett, 
Bisuor or Oxrorp, ann Dr. Ricuarp AL- 

Lestry, called by Charles JI, Cuirtey, CHor.ey, 

Cuertey, from the picture in Christchurch Hall, 

by Sir P. Lely, D. Loggan excudit, BRILLIANT 
PROOF, AND EXTREMELY RARE : 1 

Sm Henry Cuauncey, the historian of Hertford- 
shire, by J. Suvage, fine and rare 

Grorce Gorpvon, Mareuis or Huntiey, by 
Sauvé, FINE AND EXTREMELY RARE . ] 

Rosert Sipney, Earp or Leicester, by Simon 
Passe, sold by Sudbury and Humble, very Fine 
AND RARE : . ° 1 

Rosert Berrir, Ear or Linnsey, after Geldorp, 

by Voerst, BRILLIANT AND VERY RARE 1 

Isaac Mirurs, by Verine, first state, before the 
alterations of the arms and inscription, very fine 
and rare; and the same, in the ordinary state 2 

Tuomas Tuynn or Lone Leave, murdered in Pall 
Mall 1682, after Kneller, by White, veRY YINE 
AND RARE . . ° 1 

Tuomas Tuynn, mezzotint after Lely, sold by 
A, Browne, VERY FINE AND RARE F 

Louise Ducuess or Portsmouth, with her son as 
Cupid, after Gascar, by Baudet, very FINE AND 
EXTREMELY RARE, from Mr. Ord’s collection, at 

the sale of which it produced 81. 12s. 6d. 1 

1000 Louise Ducuess or PortsmoutH, reclining on a 

couch, oblong mezzotint, FINE PROOF BEFORE ANY 
LETTERS, AND EXTREMELY RARE 1 

1048 Hobson the Cambridge Carrier, author of ‘* Hob- 

son’s Choice,” by J. Puyne, two states, very fine 
and rare 5 fe A 2 

176 

184 

to bo ios) 

375 

558 

1201 John Frederick, Elector of Saxony, playing at 
chess with Ernest Duke of Brunswick, at the 
moment when Charles V. sent the warrant for 

his execution, A MOST CURIOUS AND INTERESTING 

HISTORICAL PRINT, AND EXTREMELY RARE 1 

*,* Vide Robertson’s History of Charles the 
Fifth. 

1209 Erasmus, sitting with a book before him, by 
F, Hocenzere, H. Cock excudebat, 1555, very 
FINE AND RARE, &c. 

We have also received : — 

“A Catalogue of English and Foreign Theology, 
including some of the rarest works of our early 
English Divines ; nearly a complete series of the 
Fathers of the Church; the various Councils and 
most important Ecclesiastical Historians, Litur- 
gical writers, &c.” issued by Leslie, of 58. Great 
Queen Street, Lincoln’s Inn, which is one which 
will greatly interest all readers of the peculiar 
class to whom it is more particularly addressed. 

The same may be said of the excellent 

“Catalogue of Old and New Books (Part 
CIV.),” just delivered by Petheram of 94. High 
Holborn: which, in addition to theological works, 
exhibits many valuable productions in historical 
and general literature. 

Bernard Quarritch’s “ Catalogue of Foreign 
Books and Classics, selling at 16. Castle Street, 
Leicester Square,” well deserves the attention of 
philologists. It is rich, not only in works illus- 
trative of the Oriental languages and literature, 
but also in those of Germany and Scandinavia. 
Indeed, it is one which should be looked into by 
all students of foreign literature. 

Some curious articles, more especially in early 
Italian and French literature, and on the subject 
of Alchymy, Astrology, Magic, &e., will be found 
in a “Catalogue of Interesting and Rare Books on 
sale, by George Bumstead, No. 205. High Hol- 
born.” 

William Nield, 46, Burlington Arcade, is, we 
believe, a new candidate for the favours of the 
purchasers of old books. His first Catalogue 
contains some curious Articles in the departments 
of Demonology and Witchcraft; a few varieties 
belonging to the ‘ Marprelate” class, such as 
*“ Penri’s Exhortation ;” and a fine collection of 
Classical Music. 

Lastly, let us mention what cannot but interest 
many readers of “ Norges anp Querrtes,” that 
Mr. Lumley, of 56. Chancery Lane, having pur- 
chased the stock of the Society of Antiquaries’ 
publications, has divided the volumes of the 
Archzologia, and has just put forth a Catalogue 
of the separate papers, which are for sale, and of 
which he says very truly, “ their value cannot be 
disputed,” and they are “now for the first time 
offered thus to the Public.” 
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BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 
WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

Burney’s Treatise on Music (not his History). 
Gray’s Execy (Proressor Youne or GLascow’s 

Criticism oF). 
Lire or Hon. Rozserr Pricr, Chief Justice of the 
Common Pleas, London. 1734. 

Frores Bernarpi. 
Recnorum, Proyincrarum, CivirarumqurE Nomina 

Latina (Coronevii, prorius ALtpHonsus Lasor a 
Varga). Fol. 2 Vols. Venet. 1716. Or the 2nd 
Vol. only. 

Buppew’s Discoursr ror Parents’ Honour anv 
AuruHoritiz. S8vo. 1616. 

Tue Two Wotves 1x Lams’s Skins, on Orv Exrs 

LAMENTATION OVER HIS Two Sons. 8vo. 1716. 
AveERELL’s Four Norasxe Hisrorigs, etc. 4to. 1590. 

Nature, 4 Porm. Folio. 1736. 

Barweriety’s Prowman’s Compraintr. 4to. 1580. 
Gitu’s Instructions ror CuItpreN, in Verse. 1709. 

Jermin’s Fatuer’s Institution or nis Cuinp. 1658. 
PassionaEL EFTE vat Levenr per Hewuicen. Folio. 

Basil. mpxx1. 

Odd Volumes. 

Vols. X. XII. XIII. XIV. 
Cairy’s Enpition or Gotpsmitru’s MiscELtanrous 

Works. Edinburgh. 1801. Vol. III. 
SHaxspearer’s Dramatic Worxs. — The Fourth Vo- 

lume of Wuirrincuam’s Edition, in 7 vols. 24mo. 
Chiswick. 1814. 

Coorer’s (C. P.) Accounr oF THE MOST IMPORTANT 
Pus.ic Recorps. 8vo. 1832. — The First Volume of 

Livy. — Vol. I. of Crevier’s Edition. 6 vols. 4to. 
Paris. 1739. 

Soutuey’s Cowrrr. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of “ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,”’ 186. Fieet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The matter is so generally understood with regard 
to the management of periodical works, that it is 
hardly necessary for the Editor to say that EB CAN- 
NOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN MANUSCRIPTS; but on 
one point he wishes to offer a few words of expla- 
nation to his correspondents in general, and parti- 
cularly to those who do not enable him to communicate 
with them except in print. They will see, on a very 
little reflection, that it is plainly his interest to take all 
he can get, and make the most, and the best of every- 
thing ; and therefore he begs them to take for granted 
that their communications are received, and appre- 
ciated, even if the succeeding Number bears no proof 
of it He is convinced that the want of specific ac- 
nowledgment will only be felt by those who have no 

idea of the labour and difficulty attendant on the 
hurried management of such a work, and of the 
impossibility of sometimes giving an explanation, 
when there really is one which would quite satisfy | 
the writer, for the delay or non-insertion of his com- 
munication. Correspondents in such cases have no 

reason, and if they understood an editor’s position 
they would feel that they have no right, to consider 
themselves undervalued ; but nothing short of personal 
experience in editorship would explain to them the 
perplexities and evil consequences arising from an 
opposite course. 

Surely Mxrtanion is too hard upon our correspondent 
and too exigeant towards ourselves. He would place us 
in a singular position. He should consider that we have 
not opened lists for all comers to tilt against each other. 
We invite litterateurs to a re-union, in which they may 
give and receive mutual help and aid; but, in order to do 
so, they must tolerate each others’ little peculiarities, and 
not espy offence in them. 

The Index so kindly offered by MEtanion ts declined 
with many thanks. 

Answers to several outstanding Queries in our next. 

ComMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. — W. A Subscriber. 

F.G.S. Rev. L. B. Larking. J. J. S. 
—— J. Britton. DG: Vz S. W. S.—— 
Cc. B— RS. Sz Melanion. W. k. 
C. A. H. —— Anglo- Cambrian T. De Sternberg. 
— Q. X. Z. —A. J. E. Q. D. Es BiB: 

Scotus. R. D. —— P. —— Cecil Moore, —- 
A Hapless Hunter. E. —— C. H. D. Q. Q. 
—P.C.S.S J. R. P. —— X. X.X. —— G.J.K. 
——F. R. A. 

Booxs and Opp Votumes wantTEv.— We believe that 
this will prove one of the most useful divisions of our 
weekly Sheet. Gentlemen who may be unable to meet with 
any book or volume of which they are in want may, upon 
furnishing name, date, size, &c., have it inserted in this 

List free of cost. Persons having such volumes to dis- 
pose of are requested to send reports of price, §c., to Mr. 
Beil, our Publisher. 

We have received many complaints of a difficulty in 
procuring our paper. Every Bookseller and Newsvender 
will supply it if ordered, and gentlemen residing in the 
country may be supplied regularly with the Stamped Edi- 
tion by giving their orders direct to the publisher, Mr. 
Grorce Bett, 186. Fleet Street, accompanied by a Post 
Office order for a quarter (4s. 4d.). All communications 
should be addressed To the Editor of “ Nores anp 
Queries,” 186. Fleet Street. 

Vols. I. and IT. 8vo. Price 28s. cloth. 

HE JUDGES OF ENGLAND; from 
the time of the Conquest. 

By Evwarp Foss, F.S. A. 

“Tt supplies what was much wanted —a regular and progressive 
account of English legal institutions. The result is a correction 
of anes errors, an addition of much new information, anda better 
general view of our strictly legal history than «ny other jurist, 
historian, or biographer had heretofore attempted to give.’?— 
Examiner. 

Loneman, Brown, Green, and Loncmans. 
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Just published, Part II., containing 10 Plates, 5s. 
plain, 7s. 6d. coloured, to be completed in three or 
four Parts. 

ry ae TIQUARIAN GLEANINGS in the 
NORTH of ENGLAND: being Examples of 

Antique Furniture, Plate, Church Decoration, Objects 
of Historical Interest, &c. Drawn and Etched by 
W. B. Scorr. 

** A collection of Antiquarian Relics, chiefly in the Decorative 
branch of Art, preserved in the Northern Counties, portrayed by 
a very competent hand. Many of the objects possess considerable 
interest ; such as the chair of the Venerable Bede, Cromwell’s 
sword and watch, and the grace-cup of Thomas a Becket. All 
are drawn with that distinctness which makes them available for 
the Antiquarian, for the Artist who is studying Costume, and for 
the study of Decorative Art.” — Spectator. 

8vo, cloth, price 12s., with a Coloured Plate of King 
Alfred’s Jewel. 

THE LIFE and TIMES of ALFRED the 
GREAT. By the Rev. J. A. Gmzs, D.C.L., late 
Fellow of Cerpus Christi College, Oxford, Author of 
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LORD CHATHAM — QUEEN CHARLOTTE. 

Original Letter, written on the Resignation of Mr. 
Pitt, in 1761 — Public Feeling on the Subject, and 
Changes at Court in consequence — First Impres- 
sions of Queen Charlotte. 

[The following valuable original letter is now pub- 
lished for the first time. It will be found to be of 
very considerable historical curiosity and interest. The 

resignation of the Great Commoner in 1761, and his 

acceptance at the same time of a pension and a peerage 

for his family, were events which astonished his ad- 

mirers as much as any thing else in his wonderful 

career. Even now, after the recent publication of all 

the letters relating to these transactions, it is difficult 

to put any construction on Mr. Pitt’s conduct which is 

consistent with the high-spirited independence which 

one desires to believe to have been a leading feature of 
his character. There may have been great subtlety in 

the way in which he was tempted; that may be ad- 

mitted even by the stoutest defenders of the character 

of George 11I.; but nothing can excuse the eager, 

rapturous gratitude with which the glittering bait was 

public feeling, in the following letter. | 

Dear Robinson, —I am much obliged to you 
for both your letters, particularly the last, in which 
T look upon the freedom of your expostulations as 
the strongest mark of your friendship, and allow 
you to charge me with any thing that possibly can 
be brought against one upon “such an occasion, 
except forgetfulness of you. I left town soon 
after receiving your first letter, and was moving 
about from place to place, till. the coronation 
brought me to town again, and has fixed me here 
for the winter ; however, I do not urge my un- 
settled situation during the summer as any excuse 
for my silence, but aim to lay it upon downright 
indolence, which I was ashamed of before I re- 
ceived your second letter, and have been angry 
with myself for it since; however, as often as 
you'll do me the pleasure, and a very sincere one 
it is I assure you, of letting me hear how you do, 
you may depend upon the utmost punctuality for 
the future, and I undertake very seriously to 
answer every letter you shall write me within a 
fortnight. 

The ensuing winter may possibly produce many 
things to amaze you; it has opened with one that 
I am sure will; I mean Mr. Pitt’s resignation, who 
delivered up the seals to the King last Monday. 
The reason commonly given for this extraordinary 
step is a resolution taken in Council contrary to 
Mr. Pitt’s opinion, concerning our conduct towards 
the Spaniards, who, upon the breaking off of the 
negotiations with France and our sending Mr. 
Bussy away, have, it is said, made some declara- 
tions to our Court which Mr. Pitt was for haying 
the King treat in a very different manner from 
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that which the rest of the Cabinet advised ; for 
they are said to have been all against Mr. Pitt’s 
opinion, except Lord Temple. The effect of this 
resiznation you'll easily imagine. 
all the mouths of all the news-presses in England, 
and, from our boasted unanimity and confidence 
in the Government, we seem to be falling apace 
into division and distrust; in the meantime Mr. 
Pitt seems to have entered, on this occasion, upon 
a new mode of resignation, at least for him, for he 
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It has opened | 

goes to Court, where he is much taken notice of | 
by the King, and treated with great respect by 
every body else, and has said, according to common 
report, that he intends only to tell a plain story, 
which I suppose we are to have in the House of 
Commons. People, as you may imagine, are very 
impatient for his own account of a matter about 
which they know so little at present, and which 
puts public curiosity to the rack. 

Fresh matter for patriots and politicians! Since 
writing the former part of this letter, I have been 
at the coffee-house, and bring you back verbatim, 
avery curious article of the Gazette. “ St. James’s, 
Oct. 9. The Right Hon. William Pitt having re- 
signed the Seals into the King’s hands, his Majesty 
was this day pleased to appoint the Earl of Egre- 
mont to be one of his principal Secretaries of 
State, and in consideration of the great and im- 
portant services of the said Mr. Pitt, his Majesty 
has been graciously pleased to direct that a 
warrant be prepared for granting to the Lady 
Hester Pitt, his wife, a Barony of Great Britain, 
by the name, style and title of Baroness of Chatham 
to herself, and of Baron of Chatham to her heirs 
male: and also to confer upon the said William 
Pitt, Esq. an annuity of 3000/. sterling during his 
own life, that of Lady Hester Pitt, and that of 
their son John Pitt, Esq. !” 

A report of this matter got about the day before, 
and most unfortunately all the newspapers con- 
tradicted it as a scandalous report, set on foot. 
with a design to tarnish the lustre of a certain 
great character. This was the style of the morning 
and evening papers of Saturday, and of those who 
converse upon their authority; so that upon the 
coming in of the Gazette about ten o'clock at night, 
it was really diverting to see the effect it had upon 
most people’s countenances at Dick’s Coffee House, 
where I was; it occasioned a dead silence, and I 
think every body went away without giving their 
opinions of the matter, except Dr. Collier, who has 
always called Mr. Pitt all the rogues he can set 
his mouth on. It appears at present a most unac- 
countable proceeding in every part of it, for he 
seems to have forfeited his popularity, on which 
his consequence depended, for a consideration 
which he might have commanded at any time; and 
yet he does not make an absolute retreat, for in 
that case one should think he would have taken 
the pecrage himself. 

. 
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Lord Temple has resigned the Privy Seal, which 
is commonly said to be intended for Lord Hard- 
wycke ; some comfort to him for the loss of his wife, 
who died a few weeks ago. So that we seem to be 
left in the same hands out of which Mr. Pitt gloried 
in having delivered us; for, as you have probably 
heard before this time, Mr. Legge was removed 
from his place in the spring, for having refused to 
support any longer our German measures, as has 
been commonly said and not contradicted that I 
know of. Every body agrees that he was quite 

| tired of his place, as is generally said on account 
of the coolness between him and Mr. Pitt, the old 

| quarrel with the Duke of Newcastle, and some 
pique between him and Lord Bute on aceount of 
the Hampshire election. People were much di- 
verted with the answer he is said to have made 
to the Duke of Newcastle when he went to demand 
the seal of his office. He compared his retirement 
to Elysium, and told the Duke he thought he 
might assure their common friends there, that the 
should not be long without the honour of his 
Grace's company ; however, he seems to be out in 
his guess, for the Newcastle junto, strengthened by 
the Duke of Bedford, who has joined them, seems 
to be in all its glory again. This appeared in the 
Church promotions the other day, for Dr. Young 
was translated, the master of Bennet made a bishop, 
and Mr. York dean: however, as you will pro- 
bably be glad of a more particular account of our 
Church promotions, I am to tell you that the 
scene opened soon after the king’s accession with 
the promotion of Dr. Squire to the Bishoprick of 
St. David's, upon the death of Ellis. Some cir- 
cumstances of this affair inclined people to think 
that the old ecclesiastical shop was quite shut up; 
for the Duke of Newcastle expressed great dissa- 
tisfaction at Squire’s promotion, and even desired 
Bishop Young to tell every body that he had no 
hand init. Young answered, that he need not give 
himself that trouble, for Dr. Squire had told every 
body so already, which is generally said to be very 
true: for he did not content himself with saying 
how much he was obliged to Lord Bute, but seemed 
to be afraid lest it should be thought he was obliged 
to any body else. What an excellent courtier! 
The next vacancy was made by Hoadly, upon 
which Thomas was translated from Salisbury to 
Winchester, Drummond from St. Asaph to Salis- 
bury, Newcome from Llandaff to St. Asaph, and 
that exemplary divine Dr. Ewer made Bishop of 
Llandaff. These were hardly settled when Sherlock 
and Gilbert dropt almost together. Drummond 
has left Salisbury for York, Thomas is translated 
from Lincoln to Salisbury, Green made Bishop 
of Lincoln, and succeeded in his deanery by 
Mr. York: Hayter is translated from Norwich 
to London, Young from Bristol to Norwich, and 
Newton is made Bishop of Bristol; and I must 
not forget to tell you, that, among several new 
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chaplains, Beadon is one. This leads me naturally 
to Lord Bute, who, though the professed favourite 
of the King, has hitherto escaped the popular cla- 
mour pretty well? the immense fortune that is 
come into his family by the death of old Wortley 
Montague, has added much to his consequence, 
and made him be looked upon as more of an 
Englishman, at least they can no longer call him 
@ poor Scot. 

His wife was created a peeress of Great Britain 
at the same time that Mr. Spencer, Mr. Dodding- 
ton, Sir Richard Grosvenor, Sir Nat. Curzen, 
Sir Thomas Robinson, and Sir William Irby were 
created peers. He has married his eldest daughter 
to Sir James Lowther and is himself, from being 
Groom of the Stole, become Secretary of State — 
Lord Holderness being removed with very little 
ceremony indeed, but with a pension, to make 
room for him. He and Mr. Pitt together have 
made good courtiers of the Tories ; Lords Oxford, 
Litchfield, and Bruce, being supernumerary lords, 
and Norbonne Berkeley, Northey, and 1 think 
George Pitt, supernumerary Grooms of the Bed- 
chamber. Sir Francis Dashwood is Treasurer of 
the Chamber, in the room of Charles Townshend, 
who was made Secretary at War upon Lord Bar- 
rington’s succeeding Mr. Legge as Chancellor of 
the Exchequer. Lord Talbot, who is in high 
favour, is Steward of the Household, and with his 
usual spirit has executed a scheme of economy, 
which, though much laughed at at first, is now 
much commended. They made room for him upon 
Lord Bute’s being made Secretary, at which time 
Lord Huntingdon was made Groom of the Stole, 
and succeeded as master of the Horse by the Duke 
of Rutland, who was before Steward of the Houses 
hold. Thus have I concluded this series of re- 
movals, which was first begun, after the old King’s 
death, by Lord Bute’s being Groom of the Stole 
in the room of Lord Rochford, who has a pension, 
and Lord Huntingdon’s being made Master of the 
Horse instead of Lord Gower, who was made 
Master of the Wardrobe in the room of Sir Thomas 
Robinson, who has his peerage for a recompense ; 
and written you a long letter, which may perhaps 
be no better for you upon the whole than an old 
newspaper. However, I was determined your 
euriosity should be no sufferer by my long silence 
if [ could help it. 

T must not conclude without saying something 
of our new Queen. She seems to me to behave 
with equal propriety and civility, though the com- 
mon people are quite exasperated at her not being 
handsome, and the people at Court laugh at her 
courtesies. All our friends are well, and have had 
nothing happen to them that I know of which re- 
quires particular mention. Gisborne either has 
or will write to you very soon. Convince me, 
dear Robinson, by writing soon that you forgive 
my long silence, and believe me to be, with the 
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sincerest regard for you and yours, your most 
affectionate friend, . Crucu.* 

Mrs. Wilson’s, Lancaster Court, 
QOct*, 12¢. 

( Addressed ) 
To 

The Ho®% Mr. Will™ Robinson 
Recomende a Messieurs Tierney & Merry} 

a Naples. 

(Memorandum indorsed ) 
Ring just recd that of 22q Sept. 

16/2 Octr. 1761. 

€HARACTERS OF ACTORS IN CIBBER’S APOLOGY. 

Reverting to a Query in your Second Number, 
p- 29, your correspondent Dramaricus may rest 
assured that Colley Cibber’s characters of actors 
and actresses (his contemporaries and immediate 
predecessors) jirst appeared in his Apology, 4to. 
1740, and were transferred verbatim, as far as I 
have. been able to consult them, to the subsequent 
editions of that very entertaining and excellent 
work. If Colley Cibber were not a first-rate 
dramatist, he was a first-rate critic upon per- 
formers; and I am disposed to place his abilities 
as a play-wright much higher than the usual 
estimate. 

Probably the. doubt of your correspondent arose 
from the fact, not hitherto at all noticed, that 
these characters no sooner made their appearance, 
than they were pirated, and the pirated work may 
have been taken for the original. It is a scarce 
tract, and bears the following title— The Theatrical 
Lives and Characters of the following celebrated 
Actors; and then follow sixteen names, beginning 
with Betterton, and ending with Mrs. Butler, and 
we are also told that A General History of the Stage 
during their time is included. The whole of this, 
with certain omissions, principally of classical 
quotations, is taken from Cibber's Apology, and it 
professed to be “Printed for J. Miller, in Fleet 
Street, and sold at the pamphlet shops,” without 
date. ‘he whole is nothing but an impudent pla- 
giarism, and it is crowned and topped by a scrap 
purporting to be from Shakspeare, but merely the 
invention of the compiler. In truth, it is the only 
original morsel in the whole seventy pages. At the 
end of the character of Betterton, the following is 
subjoined, and it induces a Query, whether any 
such work, real or pretended, as regards Betterton, 
is in existence ? 

«N. B. The author of this work has, since he began 

it, had a very curious manuscript of Mr. Betterton’s 

* The name is not easy to, be made out ; but as far 
as it is determinable by comparison of hand-writing, it 

| is “ Cruch,” The letter passed through the post-office. 
+ The part printed in ttulies was added by some 

other person than the writer of the letter. 
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communicated to him, containing the whole duty of a 
Player; interspersed with directions for young Actors, 
as to the management of the voice, carriage of the 
body, &c. &c., reckoned the best piece that has ever 
been wrote on the subject,” p. 22. 

This “best piece” on the subject is promised in 
the course of the volume, but it is not found in it. 
Did it appear anywhere else and in any other 
shape? As the Query of Dramaricus is now an- 
swered, perhaps he may be able to reply to this 
question from T.J.L. 

T should have sent this note sooner, had [ not 
waited to see if any body else would answer the 
Query of Dramarticus, and perhaps afford some 
additional information. 

ANCIENT TAPESTRY. 

Sir, —I believe I can answer a Query in your 
Third Number, by N., respecting the whereabouts 
of a piece of ancient tapestry formerly in the pos- 
session of Mr. Yarnold, of Great St. Helen’s, Lon- 
don, described, upon no satisfactory authority, as 
“the Plantagenet Tapestry.” It is at present the 
property of Thos. Baylis, Esq., of Colby House, 
Kensington. A portion of it has been engraved as 
representing Richard IIL, &e ; but it is difficult 
to say what originated that opinion. The subject 
is a crowned female seated by a fountain, and ap- 
parently threatening two male personages with a 
rod or slight sceptre, which she has raised in her 
left hand, her arm being stayed by another female 
standing behind her. This has been said to repre- 
sent Elizabeth of York driving out Richard ITI. 
which, I need scarcely say, she did not do. There 
are nineteen other figures, male and female, look- 
ing on or in conversation, all attired in the costume 
of the close of the 15th century, but without the 
least appearance of indicating any historical per- 
sonage. It is probably an allegorical subject, such 
as we find in the tapestry of the same date under 
the gallery of Wolsey’s Hall at Hampton Court, 
and in that of Nancy published by Mons. Jubinal. 

I believe one of the seven pieces of “ the siege 
of Troy,” mentioned in Query, No. 3., or an eighth 
piece unmentioned, is now in the possession of 
Mr. Pratt, of Bond Street, who bought it of Mr. 
Yarnold’s widow. : 

I may add, that the tapestry in St. Mary’s Hall, 
Coventry, contains, undoubtedly, representations 
of King Henry VI., Queen Margaret, and Cardinal 
Beaufort. It is engraved in Mr. Shaw’s second 
volume of Dresses and Decorations; but the date 
therein assigned to it (before 1447) is erroneous, 
the costume being, like that in the tapestries above 
mentioned, of the rery end of the 15th century. 

J. R. Puancue. 
Brompton, Nov. 20. 1849. 

[To this Note, so obligingly communicated by Mr. 
Plancl 6, we may add, that the tapestry in question was 

exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries at their opening 
meeting on the 22nd ultimo.] 

TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND. 
Mr. Editor — Your No. 3. has just fallen into 

my hands, with the wonderful account of Schultz’s 
journey of fifty miles in six hours, a hundred years 
ago. I am inclined to thing the explanation con- 
sists in a misprint. The distances are given in 
figures, and not in words at length, if we may trust 
your correspondent’s note on p. 35. May nota 1 
have “dropped” before the 6, so that the true 
lection will be, “dass wir auf dem ganzen Wege 
kaum 16 Stunden gefahren sind”? This time 
corresponds with the time of return, on which he 
set out in the evening (at 8?) of one day and ar- 
rived at noon the next. It was also most likely 
that the spring carriages of fifteen years later date 
should go much faster than the old springless ve- 
hicles. Any one who has corrected proofs will ap- 
preciate the “dropping” of a single type, and may 
beready to admit it on such cireumstantial evidence. 

I may remark that 1749 was still Old Style in 
England; but the German Schultz, in dating his 
expedition on Sunday, 10 Aug. 1749, has used the 
New Style, then prevalent in Germany. Sunday, 
10 Aug. 1749, O. S., was on Thursday, 31 July, 
1749, N. S. The York coach-bill cited on the 
same page is in O. S. 

Ts not ‘ Stdts-Kutsche,” in the same communi- 
cation, a misprint ? A.J. E. 

G. G. has perhaps a little overrated the import 
of the passage he quotes. from Schultz's travels. 
“ Dass wir kaum 6 Stunden gefahren sind” — even 
supposing there is no misprint of a 6 for an 8 or 9, 
which is quite possible — will not, I apprehend, 
bear the meaning he collects from the words, viz 
that the journey occupied no more than six hours, or 
less even than so much. 

In the first place, I believe it will be allowed by 
those familiar with German idioms, that the phrase 
haum 6 Stunden, is not to be rendered as though it 
meant no more or less than 6; but rather thus: 
“but little more than 6;” — the “little more,” in 
this indefinite form of expression, being a very un- 
certain quantity, it may be an hour or so. 

Then he says merely that they “kaum 6 Stunden 
gefahren sind,” which may mean that the time 
actually spent in motion did not exceed the number 
of hours indicated, whatever that may be; and 
not that the journey itself, “ineluding stoppages,” 
took up no more. Had he meant to say this, I. 
imagine he would have used a totally different 
phrase: e. g. dass wir binnen haum mehr als 6 Stun- 
den nach London schin gehommen sind; or some- 
thing like these words. 

Making these allowances, the report is con- 
ceivably true, even of a period a century old, as 
regards the rate of day-travelling on the high road 
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to Norwich, still at that time a place of much bu- 
siness with London. The second journey of the 
Pastor on the same road was, it seems, by night: 
but what is perhaps of more consequence to ex- 
plain is the apparent difference between it and the 
other. It appears that in the second instance we 
are told when he arrived at his journey’s end; in 
the former, nothing beyond the number of hours 
he was actually moving, may have been commu- 
nicated to us. V. 

Mr. Editor, —I inclose copies of advertisements 
which appear in some old newspapers in my pos- 
session, and which in some degree illustrate the 
history of travelling, and in themselves show, I 
imagine, the advance made between 1739 and 
1767, since I consider that ‘“* The Old Constant 
Froom Flying Waggon,” of the former date, was 
the parent of “The Frome Stage Machine” of the 
latter. 

T notice in the Sherborne paper all public stage 
conveyances are designated as machines. 

Copies of advertisements in The Daily Advertiser 
of the 9th April, 1739 : — 

“ For Bath. 
A good Coach and able Horses will set out from 

the Black Swan Inn, in Holborn, on Wednesday or 
Thursday. 

Enquire of William Maud.” 

“ Exeter Flying Stage Coach in Three Days, and 
Dorchester and Blandford in Two days. 

Go from the Saracen’s Head Inn, in Friday Street, 
London, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and 
from the New Inn, in Exeter, every Tuesday and 
Thursday, perform’d by Joan Payne, 

Joun SANDERSON, 

Tuomas Bury. 
Note.— Once a week there is an entire Dorchester 

and Blandford Coach from Dorchester on Mondays, 
and from London on Fridays. 

The Stage begins Flying on Monday next, ‘the 16th 
instant.” 

“ The old standing constant Froom Flying Waggon 
in Three days 

Sets out with Goods and Passengers from Froom for 
London, every Monday, by One o’elock in the morning, 
and will be at the King’s Arms Inn, at Holborn 
Bridge, the Wednesday following by Twelve o’elock 
at Noon; from whence it will set out on Thursday 
morning, by One o'clock, for Amesbury, Shrewton, 
Chittern, Heytesbury, Warminster, Froom, and alk 
other places adjacent, and will continue allowing each 
passenger fourteen pounds, and be at Froom, on 
Saturday by Twelve at noon. 

If any Passengers have Occasion to go from either 
of the aforesaid Places they shall be supplied with able 
Horses and a Guide by Joseph Clavey; the Proprietor 
of the said Flying Waggon. The Waggon calls at the 
White Bear in Piccadilly coming in and going out. 

Note. — Attendance is constantly given at the King’s 

Arms, Holborn Bridge aforesaid, to take in Goods 
and Passengers’ names; but no Money, Plate, Bank 
Notes, or Jewels will be insured unless delivered as 
such, perform’d by JosrrH CLayey. 
N.B. His other Waggons keep their Stages as usual.” 

From Cruttwell’s Sherborne, Shaftesbury, and 
Dorchester Journal, or Yeovil, Taunton, and 
Bridgewater Chronicle, of Friday, February 6th, 
12th, and 20th, 1767. 

“Taunton Flying Machine, 
Hung on Steel Springs, in Two Days. 

Sets out from the Saracen’s Head Inn in Friday 
Street, London, and Taunton, every Monday, Wednes- 
day and Friday, at Three o’elock in the morning ; 
and returns every ‘Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, 
lays at the Antelope in Salisbury, going Up and 
Down: To carry Six inside Passengers, each to pay 

£ os. d. 
To Taunton - =" 16-0 

Ilminster - - 114 0O 

Yeovil - See. SFO 

Sherborne - - 160 
Shaftesbury - 140 

Outside Passengers and Children in the Lap, Half- 
Fare as above; each Inside Passenger allowed Four- 
teen Pounds Luggage; all above, to Taunton Two- 
pence per Pound, and so in Proportion to any Part of 
the Road. 
3S No Money, Plate, Jewels, or Writings, will be 

accounted for if Lost, unless Entered as such, and Paid 
for accordingly. 

Joun Wuirmasu. 
Performed by ; Tuomas Litry.” 

From the same Paper of Friday, April 17th, 
24th, and May Ist, 1767: — 

‘« Frome, 1767. 

The Proprietors of the 

FROME STAGE MACHINE, 

In Order to make it more agreeable to their Friends 
in the West, have engaged to set out Post Chaises 
from the Christopher Inn, in Wells, every Sunday, 
Tuesday, and Thursday Evenings, at Five o’clock, to 
stop at the George Inn, at Shepton Mallet, and set out 
from thence at a Quarter past Six, to carry Passengers 

and Parcels to Frome, to be forwarded from thence to 

London in the One Day Flying Machine, which began 
on Sunday the 12th of April, 1767: Also a Chaise from 
Frome every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday Even- 
ings to Shepton and Wells, as soon as the Coach 
arrives from London, if any Passengers, &c. go down, 
at the following Prices: — from Wells to Frome 
Four Shillings, from Shepton Three Shillings, small 
Parcels from Wells to Frome 6d. each, from Shepton 
4d., large ditto a Halfpenny per Pound from each 
place. All Passengers who intend taking the Advan- 
tage of this method of travelling, are desired to take 
their Places at the above Inns in Wells and Shepton 
as follows: viz. those who intend going on Sunday 
enter the Tuesday before their going, those who 
go on Tuesday enter the Thursday before, and for 
Thursday the Sunday before, that proper notice may 
be given at I'rome to secure the places: If at any time 
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more than three Passengers an extra Chaise to be 
provided. 

Fare to and from London £1 8s. Od. Trowbridge, 
£1 6s. Od. Devizes £1 2s. 6d. One half to be paid 
at Booking, the other at entering the machine. Inside 

passengers allowed 10lb. wt., all above Three Half- 
pence per pound from Frome as usual. The Coach 
will set out from the Crown Inn in Frome, at Ten 

o’clock in the evening of every Sunday, Tuesday, and 
Thursday ; and from the Bull Inn, in Holborne, Lon- 
don, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Evening, 
at the same Hour. — Books are kept, Plaees taken, 

and Parcels received, at the Christopher in Wells, the 

George in Shepton, the Crown in Frome, the Wool- 
pack in Trowbridge, and the Bull in Holborne, Lon- 
don; calls going in and coming out, at the White 
Bear Inn, Piccadilly, and the new White Horse Cellar. 

Perform’d by 
R. Messerer, at the Crown, at Thatcham, 

and 
J. Hircucock, at the Catherine Wheel, Beckhampton. 

“N. B. No Jewels, Plate, Money, Writings, or 
other things of Value, will be paid for if lost, unless 
enter’d as such, and paid for accordingly.” 

With regard to G.G.’s Query as to the time 
occupied in the journey of Schultz from Colchester 
to London, do not the circumstances sufficiently 
prove that by some means siz must have been 
written for sixteen? Sixteen hours would give a 
rate of travelling nearer the average of those days, 
and was about the time occupied on the return to 
Colchester. For if we allow a due time after 
twelve for dinner, settling accounts, and going to 
the inn whence the “ Stats-Kutsche” started, and 
for partaking of the meal there provided, we shall 
very easily get to seven or eight in the evening ; 
sixteen hours after that time would be * towards 
noon” in the following day. A. D. M. 

PRISON DISCIPLINE AND EXECUTION OF JUSTICE. 

Sir, —I am glad that you devote some part of 
your columns to the good work of bringing for- 
ward facts and anecdotes which, though not gene- 
rally known, your readers individually may have 
happened to notice, and which illustrate the 
manners of our ancestors. I dare say few of your 
correspondents have met with the London Magazine 
for the year 1741. An imperfect copy fell into 
my hands when a lad; ever since which time I 
have been in a state of great wonderment at the 
story contained in the leaf which I enclose. I need 
hardly say that the italics are mine; and perhaps 
they are hardly necessary. Yours, &e., | Burra. 

* Tuxspay, 21 [June]. 
“A very extraordinary Affair happen’d at the 

County Gaol in Hertford, where four Highwaymen, 
very stout lusty Fellows, viz. Theophilus Dean, Charles 
Cox (alias Bacon-Face), James Smith, and Luke 
Humphrys, lay under Sentence of Death, pass’d on 
them the last Assizes, and were intended to have been 

executed the following Day; Mr. Oxenton, the Gaoler, 
who keeps an Inn opposite to the Prison, went into the 

Gaol about four a Clock in the Morning, as was his 
Custom, attended by three Men, to see if all was safe, 
and, having lock’d the outward Door, sent one of his 
Men down to the Dungeon, where the four Felons had 
found means to disengage themselves from the Pillar 
and Chain to which they had ‘been lock’d down, and 
one of them, viz. Bacon-Face, had got off both his 
Hand-Cuffs and Fetters; on opening the Door, they 
disabled the Man and all rush’d out; then coming up 
Stairs they met the Gaoler and his other two Men, of 
whom they demanded the Keys, threatening to murder 
them if their request was not immediately comply’d 
with: they then forced his men into the Yard beyond 
the Hatchway, and a Battle ensu’d, in which the 

Gaoler behay’d so manfully, tho’ he had but one Man 
to assist him, that he maintain’d the Possession of his 
Keys till he was heard by his Wife, then in Bed, to 
eal! out for Assistance, who fortunately having another 
Key to the Gaol, ran to rescue him; the Fellows saw 

her coming and demanded her Key, threatening to 
murder her if she offer’d to assist her Husband: By 
this ‘Time the Neighbourhood was alarm’d, and several 
Persons got to the Gaol Door, when Mrs. Oxenton, 
notwithstanding their Threats, at the utmost Hazard 
of her Life, open’d the same and caught hold of her 
Husband, who was almost spent, and, with the Assist- 
ance of some Persons, got him out and lock’d the Door 
without suffering the Fellows to escape: They con- 
tinued cursing and swearing that they would murder 
the first Man that attempted to enter the Gaol. In 
the mean Time Robert Hadsley, Esq., High-Sheriff, 
who lives about a Mile from the Town, was sent for, 
and came immediately; he parley'd with them some 
Time to no Purpose, then’ order’d Fire-Arms to be 
brought, and, in ease they would not submit, to shoot 
at them, which these Desperadoes refusing to do, they 
accordingly fired on them, and Theophilus Dean re- 
ceiving a Shot in the Groin, dropt; then they surren- 

der’d, and the Sheriff instantly caus’d Bacon-Face to 
be hang’d on the Arch of the Sign Iron belonging to the 
Gaoler’s House, in the Sight of his Companions and 
great Numbers of People; the other three were directly 
put into a Cart and carried to the usual Place of 
Execution, and there hang’d before seven a Cloek that 
Morning.”——Lond. Mag. July, 1741, p. 360. 

SATIRICAL MEDAL OF THE PRETENDER. 

T am well acquainted with the medal described 
by Mr. Nightingale, and can confirm his state- 
ment of the difficulties which numismatists have 
experienced in attempting to explain the circum- 
stances alluded to by the lobster which is the 
badge of “the order of the pretended Prince of 
Wales,” and upon which, on the other side of the 
medal, Father Petre is represented as riding with 
the young prince in his arms. Upon other medals 
also the Jesuit appears carrying the prince, who 
is decorated, or amusing himself, with a windmill. 
There is likewise 2 medal on which a Jesuit is 
represented concealed within a closet or altar, and 
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raising or pushing up through the top the young 
prince to the view of the people, while Truth is 
opening the door and exposing the imposition. 
Similar representations of the Jesuit’s interference 
occur upon caricatures and satirical prints exe- 
cuted in Holland. Upon one, entitled “ Arlequin 
sur l’Hippogryphe, a la croisade Lojoliste,” the 
lobster, on which the Jesuit is mounted, earries a 
book in each claw; the young prince’s head is 
decorated with a windmill. All these intimate the 
influence of Father Petre upon the proceedings of 
James II. and of the Jesuits in general in the 
imposition, as was by many supposed, of the pre- 
tended prince. The imputation upon the legiti- 
macy of the young child was occasioned in a great 
degree, and almost justified, by the pilgrimages 
and superstitious fooleries of his grandmother, 
increased by his mother’s choosing St. Francis 
Xavier as one of her ecclesiastical patrons, and 
with her family attributing the birth of the prince 
to his miraculous interference. This may have 
provoked the opposers of popery to take every 
means of satirising the Jesuits; and the follow- 
ing circumstances related in the Life of Xavier 
probably suggested the idea of making the lobster 
one of the symbols of the superstitions and impo- 
sitions of the Jesuits, and a means of discrediting 
the birth of the prince by ridiculing the commu- 
nity by whose impositions they asserted the fraud 
to have been contrived and executed. 

The account is given by a Portuguese, called 
Fausto Rodriguez, who was a witness of the fact, 
has deposed it upon oath, and whose juridical 
testimony is in the process of the Saint’s canoni- 
zation. 

««¢ We were at sea,’says Rodriguez, ‘ Father Francis, 
John Raposa, and myself, when there arose a tempest 
which alarmed all the mariners. Then the Father 
drew from his bosom a little erucifix, which he always 

carried about him, and leaning over deck, intended to 
have dipt it into the sea; but the crucifix dropt out of 
his hand, and was carried off by the waves. This loss 
very sensibly afflicted him, and he concealed not his 
sorrow from us, The next morning we landed on the 
Island of Baranura; from the time when the crucifix 
was lost, to that of our landing, it was near twerty- 
four hours, during which we were in perpetual danger. 
Being on shore, Father Francis and I walked along by 
the sea-side, towards the town of Tamalo, and had 
already walked about 500 paces, when both of us be- 
held, arising out of the sea, a crab fish, which carried 
betwixt his claws the same erucifix raised on high. I 
saw the crab fish come directly to the Father, by whose 
side I was, and stopped before him. The Father, fall- 
ing on his knees, took his crucifix, after which the crab- 
fish returned into the sea. But the Father still con- 
tinuing in the same humble posture, hugging and 
kissing the crucifix, was half an hour praying with his 
hands across his breast, and myself joining with him in 
thanksgiving to God for so evident a miracle; after 
which we arose and continued on our way.’ ‘Thus you 

have the relation of Rodriguez.”— Dryden’s Life of 
St. Francis Xavier, book iii. 

Enpw. Hawkins. 

JOHN AUBREY. 

As the biographer and editor of that amiable 
and zealous antiquary Jonn Avusrey, I noticed 
with peculiar interest the statement of your corre- 
spondent, that the date of your first publication 
coincided with the anniversary of his birthday ; 
but, unhappily, the coincidence is imaginary. Your 
correspondent has, on that point, adopted a care- 
less reading of the first chapter of Aubrey’s Mis- 
cellanies, whereby the 8rd of November, the 
birthday of the Duke of York, afterwards James 
the Second, has been frequently stated as that of 
the antiquary himself. See my Memoir of Aubrey, 
4to. 1845, p. 123. In the same volume, p. 13., 
will be found an engraving of the horoscope of 
his nativity, from a sketch in his own hand. So 
far as his authority is of any value, that curious 
sketch proves incontestably that “ the Native” was 
born at 14 minutes and 49 seconds past 17 o'clock 
(astronomical time) on the 11th of March, 1625-6 ; 
that is, at 14 minutes and 49 seconds past 5 o’clock 
A.M. on the 12th of March, instead of the 3rd of 
November. 

Few things can be more mortifying to a bio- 
grapher, or an antiquary, than the perpetuation 
of an error which he has successfully laboured to 
correct. It is an evil, however, to which he is 

often subjected, and which your valuable publi- 
cation will go far to remedy. In the present case 
it is, doubtless, to be ascribed to the peculiar nature 
of my Memoir of Aubrey, of which but a limited 
number of copies were printed for the Wiltshire 
Topographical Society. The time and labour 
which I bestowed upon the work, the interesting 
character of its contents, and the approbation of 
able and impartial public critics, justify me in 
saying that it deserves a far more extensive cir- 
culation. 

After this allusion to John Aubrey, I think I 
cannot better evince my sympathy with your 

exertions than by requesting the insertion of a 

Query respecting one of his manuscripts. I allude 
to his Monumenta Britannica, in four folio vo- 

lumes — a dissertation on Avebury, Stonehenge, 
and other stone circles, barrows, and similar Dru- 

idical monuments — which has disappeared within 
the last thirty years. Fortunately a large portion 
of its contents has been preserved, in extracts 
made by Mr. Hutchins, the historian of Dorset- 
shire, and by the late Sir Riehard Colt Hoare, 
Bart.; but the manuscript certainly contained 
much more of great local interest, and some mat- 
ters which were worthy of publication. In the 
Memoir already mentioned, p. 87., the history of 
the manuscript down to the time of its disappear- 
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ance is fully traced. 
readers as may feel interested in the subject to 
that volume, and reserving for future numbers a 
long list of other interesting Queries which are 
now before me, it will gratify me to obtain, through 
your medium, any information respecting the MS. 
referred to. I remain, Sir, yours truly, 

Joun Britton. 

[Our modesty has compelled us to omit from this 
letter a warm eulogium on our undertaking, well as 
we know the value of Mr. Britton’s testimony to our 
usefulness, and much as we esteem it. | 

INEDITED SONG BY SIR JOHN SUCKLING. 

I do not remember to have seen the following 
verses in print or even in MS. before I acci- 
dentally met with them in a small quarto MS. 
Collection of English Poetry, in the hand-writing 
of the time of Charles I. They are much in 
Suckling’s manner; and in the MS. are described 
as — 

: Sir John Suckling’s Verses. 

I am confirm’d a woman can 
Love this, or that, or any other man: 
This day she’s melting hot, 
To-morrow swears she knows you not ; 
If she but a new object find, 
Then straight she’s of another mind ; 

Then hang me, Ladies, at your door, 
If e’er I doat upon you more. 

Yet still Pll love the fairsome (why ? — 
For nothing but to please my eye) ; 
And so the fat and soft-skinned dame 
Ill flatter to appease my flame ; 
For she that’s musical I'll long, 
When I am sad, to sing a song; 

Then hang me, Ladies, at your door, 
If e’er I doat upon you more. 

I'll give my fancy leave to range 
Through every where to find out change ; 
The black, the brown, the fair shall be 
But objects of variety. 
Tl court you all to serve my turn, 
But with such flames as shall not burn; 

Then hang me, Ladies, at your door, 
If eer I doat upon you more. A.D. 

WHITE GLOVES AT A MAIDEN ASSIZE. 

The practice of giving white gloves to judges at 
maiden assizes is one of the few relics of that 
symbolism so observable in the early laws of this 
as of all other countries ; and its origin is doubt- 
less to be found in the fact of the hand being, in 
the early Germanic law, asymbol of power. By the 
hand property was delivered over or reclaimed, hand 
joined in hand to strike a bargain and to celebrate 

Referring such of your | espousals, &e. That this symbolism should some- 
times be transferred from the hand to the glove 
(the hand-schuh of the Germans) is but natural, 
and it is in this transfer that we shall find the 
origin of the white gloves in question. At a 
maiden assize no criminal has been called upon to 
plead, or, to use the words of Blackstone, “ called 
upon by name to hold up his hand ;” in short, no 
guilty hand has been held up, and, therefore, after 
the rising of the court our judges (instead of re- 
ceiving, as they did in Germany, an entertainment 
at which the bread, the glasses, the food, the linen 
— every thing, in short — was white) have been 
accustomed to receive a pair of white gloves. The 
Spaniards have a proverb, “white hands never 
offend ;” but in their gallantry they use it only in 
reference to the softer sex: the Teutonic races, 
however, would seem to have embodied the idea, 
and to haye extended its application. 

Wiuam J. THoms. 

A Lins or tHE Law, to a portion of whose 
Query, in No. 2. (p. 29.), the above is intended 
as a reply, may consult, on the symbolism of the 
Hand and Glove, Grimm Deutsches Rechtsalther- 
thiimer, pp. 137. and 152., and on the symbolical 
use of white in judicial proceedings, and the after 
feastings consequent thereon, pp. 137. 381. and 
869. of the same learned work. 

[On this subject we have received a communication 
from F. G. S., referring to Brand’s Popular Antiquities, 
vol. ii. p. 79., ed. 1841, for a passage from Fuller's 
Mized Contemplations, London, 1660, which proves the 
existence of the practice at that time; and to another 
in Clavell’s Recantation of an Ill-led Life, London, 
1634, to show that prisoners, who received pardon 
after condemnation, were accustomed to present gloves 
to the judges : — 

“ Those pardoned men who taste their prince’s loves, 
(As married to new life) do give you gloves.”] 

Mr. Editor, — “ Anciently it was prohibited the 
Judges to wear gloves on the Bench; and at pre- 
sent in the stables of most princes it is not safe 
going in without pulling off the gloves.” —Cham- 
bers’ Cyclopedia, A.D. MDCCXLI. 

Was the presentation of the gloves a sign that 
the Judge was not required to sit upon the Bench 
— their colour significant that there would be no 
oceasion for capital punishment ? Embroidered 
gloves were introduced about the year 1580 into 
England. 

Or were gloves proscribed as the remembrancers 
of the gauntlet cast down as a challenge? “ This 
is the form of a trial by battle; a trial which the 
tenant or defendant in a writ of right has it in his 
election at this day to demand, and which was the 
only decision of such writ of right after the Con- 
quest, till Henry II., by consent of Parliament, 
introduced the Grand Assise, a peculiar species 
of trial. by jury.” — Blackstone, Commeniaries, 
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vol. ili. p.340. Perhaps after all it was only an 
allusion to the white hand of Justice, as seems 
probable from the expression Maden-Assize. 

Yours, &c. M. W. 
Noy. 17. 1849. 

P.S. Perhaps the “ Lady-bird” in Suffolk de- 
rives its episcopal title, alluded to by Lecour, from 
appearing in June, in which months falls the Fes- 
tival of St. Barnabas. 

ADVERSARIA. 

Don Quixote. 
Sir,—Have the following contradictions in Cer- 

vantes’ account of Sancho’s ass “ Dapple” ever 
been noticed or accounted for ? 

In Don Quixote, Part 1. chap. 23., we find 
Dapple’s abduction at night by Gines de Passa- 
monte; only a few lines afterwards lo! Sancho is 
seated on her back, sideways, like a woman, eating 
his breakfast. In spite of which, chap. 25. proves 
that she is still missing. Sancho tacitly admits 
the fact, by invoking “blessings on the head of 
the man who had saved him the trouble of un- 
harnessing her.” Chap. 30. contains her rescue 
from Passamonte. Metanion. 

Doctor Dove, of Doncaster. 

The names of “ Doctor Dove, of Doncaster,” and 
his steed “‘ Nobbs,” must be familiar to all the ad- 
mirers, in another word, to all the readers, of 
Southey’s Doctor. 
Many years ago there was published at Canter- 

bury a periodical work called The Kentish Register. 
In the No. for September, 1793, there is a ludi- 
crous letter, signed “ Agricola,” addressed to Sir 
John Sinclair, then President of the Royal Agri- 
cultural Society; and in that letter there is tre- 
quent mention made of “ Doctor Dobbs, of Don- 
caster, and his horse Nobbs.” This coincidence 
appears to be too remarkable to have been merely 
accidental; and it seems probable that, in the 
course of his multifarious reading, Southey had 
met with the work in question, had been struck 
with the comical absurdity of these names, and 
had unconsciously retained them in his memory. 

Je Ga Ase 

INSCRIPTION ON ANCIENT CHURCH PLATE, 

Mr. Editor, —Herewith I have the pleasure of 
sending you a tracing of the legend round a repre- 
sentation of St. Christopher, in a latten dish be- 
longing to a friend of mine, and apparently very 
similar to the alms-basins described by CLEericus 
in No. 3. 

The upper line—‘“ In Frid gichwart der,” 
written from right to left, is no doubt to be read 
thus; Derin Frid gichwart. 'The lower line con- 

tains the same words transposed, with the variation 
of “gehwart” for “ gichwart.” ‘The words geh- 
wart” and “ gichwart” being no doubt blunders 
of an illiterate artist. 

In modern German the lines would be : — 

Darin Frieden gewarte — Therein peace await, or 
look for. 

Gewarte darin Frieden — Await, or look for, therein 
peace. 

In allusion, perhaps, to the eucharist or alms, to 
hold one or the other of which the dish seems to 
have been intended. p. 

ANECDOTES OF BOOKS. 

MS. of English Gesta Romanorum. 

Your work, which has so promising a commence- 
ment, may be regarded, as in one department, a 
depository of anecdotes of books. Under this head 
I should be disposed to place Notes of former pos- 
sessors of curious or important volumes : and, as 
a contribution of this kind, I transmit a Note on 
the former possessors of the MS. of the Gesta Ro- 
manorum in English, which was presented to the 
British Museum in 1832, by the Rey. W. D. Cony- 
beare, now Dean of Llandaff, and has been printed 
at the expense of a member of the Roxburgh Club. 
It is No. 9066 of the MSS. called Additional. 

Looking at it some years ago, when I had some 
slight intention of attacking the various MSS. of 
the Gesta in the Museum, I observed the names of 
Gervase Lee and Edward Lee, written on a fly- 
leaf, in the way in which persons usually inscribe 
their names in books belonging to them; and it 
immediately occurred to me that these could be no 
other Lees than members of the family of Lee of 
Southwell, in Nottinghamshire, who claimed to 
descend from a kinsman of Edward Lee, who was 
Archbishop of York in the reign of Henry VIIL, 
and who is so unmercifully handled by Erasmus. 
The name of Gervase was much used by this family 
of Lee, and as there was in it an Edward Lee 
who had curious books in the time of Charles II., 
about whose reign the name appears to have been 
written, there can, I think, be little reasonable 
doubt that this most curious MS. formed a part of 
his library, and of his grandfather or father, Ger- 
vase Lee, before him. 

Edward Lee, who seems to have been the last of 
the name who lived in the neighbourhood of South- 
well, died on the 23rd of April, 1712, aged 76. 

That he possessed rare books I collect from this: 
that the author of Grammatica Reformata, 12mo. 
1683, namely John Twells, Master of the Free 
School at Newark, says, in his preface, that he 
owed the opportunity of perusing Matthew of 
Westminster ‘to the kindness of that learned patron 
of learning, Edward Lee, of Norwell, Esquire.” 
And now, having given you a Note, I will add 
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a Query, and ask, Can any one inform me what 
became of this library, or who were the represen- 
tatives and heirs of Edward Lee, through whom 
this MS. may have passed to Mr. Conybeare, or 
give me any further particulars respecting this 
Edward Lee ? 
A person who asks a question in such a publi- 

cation as yours ought to endeavour to answer one. 
I add, therefore, that Mr Thorpe—no mean au- 
thority on such a point — in his Catalogue for 1834, 
No 1234, says that E. F., in the title-page of The 
Life of King Edward IL., represents “ E. Falk- 
land:” but he does not tell us who E. Falkland 
was, and it is questionable whether there was any 
person so named living at the time when the book 
in question was written. There was no Edward 
Lord Falkland before the reign of William ITI. 
Also, in answer to Dr. Maitland’s Query respecting 
the fate of Bindley’s copy of Borde’s Dyetary of 
Health, 1567, in a priced copy of the Catalogue 
now before me, the name of Rodd stands as the 
purchaser for eleven shillings. Josep Hunter. 

Nov. 26. 1849. 

QUERIES ANSWERED, NO. 3. 

A Flemish Account. 

The readiness with which we adopt a current 
saying, though unaware of its source, and there- 
fore somewhat uncertain as to the proper mode of 
applying it, is curiously exemplified by the out- 
standing query on the origin and primary signifi- 
cation of the phrase A Flemish account. 

I have consulted, in search of it, dictionaries of 
various dates, the glossaries of our dramatic anno- 
tators, and the best collections of proverbs and 
proverbial sayings — but without success. 

The saying casts no reproach on the Flemings. 
It always means, I believe, that the sum to be 
received turns out less than had been expected. 
It is a commercial joke, and admits of explanation 
by reference to the early commercial transactions 
between the English and the Flemings. 

I rely on the authority of The merchants mappe 
of commerce, by Lewes Roberts, London, 1638, 
folio, chap. 179:— 

In Antwerp, which gave rule in trade to most 
other cities, the accounts were kept in livres, sols, 
and deniers; which they termed pounds, shillings, 
and pence of grosses. Now the livre was equal 
only to twelve shillings sterling, so that while the 
Antwerp merchant stated a balance of 12. 13s: 4d., 
the London merchant would receive only 1/.— 
which he might fairly call A Flemish account ! 

The same instructive author furnishes me with 
a passage in illustration of a recent question on 
the three golden balls, which seems to require ad- 
ditional research. It occurs in chap. 181: — 

“ This citie [Bruges] hath an eminent market place, 
with a publicke house for the meeting of all marchants, 
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at noone and evening: which house was called the 
Burse, of the houses of the extinct familie Bursa, bear-= 
ing three purses for their armes, ingraven upon their 
houses, from whence these meeting places to this day 
are called Burses in many countries, which in London 
wee know by the name of the Royall Exchange, and of 
Britaines Burse.” Botron Corney. 

T think it probable that the expression “ Flemish 
Account” may have been derived from the fact 
that the Flemish ell measures only three quarters 
of our yard, while the English ell measures five 
quarters, and that thence the epithet Flemish was 
adopted as denoting something deficient. Q. Q. 

When commerce was young, the Flemings were 
the great merchants of Western Europe; but these 
worthies were notorious, when furnishing their 
accounts current, for always having the balance 
at the right side (for themselves), and hence arose 
the term. Iam not at this moment able to say 
where this information is to be had, but have met 
it somewhere. JUNIOR, 

I wonder that some better scholar than myself 
should not have explained the phrase “ Flemish 
account ;” but though I cannot quote authority for 
the precise expression, I may show whence it is 
derived. To flem, in old Scotch (and in old 
English too, [believe), is to “run away;” in modern 
slang, to “make oneself scarce,” “to levant.” Flemen 
is an outcast, an outlaw. It is easy to understand 
the application of the word to accounts. Your 
querist should consult some of the old dictionaries. 

Scotus. 

There is an old story that a Count of Flanders 
once gave an entertainment to some Flemish mer- 
chants, but that the seats on which they sat were 
without cushions. These “ princes of the earth” 
thereupon folded up their costly velvet cloaks, 
and used them accordingly. When reminded, on 
their departure, of having left their cloaks behind, 
they replied, that when asked to a feast they were 
not in the habit of carrying away with them the 
chair cushions. Could this have originated the 
expression “Flemish account?” In this case the 
proud merchants gave such an account of a valu- 
able article in their possession, as made it out to 
be quite worthless to the owner. Musarir. 

ANSWERS TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Richard Greene, Apothecary. 

Mr. Richard Green, the subject of H. T. E.’s 
Query (No. 3. p. 43.), was an apothecary at Lich- 
field, and related to Dr. Johnson... He had a con- 
siderable collection of Antiquities, &c., called 
“ Green’s Museum,” which was sold, after his death, 
for a thousand pounds. See Boswell’s Johnson, 
Croker's edition, vol. v. p. 194, 
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Form of Petition. 
Sir, —In reply to B. in your third number, who 

requests information as to the meaning of the 
“&e.” at the foot of a petition, I fear I must 
say, that at the present day, it means nothing at 
all. In former times it had a meaning. I send 
you a few instances from the Chancery Records of 
the year 1611. These petitions to Sir E. Phillips 
or Phelips, M. R., end thus : — 

« And he and his wife and six children shall dailie 
praie for your Worship’s health and happines ! 

« And shee shall accordinge to her bounden duetie 
pray for your good Worship in health and happinesse 
longe to continewe ! 

“ And both your said supliants and their children 
shalbe bound dailie to praie for your Worship’s health 
and happines with increase of honour !” 

These instances are taken at random from 
amongst many others. The formula, slightly varied, 
is the same in all. The modern form was, however, 
even at that early date, creeping in, for I see a 
petition to L. C. Ellesmere, of the same year, has 

“ And he shall dailie praie, &c.” 

This will probably suffice to answer B.’s Query. 
Crecit Monro. 

Registrar’s Office, Court of Chancery, 
Novy. 20. 1849. 

Greene of Greensnorton. 

Sir Thomas Greene, of Greensnorton, Co. North- 
ampton, Knt. died 30 Nov. 1506—22 Hen. VII. 
By Jane, daughter of Sir John Fogge, Knt., he left 
issue two daughters and coheirs : 

Ann, the eldest, xt. 17, at her father’s death, was 
wife of Nicholas Vaux, Lord Vaux, of Harrowden, 
who died in 1556, now represented by George 
Mostyn, Baron Vaux, and Robert Henry, Earl of 
Pembroke, and Edward Bourchier Hartopp, Esq. 

Matilda, the youngest, was aged 14 at her father’s 
death, and married Sir Thomas Parr, by whom 
she had William Marquess of Northampton (who 
died s.p. 1571); Anne, wife of William Herbert, 
Earl of Pembroke (now represented by Robert 
Henry, Earl of Pembroke) ; and Catherine, Queen 
Consort of King Henry VIII. The assumption of 
arms, by Richard Green, the Apothecary, in 1770, 
will afford no ground for presuming his descent 
from the Greensnorton family. 

Cottle’s Life of Coleridge, when reviewed in the 
Times. 

The Times review of Joseph Cottle’s Remi- 
niscences of Coleridge and Southey, appeared Nov. 
3. 1847 ; and on the following day, Mr. Thomas 
Holcroft complained by letter of a misrepresenta- 
tion of his father by Mr. Cottle. x 

Times, Herald, Chronicle, §c., when first 
established. 

We are enabled, by the courtesy of several cor- 

respondents, to furnish some reply to the Query 
of D. (No.1. p. 7.) 

The Times first appeared under that title on the 
lst January, 1788, but bore the Number 941, it 
being a continuation, under a new name, of the 
Universal Register, of which 940 numbers had been 
published. — The Morning Chronicle must have 
commenced in 1769, as a correspondent, F. B., 
writes to tell us that he possesses No 242. dated 
Monday, 12th March, 1770. See further Nichol’s 
Literary Anecdotes, i. 303, ; and for Morning Ad- 
vertiser, established in 1794, the same volume, 
.290. Another correspondent writes : — During 

1849 the Morning Chronicle has completed its 
81st year; next in seniority stands the Morning 
Post, at 77; and the Morning Herald, at 65. The 
Times, in the numbering of its days, is in its 64th 
year, but has not really reached its grand climac- 
teric, for its three years of infancy passed under 
the name of The Universal Register, it having 
only received its present appellation in the open- 
ing of 1788. The Morning Advertiser is wearing 
away its 54th year. 

The Public Ledger, commenced in 1759, or 
1760, is, however, the oldest Daily Paper. 

Dorne the Bookseller — Henno Rusticus, etc. 

Sir, — In answer to W. in page 12. of No. 1., I 
beg to suggest that Dormer, written Domr in the 
MS. — a common abbreviation — may be the name 
of the Oxford bookseller, and Henno Rusticus may 
be Homo rusticus, “ the country gentleman.” The 
hand-writing of this MS. is so small and illegible 
in some places, that it requires an Cidipus to de- 
cipher it ; and the public will have much reason 
to thank those lynx-eyed antiquaries who have 
taken great pains to render it intelligible. “The 
Sige of the End,” is of course properly explained 
to be “ the Signe of the End.” J. 1. 

SANUTO’S DOGES OF VENICE. 

Sir, — The high value of your Journal as a 
repertory of interesting literary information, which 
without it might be lost to the world, is becoming 
daily more apparent from the number and charac- 
ter of your correspondents. You have my best 
wishes for its success. 

The communication of Sir Freperick Mappen 
respecting the singular and obvious error in 
Marin Sanuto’s Lives of the Doges of Venice, has 
renewed in me a desire for information which I 
have hitherto been unable to obtain; and I will, 
therefore, with your permission, put it here as a 
Query. 
Who was the foreigner who gave to the world the 

very interesting book respecting Sanuto under the 
following title ?— Ragguagli sulla Vita e sulle Opere 
di Marin Sanuto, §c. Intitolati dal? amicizia di 
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uno Straniere al nobile Jacopo Vicenzo Foscarini. — 
Opera divise in tré parti, Venezia, 1837-8. in 8yo. 

The able writer has noticed the very mutilated 
and incorrect manner in which Muratori has printed 
all that he has given of Sanuto, and especially 
Le Vite de’ Dogi, of which the original copy still 
remains inedited in the Estensian Library at 
Modena. There can be no doubt that some igno- 
rant or indolent transcriber made the mistake of 

iudeo for richo, so satisfactorily and happily eluci- 

dated by Sir Freperick Mappen. How much it 

is to be regretted that the Diary of Sanuto, so re- 

markable for its simplicity and ingenuous truthful 

air, should still remain inedited. It relates to an 

epoch among the most interesting of Modern His- 

tory, and the extracts given in the Ragguagl only 
make us wish for more. 

From this Diary it appears that the Valori were 

among the most distinguished citizens of a state 

which could boast that its merchants were princes. 

The palace they inhabited is now known by the 

name of the Altoviti, its more recent owners, and 

many of the tombs of the Valori are to be found in 

the Church of St. Proculus. Macchiavelli mentions 

Bartolomeo Valori among the Cittadini d’ autorita, 

and, according to Nardi, he was Gonfaloniere in 

the first two months of the years 1402, 1408, and 

1420. He was also one of the Platonic Academy 

that Ficino assembled around him. In this Diary 

of Sanuto will be found many minute and interest- 

ing details respecting Savonarola, and the relation 

of the tragical death of Francisco Valori, who had 

also been several times Gonfaloniere, and whom 

Savonarola, in his confession, said it was his in- 

tention to have made perpetual Dictator. 
I would have given a specimen of this very in- 

teresting diary, but that I scrupled to occupy space 

which your correspondents enable you to fill so 

effectively, for I fully subscribe to the dictum of 

the Ragguagliatore, “11 Sanuto si presenta come 
lo Scott degli Storici, compiacendosi come Sir 

Walter delle giostre, delle feste, e delle narrazioni 

piacevole e di dolce pieta.” 8. W.S. 

Mickleham, Noy. 23. 1849. 

MSS. OF ROGER TWYSDEN. 

Sir, — An answer to the following “ Query” 
would be most interesting to myself, and, perhaps, 
not altogether without its value to the literary 
world. ‘ 

Among Sir Roger Twysden’s MSS. I have a 
letter from him to his son at Oxford, requesting 
his intercession with the University for the loan 
of the MS. of Walter Mapes ‘‘de nugis curialium,” 
in order that he might prepare it for publication. 
He instances the liberality of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury in having lent him from Lambeth the 
Epistles of Anselm and Becket ; and adds, that, by 
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being permitted to retain these MSS. in his hands 
for some years, he had now prepared them for the 
press. 

I cannot learn that they were ever printed, 
and among the voluminous MS. remains of Sir 
Roger now in my hands, I cannot find the smallest 
trace of them. Can any of your readers inform 
me what became of this collection, which, by Sir 
Roger’s statement, was finished and completely 
ready for the press ? 

To this “ Query” I may as well add a “ Note,” 
which may be interesting to some of your readers. 

In Sir Roger’s MS. Journal of his persecutions 
by the Parliament, he states: 

“It is sayd King Charles subscribed the byll for 
taking away the votes of Bishops, in yt very house where 
Christian religion was first preached, —viz.. St. Au- 
gustines by Canterbury.” 

Lambert B. Larxine. 
Ryarsh Vicarage, Nov. 17. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Honnore Pelle. 

Who was “ Honnore Pelle, 1684”? My reason 
for asking this is, I have a marble bust of Charles IT. 
of colossal size, most splendidly sculptured, with 
the long curling hair and full court dress of the 
period, and the execution and workmanship of 
which would do honour to any sculptor of the 
past or present time. On the stump of the arm 
are the name and date which I have given above, 
and I have in vain looked into biographical works. 

Bust of Sir Walter Raleigh. 

Is there an authentic bust of Sir Walter Raleigh 
in existence ? and if so, where is it to be found? 

J.B. 

Motto of University of Cambridge. 

From what author “chapter and verse,” comes 
the motto of the University of Cambridge, Hrne 
LucEM ET Pocura Sacra? It is used as a quota- 
tion in Leighton on St. Peter’s Epistle, but in the 
last edition the learned editor doos not give a 
reference. J.J.8. 

Family of Giles of Worcestershire. 

Can you tell me any thing of a family named 
‘* Giles,” whose crest was a horse’s head? They 
were connected with Worcestershire. *K 

Passage from an Old Play. 

Can any of your many readers oblige me by 
informing me where the following very striking 
passage can be found? I have seen the lines 
quoted as from an “Old Play;” but a tolerably 
extensive knowledge of old plays, and a diligent 
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search, have not hitherto enabled me to find 
them : — 

“ Call you the city gay, its revels joyous? 
They may be so to you, for you are young, 
Belike and happy. She was young in years, 
But often in mid-spring will blighting winds 
Do autumn’s work ; and there is grief at heart 
Can do the work of years, can pale the cheek, 
And cloud the brow, and sober down the spirit. 
This gewgaw scene hath fewer charms for her 
Than for the crone, that numbering sixty winters, 
Pronounceth it all folly. — Marvel not 
’Tis left thus willingly.” 

C. A. H. 
Athenzum Club, Nov. 17. 1849. 

Dalton’s Doubting’s Downfall. 

About thirty years ago the following appeared 
in Lackington and Co.’s book catalogue: “ Dalton 
(Edward) Doubting’s Downfall, 1s. 6d.” Applica- 
tion was made, when other books were ordered, 
three several times; in each case the answer was 
“ sold.” Since that date inquiries have been in- 
stituted from time to time, in the usual quarters, 
but always unsuccessfully. No clue can be given 
as to the size or date, but from the quaintness of 
the title it is presumed to be about the period of 
the Commonwealth. 

Should any of your readers procure this work, 
the liberal price of 20s. if a book, or 10s. if a pam- 
phlet, will be paid for it through your medium, by 

&. 

Authors of Old Plays. 

Query the authors of the following plays ? — 
1. The Tragedy of Nero newly written. London: 

printed by Aug. Mathewes for Thomas Jones, and are 
to be sold at his shoppe in Saint Dunstane’s Church- 
yard in Fleete Street, 1633. 

2. Sicily and Naples, or the Fatall Vnion,a Tragedy. 

By SH. A BéC. Ex. Oxford: printed by 
William Turner, 1640. 

3. Emilia. London: printed for the author, 1672. 

4. Sir Gyles Goose-Cappe Knight, a comedy lately 
acted with great applause at the private House in 
Salisbury Court. London: printed for Hugh Perry, 
and are to be sold by Roger Ball, at the Golden 

Anchor in the Strand, neere Temple Barre, 1636. 

Ihave given the title-pages in full, omitting a 
Latin motto which adorns the title-page of the 
M.A. of Exeter College. Q. D. 

Periwinkle — c¢ Mocking Emblem. 
Can any of your readers, learned in the language 

of flowers, inform me why, when Sir W. Fraser 
(the last of Wallace’s adherents) was led in triumph 
through the streets of London, with his legs tied 
under his horse’s belly —‘“ a garland of Periwinkle 
was in mockery placed upon his head?” See 
Tytler’s History of Scotland, cap. 3. © Mevanion. 

Wives of Ecclesiastics. 

Sir, — In looking over some ancient charters a 
few days ago, I met with one dated 22 Edw. III., 
by which “ Willielmus de Bolton clericus et 
Goditha uxor ejus,” release a claim to certain 
lands. If William de Bolton was an ecclesiastic, 
as I suppose, how is it that his wife is openly 
mentioned ? 

I shall be much obliged to any of your readers 
for an explanation. A Supscriper. 

Whelps. 

Sir, —In Howell's Letters, Sect. 5. p. 9. the fol- 
lowing words occur : — 

« At the return of this fleet two of the Whelps were 
cast away, and three ships more.” 

I should feel obliged to any of your correspond- 
ents who may be able to favour me with an expla- 
nation of the word Whelps in this passage. J. J. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

J.J.S. informs us, with reference to a Note in 
No. 2. (p. 21.), “that an account of Anglesey 
Abbey, in Cambridgeshire, is ready, and will be 
published ere long.” 

Our attention has been directed to the Pro- 
spectus of a series of “‘ Cottage Prints from Sacred 
Subjects, intended chiefly for distribution among 
the poor,” which will be so produced as to form a 
set of illustrations to the Bible; “although it is 
chiefly contemplated that the Prints, protected by 
a small frame, should find their way into the homes 
of the poor, and decorate their walls.” The Editors, 
the Rev. H.J. Rose and Rev. J. W. Burgon, well 
observe: ‘ We shall in vain preach reverence to 
the ear on Sundays, if the eyes may be famili- 
arised with what is irreverent for the six days 
following. On the other hand, we shall surely be 
supplying ourselves with a powerful aid, if we may 
direct the eye to forms of purity and beauty; and 
accustom our village children (who are now our 
hope,) from infancy, to look daily on what is holy, 
and pure, and good.”— Subscribers of one guinea 
in advance are promised, in the course of the year, 
at least fifty such engravings as the four which 
accompany the Prospectus. 

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson commenced on 
Thursday a nine days’ Sale of the ‘‘ Curious, rare, 
and valuable Library of a well-known Collector, 
deceased ;” also another Collection, including — 

Theology; Spanish, English, and other Chronicles: 
Specimens of the Early Typography of English and 
Foreign Printers; a very complete Series of the Pro- 
ductions of the Family of Aldus; rare editions of the 
Classics ; numerous interesting and important Spanish 
Books: a very extensive Collection of Works relating 
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to the Discovery, History, Natural History, Language, 

Literature, and Government of America and its Depen- 

dencies, Mexico, the East and West Indies, &c.! Voy- 

ages, Travels, and Itineraries: Fine Books of Prints; 

Botanical Works; Natural History and Philosophy; 

Works containing Specimens of Early Engraving, 

Wocd-cuts, and Emblems; a most interesting Col- 

lection of English Poetry, Plays, and Works illustrative 

of the History and Progress of the English Language 

and Literature, including a perfectly unique Collection 

of the Works of Daniel de Foe; several hundred rare 

Tracts, particularly an extensive Series relating to 

Charles I. and his Contemporaries, others of a Local 

and Personal Character, Biographies, rare Histories of 

remarkable Characters, Facetiz, and an unusually large 

assemblage of curious and rare Articles in almost every 

Class of Literature; a few MSS. &c. 

Among the Lots deserving attention in the 

course of the coming week, are Nos. 1323 to 1375, 

a large collection of publications relative to Ame- 

rica; Nos. 1612 to 1620, relating to Canada. 

1574 Barros(Joan.de) Decades da Asia. Decadal. 

2., Lisboa, 1552-53; Decada 3., ib. 1563; 

Decada 4., Madrid, 1615; Couro, Decada 4, 

5, 6., Lisboa, 1602-16; Decada 8, 9, 10. ib. 

1736 —together 8 vols. morocco. 

Nearly all the copies of the 6th Decade were de- 

stroyed by fire, and the few that are to be met 

with are generally, if not always, deficient in 

some leaves. The title-page to this copy (as 

in Mr. Grenville’s) is supplied by the title to 

the 4th Decade, and a few leaves are wanting. 

For the rarity of this work, see Bibliotheca Gren- 

villiana, vol. i. p- 60. 

And, lastly, Lot 1701; which contains a match- 

less series, in 154 vols., of the Works of Daniel De 

Foe, whom Coleridge was inclined to rank higher 

than Addison for his humour and as a writer of 
racy vigorous English. 

The Lot is thus described : — 

« Tais marcuiess Series of the Works of this dis- 

tinguished Author was formed with unwearied dili- 

gence by his Biographer, the late Mr. Walter Wilson, 

during the greater portion of his life. 

« The numbers to 208 refer to the Catalogue of the 

Works as published in his Life of Defve, 3 vols. 1830; 

those following have been discovered by Mr. Wilson 

since the period of that publication. This Collection 

is rendered still further complete by the addition of 

upwards of forty pieces by a recent possessor. The ex- 

treme difficulty of forming such a collection as the 

present is very apparent when we compare its volumi- 

nous contents with those very few collections which, 

during the last fifty years, have on the dispersion of 

celebrated libraries occurred for sale.” 

We have this week received a most important 
and valuable 

« Catalogue of Bibles and Biblical Literature, con- 

taining the best works, ancient and modern, on the 

Criticism, Interpretation, and Illustration of Holy 

Scripture, and including such of the Fathers and Eccle- 

| 
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siastical Writers as have treated on these subjects, 
classified with Analytical Table of Contents and Alpha- 
betical Indexes of Subjects and Authors, &c. on Sale, 
by C. J. Stewart, 11. King William St., West Strand. 

Mr. Stewart explains that in addition to what 
are “strictly regarded as Biblical, there will be 
found in it the works of those Fathers, Medizval 
and more recent Writers, who treat upon subjects 
connected with Scripture, each accompanied with 
an enumeration of such portions of his works ; and 
under heads (more especially extensive under com- 
mentators) references are given to these writers, 
so as to afford a condensed view of authorities or 
sources of information.” Mr. Stewart states also 
that he has other Catalogues in preparation, — we 
presume in continuation of the present one, and 
exhibiting the same system of arrangement, — and, 
if so, we feel that the series will be of the greatest 
value to all theological students. 

Collectors of Autographs afd Engraved Por- 
traits will thank us for directing their attention 
to a 

“ Catalogue of Books, Prints, Manuscripts, and Au- 
tograph Letters; being a part of the Stock of Horatio 
Rodd, brother and successor to the late Thomas Rodd, 
No. 23 Little Newport Street,” 

in which they will find many interesting Auto- 
graphs and curious Portraits. 
We have also received 
« A List of Secondhand Books on Sale by 

Honnor, 304. Strand ;” and 
«“ A Catalogue of Bcoks, Ancient and Modern, on 

Sale, by W. Pedder, 12. Holywell St. Part VI. 1849.” 

George 

BOGKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

Tue Women’s PETITION AGAINST COFFEE. 8vo. 1674. 
Jos’s LAMENTATION FOR HIS CHILDREN. 1750. 
Harrop’s SEVEN*AKE, A PoEM. 4to. 1753 
Borney’s Treatis£ oN Mcsic (not his History). 
Gray’s ELecy : Professor YOUNG oF GLasGow’s CRITICISM OF). 
Lire or Hon. Rogert Price, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, 
London. 1734. 

Fiores BERNARDI. 
ReEGNokuM ProvinctartmM CiviratuMQue Nomina Latina (Co- 

RONELLI, PoTIUS ALPHONSUS Lasorn A Vanrea). Fol. 2 Vols. 
Venet. 1716. Or the 2ud Vol. only. 

Buppen’s Discourse For PARENTS’ HONOUR AND AUTHORITIE. 
8vo. 1616. 

Tue Two Wotves IN Lams’s SKINS, OR OLD ELI's LAMENTATION 
OVER HIS Two Sons. 8vo. 1716 

AVERELL’s Four NOTABLE Histories, ETc. 4to, 1590. 
Nature, A Poem, Folio. 1736. 
BARNEPIELD'’S PLUwWMAN’S ComMPLAINT. 4to, 1580. 
GILL’s INSTRUCTIONS FoR CHILDREN, in Verse. 1709. 
JerMin’s FATHER’S INS1ITUTION CF HIS CHILD. 1698. 
SouTsey’s Cowper. Vols. X. XII. XIII. X1V. 
Catkn’s Epirion of GoLDSMITH’s MIscELLANEous Works. Edin- 

burgh. 1801. Vol. II. 
Coorer’s (C. P.) ACCOUNT OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUBLIC 
Recorps. 8vo. 1832. — The First Volume of. 

Livy. — Vol. I. of Crevier’s Edition. 6 vols. 4to. 
Ocitpy’s Britannia. Folio. 1675. Vol. IL. 
Swirr’s Works. 
Apams’ Morat Tates. London. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF Dr. Jonnson. Published in 1805. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of “NOTES AND 
QUERIES,”’ 186. Fleet Street. 

Paris. 1739. 
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The matter is so generally understood with regard 
to the management of periodical works, that it is 
hardly necessary for the Editor to say that HE CAN- 
NOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN MANUSCRIPTS ; but on 
one point he wishes to offer a few words of expla- 
nation to his correspondents in general, and parti- 
cularly to those who do not enable him to communicate 
with them except in print. They will see, on a very 
little reflection, that it is plainly his interest to take all 
he can get, and make the most and the best of every- 
thing ; and therefore he begs them to take for granted 
that their communications are received, and appre- 
ciated, even if the succeeding Number bears no proof 
of it. He is convinced that the want of specific ac- 
knowledgment will only be felt by those who have no 
idea of the labour and difficulty attendant on the 
hurried management of such a work, and of the 
impossibility of sometimes giving an explanation, 
when there really is one which would quite satisfy 
the writer, for the delay or non-insertion of his com- 
munication. Correspondents in such cases have no 
reason, and if they understood an editor's position 
they would feel that they have no right, to consider 
themselves undervalued ; but nothing short of personal 
experience in editorship would explain to them the 
perplexities and evil consequences arising from an 
opposite course. 

ComMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. — J. IV. M. Anglo- 
Cambrian J. A. G. J. F. M. —— J. Britton. 

T. W.—— J. S. —— F. E. M——-A. G. —— Vv. 
Williams. W. Figg. BP *-B. ‘EV. 
L, B.L. H. G. ( Milford), whose suggestion will 
not be lost sight of. G. M. —— S. A. A. Trin. 
Coll. Dubl. ——J. W. Burrows. —— S. A. A F. 
——W. Robson. J. 8. B. Wicamicus. CB 
—D. H. Andrews. R. Snow —— C. W. G. 

Nuso. Scotus. Rev. F. M. 

Answers to Queries respecting Rev. T. Leman, Kathe- 
rine Pegg, &c. in our nect. 

Will Musarum Srupiosus enable us to communicate 

with him directly 2 

Puito is thanked for his proposed endeavours to enlarge 
our circulation. We trust all our friends and correspondents 
will follow Puiro’s example by bringing Notes ann 
Quenies under the notice of such of their friends as take 
an interest in literary pursuits. For it is obvious that 
they will extend the usefulness of our Paper, in proportion 

as they increase its circulation. 

We have received many complaints of a difficulty in 
procuring our paper. Every Bookseller and Newsvender 
will supply it if ordered, and gentlemen residing in the 
country may be supplied regularly with the Stamped Edi- 
tion by giving their orders direct to the publisher, Mr. 
Grorce Bext, 186. Fleet Street, accompanied by a Post 

Office order for a quarter (48, 4d.). All communications 
should be addressed Yo the Editor of “ Norges anp 
Quenizs,” 186. Fleet Street. 
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A neat Case for holding a Year's Numbers (52) of Norrs 
AND QueERIEs 7s preparing, in consequence of the suggestion 
of several Subscribers, and will very soon be ready. 

Eight Days’ Sale of highly interesting British Historical 
Portraits, forming the second portion of the very 
important and valuable Stock of Prints, the property 
of Messrs. W. and G. Smith, the long-established, 
well-known, and eminent print-sellers, of Lisle-street, 

having retired from business. 

i) eee. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and 
Co., auctioneers of literary property and works 

illustrative of the fine arts, will SELL by AUCTION, 
at their House, 3. Wellington Street, Strand, on Monday, 
December 3. and seven following days (Sunday ex- 
cepted), at 1 precisely each day, the second portion of 
the important and valuable STOCK of PRINTS, the 
property of Messrs. W. and G. Smith ; comprising one 
of the most numerous and interesting collections of 
British historical portraits ever offered for sale, and 
containing a vast number of extremely rare prints by 
the most eminent English engravers, generally in the 
finest condition, and a large number of fine proofs and 
prints after the works of Sir Joshua Reynolds, May 
be viewed four days prior to the sale, and catalogues 
had. 

Recently published in 8 vols. 8vo., price 4/. 16s. cloth. 

NEW EDITION of SHAKSPEARE’S 
WORKS, (comprising the Plays and Poems,) 

the Text formed from an entirely new Collation of the 

Old Editions; with the Various Readings, Notes, a 

Life of the Poet, and a History of the Early English 

Stage. By J. Payne Cottier, Esq-, F. 8. A., Author 

of * The History of English Dramatic Poetry and the 

Stage,” &c. &c. The Type of this edition has been 

expressly cast for it, and is the largest used for Shake- 
speare’s Works for these Twenty Years. 

“ The most perfect text with the fewest possible notes. Whoever 
wants to know wh.t Shakespeare wrote must refer to Collier’s 
edition.” — Monthly Magazine. 

“ Mr. Collier has brought to his task the aid of great research, 
discrimination, and intimate knowledge of the true mode of treat- 
ing his subject.”*— Age. 

Wuirraker and Co., Ave Maria Lane. 

ILLER’S CATALOGUE of BOOKS; 
ready this day, will be found to contain an ex- 

tremely valuable, interesting, and highly curious col- 

lection, comprising works on Freemasonry, History, 

Biography, Poetry, and the Drama, Books of Wit and 

Humour, with choice Pictorial Publications and Modern 

Table Books, many in first-rate bindings suitable for the 

drawing-room ; also a few Bibles and a small portion 

of Divinity and Controversial Works, with Collections 

of Tracts, ‘Trials, and Illustrated Seraps for fireside 

amusement, and a few pieces of Irish History, Anti- 

quities, and Biography ; with varieties in Greek, Latin, 

French, Italian, German, and Spanish. To be had 

Gratis, and can be sent posTaGE FREE to any book- 

buyer on receipt of an address. 

Joun Mu.er, 43. Chandos-street, King William- 
street, Strand. 
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MR. MURRAY’S LIST OF WORKS. 

ORD CAMPBELL’S LIVES OF THE 
4 CHIEF JUSTICES OF ENGLAND. 2 vols. 

8vo. 30s. (On Dec. 7th.) 

LORD CAMPBELL’S LIVES OF THE 
LORD CHANCELLORS OF ENGLAND. 8rd 
Edition. 7 vols. 8vo. 51. 2s. 

HALLAM’S EUROPE DURING THE 
MIDDLE AGES. Ninth Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. 
NOTES SUPPLEMENTAL. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

HALLAWM’S HISTORY of ENGLAND 
FROM THE ACCESSION OF HENRY VII. 
TO THE DEATH OF GEORGETI. Fifth 
Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. 

HALLAWM’S LITERARY HISTORY of 
EUROPE DURING THE 15th, 16th, and 17th 

CENTURIES. Third Edition. 98 vols. 8vo. 36s. 

TICKNER’S HISTORY OF SPANISH 
LITERATURE. With Criticisms and Biographical 
Notices. 3 vals, 8vo. (Next week.) 

MARRYAT’S HISTORY of POTTERY 
and PORCELAIN, from the Earliest Period in va- 
rious Countries. With coloured Plates and 130 Wood- 
cuts, 8vo. (Nearly ready. ) 

THE ROMANESQUE AND POINTED 
STYLES OF ARCHITECTURE IN FRANCE; 
with Notices of some of the principal Buildings on 
which it is founded. 8vo. (In Dee.) 

DYER’S LIFE OF JOHN CALVIN; 
from authentic Sources, and particularly his Corre- 
spondence. With a Portrait. 8vo. (On Dee. 7.) 

IRVING’S LIFE OF COLUMBUS, with 
HIS VOYAGES and thoxe of HIS; COMPANIONS. 
A new edition, thoroughly revised by the Author. 
With Maps. 3 vols, 8vo. (Next week.) 

CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 
LONDON: Past and Present. A new and revised 
edition. 1 vol. post 8vo. (In Jan.) 

“We can conceive n>» companion more welcome to an en- 
lightened foreigner visiting the metropolis than Mr Cunningham 
with his laborious research, his scrupulous exactuess, his alpha- 
betical arrangement, and his authorities from every imaginable 
source. Asa piece of severe compact and finished structure, the 
* Handbook’ is not to be surpassed.’” — The Times. 

**In the production of the ‘Handbook for London’ must be 
recognised the fulfilment of a work useful in purpose, and national 
in character.”’ — Morning Chronicle. 

MILMAN’S LIFE AND WORKS OF HORACE. 

Now ready, | vol. (700 pp.) crown 8vo., 42s. 

HORACE: A New Epition oF THE TEXT, 
Beautifully printed, and illustrated by upwards of 
300 Vignettes of Coins, Gems, Bas-reliefs, Statues, 
Views, &c., taken chiefly from the Antique. With a 
Lirr, by Rev. H. H. Mitman, Dean of St Paul's, 

‘Not a page can be opened where the eye does not light upon 
some antique gem. Mythology, history, art, manners, topography, 
have all their fitting representatives. lt is the highest praise to 
say, that the designs, throughout, add to the pleasure with which 
Horace is read. Many of them carry us back to the very por- 
traitures from which the old poets drew their inspirations.””— 
Classical Museum. 

*,* For the convenience of Purchasers, the Work is 
arranged so as to be bound in Two Volumes, for 
which proper Titles are given. 

Joun Murray, Albemarle Street. 

CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH AND 
FOREIGN THEOLOGY including some of 

the rarest works of our early English Divines, nearly a 
complete Series of the Fathers of the Church, the vari- 
ous Councils, and most important Ecclesiastical Histo- 
rians, Liturgical Writers, &e. The whole in very fine 
condition, on sale at the prices affixed, for ready money 
only. By Joun Lesuir, 58. Great Queen Street, Lin- 

coln’s Inn Fields, London. 

*,* The above will be forwarded to any part of the 
kingdom, upon receipt of six Postage Stamps. 

BIBLICAL LITERATURE. 

Just published, and may be had, Postage free, on a 
Remittance of 24 Postage Stamps. 

CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE of Edi- 
tions and Versions of Holy Scripture; and of 

critical, explanatory, and illustrative Works; including 
such patristic and ecclesiastical Writers as have treated 
on Scriptural topics, the latter arranged so as to exhibit 
a chronological Series of Biblical Interpretation down 
to the Reformation ; with references under each head 
to authorities or sources of information. 

On sale by C, J. Srewarz, 11. King William Street, 
West Strand, London. 

“ There is no branch of literature in which classed catalogues 
are of so much importance as in biblical, and we therefore feel 
bound to notice a very excellent volume lately issued by Mr. 
Stewart under the title of ‘ A Catalogue of Bibles and Biblical 
Literature.’ It is exceedingly well arranged, and will afford im- 
portant facilities to those in search of books in particulur depart- 
ments. ... The preparation of such catalogues is a work of 
expense and labour, but must be well repaid (?) by the facilities 
afforded to | urchasers."’ — Kitto’s Journal of Sacred Literature. 
““We have much pleasure in recommending to our readers’ 

attention this valuable and well-arrangedcatalogue. Mr. Stewart’s 
collection of works, in all the branches of a theological library, 
ranks high, both for number and selectness, among the very best 
in the cou try.’’ — Christian Observer. 

Printed by THomas CiARK SHaw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St.Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by GrorcE BE t, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid.— Saturday, December 1. 1849. 
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A FEW WORDS OF EXPLANATION. 

Ir was in no boastful or puffing spirit that, when 
thanking a correspondent in our last number for 
“his endeavour to enlarge our circulation,” and 
requesting all our friends and correspondents “ to 
follow Puiro’s example by bringing ‘ Norges anp 
Queries’ under the notice of such of their friends | 

as take an interest in literary pursuits,” we added 
“for it is obvious that they will extend the use- 
fulness of our paper in proportion as they 1.crease 
its circulation.” We wished merely to state a plain 
obvious fact. Such must necessarily be the case, 
and our experience proves it to be so; for the 
number of Queries which have been solved in our 

columns, has gone on increasing in proportion to 
the gradual increase of our circulation ;—a result 
which fully justifies that passage of our opening 
address which stated, “ that we did not anticipate 

SECOND EDITION. 6 

any holding back by those whose Notes were most 

worth having.” 
No sooner is information asked for through our 

medium, than a host of friendly pens are busied to 
supply it. From north, south, east, and west, — 

from quarters the most unlooked for, do we re- 

ceive Notes and Illustrations of every subject 
which is mooted in our pages. Many of these re- 
plies, too, though subscribed only with an initial 
or a pseudonyme, we know to be furnished by 
scholars who have won the foremost rank in their 

respective branches of study. Such men manifest, 

by their willingness to afford information to those 
who need it, and their readiness to receive it from 

those who have it to bestow, the truthfulness of 

old Chaucer's portrait of the Scholar : — 
“ Ful gladly wolde he lerne, and gladly teche.” 

Nor do our columns exhibit the total result of our 
labours. Besides the information communicated 
to ourselves, some of our friends who inserted 

Queries under their own names, have received 

answers to them without our intervention. 
In addition to those friends who promised us 

their assistance, we receive communications from 

quarters altogether unexpected. Our present num- 
ber furnishes a striking instance of this, in the 
answer to Mr. Bruce’s inquiry respecting the 
“Monmouth Ash,” kindly communicated by the 
Earl of Shaftesbury, its distinguished owner. 
We trust that each successive paper shows im- 

provement in our arrangements, and proves also 
that our means of procuring answers to the Que- 

ries addressed to us are likewise increasing. In 
the belief that such is the case, we feel justified in 

repeating, even at the risk of being accused of 
putting in éwo words for ourselves under the sem- 
blance of one for our readers, “that it is obvious that 

our friends will extend the usefulness of our paper 
in proportion as they increase its circulation.” 
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MONMOUTH’S ASH. 

Letter from the Earl of Shaftesbury accompanying 
a short “History of Monmouth Close,” for- 
merly printed by his Lordship for the information 
of persons visiting that spot. 

The whole of Woodlands now belongs to me. 
The greater part of it was bought by my late 
brother soon after he came of age. 

I knew nothing of Monmouth Close till the year 

1787, when I was shooting on Horton Heath ; the 
gamekeeper advised me to try for game in the 

inclosures called Shag’s Heath, and took me to 

see Monmouth Close and the famous ash tree there. 

I then anxiously inquired of the inhabitants of 

the neighbouring houses respecting the traditions 

concerning Monmouth Close and the celebrated 

ash tree, and what I then learnt I have printed for 

the information of any person who may visit that 

spot. 
What I have since learnt convinces me that the 

Duke was not going to Christchurch, He was on 
his way to Bournemouth, where he expected to find 

a vessel. Monmouth Close is in the direct line 
from Woodyates to Bournemouth. 

About sixty years ago there was hardly a house 
there. It was the leading place of all the smugglers 
of this neighbourhood. SHAFTESBURY. 

St. Giles’s House, Nov. 27. 1849. 

HISTORY OF MONMOUTH CLOSE. 

« The small inclosure which has been known by 
the name of Moxmourtu Cross ever since the cap- 
ture of the Duke of Monmouth there, in July, 
1685, is one of a cluster of small inclosures, five 
in number, which stood in the middle of Shag’s 
Weath, and were called ‘The Island.’ They are 
in the parish of Woodlands. 

“The tradition of the neighbourhood is this: 
viz. That after the defeat of the Duke of Mon- 
mouth at Sedgemoor, near Bridgewater, he rode, 
accompanied by Lord Grey, to Woodyates, where 
they quitted their horses; and the Duke having 
changed clothes with a peasant, endeavoured to 
make his way across the country to Christchurch. 
Being closely pursued, he made for the Island, 
and concealed himself in a ditch which was over- 
grown with fern and underwood. When his pur- 
suers came up, an old woman gave information of 
his being in the Island, and of her having seen him 
filling his pocket with peas. The Island was im- 
mediately surrounded by soldiers, who passed the 
night there, and threatened to fire the neighbour- 
ing cotts. As they were going away, one of them 
espied the skirt of the Duke’s coat, and seized 
him. The soldier no sooner knew him, than he 
burst into tears, and reproached himself for the 
unhappy discovery. The Duke when taken was 
quite exhausted with fatigue and hunger, having 
had no food since the battle but the peas which he 

had gathered in the field. The ash tree is still 
standing under which the Duke was apprehended, 
and is marked with the initials of many of his 
friends who afterwards visited the spot. 

“The family of the woman who betrayed him 
were ever after holden in the greatest detestation, 
and are said to have fallen into decay, and to have 
never thriven afterwards. The house where she 
lived, which overlooked the spot, has since fallen 
down. It was with the greatest difficulty that any 
one could be made to inhabit it. 

“ The Duke was carried before Anthony Ette- 
rick, Ksq., of Holt, a justice of the peace, who 
ordered him to London. 

“His gold snuff box was afterwards found in 
the pea-field, full of gold pieces, and brought to 
Mrs. Uvedaile, of Horton. One of the finders had 
fifteen pounds for half the contents or value of it. 

“ Being asked what he would do if set at liberty, 
—the Duke answered, that if his horse and arms 
were restored, he only desired to ride through the 
army, and he defied them all to take him again.” 

DRAYTON’S POEMS. 

In addition to the notes on Drayton by Dr. 
Farmer, communicated in your 2nd number, the 
following occur in a copy of Drayton’s Poems, 
printed for Smithwicke, in 1610, 12mo. :— 

“ See the Return from Parnassus for a good character 
of Drayton. 

“ See an Epigrum by Drayton, I suppose, prefixed 
to Morley’s first Booke of Bulletes. 

“ A Sonnet to John Davies, before his Holy Reode, 
or Christ's Crosse, 4to. (1610). A Poem in 6 line 
stanzas, 

“ Another to the old edit. of Wit’s Commonwealth. 
“ Commendatory Verses before Chapman’s Hesiod. 
“ Sonnet to Ant. Mundy’s 2nd Book of Primation 

of Greece, 1619. 

“ His Heroical Epistles were newly enlarged and re- 
published in 8vo. 1598; which is the most antient edi- 
tion we have seen or read of, —[ Bodl, Cat. ]— Biogra- 
phia his Art. 

“Another edition, as we have heard, in 1610,— 
Ibid. 

“ See Mere’s Wit's Treasury, p. 281. A modern 
edition was published by Oldmixon. — Cibber’s Lives, 
4. 204. 

“ See Warton’s Essay on Pope, 296. 
“ Drayton’s last Copy of Verses was prefixed to Sir 

John Beaumont’s Poems, 1629.” 

So far Dr. Farmer, whose books are often valu- 
able for the notes on the fly-leaves. Should any 
one act upon the suggestion of your correspondent, 
and think of a selection from Drayton, it would 
be necessary to collate the various editions of his 
poems, which, as they are numerous, evince his 
popularity with his contemporaries. 

Malone asserted that the Barons’ Wars was not 
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published until 1610. I have before me a copy, 
probably the first edition, with the following title: 
“ The Barrons Wars in the raigne of Edward the 
Second, with England's Heroical Epistles, by Mi- 
chaell Drayton. At London, Printed by J. Rt. for 
N. Ling, 1603,” 12mo.; and the poem had been 
printed under the title of Mortimerindos, in 4to., 
1596. 

I have an imperfect copy of an early edition 
(cirea 1600) of “ Poemes Lyrick and Pastorail. 
Odes, Eglogs, The Man in the Moon, by Michaell 
Drayton Esquier. At London, Printed by R. B. 
for N. L. and J. Flaskett.” 

It is now thirty-five years since (eheu! fugaces 
labuntur anni!) the writer of this induced his 
friend Sir Egerton Brydges to print the Nym- 
phidia at his private press; and it would give him 
pleasure, should your Notes be now instrumental 
to the production of a tasteful selection from the 
copious materials furnished by Drayton’s prolific 
muse. Notwithstanding that selections are not 
generally approved, in this case it would be (if 
judiciously done) acceptable, and, it is to be pre- 
sumed, successful. 

The Nymphidia, full of lively fancy as it is, was 
probably produced in his old age, for it was not 
published, I believe, till 1627, when it formed 
part of a small folio volume, containing The Bat- 
taile of Agincourt and The Miseries of Queene 
Margarite. Prefixed to this volume was the noble 
but tardy panegyric of his friend Ben Jonson, 
entitled The Vision, and beginning : 

“Tt hath been question’d, Michael, if I be 
A friend at all; or, if at all, to thee.” 

S. W. S. 
Mickleham, Nov. 10. 1849. 

ON A PASSAGE IN GOLDSMITH. 

Sir, —I observe in the Atheneum of the 17th 
inst. a quotation from the Life of Goldsmith by 
Irving, in which the biographer seems to take 
credit for appropriating to Goldsmith the merit of 
originating the remark or maxim vulgarly ascribed 
to Talleyrand, that “the true end of speech is not 
so much to express our wants as to conceal them.” 

This is certainly found in No. 3. of The Bee, by 
Goldsmith, and no doubt Tslleyrand acted upon 
the principle of dissimulation there enunciated ; 
but the idea is much older than either of those 
individuals, as we learn from a note in p. 118. of 
vol. Ixvii. Quart. Rev., quoting two lines written 
by Young (nearly one hundred years before), in 
Mision to courts :— 

“ Where Nature’s end of language is declined, 
And men talk only to conceal their mind.” 

Voltaire has used the same expression so long 
ago as 1763, in his little satiric dialogue La Chapon 
et la Poularde, where the former, complaining of 

the treachery of men, says, “ Ils n'emploient les 
paroles que pour déguiser leurs pensées.” (See 
xxix. tom. Guvres Complétes, pp. 83, 84. ed. Paris, 
1822.) 

The germ of the idea is also to be found in 
Lloyd’s State Worthies, where, speaking of Roger 
Ascham, he is characterised as “an honest man, — 
none being more able for, yet none more averse 
to, that circumlocution and contrivance wherewith 
some men shadow their main drift and purpose. 
Speech was made to open man to man, and not to 
hide him; to promote commerce, and not betray it.” 

Lloyd’s book first appeared in 1665, but I use 
the ed. by Whitworth, vol. i. p. 503. F. R. A. 

Oak House, Nov. 21. 1849. 

[The further communications propesed to us by 
F. R. A. will be very acceptable.] 

ANCIENT LIBRARIES—LIBRARY OF THE AUGUS- 

TINIAN EREMITES OF YORK, 

Mr. Editor, —I have been greatly interested by 
the two numbers of the “ Norrs anp Qurrirs” 
which you have sent me. The work promises to 
be eminently useful, and if furnished with a good 
index at the end of each yearly volume, will be- 
come a book indispensable to all literary men, and 
especially to those who, like myself, are in charge 
of large public libraries. 

To testify my good will to the work, and to 
follow up Mr. Burtt’s remarks on ancient libraries 
published in your second number, I venture to 
send you the following account of a MS. Catalogue 
of the Library of the Monastery of the Friars 
Eremites of the Order of St. Augustine in the 
City of York. 

This MS. is now preserved in the Library of 
Trinity College, Dublin, amongst the MSS. ‘for- 
merly belonging to the celebrated Archbishop 
Ussher. It is on vellum, written in the 14th cen- 
tury, and begins thus : — 

“Inventarium omnium librorum pertinentium ad 
commune armariole domus Ebor. ordinis fratrum 
heremitarum Sancti Augustini, factum in presentia 
fratrum Johannis de Ergum, Johannis Ketilwell, 
Ricardi de Thorpe, Johannis de Appilby, Anno domini 
Me. CCC Ixxij in festo nativitatis virginis gloriose, 
Fratre Willelmo de Stayntoun tune existente priore.” 

The volume consists of forty-five leaves, and 
contains the titles of a very large and most re- 
spectable collection of books in all departments of 
literature and learning arranged under the follow- 
ing heads : — 

Biblie. 
Hystorie scholastice. 
Textus biblie glosati. 
Postille. = P 4 = : Concordancie et interpretacOnes nominum he- 

breorum. 
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Originalia. [Under this head are included the 
works of the Fathers, and medieval writers, } 

Historie gencium. 
Summe doctorum. Scriptores super sententias. 

quodlibet. et questiones. 
Tabula. [This division contains Indexes to 

various authors, the Scriptures, canon law, 
&e. | 

Logiealia et philosophia cum scriptis et com- 
mentis. 

Prophecie et supersticiosa. 
Astronomia et Astrologia. 
Instrumenta astrologica magistri Johannis Erg- 
home [who appears to have been a great 
benefactor to the Library ]. J 

Libri divini officii magistri Johannis Erghome. 
Jura civilia. 
Jura canonica et leges humane: magistri Jo- 

hannis Erghome. 
Auctores et philosophi extranei. [Under this 

head occurs the following entry “ Liber he- 
braice scriptus.” ] 

Gramatica. 
Rethorica. [Two leaves of the MS. appear to 

have been cut out here. ] 
Medicina. 
Hysterie et Cronice. 
Sermones et materie sermonum. 
Summe morales doctorum et sermones. 
Arithmetiea, Musica, Geometria, Perspectiva, 

magistri Johannis Erghome. 

Each volume is identified, according to the 
usual practice, by the words with which its second 
folio begins: and letters of the alphabet are added, 
probably to indicate its place on the shelves of the 
Library. As a specimen, I shall give the division 
headed “ Biblie” : — 

Bisiie 

A. Biblia. incipit in 2°, fo. Samuel in * heli 
B. Biblia. incipit in 2°. fo. Zechieli qui populo. 

in duobus voluminibus. 
C. Biblia. inct. in 2°. fo. mea et in erne 
D. Biblia. inct. in 2°, fo. ego disperdam. 
q Libri magistri Johannis Erghome 

Biblia. 2°. fol. ravit siaccal A 
Interpretationes ne 

E. Biblia incomplet. diversarum scripturarum. 
quondam fratris R. Bossal. 2°. fo. me 
occidet me etc. 

Hysrorit ScoLasticEe 

A. Incipit in 2°. folio. secunda die 
B. incit. in 2°, fo. emperio sane formatis. ligatus. 
C. incit in 2° fo. et celumque celi. 

The words printed in Jéalics are added by a 
more recent hand. Under the head of “ Hystorie 
Scolastice” are doubtless intended the copies which 
the Library possessed of the celebrated Historia 
Scholastica, or abridgment of Scripture history by 
Peter Comestor. 

* Sic perhaps a mistake for et. 
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From the foregoing specimen, I think your 
readers will agree with me that a Catalogue of 
such antiquity and interest is well worthy of pub- 
lication. 

But we have another ancient Catalogue of a 
monastic library equally curious, and even more 
important, from its magnitude, and the numerous 
works it contains on English history, early ro- 
mances, &e. I remain, &e. James H. Topp. 

Trin, Coll. Dublin, Nov. 27. 1849. 

DEFENCE OF A BALD HEAD—THE STATIONERS’ 

REGISTERS. 

I am about to supply a deficiency in my last 
volume of Eatracts from the Registers of the 
Stationers’ Company (printed for the Shakespeare 
Society, 1849), and thereby set an example that I 
hope will be followed, in order that various works, 
regarding which I could give no, or only incom- 
plete, information, may be duly illustrated. It is 
impossible to expect that any one individual could 
thoroughly accomplish such an undertaking; and, 
by means of your excellent periodical, it will be 
easy for literary men, who possess scarce or unique 
books, mentioned in the Registers and in my 
quotations from them, to furnish such brief de- 
scriptions as will be highly curious and very 
useful. 

A tract of this description has just fallen in my 
way, and it relates to the subsequent entry on 
p: 97 of vol. ii. of my Eatracts: the date is 22nd 
September, 1579. 

“ H. Denham. Lycensed unto him, &e A Para- 

dox, provinge by reason and example that baldnes is 
much better than bushie heare - - - vyjo” 

When I wrote the comment on this registration 
I was only acquainted with the clever MS. ballad 
in Defence of a Bald Head, which I quoted; but I 
hardly supposed it to be the production intended. 
It turns out that it was not, for I have that pro- 
duction now before me. My belief is that it is 
entirely unique; and the only reason for a con- 
trary opinion, that I am acquainted with, is that 
there is an incorrect mention of it in Warton, 
H. E. P. iv. 229.; but there is not a hint of its 
existence in Ritson, although it ought to have 
found a place in his Bibliographia Poetica ; neither 
do I find it noticed in later authorities; if it be, 
they have escaped my researches. You will not 
blame me, then, for indulging my usual wish to 
quote the title-page at length, which exactly agrees 
with the terms of the entry in the books of the 
Stationers’ Company. It runs literatum thus : — 

“ A Paradoxe, proving by reason and example, that 

baldnesse is much better than bushie haire, &e. Writ- 

ten by that excellent philosopher Synesius, Bishop of 
Thebes, or (as some say) Cyren. A prettie pamphlet 
to pervse, and replenished with recreation.—Englished 
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by Abraham Fleming. — Herevnto is annexed the 
pleasant tale of Hemetes the Heremite, pronounced 
before the Queenes Maiestie. Newly recognised both 
in Latine and Englishe, by the said A. F.—7 77s coptas 
gardxpa onuciov.— The badge of wisedome is baldnesse. 
—Printed by H. Denham, 1579.” 8vo. B. L. 

If I am not greatly mistaken, your readers will 
look in vain for a notice of the book in any col- 

would hardly be of sufficient bulk for the money 
(Ad., or 6d. at the utmost), a sort of appendix was 
added, which, on some accounts, is the most in- 
teresting part of the work. 

It is headed “ The tale of Hemetes the Heremite, 
pronounced before the Queenes Maiestie,” which 
Warton, who clearly never saw the book, calls the 
“Fable of Hermes.” In fact, it is, with a few 
verbal changes, the tale of Hemetes, which George 
Gascoigne presented, in Latin, Italian, French, 
and Exelish, to Queen Elizabeth, and of which the 
MS., with the portraits of the Queen and the 
author, is among the Royal MSS. m the British 
Museum. Fleming tells us that he had “newly 
recognised” (whatever may be meant by the words) 
this tale in Latin and Enelish, but he does not say 
a syllable whence he procured it. Gascoigne died 
two years before the date of the publication of 
this Paradoze, Sc. so that Fleming was quite sure 
the property could never be challenged by the 
true owner of it. 

Before I conclude, allow me to mention two 
other pieces by A. Fleming (who became rector of 
St. Pancras, Soper-lane, in 1593), regarding which 
Tam anxious to obtain information, and seek it 
through the medium of “ Nores anp Queries.” 

A marginal note in Fleming’s Translation of 
Virgil's Georgics, 1589, 4to., is the following :— 
* The poet alludeth to the historie of Leander and 

Hero, written by Museus, and Enelished by me a 
dozen yeares ago, and in print.” My question is, 
whether such a production is in existence ? 

Fleming’s tract, printed in 1580 in 8vo. (mis- 
called 16mo.), “ A Memorial, &c. of Mr. William 
Lambe, Esquier,” is well known ; but many years 
ago I saw, and copied the heading of a broadside, 
which ran thus: — ‘An Epitaph, or funerall in- 
scription vpon the godlie life and death of the 
Right worshipfull Maister William Lambe Esquire, 
Founder of the new Conduit in Holborne,” &c. 
“ Deceased the 21st April Anno. 1580. Deuised 
by Abraham Fleming.” At the bottom was — 
“Imprinted at London by Henrie Denham for 
Thomas Turner,” &c. 

In whose hands, or in what library, I saw this 
production, has entirely escaped my memory ; and 
I am now very anxious to learn what has become 
of that copy, or whether any other copy of it has 
been preserved. J. Payne Couuier. 

Kensington, Dee. 3. 1849. 

ROYAL HOUSEHOLD ALLOWANCES. 

The following warrant for the allowance of the 
“ diet” of a lady of the bedchamber, will be found 
to be a good and curious illustration of the Note 
of ANTIQUARIUS upon the domestic establishment 
of Queen Elizabeth, although more than half a 
century earlier than the period referred to, as it 
relates to the time of Elizabeth’s majestic sire : — 

“TMIENRY R. — By the King. 

«We wol and commaunde you to allowe_dailly 
from hensforth unto our right dere and welbilovede 
the Lady Lucey into hir chambre the dyat and fare 
herafter ensuying; Furst every mornyng at brekefast 
oon chyne of beyf at our kechyn, oon chete lJoff and 
oon maunchet at our panatry barre, and a Galon of 
Ale at our Buttrye barre; Item at dyner a pese of 
beyfe, a stroke of roste, and a rewarde at our said 

kechyn, a east of chete bred at our Panatrye barre, 
and a Galon of Ale at our Buttry barre; Item at 
afternone a manchet at our Panatry bar and half a 
Galon of Ale at our Buttrye barre; Item at supper a 
messe of Porage, a pese of mutton and a Rewarde at 
our said kechyn, a cast of chete brede at our Panatrye, 
and a Galon of Ale at our Buttrye; Item at after 
supper a chete loff and a maunehet at our Panatry 
barre, a Galon of Ale at our Buttrye barre, and half 
a Galon of Wyne at our Seller barre; Item every 
mornyng at our Wood yarde foure tall shyds and twoo 
ffagottes; Item at our Chaundrye barre in winter 

every night oon pryket and foure syses of Waxe with 
eight candelles white lights and oon torche; Item at 
our Picherhouse wekely 11x white cuppes; Item at 
every tyme of our remoeving oon hoole carre for the 
cariage of her stuff. And these our lettres shal be 
your sufficient Warrant and discharge in this behalf at 
all tymes herafter. Yeven under our Signet at our 
Manour of Esthampstede the xvjt™, day of July the 
xiiijt®, yere of our Reigne. 
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“ To the Lord Steward of our Household, 
the Treasurer, Comptroller, Cofferer, 
Clerke of our Grene Clothe, Clerke of 
our kechyn, and to all other our hed 
Officers of our seid Houshold and to 
every of theym.” 

As to Sir Christopher Hatton, I would refer 
AnTiquarius, and all others whom it may con- 
cern, to Sir Harris Nicolas’s ably written Memoirs 
of the “ Dancing Chancellor,” published in 1846. 
Hatton had ample means for the building of 
Holdenby, as he was appointed one of the Gentle- 
men Pensioners in 1564, and ‘between that time 
and his appointment as Vice-Chamberlain in 1577 
(five years prior to the period referred to by 
Antiquarius), he received numerous other gifts 
and offices. Josrru Burtt. 

ADVERSARIA. 

Printers’ Couplets. 

It may not perhaps be generally known that the 
early printers were accustomed to place devices or 
verses along with their names at the end of the 
books which they gave to the public. Vigneul- 
Marville, in his Wélanges d Histoire et de Littérature, 
relates that he found the two following lines at the 
end of the “ Decrees of Basle and Bourges,” pub- 
lished under the title of “ Pragmatic Sanction,” 
with a Commentary by Come Guymier, — Andre 
Brocard’s Paris edition, 1507 : — 

“ Stet liber hic, donce fluctus formica marinos 
Ebibat et totum testudo perambulet orbem.” 

The printers, it would appear, not only intro- 
duced their own names into these verses, but also 
the names of the correctors of the press, as may 
be seen in the work entitled, Commentaritis Andree 
de Ysernia super constitutionibus Sicilia, printed 
by Sixtus Ruffingerus at Naples in 1472 : — 

“« Sixtus hoe impressit: sed bis tamen ante revisit 
Egregius doctor Petrus Oliverius. 

At tu quisque emis, lector studiose, libellum 
Lxtus emas; mendis nam caret istud opus.” 

G. J. K. 

Charles Martel. 

Mr. Editor, — Perhaps the subjoined note, ex- 
tracted from M. Collin de Plancy’s Bibliothéque 
des Légendes, may not be without its value, as 
tending to correct an error into which, according 
to his account, modern historians have fallen re- 
specting the origin of the surname “ Martel,” borne 
by the celebrated Charles Martel, son of Peppin 
of Herstal, Duke of Austrasia, by his Duchess 
Alphéide*:— 

* This same Alphéide, or Alpaiide, as she was fre- 
quently called, though but scurvily treated by pos- 
terior historians, is honoured by contemporary chroni- 
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“Jt is surprising,” he says, “that almost all our 
modern historians, whose profound researches have 
been so highly vaunted, have repeated the little tale of 
the Chronicle of St. Denis, which affirms that the sur- 
name of Martel was conferred on Charles for having 
hammered (maréelé) the Saracens. Certain writers of 
the present day style him, in this sense, Karle-le- Marteau. 

The word martel, in the ancient Frank language, never 

bore such a signification, but was, on the contrary, 
merely an abbreviation of Martellus, Martin.” * 

From a legend on this subject given by M. de 
Plancy, it would appear that Charles received the 
second name, Martel, in honour of his patron saint 
St. Martin, 

Not having at present an opportunity of con- 
sulting the works of our own modern writers on 
early French history, I am ignorant if they also 
have adopted the version given in the Chronicle of 
St. Denis. Mr. Ince, in his little work, Oudlines 
of French History, states, that “he received the 
surname of Martel, or the Hammerer, from the 
force with which he hammered down the Saracens 
—martel being the name of a weapon which the 
ancient Franks used, much resembling a hammer,— 
and from his strokes falling numberless and effec- 
tual on the heads of his enemies.” Query.— 
Which of the two is the more probable version ? 
Perhaps some one of your numerous correspond- 
ents may be enabled to throw additional ght on 
this disputed point. G. J. K. 

BODENHAM AND LING. 

Referring to Booxworm’s note at p. 29, I beg 
to observe that the dedication negativing Boden- 
ham’s authorship of Politeuphuia is not peculiar to 
the edition of 1597. I have the edition of 1650, 
“ printed by Ja. Flesher, and are to be sold by 
Richard Royston, at the Angell in Ivye Lane,” in 
which the dedication is addressed as follows: — 
“To his very good friend Mr. Bodenham, N. L. 
wisheth increase of happinesse.” ‘The first sen- 
tenee of this dedication seems to admit that Bo- 
denham was something more than patron of the 
work :—‘“ What you seriously begun long since, 
and have always been very caretul for the full 
perfection of, at length thus finished, although 
perhaps not so well to your expectation, I present 
you with; as one before all most worthy of the 
same: both in respect of your earnest travaile 
therein, and the great desire you have continually 
had for the generall profit.” 

In Brydges’ Censura Literaria, Bodenham is 
spoken of as the compiler of The Garden of the 
Muses, and editor of the Wit’s Commonwealth, the 

clers as the second wife of Peppin, uxor altera. See 
Frédégaire. 

* Légendes de U’ Histoire de France, par J. Collin de 
Plancy, p. 149. (notes.) Paris, Mellier Fréres. 

SSS SS == 
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Wit's Theatre of the Little World, and England's 
Helicon. He seems to have less claim to be con- 
sidered the author of the Wit's Theatre than of the 
Wit’s Commonwealth, for in the original edition of 
the former, “ printed by J. R. for N. L., and are 
to be sold at the V Vest doore of Paules, 1599,” the 
dedication is likewise addressed “ To my most 
esteemed and approved loving friend, Maister 
J. B. I vvish all happines.” After acknowledging 
his obligations to his patron, the author proceeds : 
“ Besides this History or Theatre of the Little 
World, suo jure, first challengeth your friendly 
patronage, by whose motion I vndertooke it, and 
for whose love I am willing to yndergoe the 
heavy burden of censure. I must confesse that it 
might have been written with more maturitie, and 
deliberation, but in respect of my promise, I have 
made this hast, how happy I know not, yet good 
enough I hope, if you vouchsafe your kind appro- 
bation: which with your iudgement I hold omi- 
nous, and as ynder which Politeuphuia was so 
gracious.” I. Il. M. 

TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND. 

Sir, —I beg to acknowledge the notice which 
two of your correspondents have taken of my 
query on this subject. At the same time I must 
say that the explanations which they offer appear 
to me to be quite unsatisfactory. I shall be happy 
to give my reasons for this, if you think it worth 
while; but perhaps, if we wait a little, some other 
solution may be suggested. 

For the sake of the inhabitants, I hope that 
your work is read at Colchester. Is there nobody 
there who could inform us at what time the 
London coach started a century ago? It seems 
clear that it arrived in the afternoon—but I will 
not at present trespass further on your columns. 

Iam, &c., G. G. 

MINOR NOTES. 
Ancient Inscribed Alms Dish. 

L. S. B. informs us that in the church of St. Paul, 
Norwich, is a brass dish, which has been gilt, and 
has this legend round it four times over: —“ HER : 
I: LIFRID: GRECH®: WART.”* 

This seems to be another example of the inscrip- 
tion which was satisfactorily explained in No. 5. 
p- 73. 

The Bishop that burneth. 
I do not think Major Moor is correct in his 

application of Tusser’s words, “the bishop that 
burneth,” to the lady-bird. Whether lady-birds 
are unwelcome guests in a dairy I know not, but 
certainly I never heard of their being accustomed 
to haunt such places. The true interpretation of 

* Blomefield’s Norfulk. Folio. 1739. Vol. ii. p. 803. 
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Tusser’s words must, I think, be obtained by com- 
parison with the following lines from his Five 
Hundred Points of Good Husbandry, quoted in 
Ellis’s Brand, iii. 207. :— 

“ Blesse Cisley (good mistress) that bishop doth ban 
For burning the milk of her cheese to the pan.” 

The reference here, as well as in the words 
quoted by Major Moor, is evidently to the pro- 
verb relating to burnt milk, broth, &c.—“ the 
bishop has put his foot in it ;” which is considered 
by Ellis to have had its origin in those times 
when bishops were much in the habit of burning 
heretics. He confirms this interpretation by the 
following curious passage from ‘l'yndale’s Obedyence 
of a Crysten Man :— 

“Tf the podech be burned to, or the meate ouer 

rosted, we saye the Byshope hath put his fote in the 
potte, or the Byshope hath playd the coke, because 
the Bishopes burn who they Just, and whosoeuer dis- 
pleaseth them.” 

I fear the origin of the appellation “ Bishop 
Barnaby,” applied to the lady-bird in Suffolk, has 
yet to be sought. D.S. 

Tron Manufactures of Sussex. 

Sir, —I have made two extracts from a once 
popular, but now forgotten work, illustrative of 
the iron manufacture which, within the last hun- 
dred years, had its main seat in this county, 
which I think may be interesting to many of your 
readers who may have seen the review of Mr. 
Lower’s Essay on the Ironworks of Sussex in the 
recent numbers of the Atheneum and Gentleman's 
Magazine. ‘The anecdote at the close is curious, 
as confirming the statements of Macaulay; the 
roads in Sussex in the 18th century being much 
in the condition of the roads in England generally 
in the 17th. ‘ Sowsexe,” according to the old 
proverb, has always been “ full of dirt and mier.” 

« From hence (Eastbourne) it was that, turning 
north, and traversing the deep, dirty, but rich part of 

these two counties (Kent and Sussex), I had the 
curiosity to see the great foundries, or ironworks, 
which are in this county (Sussex), and where they are 
carried on at such a prodigious expense of wood, that, 
even in a county almost all overrun with timber, they 
begin to complain of their consuming it for those fur- 
naces and leaving the next age to want timber for 
building their navies. I must own, however, that J 
found that complaint perfectly groundless, the three 
counties of Kent, Sussex, and Hampshire (all which lye 

contiguous to one another), being one inexhaustible 
storehouse of timber, never to be destroyed but by a 
general conflagration, and able, at this time, to supply 
timber to rebuild all the royal navies in Europe, if they 
were all to be destroyed, and set about the building 
them together. 

«J left Tunbridge . . . and came to Lewes, through 
the deepest, dirtiest, but many ways the richest and 

most profitable country in all that part of England. 
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“ The timber I saw here was prodigious, as well in 
quantity as in bigness, and seem’d in some places to be 
suffered to grow only because it was so far off of any 
navigation, that it was not worth cutting down and 
carrying away ; in dry summers, indeed, a great deal is 
carried away to Maidstone and other parts on the 
Medway; and sometimes I have seen one tree on a 
carriage, which they call here a tug, drawn by two-and- 
twenty oxen, and even then this carried so little a way, 
and then thrown down and left for other tugs to take | £ 5 

| posed by me in your first number to the following up and carry on, that sometimes it is two or three years 
before it gets to Chatham; for if once the rains come 
in it stirs no more that year, and sometimes a whole 
summer is not dry enough to make the roads passable. 
Here I had a sight which, indeed, i never saw in any 
other part of England, namely, that going to church at 
a country village, not far from Lewes, I saw an ancient 

lady, and a lady of very good quality, I assure you, 
drawn to church in her coach with six oxen; nor was 
it done in frolic or humour, but mere necessity, the 

way being so stiff and deep that no horses could go in 
it.’— A Tour through Great Britain, by a Gentleman. 
London, 1724. Vol. i. p. 54. Letter II. 

Factotum. 

“ He was so farre the dominus fac totum in this 
juncto that his words were laws, all things being 
acted according to his desire.” — p. 76. of Foulis’ 
Hist. of Plots of our Pretended Saints, 2nd edit. 
1674. F. M. 

Birthplace of Andrew Borde. 
Hearne says, in Wood’s Athene, “ that the 

Doctor wasenot born at Pevensey or Pensey, but 
at Boonds-hill in Helmsdayle, in Sussex.” 

Should we not read “ Borde-hill?” That place 
belonged to the family of Borde for many gene- 
rations. It is in Cuckfield parish. The house 
may be seen from the Ouse-Valley Viaduct. 

J. F.M. 
Order of Minerva. 

“ We are informed that his Majesty is about to 
institute a new order of knighthood, called The 
Order of Minerva, for the encouragement of lite- 
rature, the fine arts, and learned professions. The 
new order is to consist of twenty-four knights and 
the Sovereign ; and is to be next in dignity to the 
military Order of the Bath. The knights are to 
wear a silver star with nine points, and a straw- 
coloured riband from the right shoulder to the 
left. A figure of Minerva is to be embroidered 
in the centre of the star, with this motto, ‘Omnia 
posthabita Scientizx.’ Many men eminent in lite- 
rature, in the fine arts, and in physic, and law, are 
already thought of to fill the Order, which, it is 
said, will be instituted before the meeting of par- 
liament.” — Perth Magazine, July, 1772. Scorvs. 

Flaws of Wind. 

The parish church of Dun-Nechtan, now Dun- 
nichen, was dedicated to St. Causlan, whose festi- 
val was held in March. Snow showers in March 
are locally called “ St. Causlan’s flaws.” Scorvs. 

QUERIES ANSWERED. 

DORNE THE BOOKSELLER AND HENNO RUSTICUS. 

Sir, — Circumstances imperatively oblige me to 
do that from which I should willingly be excused — 
reply to the observations of J. I., inserted in 

| page 75. of the last Saturday’s Number of the 
“ Norges AND QUERIES.” 

The subject of these are three questions pro- 

effect :—1. Whether any thing was known, espe- 
cially from the writings of Erasmus, of a bookseller 
and publisher of the Low Countries named Dorne, 
who lived at the beginning of the sixteenth cen- 
tury? Or, 2ndly, of a little work of early date 
called Henno Rusticus? Or, 3rdly, of another, 
called Of the Sige (Signe) of the End ? 

To these no answer has yet been given, although 
the promised researches of a gentleman of this 
University, to whom literary inquirers in Oxford 
have ever reason_to be grateful, would seem to 
promise one soon, if it can be made. But, in the 

| mean time, the knot is cut in a simpler way: 
neither Dorne, nor Henno Rusticus, his book, it is 
said, ever existed. Permit me one word of expos- 
tulation upon this. 

Tt is perfectly true that the writing of the MS. 
which has given rise to these queries and remarks 
is small, full of contractions, and sometimes diffi- 
cult to be read; but the contractions are tolerably 
uniform and consistent, which, to those who have 
to do with such matters, is proved to be no incon- 
siderable encouragement and assistance. A more 
serious difficulty arises from the circumstance, 
that the bookseller used more than one language, 
and none always correctly. Still it may be pre- 
sumed he was not so ignorant as to make a blun- 
der in spelling his own name. And the first words 
of the manuscript are these: ‘+ In nomine domi- 
ni amen ego Johannes dorne,” &c. &c. (In ndie 
domi amé ego Johanes dorne, &c.) From the 
inspection of a close copy now lying before me, in 
which all the abbreviations are retained, and from 
my own clear recollection, I am enabled to state 
that, to my full belief, the name of “ dorne” is 
written by the man himself in letters at length, 
without any contraction whatever; and that the 
altered form of it, “‘ Dom,” as applied to that par- 
ticular person, exists nowhere whatever, except in 
page 75. of No. 5. of the “ Norrs anp QueRiEs.” 

The words “henno rusticus” (héno rusticus) 
are found twice, and are tolerably clearly written 
in both cases. Of the “rusticus” nothing need be 
said; but the first x in “ henno” is expressed by a 
contraction, which in the MS, very commonly 
denotes that letter, and sometimes the final 
m. How frequently it represents » may be 
judged from the fact that in the few words 
already quoted, the final x in “amen,” and the 
first in “ Jchannes,” are supplied by it. So that 

SS 
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we have to choose between “henno” and “hemno” 
rusticus (rather a clown than a gentleman, what- 
ever was his name; and perhaps the treatise, if | 
ever found, will prove to treat merely on rural 
affairs). And although it may turn out to be per- 
fectly true that “homo rusticus” was the thing 
meant, as your correspondent suggests, still that 
is not the question at issue; but rather, amidst 
the confusion of tongues and ideas which seems to 
have possessed poor Dorne’s brain, what he actu- 
ally wrote, rather than what he should have 
written. 

Admitting, however, for supposition’s sake, that 
your correspondent is right, that the man was 
named Dormer, and the book Homo rusticus — is 
there any one who will obligingly favour me with 
information respecting these, or either of them ? 

One word more, and [ have done; though per- | 
haps you will think that too much has been said | 
already upon a subject not of general interest; 
and indeed I cannot but feel this, as well as how 
painful it is to differ, even in opinion, with one 
towards whom nothing can be due from me but 
respect and affection. But the direct inference 
from your correspondent’s remarks (although it 
is fully my persuasion he neither designed nor 
observed it) is, that my difficulties are no diffi- 
culties at all, but mistakes. To these we are all 
liable, and none more so than the individual who 
is now addressing you, though, it is to be hoped, 
not quite in the awful proportion which has been 
imputed to him. And let it stand as my apology 
for what has been said, that I owe it no less to my 
own credit, than perhaps to that of others, my 
kind encouragers and abettors in these inquiries, 
to vindicate myself from the charge of one general 
and overwhelming error, that of having any thing 
to do with the editing of a MS. of which my 
actual knowledge should be so small, that out of 
three difficulties propounded from its contents, 
two should be capable of being shown to have 
arisen from nothing else but my inability to read 
it. I remain, Sir, your obedient servant, W. 

Trin. Coll. Oxon. Dee. 5. 1849. 

[We have inserted the foregoing letter in compli- 
ance with the writer’s wishes, but under a protest: 
because no one can entertain a doubt as to his ability 
to edit in a most satisfactory manner the work he has 
undertaken ; and because also we can bear testimony 
to the labour and conscientious painstaking which he 
is employing to clear up the various obseure points in 
that very curious document. The following commu- 
nication from a valued correspondent, in answering 
W.’s Query as to Henno Rusticus, confirms the accu- 
racy of his reading. ] 

HWENNO RUSTICUS. 

The query of your correspondent W. at p. 12. 
N 0. 1. regards, I presume, [enno Comediola Ius- 
tico Ludicra, nunc iterum publicata; Magdebure, 

1614, 8vo.? Ifso, he will find it to be identical 
with the Scenica Progymnasmata h. e. Ludicra 
Preexercitamenta of Reuchlin, first printed at 
Strasburg in 1497, and frequently reprinted during 
the first part of the 16th century, often with a 
commentary by Jacob Spiegel. 

A copy, which was successively the property of 
Mr. Bindley and Mr. Heber, is now before me. 
It was printed at Tubingen by Thomas Anselm in 
1511. I have another copy by the same printer, 
in 1519; both in small 4to. 

Reuchlin, while at Heidelberg, had amused him- 
self by writing a satirical drama, entitled Sergius 
seu Capitis Caput, in ridicule of his absurd and 
ignorant monkish opponent. This he purposed to 
have had represented by some students for the 
amusement of his friends; but Dalberg, for pru- 
dent reasons, dissuaded its performance. It being 
known, however, that a dramatic exhibition was 
intended, not to disappoint those who were anx- 
iously expecting it, Reuchlin hastily availed him- 
self of the very amusing old farce of Maistre 
Pierre Patelin, and produced his Scenica Progym- 
nasmata, in which the Rustic Henno is the prin- 
cipal character. It varies much, however, from 
its prototype, is very laughable, and severely sati- 
rical upon the defects of the law and the dishonesty 
of advocates. - 

Its popularity is evinced by the numerous edi- 
tions; and, as the commentary was intended for 
the instruction of youth in the niceties of the 
Latin language, it was used as a school-book ; the 
copies shared the fate of such books, and hence 
its rarity. It is perhaps the earliest comic drama 
of the German stage, having been performed before 
Dalberg, Bishop of Worms (at Heidelberg in 
1497), to whom it is also inscribed by Reuchilin. 
It seems to have given the good bishop great 
pleasure, and he requited each of the performers 
with a gold ring and some gold coin. Their names 
are recorded-at the end of the drama. 

Melchior Adam gives the following account : — 

“ Tbi Comeediam seripsit, Capitis Caput plenam nigri 
salis & acerbitatis adversus Monachum, qui ejus vite 
insidiatus erat. Ibi & alteram Comeediam edidit fubu- 
lam Gallicam, plenam candidi salis; in qua forensia 
sophismata precipue taxat. Hane narrabat hae occa- 
sione scriptam & actam esse. Cum alteram de Mo- 
nacho scripsisset, fama sparsa est de agenda Comeedia, 
quod illo tempore inusitatum erat. Dalburgius lecta, 
illius Monachi insectatione, dissuasit editionem & acti- 

onem, quod eodem tempore & apud Philipum Palati- 
num Franciseanus erat Capellus, propter potentiam & 
malas artes invisus nobilibus & sapientibus viris in 
aula, Intellexit periculum Capnio & hane Comeediam 
occultavit. Interea tamen, quia flagitabatur actio, 
alteram duleem fabellam edit, & representari ab in- 
geniosis adolescentibus, quorum ibi extant nomina, 
curat.” 

Mr. Hallam (Literat. of Europe, vol. i. p. 292., 
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Ist ed.), misled by Warton and others, gives a 
very defective and erroneous account of the Pro- 
gymnasmata Scenica, which he supposed to contain 
several dramas ; but he concludes by saying, ‘“ the 
book is very scarce, and I have never seen it.” 
Gottsched, in his History of the German Drama, 
merely says he had seen some notice of a Latin 
drama by Reuchlin. Hans Sachs translated it into 
German, after his manner, and printed it in 1531 
under the title of Henno. 8. W.S. 

Mickleham, Dee. 1. 1849. 

MYLES BLOMEFYLDE—ORTUS VOCABULORUM. 

Sir, —In reference to the Query of Burrensis 
in No. 4. of your periodical, as to the parentage 
of Myles Blomefylde, of Bury St. Edmund's, I beg 
to contribute the following information. In the 
library of St. John’s College, Cambridge, is a 
volume containing an unique copy of “ the boke 
called the Informacyon for pylgrymes vnto the 
holy lande,” printed by Wynkyn de Worde, in 
1524, at the end of which occurs the following 
manuscript note : — 

“TJ, Myles Blomefylde, of Burye Saynet Edmunde 
in Suffolke, was borne y® yeare followyng after y® 
pryntyng of this boke (that is to saye) in the yeare of 
our Lorde 1525, the 5 day of Apryll, betwene 10 & 11, 
in ye nyght, nyghest xi. my father’s name John, and 
my mother’s name Anne.” 

This tract is bound up with two others, on both 
of which Blomefylde has written his initials, and 
from one entry seems to have been at Venice in 
1568. He was undoubtedly an ardent book-col- 
lector, and I possess copies of the Ortus Vocabulo- 
rum, printed by W. de Worde, in 1518, and the 
Promptuarium Parvulorum, printed by the same, 
in 1516, bound together, on both of which the name 
of Myles Blomefylde is inscribed. 

I may add, as a slight contribution to a future 
edition of the Typographical Antiquities, that among 
Bagford’s curious collection of title-pages in the 
Harleian Collection of MSS. (which I doubt if 
Dr. Dibdin ever consulted with care), there is the 
last leaf of an edition of the Ortus Vocabulorum, 
unnoticed by bibliographers, with the following 
colophon : — 

“Impr. London. per Wynandum de Worde, com- 
morantem in vico nuncupato Fletestrete, sub in- 
tersignio solis aurei, Anno incarnatidis Dominice 
M.CCCCC.1X. die vero prima mésis Decébris.”’— 
Harl, MSS. 5919. art. 36. M. 

ANSWERS TO MINOR QUERIES. 

The Curse of Scotland — Why the Nine of Diamonds 
is so called. 

When I was a child (row about half a century 
ago) my father used to explain the origin of the 

nine of diamonds being called “ The curse of Scot- 
land” thus: That it was the “ cross of Scotland,” 
which, in the Scotch pronunciation, had become 
“curse.” 

St. Andrew is the patron saint of Scotland ; he 
suffered on a cross, not of the usual form, but like 
the letter X, which has since been commonly 
called a St. Andrew's cross. It was supposed that 
the similarity of the nine of diamonds to this form 
occasioned its being so called. The arms of the 
Ear! of Stair, alluded to in your publication, are 
exactly in the form of this cross. If this expla- 
nation should be useful, you are most weleome 
to it. A.F. 

Thistle of Scotland. 

Sir, — Your correspondent R. L. (No. 2. p. 24.), 
will find the fullest information on this head in 
Sir Harris Nicolas’s work on the Orders of 
Knighthood of the British Empire. He does not 
assign to its origin an earlier date than the reion 
of James III, in an inventory of whose jewels, 
Thistles are mentioned as part of the ornaments. 
The motto ‘“ Nemo me impune lacessit,” does not 
appear until James VI. adopted it on his coinage. 

G. H. B. 

For Scottish Thistle, see Nisbet’s Heraldry, vol. 
ii. Order of St. Andrew. Selden, Titles of Ho- 
nour, p. 704. ed. 1672, refers to “ Menenius, Mi- 
reus, Favin, and such more.” Scotus. 

Record Publications. 

Will any of your readers kindly favour me with 
a reference to any easily-accessible list of the pub- 
lications of the Record Commission, as well as to 
some account of the more valuable Rolls still 
remaining unpublished, specifying where they 
exist, and how access is to be obtained to them ? 

With every wish for the success of your under- 
taking, Yours, &c. D.S. 

[ The late Sir H. Nicolas compiled an account of the 
publications of the Record Commission, which was 
published in his Notitia Historica, and also in an 8vo. 

vol., and is easily obtainable. There is also a series of 
articles in the Gentleman’s Magazine for 1834, which 
contains a good deal of information upon the subject, 
with a classified list of the publications, The prin- 
cipal unpublished records are in the Tower and the 
Rolls’ Chapel; any record may be inspected or copied 
at those places, or in any other Record Office, upon 
payment of a fee of one shilling. ] 

Katherine Pegg. 

Sir, — Katherine Pegge, one of the mistresses of 
Charles II., was the daughter of Thomas Pegge, of 
Yeldersley, near Ashborne in Derbyshire, Esq., 
where the family had been settled for several 
generations, and where Mr. William Pegge, the 
last of the elder branch, died without issue in 
1768. Another branch of this family was of 
Osmaston, in the same neighbourhood, and of this 

a 
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was Dr. Samuel Pegge, the learned antiquary. | p. 435, et seg., comprising an enumeration of his 
They bore for arms : — Argent, a chevron between 
three piles, sable. Crest: —A demi-sun issuing 
from a wreath or, the rays alternately argent and 
sable. 

It was during his exile that the King first met 
with the fair Katherine, and in 1657 had a son by 
her, whom he called Charles Fitz-Charles, —not 
Fitz-roy, as Granger says. Fitz-Charles had a 
grant of the royal arms with a baton sinistre, 
vairé; and in 1675 his Majesty created him Earl 
of Plymouth, Viscount Totness, and Baron Dart- 
mouth. He was bred to the sea, and having been 
educated abroad, — most probably in Spain, — was 
known by the name of Don Carlos. In 1678 the 
Earl married the Lady Bridget Osborne, third 
daughter of Thomas Earl of Danby, and died of a 
flux at the siege of Tangier in 1680, without issue. 

Katherine Peoge, the Earl’s mother, after her 
liaison with the King, married Sir Edward Greene, 
Bart., of Samford in Essex, and died without 
issue by him in From this marriage the 
King is sometimes said to have had a mistress 
named Greene. 

There was long preserved in the family a half- 
length portrait of the Earl, in a robe de chambre, 
laced cravat, and flowing hair (with a ship in the 
back-ground of the picture), by Sir Peter Lely ; 
and also two of his mother, Lady Greene: one a 
half length, with her infant son standing by her 
side, the other a three-quarters, — both by Sir 
Peter Lely, or by one of his pupils. 

Both mother and son are said to have been 
eminently beautiful. G. M. 

East Winch, Nov. 30. 

N., who refers our Querist for particulars of 
this lady to the ‘“‘ Memoirs of the Rev. Dr. Samuel 
Pegge and his Family,” in Nichols’ Literary Anec- 
dotes of the Eighteenth Century, vol. vi. pp. 224, 225, 
adds —“ As the lady had no issue by Sir Edward 
Greene, it perhaps does not matter what his family 
was. 

* T see he was created a baronet 26th July, 1660, 
and died s. p. Dec. 1676; and that Courthope, in 
his Extinct Baronetage, calls his lady ‘ dau. of 
—— Pegg,’ not being aware of her importance as 
the mother of the Earl of Plymouth. This may 
be worth remarking.” 

The Rev. T. Leman. 

Sir,— Your correspondent A. T. will find the 
information he requires respecting the Reverend 
Thomas Leman, of Bath, in the Gentleman's Maga- 
zine for Oct, 1826, p. 373.; for Aug. 1828, p. 183. ; 
and for Feb. 1829. He may also consult Britton’s 
Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and Character of 
Henry Hatcher. G. M. 

A Memoir of the Rev. Thomas Leman will be 
found in Nichols’s Idustrations of Literature, vol. vi. 

writings in various county histories and other 
works of that character, and followed by eighteen 
letters addressed to Mr. Nicholls, J. N. Brewer, 
Esq., and the Rev. Dr. Samuel Parr. N. 

Burnet Prize at Aberdeen. 

Sir, —I sent a query to the Atheneum, who, 
by a note, referred it to you. 
My object is to ascertain who gained the last 

Theological Premium (forty years since, or nearly) 
at Aberdeen. You no doubt know the subject: 
it is for the best Treatise on “ the Evidence that 
there is a Being all powerful, wise, and good, by 
whom every thing exists; and particularly to ob- 
viate difficulties regarding the wisdom and good- 
ness of the Deity; and this, in the first place from 
considerations independent of Written Revelation, 
and, in the second place, from the Revelation of 
the Lord Jesus ; and, from the whole, to point out 
the inferences most necessary for and useful to 
mankind.” 

I wish to know who gained the first prize, and 
who the second premium. H. Anprews. 

Manchester, Nov. 27. 1849. 

[ We are happy to be able to answer our correspond- 
ent’s query at once. The first Burnet prize, on the 
last occasion, was gained by the Reverend William 
Lawrence Brown, D.D., and Principal, if we recollect 

rightly, of Mareschal College, Aberdeen. His prize 
work, entitled Essay on the Existence of a Supreme 
Being possessed of infinite Power, Wisdom, and Good- 
ness, was published at Aberdeen, in 2 vols. 8vo. 1816. 
The second prize man was the present amiable and 
distinguished Archbishop of Canterbury. His work, 
entitled A Treatise on the Records of Creation, was 
published in London, in 2 vols. 8vo, 1816. ] 

Incumbents of Church Livings. 

Sir,—In answer to the Query of your corre- 
spondent L., I beg to inform him that he may find 
the name, if not the birth-place, of incumbents and 
patrons of Church Livings in the county of Nor- 
folk, long prior to 1680, in the Institution Books 
at Norwich, consisting of numerous well preserved 
folio volumes. Blomefield and Parkin, the histo- 
rians of the county, have made ample use of these 
inestimable books. G. M. 

History of Landed and Commercial Policy of 
England — History of Edward 11. 

In reply to the two queries of your corres- 
pondent Ancro-CAMBRIAN :— 

1. The Remarks upon the History of the Landed 
and Commercial Policy of England was written 
by the Rev. Joseph Hudson, Prebendary of Car- 
lisle, 1782, “a judicious and elegant writer, who 
could not be prevailed on to give his name with 
it to the public.”—See Nichols’s Literary Anecdotes 
of the Lighteenth Century, vol. viii. p. 160, note. 
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Mr. N. characterises it as “a valuable work, richly 
deserving to be better known.” 

2. There are two Histories of King Edward II., 
one in small folio, of which the title is accurately 
given by your correspondent, and another in 8vo., 
the title of which is given at the head of the re- 
print in the Harleian Miscellany, vol. i. p. 69. 
Both these editions bear the date of 1680. I had 
always supposed that the edition in 8vo. was a 
mere reprint of the folio; but on now comparing 
the text of the folio with that of the 8vo. as given 
in the Harl. Miscellany, I find the most essential 
differences; so much so, as hardly to be recog- 
nised as the same. Mr. Park, the last editor of 
the Harl. Miscellany (who could only find the folio), 
appears to have been puzzled by these differences, 
and explains them by the supposition that the 
diction had been much modified by Mr. Oldys 
(the original editor of the Miscellany), a suppo- 
sition which is entirely erroneous. ‘Lhe ‘“ Pub- 
lisher’s Advertisement to the Reader,” and the 
“ Author's Preface to the Reader,” signed “E. F.,” 
and dated ‘“ Feb. 20. 1627,” are both left out in 
the 8vo.; and it will be seen that the anonymous 
authorship and date of composition in the title- 
page are suppressed, for which we have substi- 
tuted, “found among the papers of, and (supposed 
to be) writ by, the Right Honourable Henry 
Viscount Faulk land.” 

Antony Wood, without absolutely questioning 
its authenticity, seems to have regarded it as a 
mere ephemeral production, as brought out ata 
time “ when the press was open for all such books 
that could make any thing against the then go- 
vernment, with a preface to the reader patch’d 
up from very inconsiderable authors, by Sir Ja. 
H. as is supposed.” — Athen. Oxon. vol. ii. p. 565. 
There is not the slightest evidence to connect the 
authorship either of the folio or the 8vo. with 
Henry Viscount Falkland. 

Your correspondent A. T. (p. 59.) will find all 
the information he desires about the Rev. Thomas 
Leman, and the assistance he rendered to Mr. 
Hatcher in his edition of Richard of Cirencester, 
in Mr. Britton’s Memoirs of the Life, Writings, | 
and Character of Henry Hatcher, author of the 
History of Salisbury, &c., printed in 1847, to ac- 
company Mr. Britton’s own Autobiography. See 
pp: 7 and 8. Cris. 

To eat Humble Pie. 

Mr. Editor, —Your correspondent, Mr. Ham- 
MACK, having recorded Mr. Pepys’s love of “ brave 
venison pasty,” whilst asking the derivation of the 
phrase, “eating humble pie,” in reference to a bill 
of fare of Pepys’s age, I venture to submit that 
the humble pie of that period was indeed the pie 
named in the list quoted; and not only so, but 
that it was made out of the “umbles” or entrails 
of the deer, a dish of the second table, inferior of 

course to the venison pasty which smoked upon 
the dais, and therefore not inexpressive of that 
humiliation which the term “eating humble pie” 
now painfully describes. The “umbles” of the 
deer are constantly the perquisites of the game- 
keeper. ALG. 

Ecclesfield, Nov. 24. 1849. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Eva, Daughter of Dermot Mac Murrough. 

Mr. Editor, —I should be glad if any of your 
readers, Irish or English, could inform me whether 
we have any other mention of Eva, daughter of 
Dermot Mae Murrough, last independent king of 
Leinster, than that she became, in the spring of the 
year 117-, the wife of Richard Strongbow, Earl of 
Pembroke, at Waterford. 

Any fortunate possessor of O’Donovan's new 
translation of The Annals of the Four Masters, 
would much oblige me by referring to the dates 
1135 and 1169, and also to the period included 
between them, for any casual notice of the birth of 
this Eva, or mention of other slight incident with 
which she is connected, which may there exist. 

A Hapress Hunter. 
Malvern Wells, Nov. 20. 1849. 

John de Daundelyon. 

Sir,—In the north chancel of St. John’s Church, 
Margate, is a fine brass for John Daundelyon, 
1445, with a large dog at his feet; referring to 
which the Rev. John Lewis, in his History of the 
Isle of Tenet, 1723 (p. 98.), says: 

“ The two last bells were cast by the same founder, 
and the tenor the gift of one of the family of Daunde- 
lyon, which has been extinct since 1460. Concerning 
this bell the inhabitants repeat this traditionary rhyme: 

John de Daundelyon, with his great dog, 
Brought over this bell on a mill-cog.” 

This legend is still given to visitors of tlis fine 
old church. Will some of your antiquarian cor- 
respondents throw some light on the obscurity ? 

Genealogy of European Sovereigns. 

Sir,—Can you or any of your correspondents 
tell me of one or two of the best works on the 
“ Genealogy of European Sovereigns?” I know 
of one,—Anderson’s Royal Genealogies, London, 
1732, folio. But that is not of as late a date as I 
should wish to see. Owe 

Duke of Ashgrove. 

At p. 14. of Doctor Simon Forman’s Diary 
(edited by Mr. Halliwell, 1849), mention is twice 
made of Forman being engaged as “ Scolmaster to 
the Duke of Ashgrove’s Sonnes.” Who was the 
person thus alluded to? P.C. 58.8. 
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Sir William Godbold. 

Mr. Editor, —In the Gentleman's Magazine for 
July, 1842, occurs this : — 

“Jn the parish church of Mendham, Suffolk, is a 
mural morument bearing an inscription, of which the 
following is a transcript : 

«“¢M.S. V. C™ Doctissimique D. Gulielmi God- 
bold Militis ex illustri et perantiqua Prosapia 
oriundi, Qui post Septennem Peregrinationem 
animi excolendi gratia per Italiam, Graeciam, 
Palestinam, Arabiam, Persiam, in solo natali in 
bonarum literarum studiis consenescens morte 
repentind obiit Londini mense Aprilis A®. D, 
MDCXIIC, «wtatis LXIXx.’ 

“ One would presume that so great a traveller would 
have obtained some celebrity in his day; but I have 
never met with any notice of Sir William Godbold. I 
have ascertained that he was the only son of Thomas 
Godbold, a gentleman of small estate residing at Met- 
field, in Suffolk, and was nephew to John Godbold, 
Esq., Serjeant-at- Law, who was appointed Chief Justice 
of the Isle of Ely in 1638. He appears to have been 
knighted previously to 1664, and married Elizabeth, 
daughter and heir of Richard Freston, of Mendham 

(Norfolk), Esq., and relict of Sir Nicholas Bacon, of 
Gillingham, Bart., whom he survived, and died with- 
out issue in 1687. I should consider myself under an 
obligation to any of your correspondents who could 
afford me any further account of this learned knight, or 
refer me to any biographical or other notice of him.” 

To the writer of that letter the desideratum 
still remains unsupplied. Your welcome publi- 
cation appears to offer a channel for repeating the 
inquiry. G. A.C. 

Ancient Motto. 

Many years since I read that some pope or 
emperor caused the following, or a motto very 
similar to it, to be engraven in the centre of his 
table : — 

«Si quis amicum absentem rodere delectat ad hane 
mensam accumbere indignus est.” 

It being a maxim which all should observe in 
the daily intercourse of life; and in the propriety 
of which all must concur, I send this to “ Notxs 
AND Queries” (the long wished-for medium), in 
the hopes that some kind “ note-maker” can inform 
me from whence this motto is taken, and to whom 
ascribed. J. E.M. 

Works of King Alfred. 

Sir, —If any of your readers can inform me of 
MSS. of the Works of King Alfred the Great, 
besides those which are found in the large public 
collections of MSS., he will confer a favour not 
only on the Alfred Committee, who propose to 
Ls a complete edition of King Alfred’s Works, 
ut also on their Secretary, who is your obedient 

servant, J. A. GiEs. 

Bampton, Oxford, Nov. 23, 1849. 

“ Bive” and “ Chote” Lambs. 

I should be much obliged to any of your readers 
who would favour me with an explanation of the 
words “Bive” and “Chote.” ‘They were thus 
applied in an inventory taken in Kent. 

“27 Hen. VIII. Michael™. 
“Rive lambes at xvi‘. the pece. 
“Chote lambes at xii?. the pece.” 

EW. 

Anecdote of the Civil Wars. 

Horace Walpole alludes to an anecdote of a 
country gentleman, during the Civil Wars, falling 
in with one of the armies on the day of some 
battle (Edgehill or Naseby?) as he was quietly 
going out with his hounds. Where did Walpole 
find this anecdote ? C. 

A Political Maxim — when first used. 

Who first used the phrase —“* When bad men 
conspire, good men must combine ” ? C. 

Richard of Cirencester. 

S. A. A. inquires whether the authenticity of 
Richard of Cirencester, the Monk of Westminster, 
has ever been satisfactorily proved. The prevailing 
opinion amongst some of the greatest antiquaries 
has been that the work was a forgery by Dr. Ber- 
tram, of Copenhagen, with a view of testing the 
antiquarian knowledge of the famous Dr. Stuke- 
ley; of this opinion was the learned and acute 
Dr. Whittaker and Mr. Conybeare. It is also fur- 
ther worthy of mention that. some years since, 
when the late Earl Spencer was in Copenhagen, he 
searched in vain for the original manuscript, which 
no one there could tell him had ever existed, and 
very many doubt if it ever existed at all. 

Lord Erskine’s Brooms. 

When and where was it that a man was appre- 
hended for selling brooms without a hawker’s 
licence, and defended himself by showing that 
they were the agricultural produce of Lord 
Erskine’s property, and that he was Lord E.'s 
servant ? GRIFFIN. 

John Bell of the Chancery Bar. 

When did John Bell cease to practise in the 
Court of Chancery, and when did he give up 
practice altogether, and when was the conversation 
with Lord Eldon on that subject supposed to have 
taken place ? GRIFFIN. 

Billing sgate. 

Mr. Editor, — Stow, in his Survey of London, 
with reference to Billingsgate, states, from Geoffrey 
of Monmouth, “that it was built by Belin, a king 
of the Britons, whose ashes were enclosed in a 
vessel of brass, and set upon a high pinnacle of 
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stone over the same Gate.” ... “That it was the 
largest water Gate on the river of Thames.” ... 
“That it is at this day a large water Gate,” &c. 
Can you, Mr. Editor, or any of your respected 
correspondents, refer me to any drawing or de- 
scription of the said Gate? Wi111am Wirriams. 

Rood Lane, Nov. 24. 1849. 

Family of Pointz of Greenham. 

Mr. Editor, — Can any of your readers inform 
me if that branch of the ancient family of Poinéz, 
which was seated at Greenham, in the parish of 
Ashbrittle, in Somersetshire, is extinct, and when 
the male issue failed? Some of them intermarried 
with the Chichesters, Pynes, and other old Devon- 
shire families. 

The Pointzes remained at Greenham after 1600. 
ot) ea, 

Marescaucia. 

Sir, — In the Testa de Nevill appear the follow- 
ing entries : — 

P. 237. a. “ Terra Willi de Montellis (read Mon- 
cellis) in villa de Cumpton pertinet ad marescauciam 
domini Regis,” &e. 

P. 269 a. “ Will’s de Munceus tenet Parvam An- 
gram (Little Ongar, in Essex) de Domino Rege de 
Mareschaucie que fuit de Baronia Gilberti de Tani.” 

P. 235. b. “ Waleramus de Munceus tenet Cumpton 
per serjantiam Murescautia.” 

If any of your readers can throw any light on 
the signification of the word “ Mar escautia,” oc- 
curring in these extracts, and the tenure referred 
to, they will greatly oblige D.S. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

The work of Walter Mapes, “De Nugis Curia- 
lium,” respecting which we inserted a Query from 
the Rev. L. B. Larking in our last number, is editing 
for the Camden Society by Mr. Wright, and will 
form one of the next publications issued to the 
members. 

Messrs. Sotheby and Co., of Wellington Street, 
Strand, will be occupied, during the week com- 
mencing on Monday, the 17th “Instant, with the 
sale of “the third portion of the stock of the 
late eminent bookseller, Mr. Thomas Rodd, com- 
prising rare and valuable works of the early 
English poets and dramatists; facetiz, romances, 
and novels, and other departments of elegant 
literature.” 

Mr. Rodd’s knowledge, great in all departments 
of bibliography, was particularly so in that of our 
early poetical and dramatical writers; and although 
the numerous commissions he held for such rarities 
in it as he secured, necessarily prevented their 
being left upon his shelves, the present collection 
exhibits a number of articles calculated to interest 
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our bibliographical friends, as the following speci- 
mens of a few Lots will show : — 

578 Dedekindus (Fred.) School of Slovenrie, or Cato 
turned Wrong Side Outward, in Verse, by 
R. F. Gent. 

very rare, original binding: sold at Perry’s sale 
for £11 11s. 1605 

591 De Soto (Barahona) Primera Parte de la An- 
gelica 

hie morocco, rare A Granada, 1586 

*,* No more than the first portion of this poem, which 
is in continuation of the Orlando of Ariosto, 
ever appeared. Cervantes notices it with great 
praise in his Don Quixote. 

747 Jests and Jeeres, Pleasant Taunts, and Merry 
Tales (wants all before B 2), VERY RARE. 

*,* One of these Jests mentions Shakspeare by name. 
1211 Marte of Ecyrv, a sacred Poeme describing the 

Miraculous Life and Death of the Glorious 
Convert of, in verse 

rare, russia, gilt edges no date (1650) 
1212 Marxkuam (Robert), tHe Description or THAT 

EVER TO BE FAMED Knicur Sir JoHN Burcu, 
Jine copy, with port, by Cecill 1628 

*,* A Porm or crear rarity; the Bindley copy, 
afterwards Mr. Heber’s, sold for £15. 

1345 Suaxesreare (W.), Comepirs, Histories, anp 
Tracevies, First Epirion, wanting the title 
and four leaves at the end, soiled . folio, 1623 

1451 Polimanteia, or the Means Lawfull ‘and Un- 
lawfull to judge of the Commonwealth, rare 

4to. 1595 
*,,* Notice is made of Shakespeare (R 2), Spenser, 

Sir D. Lyndsay, Harvey, Nash, &e. 
1606 Scornanv: — A veRY cURIOUS AND RARE Se- 

ries or Latin Poems (sy ALEXANDER Ju- 
Lius} on the Marriage or Deaths of some 
Scottish Nobles, as the Marchioness of Hunt- 
ley, Edin. 1607—-Countess of Argyle, ib. 
1607 — Earl Keith, 7b, 1609— Earl of Mon- 
trose, 7b. 1609— Prince Henry, 7b. 1612— 

Fredericke Prince Palatine, 7b. 1614— Earl 
of Lothian; with the author’s Sylvarum liber, 
1614 

*,”" Of these rare poetical pieces, four are unnoticed 
by Lowndes; five of them are published anony- 
mously; but their similarity to those with an 
author's name testifies the source from which 
the others emanated. 

The collection contains a good deal of early 
Dutch poetry, well deserving attention for the 
lights which we are sure may be thrown from it 
upon our own early national literature. 

Miller, of 43. Chandos Street, has issued his 
December Catalogue, comprising, among other 
articles, ‘‘ Books on Freemasonry, Poetry, | and the 
Drama, Histories of Ireland and Irish Antiquities,” 
which he states to be “ mostly i in excellent con- 
dition and good binding,” and, he might have 
added, “ at reasonable prices.’ 
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BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of List in No. 5.) 

Dispin’s TypoGrapnicaL ANTIQuITIES. Vol. II. 
CatTatoGue of Library or Joun Hotme. Vol. 1V. 1830 or 1833. 

In boards. 
Pinpar, By ABRAHAM Moore, Part II. Boards. Uncut. 
A Tract, or SERMON, BY WM. STEPHENS, Fellow of Exeter College 
and Vicar of Bampton, ‘‘ THE severat Hereropox Hypo- 
THESES CONCERNING BOTH THE PERSONS AND THE ATTRIBUTES 
OF THE GODHEAD, JUSTLY CHARGEABLE WITH MORE INCON- 
SISTENCIES THAN THOSE IMPUTED TO THE ORTHODOX,” &c. 
Printed about 1719 or later. 

(Waeattey’s] CurisTIAN EXCEPTIONS TO THE PLAIN ACCOUNT OF 
THE Lorp’s Supper. 1737. 

Tue Aprenbix 10 Dr. Rich. WaRREN’s AuRORA. 1737. 
Tue Appennix To HoapiEy’s PLain ACCOUNT OF THE SACRA- 

MENT. 
W. G. BrouGuten’s Seconp RePLy To AUTHOR oF PsLx0- 

ROMAICA. 
British Cairic for January, February, April, 1823. Uncut. 
Dr. Joun Evwarvs’ REMARKS AND REFLECTIONS (not his SomE 

Barer CrivicaL Remarks, 1714) on Dr. Crarke’s ScrirvrurE 
Doctrine. 

Specrator. Vol. 1V. of the edition in 6 vols. small 8vo., 1826, 
with Preface by Lynam. 

Evans’ Otp Battaps. Vol. III. 1784. 
Ho.crort’s Lavater. Vol. 1. 1759. 
Epmonpson’s Heratpry. Vol. II. 1780. 
Figitpinc’s Works. Vol. XI. 1808. The 14 vol. Bookseller’s 

edition. 
Swirr’s Works. Vol. I. of Edition published by Falconar. 

Dublin. 1763. 
Rowiin’s Ancient History. Vol. I. of 2nd edition in 10 vols. 
Knapton. 1739. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, to 
be sent to Mr. BeLt, Publisher of ‘ NOTES AND QUERIES,” 
186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The matter is so generally understood with regard 
to the management of periodical works, that it is 
hardly necessary for the Editor to say that HE CAN- 
NOT UNDERTAKE TO RETURN MANuscRIPTS; but on 
one point he wishes to offer a few words of expla- 
nation to his correspondents in general, and parti- 
cularly to those who do not enable him to communicate 
with them except in print. They will see, on a very 
litile reflection, that it is plainly his interest to take all 
he can get, and make the most, and the best of every- 
thing ; and therefore he begs them to tuke for granted 
that their communications are received, and appre- 
ciated, even if the succeeding Number bears no proof 
of it. He is convinced that the want of specific ac- 
hnowledgment will only be felt by those who have no 
idea of the labour and difficulty attendant on the 
hurried management of such a work, and of the 
impossibility of sometimes giving an explanation, 
when there really is one which would quite satisfy 
the writer, for the delay or non-insertion of his com- 
munication. Correspondents in such cases have no 
reason, and if they understood an editor's position 
they would feel that they have no right, to consider 
themselves undervalued ; but nothing short of personal 
experience in editorship would explain to them the 
perplexities and evil consequences arising from an 
opposite course. 

scripts. 
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CoMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. — Nuso. J. IL. —- 
W. Robson. IF. M. LS. Laicus. 2. 

Marianne. Q. D.—— _G. H. B. J.B. Yates. 
m. —— WS. BR. EE C.de St. G.-——— BF 

F. E. —— €. —— Rev, L. B. Larking (with many 
thanks). LP. L. ( Oxford). A. D. M.——W. H. 

C. —T. H.T. L, C. R. I. F. M. 

V. who is thanked for his letter, will see by a Note ina 
former part, that the work of Walter Mapes, referred 
to by the Rev. L. B. Larking, is on the eve of publication 
by the Camden Society. Mr. Larking’s query refers to 
the transcripts of that und other works made by Twysden. 

Articles on “ Cold Harbour” and “ Parallel Passages 
in the Poets,” in an early number. 

Meranton has our best thanks. The Stamp Office 
affix the stamp at the corner of the paper most convenient 
Sor stamping. The last page falling in the centre of the 
sheet prevents the stamp being affixed to it in that cer- 
tainly more desirable place. 

We have received many complaints of a difficulty in 
procuring our paper. Every Bookseller and Newsvencer 
will supply it if ordered, and gentlemen residing in the 
country may be supplied regularly with the Stamped Edi- 
tion by giving their orders direct to the publisher, Mr. 
Grorce Bett, 186. Fleet Street, accompanied by a Post 
Office order for a quarter (4s. 4d.), All communications 
should be addressed 'To the Editor of “ Notes anp 
Queries,” 186. Fleet Street. 

A neat Case for holding One Year's Numbers (52) 
Nores anp Quenizs will be ready next week, and may be 
had, by Order, of all Booksellers. 

Genie AND RARE BOOKS. Just 
published, a small Catalogue of old Books: will 

be forwarded on receipt of a postage stamp; or various 
Catalogues containing numerous Works on the Occult 
Sciences, Facetiw, &c. may be had on application, or 
by forwarding six postage stamps, to G. Bumsreap 205. High Holborn, j 

Just published, Gratis, Postage a single Stamp. 
A CATALOGUE OF SOME BOOKS 

from the Sale at Brocxrey Hatt, Somerset : also some which formerly belonged to Browne Witis 
the Antiquary, full of his Autograph Additions, &e. ; 
and others from Private Libraries, Now selling by 
Tuomas Kenstaxe, Bookseller, at No. 3. Park Street 
Bristol: the Nett Cash Price being annexed to each 
Lot. All warranted perfect. 

N. B. These books are all different from the contents 
of T. Kerslake’s recently-published Large Catalogue 
of upwards of 8000 Lots, which may be examined at 
the Public Literary Institution of almost all the cities and principal towns of the United Kingdom, where 
Copies have been deposited, 

Libraries and good Old Books, of all kinds and languages, bought for Cash, or valued for Will Probate or other purposes, and no Charge made for such Valu- ation when the Books are also bought by ‘IT. Kersuaxe, Good Prices given for Black Letter Books and Manu. 
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THE PUBLISHERS’ CIRCULAR, 
AND 

GENERAL RECORD OF BRITISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE; 
CONTAINING A COMPLETE 

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ALL NEW WORKS PUBLISHED IN GREAT BRITAIN, 
AND EVERY WORK OF INTEREST PUBLISHED ABROAD. 

Published twice a Month.— Subscription, 8s. per Annum, stamped. 

Tue “ Purtisuers’ Crrcunar” was established in 1837 under the Management of a Committee of the principal 
Publishers of London. It contains an Alphabetical List of every New Work and New Edition published in 

the United Kingdom; together with a well-selected List of Foreign Works not in the usual abbreviated Form, 

being a complete Transcript of the Title, with the Number of Pages, Plates, Size, and Price; forming a very 
useful and comprehensive Bibliographical Companion for all persons engaged in literary pursuits. 

All the principal Publishing Houses contribute their early Announcements of New Works and their 
Advertisements generally. 

Subseribers have also the opportunity of inserting in the regular List of ‘“‘ Books wanted” such works as 
are out of print, or not easily procurable—the Publisher undertaking to communicate all replies to the parties 
requiring the books, with a small advance upon the price at which they are offered, so as to cover all expenses, 

Sampson Low, Publisher, 169. Fleet Street, 

Now ready, Part XII., completing the Work, containing 15 Plates and Letterpress, Large paper, folio, 12s. 
India paper, 20s. Royal Svo., price 7s. 6d. 

THE MONUMENTAL BRASSES OF ENGLAND : a Series of En- 
gravings on Wood, with descriptive Notices. By the Rev. Cuarres Bourert, M. A., Rector of Downhain 
Market, Norfolk. The Volume, containing 147 Plates, will be ready on the 10th. Price, royal 8vo., 
cloth, 11. 8s.; folio, cloth, 2/. 5s.; India paper, 41. 4s. 
*,* Subscribers are requested to complete their Sets at once, as the Numbers will shortly be raised in price. 

Also, by the same Author, royal 8vo, 15s., large paper, 21s. 

MONUMENTAL BRASSES AND SLABS; an Historical and descrip- 
tive Notice of the incised Monumental Memorials of the Middle Ages. With 200 Illustrations. 

“ A handsome large octavo volume, abundantly supplied with well-engraved woodcuts and lithographic plates ; a sort of Encyclo- 
pedia for ready reference. . . . ‘he whole work has a look of pains-taking completeness highly commendable,” — Atheneum. 

“ One of the most beautifully got up and interesting volumes we have seen for a long time. It gives, in the compass of one 
volume, an account of the history of those beautiful monuments of former days. . . . The illustrations are extremely well chosen.” — 
English Churchman. 

A few copies only of this Work remain for sale, and, as it can never be printed in the same form and at the 

same price, the remaining copies will be charged 15s. small paper, 21s. large paper. Early application for 
copies of the large paper edition is necessary. 

By the same Author to be completed in Four Parts. 

CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES; an His- 
torical and Descriptive Sketch of the various classes of Monumental Memorials which have been in 
use in this country from about the time of the Norman Conquest. Profusely illustrated with Wood 
Engravings, ‘To be published in Four Parts. Part I. price 7s. 6d., Part II. 2s, 6d. 

Also, a well conceived and executed Work, 

Just published, Part I1., containing 10 Plates, 5s. plain; 7s. 6d. coloured; to be completed in three or four Parts. 

ANTIQUARIAN GLEANINGS in the NORTH of ENGLAND: being 
Examples of Antique Furniture, Plate, Chureh Decoration, Objects of Historical Interest, &e. Drawn 
and etched by W. B. Scorrt. 

“ A collection of antiquarian relics, chiefly in the decorative branch of art, preserved in the northern counties, pourtrayed by a very 
competent hand. ... All are drawn with that distinctness which makes them available for the antiquarian, for the artist who is 
studying costume, and for the study of decorative art.””—Spec!ator. 

GrorcEe Bert, 186. Fleet Street. 

Printed by Tuomas CLARK SHAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the City of London; and published by GrorGr Bri, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, December 8. 1849. 
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Moneta Sanctz Bele, by T. Hudson Gare - - 100 “ Mense malas Maio nubere vulgus ait. 

a ihn te, by Bolton Corney. a “a The Contract, which is dated on the fourteenth of 

TO TS TE Gok ee pore nee is preserved in the Register of Deeds in the 

ani @rnesiiar =: Lady, Jane of Weatmoreland :- eae ourt of Session (Vol. IX. p. 86.), and as the copy 

Notes in answer to Queries : — Lobster in Medal of Pre- produced before the House is authenticated —and con- 

> ie cally rad ie oe mee, ec Mie els 103 | sequently it may be presumed a more strictly accurate 
nswers to inor Queries : — Ancien otto— Politica C 7 1 j 

Maxim — Annus Trabeationis — Betterton’s Duties of one than that which Carmichael has given—it seems 

a Player — Betterton’s Essay— Incumbents of Church well deserving of being transferred to our columns, and 

toni = Hare<de Saham — Reinerius — Whelps — 104 | 80 made more available to the purposes of the historian, 

than it has been found to be in Carmichael’s Tract, or 

Queries: — Berkeley’s Theory of Vision < 107 | is likely to be when buried in a Parliamentary Blue 

Dr. Johnson and Professor de Morgan - - - 107 | Book 7] 
Caraccioli’s Life of Lord Clive = - - - - 108 = 

| co -ctsherapapaae sperm el ca lina a res “ Decimo quarto Maij anno domini t@. lxvij. 

Minor Queries: — Christencat — Hexameter Verses in the *“ Sederunt dni sessionis clericus reori. 

Scriptures - - = S = = - 109 

“Tn fns of ye lordis of counsale comperit per- 

MISCELLANEOUS : — sonale ane ry* excellent ryt heicht and michte 
otes on Books, Catalogues, Sales, &c. - . : 

Books and Odd Volumes wanted - -j10 | princes Marie be ye grace of God queene of 

Notices to Correspondents - 3 - 111 | Seottis douieier of France on that ane pairt and 
Advertisements - - - - t . < 

ane ryt noble and potent prince James duk of 

Orkney erl Bothule lord Hales crychtoun and 

Liddisdeall great admiral of ye realm of Scotland 

on yt vy' pt and gaif in yis contract and appoint- 

nament following subscriuit wt y" handis and de- 

syrit ye samen to be insert in ye bukis of counsale 

{Among the curious documents which have been to haif ye strenth force and effect of y* act and 

produced from time to time before the House of Lords decreit thereupoun the q\* desyre ye saidis lordis 

in support of peerage claims, there have been few of thocht reasonable and y‘for hes decernit and de- 

greater historical interest than the one which we now | cernis ye said contract and appointnament to be 

reprint from the Fourth Part of the Evidence taken | insert and registret in ye said bukis to haif ye 

before the Committee of Privileges on the Claim of | strenth force and effect of y™ act and decreit in 

W. Constable Maxwell, Esquire, to the title of Lord | tyme to cum et ad perpetuam rei memoriam and 

Herries of Terregles. It is a copy of the Contract of | hes interponit and interponis y* autoritie y'to and 
Marriage between Queen Mary and the Earl of Both- | ordenis y™ autentik extract of the samen to be 

well, which, although it is said to have been printed | geliuerit to the foirsaid partiis and the principale 
by Carmichael, in his Variows Tracts relating to the | \. vemane apud registrum Off ye q'* contract ye 

Peerage of Scotland, extracted from the Public Records, | tannoy followis At Edinburgh ye xiii, day of 

h > is- 4 A . . 
as not been referred to by Robertson, or other his May the year of God I™ye thrie score sevin yeris 

torians of Scotland, not even by the t rec ia EES fea i 5 
them, Mr, Tytler. , y maar tos | ities appointit aggreit contractit and finale con- 

Mr. Tytler tells us that on the 12th of May, 1567, cordit betwix ye r' excellent ryt heich and mychte 

Bothwell was created Duke of Orkney, “the Queen | Princess Marie be ye grace of God queen of Scot- 

with her own hands placing the coronet on his head,” tis douarrier of France on that ane pairt and ye 

and that the marriage took place on the 15th of May, ry* noble and potent prince Jumes duke of Orkney 

at four o'clock in the morning in the presence-chamber | erle Bothul lord Hales creychtoun and Liddisdeall 

at Holyrood; and that on the following morning a | great admiral of yis realm of Scotland on y* vyt 

MARRIAGE CONTRACT OF MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS 

AND THE EARL OF BOTHWELL. 

SECOND EDITION, yi - 
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pt in manner forme and effect as efter followis 
that is to say fforsamekle as her majestie consider- 
ing wt hirself how almycte God hes not onlie 
placit and constitut hir hienes to reigne over this 
realme and during hir liftyme to governe ye peple 
and inhabitantis y‘of hir native subjects bot als 
that of hir royall persoun succession my* be pro- 
ducit to enioy and posses yis kingdome and do- 
minionis y‘of quhen God sall call hir hienes to his 
mercie out of yis mortale life and how grecousle 
it hes plesit him alredy to respect hir hienes and 
yis hir realm in geving vnto hir maistie of her mest 
deir and onlie sone ye prince baith her heines self 
and hir heill subjects are detbond to render vnto 
God immortale prayss and thankis and now hir 
maistie being destitute of ane husband levand soli- 
terie in ye estate of wedoheid and yet young and 
of flurisshing aige apt and able to procreat and 
bring furth ma childreyn hes been pressit and 
humble requirit to yeild ynto sum mariege quhilk 
petitioun hir erece weying and teking in gud pairt 
bot cheifle regarding ye preservyatioun and con- 
tinewance of hir posteritie hes condescendit y"to 
and mature deliberatioun being had _ towert 
psonage of him wt quhome hir heines sall joyne in 
marriage ye maist p' of hir nobilite be way of 
adviss hes humblie preyit hir maistie and thocht 
bettir that she sculd sefar humble hirself as to 
accept ane of hir awin borne subicctis in y* state 
and place that war accustomet wt ye manneris 
lawis and consuetud of yis cuntre rether yan ony 
foreyne prince and hir maistie preferrand their 
aduyse and preyeris with ye welfeir of hir relm to 
the avansment and promotion qlk hir heines in 
pticuler mycht heve be foreyn marriage hes in 
that point likwis inclinit to ye suit of hir said 
nobilitie and yai nemand ye said noble prince 
now duke of Orkney for ye speciall personage 
hir maistie well aduisit hes allowit yair motioun 
and nominatioun and gratiouslie accedit y"vnto 
having recent memorie of the notable and wor- 
thie actis and gude service done and performit 
be him to hir matie als weill sen hir return- 
ing and arivall in this realme as of befoir in 
hir hienes minoritie and dureing the tyme of 
governament of umq’! hir dearest moder of gude 
memorie in the furth setting of her maties authoritie 
agains all impugnaris and ganestanders y* of quhais 
magnanimitie couraige and constant trewth towert 
her matie in preservation of hir awn person from 
mony evident and greit dangers and in conducting 
of heich and profitable purposes tending to her 
hienes avancement and establissing of this countre 
to hir profite and universall obedience hes sa fer 
movit her and procurit hir favour and affectioun 
that abuist the common and accustomat gude grace 
and benevolence quhilk princesses usis to bestow 
on noblemen thair subjectis weill deserving hir 
matie wil be content to resaue and tak to hir 
husband the said noble prince for satisfaction of 

the hearts of hir nobilitie and people and to the 
effect that hir matie may be the mair able to 
govern and rewill this realme in tyme to cum 
dureing hir liftyme and that issue and succession 
at Goddis plesure may be producit of hir maist 
noble persoun quhilkis being sa dear and tender 
to hir said dearest son eftir hir maties deceas may 
befoir all oyris serve ayd and comfort him 
Quhairfore the said excellent and michtie princesse 
and queene and the said noble and potent prince 
James duke of Orknay sall God willing solemnizat 
and compleit the band of metrimony aither of them 
with vther in face of haly kirk w* all gudly dili- 
gence and als hir matie in respect of the same 
metrimony and of the succession at Goddis plesure 
to be procreat betwix thame and producit of hir 
body sall in her nixt parliament grant ane ratifi- 
eatioun wt aviss of hir thrie estates quhilk hir 
matie sall obtene of the infeftment maid be hir to 
the said noble prince then erll Boithuill and his 
airis maill to be gottin of his body quhilkis failze- 
ing to hir hienes and hir crown to returne off all 
& haill the erlldome landis and ilis of Orknay and 
lordship of Zetland with the holmes skeireis 
quylandis outbrekkis castells towrs fortalices man- 
ner places milns multures woddis cunninghares 
flishingis as weill in ffresh watters as salt havynis 
portis raidis outsettis parts pendicles tennentis 
tennendries service of frie tennents adyocation 
donation and richt of patronage of kirkis benefices 
& chaplanries of the samyn lyand wtin the sherif- 
dom of Orknay and ffowdry of Zetland respective 
with the toll and customs within the saidis boundis 
togidder with the offices of sherifship of Orknay 
and ffowdry of Zetland and office of justiciarie 
win all the boundis als weill of Orknay as 
Zetland with all priviledges fies liborties and 
dewities perteining and belanging y'to and all 
thair pertinentis erectit in ane haill and frie 
dukrie to be callit the dukrie of Orknay for evir 
and gif neid be sall mak him new infeftment thair- 
vpoun in competent and dew form quhilk hir 
matie promittis in verbo principis and in caiss as 
God forbid thair beis na airis maill procreat betwix 
hir matie and the said prince he obleiss his other 
airis maill to be gottin of his body to renunce the 
halding of blenchferme contenit in the said in- 
feftment takand alwyis and ressavand new infeft- 
ment of the saidis landis erlldome lordships ilis 
toll customs and offices abovewryten and all thair 
pertinentis erectit in an dukrie as said is quhilk 
name and titill it sall alwyis retene notwithstand- 
ing the alteratioun of the halding his saidis airis 
maill to be gottin of his body payand zeirlie thair- 
fore to our said soverane ladies successoris yt 
comptrollaris in y™ name the soume of twa thou- 
sand pundis money of this realme lykas the samyn 
wes sett in the tyme of the kingis grace her gra- 
cious ffader of maist worthie memorie Mairowir 
the said noble and potent prince and duke obleiss 
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him that he sall no wayis dispone nor putt away 
ony of his lands heretages possessiones and offices 
present nor quhilkis he sall happen to obtene and 
conquies heireftir dureing the mariage fre the airis 
maill to be gottin betwix him & her mtie bot yai 
to succeid to the same als weil as to the said 
dukrie of Orknay Furthermair it is concludit 
and accordit be hir matie that all signateurs tres 
and wrytingis to be subscrivit be hir matie in 
tyme to cum eftir the completing and solemniza- 
tion of the said mariage other of giftis disposi- 
tiones graces privileges or vtheris sic thingis 
quhatsumevir sal be alsua subscrivit be the said 
noble prince and duke for his interesse in signe 
and taken of his consent and assent y‘to as her 
maties husband Likas it is alsua aggreit and ac- 
cordit be the said noble prince and duke that na 
signateurs ires nor writingis othir of giftis disposi- 
tions graces priviledges or others sic thingis con- 
cerning the affairs of the realme sall be subscrivit 
be him onlie and wtout hir maties aviss and sub- 
scription and giff ony sic thing happin the samyn 
to be of nane availl And for observing keiping 
and fullfilling of the premisses and every poynt 
and article y‘of the said noble and michte princesse 
and the said noble prince and duke hes bundin 
and obleissit thame faithfullie to otheris and ar 
content and consentis that this present contract be 
actit and registrat in the buiks of counsale and 
session ad perpetuam rei memoriam and for act- 
ing and registring hereof in the samyn buiks her 
matie ordains hir advocattis and the said noble 
prince & duke hes maid and constitute m™* David 
Borthuik Alex’ Skeyn his pYors conttie and seatie 
promittand de rato In witness of the quhilk thing 
hir matie and the said noble prince and duke hes 
subscrivit this present contract with thair hands 
day yeir and place foirsaids befoir thir witnesses 
ane maist reverend ffader in God Johnne arch- 
bishop of Sant Andrews commendator of paisly & 
George erll of Huntlie lord Gordon and Badzeneth 
chencelar of Scotland &c. Dauid erll of Craufurd 
lord Lindsay Andro erll of Rothes lord Leslie 
Alexander bishop of Galloway commendator of 
Inchaffray John bishop of Ross Johnne lord 
filemyng Johnne lord Hereiss W™ Maitland of 
Lethington youngar sccretar to our soverane ladie 
sir Johne Bellanden of Auchnoule kny* justice 
clerk and M* Robert Crichton of Elioh advocat to 

hir hienes with oy)s diverss. 
(Signed) Marie k. 

JAMES DUKE OF ORKNAY. 

BILL OF FARE OF 1626. 

Tf an actual bill of fare in a gentleman's house, 
anno 1626, be worth your acceptance, as a pendant 
to the one prescribed in your fourth number, you 
are welcome to the following extract from the 

account book of Sir Edward Dering, Knt. and 
Bart. : — 

“A Dinner att London, made when my Lady 
Richardson, my sister E Ashbornham, and Kate 

Ashb,—my brother John Ashb, my cosen Walldron 

and her sister, and St John Skeffington, were with me 

att Aldersgate streete, December 23. 1626. My sister 

Fr Ashb and cosen Mary Hill did fayle of coming. 

Wine - - - - - 3s. 10d. 
Stourgeon - - - - 7s. 
a joll of brawne - - - - as 
pickled oystres a barrell - - = 13: Ga, 
viniger - - - - - 3d. 
Rabetts a couple—larkes a dozen—plovers 3 and 

snikes 4 - - - - 7s. 
Carrowaye and comfites - - - 6d. 
a Banquet and 2 dozen and a half of glasse plates to 

sett itt out in - - - Sapte WSR 
Half a doe—which in y® fee and charge of bringing 

itt out of Northampton - - 8s. 
a warden py that the cooke made—we finding y® 

wardens ~ - - - Qs. Ad. 
ffor a venison pasty, we finding y® venison 4s. 
ffor 2 minet pyes - - - 2s. 6d. 
a breast of veale - - - - 2s. 4d, 
a legg of mutton - - - 2s. 

Sum totall expended - 31. 10s. Sd. 

The dinner was att y® first course — 

a peece of Brawne, 
a boiled ducke in white broathe. 
a boiled haunck of powdered venison. 
2 minct pyes. 
a boyled legge of mutton. 
a venison pasty. 
a roast ducke. 
a powdered goose roasted. 
a breast of veale, 
a cold Capon py. | 

Second course — 
a couple of rabitts, 
3 plovers, 
12 larks. 
4 snikes. 
pickled oysters —2 dishes. 
a cold warden py. 
a joull of Sturgeon. 

Complement — 

Apples and Carrawayes. 
wardens bakt and cold. 
a Cake and 

Cheese.' 

A banquett ready in y® next room. 

Mem*— we had out of y® country y® goose, y® 
duckes, y® capon py, y® Cake and wardens, and y* 
venison ; but that is allways p4 for, though given.” 

The above seems to have been a family dinner, 
Sir Edward married, for his second wife, a daughter 
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of Sir John Ashbornham, as appears by the follow- 
ing entry :— 

“1, January 1624, beeing Saturday, at sixe of y® 
*“clocke att night, atte Whitehall, in y® Duke of 
“ Buckingham’s lodgings, I married Anne Ashborn- 
“ham, third da of Sir John Ashbornham, late of | 
« Ashbornham, Kt,” 

In another entry we have — 
«, .. . Dee. 1626, being thursday, Elizabeth Lady 

«“ Ashbornham widor of S‘ Jno Ashbornham, was mar- 
“ ried in St Giles his Church in y® feildes, nere London, 
“to St Thomas Richardson, K+, then Lo. cheife Justice 

“ of ye comon pleas.” 

The day of the month is torn out. It would almost 
seem as if this was the wedding dinner, on the 
occasion of the marriage of the Chief Justice with 
Lady Dering’s mother; at all events the reunion 
of the family in London was caused by that event. 

was usually set out in another room. 
The large baking pear is still called warden in 

many counties. 
Appended to the above is a bill of the items of 

the “ banquet,” with the cost of hire for the glass 
plates; but it is so hopelessly illegible that I will 
not venture to give it. Many of the items, as far 
as Iean read them, are not to be found in“ the 
books,” and are quite new to me. 

Having had no small experience in deciphering 
hopeless seribblings, I think [ may pronounce this 
to be better left alone than given in its present 
confused state. 

Ryarsh Vicarage. 

MONETA SANCTZ HELEN. 

As a subscriber to your valuable publication, 
allow me to suggest that it might, from time to 
time, be open to contributions explaining obscure 
passages or words, which often occur in the works 
of medizval writers, and more especially in early 
English records. 
customs are concerned, the Glossary of Du Cange 
is of comparatively little value to the English 
student; many terms, indeed, being wrongly in- 
terpreted in all editions of that work. Take, for 
example, the word “ tricesima,” the explanation of 
which is truly ridiculous; under “ berefellarii,” 
the commentary is positively comic; and many 
other instances might be cited, At the same time, 
it would be presumptuous to speak otherwise than 
in terms of the highest respect and admiration of 
Du Cange and his labours. The errors to which 
I allude were the natural consequences of a 
foreigner’s imperfect knowledge of English law 
and English customs; still it is to be lamented 
that they should have remained uncorrected in 
the later editions of the Glossary ; and I take it to 
be our duty to collect and publish, where feasible, 

Lampert B. Larxine. | 

So far as English usages and | 

materials for an English dictionary of medieval 
Latin. It is in your power materially to advance 
such a work, and under that impression I venture 
to send the present “ Note.” 

In the Wardrobe Account of the 55th year of 
Henry the Third, it is stated that among the valu- 
ables in the charge of the keeper of the royal 
wardrobe, there was a silken purse, containing 
“monetam Sancte Helene.” It is well known that, 
during the middle ages, many and various objects 
were supposed to possess talismanic virtues. Of 
this class were the coins attributed to the mother 
of Constantine, the authenticity of which is ques- 
tioned by Du Cange, in his treatise “ de Inferioris 
@vi numismatibus.” He observes, also, that the 
same name was given, vulgarly, to almost all the 
coins of the Byzantine emperors, not only to those 

| bearing the effigies of St. Helena, but indeed to 
‘ - | all marked with a cross, which were commonly 

Banquet was the name given to a dessert, and it | worn suspended from the neck as phylacteries ; 
“hence,” he subjoins, “ we find that these coins are 
generally perforated.” It was quite in accordance 

| with the superstitious character of Henry the 
Third that coins of St. Helena should be preserved 
in his wardrobe, among numerous other amulets 
and relics. But what was the peculiar virtue 
attributed to such coins? Du Cange, in the same 
treatise, says, on the authority of “ Bosius,” that 
they were a remedy against the ‘ comitialem mor- 
bum,” or epilepsy. The said “ Bosius,” or rather 
“ Bozius,” wrote a ponderous work, “ de Signis 
Ecclesie Dei” (a copy of which, by the by, is not 
to be seen in the library of the British Museum, al- 
though there are two editions of it in the Bodleian), 
in which he discourseth as follows : — “ Monete 
adhuc aliquot exstant, que in honorem Helene 
Auguste, et invent crucis, cum hujusmodi ima- 
ginibus excusz antiquitus fuerunt.  Illis est pre- 
sens remedium adversus morbum comitialem: et 

| qui hodie vivit Turearum Rex Amurathes, quam- 
| vis a nobis alienus, vim sanctam illarum expertus 
solet eas gestare ; e morbo namque hujusmodi in- 
terdum laborat. Nummi quoque Sancti Ludovici 
Francorum regis mirifice valent adversus nonnullos 
morbos.” — Lib. xv. sig. 68. 

This mention of the sultan Amurath carrying 
these coins about his person as a precaution against 
a disease to which he was subject, and indeed the 
whole passage shows that a belief in their efficacy 
was still prevalent in the sixteenth century, when 
Bozius wrote. It only remains to add, that Du 
Cange, in his Glossary, does not enumerate the 
“‘ money of St. Helena” under the word “ moneta;” 
nor does he allude to the coins of St. Louis, which, 
according to Bozius, were endowed with similar 
properties. 

Having sent you a “ Note,” permit me to make 
two or three “ Queries.” 1. What is the earliest 
known instance of the use of a beaver hat in 
England? 2. What is the precise meaning of the 
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term “ pisan,” so often used, in old records, for 
some part of defensive armour, particularly in the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries? It does not 
bear any relation to the fabrics of Pisa. 

T. Hupson Turner. 

TRANSLATIONS OF GRAY’S ELEGY. 

Sir, — My best apology for troubling you with 
such a lengthened Query is, that it will serve, to 
some extent, as a Note. Will any of your corre- 
spondents inform me of any additions to the fol- 
lowing list of translations of Gray’s Elegy? It 
may possibly be more incomplete than I am aware 
of, as it is drawn up, with two exceptions, from 
copies in my own library only. 

Greek : 
1. By Professor Cooke, printed with his edition 

of Aristotle’s Poetics, Cantab.1775. It begins :— 

“NDE wéAct, 008 by aypws Tupa KaleTat, ov.’ ava Komas.” 

2. By Dr. Norbury. 4to. Eton, 1793:— 

“Arye Kadwv Paps HeAtov KaraddyTa.” 

3. By Dr. Sparke, Bishop of Ely. 4to, Lond. 
1794:— 

“ Kawdwy juaros oixouevoro Bapixtumos 7xEt.” 

4. By Dr. Coote. 4to. Lond. 1794:— 

“K@dwv OATa, pdous Téxuwp amidyTos, emnxel.” 

5. By Stephen Weston. 4to. London, 1794: — 

“*Huaros oixouéevoio Bok xaAKds Bapunxns.” 

6. By Edward Tew. 4to. Lond. 1795 : — 

“THN AXE Kbdwv véoy Huaros avomeévoto.” 

There is also a Greek version of the epitaph 
only, by J.Plumptre, printed with his Greek 
version of Pope’s Messiah. 4to. 1795. In a bio- 
raphical notice of Dr. Sparke, it is stated that 
e was among the thirteen candidates when the 

competition took place for the best translation of 
Gray’s Elegy into Greek. Query, what was this 
competition, and were any of the other versions 
published ? 

Latin: 

1. By Lloyd. Query, when and where origi- 
nally published? My copy, which is among 
some collections of the late Mr. Haslewood, ap- 
ears to have been cut out of a Dublin edition. 
t begins : — 

“ Audistin ! quam lenta sonans campana per agros.” 

2. By Signor Gio. Costa. In Eblana. 
1776: — 

“« Es triste ingeminat cedentis signa diel.” 

_ 3. By Gilbert Wakefield, in his “ Poemata par- 
tim seripta, partim reddita.” Cambridge, 1776 : — 

“ Vesper adest, lugubre sonat Campanula; tardis.” 

12mo. 
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4. By C.A.et W.H.R. [C. Anstey and W.H. 
Roberts.] 4to. London, 1778 : — 

“ Ingeminat signum occidue Campana dici.” 

5. The last-mentioned version originally ap- 
peared anonymously in a somewhat different form 
(4to. Cantab. 1762), the first line being : — 

“ Audin’ ut occiduz signum Campana diei.” 

6. An anonymous version, “by a member of 
the University of Cambridge,” printed with the 
French translation of M.Guedon de Berchere, 
mentioned below. I have no copy, and do not 
know the opening line. 

7. By S.N.E. 4to. London, 1824. Query, the 
name of the author. It may perhaps appear on 
the title-page, which is wanting in my copy : — 

“ Triste sonans, lenté tinnit campana per agros.” 

8. By the Rev. J. H. Macauley, in the “ Arun- 
dines Cami :” — 

«* Funebris insonuit moriture nznia lucis.” 

Italian : 
1. By Cesarotti. 8vo. In Padova, 1772: — 

“« Parte languido il giorno: odine il segno.” 

2. By Crocchi. Query, when and where origi- 
nally published? My copy is from the same source 
as the Latin version by Lloyd : — 

«Il Bronzo vespertin con flebil rombo.” 

3. By Gennari, printed on the same pages with 
the Latin version by Costa : — 

“ Nunzio del di che parte intorno suona.” 

4. By Giannini. 2nd ed. 4to. London, 1782 : — 
“ Piange la squilla ’] giorno, che si muore.” 

5. By Torelli. 8vo. Cambridge, 1782 : — 

“ Segna la squilla il di che gia vien manco.” 

The Latin version by Costa, and the Italian by 
Cesarotti and Torelli, were reprinted by Bodoni 
in 1793, in 4to., as a supplement to his edition of 
Gray. 

French : 
1. By Mons. P. Guedon de Berchere. Ihave no 

copy, and do not know the opening line. Perhaps 
you will oblige me by inserting it in your list of 
books wanted to purchase. It is entitled “ Elégie 
composée dans un Cimetiére de Campagne.” 8yo. 
Hookham, &c. 1778. 

2. By L.D. 8vo. Chatham, 1806. Query, what 
name is represented by these initials ?— 

“ Le Rappel a marqué le jour en son déclin.” 

3. Prose version. Anonymous. 8vo. A Paris. 
An vi. :— 

“ La Cloche du couvre feu tinte le clas du jour qui 
expire.” 

German: 
A translation appeared in the Kaleidoscope, a 
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weekly paper published in Liverpool, in May, 1823. 

It was communicated by a correspondent who had 

obtained a copy from the writer in Germany : — 

“Des Dorfes Glocke schallt den Moor entlang.” 

I must frankly avow that I have no present ob- 

ject in seeking information beyond the gratification 

of curiosity; but I would venture to throw out a 

hint that an edition of this Elegy, exhibiting all the 

known translations, arranged in double columns, 

might be made a noble monument to the memory 

of Gray. The plan would involve the necessity 

for a folio size, affording scope for pictorial illus- 

tration, on a scale capable of doing justice to “ the 

most finished poem in the English sana ee 

ON AUTHORS AND BOOKS, NO. 2. 

To revive the memory of estimable authors, or 

of estimable books, is a pursuit to which a man of 

leisure may devote himself under the certainty 

that he can neither want materials to proceed with, 

nor miss the reward of commendation. 

It is by the extensive circulation of biographical 

dictionaries, and the re-productive agency of the 

press, that the fame of authors and their works 

is chiefly perpetuated. General biographers, how- 

ever, relying too much on the intelligence and tact 

of their precursors, are frequently the dupes of 

tradition; and the press, like other descriptions of 

machinery, requires a double motive-power. 

A remedy happily presents itself. As it appears, 

a short note is sufficient to raise inquiry; and 

inquiry may lead to new facts, or advance critical 

equity. It may rescue a meritorious author from 

oblivion, and restore him to his true position on 

the roll of fame. 
It is near a century and a half since Ant. Wood 

printed a notice of the reverend Thomas Powell, 

and more than a century since the inquisitive 

Oldys devoted eighteen pages to an abstract of 

his Human industry; — yet we search in vain for 

the name of Powell in the dictionaries of Aikin, 

Watkins, Chalmers, Gortin, &c.—TIt is even omit- 

ted in the Cambrian biography of his countryman 

William Owen, F.s.A. 
An exact transcript of the title of the work, and 

of the manuscript notes which enrich my own copy 

of it, may therefore be acceptable : — 

« Humane industry: or, a history of most manual 

arts, deducing the original, progress, and improvement 

of them, Furnished with variety of instances and ex- 

amples, shewing forth the excellency of humane wit. 

[ Anonymous.] London, for Henry Herringman, 1661.” 

8°. 
[ On the title.| “ E libris rarioribus Joannis Brand, 

Coll. Line. Oxon, 1777.” 
[ On a fly-leaf.| “ This book is ascribed by Wood to 

Dr. ‘Tho®. Powell, canon of St. David’s, who was, says 

he, ‘an able philosopher, a curious critic, and well 
versed in various languages.’ See an abstract of this 
searce book in Oldys’s British librarian, p. 42.” 

-“ N.B.— The above is the hand-writing of the Rev4. 
M'. Granger, author of the Biographical history. — 
I bought it of Mt. Prince at Oxford, who purchased 
his books.” [John Brand. ] 

I have now only to consign the learned Powell 
to future biographers, and to recommend the 
volume as one which deserves a place in every 
choice collection of English books, 

Borttron Corney. 

MINOR NOTES. 

Quotations from Pope. 

D***N**R. (p. 38.), gives, as an instance of 
misquotation, a passage from Pope, as it appeared 
in the Times, and adds a correction of it. As my 
memory sugeested a version different from both 
that of the Zimes, and the correction of your cor- 
respondent, I turned to Pope (Bowles edition, 
1806), and found the passage there, precisely as it 
is given from the Times. Has your correspondent 
any authority for his reading ? No various reading 
of the lines 1s given by Bowles. ii 

While on the subject of Pope, I will make a 
note (as I have not seen it noticed by his com- 
mentators), that the well-known line, 

‘* The proper study of mankind is man,” 

Ny tees from Charron (De la Sagesse, 1. i. 
che 1) = 

“La vraye science et le vray etude de homme c’est 
l'homme.” 

F.F.B. 

[We may add, that in the Aldine edition of Pope, 
which was produced under the editorial superintend- 
ence of the Rev. A. Dyce, the lines are given as quoted 
from the Times, and without any various reading. See 
vol. ii. p. 55.] 

Angels’ Visits. 
Campbell’s famous line, 

“ Like angels visits, few and far between,” 

has been clearly shown by a correspondent in 
another paper, to be all but copied from Blair: — 

“like an ill-used ghost 
Not to return ; —-or if it did, its visits, 
Like those of angels, short and far between.” 

Blair’s Grave, 

But the same phrase, though put differently, oc- 
curs ina religious poem of Norris of Bemerton, 
who died in 1711 :— 

“ But those who soonest take their flight, 
Are the most exquisite and strong, 

Like angels visits, short and bright, 
Mortality’s too weak to bear them long.” 

WIccCAMECUS. — 
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Extract from Parish Register of North Runcton, 
Norfolk. 

Sir,— As a pendant to the extracts from the 
register of East Peckham, Kent, in your third 
number, I send the following, which I copied some 
time ago from one of the register books of the 
parish of North Runcton, Norfolk, and which 
may prove interesting to some of your readers. 

C. W. G. 
«Jun. 12. 1660. 

«“ Reader,— Lest whatever pseudograply (as there 
is much thereof) occurring to thy intentionall or acci- 
dentall view of the following pages in this book should 
prove offensive to thee, I thought good to give thee an 
account of what hath occasioned the same, viz. In the 
woful days of the late usurper, the registring of births, 
not baptisms, was injoyned and required, to give a 
liberty to all the adversaries of Pedobaptisme, &c., and, 
besides some circumstances, too unhandsome for the 

calling and person of a minister, were then allso anexed 
to him that was to keep a register of all, &c. ; and so 

it came to passe, that persons of no learning, for many 
places, were chosen by y® parish, and ministers declined 
the office, Natu. Row es.” 

The Norman Crusader. 

“ The Norman Crusader,” in the horse-armoury 
in the Tower of London, ora part of it, came from 
Green’s Museum. He obtained the hauberk from 
Tong Castle. At the dispersion of the Museum, 
the hauberk was purchased by Bullock, of Liver- 
pool (afterwards of the Egyptian Hall), in whose 
catalogue for 1808 it appears as a standing figure, 
holding a brown bill in the right hand, and resting 
the left upon a heater shield. 

Bullock at this time added the chauses. — In 
1810, the “ London Museum” was opened at the 
“ Egyptian Temple” (Hall), the figure as before ; 
but, in the catalogue for 1813, we have the man 
and horse standing in front of the gallery, and 
named “ The Norman Crusader.” 

At the “decline and fall” of Bullock’s Museum, 
Mr. Gwennap purchased the Crusader for, it is 
said, 200 guineas; and after being put in thorough 
repair, it was placed in the “Aplotheca,” Brook 
Street, Mr. Gwennap, jun. adding the sword. 

During its repair, it was discovered that the 
armour was not originally made for a horse, but 
for an elephant; and, on inquiry, it appeared that 
Bullock had purchased it, together with other cu- 
riosities, of a sailor, had taken it to pieces, and 
formed the armour for the horse. 

At the sale of Gwennap’s collection, “ The Nor- 
man Crusader” was knocked down by Geo. Robins 
to a Mr. Bentley, for 30/7, and he being unable to 
polish it, as he had intended, sold it to the autho- 
rities at the Tower for one hundred guineas, where 
it is exhibited as “The Norman Crusader.” Naso. 

Lady Jane of Westmoreland. 
Sir, — On page 206. of Mr. Collier’s second vo- 

lume of Extracts from the Registers of the Station- 
ers’ Company, the following entry occurs: — 
“1585-6. Cold and uncoth blowes, of the lady 
Jane of Westmorland.” And on page 211., 
“A songe of Lady Jane of Westmorland.” Mr. 
Collier considers these entries to refer to the same 
production. 

The name of Lady Jane of Westmoreland does 
not occur in Park’s edition of Royal and Noble 
Authors; but it would clearly be entitled to a 
place there, if we can ascertain who she was. 

I have little doubt she was Jane, daughter of 
Thomas Manners, first Earl of Rutland, and first 
wife of Henry Nevill, fifth Earl of Westmoreland, 
by whom she was mother of Charles, Earl of West- 
moreland, one of the chiefs of the northern re- 
bellion. 

Collins, under the title “Rutland,” states that 
Anne, daughter of Thomas, first Earl of Rutland, 
married Henry, Earl of Westmoreland ; but under 
the title “ Abergavenny” he states that the same 
Henry, Earl of Westmoreland, married Jane, 
daughter of Thomas, first Earl of Rutland. The 
last statement I presume to be the correct one. 

I can find no other person, at the period in 
question, to whom the title of Lady Jane of West- 
moreland could have been attributed; and her 
sister Frances, who also married a Henry Nevill 
(fourth Lord Abergavenny of that name), is known 
to have been an authoress. An account of her 
will be found in the first volume of the Royal and 
Noble Authors, by Park. Lady Frances Aber- 
gavenny (whose work is entered on page 52. of 
Mr. Collier’s second volume), had an only daugh- 
ter, who married Sir Thomas Fane, and from this 
marriage the present Earl of Westmoreland is de- 
scended. Orn: 

NOTES IN ANSWER TO QUERIES. 

The Lobster in the Medal of the Pretender. 

Your correspondent, Mr. B, Nieutrneae, de- 
sires an answer to his Query (in your No. 4), 
Why is the figure of a Lobster introduced into the 
impression upon the rare medal struck 20th June, 
1688, in contempt or ridicule of Prince James 
Edward, the newly-born son of King James II. ? 
A reference to the two following works will, 

perhaps, supply the answer : — 
Ist. In Philemon Holland’s translation of Pliny’s 

Natural History (a great authority at the time) this 
passage occurs in book ix. cap. 30. :— 

« Lobsters, so long as they are secure of any fear and 
danger, go directly straight, letting down their hornes 
at length along their sides; .... but if they be in 
any fear, up go their hornes straight—and then they 
creep byas and go sidelong.” 

And in the next chapter (31.) : — 
“ Crabs” (which were often confounded with lobsters) 
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“when they be afraid, will reeule backward, as fast as 
they went forward.” 

2nd. In the celebrated work of Sebastian Brandt, 
entitled Stultifera Navis (which went through 
many editions after its first appearance in 1494), 
is an engraving of a fool, wearing cap and bells, 
seated astride on the back of a lobster, with a 
broken reed in his hand, and a pigeon flying past 
him as he stares vacantly at it with open mouth. 
The following lines are attached : — 

De PrevesrinaTIONE. 

“ Qui pretium poscit quod non meruisse videtur, 
Atque super fragilem ponit sua brachia cannam 
Tllius in dorso Cancrorum semita stabit ; 

Devolet inque suum rictum satis assa Columba,” 

It appears, then, to me, that the design of the 
medallist was to hold up to the execration of the 
English people the machinations of Father Petre, 
who (together with Sunderland) guided the coun- 
cils of the king at that juncture. The Jesuits, 
like the crustaceous fish above-mentioned, were 
alleged to accomplish their dark and crooked 
designs by creeping and sedulously working their 
way straight forward through the mud, until some 
real danger presented itself, and then reculing 
with equal adroitness. 

At this time, too, the bigoted and superstitious 
adherents of James had been offering their vows 
at every shrine, and even making pilgrimages, to 
induce Heaven to grant a male heir to the throne, 
and thus exclude the Protestant daughters of the 
king. The premature and unexpected event, 
therefore, of the birth of a son, was pronounced by 
James’s friends to have been predestined by the 
special grace of the Most High. All this, I appre- 
hend, was intended to be typified by the figure of 
the Jesuit Petre riding upon a Lobster. 

Jos. Brooxs Yarss. 

Straw Necklaces —- Method of keeping Notes, §c. 

Sir,— As I see this matter is not yet explained, 
I venture a suggestion. Wheat straw was an 
emblem of peace among heathen nations ; in it the 
first-fruits brought by Abaris the HUyperborean 
to Delos were wrapped; and when commerce, or 
rather trade by barter, had rendered transmission 
from hand to hand practicable, wheat straw was 
still used. With the worship of Diana the offering 
of wheat straw passed over to Thrace, where it 
was a recognition of that goddess as the patron of 
chastity. In Judea the wheat harvest was later 
than that of barley, the Jews therefore offered a 
sheaf of the latter grain as first-fruits; it is, how- 
ever, extraordinary that Moses orders barley-meal 
as the offering for jealousy (Numbers, v. 15.), 
though the price of barley was but half that of 
wheat. It seems as if there were the same con- 
nection between this peace-offering and that of 

the first-fruits with the Jews, that we see between 
the offering to Diana and the first-fruits of the 
Hyperboreans ; both may have been derived from 
Egypt, in the learning of which, we are told, Moses 
was skilled. The straw necklace or chaplet of 
Erasmus’ pilgrim might be worn to secure him 
from molestation in travelling, or it may refer to 
the patroness of Walsingham, the Virgin Mary. 

I dare say many persons have thought with me, 
that the poet’s promise of a “ belt of straw ” to his 
love, was not a very complimentary one; the pos- 
sible meaning never struck me till this moment: 
it may be a compliment unconsciously drawn from 
a heathen source, and perpetuated, like so many 
of our old-world customs, among a class of people 
the least likely to understand the meaning. 

Another corroboration of Macaulay's Young 
Levite may be found in The Tatler, No. 255., sixty 
years later than Burton. 

I beg to suggest a method of keeping “ Notes,” 
which I have found useful. I have a blank book 
for each quarter of the world, paged alphabeti- 
cally ; I enter my notes and queries according to 
the subject for which they are most likely to be 
required ; if relating to mere geography or history, 
under the name of place or person. I also keep a 
list (with dates) of all the books I read, with a 
note of any use to be made of them; I also keep 
a list of all books to be read, and the reasons 
for reading them. I tried various ways of keeping 
my notes, and found no classification so easy for 
reference as the plan I have mentioned; it may 
not, however, suflice to those whose reading is 
much more extensive than mine; I mention it 
as a working plan. F.C. B. 

ANSWERS TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Ancient Motto. 

Sir, —In your Sixth Number, p. 93. J. E. M. 
wishes to know whence the motto, “Si quis 
amicum absentem rodere delectat,” &c. is taken. 

Allow me to refer your correspondent to 
Horace, Sat. I. iv. 81 sqq. 

« Absentem qui redit amicum, 
Qui non defendit, alio culpante, 

hie niger est, hane tu, Romane, caveto.” 

The inscription would seem to be but an adap- 
tation of Horace’s maxim. C. B. B. 

Political Maxim — when first used. 

The political maxim, or phrase, inquired after 
by C. is Burke's. It occurs in his celebrated 
Thoughts on the Cause of the present Discontent, 
published in 1770, in the course of his defence of 
party, a few pages from the end. A short extract 
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will show the connection in which it is intro- 

duced : — 

“ No man, who is not inflamed by vain-glory into 

enthusiasm, can flatter himself that his single, unsup- 

ported, desultory, unsystematic endeavours are of power 

to defeat the subtle designs and united cabals of am- 
bitious citizens. When bad men combine, the good 
must associate; else they will fall, one by one, an 

unpitied sacrifice, in a contemptible struggle.” 

I have some suspicion that the maxim may 
be found, with probably a slight variation of 
expression, repeated in one of Burke’s later tracts. 
But this is certainly its first appearance. G. L.C. 

Old Brompton, Dee. 8. 1849. 

Annus Trabeationis. 

Sir Harris Nicholas, in his Chronology of His- 
tory, p- 4., gives “annus Trabeationis” as one way 
in which the year of our Lord is designated in 
ancient documents. Would any of your readers 
favour me with the meaning of the word Tra- 
beatio ? Gar 

[Our correspondent will find, on referring to Mr. 
Hampson’s useful work, Medii Zvi Kalendarium, vol. ii. 
s. y. Annus Trabentionis, “ According to Du Cange, 
this is the year of the crucifixion—‘ Annus Traben- 
tionis Christi (annus quo Christus ¢rabi affixus est) ;’ 
but according to L’ Art de vérifier les Dates, it is the 
same as the year of the Incarnation.” Mr. Hampson 
adds, “the import of the word is the year of the Cruci- 
fixion, and cannot well be reconciled with that of the 
Incarnation.” But, upon referring to Du Cange, s. v. 

Trabeatio, our correspondent will find that Du Cange 
regards it as the year of the Incarnation—“ Trabeatio 
autem, non a ¢rabe, qua Crux intelligi posset, sed a 
trabea toge species, deducitur ” — quoting, as his autho- 
rity for this interpretation, a sermon of St. Fulgentius 
on St. Stephen, in which he says, “ Heri enim Rex 
noster Trabea carnis indutus.” 

Betterton’s Duties of a Player. 

Sir,—Betterton’s Instructions on the Art of 
Playing and Public Speaking, queried in your 5th 
Number, were published by the well-known dra- 
matic critic, Charles Gildon, and form a portion of 
his Life of Betterton. As this work is little known, 
I shall quote the title at length: —‘“ The Life 
of Mr. Thomas Betterton, the late eminent Tra- 
edian, wherein the Action and Utterance of the 
tage, Bar, and Pulpit, are distinctly considered ; 

with the judgment of the late ingenious Monsieur 
de St. Evremond, upon the Italian and French 
Music and Operas, in a Letter to the Duke of 
Buckingham. To which is added, The Amorous 
Widow, or the Wanton Wife, a Comedy, written 
by Mr. Betterton, now first printed from the Ori- 
ginal Copy. London, Printed for Robert Gosling, 
at the Miter, near the Inner Temple Gate in Fleet 
Street, 1710. 8vo.” Gildon was intimately ac- 
quainted with Betterton, and he gives an interest- 

ing account of a visit paid to that great actor, the 

year before his death, at his country house at 

Reading. It was on this occasion that Gildon 

came into the possession of Betterton’s manu- 

scripts. Thirty-one years after the publication of 

Betterton’s Life, Curll, the notorious bookseller, 

put forth a mutilated copy of the Jnstructions on 

Playing, in a work bearing the following title :— 

“The History of the English Stage, from the 

Restauration to the Present Time, Including the 

Lives, Characters, and Amours, of the most Emi- 

nent Actors and Actresses; with Instructions for 

Public Speaking, wherein the Action and Utter- 

ance of the Bar, Stage, and Pulpit, are distinctly 

considered. By Thomas Betterton. London, 

Printed for E.Curll, at Pope’s- Head, in Rose-street, 

Covent Garden, 1741. 8vo.” From this title it 

would appear (as indeed Curll wished it) that 

Betterton was the author of the entire work; but 

he is only accountable for the brief Instructions 

for Public Speaking, which, as before stated, were 
pillaged from Gildon. 

Reverting to Colley Cibber’s Lives, I beg to 

point out a curious and rare tract in connection 

with them, entitled, “A Brief Supplement to Colley 

Cibber, Esq.; his Lives of the Late Famous Ac- 

tors and Actresses. By Anthony (vulgo Tony) 

Aston. Printed for the Author. 8vo. pp. 24.” 

The copy now before me, which was Tsaac Reed's, 

sold at his sale for 2d. 5s. It is reprinted in a 

literary journal called The Cabinet, and in Bell- 

chambers’ excellent edition of Cibber’s Apology. 

Whilst on the subject of the stage, I should be 

glad ifany of your correspondents could inform me 

what has become of “ Dick Leveridge’s History of 

the Stage and Actors in his own Time?” Leve- 

ridge himself informed Oldys that he had compiled 

such a work, and Oldys, with his usual care, noted 

the fact in one of his numerous memorandum 

books. I have been long engaged in a history of 

The Life and Times of Henry Purcell, and the 

said MS., if it could be recovered, would, without 

doubt, enlighten us much upon the subject of 

Purcell’s career as a dramatic composer. 
Epwarp F. Rimsavrr. 

Betterton’s Essay. 

The “ best piece” of Betterton, for which T. J. L. 

inquires (p. 68.), is contained in his Life, printed 

by Gosling, 1710; in fact, this is merely a vehicle 

to introduce the treatise, the Life filling only from 

p- 5. to 11., and thus concluding: — “ He was 

bury’d with great decency in Westminster Abbey.” 

“The year before his death, (he) being at his 

country house in Reading, my friend and I tra- 

velled that way..... One day, after dinner, we 

retired to his garden, and fell into the discourse of 

acting.” Thus is introduced his Essay, &c., con- 

tinuing to p. 174., where it abruptly ends thus: — 

“ After this discourse, we took our leaves of Mr. 
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Betterton, and returned to London. I was pleased 
with his story,” &c. 
My copy is dedicated to Richard Steele, Esq , 

by Charles Gildon, and has prefixed to it the 
beautiful portrait, of Betterton, engraved by Van- 
der Gucht, from Kneller’s picture, and, at its close 
(but separately paged), ‘‘ The Amorous Widow or 
the Wanton Wife, now first printed from the ori- 
ginal copy,” 1710. 

Incumbents of Church Livings. 

A correspondent, in Number 4., writes to in- 
quire for information relative to the “names and 
birthplaces of incumbents of church livings prior 
to 1680, and the patrons of them.” 

It may slightly help his investigations to know 
that there is a Latin MS. in the British Museum, 
numbered Additional MSS. 12,483, with the title 
“ Ecclesiastical Visitation of Hampshire and the 
Isle of Wight, held in March and April, 1543, by 
Nicholas Harpisfelde, Official of the Archdeacon 
of Winchester,” folio, containing the names of the 
incumbents and churchwardens ef the livings in 
those counties. W. M. Kinesmint. 

Westminster, December 1849. 

Mare de Saham — Portum Pusillum. 

The first appears to be Soham, in Cambridge- 
shire; described in Liber Eliensis as “ terra de 
Saham, que est ad stagnum juxta Ely.” Does 
“mare” stand for “stagnum,” “ palus,” ‘ maris- 
cus,” or our English “mere ?” Can Portum Pusil- 
lum be Littleport, in the same county? J. F.M. 

Reinerius — Inquisition in France. 

Sir, — Faber, in his work on the Waldenses, 
quotes Reinerius, in Biblio. Patrum. I have in 
vain looked in modern biographical dictionaries 
for any account of Reinerius, so am constrained 
to inquire of some of your readers, who and what 
he was, or to beg the favour of a reference to 
some accessible account of him. I think Faber 
says he was an inquisitor; and this is the extent 
of the information which I have been able to col- 
lect respecting him. , 

I wish also to inquire whether his work on 
Heretics (his only work, I presume) has been 
published in any other and more accessible form 
than that in which it was referred to by Faber; 
and, particularly, whether it has ever been trans- 
lated into English. 

I have often wished to know whether the tri- 
bunal of the Inquisition was ever established else- 
where in France than at Toulouse. Can any of 
your correspondents enlighten me on the point, 
and give me references in proof ? 

[The work of Reinerius Saccho was first published 
by the Jesuit Gretser in 1613, and has since been re- 
printed in the different editions of the Bibliotheca Pa- 
trum. It has never been translated into English.] 

Whelps. 

The following extracts from the Travels of Sir 
William Brereton may answer the inquiry respect- 
ing the ships called “ Whelps”: — 

“ Waterford, 25 July, 1635. About six hour I went 
aboard one of the kings ships, called the ninth whelp, 
which is in the king’s books 215 ton and tonnage in 
kings books. She carries sixteen pieces of ordinance, 
two brass rakers, six iron demiculverin drakes, four 
iron whole culverin drakes, and four iron demicannon 

drakes, ‘They are called drakes. They are taper-bored 
in the chamber, and are tempered with extraordinary 
metal to carry that shot; these are narrower where 
the powder is put in, and wider where the shot is put 
in, and with this kind of ordinance his majesty is much 
affected. This ship is manned with sixty men,”— 
p- 164. 

“1627. This 26th of February, attending the 
officers of the navy at Sir Sackville Crowes house by 
Charing Cross, Sir John Pennington came thither to 
acquaint them with a warrant from the Lord Duke 
(of Buckingham) direeted to him and myself, for pre- 
sent bargaining with the yard keepers of the river for 
the building of ten small vessels, for the enterprise of 
Rochel, of some 120 tons a piece, with one deck and 
quarter only, to row as well as sail. The 28th of the 
same month we concluded our bargains with the gene- 
ral yard keepers, and drew covenants between us, and 
delivered to them accordingly. In this business I was 
employed till the latter end of July that the ships set 
sail to Portsmouth. My son John was placed captain 
in the sixth whelp, built by my kinsman Peter Pett. 
Having liberty from my lord Duke to make choice 
from among them all, 1 chose that pinnace before the 
rest, supposing she would have proved the best, which 
fell out afterwards cleane contrary. The 4th September 
my son John took leave of me in the evening, and went 
on board his ship, whom I never saw after, being un- 
fortunately cast away in the return from Rochel. 

“1628. In this interim I received certain intelli- 
gence of the great loss of my son John, his ship and 
all his company, who foundered in the sea about the 
Seames in a great storm, about the beginning of No- 
vember; not one man saved to bring the doleful news, 
nor no ship near them to deliver the certainty but a 
small pinnace belonging to the fleet that was within 
ken of her, and saw her shoot nine pieces of ordinance 
hoping of succour.”— Journal of Phineas Pett. MSS, in 
Brit. Mus, 9298. 

“At the return of this fleet (from Rochel) two of 
the whelps were cast away, and three ships more, and 
some five ships who bad some of those great stones, 
that were brought to build Pauls, for ballast and for 
other uses within them, which could promise no good 
success, for I never heard of any thing that prospered 
which being once designed for the honour of God was 
alienated from that use.”—  Howel’s Letters, sect. v. 
lett. 9. ; 

The name whelp was probably given them face- 
tiously in reference to their designation as barks. 

Epw. Hawkins. 
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Cowley or Cowleas. 

Your correspondent W. asks the etymon of 
“Cowley ;”—probably “Cow leas,” or Cow pasture. 
In ancient records it is written “Couelee.” I 
have before me a survey or “extent” of the Hos- 
pitalers’ lands in England, including those formerly 
belonging to the Templars. In this record, as in 
most that I have seen, it is written, “ Templecoue- 
lee,” and it is entered as a limb of the commandry 
of Saunford or Sandford. Bary. 

Cowley or Coverley—Statistics of Roman Catholic 
Church — Whelps — Discovery of America. 

I can answer pretty confidently the query II. in 
Number 4., p. 59., about the etymon of Cowley, 
for I have, on a farm of my own, two denomina- 
tions of land, called Ox-ley and Cow-ley, and I 
believe that both these names are common all 
through England. Like Horseley, Ashley, Oakley, 
and a thousand other leas or leys distinguished 
from each other by some local characteristic. Cover- 
ley was probably not Cowley, but, like Woodley, 
Orchardleigh, &c., derived from its local position. 

' In answer to the query as to the statistics of 
the Roman Catholic Church, p. 61. Number 4., 
I think I may say there is no such general work, 
though the Propaganda of Rome was said to re- 
gister something of that sort. The information is 
only to be picked up from various and (as far as I 
know) all imperfect publications. The least so 
that I can just now refer to is the Statistics of the 
Roman Catholic Church of Ireland, in Thom’s 
Dublin Almanack —a very curious and useful com- 
pilation. 

In reply to the inquiry as to a priest's wife, 
p- 77. Number 5., I would suggest that married 
persons may have separated, and retired each into 
the celibacy of a convent, yet might join, when 
necessary, in a legal conveyance; but I should 
examine closely the word deciphered clericus. 

To J.J., who inquires about “ Whelps,” and 
refers to Howell’s Lelters, sect. 5. p.9., I beg 
leave to suggest more precision in his future refer- 
ences. The passage is in one (viz. the viii.) of 
the 42 letters of the 5th section; but in the last 
and best edition (Lond. 1754) it is p. 204. Inote 
this to inculeate the necessity of accurate refer- 
ences and mention of the edition quoted. As to 
the query itself, I can answer that the “ whelps” 
were a class, perhaps I might say a litter, of light 
men-of-war of the fifth rate, which were so called, 
erhaps, after one named the “ Lion’s Whelp,” 

in Queen Elizabeth’s navy, and distinguished by 
numbers, as “ 1st Whelp,” “2nd Whelp,” and so on 
to at least “10th Whelp,” which is to be found in 
a list of the navy in 1651. She was of 180 tons, 
and carried 18 guns and 60 men. It seems not 
easy to account for this class of vessels having 
been rated so high as 5th rates, but I suppose they 
were a favourite und favoured class. 
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In reference to the discovery of America by 
Madoc, pp. 7. 12. 25. 57., it may amuse your read- 
ers to be informed that Seneca shadows forth such 
a discovery : — 

“ Venient annis szcula seris 
Quibus Oceanus vincula rerum 
Laxet, et ingens pateat tellus, 

Ichthysque novos deteget orbes ; 
Nee sit terris ultima Thule.” 

Medea, act ii. ad finem, v. 375. 

“A vaticination,” says the commentator, “ of 
the Spanish discovery of America.” It is certainly 
a curious passage. y 

QUERIES. 

BERKELEY'S THEORY OF VISION VINDICATED. 

In Mr. Dugald Stewart’s Dissertation on the 
Progress of Metaphysical Philosophy he says of 
Lord Shaftesbury’s work entitled Characteristics — 

“It seemed to have the power of changing the 
temper of its critics. It provoked the amiable Berkeley 
to a harshness equally unwonted and unwarranted ; 
while it softened the rugged Warburton so far as to 
dispose the fierce, yet not altogether ungenerous, polemic 
to praise an enemy in the very heat of conflict.” 

To this passage is appended the following note :— 

“ Berkeley’s Minute Philosopher, Dialogue 3.; but 
especially his Theory of Vision Vindicated, London, 
1733 (not republished in the quarto edition of his 
works), where this most excellent man sinks for a 
moment to the level of a railing polemic.” 

Can you or any of your readers do me the 
favour to inform me whether the tract here re- 
ferred to has been included in any subsequent 
edition of the Bishop’s works, and, if not, where it 
is to be met with? B.G. 

DR. JOHNSON AND PROFESSOR DE MORGAN. 

Mr. Editor, — Although your cleverly conceived 
publication may be considered as more applicable 
to men of letters than to men of figures, yet I 
doubt not you will entertain the subject I am 
about to propound: because, in the first place, 
“whole generations of men of letters” are im- 
plicated in the criticism; and, in the next place, 

because however great, as a man of figures, the 
critic may be, the man of letters criticised was 
assuredly greater. ‘ 

Professor de Morgan has discovered a flaw in 

the great Johnson! and, in obedience to your 

epigraph, “when found make a note of it,” he has 
made a note of it at the foot of page 7. of The 
Companion to the Almanac for 1850,—eeccola : — 

« The following will show that a palpable absurdity 
will pass before the eyes of generations of men of letters 
without notice. In Boswell’s Life of Johnson (chapter 
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vill. of the edition with chapters), there is given a 
conversation between Dr. Adams and Johnson, in 
which the latter asserts that he could finish his Dic- 
tionary in three years. 

“Apams. ‘ But the French Academy, which con- 
sists of forty members, took forty years to compile 
their Dictionary.’ —Jounson. ‘ Sir, thus it is. This 
is the proportion. Let me see: forty times forty is 
sixteen hundred, so is the proportion of an Englishman 
to a Frenchman.’ 

«“ No one of the numerous editors of Boswell has 
made « note upon this, although many things as slight 
have been commented upon: it was certainly not 
Johnson’s mistake, for he was a clear-headed arith- 

metician. How many of our readers will stare and 
wonder what we are talking about, and what the 
mistake is!” 

Certes, I for one, plead guilty to staring, and 
wondering what the Professor is talking about. 

I cannot for a moment imagine it possible, that 
he could base such a criticism, so announced, upon 
no better foundation than the mere verbal trans- 
position of the words Englishman and Frenchman. 

The inversion deceives no person, and it is 
almost more appropriate to the colloquial jocularity 
of the great Lexicographer’s bombast than if the 
enunciation had been more strictly according to 
rule. Besides, the correctness of the expression, 
even as it stands, is capable of defence. Let the 
third and fourth terms be understood as referring 
to time instead of to power, and the proportion 
becomes “as three to sixteen hundred, so is” (the 
time required by) “an Englishman to” (that re- 
quired for the same work by) “a Frenchman.” 

Or, if natives be referred to in the plural, — 
then, as three to sixteen hundred, so are 

Englishmen to Frenchmen ; 
that is, such is the number of each required for 
the same amount of work. 

But [ repeat that I cannot conceive a criticism 
so trifling and questionable can have been the true 
aim of Professor de Morgan’s note, and as I am 
unable to discover any other flaw in the Doctor's 
proportion, according to the premises, my query, 
Mr. Editor, has for its object to learn 

“ What the mistake is 2” B. 

CARACCIOLI’S LIFE OF LORD CLIVE. 

Sir, —Can you, or any of your readers, give me 
any information relating to Caraccioli’s Life of 
Lord Clive? It is a book in four bulky octavo 
volumes, without date, published, I believe, at 
different periods, about the year 1780—perhaps 
some years later. It enjoys the distinction of 
being about the worst book that was ever pub- 
lished. It bears, on its title-page, the name of 
“ Charles Caraccioli, Gent.’ A writer in the 
Calcutta Review, incidentally alluding to the book, 
says that “it is said to have been written by a 

member of one of the councils over which Clive 
presided; but the writer, being obviously better 
acquainted with his lordship’s personal doings in 
Europe than in Asia, the work savours strongly of 
home-manufacture, and has all the appearance of 
being the joint composition of a discarded valet 
and a bookseller’s hack.” The last hypothesis 
appears very probable. Internal evidence is 
greatly in its favour. Can any of your readers 
tell me who was ‘Charles Caraccioli, Gent.,” — 
when the atrocity which bears his name was pub- 
lished, — or any thing about the man or his book ? 
Probably some notice of it may be found in the 
Monthly Review, the Gentleman's Magazine, or 
some other periodical of the last century. The 
writer, indeed, speaks of his first volume having 
been reviewed with “unprecedented” severity. 
Perhaps you can help me to the dates of some 
notices of this book. The work I believe to be 
scarce. The copy in my possession is the only 
complete one I have seen; but I once stumbled 
upon an odd volume at a book-stall. It is such a 
book as Lord Clive’s family would have done well 
in buying up; and it is not improbable that an 
attempt was made to suppress it. The success of 
your journal is greatly dependent upon the brevity 
of your correspondents ; so no more, even in com- 
mendation of its design, from yours obediently, 

Covent Garden, Dee. 5, 1849. 

ON SOME SUPPRESSED PASSAGES IN W. CART- 
WRIGHT'S POEMS. 

As I want my doubts cleared up on a literary 
point of some importance, I thought I could not 
do better than state them in your “ Norxs anp 
QUERIES.” 

Ihave before me a copy of the not by any means 
rare volume, called Comedies, Tragi-Comedies, 
with other Poems, by Mr. William Cartwright, 8vo. 
1651, with the portrait by Lombart. Though the 
book may be called a common one, I apprehend 
that my copy of it is in an uncommon state, for 
I find in it certain leaves as they were originally 
printed, and certain other leaves as they were 
afterwards substituted. The fact must have been, 
that after the volume was published by H. Moseley, 
the bookseller, it was called in again, and particular 
passages suppressed and excluded. 

These passages are three in number, and occur 
respectively on pp. 301, 302, and 305 ; and the two 
first occur in a poem headed ‘On the Queen’s 
Return from the Low Countries,” an event which 
occurred only shortly before the death of Cart- 
wright, which took place on 23rd Dec. 1643. 

This poem consists, in my perfect copy, of eight 
stanzas, but two stanzas are expunged on the can- 
celled leaf, viz. the second and the fifth; the 
second runs as follows :— 
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“ When greater tempests, than on sea before, 
Receiv’d her on the shore, 

When she was shot at for the king’s own good, 
By legions hir’d to bleud ; 

How bravely did she do, how bravely bear ! 
And shew’d, though they durst rage, she durst 

not fear.” 

The queen landed at Burlington on 22nd Feb. 
1642, so that Cartwright may have written what 

| precedes; but how could he have written what | 
follows, the fifth stanza of the poem, which men- 

_ tions an event that did not occur until six or seven 
years afterwards ? 

“ Look on her enemies, on their Godly lies, 
Their holy perjuries, 

Their curs’d encrease of much ill gotten wealth, 
By rapine or by stealth, 

Their crafty friendship knit in equall guilt, 
And the Crown-Martyr’s bloud so lately spilt.” 

Hence arises my first question — if Cartwright 
were not the author of this poem, who was? 
Although Izaac Walton, Jasper Mayne, James 
Howell, Sir John Birkenhead, and a host of other 
versifyers, introduce the volume with “ laudatory 
lays,” we are not to suppose that they meant to 
vouch for the genuineness of every production 
therein inserted and imputed to Cartwright. Was 
the whole poem “ On the Queen’s Return” foisted 
in, or only the two stanzas above quoted, which 
were excluded when the book was called in? 

The next poem on which I have any remark to 
make immediately succeeds that ‘“ On the Queen’s 
Return,” and is entitled “Upon the Death of the 
Right Valiant Sir Bevill Grenvill, Knight,” who, 
we know from Lord Clarendon, was killed at 
Lansdown on 5th July, 1643, only five months 
before the death of Cartwright, who is supposed 
to have celebrated his fall. This production is 
incomplete, and the subsequent twelve lines on 
p- 305, are omitted in the ordinary copies of 
Cartwright’s Comedies, Tragi-Comedies, with other 
Poems : — 

“ You now that boast the spirit, and its sway, 
Shew us his second, and wee’l give the day: 
We know your politique axiom, Lurk, or fly ; 
Ye cannot conquer, ’cause you dare not dye: 
And though you thank God that you lost none 

there, 
*Cause they were such who liv’d not when they 

were; 
Yet your great Generall (who doth rise and fall, 
As his successes do, whom you dare call, 

As Fame unto you doth reports dispence, 
Either a or his Excellence) 
Howe'r he reigns now by unheard-of laws, 
Could wish his fate together with his cause.” 

It is clear to me, that these lines could not 
haye been written in 1643, soon after the death of 
Sir B. Grenvill; and, supposing any part of the 

poem to have come from the pen of Cartwright, 
they must have been interpolated after the eleva- 
tion of Cromwell to supreme power. 

Ihave thrown out these points for information, 
and it is probable that some of your readers will 
be able to afford it: if able, I conclude they will 
be willing. 

It may be an error to fancy that the copy of 
Cartwright now in my hands, containing the can- 
celled and uncancelled leaves, is a rarity; but 
although in my time I have inspected at least 
thirty copies of his Comedies, Tragi- Comedies, 
with other Poems, I certainly never met with one 
before with this peculiarity. On this matter, also, 
I hope for enlightenment. 

Do the stanzas “On the Queen’s Return” and 
the lines on the death of Sir B. Grenvill exist in 
any of the various collections of State Poems ? 

INVESTIGATOR. 

MINOR QUERIES, 

Christencat. 

In Day’s edition of Tyndale’s Works, Lond. 
1573, at p. 476., Tyndale says: — 

“ Had he” [Sir Thomas More] “ not come begging 
for the clergy from purgatory, with his supplication of 
souls—nor the poor soul and proctor been there with 
his bloody bishop Christé catte, so far conjured into his 
own Utopia.” 

I take the word to be Christencat; but its two 
parts are so divided by the position of Christé 
at the end of one line, and catte at the beginning 
of the next, as to prevent it from being certain 
that they form one word. But I would gladly 
learn from any of your correspondents, whether 
the name of Christencat, or Christian-cat, is that 
of any bishop personified in the Old Moralities, or 
known to have been the satirical soubriquet for 
any bishop of Henry VIII.’s time. The text would 
suggest the expectation of its occurring either in 
More’s Utopia, or in his Supplication of Souls, but 
I cannot find it in either of them. 

Henry Watrer, 

Hexameter Verses in the Scriptures. 

Sir, —I shall feel obliged to any of your readers 
who will refer me to an hexameter line in the 
authorised English version of the Old Testament. 

The following are two examples in the New 
Testament. 

Art théu hé | that should | cdme Gr | do wé | lodk for 
2i{nothér. || 
Hisbands | love your | wives and | bé not | bittér 

ijgainst thém. || 
W. J.B. R. 
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NOTES ON BOOKS — CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

The extraordinary collection of the works of 
Daniel Defoe formed by Mr. Walter Wilson, his 
biographer, which at his sale realised the sum of 
50/., and which had been rendered still further 
complete by the addition of upwards of forty 
pieces by the recent possessor, when sold by 
Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, on Wednesday, the 
5th instant, produced no less than 71/. Mr. Toovey 
was the purchaser. 

The Shakspeare Society have just issued a very 
interesting volume, the nature of which is well 
described by its ample title-page : — 

“TJnigo Jones. A Life of the Architect, by Peter 
Cunningham, Esq. Remarks on some of his Sketches 
for Masques and Dramas, by J. R. Planché, Esq.; and 
Five Court Masques. Edited from the original MSS. 
of Ben Jonson, John Marston, etc., by John Payne 
Collier, Esq. ; accompanied by Facsimiles of Drawings 
by Inigo Jones ; and by a Portrait from a Painting by 
Vandyck.” 

Many particulars in the memoir are new in the 
biography of the great architect. Mr. Planché’s 
too brief Remarks on the Costume make us join 
with Mr. Collier in regretting that he did not 
extend to all the plates “ the resources of his 
attainments and talents;” while the five masques 
and the general preface, contributed by Mr, 
Collier, form by no means the least valuable 
portion of a volume which cannot fail to give 
satisfaction to all the members of the society by 
which it is issued. 

Mr. Kerslake, of Bristol, has just issued a 
small Catalogue of Books bought at Brockley 
Hall, and some which formerly belonged to 
Browne Willis, which contains some interesting 
articles, such as, No. 222., M‘Cormick’s Memoirs 
of Burke, with numerous MS. notes throughout 
by J.Horne Tooke; the first edition of Wit’s 
Recreation, 1640, with a MS. note by Sir F. 
Freeling : — “I have never seen another perfect 
copy of the first, edition. That in Longman’s 
Bib. Ang. Poetica, wanted frontispiece and 4 leaves, 
and was priced 71. 7s. 

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, who have during 
the present week been selling the curious Dra- 
matic Library, printed and manuscript, and the 
theatrical portraits of the late Mr. James Winston, 
will commmence, on Monday, the sale of Mr. 
Mitchell's Collection of Autograph Letters. The 
most interesting portion of these are eight-and- 
forty unpublished letters by Garrick, among 
which is one written to his brother Peter, com- 
menced on the day on which he made his appear- 
ance on the London boards, and finished on the 
following. In it he communicates his change of 
occupation to his brother, premising that since he 
had been in business he had “ run out four hun- 
dred pounds, and found trade not increasing,” and 

Ce ee ee ee SS 
a 

had now begun to think of some way of redeeming 
his fortune. ‘ My mind (as you know) has always 
been inclined to the stage; nay, so strongly so, that 
all my illness and lowness of spirits was owing 
to my want of resolution to tell you my thoughts 
when here. ... Though I know you will be dis- 
pleased with me, yet I hope when you shall find 
that I may have the genius of an actor without 
the vices, you will think less severe of me, and not 
be ashamed to own me for a brother.” He makes 
an offer as to the transfer of his business, stock, 
&e. “Last night I played Richard the Third to 
the surprise of every body; and as I shall make 
very near 300/. per annum of it, and as it is really 
what I doat upon, I am resolved to pursue it.” 
In a postscript, he adds, “ I have a farce (The 
Lying Valet), coming out at Drury-lane.”” And 
his progress in his new profession is shown in an- 
other letter, addressed also to his brother Peter, 
on the 19th of April following, in which, after 
mentioning some affairs of business connected with 
their wine trade he says: 

“The favour I have met with from the greatest 
men has made me far from repenting of my choice. I 
am very intimate with Mr, Glover, who will bring out 
a Tragedy next winter on my account. I have supp’d 
with the great Mr. Murray, Counsellor, and shall with 
Mr. Pope by his introduction. I supp’d with Mr. 
Littleton, the Prince’s favourite, last Thursday night, 
and met with the highest civility and complaisance ; 
he told me he never knew what acting was till I ap- 
peared, and said I was only born to act what Shak- 

speare writ..... I believe nobody as an Actor was 
ever more caressed, and my character as a private man 

makes ’em more desirous of my company (all this entre 
nous as one brother to another), I am not fixed for 
next year, but shall certainly be at the other end of the 
town. Iam offered 500 guineas and a clear benefit, 
or part of the management,” &c. , 

The whole collection forms, indeed, a curious 
and new contribution towards the biography of 
that distinguished actor. ; 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in Nos. 5. and 6.) 

EL¥GIE£ COMPOSEE DANS UN CIMETIERE DE CAMPAGNE. 8vo. 1778. 
Lives oF ALCHYMISTICAL PHILOSOPHERS, ETC. 8vo. London, 

1815. 
FLAMMA SINE Fumo, or Porms witHouT Fictions, by R. W. 

12mo. 1662. 
Hooker’s CuiLppirtu, or WomaAn’s Lecture. 4to. Bl. lett. 

1590. 
GREENE’s NEVER TOO LaTE, ETC. 4to. 1590. 
Tue CeLestiaAL BEDs, a Poem. 1781. 
WANSTEAD GARDENS, a Poem. 1712. . 

Odd Volumes. 

SHAKSPEARE’s Works, Vols. 1V. and XIV. of Malone's Edition. 
8vo. Dublin, 1794. 

Larcuer’s Notes oN Henroporus. Cooley’s Edition. Vol. I. 
8vo. 1844. 

Murray’s Hisrory oF European Lancuaces. Vol. II. 8vo. 
Edinburgh, 1822. 
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JUGEMENS DES SAVANS SUR LES MAiTRES DE L’ELOQUENCE. Vols. 
I. and IJ. 12mo. Paris,1719. Vellum. 

Tacitus. Vol. 1V. 4to. Edinburgi, 1796. 
Heropotus. Vol. I. 12mo. Glasgow, Foulis, 1761. 

*,* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, to 
be sent to Mr. BELL, Publisher of ‘*‘ NOTES AND QUERIES,” 
186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Communications rEcEIVED. — T, H. T, ——L. C. R. 
Alicui. Weds, B. BE’, Ee B. Trebor. 
A. F. E. M— D. —— W. D. W. 

Robson. A, T.-—. A. T.. H.——A._ DJS. 
Eliza Caroline. P. H, J. —— 8S. H.— Oxoniensis 

G. H. B. —— G. B.—— E. N. As Ws E- 
-—— A. G.—— J. M. T. —_S. Melanion. F. 
See mee 

Auctor.— We quite agree with our Correspondent 
that such contributions as that of Brera in No. 5., entitled 

“ Prison Discipline and Execution of Justice,” illustrate 
the manners and customs of the olden times far better than 
a whole volume of dissertations; and we gladly adopt his 
suggestion of inviting similar communications. 

W.— We are happy to be enabled to inform our Cor- 
respondent that the Index to the Quarterly Review, Vols. 

LX. to LXXX. is to be published in February. 

W. H.— The transcript hindly forwarded appears to 
be a part of a copy of one of the Anonymous MS. Journals 
used by Sir Simonds D’ Ewes in the compilation of his 
Journals of all the Parliaments of Elizabeth. Lond. 
Folio. 1682. Jt is all substantially in D’ Ewes, and 
generally speaking it is there verbatim. 

Many Notes, Queries, and Answers to Queries, which are 
in type, are unavoidably postponed until our next Number. 

A neat Case for holding the Number of “ Notes ann 
Quenrirs” is now ready, price 1s. 6d., and may be had, 
by Order, of all Booksellers and Newsmen. 

Preparing for Publication, handsomely printed in 8vo. 

A SERIES OF EDITIONS OF THE GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS, 
To be issued under the general title of 

BIBLIOTHECA CLASSICA, 
Edited by various hands, under the direction of Grorce Lone, Esq., M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, 

Cambridge, Classical Lecturer of Brighton College; and the Rev. ArrHur Joun Mactreanr, M.A,, Trinity 
College, Cambridge, and Principal of Brighton College. 

Early in the ensuing year will be commenced a 
Series of the Greek and Roman Authors, carefully 
edited with English Notes, on a uniform plan. The 
series will be especially adapted to the wants of students 
in the higher forms of public schools and at the uni- 
yersities, and will embrace, in the first instance, those 
works which are usually read in the course of a clas- 
sical education. 

The works will be edited by various hands; and, to 
secure uniformity and consistency in execution, the 
series will be under the united management of Mr. 
Long and Mr. Macleane. 

The first volume will be ready early in 1850. The 
subsequent volumes will be published at intervals, as 
regularly as may be found practicable, at the rate of 
four or five volumes in the year. 

The following works are undertaken by the gentle- 
men whose names are set opposite : — 

ye Benjamin Hall Kennedy, D.D., 
Homer: Iliad, late Fellow of St. John’s College, Cam- 

Odyssey bridge; Head Master of the Shrews- 
bury School. 

newer pat rg ar ag Esq., es 
ate Fellow of Trinity College, Cam- 

Hestop - = bridge; Professor of Greek in the 
University of Glasgow. 

Heropotus 
ARISTOTLE: Nico-} 5 
machean Ethics 

Tuucypines t 

Rev. J. W. Blakesley, M.A., late Fellow 
and Tutor of Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge. 

George Long, Esq., M.A., late Fellow of 
Xernopuon : Hel- Trinity College, Cambridge. 

lenica 

Prato: iztionsf Rev. W. H. Thompson, M.A., Fellow and 
and Selections Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge. 
of Dialogues 

Wunrraxer & Co., Ave Maria Lane; 

Dr. William Smith, Editor of the Dic- 
Livy 4 tionary of Greek and Koman Antiqui- 

? 7 ties, and of Greek and Roman Bio- 
graphy and Mythology. 

Tacitus - - Wm. B. Donne, Esq. 
Vinci. Rev. Charles Merivale, M.A., late Fellow 
Tacky } - ; and Tutor of St. John’s College, Cam- 

bridge. 
Cicero: Oat ins 
and Puitosophi-¢ George Long, Esq. 

beable W.R E M.A., Trinity Coll Sider . Ramsay, Esq., M.A., Trinity College, 
Cambridge: Professor of Humanity in 

JOvENAL and Pensius j the University of Glasgow. x 
Rev. Arthur John Macleane, M.A., Tri- 

Horace - - - § nity College, Cambridge; Principal of 
Brighton College. 

The undermentioned volumes are already in pro- 
gress, and are expected to appear during 1850-1:— 

HERODOTUS, Three Volumes. 
ILIAD, One Volume. 
HORACE, Two Volumes. 
CICERO, Orations, Vol. J. 
PLATO, Dialogues, Vol. I. 
TACITUS, Vol. I. 

Each work will be sold separately ; but, as the Pub- 
lishers expect that they will be enabled to extend the 
series until it shall approximate toa complete collection 
of the Greek and Latin Classics, and as they have 
reason to think that such a collection would be found 
an acceptable addition to all public and private Li- 
braries, they hope to receive the names of persons who 
are willing to give encouragement to the scheme, as 
Subscribers to the entire Series. 

and Grorce Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 
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Vors. I. and II. 8vo. Price 28s. cloth. 

HE JUDGES OF ENGLAND; from 
the time of the Conquest. 

By Epwarp Foss, F.S. A. 

“It supplies what was much wanted —a regular and progressive 
account of English legal institutions. The result is, a correction 
of many errors, an addition of much new information, and a better 
ponte view of our strictly legal history than any other jurist, 
historian, or biographer, had heretofore attempted to give.” — 
Examiner. 

Loneman, Brown, Green, and Lonemans. 

OOK-BUYERS. There are some very 
cheap and good library books, purchased during 

the last month, in Part VII. for 1849 (out to-day) 
of Joun Russert Smiru’s Catalogue. It may be had 
gratis on application, or sent by post on receipt of a 
postage label. 4, Old Compton Street, Scho, London. 

| Published by Grorce Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 

Now ready, folded in a folio case, price SOs. 

CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHIC DRAW- 
ING OF THE PAINTED CEILING IN 

THE NAVE OF PETERBOROUGH CATHE- 
DRAL, coloured as in the original, by G. Srricx- 

Ltanp. This curious relic of Ecclesiastical Decoration 
of the Twelfth Century is considered to be the finest 
specimen of its character and period in Great Britain; 
it is in a high state of preservation, and no other repre- 

sentation of it exists). The Drawing is six feet long, 
and its details all bear the same relative proportions as 
the original. 

Ona large sheet, price 7s. 6d. plain, 15s. richly coloured ; 
in ease, 10s. 6d. plain, 18s. coloured. 

A CHART OF ANCIENT ARMOUR, 
FROM THE ELEVENTH TO THE SEVEN- 

TEENTH CENTURIES: containing Eighteen 
Figures, with a Description and a Sketch of the Pro- 
gress of European Armour. By Joun Hewirr. 

“A graphic outline of the subject of military costume during 
the period of its greatest interest to the English antiquary. The 
author has made a judicious selection of examples, chiefly from 
the rich series of monumental effigies; and, in the brief text 
which accompanies these illustrations, a useful résumé will be 
found of a subject which, not many years since, was attainable 
only through the medium of costly publications.” — Archeological 
Journal. 

Publishing in Parts, imp]. 4to. price 3s., tinted, 4s. 

RELIQUES OF ANCIENT ENGLISH 
ARCHITECTURE. From Drawings by Joun 
Jounsron, Architect, F.S.A. Lithographed by At- 
Frep NEWMAN. 

This work is intended to embrace a series of ex- 
amples of Ecclesiastical, Collegiate, and Domestic 
Architecture. It will be completed in twenty monthly 
parts, at 3s. plain, 4s. tinted. 12 Parts are now pub- 
lished. 

Published by Grorcr Bett, 186. Fleet Street, 
(continued). 

Royal 4to. cloth, Vol. I., price 3. 13s. 6d. 

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS; being a Se- 
ries of Examples of Enriched Details.and Accessories 
of the Architecture of Great Britain. Drawn from 
existing Authors. By James K. Corrine, Architect. 

The particular object of this work is “to exhibit 
such a number of examples of foliage and other orna- 
mental details of the different styles as clearly to eluci- 
date the characteristic features peculiar to each period ; 
and drawn sufficiently large in scale to be practically 
useful in facilitating the labours of the architect and 
artist.” 

The first volume consists of 104 Plates — nineteen 
of which are highly finished in colours. The second 
volume, which will complete the work, is now in pro- 

gress, and will be completed early in 1850. 

Two vols. feap. 8vo., with 240 Figures of Apparatus, 
price 9s. 

THE HISTORY and ART of WARM- 
ING and VENTILATING ROOMS and BUILD- 
INGS. With Notices of the Progress of Personal 
and Fireside Comfort and of the Management of Fuel. 
By Wa rer Bernay, C. E. 

In the Third Essay a minute description is given of the Roman 
Hypocaust. 

“The whole of the work seems to be arranged skilfully, and 
drawn up with care; it comprises much information valuable 
to the student of antiquities, and will well repay the perusal of 
those who are interested in the theories and practice of warming 
and ventilating houses.”’-— Archeological Journal. 

“‘ Expedients of all time and nations collected with research 
selected with judgment, and skilfully arranged and described.’ —= 
Atheneum. 

8yo., price 16s. 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE TRAGE- 
DIES of ZSCHYLUS and SOPHOCLES, from 
the Greek, Latin, and English Poets, with an Intro- 

ductory Essay by J. F. Boyes, M. A., St. John’s Col- 
lege, Oxford. 

A few Copies of the ILLUSTRATIONS of 
JESCHYLUS may still be had separately, price 9s. 
Also Copies of PARTS II. and III. to complete 
Sets, price 3s. each. 

“« Mr. Boyes has collected these illustrations more for the pur- 
pose of determining the heads of thought by a comparison of 
minds, than for the detection of Plagiarism. His work will 
amuse those whose days of study are gone by; but who love to 
review their classic recollections, and to recall those images of 
sublimity and beauty, which had delighted their young hearts and 
charmed their youthful fancy. To use the language of Cicero, he 
has rendered those studies which nurtured boyhood delightful to 
age.’’— Athenaum. 

** This is one of the most pleasing classical works that we have 
lately read. The Author shows very extensive poetical reading, 
a quick perception, accurate memory, and well-formed taste.””— 
Gentleman's Magaxine. 

Printed by Tuomas CLARK SuAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the City of London; and published by GrorcE BELt, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, December 15. 1849, 
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WHAT BOOKS DID OTLOH WRITE? 

Sir, — In Dr. Maitland’s able vindication of the 
Dark Ages (p. 419. 1st ed.), he concludes his in- 
teresting extract from the scribe Otloh’s account 
of himself by saying : — “ One would like to know 
what books they were which Otlohnus thus multi- 
lied ; but this, perhaps, is now impossible.” I 
ave it accidentally in my power to identify two 

at least of the number; and if it was his uni- 
versal practice to subscribe his name, as he does 
in these instances, a search into the principal re- 
ositories of MSS. would, no doubt, give a large 
ist. A valuable MS. volume in my possession 
has been thus described by a learned Benedictine: 
“Codex Membranaceus constans foliis 223 nume- 
rando; seculis ix. desinente, x. et xi. incipiente, 
variis manibus scriptus, per partes qui in unum 
collectus, ex scriptis variis nitide scripture carlo- 
yingicw, varia continens: 1° Vita et Passio, seu | 

2° Revelatio facta S. Stephano Pape de conse- 
cratione altaris SS. Petri et Pauli ante Sepul- 
chrum S. Martirii Dionisii que consecratio facta 
fuit v. kal. Aug. 754. This part of the MS. is 
remarkable for containing in one place the date 
written in Roman ciphers, thus—cecLuu. v. kl. 
aug.; a circumstance so rare in MSS. of this age, 
as to have astonished the learned diplomatists Pape- 
broch and Germon. 

3° Historia S. Simeonis Trevirensis Solitarii. 
Of whom it is recorded that he lived sub Poppone 
Episcopo Trevirense, in quedam cellula ad portam 
nigram sita. At fol. 36. an interesting account of 
the death of the saint is given by the author, who 
was present, and with the assistance of two other 
monks, piously performed his obsequies. It ap- 
pears that the abbey of S. Maximin was about 
120 paces from the cell of the saint at Treves, and 
it is therefore most probable that the writer was a 
monk of the Benedictine order then belonging to 
that foundation; but he puts his name out of 
doubt by the following couplet, inscribed at the 
end of the narrative : — 

“ Presbiter et monachus Orton quidam vocitatus 
Sanete tibi librum Boniracirz tradidit istum.” 

This dedication of his labours to S. Boniface may 
only indicate his veneration for the national saint ; 
but, as he tells us he worked a great deal in the 
monastery at Fulda (of which 8. Boniface was the 
patron saint and founder), may not this have been 
one of his labours there? Ata subsequent period, 
it appears, he revised and amplified Wilibald’s 
Life of Boniface. 

I must summarily indicate the other contents of 
this interesting MS., which are: 4. Passio SS. 
Sebastiani et Vincentii. 5. Vita S. Burchar i. 
6. Vita et Passio S. Kiliani (genere Scoti). 7. Vita 
5. Sole. 8. Vita S.Ciri. 9. Depositio S. Satiri. 

SECOND EDITION. 8 
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10. Alphabetum Grecum. 11. Officio pro Choro 
cum notis musicis, pro festo §. Pancratii; sequitur 
ipsiis martiriis passio. 12. Vita S. Columbani 
[this is anonymous, but is attributed to his disciple 
Jonas, and contains much valuable historical 
matter]. Lastly, 13. Vita S. Wolfgangi, by the 
hand of our interesting scribe Orxon, written at 
the instance of the Benedictine Ceenobites of his 
monastery of §. Emmeram, at Ratisbon, where 
the saint was buried. ‘This, as in the case of the 
Life of S. Boniface, is a rifaccimento ; it was made 
from two older lives of 8. Wolfgang, as Otloh 
himself tells us, one of them by a certain monk 
named Arnolfus, the other haying been brought 
out of France. He is here, therefore, more an 
author than a scribe; but he declares modestly / 
that it was a task he would willingly avoid for the 
future. The passage of his Preface is worth 
transcribing: “ Fratrum quorundam nostrorum 
hortatu sedulo infimus ego, O ccenobitarum §. 
Emmerammi compulsus sum 8. Wolfgangi vitam 
in libellulis duobus dissimili interdum, et impolita 
materie descriptam in unum colligere, et aliquan- 
tulum sublimiori modo corrigere. .... Multa 
etiam que in libro neutro inveniebantur, fidelium 
quorundam attestatione comperté addere studui, 
sieque quedam addendo, queedam vero fastidiose 
vel inepte dicta excerpendo, pluraque etiam cor- 
rigendo, sed et capitularia praponendo. Vobis 
O fratres mei exactoresque hujus rei prout inge- 
nioli mei parvitas permisit obedivi. Jam rogo 
cessate plus tale quid exigere a me.” At the end 
of the Life he has written : — 

« Presul Wolfeange cunctis semper venerande 
Hee tua qui seripsi jam memor esto mihi 
Presbiter et Monachus Otloh quidam vocitatus 
Sancte tibi librum Bonifacii tradidit istum.” 

We have here sufficient evidence that Otloh was 
a worthy predecessor of the distinguished Bene- 
dictines to whom the world of letters has been so 
deeply indebted in more recent times. 

Dr. Maitland’s mention of the calligraphic la- 
bours of the nun Diemudis, Otloh’s contemporary, 
is not a solitary instance: in all ages, the world 
has been indebted to the pious zeal of these 
recluse females for the multiplication of books of 
devotion and devout instruction. An instance, of so 
late a date as the eve of the invention of printing, 
now lies before me, in a thick volume, most beauti- 
fully written by fair hands that must have been 
long practised in the art. As the colophon at the 
end preserves the names of the ladies, and records 
that the parchment was charitably furnished by 
their spiritual father, I think it worth tran- 
scribing :— 

“ Expliciunt, Deo Jaus omnipotente, quinque libri 
de Vira & Convensatione Sancrorvm Parry Scripti 
per manibus Sororum Ave Trict et Guerze Ysenoup1 
in festivus diebus suis consororibus dilectis in memo- 

riam earum. Finiti ano dii m° cccc® xirx? in festo 
decollationis Sci Johannis baptiste ante suinam missam. 
Et habebant ad hoe pergamenum sibi ex caritate pro- 
visum de venerabili presbitero Dno Nicorao Wyr tune 
temporis earundem patre spirituali & sibi ipsiis spiritu- 
aliter ac in Do sat reverenter dilectio. Ex caritativo 
amore sitis propter Deum memores eorum cum uno 
Ave Mania.” 

I omitted to mention that Massmann, in his 
Kleinen Sprachdenkmale des VIII. bis XII. Jahr- 
hunderts, Leipsig, 1830, p. 50., says: “ ‘The Bene- 
dictine priest Otloh, of Regensburg, left behind 
him a work, De Ammonicione Clericorum et Lai- 
corum, in which is twice given a Latin prayer 
(Cod. Monacens. Emmeram. f. exiii. mbr. see. 
xi.), at fol. 51. d., as Oratio ejus qui et suprascripta 
et sequentia edidit dicta, and at fol. 158. as Oratio 
cuidam peccatoris.” On fol. 161. b. is an old Ger- 
man version, first printed by Pez (Thes.i. 417.), 
corrected by Graff. Diutiska, 111. 211., by Mass- 
mann, at p. 168. Otloh mentions in this prayer 
the destruction of his monastery of St. Emmeram, 
which took place in 1062. 

I have advisedly called him Otloh, and not 
Otlohnus. S. W. Srneer. 

Mickleham, Dee. 10. 1849. 

NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 

LONDON. 

No. 1. “ Gerrard Street, Soho. At the 
Turk’s Head, in Gerrard Street, Johnson and Sir 
Joshua Reynolds founded, in the year 1764, ‘ The 
Literary Club.” ' 

It would appear from the following extracts in 
my Common-place Book, that the original Turk’s 
Head, at which the Literary Club first held their 
meetings, was in Greek Street, Soho, not in 
Gerrard Street : — 

« The Literary Club was first held at the Turk’s 
Head in Greek Street, which tavern was almost half a 
century since remoyed to Gerrard Street, where it con- 

tinued nearly as long as the house was kept open.” -—— 
EHuropedn May. Jan. 1803. 

«“ The Turk’s Head, in Gerrard Street, Soho, was, 
more than fifty years since, removed from a tavern of 
the same sign the cornerof Greek and Compton Streets. 
This place was a kind of head-quarters for the Loyal 
Association during the rebellion of 1745.”— Moser’s 
Memorandum Book, MS. dated 1799. 

No.2. Storey’s Gate, Birdcage Wath, St. James’s 
Park. —J have seen it stated, but do not recollect 
where, that “Storey’s” was a house.of public 
entertainment. ‘ Webb’s,” mentioned in the fol- 
lowing extracts, was also a place of a similar de- 
scription : — 

« April 25. 1682.— About nine, this night, it began 
to lighten, thunder, and rain. The next morning, 
there was the greatest flood in S&. James’s Park ever 
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remembered. It came round about the fences, and up 
to the gravel walks— people could not walk to Webb’s 
and Storie’s.’ 

“ April 3. 1685. — This afternoon nine or ten houses 
were burned or blown up, that looked into S. James’s 
Park, between Webb’s and Storie’s.” Diary of Philip 
Madox, MS. formerly in the possession of Thorpe the 
bookseller. 

No.3. Capel Court. —So named from Sir Wil- 
liam Capell, draper, Lord Mayor in 1503, whose 
mansion stood on the site of the present Stock 
Exchange.— Pennant’s Common-place Book. 

No. 4. Bloomsbury Market. — This market, built 
by the Duke of Bedford, was opened in March, 
1730. Query, was there a market on the site 
before ? — bid. 

No.5. Bartlet’s Buildings. — Macheril’s Quaker 
Cojfce-house, frequently mentioned at the begin- 
ning of the last century, was in these buildings. — 

id. 
No. 6. St. Olave’s, Crutched Friars. — Names of 

yarious persons who have occupied houses in this 
parish: Lady Sydney, 1586 — Lady Walsingham, 
1590 — Lady Essex, 1594— Lord Lumley, 1594 
— Viscount Sudbury, 1629 — Philip Lord Her- 
bert, 1646 — Dr. Gibbon, 1653 — Sir R. Ford, 
1653 — Lord Brounker, 1673 — Sir Cloudesley 
Shovel, 1700. — Extracts from the Registers made 
by the Rev. H. H. Goodhall, 1818. 

Epwarp F. Ruweavtr. 

WIVES OF ECCLESIASTICS. 

In reply to your correspondent’s query as to 
the “wives of ecclesiastics,’ I find amongst my 
notes one to this effect’: — 

Error, to assume in ancient genealogies that a 
branch is necessarily extinct, simply because the 
last known representative is described as ‘ Cleri- 
cus,” and ergo, must have died S. P. L. 

It will be obvious to many, of your readers that 
Clericus is nomen generale for all such as were 
learned in the arts of reading and writing, and 
whom the old law deemed capable of claiming 
benefit of clergy, —a benefit not confined to those 
in orders, if the ordinary’s deputy standing by 
could say “legit ut clericus.” 

The title of Clericus, then, in earlier times as 
now, belonged not only to those in the holy mi- 
nistry of the Church, and to whom more strictly 
applied the term Clergy, cither regular or secular, 
but to those as well who by their function or 
course of life practised their pens in any court or 
otherwise, as Clerk of the King’s Wardrobe, Clerks 
of the Exchequer, &e. ‘Though in former times 
clerks of this description were frequently in holy 
orders and held benefices, it must be evident that 
they were not all so of necessity; and the in- 
stances are so numerous where persons having the 
title of “Clericus” appear nevertheless to have 

been in the married state, and to have discharged 
functions incompatible with the service of the 
Church, that the assertion will not be denied that 
the restrictions as to contracting matrimonial al- 
liances did not extend to clerks not in holy orders 
or below the grade of subdiaconus. ‘The Regis- 
trum Brevium furnishes a precedent of a writ, 
“* De clerico infra sacros ordines constituto non eli- 
gendo in officium.” This distinction alone would 
prove that other clerks were not ineligible to 
office. The various decrees of the Church may 
be cited to show that the prohibition to marry 
did not include all clerks generally. Pope 
Gregory VII., in a synod held in 1074, “inter- 
dixit clericis, maxime divino minisierio conse- 
cratis uxores habere, vel cum mulieribus habitare, 
nisi quas Nicena Synodus vel alii canones exce- 
perunt.” 

The statutes made by Anselm, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, Thomas, Archbishop elect of York, 
and all the other bishops of England, in 1108, in 
presence of King Henry I., and with the assent of 
his barons, confine the interdiction respecting mar- 
riages to Presbyteri, Diaconi et Subdiaconi, and a 
provision is made by them for those cases where 
marriages had been contracted since the interdict 
at the Council of London (that probably in 1103), 
viz. that such should be precluded thereafter 
from celebrating mass, if they persisted in retain- 
ing their wives. “Illi vero presbyteri, diaconi, 
subdiaconi, qui post interdictum Londoniensis 
Concilii feeminas suas tenuerunt vel alias duxe- 
runt, si amplius missam celebrare voluerint, eas a 
se omnino sie facient alienas, ut nec illee in domos 
eorum, nec ipsi in domos earum intrent. ... Illi 
autem presbyteri qui divini altaris et sacrorum 
ordinum contemptores preelegerint cum mulie- 
ribus habitare a divino officio remoti, omnique 
ecclesiastico beneficio privati, extra chorum po- 
nantur, infames pronunciati. Qui vero rebellis et 
contemptor feeminam non reliquerit, et missam cele- 
brare presumpserit, vocatus ad satisfactionem si 
neglexerit, viij’. die excommunicetur. Eadem 
sententia archidiaconos et canonicos omnes com- 
plectitur, et de mulieribus relinquemdis et de vi- 
tanda earum conversatione, et de districtione cen- 
sure si statuta transgressi fuerint. .. . Presbyteri 
vero qui relictis mulieribus, Deo et sacris altaribus 
servire elegerint, xl. dies ab officio cessantes, pro 
se interim vicarios habebunt, injuncta eis pceni- 
tentia secundum hoe quod episcopis eorum visum 
fuerit.”. In 1138 the penalty for priests marrying 
was deprivation of their benefices, and exclusion 
from the celebration of divine service : —‘“ Sanc- 
torum patrum vestigiis inhzrentes, presbyteros, 
diaconos, subdiaconos uxoratos, aut concubinarios, 
ecclesiasticis officiis et beneficiis privamus, ac ne 
quis eorum missam audire presumat Apostolica 
auctoritate prohibemus.” 
Many such deerees have been made at various 
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synods and councils holden for reformation of the 
clergy, but I can find none wherein marriage is 
interdicted to clerks generally. I will refer to 
one more only, viz. that made in the Council of 
London, held at Westminster in 1175. Here it 
will be seen most distinctly that the prohibition 
against entering the marriage state was confined 
expressly to Clerici in sacris ordinibus constituti, 
and that it was not only lawful for clerks below 
the grade of subdeacon to marry, but that having 
once entered the marriage state, and being subse- 
quently desirous ad religionem transire, and to 
continue in the service of the Church, they. could 
not do so and be separated from their wives unless 
de communi consensu; if they continued, however, 
to live with their wives, they could not hold an 
ecclesiastical benefice: ‘* Si quis sacerdos vel cleri- 
cus in sacris ordinibus constitutus, ecclesiam vel 
ecclesiasticum beneficium habens publice forni- 
cariam habeat,” &c.... “Si qui vero infra sub- 
diaconatum constituti matrimonia contraxerint, ab 
uxoribus suis nisi de communi consensu ad reli- 
gionem transire voluerint, et ibi in Dei servitio 
vigilanter permanere, nullatenus separentur: sed 
cum uxoribus viventes, ecclesiastica beneficia nullo 
modo percipiant. Qui autem in subdiaconatu, vel 
supra, ad matrimonia convolaverint, mulieres etiam 
invitas et renitentes relinquant.” 

Thus it will be seen that the title ‘“ Clericus,” 
under some circumstances, affords no certain in- 
dication that a lawful marriage may not have been 
contracted by the person so described, and conse- 
quently that he might not have prolem legitimam. 

Nias A 

It does not follow that William de Bolton was 
an ecclesiastic because he was called Clericus; 
that designation being, even in that early time, 
often used in a lay sense. 

Ihave just come across an instance of a prior 
date. 
king directs a payment to be made “to Isabella, 
the wife of our beloved clerk, Robert of Canter- 
bury, to purchase a robe for our use.” Even in 
the reign of Richard I. it may be doubtful whether 
the term was not used with both meanings; for in 
the charter of Walter Mapes, granting certain 
lands, among the witnesses are “ Rogero, capel- 
lano, Willelmo, capellano, Thoma, clerico meo, 
Waltero, clerico, Jacobo, clerico, Bricio, fermario 
meo.” ® 

[In addition to the information afforded by the pre- 
ceding communications, ‘A Sugscrier” will find 
much curious illustration of this subject in Beveridge’s 
Discourse on the Thirty-nine Articles, where he treats of 

the Thirty-second article “On the Marriage of Priests.” 
He must, however, consult the edition printed at the 

Oxford University Press in 1840, which contains for 
the first time Beveridge’s Discourses on the last Nine 
Articles. | 

In the Liberate Roll of 26 Henry III. the | 

TOWER ROYAL. 

Sir, —In your second number I find a query 
by Mr. Cunningham, respecting the origin of the 
name of Zower Royal; although I cannot satisfac- 
torily explain it, 1 enclose a few notes relative to 
the early history of that place, which may, perhaps, 
afford a clue to its derivation. 

In early records it is invariably called “1a Real,” 
“la Reole,” “la Riole,” or “la Ryal or Ryole;” 
and it is described simply as a ‘‘ tenement ;” I have 
never found an instance of its being called a 
“tower.” At the close of the reign of Henry ITI. 
it was held by one Thomas Bat, citizen of London, 
who demised it to Master Simon of Beauvais, 
surgeon to Edward I.; this grant was confirmed 
by that sovereign by charter in 1277. (Rot. 
Cart. 5 Edw. I. m. 17. — Placita de Quo Warranto, 
p- 461.) This Simon of Beauvais figures in Stow 
and Pennant as Simon de Beawmes. In 1331 
Edward ILI. granted “la Real” to his consort 
Philippa, for the term of her life, that it might be 
used as a depository for her wardrobe. (Rot. Pat. 
4 Edw. IT. 2nd part, m. 15.) By Queen Philippa 
it was extensively repaired, if not rebuilt, and the 
particulars of the works executed there by her 
direction, may be seen in the Wardrobe Account 
of the sixth year of her reign, preserved in the 
Cottonian MS. Galba E iii. fo. 177, et seq.; this 
account is erroneously attributed in the catalogue 
to Eleanor, consort of Edward I. One Maria de 
Beauvais, probably a descendant of Master Simon, 
received compensation for quitting a tenement 
which she held at the time Philippa’s operations 
commenced. In 1365 Edward III. granted to 
Robert de Corby, in fee, “one tenement in the 
street of la Ryole, London,” to hold by the accus- 
tomed services. Finally in 1370 Edward gave 
the “inn (hospitium) with its appurtenances called 
le Reole, in the city of London,” to the canons of 
St. Stephen's, Westminster, as of the yearly value 
of 207. (Rot. Pat. 43 Edw. III. m. 24.) 

It is thus sufficiently clear that in the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries this place was not called 
Tower Royal; nor does there appear to be any 
ground for supposing that it was so named in 
earlier times, or, indeed, that it was ever occupied 
by royalty before it became Philippa’s wardrobe. 
The question, therefore, is narrowed to this point : 
— what is the signification of “la Real, Reole, or 
tiole?” should be glad if any of your corre- 
spondents would give their opinions on the subject. 
I may add, that the building was in the parish of 
St. Thomas Apostle, not in that of St. Michael 
Pater Noster Church, as Stow wrote. (Rot. Pat. 
4 Edw. III. 2nd part, m. 38.) fh eb 

Let me refer Mr. P. Cunningham to “ Stow’s 
Survey, p. 27. 92. Thoms’ Edition,” for a full an- 
swer to his query. The passages are too long to 
cite, but Mr. C. will there find sufficient proof of 
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the part of a royal residence having once stood in 
this obscure lane, now almost demolished in the 
sweeping city improvements, which threaten in 
time to leave us hardly a fragment of the London 
of the old chronicler. 

The Tower was also called the Queen’s Ward- 
robe, and it was there, Froissart tells us, that Joan 
of Kent, the mother of Richard IL., took refuge 
during Wat Tyler’s rebellion, when forced to fly 
from the Tower of London. The old historian 
writes, that after the defeat of the rebels ‘* pour le 
premier chemin que le Roy fit, il vint deuers sa 
Dame de mére, la Princesse, qui estoit en un 
chastel de la Riolle (que Yon dit la Garderobbe la 
Reyne) et 1a s’estoit tenue deux jours et deux 
nuits, moult ébahie; et avoit bienraison. Quand 
elle vit le Roy son fils, elle fut toute rejouye, et 
luy dit, ‘ Ha ha beau fils, comment j’ay eu aujour- 
d@huy grand peine et angoisse pour yous.’ 
respondit le Roy, et dit, ‘Certes, Madame, je le 
say bien. Or vous rejouissez et louez Dieu, car 
ilest heure de lelouer. J’ay aujourd’huy recouvré 
mon heritage et le royaume d’Angleterre, que 
javoye perdu.’ Ainsi se tint le Roy ce jour delez 
sa mere.” (Froissart, ii. 132. Par. 1573.) 

In Stow’s time this interesting locality had been 
degraded into stables for the king’s horses, and 
let out in divers tenements. HH. Y. 

[We are indebted to J. E., R. T. S., and other corre- 
spondents, for replies to Mr. Cunningham’s Query ; 
but as their answers contain only general references 
to works which it is reasonable to suppose that gentle- 
man must have consulted during the preparation of his 
Handbook for London, we have not thought it necessary 
to insert them. ] 

ANCIENT INSCRIBED DISH. 

Mr. Editor, — The subject of inscribed dishes 
of latten, of which so many varieties have recently 
been imported, appears to be regarded with in- 
terest by several of your readers. I am indebted 
to the Rev. William Drake, of Coventry, for a 
rubbing from one of these mysterious inscriptions, 
upon an ‘“ alms-plate” in his possession. In 
the centre is represented the Temptation. There 
are two inscribed circles; on the inner and 
broader one appear letters, which have been read, 
—RAHEWISHNBY. ‘They are several times 
repeated. On the exterior circle is the legend 
—ICH. SART. GELUK. ALZEIT. This like- 
wise is repeated, so as to fill the entire circle. I 
have never before met with these inscriptions in the 
large number of dishes of this kind which I have 
examined. They have been termed alms-dishes, 
and are used still in parochial collections in France, 
as doubtless they have been in England. They 
were also used in ancient times in the ceremony 
of baptism, and they are called baptismal basons, 

Dont | 

by some foreign writers. This use is well illustrated 
by the very curious early Flemish painting in the 
Antwerp Gallery, representing the seven sacra- 
ments. The acolyte, standing near the font, 
bears such a dish, and a napkin. The proper use 
of these latten dishes was, as I believe, to serve as 

a laver, carried round at the close of the banquet 
in old times, as now at civic festivities. They 
often bear devices of a sacred character; but it is 
probable that they were only occasionally used for 
any sacred purpose, and are more properly to be 

regarded as part of the domestic appliances of 
former times. Apert Way. 

BARNACLES. 

In Brand’s Popular Antiquities, vol. iii. pp. 361, 

362., there is an account given of the barnacle, “a 

well-known kind of shell-fish, which is found stick- 

ing on the bottoms of ships,” and with regard to 

which the author observes, that “it seems hardly 

credible in this enlightened age, that so gross an 

error in natural history should so long have pre- 

yvailed,” as that this shell-fish should become changed 

into “ aspecies of goose.” The author then quotes 
Holinshed, Hall, Virgidemiarum, Marston, and 

Gerard ; but he does not make the slightest refer- 

ence to Giraldus Cambrensis, who in his Jopogra- 

phia Hibernia first gave the account of the barnacle, 

and of that account the writers referred to by 

Brand were manifestly but the copyists. 
The passage referring to “the barnacle” will be 

found in the Topog. Hiber. lib. i. c. xi. Tannexa 

translation of it, as it may be considered interest- 

ing, when compared with the passages quoted in 

Brand : — 

“ There are,” says Giraldus, “in this country (Ire- 

Jand) a great number of birds called barnacles (Ber- 

nacre), and which nature produces in a manner that is 

contrary to the laws of nature. These birds are not 

unlike to ducks, but they are somewhat smaller in size. 

They make their first appearance as drops of gum upon 

the branches of firs that are immersed in running waters; 

and then they are next seen hanging like sea-weed from 

the wood, becoming encased in shells, which at last 

assume in their growth the outward form of birds, and 

so hang on by their beaks until they are completely 

covered with feathers within their shells, and when they 

arrive at maturity, they either drop into the waters, or 

take their flight at once into the air. Thus from the 

juice of this tree, combined with the water, are they 

generated and receive their nutriment until they are 

formed and fledged. I have many times with my own 
eyes scen several thousands of minute little bodies of these 
birds attached to pieces of wood immersed in the sea, encased 
in their shells, and already formed. ‘These, then, are 
birds that never lay eggs, and are never hatched from 
eges; and the consequence is, that in some parts of 
Ireland, and at those seasons of fasting when meat is 

forbidden, bishops and other religious persons feed on 
these birds, because they are not fish, nor to be regarded 
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as flesh meat. And who can marvel that this should 
be so? When our first parent was made of mud, can 
we be surprised that a bird should be born of a tree?” 

The notion of the darnacle being considered a 
fish is, | am aware, one that still prevails on the 
western coast of Ireland; for I remember a friend 
of mine, who had spent a few weeks in Kerry, 
telling me of the astonishment he experienced upon 
seeing pious Roman Catholics eating barnacles on 
Fridays, and being assured that they were nothing 
else than fishes! My friend added that they had 
certainly a most “fish-like flavour,” and were, 
therefore, very nasty birds. W. B. MacCasz. 

DORNE THE BOOKSELLER, 

Mr. Editor, —I beg to add my protest to your 
own, respecting the conclusion drawn by your 
valuable correspondent W. as to his competency 
to his arduous task, which no person could doubt 
who knows him. My remarks had reference to 
the supposed seribe of the catalogue, whose brains, 
according to W., were in some degree of confusion 
at times. His name is still in obscuro, it seems. 
“ Henno Rusticus” is clear. W., I trust, will 
accept my apology. I say with Brutus, verbis 
paulo mutatis — 

“ By heaven, I had rather coin my heart, 
And drop my blood for drachmas, than to plunt 
In the hind bosom of a friend a thorn, 

By any indirection.” 
JI. 

REY. WM. STEPHENS’ SERMONS. 

Sir, — Amongst the books wanted in your sixth 
number is “a Tract or Sermon” of the Rev. Wm. 
Stephens. It is a sermon, and one of four, all of 
which are far above the ordinary run of sermons, 
and deserving of a place in every clergyman’s 
library. They are rarely met with together, though 
separately they turn up now and then upon book 
stalls amongst miscellaneous sermons; it is a pity 
they are not better known, and much is every day 
republished less deserving of preservation. The 
author’s widow published her husband’s sermons 
in two volumes; but, strange to say, these, which 
are worth all the rest, are not included in the 
collection. ‘The titles of the four sermons are — 

“ The Personality and Divinity of the Holy Ghost 
proved from Scripture, and the Anti-Nicene Fathers.” 
Preached before the University of Oxford, St. Matthias’ 

Day, 1716-17. Third Edition, 1725. 

“The Catholic Doctrine concerning the Union of 
the Two Natures in the One Person of Christ stated 
and vindicated.” Preached at the visitation of the 
Bishop of Oxford, 1719. Second Edition, 1722. 

« The Divine Persons One God by an Unity of 
Nature: or, That Our Saviour is One God with His 

Father, by an Eternal Generation from His Substance, 

asserted from Scripture and the Anti-Nicene Fathers.” 
Preached before the University of Oxford, 1722. 
Second Edition, 1723. 

“ The Several Heterodox Hypotheses, concerning 
both the Persons and the Attributes of the Godhead, 

justly chargeable with more Inconsistencies and Ab- 
surdities than those which have been groundlessly 
imputed to the Catholic System.” Preached at the 
visitation of the Bishop of Exeter, 1724. 

Ishall be glad to learn from any of your readers 
whether the author published any other sermons 
or tracts which are not included in the two 
volumes of his sermons. Wm. Denton. 

Shoreditch, Dee. 11. 1849. 

ROGER DE COVERLEY. 

Sir, —In No. 4. of your “ Nores anp QuE- 
Rins” it is asked, if any notice of the tune called 
Roger de Coverley is to be met with earlier than 
1695, when it was printed by H. Playford, in his 
Dancing Master? I am happy in being able to 
inform your correspondent that the tune in ques- 
tion may be found in a rare little volume in my 
possession, entitled “The Division-Violin, con- 
taining a Choice Collection of Divisions to aGround 
for the Treble-Violin. Being the first Musick of 
this kind ever published. London, Printed by 
J.P. and are sold by John Playford, near the 
Temple-Church, 1685, small oblong.” 

Ihave every reason to believe, from consider- 
able researches, that no ‘earlier copy can be found 
in print. Epwarp FI’. Rimpavrr. 

MINOR NOTES. 

Omission of the Words Dex Gratta from the new 
Florin. 

Ruding, in his Annals of the Coinage, iv. 9., fur- 
nishes a precedent for the omission of the words 
Derr Grartia from the coinage, in the case of the 
Trish half-pence and farthings coined at the Tower 
in 1736-7. And he supplies, also, a precedent 
for the dissatisfaction with which their omission 
from the new florin has been received, in the shape 
of two epigrams written at that time, for which he is 
indebted (as what writer upon any point of English 
literature and history is not) to Sylvanus Urban. 
The first (from the Gentleman's Magazine for 
June, 1837) is as follows: — 

“ No Christian kings that I can find, 
Howeyer mateh’d or odd, 

Excepting ours, have ever coin’d 
Without the grace of God. 

“ By this acknowledgment they show 
The mighty King of Kings, 

As him from whom their riches flow, 
From whom their grandeur springs. 
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« Come, then, Urania, aid my pen, 
The latent cause assign, — 

All other kings are mortal men, 
But Georer, ’tis plain, ’s divine.” 

The next month produced this address : — 

“ To the Author of the Epigram on the new Irish Half- 
pence. 

«© While you behold th’ imperfect coin 
Receiv’d without the grace of God, 

All honest men with you must join, 
And even Britons think it odd. 

“ The grace of God was well left out, 
And I applaud the politician ; 

For when an eyil’s done, no doubt, 
*Tis not by God’s grace, but permission.” 

Grace's Card, the Six of Hearts. 

As a note to the communications which have 
lately amused your readers, respecting the nine of 
diamonds and the curse of Scotland, allow me to 
remind you of another card which has a peculiar 
name, the origin of which is better ascertained. 

At the Revolution cf 1688 one of the family 
of Grace, of Courtstown, in Ireland, raised and 
equipped a regiment of foot and a troop of horse, 
at his own expense, for the service of King James, 
whom he further assisted with money and plate, 
amounting, it is said, to 14,0002. He was tempted 
with splendid promises of royal favour, to join the 
party of King William. A written proposal to 
that effect was sent to him by one of the Duke of 
Schomberg’s emissaries. Indignant at the insulting 
proposal, the Baron of Courtstown seized a card, 
which was accidentally lying near him, and wrote 
upon it this answer: “Go, tell your master I 
despise his offer! Tell him that,honour and con- 
science are dearer to a gentleman than all the 
wealth and titles a prince can bestow!” The card 
happened to be the “six of hearts,” and to this 
day that card is generally known by the name of 
* Grace’s card,” in the city of Kilkenny. 

I derive these particulars principally from the 
Memoirs of the Family of Grace, by Shefiield 
Grace, Esq. 4to. London, 1823, p. 42. Vie 

Florins. 

The following extract from the Issue Roll of 
Easter, 1 Edward III. 1327, may interest the in- 
quirers into the antiquity of the Fronrin, lately 
introduced into our coinage : — 

“ To Robert de Wodehouse, keeper of the King’s 
Wardrobe, for the price of 174 florins from Florence, 
price each florin as purchased, 993d. paid to the same 
keeper by the hands of John de Houton, his clerk, for 

one pound and one mark of gold, to make oblations 
on the day of the coronation ffor the Lord the King: 
—and in like manner was delivered 104 florins and a 
mark of 70s, by the king’s command, under the privy 
seal, which was used before he received the govern- 
ment of this kingdom, —£28, 12. 6.” ®, 
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John Hopkins, the Psalmist. 

Sir, — Little is known of the personal history 
of John Hopkins, the coadjutor of Sternhold in 
the translation of the Psalms. It is generally 
agreed that he was a clergyman and a school- 
master in Suffolk, but no one has mentioned in 
what parish of that county he was beneficed. It 
is highly probable that the following notes refer 
to this person, and if so, the deficiency will have 
been supplied by them. 

In Tanner’s List of the Rectors of Great Wald- 
inefield in Suffolk, taken from the Institution 
Book at Norwich, there is this entry : — 
“| Reg, xix. 55: 12 Aug. 1561. 

Joh. Chetham, ad pres, Willi Spring, Arm. 
Jo. Hopkins. 

168. 3 April, 1571. 
Tho. Cooke, ad pres. Edy. Colman, B. D.” 

In the Parish Register of Great Waldingfield is 
the following : — 

“ Buried, 1570. Mr. John Hopkins, 23rd Oct.” 
D. 

NOTES IN ANSWER TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Genealogy of European Sovereigns. 

Sir, — Perhaps the following books will be of 
service to your correspondent Q, X. Z., viz. :— 

“ A Genealogical History of the present Royal 
Families of Europe, the Stadtholders of the United 
States, and the Succession of the Popes from the 
15th century, &e. &c., by the Rev. Mark Noble.” 
London, 1781. 

* Tistorical and Genealogical, Chronological, 
and Geographical Atlas, exhibiting all the Royal 
Families in Europe, their Origin, Descent, &c., by 
M. Le Sage.” London, 1813. 

“Complete Genealogical, Historical, Chrono-. 
logical, and Geographical Atlas, &c., by C. V. 
Lavoisne.” Philadelphia, 1821. Wis dias: 

Countess of Pembroke’s Letter — Drayton's Poems 
—A Flemish Account — Bishop Burnet. 

Your correspondent, at p. 28., asks whether 
there is any contemporary copy of the celebrated 
letter, said to have been written by Anne, Countess 
of Pembroke, to Sir Joseph Williamson? I would 
refer him to Mr. Hartley Coleridge’s Lives of Dis- 
tinguished Northerns, 1833, p.290. His arguments 
for considering the letter spurious, if not conclusive, 
are very forcible, but they are too copious for this 
paper. 

Your readers, who may not be conversant with 
that undeservedly neglected volume, will confess 
their obligation, when they have consulted its 
pages, in having been directed to so valuable and 
so original awork, It may be observed, that those 
letters of the Countess which are authentic, are 

| certainly written in a very different style to the 
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one in question ; but this letter, if addressed by her 
to Sir Joseph Williamson, would be written under 
peculiar circumstances, and, being in her 84th 
year, she might naturally have asked the assistance 
of the ablest pen within her reach. I have the 
copy of an interesting letter, addressed by the late 
Mr. John Baynes to Ritson, in 1785, stating his 
admiration of the Countess’s “ spirit and industry, 
having seen the collections made by her order 
relative to the Cliffords — such as no other noble 
family in the world can show.” 

J join in wishing that Mr. Pickering would add 
a judicious selection from Drayton’s poetical 
works to his Lives of Aldine Poets. To the list 
given by your correspondent (p. 28.), may be | 
added a work entitled Ideas Mirrour Amours in 
quatorzains (London, 1594, 4to. p. 51.), which 
was lent to me about forty years ago, but which I 
have not seen since. Some notice of it, by myself, 
will be found in the Censura Literaria, with the 
following note by Sir C. Brydges : — ‘“‘ The ex- 
treme rarity of this publication renders a farther 
account desirable, and also more copious extracts. 
It appears wholly unknown to Herbert, and to all 
the biographers of Drayton.” It is unnoticed by 
Ritson also. Chalmers, in his Series of English 
Poets, has referred to this communication, but he 
has not printed the poem amongst Drayton’s 
works. 

The expression “a Flemish account” is probably 
not of very long standing, as it is not found in 
the most celebrated of our earlier dramatists, un- 
less, indeed, Mrs. Page’s remark on Falstaff’s letter 
may be cited as an illustration: — “ What an 
unweighed behaviour hath this Flemish drunkard 
picked out of my conversation, that he dares in this 
manner assay me. 

If the habit of drinking to excess prevailed in 
the Low Countries in the sixteenth century to the 
extent represented, may not the expression have 
arisen from that circumstance, and been equivalent 
to the contempt which is usually entertained for 
the loose or imperfect statements made by a tipsy 
or drunken man? 

When quoting opinions upon Burnet, we must 
not forget the brief but pregnant character which 
Burke has given of the Bishop’s History of his 
Own Times. In his admirable speech at Bristol, 
previous to the election in 1780, Burke says, 
“ Look into the History of Bishop Burnet; he zs a 
witness without exception.” 

Dr. Johnson was not so laudatory :—“ Burnet 
is very entertaining. ‘The style, indeed, is mere 
chit-chat. Ido not believe that he intentionally 
lied; but he was so much prejudiced, that he took 
no pains to find out the truth.” 

The reader may refer to Dr. Hickes’s Criticism 
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expression is a significant, if not a very compli- 
mentary one, as regards Burnet’s candour (Life 
and Times, i. 59.). I. H.M. 

Bath, Dec. 1849. 

Viz., why the contracted form of Videlicet. 

I shall be much obliged if any one of your 
readers can inform me of the principle of the con- 
traction viz. for videlicet, the letter z not being 
at all a component part of the three final syllables 
in the full word. og 

[Is not our correspondent a little mistaken in sup- 
posing that the last letter in “ viz.” was originally a 
letter z? Was it not one of the arbitrary marks of 
contraction used by the scribes of the middle ages, and 
being in form something like a “z,” came to be repre- 
sented by the early printers by that letter? In short, 
the sign 5 was a common abbreviation in records for 
terminations, as omnib5 for omnibus, hab3 for habet. 
Vi5, corruptly viz., is still in use.] 

Authors of Old Plays. 

We are enabled, by the courtesy of several 
correspondents, to answer two of the Queries of 
Q.D., in No.5. p.77., respecting the authors of 
certain old plays. 

G.H.B. informs us that Sicily and Naples was 
written by Samuel Harding; of whom, as we learn 
from J. F. M., an account will be found in Wood’s 
Athene. 

Naso informs Q.D. that Nero was written by 
Matthew Gwinne; there are two editions of it, 
viz. 1603 and 1633, — and that a copy of it may 
be procured at 17. Wellington Street, Strand, 
for 2s. 

Birthplace of Coverdale. 

Can you inform me of the birthplace of Miles 
Coverdale ? W.C 

‘ 

[* Bishop Myles Coverdale is supposed to have been 
born in the year of our Lord 1488, in the district of 
Coverdale, in the parish of Coverham, near Middleham, 
in the North Riding of Yorkshire; and it is the opinion 
of the learned historian of Richmondshire, that it isan 
assumed, and nota family name.” These are the words 
of the Rev. Geo. Pearson, B. D., the very competent 
editor of the works of Bishop Coverdale, published by 
the Parker Society. His reference is to Whitaker’s 
Hist. of Richmondshire, vol. i. p. 17. ] 

Caraccioli — Author of Life of Lord Clive. 

In reply to K.’s query in No. 7., I have to 
inform him that ‘ Charles Caraccioli, Gent.” called 
himself “the Master of the Grammar School at 
Arundel,” and in 1766 published a very indifferent 
History of the Antiquities of Arundel; and depre 
cating censure, he says in his preface, “ as he (the 
author) was educated, and till within these few 
years has lived abroad, totally unconversant with 
the English tongue, he flatters himself that the 

Sa 
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inaccuracies so frequently interspersed through 
the whole, will be observed with some grains of 
allowance.” His Life of Lord Clive was a book- 
seller’s compilation. Won. Durrant Cooper. 

QUERIES. 

LOVE, THE KING'S FOOL OF THAT NAME. 

In Rawlinson’s Manuscripts in the Bodleian 
(c. 258.), which I take to have been written either 
in, or very soon after, the reign of Henry VIII., 
there is a poem thus entitled :— 

“ Tue ErirarHe or Love, THE Kynan’s FOOLE.” 

Can any of your readers furnish me with inform- 
ation regarding him? He was clearly a man worthy 
of notice, but although I have looked through as 
many volumes of that period, and afterwards, as I 
could procure, I do not recollect meeting with 
any other mention of him. Skelton, who must 
have been his contemporary, is silent regarding 
him; and John Heywood, who was also living at 
the same time, makes no allusion to him that I have 
been able to discover. Heywood wrote the “ Play 
of Love,” but it has nothing to do with the “ King’s 
fool.” 

The epitaph in question is much in Heywood’s 
humorous and satirical style: it is written in the 
Enelish ballad-metre, and consists of seven seven- 
line stanzas, each stanza, as was not unusual with 
Heywood, ending with the same, or nearly the 
same, line. It commences thus : — 

“ O Love, Love! on thy sowle God have mereye ; 
For as Peter is princeps Apostolorum, 
So to the[e] may be sayd clerlye, 
Of all foolys that ever was stultus stultorum. 
Sure thy sowle is in regna polorum, 

By reason of reason thou haddest none ; 
Yet all foolys be nott dead, though thou be gone.” 

In the next stanza we are told, that Love often 
made the King and Queen merry with “‘ many good 
pastimes ;” and in the third, that he was “shaped 
and borne of very nature” fora fool. The fourth 
stanza, which mentions Erasmus and Luther, is the 
following : — 

“ Thou wast nother Erasmus nor Luter ; 
Thou dyds medle no forther than thy potte ; 
Agaynst hye matters thou wast no disputer, 
Amonge the Innocentes electe was thy lotte: 
Glad mayst thou be thou haddyst that knotte, 

For many foolys by the[e] thynke them selfe none, 
* Yet all be nott dead, though thou be gone.” 

The next stanza speaks of “ Dyce Apguylamys,” 
who is told to prepare the obsequy for Love, and 
of “Lady Apylton,” who had offered a “mass- 
penny,” and the epitaph ends with these stanzas : 

“ Now, Love, Love! 
nowle; 

And Love! God have mercye on thy foolysche face, 
And Love! God have mercye on thy innocent sowle, 
Which amonges innocentes, I am sure, hath a place, 
Or ellys thy sowle ys yn a hevy case ; 

Ye, ye, and moo foolys many [a] ene, 
For foolys be alyve, Love, thoughe thou be gone. 

God have merey on thy mery 

“ Now, God have mercye on us all, 
For wyse and folysche all dyethe, 
Lett us truly to our myndes call ; 
And to say we be wyse owr dedes denyethe, 
Wherefore the ende my reason thys aplyethe : 

God amend all foolys that thynke them selfe none, 
For many be alyve, thoughe Love be gone.” 

It is very possible that I have overlooked some 
common source of information to which I may be 
referred; and it is very possible also, that this 
epitaph has been reprinted in comparatively modern 
times, and I may not know of it. This is one of 
the points I wish to ascertain. 

J. Payne Corxier. 

[Was there no such person as Love, and does the 
writer mean merely to pun upon the word? Cupid 
certainly played the fool in the court of Henry VIII, 
as much as any body. } 

MARE DE SAHAM— PORTUM PUSILLUM — WATE- 

WICH. 

Tam much obliged by J.F.M.’s answers respect- 
ing those places. If he will look to the Historia 
Elliensis, lib. ii. ¢.84, 85. vol. i. pp. 200-204. (Anglia 
Christiana), he may be certain whether or not he 
has correctly designated them. He may at the 
same time, if he be well acquainted with Cam- 
bridgeshire, give me the modern interpretation for 
Watewich, also mentioned in chap. 84. of the Hist. 
Elliens. W2bo M: 

THE ADVENT BELLS. 

The Advent bells are ringing in many parishes 
throughout various parts of England during this 
month of December, if I may judge from my own 
neighbourhood — on the western borders of Berks 
— where, at least three times in the week, I hear 
their merry peals break gladsomely upon the dark 
stillness of these cold evenings,. from many a 
steeple around. In the Roman States, and the 
kingdom of Naples and Sicily, the “ pifferari” go 
about playing on a kind of rough hautboy and 
bag-pipes, before the pictures of the Madonna, 
hung up at the corners of streets and in shops, all 
through Advent time; but why are the church 
bells rung in England? What reference in ancient 
documents can be pointed out for the meaning or 
antiquity of the usage ? 
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He who draws upon a joint-stock bank of litera- 
ture as rich as yours, Mr. Editor, already is, should 
bring a something to its capital, though it be a 
mite. Allow me, then, to throw in mine. At 
p. 77. “A Suxscriser” asks, “if William de Bolton 
was an ecclesiastic, how is it that his wife is openly 
mentioned?” For one of these two reasons: Ist. 
By the canon law, whether he be in any of the four 
minor orders, or in any of the three higher or holy 
orders, a man is, and was always, called “Cleri- 
cus,” but clerks in lower or minor orders did, and 
still do, marry without censure; 2d. The Church 
did, and still does, allow man and wife to separate 
by free mutual consent, and to bind themselves by 
the vows of perpetual continence and chastity, the 
man going into a monastery, or t ang holy orders, 
the woman becoming anun. Such, I suspect, was 
the case with Sir William de Bolton (“ Sir” being 
the ancient title of a priest) and his wife, whose 
joint concurrence in the “transfer of property by 
charter would be legally required, if, as is likely, 
she had an interest in it. 

Your correspondent “ Musarrr,” while on the 
subject of the Flemish account, p.74,, is in error, in 
assigning to a Count of Flanders the “old story” 
of the cloaks ; it belongs to Robert, Duke of Nor- 
mandy, who played off the joke at Constantinople 
in the court of the Greek emperor, as Bromton 
tells us (ed. T'wysden, i. 911.) CEPHAS. 

THE POETS. 

Many years ago a Sonnet, by Leigh Hunt, 
characterising the} poets, appeared in the Examiner. 
Can any of your readers inform me whether the 
following, which I quote from memory, is correct ? 

C. Day. 

“ Were I to name, out of tlie times gone by, 
The poets dearest to me, I should say, 
Pulei for spirits, and a fine, free way, 

Chaucer for manners, and a close, silent eye ; 
Spenser for luxury and sweet sylvan play, 
Horace for chatting with from day to day; 

Milton for classic taste and harp strung high, 
Shakspeare for all—but most, socicty. 

But which take with me could I take but one ? 
Shakspeare, as long as I was unoppress'd 

With the world’s weight, making sad thoughts 

intenser ; 

But did I wish out of the common sun 
To lay a wounded heart in leafy rest, 

And dream of things far off and healing—Spenser.” 

MR. POORE’S LITERARY COLLECTIONS —INIGO JONES 

—MEDAL OF STUKELEY — SIR JAMES THORNHILL, 

Sir, — with thanks for the insertion of my 
former letter, I proceed to submit a few literary 
queries for solution through the medium of your 
pages. 

In connection with the county of Wilts, I will 
first mention the Literary Collections of the late 
Edward Poore, Esq., of North Tidworth, which I 
examined, with much satisfaction, on my visits to 
him there, i in the years 1798 and 1799. Mr. Poore 
was a man of considerable attainments, and cor- 
responded with many distinguished characters, 
both at home and abroad. He travelled over 
many parts of the continent, and his letters and 
notes relating to public and private occurrences and 
persons were remarkably curious and interesting. 
I have long lost all trace of them, and should be 
glad to ascertain where they are likely to be 
found. 

An immense boon would be conferred on the 
cause of Architecture and Archeology by the re- 
covery of Inigo Jones’s Sketches and Drawings of 
Ancient Castles. These, together with his Plans, 
Views, and Restorations of “Stonehenge, probably 
descended to his nephew, Webb. The latter were 
engraved, and published in Webb’s volume on 
Stonehenge; but the Sketches of Castles have 
never yet been published. On the ground of 
Inigo Jones's intimacy with Lord Pembroke, I 
was referred to the library at Wilton as a probable 
depository of his drawings, but without success ; 
as I am informed, they do not form a part of that 
valuable collection. Perhaps I may be allowed to 
correct the error which so commonly ascribes the 
erection of Wilton House to Jones. In the Na- 
tural History of Wiltshire, by John Aubrey, which 
I edited in 1847 (4to.), it is clearly shown that 
the mansion was built in 1633 by, or from the 
designs of, Solomon de Caus, architect, who was 
probably aided by his brother Isaac ; ane that it 
was rebuilt in 1648, after an extensive fire, by 
Webb, who, as is well known, married a niece of 
Tnigo Jones. The latter celebrated architect re- 
commended the employment of these parties, and 
probably approved of their designs, but had no 
further share in their production. Tis advice, 
however, to the Earl of Pembroke, was the means 
of preserving the famous Porch at Wilton, ascribed 
to Hans Holbein, which gives him a peculiar 
claim to the gratitude of all architectural anti- 
quaries. 

I pessess a large collection of the manuscript 
journals, papers, drawings, and correspondence of 
Dr. Stukeley. To the kindness of my old friend 
Dr. Ingram, President of Trinity College, Oxford, 
I also owe a large Bronze Medal, with a medallion 
portrait of Stukeley on the obverse, and a view of 
Stonehenge on the reverse. ‘This is evidently a 
cast from moulds, and rather crudely executed, 
and I am induced to regard it as unique. I shall 
be much gratified if any of your correspondents 
can furnish me with a clue to its histor y, or to the 
name of its maker, I would here venture to 
suggest some inquiry into the biography of 
Charles Bertram, of Copenhagen, who furnished 

———— a, 
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Dr. Stukeley with the manuscript of the Itinerary 
of Richard of Cirencester, which has led to so 
much curious discussion. It would be interesting 
to learn whether Bertram’s papers were be- 
queathed to any public library at Copenhagen. 

Sir James Thornhill was in the habit of making 
sketches and descriptive memoranda in his various 
travels and excursions, Some years ago one of 
his pocket-books was lent to me, in which he had 
not only written notices of the places visited, but 
made very cleyer pen sketches of seyeral objects. 
Whilst in my possession, I copied many pages, 
and also traced some of the drawings. Among 
the latter is a Market Cross at Ipswich, long since 
destroyed, also the Sessions House and the Custom 
House of Harwich, with various antiquities, &c., 
at Ryswick, Delph, Tournay, Brussels, and the 
Hague. I have often regretted that I did not 

curious facts and aneedotes. I have tried in vain 
to ascertain the name and address of the possessor. 
He was a country gentleman, and lodged in 
Southampton Row, Russell Square. The volume 
is dated 1711, and contains full accounts of build- 
ings and works of art. He says, “ Killigrew told 
King Charles that Ipswich had a large river with- 
out water, streets without names, and a town 
without people.” 

In July, 1817, I published a small volume en- 
titled Antiquarian and Architectural Memoranda 
relating to Norwich Cathedral, in which were two 
copper-plates, a ground-plan of the church, and a 
view of the west front; with woodcuts of the font, 
and of the Erpingham gateway, both engraved 
by John Thompson. 
sold by auction (by Mr. Southgate of Fleet Street), 
with the stock of the work, and have been resold 
by the purchaser. I have sought in vain to re- 
obtain the woodcuts, and shall be gratified to find | 
that it is still practicable. 

After many years’ search for the documents, &e., | 
referred to in this and my preceding letter, I am 
still reluctant to abandon their pursuit. That 
valuable collections are sometimes protected from 
destruction, in obscurity, for years, is shown by 
the loss and recovery of the well-known collection 
of Architectural Designs and Drawings by John 
Thorpe, now in the Soane Museum. That sin- 
gular and interesting series was in the possession 
of the Earl of Warwick, in the latter part of the 
last century. In 1807 I applied to his lordship 
for permission to examine it; but he informed me 
that Richard Cumberland, the author, had bor- 
rowed it many years before, in order to submit it 
to Lord George Germaine; and that it had not 
since been heard of. Thus, from before 1785, 
when Lord George Germaine died, the drawings 
were lost until about thirty years afterwards, when 
I purchased them for Sir John Soane, at the sale 
of the library of — Brooke, Esq., of Paddington 

Zhe plates, gud cuts ‘were | place of study ; nor till long after the establishment 

(probably a relative of the Earl of Warwick), into 
whose possession they had unaccountably passed. 

Joun Brirron. 

THE MIDDLE TEMPLE. 

In Mr. Frederick Devon’s Pell Records, vol. iii. 
p- 34., there is an entry in the Issue Roll of Easter, 
41 Henry III. 1257, of a payment. 

“To the Brethren of the Middle Temple, £4. in 
part of £8. appointed alms for the support of three 
chaplains to celebrate divine service, at Master Term, 
in the 41st year, by writ patent.” 

And in p.88. is the following writ for payment 
at Easter Term, 4 Edward I. 1276 :— 

«© Pay out of our Treasury. from the day of the death 
| of the Lord King Henry, our Father, of renowned 

copy the whole volume, as it contained many | memory, for each year, to our beloved Master and 
Brethren of the Knights Templars in England, £8. 

| which our father granted to them by his charter to be 
received yearly at our Exchequer, for the support of 
three chaplains, daily for ever, to perform divine 
service in the New Temple, London, one of whom is 
to perform service for our aforesaid father, the other 
for all Christian people, and the third for the faithful 
deceased, as was accustomed to be done in the time of 
our aforesaid father. Witness, &c.” 

I presume that there can be no doubt that the 
grant referred to in the last extract is that which 
is mentioned in the first. But if so, what is meant 
by “ Brethren of the Middle Temple?” 

Both entries are before the suppression of the 
order, and it was not till long after the suppression 
that the Temple was occupied by the lawyers as a 

of lawyers there, that is to say, more than a hun- 
dred years after the date of the first extract, that 
the Temple was divided into two houses, called, as 
now, the Inner Temple and the Middle Temple. 
Added to which, the church of the Temple is in 
that division which is called the Inner Temple. 

Can any of your correspondents favour me with 
the precise words of the original record, or explain 
the meaning of the term used ? Epwarp Joss. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Henry Lord Darniey. 

Can any of your readers inform me where the ee- 
lebrated Darnley, second husband of Mary, Queen 
of Scots, was born? His birth took place in 
England, where his father, Matthew Stuart, Earl 
of Lennox, was residing, being banished from 
Scotland. Henry VIII. gave the Earl his niece 
in marriage, and several estates in Yorkshire; 
amongst others, the lands of Jervaux Abbey, and 
the adjacent manor of West Serafton. Middleham 
Castle, which was then perfect, and belonged to the 
King, lies between these, and was probably at least 
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an occasional residence of the Earl, though we have 
no correct account of its occupants after the death 
of Richard III. W.G. M. J. Barner. 

Banks of the Yere, Nov. 28. 1849. 

Coffee, the Lacedemonian Black Broth. 

Your “ Notes on Coffee” in No. 2. reminded me 
that I had read in some modern author a happy 
conjecture that “coffee” was the principal ingre- 
dient of the celebrated ,“‘ Lacedemonian black 
broth;” but as I did not “make a note of it” at 
the time, and cannot recollect the writer from 
whom I derived this very probable idea, I may 
perhaps be allowed to “make a query” of his 
name and work. R. O. 

Eton, Nov. 26. 1849. 

Letters of Mrs. Chiffinch. 

The Chafins, of Chettle, in Dorsetshire, pos- 
sessed at one time some interesting family memo- 
rials. In the third volume of Hutchins’s Dorset, 
pp- 166, 167., are printed two or three letters of 
Thomas Chafin on the battle of Sedgemoor. Ina 
manuscript note, Hutchins alludes to letters, 
written by a female member of the family, which 
contain some notices of the court of Charles II. 
Can your Dorsetshire correspondents inform me 
whether these letters exist? I suspect that the 
lady was wife of the notorious Chiflinch; and she 
must have seen and heard strange things. The 
letters may be worthless, and it is possible that 
the family might object toa disclosure of their 
contents. The manuscript memorandum is in 
Gough's copy of the History of Dorset in_ the 
Bodleian Library. J.F.M. 

Sangred — Douts of Holy Scripture. 

In the will of John Hedge, of Bury St. Edmund's, 
made in 1504, is this item :— 

“I beqweth to the curat of the seid church iiijs. 
iiijd. for a sangred to be prayed for in the bedroule for 
my soule and all my good ffrends soulls by the space 
of a yeer complete.” 

In the same year Thomas Pakenham, of Ixworth 
Thorpe, bequeathed 6 hives of bees to the sepulchre 
light, “to pray for me and my wyffe in y* comon 
sangered ;” and in 1533, Robert Garad, of Ixworth, 
bequeathed to the high altar ijs. “for halfe a san- 
red.” 

F Can any of your readers explain what the san- 
gred is? or give me any information about the 
book referred to in the following extract from the 
will of William Place, Master of St. John’s Hos- 
pital, Bury St. Edmund’s, made in 1504: — 

“Ttem. I beqweth to the monastery of Seynt Ed- 
mund forseid my book of the dowts of Holy Seryptur, to 
ly and remain in the cloyster,” &c. 

Buriensis. 

Catsup, Catchup, or Ketchup. — 

Will any of your philological readers be so 
obliging as to communicate any note he may have 
touching the origin or definition of the word 
Catchup ? 

It does not appear in Johnson’s Dictionary. 
Mr. Todd, in his edition, inserts it with an asterisk, 
denoting it aS a new introduction, and under 
Catsup says, see Catchup. Under this latter word 
he says — “ Sometimes improperly written Ketchup, 
a poignant liquor made from boiled mushrooms, 
mixed with salt, used in cooking to add a pleasant 
flavour to sauces.” He gives no derivation of the 
word zéself, and yet pronounces the very common 
way of spelling it improper. 

What reference to, or connexion with, mushrooms 
has the word ?—and why Catsup, with the inference 
that it is synonymous with Catchup ? G. 

“ Let me make a Nation's Ballads, who will may 
make their Laws !” 

One perpetually hears this exclamation attri- 
buted to different people. In a magazine which I 
took up this morning, I find it set down to “a 
certain orator of the last century ;” a friend who 
is now with me, tells me that it was unquestionably 
the saying of the celebrated Lord Wharton; and I 
once heard poor Edward Irving, in a sermon, 
quote it as the exclamation of Wallace, or some 
other Scottish patriot. Do relieve my uncertainty, 
and, for the benefit of our rising orators, tell us to 
whom the saying ought to be set down. 

C.U..B. E. BR. 

To endeavour Oneself. 

Tn the Collect for the 2nd Sunday after Easter, 
in the preface to the Confirmation Service, and in 
the form of Ordering of Priests, the verb “ en- 
deavour” takes (clearly, I think) a middle-voice 
form, “to endeavour one’s self.” Is there any 
other authority for this usage? No dictionary I 
have seen recognises it. GaP: 

Date of the Anonymous Ravennas. 

Can you inform me of the date of the Choro- 
graphia Britannie Anonymi Ravennatis ? W.C. 

[This is a very difficult question. We should be 
glad to hear any of our correspondents upon the 
subject. | 

The Battle of Towton. 

The “ Note” on the battle-field of Sedgemoor, 
induces a “Query” concerning another equally 
celebrated locality. d 

It is well known in the neighbourhood, that the 
field of Towton, at least that part of it which is 
now, and, according to tradition, has remained 
pasture since the days of the wars of York anid 
Lancaster, produces two species of roses, which 
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grow in stunted patches throughout its extent. 
Has their presence ever been noticed or accounted 
for? If we again allow tradition to give its evi- 
dence, we are told they were planted on the graves 
of the fallen combatants. Perer H. Jennines. 

Tadcaster. 

A Peal of Beils. 

Mr. Editor,— The following question was put 
to me by a clergyman and a scholar, who, like 
myself, takes an interest in the subject of Bells. 
At first sight I fancied that a satisfactory answer 
could easily be given: but I found that I was mis- 
taken, and I shall be very glad if any of your 
correspondents will favour me with a solution of 
the difficulty. 

Can you define what is a Peal? Of course we 
know what is meant by a Peal of Bells, and to 
ring a Peal; but I want it defined as to duration, 
mode of ringing it, &e.&c. None of the old writers 
explain what they mean by ringing a Peal. 

ALFRED GATTY. 
Ecclesfield Vicarage, Dec. 11. 1849. 

Lines quoted by Goethe. 

If any of your readers can inform me who is the 
author of the following lines, quoted by Goethe in 
his Autobiography, he will greatly oblige me : — 

«“ Then old age and experience, hand in hand, 

Lead him to death, and make him understand, 
After a search so painful and so long, 
That all his life he has been in the wrong.” 

TREBOR. 
King’s College, Dec. 8. 1849. 

MS. Sermons by Jeremy Taylor. 

I venture to send you the following note, as 
embodying a query, which I am sure deserves, if 
possible, to be answered. 

“ Southey, Omniana, i. 251. Coleridge asserts ( Lite- 
rury Remains, i. 203.), that there is now extant, in MS., 
a folio volume of unprinted sermons by Jeremy ‘Taylor. 
It would be very interesting to learn in what region 
of the world so great a treasure has been suffered to 
rust during a hundred and fifty years.” — Willmott’s 
Life of Bishop Jeremy Taylor, p. 87. 

OxonIeEnsis. 

Papers of John Wilkes. 

John Wilkes, it is well known, sent to the news- 
pepers copies of Lord Weymouth’s and Lord 

arrington’s Letters respecting the riots in St. 
George’s Fields in 1768. We can easily conjec- 
ture how he did, or how he might have, got pos- 
session of a copy of Weymouth’s Letter, which 
was addressed to the magistrates of Surrey; but 
Barrington’s Letter was strictly official, and di- 
rected to the ‘ Field officers, in staff waiting, for 
the three regiments of Foot Guards.” Has the 
circumstance ever been explained? If so, where ? 

Can any of your readers inform me the exact date 
of the first publication of Barrington’s Letter in the 
newspaper? Is it not time that Wilkes’ Letters 
and MSS. were deposited in some of our public 
libraries? They would throw light on many ob- 
scure points of history. They were left by Miss 
Wilkes to Mr. Elmsley, “to whose judgment and 
delicacy” she confided them. They were subse- 
quently, I believe, in the legal possession of his 
son, the Principal of St. Alban’s; but really of | 
Mr. Hallam. W. 

John Ross Mackay. 

The following is from a work lately published, 
Chronicles and Characters of the Stock Exchange, 
by John Francis : — 

«“¢ The Peace of 1763,’ said John Ross Mackay, 
Private Secretary to the Earl of Bute, and afterwards 
Treasurer to the Ordnance, ‘ was carried through and 
approved by a pecuniary distribution.’ ” 

Will Mr. Francis, or any of your contributors, 
inform me where I can find the original state- 
ment ? 1D} 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

Dr. Darling is preparing for publication a new 
edition of his Bibliotheca Clericalis, a Guide to 
Authors, Preachers, Students, and Literary Men. 
The object of this very useful publication, which 
deserves to be made a Note of by all who may have 
Queries to solve in connection with the biblio- 
graphy of theology, cannot be better described 
than in Dr. Darling’s own words, namely, that 
it is intended to be “a Catalogue of the Books in 
the Clerical Library, greatly enlarged, so as to 
contain every author of any note, ancient and 
modern, in theology, ecclesiastical history, and 
the various departments connected therewith, 
including a selection in most branches of litera- 
ture, with complete lists of the works of each 
author, the contents of every volume being 
minutely described; to which will be added an 
entirely new volume, with a scientific as well as 
alphabetical arrangement of subjects, by which a 
ready reference may be made to books, treatises, 
sermons, and dissertations, on nearly all heads of 
divinity, the books, chapters, and verses of Holy 
Scripture, the various festivals, fasts, &c., observed 
throughout the year, and useful topics in literature, 
philosophy, and history, on a more complete system 
than has yet been attempted in any language, and 
forming an universal index to the contents of all 
similar libraries, both public and private.” The 
work will be published in about 24 monthly parts, 
and will be put to press so soon as a sufticient 
number of subscribers are obtained to cover the 
expense of printing. 

Mr. Jones, the modeller, of 125.Drury Lane, who, 
as our readers may remember, produced some time 
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since so interesting “a copy in little” of the monu- 
ment of our great bard in the church of Stratford- 
upon-Avon, has just completed similar models of 
Bacon’s monument, in St. Michael’s Church, St. 
Alban’s; of Sir Isaac Newton’s, in the chapel of 
Trinity College, Cambridge; and, lastly, of that 
of the “ Venerable Stow,” from the church of St. 
Andrew Undershaft. Many of the admirers of 
those old English worthies will, we doubt not, be 
elad to possess such interesting memorials of 
them. 

Mr. Thorpe has published a Catalogue of some 
Interesting, Rare, and Choice Books, which he has 
recently purchased, and which had been collected 
by the celebrated antiquary and author, Browne 
Willis. Many of them contain important manu- 
script notes and anecdotes by him, particularly in 
his own publications ; and the Catalogue, therefore, 
like all which Mr. Thorpe issues, contains nume- 
rous notes highly interesting to bibliographical 
and literary antiquaries. ‘hus, in a copy of 
Antonini Iter Britanniarum, he tells us Browne 
Willis has inserted the following biographical 
note .— 

** «© My very worthy friend, Roger Gale, the 

Author of this and many other learned works, dved at 
his seat at Scruton, co. York, June 26, 1744, aged about 

72, and was by his own direction buried obscurely in 
the churchyard there.” 

The following interesting articles we reprint 
entire, as forming specimens of the rarities which 
Mr. Thorpe offers in the present Catalogue, 
and the tempting manner in which he presents 
them : — « 
3450 Borcius pE Conso,acionr Putnosopuiz, TrANs- 

LATED ouT or Laryn into Eneuisu sy Maisrer 

Gerrrey CHAucer, with ErrrarH ror CHAUCER 

in Latin Versr sy SrerHen Surico, Poer 

Laurrate or Minan, at TUE COST AND IN- 

sTANCE OF W, Caxton, A MOST BEAUTIFUL AND 

QUITE PERFECT COPY, WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST 
DEFECT OR REPAIR, folio, in old Oxford calf 
binding, from Browne Willis’s Library, £105. 

Printep py Caxton, wiTH HIs NAME, 

** One of the most interesting specimens of Caxton’s 
press. No other perfect copy, I believe, has occurred 
for sale. he Alchorne copy, (imperfect, wanting the 
Epitaph upon Chaucer, wHIcy Is REPRINTED IN SOME 
EDITIONS OF WIS worKs, and other leaves,) sold for 

531. 11s. It is one of the earliest productions of the 
father of the English press, and claims a very great 
additional interest from being translated by the Poet 
Chaucer. Caxron gives us the following reasons that 
induced Chaucer to translate, and himself to print it: 
—‘ Forasmoche as the stile of it is harde, and difficile 
to be understonde of simple persones, therefore the 
worshipful Fader and first founder and embelisher of 
ornate eloquence in our English, I mene Maister 
Geffrey Chaucer, hath translated it out of Latyn, as 
neygh as is possible to be understande; wherin, in 
myne oppynon, he hath deserved a perpetual lawde 

and thanke of al this noble Royame of England. 
Thenne, forasmoche as this sayd boke so translated is 
rare, and not spred ne knowen as it is digne and worthy 
for the erudicion of such as ben ignoraunte, atte requeste 
of a singuler frend and gossop of myne, J, William 
Caxton, have done my devoir temprynte it in fourme 
as is hereafore made.” 

$8653 Fox (Epwarv) Brsuop or Hererorn, True 
Dyfferens betwen ye Regall Power and the 
Ecclesiasticall Power, translated out of Latyn 
by Henry Lord Stafforde, and dedicated by him 
to the Protector Somerset, black letter, svo. 
Jine copy, morocco, gilt edges, EXYREMELY RARE, 

6l. 6s. 
Imprinted at the Sign of the Rose Garland, by 

W. Copland, n, d. 

** This extraordinarily rare volume was written by 
Edward Fox, Bishop of Hereford, according to Strype 
and Leland—sce the latter's encomium upon it. Lord 
Herbert supposed it to have been written by King 
Henry VIII. It is ene of the most interesting and 
rare volumes relative to chureh history. The noble 
translator states that it was lent him by his friend 
Master Morison, and finding the difference between 
the power regal and ecclesiastical so plainly set out, 
and so purely explained, that rather than his countrie 
should be utterly frustrated of so great fruyte as myght 
growe by redynge thereof, I thought it well-bestowed 
labour to turn it into Englishe. 

3818 Lanz (Joun) Tom Tet-Trorn’s Messace anp 
nis Pen’s Comriaint, a worke not unpleasant 
to be read, nor unprofitable to be followed, 1n 
verse, dedicated to George Dowse, 4to. remarh- 
ably fine copy, UNCUT, morocco elegant, gilt edges, 
EXCESSIVELY RARE IF NOT UNIQUE, 10l. 10s. 

Imprinted for R. Howell, 1600. 

*,* This curious poem, consisting of 120 verses of 
six lines each, is of sucH EXTRAORDINARY RARITY, AS 

TO HAVE ESCAPED THE RESEARCHES OF ALL BIBLIOGRA- 
puers. The author is styled by Phillips, in his 
Theatrum Poetarum, as that “fine old Queen Eliza- 
beth’s gentleman,” and is ranked in the class of poets 
next to Spenser. ‘The present volume acquires an 
additional interest from being the jirst production of 
the Author, which is thus expressed in the dedication: 
“ These first fruites of my barren braine, the token of 
my love, the seale of my affection, and the true cog- 
nizance of my unfained affection,” &c. 

We have also received Supplements A, B, C, 
and D, the last part issued, of the Catalogue of 
Miscellaneous Books, in various languages, on sale 
by Charles Dolman, of 61. New Bond Street, 
which contain many rare and curious works, 
more especially in the department of Foreign 
Divinity. 

To these we may add Parts V. and VI. of Cata- 
locues of “Cheap Books, Autographs, &e.,” on 
sale by Bell, 10. Bedford Street, Covent Garden ; 
the “ Cheap Catalogue,” Part XXIV., of Thomas 
Cole, 15. Great Turnstile, Holborn; a “ Miscel- 
laneous Catalogue of remarkably cheap Old Books,” 
on sale by C. Hamilton, 4. Bridge Place, City 

_ 
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Road; Russell Smith’s Catalogue of ‘“ Choice, 
Useful, and Curious Books,” Part VIL., which he 
describes, very justly, as “containing some very 
cheap books ;” Parts CV. and CVI. of Petheram’s, 
94. High Holborn, “ Catalogue of Old and New 
Books,” containing, among other things, Collec- 
tions of the works of the various publishing So- 
cieties, such as the Camden, Calvin, Parker, 
Shakspeare, Ray, &c., and also of the Record 
publications; and lastly, which we have just re- 
ceived from the worthy bibliopole of Auld Reekie, 
T. G. Stevenson, his curious “List of Unique, 
Valuable, and Interesting Works, chiefly illustra- 
tive of Scottish History and Antiquities, printed at 
private expense,” and “ Bannatyniana,—Catalogue 
of the privately printed Publications of the Banna- 
tyne Club from mpcccxxul. to MDCCCXLVUL,” 
both of which are well deserving the attention of 
our bibliographical friends. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

Cn continuation of Lists in Nos. 5, 6, and 7.) 

A Discovery of THE AUTHOR OF THE LeTrers oF Junius. Lond. 
(Taylor and Hessey), 1813. 
ms Shillings will be given for this if sent within a fort- 

night. 
A COLLECTION oF Scarce Tracts. Published by Debrett. 4 vols. 

8vo. 1788. 
Vox Sexaros. Published between 1771 and 1774. 
Porra Lincuarum TRILINGUIS RESERATA ET APERTA, SIVE SEMI- 
NARUM LINGUARUM ET SCIENTIARUM OMNIUM, ETC. 12mo. or 
l6mo. London (E. Griffin), 1639. 

Tse Hoop Petticoat, a Poem. 1748. 
Dr. S. Crarke’s Essay ro prove WOMEN HAVE SOULS. 
AxT OF Cookery, A Poem. Folio. 1708. 

Odd Volumes. 

GREENHILL ON EzekieL. Vols. II]. IV. and V. 
FascicuLus Rerum ExperENDARUM ATQUE FUGIENDARUM. Vol. IT. 

Folio. Lond. (Brown), 1699. 
A Comereat History anp Mistery or tHe OLD AND New Tes- 
TAMENT. By Christopher Ness. Vol. U. Fol. Lond. 1690. 

Joannis Forsesit A Corse Orera Omnia. Fol. Amsteladami 
apud Wetstenium, 1703. Tom. I1., continens INsTRUCTIONES 

ISTORICO-THEOLOGICAS. 
Q. Secrani SATYRH, CONCINNANTE P. ANTONIANO. Liber Primus. 

8vo. Amstelod. apud Elsevirios, 1700. 
Luke Mii Bourn’s VINDICATION GF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND FROM 

THE OBJECTIONS OF PAPISTS, ETC., EXPLAINING THE NATURE OF 
Scuism. Vol. II. 8vo. Lond. 1726. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carrage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bert, Publisher of ‘*‘ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We are sorry to have been unable to supply perfect sets 
of our Paper to so many applicants. With the view of 
doing so, We will give sixpence each for clean copies of 
No. 1., and full price for No. 2. 

We have to explain to correspondents who inquire as to 
the mode of procuring “ Nores and Querirs,” that every 
bookseller and newsman will supply it, if ordered, and 
that gentlemen residing in the country may be supplied 
regularly with the stamped edition, by giving their orders 
direct to the publisher, Mr. Groncz Bexr, 186. Ilect 
Street, accompanied by a Post Office order for a quarter 
(4s, 4d.). 

Jorty times forty is sixteen hundred. 

B. requests us to correct an omission in his transcript 
from Mr. De Morgan’s Note in our last week's Number, 
p- 108.: Johnson's remark should have been—“ Let me see: 

As three to sixteen 
hundred, so is the proportion,” §c. The words in Roman 
were omitted. 

Me tanion and other valued contributors are begged not 
to suppose their contributions are declined because they 
are postponed. We have procured the book Mrtanton has 
referred us to, and hope in the course of two or three 
weeks to bring the subject forward in a manner to give 
general satisfaction. 

Greenhill’s Exposition of Ezekiel with Observations 
thereupon, reprinted in 1839, in imp. 8vo., is marked 

in C. J. Stewart’s Catalogue, at 18s. 

CoMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. — C. S.— Pweca. 

6 A Ee! Bp: W. Beil. EW: E. Auctor. 
F. E. M. David Stevens. Melanion. W. H. 
C. Ba: Vox. S. Beauchamp. G. W. 

C. W. G. (who is thanked for his private communi- 
cation) EC. de” St C. J. G. Ga BB. 

W.R.O. (thanks) S. L. —— J. P. ——J. G. 
( Kilkenny) H. M. S. W.——E. 8S. J.—— D. 
and W, R. T, Hampson. F, kh. A. —— H. B. 
— B. W. G. —J. F. M. 

A neat Case for holding the Numbers of “ Nores ann 
Queries,” until the completion of each volume, is now ready, 

price 1s. 6d., and may be had, by Order, of all Book- 

sellers and Newsmen. 

Nearly ready, 8vo., with etched Frontispiece, by Wehnert, and 
Fight Engravings, 

ABRINAE COROLLA: a Volume of Classical 
Translations with original Compositions contributed by 

Gentlemen educated at Shrewsbury School. 

Among the Contributors are the Head Masters of Shrewsbury, 
Stamford, Repton, and Birmingham Schools; Andrew Lawson, 
Esq., late M.P.; the Rev. R. Shilleto, Cambridge; the Rev. T. S. 
Evans, Rugby; J. Riddell, Esq., Fellow of Baliol College, Ox- 
ford; the Rev. E. M. Cope, H. J. Hodgson, Esq., H. A. J. Munro, 
Esq., W. G. Clark, Esq., Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge, 
and many other distinguished Scholars {rom both Universities. 

This Work is edited by three of the principal Contributors. 

GeEonrGE Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 

Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts, 8vo., 10s. 6d. 

os PRIMEVAL ANTIQUITIES OF 
DENMARK. 

By J. J. A. Worsaag, M.R.S.A., of Copenhagen. 

Translated and applied to the Illustration of similar Remains in 
England; by Wittiam J. Tuoms, Esq., F.S.A., Secretary of the_ 
Camden Society. 

This work was originally written to show how the early history 
of Denmark might be read through its monuments, and has been 
translated and applied to the history of similar remains in Eng- 
land, in the hope that it will be found a useful hand-book for the 
use of those who desire to know something of the nature of the 
numerous primeval monuments scattered over these Islands, and 
the light which their investigation is likely to throw over the 
earliest aud most obscure periods of our National History. 

Joun Henry Parker, Oxford, and 377. Strand, London. 
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WORKS BY THOMAS CARLYLE. 

yan CROMWELL’S LETTERS AND 
SPEECHES. With Elucidations. With a Portrait of 

Third Edition, with numerous additions and correc- 
Post 8vo. 42s. 

Cromwell. 
tions. In Four Volumes. 

SARTOR RESARTUS; or, Tue Lire anp 
Opinions oF Herr TEUFELSDROKH. Third Edition. Post 8vo., 
cloth, 10s. 6d. 

THE LIFE of SCHILLER. Comprehending 
an Examination of his Works. New Edition, with a Portrait. 
Sma!l 8vo., cloth, 8s. 6d. 

PAST AND PRESENT. Second Edition. 
Post 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d. 

LECTURES ON HEROES AND HERO- 
WORSHIP. Third Edition. Small 8vo., cloth, 9s. 

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. A HIS- 
TORY. Vol. I. The Bastile; Vol. If. The Constitution ; Vol. 
Ill. he Guillotine. Third Edition, Three Volumes. Post 8vo., 
cloth, 12. lls. 6d. 

CHARTISM. Second Edition. 
cloth, 5s. 

“Tt never smokes but there is fire.”’—Old Proverb. 

CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ES- 
SAYS. Third Edition. Four Volumes. Post 8vo., cloth, 2d. 2s. 

TRANSLATION OF GOETHE'S WIL- 
HELM MEISTER; containing Meister’s Apprenticeship and 
Meister’s Travels. Second Edition, revised. ‘three Volumes. 
Small Svo., cloth, 1&s. 

London: CuapmaNn and HALL, 186. Strand. 

Crown 8vo., 

EMOIRS OF MUSICK. By the Hon. 
F Rocer Norrn, Attorney-General to James I. Now first 

printed from the original MS. and’ edited, with copious Notes, 
by Evwarp F. Rimpautt, LL.D.,F.S.A., &c.&e. Quarto ; with 
a Portrait ; handsomely printed in 4to. ; half-bound in morocco, 
15s. 

This interesting MS., so frequently alluded to by Dr. Burney 
in the course of his ‘“‘ History of Music,’’ has been kindly placed 
at the disposal of the Council of the Musical Antiquarian Society, 
by George ‘Townshend Smith, Ksq., Organist of Hereford Ca- 
thedral. But the Council, not feeling authorised to commence a 
series of literary publications, yet impressed with the value of the 
work, have suggested its independent publication to their Secre- 
tary, Dr. Rimbault, under whose editorial care it accordingly 
appears. 

It abounds with interesting Musical Anecdotes; the Greek 
Fables respecting the origin of Music; the rise and progress of 
Musical Instruments ; the early Musical Drama ; the origin of our 
present fashionable Concerts; the first performance ofthe Beggar’s 
Opera, &c. 
A limited number having been printed, few copies remain for 

sale: unsold copies will shortly be raised in price to lZ. 11s. 6d. 

Now ready, Part XII., completing the Work, containing Fifteen 
Plates and Letter-press, price 7s. 6d. (folio, 12s., India paper, 
20s., in a few days), royal 8vo. 

THE MONUMENTAL BRASSES of 
ENGLAND: a Series of Engravings on Wood, with Descriptive 
Notices. By the Rev. CHartes Bourert, M.A., Rector of Down- 
ham Market, Norfolk. 

The volume, containing 149 Plates, will be ready on the 11th 
inst. Price, royal 8vo., cloth, 12. 8s. (The folio edition, cloth, 
2l. 5s., India paper, 4/, 4s., ina few days.) Subscribers are re- 
quested to complete their sets at once, as the numbers will shortly 
be raised in price. 

Also, by the same Author, royal 8vo. 15s. ; large paper, 2Is. 

MONUMENTAL BRASSES and SLABS: 
an Historical and Descriptive Notice of the Incised Monumental 
Memorials of the Middle Ages. With upwards of 200 Engravings. 
“A handsome large octavo volume, abundantly supplied with 

well-engraved woodcuts and lithographic plates; a sort of Encyclo- 
peedia for ready reference. .. .The whole work has a look of pains- 
taking completeness highly commendable.’’—Atheneum. 

“ One of the most beautifully got up and interesting volumes we 
have seen for along time. It gives in the compass of one volume 
an account of the History of those beautiful monuments of former 
days. ... The illustrations are extremely well chosen.”’"—Znglish 
Churchman. 

A few copies only of this work remain for sale; and, as it will 
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8vo., cloth, price 12s., with a Coloured Plate of King Alfred’s 
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ALFRED 
THE GREAT. By the Rev. J. A. Girrs, D.C.L.. late Fellow 
of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, Author of ‘* The History of 
the Ancient Britons,” &c. 
“A useful volume, as collecting into one view all the facts that 
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opinions on disputed points, and containing a very fair, sensible 
summing up by the biographer.’’—Spectator. 

Two vols., 8vo., 30s. 

HISTORY of the ANCIENT BRITONS, 
From the Earliest Period to the Invasion of the Saxons. Com- 
piled from the Original Authorities. By the Rev. J. A. GILts, 
D.C.L., late Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. 
“The longer and more important passages are full and clear in 

matter, always well presented, often in a masterly mode, ... . 
Dr. Giles is in thorough possession of his materials and of his 
intention, which produces the clearness that arises frora mastery; 
and he exhibits the same general bon homm/e and chronicler dis- 
position for minute and picturesque narrative which we noted in 
his ** Life of Becket,” with more of a critical spirit.’’—Spectator. 

8vo., price 5s. 

A HISTORY of the PICTS’ or ROMANO- 
BRITISH WALL, and the ROMAN STATIONS, and VAL- 
LUM, with an Account of their present State, taken during a 
Elena along that part of the Island during the month of 
une, 1849. 

Foolscap 8vo., with Woodcuts and Map of the Locality, price 5s. 

THE BALLAD of EDWIN and EMMA. 
By Davip Matter. A New Edition, with Notes and Illustrations, 
by Freperick T. DinspaLe, Esq., LL.D., F.S.A. 

“ This volume is a curious instance of the effect of early associa- 
tion . . . Early knowledge of the genius loci has left an impres- 
sion on the editor’s mind which has produced this very completely 
illustrated edition. All that research can furnish teuching the 
families of Wrightson and Railton, the surnames of Edwin and 
Emma, is collected.’’— Spectator. 

“« The editor’s great merit is that of exhausting every probable 
source of information, and equal industry spent in illustration of a 
more important subject, would have led to equally curious and 
more important results.”—Atheneum. 
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OUR PROGRESS. 

We have this week been called upon to take a 
step which neither our best friends nor our own 
hopes could have anticipated. Having failed in 
our endeavours to supply by other means the 
_ inereasing demand for complete sets of our “ Norrs_ 
| AND Queries,” we have been compelled to reprint 
the first four numbers. 

It is with no slight feelings of pride and satis- 
faction that we record the fact of a large impression 
of a work like the present not having been suffi- 
cient to meet the demand,—a work devoted not 

to the witcheries of poetry or to the charms of | 

k 

SECOND EDITION. 

| the inquiry of Truth, which is the love-making or 

| 

romance, but to. the illustration of matters of 

graver import, such as obscure points of national | 

history, doubtful questions of literature and biblio- 
graphy, the discussion of questionable etymo- 
logies, and the elucidation of old world customs 
and observances. 

What Mr. Kemble lately said so well with re- 

ference to archeology, our experience justifies us | 
in applying to other literary inquiries : — 

‘** On every side there is. evidence of a generous and 
earnest co-operation among those who have devoted 
themselves to special pursuits; and not only does this 
tend of itself to widen the general basis, but it supplies 

| 

| 

1 

| 

the individual thinker with an ever widening foundation 
for his own special study.” 

And whence arises this “ earnest co-operation ?” 
Is it too much to hope that it springs from an in- | 

creased reverence for the Truth, from an intenser | 

eraving after a knowledge of it—whether such | 

Truth regards an event on which a throne de- | 
pended, or the etymology of some household word 
now familiar only to 

“.Hard-handed men who work in Athens here?” 

We feel that the kind and earnest men who 

honour our “ Nores AND Queries” with their 

correspondence, hold with Bacon, that 

“ Truth, which only doth judge itself, teacheth that | 

wooing of it—the knowledge of Truth, which is the 
presence of it—and the belief of Truth, which is the 

enjoying of it—is the sovereign good of human 

nature.” 

We believe that it is under the impulse of such 
feelings that they have flocked to our columns — 

that that sentiment has found its echo in the 

breast of the public, and hence the success which | 
has attended our humble efforts. The cause is so | 

great, that we may well be pardoned if we boast 
that we have had both hand and heart in it. 
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And so, with all the earnestness and heartiness 

which befit this happy season, when 
“No spirit stirs abroad ; 

The nights are wholesome; when no planet strikes, 

No fairy takes, no witch hath power to charm, 

So hallow’d and so gracious is the time,” 

do we greet all our friends, whether contributors 
or readers, with the good old English wish, 

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

SIR E. DERING’S HOUSEHOLD BOOK. 

The muniment chests of our old established 
families are seldom without their quota of ‘ house- 
hold books.” Goodly collections of these often 
turn up, with records of the expenditure and the 
“ doings” of the household, through a period of 
two or more centuries. These documents are of 
incalculable value in giving us a complete insight 
into the domestic habits of our ancestors. Many a 
note is there, well calculated to illustrate the pages 
of the dramatist or the biographer, and even the 
accuracy of the historian’s statements may often 
be tested by some of the details which find their 
way into these accounts; as for the more peculiar 
province of the antiquary, there is always a rich 
store of materials. Every change of costume is 
there; the introduction of new commodities, new 
luxuries, and new fashions, the varying prices of 
the passing age. Dress in all its minute details, 
modes of travelling, entertainments, public and 
private amusements, all, with their cost, are 
there; and last, though not least, touches of indi- 
vidual character ever and anon present them- 
selves with the force of undisguised and undeniable 
truth. Follow the man through his pecuniary 
transactions with his wife and children, his house- 
hold, his tenantry, nay, with himself; and you 
have more of his real character than the biographer 
is usually able to furnish. In this view, a man’s 
“household book” becomes an impartial auto- 
biography. 

J would venture to suggest that a corner of 
your paper might sometimes be profitably reserved 
for “notes” from these household books; there 
can be little doubt that your numerous readers 
would soon furnish you with abundant contribu- 
tions of most interesting matter. 

While suggesting the idea, there happens to lie 
open before me the account-book of the first Sir 
Edward Dering, commencing with the day on 
which he came of age, when, though his father was 
still living, he felt himself an independent man. 

One of his first steps, however, was to qualify 
this independence by marriage. If family tradition 
be correct, he was as heedless and impetuous in 
this the first important step of his life, as he seems 
to have been in his public career. The lady was 
Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Nicholas 'Tufton, after- 
wards created Karl of Thanet. 

In almost the first page of his account-book he 
enters all the charges of this marriage, the different 
dresses he provided, his wedding presents, &c. 
As to his bride, the first pleasing intelligence 
which greeted the young knight, after passing his 
pledge to take her for “richer for poorer,” was, 
that the latter alternative was his. Sir Nicholas 
had jockied the youth out of the promised 
“ trousseau,” and handed over his daughter to Sir 
Edward, with nothing but a few shillings in her 
purse. She came unfurnished with even decent 
apparel, and her new lord had to supply her 
forthwith with necessary clothing. In a subsequent 
page, when he comes to detail the purchases which 
he was, in consequence, obliged to make for his 
bride, he gives full vent to his feelings on this 
niggardly conduct of the father, and, in recording 
the costs of his own outfit, his very first words 
have asmack of bitterness in them, which is some- 
what ludicrous — 

“ Medio de fonte leporum 
Surgit amari aliquid.” 

He seems to sigh over his own folly and vanity in 
preparing a gallant bridal for one who met it so 
unbecomingly. 

SO UGLOs 

“My pesperate quarter! the $d quarter from Mi- 
chaelmas unto New Year’s Day. ; 

5 yards quarter of scarlett coloured satten for a 
doubiett, and to line my cassocke, at 16s. per yard, 

4l, 4s. 
5 yards halfe of fine scarlett, at 55s. per yard, to 

make hose cassocke and cloake [sic] - 141. 
7 yards dim of blacke rich velvett, att 24s, per yard, 

91. 
22 ounces of blacke galloune lace - = 26158. 
Taffaty to line the doublett = - - Ei bt 
5 [sie.] grosse of buttons, at 8s. the grosse - 10. 4s. 
pinkinge and racing the doublett, and lininge of y® 

copell - - - - - 8s, 
ffor embroideringe doublett, copell, and scarfe, 2/. 10s. 
5 dozen of smal] buttons - - - ls. 8d. 
Stickinge and sowinge silke - - - 14s. 
ffor cuttinge y® scallops - ” - Qs. 
holland to line the hose - - ~ 5s. 6d. 
Dutch bays for the hose - - - 4s. 6d. 
Pocketts to y° hose - - - - 10d. 
2 dozen of checker riband pointes - - 12s. 
drawinge y® peeces in y® suite and cloake - 5s. 
canyas and stiffninge to y® doublett - 3s, 6d. 
ffor makinge y® doublett and hose - - 18s. 
makinge y® copell - - - - 11.8s. 
makinge y® cloake - - - - 9s. 

Sum of this suite - 401. 2s. 

I must not occupy more of your space this week 
by extending these extracts. IEf likely to supply 
useful “ notes” to your readers, they shall have, 
in some future number, the remainder of the 
bridegroom’s wardrobe. In whatever niggardly 
array the bride came to her lord’s arms, he, at 

; 
ty 
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least, was pranked and decked in all the apparel 
of a young gallant, an exquisite of the first water, 
for this was only one of several rich suits which 
he provided for his marriage outfit; and then 
follows a list of the costly gloves and presents, 
and all the lavish outlay of this his “ desperate 
quarter.” 

In some future number, too, if acceptable to 
your readers, you shall be furnished with a list of | 
other and better objects of expenditure from this 
household book; for Sir Edward, albeit, as Cla- 
rendon depicts him, the victim of his own vanity, 
was worthy of better fame than it has yet been his 
lot to acquire. 

He was a most accomplished scholar and a 
learned antiquary. He had his foibles, it is true, 
but they were redeemed by qualities of high and 
enduring excellence. The eloquence of his par- 
liamentary speeches has elicited the admiration of 
Southey; to praise them therefore now were 
superfluous. The noble library which he formed 
at Surrenden, and the invaluable collection of 
charters which he amassed there, during his 
unhappily brief career, testify to his ardour in 
literary pursuits. The library and a large part of 
the MSS. are unhappily dispersed. Of the former, 

all that remains to tell of what it once was, are a 
few scattered notices among the family records, 
and the titles of books, with their cost, as they are 
entered in the weekly accounts of our “ household 
book.” Of the latter there yet remain a few 
thousand charters and rolls, some of them of great 
interest, with exquisite seals attached. I shall be 
able occasionally to send you a few “ notes” on 
these heads, from the ‘“‘ household book,” and, in 
contemplating the remains of this the unrivalled 
collection of its day, I can well bespeak the 
sympathy of every true-hearted “ Chartist” and 
Bibliographer, in the lament which has often been 
mine — “ Quanta fuisti cum tante sint reliquiz !” 

Lampert B. Larxine. 
Ryarsh Vicarage, Dee. 12. 1849. 

BERKELEY'S THEORY OF VISION VINDICATED. 

In reply to the query of “ B. G.” (p. 107. of | 
your 7th No.), I beg to say that Bishop Berkeley’s | 
Theory of Vision Vindicated does not occur either 
in the 4to. or 8vo. editions of his collected works ; 
but there is a copy of it in the library of Trinity 
College, Dublin, from which I transcribe the full 
title as follows : — 

“ The Theory of Vision, or Visual Language, shew- 
ing the immediate Presence and Providence of a Deity, 
Vindicated and explained. By the author of Alciphron, 
or The Minute Philosopher. 

P « Acts, xvii. 28. 

“ In Him we live, and move, and have our being. 

“Lond. Printed for J. Tonson in the Strand, 
“ MDCCXXXIII.” 
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Some other of the author’s tracts have also been 
omitted in his collected works; but, as I am now 
answering “a Query,” and not “ making a Note,” 
I shall reserve what I might say of them for 
another opportunity. The memory of Berkeley 
is dear to every member of this University ; and 

| therefore I hope you will permit me to say one 
| word, in defence of his character, against Dugald 
Stewart’s charge of having been ‘“ provoked,” by 
Lord Shaftesbury’s Characteristics, “to a harshness 
equally unwonted and unwarranted.” 

Mr. Stewart can scarcely be supposed to have 
seen the book upon which he pronounces this most 
“ unwarranted” criticism. The tract was not 
written in reply to the Characteristics, but was an 
answer to an anonymous letter published in the 
Daily Post-Boy of September 9th, 1732, which 

| letter Berkeley has reprinted at the end of his 

| oceurs at the commencement of the tract. 

pamphlet. The only allusion to the writer of this 
letter which bears the slightest tinge of severity 

Those 
who will take the trouble of perusing the anony- 
mous letter, will see that it was richly deserved ; 
and I think it can scarcely, with any justice, be 
censured as unbecomingly harsh, or in any degree 
unwarranted. The passage is as follows : — 

[After mentioning that an ill state of health had 
prevented his noticing this letter sooner, the author 
adds,] “ This would have altogether excused me from a 
controversy upon points either personal or purely spe- 
eulative, or from entering the lists with declaimers, 
whom I leave to the triumph of their own passions. 
And indeed, to one of this character, who contradicts 

himself and misrepresents me, what answer can be made 
more than to desire his readers not to take his word 
for what I say, but to use their own eyes, read, ex- 
amine, and judge for themselves? And to their com- 
mon sense | appeal.” 

The remainder of the tract is occupied with a 
philosophical discussion of the subject in debate, 
in a style as cool and as free from harshness as 
Dugald Stewart could desire, and containing, as 
far as I can see, nothing inconsistent with the 
character of him, who was described by his con- 
temporaries as the possessor of “every virtue 
under heaven.” James H. Topp. 

Trin. Coll. Dublin, Dee. 20, 1849. 

BISHOF BARNABY. 

Mr. Editor, — Allow me, in addition to the Note 
inserted in your 4th Number, in answer to the 
Query of Lecour, by your correspondent (and I 
believe my friend) J.G., to give the following ex- 
tract from Forby’s Vocabulary of East Anglia :— 

“ Bishop Barnabee-s. The pretty insect more gene- 
rally called the Lady-bird, or May-bug. It is one of 
those few highly favoured among God’s harmless crea- 
tures which superstition protects from wanton injury. 
Some obscurity seems to hang over this popular name 
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of it. It has certainly no more relation to the com- 
panion of St. Paul than to drunken Barnaby, though 
some have supposed it has. It is sometimes called 
Bishop Benebee, which may possibly have been intended 
to mean the blessed bee; sometimes Bishop Benetree, of 

which it seems not possible to make any thing. The 
name has most probably been derived from the Barn- 
Bishop ; whether in scorn of that silly and profane 
mockery, or in pious commemoration of it, must depend 

on the time of its adoption, before or since the Re- 
formation; and it is not worth inquiring. The two 
words are transposed, and bee annexed as being per- 
haps thought more seemly in such a connection than 
fly-bug or beetle, The dignified ecclesiastics in ancient 
times wore brilliant mixtures of colours iu their habits, 
Bishops had scarlet and black, as this insect has on its 
wing-covers. Some remains of the finery of the gravest 
personages still exist on our academical robes of cere- 
mony. There is something inconsistent with the popish 
episcopal character in the childish rhyme with which 
Bishop Barnabee is thrown up and dismissed when he 
happens to light on any one’s hand. Unluckily the 
words are not recollected, nor at present recoverable ; 
but the purport of them is to admonish him to fly 
home, and take eare of his wife and children, for that 
his house is on fire. Perhaps, indeed, the rhyme has 
been fabricated long since the name by some one who 
did not think of such niceties.” GABE. 

Sir,—In the explanation of the term Bishop 
Barnaby, given by J. G., the prefix “ Bishop” 
seems yet to need elucidation. Why should it not 
have arisen from the insect’s garb? The full 
dress gown of the Oxford D.D.—scarlet with 
black velvet sleeves — might easily have suggested 
the idea of naming the little insect “ Dr. Burn 
bug,” and the transition is easy to “ Dr. Burnabee,” 
or “ Bishop Burnaby.” These little insects, in the 
winter, congregate by thousands in barns for their 
long slumber till the reappearance of genial wea- 
ther, and it is not impossible that, from this cir- 
cumstance, the country people may have desig- 
nated them “ Barn bug,” or * Barn bee.” L. B. L. 

Sir, —I cannot inform Lecour why the lady- 
bird (the seven-spotted, Coccinella septempunctata, 
is the most common) is called in some places 
* Bishop Barnaby.” This little insect is sometimes 
erroneously accused of destroying turnips and peas 
in its larva state; but, in truth, both in the larva 
and perfect: state it feeds exclusively on aphides. 
IT do not know that it visits dairies, and Tusser’s 
“ Bishop that burneth,” may allude to something 
else; still there appears some popular connection 
of the Coccinellide with cows as well as burning, 
for in the West Riding of Yorkshire they are 
called Cush Cow Ladies; and in the North Riding 
one of the children’s rhymes anent them runs : — 

“ Dowdy-cow, dowdy-cow, ride away heame, 
Thy* house is burnt, and thy bairns are tean, 
And if thou means to save thy bairns 
Take thy wings and flee away !” 

* Thy is pronounced as thee, 

The most mischievous urchins are afraid to hurt 
the dowdy-cow, believing if they did evil would 
inevitably befall them. It is tenderly placed on 
the palm of the hand—of a girl, if possible— and 
the above rhyme recited thrice, during which it 
usually spreads its wings, and at the last word 
flies away. A collection of nursery rhymes relating 
to insects would, I think, be useful. 

W.G. M. J. Barker. 
[ We have received many other communications. re- 

specting the epithet of this insect — so great a favourite 
with children. Aticur and several other corre- 
spondents incline to L. B. L.’s opinion that it takes its 
name from a fancied resemblance of its bright wing- 
cases to the episcopal cope or chasuble. J. ‘1. reminds 
us that St. Barnabas has been distinguished of old by 
the title of bright, as in the old proverbial distich in- 
tended to mark the day of his festival according to 
the Old Style (21st June) : — 

“ Barnaby bright ! 
The longest day and the shortest night,” 

While F. E. furnishes us with another and happier 
version of the Norfolk popular rhyme: — 

“ Bishop, Bishop Barnabee, 
Tell me when my wedding be; 
Tf it be to-morrow day, 

Take your wings and fly away! 
Fly to the east, fly to the west, 
Fly to them that I love best!” 

The name which this pretty insect bears in the various 
languages of I:urope is clearly mythic. In this, as in 
other cases, the Virgin has supplanted Freya; so that 
Freyjuhena and Frouehenge have been changed into 
Marienvoglein, which corresponds with Our Lady’s 
Bird. There can, therefore, be little doubt that the 
esteem with which the lady-bird, or Our Lady’s cow, 
is still regarded, is a relic of the ancient cult. ] 

MATHEMATICAL ARCHEOLOGY, 

Sir, —I cannot gather from your “ Notes” that 
scientific archeology is included in your plan, nor 
yet, on the other hand, any indications of its ex- 
clusion. Science, however, and especially mathe- 
matical science, has its archeology; and many 
doubtful points of great importance are amongst 
the “ vexed questions” that can only be cleared up 
by documentary evidence. That evidence is more 
likely to be found mixed up amongst the masses 
of papers belonging to systematic collectors than 
amongst the papers of mere mathematicians — 
amongst men who never destroy a paper because 
they have no present use for it, or because the 
subject does not come within the range of their 
researches, than amongst men who value nothing 
but a “new theorem” or “ an improved solution.” 

As a general rule I have always habituated my- 
self to preserve every scrap of paper of any remote 
(and indeed recent) period, that had the appearance 
of being written by a literary man, whether I 

3 
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hand to it. Whatever he wrete upon this subject pro- 
bably fell, together with all his other remaining papers, 
into the hands of Major Henry Watson, of the En- 
gineers, in the service of the India Company, being in 
all a large chest full of papers. This gentleman had 
been a pupil of Mr. Simpson’s, and had lodged in his 
house. After Mr. Simpson’s death Mr. Watson pre- 
vailed upon the widow to let him have the papers, pro- 
mising either to give her a sum of money for them, or 
else to print and publish them for her benefit. But 
nothing of the kind was ever done; this gentleman 
always declaring, when urged on this point by myself 
and others, that no use could be made of any of the 
papers, owing to the very imperfect state in which he 
said they were left. And yet he persisted in his refusal 
to give them up again.” 

In 1780 Colonel Watson was recalled to India, 
and took out with him one of the most remark- 
able English mathematicians of that day, Reuben 
Burrow. This gentleman had been assistant to 

knew the hand, or understood the circumstances to 
which it referred, or not. Such papers, whether 
we understand them or not, have a possible value 
to others; and indeed, as my collections have 
always been at the service of my friends, very few 
indeed have been left in my hands, and those, pro- 
bably, of no material value. 

I wish this system were generally adopted. 
Papers, occasionally of great historical importance, 
and very often of archzological interest, would | 
thus be preserved, and, what is mor e, used, as they 
would thus generally find their way into the right 
hands. 

There are, I fancy, few classes of papers that 
would be so little likely to interest archeologists | 
in general, as those relating to mathematics ; “and 
yet such are not unlikely to fall in their way, often 
and largely, if they would take the trouble to se- 
cure them. I will give an example or two, indi- 
eating the kind of papers which are desiderata to 

——_ 

the mathematical historian. 

1. A letter from Dr. Robert Simson, the editor 
of Euclid and the restorer of the Porisms, to John 
Nourse of the Strand, is missing from an other- 
wise unbroken series, extending from 1 Jan. 1751 
to near the close of Simson’s life. The missing 
letter, as is gathered from a subsequent one, is 
Feb. 5.1753. A mere letter of business from an 
author to his publisher might not be thought of 
much interest: but it need not be here enforced 
how much of consistency and clearness is often 
conferred upon aseries of circumstances by matter 
which such a letter might contain. This letter, 
too, contains a problem, the nature of which it 
would be interesting to know. It would seem 
that the letter passed into the hands of Dodson, 
editor of the Mathematical Repository: but what 
became of Dodson’s papers I could never discover. 
The uses, however, to which such an unpromising 
series of letters have been rendered subservient 
may be seen in the Philosophical Magazine, under 
the title of “Geometry and Geometers,” Nos. i. 
iii. and iv. The letters themselves are in the 
hands of Mr. Maynard, Earl’s Court, Leicester 
Square. 

2. Thomas Simpson (a name venerated by every 
Beeoncter) was one of the scientific men consulted 

the committee appointed to decide upon the 
plans for Blackfriars Bridge, in 1759 and 1760. 

“Tt is probable,” says Dr. Hutton, in his Life of 
Simpson, prefixed to the Select Exercises, 1792, “ that 
this reference to him gave occasion to his turning his 
thoughts more seriously to this subject, so as to form 
the design of composing a regular treatise upon it: for 

“his family have often informed me that he laboured 
hard upon this work for some time before his death, 
and was very anxious to have completed it, frequently 
remarking to them that this work, when published, 
would procure him more credit than any of his former 
publications. But he lived not to put the finishing 

Dr. Maskelyne at the Royal Observatory ; and to 
his care was, in fact, committed the celebrated 
Schehallien experiments and observations. He 
died in India, and, I believe, all his papers which 
reached Engl: ind, as well as several of his letters, 
are in my possession. This, however, is no further 
of consequence in the present matter, than to give 
authority to a remak I am about to quote from 
one of his letters to his most intimate friend, Isaac 
Dalby. In this he says: — “ Colonel Watson has 
out here a work of Simpson’s on bridges, very 
complete and original.” 

it was no doubt by his dread of the sleepless 
watch of Hutton, that so unscrupulous a person 
as Colonel Watson is proved to be, was deterred 
from publishing Simpson’s work as his own. 

The desideratum here i is, of course, to find what 
became of Colonel Watson’s papers; and then to 
ascertain whether this and what other writings of 
Simpson’s are amongst them. A really good work 
on the mathematical theory of bridges, if such is 
ever to exist, has yet to be published. Tt is, at 
the same time, very likely that his great originality, 
and his wonderful sagacity in all his investiga- 
tions, would not fail him in this; and possibly a 
better work on the subject was composed ninety 
years ago than has yet seen the light — involving, 
perhaps, the germs of a totally” new and more 
effective method of investigation. 

T have, I fear, already tr espassed too far upon 
your space for a single letter ; and will, therefore, 
defer my notice of a few other desiderata till a 
future day. yer 

Shooter’s Hill, Dee. 15. 1849. 

THE STLYE OF SUCKLING —THE TWO 

NOBLE KINSMEN. 

SONG IN 

The song in your second number, furnished by 

| 

a correspondent, and considered to be in the style \ 
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of Suckling, is of a class common enough in the 
time of Charles I. George ‘Wither, rather than 
Suckling, I consider as the head of a race of poets 
peculiar to that age, as “ Shall I wasting in Des- 
pair” may be regarded as the type of this class of 
poems. ‘he present instance I do not think of 
very high merit, and certainly not good enough 
for Suckling. Such as it is, however, with a few 
unimportant variations, it may be found at page 
101. of the Ist vol. of The Hive, a Collection of 
the most celebrated Songs. My copy is the 2nd 
edit. London, 1724. ’ 

I will, with your permission, take this oppor- 
tunity of setting Mr. Dyce right with regard to a 
passage in the Two Noble Kinsmen, in which he is 
only less wrong than all his predecessors. It is to 
be found in the second scene of the fourth act, and 
is as follows : — 

“ Here Love himself sits smiling: 
Just such another wanton Ganymede 
Set Jove afire with,” &c. 

One editor proposed to amend this by inserting 
the nominative “he” after ‘“ Ganymede ;” and 
another by omitting “ with” after “afire.” Mr. 
Dyce saw that both these must be wrong, as 
a comparison between two wanton Ganymedes, 
one of which sat in the countenance of Arcite, 
could never have been intended ; — another, some- 
thing, if not Ganymede, was wanted, and he, there- 
fore, has this note:—‘* The construction and 
meaning are ‘ With just such another smi/e (which 
is understood from the preceding ‘ smiling’) 
wanton Ganymede set Jove afire.’” When there 
is a choice of nouns to make intelligible sense, how 
can that one be understood which is not expressed ? 
It might be “with just such another Love ;” but, 
as I shall shortly show, no conjecture on the sub- 
ject is needed. ‘The older editors were so fond of 
mending passages, that they did not take ordinary 
pains to understand them; and in this instance 
they have been so successful in sticking the epithet 
“wanton” to Ganymede, that even Mr. Dyce, 
with his clear sight, did not see that the very word 
he wanted was the next word before him. It puts 
one in mind of a man looking for his spectacles who 
has them already across his nose. ‘“ Wanton” is a 
noun as well as an adjective; and, to prevent it 
from being mistaken for an epithet applied to 
Ganymede, it will in future be necessary to place 
after it a comma, when the passage will read 
thus; — 

“ Here Love himself sits smiling : 
Just such another wanton,” (as the aforesaid smiling 

Love) “ Ganymede 
Set Jove afire with,” &c. 

The third act of the same play commences thus :— 

«The duke has lost Hippolita; each took 
A several land.” 

Mr. Dyce suspects that for “land” we should 
read “Jaund,” an old form of lawn. ‘“ Land” 
being either wrong, or having a sense not under- 
stood now, we must fall back on the general sense 
of the passage. When people go a hunting, and 
don’t keep together, it is very probable that they 
may take a several “ direction.” Now hand means 
‘direction,’ as we say “to the right” or “left 
hand.” Is it not, therefore, probable, that we should 
read “a several hand?” Samuext Hicxson. 

“ GOTHIC” ARCHITECTURE. 

It would require more space than you could 
allot to the subject, to explain, at much length, 
“the origin, as well as the date, of the intro- 
duction of the term ‘ Gothic,’ as applied to pointed 
styles of ecclesiastical architecture,’ required by 
R. Vincent, of Winchester, in your Fourth Num- 
ber. There can be no doubt that the term was 
used at first contemptuously, and in derision, by 
those who were ambitious to imitate and revive 
the Grecian orders of architecture, after the re- 
vival of classical literature. But, without citing 
many authorities, such as Christopher Wren, and 
others, who lent their aid in depreciating the old 
medieval style, which they termed Gothic, as sy- 
nonymous with every thing that was barbarous 
and rude, it may be suflicient to refer to the cele- 
brated Treatise of Sir Henry Wotton, entitled 
The Elements of Architecture, 4to., printed in 
London so early as 1624, This work was so popu- 
lar, that it was translated into Latin, and annexed 
to the works of Vitruvius, as well as to Freart’s 
Parallel of the Ancient Architecture with the Mo- 
dern, Dufvresnoy, also, who divided his time be- 
tween poetry and painting, and whose work on 
the latter art was rendered popular in this coun- 
try by Dryden’s translation, uses the term ‘“ Go- 
thique” in a bad sense. But it was a strange 
misapplication of the term to use it for the pointed 
style, in contradistinction to the circular, formerly 
called Saxon, now Norman, Romanesque, &c. 
These latter styles, like the Lombardic, Italian, 
and the Byzantine, of course belong more to the 
Gothie period then the light and elegant struc- 
tures of the pointed order which succeeded them. 
Felibien, the French author of the Lives of Archi- 
tects, divides Gothic architecture into two distinct 
kinds —the massive and the light; and as the 
latter superseded the former, the term Gothic, 
which had been originally applied to both kinds, 
seems to have been restricted improperly to the 
latter only. As there is now, happily, no fear of 
the word being understood in a bad sense, there 
seems to he no longer any objection to the use of 
it in a good one, whatever terms may be used to 
discriminate all the varieties of the style observ- 
able either at home or abroad. J. 1. 

Trinity College, Oxford. 
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DR. BURNEY’S MUSICAL WORKS. 

Mr. Editor,— On pp. 63. and 78. of your 
columns inquiry is made for Burney’s Treatise on 
Music (not his History). Before correspondents 
trouble you with their wants, I think they should 
be certain that the books they inquire for have 
existence. Dr. Burney never published, or wrote, 
a Treatise on Music. His only works on the sub- 
ject (the General History of Music excepted) are 
the following : — 

“ The Present State of Music in France and Italy. 
8vo. 1771. 

“The Present State of Music in Germany, the 
Netherlands, and United Provinces. 2 vols. 8vo. 

1775. 
« An Account of the Musical Performances in West- 

minster Abbey, and the Pantheon, &c. in Commemo- 

ration of Handel. 4to. 1785. 
« A Plan for the Formation of a Musical Academy, 

8yo. n. d.” 

As your “ Norrs anp Queries” will become a 
standard book of reference, strict accuracy on all 
points is the grand desideratum. 

Enpw. F. Rimpavtr. 

P. S. I might, perhaps, have included in the 
above list the Life of Metastasio, which, although 
not generally classed among musical works, forms 
an admirable supplement to the General History 
of Music. Hh. FLR. 

ANCIENT INSCRIBED DISHES. 

Judging from the various notices in your 
Nos. 3, 5, and 6, the dishes and inscriptions men- 
tioned therein by Crericus, L.S.B., &c., pp. 44. 73. 
87., are likely to cause as much speculation here as 
they have some time experienced on the continent. 
They were there principally figured and discussed 
in the Curiositéien, a miscellaneous periodical, 
conducted from about 1818 to 1825, by Vulpius, 
brother-in-law of Gothe, librarian to the Grand 
Duke of Saxe Weimar. Herr y. Strombeck, Judge 
of the Supreme Court of Appeal at Wolfenbiittel, 
first noticed them from a specimen belonging to 
the church of a suppressed convent at Sterterheim 
near Brunswick, and they were subsequently 
ounced upon by Joseph vy. Hammer (now y. 
urgstall), the learned Orientalist of Vienna, as 

one of the principal proofs which he adduced in 
his Mysterim Baphometis Revelatum in one of 
the numbers of the Fundgruben (Mines) des 
Orients, for the monstrous impiecties and impurities 
which he, Nicolai, and others, falsely attributed to 
the Templars. Comments upon these dishes occur 
in other works of a recent period, but having left 
my portfolio, concerning them, with other papers, 
on the continent, I give these hasty notices en- 
tirely from memory. ‘They are by no means 
uncommon now in England, as the notices of your 

correspondents prove. <A paper on three varieties 
of them at Hull was read in 1829, to the Hull 
Literary and Philosophical Society. In Nash’s 
Worcestershire one is depicted full size, and a 
reduced copy given about this period in the Gen- 
tleman’s Magazine, and Nash first calls them 
“¢ Offertory Dishes.” The Germans call them Tauf- 
becken, or baptismal basins; but I believe the 
English denomination more correct, as I have a 
distinct recollection of seeing, in a Catholic convent 
at Danzig, a similar one placed on Good Friday 
before the tomb of the interred image of the 
Saviour, for the oblations for which it was not too 
large. Another of them is kept upon the altar of 
Boroughbridge Church (N. Riding of Yorkshire), 
but sadly worn down by scrubbing to keep it 
bright, and the attempt at a copy of the Inscription 
in a Harrowgate Guide is felicitously ludicrous: it 
is there taken as a relic of the Roman Isurium on 
the same spot. Three others were observed some 
years ago in a neglected nook of the sacristy of 
York Cathedral. At the last meeting of the 
Institute at Salisbury, a number of these were 
exhivited in St. John’s House there, but I believe 
without any notice taken of them in its Proceedings ; 
and another was shown to the Archeological So- 
ciety, at their last Chester Congress, by Colonel 
Biddulph, at Chirk Castle; when more were men- 
tioned by the visitors as in their possession, anxious 
as your correspondents to know the import of the 
inscriptions. ‘They are sometimes seen exposed in 
the shops of Wardour Street, and in other curiosity 
shops of the metropolis. 

On their sunken centres all have religious types : 
the most common is the temptation of Eve; the 
next in frequency, the Annunciation; the Spies 
sent by Joshua returning with an immense bunch 
of grapes suspended betwixt them, is not unfre- 
quent ; but non-scriptural subjects, as the Mar- 
tyrdom of St. Sebastian, mentioned by L. 8S. B., is 
a variety I have not before observed. 

The inscriptions vary, and are sometimes double 
in two concentral rings. The most usual is that 
alluded to by your correspondents, and though ob- 
viously German, neither old nor obsolete ; having 
been viewed even by native decipherers, through 
the mist of a preconceived hypothesis, have never 
yet been by them satisfactorily accounted for. It is 
always repeated four times, evidently from the 
same slightly curved die; when, however, the en- 
larged circumference of the circle required more 
than this fourfold repetition to go round it, the 
die was set on again for as much of a fifth im- 
pression as was necessary: this was seldom more 
than four or five letters, which, as pleonastic or 
intercalary, are to be carefully rejected in reading 
the rest; their introduction has confused many 
expositors. 

The readings of some of your correspondents 
who understand German is pretty near the truth. 
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I have before said that the centre type of Eve’s 
Temptation is the most common, and to it the 
words especially refer, and seem at the place of 
their manufacture (most probably Nuremburg) to 
have been used for other centres without any 
regard to its fitness. The letters, as I can safely 
aver from some very perfect specimens, are 

DER SELEN INFRID WART}3 

in modern German “ der Seelen Infried wort.” To 
the German scholar the two latter words only 
require explanation. Infrid for Unfried, discord, 
disturbance, any thing in opposition to Frieden or 
peace. The Frid-stools at Beverley, Ripon, and 
Hexham, still bear the old theotise stamp. Wart, 
or ward, may be either the past tense of werden, 
to be (our was), or an old form of wéhren, to en- 
dure, to last: our English wear is the same word. 
The sense is pretty much the same in both read- 
ings alluding to Eve. In the first: 

(By her) the soul's disturbance came (was). 
By the second : 
(Through her) the soul’s disturbance continues. 
I may here observe that the words 1cu WART are 

particularly distinct on a helmet, pictured in the 
Journal of the British Archzxological Association, 
which the Secretary, Mr. Planché, in such matters 
the highest authority, regards as a tilting helmet. 
It may there have been in the original 1c WARTE, 
meaning I bide (my time). 

But the centres and this inscription are the 
least difficulty. A second, frequently met with, 
is by far more puzzling. I could not give your 
readers any idea of it without a drawing: however 
it is found imperfectly depicted on the plates I 
have before mentioned in Nash’s Worcestershire, 
and the Gentleman's Magazine, and I think I re- 
collect also a very rude copy in a volume of 
Hearne’s Miscellaneous Works, which I examined 
in the Gottingen Library, but whether belonging 
to the work or a MS. addition I cannot now call 
to mind. The fanciful and flowery form of its 
letters gives great scope to the imagination in 
assigning them their particular position in the 
alphabet, and the difliculty of reading them is en- 
hanced by the doubts of German archeologists 
whether they are initials or component parts of a 
sentence. Herr Joseph vy. Hammer Purgstall, how- 
ever, in his version RECORD DE scI-GnsI, or in full 
Recordamini de sancta Gnosi, deduces thence his 
principal proof of Gnostic heresy amongst the 
calumniated Templars, in which I am sorry to say 
he has been too servilely followed in England : e.g. 
by Mr. Godfrey Higgins, in his posthumous Ana- 
clypsis (p. 830 note), as well as by E. G. Addison, 
Lhe Temple Church (p. 57), and by Mr. R. W. 
Billings more especially, who tacks to his account 
of this building an “ Essay on the symbolical Evi- 
dences of the ‘Temple Church, where the Templars 
are proved Gnostic Idolators, as alleged by Edward 

Clarkson, Esq.” Had the learnedly hypothetic 
Austrian seen the engravings of the Crypt at Can- 
terbury Cathedral (Archeologia, viii. p.74.), and 
Ledwick’s remarks on it in conjunction with the 
carvings at Glendalloch (History of Ireland, p.174.), 
or those of Grymbald’s Crypt at Oxford, he might 
have been expected to have attributed their mon- 
strosities to his order, with as little hesitation and 
as thorough a contempt of chronology, or proved 
connection, as he has the curious and innocent 
sculptures of the church at Schéngrabern in Bo- 
hemia (vide Curiositéten, vol. viii. p. 501.). 

Wit11aM Bert, Phil. Dr. 

MINOR NOTES. 

Prince Madoc.— At p.57., “ANGLO-CAMBRIAN” 
refers to the Report of the Proceedings of the 
British Association at Swansea, in Aug. 1848, 
extracted from the Atheneum newspaper. In the 
course of a discussion which took place on Prof. 
Elton’s address, it was observed (if I recollect 
rightly) by the learned Dr. Latham, that a vocabu- 
lary of the so-called Welsh-Indian dialect has 
been formed, and that it contains xo trace of any 
Celtic root. J.M. T. 

December 10. 1849. 

St. Barnabas. — About the time of the Reforma- 
tion, it was strongly debated whether the festival 
days of St.Paul and St. Barnabas should be ad- 
mitted into the calendar; and, in the 2d Book of 
KX. Edward, the Conversion of St. Paul is put 
down in black, and St. Barnabas is omitted alto- 
gether! No wonder, therefore, if, in Suffolk, 
liberties were taken with the name of St. Barna- 
bas, and it was transferred to doggerel rhyme, to 
be repeated by children. Ape is 

Register of Cromwell's Baptism. —'The commu- 
nication of your correspondent C. W. G. at p. 103. 
of your last number, induces me to offer you the 
inclosed copy from the Register of All Saints’ 
Church, Huntingdon, of the birth and baptism of 
Oliver Cromwell : — 

« Anno Domini 1599 Oliverus filius Roberti Crom- 
well generosi et Elisabethe huxoris ejus Natus vice- 
simo guinto die Aprilis et Baptisatus vicesimo nono 
ejusdem mensis.” 

Then follow the words “England’s plague for 
many years,” written in a different hand. R.O. 

The Times. — A correspondent (Naso) informs 
us of the following fact, in the history of this 
widely circulated and influential journal; namely, 
that it is stated in that paper of the 12th of March, 
1788, that it was printed “ Logographically !” We 
wish our correspondent had furnished us with the 
precise words of this very curious statement. 
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Roland Monoux.—I have in my possession a 
brass monumental plate, said to have been taken 
from some church in Middlesex, and bearing the 
following lines, engraved in black letter : — 

“ Behold what droupinge Dethe maye doe, consume 
y° corse to duste, 

What Dethe maie not shall lyue for aye, in spite of 
Dethe his luste ; 

Thoughe Rouland Monoux shrowdeth here, yet 
Rouland Monoux lives, 

His helpynge hand to nedys want, a fame for ever 
geves; 

Hys worde and dede was ever one, his credyth never 
quaylde, 

His zeall’ to Christ was stronge, tyll’ dethe w*® latest 
pang€é asaylde. 

Twyse thre and one he Children had, two sones, one 
kepes his name. 

And dowghters fyve for home he carde, yt lyve in 
honest fame. 

What booteth more, as he be kynde dyd come of 
Jentyll race, 

So Rouland Monoux good Desert@ this graye can 
not Deface.” 

(N. B. € is the contraction for es.) 

I should be obliged to any of your readers for 
some account of this Rouland Monoux, and when 
he died. I may also add, that I should be very 
willing to restore the brass to its original site, did 
I know the spot from whence it has been sacri- 
legiously torn. mM. 

Wessel Cup Hymn.—The following Wassail 
Song is taken from a little chap-book printed at 
Manchester, called A Selection of Christmas Hymns. 
It is obviously a corrupted version of a much older 
song : — 

“ Here we come a wesseling, 
Among the leaves so green, 

Here we come a wandering, 
So fair to be seen. 

“ Cho. — Love and joy come to you, 
And to your wessel too, 

And God send you a happy new year, 
A new year, 

And God send you a happy new year. 

Our wessel cup is made of the rosemary tree, 
So is your beer of the best barley. 

« We are not daily beggars, 
That beg from door to door, 

But we are neighbours’ children, 
Whom you have seen before. 

** Call up the butler of this house, 
Put on his golden ring, 

Let him bring us up a glass of beer, 
And the better we shall sing. 

“ We have got a little purse, 
Made of stretching Jeather skin, 

We want a little of your money, 
To line it well within, 

“ Bring us out a table, 
And spread it with a cloth, 

Bring us out a mouldy cheese, 
And some of your Christmas loaf, 

“ God bless the master of this house, 
Likewise the mistress too, 

And all the little children, 
That round the table go. 

“ Good master and mistress, 
While you’r sitting by the fire, 

Pray think of us poor children, 
Who are wand’ring in the mire. 

“ Cho.— Love and joy come to you, 
And to your wessel too, 

And God send you a happy new year. 
A new year, 

And God send you a happy new year. 

Qur wessel cup is made of the rosemary tree, 
So is your beer of the best barley.” 

It is a song of the season which well deserves to 
be preserved. Its insertion will at least have 
that effect, and may be the means of our discover- 
ing an earlier and purer text. 

AmsBrosr Merron. 

Portrait of Charles I.—In Sir Henry Ellis’s 
Original Letters, 2d series, vol. iii. p. 254., amongst 
the prefatory matter to the reign of Charles L, 
there is notice of a sermon, entitled “The Sub- 
ject’s Sorrow, or Lamentations upon the Death of 
Britaine’s Josiah, King Charles.” 

Sir Henry Ellis says it is expressly stated, in 
this sermon, that the King himself desired “that 
unto his Golden Manual might be prefixed his 
representatjon, kneeling ; contemning a temporal 
crown, holding our blessed Saviour’s crown of 
thorns, and aspiring unto an eternal crown of 
happiness.” 

Note b. upon this passave is as follows: — 
“ This very portrait of King Charles the First, en- 

graved by Marshall, adorned the original edition of the 
Eixay BaotAiwh. 8vo. 1648. The same portrait, as 
large as life, in oil painting, was afterwards put up in 
many of our churches.” 

When I was a boy, such a portrait, in oil paint- 
ing, hung upon the south wall of the body of 
St. Michael’s Church, Cambridge, between’ the 
pulpit and a small door to the west, leading into 
the south aisle. 

Out of the window of the chamber in which the 
King was kneeling was represented a storm at 
sea, fand a ship being driven by it upon some 
rocks, 
A few years ago, upon visiting Cambridge, I 

went purposely to St. Michael’s Church to see this 
picture, which had been so familiar to me in my 
boyhood. The clerk told me it had been taken 
down, and was in the vestry. In the vestry I 
found it, on its side, on the floor against the wall. 
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You are probably aware that this St. Michael’s 
Church was nearly destroyed by fire not many 
weeks since; that a committee is established to 
arrange its restoration. 

Would it not be worth while that some inquiry 
should be made about the fate of this picture ? 

Dec. 17. 1849. R. O. 

P.S.—I may add, that there was affixed to the 
bottom of the frame of the picture a board, on 
which was painted, in conformably large letters — 

« Lorp, remember David and all his trouble.” 

Psalm exxxii. 1. 

The italics in part of the Note above quoted 
are mine. 

Autograph Mottoes of Richard Duke of Glou- 
cester, and Henry Duke of Buckingham.—In the 
volume of the Cottonian MSS. marked Vespasian 
F. xi, at fol. 53., is a slip of parchment, upon 
which is written, by the hands of Richard Duke 
of Gloucester, and Henry Duke of Buckingham, 
the following couplet : — 

‘“ Loyaulte me lie 
Richard Gloucestre 

«« Souente me souéne 

Harre Bokingh*m,” 

A fae-simile is engraved in Autographs of 
Royal, Noble, Learned, and Remarkable Personages 
in English History, engraved by C.J. Smith, and 
edited by Mr. John Gough Nichols, 1829, 4to., 
where the editor suggests that this slip of parch- 
ment was “perhaps a deceitful toy,” or it may 
have been attached to some present offered by the 
Duke of Gloucester to his royal nephew Edward 
the Fifth. ‘The meaning of Gloucester’s motto is 
perfectly free from misapprehension; but he as- 
serts his fidelity to the crown, which he soon so 
flagrantly outraged -—‘ Loyalty binds me.” In the 
work above mentioned, the motto of Buckingham 
is interpreted by these words, in modern French: 
-—“Souvent me souviens.” This does not appear 
to me perfectly satisfactory; and I have to request 
the opinions of such as are conversant with old 
manuscripts, whether the true meaning, or even 
the true reading, of the Duke of Buckingham’s 
motto has as yet been ascertained ? 

NOTES IN ANSWER TO QUERIES. 

Lord Ershine’s Brooms.—“ G. B.” informs us, 
that the anecdote about Lord Erskine’s brooms, 
and the apprehension of his servant for selling 
them without a license, will be found in his Life 
by Lord Campbell (Lives of the Chancellors, vol. 
vi. p- 618.). Erskine himself attended the ses- 
sions to plead the man’s cause, and contended that 
the brooms were agricultural produce, or, as he 

jocosely observed, “came under the sweeping 
clause.” The when is about 1807, and the where, 
an estate in Sussex, which proved rather an un- 
profitable speculation to its owner, as it produced 
nothing but birch trees, and those but stunted 
ones. To which information “ W. J.” adds, that 
about the same period Lord Erskine printed, for 
private circulation, An Appeal in favour of the 
agricultural Services of Rooks; a production pro- 
bably scarce now, but full of humanity, and very 
characteristic. 

Scarborough Warning. —In a postscript to a 
letter written from court on the 19th January, 
1603, by Toby Matthew, Bishop of Durham, to 
Hutton, Archbishop of York, I find the term 
Scarborough warning. Can any of the corre- 
spondents of your valuable paper inform me of the 
origin and prevalence of this saying? ‘The post- 
script is — 

“ When I was in the middest of this discourse, I 

received a message from my lord chamberlaine, that it 
was his majesty’s pleasure that I should preach before 
him upon Sunday next; which Scarborough warning 
did not only perplex me, but so puzzel me, as no mer- 
vail if somewhat be pretermitted, which otherwise I 
might have better remembered.” 

Quoted in Cardwell’s Conferences, p. 166. 
W. M. C. 

[ Narss tells us, that Ray, on the authority of Fuller, 
states that this saying took its origin from “ Thomas 
Stafford, who, in the reign of Mary, a.p. 1557, with a 

small company, seized on Scarborough Castle (utterly 
destitute of provision for resistance), before the towns- 
men had the least notice of their approach;” but shows 
that it was probably much older, as, in a ballad written 
by J. Heywood on the taking of that place by Stafford, 
the following more probable origin is given to the 
proverb: — 

“ This term Scarborow warning grew (some say), 
By hasty hanging for rank robbery theare, 

Who that was met, but suspect in that way, 
Straight he was trust up, whatever he were.” 

This implies that Scarborough imitated the Halifax 
gibbet law. Is any thing known of such a privilege 
being claimed or exercised by the men of Searborough? 
We should be glad to hear from any local antiquary 
upon this point. ] 

Gray's Elegy.—In answer to your corre- 
spondent, J. F. M. (p. 101.), who asks for informa- 
tion respecting the competition for the best 
translation of Gray’s Elegy, in which Dr. Sparke 
was a candidate, I would beg to refer him to the 
satirical poem attributed to Mr. T. J. Mathias, 
formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, 
entitled The Pursuits of Literature, in which a 
ludicrous account is given of the affair. It does 
not appear who offered the prize, but Mr. Nares, 
the editor of The British Critic, was the judge, 
and the place of meeting “ The Musical Room in 
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Hanover Square,” which was decorated for the’ 
occasion with appropriate scenery —at least so 
says The Critic. He thus describes the solemnity 
(p. 174. 8th edit. 1798) : — 

«“ Lo, learned clerks in sable stole, 

Graceful in years, pant eager for the goal. 
Old Norbury starts, and, with the seventh-form boys, 
In weeds of Greek the church-yard’s peace annoys, 
With classic Weston, Charley Coote and Tew, 
In dismal dance about the mournful yew. 
But first in notes Sicilian placed on high, 
Bates sounds the soft preluding symphony ; 
And in sad cadence, as the bands condense, 
The curfew tolls the knell of parting sense.” 

The distribution of prizes is thus recorded, Dr. 
Norbury being apparently the “ conqueror :” — 

“« Nares rising paused; then gave, the contest done, 
To Weston, Taylor’s Hymns and Alciphron, 
And Rochester’s Address to lemans loose ; 
To Tew, Parr’s Sermon and the game of goose ; 
To Coote the foolscap, as the best relief 
A dean could hope; last to the hoary chief 
He filled a cup; then placed on Norbury’s back 
The Sunday suit of customary black. 
The gabbling ceased; with fixed and serious look 
Gray glanced from high, and owned his rival, Coox.” | 

W. 
Lincoln’s Inn, Dee. 17. 

Coffee, the Lacedemonian Black Broth. — Your 
correspondent “ R.O.” inquires what modern au- 
thor suggests the probability of coffee being the 
black broth of the Lacedemonians? The sug- 
gestion, I think, originated with George Sandys, 
the translator of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Sandys | 
travelled in the Turkish empire in 1610. He first | 
published his Notes in 1615. The following is | 
from the 6th edit. 1652, p. 52. : — 

“ Although they be destitute of taverns, yet have 
they their coffa-houses, which something resemble | 
them. There sit they, chatting most of the day, and | 
sip of a drink called coffa (of the berry that it is made 
of), in little China dishes, as hot as they can suffer it ; 
black as soot, and tasting not much unlike it (why 
not that black broth which was in use among the 
Lacedxzmonians?) which helpeth, as they say, digestion, 
and procureth alacrity,” &e. 

Burton also (Anatomy of Melancholy) describes 
it as “like that black drink which was in use 
among the Lacedemonians, and perhaps the 
same. i. B. Price. 

QUERIES. 

THE LAST OF THE VILLAINS. 

It would be an interesting fact if we could 
ascertain the last bondsman by blood —znativus de 
sanguine —who lived in this country. ‘The be- 
ginning of the seventeenth century is the period | 
usually referred to as the date of the extinction of | 
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personal villenage. In the celebrated argument 
in the case of the negro Somerset (State Trials, 
vol. xx. p. 41.), an instance as late as 1617—18 is 
cited as the latest in our law books. (See Noy’s 
Reports, p.27.) It is probably the latest recorded 
claim, but it is observable that the claim failed, 
and that the supposed villain was adjudged to be 
afree man. I can supply the names of three who 
were living near Brighton in the year 1617, ‘and 
whose thrallom does not appear to have been 
disputed. Norden, from whose unpublished Survey 
of certain Crown Manors I have extracted the fol- 
lowing notice, adverts to the fact, but seems to 
think that the times were rather unfavourable to 
any attempt by the lord of the manor to put his 
rights in force. 

“There are three bondmen of bloude helonginge 
unto this manor, never known to be anie way mannu- 
missed, namely, Thomas Goringe, William and John 
Goringe. Thomas Goringe dwells at Amberley, Wil- 
liam at Piddinghow, and John Goringe at Rottingdean, 
What goods they have the Jurie know not. All poor 
men. Thomas hath the reversion of a cotage now in 
the tenure of William Jefferye. But mee thinkes this 
kinde of advantage is nowe out of season; yet, were 
they men of ability, they might be, upon some consi- 
deration, infraunchized.” (Survey of the Manor of 
Falmer, Sussex.) 

I shall be glad to know whether any more recent 
instance can be pointed out. E. Suirxe. 

THE DORE OF HOLY SCRIPTURE. 

In Herbert’s edition of Ames’s Typographical 
Antiquities, 1785, vol. i. p. 492., is noticed The 
Dore of Holy Scripture, 12mo., printed by John 
Gowghe in 1536; and, at p. 494., a reprint of the 
same work is mentioned in 1540, by the same 
printer, and a description of a copy given from one 
then in the possession of Herbert himself. In the 
preface prefixed by the printer, he calls the work 

| “the prologue of the fyrste translatoure of the 
byble out of latyn in to Englyshe;” and at the 
end of the work is this note :—‘Perused by 
doctor Taylor and doctor Barons, Master Ceton 
and Master Tornor.” As I am much interested 
in the subject to which this publication refers, 
may LI ask for information on three points ?—1. 
What evidence is there of this edition of 1536, 
beyond the statement in Ames? 2. What has 
become of the copy of the edition of 1540, formerly 
belonging to Herbert? and, 3. Who are the per- 
sons who peruse and revise the latter edition ? 
There is no copy of either edition, as far as I can 
trace, in the British Museum, in the Bodleian, or 
at Lambeth. 

I may add to these queries the following re- 
marks : — 

1. Ames asserted that The Dore of Holy Scrip- 
ture was unong the books prohibited to be read 
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by the injunctions of Henry the Eighth, and re- 
fers, as his authority, to Foxe’s Acts and Monu- 
menis, ed. 1562, p. 574. Herbert, in a note, 
questions the fact, and raises a doubt as to the 
existence of the passage in Foxe, since it is not in 
the edition of 1641. I have, however, the first 
edition now before me of 1563 (not 1562), and at 
p-574., among “the names of certen bokes whiche 
after this injunction [namely, of 1539], or some 
other in the said kinges dayes were prohybited,” 
oceurs, “Item, the doore of holy scripture, made 
by Jhon. Gowghe.” 

2. This work was again printed by Crowley in 
1550, 12mo., under a different title, namely, The 
Pathway to Perfect Knowledge ; and, in a preface, 
he falsely ascribes it to John Wycliffe, and adds, 
“ the original whereof is in an olde English Bible, 
betwixt the Olde Testament and the Newe, which 
Bible remaineth now in the Kyng his Maiesties 
chamber.” This Bible appears to be the iden- 
tical manuscript copy of the later Wycliffite 
version of the Scriptures, now preserved in the 
University Library, Cambridge, and marked Mm 2, 
15. A copy of Crowley’s edition is in the British 
Museum, but the orthography and language of the 
tract are modernised. I. M. 

B. M., Dee. 19. 

TURNER'S MS. HISTORY OF WESTMINSTER — CRU- 

CIFIX OF EDWARD THE CONFESSOR. 

On April6. 1708, Mr. Henry Turner was elected, 
by the vestry, organist of St. Margaret's, West- 
minster, in the room of the famous “Father Smith” 
(Bernard Schmidt). As regards his musical capa- 
bilities, Hawkins does not assign him a niche in 
his Temple of Worthies, although he names some of 
his predecessors and successors in that office. One 
merit we must accord him, that of true antiquarian 
love and zeal in all matters regarding “this re- 
nowned city.” “ Great materials are said to have 
been collected for a full description (of West: 
minster), by a parish-clerk of St. Margaret's. I 
presume this is Henry Turner, mentioned in Wid- 
more’s Account of the Writers of the History of 
Westminster Abbey. .... His book was only a survey 
of the city of Westminster, purposely omitting the 
history of the (collegiate) church.” — Gough, 
Brit. Top. vol. i. p. 761. Lond. 1780. “The 
man’s natural parts were very good; he was also 
very diligent in making inquiries relating to his 
subject, and he had collected a great» deal.” — 
Widmore’s Acc. of Writers of the Hist. of Westm. 
Abbey, pp. 6, 7. Lond. 1751. As regards his per= 
sonal history, I alighted on some curious notes on 
a fly-leaf of a transcript of a register: “ Henry 
Turner, borne at Yearely, Derbyshire, 12. July, 
1679: married Eliz. Sabin, of S.. Clement Danes, 
in St. Marg’, Westmt. Beb. 26. 1701. by D*. 
Onley.” 

In 1679 it was discovered that some valuable 
MS. records belonging to the parish, and taken 
out of the Tower of London, had been lost by their 
keeper. This history in its time appears to have 
suffered the same fate. However, there is this 
entry in the Harleian MSS. 7045. fol. 361.: 
“Brom the learned Dr. Kennet, Dean of Peter- 
borough’s Collection. MSS. MS. H. On Aug. 2. 
1708, at Windsor, I read over the History of the 
Parish of St. Margaret's, Westminster, drawn up 
in MS. by one of the parish clerks.” Some inte- 
resting extracts follow. Compare Ayse. Add. MSS. 
Brit. Mus. 4163. fol. 5. Bishop Kennet resided 
in St. James’s Street, in this parish, and died there 
on Dec. 19. 1728. IL have applied in vain for any 
account of this MS. to the librarians of Windsor 
Castle and Eton College. 

Can any of your readers give a clue to its re- 
covery? Are any aware that this survey, which 
would be valuable now, still exists? There is an 
instance, as early as the fifteenth century, of the 
union of the offices of lay-clerk and organist in 
St. Margaret’s, in the person of one Metyngham, 
and H. Turner also held them at the same time ; 
since, on July 28th, 1713, he was elected parish- 
clerk by the vestry, in “consideration of the ex- 
perience they had of his fitness and diligence in 
executing the office of deputy-clerk of this parish 
for several years last past ;” and he did not resign 
the place of organist until 2nd October, 1718. 
May I make another Query ?—The gold chain 

and crucifix, laid in the grave of K. Edward the 
Confessor, were removed by Charles Taylor, and 
given into the hands of King JamesII. On the 
reverse of the same cross was pictured a Bene- 
dictine monk, in his habit, and on each side of him 
these capital Roman letters, — 

On the right limb thus: and on the left thus : 
(A) Be 

Z. A. x A. C. 
A i. 

Antiq. of St. Peter's, vol. ii. App. n. ij, Ed. 1722. 

What does this inscription mean ? Is: the for- 
mer portion to be understood “A. 2. Zwh ayiwv 
Xpictds ?” What is the import of the latter ? 

Mackenzie Wancort, M.A. 

THE TALISMAN OF CHARLEMAGNE. 

Many years back, “ Prince” Louis Napoleon 
was stated to be in possession of the talisman 
of Charlemagne ;— “a small nut, in a gold filigree 
envelopment, found round the neck of that mo- 
narech on the opening of his tomb, and given by 
the town of Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle) to Buona- 
parte, and by him to his favourite Hortense, cide- 
vant Queen of Holland, at whose death it descended 
to her son,” the present President of the French 
Republic. 
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The Germans have a curious legend connected 
with this talisman. It was framed by some of the 
magi in the train of the ambassadors of Aaroun-al- 
Raschid to the mighty Emperor of the West, at the 
instance of his spouse Fastrada, with the virtue 
that her husband should be always fascinated 
towards the person or thing on which it was. The 
constant love of Charles to this his spouse was 
the consequence; but, as it was not taken from 
her finger after death, the affection of the emperor 
was continued unchanging to the corpse, which he 
would on no account allow to be interred, even 
when it became offensive. His confessor, having 
some knowledge of the occult sciences, at last drew 
off the amulet from the inanimate body, which was 
then permitted to be buried ; but he retained pos- 
session of it himself, and thence became Charles's 
chief favourite and prime minister, till he had | 
been promoted to the highest ecclesiastical dignity, 
as Arehbishop of Mainz and Chancellor of the 
Empire. At this pitch of power, whether he 
thought he could rise no higher, or scruples of 
conscience were awakened by the hierarchical 
vows, he would hold the heathen charm no longer, 
and he threw it into a lake not far from his metro- 
politan seat, where the town of Ingethiim now 
stands. The regard and affection of the monarch 
were immediately diverted from the monk, and 
all men, to the country surrounding the lake; and 
he determined on building there a magnificent 
palace for his constant residence, and robbed all 
the ancient royal and imperial residences, even to 
the distance of Ravenna, in Italy, to adorn it. 
Here he subsequently resided and died: but it 
seems the charm had a passive as well as an active 
power ; his throes of death were long and violent ; 
and though dissolution seemed every moment im- 
pending, still he lingered in ceaseless agony, till 
the Archbishop, who was called to his bed-side to 
administer the last sacred rites, perceiving the 
cause, caused the lake to be dragged, and, silently 
restoring the talisman to the person of the dying 
monarch, his struggling soul parted quietly away. 
The grave was opened by the third Otto in 997, 
and possibly the town of Aachen may have been 
thought the proper depository of the powerful 
drug, to be by them surrendered to one who was 
believed by many, as he believed himself to be, a 
second Charlemagne. 

So much for the introduction to the following 
Queries :—1. Can any of your readers say whether 
this amulet is still in possession of the President 
of the French Republic? 2. If so, might not the 
believers in the doctrines of Sympathy attribute 
the votes of the six millions who, in Dee. 1848, 
voted in favour of his election, to the sympathetic 
influence of his “nut in gold filigree,” and be 
justified in looking upon those who voted for his 
rivals as no true 'ranks? It was originally con- 
cocted for a Frankish monarch of pure blood, and | 

may be supposed to exercise its potency only on 
those of genuine descent and untainted lineage. 

Wiuiu1am Bert, Phil. Dr. 

DICK SHORE—ISLE OF DOGS—KATHERINE PEGG. 

I entirely concur in the opinion of your able 
correspondent, Mr. P. Cunningham, that Pepys’s 
Diary is well deserving all the illustrative licht 
which may be reflected upon it from your useful 
pages. In submitting the following Query, how- 
ever, my object is to glean a scrap of information 
on a point connected with the neglected topo- 
graphy of the east end of London, taking Pepys 
for my text. In the Diary, the entry for January 
15th, 1660-61, contains this passage : — 

“ We took barge and went to Blackwall, and viewed 
the Dock and the new west Dock which is newly 
made there, and a brave new merchantman which is 
to be launched shortly, and they say to be called the 
Royal Oake. Hence we walked to Dick Shoare, and 
thence to the Towre, and so home.” — Vol, i p. 178 
new Ed. j 

I shall be glad to learn from any of your read- 
ers what part of the northern bank of the river 
between Blackwall and the Tower, was called 
Dick Shore. Tt is not marked on any of the old 
maps of London I have been able to consult ; but 
it was probably beyond the most easterly point 
generally shown within their limits. The modern 
maps present no trace of the locality in question. 

The dock-yard visited by Pepys was long one 
of the most considerable private ship-building 
establishments in England. For many years it 
was conducted by Mr. Perry, and subsequently. 
under the firm of Wigrams and Green, the pro- perty having been purchased by the late Sir Robert Wigram, Bart. The extensive premises are still applied to the same use; but they have 
been divided to form two distinct yards, conducted 
by separate firms. 

The origin of the name (Isle of Dogs), given to 
the marshy tract of land lying within the bold curve of the Thames between Blackwall and Lime- 
house, is still undetermined. The common story 
is, that it received its name from the kine’s hounds 
having been kept there during the residence of 
the royal family at Greenwich. This tradition is 
wholly unsupported; nor is it very probable that the king’s hounds would be kennelled in this un- 
genial and inconvenient place, while they could be kept on the Kentish side of the river, in the 
vicinity of Greenwich Castle, then oceupying the 
site of the present Observatory. i 

The denominations “isle” and “island” 
to have been bestowed on many pl 
graphically entitled to them. 
before the construction of the 
crosses its isthmus, was in fact 

appear 
aces not geo- 

Lhe Isle of Dogs, 
canal which now 

a peninsula, Pepys 
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spent a night in the “Isle of Doggs,” as appears 
by his entry for July 24th, 1665, and again, on 
the 3lst of the same month, he was compelled to 

wait in the “unlucky Isle of Doggs, in a chill 
place, the morning cool and wind fresh, above two 
if not three hours, to his great discontent.” 

To the account of Katherine Pegg, given by 

your correspondents, pp- 90, 91, may be added, 

that, besides Charles Fitz-Charles, Earl of Ply- 
mouth, she had, by Charles II., a daughter, who 

died in her infancy. Mrs. Pegg was one of the 
three wives of Sir Edward Greene, of Sampford 
(not Samford), near Thaxted, Essex, created a 

baronet 26th July, 1660 (within two months of 

the Restoration), to whom she seems to have been 
not unfitly matched ; for it is recorded of him that, 
“ by his extravagancy and love of gambling, he 
entirely ruined his estate, and his large inherit- 
ance passed from his family.” He had issue two 
daughters, who married. — See Burke’s Hatinct 

Baronetage. 
I do not think that Katherine Pege, whose son 

by the King was born in 1657, was “ the pretty 
woman newly come called Pegg,” saluted by Pepys, 
7th May, 1668, as Mr. Cunningham surmises. 

J. T. Hammack. 
December. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

The Strand Maypole.—“ E.F.R.” inquires what 
was the ultimate fate of the “ tall Maypole” which 
“once overlooked the Strand”? It was taken 
down about the year 1717, when it was found to 
measure a hundred feet. It was obtained by Sir 
Tsaac Newton, and borne on a carriage, for timber, 
to Wanstead, in Essex, the seat of the Marl of 
Tylney, where, under the direction of the Reverend 
Mr. Pound Breton, it was placed in the Park, for 
the erection of a telescope, the largest then in the 
world, presented by a French gentleman to the 
Royal Society. 

To Fettle.—What is the derivation of the verb 

“to fettle?” In the North it means to amend — 
to repair—to put a thing, which is out of order, 
into such a state as to effectuate, or to be effectual 
for, its original, or a given purpose; e. g. a cart 

out of order is sent to the wheelwright’s to be 
fettled. It has been suggested that the word is a 
verbalised corruption of the word “ effectual.” 
Bailey, in his Dictionary, has designated it as a 
north country word: but it is evident that he 
misunderstood its entire meaning; for he has 
merely “ to fettle fo,” and seems to have been 
ignorant of the use of the word “ fettle” as a verb 
active. To revert to my former example of its 
use — An injured cart is fettled by the wheel- 
wright; the wheelwright fettles the injured cart. 

LL. Cr R. 

Greek Verse. — Can any of your readers inform 
me who is the author of the line — 

“TIoAAal pév Avnrois yA@rra, ula & abavaroor” ? 
C 

Dr. Dee's Petition to James I. —“ E. F. BR.” 
states that he has lately discovered, in the lining 
of an ancient trunk, two or three curious broad- 
sides, one of which purports to be Dr. Dee’s petition 
to James J., 1604, against the report raised against 
him, namely, “‘ That he is or hath bin a Conjurer 
and Caller, or Invocator of Divels.” He would be 
glad to know whether this curious broadside has 
been printed in any memoir of Dr. Dee. 

Vondel's Lucifer. —“ ¥*.” desires to be informed 
whether the tragedy or dramatic poem Lucifer, of 
the Dutch poet Vondel, which has been said to 
bear some analogy to Paradise Lost, has ever heen 
translated ? and if not, why not? The French 
writer, Alfred de Vigny, in Stella, calls Vondel 
(Wundel in his spelling) “‘ce vieux Shakspeare 
de Ja Hollande.” 

Discurs Modest.— In Bishop Andrewes’ Reply 
to the Apology of Bellarmine, chap. i. p. 7, ed. 4to. 
London, 1610, certain Jesuits in prison are re- 

| ported to have confessed, Rem transubstantiationis 
patres ne attigisse quidem; as authority for which 
is quoted Discurs Modest, p.138. From this work 
apparently the passage is copied by Jeremy Taylor, 
Fteal Presence, sect. 12. § 16; Dissuasive, part i. 
chap. 1. § 5. and part 2. book 2. sect. 3. § 3; also 
by Cosin on Transubstantiation, chap. 6. §17. Can 
any of your readers favour me with a clue to the 
Modest Discourse 2” Avil 

Ptolemy of Alexandria. —“ Qurry” wishes to 
be informed what works of Ptolemy of Alexandria 
are to be met with in an English translation. 

Vanbrugh's London Improvements. — In the 
London Journal of March 16th, 1722-3, there is 
the following paragraph : — 

« We are informed that Sir John Vanbrugh, in his 
scheme for new paving the cities of London and West- 
minster, among other things, proposes a tax on all 
gentlemen’s coaches, to stop all channels in the streets, 
and to earry all the water off by drains and common 
sewers under ground.” 

Sir John Vanbrugh was chiefly known as an 
architect of noblemen’s and gentlemen’s mansions. 
Can any of your readers supply me with a refer- 
ence to any detailed plan, from Sir John, for the 
general improvement of the metropolis? _B, M. 

Bechet's Grace- Cup.— The inscription round 
the neck of this so-called cup, of which a re- 
presentation is given in No. I. of Mr. Scott’s 
Antiquarian Gleanings, is thus printed by him 
—Gop*rERARE—: to which he adds, in expla- 
nation, “probably the name of the goldsmith.” — 

OE 

| 
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At the foot of an earlier print of this relic, the 
inscription is given thus —FERARE Gop — and 
till the appearance of Mr. Scott’s version, I had 
considered the former word as an accidental error 
of the engraver, instead of rEaRE; which would 
present a moral motto, suiting the sopRiI EsSTOTE 
round the lid. —As Mr. Nichols, in his recent 
interesting work on Pilgrimages to Walsingham 
and Canterbury, noticing the misnomer of the 
cup (p. 229, n.), indicates its date to be of “the 
early part of the sixteenth century,” perhaps some 
one of your well-informed readers could state if 
any artist-goldsmith of that era, and of that name, 
be known. ALIcul. 

Sir Henry Herbert's Office- Book. —I should be 
lad to know if any of your readers can tell me 

the “ whereabouts” of Sir Henry Herbert's Office- 
Book, a MS. frequently referred to by Malone, 
Chalmers, and Collier. Sir Henry Herbert was 
Master of the Revels to King James the First, and 
the two succeeding kings, and the said MS. con- 
tains an account of almost every piece exhibited 
at any of the theatres from August, 1623, to the 
commencement of the rebellion in 1641. Malone, 
in his Historical Account of the English Stage 
(edit. Boswell, iii. 57.), says, in a note — 

“ For the use of this very curious and valuable 
manuscript I am indebted to Francis Ingram, of 
Ribbisford, near Bewdley, in Worcestershire, Esq., 
Deputy Remembrancer in the Court of Exchequer. 
It has lately been found in the same old chest which 
contained the manuscript Memoirs of Lord Herbert of 
Cherbury, from which Mr. Walpole, about twenty years 
ago, printed the life of that nobleman, who was elder 
brother to Sir Henry Herbert.” 

In another place, Malone adds : — 
“ This valuable manuscript, having lain for a con- 

siderable time in a damp place, is unfortunately 
damaged, and in a very mouldering condition: how- 
ever, no material part of it appears to have perished.” 

Such being the case, it becomes more than ever 
desirable that this interesting volume should be 
sought after, and the whole of its contents put on 
record before its total decay. Surely, if its de- 
positary is known, and accessible, it is well worth 
the attention of the Shakspeare Society, or some 
other learned body instituted for the preservation 
of documents of this nature. 

A biographical account of the various persons 
that have held the appointment of “ Master of the 
Revels,” with such particulars of the stage as 
would necessarily fall in, would form a valuable 
Prolegomena to the publication of Sir Henry’s 
Office-Book. We have, it is true, much informa- 
tion upon this subject, but in a very scattered 
form. ; 

Ihave now before me a list of the “ Masters of 
the Revells,” with the dates of their patents, 
which I beg to transcribe. It is of more than 

ordinary value, being in the handwriting of Sir 
Henry Herbert himself, and copied at the back of 
the worthy knight’s “ Petition to Charles the 
Second against the Grant to Killesrew and Dave- 
nant to form Two Companies of Players.” 

* Masters of y€ Revells. 

* Sir Richard Guilford - 
Sir Thomas Cawerden - 
Sir Thomas Beneger_ - 
Sir John Fortescue - 
Edmund Tilney, Esq. - 
Sir George Buck - - 
Sir John Astley - - 
Benjamin Johnson - 
Sir Henry Herbert, and 
Simon Thelwall, Esq. 

not on record. 

[1544] 36 Henry VIII. 
not on record. 
not on record. 

July 24 [1578] 21 Eliz. 
June 23 [1603] 1 Jae. 
[1612] 10 Jae. I. 
[1617] 15 Jac. I. 

i Aug. 21 [1629] 5 Car. I.” 

Epwarp F. Rimpavtr. 

— 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

. Dr. Brook Taytor’s Perspective. Ist. edit. 1715. 
+ Dr. Austin’s CriiicaL EXAMINATION OF THE First S1x Books 

oF Evuciip. (Date not known.) 
. Dr. ABRAHAM ROBERTSON ON RATIO AND Proportion. Ox- 

ford, 1804. 
. Lawson’s DISSERTATION ON TRE ANALYSIS OF THE ANTIENTS, 

Edited by Fryer, and printed in Bristol 1809.— [The par- 
ticular copy wanted is interleaved with thick paper and MS. 
alterations by the Editor. It was surreptitiously obtained 
from its owner: but the books of the person who had it are 
dispersed. ] 

ma BO Ne 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. BeLL, Publisher of ‘‘ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

It will be seen by our leading article that having been 
unable to procure by any other means sufficient copies of 
our early numbers, to supply perfect sets to all who applied 
for them, we have reprinted Nos. 1. 2. 3. and 4., so that 
our subscribers have now an opportunity of completing 
their sets. 

Our correspondent who inquired respecting the Life 
and Diary of Haydon the Painter, is informed that its 
publication is suspended for the present. 

We have to explain to correspondents who inquire as to 
the mode of procuring ‘* Notes aNd Queries,” that every 

bookseller and newsmen will supply it, if ordered, and 
that gentlemen residing in the country may be supplied 
regularly with the Stamped Edition, by giving their orders 
direct to the publisher, Mr. Grorce Bruu, 186. Fleet 
Street, accompanied by a Post Office order for a Quarter 
(4s. 4d. ). 

A neat Case for holding the Numbers of “« Norrs anv 
Queries” until the completion of each volume, is now ready, 
price 1s. 6d., and may be had, by Order, of all Book- 
sellers and Newsmen. 

We are again compelled to omit many Notes, Queries, 
and Answers to Queries, us well as Answers to Corre- 
spondents. 
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This day is published, price 6s., 

rAN\HE PILGRIMAGES of WAL- 
SINGHAM and CANTERBURY: by 

Desiperius Erasmus. Being his Colloquy 
w, on Pilgrimage, translated and illustrated with 
Ky Notes, by Joan GouGu NICHOLS, F.S.A.; to- 

gether with the Colloquy on Rash Vows, and 
the Characters of Archbishop Warham and 
Dean Colst, by the same Author. 

“This entertaining little volume will afford to many a reader 
not only much information on the subject of Pilgrimages, but also 
numerous illustrations of the feelings and habits of the times.’’— 
Athencum. 

“We can conceive no more perfect translation than Mr. Ni- 
chols has given; most delicately does he express the quict elo- 
quence and quieter irony of the original; while his Notes — 
which occupy about three-fourths of the handsome volume — 
are full of tne most curious, learned, and interesting matter.’’ — 
Weekly News. 

“Inthe Appendix, Mr. Nichols gives a very interesting disser- 
tation on pilgrimages in general, and furnishes us with much 
curious information relative to Walsingham, and a judicious 
summary of facts and circumstances connected with the murder 
of Archbishop Becket.” — Salisbury Journal. 

THE GENTLEMAN’S MAGAZINE. 

HE OBITUARY of the Gentleman’s Magazine 
is generally allowed to be one of its most valuable features, 

and unremitting attention is devoted to the task of making it as 
complete and comprrhensive as possible. It records the decease 
of all persons of station in society or of individual merit, and 
biographical memoirs are given (amounting every year to more 
than three hundred) of emineut characters, whether statesmen, 
senators, Officers in the public service, members of the learned 
professions, men of science, authors, artists, &c.&c. ‘The Maga- 
zine for January will contain, among others, Memoirs of Her 
Majesty the Queen Dowager ; Sir John Dashwood King, Bart.; 
Sir Thomas Lethbridge, Bart.; Rear-Adm. Sir S, J. B. Pechell, 
Bart.; Admiral Sir J. Hawkins Whitshed; General Sir George 
Anson ; General Sir John Vandeleur; Lieut.-Col. John Browne ; 
Charles Lyell, Fsq.; John Musters, Esq.; Louis Hayes Petit, 
Esq.; Wm. Cooke Taylor, LL.D.; Mr. Kenney, the dramatist ; 
Charles Edw. Horn, the composer, &c. &c. 

The Number for January will be embellished with two Plates 
of the Roman Pavements recently found at Cirencester. 

NICHOLS AND Son, 25. Parliament Street. 

Vols. I. and II. 8vo., price 28s. cloth. 

PoE JUDGES OF ENGLAND; from the 
TIME ofthe CONQUEST. By Epwarp Foss, F.S.A. 

“ A work in which a subject of great historical importance is 
treated with the care, diligence, and learning it deserves; in 
which Mr. Foss has brought to light many points previously un- 
known, corrected many errors, and shown such ample knowledge 
of his subject as to conduct it successfully through all the intrica- 
cies of a difficult investigation, and such taste and judgment as 
will enable him to quit, when occasion requires, the dry details of 
a professional inquiry, and to impart to his work, as he proceeds, 
the grace and dignity of a philosophical history.’ — Gent. Mag. 

LonGMan, Brown, GREEN AND LONGMANS. 

Illustrated with numerous woodcuts, 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

«be PRIMEVAL ANTIQUITIES 
DENMARK. 

By J. J. A. Worsaaz, M.R.S.A., of Copenhagen. 

Translated and applied to the Illustrati-n of similar remains in 
England; by Witt1am J. Tuoms, Esq., F. S. A., Secretary of the 
Camden Society. 

OF 

Joun Henry Parker, Oxford, and 377. Strand, London. 

HE CLERICAL LIBRARY OF THEO- 
LOGICAL AND GENERAL LITERATURE, for Town 

and Country, Clergy and Laity, and Reading Rooms, conducted 
by James DarLinG, 22. Little Queen Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 
London. Annual Subscription, one guinea or upwards, according 
to the number of books taken out at one time. No entrance fee. 
Preparing for publication, by subscription, A New Catalogue of 
the Library; Vol. I. to contain Authors, with Biographies, and a 
complete Analysis of their Works ; Vol. II., A Scientific Arrange- 
ment of Subjects. To be published in 24 Monthly Parts, super 
royal 8vo., at 2s.6d. each. A Prospectus of the Library, and Ca- 
talogue, sent free on receipt of two postage stamps. 

_“ Such a Catalogue as Mr. Darling projects would be, if scien- 
tifically formed, of European value.” — Christian Remembrancer, 
Oct. 1849. See also Notes and Queries, No.8. 

Nearly ready, 8vo., with etched Frontispiece, by Wehnert, and 
Light Engravings, 

‘N ABRINAE COROLLA : a Volume of Classical 
Translations with original Compositions contributed by 

Gentlemen educated at Shrewsbury School. 

Among the Contributors are the Head Masters of Shrewsbury, 
Stamford, Repton and Birmingham Schools ; Andrew Lawson, 
lisq., late M.P.; the Rev. R. Shilleto, Cambridge ; the Rev. T.S. 
Evans, Rugby; J. Riddell, Esq., Fellow of Baliol College, Ox- 
ford; the Rev. E. M. Cope, H. J. Hodgson, Esq., H. A. J. Munro, 
Esq., W. G. Clark, Esq., Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge, 
and many other distinguished Scholars from both Universities. 

This Work is edited by three of the principal Contributors. 

GEronrGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

At Wasnsourne’s, 18. New Bridge Street. 

iy OORE’S PICTORIAL BOOK OF BAL- 
| LADS, ineluding some of the BORDER MINSTRELSY, 
many very curious and rare, with Appendix, Glossary, Notes, &c. 
8vo. 10s. Gd. cloth ; and 12s. half-bound morocco. 

PERCY’S RELIQUES OF ANCIENT EN- 
GLISH POETRY. 3 vols. small Svo., with richly-illuminated 
Title-pages, 15s. cloth gilt; 18s. half-bound morocco; antique 
morocco, IZ. lls 6d. 

Also, to match in size, price, &c., 

ELLIS’S SPECIMENS OF THE EARLY 
ENGLISH POETS. 3 vols. . 
“ Washbourne’s Edition of Percy and Ellis are tempting books.” 

Gentleman’s Magazine. 

THE BOOK OF FAMILY CRESTS AND 
MOTTOES, with 4000 Engravings of Crests. The Fifth Edition. 
2 vols. small 8vo. 2ls. It is used for reference at the Herald’s 
College. ‘‘ No wonder this book sells.”” — Spectator. 

BUTLER’S HUDIBRAS. Illustrated by 60 
Engraved Portraits, and 35 Woodeuts. Edited by Dr. Nasu, 
and including such of Dr. Gray’s Annotations as are worthy of 
record. 2 vols. crown 8yo. 2ls.; or without the Portraits, 10s, 6d. 

WALTON’S LIVES OF DONNE, WOTTON, 
HOOKER, HERBERT, ann SANDERSON. With Majsor’s 
Illustrations, and edited by Mayor and Nicuon, Small 8vo. 9s. 
cloth ; or 12s. morocce. 

Printed by Tuomas Crank SHAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 

in the City of London; and published by Grorer Brett, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 

the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, December 29. 1849. 
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TRAVELLING OF OLD IN ENGLAND. 

I do not know any where a more distinet account 
of the commencement and progress of a journey 
in England, two centuries ago, than is given in 
Taylor's ; (the Water-poet) narrative, in prose and 
verse, of his travels from London to the Isle of 
Wight, while Charles I. was there. It is short, 
as well as clear, and the stages, and the time it 
took to perform them, are one after another 
pointed out. Moreover, he states that the jour- 
ney was performed in a public coach drawn by 
four horses, and conducted by two coachmen, 
There were four passengers besides Taylor, and 
they started from the Rose, near Holborn Bridge, 
in the Southampton coach (whic ‘h came weekly to 
that inn), on Thursday, 19th October, 1647, and 
arrived on the same evening, at 5 olelocks at 
Staines. They remained all ‘night at the Bush, 
and next morning proceeded by B: agshot to Alton, 
where they put up at the White Hart, and again 
ee On On 8 aces ee again set off ear IY ‘and 

SECOND EDITION, _ 10_ 

| by dint of “fiery speed” and “ foaming bits,” they 
reached the Dolphin at Southampton that day. 
The Rose, at the foot of Holborn Hill, which I 
can remember forty years ago, and from which 

| the party set out, has disappeared ; but the Bush, 
| at Staines, and the Dolphin, at Southampton, still 
remain. A small part of Taylor’s information is 
given in marginal notes, but his text, which, in 
fact, contains all that illustrates the point at issue, 
is the following :— 

“ We took one coach, two coachmen, and four horses, 

And merrily from London made our courses, 
We wheel’d the top of the heavy hill call’d Holborn, 
(Up which hath been full many a sinful soul borne,). 
And so along we jolted past St. Giles’s, 
Which place from Brentford six, or near seven, 

miles is. 
To Staines that night at five o’clock we coasted, 

Where, at the Bush, we had bak’d, boild, and roasted. 
Bright Sol’s illustrious rays the day adorning, 
We past Bagshot and Bawwaw Friday morning. 
That night we lodg’d at the White Hart at Alton, 
And had good meat —a table with a salt on. 
Next morn we rose with blushing-cheek’d Aurora ; 
The ways were fair, but not so fair as Flora, 
For Flora was a goddess and a woman, 
And, like the highways, to all men was common. 

Our horses, with the coach which we wei t into, 

Did hurry us amain, through thick and thin too, 

With fiery speed, the foaming bits they champ’d on, 
And brought us to the Do!phin at Southampton.” 

The tract from which I quote was printed in 
1648 for the author, who was paid for it, as appears 
by his title-page, in the following manner :— 

“When Jobn Tayler hath been from London to the 
Isle of Wight and returned again, and at his return he 
do give, or cause to be given, to me a book or pam- 
phlet of true news, and relations of passages, at the 
Island, and to and fro in his journey, I do promise to 

give him, or his assignes, the sum of what I please in 
lawful money of England, provided that the said sum 
be not under six pence.” 

This, as many are aware, was a usual mode with 
Taylor and some others to pay themselves for their 
expeditions : the Water-poet made many journeys 
of the kind, as may be seen by the list of his 
works in the folio of 1630, in which, of course, his 
Travels from London to the Isle of ae in 1647, 
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and various others subsequently printed, could 
not be included. There is no English author 
who gives us such minute and curious information 
respecting old customs, edifices, and peculiarities, 
as Taylor, the Water-poet, the contemporary and 
friend of Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, and of nearly 
all our poets and dramatists from the close of the 
reign of Elizabeth to the Restoration. 

SARTORIUS. 

As your correspondent G. G. seems fond of in- 
quiring into the modus itinerandi of bygone days, 
and thinks a series of travelling hand-bills would 
be interesting, I send you two, copied from an 
original news-book almost two centuries old, and 
which I believe have never been reprinted. They 
are interesting, as showing not only the snail-like 
pace at which our ancestors were content to travel, 
but also how much they were willing to give for 
the tardy infliction. G. M. 

East Winch, 14th Dee. 1849. 

* AN ADVERTISEMENT. 

«“ From the 26th day of April, 1658, there will con- 

tinue to go stage coaches from the George Inn without 
Aldersgate, London, unto the several cities and towns, 

for the rates, and at the times, hereafter mentioned and 
declared. 

« Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 

“ To Salisbury in two days for xxs. To Blandford 
and Dorchester in two days and half for xxxs. To 
Burput in three days for xxxs. To Exmaster, Hun- 
nington, and Exeter, in four days for xs, ‘To Stam- 
ford in two days for xxs. ‘To Newark in two days and 
a half for xxvs. ‘To Bawtrey in three days for xxxs. 
To Doncaster and Ferribridge for xxxvs. To York 
in four days for xts. 

“ Mondaysand Wednesdaysto Ockintonand Plimouth 
for rs. Every Monday to Helperby and Northallerton 
for xtvs. To Darneton Ferryhil for rs. To Durham 
for tvs. To Newcastle for mi/. Once every fortnight 
to Edinburgh for 1v/. a peece, Mondays. Every 
Friday to Wakefield in four days for xxs. 

« All persons who desire to travel unto the cities, 
towns, and roads, herein hereafter mentioned and ex- 

pressed, namely, to Coventry, Litchfield, Stone, Nampt- 
wich, Chester, Warrington, Wiggan, Chorley, Preston, 
Gastang, Lancaster, and Kendal; and also to Stam- 
ford, Grantham, Newark, Tuxford, Bawtrey, Don- 

caster, Ferribridge, York, Helperby, Northallerton, 
Darneton, Ferryhill, Durham, and Neweastle, Wake- 

field, Leeds, and Hallifax; and also to Salisbury, 

Blandford, Dorchester, Barput, Exmaster, Hunnington 

and Exeter, Ockinton, Plimouth and Cornwall; let 
them repair to the George Inn at Holborn Bridge, 
London, and thence they shall be in good coaches 
with good horses, upon every Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday, at and for reasonable rates.’— From 

Mercurius Politicus for Thursday, April 8th, 1658. 

«“ The post-masters on Chester road petitioning, have 
received orders, and do accordingly publish the follow- 
ing Advertisement : — 

«“ All gentlemen, merchants, and others, who have 
occasion to travel between London and Westchester, 

Manchester, and Warrington, or any other town upon 

the road, for the accommodation of trade, dispatch of 
business, and ease of purse, upon every Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday morning, betwixt six and ten of 
the clock at the house of Mr. Christopher Charteris, 
at the sign of the Harts Horns in West Smithfield, and 
post-master there, and at the post-master of Chester, at 
the post-master of Manchester, and at the post-master 
of Warrington, may have a good and able single horse, 
or more, furnished, at threepence the mile, without 
charge of a guide; and so likewise at the house of Mr. 
Thomas Challenor, post-master at Stone in Stafford- 
shire upon every Tuesday, and Thursday, and Saturday 
mornings to go into London; and so likewise at all the 

several post-masters upon the road, who will have all 
such set days so many horses with furniture in readi- 
ness to furnish the riders without any stay, to carry 
them to or from any the places aforesaid in four days, 
as well to London, as from thence, and to places nearer 

in less time, according as their occasions shall require, 
they ingaging at first stage where they take horse, for 

the safe delivery of the same to the next intermediate 
stage, and not to ride that horse any further, without 
consent of the post-master by whom he rides, and so 
from stage to stage on their journey’s end. 

“ All those who intend to ride this way, are desired 
to give a little notice beforehand, if conveniently they 
can, to the several post-masters where they first take 
horse, whereby they may be furnished with so many 
horses as the riders shall require with expedition. 

«“ This undertaking began the 28th of June, 1658, at 
all the places abovesaid, and so continues by the several 
post-masters,”—From Mercurius Politicus for Thursday, 
24th June, 1658, 

SONG IN FLETCHER’S PLAY OF “THE NICE VALOUR” 
— THE EX-ALE-TATION OF ALE, A POEM ATTRI- 
BUTED TO BEAUMONT. 

Many of your readers will remember the beau- 
tiful song in Fletcher’s play of The Nice Valour, 
act lll. scene 3., beginning — 

«« Hence, all you vain delights, 
As short as are the nights 

Wherein you spend your folly ! 
There’s nought in this life sweet, 

i If man were wise to see ’t, 

But only melancholy, 
Oh, sweetest melancholy !” 

Milton was indebted to it for the idea of his Z7 
Penseroso; and Hazlitt calls it “the perfection of 
this kind of writing.” 
My object in now calling your attention to it, 

is to point out a copy, hitherto, I believe, unno- 
ticed, among Malone’s MSS. in the Bodleian 
Library. It is entztled, A Song in ye praise of 
Melancholy, and has appended to it, in the hand- 
writing of Malone, the following note :— 

“ Dy, Strode, the author of this beautiful little piece, 
part of which has been ascribed unjustly to Fletcher, 
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because it is sung in his Nice Valowr, was born about 
the year 1600, and died canon of Christchurch in 1644. 
Milton evidently took the hint of his L’ Allegro and 
Penseroso from it.” 

The same MS. (marked No. 21. in the Malone 
Catalogue) contains A Song against Melancholy, 
beginning — 

«« Returne my joyes and hither bring,” 

which I do not remember to have seen in print. 
Tt is also ascribed to Dr. Strode by Malone. I 
have now before me a curious musical MS. in the | 
hand-writing of the celebrated Henry Lawes, con- 
taining the music to Dr. Strode’s play of The | 
Floating Island, performed by the students of 
Christ Church, Oxford, on the 29th of August, 
1636. Itis followed by the two songs in question ; 
and, although the name of the author is not given, 
the fact of their being written in at the end of 
Dr. Strode’s “tragi-comedy,” in some measure 
confirms Malone’s statement. 

To turn to a different subject, although in some 
degree connected with it, I have great doubts as 
to the authorship of the clever poem entitled Ea- 
ale-tation of Ale, generally attributed to Fletcher's 
“brother in letters,’ Beaumont. The poem, I am 
aware, is to be found in Beaumont’s Poems, and 
may, on that authority, be assigned to him as its 
author ; but about one third of the pieces there 
printed as Beaumont’s, are referable to other 
writers, though left undesignated by the editor. 
I have in my library a copy of the poem in ques- 
tion, which may be thus described :— “ The Ex- 
ale-tation of Ale, the anciant Lickquor of this 
Realme; or a cleare definition of its efficatious 
opperation in severall pates, arts, and professions. 
London, printed by T. Badger, 1646. Small 8vo. 
7 leaves.” It begins as follows, and contains many 
variations from the copy given in Ritson’s English 
Songs : — 

“ Not drunken, nor sober, but neighbour to both, 
I met with a friend in Ales-bury Vale ; 

Hee saw by my face that I was in the case 
To speake no great harme of a pot of good ale.” 

A MS. note on the title-page of this little tract 
assigns it to Bishop Andrews, but on what autho- 
rity does not appear. Lord Bacon, indeed, tells 
us, “ The press hath been injurious to the memory 
of Bishop Andrews, to whom it owed a deep and 
solemn reverence. It hath sent forth a pamphlet 
upon an idle subject, under the venerable name of 
that great man, who was born grave and sober ; 
and still farther to aggravate the injury, it hath 
iven to that idle subject the idler title of The 
z-ale-tation of Ale.’ —Bacon’s Works, vol. i. | 

p- 180. edit. 1730. Perhaps some of your readers 
ean throw light upon this obscure subject. 

Epwarp F. Rimsavtr. | 

THE SCRIBE OTLOH, 

In the note respecting Otloh, on the first page of 
| your eighth number, the name of the well-known 
| Abbot Hilduinus is twice erroneously printed 
Hilderinus, probably in consequence of my in- 
distinct writing. I will take occasion to add, that 
Graff, in his Diutiska, does not give the whole of 
the interesting old German version of Otloh’s 
prayer, but merely corrections of that given by 

ez. 
It seems that. Otloh, in correcting and enlarging 

Willibald’s Life of S. Boniface, gave a large 
portion of the Saint’s letters; and therefore the 
editors of the Monumenta Germanie Historica 
(vol. ii.) reprinted Willibald’s Life, subjoining 
only Otloh’s preface, it being their intention to 
print the whole of S. Boniface’s letters in a sub- 
sequent volume. Your readers will have observed 
that our scribe is not remarkable for the elegance 
or correctness of his Latinity, and in this preface 
he adverts to the nodosa et perplexa oratio which 
his task imposed on him; but he has this Christian 
consolation: ‘“ Habeant amatores sapientiz se- 
cularis Tullium; nos imperiti et ignobiles, de- 
specti et contemptibiles, sequamur Christum, qui 
non philosophos, sed piscatores elegit discipulos.” 

Ss. W.S. 

[The foregoing furnishes, we trust, a satisfactory 
explanation to the kind remonstrances of our corre- 
spondent, “ A Sincere Wett-WisueEr,” on the subject 
of Otloh’s incorrect Latinity. ] 

WIVES OF ECCLESIASTICS. 

The following extract will tend to throw some 
light upon the customs formerly prevailing in this 
country as to the marriage of priests. 

In Parkin’s continuation of Blomefield’s History 
of Norfolk, vol. xi. p. 114. (edit. 1810), the follow- 
ing passage occurs :— 

« Parish of Randworth. It appears from the register 
of Langley Abbey, that there was a contest about the 
church of Pankford’s being a chapel belonging to the 
church of Randworth. One of the witnesses deposed 
that he had heard it said from more ancient times, that 
there were two powerful sisters, who enjoyed Rand- 
worth and Pankford, and they quarrelled who should 
take place in Randworth church, that being the 

chureb for both townships. Upon which one of the 
sisters built a wooden oratory in Pankford (where 
there is now a stone church) but the rector of Rand- 

worth had all the profit thereof. At length (as the 
neighbours said) a woman named Elswyd, having the 

| right of the said church and oratory, married Ralph, 
| chaplain or curate of Stokesby, to whom she gave the 
said church and oratory. By Elswyd he had a son, 
Hermer, who enjoyed it.” 

This Ralph de Stokesby was instituted in the 
reign of Henry I., and Hermer his son was insti- 
tuted by William Turbe (or Turbus), Bishop of 
Norwich. Parkin remarks, — 
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“ The history above-mentioned of Ralph, the chap- 
lain’s marriage, and his wife’s presenting him to the 
rectory, is a piece of antiquity highly valuable, as it 
fully and plainly proves, that in the year 1174, when 
Turbus, the Bishop of Norwich died, the church of 
Rome allowed of the marriage of the clergy, and their 
sons succeeding them in their church preferments, and 
that there was no positive law, either canon or civil, to 
hinder it, as their own records and the register of 

Langley testify. And it is further to be observed that 
one of the witnesses in this cause deposed, that he 

knew Ringolf the grandfather, Ralph the son, and 
Hermerus the grandson, all rectors successively of the 
church of Randworth with Pankford chapel annexed, 
and the same thing was also deposed by Ralph, 
chaplain of Randworth, son of Hermer.” 

I take the following passage from Henry’s His- 
tory of England, vol. viii. p. 36. (edit. 1814) :— 

‘* What were called ipso facto or ipso jure suspensions 
and deprivations (by which those priests who were 
guilty of certain irregularities and vices were declared 
to be suspended from their offices, or deprived of their 
benefices), came first into use in this period (13th cen- 
tury). The first example we meet with of suspension 
and deprivation of this kind is in the constitutions of 
Otho, the Pope’s legate, in the synod of London, a. p. 

1237, By the 15th of these constitutions it is decreed, 
that all married priests be ipso jure deprived of their 
benefices, that all their goods, even those which they 
had gotten with their wives, be applied to the use of 
the church, and that their children be incapable of 
church-preferments. But this was an obstinate plague 
(as they ealled it) which for several centuries baffled 
all the power and cunning of the court of Rome, and 
required extraordinary methods to drive it out of the 
church.” CAWAG: 

Instances of married priests are by no means 
of uncommon occurrence in ancient charters, at 
least down to the end of Edward IIL; were it 
necessary, I could furnish your correspondent with 
several examples from charters in my possession. 
The following passage from Sir Roger ‘Twysden’s 
Defence of the Church will, I think, supply a satis- 
factory answer to your correspondent. it occurs 
chap. ix. p. 204—5. of Professor Corrie’s edi- 
tion : — 

“ For permitting of matrimony to the clergy, it is 
undoubted all here had the liberty of marrying before 
Lanfrane, in a council held at Worcester (Winchester 
—note), 1076, did rather advise than command the 
contrary, which Huntindon (who was himself the son 
of one in holy orders) says was first prohibited by 
Anselm, 1102. But * multi presbyterorum  statuta 
concilii Londoniensis . . . postponentes, suas feminas 
retinebant, aut certe duxerant quas prius non habebant,’ 
&e.; so that his constitutions came quickly neglected 
—Ppriests both marrying and retayning their wives.... 
Divers constitutions were afterwards made by several 
legates in the point, as by Stephen Langton at Oxford, 
1222, registered by Lyndewode; yet it is manifest 
they did secretly contract marriage, which some are 

of opinion they continued till towards the end of 
Edward the Third’s reign. This I am the rather in- 
duced to believe out of that in Knyghton, that John 
de Athilwerl, clerk, was slain by his wife and servant 
in his own house, at Leicester, 1344, for which fact 

she was burnt and he hanged. Now I conceive, had 
she been only his concubine, or his servant, she had 
not sufferred by the judgment of burning for the 
murder, but hanging only ; neither can I interpret the 
word ‘ clericus’ for other than one in holy orders pro- 
hibited marriage by the canons of Rome; though I 
know ‘large loquendo,’ as our Lyndewode hath it, 
‘omnes in ecclesia ad divinum officium ordinati,’ are 
sometimes so styled; of which, such as were ‘infra 
subdiaconatum ’ might retain their wives, but those who 

were in ‘subdiaconatu,’ or above, were to quit them, 
But the canons yet remaining, made at sundry times 
from Lanfrane even to Chichele, by the space of more 
than three hundred years, enough assure us this point 

of celibate was not easily imposed on the English 
clergy, and that such as laid it might take it off 
again.” 

From the above historical statement we might 
be prepared for the instances of priests’ wives 
which every now and then occur in old charters. 

Ryarsh Vicarage. Lampert B. Larkine. 

If you do not think that enough already has 
been said upon this subject, I should be glad to 
direct your attention to a passage from Chaucer 
cited in Campbell's valuable and most interesting 
Lives of the Lord Chancellors (vol. i. p. 259.). 
The noble and learned author gives a conclusive 
answer to your correspondent’s difficulty, when, 
writing of William of Wickham, he says— 

“Tt has been supposed that he had early taken 
deacon’s orders, because in 1352 he was styled ‘clericus,’ 

or elvrk ; but this designation was given to men in civil 
employments, although not in the Church, and hitherto 
he had no ecclesiastical function or benefice. On the 
6th of December, 1361, he was admitted to the order 
of ‘acolyte; he was ordained subdeacon on 12th 
March, 1362, and priest on 12th June following.” 

D. of L. O. Wm. Harpy. 

On the floor of the chancel of Nutfield church, 
Surrey, are some brass plates representing a man 
in the ordinary civilian’s dress, and a lady in a long 
gown by his side, neither of them presenting any 
peculiarities of costume; under them, however, is 
the following inscription :— 

“ Orate pro animabus Willielmi Grafton quondam 
clerici hujus ecelesie et Johanne uxoris ejusdem et 
Johannis filii eorundem, quorum animabus propitietur 
deus. Amen.” 

The man has no tonsure. Over them are two coats 
of arms, the one bearing Or, a chevron, the other 
the same impaling a saltire. ‘There is no date on 
the monument, but, from the costume and execu- 
tion, it may be placed somewhere about the year 
1450. The absence of the tonsure and ecclesias- 
tical dress seem to show that William Grafton did 

————— _ - =— —- A — 
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not belong to the higher orders of the clergy ; and 
he most probably either belonged to or discharged 
the offices of some of the inferior grades, such as 
clericus, scholaris, or cantor, to whom marriage 
was permitted. ‘I'he only objection to this would 
be in the armorial bearings, which are very good, 
and would indicate a higher position than that of 
a mere clerk. A.W.F. 

“ Clericus is twofold, ecclesiasticus ... and laicus, _licenser of the press ? 

and in this sense is signified a pen-man, who getteth | 
his living in some court or otherwise by the use of 
his pen.” — Coke upon Littleton, 120 a. 

J.F.M. 

NAT. LEE’S CERTIFICATE. 

I have before me a copy of verses regarding 
which I request some information. The lines are 
printed upon the two sides of a half sheet of fools- 
cap, and are entitled The Character of an English- 
Man; no date is appended, but at the end is the 
following, in Italic type, signed with a name so 
celebrated, that my attention was instantly fixed 
by it:— 

“I have perused these verses, and find them com- 
posed according to the rules of poetry, and therefore 
think them fitting to be printed.” — Naru. Ler. 

It is clear, therefore, that the verses were printed 
before 1591 or 1592, when Nat. Lee died in very 
abject poverty. The first question, therefore, is, 
whether Lee was the author of them? and this I 
answer in the negative, because they are not good 
enough for him in his worst moments. ‘Take a 
specimen from the opening : — 

« By the first principles of Mother Earth 
An Englishman is noble: by his birth 
Hath a fine body, and an aspect rare, 
Shines like the stars in Northern Hemisphere ; 
He being of the purest matter made, 
As by the wise Philosopher is said, 
Crowns him in the figure of his manhood high, 
As the sun is the candle of the sky.” 

This, though intended seriously, is hardly more 
burlesque than the line — 

“ Oh Sun! thou farthing candle of the sky!” 

which, if I mistake not, is to be found in Tom 
Thumb. ‘The production closes with some lines 
headed “The Picture,” which, in fact, is a piece 
of clumsy adulation of the king — most likely 
Charles II. It begins — 

“ See and behold the English, and draw nigh 
Unto their noble prince in majesty : 
So great he is that Greatness can’t him raise, 
Cloath’d with majesty and celestiall rayes,” &c. 

It is difficult to say by what “rules of poetry,” to 
use Lee’s words, such passages were constructed, 
and I am sure I only do him justice when I ho- 

~nourably acquit him of the authorship. Who was 

the guilty party we need not inquire; but what I 
want to know is, how the distinguished name of 
Nath. Lee came to be subscribed to the production ? 
Did his poverty and not his will consent, and was 
he paid some despicable sum for his certificate in 
favour of such rubbish? On the other hand, did 
Lee hold any office at any time which rendered his 
imprimatur necessary, like that of the ordinary 

I find nothing of the sort 
in any of the memoirs of Lee. Perhaps some of 
your readers can answer my “ Queries.” 

INVESTIGATOR. 

THE EXPRESSION “ MUTUAL” FRIEND. 

Is it too late to make an effectual stand against 
the solecistic expression “ mutual friend,” which I 
see in so many books and periodicals of the present 
day, and hear from so many mouths, even of per- 
sons who must know better ? 

Mr. Macaulay, in his review of Croker’s edition 
of Boswell’s Life of Johnson (Edinburgh Review, 
vol. liv. p. 12.), strongly objects to the use of the 
expression “ mutual friend,” for “ common friend.” 
Yet, in spite of his just censure, it seems likely to 
establish itself in our language, both literary and 
conversational. 

It appears to be unknown to some, and forgotten 
by others, that the word “mutual” equals “ re- 
ciprocal,” and can only be used of that which 
passes between two, from each to each. Thus, it is 
correctly used in such expressions as “ mutual 
love,” “mutual hatred,” “ mutual reproaches,” 
“ mutual signs,” &c. But, when we speak of a 
third, as having an equal relation to two others, 
we properly use the adjective common. ‘The dif- 
ference will be best illustrated by applying the 
two epithets severally to one common substantive. 
Thus, then, “the mutual demands of England 
and France” mean “ what each demands from the 
other ;” but “the common demands of England 
and France” mean “what they both demand 
from some other party or parties.” “ Our mutual 
esteem” means “the esteem we feel for each 
other ;” “ our common esteem,” ‘ the esteem we 
both feel for some other person or persons.” 

The impropriety of the term “ mutual friend” is 
therefore obvious. We might possibly say of two 
persons that they are “mutual friends,” that is, 
“ friends to each other ;” though it would be more 

| proper to say, “ they are mutually friendly.” 
It may perhaps be urged, why offer this resist- 

ance to the deflection of one word in our language 
from its classical meaning, when we have so many 
Latin words established in senses which the old 
Romans never knew ; as “ intention,” “ prejudice,” 
“ civility,” ‘“ curiosity,” and the like? We answer, 
for this, if for no other reason: that, supposing the 
expression “ mutual friend” to be sanctioned, we 
shall have this one word “mutual” used in two 
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distinct senses, as = common and as = reciprocal ; 
we shall speak confusedly of our “ mutual friend- 
ship,” z.e. “‘ our friendship to each other,” and of 
our “mutual friend,” 7. e. “a friend to us both.” 
This is to rob language of that metaphysical truth 
and precision which ought to belong to it. 

Bens. H. Kennepy. 
Shrewsbury, Dec. 22. 

GRAY’'S ELEGY. 

Van Voorst's Polyglot Edition. —In reply to the 
communication of J.F.M.in your Number re- 
specting Gray’s Elegy, I beg to state that there 
was an edition in 1 vol. 8vo. published by Van 
Voorst in 1839, on every other page of which there | 
is a neat woodcut and the English version of one 
verse, and on the page facing it a translation in 
Greek by Professor Cooke beginning, 

Nvé réAci, od’ Gv” Gypms Tupa KateTat, ovd’ avd KGuds, 

Latin by Rev. W. Hildyard, 

Audin’ ut occiduz sonitum ecampana diel, 

German by Gotter (from the Deutsches Lesebuch; 
Bremen, 1837): 

Die Abendglocke ruft den miiden Tag zu Grabe. 

Italian by Guiseppe Torelli: 
Segna la squilla il di, che gia vien manco. 

And in French by Le Tourneur : 

Le jour fuit ; de lairain les lugubres accens. 

H. C. pe Sr. Crorx. 

Torri’s Polyglot Edition.— There is a polyglot 
edition of the Elegy published with the following 
title :—*‘ Elegia di Tommaso Gray sopra un Cimi- 
tero di Campagna, tradotta dall’ Inglese in piu 
lingue: per cura del dottore Alessandro Torri ; 
royal 8vo., Livorno, 1843.” — It contains Ztalian 
versions severally by G. Torelli, Domenica Trant 
(prose), Melch. Cesarotti, G. Gennari, M. Lastri, 
A. Buttura, P. G. Baraldi, M. A. Castellazzi, Elisa- 
betta Sesler Bond (prose), M. Leoni, L. Mancini, 
and Franc. Cavazzocea; those in Zatin are by J. 
Costa, Anstey, G. F. Barbieri, Ben. del Bene, G. 
Venturi; Hebrew by Venturi; French by Le 
Mierre, Kérivalant, J. L.Grénus, P. J. Charrin, 
M. J. De Chénier, and Chateaubriand; German 
by W. Mason, F. G. Gotter, G. B. Rupprecht, and 
L. Kosegarten. 

Will you allow me to put the following query ? 
Is there not some error, or some obscurity, in the 
last stanza of the epitaph? If I err in the conjec- 
ture, I should be glad to have my mistake cor- 
rected ; or if the reading as it now stands be faulty, 
some amendment suggested. 

** No farther seek his merits to disclose, 
Or draw his frailties from their dread abode ; 
(There they alike in trembling hope repose) 

The bosom of his Father and his God.” 

If it be said that the abode meant is the bosom 
of his Father and his God, I ask how can merits 
and frailties repose in trembling hope there — the 
frailties alike with the merits? Impossible: put 
in plain prose, the expression is, to say the least, 
irreverent. The abode meant I take to be the 
grave; and if it be asked how can merits and 
frailties repose even there, it may be answered that 
they are qualities or adjuncts of the mind, used 
poetically for the person. A. GRAYAN. 

German Versions of Gray's Elegy.— I know of 
three translations into German of Gray's Elegy 
by poets of some note, and I recollect having at 
different times met with numerous others. 

The three are, 1. By Gotter, published in his 
collected poems, Gotha, 1788. 2. By Seume, in his 
collected poems, Riga, 1801. 8. By Kosegarten, 
in his poems, published 1798. All three were, I 
believe, first published in the Musenalmanach. 

The first line quoted by your correspondents is 
not that of any of the above, they are much closer 
translations; that by Gotter is almost word for 
word, without losing a particle of its beauty as a 
poem. Ss. W, 

[C. B. B. informs us that there is a Latin version of 
a good part of Gray’s Elegy in the Anthologia Oxoniensis 
(published by Longmans either in 1846 or 1847), by 
Goldwin Smith, Stowell Fellow of University College, 
Oxford. ] 

NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 

LONDON. 

Sans Souci Theatre, Leicester Place. — This 
theatre was originally built by Dibdin, the cele- 
brated sea-song writer, at the back of his music 
shop in the Strand. It was opened on the 16th 
of February, 1793. Park, in his Musical Memoirs, 
i. 175., says, “ As a proof of the versatility of Dib- 
din’s genius, it need only be stated that this pretty 
little theatre was planned, painted, and decorated 
by himself, and that he wrote the recitations and 
songs, composed the music to them, and sang and 
accompanied them on an organised pianoforte of 
his own invention.” Dibdin afterwards rebuilt this 
theatre in Leicester Place. It was subsequently 
used for concerts and private performances, and is 
now the “ Hotel de Versailles.” 

Tottenham Street, Tottenham Court Road.*— 
What is now the theatre in this street was formerly 
Francis Pasquali’s concert-room. It was after- 
wards purchased by the royal and noble directors 
of the concerts of ancient music, who enlarged and 
beautified the building, and erected a splendid box 
for their Majesties George the Third and his queen. 
It subsequently became a theatre under the names 

* Not Rathbone Place, as it is called by Mr. Cun- 
ningham, 
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of the Tottenham Street, Regency, Royal West 
London, and Queen’s Theatre. ‘The architect 
was, I believe, Michael Novosielski. 

Epwarp F. Rimeattr. 

ON AUTHORS AND BOOKS, No. 3. 

The poet Cartwright is a remarkable instance of 
fugitive celebrity. He was esteemed, says Wood, 
“a fair copy of practic piety, a rare example of 
heroie worth, and in whom arts, learning, and lan- 
guage made up the true complement of perfection.” 
On the publication of his Comedies, tragi-comedies, 
with other poems, in 1651, they were recommended 
to the public by more than fifty copies of verses ! 
After all this flourish of trumpets, the volume 
never reached a second edition. 

The peculiarities of certain copies of this volume 
have been described by the learned editor of the 
Athene Oxonienses, 1815, etc. I shall state those of 
my owncopy. Sig. **7., which contains the verses 
of H. Davison and R. Watkins, is marked as a 
cancel, but has escaped destruction. The verses, 
however, re-appear, and those of Watkins are 
augmented. 

In the poems, there are three additional leaves 
after sheet T, which contain verses on the return 
of queen Henrietta Maria from Holland in 1643, 
and on the death of Sir Bevill Grenvill in the 
same year; both in a mutilated state. Now, the 
verses on the queen were printed in the Oxford 
collection on that occasion. The authorship of 
those lines is certain. The verses on Sir Bevill 
Grenvill were also printed in the collection of 
1643, but without the imprint of Oxford, and with 
the initials only of the contributor. ‘The name, 
however, was given in a re-publication of the 
pamphlet in 1684, which was dedicated to the earl 
of Bath by Henry Birkhead, the only surviving 
contributor, with the exception of Peter Mew, 
successively bishop of Bath and Wells, and of 
Winchester — who lived till 1706. 

The passages in question seem to have been 
omitted as too applicable to other persons, and 
to more recent times. Bouton Corner. 

CARTWRIGHT’S POEMS: 
R. is enabled to inform Investicator (p. 108.) 

that the poems On the Queen’s Return from the 
Low Countries and On the Death of Sir Bevill 
Grenvill were certainly written by Cartwright; the 
former having been originally printed, with his 
name, in a collection of complimentary verses, in 
Latin and English, addressed to Henrietta Maria, 
entitled “ Musarum Oxoniensium émarfpia sere- 
nissime Reginarum Marie ex Batavia feliciter 
reduci J Net voto D.D.D. Oxonia, excudebat 
Leonardus Lichfield, Academie typographus. 1643.” 
4°. The contributors are Dr. Samuel Fell, Dean 
of Christchurch, Jasper Maine, R. Meade, &c. I 
imagine that the “ Cow Marcy” refers to the 
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Earl of Strafford. The other poem also made its 
first appearance in a complete state in the collec- 
tion published by the Oxford royalist poets as 
before, the title of which is as follows : —‘“ Verses 
on the Death of the Right Valiant S* Bevill Gren- 
vill, Knight, who was slaine by the Rebells on 
Lansdowne Hill, neare Bath, July 5. 1643. Printed 
[at Oxford] 1643.” This work was published on 
the 12th August, little more than a month after the 
battle was fought. The initials of each contributor 
are attached to this performance, but the names 
are given in full in the reprint of 1684 at London, 
which has an engraving, by Faithorne, of the 
brave hero of Lansdowne, who 

« Rush’d into the field, and, foremost fighting, fell.” 

The blank in the line, “ Either a or his Ex- 
cellence,” is here supplied by the word “traitor,” 
a compliment certainly never intended for Crom- 
well, who was not the “great generall” at this 
time, but would seem rather to belong to the Earl 

of Essex or Sir William Waller. The various 
peculiarities that occur in different copies of 
Cartwright’s Poems, 1651, have been noticed in 

Bliss’s edition of Wood’s Athene, under the Life 

of Cartwright. Of four copies in the British 

Museum, the Grenville copy is the only one which 
contains both the cancelled and _ uncancelled 
leaves. 

MISCELLANIES. 

[Many of our communications assume a form which 

render them very difficult to be classed under either of 

our customary divisions. We shall in future throw 

such papers together under this head. ] 

Oliver Cromwell's Birth. — As a pendant to the 

certificate of Cromwell’s baptism, printed in No. 9., 

p- 136., it may be as well to lay before our readers 

the following entry of the time of his birth, which 

oceurs in John Booker’s Astrological Practice Book, 

Ashmole MS. 183., p. 373.: — “ Oliver Cromwell 

born 25 Apl. 1599, about 3 o'clock a.m., at Hunt- 

ington.” 
Tn another Ashmole MS. 332. 11 b., which is a 

collection of figures set by Ashmole himself, Oliver 

Cromwell’s birth is assigned to 22nd April, 1599. 

The figure is designated by Ashmole, in a spirit 

very different from that of the annotator of the 

Baptismal Register, “ Nativitas illa magna.” 
Another minute fact in the history of Cromwell 

is registered in the same MS. 332., fo. 105.: Oliver 

Cromwell “received the sword in Westminster 

Hall, 16th December, 1653, 2° 17’ p.m.” 

These facts are mentioned in Mr. Black’s recent 

catalogue of the Ashmole MSS. pp. 142. 222. 

The Lawyers’ Patron Saint.—“ And now because 

I am speakeing of Pettyfogers, give me leave to tell 

you a story I mett with when I lived in Rome. 

Goeing with a Romane to see some Antiquityes, he 

showed me a chapell dedicated to one St. Evona, a 
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lawyer of Brittanie, who he said came to Rome to 
entreat the Pope to give the Lawyers of Brittanie | 
a Patron, to which the Pope replied, That he knew 
of no Saint but what was disposed of to other 
Professions, At which Evona was very sad, and 
earnestly begd of the Pope to think of one for 
him. At last the Pope proposed to St. Evona 
that he should goe round the church of St. John 
de Latera blindfould, and after he had said so 
many Ave Marias, that the first Saint he layd hold 
of should be his Patron, which the good old Lawyer 
willingly undertook; and at the end of his Ave- 
Maryes he stopt at Saint Michels altar, where he 
layd hold of the Divell, under St. Michels feet, 
and eryd out, This is our Saint, let him be our 
Patron. So being unblindfolded, and seeing 
what a Patron he had chosen, he went to his 
lodgings so dejected, that in few moneths after he 
die’d, and coming to heaven’s gates knockt hard. 
Whereupon St. Peter asked who it was that knockt 
so bouldly. He replyed, That he was St. Evona 
the Advocate. Away, away, said St. Peter; here 
is but one Advocate in heaven; here is no room 
for you Lawyers. O but, said St. Evona, I am 
that honest Lawyer who never tooke fees on both 
sides, or pleaded in a bad cause, nor did I ever 
set my Naibours together by the Eares, or lived 
by the sins of the people. Well then, said St. 
Peter, come in. This news comeing down to Rome, 
a witty Poet writ upon St. Evona’s tomb these 
words : — 

* St. Evona un Briton, 
Advocat non Larron, 

Haleluiah.’ 

“This story put me in mind of Ben Johnson goe- 
ing throw a church in Surry, seeing poore people 
weeping over a grave, asked one of the women 
why they wept. Oh, said shee, we have lost our 
pretious Lawyer, Justice Randall; he kept us all 
in peace, and always was so good as to keep us 
from goeing to law; the best man ever lived. 
Well, said Ben Johnson, I will send you an Epi- 
taph to write upon his Tomb, which was — 

* God works wonders now and than, 
Here lyes a Lawyer an honest man.’ ” 

Carr’s Remarks of the Government of the several 
Parts of Germanie, Denmark, Sc. 24mo. Amster- 
dam, 1688, pp. 80—83. 

TO DAVID COOK, A VIGILANT AND CIRCUMSPECT 
WATCHMAN OF WESTMINSTER, 1716. 

(From the Latin of Vincent Bourne.) 

Good friend! for good wishes expressed every day 
Accept a poor poet’s retributive lay ; 
For though only officially you, perhaps, bawl 
“‘ Good morrow, my masters and mistresses all,” 
Yet while such kind wishes I constantly hear 
For “A Merry Old Christmas and Happy New 

Year,’ 

I feel as if something was wanting from me, 
So, Good morrow, good David, Good morrow to 

thee! 
Less punctual than thine is “bright chanti- 

cleer’s” lay 
That divides the night watches, and heralds the day, 
And old Time, of all thieves that are known the 

most sly, 
Cannot even in cover of midnight slip by. 
No, when darkness o’er all things its mantle has 

spread, 
And e’en supperless poets have crept into bed, 
Yourself, and your dog, and your horn-circled light, 
Seem at home, and at ease, in the horrors of night. 

Not topers when frantic they rush to the street 
To discharge their pot-valour on all whom they meet, 
Are a terror to you—you'd esteem it good luck 
To fall in with the Mohocks just running a muck, 
And, whatever your brethren less loyal might do, 
You'd “present the king’s person” * for them to 

run through. 
Pale ghosts might assemble to scare you in vain, 
Or hobgoblins come forth from their roost in 

Cock Lane; 
Nay, even the footpad, with bludgeon or knife, 
Who demands from all others their “ money or life,” 
No sooner sees you than he takes to his heels, 
And from your sacred person himself only steals.t 

But when honest labour anticipates day, 
And fruit-bearing rustics are groping their way, 
To “TheGarden,” through ancle-deep alley or street, 
Tow urbanely you welcome each swain that you 

meet. 
To all and to each you have something to say, 
Sometimes more, never less, than a hearty “ Good 

day.” 

By your oracle, too, one immediately learns 
How moonlight, and starlight, and clouds take 

their turns; 
And your kindness most commonly adds to the debt, 
By the news of fair weather, or frosty, or wet; 
And while we lie dozing, well housed, dry, and 

warm, 
Secure, and unconscious almost of the storm, 

| You endure its whole rage —you would scorn to 
retreat, 

And own yourself beaten away from your beat. 
| Meantime as you wander through alley or lane 
You enliven your round with some care-killing 

strain ; 
And if in rude numbers your song you should 

frame, 
With thoughts rather homely, and rhymes some- 

what lame, 

* «You constable are to present the prince’s own 
person,” — Dogberry. 

+ “ Let him show himself what he is, and steal out 
of your company.” — Dogberry. 
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You have little to fear—even critical spite 
Gives some quarter at least to the songsters of night, 
And when you, or the nightingale, warble your 

lays, 
Those who listen at all are most likely to praise. 

In the pictures with which your effusions are 
graced, 

Each saint in due order of merit is placed ; 
But chiefly St. Crispin—let no honest muse 
That mark of respect to St. Crispin refuse ; 
And never, oh never, his name be forgot 
By the watch that has shoes, or the bard that has 

not. 
Then after your pictures we come to your lines, 
And here at the outset your loyalty shines. 
To our monarch, as due, the first place you afford, 
And for him, and his race, are all blessings im- 

plored. 
Next come your “ Good masters and mistresses all,” 
Good enough, I presume, if they come at this call ; 
And can they do less, when but once in the year 

_ (Though you call every hour) you care if they 
hear ? 

Then you give good advice to our maids and our 
men, 

To be honest, and sober, and cleanly —and then 
A few rules for the choice of a husband or wife, 
With mae hints for their subsequent conduct in 

ife. 

All good things, with abundance of wishes and 
prayers 

That whatever we wish for may fall to our shares, 
You freely wish us—and I'd willingly learn 
What good things we can wish to yourself in re- 

turn. 
Should you and your dog ever call at my door, 
You'll be welcome, I promise you, nobody more. 
May you call at a thousand each year that you live, 
A shilling at least may each householder give ; 
May the “ Merry Old Christmas” you wish us 

befal, 
And yourself, and your dog, be the merriest of all! 

Rurvs. 

Ballad-Makers and Legislators. — The aphorism 
inquired after by C. U. B. E. R. (p. 124.), is from 
Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun’s very curious paper, 
entitled “ An Account of a Conversation concern- 
ing a right Regulation of Governments, .... in a 
Letter to the Marquiss of Montrose, &c..... from 
London, the first of December, 1703. Edinburgh, 
printed in the year mpcciy.” But Fletcher does 
not give it as hisown. After reporting a remark 
by Sir Christopher Musgrave, to the effect that 
even the poorer sort of both sexes in London were 
daily tempted to all manner of lewdness by infa- 
mous ballads sung in every corner of the streets, 
to which the Earl of Cromarty is made to reply, 
“One would think this last were of no great con- 
sequence,” he adds: “I said, I knew a very wise 

| p.310., some years ago. 

man so much of Sir Christopher’s sentiment, that 
he believed, if a man were permitted to make all 
the ballads, he need not care who should make 
the laws of a nation. And we find that most of 
the ancient legislators thought they could not well 
reform the manners of any city without the help 
of a lyric, and sometimes of a dramatic, poet. But 
in this city the dramatic poet, no less than the 
ballad-maker, has been almost wholly employed to 
corrupt the people, in which they have had most 
unspeakable and deplorable success.” — Fletcher’s 
Political Works, 12imo., p. 266. Glasgow, 1749. 

I stated this in the Penny Cyclopedia, vol. x. 
G. L. C. 

Old Brompton, Dee. 21. 1849. 

J.S. furnishes us with a similar reference to 
Fletcher of Saltoun ; as does also Mrtanton, who 
adds, “to whom does Fletcher allude?” I have, 
in a note-book, the following notice of Lord 
Wharton :— 

“ Lord Wharton used to boast that he effected a re- 
volution which cost a monarch three crowns by a song 
[Lillibtrlero]; but what bard has yet been able to 
uphold a tottering and decrepit state by the magic of 
his poesy ?” — Note on Hudibras, Part I. Canto ii. line 
399., in an edition, with notes by Grey and others ; 
published by T. M‘Lean. London, 1819. 

I cannot say that I envy him the boast. Three 
crowns and asong! Why, it’s the line-of- 
battle ship and the teredo! the towering Falcon 
and the mousing Owl! 

Ogilby’s Britannia.—The frequent references 

by Macaulay, in his graphic History, to Ogilby’s 
Britannia, have awakened public attention to this 
neglected but “noble description of Britain,” as 
it is deservedly entitled by Bishop Nicholson; and 
in No.5. of your invaluable “ Norrs AnD QUERIES,” 

a desire is expressed for the second volume of the 
edition of 1675. It will be sufficient to state that 
the work never proceeded beyond the first volume, 

although it was the intention of the author to have 

furnished views of English cities in Vol. IL, and 
a topographical description of the whole kingdom 

in Vol. III. Bishop Nicholson, in his Historical 

Library, refers to an edition of the Britannia of 

1612, which is manifestly an error, as the author 

at that time was barely twelve years of age; and 

in the Anecdotes of British Topography, allusion 

is made to an edition of 1674, which is doubtless a 

misquotation of the date. The subject is one of 

little interest, beyond the fact of correcting an 

error and satisfying a correspondent that (even in 

trivial matters) there are those who will gladly 

communicate information through these pages. 

Birmingham. J.G. 

A Mess.— Agreeably to the spirit of your motto, 

I have “made a note” of the following parallel 

passages :— 
=—_——$—$_—$ $$ 
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Biron. Guilty, my lord, guilty; I confess, I confess. 
King. What ? 
Biron. That you three fools lacked me fool, to make 

up the mess ; 
He, he, and you, and you, my liege, and I, 
Are pick-purses in love, and we deserve to die. 
O! dismiss this audience, and I shall tell you more. 

Dumain. Now the number is even. 
Biron. True, true; we are four. 

Love's Labour’s Lost. Act. IV. Scene 3, 

« Avarice is the mother; she bryngs forth bribe- 
taking, and bribe-taking perverting of judgement: 
there lackes a forth thinge to make upp the Messe.” — 
Latimer’s Fifth Sermon. Roserr Snow. 

[Our correspondent furnishes the earliest instance 

yet recorded of a proverbial saying which Nanes has 

explained in his Glossary, as arising from the custom 

of arranging the guests at dinners and great feasts in 

companies of four, which were called Messes, and were 
served together; from which the word Mess came to 

mean a set of four in a general way, in which sense it 

occurs in the title-page of a vocabulary published in 

London in 1617, “Janua linguarum quadrilinguis, or a 
Messe of tongues, Latine, English, French,and Spanish :” 

the editor of which, in his address to the English reader, 

says, there being already three languages he translated 
them into French ‘“‘to make up the Messe.” 

Coffee.—“ 1637. There came in my tyme to 
the College, Oxford, one Nathaniel Conopios, out 
of Greece. He was the first I ever saw drink 
coffee, which custom came not into England till 
thirty years after.” — Evelyn's Diary. 

To endeavour oneself.—P. C. 8. S. begs leave 
to observe, in answer to the question of G. P. in 
the eighth number, that the use of the verb “ en- 
deavour” which G. P. cites, is also to be found in 
Shakspeare’s Twelfth Night, Act IV. Sc. 2.:— 

“ Malvolio, Malvolio, thy wits the Heavens restore’! 
endeavour thyself to sleep, and leave thy vain bibble- 
babble.” 

Countess of Pembroke’s Letter.— With reference 
to Mr. Cunningham’s third query in your second 
number, I beg to refer him to p. 294. of Nicholson 
and Burn’s History of Cumberland, 4to, London, 
1727, and to Martin’s History of Thetford, Ato. 
1779, p. 292*, where he will find some allusion to 
the Countess Anne and Sir J. Williamson ; and 
it is possible that the Original Letter from the 
Countess my be amongst the MSS. which Sir 
J. Williamson gave to the Library of Queen’s 
College, Oxford. The letter is quoted in Collins’ 
Peerage, 5th edition, 1779, but Zhe World was 
printed in 1768. J. B. 

Peal of Bells.—I believe many persons are at 
a loss to know what is meant by a Peal; but I 
think, with the kind assistance of a ringing friend, 
I am able to answer Mr. Gatty’s question, pub- 
lished in your eighth number. ‘The term is ge- 
nerally applied to any ringing of bells together, 

no matter whether of ten minutes or ten hours 
duration. Bells are first raised, either singly, or 
in peal (that is, in ringing order) ; they may then 
be set or not, as the ringers please, or rung in 
changes or round ringing, and then ceased by 
setting or falling, and then would end a peal in 
common parlance. But the term is known and used 
by all scientific ringers for a performance of above 
5000 changes ; any portion of changes under that 
number is called either a short or long touch, in 
some places a piece of ringing, by others a flourish 
on the bells, &e. 

While on the subject of bells, I beg leave to ask 
your correspondent ‘‘Crpaas” whether the ring- 
ing he speaks of in his letter as bemg so common 
in his locality in this month of December, is gene- 
rally known by the name he gives it— Advent 
Bells ? H. T. Exuacomse. 

Bitton, Dec. 27th. 1849. 

Dowts of Holy Scripture. — The hook of the 
Dowts of Holy Scryptur, concerning which Buri- 
gensts has asked for information, seems to have 
been a copy of the Liber Questionum Veteris et 
Novi Testamenti, formerly ascribed to §, Augustin. 

R. G. 

Weeping Crosse. — Can any of your correspond- 
ents explain the origin of the figure contained in 
the following passage, or refer me to a similar use 
of it? It occurs in Florio’s Translation of Mon- 
taigne, book iii. ch, 5. 

« Few men have wedded their sweethearts, their 
paramours, or mistresses, but have come home by 
Weeping Crosse, and ere long repented their bargain.” 

G. H.B. 
[Nares tells us, on the authority of Howell’s En- 

glish Proverbs, p. 36. — 

‘© He that goes out with often losse, 
At last comes home by Weeping Crosse,” 

that to return by Weeping Cross was a proverbial ex- 
pression for deeply lamenting an undertaking, founded 
on a quibbling allusion to certain places so designated, 
where penitents are supposed formerly to have more 
particularly offered their devotions. There remain 
three places which still bear the name of Weeping 
Cross; one between Oxford and Banbury, another 

very near Stafford, where the road turns off to Walsall, 
and a third near Shrewsbury. | 

QUERIES. 
THE BOOK OF THE MOUSETRAF. 

Query for the Curators of the Bodleian. 
In that very singular and caustic book JI Vo- 

cabolario Cateriniano of Girolamo Gigli (which was 
suppressed by a papal bull, and the author banished 
forty miles from Rome by a decree of the pope, 
dated the 21st August, 1717), at fo. cciij. is the 
following curious passage : — 

«“ The Florentines have, better than the inhabitants 
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of the other Tuscan provinces, widely spread their 
idiom by means of commerce. . . . And to this pur- 
pose I remember to have read (but, from the treachery 
of my memory, for the moment I know not where) 
that, for the propagation of Florentine writings, the 
cheese-merchants of Lucardo kept in their pay many 
writers to copy the best authors of the best age, and 
with these enveloped their buttery bantlings*, in order 
that in the ports of the east and of the north, wherever 
such merchandize was marketable, the milk of the 
Florentine cows and that of the Florentine Muses 
might gain credit together. And this is so true, that 
at Oxford, in the celebrated Bodleian Library, is still 

preserved a Dante, correctly copied from the first MS. 
text, which had been used carefully to envelope a 
consignment of cheese at the time when the Bardi 
were merchants in England. It was known as the 
Lucardian Dante. The keepers of the great library, 
kept always beside it two mousetraps, on account of 
the persecution of this Cheesy Codex by the mice, so 
that at length it was called, in English, the Book of 
the Mousetrap.” 

Now quere? is there any tradition in the Bod- 
leian respecting this Mousetrap Dante? and does 
it still retain its cheesy flavour, so as to require 
the protection of a trap if still there? I know, to 
my cost, that hungry mice find unctuous hogskin 
binding very attractive, and, when hardly pressed 
for subsistence, wiil feed upon parchment or vel- 
lum, whether cheesy or not. Aretino’s profane 
exclamation, — 

“ Guardatemi da’ topi or che son unto,” 

might have been the invocation of many a well- 
thumbed greasy volume. 

Prriereus Breriopuiwvs. 

WAS THE LACEDAEMONIAN BLACK BROTH BLACK ? 

With reference, rather than in reply to, your 
correspondent “ R. O.’s” speculations upon coffee, 
permit me to put a Query, which may, perhaps, 
surprise both him and you—whether the Lace- 
dzmonian black broth was black? because, if this 
can be shown to be questionable, the notion of its 
being mixed with coffee falls to the ground of 
course, 

The phrase is Zwpode pé\ac; Zwpoe being the liquid 
produced from any meat or edible substance cut in 
ome and boiled or stewed with water over the 
re, so that it may signify gravy, as well as broth. 
We find also that called white, Zwp0c¢ evedc, sup- 
posed to be made from or for eels, a favourite dish 
with the Athenians. 

What the Lacedemonian diet was, we gather 
from the amusing gossip of Athenzeus, and therein 
something, en passant, of the composition of their 
Zwubc. Whether any better cookery book exists, 
I know not. ‘The passage is to be found in book 
iy. chapter xix., and the following translation 

* Bambolini Burrati. 
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is offered with much diffidence, from some diffi- 
culties in the original not affecting the question of 
the Zopoc : — 

“ With regard to the meal called pheiditia (spare- 
meals), Diceearchus gives the following account, in the 
work called Tripoliticus : — ‘In the first place, the meal 
is laid for each person separately, without reference to 
the others; he has a cake as large as he will, and a 
full cup is placed by him, to repeat his draught as 
often as he pleases; on all occasions the meat given to 
all is the same —swine’s flesh, boiled; and sometimes 
nothing at all but a little bit of meat, weighing as nearly 
as possible a quarter of a pound ; and nothing more at 
all except the liquor (or gravy) from these rations (6 
amd totrwy Cwuds), which is sufficient in quantity to 
supply all the company through the whole meal. If 
there is any thing more than this, it is an olive, a bit 
of cheese, or a fig, or any thing that may happen to be 
given to them, as a fish, a hare, a pigeon, or any thing 
of this sort.’” 

From this passage it would appear that the 
Zwpoc is the liquor in which the meat had been 
boiled ; and this being generally the flesh of swine 
(a phrase I use advisedly, as there is no hint of its 
having been salted), the produce must have been 
more than sufficiently disagreeable to those not 
accustomed to it. Monsieur Soyer himself could 
hardly have used such stock either for soupe maigre, 
or in his cookery for the poor, though it may have 
been strong, and therefore dark in colour, whence 
the epithet. ButI am sure your correspondent 
“R. O.” will agree with me, that, if to such a de- 
coction coffee were added, it would form a compo- 
sition de diable, against which, in an equal degree, 
ancient and modern stomachs would rebel, which 
would resemble nothing ever heard of before but 
Don Quixote’s balsam of Fierabrass. There is 
said to be something on the “black broth” in 
Pollux, lib. vi.; but that book I have not at hand 
at present. Mave 

REHETING — REHETOURS — WHAT DO THESE WORDS 
MEAN ? 

Dear Sir, —In the Glossary at the end of Tyr- 
whitt’s edit. of the Canterbury Tales of Chaucer, 
there are the following remarks under the words 
Rehete as a verb, and Reheting as a noun sub- 
stantive : — 

“ Renere v. Fr. Rehaiter. To revive, to cheer: 
R.” [i. e. Romaunt of the Rose] “6509. Renerina. 
n. T.” [i e. Troilus and Creseide] “iii. 350. according 
to several MSS., And all the reheting of his sikes sore. 
Some MSS, and most of the printed editions read 
Richesse instead of Reheting. Gloss. Ur. Richesse, 
though almost as awkward an expression as the other, 
is more agreeable to the corresponding passage in the 
Filostrato : — 

‘ E sospir che gli avea a gran dovicia, ’ 
and one can hardly conceive that it could come from 
any hand but that of the author. I can make no sense 
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of reheting; but at the same time I must allow that it 
is not likely to have been inserted by way of a gloss,” 

Ihave met with the word Rehetour in the fol- 
lowing passages of Wycliffe’s writings; I quote 
them in the hope that some of your learned readers 
may be able to throw light on the origin and 
meaning of the word. In the treatise “Of the 
Chirche and hir Membris, Wycliffe, speaking of 
the new orders of monks and friars, says : — 

“ Who may denye that ne this noumbre of thes 
officeris is now to myche, & so this stiward ” [viz. the 
Pope] “hath chargid this hous” [i. e. the Church | 
“ with newe rehetours to harm of it; and sith Poul 

techith in bileve that thei shulden not be charious to 
the chirche, it semith bi good resoun, that this stiward 
passith his power, and failith in governaunce of the 
chirche, agen the reule that Crist hath taugt, & so he 
is not Cristis stiward, but stiward of anticrist. What 
man can notse that a stiward of an erthli lorde, whanne 
many servaunts don amys, holdith hem stille, & bryng- 
ith inne new that don worse bi a litil tyme, failith 
foule in his offiss, & so servauntis upon servauntis 

weren charious to this hous, & if her first offiss was 
good, & this is now al, other the chaunging of these 
rehetours shulde do harm to this hous: and thus it 
stondith in the chirch, of thes new servauntes that ben 

brout inne, & newe lawes ben made to hem, & newe 
customs that thei bringen inne,” &c. 

Again, in another part of the same tract, still 
alluding to the same subject, he says: — 

“ Lord what stiward wer he that wolde ordeyne 
newe rehetours to ete mennes mete, & do hem harm 

azens Crist’s ordenaunce.”’ 

Here the word Rehetour seems to be used in 
the sense of a person dependent on or chargeable 
to a great man’s house or family. But its exact 
meaning and origin etymologically I do not know, 
and would be very thankful to any of your readers 
who would inform me. 

The Complement to the Dictionary of the French 
has the word Rehaitier, which it marks as obsolete, 
and explains Ce Encourager, Reprendre de la force, 
de l’audace.” This, howev er, throws no light on 
the word as used by Wycliffe and Chaucer. 

The word appears to have been in use in Scot- 
land; and Jamieson, in his Etymological Dictio- 
nary of the Scottish Language, gives the following 
instances of its use, but throws no additional light 
on its etymology or real meaning : — 

“ Renatoure, Rewaror, s. 

‘ Now lat that ilk rehatoure wend in hy, 
The blak hellis biggingis to vesy, 
Vnder the drery depe flude Acheron.’ 

Doug. Virgil, 467. 53. 
“ Tmprobus, Maffei. 
“ Rudd conjectures that it signifies, ‘ mortal enemy,’ 

from Fr. rehair, to hate extremely. Dunbar uses the 

phrase ‘bawd rehator,’ Evergreen, ii. 60. ; and Kennedy, 
in his reply, ‘ranegald rehator,* ibid. p. 68. 

“ Conjecture might supply various sources of deriva~ 
tion: as Jtal. rihautita, revenge; regattare, to contend, 

to put every thing in disorder; reatura, guilt. But 
both the determinate sense and etymology are uncer- 
tain. 

“ To Reuere, v. a. To revive, to cheer. 

‘With kynde countenance the renk couth thame 
rehete.’-— Gawan and Gol. iv. 13. 

“ Chaucer, id. Fr. rehait-er. 

Mr. Halliwell, in his Dictionary of Archaic and 
Provincial Words, &c. gives the following expla- 
nations of Rehete and Reheting : — 

“Renere. (1.) To revive; to cheer; to encourage. 
(A. N.) ‘Him would I comforte and rehete.’ Rom. 
Rose, 6509. 

‘ Thane the conquerour kyndly carpede to those 
lordes, 

Rehetede the Romaynes with realle speche.’ 
Morte Arthure, MS. Lincoln, f. 55. 

(A. S.) 
Burning ; smarting.” 

«“ (2.) To persecute. 

« REHETING. (A. S.) 
Without stopping to inquire how the same word 

can signify revive, cheer, mortal enemy, encourage, 
persecute, burning, smarting, I think it must be 
admitted that the passages I have quoted from 
Wycliffe’s Treatise on the Church are not explained 
iste any of the foregoing attempts to discover the 
mide and meaning ; of the word in question. 

As I hope shortly to bring out the treatise re- 
ferred to, along with two other tracts by Wycliffe, 
which have never yet been printed, I shall feel 
ereatly obliged to any of your readers who will 
kindly supply me with the information I seek for 
in this communication. J. H. Topp. 

Trinity College, Dublin, Dec. 20. 1849. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Ancient Motto. — Can any one tell me in what 
author may be found this motto, “ Nullis fraus 
tuta latebris”? B. 

Ordination Pledges. —Is there any book, either 
a standard work or a modern manual, which gives 
a complete list of all the oaths, subser iptions, and 
declarations, which are required of the clergy at 
their several ordinations and appointments ? 

CLericts. 

[As we presume Cuericus is acquainted with Hodg- 
son’s Instructions for the Use of Candidates for Holy 
Orders, we insert his query in the hopes that some of 
our correspondents will furnish Ciericus with the fur- 
ther information he requires. ] 

M. Scutter’s “ Atlas Novus.” —I shall feel obliged 
by you, or any “to whom these presents shall 
come,” affording me some information respecting 
a work and its author, of which no mention is 
made in any bibliographical or biographical work 
which I have consulted. 

The book is in two enormous folio volumes, 
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without any printed title, date, place, or publisher's 
name; but in the elaborately engraved frontis- 
piece, which serves as a title, is inserted “ Atlas 
Novus, sive Tabule Geographice, totius Orbis fa- 
ciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhi- 
bentes, exactissima cura juxta recentissimas ob- 
servationes zri incise et venum exposite a Matthzo 
Scutter, Sac. Cas. Majest. Geogr. Auguste Vindeli- 
corum.” It contains 385 maps, plans of cities, forti- 
fications, views of buildings, costumes, and genealo- 
gical tables, chronological notices of popes, kings, 
&e., carefully coloured; and apparently published 
after 1744. It is, in every point of view, a most 
curious and valuable publication; and I am sur- 
prised to find no notice of it in any book to which 
I have referred. W. B.D. D. Turnpurt. 

Miss Warneford and Mr. Cresswell.—In the 
reign of Queen Anne or George I. there was living 
in or about Soho Square a lady of considerable 
fortune, a Miss Warneford; a Mr. Cresswell sought 
to make her his wife. A pamphlet was published 
at the time giving a full account of the affair. Can 
any gentleman favour me with the correct title 
and date of it ? B. 

Beaufoy’s Ringers’ True Guide.—A tract was 
published in 1804 (12mo. p. 24.), entitled The 
Ringers’ True Guide, by 8. Beaufoy. Does any 
reader possess a copy or know where one may be 
seen, or who was the publisher ? 

Hordys — Gold Florens — Kilkenny. — In that 
most curious volume, published by the Camden 
Society in 1843, viz., Proceedings against Dame 
Alice Kyteler, prosecuted for Sorcery in 1324, by 
Richard de Ledrede, Bishop of Ossory, p.14., the 
bishop appears in court before Arnald Le Poer, 
Seneschal of Kilkenny, with the consecrated host 
in his hands, whereon the seneschal irreverently 
commands him to be placed at the bar, “cum suo 
hordys quem portat in manibus.” I have not been 
able to find the word hordys in any dictionary or 
glossary to which I have access. Can you, or any 
of your correspondents, help me with an expla- 
nation of the word? ‘The editor, Mr. Wright, 
takes no notice of it. 

At p. 29. of the same work florens of gold are 
mentioned. Query, was such a coin in circulation 
in England or Ireland about 1324? 

Mr. Wright says, there can be no doubt that 
this is a contemporary narrative of the affair. 
Query, if so, why does the writer term Kilkenny 
a city, “in civitate Kilkenniz,” page 1.? Kilkenny 
was not raised to the dignity of a city till the reign 
of James I., 1609. In all authentic documents 
previous to that date the style “ Villa Kilkenniz ” 
1s used. J.G. 

Germain’s Lips.—Can any of your correspond- 
ents state the origin of the proverb, “ As just as 
Germain’s lips”? It occurs in Calfhill’s Answer to 

Martiall, p. 345. ed. Parker Soc. In the Sermons 
and Remains of Bishop Latimer, published by the 
same society (p. 425.), this phrase is thus ex- 
tended :—‘“ Even as just as Germain’s lips, which 
came not together by nine mile, wt vulgo dicunt.” 
Is it possible that the following words of Bishop 
Barlow can be a various reading or corruption of 
the saying? “ Now heere the Censurer makes an 
Almaine leape, skipping 3 whole pages together.” 
—Answer to a Catholike Englishman, p. 231., Lond. 
1609. R. G. 

[Ben Jonson, in his Devil is an Ass, speaks of — 

“ And take his Almain-leap into a custard ; ” 

which is explained by the commentators as a “ dancing 
leap.” ‘“ Germain’s lips ” is, as it seems to us, a phrase 
quite unconnected with it. ] 

Sir Walter de Bitton.— Sir Walter de Bitton is 
said by Burke in his Commoners, vol. iv. p. 120., to 
have been knighted by Henry III. I shall be 
much obliged to any gentleman who may be able 
to give a reference to authority for such a fact, or 
to any notices respecting the said Sir Walter. The 
date of his death is given 1227. B, 

A Fool or a Physician.—Can any of your readers 
inform me who first had the hardihood to enun- 
ciate, as his own, the proposition, that ‘ After the 
age of thirty, a man is either a fool or a physician?” 
I believe that we owe that saying, as well as the 
beautiful, though now sadly hackneyed, metaphor 
of “the parasitical adoration of the rising, and 
contempt of the setting sun,” the one to the 
shrewd observation, the other to the fancy, of the 
same mind — that of the imperial Macchiavel, Ti- 
berius—‘‘ Let us render unto Cesar the things 
that are Ceesar’s.” — See Tacit. Ann. 6. 46. 

Temple, Dec. 24. 1849. C. Forses, 

Caerphili Castle— The use of the Samolus and 
Selago by the Druids. —Can any Welsh scholar 
inform me of the derivation of the name of Caer- 
phili Castle, near Cardiff? This is the Welsh 
spelling of it; in English it is generally spelt 
Caerphilly. Ihave seen a derivation of it from 
Caer-phiili, the Castle of Haste; but is there such 
a word as phili, or rather pili, in Welsh? Cliffe, 
in his Buok of South Wales, follows a Mr. Clarke, 
in deriving it from Caer-Pwll, the Castle of the 
Pool; but this does not seem satisfactory. Is 
any thing known of the early history of this 
castle? Mr. Cliffe says, “ Daines Barrington, in 
an essay published seventy or eighty years ago, 
attributed the erection of the present structure to 
Edward I. merely because it had been recorded 
that that monarch had passed through South 
Wales; but there is no reason to doubt, after an 
examination of authorities, that Gilbert de Clare, 
the last but one of that name, was the founder, 
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circa 1270.” 
this ? 

I should also be glad of any information as to 
the manner in which the plants Samolus and 
Selago were used in the Druidic mysteries. 

Pweca. 

What authority has he for saying 

Father — whendid Clergymen cease to be so called ? 
—Laicus desires to be informed at about what 
period the clergy of the Church of England dis- 
continued the appellation of Father; whether it 
was done at once, by some resolution, or other 
measure, or did it gradually fall into disuse ? 

Queries in Church History.—“S. of M.” wishes 
to be informed at what date (as nearly as can be 
determined) the Bishop of Rome was acknow- 
ledged Supreme Head of the Catholic Church ; 
and the most authentic History of the Church 
from the Ist to the 10th century ? 

{The Editor has great pleasure in promoting such 
inquiries as the above, and in inserting Queries tending | 
to promote them; but, with a view to the replies, he 

ventures to suggest that where a question involves the 
settlement of a good many disputed points, the best 
answer would be a concise statement of the opinions 
which have been held by those who have discussed 
such points at large, and a reference to their works. 

He would be very glad to have all the disputed facts 
of history discussed at full length in his columns, but 
it is obvious that their narrow limits render that im- 
possible. | 

Colineus.—In a copy of Horace (1539), and of 
Valerius Flaccus (1532), both bearing the name of 
Colineus, I find a slight difference in the device 
and motto on the title-page. In the Valerius 
Flacecus the motto is, ‘‘ Hane aciem sola retundit 
virtus,” and is written on a scroll coming from the 
mouth of Time; while in the Horace, the motto is 
“ Virtus sola aciem retundit istam,” and is placed 
on a tablet below the figure. 

I wish to inquire if this difference could warrant 
a doubt as to the authenticity of either; and se- 
condly, whether anything is known of the origin of 
that motto ? Srl s Loy, 

Ballad on Jemmy Dawson. —In the European 
Magazine for January, 1801, is a paper on the 
origin of Shenstone’s ballad of Jemmy Dawson, in 
which the writer says, — 

“ A ballad is said to have been cried about the 
streets different from Shenstone’s, which we should be 
glad to see, if it is in existence.” 

Does any of your readers know any thing about it ? 
In the April number of the same volume is a 

ballad commencing, — 

“« Blow ye bleak winds around my head,” 

which is there said to have been the origin of 
Shenstone’s ballad, but it is not the one cried about 
the streets. The latter was set to music by Dr, 

Arne, and printed in the first part of his Lyric 
Harmony. Epwarp F. Rimpaccr. 

Defoe’s Tour through Great Britain — Etymo- 
logy of Armagh.—In your sixth number some 
extracts are given “from a once popular, but now 
forgotten work,” A Tour through Great Britain, 
by a Gentleman, 1724. JI have an edition of it 
dated 1753, which was sent me by a respectable 
London bookseller as one of the works of Defoe. 
Can you or any of your friends inform me whether 
it is really to be attributed to that writer ? 

Perhaps also one of your philological corre- 
spondents, acquainted with the Gaelic or Celtic 
language, might favour me with his opinion as to 
the etymology and meaning, if any, of Armagh in 
Treland. DiSeX. 

Master of the Revels. — The list of Masters of 
the Revells, communicated by Dr. Rimbault in 
your last number, p. 143., does not answer a 
Query, which I entertained some months ago, 
with reference to the following passage from the 
Common-place Book of Charles, Duke of Dorset 
(the poet), printed in the Gentleman's Magazine 
for January, 1849 : — 

« Masrer or tHe Revetrs.— Sir Henry Herbert, 
in a tryal he had with my father to prove the antiquity 
of the Master of the Revells office, produced a very 
old man, who deposed that a long time since a smal 
company of players represented a cobler and his daugh- 
ters upon the stage; the eobler complained in the Star 
Chamber; the Master of the Revells, for licencing this, 
was fined, and put out of his office, and the players 
whipped. This I had from Mr. C. : 
M. R. and T. S.”— (Brit. Museum, 
Harl. MS.) 

Of these initials, I imagine M.R. to stand for 
Master of the Revells. Can any of your corre- 
spondents say whether I am right ?—explain who 
Mr. C, KX. was ?—or continue the catalogue of the 
Masters of the Revells from Sir Henry Herbert 
downwards ? J.G.N. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

The Alfred Committee have issued their pro- 
posals for a “Jubilee Edition of the complete 
Works of King Alfred the Great,” to be published 
by subscription, in four volumes, imperial 8vo., 
price three guineas. ‘They are to be accompanied 
by introductory essays, notes, illustrations, and 
an English translation, which will be furnished by 
the following well-known scholars: — Messrs. 
Akerman, Britton, Cardale, Kemble, Thorpe, 
Tupper, Wright, Rev. J. Erle, $8. Fox, Rey. Drs. 
Bosworth, Giles, and Pauli. 
We have received from J. Miller, of 43. 

Chandos Street, his December Catalogue of “ Ca- 
pital Second-hand Books in every Department of 

= pI 
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Literature,” all recently purchased ; and also from 
Bernard Quarritch, of 16. Castle Street, Leicester 
Square, his twelfth Catalogue, containing some 
curious articles in Heraldry, Genealogy, British 
and Foreign History, and Antiquities, Fine Arts, 
&e. 

Messrs. L. Sotheby and Co., of Wellington 
Street, commence their bibliopolic campaign on 
Monday next, with the sale of the valuable library 
of a gentleman deceased, which contains fine sets 
of the Chronicles of Holinshed, Grafton, Hall, 
&c.; the Archzologia, in 34 vols., Grose’s An- 
tiquities, and other works of the same character. 
This sale will oceupy three days. On Thursday 
and the two following days they will be occupied 
with the sale of the valuable library of the late 
John Poynder, Esq., of South Lambeth, comprising 
most of the best editions of English history and 
theology; the collected works of the English poets 
and dramatists, including the First Four Editions 
of Shakspeare. Of these we may remark, that the 
copy of the Second Edition is the only one seen 
by Malone or Boaden with the name of Apsley in 
the imprint. Many of the books are illustrated 
with autograph letters and notes of distinguished 
authors. Many contain, also, autographs of learned 
men, through whose collections the volumes have 
passed, Among the latter, by far the most in- 
teresting is a copy of Aratus, of the edition printed 
at Paris in 1519, 4to., which formerly belonged to 
the author of Paradise Lost, who has written on 
the fly-leaf — 

«“ Jo. Mitton. pre. 2s. 6d. 1631; ” 

and, on the title-page, the pentameter — 

«“ Cum sole et luna semp’ Aratus erit.” 

The volume is also enriched with the poet’s auto- 
graph corrections and emendations, and a few 
others by Upton, the learned editor of Epictetus. 

There is scarcely a query in literary and poli- 
tical history which has more completely bafiled 
those who have endeavoured to solve it than the 
authorship of Junius. The subject is one which 
still excites great curiosity, and Mr. Bohn has no 
doubt done wisely in including in his Standard 
Library “ Junius’s Letters, with all the Notes of 
Woodfall’s Edition, and important Additions.” 
The first volume contains the Original Letters 
complete ; a second will contain the Illustrations, 
and conclude the work. 

Mr. J.G.Bell, of 10. Bedford Street, Covent 
Garden, has just issued — 

_ © Bibliotheca Splendidissima, a Catalogue of Valuable 
and Interesting Books, mostly enriched with extra 
Prints, Autographs, Manuscripts, &c., with an amazing 
gathering of Prints, Newspaper Cuttings, and Collec- 
tions, and a Choice List of Autographs and Autograph 
Letters,” 

Mr. Brown, of 130 and 131. Old Street, St. 
Luke’s, has just issued — 

« A Catalogue of English Theological Books, An- 
ecient and Modern, now forming a small portion of his 
Stock.” 

Mr. Oliver Lasbury, of 10. Park Street, Bristol, 
the successor of Mr. Strong, has also put forth 

“A Catalogue of Useful and Valuable Books of 
every description, including Selections from the Library 
of S. H. Smyth Pigott, Esq., Brockley Hall, Rev. F. 
Lyte, and many other Collections recently dispersed.” 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

ARNOLD’s Lire. 2 vols. 
ARTHUR, YounG’s Tour IN THE Nort OF ENGLAND. 
SeLecT Lerrers or Cicero. Edited by Sturmius. 

Odd Volumes. 

Ropertson’s Works. With Life by Lynam. 
1826. Vol. I. 

ceorens (C. P.) AccouNnT or THE PuBLic RecorDs. 8vo, 1832. 
ol. Ll. 

8vo. London, 

*,* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of “NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

1, 2,3 and 4, have been reprinted, so that our Sub- 
scribers have now an opportunity of completing their Sets. 

CoMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.—D. S. ¥. —— B. —— 

HY. J. M. One that intends, &c. J. G. — 
CH. €; Ceredwyn. Pweca. C. P. F.—— 
W. J. Brown. Naso. Roydon. J. H. M. 
—N1D S. 4. M. A. T. (Bath). C. B. 
— A. G.— Q. D.—— W. J. (with thanks). 
R. J. 8. —— E. V.—— R. H. —— Alpha. Hi. 
TB 

S. L. will no doubt find the information he desires 
respecting the several London Charities named in his 
communication in Mr. Sampson Low’s valuable Little 
History of the Charitable Institutions of the Metro- 
polis, of which a new edition is, we believe, on the eve of 
publication. 

We have again to explain to correspondents who inquire 
as to the mode of procuring “ Nores anp Queries,” that 
every bookseller and newsman will supply it, if ordered, 
and that gentlemen residing in the country may be supplied 
regularly with the Stamped Edition, by giving their orders 
direct to the publisher, Mr. Grorce Berz, 186. Fleet 
Street, accompanied by a Post Office order for a Quarter 
(As. 4d.). 

A neat Case for holding the Numbers of “ Notes ano 
Queries” until the completion of each volume, is now ready, 
price 1s. Gd., and may be had, by Order, of all Book- 
sellers and Newsmen. 
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The interesting and valuable Library of the late John Poynder, 
Esq., of South Lambeth. 

ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and Co., 
Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works illustrative 

of the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, by order of the 
Fxecutor, at their House, Wellington Street, Strand, on Thursday, 
January 10th, and two following days, the valuable LIBRARY of 
the late John Poynder, Esq., of South Lambeth, in which are the 
first four editions of the collected Works of Shakspeare, of which 
the first and excessively rare edition is an unusually tall copy. The 
Library is rich in the best editions of English History and Theo- 
logy, Works of the English Poets and Dramatists, and in general 
English Literature. It also contains a great many volumes ren- 
dered remarkable on account of their being illustrated with the 
autograph annotations of distinguished authors, or having therein 
the autographs of learned men, through whose collections the 
volumes have passed. Among these is one of peculiar interest, as 
bearing the autograph and notes by the illustrious John Milton. 

To be viewed Two Days prior, and Catalogues had at the place 
of sale. 

PPuE CAMDEN SOCIETY ror Tue Ppusii- 
CATION OF EARLY HISTORICAL ANI) LITERARY REMAINS. 

The following Works are now ready for delivery to Members 
who have paid their Annual Subscription of 1/., due on the Ist 
of May last (1849) :— 

I 

INEDITED LETTERS OF QUEEN ELI- 
ZABETH, AND KING JAMES VI. From the Originals in 
the possession of the Rev. Edward Ryder, of Oaksey, Wilts, and | 
from a MS. formerly belonging to Sir P. Thompson, Edited by 
Joun Bruce, Esq., l'reas. 8. A. 

Il. 

THE CHRONICLE OF THE ABBEY OF 
PETERBOROUGH; froma MS.in the Library of the Society 
of Antiquaries. Edited by THoMAs SrapLeTon, Esq., F.S.A. 

These are to be followed by 

Ill. 

THE CHRONICLE OF QUEEN JANE 
and of I'wo Years of Queen Mary. Edited by J. G. NicHo.s, 
Esq., F.S.A. (nearly ready). 

Ivy. 

WALTER MAPES’ “DE NUGIS CURI- 
ALIUM;” a Treatise on the Political Affairs of his Times, 
written in 1181. Edited by THomas WriGut, Esq., M.A. (nearly 
ready). 

é WiiuiaMm J. Tuoms, Secretary. 

Applications trom Members who have not received their copies 
may be made to Messrs. Nichols, 25. Parliament Street, West- 
minster, from whom Prospectuses of the Society (the annual sub- 
scription to which is 12.) may be obtained, and to whose care all 
communications for the Secretary sbould be addressed. 

q OOK CATALOGUES. — W. Brown has 
just published his English Theological Catalogue for 

January, containing many valuable and scarce books, in good con- 
dition. It will be sent post free on receipt of four postage stamps. 

W. Brown’s Scientific Catalogue is also on the eve of publica- 
tion. Gentlemen wishing to have it as soon as published, will be 
good enough to send their address, and enclose four postage 
stamps to prepay it. 

Beside the works contained in these Catalogues, W. Brown begs 
to inform book-buyers generally, that he has the largest stock of 
second-hand books on sale in the world, and will be glad to givea 
“ Note’’ in answer to any “ Query ” at any time. 

London: W. Brown, 130 and 131. Old Street. 

NHE SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY — THE 
CHANDOS | PORTRAIT. — The Engraving from the 

Chandos Portrait of Shakespeare, by Mr. Cousins, A.R.A., is 
now ready for delivery to Subscribers who have paid their Annual 
Subscription of 12. for the years 18483 and 1849. Members in 
arrear, or persons desirous to become members, are requested to 
forward their subscriptions to the Agent, Mr. SKEFFINGTON, 
Bookseller, 192. Piccadilly, immediately, in order that the limited 
number of Prints may be delivered previous!y to the obliteration 
of the plate. 

By order of the Council, F. G. Tomuins, Secretary. 

Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts, 8vo., 10s. 6d. 

WpaE PRIMEVAL ANTIQUITIES OF 
; DENMARK. 

By J. J. A. Worsasz, M.R.S.A., of Copenhagen. 

Translated and applied to the Iilustration of similar Remains in 
England¢ by WiiuiaM J. Tuoms, Esq, F.S.A., Secretary of the 
Camden Society. 

Joun Henry Parker, Oxford, and 377. Strand, London. 

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS: being A Series of 
ixamples of Enriched Details and Accessories of the 

Architecture of Great Britain. Drawn from existing Authorities. 
By James K. Cotiine, Architect. 

The particular object of this work is “to exhibit such a number 
of examples of fo'iage and other ornamental details of the dif- 
ferent styles as clearly to elucidate the characteristic features 
peculiar to each period; and drawn sufficiently large in scale to 
be practically useful in facilitating the labours of the Architect 
and Artist.” 

The first volume consists of 104 plates, 19 of which are highly 
finished in colours. The second volume, which will complete the 
work, is now in progress, and will be finished during 1850. 

2 vols. feap. 8vo., with 240 Figures, price 9s. 

ON THE HISTORY AND ART OF 
WARMING AND VENTILATING Rooms and Buildings by 
Open Fires, Hypocausts, German, Dutch, Russia, and Swedish 
Stoves, Sream, Hot Water, Heated Air, Heat of Animals, and 
other methods; with Notices of the Progress of Personal and 
Fireside Comfort, and of the Management of Fuel. By WatTer 
Bernan, Civil Engineer. 

“Since Stuart’s ‘Anecdotes of the Steam Engine,’ there has 
beenno such bit of delicious mechanical gossip as this little book 
of Mr. Bernan. * * * For six months or more every year, we 
must depend much more on the resources of science and the prac- 
tical arts for our hea!th and comfort, than on the natural climate ; 
in short, we must create our own climate. To help us to the 
means of doing this appears to be one of the objects of these little 
volumes, in which, as we have shown, are collected a multitude 
of expedients of all times and nations, collected with research, 
selected with judgment, and skilfully arranged and described. 
The interest with which one reads is sustained and continuous, 
and you devour a two-volume inventory of stoves, grates, and 
ovens, with the voracity of a parish school-boy, and then —ask 
for more ’— The Alheneum. 

Nearly ready, 8vo., with etched Frontispiece, by Wehnert, and 
Eight Engravings, 

SABRINAE COROLLA: a Volume of Classical 
Translations with original Compositions contributed by Gentle- 
men educated at Shrewsbury School. 

Among the Contributors are the Head Masters of Shrewsbury, 
Stamford, Repton, and Birmingham Schools; Andrew Lawson, 
Esq., late M.P.; the Rev. R. Shilleto, Cambridge; the Rev. T.S. 
Evans, Rugby; J. Riddell, Esq., Fellow of Baliol College, Ox- 
ford; the Rev. E. M. Cope, H. J. Hodgson, Esq., H. A. J. Munro, 
Esq., W. G. Clark, Esq., Fellows of Trinity College, Cambridge, 
and many other distinguished Scholars from both Universities., 

This Work is edited by three of the principal Contributors. 

GeorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

Printed by Tuomas CLark Suaw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the ity of London; and published by Grorar Brett, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, January 5. 1850. 
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SIR EDWARD DERINGS* HOUSEHOLD BOOK, A.D. 
1648-52, 

About ten years since, I remember seeing, in 
the hands of a London bookseller, a curious MS. 
purporting to be the “ Household Book of Receipts 
and Expences of Sir Edward Dering, Bart., of 
Surrenden Dering, Kent, from Lady-Day, 1648, to 
April, 1652.” It was a thin folio, in the original 
binding, entirely in the hand-writing of the distin- 
guished baronet. 

Sir Edward was the only son of Sir Edward 
Dering, the first baronet, by his second wife, 
Anne, daughter of Sir John Ashburnham, of 
Ashburnham, Sussex, Knt. He succeeded to the 
baronetey upon the death of his father, in 1644, 
and married Mary, daughter of Daniel Harvey, 
Esq., of Combe, Surrey, who was brother of the 
famous Dr. Harvey, the discoverer of the circula- 
tion of the blood. 

* The successor of the Sir Edward Dering, from 
whose Household Book the Rev. Lambert B. Larking 
communicated the interesting entries in No. 9. p. 130. 
EES ee ee ns 

SECOND EDITION. ll 

my marriage.” The receipts close March 25, 

1652, with “ a note of what money I have received 
for rent, wood, &c.; in effect, what I have to live 

upon, for four years, 1413. 8s.” The expenses 

begin at the same period; and among the earliest 
is, “ given my wife, in gold, 1007.” Under the 

date Aug. 4. 1648, we read, “Item: paid Mr, Ed- 
ward Gibbes, to the use, and by the appointment 
of my sister Dorothy, it being her portion, 1200/.” 
Dorothy was probably Sir Edward’s only sister, 

by the same mother, Sir Edward, the first baronet’s 

second wife. Her sun of life soon set; for Feb, 

21. 1650, a whole page is occupied with items of 
mourning “at the death of my deare and only 
sister, the Lady Darell.” p 

Independently of the frequent notices of re- 

latives, almost serving as a family history, there 

are entries of high interest to the general historian 

and the antiquary. The costs of every article of 

use and virtu are set down in full, and a few 

of the items (which I find in my Common-place 

Book) will serve as a specimen of the general 

contents : — 

It. for seeing two plaies with my “1648. July 31, 
wife, &¢c., coach hire, &e., 11. 6s. 

— Sept. 2. It. paid the upholsterer for a 
counterpayne to the yellow per- 
petuana bed - + 3l. 10s, 

SSE DG Ze Paid Mr. Winne, for a tippet of 
sables for my wife - 14. 

— Nov, 23, For a copy of Marg. Dering’s 
office - . 9s. 

— Dee. 23. It. paid Mr. Le Neve, in part for 
my wife’s picture - Sl. 

— Mar. 8. It. a velvet saddle furniture for 
my wife, 131. It. black sattin, 
for a gown for her, 7. It. two 
diamond rings . 131. 

“1649. Aprill6. It. given seeing Roehampton- 
House - - 6s, 

— April 2s. It. paid Mr. Le Neve, the remain- 
der due for my wife’s picture, 
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31. 4s. It. paid him for a pic- 
ture of the king, 21. It. paid 

him for a new frame to my 
grandmother’s - 6s. 

“1649. May 9. Item, given at John Tredeskin’s 
[ Tradescant] - 2s. 6d. 

— Junel. Paid Mr. Lawes, a month’s teach- 
ing of my wife - Il. 10s. 

— Sept. 1. It. spent at Tunbridge Welles, in 
19 dayes stay - 261. 8s, 

“1650. April 8. It. paid Mr. Lilly [Sir Peter] for 
my wife’s picture - 51. 

“1651. April 21, It. paid Mr. Lelie for my picture, 
5l. It. paid him for my wife’s 
picture, being larger, 101. It. 
given Mr. Lelie’s man, 5s. 

— April 23. It. paid Frank Rower for a frame 
for my wife’s picture 4/. 

— Aug. 7. Spent in Spring Gardens, and coach 
hire thither - - 17s. 

— Sept. 3. Baublesat Bartholomew fayre, 4s. 
— Oct. 3. ~It. given the Scots prisoners, 8s. 
— Nov. 13. It. paid for bringing a great cake 

from Richborow - 3s. 
— March 9. Twelve paire of gloves given my 

Valentine, the Lady Palmer 
11. 12s, 

March 22. It. paid Mr. Lilly for Mrs. Mon- 
tague’s picture, the larger size 

101. 

The entry concerning the celebrated Henry 
Lawes, Milton’s Tuneful Harry, is very interest- 
ing, and is well illustrated by the following dedi- 
cation, prefixed to Lawes’ Second Book of Ayres 
and Dialogues, 1655 :— 

“To the Honourable the Lady Dering, Wife to Sir 
Edward Dering, of Surenden Dering, Bart. 

“ Madam,—TI have consider’d, but could not finde 
it lay in my power, to offer this Book to any but your 
Ladiship. Not only in regard of that honour and 
esteem you have for Musick, but because those Songs 
which fill this Book have receiv’d much lustre by your 
excellent performance of them; and (which I confesse 
I rejoice to speak of) some, which I esteem the best of 
these ayres, were of your own composition, after your 
noble husband was pleas’d to give the words. For 
(although your Ladiship resolv’d to keep it private) I 
beg leave to declare, for my own honour, that you are 
not only excellent for the time you spent in the prac- 
tice of what I set, but are your self so good a composer, 
that few of any sex have arriv’d to such perfection. So 
as this Book (at least a part of it) is not Dedicated, 
but only brought home to your Ladiship. And here 
I would say (could I do it without sadness), how pre- 
tious to my thoughts is the memory of your excellent 
Mother (that great example of prudence and charity ), 
whose pious meditations were often advane’d by hear- 
ing your voice. 1 wish all prosperity to your Ladi- 
ship, and to him who (like yourself) is made up of 
Harmony; to say nothing of the rest of his high 
accomplishments of wisdome and learning. May you 
both live long, happy in each other, when I am become 

ashes ; who, while I am in this world, shall be ever 
found, Madame, 

* Your Ladiship’s humble Admirer 
“ and faithful Servant, 

“ Henry Lawes.” 

The Derings appear to have been great lovers 
and patrons of music; and one of their family, 
Richard, practised the art as his profession. This 
excellent musician was educated in Italy; and, 
when his education was completed, he returned to 
England with great reputation. He resided in his 
own country for some time, but, upon a very 
pressing invitation, went to Brussels, and became 
organist to the convent of English nuns there. 
From the marriage of Charles I., until the time 
when that monarch left England, he was organist 
to the Queen. In 1610 he was admitted to the 
degree of Bachelor in Music at Oxford, and died 
in the communion of the Church of Rome, about 
the year 1657. Epwarp F, Rimpautr. 

BAYSWATER AND ITS ORIGIN, 

A piece of topographical history was disclosed 
at the recent trial of a cause at Westminster, 
which it may be worth while to record among 
your “ Notes.” The Dean and Chapter of West- 
minster are possessed of the manor of Westbourne 
Green, in the parish of Paddington, parcel of the 
possessions of the extinct Abbey of Westminster. 
It must have belonged to the Abbey when Domes- 
day was compiled ; for, though neither Westbourne 
nor Knightsbridge (also a manor of the same house) 
is specially named in that survey, yet we know, 
from a later record, viz. a Quo Warranto in 22 
Edward I., that both of those manors were mem- 
bers, or constituent hamlets, of the vill of West- 
minster, which is mentioned in Domesday among 
the lands of the Abbey. The most considerable 
tenant under the abbot in this vill was Bainiardus, 
probably the same Norman associate of the Con- 
queror who is called Baignardus and Bainardus in 
other parts of the survey, and who gave his name 
to Baynard’s Castle. 

The descent of the land held by him of the 
abbot cannot be clearly traced: but his name long 
remained attached to part of it; and, as late as 
the year 1653, a parliamentary grant of the Abbey 
or Chapter lands to Foxcrafte and another, de- 
scribes -“‘ the common field at Paddington” as 
being “near to a place commonly called Baynard’s 
Watering.” 

In 1720, the lands of the Dean and Chapter in 
the same common field are described, in a terrier 
of the Chapter, to be in the occupation of Alex- 
ander Bond, of Bear’s Watering, in the same parish 
of Paddington. 

The common field referred to, is the well-known 
piece of garden ground lying between Craven 
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Hill and the Uxbridge road, called also Bayswater 
Field. 
We may therefore fairly conclude, that this 

portion of ground, always remarkable for its 
springs of excellent water, once supplied water to 
Baynard, his household, or his cattle; that the 
memory of his name was preserved in the neigh- 
bourhood for six centuries ; and that his watering- 
place now figures on the outside of certain green 
omnibuses in the streets of London, under the 
name of BayswaTER. E.S. 

EVA, DAUGHTER OF DERMOT MACMURROUGH, 

Being a subscriber to Mr. O’Donovan’s new 
translation of The Annals of the Four Masters, I 
beg to inform your correspondent, “ A Hapiess 
Hunter” (No. 6. p. 92.), that the copy which I 
ossess begins with the year 1172; consequently, 

it is hopeless to refer to the years 1135 and 1169. 
In 1173 the death of Mulmurry Mac-Murrough 
is recorded; as also of Dermot O’Kaelly, from 
whom the family name of Kelly is derived; but I 
do not find any notice of the daughter of Dermot 
MacMurrough. J.1. 

Oxford. 

If some earlier note-maker has not anticipated 
me, please to inform your correspondent from 
Malvern Wells that the published portion of the 
Annals of the Four Masters, by O'Donovan, com- 
mences with the year 1172. The earlier portion 
of the Annals is in the press, and will shortly ap- 

ar. When it sees the light, your querist will, 
it is to be hoped, find an answer. A query, ad- 
dressed personally to Mr.O’Donovan, Queen’s 
College, Gitway, would, no doubt, meet with a 
ready reply from that learned and obliging Irish 
scholar and historian. J.G. 

Kilkenny. ' 

“ A Hapxess Hunter” will find, in the Statute 
of Kilkenny (edited by James Hardiman, Esq., 
M.R.LA. for the Irish Archzological Society in 
1843), pp. 28, 29. note, two incidental notices of 
Eva, daughter of Dermot M‘Morrough ; the first, 
her witnessing a grant made by Richard Strong- 
bow, Earl of Pembroke, during his lifetime; and 
the second, a grant made by her to John Comyn, 
Archbishop of Dublin, in the reign of Richard I. 
(at least sixteen years after her husband’s death), 
“pro salute anime mee et domini comitis Ricardi,” 
&e. Should he not have an opportunity of con- 
sulting the work, I shall have much pleasure in 
furnishing the entire extract, on receiving a line 
from him. Joun Powers. 

10. Dorchester Place, Blandford Square. 

Giraldus Cambrensis mentions, that MacMur- 
rough, having, in the year 1167, procured letters 

patent from Henry IL. repaired to England, and 
there induced Strongbow, Earl of Pembroke and 
Strighul, to engage to aid him, on condition of 
receiving, in return, the hand of his eldest daugh-~ 
ter, Eva, and the heirship of his dominions. — 
Girald. Cumh. p.761. And further, that Strong- 
bow did not arrive in Ireland until the eve of St. 
Bartholomew’s day, September 1170; he was 
joined at Waterford by Eva and her father, and 
the marriage took place a few days after, and 
during the sacking of that place.— Ibid. p. 773. 

“ Strongbow left, by his second wife Eva, one daugh- 
ter, named Isabella, an infant. * * * Richard the First 
gave Isabella in marriage to William de la Grace, who 
thus became Earl of Pembroke, and was created First 

Earl Marshal of England,” &e.— Fenton’s Hist. Pem- 
brokeshire. SELEucus. 

PLAGIARISMS, OR PARALLEL PASSAGES. 

I have placed under this title in my note-books, 
more than one instance of similarity of thought, 
incident, or expression that I have met with during 
a somewhat desultory course of reading. ‘These 
instances I shall take the liberty of laying before 
you from time to time, leaving you and your 
readers to decide whether such similarity be the 
effect of accident or design; but I flatter myself 
that they may be accepted as parallel passages and 
illustrations, even by those who may differ from me 
in the opinion I have formed on the relation which 
my “loci inter se comparandi” bear to each other. 

In Lady Blessington’s Conversations with Lord 
Byron, pages 176, 177., the poet is represented as 
stating that the lines— 

« While Memory, with more than Egypt's art, 
Embalming all the sorrows of the heart, 
Sits at the altar which she raised to woe, 
And feeds the source whence tears eternal flow!” 

suggested to his mind, “ by an unaccountable 
and incomprehensible power of association,” the 
thought — 

“ Memory, the mirror which affliction dashes to the 
earth, and, looking down upon the fragments, only 
beholds the reflection multiplied ;” 

afterwards apparently embodied in Childe Harold, 
lil. 33. 
« Even as a broken mirror, which the glass 

In every fragment multiplies; and makes 
A thousand images of one that was, 
The same, and still the more, the more it breaks.” 

Now, Byron was, by his own showing, an ardent 
admirer of Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy. See 
Moore’s Life of Byron, vol. i. page 144, Notices 
of the year 1807. 

Turn to Burton, and you will find the following 
passage :— 

“ And, as Praxiteles did by his glass, when he saw a 
scurvy face in it, brake it to pieces, but for that one, 
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he saw many more as bad in a moment.”— Part 2. 
sect. 3. mem. 7. 

I am uncharitable enough to believe that Childe 
Harold owes far more to Burton, than to “ the 
unaccountable and incomprehensible power of 
association.” Metanion. 

BILLINGSGATE. 

I think your correspondent in No. 6. p. 93., 
starts on wrong premises; he seems to take for 
granted that such a structure as Belin’s Gate 
really existed. Now the story entirely rests on 
the assertion of Geoffrey of Monmouth. What 
amount of credit may be placed on that veracious 
and most unromantic historian, your correspondent 
doubtless knows better than myself. Geoffrey 
says, in the 10th chap. of the 3rd book, that Belin, 
among other great works, made a wonderful gate 
on the bank of the Thames, and built over it a 
large tower, and under it a wharf for ships; and 
when he died his body was burned, and his ashes 
put into a golden urn on the top of the tower. 
Stow seems to doubt it. In Strype’s edition, 
1720, he says, concerning this gate, “ Leaving out 
the fable thereof faming it to be builded by King 
Belin, a Briton, long before the incarnation of 
Christ.” Burton, writing 1722, mentions the 
legend, but adds, “ But whether of that antiquity 
is doubted.” And John Brydall, in 1676, men- 
tions it only as a wharf or quay for ships. Now, 
as Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Chronicle is generally 
allowed by critics to be but a mass of romance and 
monkish legends, built on a slight foundation of 
truth, we may suppose this account to partake of 
the general character of the rest of the work. 
That some circumstance gave rise to the name is 
not to be doubted. ‘“ Haply,” says Stow, “ some 
person of that name lived near.” J look on the 
name as only a corruption or romantic alteration 
of the word Baal or Bel; and, as we have every 
reason to suppose he was worshipped by part of 
the aborigines of this country, I deem it not im- 
probable that on or near this spot might once have 
existed a temple for his worship, which afterwards 
gave a name to the place. It is true Baal generally 
had his temples placed on the summit of lofty 
mountains or other eminences. But supposing a 
number of his votaries to have settled near London, 
and on the banks of the Thames, nothing would be 
more likely than, to obviate the natural lowness of 
the ground, they would raise a tower for the better 
celebration of the ceremonies attendant on his 
worship. This might have been the foundation 
upon which Geoffrey built his story. However, I 
only suggest this. The real origin of the name I 
am afraid is too far sunk in oblivion to hold out 
any hopes of its being rescued at the present day. 

Vox. 

If “ Wio1am Witriams” will examine the 
map of London in 1543, lately engraved from a 
drawing in the Bodleian Library, he will perceive 
the “ Water Gate,” about which he inquires, 
defended on the west side by a lofty hexagonal 
machicolated tower. C.S. 

NOTES FROM FLY-LEAVES, NO. 4. 

In order to forward your views as regards the 
valuable department of ‘ Notes from Fly-Leayes” 
I have spent some leisure hours in beating the 
covers of a portion of my library. Isend you the 
produce of my first day’s sport, which, you will ob- 
serve, has been in the fields of poetry. Make what 
use of it you think fit, selecting such notes only as 
you think of sufficient interest for publication. 

I. Note in the handwriting of Richard Farmer, 
in a copy of “ Canidia, or the Witches ; a Rhapsody 
in five parts, by R.D.” 4to. London, printed by 
S. Royeroft for Robert Clavell, 1683. 

“In Mr. Hutton’s Catale P. 65. N. 1552. this 
strange composition is ascribed to one Dixon, There 
was a Robert Dixon, an author about the time, and 
D.D. (Wood’s Fuasti, y, ii. p. 103.), but it surely must 
not be given to him! Qu.? This is the only copy I 
have seen, 1785.” 

[Lowndes has the work under the name of 
Robert Dixon, D.D.] 

II. Note in the handwriting of James Bindley, 
in a copy of an English translation of Milton’s 
“ Defensio pro Populo Anglicano,” printed in the 
year 1692. 

“ Translated into English by Richard Washington, 
Esq., of the Middle Temple.” 

On another page, however, he has written, 

“ Mem. in a miscellany called ‘ Poems on Affairs of 
State,’ 8vo. 5th edit. 1703, at page 223. ‘In memory of 
Joseph Washington, Esq., late of the Middle Temple, 
an elegy written by N. Tate, Servant to their Majes- 
ties.’ Though Mr. Warton calls him Richard, his 
name was, I believe, as above, and the translator most 
likely of this book.—J. B.” 

To this is added, in the handwriting of the late 
Mr. Ford, bookseller, formerly of Manchester — 

“ The note on the opposite side, signed J. B., stands 
for James Bindley, who may be considered as good 
authority for what is here asserted. Some curious in- 
formation will be found relative to the original work in 
‘ Diction. des Livres Condamnés,’ &e., par Peignot, 
tom. ii. p. 319.” 

III. Note in the handwriting of Mr. Ford, ina 
copy of Fletcher’s “ Purple Island,” &c. 1633. 

“ See the lines at the end by Francis Quarles, which 
are ingenious and poetical. This curious and very rare 
volume I purchased out of Longman’s celebrated eata- 
logue of old English poetry, called ‘ Bib. Ang. Poet.,’ 
where it will be found marked £2 12s. 6d., which is 
what it cost me. Mr. Montgomery, the poet, styles 
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this poem a fantastical allegory describing the body and 
soul of man, but containing many rich and picturesque 
passages (v. his ‘ Christian Poet,’ p. 163.). But there 
is a most excellent critique upon it in the ‘ Retrosp. 
Rey.’ for Noy. 1820 (v. p. 351.), but see also Headley, 
who highly praises it. The name of Fletcher ranks 
high in the list of our poets. He was born in 1584, 
and was the son of Dr. Giles Fletcher, who was him- 
self a poet; the brother of Giles Fletcher, the author 

of ‘ Christ’s Victory ;’ and the cousin of John Fletcher, 
the celebrated dramatist.” 

IV. In a note on a copy of “Iter Boreale, with 
large additions of several other poems, being an 
exact collection of all hitherto extant ; never before 
published together. ‘The author R. Wild, D.D., 
printed for the booksellers in London, 1668,”— the 
author is described as “of Tatenill, near Burton 
sup’ Trent.” The note is apparently of contem- 
porary date, or a little later. 

This edition is not noticed by Lowndes, nor is 
another edition (anonymous), of which I have a 
copy, the date of which is 1605 (printed for 
R. J., aud are to be sold in St. Paul’s Church- 
yard). Of course this date is a mistake, but query 
what is the real date? Probably 1665. ‘The 
volume concludes with the 70th page, being iden- 
tical with the 72nd page of the edition of 1668. 

VY. Note in the handwriting of Mr. Ford, in a 
copy of “ Waller’s Poems,” 1645 (after quoting 
“ Rymer on Tragedy,” pp. 2. and 79.) :— 

“ The dedicatory epistle in this first and rare edition 
* To my. Lady,’ is omitted in all the subsequent editions, 
even in Fenton’s of 1729 (see Dibdin). —I find it és 
inserted in Fenton’s edition among the speeches and 
letters; but he adds, in his observations thereon, that it 
appears not to have been designed for a public dedica- 
tion, though why or wherefore he assigns no reason ; 
and he further adds, ‘I never met with any tradition 
to what Lady it was originally directed.’ It certainly 
has as much the appearance of having been intended 
for a dedication, if we may judge from intvrnal evidence, 
as such sort of things generally have. ‘This is the first 
genuine edition and very scarce. It is priced in the 
‘ Bib. Ang. Poet.’ at 2 gs. No. 851. The subsequent 
editions are of no particular value, excepting Fenton’s 
elegant and complete edition in 4to., which is worth 
about the same sum.” 

_ VI. Note in a handwriting of the 17th century, 
in a copy of Cawood’s edition of the “Ship of 
Fools,” opposite to the dedication, which is “ Vene- 
randissimo in Christo Patri ac Domino, domino 
Thome Cornissh, Tenenensis pontifici, ac diocesis 
Badonensis Suffraganio vigilantissimo,” &c. 

“Thomas Cornish, in 1421-2, was made Suffragan 
Bishop to Rich. Fox, B? of Bath and Wells, under y® 
title of ‘ Episcopus Tynensis,’ by w® I suppose is meant 
Tyne, y® last island belonging to y° republick of Venice 
in y® Archipelago. See more of him in ‘ Athene 
Oxoniens,’ vol. i. p. 555.” 

VII. Note by T. Park, in a copy of the third 
edition of an “Essay on Human Life,” by the 

author of the “Essay on Man,” 1736. (Printed 
for J. Witford.) 

“By Lord Pagett. Ist ed" 1734. 4to. says Lord 
Orford. An ed? in 8vo. was printed in 1736 ‘for Fletcher 
Gyles against Grays Inn in Holbourn,’ and was called 
(as this is) the third; but it gave no delusive intima- 
tion in the title that Pope was the author, honestly as- 
signing it to the Right Hon. Lord Pagett. To the 
preface was added a short postscript.” 

On another page he has written : 
“This is perhaps the most successful imitation of 

Pope’s ethic poem which has been produced, Lord 
Paget has had the credit of composing it,” 

In another handwriting there is written: 
“From Mr. Newton, a valuable present, June 25. 

1760.” 

Under which Mr. Park has added: 
«“ Qu. from Newton to Cowper, whose handwriting 

resembles the above.” 

VIII. I have a little book entitled, “The 
Original History of Old Robin Gray ; with the ad- 
ventures of Jenny and Sandy: a Scotch Tale ;” 
n.d. printed for H. Turpin, A prose narrative, 
apparently intended for children, but which Mr. 
Haslewood has enriched with a number of news- 
aper cuttings and other illustrations, and has 

added the following note : — 

«“ Auld Robin Gray; a ballad by the Right Honour- 
able Lady Anne Barnard, born Lady Anne Lindsay of 
Balcarras; Edin, printed by James Ballantyne and 
Co. 1825, qto. This is the first authentic edition of 
this beautiful Scottish ballad, and forms one of the pub- 
lications by Sir Walter Scott as a member of the Ban- 
natyne Club, The publication gives an interesting 
account of the authoress—of the origin of the ballad 
—the ballad—continuation of Auld Robin Gray, all 
from the same hand; it is to be regretted it is not 
published for wider circulation. It will, it may be ex- 

pected, find a vent for the publick at some future 
period, and some of the gatherings in this volume swell 
a note or two, if not a page. — See ‘ Cens. Lib.’ vol. ix. 
p- 323. for another ballad called, ‘ Continuation of 
Auld Robin Gray.’ Auld Robin Gray’s Ghaist begins 

‘ Right sweetly sang the nightingale,’ among my 

Scotch songs. The sequel to Auld Robin Gray begins, 
‘ Full five long years’ in do.” 

J.F.M. 

OPINIONS ON ENGLISH HISTORIANS. 

Tl. Lord Clarendon. 

« This great historian is always too free with his 

judgments. But the piety is more eminent than the 

superstition in this great man’s foibles.” — Bishop 

Warburton, note, last edition, vol. vii. p. 590. 

«“ It is to be hoped no more chancellors will write 

our story, till they can divest themselves of that habit 

of their profession, apologising for a bad cause.”— H, 

Walpole, Note in Historic Doubts. 

“Clarendon was unquestionably a lover of truth, 
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and a sincere friend to the free constitution of his 
country. He defended that constitution in Parliament, 
with zeal and energy, against the encroachments of 
prerogative, and concurred in the establishment of new 
securities for its protection.” — Lord Grenville, Note in 
Chatham Correspondence, vol. i. p. 113. 

«« We suffer ourselves to be delighted by the keen- 
ness of Clarendon’s observations, and by the sober 
majesty of his style, till we forget the oppressor and 
the bigot in the historian.” — Macaulay, Essays, vol. ii. 
p- 281. 

“There is no historian, ancient or modern, with 
whose writings it so much beboves an Englishman to be 
thoroughly conversant, as Lord Clarendon.” —- Southey, 
Life of Cromwell. 

“ The genuine text of the history has only been 
published in 1826,” says Mr. Hallam, who speaks of 

“inaccuracy as habitual to him ;” and further, “as no 
one, who regards with attachment the present system 
of the English constitution, can look upon Lord 
Clarendon as an excellent minister, or a friend to the 
soundest principles of civil and religious liberty, so no 
man whatever can avoid considering his ineessant 
deviations from the great duties of an historian as a 
moral blemish in his character. He dares very fre- 
quently to say what is not true, and what he must 
have known to be otherwise ; he does not dare to say 
what is true, and it is almost an aggravation of this 
reproach, that he aimed to deceive posterity, and 
poisoned at the fountain a stream from which another 
generation was to drink. No defence has ever been 
set up for the fidelity of Clarendon’s history; nor can 
men, who have sifted the authentic materials, entertain 
much difference of judgment in this respect ; though, 
as a monument of powerful ability and impressive 
eloquence, it will always be read with that delight 
which we receive from many great historians, especially 
the ancient, independent of any confidence in their 
veracity.” — Hallam, Constitutional History, 8vo. vol. ii. 
p. 502. 

“ His style is a little long-winded ; but, on the other 
hand, his characters may mateh those of the ancient 
historians; and one thinks they would know the very 
men if you were to meet them in society. Few English 
writers have the same precision, either in describing 

the actors in great scenes, or the deeds which they 
performed; he was himself deeply engaged in the 
scenes which he depicts, and therefore colours them 
with the individual feeling, and sometimes, doubtless, 
with the partiality, of a partizan. Yet, I think he is, 
on the whole, a fair writer; for though he always en- 
deavours to excuse King Charles, yet he points out his 
mistakes and errors, which certainly were neither few 
nor of slight importance.”—Seott, Life by Lockhart, 
vol. v. p. 146. 

Other opinions as to the noble writer will be 
found in the Life of Calamy, and in Lord Dover's 
Essay; but I have perhaps already trespassed too 
much on your space. M. 

MISCELLANIES, 

Books by the Yard.—Many of your readers 
have heard of books bought and sold by weight,— 
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in fact it is questionable whether the number of 
books sold in that way is not greater than those 
sold “ over the counter,”— but few have probably 
heard of books sold “by the yard.” Having 
purchased at St. Petersburg, the library left by 
an old Russian nobleman of high rank, I was 
quite astonished to find a copy of Guores de 
Frederic II. originally published in 15 vols. 
divided into 60, to each of which a new title had 
been printed; and several hundred volumes lettered 
outside Quvres de Miss Burney, Giuvres de Swift, 
&c., but containing, in fact, all sorts of French 
waste paper books. These, as well as three editions 
of Giuvres de Voltaire, were all very neatly bound 
in calf, gilt, and with red morocco backs. My 
curiosity being roused, I inquired into the origin 
of these circumstances, and learnt that during the 
reign of Catherine, every courtier who had hopes 
of being honoured by a visit from the Empress, was 
expected to have a library, the greater or smaller 
extent of which was to be regulated by the fortune 
of its possessor, and that, after Voltaire had won 
the favour of the Autocrat by his servile flattery, 
one or two copies of his works were considered 
indispensable. Every courtier was thus forced 
to have a room fitted up with mahogany shelves, 
and filled with books, by far the greater number 
of which he never read or even opened. A book- 
seller of the name of Klostermann, who, being of 
an athletic stature, was one of the innumerable 
favourites of the lady “ who loved all things save 
her lord,” was usually employed, not to select a 
library, but to fill a certain given space of so many 
yards, with books, at so much per volume, and 
Mr. Klostermann, the “ Libraire de la Cour Im- 
periale,” died worth a plum, having sold many 
thousand yards of books (among which I under- 
stood there were several hundred copies of 
Voltaire), at from 50 to 100 roubles a yard, “‘ac- 
cording to the binding.” A. ASHER. 

Berlin, Dee. 1849. 

Thistle of Scotland.— R. L. will find the thistle 
first introduced on coins during the reign of 
James V., although the motto “ Nemo me impune 
lacessit”” was not adopted until two reigns Jater. 
— See Lindsay's Coinage of Scotland, Longman, 
1845. B.N. 

Miry-land Town.—TIn the Atheneum, in an 
article on the tradition respecting Sir Hugh of 
Lincoln, the Bishop of Dromore’s version of the 
affair is thus given : — ; 

«“ The rain rins doun through Mirry-land toune, 
Sae dois it doune the Pa’; 

Sae dois the lads of Mirry-land toune, 
a” Quhan they play at the Ba’. 

In explanation of part of this stanza, Dr. Perey || 
is stated to have considered “ Mirry-land toune” 
to be “ probably a corruption of Milan (called by 
the Dutch Meylandt) town,” and that the Pa’ 

a 
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was “ evidently the river Po, though the Adige, not 
_the Po, runs through Milan;” and it is observed 
that it could not have occasioned Dr. Jamieson 
much trouble to conjecture as he did that “ Mirry- 
land toune” was a corruption of “Merry Lin- 
colne,” and that, in fact, in 1783, Pinkerton 
commenced his version of the ballad thus — 

“ The bonnie boys o’ merry Lincoln ;” 

and it is added, very truly, that with all his haste 
and petulance, Pinkerton’s critical acumen was 
far from inconsiderable. Now, there appears to 
me to haye been a very simple solution of the 
above words, so simple that perhaps it was beneath 
the critical acumen of the said commentators. 
My note on the subject is, that Mirry-land toune 
means nothing more than Miry-, Muddy-land 
-Town, a designation that its situation certainly 
entitles it to; and Pa’ is certainly not the Po, but 
an abbreviated form of Pall, i.e. a place to play 
Ba’ or ball in, of which we have a well-known 
instance in Pall Mall. 

Since writing the above, I recollect that Romsey, 
in Hampshire, has been designated ‘“ Romsey-in- 
the-Mud.” J.R.E. 

Richard Greene of Lichfield. —H.'T.E. is in- 
formed that there is a medal or token (not difficult 
to obtain) of this zealous antiquary. Obv. his 
bust, in the costume of the period; legend, 
“ Richard Greene, collector of the Lichfield Mu- 
seum, died June 4. 1793, aged 77.” Rev. a Gothic 
window, apparently; legend, “West Porch of 
Lichfield Cathedral, 1800.” BLN. 

The Lobster in the Medal of the Pretender. — 
The ‘‘ Notes” by your correspondents, Mr. Edward 
Hawkins and Mr. J.B. Yates, relative to this medal, 
are very curious and interesting, and render it 
probable that the device of the Lobster has a reli- 
gious rather than a political allusion. But it strikes 
us that the double introduction of this remarkable 
emblem bas a more important signification than 
the mere insidious and creeping characteristics of 
Jesuitism. The lines beneath the curious print in 
Brandt’s Stultifera Navis throw no light on the 
meaning of the Lobster. We think the difficulty 
yet remains unsolved. B.N. 

Marescautia, —Your correspondent “D. S.” 
who asks (in No.6.) for information upon the 
word “ Marescautia,” may consult Du Cange with 
advantage, s. v. “ Marescallus;” the “u,” which 
perhaps was your correspondent’s difficulty, being 
often written for “1,” upon phonotypic principles. 
‘It was anciently the practice to apportion the re- 
venues of royal and great monastic establishments 
to some specific branch of the expenditure; and 
as the profits of certain manors, &c., are often de- 
scribed as belonging to the “Infirmaria,” the 
“ Camera Abbatis,” &c., so, in the instance referred 
to by “D.5§,” the lands at Cumpton and Little 

Ongar were apportioned to the support of the 
royal stable and farriery. J.B. 

Macaulay's “ Young Levite.”— 'The following 
is an additional illustration of Mr. Macaulay’s 
sketch, from Bishop Hall's Byting Satyres, 1599 :— 

“ A gentle squire would gladly entertaine 
Into his house some Trencher-chapelaine ; 
Some willing man, that might instruct his sons, 
And that would stand to geod conditions, 
First, that he lie upon the truckle-bed, 
While his young maister lieth o’er his head ; 
Second, that he do, upon no default, 
Never to sit above the salt ; 
Third, that he never change his trencher twise ; 
Fourth, that he use all common courtesies, 
Sit bare at meales, and one half rise and wait; 
Last, that he never his yong maister beat, 
But he must aske his mother to define 
How manie jerks she would his breech should line ; 
All these observ’d, he could contented be, 

To give five markes, and winter liverie.” 
R. 

Travelling in England. —I forward you a note 
on this subject, extracted, some years ago, from 
a very quaintly-written History of England, with- 

out title-page, but apparently written in the early 
part of the reign of George the First. It is 
among the remarkable events of the reign of | 
James the First : — 

“A.D. 1621, July the 17th, Bernart Calvart of | 

Andover, rode from Saint George’s Church in South- 

wark to Dover, from thence passed by Barge to 

Callais in France, and from thence returned back to 

Saint George’s Church the same day. This his jour- 

ney he performed betwixt the hours of three in the 
morning and eight in the afternoon.” 

This appears to me such a surprising feat, that I 

think some of your correspondents may be in- 

terested in it; and also may be able to append 
farther information. Davin STEVENS. 

Warning to Watchmen. — The following Warn- 

ing, addressed to the Watchmen of London on the 

occasion of a great fire, which destroyed nearly 

100 houses in the neighbourhood of Exchange 

Alley, Birchin Lane, the back of George Yard, &c., 

among which were Garraway’s, the Jerusalem 

Coffee House, George and Vulture, Tom’s, &c. &c., 

is extracted from the Zondon Magazine for 

1748, and is very characteristic of the then state 

of the police of the metropolis : — 

“ Mr. Touchit’s Warning to the Watchmen of London. 

From the Westminster Journal, April 2nd, No. 331. 

(1748). 
« Whereas it has been represented to me, Thomas 

Touchit, Watchman Extraordinary of the City of 

Westminster, that the Watchmen of London were very 

remiss during the dreadful Fire on J’riday morning, 

March 25, in not giving timely Notice of that Calamity 

over their several Beats, whereby the Friends of many 
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of the unhappy Sufferers, who would have flown to 
their Assistance, were ignorant of their Distress till it 
was too late to do them Service; and also that most 
of the said Watchmen, on other Occasions, are very 
negligent, whence it happens that many Robberies, 
Burglaries, and other Offences, which their Care might 
prevent are committed; and that even some of them 
are in Fee with common Harlots and Streetwalkers, 
whom they suffer at unseasonable Hours, unmolested 

to prey on the Virtue, Health and Property of His 
Majesty’s Liege Subjects: Be it known to the said 
Watehmen, and their Masters, that, having taken the 

Premises into Consideration, I intend whenever I set 
out from Spring Gardens with my invisible Cap, my 
irradiating Lanthorn, and my Oken Staff of correction, 
to take the City of London, under Leave of the Right 
Hon. the Lord Mayor, into my Rounds, and to detect, 
expose, and punish all Defaulters in the several Stands 
and Beats: Whereof this fair Warning is given, that 
none may be surprized in Neglect of Duty, I being 
determined to shew no Fayour to such Offenders.” 

Euston Square, 12th Dec. 1849. 

Ailfric’s Colloquy. — Permit me to correct a 
singular error into which the great Anglo-Saxon 
scholars, Messrs. Lye and B. Thorpe, have been 
betrayed by some careless transcriber of the cu- 
rious Monastic Colloquy by the celebrated Ailfric. 
This production of the middle ages is very dis- 
tinetly written, both in the Saxon and Latin por- 
tions, in the Cotton MS. (Tiberius, A 3, fol. 
586.) Mr. Lye frequently cites it, in his Saxon 
Dictionary, as “Coll. Mon.,” and Mr. Thorpe 
gives it entire in his Analecta Anglo-Saxonica. 
The former loosely explains higdifatu, which oc- 
curs in the reply of the shoewright (sceowyrhta), 
thus — “ Calidilia, sc. vasa guedam.—Coll. Mon.” 
—and Mr. Thorpe prints both higdifatu and cali- 
dilia. Higdifatu is manifestly vessels of hides, 
such as skin and leather bottles and buckets. The 
ig is either a clerical error of the monkish scribe 
for y, or the g is a silent letter producing the 
quantity of the vowel. ‘TI buy hides and fells,” 
says the workman, “and with my craft I make 
of them shoes of different kinds; leathern hose, 
flasks, and higdifatu.” The Latin word in this 
MS. is casidilia, written with the long straight 
s. Du Cange explains capsilis to be a vessel of 
leather, and quotes Matt. Westmon.: “ Portans 
cassidile toxicum mellitum.”— Goss. tom. ii. col. 
387. The root caps, or cas, does not appear to 
have any Teutonic correspondent, and may merit 
a philological investigation. R. T. Hameson. 

Humble Pie.—The proverbial expression of 
“eating humble pie,” explained by A. G., will be 
found also explained in the same manner in the 
Appendix to Forby’s Vocabulary, where it is sug- 
gested that the correct orthography would be 
“umble pie,” without the aspirate. Bailey, in his 
valuable old Dictionary, traces the word properly 
to umbilicus, the region of the intestines, and 

acknowledges in his time the perquisite of the 
game-keeper. J.1. 

Oxford. 

By Hook or by Crook.— You have noted the 
origin of Humble Pie. May I add a note of a 
saying, in my opinion also derived from forest 
customs, viz. “ By hook or by crook?” Persons 
entitled to fuel wood in the king’s forest, were only 
authorised to take it of the dead wood or branches 
of trees in the forest, “ with a cart, a hook, and a 
crook.” 

The answer to the query respecting the meaning 
of “per serjantiam Marescautiz,” is the Serjeantry 
of Farriery, i.e. shoeing the king’s horses. In | 
Maddox, vol. i. p. 43. you will find a very full 
account of the office of Marescallus. J.R.F, 

THE ORIGIN OF GROG. 

“Written on board the Berwick, a few days 
before Admiral Parker’s engagement with the 
Dutch fleet, on the 5th of August, 1781. By 
Dr. Trotter. 

“°Tis sung on proud Olympus’ hill 
The Muses bear record, 

Ere half the gods had drank their fill 
The sacred nectar sour’d. 

« At Neptune’s toast the bumper stood, 
Britannia crown’d the cup ; 

A thousand Nereids from the flood 
Attend to serve it up. 

«« ¢ This nauseous juice,’ the monarch cries, 
‘Thou darling child of fame, 

Tho’ it each earthly clime denies, 
Shall never bathe thy name. 

“ * Ye azure tribes that rule the sea, 
And rise at my command, 

Bid Vernon mix a draught for me 
To toast his native land.’ 

** Swift o’er the waves the Nereids flew, 
Where Vernon’s flag appear’d ; 

Around the shores they sung ‘ True Blue,’ 
And Britain’s hero cheer’d. 

« A mighty bowl on deck he drew, 
And filled it to the brink ; 

Such drank the Burford’s* gallant crew, 
And such the gods shall drink. 

«« The sacred robe which Vernon wore 
Was drenched within the same ; 

And hence his virtues guard our shore, 
And Grog derives its name.” 

W.H.S. 

[The gallant correspondent to whom we are indebted 
for the foregoing satisfactory, because early and docu- 
mentary, evidence of the etymology of the now familiar 
term Groce, informs us that there is a still earlier 

ballad on the subject. We trust that he will be 
enabled to recover that also, and put it on record in our 
columns. | 

* Flag-ship at the taking of Porto-Bello. 
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Barnacles.—In a Chorographical Description of 
West, orll-Jar Connaught, by Rhoderic O'Flaherty, 
Esq., 1684, published by the Irish Archeological 
Society in 1846, the bernacle goose is thus men- 
tioned : — 

“ There is the bird engendered by the sea out of 
timber long lying in the sea. Some call them clases, 
and soland geese, and some puffins; others bernacles, be- 
cause they resemble them. We call them girrinn. 

Martin, in his Western Isles of Scotland, says:— 
“ There are also the cleek geese. The shells in which 

‘this fowl is said to be produced, are found in several 
isles sticking to trees by the bill; of this kind I have 

| seen many,—the fowl was covered by a shell, and the 
head stuck to the tree by the bill, — but never saw any of 
them with life in them upon the tree; but the natives 
told me that they had observed them to move with the 
heat of the sun.”— See also Gratianus, Lucius, Ware’s 
Antiquities, &c. 

Eating sea-birds on fast days is a very ancient 
‘eustom. Socrates mentions it in the 5th century: 
“Some along with fish eat also birds, saying, that 
according to Moses, birds like fish were created out 
of the waters.” Mention is made in Martin’s 
Western Isles, of a similar reason for eating seals 
in Lent. Cormorants, “as feeding only on fish,” 
were allowable food on fast days, as also were 
otters. CEREDWYN. 

Vondel’s Lucifer. —I cannot inform your corre- 
spondent F. (No. 9. p. 142.), whether Vondel’s 
Lucifer has ever been translated into English, but 
he will find reasons for its not being worth trans- 
lating, in the Foreign Quarterly Review for April, 
1829, where the following passage occurs : — 

“ Compare him with Milton, for his Lucifer gives 
the fairest means of comparison. How weak are his 
highest flights compared with those of the bard of 
Paradise ! and how much does Vondel sink beneath him 
in his failures! Now and then the same thought may 
be found in both, but the points of resemblance are not 
in passages which do Milton’s reputation the highest 
honour.” 

The scene of this strange drama is laid in Heaven, 
and the dramatis persone are as follows : — 

Beelzebub 
Belial 
Apollion 
Gabriel (Interpreter of God’s secrets). 
Troop of Angels, 
Lucifer. 
Luciferists (Rebellious Spirits). 
Michael (Commander-in-chief). 
Rafael (Guardian Angel). 
Uriel (Michael’s Esquire). 

Act I. Scene 1. Beelzebub, Belial, Apollion, &c. 

I give this from the original Dutch now before 
me. Hermes. 

Dutch Version of Dr. Faustus. —Can any of your 
correspondents give me information as to the 

Disobedient Officers. 

author of a Dutch History of Dr. Faustus, without 
either author's name or date, and illustrated by very 
rude engravings? There is no mention of where 
it was printed, but at the bottom of the title-page 
is the following notice : — 

“ Compared with the high Dutch copy, and corrected 
in many places, and ornamented with beautiful copper 
plates.” * 

There is also a promise of a Latin copy soon to 
follow. HERMES. 

[The first German chap-book upon Faust appeared 
in 1587. A translation of it into Dutch was published 
as early as 1592, at Emmerich. It was again printed 
at Delft in 1607; and there have been several editions 
since that date. The curious history of this romance 
has been well investigated by H. Diintzer, Die Sage 
von Doctor Johannes Faust, in the 5th volume of Das 

Kloster ; and even more fully by the Freiherr v. Reichlien 
Meldegg, in the 11th volume of the same work. ] 

To Fettle.— Your correspondent L. C. R. (p. 
142.) is referred to the late Mr. Roger Wilbraham’s 
Cheshire Glossary, or (as he modestly termed it) 
An. Attempt, &c. This work, privately printed in 
1820, is the republication, but with very consider- 
able additions, of a paper in the Archeologia, vol. 
xix. 

The explanation of the present word is an in- 
stance of this expansion. 

Your correspondent and Mr. W. agree as to the 
meaning of this verb, viz. “to mend, to put in 
order any thing which is broken or defective.” 
Being used in this sense, Mr. W. differs from 
Johnson and Todd, and he is inclined to derive 
Fettle from some deflection of the word Faire, 
which comes from the Latin Facere. I must not 
crowd your columns further, but refer to the 
Glossary. 
May I point out rather a ludicrous misprint, 

(doubtless owing to an illegible MS.) at p. 120. 
For Mr. Pickering’s Lives, read Series of Aldine 
Poets. J. H. M. 

To Fetyl, v.n. To join closely. See G. factil. 
ligamen.— W yntown. 

Fettil, Fettle, s. Energy, power. — S. B. 
To Fettle, v.a. To tie up.—S. 
Fettle, adj. 1. Neat, tight.—S.B. 2. Low in 

stature, but well-knit.—S. B. 
Fetous, adj. Neat, trim. 
Fetusly, adv. Featly. 

Jamieson’s Dictionary, abridged 8vo. edition. 
Fettle, v. To put in order, to repair or mend 

any thing that is broken or defective. 
I am inclined to consider it as from the same 

root as Feat,— viz. Sue Got. fait, apt, ready. 
Swed. falt, disposed, inclined; fatta, to compre- 
hend.— Brockett’s Glossary. 

* Uyt den Hoogduitschen Exemplar overgezien, en 
op veele plaatzen Gecorrigeert, en met schoone Kopere 
Figuuren vercierd, 
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Ptolemy of Alexandria. — Your correspondent, 
“ Query,” wishes to be informed what works of 
Ptolemy have been translated. The following, as 
far as I can learn, is a list of them, viz. : — 

“The Compost of Ptholomeus, Prynce of Astro- 
nomye, translated out of Frenche into Englysshe.” 
London, printed by Robert Wyer, no date, 12mo. 
There is also another edition of the same work, London, 
printed by T. Colwell, without date, 12mo. 

“ The Bounding of Greece-Land, according to 
Ptolomeus; Englished out of the Greek, by Thos. 
Wilson.” London, 1570, 4to. 

N.B. This is included in Wilson’s Translation of 
Demosthenes’ Olynthiacs. 
“The Geography of Ptolemy, so far as it relates to 

Britain; in Greek and English, with observations by 
J. Horsley.” London, 1732, folio. 

N.B. This forms a part of the Britannia Romana. 
“ Quadripartite; or Four Books concerning the 

Influence of the Stars, faithfully rendered into English, 
from Leo Allatius; with Notes, explaining the most 
difficult and obscure Passages, by John Whalley.” 
London, 1701 and 1786, 12mo. 

“ Tetrabiblos, or Quadripartite; being Four Books, 
of the Influence of the Stars, newly translated from the 
Greek Paraphrase of Proclus; with a Preface, ex- 
planatory Notes, and an Appendix containing Extracts 
from the Almagest of Ptolemy, and the whole of his 
Colloquy, &e. by J. M. Ashmand,” London, 1822, 8vo. 

I am indebted to Watts’ Bibliotheca Britannica 
for the titles of the first three of these works. The 
others I have in my possession. W. J. Brown. 

Old Street. 

There are several real or pretended translations 
of the astrological work —some certainly pre- 
tended —and Ptolemy’s name is on many astrolo- 
gical titlepages which do not even pretend to 
translate. The Geography, as far as Britain is 
concerned, is said to be in Dr. Henry's History of 
Great Britain, 1788. Some works in harmonics 
appear in lists as translations or close imitations 
of Ptolemy, as John Keeble’s, 1785, Francis 
Styles, Phil. Trans. vol.li. Various dissertations 
on minor pieces exist: but there is no English 
translation of the Almagest, &c., though it exists 
in French (see Smith’s Biograph. Dict. art. 
Protemy). Ifan English reader want to know 
Ptolemy’s astronomical methods and hypotheses, 

| nothing will suit him better than Narrien’s History 
of Astronomy. M. 

Accuracy of References. — In connection with 
the article on “ Misquotations,” in No. 3. p. 38., 
will you impress upon your correspondents the 
necessity of exact references? It is rather hard 
when, after a long search, a sought reference has 
been obtained, to find that the reference itselfis, on 
examination, incorrect. To illustrate my position: 
at p. 23., in an article relating to Judge Skipwyth, 
and at p. 42., in an article relating to the Lions in 

the Tower, are references to certain “pp.” of the 
Issue Rolls of the Exchequer. Now if any person 
with these references were to search the Issue 
Rolls, he would be much surprised to find that 
the Rolls are rolls, and not books, and that “ pp.” 
is not a correct reference. The fact is that neither 
of your correspondents are quoting from the Rolls 
themselves, but from a volume, published in 1835, 
under the direction of the Comptroller General of 
the Exchequer, by Mr. F. Devon, called Issue 
Roll of Thomas de Brantingham, Bishop of 
Exeter, Lord High Treasurer of England, &c. 
44 Edward III. 

And while on the subject, permit me to remark, 
with reference to the article on the Domestic Ex- 
penses of Queen Elizabeth (page 41.), that there 
are plenty of such documents in existence, and 
that the only test of their value and authenticity 
is a reference to where they may be found, which - 
is wanting in the article in question. 

J. EK. 

A Peal of Bells. —In No. 8. of your interesting 
and valuable journal, I find a query, from the 
Rev. A. Garry, relative to a peal of bells. Now 
the science of bell-ringing being purely English, we 
can expect to find the explanation sought for, only 
in English authors. Dr. Johnson says peal means 
a “succession of sounds ;” and in this way it is 
used by many old writers, thus : — 

« A peal shall rouse their sleep.” — Miron. 

And again Addison : — 
“« Oh for a peal of thunder that would make 

Earth, sea, and air, and heaven, and Cato tremble.” 

Bacon also hath it: — - 

“ Woods of oranges will smell into the sea perhaps 
twenty miles; but what is that, since a peal of ord- 
nance will do as much, which moveth in a small com- 
pass?” 

It is once used by Shakspeare, in Macbeth : — 
“ Ere to black Hecate’s summons 

The shard-borne beetle, with his drowsy hums, 

Hath rung night’s yawning peal, there shall be done 
A deed of dreadful note,” 

Will not ringing a peal, then, mean a succession 
of sweet sounds caused by the ringing of bells in 
certain keys? Some ringers begin with D flat; 
others, again, contend they should begin in C~ 
sharp. 
TeyOus last number is a query about Scar- 

borough Warning. Grose, in his Provincial Glos- — 
sary, gives the meaning as “a word and a blow, 
and the blow first ;” it is a common proverb in 
Yorkshire. He gives the same account of its 
origin as does Ray, extracted from Fuller, and 
gives no notion that any other can be attached © 
to it. R.J.S. | 
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QUERIES. 

CATACOMBS AND BONE-HOUSES. 

I should be very glad to have some distinct in- 
formation on the above subject, especially in ex- 
planation of any repositories of human bones in 
England? Was the ancient preservation of these 
skeleton remains always connected with embalming 
the body ?—or drying it, after the manner de- 
scribed by Captain Smythe, R.N., to be still prac- 
tised in Sicily ?—and, in cases in which dry bones 
only were preserved, by what process was the flesh 
removed from them? for, as Addison says, in re- 
ference to the catacombs at Naples, “ they must 
have been full of stench, if the dead bodies that 
lay in them were left to rot in open niches.” The 
catacombs at Paris seem to have been furnished 
with bones from the emptyings of the metropolitan 
churchyards. In some soils, however, the bones 
rot almost as soon as the flesh decays from them. 

There are, possibly, many bone-houses in Eng- 
land. I have seen two of considerable extent, 
one at Ripon Minster, the other at Rothwell 
Church, in Northamptonshire ; and at both places 
skulls and thigh bones were piled up, in mural 
recesses, with as much regularity as bottles in the 
bins of a wine-cellar. At Rothwell there was 
(twenty years ago) a great number of these relics. 
The sexton spoke of there being 10,000 skulls, 
but this, no doubt, was an exaggeration; and he 
gave, as the local tradition, that they had been 
gathered from the neighbouring field of Naseby. 
A similar story prevails at Ripon, viz. that the 
death-heads and cross-bones, which are arranged 
in the crypt under the Minster, are the grisly 
gleanings of some battle-field. 

Now, if these, and other like collections, were 
really made after battles which took place during 
any of the civil wars of England, some details 
would not be unworthy of the notice of the pic- 
turesque historian; e. g., was it the custom in 
those unhappy days to disinter, after a time, the 
slightly-buried corpses, and deposit the bones in 
the consecrated vault? —or was this the acci- 
dental work of some antiquarian sexton of the 
“ Old Mortality” species ?—or was the pious at- 
tention suggested by the ploughman’s later dis- 
coveries — 

“ Agricola, incurvo terram molitus aratro,” &c.? 

Any report from places where there happen to be 
bone-houses, together with the local tradition as- 
signing their origin, would, I think, throw light on 
an interesting and rather obscure subject. 

Ecclesfield, Dec. 31. 1849. Atrrep Garrr. 

CONTRADICTIONS IN DON QUIXOTE; 
AS TO THE BUSCAPIE. 

In answer to the question of “ Mexanton” (in 
No. 5. p.73.), it may be sufficient to refer him to the 

AND QUERY 

Spanish editions with notes, viz. that of Pellicer in 

1800 ; the 4th edition of the Spanish Academy in 
1819; and that of D. Diego Clemencin in 1833, 
where he will find the discrepancies he mentions 
pointed out. In the first edition of 1605 there was 
another instance in the same chapter, which Cer- 
vantes corrected in the edition of 1608, but over- 
looked the other two. It was one of those lapses, 
quas incuria fudit, which great writers as well as 
small are subjectto. Clemencin laughsat De los Rios 
for thinking it a characteristic of great geniuses so 
to mistake; and at the enthusiasm of some one else, 
who said that he preferred the Don Quixote with 
the defects to the Don Quixote without them. 

Having answered one query, I presume I may 
be permitted to propose one, in which I feel much 
interested. 

Is the recently published Buscarri the work of 
Cervantes? We have now been favoured with 
two translations, one by Thomasina Ross, the other 
by a member of the University of Cambridge, 
under the title of The Squib, or Searchfoot; the 
latter I have read with some attention, but not 
having been able to procure the Spanish original, 
I should be glad to have the opinion of some com- 
petent Spanish scholar who has read it, as to its 
genuineness. My own impression is that it will 
prove an ingenious (perhaps innocent?) imposture. 
The story of its discovery in a collection of books 
sold by auction at Cadiz, and its publication there 
by Don Adolfo de Castro, in the first place, rather 
excites suspicion. My impression, however, is 
formed from the evident artificial structure of the 
whole. Still, not having seen the original, I con- 
fess myself an imperfect judge, and hope that this 
may meet the eye of one competent to decide. 

S. W. Sinerr. 

ANCIENT ALMS-BASINS. 

I have read the various notices in Nos. 3. 5, 
and 6. on the subject of these dishes. I have an 
electrotype copy from such a dish, the original 
of which is in Manchester. The device is like 
No. 4. of those of Crmricus (No. 3. p. 44.); 
but two circles of inscription extend round the 
central device (the Grapes of Eshcol), in cha- 
racters which are supposed to be Saracenic. The 
inner inscription is five times, the outer seven 
times, repeated in the round. I see, by the 
Archeological Journal, No. 23., for Sept. 1849 
(pp. 295—6.), that at the meeting of the Archzo- 
logical Institute, on the Ist June last, Mr. Octavius 
Morgan, M.P., exhibited a collection of ancient 
salvers or chargers, supposed to be of latten; 
several ornamented with sacred devices and in- 
scriptions, including some remarkable examples 
of the curious florid letter, forming legends, which 
have so long perplexed antiquaries in all parts of 
Europe. Mr. Morgan arranged the devices in 
four classes, the first being chargers or large 
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dishes, supposed by him to have been fabricated 
at Nuremberg. ‘The northern antiquary, Sjoborg, 
who has written much on the subject, calls them 
baptismal or alms dishes. Their most common 
devices are, Adam and Eve (probably the No. 3. 
of Cxericus), St. George, and the Grapes of 
Eshcol (No. 4. of Cxurricus). On one of those 
exhibited was the Annunciation (No. 2. of Cueri- 
cus). On these facts I wish to put the following 
queries :— 

1. Are Sjéborg’s works known to any of your 
readers ? 

2. In what language does he suppose the cha- 
racters to be? MeELanpRa. 

[While we are very happy to promote the inquiries 
of our correspondent, we think it right to apprise him 
that the opinions of the Swedish antiquary whom he 
has named, are received with great caution by the ma- 
jority of his archeological brethren. ] 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Cupid Crying. —I shall be obliged if you, or any 
of your correspondents, can tell me who was the 
author of the epigram, or inscription, of which I 
subjoin the English translation. I am sure I have 
seen the Latin, but I do not know whose it was 
or where to find it; I think it belongs to one of 
the Italian writers of the fifteenth or sixteenth 
century :— 

“ Curip Cryina. 

« Why is Cupid crying so? — 
Because his jealous mother beat him. — 

What for ?— For giving up his bow 
To Celia, who contrived to cheat him. 

“ The child! I could not have believed 
He’d give his weapons to another. — 

He would not; but be was deceived : 
She smiled; he thought it was his mother.” 

Rurvs. 

Was not Sir George Jackson “ Junius 2?” — 
Among the names which have been put forward 
as claimants to be “ Junius,” I beg to propose the 
name of Sir GrorGcE Jackson, who was, I believe, 
about that time Secretary to the Admiralty. I 
shall be glad to know what obstacles are opposed 
to this theory, as I think I have some presumptive 
evidence (I do not call it strong), which seems to 
show either that he was “ Junius,” or a party con- 
cerned. ; 

[We insert this communication, knowing that our 
correspondent is likely to possess such evidence as he 
alludes to, and in the hope that he will be induced to 
bring it forward. ] 

Ballad of Dick and the Devil. — About the 
middle of the seventeenth century, occasionally 
resided, on the large island in Windermere, a 
member of the ancient but now extinct family of 

Philipson, of Crooke Hall. He was a dashing ca- 
valier, and, from his fearless exploits, had acquired 
among the Parliamentarians the significant, though 
not very respectable, cognomen of “ Robin the 
Devil.” 

On one of these characteristic adventures, he 
rode, heavily armed, into the large old church at 
Kendal, with the intention of there shooting an 
individual, from whom he had received a deeply 
resented injury. His object, however, was unac- 
complished, for his enemy was not present; and 
in the confusion into which the congregation were 
thrown by such a warlike apparition, the dauntless 
intruder made his exit, though subjected ‘to a 
struggle at the church door. His casque, which 
was captured in the skirmish that there took 
place, is yet to be seen in the church, and the 
fame of this redoubtable attempt, which was 
long held in remembrance through the country 
side, excited the poetic genius of a rhymer of the 
day to embody it in a ballad, entitled “ Dick and 
the Devil,” which is now rare and difficult to be 
met with. 

As my endeavours to light on a copy have been 
unavailing, and my opportunities for research are 
limited, perhaps some one of your numerous 
readers who may be versed in the ballad poetry of 
the age of my hero, will kindly take the trouble to 
inform me whether he has ever met with the ballad 
in question, or direet me to where it may most 
likely be found. 

I trust that from the obliging communications 
of some of your valuable literary correspondents, 
I may be so fortunate as to meet with the object 
of my query. H.J.M. 

Dec. 27. Ambleside. 

Erasmus’ Paraphrase on the Gospels. —1 have in 
my charge the mutilated remains of an old black- 
letter copy of Erasmus’ Paraphrase on the Gospels, 
not of any great value perhaps, but interesting to 
me from its having been chained from time imme- 
morial (so to speak) to one of the stalls in our 
parish church ; it is only perfect from Mark, fol. 
Ixiiii. to John fol. exiii., but I should be glad to 
know the date, &c. of its publication. Presuming, 
therefore, that one of the objects of your interest- 
ing publication is to aid in solving the minor diffi- 
culties of persons like myself, who have no means 
of consulting any large collection of books, I have 
the less scruple in forwarding the accompanying 
* Notes” from my copy, for the guidance of any 
one who will be at the trouble of comparing them 
with any copy to which he may have access. 

The spelling of the word “ gospel” varies 
throughout ; thus, in Mark, fols. 1xiiii—]xxii., xci., 
xclv., xcv., xevii., and xceviii. it is “ ghospel ;” 
on ]xxiii—lxxvi., Ixxviii., it is “ gospell;” on the 
rest “ gospel.” So also throughout St. Luke, which 
occupies ce. foll., it varies in like manner, “ ghos- 
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ell” being there the more common form. The 
initial letter to St. Luke represents Jacob’s dream ; 
on the first page of fol. vi.of St. Luke the trans- 
lator’s preface ends, “ Geven at London the last day 
of Septembre, in the yere of our Lorde m.p.x1v.” 
On fol. xiii. of the same, Erasmus’ own preface 
ends, “ Geven at Basill the xxii. dai of August y° 
yere of our Lord, m.p.” (the rest effaced). On the 
first page of fol. viii. of St. John’s Gospel the pre- 

- face ends, “‘ Geven at Basile the yere of our Lord, 
M.D.xxur. the v daye of Januarye.” If these notes 
are sufficient to identify my copy with any particular 
edition, it will afford a real pleasure to 

A YorxKsHIRE SUBSCRIBER. 

land Chest. —In some wills of Bristol mer- 
chants of the latter part of the 16th century, I 
have met with the bequest of a chattel called an 
“ Tland Chest:” thus, ex. g. “Item: to Edmond 
Poyley I give the Iland chest in the great chamber 
wherein his linen was.” Mention is made of the 
like article in two or three other instances. An 
explanation of the word and an account of the 
kind of chest will much oblige. TS Vay Gre 

DIsraeli on the Court of Wards.— D'Israeli, in 
his article upon “ Usurers of the Seventeenth 
Century” (Curios. of Lit. iii. 89. old ed.), which is 
chiefly upon Hugh Audley, a master of the Court 
of Wards and Liveries, speaks of that court as “a 
remarkable institution, on which I purpose to 
make some researches.” Can any of your readers 
inform me if D’Israeli acted upon this resolve, and, 
if so, where the results of his labours are to be 
found ? J.B. 

Ancient Tiles. — Two birds, back to back, with 
heads turned to each other, were common on an- 
cient tiles. What are they intended to represent 
or to emblemise ? B. 

Pilgrimage of Kings, §&c. — Blind Man's Buff 
— Muffin — Hundred Weight, §c.—1. Can your 
readers oblige me with the name of the author 
and the date of a work entitled The Pilgrimage of 
Kings and Princes, of which I possess an imperfect 
copy — a small quarto ? 

2. What is the etymology of the game Blind 
Man’s Buff? Iam led to doubt whether that was 
the old spelling of it, for in a catalogue now before 
me I find a quarto work by Martin Parker, enti- 
tled The Poet's Blind Man's Bough, or Have among 
you my Blind Harpers, 1641. 

3. What is the origin of the word muffin? It 
is not in Johnson’s Dictionary. Perhaps this sort 
of tea-cake was not known in his day. 

4. By what logie do we call one hundred and 
twelve pounds merely a hundred weight ? 

5. I shall feel still more obliged if your readers 
ean inform me of any works on natural history, 
particularly adapted for a literary man to refer to 

at times when poetical, mythological, scriptural, 
and historical associations connected with animals 
and plants are in question. I am constantly feel- 
ing the want of a work of the kind to comprehend 
zoological similes and allusions, and also notices of 
customs and superstitions connected with animals, 
when reading our old poets and chroniclers. Even 
the most celebrated zoological works are of no use 
to me in such inquiries. SrepHEN BeaucHAmp, 

Anthony Bek, Bishop of Durham.— Having em- 
ployed my leisure for many years in collecting 
materials for the biography of the famous Anthony 
Bek, Bishop of Durham, I am baffled by the con- 
flicting and contradictory accounts of, — (1.) The 
title by which he became possessed of the Vesci 
estates; (2). When and by what authority he took 
upon him the title of “ King of the Isle of Man;” 
and (3.) How he became dispossessed of that title, 
which it is well known that Edward II. bestowed 
upon Gaveston; and whether that circumstance 
did not induce him to take part with the con- 
federate barons who eventually destroyed that 
favourite. 

Other incongruities occur in my researches, but 
the above are the most difficult of solution. 

I am, dear Sir, 
ONE THAT INTENDS TO BE A REGULAR SuB- 

SCRIBER TO THE “ NoTES AND QUERIES.” 

Curious Welsh Custom. — A custom prevails in 
Wales of carrying about at Christmas time a 
horse’s skull dressed up with ribbons, and sup- 
ported on a pole by a man who is concealed under 
a large white cloth. There is a contrivance for 
opening and shutting the jaws, and the figure 
pursues and bites every body it can lay hold of, 
and does not release them except on payment of a 
fine. It is generally accompanied by some men 
dressed up in a grotesque manner, who, on reach- 
ing a house, sing some extempore verses requesting 
admittance, and are in turn answered by those 
within, until one party or the other is at a loss for 
a reply. The Welsh are undoubtedly a poetical 
people, and these verses often display a good deal 
of cleverness. ‘This horse’s head is called Mari 
LIwyd, which J have heard translated “ grey mare.” 
Llwyd certainly is grey, but Mari is not a mare, in 
Welsh. I think I have heard that there is some 
connection between it and the camel which often 
appears in old pictures of the Magi offering their 
gifts. Can any of your readers inform me of the 
real meaning of the name, and the origin of the 
custom, and also whether a similar custom does 
not prevail in some parts of Oxfordshire ? 

Pweca. 
Fall of Rain in England.— Can you give me 

any information respecting the fall of rain in 
England? I mean the quantity of rain that has 
fallen in various parts of the island, from month 
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to month, during the last ten, fifteen, or twenty 
years. If any of your correspondents can do that, 
or can give me a list of works, periodical or other- 
wise, in which such information is to be found, 
they will greatly oblige me. 

Can any of your correspondents inform me who 
is the author of the following lines ? — 

“ Though with forced mirth we oft may soothe a smart, 
What seemeth well, is oft not well, I ween; 
For many a burning breast and bleeding heart, 
Hid under guise of mirth is often seen.” 

Roypon. 

Rev. J. Edwards on Metal for Telescopes. — I 
shall feel obliged if any of your correspondents 
can inform me where I can find a paper, called, 
“ Directions for making the best Composition for 
the Metals of reflecting Telescopes, and the Method 
of grinding, polishing, and giving the great Specu- 
lum the true parabolic figure,” by the Rev. John 
Edwards, B.A. 

I saw it some years ago in an old journal or 
transactions, but Capt. Cuttle’s maxim not having 
been then given to the world, and being now 
unable to make a search, I avail myself of your 
valuable publication. gn 

Colonel Blood’s House. — The notorious Colonel 
Blood is said to have resided at a house in Peter 
Street, Westminster, Tradition points out the 
corner of Tufton Street. Can any of your readers 
give me information as to the correctness of this 
statement ? E. F. R. 

John Lucas’s MS. Collection of English Songs. 
— Ames, the author of the Typographical Anti- 
quities, is said to have had in his possession a folio 
MS. volume of English Songs or Ballads, com- 
posed or collected by one John Lucas, about the 
year 1450. If this MS. is in private hands, the 
possessor would confer an essential service on the 
antiquarian public by informing them of its con- 
tents. E. F,R. 

Theophania, — I send you a copy, verbatim et 
literatim, of the title-page of an old book in my 
possession, in the hope that some one of your 
correspondents may be able to furnish me with 
information respecting its author. I believe the 
work to be a very scarce one, having never seen 
or heard of any other copy than my own. 

“ Theophania : or severall Modern Histories Repre- 
sented by way of Romance; and Politickly Discours’d 
upon: by an English Person of Quality. 

«“ Stat. Theb, 
Nec divinam Sydneida tenta 
Sed longe sequere, & Vestigia semper adora. 

“ London, Printed by T. Newcomb, for Thomas 
Heath, and are to be sold at his Shop in Russel -street, 
near the Piazza’s of Covent Garden, 1655.” 

Henry Kersey. 

Ancient MS. Account of Britain. —JI find the 
following note in Cooper’s Thesaurus Lingue Ro- 
mane et Britannice, Impressum Londini, 1578, 
under the word Britannia : — 

« About 30 yeares since it happened in Wilshire, at 
Juy church, about twoo miles from Salisbury, as men 
digged to make a foundation, they founde an hollowe 
stone covered with another stone, wherein they founde 

.| a booke, having in it little above xx leaves (as they 
sayde) of verye thicke velume, wherein was some thing 
written, But when it was shewed to priestes and 
chanons, which were there, they would not read it. 
Wherefore after they had tossed it from one to another 
(by the meanes whereof it was torne) they did neglect 
and cast it aside. Long after, a piece thereof happened 
to come to my handes; which notwithstanding it was 
al to rent and defaced, I shewed to mayster Richarde 
Pace, then chiefe Secretarie to the kinges most Royall 
maiestie, whereof he exceedingly reioysed. But because 
it was partly rent, partly defaced and bloured with 
weate which had fallen on it, he could not find any one 
sentence perfite. Notwithstanding after long beholding, 
hee shewed mee, it seemed that the sayde booke con- 
tayned some auncient monument of this Ile, and that 

he perceyved this word Prytania, to bee put for Bry- 
tannia. But at that time he said no more to me.” 

Cooper’s conjecture founded on this is that 
Britain is derived from the Greek word Prytania, 
which, according to Suidas, “ doth,” with a circum- 
flexed aspiration, signifie metalles, fayres, and 
markets.” ‘Calling the place by that which came 
out of it, as one would say, hee went to market, 
when he goeth to Antwarpe,” &c. Has this been 
noticed elsewhere ? J.G, 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

The announcement recently made in The Athe- 
neum of the intention of the Government to print 
in a neat and inexpensive form, a series of 
Calendars or Indices of the valuable historical 
documents in the State Paper Office, cannot but 
be very gratifying to all students of our national 
history —in the first place, as showing an inten- 
tion of opening those documents to the use of 
historical inquirers, on a plan very different from 
that hitherto pursued ; and, in the next, it is to be 
hoped, as indicating that the intention formerly 
announced of placing the State Paper Office under 
the same regulation as the Record Offices, with the 
drawback of fees for searches, is not to be per- 
severed in. 

To the citizens of London, to its occasional 
visitants, as well as to the absent friends and 
relatives of those who dwell within its walls, 
Mr. Archer’s projected work, entitled Vestiges of 
Old London, a series of finished Etchings from 
original Drawings, with Descriptions, Historical 
Associations, and other References, will be an object 
of especial interest. The artistical portion will, 
we believe, be mainly founded on the collection of 
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drawings in the possession of William Twopeny, 
Esq., while the literary illustrations will be derived 
entirely from original sources, and from the results 
of careful observation and inquiry. 

It is said to have been a rule with Charles Fox 
to have every work bound in one volume if pos- 
sible, although published in two or three. The 
public have long felt the convenience of such an 
arrangement ; and the great booksellers have very 
wisely gratified their wishes in that respect. The 
handsome “ monotome” edition of The Doctor is 
doubtless well known to our readers. The success 
of that experiment has, we presume, induced 
Messrs. Longman to announce the Complete Works 
of the Rev. Sydney Smith, and Mr.Macaulay's Criti- 
cal Essays, in the same cheap and convenient form. 
We believe, too, that another (the sixth) edition 
of that gentleman’s History of England from the 
Accession of James IT., is on the eve of publication. 

Those of our readers who take an interest in 
that widely spread and popular subject, The Dance 
of Death, will remember that one of the most 
exquisite works of art in which expression is given 
to the idea on which this pictorial morality is 
founded, is the Alphabet Dance of Death — so 
delicately engraved on wood, (it is sometimes said 
by Holbein, who designed it,) but really by H. 
Lutzelburger, that the late Mr. Douce did not 
believe it could ever be copied so as to afford any 
adequate impression of the beauty of the original. 
A German artist, Heinrich Loedel, has, however, 
disproved the accuracy of this opinion; and the 
amateur may now, for a few shillings, put him- 
self in possession of most admirable copies of a 
work which is a masterpiece of design, and a gem 
in point of execution, and of which the original is 
of the extremest rarity. There are two editions 
of this Alphabet ; one published at Gottingen, with 
an accompanying dissertation by Dr. Adolf Ellis- 
sen ; and the other at Cologne, with corresponding 
borders by Georg Osterwald. 

The revised and much enlarged edition of Dr. 
Lingard’s History of England, handsomely printed 
in ten large octavo volumes is, we understand, 
nearly ready for publication. 

Mr. M. A. Lower, whose Curiosities of Heraldry 
and English Surnames are no doubt well known 
to many of our readers, is preparing for publication 
a Translation, froma MS. in the British Museum, of 
The Chronicle of Battel Abbey from the Vow of its 
Foundation by William the Conqueror, to the Year 
1176, originally compiled in Latin, by a Monk of 
the Establishment. 

Mr. Thorpe, 13. Henrietta Street, has just 
issued “ A Catalogue of most choice, curious, and 
excessively rare Books, particularly rich in Early 
Poetry, Mysteries, Pageants, and Plays, and 
Romances of Chivalry.” This Catalogue is also 
extremely rich in Madrigals set to Music, by 
eminent Composers of Queen Elizabeth's reign — 
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and contains an unrivalled series of Jest Books, 
and also of Song Books. 

BOGKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

M‘CuLtum’s OBSERVATIONS ON H.R.H. THE Duke or KeEnt’s 
SHAMEFUL PERSECUTION SINCE HIS RECAL FROM GIBRALTAR, 
&c. London, 1309. 

{Ten shillings will be given for a clean and perfect copy.] 
Datton’s (EpwarpD) Dounrina’s DownFALL. 

{Ten shillings, if a pamphlet, twenty shillings, if a book, will 
be given for a clean and perfect coy: | 

Hotioway’s LETTER AND SPIRIT. xon. 1543. : 
Puituip’s Divine Visions oF ENGELBRECHT. Northampton. 

1780. 
KENNET, A BRAND PLUCKED FROM THE BURNING. 1718. 
BorvDELION (ABBE) GOMGAM, OU L’HoMME PropiGIEux. 2 vols. 
Amsterdam. 

LINGUET, PHILOSOPHICAL Essays ON MONACHISM. 
Priests UNMASKED. 6 vols. 1767. 
ENcHIRIDION LEONIS PAP. 
MacNas’s THEORY OF THE UNIVERSE. 

1776. 

1818. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of “ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

A. B. will not be surprised at our omitting his quo- 
tations from Eugene Aram’s curious account of the Mel- 
supper and Shouting the Churn, when he learns that 
they are already to be found in Brand's Popular An- 
tiquities (vol. ii. ed. 1849), and in Hampson’s Medii 
f£vi Kalendarium (vol. i.), We have no doubt some of 
our correspondents will furnish A. B. with a list of Eu- 
gene Aram’s published writings. 

S T. P. There would be no objection to the course 
proposed, if a sufficient number of subscribers should desire 
it, except that it could not take a retrospective effect. 

Will Mevanpra enable us to communicate with him 
by letter 2 

ComMuNIcATIONs RECEIVED.—J, U. G. G.— G. H. B. 
JR. W. RV. M. A. L.— P. C. §. S._— 

H, W.— B. W. Hermes. J. H. T. Archeus. 
J.T. W. R. A. E.. V. —— Alpha. 

Arthur Griffinhoof, jun. Clericus. Hibernicus. 
G. He B. Etoniensis, I Propel i sepia es A 

Bibliopolist, P. OC. C. F.—— F. E, — 
E. V. S.W.S. 

We have again to explain to correspondents who inquire 
as to the mode of procuring “ Nores anv QuenriEs,” that 
every bookseller and newsman will supply it, if ordered, 
and that gentlemen residing in the country may be supplied 
regularly with the Stamped Edition, by giving their orders 
direct to the publisher, Mr. Grorcre Bett, 186. Fleet 
pes accompanied by a Post Office order for a Quarter 
4s. 4d.), 
A neat Case for holding the Numbers of “ Notes anv 

Quenizs ” until the completion of each volume, is now ready, 
price 1s. 6d., and may be had, by Order, of all Book- 
sellers and Newsmen, 

We are again compelled to omit many Notes, Queries, 
and Answers to Queries, as well as Answers to Corre- 
spondents, 

(ceases SSE 
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NEW WORKS. 
Nearly ready. 

I. 

ODERN STATE TRIALS, revised and 
aca gaiuateated. By WittiaAm CHARLES TOWNSEND, Esq. M.A. 

vols. le 

Il. 

IMPRESSIONS of CENTRAL and SOUTH- 
ERN EUROPE: being Notes of Successive Journeys, By 
WiL.iAM Epwarp Baxter, Esq. 8vo. 

Ill. 

NORWAY in 1848 and 1849. By Tuomas 
Forester, Esq. With Illustrations, &c. by Lieut. BippULPH, 
Royal Artillery. 8vo. Map, Plates, &c. 

Iv: 

The SOCIAL CONDITION and EDUCA- 
TION of the PEOPLE in ENGLAND and EUROPE. By 
JoserpH Kay, Esq. M.A. 2 vols. post 8vo. 

v 

Mr. C. D. YONGE’S LATIN GRADUS, for 
the use of Eton, Westminster, Winchester, Harrow, and Charter- 
house Schools ; King’s College, London, and Marlborough College. 
Post 8vo. (On January l4th, 

vi. 

REASON and FAITH; their Claims and 
Conflicts. By Henry RoGers. Reprinted (with Additions) from 
Tue EpinpurGa Review, No. CLXXXII. Feap. 8vo. 

vil. 

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of CARDINAL 
PACCA. Translated from the Italian by Sir GeorGe Heap. 
2 vols. 8vo. [On January 20. 

Vill. 

The VILLAGE NOTARY. Translated from 
the Hungarian of Baron Eétvés, by OrTro WENCKSTERN; with 
Introduction by F. Putszky. 3 vols. post 8vo. 

Ix. 

Mr. MACAULAY’S CRITICAL and HIS- 
TORICAL ESSAYS. Complete in One Volume: with Portrait 
and Vignette. Square crown 8vo. 2ls.; calf, by Hayday, 30s. 

xX. 

The Rev. SYDNEY SMITH’S WORKS. 
Complete in One Volume; with Portrait, and View of Combe 
Florey, Somerset. Square crown 8vo, 2ls.; calf, by Hayday, 30s. 

Xi, 

SOUTHEY’S LIFE and CORRESPOND- 
ENCE. Edited by the Rev. C. C. SouTHey, M.A. Vol. II. 

with Portrait.and Plate. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

XII. 

Mr. MACAULAY’S HISTORY of ENG- 
LAND, from the Accession of James II. New Edition. Vols. I. 

and II. 8vo. 32s. 

XI. 

The Rev. W. J. CONYBEARE and the Rev. 
J. S. HOWSONS LIFE and EPISTLES of ST. PAUL. 
Part I. with 3 Plates, and Woodcuts. 4to 2s. i 

*,* To be continued Monthly, and completed in 2 vols. 

XIV. 

The BOOK of RUTH. Illuminated, in the 
Missal Style, by H. N. Humpureys. Square feap. 8vo. 2ls, in 
deeply embossed covers. 

XV. 

FRUITS from the GARDEN and the FIELD. 
With Illustrations designed and printed in colours, by OWEN 
Jones. Imperial 8vo. Sls. 6d. 

XVI. 

SOUTHEY’S COMMON-PLACE BOOK, 
Edited by the Rev. J. W, WarTer. SgEconp SERIEsS— SPECIAL 
COLLECTIONS. Square crown 8vo. 18s. ‘ 

XVI. 

MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS. Complete 
in One Volume; with Portrait and Vignette. Medium 8vo. 2ls.; 
morocco, 42s, 

XVIII. 

Mr. M‘CULLOCH’S GEOGRAPHICAL 
a aE ia New Edition (1849); with Six large Maps. 

XIX. 

The ARTISAN CLUB’S TREATISE on the 
STEAM ENGINE. Edited by J. Bourne, C.E. New Edition; 
with Plates and Woodcuts. 4to. 27s, 

XX. 

Miss ACTON'S MODERN COOKERY 
BOOK. New Edition; with numerous Additions, Plates and 
Woodcuts. Feap. 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

London : LonGman, Brown, GREEN, and LONGMANS, 

OLD LONDON ILLUSTRATED. 

Now ready, Part I. containing 6 Plates, imp. 4to. 

ESTIGES of OLD LONDON: a Series of 
finished Etchings from Original Drawings, with Descrip- 

tions, Historical Associations, and other References, by J. WYKE~ 
HAM ArcHER. Price 6s.; India Proofs, 10s. 6d.; coloured after 
the Original Drawings, 12s. 

Davip BocukE, Fleet Street, 

On Saturday, the 29th ult., was published, feap. 8vo., price 5s, 

HE. P O-OFR) ARe fe SP 
or, SEVEN EYE-SIGHTS AND ONE OBJECT. 

“* Science in Fable.” 

Joun VAN Voorst, 1. Paternoster Row. 

RAY’S ELEGY IN A COUNTRY 
CHURCH-YARD. Each Stanza illustrated with an En- 

graving, from 33 Original Drawings by the most eminent Artists, 
Post 8vo. Price 9s. cloth. 

A Polyglot Edition of this volume, with inter-paged Trans. 
lations in the Greek, Latin, German, Italian, and French Lan- 
guages. Price 12s, 

And, of uniform size, 

THE BARD. By Gray. With Illustrations 
by the Hon. Mrs. Jonn TaLBor, Post 8vo, 7s, 

JoHN VAN VoorsT, 1. Paternoster Row, 

Printed by Tuomas CLARK SHAW, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 

in the ity of London; and published by Grorcr Be 1, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in — 

the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, January 12. 1850. 
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ORIGIN OF A WELL-KNOWN PASSAGE IN HUDIBRAS, 

The often-quoted lines — 
“ For he that fights and runs, away 
May live to fight another day,” 

_generally supposed to form a part of Hudibras, are 
to be found (as Mr. Cunningham points out, at 
p- 602. of his Hundbook for London), in the Mu- 
sarum Delicieg, 12mo. 1656; a clever collection of 
“witty trifles,” by Sir John Mennis and Dr, James 
Smith. 

The passage, as it really stands in Hudibras 
(book iii. canto iii. verse 243.), is as follows : — 

“ For those that fly may fight again, 
Which he ean never do that’s slain.” 

-But there is a much earlier authority for these 
lines than the Musarum Delicie; a fact which I 
learn from a volume now open before me, the great 
rarity of which will excuse my tr anscribing the 
title-page in full : — 

Ti Apophthegmes, that is to saie, prompte, quicke, 
_wittie, and sentencious saiynges, of certain Emperours, 

SECOND EDITION, 12 

| 

Kynges, Capitaines, Philosophiers, and Oratours, as 

well Grekes as Romaines, bothe veraye pleasaunt and 
| profitable to reade, partely for all maner of persones, 
and especially Gentlemen. First gathered and com- 
piled in Latine by the right famous clerke, Maister 
Erasmus, of Roteradame. And now translated into 
Englyshe by Nicolas Udall. Eaeusam typis Ricardi 
Grafton, 1542. 8vo.” 

A second edition was printed by John King-~ 
ston, in 1564, with no other variation, I believe, 
than in the orthography. Haslewood, in a note 
on the fly-leaf of my copy, says :— 

“ Notwithstanding the fame of Erasmus, and the 
reputation of his translator, this volume has not ob- 
tained that notice which, either from its date or value, 
might be justly expected. Were its claim only founded 
on the colloquial notes of Udall, it is entitled to con- 
sideration, as therein may be traced several of the fa- 
miliar phrases and commvon-place idioms, which have 
occasioned many eonjeetural speculations among the 
annotators upon our early drama.” 

The work consists of only two books of the 
original, comprising the apophthegms of Soerates, 
Ar istippus, Diogenes, Philippus, Alexander, An- 
tigonus, Augustus Cesar, Julius Cesar, Pompey, 
Phocian, Cie ‘ero, and Demosthenes. 

On folio 239. occurs the following apophthegm, 
which is the one relating to the subject before 
Ue 

“ Fhat same man, that renneth awaie, 
Maie again fight, an other daie. 

“q Judgeyng that it is more for the benefite of 
one’s countree to renne awaie in battaile, then to lese 
his life. For a ded man can fight no more; but who 
hath saved hymself alive, by rennyng awaie, may, in 
many battailles mo, doe good service to his countree. 

“§ At lest wise, if it be a poinct of good service, to 
renne awaie at all times, when the countree hath most 
neede of his helpe to sticke to it.” 

Thus we are enabled to throw back more than 
a century these famous Hudibrastic lines, whieh 
have occasioned so many inquiries for their origin. 

I take this opportunity of noticing a mistake 
which has frequently been made concerning the 
French translation of Butler’s Hudibras. Tytler, 
in his Essay on Translation; Nichols, in his Bio- 
graphical Anecdotes of Hogarth ; and Ray, in his 
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History of the Rebellion, attribute it to Colonel 

Francis Towneley; whereas it was the work of 

John Towneley, uncle to the celebrated Charles 

Towneley, the collector of the Marbles. 
Epwarp F. Rimpavtt, 

FIELD OF THE BROTHERS FOOTSTEPS. 

I do not think that Mr. Cunningham, in his 

valuable work, has given any account of a piece 

of ground of which a strange story is recorded by 

Southey, in his Common-Place Book (Second Se- 

ries, p-21.). After quoting a letter received from 

a friend, recommending him to “take a view of 

those wonderful marks of the Lord’s hatred to 

duelling, called The Brothers’ Steps,” and giving 

him the description of the locality, Mr. Southey 

gives an account of his own visit to the spot (a 

field supposed to bear ineffaceable marks of the 

footsteps of two brothers, who fought a fatal duel 

about a love affair) in these words : — “‘ We sought 

for near half an hour in vain. We could find no 

steps at all, within a quarter of a mile, no nor half 

a mile, of Montague House. We were almost out 
of hope, when an honest man who was at work 

directed us to the next ground adjoining to a 
pond. There we found what we sought, about 
three quarters of a mile north of Montague House, 

and about 500 yards east of Tottenham Court 

Road. The steps answer Mr, Walsh’s description. 

They are of the size of a large human foot, about 
three inches deep, and lie nearly from north-east 
to south-west. We counted only seventy-six, but 
we were not exact in counting. The place where 
one or both the brothers are supposed to have 
fallen, is still bare of grass. The labourer also 

showed us the bank where (the tradition is) the 

wretched woman sat to see the combat.” 

Mr. Southey then goes on to speak of his full 
confidence in the tradition of their indestructibility, 

even after ploughing up, and of the conclusions to 

be drawn from the circumstance. 
To this long note, I beg to append a query, as 

to the latest account of these footsteps, previous 

to the ground being built over, as it evidently 

now must be. Com Seon 

ON AUTHORS AND BOOKS, No. 4. 

Verse may picture the feelings of the author, 

or it may only picture his fancy. ‘To assume the 

former position, is not always safe; and in two 

memorable instances a series of sonnets has been 

used to construct a baseless fabric of biography. 

In the accompanying sonnet, there is no such 

uncertainty. It was communicated to me by 

John Adamson, Esq., M.R.s.u., &e., honourably 

known by a translation of the tragedy of Dona 

Ignez de Castro, from the Portuguese of Nicola 

Luiz, and by a Memoir of the life and writings 

of Camoens, &c. It was not intended for publica- 
tion, but now appears, at my request. 

Mr. Adamson, it should be stated, is a corre- 
sponding member of the Royal Academy of 
Sciences of Lisbon, and has received diplomas of 
the orders of Christ and the Tower-and-sword. 
The coming storm alludes to the menace of in- 
vasion by France. 

* SONNET. 

“O Portugal! whene'er T see thy name 
What proud emotions rise within my breast ! 

To thee 1 owe — from thee derive that fame 
Which here may linger when I lie at rest. 

When as a youth I landed on thy shore, 
How little did I think I e’er could be 
Worthy the honours thou hast giv’n to me; 

And when the coming storm I did deplore, 
Drove me far from thee by its hostile threat — 
With feelings which can never be effaced, 

I Jearn’d to commune with those writers old 
Who had the deeds of thy great chieftains told ; 

Departed bards in converse sweet I met, 
I’d seen where they had liy’d— the land Camoens 

grac’d,” 

T venture to add the titles of two interesting 
volumes which have been printed subsequently to 
the publications of Lowndes and Martin. It may 
be a useful hint to students and collectors : — 

“ Breviorneca Lusirana, or catalogue of books and 
tracts, relating to the history, literature, and poetry, of 
Portugal: forming part of the library of John Adam- 
son, M. R. Ss. L. etc. Newcastle on Tyne, 1836, Svo. 

« LusrrANIA ILLUSTRATA; notices on the history, 
antiquities, literature, ete. of Portugal. Literary de- 
partment. Part I. Selection of sonnets, with biogra- 
phical Sketches of the authors, by John Adamson, 
M. R.S.L. etc. Neweastle upon Tyne, 1842, 8vo.” 

Boxron Corney, 

RECEIPTS TO THE BEGGAR’S OPERA ON ITS 

PRODUCTION, 

Every body is aware of the prodigious and un- 
expected success of Gay’s Beggar's Opera on its 
first production; it was offered to Colley Cibber 
at Drury Lane, and refused, and the author took 
it to Rich, at the Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields theatre, 
by whom it was accepted, but not without he- 
sitation. It ran for 62 nights (not 63 nights, 
as has been stated in some authorities) in the 
season of 1727—1728: of these, 32 nights were 
in succession; and, from the original Account- 
book of the manager, C,. M. Rich, I am enabled 
to give an exact statement of the money taken at 
the doors on each night, distinguishing such per- 
formances as were for the benefit of the author, 
viz. the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 15th nights, which put 
exactly 6927 13s. 6d. into Gay’s pocket. This is 
a new circumstance in the biography of one of our 
most fascinating English writers, whether in prose 
or verse. Rich records that the king, queen, and 

a 
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princesses were present on the 21st repetition, but 
that was by no means one of the fullest houses, 
The very bill sold at the doors on the occasion 
has been preserved, and hereafter may be fur- 
nished for the amusement of your readers. It 
appears, that when the nun of the Beggar's 
Opera was somewhat abruptly terminated by 
the advance of the season and the benefits of the 
actors, the “takings,” as they were and: still are 
ealled, were larger than ever. The performances 
commerced on 29th January, 1728, and that 
some striking novelty was required at the Lin- 
coln’s-Inn-Fields theatre, to improve. the prospects 
of the manager, may be judged from the fact that 
the new tragedy of Sesostris, brought out on. the 
17th January, was played for the benefit of its 
author (John Sturmy) on its 6th night to only 
581. 19s., while the house was capable. of holding 
at least 2007. 

In the following statement of the receipts to 
the Beggar's Opera, I have not thought it neces- 
sary to insert the days of the months : — 

a Sd 
Night § = = > 169 12 O 

2 - - ~ 160 14 Q, 
(Author): 3 = * - MpzarzZesG 

4 - - - Tos» one G: 
5. - - - 475 19 6 

(Author) 6 = - > 189 11 O 
7 - - - 161 19 O 
8 - - ~ 157 19 6 

(Author), 9 - - -~ 165 12° @ 
10 - - - 156 8 O 

11 ~ - - 171 10, O 
12 - > . 170. 5 6 
13 - - > 164.8 0 
14 - - - L714; © 

(Author) 15 - - > 175 18 .O 
16 : - - 160,11 © 
17 - - - ay SG; 
18 - - 7 163 16 6 
39 - = - 158 19 O 
20) - - = 170 & 6 
21 - - - 163 14 6 
22 - - - 163 17 6 
23 - “ - VI9 68) 1G 
24 - - > 161 7 O 
25 ” - _” 169 3 6 

26; - - - 163 18 6: 
27 - - - 168 4 6 
28 - - - LSS), Sr Gi 
29 ? - tad 165 2 6. 

30 - ~ ~ 162.18 .6 
31 - r - 183 45.0 
$2 - - - 185, 8 6 

Therefore, when the run was interrupted, the 
attraction of the opera was greater than it 
had been on any previous night, excepting the 
6th, which was one of those set apart for the 
remuneration of the author, when the receipt 
was 189/. tls. The total sum realised by the 

32 successive performances was 5351/. 15s., of 
which, as we have already shown, Gay obtained 
6931. 13s. 6d. To him it was all clear profit ; but 
from the sum obtained by Rich are, of course, to 
be deducted the expenses of the company, lights, 
house-rent, &e. ; 

The successful career of the piece was checked, 
as I have said, by the intervention of benefits, 
and the manager would not allow it to be repeated 
even for Walker’s and Miss Fenton’s nights, the 
Macheath and Polly of the opera; but, in order to 
connect the latter with it, when Miss Fenton 
issued her bill for Zhe Beaua’s Stratagem, on 
29th April, it was headed that it was “for the 
benefit of Polly.” An exception was, however, 
made in favour of John Rich, the brother of the 
manager, for whose benefit the Beggar's Opera 
was played on 26th February, when the receipt 
was 184/. 15s. Miss Fenton was allowed a second 
benefit, on 4th May, in consequence, we may 
suppose, of her great claims in connection with 
the Beggar's Opera, and then it was performed to. 
a house containing 155/, 4s. The greatest recorded 
receipt, in its first season, was on 13th April, 
when, for some unexplained cause, the audience 
was so. numerous that 1984 17s. were taken at 
-the doors. 

After this date there appears to have. been con- 
siderable fluctuation in the profits derived from 
repetitions of the Beggar's Opera. On the 5th 
May, the day after Polly Fenton’s (her real name 
was Lavinia) second benefit, the proceeds fell to. 
781. 14s:, the 50th night produced 692, 12s., and 
the SIst only 262 1s. 6d. The next night the 
receipt suddenly rose again to 134/, 13s. 6d., and 
it continued to range between 53/. and 105i. 
until the 62nd and last night (19th June), when 
the sum taken was 98/. 17s. 6d. 

Miss Fenton left the stage at the end of the 
season, to be made Duchess of Bolton, and in the 
next season her place, as regards the Beggur's 
Opera, was taken by Miss Warren, and on 20th 
September it attracted 751. 7s.; at the end of | 
November it drew only 23/., yet, on the 11th 
December, for some reason not stated by the 
manager, the takings amounted to 112J. 9s. 6d. 
On January Ist a new experiment was tried with 
the opera, for it was represented by children, and 
the Prince of Wales commanded it on one or more 
of the eight successive performances it thus under- 
went. On 5th May we find Miss Cantrell taking 
Miss Warren’s character, and, in the whole, the 
Beggar’s Opera was acted more than forty times 
in its second year, 1728-9, including the perform- 
ances by “ Lilliputians” as well as comedians. 
This is, perhaps, as much of its early history as 
your readers will care about. 

Dramaricvus. 
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NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 

LONDON. 

Lady Dacre’s Alms- Houses, or Emanuel Hospital. 
—“ Jan. 8. 1772, died, in Emanuel Hospital, 
Mrs. Wyndymore, cousin of Mary, queen of Wil- 
liam III., as well as of Queen Anne. Strange 
revolution of fortune, that the cousin of two 
queens should, for fifty years, be supported by 
charity.”"— MWS. Diary, quoted in Collet’s Relics 
of Literature, p. 310. 

Essex Buildings. ~‘ On Thursday next, the 
22nd of this instant, November, at the Musick- 
school in Essex Buildings, over against St. Cle- 
ment’s Church, in the Strand, will be continued a 
concert of vocal and instrymental musick, begin- 
ning at five of the clock, every evening. Com- 
posed by Mr. Banister.”— Lond. Gazette, Nov. 18. 
1678, * This famous ‘ musick-room’ was after- 
wards Paterson’s auction-room.”—Pennant’s Com- 
mon-place Book. 

St. Antholin’s.—In Thorpe’s Catalogue of MSS. 
for 1836 appears for sale, Art. 792., “ ‘The Church- 
wardens’ Accounts, from 1615 to 1752, of the 
Parish of St. Antholin's, London.” Again, in the 
same Catalogue, Art. 793., ‘The Churchwardens 
and Overseers of the Parish of S#. Antholin’s, in 
London, Accounts from 1638 to 1700 inclusive.” 
Verily these books have been in the hands of 
“Cunjust stewards!” 

Clerkenwell. — Names of eminent persons re- 
siding in this parish in 1666:— Earl of Carlisle, 
Earl of Essex, Earl of Aylesbury, Lord Barkely, 
Lord Townsend, Lord Dellawar, Lady Crofts, 
Lady Wordham, Sir John Keeling, Sir John Crop- 
ley, Sir Edward Bannister, Sir Nicholas Stroude, 
Sir Gower Barrington, Dr. King, Dr. Sloane. In 
1667-8 : — Duke of Newcastle, Lord Baltimore, 
Lady Wright, Lady Mary Dormer, Lady Wynd- 
ham, Sir Erasmus Smith, Sir Richard Cliverton, 
Sir John Burdish, Sir Goddard Nelthorpe, Sir 
John King, Sir William Bowles, Sir William 
Boulton. — Extracted from a MS. in the late Mr. 
Upcott's Collection. 

Tyburn Gallows, — No. 49. Connaught Square, 
is built on the spot where this celebrated gallows 
stood: and, in the lease granted by the Bishop of 
London, this is particularly mentioned. 

Epwarp F. Rimsaoccr. 

SEWERAGE IN ETRURIA. 

I have been particularly struck, in reading The 
Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, of George Dennis, 
by the great disparity there appears between 
the ancient population of the country and the 
present. 

The ancient population appears, moreover, to 
have been located in circumstances not by any 
means favourable to the health of the people. 
Those cities surrounded by high walls, and en- 

NOTES AND QUERIES. [ No. 12. 

tered by singularly small gateways, must have 
been very badly ventilated, and very unfavourable 
to health; and yet it is not reasonable to suppose 
they could have been so unhealthy then as the 
author describes the country at present to be. 
It is hardly possible to imagine so great a people 
as the Etruscans, the wretched fever-stricken 
objects the present inhabitants of the Maremma 
are described to be. 

To what, then, can this great difference be 
ascribed? The Etruscans appear to have taken 
very great pains with the drainage of their cities ; 
on many sites the cloaca are the only remains of 
their former industry and greatness which remain. 
They were also careful to bury their dead outside 
their city walls; and it is, no doubt, to these two 
circumstances, principally, that their increase and 
greatness, as a people, are to be ascribed. But 
why do not the present inhabitants avail them- 
selves of the same means of health? Is it that 
they are too idle, or are they too broken-spirited 
and poverty-stricken to unite in any public work ? 
Or has the climate changed ? 

Perhaps it was owing to some defect in their 
civil polity that the ancients were comparatively 
so easily put down by the Roman power, which 
might have been the superior civilisation. Pos- 
sibly the great majority of the people may have 
been dissatisfied with their rulers, and gladly 
removed to another place and another form of 
government. It is even possible, and indeed 
likely, that these great public works may have 
been carried on by the forced- labour of the 
poorest and, consequently, the -most numerous 
class of the population, and that, consequently, 
they had no particular tie to their native city, as 
being only a hardship to’ them; and they may 
even have had a dislike to sewers in themselves, 
as reminding them of their bondage, and which 
dislike their descendants have inherited, and for 
which they are now suffering. At any rate, it is 
an instructive example to our present citizens of 
the value of drainage and sanitary arrangements, 
and shows that the importance of these things was 
recognised and appreciated in the earliest times. 

C. P. F. 

ANDREW FRUSIUS— ANDRE DES FREUX. 

Many of your readers,- as well as ‘ RotEro- | 
DAmus,” will be ready to acknowledge their obliga- 
tion to Mr. Bruce for his prompt identification of — 
the author of the epigrani against Erasmus (pp. | 
27, 28.). Ihave just refetred to°the catalogue of — 
the library of this university, and I regret to say | 
that we have no copy of any of the works of — 
Frusius. Mr. Bruce says he knows nothing of — 
Frusius as an author. 1 believe there is no men- — 
tion of him in any English bibliographical or 
biographical work. There is, however, a notice 

—— 
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of him in the Biographie Universelle, vol. xvi. 
(Paris), and in the Biografia Universule, vol. xxi. 
(Venezia). As these works have, perhaps, found 
their way into very few private English libraries, 
I send you the following sketch, which will pro- 
bably be acceptable to your readers. It is much 
to be lamented that sufficient encouragement 
cannot be given in this country for the production 
of a Universal Biography. Rose’s work, which 
promised to be a giant, dwindled down to a 
miserable pigmy; and that under “The Soci ty 
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge” was 
strangled in its birth. 

André des Freux, better known by his Latin 
name, Frusius, was born at Chartres, in the be- 
ginning of the sixteenth century. He embraced 
the life of an ecelesiastic, and obtained the cure 
of Thiverval, which he held many years with 
great credit to himself. The high reputation of 
Ignatius Loyola, who was then at Rome, with 
authority from the Holy See to found the Society 
of the Jesuits, led Frusius to that city, where he 
was admitted a member of the new order in 1541, 
and shortly after became secretary to Loyola. 
He contributed to the establishment of the Society 
at Parma, Venice, and many towns of Italy and 
Sicily. He was the first Jesuit who taught the 
Greek language at Messina; he also gave public 
lectures on the Holy Scriptures in Rome. He 
was appointed Rector of the German College at 
Rome, shortly before his death, which occurred 
on the 25th of October, 1556, three months and 
six days after the death of Loyola. Frusius had 
studied, with equal success, theology, medicine, 
and law: he was a good mathematician, an ex- 
cellent musician, and made Latin verses with such 
fucility, that he composed them, on the instant, on 
all sorts of subjects. But these verses were neither 
so elegant nor so harmonious, as Alegambe asserts’, 
since he adds, that it requires close attention to 
distinguish them from prose. Frusius translated, 
from Spanish into Latin, the Spiritual Exercises 
of Loyola. He was the author of the following 
works : — Two small pieces, in verse, De Verborum 
et Rerum Copia, and Summa Latine Syntazeos : 
these were published in several different places ; 
Theses Collecte ex Interpretatione Geneseos ; As- 
sertiones Theologica, Rome, 1554; Poemata, Co- 
logne, 1558 — this collection, often reprinted at 
Lyons, Antwerp, and Tournon, contains 255 t 
Beerams against the heretics, amongst whom he 
_ Erasmus ;—a poem, De Agno Dei; and, 

tly, another poem, entitled Echo de Present’ 
Christiane Religionis Calamitate, which has been 
sometimes cited as an example of a great difficulté 
vaincue. ‘The edition of Tournon contains also a 

_ “TI presume in his Bibliotheca Scriptorum Societatis 
Jesu. 
+ Duthilleeul, according to Mr, Bruce, says 251, 

poem, De Simplicitate, of which Alegambe speaks 
with praise. ‘To Frusius was also owing an edition 
of Martial’s Epigrams, divested of their obscen- 
ities. Epw. VENTRIS. 

Cambridge, Jan. 10, 1850. 

[Our valued correspondent, Mr. MacCass, has 
also informed us that the “ Epigrams of Frusius were 
published at Antwerp, 1582, in 8vo., and at Cologne, 
1641, in 12mo. Sve Feller's Biographie.”] 

OPINIONS RESPECTING BURNET. 

A small catena patrum has been given respecting 
Burnet, as a historian, in No. 3. pp. 40, 41., to 
which two more scriptorum judicia have been ap- 
pended, in No. 8. p. 120., by “I. H. M.” As a 
sadly disparaging opinion had been quoted, at 
p- 40., from Lord Dartmouth, I hope you will 
allow the following remarks on the testimony of 
that nobleman to appear in your columns : — 

“No person has contradicted Burnet more fre- 
quently, or with more asperity, than Dartmouth. Yet 
Dartmouth wrote, ‘I do not think he designedly pub- 
lished anything he believed to be false.’ At a later 
period, Dartmouth, provoked by some remarks on 
himself in the second volume of the Bishop’s history, 
retraeted this praise; but to such a retraction little 
importance can be attached. Even Swift has the jus- 
tice to say, ‘ After all he was a man of generosity and 
good nature.”” — Short Remarks on Bishop Burnet’s 
History. 

“It is usual to censure Burnet as a singularly in- 
accurate historian; but I believe the charge to be 
altogether unjust. He appears to be singularly inac- 

| curate only because his narrative has been subjected to 
| a scrutiny singularly severe and unfriendly. If any 
Whig thought it worth while to subject Reresbv’s 
Memoirs, North’s Examen, Mulgrave’s Account of the 
Revolution, or the Life of James the Second, edited by 
Clarke, to a similar scrutiny, it would soon appear that 
Burnet was far indeed from being the most inexact 
writer of his time.” — Macaulay, Hist. England, vol. ii, 
p- 177, 3rd Ed. T. 

Bath. 

QUERIES. 

SAINT THOMAS OF LANCASTER. 

Sir,—I am desirous of information respecting 
the religious veneration paid to the memory of 
Thomas, Earl of Lancaster, cousin-german to King 
Edward the Second. He was taken, in open re- 
bellion against the King, on the 16th of March, 
1322, condemned by a court-martial, and exe- 
cuted, with circumstances of great indignity, on 
the rising ground above the castle of Pomfret, 
which at that time was in his possession. His 
body was probably given to the monks of the ad- 
jacent priory; and soon after his death miracles 
were said to be performed at his tomb, and at the 
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place of execution; a curious record of which is 
preserved in the library of Corpus Christi College, 
at Cambridge, and introduced by Brady inte his 
history of the period. About the same time, a 
icture or image of him seems to have been ex- 

hibited in St. Paul’s Church, in London, and to 
have been the object of many offerings. A spe- 
eial proclamation was issued, denouncing this 
veneration of the memory of a traitor, and threaten- 
ing punishment on those who encouraged it; and 
a statement is given by Brady of the opinions of 
an ecclesiastic, who thought it very doubtful how 
far this devotion should be encouraged by the 
Church, the Earl of Lancaster, besides his poli- 
tical offences, having been a notorious evil-liver. 

As soon, however, as the King’s party was sub- 
dued, and the unhappy sovereign, whose acts and 
habits had excited so much animosity, cruelly put 
to death, we find not only the political character 
of the Earl of Lancaster vindicated, his attainder 
reversed, his estates restored to his family, and his 
adherents re-established in all their rights and 
liberties, but within five weeks of the accession of 
Edward the Third, a special mission was sent to 
the Pope from the King, imploring the appoint- 
ment of a commission to institute the proper 
canonical investigation for his admission into the 
family of saints. His character and his eause are 
described, in florid language, as having been those 
of a Christian hero; and the numberless miracles 
wrought in his name, and the confluence of pil- 
grims to his tomb, are presumed to justify his 
invocation. 

In June of the same year (1327), a “king’s 
letter” is given to Robert de Weryngton, autho- 
rising him and his agents to collect alms through- 
out the kingdom for the purpose of building a 
chapel on the hill where the Earl was beheaded, 
and praying all prelates and authorities to give 
him aid and heed. This sanction gave rise to 
imposture; and in December a proclamation ap- 
peared, ordering the arrest and punishment of 
unauthorised persons collecting money under this 
pretence, and taking it for their own use. 

Tn 1336, the same clerical personages were sent 
again to the Pope, to advance the affair of the 
eanonization of the Earl, and were beurers of 

letters on the same subject from the King to five 

of the cardinals, all urging the attention of the 
Papal court to a subject that so much interested 
the Church and people of England, 

Tt would seem, however, that some powerful 
opposition to this request was at work at the 
Roman see. For in the April of the following 
year another commission, composed of a professor 
of theology, a military personage, and a magistrate 
of the name of John de Newton, was sent with 
letters to the Pope, to nine cardinals, to the 
refendary of the Papal court, and to three ne- 
phews of his Holiness, entreating them not to give 

ear to the invectives of malignant men (“com-~ 
menta fictitia maliloquorum”), who here asserted 
that the Earl of Lancaster consented to, or con- 
nived at, some injury or insult offered to certain 
cardinals at Durham in the late king’s reign. So 
far from this being true, the letters assert that 
the Earl defended these prelates to the utmost of 
his power, pretected them from enemies who had 
designs on their lives, and placed them im security 
at his own great peril. The main point of the 
Canonization 3s again urged, and allusion made to 
former repeated supplications, and the sacred 
promise, ‘Knock, and it shail be opened unto 
you,” appealed to. The vindication of the Earl 
from the malicious charge against him is omitted 
in the letters to two of the cardinals and the lay 
personages. Were these the two cardinals who 
fancied themselves injured ? 

This, then, is all I can discover in the ordinary 
historical channels respecting this object of an- 
cient public reverence in England. ‘The chapel 
was constructed and officiated in till the dissolu- 
tion of the monasteries; the image in St. Paul’s 
was always regarded with especial affection; and 
the cognomen of Saint Thomas of Lancaster was 
generally accepted and understood. 

Five hundred years after the execution of the 
Karl of Lancaster, a large stone coffin, massive 
and roughly hewn, was found in a field that be- 
longed of old to the Priory of Pomfret, but at 
least a quarter of a mile distant from the hill 
where the chapel stood. Within was the skeleton 
of a full-grown man, partially preserved ; the skull 
lay between the thighs. There is no record of 
the decapitation of any person at Pomfret of 
sufficient dignity to have been interred in a man- 
ner showing so much eare for the preservation of 
the body, except the Earl of Lancaster. The 
coffin may have been removed here at the time the 
opposite party forbade its veneration, from motives 
of precaution for its safety. 

Now, I shall be much obliged for information 
on the following points : — 

Ts any thing known, beyond what I have stated, 
as to the communications with Rome on the sub- 
ject of his canonization, or as to the means by 
which he was permitted by the English Church to 
become a fit object for invocation and venera- 
tion ? 

What are the chief historical grounds that en- 
deared his memory to the Church or the people ? 
The compassion for his signal fall can hardly 
account for this, although a similar motive was 
sufficient to bring to the tomb of Edward IL, in 
Gloucester Cathedral, an amount of offerings that 
added considerably to the splendonr of the 
edifice. ; 

Are any anecdotes or circumstances recorded, 
respecting the worship of this saint in later times, 
than I have referred to ? 
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What is the historic probability that the stone 

coffin, discovered in 1822, contained the remains of 

this remarkable man ? 
I have no doubt that much curious and valuable 

matter might be discovered, by pursuing into the 

remote receptacles of historical knowledge the 

lives and characters of persons who have become, 

in Catholic times, the unauthorised objects of 
popular religious reverence after death. 

Rice. Moncxton Miunss. 
26. Pall Mall, Jan. 12th. 

[To this interesting communication we may add that 

“ The Office of St. Thomas of Lancaster,” which begins, 

«“ Gaude Thoma, ducum deeus, lucerna Lancastriz,” 

is printed in the volume of “ Political Songs” edited by 
Mr. Wright for the Camden Society, from a Royal MS, 
in the British Museum. — MS. Reg. 12. ] 

SHIELD OF THE BLACK PRINCE—SWORD OF 

CHARLES I. 

In Bolton’s Elements of Armories, 1610, p. 67., 
is an engraving of a very interesting shield, of the 
kind called “ Pavoise,” which at that period hung 
over the tomb of Edward the Black Prince, at 
Canterbury, in addition to the shield still remain- 
ing there. Bolton says, “The sayd victorious 
Princes tombe is in the goodly Cathedral Church 
erected to the honor of Christ, in Canterburie ; 
there (beside his quilted coat-armour, with half- 
sleeves, Taberd fashion, and his triangular shield, 
both of them painted with the royall armories of 
our kings, and differenced with silver labels) 
hangs this kind of Pavis or Target, curiously (for 
those times) embost and painted, and the Scutcheon 
in the bosse being worne out, and the Armes 
(which, it seemes, were the same with his coate 
armour, and not any peculiar devise) defaced, and 
is altogether of the same kinde with that upon 
which (Froissard reports) the dead body of the 
Lord Robert of Dvras, and nephew to the Car- 
dinall of Pierregoort, was laid, and sent unto that 
Cardinale, from the Battell of Poictiers, where the 
Blacke Prince obtained a Victorie, the renowne 
whereof is immortale.” , 

Can any of your correspondents inform me 
when this most interesting relic disappeared ? 
Sandford, whose Genealogical History was pub- 
lished some sixty or seventy years later, says, “On 
an iron barr over the ‘tombe are placed the 
Healme and crest, Coat of Maile, and Gantlets, 
and, on a pillar near thereunto, his shield of 
Armes, richly diapred with gold, all which he is 
said to have used in Battel;” but he neither 
mentions the missing “ Pavoise,” engraved in Bol- 
ton, or the scabbard of the sword which yet re- 
mains, the sword itself having been taken away, 
according to report, by Oliver Cromwell. Did 
that unscrupulous Protector (?) take away the 

«“ Payoise” at the same time, or order his Iron- 
sides to “remove that bauble?” — and how came 
he to spare the helmet, jupon, gauntlets, shield, 
and scabbard 2? J have strong doubts of his being 
the purloiner of the sword. The late Mr. Stot- 
hard, who mentions the report, does not quote 
his authority. I will add another query, on a 
similar subject :— When did the real sword of 
Charles the First’s time, which, but a few years 

back, hung at the side of that monarch’s eques- 

trian figure at Charing Cross, disappear ? — and 

what has become of it? The question was put, 

at my suggestion, to the official authorities, by the 

secretary of the British Archzological Association ; 

but no information could be obtained on the sub- 
ject. That the sword was a real one of that 
period, I state upon the authority of my lamented 
friend, the late Sir Samuel Meyrick, who had 

ascertained the fact, and pointed out to me its 

loss. J. KR. Puancue. 

FRATERNITYE OF VAGABONDES — REV. MR. 

GENESSE — RED MAIDS. 

[ We have for some time past been obliged, by want 

of space, to omit all the kind expressions towards our- 

selves, in which friendly correspondents are apt to in- 

dulge; but there is something so unusual in the way 

in which the following letter begins, that we have done 

violence to our modesty, in order to admit the com- 

ments of our kind hearted correspondent. We have 

no doubt that all his questions will be answered in due 

course. } 

Never, during my life (more than half a cen- 

tury), do I remember hailing the appearance of 

any new publication with such unfeigned delight. 

I had hugged myself on having the friendship of 

a certain “ BookworM,” possessing a curious li- 

brary, of some three or four thousand volumes ; 

how much must I have rejoiced, therefore, at 

finding that, through the medium of your invalu- 

able journal, my literary friends were likely to 

be increased one hundred-fold ; and that, for the 

small sum of three pence weekly, I could command 

the cordial co-operation, when at a loss, of all the 

first scholars, antiquaries, and literary men of the | 

country ; that, without the trouble of attending 

meetings, &c., I could freely become a member of 

the “Society of Societies;” that the four thou- 

sand volumes, to which I had, previously, access, 

were increased more than ten thousand-fold. It 

is one of the peculiar advantages of literary accu- 

mulation, that it is only by diffusing the knowledge 

of the materials amassed, and the information 

gained, that their value is felt. Unlike the miser, 

the scholar and antiquary, by expending, add to 

the value of their riches. 

Permit me to avail myself of the “good the 

bounteous gods have sent me,” and make one or 

two inquiries through the medium of your columns. 
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In the first place, can any of your readers inform 
me by whom a pamphlet, of the Elizabethan period, 
noticed in the Censura Literaria, and entitled 
The Fraternitye of Vagahondes, was reprinted, 

| some years since >—Was it by Machelle Stace, of 
Scot.and Yard, who died a brother of the Charter- 
House ? 

In the second place, can any of your -clerical 
readers tell me where I can find any account of 

| the late Rev. Mr. Genesse, of Bath, author of a 
| History of the Stage, in ten volumes, one of the 
most elaborate and entertaining works ever pub- 
lished, which must have been a labour of love, and 

| the labour of a life ? 
And, in the third and last plaee, I find, in the 

| Bristol Gazette of the early part of last month, the 
following paragraph: — “THe Rep Marps, 120 
in nuinber, enjoyed their annual dinner in honour 
ot the birthday of their great benefactor, Alder- 
man Whitson. ‘he dinner consisted of joints of 
veul (which they only have on this occasion), and 
some dozens of plum puddings. The Mayor and 
Mayoress attended, and were much pleased to 
witness the happy faces of the girls, to whom the 
Mayoress distributed one shilling each.” 

Can any of your curious eontributors give me 
any account of these Red Maids ?—why they 
are so called, &c. &c. ? — and, in fact, of the cha- 
rity in general ? 

It will not be one of the least of the many bene- 
fits of your publication, that, in noticing from 
time to time the real intention of many ancient 
charitable bequests, the purposes of the original 
benevolent founder may be restored to their in- 
tegrity, and the charity devoted to the use of 
those for whom it was intended, and who will 
receive it as a charity, and not, as is too often the 
case, be swallowed up as a mere place, —or worse, 
a sinecure. ARTHUR GRIFFINHOOF, JUN. 

THE NAME OF SHYLOCK. 

Dr. Farmer has stated that Shakspere took the 
name which he has given to one of the leading 
characters in the Merchant of Venice from a pam- 
phlet entitled Caleb She loche, or the Jew's Predic- 

| tion. he date of the pamphlet, however, being 
some years posterior to that of the play, renders 
this origin impossible. Mr, C. Knight, who points 
out this error, adds — “ Scialac was the name of 
a Marionite of Mount Libanus.” 

But “query,” Was not Shylock a preper name 
among the Jews, derived from the designation 

| employed by the patriarch Jacob in predicting 
| the advent of the Messiah — “ until Shiloh come” ? 

(Gen. xlix. 10.) The objection, which might be 
urged, that so sacred a name would not have been 
applied by an ancient Jew to his child, has not 
much weight, when we recolleet that some Chris- 
tians have not shrunk from the blasphemous impo- 
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sition of the name Emanuel (“God with us”) 
upon their offspring. St. Jerome manifestly reads 
Suitoacn, for he translates it by Qui mittendus 
est. (Lond. Encyc. in voc. **Shiloh.”) Now the 
difference between Shiloach and Shylock is very 
trivial indeed. J shall be very glad to have the 
opinion of some of your numereus and able con- 
tributors on this point. 

But, after all, Shylock may have been a family 
name familiar to the great dramatist. In all my 
researches on the subject of English swrnames, 
however, I have but once met with it as a generic 
distinction. In the Battel Abbey Deeds (penes 
Sir T. Phillipps, Bart.) occurs a power of at- 
torney from John Pesemershe, Esq., to Richard 
Shylok, of Hoo, co. Sussex, and others, to deliver 
seizin of all his lands in Sussex to certain persons 
therein named. ‘The date of this document is 
July 4. 1435. Marx Antony Lower. 

TRANSPOSITION OF LETTERS. 

I should be obliged if any of your readers would 
give me the reason for the transposition of certain 
letters, chiefly, but not exclusively, in proper 
names, which has been effected in the course of 
time. 

The name of our Queen Bertha was, in the 
seventh century, written Beorhte. 

The Duke Brythnoth’s name was frequently 
written Byrthnoth, in the tenth century. 

In Eadweard, we have dropped the a; in Eal- 
dredesgate, the e. In Aedwini, we have dropped 
the first letter (or have sometimes transposed it), 
although, I think, we are wrong; for the given 
name Adwin has existed in my own family for 
several centuries. 

John was always written Jhon till ahout the 
end of the sixteenth century; and in Chaucer’s 
time, the word ¢hird, as every body knows, was 
written thridde, or thrydde. 1 believe that the h 
in Jhon was introduced, as it was in other words 
in German, to give force to the following vowel. 
Certain letters were formerly used in old French 
in like manner, which were dropped upon the 
introduction of accents. B. WituiaMs. 

Hillingdon, Jan. 5. 

PICTURES OF QUEEN ELIZABETH AND CHARLES I. IN 

CHURCHES. 

Your correspondent “ R.O.” will find two pic- 
tures of Charles I. of the same allegorical cha- 
racter 2s that described by him in his note (ante, 
p- 137), one on the wall of the stairs leading to 
the north gallery of the church of St. Botolph, 
Bishopsgate, and the other in the hall of the 
law courts in Guildhall Yard. I know nothing 
of the history of the first-mentioned picture; the 
latter, until within a few years, hung on the wall, 
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above the gallery, in the church of St. Olave, 

Jewry, when, upon the church undergoing re- 

pair, it was taken down, and, by the parishioners, 

presented to the corporation of London, who 

laced it in its present position. In the church of 

St. Olave there were two other pictures hung in 
the gallery, one representing the tomb of Queen 

Elizabeth, copied from the original at Westminster, 

the other of ‘Time on the Wing, inscribed with 

various texts from Scripture. Both these pictures 

were presented at the same time with the picture 

of Charles I. to the corporation, and are now in 

the hall in Guildhall Yard. The representation 

of Queen Elizabeth’s tomb is to be met with, I 

believe, in some other of the London churches. 

The picture in Bishopsgate Church is fully de- 
seribed in the Ist vol. of Malcolm’s Londinium 
Redivivum, p. 243., and the St. Olave’s pictures 

are mentioned in the 4th vol. of the same work, 

p- 563. Malcolm states he was not able to find 
any account of the Bishopsgate painting in the 
parish books. 
discover anything connected with the history of 
the St. Olave’s pictures, which, as the old church 
was destroyed in the great fire of 1666, were | 
doubtless placed there subsequently to that year. | 
I shall be glad if any of your readers can throw 
any light as to the time when, and the circum- 
stances under which, such pictures as I have 
mentioned, referring to Queen Elizabeth and 
Charles I., were placed in our churches. 

James Crossy. 

FLAYING IN PUNISHMENT OF SACRILECE. 

In the Journal of the Archeological Institute, for 
September, 1848, there are some most interesting 
notes on the subject of “ Flaying in Punishment 
of Sacrilege,” by Mr. Way. Since then I have 
felt peculiar interest in the facts and traditions 
recorded by Mr. Way. Can any of your corre- 
spondents, or Mr. Way himself, give any further 
references to authors by whom the subject is men- 
tioned, besides those named in the paper to which 
Tallude? <A few weeks ago I received a piece of 
skin, stated to be human, and taken from the door 
of the parish church of Hadstock, in Essex. 
Together with this I received a short written 
paper, apparently written some fifty years ago, 
which ascribes the fact of human skin being found 
on the door of that church, to the punishment, not 
of sacrilege, but of a somewhat different crime. 
This piece of skin has been pronounced to be 
human by the highest authority. As the above 
query might lead to some lengthy “notes,” I 
desire only to be informed of the titles of any 
works, ancient or modern, in which distinct men- 
tion, or allusion, is made of the punishment of 
flaying. R. V. 

inchester. 

Hitherto I have not been able to |! 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Pokership or Parkership.— In Collins’ Peerage, 
vol. iv. p. 242., 5th edition, 1779, we are told 
that Sir Robert Harley, of Wigmore Castle, in 
1604, was made Forester of Boringwood, alias 
Bringwood Forest, in com. Hereford, with the 
office of the Pokership, and custody of the forest or 
chase of Prestwood for life. The same word 
occurs in the edition (the 8rd) of 1741, and in 

'that edited by Sir Egerton Brydges in 1812 
(vol. iv. p. 57.). 

If Pokership be not a misprint or misreading of 
the original authority, viz. Pat. 2. Jac. I. p. 21. 
for Parkership, can any of your readers tell me 
the meaning of “ the Pokership,” which is not to be 
found in any book of reference within my reach? 
T like the “ Nores anp QuxriEs” very much. 

Audley End, Jan. 9. 1850. BrayBuooke. 

Bodue or Boduoe on British Coins.—I observe 
there is a prevailing opinion that the inscription 
on the British coin, ‘‘ Bodue or Boduoe,” must be 
intended for the name of our magnanimous Queen 
Boadicea. I am sorry to cast a cloud over so 
pleasant a vision, but your little book of QUERIES 
tempts me to throw in a doubt. 

Although the name Budic is not met with in the 
| pedigrees of England, commonly given by Welsh 
heralds, yet it is often found among the families 
of the Welsh in Brittany, and as they are reported 
to be early descendants of the Welsh of England, 
there can be little doubt that the name was once 
common in England. I beg leave, therefore, to 
query, Whether the inscription is not intended for 
a Regulus of Britain of that name? 

The Origin of the word Snob.—Can any of your 
valuable correspondents give me the origin or 
derivation of the word Snob? 

When, and under what peculiar circumstances, 
was it first introduced into our language ? 

In the town in which I reside, in the north of 
England, the word Snob was formerly applied to 
a cobbler, and the phrase was in use, ‘* Snip the 

tailor, and Snob the cobbler.” : 

I cannot discover how and why the word Snob 
was enlarged into its present comprehensive mean- 
ing. 
‘Explanations of many of the slang phrases met 

with in the dramatic works of the last century, 
such as, “ Thank you, sir, I owe you one,” “A 
Rowland for an Oliver,” ‘Keep moving, dad,” 
&e. &e, would perhaps give much light upon the 
manners of the times, and an interesting history 
might be compiled of the progress of slang phrases 
to the present day. ALPHA. 

Mertens, Martins, or Martini, the Printer.— Can 
any of your correspondents inform me what was 
really the surname of Theodoric Mertens, Mar- 
tins, or Martini, the printer of Louvain, and who 
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was a friend of Erasmus? In a small volume of 
his, now before me, printed in 1517, the colophon 
gives: “ Lovanii apud Theodoricum Martinum 
anno Mpxvit mense Aprill;” while, on the reverse 
of the same leaf, is a wooden block, of his device, 
occupying the whole page, and beneath it are 
inscribed the words ‘“ Theodoricus Martini.” ‘This 
appears to put Mertens out of the question. W. 

Queen's Messengers.—I should esteem it a favour 
conferred if any of your readers could give me 
any memoranda touching the early origin of the 
corps now termed Queen’s Messengers, the former 
“ Knightes caligate of Armes.” The only mention 
that I have read of their origin is a brief notice in 
Knight’s London, No. 131. p.91.; but doubtless 
there exists, did I know what works to consult, 
many more voluminous a history of their origin 
and proceedings than the short summary given in 
the work of Mr. Knight. In whose reign were 
they first created? and by whom were they ap- 
pointed? In fact, any data relating to their early 
history would very much oblige, J. U. G. G. 

Bishop Lesly of Ross’ Epitaph —Machoreus or 
Macorovius, ‘‘ De Prelio Aveniniuno.”—W ould any 
of your readers be so kind as to favour me with a 
copy of the Latin epitaph of Bishop Lesly, of 
Ross, inscribed on his tomb in the abbey church 
of Gurtenburg, near Brussels? 

Can any one furnish the entire title and imprint 
ofa Latin poem, De Prelio Aveniniano, said to have 
been written in 1594, by a Scottish Jesuit named 
Alexander Macorovius, or Machoreus? Any par- 
ticulars concerning this author would gratify 

Luirewetyn Sr. GeorGe. 

The Word * Cannibal.” — When was the word 
Cannibal first used in English books ? —To what 
language does it belong?—and what is its exact 
meaning P W. 

Sir William Rider.—* H. ¥.” would feel obliged 
by a reference to any work containing an account 
of Sir William Rider and his family. He was 
Lord Mayor of London in 1600; and his daugh- 
ter Mary was married to Sir Thomas Lake, of 
Cannons, Secretary of State temp. James I. He 
wishes more particularly to ascertain the date of 
Sir William Rider’s death. 

The Word “ Poghele.”—What is the etymology 
and precise meaning of the word “ Poghele” (pro- 
nounced Poughley), or rather the first part of it, 
which occurs occasionally as the name of a place 
in the county of Berks, and perhaps elsewhere? W. 

Duncan Campbell.—Was the Duncan Campbell, 
of whom memoirs were written by Defoe, a real 
or an imaginary person? If the former, where can 
one find any authentic account of him ? LB: 

Boston de Bury de Bib. Monasteriorum. — Can 
any of your correspondents give me a reference 
to the original MS. of Boston de Bury de Biblio- 
thecis Monasteriorum 2 P. 

Cazena on the Inquisition. — Can any one tell 
me what is the public opinion of Cazena’s work on 
the Inquisition? I see Limborch and many others 
quoted concerning that tribunal, but never Ca- 
zena. Is the book scarce? —or is it not esteemed ? 
I never saw but one copy. P 

The Reconciliation, 1554.—In 1554 Cardinal 
Pole directed a register to be kept in every parish 
of all the parishioners who, on a certain day, were 
to be reconciled to the Church of Rome and 
absolved. (Burnet’s Ref. vol. iii. p. 245.) 

The Bishop of London’s Declaration thereon 
(Feb. 19. 1554) runs thus :— 

“ And they not so reconciled, every one of them 
shall have processe made agaynst him aecordyng to 
the canons, as the ease shall requyre; for which pur- 
pose the pastours and curates of every paryshe shal be 
commaunded by their archedeacon to certyfye me in 
writinge of every man and woman’s name that is not 
so reconciled.” 

Have any of your readers at any time seen and 
made a note of such a register ? 

The most probable place of deposit would be 
the Bishop’s Registry, but I have never yet been 
fortunate enough to meet with one of these 
curious returns. J.S. B. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Darkness at the Crucifixion. — The, following 
passage, in a volume of Lectures by the Rev, H. 
Blunt, has fallen under my notice: — 

“ It was this Dionysius (the Areopagite) of whom 
the earliest Christian historians relate that, being at 
Heliopolis, in Egypt, at the time of our Lord’s cruci- 
fixion, when he bebeld the mid-day darkness which 
attended that awful event, he exclaimed, ‘ Either the 
God of Nature suffers, or the frame of the world will 
be dissolved.’ ” 

Having very limited opportunity of studying the 
ancient historians, I should be greatly obliged if 
you would inform me from what work this ac- 
count is derived; or refer me to any authors, not 
having embraced Christianity, who give a descrip- 
tion of the crucifixion of our Saviour; and espe- 
cially with reference to the “ darkness over all the 
earth” at the time of that event, mentioned by 
St. Luke, who also adds, that ‘‘ the sun was dark- 
ened.” Your kindly consenting, as you did in 
your second number, to receive queries respecting 
references, has induced me to trouble you so far. 

S. A. M. 

[Our correspondent will find much that is to his 
purpose, both in the way of statements and of reference 
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to original authorities, in Lardner’s Jewish and Heathen 
Testimonies, chap. xiii. of the Heathen Authors; 
vol. ii, p. 125. of the original 4to. edition ; or vol. vii. 
p- 370. of the 8vo, edition of his works by Kippis, 
1788.] 

High-Doctrine.—In the Cambridgeshire fens 
there are a great number of Dissenters, and I 
believe Cromwell’s Ironsides were chiefly recruited 
from those districts. On the higher Jands adjoin- 
ing are the old parish churches; and in conversa- 
tion it is not uncommon to hear the tenets of the 
Church of England described as High land Doc- 
trine, in contra-distinction to the Low land, or 
Dissenters’ doctrine. 

The thing is amusing, if nothing else, and I 
heard it while staying some few years ago with 
my brother, who iives on the edges of the Cam- 
bridgeshire fens, E. H. 

Wife of Robert de Bruce.—In the Surrenden 
Collection is an interesting roll, entitled “ Libe- 
ratio facta Ingelardo de Warlee Custodi Garde- 
robe, 7 E. 2.” 

It is, as its title imports, the release to the 
keeper of the wardrobe, for one year’s accounts, 
a’. 7 E..2. 

I shall probably be able to send you therefrom 
a few “notes” illustrative of the history of that 
time. 

As a commencement, I think that the subjoined 
“note” will interest your historical readers. 

It appears that the unfortunate wife of Robert 
Bruce was then consigned to the care of the 
Abbess of Barking, with an allowance of 20s. per 
week for the same. She was, I believe, the daugh- 
ter of Henry de Burgh, Earl of Ulster, and died 
in 1328. In the above roll there is the following 
entry :— 

“ C® liberati Anne de Veer Abbatisse de Berkyng, 
per manus domini Roberti de Wakfeld clerici, super 
expensis domine Elizabethe uxoris Roberti de Brus, 
percipientis per ebdomadum xx*., et ibidem perhendi- 
nantis.” 

“ C* liberati Johanni de Stystede valletto Abbatisse 
de Berkyngg, per manus proprias, super expensis 
Domine de Brus in Abbathia de Berkyng perhendi- 
nantis.” 

It does not appear, in the above roll, how long 
the hapless queen remained in the abbey. 

Lampert B, Larxine. 
Ryarsh Vicarage, Dec. 14. 1849. 

The Talisman of Charlemagne. — I beg to refer 
your correspondent, on the subject of Charle- 
magne’s Talisman, to what professes to be a cor- 
rect representation of this antique relic, in The 
Illustrated London News, of March 8th, 1845; but 
it is not there described as “a small nut, in a gold 
filigree envelopment,” and gives the idea of an 
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ornament much too large for the finger or even 
wrist of any lady: that paper says, — 

“This curious object of vertu is described in the 
Parisian journals as, ‘Ja plus belle relique de 
Europe ;’ and it has, certainly, excited considerable 
interest in the archeological and religious circles of 
the continent. ‘The talisman is of fine gold, of round 
form, as our illustration shows, set with gems, and in 
the centre are two rough sapphires, and a portion of 
the Holy Cross; besides other relics brought from the 
Holy Land.” 

The rest of the description much resembles your 
correspondent’s, and asserts the talisman to be at 
that time the property of Prince Louis Napoleon, 
then a prisoner in the chateau of Ham. §. A. M. 

Sayers the Caricaturist.—In Wright’s England 
under the House of Hanover, vol. ii. p. 83n., it is 
stated that James Sayer, the caricaturist, “ died 
in the earlier part of the present century, no long 
time after his patron, Pitt.” In Sepulchral Remi- 
niscences of a Market Town, by Mr. Dawson 
Turner (Yarmouth, 8vo. 1848), p. 73 2. the 
caricaturist is called Sayers, and is said to have 
died on the 20th of April, 1823. C. H. Coorrr. 

Cambridge, Dec. 29. 1849. 

May-Day.—To what old custom does the fol- 
lowing passage allude ? 

“Tt is likewise on the first day of this month [May] 
that we see the ruddy milk-maid exerting herself in a 
most sprightly manner under a pyramid of silver 
tankards, and, like the virgin Tarpeia, oppressed by the 
costly ornaments which her benefactors lay upon her.” 
— Spectator, No. 365. Me anion, 

[Our correspondent will find much curious illus- 
tration of this now obsolete custom in Strutt’s Sports 
and Pastimes, p. 357. (ed. Hone), where tke preceding 
passage from the Spectator is quoted; and we are told 
‘“‘these decorations of silver cups, tankards, &c, were 
borrowed for the purpose, and hung round the milk 
pails (with the addition of flowers and ribands), which 
the maidens carried upon their heads when they went 
to the houses of their customers, and danced in order 
to obtain a small gratuity from each of them.” In 
Tempest’s Cryes of London there is a print of a well- 
known merry milk-maid, Kate Smith, dancing with 
the milk pail decorations upon her head. See also 

| Hone’s Every Day Book, i. p. 576.] 

Dr. Dee's Petition.— There is no mention of 
Dr. Dee’s petition to King James in the list of’ his 
works in ‘l'anner’s Bibliotheca Britannica; but in 
Beloe’s Anecdotes, vol. ii. p. 263., is an account of 
the preface to a scarce work of his, in which he 
defends himself from the charge of being a con- 

| jurer, or caller of divels, &e. 
Tanner mentions his Supplicationto Queen Mary 

for the Recovery of Ancient Writings and Monu- 
ments. 

I fear, however, that your correspondent is ac- 
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quainted with these more easily obtained accounts 
of Dr. Dee’s works. 

The Dictionary of M. l'Abbé Ladoocat states 
that he died in England, a. p. 1607, at the age of 
81; so that his petition to James must have been 
made at the close of his life. Hermes. 

Lines quoted by Goethe.—I beg to inform your 
correspondent “Tresor,” that he will find the 
lines quoted by Goethe in his Autobiography, in 
Rochester’s Satire against Mankind. bigSi 

Queen Mary's Expectations. — Most persons have 
heard of the anxiety of Queen Mary I. for the 
birth of a child, and of her various disappointments ; 

but many may not be aware that among the Royal 

Letters in the State Paper Office, are letters in 

French, prepared in expectation of the event, 

addressed by Queen Mary, without date, except 

“ Hampton Court, 1555” (probably about May), 

to her father-in-law, the Emperor Charles V., to 
Henry IL, King of France, to Eleonora, Queen 
Dowager of France, to Ferdinand I., King of Bo- 

hemia, to Mary, the Queen Dowager of Bohemia, 

to the Doge of Venice, to the King of Hungary, and 

to the Queen Dowager of Hungary, announcing to 

each the birth of her child, the word being so 

written fil, as to admit of being made jfilz, or of 

an easy alteration to the feminine fille, if Bera 

Ken's Morning and Evening Hymns.—I saw it 

mentioned in a review in the Guardian some few 
weeks ago, as one merit of the last edition of the 

Book of Common Prayer, published by Eyre and 

Spottiswoode, that it had restored Bishop Ken's 

Morning and Evening Hymns to their original 
purity. ‘ e 

Thave no means of accurately testing this asser- 

tion by reference to any undoubted version of the 
date of the original publication, but I have no 
doubt that this might easily be done through the 

medium of your paper; and I think you will agree 

with me that, if it should be substantiated, not 
only is credit due to the Queen’s printers, but also 

that it is an example which ought to be followed, 
without exception, in all future editions of the 
Prayer Book. 

The variations, which I have noted in the ordi- 

nary version of the Hymns, as given in other 

Prayer Books, are too numerous to be inserted 
here, not to mention the omission of several 

stanzas, three in the Morning Hymn, together 

with the Doxology, and one in the Evening 
Hymn. , 

If they be false readings, no doubt they have 
been allowed to creep in inadvertently, and need 
only pointing out to be corrected. It occurred 
to me that this might be done most effectually in 
your columns, and I venture to hope that you will 

not consider it a task unworthy the high aim 

which you have in view in your admirable pub- 
lication. OxonIENSsIS. 

[Bishop Ken’s Morning and Evening Hymns have 
been restored in Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode’s last 
rubricated edition of the Common Prayer, as far as 
was practicable; they were carefully collated with the 
original, and all variations corrected, except those 
which would materially affect immemorial use. The 
entire hymns are of great length, but all those verses 
which have been at all generally sung in churches are 
to be found in the edition to which we refer. 

We may take this opportunity of noticing that the 
Queen’s printers have lately restored the lesser Saints’ 
Days to the kalendar in their smaller editions of the 
Common Prayer. We are not aware of any other 
similar editions in which the kalendar appears thus 
complete. | 

Etymology of “ Daysman.” — What is the ety- 
mology of Daysman, which, in the Book of Job, 
and in some of our provincial dialects, means a 
mediator or arbitrator? Mark Anrony Lower. 

[Naxes defines Daysman, an umpire or arbitrator, 
from his fixing a day for decision; and adds, “ Mr, 
Todd shows that day sometimes meant Judgment.” 
Jacob, in his Law Dictionary. tells us, “ Days-man 
signifies, in the North of England, an arbitrator or 

person chosen to determine an affair in dispute, who is 

called a Dies-man or Days-man.” Jacob’s definition 
may be again illustrated from Nares:—“ In Switzer- 
land (as we are informed by Simlerus) they had some 
common arbitrators, or dayesmen, in every towne, that 

made a friendly composition betwixt man and man.”-— 
Burton, Anat | 

Roland Monoux.— In answer to your corre- 
spondent “QM,” p. 137., the monumental brass in 
his possession is, no doubt, from the church at 
Edmonton, Middlesex. Lysons (Environs of Lon- 
don, vol. ii. p. 263.), in his description of Edmon- 
ton Church, says, “ Near the door is a brass plate, 
with some English verses to the memory of Ro- 
LAND Monovux (no date).” He subjoins, in a note, 
* arms — on a chevron betw. 3 oak-leaves as many 
bezants, on a chief 2 anchors, a martlet for differ- 
ence. On the brass plate are some English verses, 
nowise remarkable.” 

These arms (omitting the chief) are those borne 
by the Baronet Monnoux of Sandy in Bedford- 
shire (extinct in 1814), who was descended from 
Sir George Monox, of Walthamstow, Lord Mayor 
of London, who died in 1543, to whom and his 
lady there are brasses in Walthamstow Church. 
Roxanp of Edmonton was doubtless of the same 
family. Iam not able to give an opinion of the date 
of the brass in question ; but it might be readily 
conjectured from the style of its execution. 

Your readers will, I am sure, all unite with me 
in commendation of your correspondent “M's” 
correct feeling in offering to restore this monu- 
ment to its original site. I hope “M's” example 
will find many followers. There are hundreds of 
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| 
| these pillaged brasses in the hands of “ collectors,” 

and your admirable publication will have effected a 
great public good, if it shall have been instru- 
mental in promoting their restoration. 

Cambridge, Jan 1. 13350. E. Ventnis. 

Ancient Motto. — In reference to a query (No. 6. 
p- 93.), and a reply (No.7. p 104.), permit me to 
remark, that St. Augustine, the celebrated Bishop 
of Hippo, was the person who caused to be en- 
graved on his table the distich against detractors. 
Possidius, in his Life of that Father (S. Augustini, 
Opera Omnia, Paris, 1690, vol. x. part ii. p.272.), 
gives the verses —no doubt an adaptation of 
Horace — thus : — 

“ Quisquis amat dictis absentum rodere vitam 
Hance mensam indignam noverit esse sibi.” 

The Benedictine editors subjoin two readings 
of the pentameter : — 

«« Hae mensa indignam noverit esse suam.” 

«“ Hane mensam vetitam noverit esse sibi.” 
LieweE.yn St. GEORGE. 

Mr. Cresswell and Miss Warneford. — At p.157. 
of the “ Nores anp_Querigs,” your correspondent 
“B.” inquires about a pamphlet relating to the 
marriage, many years ago, of Mr. Cresswell and 
Miss Warneford. ‘“P.C.S.S.” cannot give the 
precise tithe of the pamphlet in question ; but he 
is enabled to state, on the authority of Watts 
(Biblioth. Brit.), and on that of his old friend 
Sylvanus Urban (Gent. Mag. vol. xvii. p. 543.), 
that it was published in London, towards the end 
of the year 1747, and that the very remarkable 
and very disgraceful transactions to which it refers 
were afterwards (in 1749) made the subject of a 
novel, called Dalinda, or The Double Murriage. 
Lond. 12mo. Price threepence. 

The gentleman who was the hero of this scan- 
dalous affair was Mr. Thomas Estcourt Cresswell, 
of Pinkney Park, Wilts, M.P. for Wootton Bassett. 
He married Anne, the sole and very wealthy | 
heiress of Edward Warneford, Esq. As it cannot 
be the object of the “ Notes anp Querigs” to 
revive a tale of antiquated scandal, “ P.C.S.S.” 
will not place upon its pages the details of this 
pol affair — the cruel injury inflicted upon 
[iss Scrope (the lady to whom Mr. Cresswell 

was said to have been secretly married before his 
union with Miss Warneford) — and the base and 
unmanly contrivance by which, it was stated, that 
he endeavoured to keep possession of both wives 
at the same time. Miss Scrope appears to have 
retained, for a considerable time, a deep sense of 
her injuries; for in 1749 she published a pamphlet, | 
in her own name, called Miss Scrope’s Answer to 
Mr.Cresswell’s Narrative. (Lond. Baldwin. Price 
2s. 6d. 

If “B.” should be desirous of further informa- 

tion, he is referred, by “‘P.C.S.S.,” to the General 
Evening Post of Oct. 3. and 31. 1747, to the Gen- 
tleman’s Mugazine for that month and year, and to 
the same work, vol. xix. pp. 192. 288. P.C.S.S. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

Little as public attention has of late years been 
devoted to commentating upon Pope, his writings 
and literary history, there are no doubt many able 
and zealous illustrators of them among lovers of 
literature for its own sake; and many a curious 
note upon the Bard of Twickenham and his works 
will probably be evoked by the announcement, 
that now is the moment when they may be pro- 
duced with most advantage, when Mr. Murray is 
about to bring forth a new edition of Pope, under 
the able and experienced editorship of Mr. Croker. 
Besides numerous original inedited letters, Mr. 
Croker’s edition will have the advantage of some 
curious books bought at the Brockley Hall sale, in- 
cluding four volumes of Libels upon Pope, and a 
copy of Ruffhead’s Life of him, with Warburton’s 
manuscript notes. 
No one has rendered better service to the study 

of Gothic architecture in this country than Mr. 
J. H. Parker, of Oxford. ‘The value of his ad- 
mirable Glossary of Terms used in Architecture, is 
attested by the fact, that it has already reached a 
fourth edition, and that another will soon be called 
for. But we doubt whether he has done any 
thing better calculated to promote this interesting 
branch of Archeology than by the production of | 
his Introduction to the Study of Gothic Architecture, 
which — originally written as part of a series of 
elementary lectures recommended by the Com- 

| mittee of the Oxford Architectural Society to be 
delivered to the junior members, and considered 
useful and interesting by those who heard them — 
is now published at the request of the Society. A 
more interesting volume on the subject, or one 
better calculated to give such a knowledge of it, as 
is essential to any thing like a just appreciation of 
the peculiar characteristics of our church archi- 
tecture, could scarcely have been produced, while 
its compact size and numerous illustrations fit it 
to become a tourist’s travelling companion. 
We have great pleasure in directing attention 

to the advertisement inserted in another column 
respecting some improvements about to be intro- 
duced into the Gentireman’s Macazine. This 
venerable periodical has maintained its station un- 
interruptedly in our literature from the year 1731. 
From the times of Johnson and Cowper it has been 
the medium by which many men of the greatest 
eminence have communicated with the public. At 
all times it has been the sole depository of much 
valuable information of a great variety of kinds. 
We are confident that under the new management 
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it will put forth fresh claims to the favour of the 
public. Many writers of high reputation in his- 
torical and antiquarian literature are henceforth 
to be enlisted in its service. We shall look for the 
forthcoming number with great interest. 

Scheible, of Stuttgart, who is doubtless known 
to our readers as the publisher of some very 
curious works illustrative of the popular literature 
of Germany of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen- 
turies, has just commenced a new Library of 
Magic, &e., or Bibliothek der Zauber- Geheimnisse- 
und Offenbarungs-Bucher. The first volume of it is 
devoted to a work ascribed to that prince of 
magicians, our old familiar, Dr. Faustus, and bears 
the imposing title Doktor Johannes Faust's Magia 
Naturalis et Innaturalis, oder Dreifacher Hillen- 
zwang, letztes Testament und Siegelkunst. It is taken 
from a MS. of the last century, filled with magical 
drawings and devices enough to summon back 
again from the Red Sea, all the spirits that ever 
were laid in it. It is certainly a curious book to 
publish in the middle of the nineteenth century, 

Messrs. Sotheby and Co. will sell the extensive 
and valuable Collection of MSS. in all lancuages 
formed by the late Mr. Rodd, on Monday the 4th 
of February, and five following days. The cata- 
logue deserves the attention of all collectors of 
manuscripts, as it is, as far as circumstances will 
admit, a classified one. There are upwards of one 
thousand lots in the sale—many of a very curious 
and. interesting character. There are Greek and 
Latin versions of the Scriptures, manuscripts of 
the 13th century, Ruding’s original collections for 
his History of the Coinage of Great Britain; which 
work, it is stated, contains only a very small por- 
tion of the materials he had brought together. 
One lot consists of a mass of documents and papers, 
contained in eight large packing cases, and weigh- 
ing from ten to fifteen hundred weight, of the 
families of Eyre, of Derbyshire and Berkshire, and 
their intermarriages from the reign of Henry II. 
to the present time, Well may Mr. Sotheby talk 
of their proving a source of amusement to any 
person having room to sort them, and time to de- 
vote to their arrangement. 

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, of Piccadilly, 
commence their sales on Monday next, with a four 
days’ miscellaneous sale of works on theology, 
history, classics, voyages and travels, and standard 
works in foreign and English general literature, 
They have some important sales coming on, of 
which our readers shall have due notice. 
We have received the following new Cata- 

logues : — 

“ Catalogue of valuable second-hand Books in Di- 
vinity, the Classics, Law, and Miscellaneous, on sale 
by William Heath, 29}. Lincoln’s Inn Fields.” 

“Catalogue of curious and rare Books, all recently 
purchased, now on sale by George Bumstead, No. 205. 
High Holborn.” 

“Catalogue of Choice, Useful, and Interesting 
Books, in fine condition, on sale at the low Prices 

affixed, by W. Waller and Son, 188. Fleet Street.” 

Messrs. Waller have also forwarded to us a 
Catalogue recently published by them, which con- 
tains some curious “ Manuscripts, Historical 
Documents, and Autograph Letters,” 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

PROpPOSITIONES GEOMETRIC, MORE VETERUM DEMONSTRATH, AUC- 
ToRE MarrH&®o STEWART, S.T.D. Edinburgi, 1763. 

Huppgsrorp’s Wyccamicat CuHAPLet. 8vo. London. 1801. 

Odd Volumes. 

Nares’ Lire of Loro Burteicu. 4to. Vol. III. 
Dopo’s Cuurcn History. Small folio. 1739. 

Vol. I1Y. would be yiven for it.) 

(In boards.) 
Vol, Il. (Or 

Knicut’s ILtusrratTep Eprrion of ARABIAN Knicats. (Last 
part.) 

LEYBOURN’s MATHEMATICAL Reposirory. New Series. Vols. 
IV. V. VI. London. 1819, 1830, 1835. 

THE Liverroot APoLLonius. No. I. By J. H. SwaLe. 1823. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, to 
be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of * NOTES AND QUERIES,” 
186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

T. will find every information upon the Bibliography of 
Proverbs in M. G. Duplessis’ Bibliographie Parémio- 
logique, 8vo. Paris, 1847. 

Mr, Hicxson’s interesting Paper upon “ Marlawe,” in 
our next number, 

The Sale Catalogue of Dr, Graham's Library reached 
us too late for notice, 

ComumuNIcaTIONsS RECEIVED. — K, M, P,——-P. H. F. 
Gomer. yey A.D. M. E, L, N. —— 

yop A Templar. D. Stevens, L, Rk. —— 

ds Heb. Ml. S. D.,—— Archeus, Norris. 

sf Nae 8 Melanion. A Cornishman. Res cde Sy 

— J. S. V, A. F. H. —— Seleucus, [ee 
— M. —R. G. Nathan. J. M, —— 
WeiDs B; 

We have again to explain to correspondents who inquire 
as to the mode of procuring “ Nores AND Quenigs,” that 
every bookseller and newsman will supply it, if ordered, 
and that gentlemen residing in the country may be supplied 
regularly with the Stamped Edition, by giving their orders 
direct to the publisher, Mr. Georce Bett, 186. Fleet 
Street, accompanied by a Post- Office order, for a Quarter 

(As. 4d,). 

A neat Case for holding the Numbers of “ Notes ano 
QueniEs” until the completion of each volume, is now ready, 
price 1s, 6d., and may be had, by Order, of all Book 
sellers and Newsmen. 

We are again compelled to omit many Notes, Queries, 
and answers to Queries, as well as Answers to Corre- 
spondents, 
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Illustrated by the Etching Club. 

In One Volume, square crown &vo. 21s. cloth ; or, 36s. bound in 
morocco, by Hayday, 

OLDSMITH’S POETICAL WORKS. 
Edited by Botton Corney With Engravings on Wood, 

from Designs by Members of the Etching Club. 

“ That edition of the Poetical Works which had the benefit of 
Mr. Bolton Corney’s care and judgment in its preparation ; and 
which, apart from the grace and beauty of the Illustrations con- 
tributed to it by the Etching Club, is by far the most correct and 
careful of the existing editions of Goldsmith's poetry.""—Forster’s 
Life of Goldsmith, p. 699. 

London: LonGMan, Brown, GREEN, AND LONGMANS 3 

Of whom may be had, uniform with the above in size and price, 

THOMSON’S SEASONS. Edited by Boiron 
Corney. With Wood Engravings, by Members of the Etching 
Club. 

Just published, a New Edition, Three Vols., crown 8vo., 
1d. 11s. 6d., of 

HE DRAMATIC WORKS of KIT MAR- 
LOWE, with Some Account of His Life and Writings by 

the Rev. ALEXANDER Dyce. 

WILLIAM PIckERING, 177. Piccadilly. 

Just published, Part I. of 

PO HE DECORATIVE ARTS of the MIDDLE 
AGES. By Henry Saaw, F.S.A. The object of the pre- 

sent publication is to exhibit, by means of a series of carefully 
executed Engravings (taken from some of the best authorities 
now remaining) the peculiar features, and general characteristics 
of Decorative Art, as applied to the various materials on which it 
was employed, whether for sacred or domestic purposes, from the 
Byzantine, or early Christian period, to the decline of that termed 
the Renaissance. 

A Number will appear on the first of each month, containing 
Four Plates, on? of which will be coloured. Imperial 8vo., 
price 3s.; and in imperial 4to., price 6s. ; to be completed in 
Twenty-four Parts. 

*,* A more detailed prospectus, and list of Mr. Shaw’s other 
works, inay be had of the Publisher, or through auy Bookseller. 

WILLIAM PicKERING, 177. Piccadilly. 

Just published, price 4s. 6d., 

INACOTHECH HISTORICZ SPECI- 
MEN ; sive Illvstrivm qvorvndam ingenia, mores, for- 

tvnz, ad Inscriptionvm formam expresse. Avctore F. Kitverr, 
A.M. Pars Secvnda. 

“Tam struck with the successful endeavour, in each case, to 
say much in few words,—those words remarkably select, «nd 
expressive, and arpropriate,—exhibiting the noble characteristics 
ofthe Latin language as compared with every other, ancient or 
modern. This is a rare excellence, and, therefore, I mention it 
first. But it is not the greatest merit of your performance, There 
is a truth in the delineation of character, and a devotion to recti- 
tude and virtue in your moral estimate, quite as remarkable as the 
felicity of diction by which the varieties of each portrait are de- 
noted. You have also escaped the snare to which brevity (accord- 
ange Horace’s well-known line) is exposed—obscurity.”—F’rom 
@ Letter of the late Bishop of Llandaff: 

London: Georce Bett, 186. Fleet Street ; of whom Part I., 
price 3s., may be had. 

Just published, price 1s, 8vo. sewed. 

RACTICAL REMARKS ON BELFRIES 
AND RINGERS. By the Rev. H. F. Evtacomne, M.A., 

Oriel College, Oxford, Vicar of Bitton, Gloucestershire. 

GeonGe Bett, 186. Fleet Street; Ripver, Bristol. 

GENTLEMAN’S MAGAZINE 

HISTORICAL REVIEW, 

The next number of the “ Gentleman’s Magazine” (which 

will be published on the Ist February, 1850), will exhibit several 
alterations in the character and arrangement of its contents, 

which have been determined upon after due consideration of the 

present state of our literature. 

Time was when the whole field of English literature was before 

us, and we were its only reapers. At that time the harvest was 

scarcely rich enough to supply materials for our monthly com- 

ment. One hundred and twenty years have produced a marvel- 

lous revolution. Our literature has grown and expanded, and 

been divided and subdivided, and has still gone on growing and 
increasing, until—such is its wonderful extent and fertility — 
every separate branch maintains its independent organ, and we 

ourselves, overpowered by a growth which we were the first to 

foster, have gradually been compel ed, by our limited space, to 
allow one subject after another to drop from under our notice. 

Still, amidst many minor alterations, we have kept an un- 

weakened hold upon certain main subjects. History, BioGrapuy, 

and ARCHAOLOGY have never been neglected, and our OsiTuary 

has grown into a record which, even we ourselves may say, has 
become a permanent and important portion of the literature of 
our country. 

The changes we are now about to introduce have for their de- 
sig a more strict adherence to what we look upon as our peculiar 
pith. We shall henceforth devote ourselves more particularly — 
we may say almost exclusively—to the great subjects we have 
mentioned. Space that has been given to other matters will be 

curtailed, variations in type and arrangement will afford additional 

room, and all that can in any way be gained will be devoted to 
our main and peculiar purpose. 

We have made arrangements to secure for our pages, by a 
liberal outlay, contributions from gentlemen most competent to 

write upon their respective subjects of study, and shall strive, 
more than ever, to be a worthy organ aud representative of that 

most valuable and peculiarly interesting branch of literature 
which has for its object the instruction of mankind by the study 
and the perpetuation of whatever is now doing, or whatever has 
been done in times past, which is worthy of being kept in remem- 
brance. We shall endeavour to put forth a miscellany which will 
be attractive from its variety, and from the skill with which its 
several subjects are treated, and will be permanently valuable 
from the importance of the matters to which it relates. 

In principles and general tone of management we have nothing 
to retract, nothing to alter. History is Truth, or it is a mere de- 
lusion. The discovery and the establishment of Historical Truth, 
in all its branches, are our objects, and we shall continue to pur- 

sue them, as we have done in times past, faithfully and honestly, 

but, as we purpose and intend, more diligently and more un- 
dividedly. 

Contributions should be addressed, post paid, To the Editor of 

the ** Gentleman’s Magazine,’’ to the care of Messrs. Nichols and 

Son, 25. Parliament Street, Westminster. 

The “ Gentleman’s Magazine”’ is published by Messrs. J. B. 
Nichols and Son, 25. Parliament Street, Westminster, on the 

first day of every month, price 2s. 6d., and may be obtained of all 

booksellers. 
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No. L, for 1850, of 

JOHN MILLER’S CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, OLD AND NEW, 
On sale at 43. Chandos Street, Trafalgar Square, is ready this day, to be had gratis, and is sent (if required) 
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DOMINGO LOMELYN, JESTER TO HENRY VIII. 

Shakespeare, in the Second Part of Henry IV. 
act v. sc. 3., makes Silence sing the following 
scrap : — 

“ Do me right, 

And dub me knight : 
Samingo.” 

And Nash, in his Summer's Last Will and Tes- 
tament, 1600 (reprinted in the last edition of 
Dodsley’s Old Plays, vol. xi. p. 47.), has 

“ Monsieur Mingo for quafling doth surpass, 
In cup, in can, or glass; 
God Bacchus, do me right, 
And dub me knight, 

Domingo.” 

T. Warton, in a note in vol. xvii. of the Variorum 
Shakespeare, says, “ Samingo, that is San Domingo, 

old song, in which this convivial saint, or signior, 
was the burden. Perhaps, too, the pronunciation 
is here suited to the character.” I must own that 
¥ cannot see what San Domingo has to do with a 
drinking song. May it not be an allusion to a 
ballad or song on Domingo, one of King Henry 
the Eighth’s jesters ? 

ce Domyngo. Lomelyn, 
That was wont to wyn 
Moche money of the kynge, 
At the cardys and haserdynge.” 

Skelton’s Why come ye not to Courte ? 
ed. Dyee, ik. p. 63. 

None of the commentators have noticed this, but 

I think my suggestion carries with it some weight. 
In the Privy Purse Expenses of King Henry the 

Eighth (published by Sir H. Nicolas, in 1827), 
are many entries concerning this Domingo, most 
of which relate to payments of money that he had 
won from the king at cards and dice. He was 
evidently, as Sir Harris Nicolas observes, one of 
King Henry’s “ diverting vagabonds,” and seems 
to have accompanied his majesty wherever he 
went, for we find that he was with him at Calais 
in 1532. In all these entries he is only mentioned 
as Domingo; his surname, and the fact of his 

being a Lombard, we learn from Skelton’s poem, 
mentioned above. i 

The following story, told of Domingo, occurs in 

Mr. (afterwards Sir John) Harington’s Treatise 

on Playe, 1597, printed in the Nuge Antique, 
edit. Park, vol.i. p. 222. :— 

« The other tale I wold tell of a willinge and wise 
loss I have hearde dyversly tolde. Some tell it of 
Kyng Phillip and a favoryte of his; some of our 
worthy King Henry VIII. and Domingo ; and I may 
call it a tale; becawse perhappes it is but a tale, but 

thus they tell it: — The kinge, 55 eldest band, set up 
all restes, and discarded flush; Domingo, or Dundego 

as some of the commentators have observed. But | (call him how you will), helde it upon 49, or som 
what is the meaning and propriety of the name | such game; when all restes were up and they had dis- 
here, has not yet been shown. Justice Silence is carded, the kinge threw his 55 on the boord open, 

here introduced as in the midst of his cups; and I | with great lafter, supposing the game (as it was) in 4 

SECOND EDITION. 13 
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manner sewer. Domingo was at his last carde in- 
cownterd flush, as the standers by saw, and tolde the 
day after ; but seeing the king so mery, would not for 
a reste at primero, put him owt of that pleasawnt 
conceyt, and put up his cardes quietly, yielding it 
lost.” 

Park was not acquainted with any particulars 
of this Domingo Lomelyn, for he says, in a note, 
“Query, jester to the king ?” 

The first epigram in Samuel Rowland’s enter- 
taining tract, The Letting of Humours Blood in 
the Head-vaine, &c. 1600, is upon “ Monsieur 
Domingo ;” but whether it relates to King Henry’s 
jester is a matter of some question. 

Epwarp F. Rimpactt. 

MARLOWE AND THE OLD ‘‘ TAMING OF A SHREW.” 

Having only just observed an announcement of 
a new edition of the works of Marlowe, I take the 
earliest opportunity of calling the attention of the 
editor to a circumstance which it is important 
that he should know, and the knowledge of which, 
—should it have escaped his notice, as it has that 
of all other writers on the subject, —I trust may 
not be too late for his present purpose. Without 
farther preface, I will introduce the subject, by 
asking Mr. Dyce to compare two passages which 
I shall shortly point out ; and, having done so, I 
think he will agree with me in the opinion that 
the internal evidence, relating to our old dramatic 
literature, cannot have been very much studied, 
while such a discovery as he will then make still 
remained to be made. The first passage is from the 
so-called old “ Taming of a Shrew” (six old plays, 
1779, p. 161.), and runs as follows : — 

“ Now that the gloomy shadow of the night, 
Longing to view Orion’s drisling looks, 
Leaps from th’ Antarctic world unto the sky, 
And dims the welkin with her pitchy breath; ” 

the second is from Doctor Faustus (Marlowe's 
Works, vol. ii, p. 127.), which, however, I shall 
save myself the trouble of transcribing; as, with 
the exception of “look” for “ looks,” in the second 
line, and “his” for “her,” in the fourth, the two 
passages will be found identical. Being, some 
years ago, engaged, in connection with the first of 
these plays, in the pursuit of a very different 
object, — in which I cannot say that I altogether 
failed, and the result of which I may take an op- 
portunity of communicating, — I made a note of 
the above ; and at the same time followed it up by 
a general examination of the style of Marlowe. 
And, to make a long matter short, I may say that 
in this examination, besides meeting with a dozen 
instances of the identity of the writer of passages 
in the Taming of a Shrew and of passages in 
Marlowe’s two plays, Doctor Faustus and Tambur- 
laine, I found such general resemblance in style as 

left no doubt upon my mind that, if one of-these 
plays be his acknowledged work, as indisputable 
will be his claim to the other two. I was not 
aware at that time of the evidence, in Henslow’s 
Diary, of Marlowe’s authorship of Tamburlaine ; 
but, so.far from considering it inferior, I was in- 
clined to place it, in some important respects, at 
the very head of his plays. 

I will not take up your space now with the 
parallel passages which I noted; but, should you 
wish it, and be able to make room for them, I will 
furnish you with a list. It is, of course, obvious 
that the one I have quoted proves nothing by 
itself; accumulated instances, in connection with 
the general question of style, alone “become im- 
portant. I will conclude, by giving a list which I 
have made out of Marlowe's plays, in favour of 
which I conceive there to be either internal or 
external evidence : — 

* Locrine. 
Tamburlaine the Great (two parts). 
Jew of Malta. 
Doctor Faustus, 
Edward the Second. 
Massacre of Paris. 
Taming of a Shrew. 
Dido, Queen of Carthage (with Nash),” 

SaMuEL Hickson. 
St. John’s Wood, Jan. 12. 1850. 

{ We trust our correspondent will favour us with the 
further communications he proposes on this very in- 
teresting point. ] : 

BEETLE MYTHOLOGY. 

Mr. Editor, —I never thought of asking my 
Low-Norman -fellow-rustics whether the lady- 
bird had a name and a legend in the best pre- 
served of the northern Romance dialects: on the 
score of a long absence (eight-and-twenty years), 
might not a veteran wanderer plead forgiveness ? 
Depend upon it, Sir, nevertheless, that should 
any reminiscences exist among my chosen friends, 
the stout-hearted and industrious tenants of a soil 
where every croft and paddock is the leaf of a 
chronicle, it will be communicated without delay. 
There is more than usual attractiveness in the as- 
tronomical German titles of this tiny “ red chafer,” 
or rother khaefer, SONNEN KAEFER and VNSER 
FRAWEN KVHLEIN, the Sun-chafer, and our Lady’s 
little cow. (Isis or Lo ?) 

With regard to its provincial English name, 
Barnabee, the correct interpretation might be 
found in Barn-bie, the burning, or fire-fly, a com- 
pound word of Low-Dutch origin. ; 
We have a small black beetle, common enough 

in summer, called PAN, nearly hemispherical: you 
must recollect that the @ is as broad as you can 
afford to make it, and the final x nasal. Children 
never forgot, whenever they caught this beetle, to 
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place it in the palm of their left hand, when it was 
invoked as follows :— 

«“ Pan, PAn, mourtre mé ten sang, 
Et j’ te dotirai de bouan vin blianc!” 

which means, being-interpreted, 
“ Pan, PAn, show me thy blood, 
And I will give thee good white wine !” 

As he uttered the charm, the juvenile pontiff spat 
on poor Thammuz, till a torrent of blood, or 
what seemed such, “ran purple” over the urchin’s 
fingers, 

Paul-Ernest Jablonski’s numerous readers need 
not be told that the said beetle is an Egyptian 
emblem of the everlasting and universal soul, and 
that its temple is the equinoctial circle, the upper 
hemisphere.* 

As a solar emblem, it offers an instructive object 
of inquiry to the judicious gleaners of the old 
world’s fascinating nursery traditions. Sicilian 
Diodorus tells us that the Earth’s lover, Attis (or 
Adonis), after his resuscitation, acquired the di- 
vine title of Paran.f To hazard the inoffensive 
query, why one of our commonest great beetles is 
still allowed to figure under so distinguished a 
name, will therefore reflect no discredit upon a 
cautious student of nearly threescore years. ‘The 
very Welsh talked, in William Baxter’s time, of 
* Heaven, as bugarth raran,” the sun’s ox-stall or 
resting-place; and here you likewise find his 
beetle-majesty, in a Low-Norman collection of 
insular rhymes : — 

“ Sus l’bord piasottaient, céte-a-cdte, 
Les équerbots et les Parans, 
Et ratte et rat laissaient leux erotte 
Sus les vieilles casses et méme dedans,” $ 

By the help of Horapollo, Chiflet’s gnostic gems, 
and other repertories of the same class, one might, 
peradventure, make a tolerable case in favour of 
the mythological identity of the legend of Lady- 
bird — that is, the sun-chafer, or barn-bie, the fire- 
Jiu, “ whose house is burnt, and whose bairns are 
ten,” of course the first ten days of the Egyptian 
year § — with the mythical stories of the said black 
or dark blue lords of radiance, /’an and Papan. 

The Egyptians revere the beetle as a living and 
breathing image of the sun, quoth Porphyry || 
That will account for tiis restless delver’s extra- 
ordinary talismanic renown. [ think the lady-bird 
is “ the speckled beetle” which was flung in hot 
water to avert storms.§ Pignorius gives us the 
figure of a beetle, crowned with the sun, and en- 

* Pantheon Agypt. tom. 1. p. 63. 
+ Diodor. Sic. Biblioth. p. 134. 
¢ Rimes Guernesiaises, p. 4. 
§ Or the Dog-days. Each sign has three Decans, 

or captains of ten. 
|| Porphyr. apud Euseb. Prep. iii. 4. 
{ Plin. Nat. Hist. Tib. 37. cap. 10. 

circled with the serpent of eternity ; while another, 
an onyx in the collection of Abraham Gorleus, 
threatens to gnaw at a thunderbolt.* 

Reuven’s book on the Egyptian Museum, which 
I have not seen, notices an invocation to “the 
winged beetle, the monarch (tupavyvos) of mid= 
heaven,” concluding with a devout wish that some 
poor creature “may be dashed to pieces.” 

Can any of your readers inform me what is 
meant by “the blood of the Phuén ?” 

< Yours truly, ? 
St. Martin’s, Guernsey, Jan. 9, 1850. 

EXTRACTS FROM CHURCHWARDENS ACCOUNTS OF 

ST. MARGARET'S, WESTMINSTER — WEIGHT OF 

BELLS IN ANCIENT TIMES — HISTORY OF A ROOD=- 

LOFT. 

I send you a few Notes, collected out of the 
Churchwardens’ Accounts of St. Margaret’s, 
Westminster. 

Istly. Some regarding the weight of bells in 
ancient days : — 

“1526. The first bell weith - - : ececctb, 
The second bell weith - - ececcexxjtb, 
The third bell weith - - ixC vjlb, 
The fourthe bell weith =< - M. xtb. 
The fyfthe belonging to our grete Lady Bre- 

therhed - - > MvjC xiiijlb. 
The sume of all the weight - mmmmvirC ub. 

“©1592. The broken Tennor waied - - xvjC xxjib. 
The new tennor ys - - - xiljC di 
The greatist bell ys xxjC and diat lvjs. the C. 
The itij bell ys - xvijC and di and xiiijtb. 
The xiiij bell taken awaie was - xiijC di 
The ij bell carried awaie was _viijC iij qters: 
The new bell - - = = viijC di, 

Som totall of the bells, yron, tymber, and work- 
manshipp _- - - Ixxvi. vs. vd.” 

This appears to have been a sorry bargain, for 
soon after occur sad a of these bells, 
“very falsly and deceytfully made by Valentyne 
Trever.” Perhaps your correspondent “ Cepnas” 
may explain the following entry : — 

“1486. Item, paid for makyng of a newe clapper to 

Judas bell + - - * - xd.” 

Qndly. Some entries, which make up a little 
history of a rood-loft :— 

«1460. Item, sol’ pro le skoryng de la belles sup’ le 
Rode lofte - - ” - - iiijd. 

“1480, Item, paide for a doore in the rode lofte to 
save and kepe the peple from the Orgayns 

. xijd, 
Item, paide to a carpynter for makyng of the 

Crucyfix and the beme He standeth upon xls. 

nn EEEEnREReREeennnnenenemneneamnemn 

* Chiflet, p. 139. A genuine cockroach, and a 

formidable one, 1 think the English word of Spanish 

origin. 
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Item, paide for kervyng of Mary and John and 

the makyng newe - - XXXiijs. liijd. 
Item, for gilding of the same Mary and John 

and the Crosse and iiij* Evangelysts 
vjl. vjs. viijd. 

“1530, Item, payd to a laborer for helpyng up the 
Roode Loft into the stepull - - viljd, 

“1534, Payd for a present for Mr. Alford and Mr. 
Herytage for ther good wyll for tymber for 
the newe Rode lofte - - —iijs. ijd.” 

The fickle tyrant Henry VIII. dies ; a more con- 
sistent reign happily ensues. 

©1548, Item, for the takyng downe of the Roode, the 
Tabernacle, and the Images - iijs. vjd. 

Also payd to Thomas Stokedale for xxxvy ells 
of clothe for the frunte of the Rode Lofte 
whereas the x Commandements ke wrytten, 

price of the ell vjd. - - xXlijs. ilijd. 
Also payd to him that dyd wryght the said 

x Commaundements and for ther drynkyng 
lxvjs. ixd.” 

Queen Mary succeeds the boy-king Edward VI, 
and restores the Ritual of her Church. 
“1556. Item, payd for the Roode, Mary and John xi. 
“1557. Item, for peyntyng the Roode, Mary and John 

xls, 
For makyng xvij candilsticks for the roode- 

light - - - - -  xjs. iiijd.” 

Upon the accession of Queen Elizabeth once 
more, and this time for ever, the rood was de- 
stroyed, and the loft, though “reformed,” did not 
long survive it. 
“1559. Payde to John Rialle for his iij dayse work 

to take downe the Roode, Mary and John 
ijs. viijd. 

For clevyng and SATE of the Roode, Mary 
and Johns - : - -  xijd. 

“1560, Ree’ for the beame the Roode stood on, for 
boords and other tymber er of the 
Roode loft - - - - xlijs. 

For the rest of the stuf belongyng to the Roode 
lofte - - - - - ix 

For the great clothe that ee before the 
Rode - - - - - =y GEXE: 

Item, paide to joyners and labowrers abowt 
the takyng downe and new reformyng of the 
Roode Loft, &e.  - = xxxvijl. xs. ijd. 

Item, paide for boordes, glew, nayles, and 
other necessaries belonging to the saide loft 

xilijl, xiijs. ixd: 
Item, paide to a paynter for payntyng the 

same - - - - - = xijd. 
“1562. For bearinge stones for the muringe up of the 

dore of the late rvod lofte - - viijd.” 

The rapacious Puritans, of course, did not suffer 
any portion of the church-goods to escape their 
sacrilegious and itching palms, if convertible into 
money, so we read — 

“1645. Received of Arthur Condall in part of 5li for 
the screen and Organ-loft - = ats,” 

Mackenzie Watcort, M.A. 
S. M. W., Dee. 22. 1849. 

NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 

LONDON. 

The Bagnio in Long Acre. — Mr. Cunningham 
mentions the Queen’s Bagnio in Long Acre. 
Query, was this the same as the Duke of York’s 
Bagnio? §. Haworth published, in a small 12mo. 
volume, without date, ‘A Description of the 
Duke of York’s Bagnio, in Long Acre, and of the 
Mineral Bath and New Spaw thereunto belong- 
ing.’ 

“Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. — Richard 
Leveridge, the celebrated singer, after his retire- 
ment from the stage, kept a tavern in this street. 
Here he brought out “A Collection of Songs, 
with the Musick, by Mr. Leveridge. In two 
volumes. London, Engrav’d and Printed for the 
Author in Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, 1727.” 
The frontispiece was designed and engraved by 
Hogarth. 

Duke Street, Westminster. — Miss Hawkins, in 
her Anecdotes, p- 186., speaking of Lady Lucy 
Meyrick, says, “ On quitting her husband’s family, 
she came to reside in Duke Street, Westminster, 
and lived in that house which had been Prior's, 
and which exactly faces Charles Street.” 

Richmond Buildings, Soho. — Horne Tooke re- 
sided here in 1775. He afterwards removed to 
Frith Street. 

Clare Market, originally called New Market, 
was established about the year 1660, by Lord 
Clare. 

“The city and my lord had a great lawsuit, which 
lasted many years, to the great expence of the city; 
but from the inequity of the times the city and my 
lord agreed, and gave it up to the lord; and now it is 
become one of the greatest markets in the adjacent 
parts; and from the success of this noble lord, they 

have got several charters for the erecting of several 
others since the year 1660; as that of St. James, by 

the Earl of St. Alban’s; Bloomsbury, by the Earl of 
Southampton; Brook Market, by the Lord Brook ; 
Hungerford Market; Newport Market; besides the 
Hay Market, New Charingeross, and that at Petty 
France at Westminster, with their Mayfair in the fields 
behind Piccadilly.” — Harl. MS. 5900. 

London House Yard. — Here was formerly the 
town house of the Bishop of London, which, being 
consumed in the great fire, the house in Alders- 
gate Street, formerly called Petre House, was 
rented for the town residence of the bishop, since 
which it obtained the title of London House. 

Epwarp F. Rimpavr. 
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OLD PAINTED GILASS. 

For poor ignorant people like myself pray 
insert the following, as perhaps some of your 
heraldic correspondents may afford some informa- 
tion for the benefit of your very humble servant. 

Newington, June 17. 1751. 

To take an account of what Coats of Arms or other 
Paintings are in the windows of the House Mercer 
lives of Mr. Filmer. 

Painted Glass in y’ windows at Mr. Merser House is 
As foloweth 5 Coote of armse in 3 windowse in y’ 
Kichen 2 Surkelor Coots of armse6 Lians traveling 
6 flours of Luse all Rede & a Holfe Surkel a top 
With 2 flours of luce y’ Glass painted Rede 
Blew yoler & of a Green Shaye. 

In y’ Hall one ouel Pease of Painted Glass 
In Chakers of yoler & Green & blew 10 yong 

Hedge frougs 
Two Pikse of Armse on Each Side 
W. B. there was in this Rote on y’ 
Glass Lyfford but there is only now ford 
y’ 3 fust Leters ar Broken & Lost oute 
One Pees of y’ Painted Glass in y’ frount 
Chamber window as foloweth 
In a Surkel 6 flours of Luse 6 Red Lyans 
Traveling 4 Rede Roses 2 Purpul Roses 
With a Croune a tope with 2 flours of Luse & 
A Crass and Beedse all Round y’ Crowne 

‘In y’ same window one more Cootse of arms 
In a Surkel Devidet is as foloweth 3 yoler 
Lyans passant* Set in a Silver Coler 6 flours of 

Luse 
blew Sete in Green, y’ Scoch Coote of arms on 
Each Side y’ thisel & Crown & y’ 3 flours coming 

out of the thistle 
y Croun yoler & y’ flours y* thisal of a silver Coler 
3 Leopards* Hedse Silver & Set in Silver 
2 Roses of a purpul Couler one on Each Side 
2 Spred Eaguls one on Each Side 
& 2 Wingse of a Goos in y’ midel of y’ arms 
of a Goold culer & a vessel like a decanter be- 

tween y™ 
A croun a toupe with 2 flours of Luse on 
Each side of y* Croun one Crass in y® middel & 2 

holfe 
Crasses on Each Side with white Beadse 
all Round y* Crounde a toupe. 

JELFRIC’S COLLOQUY. 

The singular error into which Messrs. Lye and 
Thorpe have fallen in the passage pointed out by 
Mr. Hampson in Z£lfric’s very interesting Collo- 

* Corrections in the original. 
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quy, is the more remarkable as frie himself 
afforded a complete illustration of the passage, in 
his Glossary, where we have “ Bure, hidig-fet.” 
It is possible, therefore, that higdifatu is a mere 
error of the scribe. Now Du Cange, v. Bulga, 
cites this very passage from lfric’s Glossary, 
and adds, “i.e. vas ex corio confectum,” but his 
whole article is worth consulting. That the Latin 
word in the Colloguy should be Cassidilia is quite 
clear. Thus in an old MS. English Gloss on the 
Bible (penes me), the passage in Tobit, viii. 2., 
“ Protulit de Cassidili suo,” is rendered, ‘‘ brouzt 
forth of his Scrippe.” Coverdale has it, “‘ take out 
of his bagge,” and Luther, “langte aus seinem 
Sdcklein,’ which word is exchanged for biidel in 
the Saxon version. In two old Teutonic Glosses 
on the Bible published by Graff (Diutiska, ii. 178.), 
we have the following variations : — 

de cassidi burssa, de sacello t. saceiperio kiula 
de cassili burissa, de sacello t. saceiperio kiulla. - 

Another Gloss in Graff’s Ist vol. p. 192., on the 
word Cadus, may perhaps throw some light on the 
subject. The philological student need not be re- 
minded of the wide application of the words vas, 
Lat., fazz, O.G., and fet, A.S.; but, for my own 
part, I conclude that the shoewright intended 
to designate by higdifatu all sorts of leathern bud- 
gets. Every Anglo-Saxon student must be so 
sensible of the great obligation he is under to our 
distinguished scholar Mr. ‘Thorpe, that I trust it 
will not be deemed invidious or ungracious to 
point out another passage in this Colloguy which 
seems to have hitherto baffled him, but which it 
appears to me may be elucidated. 

To the question, “ Hwilce fixas gefehst thu ?” 
the fisherman answers, ‘ Ailas aud hacodas, my- 
nas, aud zlputan, sceotan aud lampredan, aud 
swa hwylce swa on wetere swymath, sprote.” 

Mr. Thorpe, in the 1st edition of his Analecta, 
says, ‘ What is intended to be meant by this word 
[sprote], as well as by salu [the correspondent 
word in the Latin], I am at a Joss to conjecture.” 
In his second edition, Mr. Thorpe repeats, “I am 
unable to explain salu otherwise than by supposing 
it may be an error for salice.”” In his Glossary he 
has “ spro’t, ii. 2.? sprout, rod ?” with a reference 
to his note. I must confess I cannot see how the 
substitution of salice for salu would make the pas- 
sage more intelligible, and the explanation of 
spro‘te in the Glossary does not help us. The 
sense required appears to me to be, quickly, swiftly, 
and this will, I think, be found to be the meaning 
of sprote. In the Meso-Gothic Gospels the word 
sprauto occurs several times, and always in the sense 
of cito, subito; and though we have hitherto, I be- 
lieve, no other example in Anglo-Saxon of this ad- 
verbial use of the word, we are warranted, I think, 
in concluding, from the analogy of a cognate lan- 
guage, that it did exist. In regard to the evidently 
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corrupt Latin word salu, I have nothing better to 

offer than the forlorn conjecture that, in monkish 

Latin, “ salt#” may have been contractedly writ- 

ten for saltuatim. ! 
Dr. Leo, in his Angelsdchsiche Sprachproben, 

has reprinted the Colloguy, but without the Latin, 

and, among many other capricious deviations from 

Mr. Thorpe’s text, in the answer of the shoewright 

has printed hygefata! but does not notice the 

word in his Glossary. Herr Leo has entirely 

omitted the word sprote. S. W. Sincer. 

Jan. 14. 1850. 

—————_—— 

LOGOGRAPHIC PRINTING. 

[ Naso has, in compliance with our request, furnished 

us with a facsimile of the heading of his early number 

of The Times, which is as follows : =“ Tne (here an 

engraving of the King’s Arms) Times, or Dairy Uni- 

versai. Reoister, Printrep LococraruicatLy, Wep- 

nespay, Marcu 12. 1788,” and informs us that it was 

printed « By R. Nutkins, at the Logographie Press, 

Printing-House Square, near Apothecaries’ Hall, 

Blackfriars,” and the height to which the Mr. Walter 

of that day had brought his invention, by the same 

energy by which bis successor has raised Tne Tres 

to its present position, is shown by the following note 

from a kind and most able correspondent. ] 

A much more remarkable specimen of Logo- 

graphi¢ Printing than the number of the Times 

newspaper mentioned by Naso, No. 9., p. 136., is 

an edition of Anderson’s History of Commerce, 

with a continuation, in 4 vols. 4to., printed by 

that method, in 1787—1789, “at the Logographic 

Press, by J. Walter, Printing-House Square, 

Blackfriars.” The work, which makes in all not 

much short of 4000 pages, is very well printed in 

all respects ; and the following interesting note on 

the subject of Logographic Printing is attached to 

the preface heading the Continuation, or fourth 

volume. 

« Mr, Walter cannot here omit suggesting to the 

Public a few obsetvations on his improved mode of 

printing tocoéraruicatty. In all projects for the 

general benefit, the individual who conceives that the 

trade in which he is engaged diminishes in its emolu- 

ments from any improvement which another may pro- 

duce in it, is too much disposed to become its enemy ; 

and, perhaps, the interest of individuals never exerted 

itself with more inveteracy than has been experienced 

by Mr. Walter from many concerned in the trade into 

which he had entered. ? 

“ The invention which he brought forward, promised 

to be of essential service to the public, by expediting 

the process and lessening the expense of printing. Dr. 

Franklin sanctioned it with his approbation, and Sir 

Joseph Banks encouraged him with the most decided 

and animated opinion of the great advantages which 

would arise to literature from the Lococrarnic Press. 

Nevertheless Mr. Walter was left to struggle with the 

interest of some, and the prejudice of others, and, 

though he was honoured by the protection of several 
persons of high rank, it happened in his predicament, 
as it generally happens in predicaments of a similar 
nature, that his foes were more active than his friends, 
and he still continued to struggle with every difficulty 
that could arise from a very determined opposition 
to, and the most illiberal misrepresentations of, the 
Lococraruic ImprovEMENT. 

«“ Mr. Walter has, however, at length triumphed over 
the falseliood and malignity of his opponents; Loco- 
cGraruHic Printine, after having produced such a work 
as this, which he now presents to the public, with 
many excellent publications that he has already printed, 
can no longer be considered as an idle speculation : on 
the contrary, it is proved to be a practical improve- 
ment, that promises, under a due encouragement, to 
produce a great national benefit. To advance it to 
the perfection of which it is capable, Mr. Walter en- 
gages to employ his utmost exertions, and he takes the 
liberty of expressing his confidence, that he shall not 
be disappointed in the enjoyment of that public favour 
which now promises to reward his labours.” 

Old Brompton, Jan. 3. 1850. GC. 

[We may mention another work printed in this 
manner —an edition of Robinson Crusoe, in 3 vols. 8vo. 
1790 —* printed at the Logographic Press, and sold by 
J. Walter, No. 169. Piccadilly, opposite Old Bond Street.” | 

MEMORIALS OF THE DUKE OF MONMOUTH’S 
LAST DAYs.* 

At arecent meeting of the Royal Irish Academy 
in Dublin, Dr. Anster exhibited a manuscript 
volume of 157 pages, which he declared to be the 
identical “ album filled with songs, recipes, prayers, 
and charms” found in the Duke of Monmouth’s 
pocket when he was seized. It was purchased at 
a book-stall in Paris in 1827 by an Irish divinity 
student, was given by him to a priest in the county 
of Kerry, and, on the priest’s death, became the 
property of the present possessor. Respecting its 
identity and history, from its removal from the 
rebel duke’s pocket down to its production at the 
Royal Irish Academy, Dr. Anster showed that 
after Monmouth was beheaded —which he was on 
Tower Hill, by the too-celebrated John Ketch, on 
the 15th July, 1685 —the articles found on his 
person were given to the king. At James’s depo- 
sition, three years afterwards, all his manuscripts, 
including those that had belonged to Monmouth, 
were carried into France, where they remained 
till the Revolution in that country a century after- 

* We are indebted to the last number of Chambers’ 
Edinburgh Journal for this interesting supplement to 
the various particulars respecting the capture of the 
Duke of Monmouth which have already appeared in 
our columns. It there forms the conclusion of an arti- 
cle on the last days of this unfortunate nobleman, 
founded on the communications which have been made 
to the  Nores anp Queries,” and kindly adduced to 
show the utility of our paper. 
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wards. Dr. Anster, in exhibiting the book, showed 
that the remains of silver clasps had been de- 
stroyed, and a part of the leather of the covers at 
each side was torn away, seemingly for the pur- 
pose of removing some name on a coat of arms 
with which it had been once marked; and this he 
accounted for by the belief that at the period of 
the French Revolution the persons in whose cus- 
tody they were, being fearful of the suspicions 
likely to arise from their possession of books with 
royal arms on them, tore off the covers, and sent 
the books to St. Omer’s. ‘The after-fate of the 
larger books was, that they were burned; some 
small ones, we are distinctly told, were saved from 
this fate, but seem to have been disregarded, and 
all trace of them lost. The Abbé Waters —a col- 
lateral descendant of Lucy Waters, the Duke of 
Monmouth’s mother —was the person with whom 
George IV. negotiated for the Stuart papers, and 
from whom the volumes which have since appeared 
as Clarke’s Life of James the Second were ob- 
tained; and it is from the Abbé Waters we have 
the account of the destruction of King James’s 
autograph papers. Dr. Auster showed, written 
on the inner cover of this volume, the words, 
“ Baron Watiers” or “ Watrers.” 

As to the identity of the book, Dr. Anster 
quoted several passages from contemporary authors 
to test their account of the contents of the 
“ album ” with those of the book he was describ- 
ing. In the Harleian Miscellany, vol. vi. p. 323., 
it is stated in Sir John Reresby’s memoirs, that 
“out of his [Monmouth’s] pocket were taken 
books, in his own handwriting, containing charms 
or spells to open the doors of a prison, to obviate 
the danger of being wounded in battle, together 
with songs and prayers.” Barillon describes the 
book in what is nearly a translation of this — “ Il 
y avoit des secrets de magie et d’ enchantment, 
avec des chansons des recettes pour des maladies 
et des prieres.” Again, in a note by Lord Dart- 
mouth to the modern editions of Burnet’s Own 
Times, we have the following statement : — 
“My uncle, Colonel Wiliiam Legge, who went in 

the coach with him {[ Monmouth] to London asa guard, 
with orders to stab him if there were any disorders on 
the read, showed me several charms that were tied 
about him when he was taken, and his table-book, 
which was full of astrological figures that nobody could 
understand; but he told my uncle that they had been 
given to him some years before in Scotland, and he 
now found they were but foolish conceits.” 

The actual contents of the manuscript volume 
show a great resemblance to these descriptions. 
The most curious passages which it contains are 
the duke’s memorandums of his journeys on two 
visits to the Prince of Orange, in the year pre- 
vious to his last rash adventure. His movements 
up to the 14th of March, 1684-85, are given. ‘The 
entries do not seem to be of much moment; but 

they may accidentally confirm or disprove some 
disputed points of history. There is an entry 
without a date, describing the stages of a journey 
in England, commencing with London and Hamp- 
stead: it ends with Toddington. This forms a 
strong link in the chain of identity; for Tod- 
dington is a place remarkable in the history of the 
duke. Near it was the residence of Lady Hen- 
rietta Maria Wentworth, baroness (in her own 
right) of Nettlestead, only daughter and heir of 
Thomas Lord Wentworth, grandchild and heir of 
the Earl of Cleveland. Five years before the 
execution, her mother observed that, despite the 
duke being a married man, her daughter had, 
while at court, attracted his admiration, and she 
hurried her away to Toddington. In 1683, after 
the failure of the Rye-House Plot, Monmouth was 
banished from the royal presence, and it was to 
Toddington he retired. When, on retracting the 
confession which he had made on the occasion, he 
was banished the kingdom, the companion of his 
exile was Lady Henrietta Wentworth. 

“TI dwell on this,” said Dr. Anster, “because the 
accidental mention of Toddington seems to autben- 
ticate the book: the name of Lady Henrietta Went- 
worth does not occur in it, and the persons in whose 
hands the book has been since it was purchased in 
Paris do not seem to have noticed the name of Tod- 
dington, or to have known that it had any peculiar 
relation to the duke’s history. It occurs twice in the 
book — once in the itinerary, and again in a trifling 
and unmetrical song which is probably the duke’s own 
composition; written probably on the eve of his flight 
with his romantic but guilty companion to Holland: — 

««« With joy we leave thee, 
False world, and do forgive 
All thy false treachery, 
For now we'll happy live. 
We'll to our bowers, 
And there spend our hours ; 
Happy there we'll be, 
We no strifes can see; 
No quarrelling for crowns, 
Nor fear the great one’s frowns ; 
Nor slavery of state, 
Nor changes in our fate. 
From plots this place is free, 
There we'll ever be; 
We'll sit and bless our stars 
That from the noise of wars 
Did this glorious place give 
(Or did us Toddington give) 
That thus we happy live.’” 

In Macaulay's history we find that the latest 
act of the duke on the scaffold, before submitting 
to the stroke of the executioner, was to call his 
servant, and put into the man’s hand a toothpick- 
case, the last token of ill-starred love. “ Give it,” 
he said, “ to that person!” After the description of 
Monmouth’s burial occurs the following affecting 
passage : — 



“Yet a few months, and the quiet village of Tod- 

dington, in Bedferdshire, witnessed a yet sadder fune- 

ral. Near that village stood an ancient and stately 

hall, the seat of the Wentworths, The transept of the 

parish church had long been their burial-place. To 

that burial-place, in the spring which followed the 

death of Monmouth, was borne the coffin of the young 

Baroness Wentworth of Nettlestead. Her family 

reared a sumptuous mausoleum over her remains ; ‘but 

a less costly memorial of her was long contemplated 

with far deeper interest: her name carved by the hand 

of him she loved too well, was, a few years ago, still 

discernible on a tree in the adjoining park.” 

In further proof of identity, Dr. Anster pointed 

out several charms and recipes which the manu- 

script volume contains. The conjurations are in 

general for the purpose of learning the results of 

sickness in any particular case, and of determining 

whether friends will be in certain circumstances 

faithful. ‘There are also incantations for the use 

of several maladies, and one to make gray hair 

grow black. No “charms against being wounded 

in battle,” such as Sir John Reresby mentions, 

are to be found in the volume; but there are some 

prayers against violent death, which have the ap- 

pearance of having been transcribed from some 

devotional book. ‘There is evidently a mistake in 

supposing that this book contains any charm for 

breaking open prison doors, and it is likely that 

Sir John Reresby was misled in this way :— There 

is in page 7. a charm in French to procure repose 

of body and mind, and deliverance from pains ; 

and the word for “ pains” is written in a con- 

tracted form; it might as well stand for prisons; 

but, examining the context, it is plainly the former 

word which is meant. 
The rest of the entries consist of extracts from 

old recipe-books, mixed in the oddest way with 

abridgments of English history, and the most 

trifling memorandums, chiefly of a private and 

personal kind. Altogether, this commonplace work 

is highly indicative of the weakness, vanity, and 

superstition which stood forward so prominently 

in the character of the rash but unfortunate Duke 

of Monmouth. 

QUERIES. 

CATHERINE PEGGE. 

Mr. Cunningham was mistaken in supposing 

that I had overlooked Catherine Pegge, for I was 

well aware that she could not have been Pepys’s 

“pretty Lady.” She must, in fact, have attained 
her fortieth year, and there is no record of her 

being on the stage; whereas Margaret Hughes 

had, when Pepys saluted her, recently joined the 

Theatre Royal, and she is expressly styled “ Peg 

Hughes” by Tom Browne, in one of his “ Letters 

from the Dead to the Living.” Having disposed of 

this question, I am tempted to add that -Morant 
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does not confirm the statement that Catherine 
Pegge married Sir Edward Green, for he says that 

4 Sir Edward Greene, created a Baronet, 26 July, 

1660, was seated at Little Sampford in Essex ; he had 

3 wives, the first was Jeronyma, daughter and coheir 
of William Everard, of Linsted, Esq., and by her he 
had 6 daughters, by Mary, daughter of. Tasborough, 

he had a son; and by tbe third lady , daughter of 
Simonds, he had a daughter. He was the last of 

the Greenes that enjoyed this estate, having lost it by 

gaming.”—Morant’s Essez, vol. ii. p. 525. 

This account of the Greene family is stated in a 
note to have been taken from a fine pedigree on 
vellum, penes T. Wotton, Gent. 

If Catherine Pegge was one of the three ladies 

mentioned above, she must have changed her name 
previously to her marriage, in hopes of concealing 

her former history; but the circumstance of the 

baronetcy being conferred upon Sir Edward is 
very suspicious. Probably some of your corre- 
spondents can settle the question. 

Audley End, Jan, 19. 1850. BrayBROOKE. 

WILLIAM BASSE, AND HIS POEMS. 

Can any of your readers inform me where a 
perfect or imperfect copy is to be found of a poem, 
of which I possess only a single half sheet, under 
the following title :— 

“ Great Brittaines Svnnes-set, bewailed with a 
Shower of Teares. By William Basse. At Oxford, 
Printed by Ioseph Barnes. 1613”? 

It is one of the many poems published on the 
death of Prince Henry; and although Ihave been 
in search of it, or of a fragment of it, for more 
than twenty years, I have never been able to 
obtain tidings of more than of that small portion 
in my possession; nor am I aware of the mention 
of it in any bibliographical authority. I have 
not at hand Sir H. Nicolas’s edition of Walton’s 
Angier, in which Basse is spoken of, but I re- 
member looking at that beautiful and costly work 
a long time ago, and, as far as I recollect, not 
finding in it anything to my purpose. I observe 
that a William Basse (or Bas, as the name is 
there spelt) printed in 1602, 4to., a tract called 
Sword and Buckler, or Serving Man's Defence ; 
but I know no more of it than that it was sold in 
Steevens’s sale; and among the MSS. of the late 
Mr. Heber was a volume of poems called Poly- 
hymnia, apparently prepared for the press, and 
dedicated by William Basse to Lady Lindsey, 
which contained an “ Elegie on a rare Singing 
Bull-finch,” dated 19th June, 1648; so that he 
was still living nearly half a century after he had 
printed his earliest known performance. 

The production that Izaac Walton refers to 
must be the ballad preserved in the Pepys Col- 
lection at Cambridge, under the heading “ Maister 

— 
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Basse his Careere, or the new Hunting of the 
Hare. To a new Court tune;” and beginning — 

“ Long ere the morne expects the returne.” 

It was “ Printed at London by E. A.,” 7. e. Edward 
Allde, without date; and it may have been duly 
noticed by the last editor of The Complete Angler. 
However, neither this nor Heber’s MS. throw 
any new light upon the small tract (in 8vo., and 
of perhaps not more than two sheets) with the 
title of which I commenced, and regarding which 
I request information. It is a poem in eight-line 
stanzas, and it is dedicated, at the back of the 
title-page, “ To his honourable Master, Sir Richard 
Wenman, Knight,” without another word ad- 
dressed to his patron. 
My fragment of four leaves, or half an 8vo. 

sheet, contains stanzas (one on each page), num- 
bered 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14.; and the earliest of them 
is this : — 

“ To you I therefore weepe: To you alone 
I shew the image of your teares, in mine ; 
That mine (by shewing your teares) may be show’n 
To be like yours, so faithfull so divine: 
Such, as more make the publique woe their owne, 

Then their woe publique, such as not confine 
Themselves to times, nor yet forms from examples 

borrow : 
Where losse is infinit, there boundlesse is the sorrow.” 

I have preserved even the printer’s punctua- 
tion, for the sake of more perfect identification, 
if any of your readers are acquainted with the 
existence of a copy of the production, or of any 
portion of it. The above stanza, being numbered 
“5,” of course it was preceded by four others, of 
which I can give no account. Another stanza, 
from this literary and bibliographical rarity, may 
not be unacceptable ; it is the eighth: — 

“ Here then run forth thou River of my woes 
In cease lesse currents of complaining verse : 
Here weepe (young Muse) while elder pens compose 
More solemne Rites unto his sacred Hearse. 
And, as when happy earth did, here, enclose 
His heay’nly minde, his Fame then Heav’n did 

pierce: 
Now He in Heay’n doth rest, now let his Fame earth 

fill; 

So, both him then posses’d: so both possesse him still.” 

Therefore, although Basse had written his Sword 
and Buckler in 1602 (if it were the same man), he 
still called his Muse “ young” in 1613. I cannot 
eall to mind any precedent for the form of stanza 
adopted by him, consisting, as it does, of six ten- 
syllable lines, rhyming alternately, followed by a 
twelve-syllable couplet. None of the other stanzas 
contain persenal matter; the grief of the author 
of Great Britain's Sun’s-set seems as artificial as 
might be expected; and his tears were probably 
brought to the surface by the usual pecuniary 
force-pump. 
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I have some notion that William Basse was a 
musical composer, as well as a writer of verses; 
but here, again, I am at fault, and particularly 
request the aid of Dr. Rimbault, who has paid 
special attention to such matters, and who has just 
published a learned and valuable work on the 
music of the ballads in Percy’s Reliques. If the 
volume were not so indisputably excellent in its 
kind, there are reasons, connected with its dedi- 
cation, which might make me hesitate in giving it 
eyen a just tribute of praise. 

Kensington, Jan. 21. 1850. J. Payne Cottier. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Christmas Hymn. — Can any of your readers in- 
form me who was the author of the well-known 
Christmas Hymn, “ Hark the Herald Angels sing,” 
which is so often found (of course without the 
slightest shadow of authority), at the end of our 
Prayer-Books ? In the collection of poems entitled 
Christmas Tyde, published by Pickering, the initials 
“J. C. W.” are appended to it; the same in 
Bickersteth’s Hymn Book. In the last number of 
the Christian Remembrancer, it is incorrectly attri- 
buted to Doddridge, who was the author of the 
other Christmas Hymn, “ High let us swell our 
tuneful notes,” frequently appended to Tate and 
Brady ; as well as of the Sacramental Hymn, “ My 
God, and is Thy table spread ?” If the author of 
this hymn cannot be determined, it would be in- 
teresting to know its probable date, and the time 
when this and the other unauthorised additions 
were made to our Prayer-Book. The case of 
Doddridge’s hymn is more remarkable, as being 
the composition of a dissenter. BE. Y. 

On a Passage in Pope.—“P.C.S.8.,” who is 
old-fashioned enough to admire and to study 
Pope, would feel greatly obliged if any of your 
correspondents could help him to the interpreta- 
tion of the following lines, in the “Imitation” of 
Horace’s Epistle to Augustus : — 

“ The Hero William, and the Martyr Charles, 
One knighted Blackmore, and one pensioned 

Quarles, 
Which made Old Ben, and sturdy Dennis swear, 
No Lord’s Anointed, but a Russian bear !” 

The passage in Horace, of which this purports to 
be an “ Imitation,” is the well-known 

“ Boeotum in crasso jurares dere natum,” 

and it is clear enough that Pope meant to represent 
kings Charles and William as so devoid of the 
taste which should guide royal patronage, that, in 
selecting such objects of their favour as Black- 
more and Quarles, they showed themselves to be 
as uncouth and unpolished as the animal to which 
he likens them. But the principal motive of this 
inquiry is to ascertain whether there exist in 
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their writings any record of the indignation sup- 
posed to have been expressed by Jonson and 
Dennis at the favour shown by majesty to their 
less worthy rivals. P.C.S.8. 

Discovery of the Circulation of the Blood. — 
There is a passage in Longinus (ch. xxii.), familiar 
perhaps to some of the readers of the “ Norges anp 
Queries,” which indicates that the fact of the 
circulation of the blood was well established in the 
days of Plato. The father of critics, to exemplify, 
and illustrate the use and value of ¢rope in 
writing, has garbled from the Timeus, a number 
of sentences descriptive of the anatomy of the 
human body, where the circulation of the blood is 
pointed at in terms singularly graphic. The exact 
extent of professional knowledge arrived at in the 
time of the great philosopher is by no means 
clearly defined: he speaks of the fact, however, 
not with a view to prove what was contested or 
chimerical, but avails himself of it to figure out 
the surpassing wisdom of the gods in constructing 
the human frame. Perhaps some of the readers of 
the ‘“ Norgs,” who are more thoroughly conversant 
with the subject, may think it worth while to 
inquire how much was known on that subject 
before Harvey wrote his Exercitationes Anatomice. 
The Proemium of that author seems hardly suffi- 
cient to satisfy the desire of every reader, who has 
looked with some eare to the passage in Longinus 
to which I have taken the liberty of calling public 
attention. aa. VV 

Brighton. 

The Meaning of “ Pallace.’ — A lease granted 
by the corporation of Totness in Devon, in the 
year 1703, demises premises by this description : 
* All that cellar and the chambers over the same, 
and the little pallace and landing-place adjoining 
to the river Dart.” Can your readers give an 
explanation of the term “ pailace?” J.R. Rocmrs. 

Did Oliver Cromwell write “* The New Star of 
the North?”—Perhaps some of your numerous 
correspondents, who have perused a curious letter 
of Count de Tessins, in Clements’ Bibliotheque 
Curieuse, tome ix. p.331., can inform me what 
credit, or if any, is due to the Count’s conjecture, 
that Oliver Cromwell was the author of the book 
entitled The New Stur of the North, shining upon 
the victorious King of Sweden, &c. 4to. London, 
1632. J. M. 

Oxford. 

Meaning of Savegard and Russells.— In the 
will of Elizabeth Coddington, lady of the manor 
of Ixworth, 1571, mention is made of “the red 
russells quilt,” of “a felde bed,” and of “ my cloke 
and savegard of freseadon.” I shall be obliged by 
any description of the garment known as the save- 
gard, and of the russells quilt. Burrensis. 

Pandoxare. — Having met with an old volume 
containing the entire household expenses, as well 
as In some degree a diary, kept by a country gen- 
tleman during the reigns of James II., William 
and Mary, and Anne, I observed that he has made 
use of a species of hieroglyphics, to facilitate his 
reference to his book, as it contained all the entries 
of all kinds, in chronological order. For instance, 
where mention is made of money spent on behalf 
of one person in his house, he puts at the side of 
the page a clay pipe, rudely drawn; an entry of 
the payment of wages to another servant has a jug 
of ale; another a quill pen; another a couple of 
brooms, as the housemaid ; a fiddle for the dancing 
master for his daughter; payment made to the 
sexton or parish-clerk has a representation of the 
village church by its side, and the window-tax a 
small lattice-window ; and on the days that they 
brewed, a small barrel is drawn by the side of the 
date. And the chief object of my letter is with 
respect to this last; a barrel is often drawn, and 
by its side the words, primd relinitus, and the date, 
naturally meaning the day it was tapped; and 
then shortly after comes another barrel, and to 
it is written the word Pandoz., or sometimes in 
full Pandoxavimus ; in some places at the end of 
the year there is a list to this effect : — 

« (1705.) 

Memoranda, 
29. Mar. — Pandox*’, 
6. Apr. — relinit. 

28. Apr. —relinit. 
3. May.— Pandox®. 

17. May.— relinit. 
31. May. — relinit. 
5. Iun, — Pandox®. 

and at the top of the list the figure of a barrel. 
I should be glad if any of the readers of your 

paper could tell me the meaning of the word Pan- 
doxare? Whatever it was, it took place about 
once a month. H.B 

[ Ducange explains Pandozare “ Cauponam exercere, 
agere; cerevisiam venum exponere atque adeo confi- 
cere.” 

Lord Bacon's Metrical Version of the Psalms. — 
In old Izaak Walton’s Life of George Herbert, I 
find the following passage : — 

“ He (7. e. Lord Bacon) thought him so worthy of 
his friendship, that having translated many of the 
Prophet David’s Psalms into English verse, he made 
George Herbert his patron, by a public dedication of 
them to him, as the best judge of divine poetry.” 

Can any one of your numerous readers inform é y bby pohly «jet 
me if these “ Metricals ” are known ? —if so, it will 
greatly oblige A CornisHMan. 

Festival of St. Michael and All Angels. — Can 
any of your readers inform me why double second 
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lessons are appointed in the Book of Common 
Prayer for the Festival of St. Michael and All 
Angels? First, among the “lessons proper for 
Holy-days,” we have, at Matins, Acts xii. to 
vy. 20.; and, at Evensong, Jude, v. 6. to v. 16.: 
and then in the Calendar, coming in ordinary 
course, we have, at Morning Prayer, Mark ii. ; 
and at evening, 1 Cor. xiv. In every other case, 
where the second lessons are proper, there are 
none appointed in the Calendar in ordinary 
course. K. M. P. 

Wood-cut Likenesses of Luther and Erasmus. — 
Perhaps you will permit me to inquire what are 
the earliest wood-cut likenesses of Luther and 
Erasmus. Am I right in supposing that the image 
of the great Reformer is found for the first time 
on the verso of the title-page of his treatise De 
Captivitate Babylonica Ecclesia, 4to., s. 1. v. a.; 
and that the wished-for representation of Erasmus 
may be seen in the small octavo volume, entitled 
Bellaria Epistolarum Erasmi Rot. et Ambrosti Pe- 
largi vicissim missarum, Colon. 1539? Some of 
your readers will doubtless be acquainted with 
what seems to be a very accurate and complete 
performance, the Vita D. Martini Lutheri Nummis 
atque Iconibus illustrata, studio M. Christiani 
Juncker, 8vo., Francof.1699. In this work (p. 129.) 
there is an impression of a medal on which was 
exhibited the Imago ad vivam effigiem expressa 
of Erasmus, anno 1531. R. 

Anglo-Saxon “ Lay of the Phenix.” — Has any 
edition of the Lay of the Phenix been published, 
besides the English version in the Archeologia, 
yol. 30., and«that which bears the date, ‘“‘ Copen- 
hagen, Grundtyig, 1840, 8vo”? Can any light be 
thrown on the doubts respecting the era of the 
author of this lay? And is there any published 
edition of the hexameter poem by Lactantius, 
which is said by Stephens to have suggested the 
first idea of this beautiful Anglo-Saxon poem ? 

SELEUCUS. 

C. Agricola, Propugnaculum Anti-Pistorianum. 
— Could any of your readers direct me to an ac- 
cessible library which possesses a copy of Christian 
Agricola’s Propugnaculum Anti-Pistorianum, or 
otherwise give me any account of that treatise ? 

J. Sansom. 

The Liturgy Version of the Psalms. — In Beloe’s 
Anecdotes of Literature (edition 1807), vol. i. p. 
181. and vol. ii. p. 316. are notices of Zhe Bishops’ 
Bible, where mention is made of one edition of it 
containing two different versions of the Psalms. 
‘The two statements, however, differ, making it 

| doubtful of what is intended ; the first speaking 
of one edition and the second of another. 

Vol. i. p. 181. says — 
“The first edition of this Bible was published in 

1568, In this the new translation of the Psalms was 

inserted alone. In the second edition the translation 
of the Great Bible was added in opposite columns, and 
in a different character.” 

Vol. i. p.316.: — 

“ Bishops’ Bible, first edition, 1568. There is also 
a double translation of the Psalms, one from what is 
called the Great Bible, the other entirely a new one.” 

Will any of your correspondents be so obliging 
as to state what is the additional version — new 
or other — there alluded to, other than the present 
Liturgy version ? X. X. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Sir William Rider.—“P.C.S. 8.” is happy to be 
able to answer one of the questions of “ H. F.” (at 
p- 186. No. 12.), by referring him to the Extracts 
rom the Parish Registers of St. Olave's, which were 
published in vol. ii. of the Collectanea Topogra- 
phica et Genealogica. At p.316., of that volume, 
he will find the following entry, which pretty 
nearly determines the date of Sir William Rider’s 
death : — “1611, November 19. Sir William Ri- 
der diing at Leyton, had his funerale solemnized 
in our Church, the hearss being brought from 
Clothworkers’ Hall.” In a note to the above en- 
try a further reference is made to Lyson’s Envi- 
rons, vol.iv. pp. 160, 161. 165. 

SONNET. 

Written on the opening of the Session, 1847. 

“ For him was lever han at his beddes hed 
Twenty bokes clothed in black or red, 

Of Aristotle, and his philosophie, 
Than robes riche, or fidel, or sautrie.” 

Cuaucer. 

«“ Me, poor man! my library 
Was dukedom large enough.”— SuaxksrEare. 

Farewell, my trusty leathern-coated friends ! 
Tis fitting, for a while, that we should part ; 

For I, as duty points, must shape my ends, 
Obey what reason bids, and not my heart. 

What though ’tis mine to listen in that Hall 
Where England’s peers, “ grave, rev’rend, po- 

tent,” sit, 
To hear the classic words from Stan.ey fall, 

Broveuan’s biting sarcasm, LynpuuRst’s po- 
lished wit, 

The measur’d sentence of Tur Great Catm 
DuKe— 

Tt is not mine to commune with the men. 
Not so when I unfold some favorite book, 

Cuavcer and I grow boon companions then ; 
And SuaxspEare, deigning at my hearth to sit, 
Charms me with mingled love, philosophy, and wit. 

Wirtiam J. THoms. 

Pilgrimage of Princes — Bernard Calver — 
Passage from Hudibras.— In reply to Mr. Beau- 
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champ’s query, No. 11. p.173., The Pilgrimage of 
Princes, penned out of Greek and Latine Authors, 
London, 1586, 4to., was written by Ludowic Lloyd. 
See Watt’s Bibliotheca Brit., vol. iii. p. 612. 

No.11., p. 167. Mr. Stevens will find some 
account of “Bernard Calver,” in Granger’s Letters, | 
8vo., but I have not the book to refer to. 

No. 12., p.177. Menage observes, in speaking 
of Monsieur Perier’s abuse of Horace for running 
away from the battle of Philippi, “ Relictaé non bene 
parmula,” ‘ Mais je le pardonne, parce qu'il ne sait 
peut-étre pas que les Grecs ont dit en faveur des 
Fuiars.” 

“ "avhp 6 pebyov Kal mdéAw paxhoerat.” 

Menagiana, vol. i. p. 248. Amst. 1713. 

Perhaps Erasmus translated this ““apophthegme.” 
Audley End, Jan. 19. 1850. Braysrooxke. 

Seal of Killigrew, Master of the Revels. —In 
the Museum at Sudbury, in the county of Suffolk, 
is, or was when I made a note of it about three 
years since, a silver seal with a crystal handle, 
which is said to have belonged to Killigrew, King 
Charles’s celebrated Master of the Revels. The 
arms are, argent, an eagle displayed with two 
heads within a bordure sable bezanty. Crest. A 
demi-lion sable, charged with three bezants. 

Buriensis. 

Lacedemonian Black Broth.— Your corre- 
spondent “ W.” in No.11., is amusing as well as 
instructive; but it does not yet appear that we 
must reject the notion of coffee as an ingredient 
of the Lacedemonian black broth upon the score 
of colour or taste. 

That it was an ingredient has only as yet been 
mooted as a probability. 

Pollux, to whom your correspondent refers us, 
says that Cwudc wedadc was a Lacedemonian food; 
and that it was called aivaria, translated in Scott 
and Liddell’s Lexicon, “ blood-broth.” These lexi- 
cographers add, ‘‘The Spartan black broth was 
made with blood,” and refer to Manso’s Sparta, a | 
German work, which I have not the advantage of 
consulting. 

Gesner, in his Thesaurus, upon the word “ jus,” 
quotes the known passage of Cicero, Tusc. Disp. 
vy. 34,, and thinks the “jus nigrum” was probably 
the aizaria, and made with an admixture of blood, 
as the “botuli,” the black puddings of modern 
time, were. 

Coffee would not be of a much lighter colour than 
blood. A decoction of senna, though of a red- 
brown, is sometimes administered in medicine 
under the common name of a “ black dose.” 

As regards the colour, then, whether blood or 
coffee were the ingredient, the mess would be 
sufficiently dark to be called “ black.” 

In respect of taste, it is well known, from the 
story told by Cicero in the passage above referred 
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to, that the Lacedzemonian black broth was dis- 
agreeable, at least to Dionysius, and the Lacede- 
monians, who observed to him that he wanted that 
best of sauces, hunger, convey a confession that 
their broth was not easily relished. 

The same story is told with a little variation by 
Stobzeus, Serm. xxix., and Plutarch, Jnstitut. La- 
con., 2. The latter writer says, that the Syracu- 
san, having tasted the Spartan broth, “ spat it out 
in disgust,” dvcxepdvavra amontioui. 

It would not have been unlike the Lacedamo- 
nians purposely to have established a disagreeable 
viand in their system of public feeding. Men that 
used iron money to prevent the accumulation of 
wealth, and, as youths, had volunteered to be 
scourged, scratched, beat about, and kicked about, 
to inure them to pain, were just the persons to 
affect a nauseous food to discipline the appetite. 

Lacedemonian Black Broth. — I should be glad 
to know in what passages of ancient authors the 
Lacedemonian black broth is mentioned, and 
whether it is alluded to in such terms as to indi- 
cate the nature of the food. It has occurred to 
me that it is much more probable that it was the 
same black broth which is now cooked in Greece, 
where I have eaten of it and found it very good, 
although it looked as if a bottle of ink had been 
poured into the mess. 

The dish is composed of small cuttle-fish (with 
their ink-bags) boiled with rice or other vege- 
tables. W.C. TREVELYAN. 

Edinburgh, Jan. 13, 1850. 

ON A LADY WHO WAS PAINTED. 

(From the Latin.) 

It sounds like paradox — and yet ’tis true, 
You're like your picture, though it’s not like you. 

tUFUS. 

Bigotry.— The word Bigotry pervades almost 
all the languages of Europe, but its etymology has 
not been satisfactory to Noah Webster. The ap- 
plication of it is generally intelligible enough ; 
being directed against those who pertinaciously 
adhere to their own system of religious faith. But 
as early as the tenth century it appears, that the 
use of the word Bigot, originated in a circum- 
stance, or incident, unconnected with religious 
views. An old chronicle, published by Duchesne 
in the 3rd vol. of his Hist. Francorum Scriptores, 
states, that Rollo, on receiving Normandy from the 
King of France, or at least of that part of it, was 
called upon to kiss the foot of the king, a cere- 
mony, it seems, in use not at the Vatican only; 
but he refused “unless the king would raise his 
foot to his mouth.” When the counts in attend- 

| ance admonished him to comply with this usual 
_ form of accepting so valuable a fief, he still de- — 
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clined, exclaiming in pure Anglo-Saxon, “ Not 
He, By God,” — Ne se bigoth ; “ quod interpreta- 
tur,” says the chronicler, “ non [ille] per Deum.” 
The king and his peers, deriding him, called him 
afterwards Bigoth, or Bigot, instead of Rollo. 
“ Unde Normanni,” adds the writer, who brings 
his history down to the year 1137, “adhuc Bigothi 
dicuntur.” This will account for the prepositive 
article “ Le” prefixed to the Norman Bigods, the 
descendants of those who followed William the 
Conqueror into England, such as Hugh Le Bigod, 
&e. Among other innovations in France, the 
word Bigotisme has been introduced, of which 
Boiste gives an example as combined with Phi- 
losophisme : —‘“‘ Le Bigotisme n'est, comme le 
Philosophisme, qu'un Egoisme systématique. Le 
Philosophisme et le Bigotisme se traitent comme 
les chiens et les loups ; cependant leur especes se 
rapprochent, et produisent des monstres.” 

Oxford. J. 1. 

Gowghe's Dore of Holy Scripture. — If your cor- 
respondent “EF. M.” (No.9. p. 139.) has not received 
a reply to his third query, I beg to submit that he 
will find the perusers of Gowghe’s work to be the 
individuals mentioned in different portions of Foxe’s 
Acts and Monuments, vol. v. edit. 8vo. pp. 414. 449. 
482.; the less intelligible names, “ Doctor Barons, 
Master Ceton,” being intended for Dr. Barnes and 
Alexander Seton. Anyhow, this reference may, it 
is hoped, lead to a fuller discovery of the parties 
intended. Norgis. 

Reinerius Saccho. — Your correspondent “ D.” 
(No. 7. p. 106.) will find some account of Reine- 
rius Saccho, if the source is accessible, in Quetif 
and Echard's Scriptores Ord. Predicatt. tom. i. 
154. , N 

Discurs. Modest.— Your correspondent “ A.T.” 
(No. 9. p. 142.) may be informed that there can be 
no reasonable doubt, that the original authority, for 
Rem transubstantiationis patres ne attigisse quidem, 
is William Watson, in his Quodlibet, ii. 4. p. 31. ; 
that the Diseurs. Modest. de Jesuitis borrowed it 
from him; that Andrews most probably derived it 
from the borrower; and that the date of the Dis- 
curs. &c. must, therefore, be between 1602 and 
1610. Probably there may be a copy in the Lam- 
beth Library; there is none in the Bodleian, 
British Museum, or Sion College, and Placcius 
affords no reference. The author may never have 
been known. 

Defoe’s Tour through Great Britain. —T am 
much obliged to your correspondent “ D.S. Y.” for 
the suggestion that the Tour through Great 
Britain, by a Gentleman, from which I sent you 
some extracts relating to the Ironworks of Sussex, 
is from the graphic pen of Daniel Defoe. On re- 
ferring to the list of bis writings, given in vol. xx. 

of C. Talboy’s edition of Defoe’s Works, I find this 
idea is correct. Chalmers notices three editions 
of the work, in 1724, 1725, and 1727, (numbered 
in his list, 154,” “ 156,” “163,”) and remarks that 
“all the subsequent editions vary considerably 
from the original” of 1724. He states that “ this 
work is frequently confounded with ‘ John Macky’s 
Journey through England, in familiar Letters 
from a Gentleman here to his Friend abroad,’ 
1722.” I may take this opportunity of mention- 
ing that, in the first volume of Defoe’s work, there 
are some very interesting particulars of the skir- 
mish at Reading, between the troops of the Prince 
of Orange and the Irish forces of James II., and 
the panic known as the “ Irish night,” which de- 
serve to be consulted by Mr. Macaulay, for the 
next edition of his History. The whole work will 
well repay a perusal, and what is there of Defoe’s 
writing which will not ? D.S. 

Muffins. — The correspondent who, in No. 11., 
p- 173., inquires the origin of the word “ Muffin,” 
is referred to Urquhart’s Pillars of Hercules, 
vol. ii. p.143., just published, where he will find 
a large excursus on this subject. The word, he 
avers, is Phenician: from maphula, one of those 
kinds of bread named as such by Atheneus. “ It 
was a cake,” says Athenzus, “ baked on a hearth or 
griddle.” He derives this by taking away the 
final vowel, and then changing 7 for n; thus: 
“ maphula,” “ maphul,” “ mufun !!!” 

In this strange book there are fifty other ety- 
mologies as remarkable as this. ‘The author plainly 
offers them in hard earnest. This is something 
worth noting. V. 

By Hook or Crook. —“ As in the phrase ‘to 
get by hook or crook;’ in the sense of, to get 
by any expedient, to stick at nothing to obtain 
the end; not to be over-nice in obtaining your 
ends.— By hucke o'er hrooke ; e.g. by bending the 
knees, and by bowing low, or, as we now say, by 
bowing and scraping, by crouching and cringing.” 
— Bellenden Ker’s Essay on the Archeology of 
our Popular Phrases and Nursery Rhymes, vol. i. 
p- 21. ed. 1837. 

I wish your correspondent, “J. R. F.,” had 
given a reference to the book or charter from 
which he copied his note. 

Has Mr. B. Ker’s work ever been reviewed ? 
Me anton. 

[ Mr. Ker’s book was certainly reviewed in Fraser's 
Magazine at the time of its appearance, and probably 
in other literary journals. ] 

By Hook or by Crook. —TI have met with it 
somewhere, but have lost my note, that Hooke 
and Crooke were two judges, who in their day 
decided most unconscientiously whenever the in- 
terests of the crown were affected, and it used to 
be said that the king could get anything by Hooke 
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or by Crooke. Query, Is this the origin of the 
phrase ? 

If I cannot give my authority, perhaps “J.R.F.” 
may be able to give his, for deriving it from ‘“ Fo- 
rest Customs 2” H. T. E. 

El Buscapié.— A very full and able disquisition 
on the subject of Mr. Sincer’s query (No. 11., 
p- 171.), respecting El Buscapié, will be found in 
the appendix to a work which is just published, 
viz. Ticknor’s History of Spanish Literature, vol. 
ili. Appendix D. 371. e¢ seg. That writer, whose 
opinion is entitled to credit as that of a consum- 
mate student of Spanish letters, and who gives 
good reasons for his conclusions in this instance, 
pronounces against the authenticity of the poor 
little pamphlet recently put forth as belonging to 
Cervantes. 

Those who take an interest in Spanish literature 
will find this book of Ticknor’s a most valuable 
contribution to their knowledge of its whole com- 
pass, and worth “ making a note of.” 

Richard of Cirencester, Sc. — Bishop Barlow.— 
Your correspondent “S.A. A.” (No. 6., p. 93.), 
who is desirous of further information respecting 
Richard of Cirencester, will, I am sure, peruse 
with much interest and gratification a dissertation 
on that writer by K. Wex, which first appeared in 
the Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie for 1846, 
and was shortly after translated and inserted in 
the Gentleman's Magazine, with valuable notes by 
the translator. — Respecting the writers of notes 
on the margin of books, few notes of the kind, L 
apprehend, deserve better to be collected and 
published than those by the very learned Bishop 
Barlow, Provost of Queen’s College from the year 
1657 to 1677, and who left the chief part of his 
library to that society. The rest of his books, 
being such as were not in the Bodleian, he be- 
queathed to that library, of which he was for 
some years the librarian. The Biographia Britan- 
nica represents him to have been “an universal 
lover and favourer of learned men, of what coun- 
try or denomination soever.” J. M. 

Oxford. 

Rev. J. Edwards on Metal for Telescopes. — 
“TJ.” informs the correspondent who inquired 
(No. 11. p. 174.) respecting this valuable paper, 
that it was printed in the Nautical Almanac for 
1787, E.B. Price adds, “ A Treatise on Optical 
Instruments, published about twenty years ago by 
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know- 
ledge, contains much useful and general informa- 
tion upon this subject; and it is stated in that 
work that Mr. Edwards's treatise, which is now 
very scarce, is republishing in the Technological 
Repository ;” while “G. B.S.” furnishes the in- 
formation that the treatise in question may be 
procured from Mr. Murray, of Albemarle Street. 

Ordination Pledges.—In reply to the inquiry of 
“Crericus” (No. 10., p.156.) for manuals contain- 
ing a complete list of Ordination Pledges, may be 
mentioned Johnson’s Clergyman’s Vade Mecum, 
2 vols. 12mo., and Williams’s Laws relating to the 
Clergy, being a Practical G'uide to the Clerical 
Profession on the Legal and Canonical Discharge 
of their various Duties, 8vo. The author of this 
useful work, which appears not to have been seen 
by Lowndes, says, in his advertisement, “The 
works which are already extant on Ecclesiastical 
Law, being either too diffuse or too concise for 
ready reference and practical use, the compiler of 
this volume has endeavoured to remedy this defect 
by the publication of the following compendium.” 

T. J. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

The Percy Society have just issued A New and 
Mery Enterlude called the Triall of Treasure, 
from the edition printed at London by Thomas 
Purfoote, 1567, edited by Mr. Halliwell. The 
other works issued by the Society since May last 
(when the year’s subscription became due) have 
been A Poem (satirical) of the Times of Edward IT, 
edited by the Rev. C. Hardwick, from a MS. at 
St. Peter’s College, Cambridge, of which a less 
perfect copy from an Edinburgh MS. was printed 
by Mr. Wright, in the volume of Political Songs, 
edited by him for the Camden Society; Notices 
of Fugitive Tracts and Chap-Books, printed at 
Aldermary Churchyard, Bow Churchyard, Sc. by 
Mr. Halliwell; he Man in the Moone, or The 
English Fortune Teller, edited by the same gen- 
tleman, from the unique copy printed in 1609, 
now in the Bodleian; and lastly, The Ieligious 
Poems of William de Shoreham, Vicar of Chart- 
Sutton in Kent, in the Reign of Edward II., edited 
by Mr. Wright, from a contemporary manuscript. 

It is doubtful whether Mr. Shaw’s skill as an 
artist, fidelity as a copyist, or taste in the selection 
of his subjects, entitle him to the higher praise. 
We leave to those who are familiar with his 
Dresses and Decorations of the Middle Ages, and 
other admirable productions, the settlement of 
this point. He has just published the first number 
of a new work, Zhe Decorative Arts of the Middle 
Ages, the object of which is to exhibit the pecu- 
liar features and general characteristics of deco- 
rative art, from the Byzantine or early Christian 
period to the decline of that termed the Renaissance. 
This beautiful work — for beautiful it is — is ex- 
tremely well timed, as it appears at a moment 
when our manufacturers who desire to display 
their skill at the great exhibition of 1851, must be 
most anxious to see “the principles by which our 
ancestors controlled their genius in producing 
articles of taste and beauty, from the precious 
metals, from enamels, from glass, from embroidery, 
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and from the various other textures and materials 
on which they delighted to lavish their skill and 
ingenuity (both for the various services of the 
Church, and also as accessories to the luxuries of 
the wealthy of all classes).” The present number 
contains: 1. “An exquisite Cup, designed by 
Holbein for Queen Jane Seymour ;” 2. “ Stained 
Glass of the 13th Century, trom the Cathedral of 
Chartres ;” 3. “An exquisite Specimen of Em- 
broidery (of the date of 1554), from a picture of 
Queen Mary belonging to the Society of Anti- 
quaries ;” and, 4. “ Iron-work from the Tomb of 
Eleanor of Castile.” It will be seen, from this 
enumeration of them, how varied and well selected 
are the subjects of this new work of Mr. Shaw, 
and how well they are adapted to answer the end 
which he has in view. 

Messrs. Leigh Sotheby & Co. will sell on 
Thursday next, and the two following days, “ The 
valuable and select library of William Ashby 
Ashby, Esq., of Queenby Hall, Leicestershire,” 
consisting of standard works in English history, 
and the best editions of Latin, Italian, and French 
Classics, &c. all in the choicest old morocco, russia, 
and other handsome bindings. 
We have received the following Catalogues : — 
“ Number IJ., for 1850, of John Miller’s Catalogue 

of Books, Old and New, on Sale at 43. Chandos Street, 
Trafalgar Square.” 

“John Petheram’s Catalogue of Old and New 
Books on Sale, for Cash only, at 94. High Holborn 
(Part evii, No. I. for 1850). 

“ Catalogue d’une Collection extraordinaire d’un 
ehoix de beaux Livres Gothiques Romans de Che- 
valerie, Elzevirs, Novellieri, Manuscrits d’une superbe 
condition, recueillis pendant dix années et tous reliés 
par Bauzonnet, Niédrée, Duru, Capé, en vente chez 

M. Gancia, 73. King’s Road, Brighton.” 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(Iu continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Borton’s ANatoMY OF MELANCHOLY. 4to. 1621. 
Buxron’s ANATOMY oF MELANCHOLY. Folio. 1651. 

Odd Volumes. 
8vo. 1825. Vols. II. and III. 
Suppl or 13th Vol. 

arge paper; original edition, russia 

Dopstey’s Op Prays. 
Dopstey’s OLp Prays. 
Bewick’s Birps. Vol. I. 

or uncut. 
Vol. Il. Bewick’s Birps. 

*,* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bell, Publisher of “NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

Large paper ; original edition. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

T. S D. (with many thanks.) We will communicate 
privately as soon as possible. 

Communications rEcEIvVED. — W. Robson. G. 
‘M. — C. H. Te Ws Y eB Belvoir. 

C. H. C. —— A. G.—— J. O. H. —— H. K.— 
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G. W. (yes) A, P. H.——W.C. jun. P.C.S.S. 
——A&. S. 8S. E. L. N._——_ J. F. M. —— J. G.——_ 
J. W. G. G.—— Q. D. Naso. W. P. P. —— 
J.C. G. W.—— Hermes. J. R. F. —— B. 
C. (Norwich) A. HE. Rufa. J. J. 
J. M. GiB. C. H. —— A. B. J. P. jun. 
— H. W. G. O. —— R. C. Search, 
F. M. Melanion. 

We are again compelled to omit many Notes, Queries, 

and Answers to Queries, as well as Answers to Corre- 
spondents. 

PUBLISHED BY GEORGE BELL, 
186. Fleet Street. 

Third Edition, feap. 8vo., 7s. 6d. 

LAIN SERMONS, addressed to Country 
Congregations. By the late Rev. Epwarp BLENCoWE, 

Curate of Teversal, and formerly Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 

By the same Author, feap. 8vo., 7s. 6d. 

PLAIN SERMONS. Second Series. Second 
Edition. 

“In the statements of Christian doctrine, the reality of M . . 
re Blencowe’s mind is very striking. There ‘is a seen aa a 

warmth, and a life, in his mention of the great truths of the 
Serb week a Gh that pe spoke from the heart, and that, like 

e Apostle of old, he could say, —‘ I believe, and re | 
T spoken.’ ”’ — Theologian. i od hpeptges Reve 

“ Plain, short, and affectionate discourses.” English Review. 

2 Vols. 12mo., 8s. each, sold separately. 

SERMONS. By Atrrep Garry, M. A., Vicar 
of Ecclesfield. 

“ We say willingly of these Sermons, what we can seldo 
of sermons published at the request of parishioners, that they 
justify the respect paid to them ; and appear to us in somewhat 
the same light as we should suppose they seemed to those who 
listened to and admired them. They are sermons of a high and 
oe character, Zoe Ave. the production of a good Churchman. 

hey are earnest and affectionate, and foll ; 
doctrine.”’ — Theologian. ‘ Bh a a a 

“ Warm-hearted and thoughtful.” — Guardian. 
*‘ When the first edition of these Sermons a i } f ppeared, we noticed 

them asa series of plain and practical, but close and scholarly 
discourses. The appearance of a second edition, in a short time 
justifies our recommendation.” — Spectator. ‘ 

“In the effective simplicity with which Mr. Gatt: i nae ‘ y applies the 
incidents and precepts of the Gospel to the every-day 
life he has no superior.’’ — apa as Bea aa 

8vo., price 7s. 6d. 

THE UNITY OF GOD’S MORAL LAW, 
ae BEVIS LED IN THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT. 
y the Rev. A. J. Macteane, M.A., Trinity Colleg F i 

Principal of Brighton College. : eee eee 
““ We can recommend it not only as an answer to charges and 

| insinuations, but also as an able and clear exposition of the meet- 
ing point of the Jewish and Christian dispensations ; a distinct 
and lucid delineation, amidst apparent divergencies, of the coin- 
cidences of the animating principles of the law and the gospel.” — 
Christian Observer. 

8vo., cloth, 8s. 

THE SEVEN AGES OF THE CHURCH: 
or, THE SEVEN APOCALYPTIC EPISTLES INTE:. 
PRETED BY CHURCH HISTORY. By the Rev. Henry 
Corveritt, M.A., Vice-President and Theological Tutor of 
Brighton College, and late Fellow of St. John’s College, Cam- bridge. ' 

“ Clearly and thoughtfully written.’ — English Review. 
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Feap. 8vo. 6s. 6d. 

SERMONS for SCHOOLS and FAMILIES. 
By the Rev. A. J. Macreanz, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge ; 
Principal of Brighton College; Author of ‘‘ The Unity of God’s 
Mora) Law, as revealed in the Old and New Testament.” 

“ This volume of sermons is of adifferent stamp from the gene- 
rality of those which come under our notice. There is a vigour of 
thought and language throughout, without the slightest extra- 
vagance or exaggeration. There is no far-fetched strain of reason- 
ing, nor any attempt at fine writing in these discourses; but the 
mind of the reader is directed, by a well-managed series of divi- 
sions, to the principal doctrines and duties derivable from the 
passages under consideration. These sermons will afford to the 
young clergyman excellent examples of the kind of composition 
which is calculated to render his pulpit-ministration effectual.” — 
English Review. 

London: GrorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

BOOKS ON SALE BY GEORGE BELL, 186. FLEET 
STREET. 

HAKSPEARE’S PLAYS AND POEMS. 
11 vols. 8vo. bds. 32. 3s. Pickering, 1825.— MILTON'S 

POETICAL WORKS. 3 vols. 8vo. bds. 18s. Pickering, 
1826. — CHAUCER’S CANTERBURY TALES, edited by 
Tyrwuitt. 5vols. 8vo. bds. 30s. Pickering, 1830.— CHAU- 
CER'S ROMAUNT OF THE ROSE, TROILUS AND 
CRESEIDE, AND MINOR POEMS, with Life by Sir H. 
Nicoras. 3 vols. 8vo. calf, old style (by Haypay). 36s. 
Pickering, 1826. —WILSON’S AND BONAPARTL’S NA- 
TURAL HISTORY OF THE BIRDS OF THE UNITED 
STATES, edited by Jameson. 4 vols. 12mo. large paper, bds. 
18s. Edinburgh, 1831.— DR. JOHNSON’S WORKS, by Mur- 
PHY. 12 vols. 8vo. bds. uncut. 3/. 1823. —DEAN SWIFI’S 
WORKS, edited by HAwKEsworTH. 21 vols. 12mo. calf, neat. 
2 2s. 1760. — THE PICTORIAL EDITION OF THE 
PRAYER.BOOK, edited by STrEBBING. Royal 8vo. bds. 3ls. 6d. 
—MILTON’S POETICAL WORKS, by Topp. 6 vols. 8vo. 
bds. 36s. 1826.— WHITE’S NATURAL HISTORY AND 
ANTIQUITIES OF SELBORNE. 8vo. bds. 10s. 6d. — BE- 
WICK’S QUADRUPEDS. 8vo. half calf. 9s. 1792. — ARIS- 
TOTELIS OPERA, edited by Bekker. 11 vols. 8vo. calf. extra. 
5l. 15s. 6d. G. Haypay, Oxford, 1837.— ROSE'S BIOGRA- 
PHICAL DICTIONARY. 12vols. 8vo. half calf. 8/. 8s. 1848. 

MAITLAND’S ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE HISTORY 
OF THE REFORMATION. 

In 8vo. price 15s. 

eee ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED 
4 WITH THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND. By 

the Rev. S. R. Maititanp, D.D., F.R.S., F.S.A. Sometime 
Librarian to the late Archbishop of Canterbury, aud Keeper of 
the MSS. at Lambeth. 

Rivinetons, St. Paul’s Church-Yard, and Waterloo Place ; 
Of whom may be had, by the same Author, (uniformly printed,) 

THE DARK AGES; Essays illustrating the 
Religion and Literature of the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th Centuries. 
Second Edition. 12s. 

ARNOLD AND PAUL’S HANDBOOKS OF GEOGRAPHY 
AND HISTORY. 

In ]2mo. price 4s. 6d. 

ANDBOOK OF MEDIZVAL GEOGRA- 
PHY AND HISTORY. Translated from the German 

ot Purz. By the Rev. R. B. Paut, M.A., Vicar of St. Augustine’s, 
Bristol, and late Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. 

RivinGTon’s, St. Paul’s Church-Yard, and Waterloo Place ; 

Of whom may be had, (lately published,) by the same Editors, 

THE HANDBOOK OF ANCIENT GEO- 
GRAPHY AND HISVORY. 6s. 6d. 
THE HANDBOOK OF MODERN GEO- 

GRAPHY AND HISTORY is nearly ready. 

MR. MURRAY’S LIST. 

1. LIFE OF MAHOMET AND HIS SUC- 
CESSORS. By WasuineTon IrvinG. Vol. I. 8vo. (To 
be completed in 2 vols.) 

2. ON THE CAUSES OF THE SUCCESS 
OF THE ENGLISH REVOLUTION OF 1640—1688. 

By M. Guizor. 8vo. 

3. TURKEY AND ITS DESTINY. By Caartes 
MACFARLANE, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. (Just ready.) 

4. A HISTORY OF SPANISH LITERA- 
TURE. By Grorce Ticknor. 3 vols. 8vo. 42s, 

5. LIVES OF THE CHIEF JUSTICES OF 
ENGLAND. By Lorp CampBELL. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. 

6. RESEARCHES AND DISCOVERIES AT 
NINEVEH. By Austen H. Layarp. 4th Edition. Plates. 
2 vols. 8vo. 36s. 

7. THE MONUMENTS OF NINEVEH, il 
lustrated from Drawings made by Mr. Layarb. 100 Plates, 
Folio. 

8. HISTORY OF COLUMBUS AND HIS 
COMPANIONS. By WasuincTon IrvinG. 3rd Edition. 

3 vols. 8vo. 31s. 6d. 

9. LIVES OF THE LINDSAYS; or, Tue 
Houses oF CRAWFORD AND Batcarres,. By Lorp Linpsay. 
3 vols. 8vo. 42s. 

THE MONASTERIES OF THE LE- 
VANT. By the HonouraBLe ROBERT CuRZON. 3rd Edi- 
tion. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. lds. 

LIFE OF JOHN CALVIN. With Ex- 
tracts from his Correspondence. By THomas H. Dvsgr, 
Portrait. 8vo. 15s. 

A SECOND VISIT TO THE UNITED 
STATES. By Sir Cuartes LYELL. 2 vols. Post 8vo. 18s. 

HUNGARY AND TRANSYLVANIA. By 
JouN PaGet. 2nd Edition. Plates. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s, 

A TOUR IN SUTHERLAND. By Cuartes 
St. JoHN. Woodcuts. 2 vols. Post 8vo. 18s. 

A HISTORY OF THE SIKHS. By Capr- 
TAIN JOSEPH D. CUNNINGHAM. Maps. 8vo. 15s. 

16. ETRURIA; ITS CITIES AND CEME- 
TERIES. By GeorcGe Dennis. Plates. 2 vols. 8vo. 42s. 

DALMATIA AND MONTENEGRO. By 
Sir J. G. Witkinson. Plates. 2vols. 8vo. 42s. 

10. 

1 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

17. 

Joun Murray, Albemarle Street. 

Printed by Tuomas CLark Suaw, of No. 8, New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the City of London; and published by GzorcE Bett, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
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ENGLISH AND AMERICAN REPRINTS OF OLD BOOKS, 

Most people are aware of the great demand 
there is for English literature, and indeed for all 
literature, in the United States: for some years 
the anxiety of persons in that part of the world 
to obtain copies of our early printed books, prose, 
poetry, and plays, has been well known to such 
as collect and sell them on this side of the water. 
Where American purchasers could not obtain 
original editions they have, in all possible cases, 
secured reprints, and they have made some them- 
selves. 

Not very long since a present of a most credit- 
able and well-edited republication of “ Four Old 

Plays” was sent to me from Cambridge, U.S., 
consisting of “Three Interludes: Thersytes, Jack 
Jugler, and Weywood’s Pardoner and Frere; and 
Jocasta, a tragedy by Gascoigne and Kinwelmarsh.” 
The 

14 SECOND EDITION, 

| 

duction, signed F. J. C., the initials of Mr. Francis 
James Child; who in fact was kind enough to 
forward the volume to me, and who, if Iam not 
mistaken, was formerly a correspondent of mine 
in a different part of the republic. 
My particular reason for noticing the book is to 

accuracy, not only for the sake of readers and cri- 
tics here, but for the sake of those abroad, because 
Mr. Child’s work illustrates especially the disad- 
vantage of the want of that accuracy. It so happens 
that two, if not three, of the pieces included in the 
Cambridge volume, are absolutely unique, and are 
now in the library of the Duke of Devonshire. 
They went through my hands some years ago, and 

| as they had been previously reprinted in London 
(two of them for the Roxburghe Club), I took 
the opportunity of collating my copies of them. 
The third interlude, which was not reprinted 
for any society, but as a private speculation, “by 
George Smeeton, in St. Martin’s Church-yard,” is 

| Heywood’s Pardoner and Frere, the full title of 
which is “A mery playe betwene the pardoner, and 
the frere, the curate and neybour Pratte.’ The ori- 
ginal copy has the following imprint : “ Imprynted 
by Wyllyam Rastell the v. day of Apryll, the yere 
of our lorde, M. CCCCC. xxx III.” 

The reprint by Smeeton is in black letter, and 
it professes to be a fac-simile, or as nearly so as 
possible; and although it consists of only eight 
leaves, it contains no fewer than forty variations 
from the original, all more or less important, and 
one of them the total omission of a line, so that the 
preceding line is left without its corresponding 

| Thyme, and the sense materially injured. 
Unfortunately, Mr. Child reprinted in America 

from this defective reprint in England; but his 
sagacity prevented him from falling into some of 
the blunders, although it could not supply him 
with the wanting line ; and his notes are extremely 
clear and pertinent. I shall not go over the thirty- 
nine other errors ; but I shall just quote the pas- 
sage as it stands in the (as far as I know) unique 
copy, now deposited at Devonshire House, and 
supply in italics the necessary line. It occurs in 
a speech by the Pardoner, near the end, where he 
is praising one of his relics : — 

_ impress upon editors in this country the necessity of 
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“I wyll edefy more, with the syght of it 
Than wyll all the pratynge of holy wryt; 
For that except that the precher, hym selfe lyue well, 

His predycacyon wyll helpe neuer a dell, 
And I know well, that thy lyuynge is nought : 
Thou art an apostata, yf it were well sought, 

_ An homycyde thou art I know well inoughe,” &c. 

The line omitted is the more remarkable, be- 
cause it contains an instance of the employment 
of a word very old in our language, and in use in 
the best periods of our prose and poetry: “apo- 

stata” is explained in the Promptorium, is found 
in Skelton and Heywood, and so down to the time 
of Massinger, who was especially fond of it. 
How many copies were issued of Smeeton’s re- 

print of The Pardoner and the Frere, I know not; 
but any of your readers, who chance to possess it, 
will do well to add the absent line in the margin, 
so that the mistake may be both rectified and re- 
corded. I was not aware of Mr. Child’s intention 
to re-publish the interlude in the United States, or 
I would long ago have sent him the correction, as 
indeed 1 did, a day or two after I received his 
volume. It was, nevertheless, somewhat ungra- 
cious to thank him for his book, and at the same 
time to point out an important error in it, for 
which, however, he was in no way responsible. 

Kensington, Jan. 28. 18509. J. Payne Coicier. 

CATACOMES AND BONE-HOUSES. 

Without attempting to answer the queries of 
Mr. Gatty, No. 11. p. 171, I venture to send a note 
on the subject. I believe it will generally be found 
that the local tradition makes such collections of 

field.” One of the most noteworthy collections of 
this kind that I have seen is contained in the | 

erypt of Hythe Church, Kent, where a vast | 
quantity of bones are piled up with great regu- 
larity, and preserved with much care. According 
to a written statement suspended in the crypt, 
they are the relics of Britons and Saxons slain in 
a battle fought on the beach in the sixth century ; 
the local tradition is nearly to the same effect, 
but of course is of little value as it has most likely 
arisen from or been conformed to this ‘ written 
chronicle ;” both writing and tradition must 
indeed be regarded with distrust. It is affirmed 
in the neighbourhood that the bones were dug up 
from the beach; but I, at least, could hear of no 
tradition as to the period when they were ex- 
humed. Perhaps some resident will ascertain 
whether any such exists. 

The bones have all the appearance of consider- | 
able antiquity; yet they are in excellent pre- 
servation. ‘he skulls are remarkably white and 
perfect, and are altogether a very curious col- 
lection, differing greatly in size, form, and 
thickness. The holes and fractures in many of 

them (made evidently during life) leave no doubt 
that they belonged to persons who met with a 
violent death. 

I will not pretend to reply to the concluding 
queries of your correspondent, but I would just 
remark that, from what we know of the feeling of 
our ancestors respecting the remains of the dead, 
it appears probable that if from any cause a large 
quantity of human bones were found, or were 
from any cause obliged to be disturbed, some 
ecclesiastic or pious layman would take measures 
to have them removed to some.consecrated spot 
where they might be safe from further moles- 
tation. They would hardly be treated in any 
such manner as Dr. Mantell states the bones 
removed by the railway engineers from the Priory 
ground at Lewes were treated. I remain, sir, 
your very obedient servant, oe. 

Sydenham, Jan. 21. 1850. 

LINES ATTRIBUTED TO HUDIBRAS. 

Perhaps the following extract from a volume 
entitled The Relics of Literature, published by 
Boys and Co., Ludgate Hill, 1820, may prove in- 
teresting, as further illustrating the so frequently 
disputed passage which forms the subject matter 
of your first article in No. 12.:— 

“ Few popular quotations have more engaged the 
pens of critics than the following : — 

‘ For he that fights and runs away 
Will live to fight another day.’ 

These lines are almost universally supposed to form a 
l : | part of Hudibras; and, so confident have even scholars 

bones to be “the grisly gleanings of some battle- | been on the subject, that in 1784 a wager was made at 
Bootle’s, of twenty to one, that they were to be found 
in that inimitable poem, Dodsley was referred to as 
the arbitrator, when he ridiculed the idea of consulting 
him on the subject, saying, ‘ Every fool knows they 
are in Hudibras.’ George Selwyn, who was present, 
said to Dodsley, ‘ Pray, sir, will you be good enough, 
then, to inform an old fool, who is at the same time 
your wise worship’s very humble servant, in what 
canto they are to be found?’ Dodsley took down 
the volume, but he could not find the passage; the 
next day came, with no better success; and the sage 
bibliopole was obliged to confess, ‘that a man might 
be ignorant of the author of this well-known couplet 
without being absolutely a fool.’ ” 

I have also the following memorandum in a 
common-place book of mine, but I do not remem- 
ber from what source I transcribed it many years 

| past :— 

“The couplet, thus erroneously ascribed to the 
author of Hudibras, oceurs in a small volume of Mis- 
cellaneous Poems, by Sir John Mennis, written in the 
reign of Charles the Second, which has now become 
extremely scarce. The original of the couplet may, 
however, be traced to much higher authority, even to 
Demosthenes, who has the following expression : — 
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‘Avnp 6 pevyav kal méAw pmaxjoeTat, 

of which the lines are almost a literal translation.” 

While on the subject of quotations, let me ask 
whether any of your correspondents can tell me 
where the passage, “‘ Providence tempers the wind 
to the shorn lamb,” is to be found ? 
Among a few of the many floating quotable 

passages universally known, without any trace of 
the authors, among general readers and writers, 
are the following : — 

“When wild in woods the noble savage ran.” 
Dryven’s Conquest of Grenada. 

“ And whistled as he went for want of thought.” 
Dayven’s Cymon and Iphigenia. 

“ Great wits are sure to madness near allied, 
And thin partitions do their bounds divide.” 

Dryven’s Absalom and Achitophel, st. i. 1. 163. 

“ The tenth transmitter of a foolish face.”—SavaceE. 

““ When Greek meets Greek thei comes the tug of war.” 
Nar. Ler. 

The real line in Lee is — 

“ When Greeks join Greeks then was the tug of war.” 
Ler’s Alexunder the Great. 

J. W. G. Gutcu. 

I wish to ask a few questions, referring to these 
lines, if you do not think the subject already ex- 
hausted by Mr. Rimbault’s curious and interesting 
communication. 

1. Does not the entire quotation run somewhat 
thus : — 

“ For he that fights and runs away 
May live to fight another day ; 
But he that is in battel slain 
Can never hope to fight again” ? 

2. Are the two last lines in the Musarum De- 
licie ? 

3. May not the idea suggesting the two first 
lines be traced to some passage in one of the 
orations of Demosthenes, and, east him, to the 
“aynp 6 pevyav Kal médw paxhoera” of some co- 
temporary, if not still older writer ? 

4. Whose Apothegms [qy., those of Demo- 
sthenes?] are under consideration on folio 239., 
from which Mr. Rimbault quotes ? 

Queries 1. 2. 3. have long stood in A/S. in my 
note-book, and I should much like to see them in 
print, while the subject to which they refer is still 
fresh in the minds of your readers. | Mexanion. 

The lines — 
“ For he that fights and runs away 
May live to fight another day,” 

resemble the following quatrain in the Satyre 
_ Menippée, being one of several verses appended to 

the tapestry on which was wrought the battle of 
Senlis : — 

“ Souvent celuy qui demeure. 
Est cause de son meschef; 
Celuy qui fuit de bonne heure 
Peut combattre de rechef.” 

A. J. Hi. 

NOTES FROM FLY-LEAVES, NO, 5. 

In the library of St. John’s College are some 
hundreds of volumes bequeathed to it by Thomas 
Baker; most of these have little notices on the 
fly-leaves, some thirty or forty of which seem 
worth printing. One (Strype’s Life of Parker) has 
marginal notes throughout the book, the value of 
which will be duly appreciated by those who have 
read Baker’s notes on Burnet’s Reformation, (See 
the British Magazine for last year.) 

Hereafter, if you do not object, I hope to send 
larger extracts from Baker’s MSS. ; at present I 
confine myself to a single specimen, taken trom 
the fly-leaf of a copy of Noy’s Compleat Lawyer, 
London, 1665. (St. John’s Library, Class mark, 
I. 10. 49.) 

“Gul. Noye de S. Buriens. Com. Cornub. Armig. 
unus Magistrorum de Banco fieri fecit, 1626. On a 
window in Lincoln Inn’s Chapell. See Stow’s Survey, 
&e. vol. ii. lib. ii. p. 73. 

“ This book has a former edition, London, 1661; 
but not so fair a print, and without the Author’s Life. 

“ See Fuller’s Worthies in Cornwall, p. 200. 
“See Mr. Garrard’s Letter to Lord Strafford, dated 

Jan. 3. 1634, Mr. Noy continues ill, & is retired to his 
house at Brentford; I saw him, much fallen away in his 
Face § Body, but as yellow as Gold —with the Jaundice 
— his bloody waters continue, wch drain his Body. 

“See Lloyd’s State Worthies, p. 892, 893, &e. 

“ Aug. 9. [1634] W™ Noy Esq the King’s At- 
torney died at Brainford. — M* Rie, Smith’s Obituary. 

“See W™ Noy’s Will (very remarkable) MS. vol. 
Xxx. p. 309. 

“16. Dee. 1631. Cone Ornatissimo viro Gulielmo 
Noye, ut sit de Consilio Universitatis —et annuatim 
40% recipiat, &c. — Regr. Acad. Cant. 

“ See Howell’s Letters, sect. 6. pp. 30, 31. 
“Rex 27. Octobr. 1632 constituit Willielmum 

Noye Arm. Attornatum suum Generalem, durante 
beneplacito. — Rymer, tom, 19. p. 347. 

“See his (W. N.) will, very pious except the last 
clause, w? is next to impious. vol. xxxvi. MS. p. 379. 

“Young Noy, the dissipanding Noy, is kill’d in 
France in a Duell, by a Brother of St John Biron; so 
now the younger Brother is Heir and Ward to the 
King. — A Letter to Lord Deputy Wentworth, vol. ii. 
p.2. dat. Apr. 5. 1636.” 

It may be as well to add, that the references to 
vols. xxx. and xxxvi. of MS. are to two different 
copies of the will in two volumes of Baker’s MSS., 
in the University library. The word “ dissipand- 
ing,” in the last quotation, doubtless is an allusion 

ast etn ! <a 
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to “dissipanda” in the will itself. I once had | 
occasion to take a copy of this will, and found the 
variations between the two copies trifling. 

J. E. B. Mayor. 

[We shall be obliged by our correspondent forward- 
ing, at his convenience, the proposed copies of Baker’s 
MS. notes.] 

THE PURSUITS OF LITERATURE, 

Many years ago, the satirical poem, entitled 
The Pursuits of Literature, engaged public atten- 
tion for a very considerable time ; the author con- | 
cealed his name; and from 1796 at least to 1800, 
the world continued guessing at who could be the 
author. Amongst the names to which the poem 
was ascribed were those of Anstey, Colman, Jun., 
Coombe, Cumberland, Harry Dampier, Goodall, 
Hudderford, Knapp, Marntas, Mansell, Wrang- 
ham, Stephen Weston, and many others, chiefly 
Etonians. George Steevens, it is believed, fixed 
upon the real author at an early period: at least 
in the St. James's Chronisle, from Tuesday, May 1. 
to Thursday, May 3. 1798, we find — 

‘THE PURSUER OF LITERATURE PURSUED. 

“ Hic niger est. 

“ With learned jargon and conceit, 
With tongue as prompt to lie as 

The veriest mountebank and cheat, 
Steps forth the’ black * * * * * * *, 

« At first the world was all astounded, 
Some said it was Elias: 

But when the riddle was expounded, 
*T was little black * * * * * * *, 

«“ This labour’d work would seem the job 
Of hundred-handed Gyas ; 

But proves to issue from the nob 
Of little black * * * * * * *, 

«“ Through learned shoals of garbled Greek 
We trace his favourite bias, 

But when the malice comes to speak, 
We recognise * * * * * * *, 

«© What strutting Bantam, weak but proud, 
Ever held his head so high as 

This pigmy idol of the crowd, 
The prancing pert * * * * * * *, 

“ Touvto To Bi6Awoy, he "Il swear, 
Is rAnpov THs coptas, 

But men of sense and taste declare 
*Tisittleiblack +7 ** ** *, 

«Oh! were this scribbler, for a time, 
Struck dumb like Zacharias, 

Who could regret the spiteful rhyme 
Of little black * * * * * * *, 

“ Small was his stature who in fight 
O’erthrew the great Darius, 

But small in genius as in height, 
Is little black * * * * * * *, 

“ Say, could’st thou gain the butt of sack 
And salary that Pye has, t 

Would it not cheer thy visage black, 
Thou envious rogue * * * * * * *, 

“ When next accus’d deny it not ! 
Do think of Ananias ! 

Remember how he went to pot, 
As thou may’st, friend * * * * ***, 

“ Baracuias.” 

H. E. Tam, &c., your humble servant, 

QUERIES. 
BARRYANA. 

The inquiries of “‘ Dramaticus,” and others 
in your number for Nov. 10., prompt me to say 
that should any of your correspondents happen 
to possess information answering the followin 
queries, or any of them, I shall be thankful to 
share it. 

1. What became of the natural child of Elizabeth 
Barry, the actress, who died 1713; and whether 
the Earl of Rochester, its father, was really Wilmot 
(as Galt assumes) or Hyde, on whom that title 
was conferred at Wilmot’s death? The former 
mentions a natural daughter in his last will; but 
he names it “ Elizabeth Clerke,” and does not 
allude to its mother. Mrs. Barry’s will mentions 
no kindred whatever. But Galt describes her as 
daughter of Edward Barry, Esq., a barrister of 
Charles I.’s reign. — Who was he? Spranger 
Barry, the actor of fifty years later, Sir William 
Betham and myself have succeeded in connecting 
satisfactorily, and legitimately, with the noble 
house of Barry, Lord Santry ; but I cannot as yet 
show that Mrs. E. Barry inherited her theatrical 
talent from an identical source. 

2. Of what family was Mr. Barry, the Secretary 
to the Equivalent Company, who died about 1738? 
I possess immense collections on the name of 
Barry, but I cannot identify any London will or 
administration as this individual’s. 

3. Whether Sir Robert Walpole’s Secret Go- 
vernment Lists of the Pretender’s adherents, 
agents, and emissaries in London (who were sup- 
posed to be under the evil-eye of Jonathan Wild) 
still exist, and are accessible ? 

Wur1am D’Oyry Baytey. 
Coatham, Yorkshire, Jan. 1849-50. 

NINE QUERIES. 
1. Book-plate. —Whose was the book-plate 

with the following device : — An eagle or vulture 
feeding with a snake another bird nearly as large 
as herself; a landscape, with the sea, &e. in the 
distance: very meanly engraved, in an oval, com- 
passed with the motto, “ Pietas homini tutissima 
virtus” ? 

2. Addison's Books. — I have two or three 
volumes, bound apparently at the beginning of 
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the last century, with a stamp on the cover, con- 
sisting of J. A., in a cursive character, within a 
small circle. Was this the book-stamp of Joseph 
Addison ? 

3. Viridis Vallis.— Where was the monastery 
of “ Viridis Vallis,’ and what is its vernacular 
name ? 

4. Cosmopoli. — Has Cosmopoli been ever appro- 
priated to any known locality? Archdeacon 
Cotton mentions it among the pseudonymes in his 
Typographical Gazetteer. The work whose real 
locality I wish to ascertain is, Sandit Paradox. iv. 
Evang. 1670. 1 vol. 8vo. 

5. Seriopoli.—The same information is wanting 
respecting “ Seriopoli; apud Entrapelios Impensis 
Catonis Uticensis:” which occurs in the title-page 
of “Seria de Jocis,” one of the tracts connected 
with the Bollandist controversy. 

6. Early Edition of the Vulgate. — Where is 
there any critical notice of a very beautiful edi- 
tion of the Vulgate, small 4to., entitled “Sacra 
Biblia, cum studiis ac diligentia emendata:” in 
the colophon, ‘“ Venetiis, apud Jolitos, 1588” ? 
The preface is by “ Johannes Jolitus de Fer- 
rariis.” The book is full of curious wood-cuts. 
This is not the book mentioned in Masch’s Le 
Long (part ii. p. 229.), though that was also 
printed by the Gioliti in 1588; as the title of the 
latter book is “ Biblia ad vetustissima Exemplaria 
castigata,” and the preface is by Hentenius. 

7. Identity of Anonymous Annotators.—Can any 
of the correspondents of “* Norges AND Queries” 
point out to a literary backwoodsman, like myself, 
any royal road towards assigning to the proper 
authors the handwriting of anonymous annotations 
in fly-leaves and margins? Ihave many of these, 
which I should be glad to ascertain. 

8. Complutensian Polyglot. — In what review or 
periodical did there appear, some time ago, a 
not ce of the supposed discovery (or of conjectures 
as to the existence) of the MSS. from which the 
* Complutensian Polyglot” was compiled, involv- 
ing, of course, the repudiation of the common 
story of the rocket-maker of Alcala? Has any 
further light been thrown on this subject ? 

9. Blunder in Malone's Shakspeare.— Has any 
notice been taken of the following odd blunder in 
Malone’s Shakspeare, Dublin ed. 1794 ? 

In yol. ii. p. 1388. the editor, speaking of John 
Shakspeare’s will (the father of William), says, | 
“This extraordinary will consisted of fourteen 
articles, but the first leaf being unluchily wanting, I 
am unable to ascertain either its date, or the par- 
ticular oveasion on which it was written.” He 
then gives a copy of the will, beginning at the 
third article, in the middle of a sentence, thus: 
*.. , at least spiritually.” Now, in the first vol. 
B 154. is a document, professing to be William 
hakspeare’s will. But of this the first three 
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| paragraphs belong to Jobn Shakspeare’s will, his 
name being mentioned in each; and the third 
concludes with the words “at least spiritually.” 
The fourth paragraph, to the end, belongs to 
William Shakspeare’s will, as given in Johnson 
and Stevens’s editions. This isa palpable instance 
of editorial carelessness: Mr. Malone had mixed 
the two documents, mislaid the first portion of the 

| transcript of William Shakspeare’s will, and then 
neglected to examine the postscript, or he must 
have found out his mistake. 
Was this error acknowledged or corrected in 

any subsequent edition ? Joun JEBB, 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Mowbray Coheirs. — Collins, in his Peerage (ed. 
Brydges, 1812), says, at p.18., speaking of Thomas 
Duke of Norfolk : — 

“In 15 Henry VII. he made partition with Maurice, 
surviving brother of William Marquiss of Berkeley 
(who died issueless), of the lands that came to them by 
inheritance, by right of their descent, from the coheirs 
of Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk ;” 

and quotes, as his authority, Commun. de T. 
Pasch. 15 Henry VIL., Rot. 1. 

The roll of the whole year referred to has been 
examined, without finding any notice of the sub- 
ject. 
: Should any of your readers have met with the 
statement elsewhere, it may happen that there is 
some error in Collins’s reference to his authority ; 
and a clue to the right roll, or any other notice of 
the division of this great inheritance, will be ac- 
ceptable. G. 

Draytone and Yong.— The following note was 
found by me among the Exchequer Records, on 
their sale and dispersion, a few years ago : — 

“T praye you fellowe Draytone do so mvche for re 
as to Resave all svehe monye as is dewe to me from 

| the handes of Ser Vincente Skyner Knyghte or else 
wheare from thos offysers of the excheger And this 
shalbe yovr discharge. Written the laste daye of 
Janvarye 1607. “ Henry Yong.” 

Can any of your subscribers inform me who the 
writer was? Mr. Payne Collier states that there 
was an interlude-maker of the name of Henry 
Yong in the reign of Henry VIII. Is it likely 
that the note was addressed to Michael Drayton ? 

Upper Norton Street, Jan. 23. 1850. Rosr. Corr. 

The Fraternity of Christian Doctrine. —I think 
I see some names among your correspondents who 
might inform me where [ shall find the fullest 
account of the Fraternity of Christian Doctrine, 
established by St.Charles Borromeo in the diocese 
of Milan. Jam acquainted with the regulations 
for their establishment in Acta. Concil. Medioi., 
and with the incidental notices of them which 
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occur in Borromeo’s writings, as also in the later 
authors, Bishop Burnet, Alban Butler, and Bishop 
Wilson (of Calcutta). The numbers of the Sunday 
schools under the management of the Confraternity, 
the number of teachers, of scholars, the books | 
employed, the occasional rank in life of the teachers, 
their method of teaching, and whether any manuals 
have ever been compiled for their guidance — are 
points upon which I would gladly : gather any in- 
formation. C.F-.S. 

Treatise by Engelbert, Archbishop of Treves.— 
Bishop Cosin (in “his Hist. Trans. cap. vii. § 12.) 
refers to Engels. Archiep. Trevirensis, ap. Goldasti 
Imper. tom.i. In Goldast’s Politica Imperialia 
there is a treatise by S. Engelb. Abb. Admontens. 
in Austria: but I find neither the author referred 
to, nor the treatise intended, by Cosin. Accord- 
ing to Eisengrein, who is followed by Possivinus, 
there were two Engelberts ; viz. Engelbertus, 
S. Matthize Treverensis, Benedictine possessionis 
Abbas, patria Mosellanus, who lived a. p. 987; 
and S. Engelbert, who flourished a.p. 1157, and ) 
who is described as Admontensis Benedictine pos- 
sessionis Abbas, Germanus, Can any of your 
correspondents kindly direct me to the intended 
treatise of the Archbishop of Treves? J. Sansom. 

Oxford, Jan. 9, 1850. 

New Year's Day Custom. —I shall be glad if 
any of your readers can inform me of the origin, 
and signification, of the custom of carrying about 
decorated apples on New Year’s Day, and pre- 
senting them to the friends of the bearers. The 
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tion of the places from which the companions of 
William the Norman took their names? Such 
French names as haye De prefixed —in fact, a 
Gazetteer 2? Also, where may be found — if such 
exist — pedigrees of the same worthies 2 B. 

Dr. Johnson's Library. —I have long wanted 
to know what became of the library of Dr. Samuel 
Johnson (of our city), or if he had any consider- 
able collection of books. Perhaps some of your 
correspondents would answer both these queries. 
I happen to have a few, some of which were used 
in compiling his Dictionary, and are full of his 

| marks, with references to the quotations, most of 
which are to be found in the Dictionary. I have 
also his own Prayer-Book. T. G. Lomax. 

Lichfield, Jan. 11. 1850. 

Golden Frog.—In the church of Boxstead, in 
the county of Suffolk, there is a large and very 
handsome monument of marble, in aniche of which 

stands, in full proportion, a man in armour, his 

| side is his sword ; 

head bare, with moustaches anda tuft on his chin; 
in his right hand he holds a truncheon, and by his 

his armour is garnished with 
gold studs, and his helmet stands on the ground 

behind him ; from his right ear hangs a gold frog. 
This monument was erected in memory of Sir 

| John Poley, of Wrongay, in Norfolk, knight, who 

apples have three skewers of wood stuck into | 
them, so as to form a tripod foundation ; and their | 
sides are ornamented with oat grains, while various 
evergreens and berries adorn the top. A raisin 
is oceasionally fastened on each oat grain, but this 
is, I believe, an innovation. SELEUCUS. 

Under the Rose. — That the English proverbial 
expression, Under the Rose, is derived from the 
confessional, is, I believe, generally admitted : but 
the authorship of the well-known Latin verses on 
this subject is still, as far as I am aware, a verata | 
questio, and gives a somewhat different and ¢anta- | 
lean* meaning to the adage : — 

‘** Est Rosa flos Veneris, quem, quo sua furta lateren 
Harpocrati, Matris dona, dicavit Amor. 

Inde rosam mensis hospes suspendit amicis, 
Convive ut sub ea dicta tacenda sciant.” 

Can any of your correspondents obligingly in- 
form me to whom these not inelegant or unclassical 
lines are to be attributed ? ARCHEUS. 

Wiesbaden, Dee. 15. 1849. 

Norman Pedigrees. — Can any gentleman inform 
me where (in what book) may be found the situa- 

* See Pindar’s First Olympie Ode. 

_ family it belongs, he will oblige 

died in 1638, at the age of upwards of eighty, 
having served much abroad under Henry LV. of 
France, Christian King of Denmark, &e. and in 
Queen Elizabeth’s service against the Spaniards. 

“ Tllius ante alios cepit cum dextera Gades 
Militis Angliaci, et fulmina sensit Iberis.” 

Isend you this detail, in hopes that some of 
your correspondents may be able to explain the 
ornament in his ear, whether it be the badge of any 
order, and whether any other instance is known of 
its use. There is in Boxstead Hall, the seat of the 
very ancient family of Poley, a portrait of Sir John, 
having the same ornament. 

Singular Motto.— Being at Cheltenham in the 
summer of 1811, I saw a chariot standing in an 
inn yard, on the panels of which, under a coat of 
arms, apparently belonging to some foreign family, 
was the following on a scroll, in the nature of a 

> motto :—‘“ oemn3—onone.7ano—7emn3.” 
If any of your correspondents can inform me 
what is its meaning, and if it be a motto, to what 

PPH,.B. 
Stroud. 

Sir Stephen Fox. — Will any of your intelligent 
correspondents inform me whether Sir Stephen 

| Fox, the ancestor of the present Lord Holland and | 
the Earl of Ichester, had any brothers or sisters, 
and if so, whether they had any children, and who 
are the legal representatives of those collateral 

| branches, if any ? Vuupxs. 
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Antony Alsop.— Will any of your correspondents 
kindly tell me who Antony Alsop was? A thin 
4to. volume of Latin Odes was published in 1753, 
with the following title: “ Antonii Alsopi Adis 
Christi olim Alumni Odarum Libri Duo,” Lon- 

They are extremely elegant, and de- 

Thave also another volume, “ Latin and English 
Poems, by a Gentleman of Trinity College, Oxford,” 
4to. London, 1738. In this latter volume, with 
but two or three exceptions, the poems are very 
obscene, yet I find one or two of Alsop’s odes in 
it. Could any of your readers tell me if both vo- 
lumes are by the same author? Was Alsop at 
Trinity College and subsequently a student of 
Christ Church ? 

Derivations of ‘ Calamity,’ and “ Zero;” and 
meaning of “ Prutenice.”’ — Will some of your cor- 
respondents give the derivations of Calamity and 
Zero; also the meaning of the word Prutenice, 
used by Erasmus Rheinholt, in his astronomical 
work on the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies ? 

F. S. Marti. 

Jew's- Harp. —What is the origin of the term 
Jew’s-Harp, applied to a well-known musical 
toy ? Me.anton. 

Sir G. Wyattville. —J. P. would be glad to be 
informed in what year Sir G. Wyattville was 
knighted ? 

Sparse. — Aslam “less an antique Roman than 
a Dane,” I wish to know what authority there is 
for the use of this word, which is to be found in a | 
leading article of The Times, January 8th, 1850? 
—‘“ A sparse and hardy race of horsemen.” 
should like to see this among the Queries, but I 
send it as a protest. 

“ Hostis et Peregrinus unus et idem.” 

C. Forzgs. 

The word “ Peruse.” —T find the word Peruse 
employed as a substantive, and apparently as 
equivalent to Examination, in the following part of 
a sentence in the martyr Fryth’s works, Russell’s | pi RE jody of dhiatiukle abe 
ed., p. 407.: —‘“* He would have been full sore | eae geen ski ae aa 
ashamed so to have overseen himself at Oxford, at | 
a peruse.” 

Can any of your correspondents cite a corre- 

still retained at Oxford as the name of any aca- 
demic exercise ? H.W. 

French Maxim. — Who is the author of the fol- 
lowing French saying ? — 

“ U’hypocrisie est un hommage que le vice rend a la 
vertu.” R. V. 

Ave Trici and Gheeze Ysenoudi.— Tf “S. W. 
Sixcer” can give information as to what convent, 

—— 

T | 

sponding instance of its use, or say whether it is | 

English or foreign, the sisters Ave Trici and 
Gheeze Ysenoudi, mentioned in his note on Otloh, 
state themselves (or are assumed) to have be- 
longed, he will much oblige, by doing so, H. L. B. 

A Latin Verse.— Every body has seen the fol-* 
lowing quotation — 

«“ Tempora mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis,” 

and every body thinks he knows from whence it 
istaken. Which of your readers can verify it ? 

EV. 

Table-Book. — Can any of your readers refer 
me to a museum containing a specimen of an 
ancient table-book? Douce had one, which was 
in Mr. Rodd’s catalogue, but now sold ; and Hone 
also possessed one. ‘These two, and another in 
the hands of a friend of mine, are the only specimens 
I have heard of ; but they are not quite as old or as 
genuine as one could wish. J. O. HaLriwe.u. 

~ 

Origin of Name “ Polly.” — Will you allow me 
to ask how persons of my name came to be called 
Polly ? Mary. 

Tomlinson, of Southwingfield, Derbyshire. — 
The parochial register of the parish of Southwing- 
field, in the county of Derby, contains, among its 
earliest entries (A. D. 1586), the name of ‘Temlin- 
son, as then resident therein. The family, to the 
present time, continues to reside within the parish, 
as respectable yeomen, and has thence extended 
itself to many of the neighbouring parishes, as 
well as to more distant localities. Blore’s History 
of Southwingfield makes no mention of such a 
family connected with the parish, as tenants or 
otherwise; nor does it appear that there is at 
present any family of Tomlinson bearing arms 
that can have been derived from any of the ancient 
lords of Wingfield. The wills at Lichfield, to 
whose registry Southwingfield belongs, are in a 
very dilapidated and unsatisfactory state, at the 
time immediately preceding the commencement 
of the Southwingfield parochial register. Pro- 
bably some genealogist will be enabled to offer a 
suggestion as to the means which are available for 

to the 
year 1586. Ages 

The Phrase “ To have a Button in the Room,” 
and “ Sally.” —I have again been reading that 
most amusing book, Zhe Lives of the Norths. At 
p- 88. of vol. i. (edit. 1826) there is a passage which 
has always puzzled me. Speaking of some law 
proceedings in which the Lady Dacres was con- 
cerned, Roger North says: — 

“ And herein she served herself another way, for her 
adversary defamed her for swearing and unswearing, 
and it was not amiss to have a button in the room.” 

At p.92. (post) there is another strange ex- 
pression : — 

( 

| 

S 
| 

1 
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“The horse, when he found himself clear of pur- 
suers, stopped his course by degrees, and went with his 
rider (fast asleep upon his back) into a pond to drink, and 
there sat his lordship upon the “ sal/y.” (Qy. saddle?) | 

le OS HiSe 

St. Philip and St. James.—“ And near it was 
the house of the apostles Philip and James the son 
of Alpheus.” — Early Travels in Palestine (Man- 
deville), p. 175.; Bohn’s Antiquarian Library. 
This is the only place, except the Church service, 
where I have seen the above-named apostles 
coupled together, and have often wondered whether | : 

_scended from Anglo-Saxon times. there was any old legend or tradition to account 
for the Church joining them together in one com- 
memorative festival. A. H. E. 

Sir William Hamilton. — On a tombstone in the 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 

} 
| 

burial-ground at St. Hilda’s, South Shields, in | 
the county of Durham, is the following inscrip- 
tion : — 

« Here lieth interr’d y® body of Sir W. Hamilton | 
Knt and Baronet sonne to y® Earle of Abercorne and | 
late servant to Queen Henrietta Maria y® late Queene | 
mother of our Soveraigne Lord King Charles that now 
is over England &c. who departed to y® mercy of God 
June 24" anno Dinni 1681.” 

There was in the possession of an old lady living 
at Durham, in 1836, an original note in the hand- 
writing of King Charles the Second, of which the 
following is a copy :— 

“ Whereas a debte of foure thousande one hundred 
and fifty pounds sterlinge apeares to be remayning dew 
by the king my father to Sir W. Hamilton brother to 
the Earle of Abercorne for the service done to the 
Queene my mother, I do hereby promis to pay y® 
sayde debte of 4150/. to y° sayde Sir William Hamilton 
his heires and assigns or to satisfie him or them to the 
valew thereof when it shall please God to restore me 
to the possession of my dominions. 

“ Given at Brussells 28 Mar. 1660 
“ Cuartes Rex.” 

Is any thing known of Sir William Hamilton, or 
of the services he rendered to Queen Henrietta 
Maria ? A. H. E. 

The Koran by Sterne.— Can you or any of your | 
readers inform me if the work eutitled The Koran, 
printed in some editions of Sterne’s writings, is a 
genuine composition of his, or not? If not, who 
wes its author, and what is its literary history ? | laioimetnboariie <= g : 
My reason for asking is, that I have heard it 
asserted that it is not by Sterne. EH. LAN. 

Devices on Standards of the Anglo-Saxons. — 
Can any of your readers inform me what devices 
were borne on the standards of the several Anglo- | 
Saxon kingdoms during the so-called Heptarchy ? 
The white horse is by many supposed to have 
been the standard of Wessex, and to have been 
borne by Alfred; but was not this really the en- 
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sign of the Jutish kingdom of Kent, the county 
of Kent to this day displaying the white horse in 
its armorial bearings? ‘Lhe standard of Wessex 
is by others said to have been the white dragon; 
but Thierry supposes that this, like the contrasted 
red dragon of the Cymbri, was merely a poetical 
designation, and seems to infer that the flags of 
these two contending people were without any 
device. Again, it has been thought that a lion 
was the ensign of Northumbria; in which case we 
may, perhaps, conclude that the lions which now 
grace the shield of the city of York have de- 

The memory 
of the Danish standard of the Raven, described by 
Asser and other Anglo-Saxon chroniclers, still 
remains; but whether, when Northumbria and 
East Anglia fell under Danish power, this device 
supplanted previous Anglo-Saxon devices, is a 
curious question for antiquarian research. The 
famous Norwegian standard —the Landeyda, or 
ravager of the world—under which Harold Hard- 
rada triumphed at Fulford, near York, but to fall a 
few days later at Stanford Bridge, is well known; 
but who can inform us as to the device which it 
bore? These early traces of heraldic usage 

| appear to deserve more notice than I believe they 
have received. e. 

Burning the Dead. — Can any of your readers, 
_who may have attended particularly to the 
funeral customs of different peoples, inform me 
whether the practice of burning the dead has ever 
been in vorue amongst any people excepting in- 
habitants of Europe and Asia? I incline to the 
opinion that this practice has been limited te 
people of Indo-Germanic or Japetic race, and I 
shall be obliged by any references in fayour of or 
opposed to this view. Abe 

Meaning of “' Shipster.” — Can any of your cor- 
respondents inform me what is the business or 

| calling or profession of a Shipster? The term 
occurs in a grant of an annuity of Oct. 19. 

| 2 Henry VIII, 1510, and made between “ H. U., 
Gentilman, and Marie Fraunceys de Suthwerk, in 
com Surr Shipster.” Joun R. Fox. 

55. Welbeck Strect, Jan. 22. 1850. 

Why did Dr. Dee quit Manchester 2—In the 
Penny Cyclopedia, art. Der, Joun, I find the fol- 

“In 1595 the queen appointed Dee warden of 
Manchester College, he being then sixty-eight years of 
age. He resided there nine years ; but from some cause 
not exactly known, he left it in 1604, and returned to his 

house at Mortlake, where he spent the remainder of 
his days.” 

Can any of your correspondents assign the pro- 
bable causes which led to Dr. Dee’s resignation ? 

Burnley, Lancashire, Jap. 21.1650. ol A te 
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_ Meaning of “ Emerod,” “ Caredon.” — In the | 
Lansd. MS., British Museum, No. 70., there is a | 
letter from Mr. Richard Champernowne to Sir | 
Robert Cecil, dated in 1592, referring to the dis- | 
covery of some articles pillaged from the Spanish | 
earrack, which had then recently been captured | 
and taken into Dartmouth harbour. Amongst 
these articles is one thus described : — “* An 
Emerod, made in the form of a cross, three inches 
in length at the least, and of great breadth.” 

In the same volume of MSS. (art. 61.) there is 
the description of a dagger “ with a hefte of white 
Caredon.” 

From the size of the cross described, “« Emerod” 
can scarcely be read “ Emerald,” as applied by 
us to one of the precious stones. 

Ts “ white Caredon” white cornelian ? 
Can any of your rumerous correspondents give | 

me a note in answer to the above queries ? 

46. Parliament Street, Westminster, Jan. 25. 1850. 

Microscope, and Treatise upon it.—I am about 
to commence the study of the microscope. I want 
to know where I can purchase the most perfect 
instrument, and also the best Treatise upon it; 
this information will indeed be valuable to me, as 
it would enable me to go at once to the best 
sources without loss of time. R. M. Jones. 

Chelsea, Jan. 2. 1850. 

Old Auster Tenements.—‘“ W. P. P.” wishes to 
know the meaning of the expression “ Old Auster 
Tenements,” by which certain lands in the parish 
of North Curry, Somerset, are described in Deeds 
and Court Rolls. 

REPLIES. 

THE FIELD OF FORTY FOOTSTEPS. 

The fields behind Montague House were, from 
about the year 1680, until towards the end of the 
last century, the scenes of robbery, murder, and 
every species of depravity and wickedness of which 
the heart can think. ‘They appear to have been 
originally called the Long Fields, and afterwards 
(about Strype’s time) the Southampton Fields, 
These fields remained waste and useless, with the 
exception of some nursery grounds near the New 
Road to the north, and a piece of ground enclosed 
for the Toxopholite Society, towards the north- 
west, near the back of Gower Street. The re- 
mainder was the resort of depraved wretches, 
whose amusements consisted chiefly in fighting 
pitched battles, and other disorderly sports, espe- 
cially on the Sabbath day. Such was their state 
in 1800, 

Tradition had given to the superstitious at that 
period a legendary story of the period of the Duke 
of Monmouth’s Rebellion, of two brothers who 
fought in this field so ferociously as to destroy 

| of St. Pancras. 
| the north-east of Bedford House, by Lord Balti- 

each other; since which, their footsteps, formed 
from the vengeful struggle, were said to remain, 
with the indentations produced by their advancing 
and receding; nor could any grass or vegetable 
ever be produced where these forty footsteps were 
thus displayed. This extraordinary arena was said 
to be at the extreme termination of the north-east 
endof Upper Montague Street; and, profiting by 
the fiction, Miss Porter and her sister produced an 

_ ingenious romance thereon, entitled, Coming Out, or 
the Forty Footsteps. The Messrs. Mayhew also, 
some twenty years back, brought out, at the Totten- 

| ham Street Theatre, an excellent melo-drama piece, 
founded upon the same story, entitled The Field 
of Forty Footsteps. 

In 1792, an ingenious and enterprising architect, 
James Burton, began to erect a number of houses 
on the Foundling Hospital estate, partly in St. 
Giles’s and Bloomsbury parishes, and partly in that 

Baltimore House, built, towards 

more, in 1763, appears to have been the only 
erection since Strype’s survey to this period, with 
the exception of a chimney-sweeper’s cottage still 
further north, and part of which is still to be seen in 
Rhodes’s Mews, Little Guildford Street. In 1800, 
Bedford House was demolished entirely; which, 
with its offices and gardens, had been the site 
where the noble family of the Southamptons, and 
the illustrious Russells, had resided during more 
than 200 years, almost isolated. Hence com- 
menced the formation of a fine uniform street, 
Bedford Place, consisting of forty houses, on the 
spot; also, the north side of Bloomsbury Square, 
Montague Street to the west, and one side of 
Southampton Row to the east. ‘Towards the 
north, the extensive piece of waste ground, de- 
nominated the Southampton Fields, was trans- 
formed into a magnificent square, with streets 
diverging therefrom in various directions. ‘Thus, 
as if by “touch of magic wand,” those scenes, 
which had been “ hideous” for centuries, became 
transformed into receptacles of civil life and po- 
lished society. 

The latest account of these footsteps, previous 
to their being built over, with which I am ac- 
quainted, is the following, extracted from one of 
Joseph Moser’s Common-place Books in my pos- 
session : — 

« June 16. 1800. — Went into the fields at the back 
of Montague House, and there saw, for the last time, 
the forty footsteps; the building materials are there 
ready to cover them from the sight of man. I counted 
more than forty, but they might be the foot-prints of 
the workmen.” 

This extract is valuable, as it establishes the 
period of the final demolition of the footsteps, and 
also confirms the legend that forty was the original 
number. Epwarp F. Rrusavrr. 
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QUERIES ANSWERED, NO. 4. — “‘ POKERSHIP,” BY 
BOLTON CORNEY. 

A query made by so experienced a writer as 
the noble historian of Audley End, cannot admit 
of easy solution; and instead of professing to 
answer the two-fold query on pokership, it might 
more become me to style this note an attempt to 
answer it. 

In the Historical collections of the noble families 
of Cavendishe, etc. the passage which contains the 
doubtful word is printed thus : —- 
“He [Sir Robert Harley, of Bramton, Hereford- 

shire] was in the next year [1604], on the 16th of 
July, made forester of Boringwood, alias Bringwood 
forest, in com. Hereford, with the office of the poher- 
ship, and custody of the forest or chace of Prestwood, 
for life.” 

Are we to read parkership or pokership? 
pokership, what is its meaning ? 

Skelton, the rhymer, has parker for park-keeper, 
so that parkership is an admissible word; but I 
reject it on this occasion, as inapplicable to a 
forest or chace. J incline to believe that poker- 
ship is the true lection. Poke denoted a purse; 
witness Chaucer : — 

“ Gerveis answered; Certes, were it gold, 
Or in a poke nobles all untold, 

Thou shuldest it have.” — C. T. v. 3777. 

We do not find poker in Barret or Cotgrave ; 
but if poke denoted a purse, poker might denote a 
purse-bearer or treasurer, and pokership, the oflice 
of purse-bearer. So we have Bursa, [| Glossarivm 
manvale, 1772. I. 849.] bursar, bursarship, etc. 

Borton Corney. 

If 

MERTENS, MARTINS, OR MARTINI, THE PRINTER. 

A correspondent, “W.,” in No. 12. p. 185., 
wishes to learn “the real surname of Theodoric 
Mertens, Martins, or Martini, the printer of 
Louvain.” 

In Latin the name is written Theodoricus Mar- 
tinus; in French, Thierri Martin; in Flemish, 
Diedrych Meertens, and occasionally, but I think 
incorrectly, Dierix Martens. 

In a side chapel of the chancel of the church at 
Alost, midway between Brussels and Ghent, is 
the printer’s tomb, and a double inscription, in 
Latin and in Flemish, commemorates his celebrity 
and the dates of his birth and death: in the Latin 
inscription the name.is Theodoricus Martinus; in 
the Flemish, which is very old and nearly effaced, 
it is Diedrych Meertens. 

The name of Meertens, as a surname, is'as com- 
mon in Brabant and Flanders as that of Martin 
with us. A. B. 

I beg to say that, in Peignot’s Dictionnaire 
raisonné de Bibliologie, the name of the printer 

Mertens is given as “ Martens, Mertens, ou Mar- 
tin d’Alost (Thierry), en Latin Theodoricus Mar- 
tinus.” The article is too long for insertion in 
your pages, but it contains an account of the 
title-page of one of his editions, in 4to., in which 
the name is spelt Mertens: — “Theo. Mertens 
impressore.” ‘I'wo other title-pages have “ Apud 
Theod. Martinum.” So it appears that the printer 
himself used different modes of spelling his own 
name. Erasmus wrote a Latin epitaph on his 
friend, in which a graceful allusion is made to his 
printer’s mark, the anchor : — 

“« Hic Theodoricus jaceo, prognatus Alosto : 
Ars erat impressis scripta referre typis. 
Fratribus, uxori, soboli, notisque superstes 
Octavam vegetus preterii decadem. 
Anchora sacra manet, grate notissima pubi: 
Christe! precor nune sis anchora sacra mihi.” 

HERMES. 

ETYMOLOGY OF ARMAGH, 

In reply to the inquiry of “D. 8. Y.” (p. 158. of 
your 10th number), I beg to say that the name of 
Armagh is written, in Irish, Ardmacha, and sig- 
nifies the Height (or high ground) of Macha. 
It is supposed to have derived this name from 
Macha Mong-ruadh [i%. e. Macha of the red hair], 
who was queen of Ireland, according to the Chro- 
nology of O'Flaherty, a. Mm. 3603. Li. T. 

Dublin, Jan, 5. 1850. 1 

Sir, — There are the following authorities for 
different derivations of the word Armagh. 

Camden, in his Britannia, says : — 
“ Armack ab Amarcha regina; sic dictum fabu- 

lantur Hibernici; at mihi eadem esse videtur quam 
Dearmach vocat Beda: et Roborum Campum ex lingua 
Scotica sive Hibernica interpretatur, ubi cirea annum 
salutis pix. monasterium extruxit celeberrimum Co- 
lumbanus.” 

Dr. Keating’s Hist. of Ireland has as follows : — 
“ Macha the wife of Nemedius died before her son 

Ainnin ... from her Ardmagh received its name, be- 
cause she was buried in that place.” 

Circles of Gomer (London, 1771), contains as 
| follows: — 

“ Ar, and Ararat.— The Earth, country, or upon 
and on the earth. ... Armagh on the surrounding 
water confines.” 

M. Bullet, Mémoires de la Langue Celtique, 
writes thus : — 

“ Armagh, 
“ Une des plus anciennes villes d’Irland. Ar, article. 

Mag, ville.” —-vol. i. 

But the 2nd and 8rd vols. of these Mémoires, 
which contain the Celtic Dictionary, afford a more 
probable interpretation : — 

“Ar or Ard signifies a height, mountain, hill, 
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elevation, the highest, noble, chief, &e &e., and dr in 
Hebrew, Chaldean, and Armenian, has the same mean- 
ing. Magh isa field, a plain, ground, &c., as well as 
a town, dwelling, &c.” 
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| was succeeded by Charles Killegrew; the degree 
of the relationship between the two Killegrews I 
do not know; and in the London Gazette, Dec. 7. 
1685, there is a notice commanding all “ rope- 

Now, the topographical description of the 
county of Armagh is that it is hilly, and the hills 
(not very high) are of granite rock. The town 

dancers, prize-players, strollers, and other persons 
showing motions and other sights, to have licenses 
from Charles Killegrew, Esq., Master of the 

| of Armagh again is described as situated on an 
eminence. I suggest, therefore, the high field or | 

|| ground, or the field of the Hill, or the dwelling or | 
| town of the Hill, as very natural derivations. 

Revells.” || 
Charles Killegrew was one of the managers of 

Drury Lane Theatre at the time of the union of | 
the King’s and Duke of York’s servants; and 

If your correspondent prefers it, Av bears also 
the signification of rock, and M. Bullet says: — 

«“ Ce terme nous a été conservé dans la Vie de Saint 
Colomb.” 

Who knows, therefore, whether in building the 
monastery alluded to by Camden, he may not 
have given it the name of 

The dwelling of the Rock ? 
The Celtic language affords many other pos- 

sibilities, but an accurate knowledge of the loca- | 
| lity is requisite in judging of their probability. 

The etymology of Armagh, in Ireland, is very 
simple. Ard, high, great, noble, a purely Celtic 
root, found in many languages. 
high, &c. Welsh, hardh, fair, handsome, &c. 
Magh, a plain, a level tract of land, a field. Ard- 
magh, the great plain. Others derive it from 
Eamhuin-magh, from the regal residence of the 
kings of Ulster, that stood in its vicinity; but the 
former is considered by those best capable of 
judging as the most correct. The original name 
was Druim-sailech, “the hill of sallows,’ which | 
was changed to Ard-sailech, “the height of sal- 
lows,” and then again to Ardmagh. Although 
now spelt Armagh, it was formerly more correctly 
written Ardmagh, which is undoubtedly the proper 
way. Hipernicvs. 

Jan 8. '850. 

THE OFFICE OF MASTER OF THE REVELLS. 

Your esteemed correspondent, “J.G.N.,” asks 
(p. 158.) for the meaning of the letters “C. K. 
M. R” and “T.S.,” appended to the passage 
he quotes from the Common-place Book of Charles, 
Duke of Dorset. I think I can tell him. “C.K. 
M. R.” stands for Charles Killegrew, Master of the 
Revells; and “T.S.” means Thomas Skipwith, 
one of the patentees of Drury Lane Theatre, who 
died in 1710. Sir Henry Herbert died in 1673 ; 
and his successor in the office was Thomas Kille- 
mer This person had previously been Sir 

enry’s deputy; and I am in possession of a 
curious list of MS. instructions, “the heads of 
what I gave to Mr. Tho. Killegrew the 29th of 
March, 1664,” in the hand-writing of Sir Henry 
Herbert. Thomas Killegrew died in 1683, and 

Latin, Arduus, | 

Dryden calls him, in the Dedication to his trans- 
lation of Juvenal’s Satires, his ‘ingenious friend.” 

Upon the death of the latter, in 1725, Charles 
Henry Lee succeeded to the vacant office ; who, 

| dying in 1744, Solomon Dayrolle was appointed 
in hisroom. Ido not know the date of the de- 
cease of the last-named gentleman ; but with him, 

| I believe, died the office of Master of the Revells. 
The ancient jurisdiction of the Master of the 
Revells had been transferred, in 1737, by legal 
authority, to a “licenser of the stage,” who, in 

Fea || conjunction with a deputy licenser, performed all 

the functions of the ancient office. 
Epwarp I. Rimsavrr. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

The Red Maids of Bristol.— The answer to the 
query of “ Mr. A. Grirrinsoor ” (No.12. p.184.), 
why the ‘“‘ Red Maids” in Bristol are so called, is, 
because they are dressed in bright scarlet gowns. 
They are the incumbents of a benevolent school, 
founded in 1627, by one of Bristol’s great bene- 
factors, Alderman Whitson, of pious memory, for 
the maintenance and education of 40 girls, which 
number has now increased to 120. Your corre- 
spondent’s curiosity respecting their name mfeht 
be fully satisfied, and his interest increased, if he 
should happen to be in Bristol on some sunny 
afternoon in the later part of May, or the begin- 
ning of June, by a sight of this bright “ regiment 
of women” —the gay colour of their gowns sub- 
dued by the quaintness of their fashion, and the 
clean whiteness of their aprons, collars, &c. — 
proceeding, in double file, towards the downs, for 
air and recreation. An account of their foun- 
dation may be found in Barrett’s Hist. of Bristol, 
p-415. ‘ Blue-Boys,” so called for a similar 
reason, are a parallel case of much more general 
occurrence. Yours, &c. Rura. 

Poetical Symbolism. —In answer to the ques- 
tion of your correspondent, “ SrepHen Brav- 
cHame” (No. 11. p. 173.), I beg leave to mention 
a work, which answers in some degree to the de- 
scription which he gives; namely, De Symbolica 
Egyptiorum Sapientia, and Polyhistor Symbolicus, 
electarum Symbolarum et Parabolarum Histuricarum 
Stromata XIT. Libris complectens, by Nicolas Caus- | 
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sin, 8vo. Col. Agr. 1631. There were other editions, nexed to a neat edition of Pomponius Mela, printed 
I believe, in the same century. ‘The former work 
treats of Egyptian symbols; the titles of the 
twelve books of the latter are: —I. Mundus et 
Elementa. II. DiiGentium. III, Hominis Bona. 
IV. Hominis Mala. V. Ritus Gentium. VI. 
Aves. VII. Quadrupedes. VIII. Pisces. IX. 
Serpentes et Insecta. 
XIU. Manufacta. 

Oxford. 

M. 

Fraternitye of Vagabondes. —It does not appear | 
very clearly from the wording of the query at 
p. 184. of your 12th number, whether the object 
of your correspondent, “A. Grirrinnoor, JUN.,” 
be to ascertain the fact of the reprint in question 
having been published by Stace, or (having as- 
certained that fact) to procure further infor- 
mation as to the publisher. I cannot find any 
allusion to the work in the Censura Literaria, 
(2nd ed. 1815), another instance of the absolute 
necessity for exact references, the want of which 
you would do well in making a ground of ex- 
clusion from your columns. However, on the 
chance of being useful I send you an exact copy 
of the rubricated title-page of the reprint, which 
is as follows : — 

“The Fraternitye of Vacabondes; As wel of ruf- 
lyng Vacabondes, as of beggerly, of Women as of 

Men, of Gyrles as of Boyes, With Their proper Names 
and Qualities. 
Company of Cousoners and Shifters, Whereunto also 
is adioined The X XV Orders of Knaues, Otherwyse 
called A Quartern of Knaues. Confirmed for euer 

by Cocke Lorell. — {The Vprightman speaketh. 

{ Our Brotherhood of Vacabondes, 
If you would know where dwell ; 

In grauesend Barge which syldome standes, 
« The talke wyll shew ryght well. 

§ Cocke Lorell answereth. 

§| Some orders of iny knaues also 
In that Barge shall ye fynde: | 

for no where shall ye walke I trow, 
But ye shall see their kynde. 

q Imprinted at London by John Awdely, dwellyng 
in little Britayne Streete without Aldersgate. 1575. 

Westminster: Reprinted for Machell Stace, No. 12, 
Little Queen-Street, and R. Triphook, St. James’s 
Street. 1813.” 

Those who are curious about Mr. Stace may 
consult Boaden on the Shakespeare Portraits, 
p- 141, Wivell on do., p. 189, and Chalcographi- 
mania, p. 16. 82. 95. J.¥F.M. 

Anonymous Ravennas.— In answer to the query 
of “ W.C.,” in No. 8., p. 124., I beg to state that 
Gronovius published the Cosmography of Raven- 
nas, with other ancient scraps of geography, an- 

X. Plante. XI. Lapilli. | 

: at sarah 
pa ark elniae + Grin Ma aw bide acl journey, as from an anonymous History of England 

| scure,. 

at Leyden, in 1696. Gronovius refers the anony- 
mous author to the seventh century. His Choro- 
graphy of Britain forms a part of the work; but 
it is printed from one MS., and wretchedly ob- 

J. 1. 

Dick Shore. — Your correspondent, J.T. Ham- 
mack, is not quite correct in stating, No. 9., p 141., 
that the modern maps present no trace of the 
locality of “Dick Shoare,” mentioned in the Pepys- 
ian Diary. In one of Smith’s maps, now before me, 
of the date of 1806, I find “Duke Shore Stairs,” not 
far from the great turn of the river southward, op- 

| posite to the Isle of Dogs. Whether the proper spel- 
ling be Dick, Dyke, Dock, Dog, or Duke, I leave 
to your readers to determine ; but I presume there 
can be no doubt as to the identity of the place. As 
the’origin of thename of “Isle of Doges,” according 
to the Pepysian orthography, is said to be still 
undetermined, may it not be connected with the 
modern term Docks? We are daily familiarised 
to worse corruptions. Docks are excavations, 
large or small, formed by the operation of digging, 
in Dutch called Déken. J. 1. 

[ Dick’s Snore, Fore Street, Limehouse, and Dick’s 

Snort Attey, by Dick's Shore, are both mentioned in 
London and its Environs, vol. ii. p. 233. ] 

Travelling in England. — Mr. Stevens’ quota- 
tion (No. 11. p. 167.) of Bernard Calvert’s rapid 

written in the early part of the reign of George I, 
is to be found in more detail in Stow (1032.), 
and is transcribed in Mr: Croker’s Notes on Bas- 
sompiere’s Embassy, 1819. G. 

Sanuto. — The Ragguagli sulla Vitae sulle Opere 
di Maria Sanuto, referred to in No. 5. p. 75., were 
edited by Mr. Rawdon Browne, an English gentle- 
man long resident at Venice, and a most accom- 
plished Italian scholar. The Diary of Sanuto 
could hardly be printed, filling, as it does, some 
twenty or thirty thick large folio volumes. R. M. M. 

Darnley’s Birth-place.— In answer to the in- 
quiry, in No. 8. p. 123, as to the birth-place of 
Henry Lord Darnley, I believe he was born at 
Temple-Newsom, near Leeds, the seat of the 
Lords Irvine, and now of Meynell Ingram, Esq. 
A noble room is there shown as the traditional 
scene of his birth. R. M. M. 

History of Edward II.— The compilers of the 
British Museum Catalogue attribute the History of 
Edward II. (referred to in No. 4. p. 59.) to Ed- 
ward Fannant, who also published a Narration of 
the Memorable Parliament of 1386, which has been 
several times printed. J.RS. 

Lord Chatham’s Speech on the American Stamp 
Act.— When I read the question of your corre- 
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spondent (in No.1. p.12.) on this subject, I 
saw at once its importance; for, if my Lord 
Brougham’s statements were correct, our historians 
must forthwith re-write a somewhat important 
chapter in our history. I felt assured, however, 
that it was not correct ; and the result of a some- 
what tedious search is as I had anticipated. His 
lordship had made an error in a date, and 1764 

should be 1766. The authority, not acknow- 
| ledged by his lordship, was, no doubt, the Parlia- | 

mentary History of 1766 (vol. xvi. p. 96.), where 
your correspondent will find the statement, which 
of course, the date being correctly given, con- | 
tains nothing that is not consistent with known | 
facts. Cr 

Bone-houses. —'The number of skulls at Roth- 
| well (No. 11., p. 171.) is greatly exaggerated, nor 

is the tradition of their being gathered from 
Naseby battle-field more than a modern invention, 
the discovery of the bones being within the me- 
mory of living persons. 
most puzzling. The vault, which is very small, is 
probably coeval with the church, and seems to | 
have been made for the very purpose to which it 
is applied. When this vast building was erected 

_ in the 12th century, may not this vault have been 
made for the bones disturbed in the old church- 
yard by so extensive a foundation ? Ale 

Queen's Messengers. — In answer to the query 
of your correspondent “J.U.G.G.,” in No. 12. 
p- 186., I beg to call his attention to the authority 
quoted in the passage respecting the “ Knightes 
caligate of Armes,” to which he alludes, in Mr. 
C. Knight’s London. He will find that he is re- 
ferred to Legh’s Accedens of Armory, and Upton, 
De Studio Militari. The latter wrote in the early 
pe of the fifteenth century. We are at present, 

believe, without earlier information. on such | 
subjects. 

Whilst I am writing to you, may I ask you to 
correct a printer’s error in my query in the same 
number, where “trepon ” appears instead of “ ju- 
pon” ? 
mean by the former. 

May-day.—In reply to Metanton (No. 12. | 
. 187.), I would observe that in a collection of 
ues des Villes de Londres, &c., published by Pierre | 

Vander at Leyden (without date, but about the 
time of William III., or early in Anne’s reign), 
there is a representation of “ La Laitiére de May a 
Londres,’ with an enormous head-dress of silver 
dishes, tankards, and cups, intermixed with flowers. 
There is no letter-press explanation; but it is 
evident that the practice of the milk-maids, in 
carrying their ith oceild balanced on their heads, 
suggested the idea of carrying this more precious 
burthen in gala on May-day. C. 

Their existence there is | 

It may save a query as to what I could | 
J. R. PLAncae. | 

| 

MISCELLANIES, 

Gray's Elegy. — Your correspondent, “ A. 
| Grayan” (No. 10. p. 150.), in writing on the 
Elegy in a Country Church-yard, suggests the 
existence of error or obscurity in the last stanza 
of the epitaph ; and that, if the reading, as it now 
stands, be faulty, “some amendment” should be 
suggested. 

At the sale of Mason’s collection of Gray’s 
books and MSS., in December, 1845, I purchased 
Gray’s copy of Dodsley’s collection (2nd edition, 
1758), with corrections, names of authors, &c., in 

| his own hand. The Elegy is the first poem in 
vol.iv. In the 2nd stanza, the beetle’s “ drony 
flight” is printed and corrected in the margin into 

| “droning.” In the 25th stanza, an obvious mis- 
print of “the upland land” is corrected into ‘ up- 
land lawn ;” and, in the 27th stanza, “ he wou’d 
rove” is altered into “would he rove.” These 
are the only emendations in the Elegy. The care 
displayed in marking them seems to me to indicate 

| that the author had no others to insert, and that 
| the common reading is as he finally left it. 

To say that a man’s merits and frailties repose 
| in trembling hope before God, is surely not irreve- 
| rend; and this is, I think, all that Gray intended 
to convey in the words to which your correspond- 
ent objects. W. L.M. 

[ The latter emendation, “ would he rove,” which is 
neither in the Aldine edition of the Rev. J. Mitford, 
nor in Mr. Van Voorst’s beautifully illustrated Polyglot 
edition, should clearly be introduced, in future, 
as harmonising more perfectly with the “would he 
stretch ” of the preceding stanza. | 

Gray's Elegy.—'To the list of German trans- 
lations of Gray’s Elegy should be added the version 
by Kosegarten, which is said by Mr. Thimm, in 
his View of German Literature, to be “very spi- 
rited.” The edition of Kosegarten I have now 
before me was printed at Greifswald, in 12 vols. 
in 1824, and contains numerous translations from 
English poets. 

Oxford, Jan. 16. 

Gregori’s Italian Version of “ Gray's Elegy.” — 
| In answer to the query of “J. F. M.,” respecting 
| the translations of Gray’s Elegy, I beg to mention 
that, besides those already possessed by your cor- 

_ respondent, and those in Torri’s polyglot edition, 
there is one in Italian by Domenico Gregori, pub- 

| lished in the first volume of his Scelta di Poesie di 
| piu celebri Autori Inglesi, recati in Versi Italiani, 
/and printed at Rome in 1821, in 2 vols. small 
| Bvo. M. 

Oxford, Jan. 17. 1850. 

Name of Shylock. —When Mr. Knight says that 
| Scialac was “ the name of a Marionite (Maronite ?) 
of Mount Libanus,” he appears to consider the 
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term peculiar, or nearly so, to that personage; but | 
Upton, as long ago as 1748, in his Critical Ob- 
servations, 2nd ed. p. 299., remarked, that Scialac 
was the generic name, and Shylock merely a cor- 
ruption. I may also remark, that Mr. Knight 
dismisses Dr. Farmer’s theory as worthless, with- 
out sufficient consideration. It by no means fol- 
lows that 1607 is the date of the first edition of 
Caleb Shillocke, merely because Boswell saw a 
copy bearing that date. J. O. HaLiiwE.u. 

. SONNET. 

Written on the close of the Session, 1849. 
“ The tyme cam that resoun was to ryse.”—CuHaucEr. 

“ Corin. And how like you this shepherd’s life, Mas- 
ter Touchstone ? 

“ Touchstone. Truly, shepherd, in respect of itself it 
is a good life. .. In respect it is in the Fields, it pleaseth 
me well.” — SHAKSPEARE. 

Ho! for the shady grove and silvery stream ! 
Now that yclosed is the Fane, where I 
Am doomed, by no unhappy destiny, 

To tend those Mighty Ones who find a theme 
For their lives’ labour in the nation’s weal. 

Now am I free, or book or rod in hand, 
Alone, or compassed by a cherub band 

Of laughing children, by the brook to steal, 
Seeking repose in sport which Warton loved— 

Sport meet alike for Youth or thoughtful 
Age — 

Free, an I wish to go a pilgrimage 
With Cuaucer, my companion long approved, 
Or thee, thou Greater One, who lovedst to sing, 
“Of books in brooks, and good in every thing.” 

Wiuiam J. THoms. 

THE DEVOTEE. 

(From the Latin.) 
Balbus, in vain you urge the notion 
That Ignorance begets Devotion — 
We can’t believe it till we see 
Yourself a fervent devotee. Rurus. 

By Hook or by Crook. —It is said-that Strong- 
bow, when debating with his followers on the best 
mode of capturing Ireland, said, that it must be 
taken “by Hook or by Crook.” “ The Hook” is 
the name of a well-known promontory, forming 
the N. KE. boundary of Waterford Harbour ; and 
Crook-haven is an equally well-known harbour, 
on the south coast. Could this have any thing to 
do with the proverb ? J.G. 

Kilkenny. 

Macaulay's Young Levite.—I send you an 
_ advertisement, from a local paper of 1767, which 
shows what stipend was offered to a curate at that 

period, The population of Burton Bradstich and 
Shepton Gorge, in 1821, was respectively 854 
and 311. I do not know what it was in 1767. 

The value of the rectory of Burton, with the 
chapelry of Shepton, was returned, in 1650, as 2017. 
In 1826 it was computed to be 5001. A.D. M. 

From “ Cruthwell’s Sherborne, Shaftesbury, and Dor- 
chester Journal; or Yeovil, Taunton, and Bridge- 
water Chronicle of 10th July, 1767.” 

«“ A Curate is wanted, at Old Michaelmas next, to 
serve the Churches of Burton and Shipton, in Dorset- 
shire ; Salary 36/, per annum, Easter Offerings, and 
Surplice Fees; together with a good House, pleasant 
Gardens, and a Pigeon House well stock’d. The 
Churches are within a mile and a half of each other, 
served once a Day, and alternately. The Village of 
Burton is sweetly situated, within half a mile of the 
Sea, about a mile and a half from Bridport Harbour, 
and is noted in the Summer for its fine Mackarel 

Fishery. Application to be made to the Rev. Mr. 
Richards, Rector. 

«A married gentleman will be most agreeable.” 

Praise undeserved.— Does any one know where 
the oft-quoted line, 

«« Praise undeserved is censure in disguise,” 

is to be found? <A long search for it has hitherto 
proved ineffectual. D.S. 

{This line, which is so often quoted, with the varia- 
tion — 

“ Praise undeserved is Satire in disguise,” 

is to be found in Pope’s First Epistle of the Second 
Book of Horace ; where, however, we find that neither 
Censure nor Satire is the correct reading. It is, more- 
over, both in Warton’s edition and in the Aldine Poets, 
edited by the Rev. A. Dyce, marked as a quotation, as 
will be seen in the following extract; so that Pope, it 
appears, is not the author of it. Perhaps some of our 
correspondents can trace the source from which he de- 
rived it: — 

« Besides, a fate attends on all I write, 
That when I aim at praise they say I bite. 
A vile encomium doubly ridicules ; 
There’s nothing blackens like the ink of fools, 
If true, a woeful likeness; and, if lies, 
‘ Praise undeserved is Scandal in disguise.’ ”] 

Passage in Cowper's “‘ Task.” —Tn all early edi- 
tions of Cowper's Tash, the opening lines of the 4th 
book are punctuated as follows : — 
“ Hark ! ’tis the twanging horn! O’er yonder bridge, 
(That with its wearisome but needful length 
Bestrides the wintry flood, in which the moon 
Sees her unwrinkled face reflected bright, ) 
He comes, the herald of a noisy world,” &c. 

In modern editions, I believe universally, we 
find the following corruption of the passage : — 
“ Hark ! ’tis the twanging horn o’er yonder bridge, 

That with,” &e. 

closing with a colon period or at “bright,” and 
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beginning a new sentence with “ He comes;” and 
thus making the poet use the vulgar colloquialism 
“tis the horn over the bridge,” instead of the re- 
mark, that the postman is coming over it. W.P.P. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

All who have placed on their shelyes— and | 
who that desires to know thoroughly the history | 
of this country during the period which it illus-— 
trates has not done so—-the last edition of The | 
Diary 
ably edited by Lord Braybrooke, have felt the 

and Correspondence of Samuel Pepys, so | 

want of a corresponding edition of Evelyn's Diary. 
To meet this want, Mr. Coulburn has announced 
a new edition of it, “rendered as complete as pos- 
sible by a careful revision,” and accompanied by 
illustrative notes, to be completed in four monthly 
volumes. 

Mr. Parker, of Oxford, has just issued a new | 
| notes on our fast-fading Fox Lore, and reminding us edition of The History of the Church of England, 

by J. B.S. Carwithen, B.D. This work was very 
highly spoken of, at the time of its first appear- 
ance, for fidelity of narrative, accuracy of judg- 
ment, and soundness of principle; and its author 
was pronounced, by one well qualified to give an 
opinion, “a well-read historian, a sound divine, a 
charitable Christian.” As the original edition, in 
three volumes, has long been out of print, we | 
think Mr. Parker has shown great judgment in 
bringing it out, in a cheaper form, for the use of | 
students in divinity; and we do not doubt but | 
that he will find a ready sale for the two closely 
but clearly and handsomely printed volumes, in 

now completed. 
Those of our readers who take an interest in 

the writings of our early dramatists will be glad to 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Odd Volumes. 

(A liberal price will be given for 

1819-20. Last Part, SU 

ArcHEoLociIA. Vol. III. 
sheet C, pp. 9—16.) 

Topp’s JoHNson’s DIcTIONARY. 4to. 
to Z, with the Titles, Preface, &c. 

BARBAULD’s BriTIsd NOVELIST. ZeELuco, Vol. II.; and FeMaLe 
Quixote, Vol. II. 

TatLer. (Lintot’s Edition.) London, 1743. All the Volumes 
after the Second. 

SpecraTor. (WuiITTAKER's Edition.) London, 1827. With Por- 
traits. Vol. II. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bet, Publisher of “ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Fotx Lore. We have received several letters, begging 

us to open our columns to the reception of articles and 

what good service The Atheneum did when it consented 
to receive communications on that interesting subject. We 

achnowledge with gratitude— for the point is one very 

interesting to us—the readiness with which The Athe- 

nzum Listened to the suggestions of a Correspondent, and 

what benefits resulted tu that interesting branch of Ar- 
cheological study, when that influential journal consented 

to devote a portion of its valuable space to the reception 

of such notices. We at once, therefore, accede to the sug- 

gestions of our Correspondent ; and, following the example 
of our widely circulated contemporary, take this oppor- 

tunity of assuring our now numerous readers that any 

| contributions illustrative of The Folk Lore of England, 

| the Manners, Customs, Observances, Superstitions, Bal- 

which this History of the Church of England is 

learn that the Rev. Alexander Dyce has at length , 
completed, in three volumes, his long looked-for — 
edition of The Dramatic Works of Kit Marlowe. 

Such of our clerical friends as have in their 
churches a peal of bells which, at the will of the 
ringers, 

“ Speak the loud language of a mighty knell,” 

and who must, therefore, sometimes be painfully 
convinced of the ill practices which occasionally 
grow up in the belfry, will thank us for calling 
their attention to the Practical Remarks on Belfries 
and Ringers, lately published, by the Rev. H. T. 
Ellacombe, in which they will find some useful 
hints for the correction of such abuses. 
We have received the following Catalogues : — 
D. Nutt (270. Strand), Select Catalogue of Clas- 

sical and Philological Works. 
Williams and Norgate (14. Henrietta Street, 

Covent Garden), Verzeichniss der Bticher, Landkarten 
ete welche vom Juli bis zum December neu erschienen 
oder neu aufgelegt worden sind, (Catalogue of Books, 
Maps, &c. published in Germany between July and 
December 1849.) 

lads, Proverbs, &c. of the Olden Time, will always find 
welcome admission to our pages. We think, too, we may 

venture to promise that such communications shall be 

illustrated, when they admit of it, from the writings of the 
continental antiquaries. 

J. D. A. is informed that we purpose so arranging 
|“ Nores anp Queries” as to form two volumes in the 
course of the year ; each volume to be accompanied by a 
vERY copious INDEX. 

Empre will see that we have at once so far availed 
ourselves of his suggestion as to make Rerurzs a distinct 
department of our paper. The other change he suggests 

requires consideration ; which it shall certainly have. 

We are unavoidably compelled to pastpone, until our 
next Number, Mr. Hickson’s further communication on 
Marlowe and the Old Taming of a Shrew. 

T. S. N. will find much curious information on the 
subject of his inquiry in some of the later volumes of The 
Gentleman’s Magazine ; and we will take an early oppor- 
tunity of furnishing him with information upon the point, 

We are compelled, by want of space, to omit our usual 
acknowledgment of COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. 

We are again compelled to omit many Notes, Queries, 
and Answers to Queries which are in type, as well as 
Answers to Correspondents. 
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Uniform with ‘ HALLAM’S LITERATURE OF EUROPE.” 

Now ready, 3 vols. 8vo. 42s. 

HISTORY of SPANISH LITERATURE. 
With Criticism on particular Works, and Biographical 

Notices of Prominent Writers. By GEORGE TickNor, Esq. 

Joun Murray, Albemarle Street. 

NEW WORK BY LORD LINDSAY. 

This day is published, 3 vols. &vo. 42s. 

IVES OF THE LINDSAYS; or, a Memoir 
of the HOUSES OF CRAWFORD AND BALCARRES. 

By Lorp Linpsay. 

Also, by the same Author, 3 vois. 8vo. 31s. 6d. 

SKETCHES of the HISTORY of CHRIS- 
TIAN ART. 

Joun Murray, Albemarle Street. 

HEAP BOOKS. — A Select List of Second- 
Hand Books, in all Classes of Literature, Gratis and 

Post-free. 

Wm. Hearn, 293. Lincoln's Inn Fields, London. 

2 vols. feap. 8vo., Third ty 7s. Gd. each, sold separately. 

LAIN SERMONS, addressed to a Country 
Congregation. By the late Rev. Epwakp BLENCOWE, 

Curate of Teversal, and formerly Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 

“Their style is simple—the sentences are not artfully con- 
structed —and there is an utter absence of all attempt at rhetoric, 
The language i is plain Saxon language, from which ‘the men on 
the wall’ can easily gather what it most concerns them to know. 
Meal See In the statements of Christian doctrine, the reality of 
Mr. Blencowe’s mind is very striking. There is a strength, and 
a warmth, and a life, in his mention of the great truths of the 
Gospel, which show that he spoke from the heart, and that, like 
the apostle of old, he could say, ‘ I believe, and therefore have I 
spoken,’ ’’"— Theologian. 

2 vols. 12mo., 8s. each, sold separately. 

SERMONS. By Arrrep Garry, M.A., Vicar 
of Ecclesfield. 

“ Sermons of a high and solid character, and are the production 
of a good Churchman. They are earnest and affectionate, and 
follow out the Church’s doctrine.” — Theologian. 

“ Warm-hearted and thoughtful.’’ — Guardian. 

By the same Author. 8vo., sewed, price ls. 

BAPTISM MISUNDERSTOOD, the Great 
Trouble of the Church. 

** Earnest and sound.”’ — Christian Remembrancer. 

Just published, 12mo., cloth, price 2s. 

SHORT SERVICES FOR FAMILY WOR- 
SHIP; arranged chiefly from the Book of Common Prayer. 
With a Prefatory Address. By Joun Gipson, B.D., Vicar of 
Brent-with-Furneux Pelham, Herts; late Fellow and Tutor of | 
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. 

The aim of this selection is to furnish a set of Services that will 
take in all the great subjects of Family Prayer, and so short that 
the busiest household may have time for its devout utterance. It 
will be found suitable for those who have hitherto neglected the 
duty of Family Prayer. 

GEoRGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

Publications for February, 1850. 

HE LAND WE LIVE IN. Part XXX. 
THE STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES. 

*,* Volume III. is now completed. 

THE NATIONAL CYCLOPZDIA OF 
USEFUL KNOWLEDGE, Part XXXVII. 

*,* Volume IX. is now completed. 

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND DURING 
THIRTY YEARS’ PEACE, Part XII. 

*,* The Second Volume and the Work are now completed. 

FRANCE AND ITS REVOLUTIONS, 
Part XX. 

*,* The Volume and the Work are now completed. 

THE BIBLE HISTORY. By J. Kirro, D.D., 
in one Volume, with six Engravings on Steel and numerous 
Wood Engravings, is now completed. 

THE BRITISH ALMANAC for 1850. Price 
ls. sewed, and the COMPANION TO THE ALMANAC. Price 
a sewed ; or bound together in cloth, price 4s., are still on 
sale. 

London: Cuartes Knicut, 90. Fleet Street ; 
And sold by all Booksellers in London and Country. 

HE DEVOTIONAL LIBRARY. Edited 
by Water Farquaark Hook, D.D., Vicar of Leeds. 

The Devotional Library was commenced in 1846. The design 
of the Proprietors was to publish, at the lowest possible price, a 
series of Works, original, or selected from well-known Church 
of England Divines, which, from their practical character, as 
well as their cheapness, would be peculiarly useful to the clergy 
for parochial distribution. Since that period the following have 
appeared : — 

Helps to Self- Examination, 4d. - - siOniainess 
The Sum of Christianity, ld. » A. Elis. 
Directions for Spending One Day Well, 3d. = 2 Abp. Synge. 
Short Reflections for Morning and Eventing 2d. Spinckes. 
Prayers for a Week, 2d. - - Sorocold. 

The above may also be had, bound together in cloth, as “‘ Helps 
to Daily Devotion,”’ price 8d. cloth. 

The Crucified Jesus, 3d. - - - Horneck. 
The Retired Christian, 3d. - - - Ken. 
Holy Thoughts and Prayers, 3d. - - Original. 
The Sick Man Visited, 3d. - Spinckes. 
Short Meditations for Every Day in the Year, 
Two Vols. 1260 pp. cloth, 5s. - Original. 

Ditto, Two Vols., calf, gilt’ edges, 9s. - Original. 
The separate Parts may still be had. 

The Christian Taught by the Church Services. 
Cloth, 2s. 6d. - - - Original. 

Ditto ditto, calf, gilt edges, 46. 6d. - - Original. 
The separate Parts may still be had.” 

Penitential Reflections for Days of wlnake 3 and 
Abstinence. (Tracts for Lent), 6d. - Compiled. 

Rules for the Conduct of Human iit, ld. - ae Synge. 
Ejaculatory Prayers, 2d. - - Salty 
Pastoral Address to a Young Communicant, 4d. Original, 
Litanies for Domestic Use, 2d. - Compiled.: 
Family Prayers. Cloth, 6d. - Original. 
Companion to the Altar. Cloth, 6d. - - Unknown. 
Aphorisms by Bishop Hall. Cloth, 9d. - Original. 
Devout Musings on the Psalms. Parts I. and 

II. cloth, ls. each. - Original. 
The Evangelical History of our Lord and Saviour 

Jesus Christ. Part I., 4d. - Reading. 
The Common ee Book the Best Com- 

panion, 3d. - - Unknown. 

The Clergy and others purchasing for distribution, are informed 
that a reduction of twenty per cent. will be made on all orders of 
not less than 10s. in amount, if addressed direct to the Publisher, 
Mr. Stocomse, Leeds, or to ‘Mr. BELL, Fleet Street, London, and 
payment made on delivery. 

Leeds: R. StocomBe. London: G. BELL. 

Printed by Toomas CLARK Suaw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St.Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by Gzorce BrExt, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, February 2. 1850. 
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* Novel — Authorship ofa Couplet — Seal of Killigrew 230 1667, 10 stone of beef and 2 Ib. of suct 18s. 

ae, 22 stone of beef - - 1 
Selago and Samolus - - - - 231 2 f beef 91. 3 
ZE\frie’s Colloquy, by B. Thorpe = - - = 932 23 stone of bee = = + OSs 
oe prtntner and Erasmus 3 3 Be 232 a chine and a quarter of veal - 8s. 

eplies to Minor Queries : — Praise undeserved— rench 2 a AC 
Maxim — Singular Motto — Discurs. Modest—Pallace 1670. A chine and a quarter of mutton = 
— Litany Version of the Psalms— Tempora Mutantur, a quarter of lamb - - 2s. 6d. 
&c. — Pandoxare — St. Thomas of Lancaster — Fall of 
Rain in England— Judas Bell — Bodie on British 
Coins — Lord Bacon’s Version of the Psalms—A 
* Gib” Cat — Lay of the Phenix, &c. - - - 233 

MISCELLANIES : — 
Execution of Duke of Monmoutth—By Hook or by Crook 
— Cupid Crying — Miry-land Town - - 237 

MISCELLANEOUS: 
Notes on Books, Sales, Catalogues, &c. - - - 238 
Books and Odd Volumes wanted - . - - 238 
Notices to Correspondents - S - - 238 
Advertisements - - : - - = 238 

WAGES IN 17TH AND 19TH CENTURIES. 

Running my eye accidentally through the 
household book of Sir Roger Twysden, from 1659 
to 1670, it occurred to me to make a comparison 
between the relative prices of meat and wages, as 
there given, in order to ascertain the position of 
our peasantry in these parts, at the close of the 
17th century. I send you a few extracts, by 
which it will be seen that, in Kent, at least, our 
agricultural labourers appear to have been in far 
better condition than those of the rest of England, 
who, in Mr. Macaulay’s brilliant work, are repre- 
sented as living “almost entirely on rye, barley, 
and oats,” owing to the exorbitantly high price of 
meat, as compared with the ordinary scale of 
wages, 

As to meat, I find the following entries : — 

“1659. Beef - 2s. and 1s. 8d. per stone. 
a loin of mutton - - ls. 6d. 

1662. Beef - - - 2s. per stone. 

Through this period we have : — 
“ Cheese per load, i.e. 56 lb., at 14s., 11s., 10s. 4d., 

9s. 6d.” 

The wages of labourers through the same period 
are entered : — 

“ Sawyer - - 2s. 6d. per hundred. 
a farm carpenter - - 1s. 6d. per day. 

or, ‘I finding hin,’ - 1s. per day. 
common labourers, generally 1s. per 

day ; sometimes, but less fre- 
quently, 9d. per day - 

threshing wheat, 16d. per quarter - in 1849, 3s. 
mowing, from 1s. to]s.8d, per acre in 1849, 3s. 6d. 
mowing oats, 1s. 3d. per acre - in 1849, 2s. 6d. 
mowing clover, ls. 6d. per acre - in 1849, 2s. 6d. 

hayers, 2s. and 2s. 6d, per week - in 1849, 6s. 
reaping, 2s. peracre = in 1849, 10s. to 14s. 
sheep shearing, ls. per score - in 1849, 2s. 6d. 

in 1849, 2s. 

hedging, 2id.perrod = - - in 1849, 4d, 
hoeing g, 6d. per acre - - in 1849, 4s. 
eT 8d. per day -  in1849, 1s. and 1s, 4d. 
boys, 4d. per day - in 1849, 6d. and 8d. 
making faggots, 18d. and 20d. per hundred; in 

1849, 3s.” 

A reference to the household-books of the 
Derings, in East Kent, gives the same results. 
The wages given by Sir Roger Twysden to his 

household servants at this time were: — 
«“ Housekeeper - - 51. per annum, 
maids - - - 2l. 10s. and 3l 
men - - - 51.10s., 51. and 41’; 
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T have added, in most instances, the prices now | Premising that my references are to The Taming 
paid to labourers in these parts, having obtained | ef a Shrew in “Six Old Plays,” 1799, and to 
my information from the farmers of the neigh- | Marlowe’s works, edit. 1826, I proceed to indicate 
bourhood. such passages as a rapid glance through the re- 

The price of butchers’ meat at present, in this | spective works, aided by some previous ac- 
neighbourhood, is from 6d. to 73d. per lb.; by | quaintance with the subject, and a not very bad 
wholesale, 3s. 6d. or 3s. 8d. per stone. memory, furnished. Some of the parallels will be 

As far, then, as the relative prices of wages and | found identical; in others, the metaphors will be 
meat can guide us, the labourer, in these parts, | found to be the same, with the expression more or 
was as well able to purchase meat in 1670 as he is | less varied; and in others, again, particular ex- 
now. pressions are the same, though the tenor of the 

Unhappily for him, the imprudence of early | phrase be different. It will be observed that the 
marriage entailing upon him the charge of a/| quotations of Marlowe are exclusively from Dr, 
family, he is precluded from the indulgence in | Faustus and Tumburlaine. Of the longer passages 
fresh meat, except as an occasional treat. Cheese | I have given merely the first line for reference ; 
and bacon, however, are still within his reach. | and I have numbered them for the convenience of 
The improvidence of early marriage rarely oc- | comparison : — 
curred in former days, and palpably, if our Kentish Fier -aon Wtres Gtr A RANTES 
labourers lived entirely on oats and rye, it was not t : 

2 5 verte = hat the gl had f th ” &e. 
of necessity that they did so. I am inclined to Q) naae a Satie Rie ren 
think that, in many of the instances given above, (2) « But stay, what dames are these, so bright of 
especially in haying and harvest, provisions of some hue,” &e, p. 167. 
sort were found by the employer, over and above (3) “O, might I see the censer of my soule,” &c. 
the wages. When I have more leisure, I will p- 169. 
endeavour to obtain correct information on this | (4) “Come, fair Emelia, my lovely love,” &c. p. 180. 
point; and, meanwhile, send you the entries just | “ Valeria, attend, I have a lovely love,” &e. p.191. 
as Il find them. I observe an entry of “ peas to “ And all that pierceth Phoebus’ silver eye,” &c. 

boil for the men.” They had porridge then, at all p. 181. 
events, in addition to their wages; and these | “ Fair Emelia, summer's bright sun queen,” &c. 
wages, if they had so chosen, could further have | pe: eth 
purchased them meat, quite as well as at the pre- | (5) “I fill ai coffers of the wealthy umes,” &c. 

, - p. 181. sent day ; though, alas for our poor peasantry, this (6) ‘© Ag richly wrnigit 
is not saying much for them; and even of that 
little smack of meat they will soon be debarred, if 
the present system — but I am intruding on sacred 
ground, and must leave the poor fellows to their | 
hard work and scanty meals. 

As was the massy robe that late adorn’d 
The stately legate of the Persian king,” p. 183. 

(7) “ Boy. Come hither, sirha boy. 
Sander. Boy, OQ, disgrace to my person!” &c., 

. 184. 
Lampert B. Larxre. ; aiahee: 

(1) “ Now that the gloomy shadow of the night,” &c. 
7 “ ; ear 0 — Faustus, vol. ii. p. 127. 

Hay SERRE lear bias Ba ee EN (2) * Zenocrate, the loveliest maid alive,” &e.— Tamb. 
I regret that my communication (No. 13. p. vol. i. p. 46. 

194.), on the subject of the authorship of The *(3) “ Whose darts do pierce the centre of my soul,” &c. 
Taming of a Shrew, was too late to be of any avail —Tamb. vol. i. p. 120. 
for the already-published new edition of Marlowe’s “ Was this the face that launch’d a thousand 
works; and, had I been aware of such being the ships,” &c. — Faustus, vol. ii. p. 192. 
case, I should have waited until I had had an | (4) Now bright Zenocrate, the world’s fait eye,” &c, 
opportunity of seeing a work whose editor may — Tanb. vol. i. p. 102. ¥ 
entertain views in ignorance of which, to my dis- “ Batter the shining palace of the sun,” &c.— Tamb. 

advantage, I am still writing. It is, perhaps, a vol. i. p. 120. 
« A creater lamp than that bright eye of heaven,” 

&c,—+ Lamb. vol. i. p. 154 
“ The golden eye of heayen.”— Tumb. 

vol. i. p. 155. 

still greater disadvantage that I should appear to 
depend for proofs upon a bare enumeration of 
parallel passages; when I know that the space I 
should require for the purpose of stating the ‘case « Wherein are rocks of pearl that shine as bright,” F 
fully and fairly, and, as I think, conclusively, &c.— Tamb. vol.i. p. 177. 
would be utterly inconsistent with that brevity (5) « I'll have them fly to India for gold,” &c.— Faustus, 4 
which must be with you an essential condition ; vol. ii. p. 123. 
while, at the same time, I know of no medium | (6) « And show your pleasure to the Persian 
through which I am so likely to enlist the atten- As fits the legate of ‘the stately Turk.”— Tamb. — 
tion of a “fit audience” as your publication. vol. i. p. 37. 
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(7) “ Wagner. Come hither, sirha! Boy ! 
Clown, Boy! O, disgrace to my person!” &e. 

—Faustus, vol. ii. p. 131. 

Leaying the question in this position for the 
present, I shall be glad of such information from 
any of your readers as may tend to throw a light 
on the date of Shakspeare’s Taming of the Shrew. | 
I find Mr. Collier’s opinion expressed in the fol- 
lowing words : — 
“The great probability is that Hamlet was written 

at the earliest in 1601, and the Taming of the Shrew 
perhaps came from the pen of its author not very long 
afterwards.” 

Tam anxious to ascertain whether I am acquainted | 
with all the circumstances on which the above 
opinion is founded; as those which I can, at this 
moment, recal, are to my mind hardly sufficiently | 

Rejecting the supposed allusion to | conclusive. 
Heywood’s Woman Kill’d with Kindness, which I 
see, by a note, Mr. Collier gives up as untenable 
ground, the facts, I believe, remain as follows : — 

First: The Taming of the Shrew was not men- 
tioned by Meres in 1593, whereupon it is assumed 
that “had it been written, he could scarcely have 
failed to mention it.” And, 

Second: it must have been written after Hamlet, 
because the name Baptista, used incorrectly in 
that play as a feminine name, is properly applied 
to a man in this. And these, I believe, are all. 
Now, the first of these assumptions I answer, by 
asking, “Does it follow?” Of all Shakspeare’s 
plays which had then appeared, only three had 
been published before 1598, and not one comedy. 
Meres, in all probability, had no list to refer to, 
nor was he making one: he simply adduced, in 
evidence of his assertion of Shakspeare’s excel- 
lence, both in tragedy and comedy, such plays of 
both kinds as he could recollect, or the best of | 
those which he did recollect. Let us put the case 
home; not in reference to any modern dramatist 
(though Shakspeare in his own day was not the | 
great exception that he stands with us), but to 
the world-honoured poet himself, who has founded 
a sort of religion in us: I, for my part, would not 
be bound not to omit, in a hasty enumeration, and 
having no books to refer to, more important 
works than the Taming of the Shrew. In short, 
the omission by Meres proves no more than that 
he either did not think of the play, or did not 
think it necessary to mention it. To the second 
assumption, I answer that the date of the first 
Hamlet is “not proven:” it may have been an 
early play. From the play of Hamlet, in its 
earlier form, is the name iste, where it is used 
in conjunction with Albertus, taken; the scene 
mentioned is Guiana; and there is nothing to lead 
one to suppose that the name is used as an Italian 
name at all. Both the date of Hamlet, therefore, 
and —whichever way decided —the conclusion | 
drawn from the supposed mistake, I regard as 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 

| open questions. "There is yet one other cireum- 
| stance which Mr. Collier thinks may strengthen his 
conclusion with regard to the date of this play. 

| He refers to the production of Dekker’s Medicine 
Sor a Curst Wife, which he thinks was a revival 
of the old Taming of a Shrew, brought out as a 
rival to Shakspeare’s play. This is easily an- 
swered. In the first place, Katharine, the Shrew, 
is not a “curst wife:” she becomes a wife, it is 
true, in the course of the play; but this is a part 

, of the process of taming her. But what seems at 
| once to disprove it is, that, according to Henslow’s 
account, Dekker was paid 10/. 10s. for the piece in 
question; as Mr. Collier observes, an ‘ unusually 
large sum” fora new piece, and not likely to be 
paid for the hashing up of an old one. Iam thus 
left entirely without a clue, derivable from ex. 
ternal evidence, to the date of this play; and shall 
be glad to know if there is any thing, throwing 
light upon the point, which I may have over- 
looked. That more important consequences are 

| involved in this question than appear upon the 
face of it, I think I shall be able to show in a 
future communication ; and this is my excuse for 
trespassing so much upon your space and your 

| readers’ patience. SamueE. Hickson, 
St. John’s Wood, Jan. 26, 1850. 

NOTES FROM FLY-LEAVES, No. 6. 

In a copy of Burnet’s Telluris Theoria Sacra 
(in Latin), containing only the two first books 
(i vol. 4to., Lond. 1689), there is the following 
entry in Bishop Jebb’s hand-writing : — 

“ From the internal evidence, not only of additional 

matter in the margin of this copy, but of frequent 
erasures and substitutions, I was led to suppose it was 
the author’s copy, illustrated by his own annotations 
and improvements. The supposition is, perhaps, suf- 
ficiently corroborated by the following extract from 
the Biographia Britannica, vol. iii. p. 18. 

«© Tt seems it was usual with Dr. Burnet, before he 
published any thing in Latin, to have two or three 

| copies, and no more, printed off, which he kept by 
him for some time, in order to revise at leisure what 
he had written currente calamo, and sometimes, when 
he thought proper, to be communicated to his par- 
ticular friends for their opinions, &c.’ 

“ This copy, as it does not differ from any of the 
editions of 1689, was certainly not one of those proofs. 
But the Doctor’s habit of annotating on his own Latin 
books after they were printed, renders it extremely 
probable that this book was a preparation for a new 
edition. It would be well to compare it with the 
English translation.” 

The nature of many of the corrections and 
additions (which are very numerous), evidently 
shows a preparation for the press. I have com- 
pared this copy with the English edition, pub- 
| lished in the same year, and find that some of the 
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corrections were adopted; this, however, but in a 
few instances, while in one, to be mentioned pre- 
sently, a palpable mistake, corrected in the MS. 
Latin notes, stands in the translation. The En- 
glish version differs very materially from the 
Latin. The author says in his Preface : — 

«This English version is the same in substance 
with the Latin, though, I confess, ’tis not so properly 
a translation, as a new composition upon the same 
ground, there being several additional chapters in it, 
aud several new moulded.” 

The following are examples of corrections being 
adopted: P. 6. Latin ed. “Quod abunde pro- 
babitur in principio libri secundi.” For the last 
word subsequentis is substituted, and the English 
has following. P. 35. “ Hippolitus” is added to 
the authorities in the MS.; and in the English, 
p. 36., ‘ Anastasius Sinaita, S. Gaudentius, Q. 
Julius Hilarius, Isidorus Hispalensis, and Cassio- 
dorus,” are inserted after Lactantius, in both. 
P. 37. “Johannes Damascenus” is added after 
St. Augustin in both. P.180. a clause is added 
which seems to have sugyested the sentence be- 
ginning, “ Thus we have discharged our pro- 
mise,” &c. But, on the other hand, in p. 8. the 
allusion to the “Orphics,” which is struck out in 
the Latin, is retained in the English; and in the 
latter there is no notice taken of “‘ Empedocles,” 
which is inserted in the margin of the Latin, 
In p.11. “Ratio naturalis” is personified, and 
governs the verb vidit, which is repeated several 
times. This is changed by the corrector into 
vidimus; but in the English passage, though 
varying much from the Latin, the personification 
is retained. In page 58, “ Dion Cassius” is cor- 
rected to “ Xiphilinus;” but the mistake is pre- 
served in the English version. JOHN JEBB. 

SHAKSPEARE’S EMPLOYMENT OF MONOSYLLABLES. 

I offer the following flim-flam to the ex- 
amination of your readers, all of whom are, I 
presume, more or less, readers of Shakspeare, and 
far better qualified than I am to “ anatomize” his 
writings, and “see what bred about his heart.” 

I start with the proposition that the language 
of passion is almost invariably broken and abrupt, 
and the deduction that I wish to draw from this 
proposition and the passages that Iam about to 
quote is, that—Shakspeare on more than one oc- 
casion advisedly used monosyllables, and mono- 
syllables only, when he wished to express violent and 
overwhelming mental emotion, ex. gratia: — 

Lear, “ Thou know’st the first time that we smell 
the air, 

We wawl, and ery : —I will preach to thee; mark me. 
[ Gloster, “ Alack! alack the day") 
Lear. ‘“« When we are born, we ery, that we are come 

To this great stage of fools.—This a good block?” 
— King Lear, Act LV. Se. 6. 

In this passage [I bracket Gloster] we find no 
fewer than forty-two monosyllables following each 
other consecutively. Again, 

“e but through his lips do throng 
Weak words, so thick come, in his poor heart’s aid, 

That no man could distinguish what he said.” 
Rape of Lucreece, Stanza 255. 

After I had kept this among other flim-flams 
for more than a year in my note-book, I submitted 
it in a letter to the examination of a friend; his 
answer was as follows: —“ Your canon is inge- 
nious, especially in the line taken from the sonnet. 
I doubt it however, much, and rather believe that 
sound is often sympathetically, and as it were 
unconsciously, adapted to sense. Moreover, mo- 
nosyllables are redundant in our tongue, as you 
will see in the scene you quote. In King John, 
Act III. Se. 3., where the King is pausing in his 
wish to incense Hubert to Arthur’s murder, he 
says : — 

‘ Good friend, thou hast no cause to say so yet: 
But thou shalt have: and creep time ne’er so slow, 
Yet it shall come, for me to do thee good. 
I had a thing to say, — But let it go:’ — 

forty monosyllables.” 
“ Credimus? an qui amant ipsi sibi somnia fingunt?” 

The very passage he quoted seemed, to my 
eyes, rather a corroboration of the theory, than an 
argument against it! I might, I think, have quoted 
the remainder of Lear’s speech ending with the 
words “Kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill,’ and with 
the exception of three words consisting entirely 
of monosyllables, and one or two other passages. 
But I have written enough to express my mean- 
ing. C. Forzgs. 

Temple. 

NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HAND-BOOK FOR 
LONDON. 

Wild House, Drury Lane. — Mr. Cunningham 
says, ‘‘ Why so called, I am not aware.” Wild is 
a corruption of Weld. It was the town mansion 
of the family of the Welds, of Lutworth Castle. 

Compton Street, Soho. — Built in the reign of 
Charles the First by Sir Francis Compton. New 
Compton Street, when first formed, was deno- 
minated Stiddolph Street, after Sir Richard 
Stiddolph, the owner of the land. It afterwards 
changed its name, from a demise of the whole 
adjoining marsh land, made by Charles the Second 
to Sir Francis Compton. All this, and the inter- 
mediate streets, formed part of the site of the 
Hospital of St. Giles. 

Tottenhum Court Road.— The old manor-house, 
sometimes called in ancient records “ Totham 
Hall,” was, in Henry the Third’s reign, the resi- 
dence of William de Tottenhall. Part of the old 
buildings were remaining in 1818. 
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Short’s Gardens, Drury Lane. — Dudley Short, 
Esq., had a mansion here, with fine garden 
attached, in the reign of Charles the Second. 

Parker Street, Drury Lane. — Phillip Parker, 
Esq., had a mansion on this site in 1623. 

Bainbridge and Buckridge Streets, St. Giles’s. 
— The two streets, now no more, but once cele- 
brated in the “annals of low life,” were built 
prior to 1672, and derived their names from their 
owners, eminent parishioners in the reign of 
Charles the Second. 

Dyot Street, St. Giles’s.— This street was in- 
habited, as late as 1803, by Philip Dyot, Esq., a 
descendant of the gentleman from whom it takes 
its name. In 1710 there was a certain “ Mendi- 
cant’s Convivial Club” held at the ‘ Welch’s 
Head” in this street. The origin of this club 
dated as far back as 1660, when its meetings were 
held at the Three Crowns in the Poultry. 

Denmark. Street, St. Giles’s. — Originally built 
in 1689. Zoffany, the celebrated painter, lived at 
No.9. in this street. The same house is also the 
scene of Bunbury’s caricature, “ The Sunday 
Evening Concert :” — 

“ July 27.1771. — Sir John Murray, late Secretary 
to the Pretender, was on Thursday night carried off by 
a party of strange men, from a house in Denmark 

Street, near St. Giles’s church, where he had lived some 
time.” — MS. Diary quoted in Collet’s Relics of Litera- 
ture, p. 306. 

Epwarp F. Rimpavtr. 

QUERIES. 

FOLK LORE. 

Metrical Charms. In the enumeration of the 
various branches of that interesting subject, the 
“Fork Lore or EnGLanp,” on which commu- 
nications are invited in the last number of “‘ Nores 
AND Querizs,” there is an omission which I beg 
to point out, as it refers to a subject which, I be- 
lieve, deserves especial investigation, and would 
amply repay any trouble or attention that might 
be bestowed upon it. I allude to Metrical 
Charms, many of which are still preserved, and 
in spite of the corruptions they have undergone 
in the course of centuries, would furnish curious 
and yaluable illustrations: of the Mythological. 
System on which they are founded, 

“ Spirits of the flood and spirits of the hills found a 
place in the mythology of Saxon England,” 

says an able reviewer of Mr. Kemble’s Saxons in 
England, in The Atheneum (13th Jan. 1849) ; and 
he continues, 

“The spells by which they were invoked, and the 
forms by which their aid was compelled, linger, how- 
ever, still amongst us, although their names and 
powers have passed into oblivion. In one of the 
Saxon spells which Mr. Kemble has inserted in the 

Appendix, we at once recognised a rhyme which we 
had heard an old woman in our childhood use, — and 
in which many Saxon words unintelligible to her were 
probably retained.” 

Who would not gladly recover this “old 
rhyme;”—TI can say for myself, that if these 
lines should ever meet the eye of the writer of 
the passage I have quoted, I trust he will be 
induced to communicate, in however fragmentary 
a shape, this curious addition to our present 
scanty stores of mythological information. 

While on the subject of Charms and Spells, 1 
would ask those who are more familiar than 
myself with the Manuscript treasures of the 
British Museum, and of our University Libraries, 
whether they have ever met with (except in 
MSS. of Chaucer) the remarkable “Night Spell” 
which the Father of English Poetry has preserved 
in the following passage of his Miller's Tale. 
I quote from Mr. Wright’s edition, printed for the 
Percy Society : — 

“¢ What Nicholas, what how man, loke adoun: 
Awake and think on Cristes passioun 
I crowche the from Elves and from Wightes.’ 
There with the night-spel seyde he anon rightes 
On the foure halves of the hous aboute 
And on the threissh-fold of the dore withoute. 

“Lord Jhesu Crist and seynte Benedight, 
Blesse this hous from every wikkede wight 
Fro nightes verray, the white Paternoster 
When wonestow now, seynte Petres soster.’” 

This charm has long occupied my attention, 
and as I hope shortly to submit to the Fellows of 
the Society of Antiquaries. am attempt to illus- 
trate some parts of it which are at present cer- 
tainly involved in very great obscurity, I shall be 
glad to be informed whether any other early 
version of it. is to be found in MS., and if so, 
where; and also whether any other version, cor- 
rupted or not, is still preserved, if not in use, at 
least in memory. I should also be especially glad 
of references to any other allusion to the “ white 
Paternoster” or “seynte Petres soster,” or for 
any information as to sources for ascertaining the 
history, whether authentic or legendary, of the 
personage supposed to be alluded to in the closing 
words of this remarkable spell. 

WirrraM J. Toms. 

ALLUSIONS IN THE HOMILIES. 

“A Good Wife,” &c., and “ God speed the 
Plough!” —I should hold myself deeply indebted 
to any of your correspondents who would inform 
me where the two following quotations are to be 
found. 

I have been anxiously looking for them for 
some years. I have taken some pains myself — 
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“JT have poached in Suidas for unlicensed Greek” 
— have applied to my various antiquarian friends 
(many of whose names I was delighted to recog- 
nise among the brilliant galaxy that enlightened 
your first number) but hitherto all in vain ; and 
{ am reduced to acknowledge the truth of the old 
proverb, “ A may ask more questions in an 
hour than a wise man can answer im seven 
years :” — 

I. “ For thus will most truly be verified the saying of 
the poet, ‘ A good wife, by obeying her husband, shall 
bear the rule, so that he shall have a delight and a 
gladness the sooner at all times to return home to her.’ 
But, on the contrary part, ‘when the wives be stub- 

born, froward, and malapert, their husbands are com- 
pelled thereby to abhor and flee from their own houses, 
even as they should have battle with their enemies.’”-— 
Homily on Matrimony, p. 450, ed. Oxford, 1840. 

Query — Who is the poet 2 
II. “ Let no good and discreet subjects, therefore, fol - 

low the flag or banner displayed to rebellions, and borne 
by rebels, though it have the image of the plough 
painted therein, with God speed the plough written 
under in great letters, knowing that none hinder the 
plough more than rebels, who will neither go to the 
plough themselves, nor suffer other that would go unto 

it.” —Fourth Part of the Homily against Wilful Re- 
bellion, p. 518. 

In what rebellion was such a banner carried ? 
These questions may appear very trifling; but 

each man has his hobby, and mine is, not to suffer 
a quotation to pass without verification. 

It is fortunate that I am not a despotic monarch, 
as I would certainly make it felony without benefit 
of clergy to quote a passage without giving a plain 
reference. LS. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Pope's Translations of Horace. — In a pamphlet 
against Pope, entitled, A True Character of Mr. 
Pope and his Writings, by the author of The 
Critical History of England, written in May, 1716, 
and printed in that year, Pope is reproached with 
having just published a “libellous,” “impudent,” 
and “execrable” Imitation of Horace. Twenty 
years later such a reproach would be very intelli- 
gible; but can any one favour me with a reference 
to any Imitation of Horace, published by Pope 
prior to 1716, of which any such complaint could 
be made ? C. 

Etymology of “ Havior.”—Can any of your 
readers inform me what is the etymology of the 
word Havior, by which all park-keepers denote 
an emasculated male deer, affording good venison 
between the buck and doe season ? 

Never having seen the word written or printed, 
I am guided, in attempting to spell it, by the usual 
pronunciation. BRAyYBROOKE, 

Audley End, Feb. 2. 

Arabie Numerals. — In the Archeological Jour- 
nal (vol. vi. p. 291.), it is stated that the earliest 
“example of the use of Arabie numerals in any 
work connected with building” is the date 1445, 
on the tower of Heathfield Church, Sussex, though 
“they were common in MSS. after 1320, and in 
astronomieal Tracts as early as 1290.” As it is 
probable that not a few instances of the employ- 
ment of the Arabic numeral characters of an ear- 
lier date than that at Heathfield are to be met 
with in different parts of the country, will you 
permit me to make use of your paper to inquire 
whether any such are known to any of your read- 
ers, and if they will be so obliging as to communi- 
cate their knowledge through the medium of your 
columns? As the subject is one of considerable 
interest, it would be desirable that any date be- 
longing to the fifteenth or the early part of the 
sixteenth century should be made known, and 
registered in your valuable publication. 

Permit me also to ask, in connection with this 
subject, for references to any works or treatises 
supplying information on the history of the Arabic 
numerals, their origin, and their mtroduction into 
Europe. I am already acquainted with Astie, On 
Writing, Wallis’s Algebra, Nouveau Traité de Diplo- 
matique, the Huetiana, Pegge’s Life of Grostéte, 
and the Philosophical Transactions; but I wish 
for additional, and, if possible, more recent in- 
formation. 

Does any one of your readers know what became 
of the MSS. formerly im the possession of the 
above-named Thomas Astle, formerly Keeper of 
the Tower Records? In Sir W. Burrell’s Sussex 
collections in the British Museum are copies of 
charters, “ex MSS. penes T. Astle,” with notices 
of curious seals appended, which I should be glad 
to be able to inspect. E. V. 

Stephen Eiton, or Eden's “ Acta Regis Edw. II.” 
— The interesting account of St. Thomas of Lan- 
caster, with the appended queries (No. 12. p.181.), 
reminds me of the work of Stephen Eiton or 
Eden, a canon-regular of Warter, in Yorkshire, 
entitled “ Acta Regis Edwardi ii®,” which is said 
still to remain in manuscript. Where is it de- 
posited ? T. J. 

Dog Latin. — Permit me also to ask, what is the 
origin of the expression “ Dog Latin” ? T. J. 

The Cuckoo— the Welch Ambassador.—In Mid- 
dleton’s A Trick to Catch the Old One, Act iv. 
sc. 5, Dampet says: — 

“ Why, thou rogue of universality, do I not know 
thee? Thy sound is like the cuckoo, the Welch Em- 
bassador.” 

And the editor of the continuation of Dodsley’s 
Collection remarks on the passage, 

““ Why the cuckoo is called the Welch Embassador, 
I know not.” 

it a i 
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Perhaps some of your readers can explain why 
the cuckoo is so called. G, 

A recent Novel. — Having lately met with an 
extremely rare little volume, the title of which 
runs thus: “La prise d'un Seigneur Ecossois et 
de ses gens qui pilloient les navires pescheurs de 
France, ensemble Ie razement de leur fort et le 
rétablissement d@’un autre pour le service du Roi 
».-.en la Nouvelle France ... par le sieur Male- 
part. Rouen, le Boullenger, 1630. 12°, 24 pp.” 
I was reminded of a modern novel, the principal 
scenes of which are laid in an island inhabited hy 
a British nobleman of high rank, who, having 
committed a political crime, had been reported 
dead, but was saved by singular circumstances, 
and led the life of a buccaneer. Can any of your 
numerous readers be good enough to.mention the 
title of the novel alluded to, which has escaped 
my memory ? ADOLPHUS. 

Authorship of a Couplet.— Can you help me to 
the authorship of the following lines ?— 
« Th’ unbappy have whole days, and those they choose ; 
The happy have but hours, and those they lose.” 

Paw: 

Seal of Killigrew, and Genealogy of the Killi- 
grew Family.—‘“ Buriensis” (No, 13. p. 204.) is 
informed that the arms on the seal at Sudbury are 
certainly those of a member of the old Cornish 
house of Killigrew. These arms, impaled by those 
of Lower, occur on a monument at Llandulph, 
near Saltash, to the memory of Sir Nicholas 
Lower, and Elizabeth his wife, who died in 1638. 
She was a daughter of Sir Henry Killegrewe, of 
London, and a near relative, I believe, of the 
Master of the Revels. 

While on this subject, I beg to put a query to 
your genealogical readers. The double-headed 
eagle, the bordure bezantée, and the demilion 
charged with bezants, are all evident derivations 
from the armorial bearings of Richard, titular 
king of the Romans, Earl of Cornwall, &e., second 
son of King John. The family of Killegrewe is 
of venerable antiquity in Cornwall. What I wish 
to ascertain is, the nature of the connection be- 
tween the family and that unfortunate “king.” 
Was it one of consanguinity, or merely one of 
feudal dependence ? Marx Antony Lower. 

** See, on the origin of the arms of Richard 
and their derivatives, my Curiosities of Heraldry, 
pp- 309. et seq. 

REPLIES. 

SELAGO AND SAMOLUS, 

In common with the misletoe and vervain the 
Druids held the Selago and Samolus as sacred 
plants, and never approached them but in the 
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most. devout and reverential manner. When they 
were gathered for religious purposes the greatest 
eare was taken lest they should fall to the earth, 
for it was an established principle of Druidism, 
that every thing that was sacred would be pro- 
faned if allowed to touch the ground; hence their 
solicitude to catch the anguinum : : 

When they bear 
Their wond’rous egg aloof in air: 
Thence before to earth it fall, 

The Druid in his hallow’d pall 
Receives the prize.” 

Pliny, in his Natural History (lib. xxiv. cap. 11.) 
gives a circumstantial account of the ceremonies 
used by the Druids in gathering the Selago and 
Samolus, and of the uses to which they were ap- 
plied: — 

“ Similis herb huie sabine est Selago appellata. 
Legitur sine ferro dextra manu per tunicam, qua 
sinistra exuitur velut a furante, candida veste vestito, 

pureque lotis nudis pedibus, sacro facto priusquam 
legatur, pane vinoque. Fertur in mappa nova. Hane 
eontra omnem perniciem habendain prodidere Druide 
Gallorum, et contra omnia oculorum vitia fumum ejus 
prodesse. 

* Tidem Samolum herbam nominavere nascentem 
in humidis: et hane sinistra manu legi a jejunis contra 
morbos suum boumque, nee respicere legentem: nec 

« 

| alibi quam in eanali, deponere, ibique conterere po- 
turis.” 

From the very slight manner in which these plants 
are described by Pliny, it is next to impossible to 
identify them with any degree of certainty, though 
many attempts for the purpose have been made. 
So far as I know, Pliny is the only ancient author 
who mentions them, and we have therefore nothing 
to guide us beyond what he has said in this 
passage. 

The word Selago is supposed to be derived 
from se and lego, i, e. guid certo ritu seligeretur. 
Linnzus appropriated the name to a pretty genus 
of Cape plants, but which can have nothing what- 
ever to do with the Selago of the Druids. It has 
been thought to be the same as the Serratula 
Chamepeuce of Linnzus, but without sufficient 
reason, for Pliny says it resembles the savine; and 
Matthiolus, in his Commentary on Dioscorides, 
when speaking of the savine (Juniperus Sabina), 
says : — 

“ Siquidem vidi pro Sabina assumi quandam heibam 
dodrantalem que quibusdam in montibus plurima 
nascitur, folio tamaricis, licet nee odore nee sapore 
Sabinam referat. Hance szpius existimavi esse Selagi- 
nem a Plinio lib. xxiv. c,11. commemoratam.” 

Samolus, or as some copies read Samosum, is 
said to be derived from two Celtic words, san, 
salutary, and mos, pig; denoting a property in 
the plant which answers to the description of 
Pliny, who says the Gauls considered the Samolus 
as a specific in all maladies of swine and cattle. 
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But there is not less difficulty in identifying this 
plant than in the former case. Some have thought 
it the same as the little marsh plant, with small 
white flowers, which Linnzus calls Samolus Va- 
lerandi, while others consider it to be the Ane- 
mone Pulsatilla. I am ignorant of the salutary 
properties of these plants, and must leave it to be 
decided which of them has the greatest claims to 
be considered the Samolus of Pliny. G. M. 

Is there any English translation of Hlian’s Va- 
rious History, or of the work ascribed to the same 
author on the Peculiarities of Animals ? 

East Winch, Jan. 1850. 

Selago and Samolus. —The Selago (mentioned 
by “Pweca,” No. 10. p. 157.), in Welsh Gras 
Duw (Gratia Dei), was held by the Druids as a 
charm against all misfortunes; they called it 
Dawn y Dovydd, the gift of the Lord. They also 
ascribed great virtues to the Samolus, which was 
called Gwlydd, mild or tender. All that can be 
known respecting the Selago and Samolus, may be 
seen in Borlase’s Antiquities of Cornwall. 

GomeER. 

JELFRIC’S COLLOQUY. 

In the Anglo-Saxon Gloss. to AElfric’s Latin 
dialogue, higdifatu is not, I conceive, an error of 
the scribe, but a variation of dialect, and, there- 
fore, standing in no need of correction into hydig- 
Satu (“ Norss anp Querigs,” No. 13.). Hig, hi, 
and hy, are perfectly identical, and nothing is more 
usual in A. S. than the omission of the final g 
after 7; consequently, hig—=hy, di=dig, therefore 
higdi=hydig. Mr. Singer’s reading of cassidilia 
for calidilia, I consider to be well-founded. 

His conjecture, that sprote= Goth. sprauto, has 
something very specious about it, and yet I must 
reject it. That useful and sagacious author, Dr. 
Kitchener, tells us, that there is only one thing to 
be done in a hurry (or sprauto) ; and even if he 
had not informed us what that one thing is, very 
few indeed would ever have imagined that it was 
Jish-catching. The word sprote was a puzzle to me, 
and I had often questioned myself as to its mean- 
ing, but never could get a satisfactory answer ; 
nor was it until some time after the publication of 
the 2nd edition of my Analecta that it occurred to 
me that it might signify a wicker or sallow basket 
(such as is still in use for the capture of eels), 
from Lat. sporta, whence the German sported. 
My conjecture, of salice for the salu of the text, 
was based on the possibility that the apparatus 
might somehow or other be made of the saliz. 

I beg leave to inform “Sexeucus,” that The 
Phenix, with an English version, and with the 
Latin original, is to be found in the Codex Exoni- 
ensis, edited by me, in 1842, for the Society of 

Antiquaries. The Latin, ascribed to Lactantius, 
is printed in the Variorum edition of Claudian, 
and, I believe, in the editions of Lactantius. 

Jan. 30. 1850. B. Tuorre. 

PORTRAITS OF LUTHER AND ERASMUS. 

Your correspondent, “ R. G.” (No. 13. p. 203.), 
is correct in supposing the wood-cut portrait of 
Luther to be that which is prefixed to the treatise 
“ De Captivitate Babylonica Ecclesiz,” where he 
is habited as a monk; but it was evidently only a 
copy from the very interesting copper-plate en- 
graving of his friend Lucas Cranach, bearing the 
date 1520, of which a very accurate copy was pre- 
fixed to the translation of ‘ Luther’s Way to 
Prayer,” published by Mr. Pickering in 1846. 
Juncker’s book is a very good repertory of the 
various representations of the great reformer, but 
the prints are generally but faithless copies. In 
1750 Kirchmayer printed an especial disquisition 
upon the portrait by Lucas Cranach of 1523, under 
the following title: — “ Disquisitio Historia de 
Martini Lutheri Oris et Vultus Habitu Hervieo 
ad vivum expresso in Imagine divine pencilli 
Luce Cranachj patris in ere hic incisa,” &c., Wit- 
tebergz Sax. 1750, 4to. The works in which the 
Germans have sought to do honour to their 
sreat protestant saint, are numerous enough to 
fill a small library, but two of them are so 
remarkable as to deserve notice, 1. ‘ Luther’s 
Merkwiirdige Lebensumstande bey seiner Me- 
dicinalischen Leibesconstitution, Krankheiten, 
geistlichen und leiblichen Anfechtungen und 
andern Zufallen, &c., von F. G. Keil,” Leipsig, 
1764. 2. “ Luther’s Merkwiirdige Reisegeschichte 
zu Erganzung seiner Lebensumstande, von Jo. Th. 
Lingke,” Leipsig, 1769, 4to. The earliest wood- 
cut representation of Erasmus with which I am 
acquainted is a medallion accompanying another 
of Ulric of Hutten, on the title-page of the fol- 
lowing work of the unfortunate but heroic cham- 
pion of the Reformation: —“ Ulrichi ab Hutten 
cum Erasmo Rotirodamo, Presbytero, Theologo, 
Expostulatie.” There is reason to believe that 
this Expostulation was printed only a short month 
before Hutten died; and, though it bears neither 
date nor name of printer, that it was printed by 
Johannes Schott, at Strasburg, in the month of 
July, 1523. It has another portrait of Hutten at 
the end, the whole strikingly spirited and cha- 
racteristic ; by some they have been attributed to 
Holbein, and if not by him, which is doubtful, 
they are at least worthy of him. 

One would gladly forget this strife between 
the great promoter of learning and the soldier- 
scholar. KErasmus’s conduct was unworthy of a 
great man, and can never be vindicated. §.W.S. 

en Tesh ms 
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REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Praise undeserved. — The correct quotation, re- 
ferred to in No. 14. p. 222., is 

« Praise undeserved is Satire in disguise.” 

It is by Mr. Br st, author of a copy of verses 
called the British Beauties. 
“hiatus,” which in this case is not “‘maxime de- 
flendus,” because I have now no time to search 
the Museum Catalogue. I apprehend that the 
author belonged to the “mob of gentlemen who 
wrote with ease,” as it is something like Savage’s 
“tenth transmitter” (which, by the bye, your cor- 
respondent, Mr. Gutch, should have said is said 
to be Pope’s) —his only good line. Here is my 
authority : 

EpickaM 

On a certain line of Mr. Br , author of a copy of 

verses called the “ British Beauties.” — From the “ Gar- 

LAND,” a collection of Poems, 1721. 

«“ When one good line did much my wonder raise 
In Br st’s works, I stood resolved to praise; 
And had, but that the modest author cries, 
Praise undeserv’d is sutire in disguise.” 

I would add, that I believe this Epigram to be 
Dr. Kenrick’s, Goldsmith’s old persecutor in later 
years. James H. FRIswE.u. 

French Maxim. —I1 beg to inform your corre- 
spondent “R. V.,” in reply to his query (No. 14. 
p- 215.), that the maxim quoted is the 218th of 
Rochefoucauld: “ L’hypocrisie est un hommage 
que le vice rend 4 la vertu.” J.H.F. 

Singular Motto.— The “singular motto” which 
oceasions “P. H. F.’s” wonder (No.14. p.214.), is, 
without doubt, a cypher, and only to be rendered 
by those who have a Key. Such are not unfrequent 
in German, Austrian, or Bohemian Heraldry. 

J.H.F. 

Discurs. Modest. — At p. 205. No. 13., your 
correspondent N. replies to A. T.’s query, that 
“there can be no reasonable doubt, that the 
original authority for Rem _ transubstantiationis 
i ne attigisse quidem is William Watson in 

is Quodlibet, ii. 4. p. 31.” 
By a note of mine, I find that this secular 

priest, W. Watson, lays the expression in question 
to the charge of the Jesuits as “an heretical and 
most dangerous assertion of theirs.” Admitting, 
therefore, the Discurs. Modest. to have been pub- 
lished after Watson's Decacordon, i.e. later than 
1602 (which can hardly be doubted), still the 
further question remains to be asked: “ In what 
writings of the Jesuits, prior to 1602, had W. 
Watson himself found these words, with which he 
charges them?” Should you think this further 
query of importance enough to find a place in 
your paper, perhaps some one of your readers 

might throw yet another ray of light upon this 
subject. J. 

Oxford. 

_Pallace (No. 13. p. 202.).— Mr. Halliwell, in 
his Dictionary of Archaic, §c. Words, explains this 

ia peaatini caliaroperte | word as used in Devonshire : — 

« Palace, a Storehouse.” — Devon. “ At Dartmouth, 
I am told there are some of these storehouses, called 
palaces, cut out of the rock, still retaining the name.” 
— MS. Devon. Gloss. C. W. G. 

Meaning of “ Pallace.” —The term “ Pallace” 
(No. 13. p. 202.) is applied in Totnes to denote a 
landing-place inclosed by walls, but not roofed in. 
Many of these “ pallaces” have been converted 
into coal-cellars. Perhaps pales may have been 
used originally to form these inclosures in lieu of 
walls; and hence the word “pallace” would 
mean a place paled in. I find repeated mention 
made of ‘“pallaces” in a schedule attached to a 
deed of the Corporation of Totnes, bearing date 
September 18th, 1719, a copy of which is now 
before me, and from it the following extracts are 
taken : — 

“One linney and two pallaces or yards.” 
“* All those houses, rooms, cellars and pallaces.” 
“ All that great cellar lately rebuilt, and the plott of 

ground or pallace thereto belonging lately converted 
into a cellar.” 

“ All that little cellar and palluce lately rebuilt, and 
the kay or landing-place thereto belonging, and 
‘near adjoyning unto and upon the river Dart.” 

“ And the little pallace or landing-place.” 

Apropos of landing-places, it may interest some 
of your readers to learn that the very stone upon 
which Brutus, the nephew of Mneas, landed at 
Totnes, still remains! It is inserted in the foot- 
way nearly opposite the Mayoralty-house in the 
Fore Street. “From Totnes, the neighbouring 
shore was heretofore called Totonese: and the 
British History tells us, that Brutus, the founder 
of the British nation, arrived here; and Havillanus 
[John de Alvilla or Hauteville, according to Mr. 
Wright] as a poet, following the same authority, 
writes thus : — 

“Inde dato cursu, Brutus comitatus Achate 
Gallorum spoliis cumulatis navibus zequor 
Exarat, et superis auraque faventibus usus, 
Littora felices intrat Totonesia portus.” 

“ From hence great Brute with his Achates stcer’d, 
Full fraught with Gallic spoils their ships appear’d; 
The Winds and Gods were all at their command, 
And happy Totnes shew'd them grateful land.” 

Gibson’s Camden. 
Totnes is made mention of in the ZLais de 

Marie : — 
“Tl tient sun chemin tut avant. 
A la mer vient, si est passer, 
En Toteneis est arriver.” — Lui d’Eliduc. 

J. Micner Barry, M.D. 
Totnes, Devon, Jan, 30. 1850, 
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Litany Version of the Psalms.— The doubts 
produced by Beloe’s self-contradicting statements 
on the subject of the Bishops’ Bible, whieh are 
referred to by “ X. X.” (No. 13. p. 203.), may 
thus be settled. The first edition of this Bible, 
printed in 1568, contains a new translation of the 
Psalms by Becon. In the second folio edition, 
1572, are inserted, in opposite columns, “ the 
translation according to the Ebrewe,” which 
differs but little from the former, in Roman letter, 
and “the translation used in common prayer,” or 
that of the Great Bible, printed by Whitchurch, 
1553, in black letter. 

The clarum et venerabile nomen associated 
with the Bishops’ Bible, a very magnificent and | 
perfect copy of which is now open before me, 
suggests the inquiry whether there is any copy 
known of Archbishop Parker’s rare volume on 
the English Church, 1572, which is not noticed by 
Martin in the list of eighteen which he had dis- 
eovered. He does not mention that in the 
Chetham Library. T. Jones. 

(5 Tempora mutantur, Sc. —In reply to your cor- 
respondent, ‘“E. V.,” No. 14. p. 215., I beg to 
state, that the germ of “'Tempora mutantur, et 
nos mutamur in illis,” is to be found in the Delitie 
Poetarum Germanorum, vol. i. p. 685., under the 
Poems of Matthias Borbonius. He considers 
them as a saying of Lotharius I. (flor. cir. 830.) :— 

“ Omnia mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis; 
Illa vices quasdam res habet, illa suas.” 

I sent this communication, some years ago, to 
Sharpe's Magazine, where it will be found, vol. v. 
p- 208. Yeoh “EG , L.S. 

Pandoxare. — Your correspondent, “H. B.” 
(No. 13. p. 202.), has lighted upon a curious 
specimen of domestic hieroglyphics, the notice of 
which recalls to mind the quaint marginal symbols 
scattered over the Inventories of the Exchequer 
Treasury, at a much earlier period. They are 
not devoid of information or interest. The word 
of which he requests explanation is, indeed, of too 
base Latinity to be found in the Facciolati, or 
even in the Auctarium; but in our old Latin dic- 
tionaries, sources of abundant information on ob- 
solete expressions, the word is readily to be found. 
Old Gouldman, for instance, whose columns are 
replete with uncommon and local English terms, 
gives, “ Pandoxor, to brew,” citing Alciatus as 
authority, and “ Pando, a swill-bowl,” apparently 
a word used by Statius. It is obviously a bar- 
barous derivative of the same Greek words as 
Pandocium or Pandoxarium (rdév and doxeiov), the 
hostelry open to all comers. If, however, a more 
recondite authority for the explanation of the 
word, as formerly used in England, be desired, I 
would refer your querist to the pages of the 
Promptorium Parvulorum, where may be found — 
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“ Bruwyn ale or other drynke, Pandoxor. Brow- 
star, or brewere, Pandoxator, Pandoxatriz,” the 
medieval Bass or Guinness having been, most 
frequently, a female. And, having cited the pri- 
mitive lexicographer of Norfolk, I would seize the 
occasion to offer a note, in response to the nume- 
rous queries regarding the too tardy advance of 
the work in question, and to assure your readers, 
who may be mterested in the publications of the 
Camden Society, that a further instalment. of the 
Premptorium is in forwardness, so that I hope to 
complete a considerable portion, in readiness for 
issue, early in the current year. Apert War. 

Saint Thomas of Lancaster. — Not having Brady 
at hand, I cannot tell what authorities he cites ; 

| but, as Mr. Milnes (No. 12. p. 181.) does not men- 
tion Rymer, he perhaps may not know that he will 
find in that collection some documentary evidence 
on the subject of this saint, if saint he was; for 
instance — 

“ Super rumore Thomam nuper Comitem Laneastrie 
miraeulis corruscari.”—Rym, Feed iii. p.1033. a.p.1323. 
* Quod,” adds the king, “ moleste gerimus.” 

But Edward III. was of quite another mind, 
and urged his canonization on the Holy See. Wit- 
ness Rymer : — 
“Ad Papam ; pro canonisatione Thome nuper Comitis 

Lancastrie,” — Feed. iv. p. 2. a. p. 1326. 

And again — 
“ Pro custodi” (Weryngton mentioned by Mr. 

Milnes), ‘“ Capelle ad montem ubi nuper comes Lan- 
castrie decollatus fuit.” — Ib. p. 291. 

It seems that the bodies of some of Thomas’s 
accomplices were also supposed to have worked 
miracles; for we find an ordinance — 

“ Contra Fingentes miracula fieri per inimicos Regis.” 
— Rym, Feed. iv. p. 20. a. p. 1323. 

Andrews says (Hist. i. 342.) that Richard II. 
renewed the application for Thomas's canoniza- 
tion; but he does not give his authority, and I 
have not time to look further through Rymer. 

p- 184. Jhon-John.—I wonder Mr. Williams 
does not see that the h is not “introduced” for any 
purpose ; it is an integral part of the original name 
Johannes, which was contracted into Johan, and in 
French into Jehan. 

p- 185. Slang Phrases.— “A Rowland for an 
Oliver” is no slang phrase of the eighteenth cen- 
tury; it is a proverbial expression as old as the 
days of the romances of Roland and Olivier. The 
other two were phrases put into the mouths of 
two characters (Dr. Ollapod, in Colman’s Poor 
Gentleman, and Young Rapid, in Morton’s Cure 
Jor the Heart-ache), which grew into vogue only 
from the success of the actors Faweett and Lewis, 
and had no meaning or allusion beyond what the 
words obviously meant. C. 
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Fall of Rain in England. — “ Roypox” (No. 11. 
p- 73.) will find the average quantity of rain fallen 
at Greenwich, for twenty-five years, 1815 to 1839, 
in a very useful and clever pamphlet, price Is., by 
J. H. Belville, of the Royal Observatory, published 
by Taylor, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, called, 
Manual of the Mercurial and Aneroid Barometers. 

Henry WILKINSON. 

Judas Bell. — (No. 13. p. 195). In the 
“Flyting of Dunbar and Kennedie,” a singular 
Scotch Poem, composed in the former half of the 
16th century, and printed in Ramsay’s Evergreen, 
the following passage occurs (Hverg. vol. i. 
p- 74.) :— 

“ A Benefice quha wald give sic a Beist, 
But gif it were to jingle Judas bells 2 

Tak thee a Fiddle or a Flute to jest, 
Undocht thou art, ordaind for naithing ells.” 

The Judas bells may probably have been used 
in the Easter-eve ceremonies, in connexion with 
which we find Judas candles mentioned. See 
Brand’s Popular Antig. by Sir H. Ellis, vol. i. 
p- 29. Cc. W.G. 

Boduc or Boduoe on British Coins. — The real 
name of the heroic queen of the Iceni is very 
uncertain. Walther (Tacitus, xiv. Ann. c. 31.), 
adopts Boudicea. It is probable enough that the 
syllables Boduo may have formed a part of it, as 
pronounced by the Britons. We are reminded of 
Boduognatus, leader of the Nervii, mentioned by 
Cesar. But to come nearer home, the name 
Boduogenus is found upon a bronze vessel dis- 
covered in the Isle of Ely, described by Mr. 
Goddard Johnson, Archeologia, xxviil. p. 436. fe 

Co We G. 

Lord Bacon's Metrical Version of the Psalms.— 
Lord Bacon’s translation of seven psalms, the 
Ist, 12th, 90th, 104th, 126th, 127th and 149th, 
with a Dedication to George Herbert, is found at 
the end of the 2nd yol. of his works. (Lond. 1826.) 
They were printed at London, 1625, in quarto. 

C.W.G. 

[To this we may add, on the information of X. X., 
that some account of these Psalms, with specimens, 
may be seen in Holland’s Psalmists of Britain, 1824.] 

A “ Gib” Cat. —What is the etymology of the 
term ‘Gibbe,” as applied to the male cat? I 
may observe that the g is pronounced ard in this 
locality, and not jibbe, as most dictionaries have it. 

Burnley, Lancashire. TTsw. 

{Nares has shown, very satisfactorily, that Gib, the 
contraction of Gilbert, was the name formerly applied to 
acat,as Tom isnow. He states that Tibert (the name 
given to the Cat in the old Reynard the Fox) was the 
old French for Gilbert; and at all events, be that as it 
may, Chaucer, in his Romance of the Rose, verse 6204., 
translates “ Thibert le Cas” by “ Gibbe our Cat.”] 
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Lay of the Phenix. Sereucvs” is informed that 
the Anglo-Saxon Lay of the Pheenix is contained 
in the Codex E-xoniensis, edited by Mr. B. Thorpe. 
The Latin poem, in hexameters and pentameters, 
attributed to Lactantius, is given at the foot of the 
page. It will be found at the end of the works of 
Lactantius, in the small edition by Fritzsche. 
(Lipsiz, 1842). Fritzsche mentions two separate 
editions of the poem; 1. by Martini, Luneburei, 
1825; 2. by Leyser, Quedlinburgi, 1839. 

CHWAG: 

Lay of the Phenix. —“Sxrtevucus” (No. 13. 
p- 203.) asks, “Is there any published edition of 
the hexameter poem by Lactantius, which is said 
to have suggested the idea of the Anglo-Saxon 
Lay of the Phenix 2?” This poem is not in hexa- 
meter, but in elegiac verse; and though, on ac- 
count of its brevity, we could not expect that it 
would have been separately published, it is to be 
found very commonly at the end of the works of 
Lactantius ; for example, in three editions before 
me, Basil. 1524, Lugd. 1548, Basil. 1563. That 
this poem, however, belongs to the Christian 
Cicero, at any period of his life, is more than 
doubtful, even by the admission of Romanists, 
who readily avail themselves of other compo- 
sitions of similar authority. It has been some- 
times ascribed to Venantius Fortunatus, and is by 
Sirmondus attributed to Theodulphus, Bishop of 
Orleans. (Opp. ii. 840. cf. iv. 519. Venet. 1728.) 

R. G. 

Ordination Pledges. — Your correspondent, 
“Crericus” (No. 10. p. 156.), will find by far the 
most elaborate and judicious examination of the 
import, design, and obligation of the various oaths 
and subscriptions required of the elergy, in the 
successive numbers of The Christian Observer for 
1849. EK. V. 

Feast of St. Michael and All-Angels. — The 
difficulty started by * K. M. P.” (No. 13. p. 203.), 
with regard to the double second lessons for the 
Feast of St. Michael and All-Angels, is easily re- 
solved by comparing the Table of Proper Lessons 
before and after the last review of the Prayer 
Book in 1662; from which it will be seen, that 
the proper second lessons were then appointed for 
the first time, while the old second lessons for 
Sept. 29. were retained, either from inadvertence, 
or to avoid the necessity of disarranging all the 
subsequent part of the calendar. The present 
first lessons, Gen. xxxii., and Dan. x. v. 5., at the 
same time took the place of the inappropriate 
chapters, Hecles. xxxix. and xliv., which had been 
appointed for this day in Queen Elizabeth’s Prayer 
Book, 1559. E. V. 

Beaver Hat.— Mr. T. Hudson Turner (No. 7. 
p- 100.) asks, ‘‘ What is the earliest known in- 
stance of the use of a beaver hat in England?” 
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Fairholt (Costume in England) says, the earliest 
notice of it is in the reign of Elizabeth, and gives 
the following quotation from Stubbes’s Anatomy 
of Abuses, 1580 : — 

« And as the fashions be rare and strange, so is the 
stuff whereof their hats be made divers also; for some 

are of silk, some of velvet, some of taffetie, some of 
sarcenet, some of wool, and, which is more curious, 
some of a certvin kind of fine haire; these they call 
bever Auttes, of xx, xxx, or xl shillings price, fetched 
from beyond the seas, from whence a great sort of 
other varieties doe come besides,” GaASTROs. 

Meaning of “ Pisan.” —Mr. Turner (No.7. p. 
100.) asks the meaning of the term pisan, used in 
old records for some part of defensive armour. 

Meyrick (Ancient Armour, vol. i. p. 155, 2d 
ed.) gives a curious and interesting inventory of 
the arms and armour of Louis le Hutin, King of 

France, taken in the year 1316, in which we find, 
“Item 3 ccloretes Pizanes de jazeran d'acier.” 
He describes pizane (otherwise written pizaine, 
pusen, pesen) as a collar made, or much in fashion, 
at Pisa. The jazeran armour was formed of over- 
lapping plates. In the metrical romance of Kyng 
Alisaunder, edited by Weber, occur the lines — 

« And Indiens, and Emaniens, 
With swordes, lances, and pesens.” 

Weber explains the pesens here as gorgets, ar- 
mour for the neck. 

In more recent MSS. pisan may be a con- 
traction for partisan, a halberd. 

I cannot agree with your correspondent “ A. F.” 
(p. 90.), that the nine of diamonds was called 
“the curse (cross) of Scotland” from its resem- 
blance to the cross of St. Andrew, which has the 
form of the Roman X; whereas the pips on the 
nine of diamonds are arranged in the form of the 
letter H. ‘ Mend the instance.” 
Erratum. P.181. col. 2. line3., for obscurities, 

read obscenities. 
Cambridge, Jan. 31. 1850. GastTRos. 

Pokership — God tempers the Wind.—I am 
disposed to think that Parkership will turn out to 
be the right explanation, because almost every 
forest or chase contained a fenced park, in which 
the deer were confined; and the charge of the 
woods and park might be consigned to the same 
person ; and the error in spelling the word was 
probably copied from one genealogist to another. 

Nevertheless, Mr.Corney’s conjecture may be 
right, as Forby (Vocabulary, vol. ii. p. 258.) men- 
tions Poke-Day as the day on which the allowance 
of corn is made to the labourers, who, in some 
places, receive a part of their wages in that form. 
Now the Pokerer might be the officer who dis- 
tributed the grain on these occasions. 

I open my note to add, that Mr. Gutch (No. 14. 
p- 211.) will find, in Sterne’s Sentimental Journey 

—“ God tempers the wind,” said Maria, ‘to the 
shorn lamb.” 

The words which I have underlined are printed 
in Italics in my edition of the work (London, 
12mo. 1790), which may indicate that they are 
quoted from some other author. BRAYBROOKE. 

Audley End, Feb. 2. 

Walewich or Watewich.—I have made the re- 
ference suggested by “ W. B. M.” 

Canute was residing at Walewich, and the 
Abbot of Ely was consecrated there by the Arch- 
bishop of Canterbury. This “‘ Walewich” can be 
no obscure place, and we need not look for it in 
Cambridgeshire. 
Iam inclined to think that the word ought to 

have been written Warewich, 7. e. Warwick. 
Soham Mere (Mare de Soham) once covered 

13693 acres. — Lyson’s Cambridge, 254. 
Portum Pusillum, if not Littleport, was a place 

upon the Cam or the Ouse, within sight of Ely 
Minster. 

Does your correspondent suppose that North- 
muth was among the fens? If so, he may consult 
Inquisitio Eliensis, or Dugdale’s Map of the Bed- 
ford Level, which is in the Museum. J.F.M. 

Dec. 22. 

Madoc's Emigration to America. — “ ANGto- 
CamBrian” (No. 4. p. 57.), in contradiction to 
the occurrence of Madoc’s emigration, has ad- 
duced what he supposes to be a gross anachronism 
in the words “ Madoc was directed by the best 
compass, and this in 1170!” Now, unfortunately 
for this opinion, the passage on which it is founded 
will not allow of his interpretation. The original 
words are in Sir Thomas Herbert's Travels, and, 
in his expressive language, they are as follows :—- 
“ By Providence, the best compass, and benefit of 
the pole-star, he returned safely to his own 
country.” Most certainly this cannot imply that 
Madoc was acquainted with the mariner’s com- 
pass. 

“J. M. T." also seems to give great weight to 
the fact of a “ Welsh-Indian vocabulary ” having 
been formed, containing no trace of any Celtic 
root. This seems conclusive, yet it is not so; for 
I have some words, extracted from a vocabulary 
of the Mandan (Indian) language made by Mr. 
Catlin, during his sojourn among them, all of 
which, with very slight allowance for corruption, 
are clearly Welsh. Mr. Catlin believes the 
Mandans to have been descended from the fol- 
lowers of Prince Madoc, from the strong evidence 
which he considers his stay among them afforded 
him, and detailed in his work on the Indians. I 
regret to add, that the Mandans have been ex- 
terminated by the small-pox and the weapons of 
their enemies. Ihave long taken a deep, because 
a national, interest in this question, and have en- 
deavoured to examine in the spirit of that noble 
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precept, which ought to be bound up with the 
existence of every Cymro, “ The truth against the 
world.” Consequently, I have found that much 
of what is put forth as evidence on this ques- 
tion is, as Mr. Corney has very justly intimated, 
gue inadmissible; in short, unworthy of belief. 

till, the inquiry has afforded me sufficient reasons 
for viewing the question of Prince Madoc’s emi- 
gration as a fact, and for supporting it as such as 
far as my humble testimony will allow. Gomer. 

a 
Caerphili Castle.—W ith reference to “ Pweca’s 

query (No. 10. p. 157.), it may be noted that Full 
is the Welsh word for “ haste,” and, if the derivatur 
must allude to the original structure having been 
hastily erected. GomER. 

Origin of word Bug. —I should feel obliged by 
your informing me whether the word Bug is not 
of Celtic origin, signifying a “ Ghost or Goblin?” 
Vide Shakspeare’s Taming of the Shrew, Act I. 
Scene IL. : — 

“ Tush, tush, fright boys with bugs.” 

And whether, in Mathews’ Bible, a. p. 1537, the 
5th verse of the 9lst Psalm is not thus ren- 
dered : — 

“Thou shalt not need to be afraid of any bugs by 
night”? 

literally, in the Hebrew, “' Terror of the oe 

[Bwg in Welsh means a ghost or goblin. It is pro- 
bably the same with the Icelandic Puhi, an evil spirit. 
But on this etymology our correspondent ean consult 
an article by Sir F. Palgrave, on the “* Popular My- 
thology of the Middle Ages,” in the Quarterly Review, 
yol. xxii.; a paper, by Mr. Thoms, on the “ Folk Lore 
of Shakspeare,” No. 6.; ‘“ Puck’s several Names,” in 
The Atheneum, Oct.9.1847; and lastly, Mr. Keightley’s 
most interesting work, The Fairy Mythology, vol. ii. 
p. 118., of which we are happy to hear that a new and 
enlarged edition may shortly be expected. | 

MISCELLANIES, 

Execution of Duke of Monmouth. — Among the 
memorials of the “rash but unfortunate Duke of 
Monmouth,” which have recently attracted much 
attention, and for which the public are principally 
indebted to certain inquiries originated in the 
“ Nores AnD Querizs,” [ have not observed any 
notice taken of an anecdote respecting him, which 
is current among our neighbours on the Conti- 
nent; namely, that he gave six guineas to the 
executioner, the Jonn Ketcu of that day, to 
perform his work well! — 

“Le Due de Monmout donna six guinées au 
Bourreau de Londres, pour lui bien couper la téte; 
mais le misérable ne méritoit par ces guinées, puis- 
qu'il la lui coupa trés mal.” 

This anecdote is introduced, in the form of a 
note, into the folio Dictionary of Pierre Richelet, 
a most valuable work, and full of history, ancient 
and modern. Can any of your correspondents 
produce the authority for this anecdote? Richelet 
himself does not give any, but merely relates the 
story, apparently with a view of illustrating the 
term “guinea,” as applied to the gold coin of 
Charles the Second. Vid. voc. “ Guinée.” J.I. 

By Hook or by Crook.—I send you a note, which 
I made some years ago, 

This expression is much more ancient than the 
time of Charles I., to which it is generally referred. 
It occurs in Skelton, Colin Clout, line 31. a fine :— 

“ Nor wyll suffer this boke 
By hooke ne by crooke 
Prynted for to be.” 

In Spenser, f. 2. v. ii. 27.:— 
“ Thereafter all that mucky pelfe he tooke, 
The spoile of peoples evil gotten good, 
The which her sire had serap’t by hooke and crooke, 
And burning all to ashes pour’d it down the brooke.” 

In Holland’s Suetonius, p. 169. : — 
“ Likewise to get, to pill and poll by hooke and 

crooke so much, as that ——” 

In a letter of Sir Richard Morysin to the Privy 
Council, in Lodge’s Illustrations, §c., i. 154.: — 

« Ferrante Gonzaga, d’Arras, and Don Diego, are in 
a leage, utterlie bent to myslyke, and to charge by hook 
or by crooke, anything don, or to be don, by the thre 
fyrst.” L. S. 

Cupid Crying. — The beautiful epigram upon 
this subject, which appeared in No. 11. p.172., 
was kindly quoted, “for its extreme elegance,” 
by the Atheneum of the 26th January, which pro- 
duced the following communication to that journal 
of Saturday last : — 

“ Will the correspondent of the ‘ Norges anp 
Queries,’ whose pretty epigram appears copied 
into your Atheneum of Saturday last, accept the 
following as a stop-gap pending the discovery of 
the Latin original ? 

“Ein lacrymosus Amor! Fidum quia perdidit 
arcum 

Vapulat! Exultans Czlia tela tenet. 
Ast illam potuitne Puer donare sagittis ? 

Subrisit : — Matrem credidit esse suam. 
“ Auoppwra. 5.” 

Miry-land Town. — As an addition to the note 
of “ J.R.F.” (p. 167. No. 11.) on Miry-land Town, 
and by way of corroboration of his reading, I may 
just mention that the towns and villages in the 
Weald of Kent are familiarly spoken of as places 
“down in the mud,” by the inhabitants of other 
parts of the county. Those who are acquainted 
with the Weald will agree that this designation is 
not undeserved. Henry Kerstey. 
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NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC, 

The Surtees Society, for the publication of 
inedited MSS. illustrative of the intellectual, 
moral, religious, and social condition of those 
parts of the United Kingdom which constitute the 
ancient kingdom of Northumberland, has been 
remodelled. The subscription for the year is one 
guinea, and the works in immediate preparation 
are, 1. “‘ The Injunctions and other Ecclesiastical 
Proceedings of Richard Barnes, Bishop of Dur- 
ham (1577-87) ;” and, 2. “The Anglo-Saxon 
Hymnarium.” 
We have great pleasure in directing attention 

to the Exhibition of Works of Ancient and Me- 
dieval Art which is to be opened in the Adelphi 
next month. 

This is a great opportunity for forming an 
Exhibition of a novel and most interesting kind, 
one which is ealeulated both to interest and amuse 
the archeologist and the public, and to instruct the 
artizan and the manufacturer. We sincerely hope 
possessors of articles suitable for exhibition, will 
not fail to take advantage of it. They should 
immediately enter into communication with the | 
Honorary Secretary to the Exhibition at the 
rooms of the Society of Arts, or they will be too 
late. 

The Gentleman's Magazine realizes all our anti- 
cipations. “The Reviews are of a very superior 
order. Justice is done to as well as wpon the 
authors who have come under notice, and the 
original articles are of high value; those upon the 
Dea Sequana and the History of Words are espe- 
cially worthy of notice. Mr. Waller’s papers upon 
Christian Iconography promise t9 be of the highest 
value. A new career of usefulness and honour 
has been opened up to Sylvanus Urban, who seems 
determined to merit the addition lately made to 
his title, and to become what is really a desi- 
deratum in English Literature—a good “ Historical 
Review.” 

Messrs. Sotheby and Co. will sell on Thursday 
and Friday next a very choice Selection of Mag- 
nificent Books and Pictorial Works from the 
Library of an eminent Collector, including large 
paper copies of the Antiquarian Works of 
Visconti, Montfaucon, &c.; the first four editions 
of Shakspeare, and other works of similar high 
character. 
We have received the following Catalogues : — 

“Catalogue of most splendid and truly valuable 
Ancient Manuscripts upon Vellum and Paper, par- 
ticularly rich in History and Topography, Heraldry 
and County Visitations, Pedigrees and Family His- 
tory, Ancient Charters, Royal Grants and other Do- 
cuments of peculiar interest to the Antiquary and 
Historian, on sale by Thomas Thorpe, 13. Henrietta | 
Street, Covent Garden; and 

i 

English Books, selling for Cash at very reduced 
Prices, at 16. Castle tacct, Leicester Square; com- 
prising Antiquities, History, Heraldry, Numismatics, 
Classics, Ethnology, Languages, &c. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

ALANI Opera. Edit. C. pz Niscu. Antwerp, 1654. 
CiicuTor®us, ELucrpaTortuM Ecciesiasticum. Paris, 1556. 
Corner, PromPruariom Devorionis. Vienna, 1672. 

Odd Volumes. 
a, HERBERT'S TYPOGRAPHICAL ANTIQUITIES. By Dippin. 

Jol. I 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of “‘ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

R. J. S. will find in No.12. p.188., an answer to 
his query in reply to a prevtous query in No. 8. p. 125. 

F. D. (Bravrorn) is informed, that the Towneley 
Mysteries have been printed by the Surtees Society, and 
the Coventry and Chester Mysteries by the Shakspeare 
Society. We huve no doubt the Collection of Early 
Mysteries, printed at Basle, may be procured from any 
of the foreign booksellers. 

W. calls our attention to an error in 
Field of Forty Foot-steps is a distinct 
Porter, published in the same collection 

p- 217. The 
work by Miss 
as “ Coming 

| Out,” but not the second title of that work. 

J.K.R.W. Muny thanks, although there has not 
been an opportunity of using the communications. 

G. W. will find the phrase “ to dine with Duke Hum- 
phrey” very fully illustrated in Nares. 

We are compelled, by want of space, to omit our usual 

acknowledgment of COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED, 

We are again compelled to omit many Notes, Queries, 
and Answers to Queries which are in type, as well as 
Answers to Correspondents. 

Uniform with “*‘ HALLAM’S LITERATURE OF EUROPE.” 

Now ready, 3 vols. 8vo. 42s. 

HISTORY of SPANISH LITERATURE. 
With Criticism on particular Works, and Biographical 

Notices of Prominent Writers. By GrorGe Ticknor, Esq. 

Joun Murray, Albemarle Street. 

NEW WORK BY LORD LINDSAY. 

This day is published, 3 vols. &vo. 42s. 

] IVES OF THE LINDSAYS; or, a Memoir 
of the HOUSES OF CRAWFORD AND BALCARRES. 

By Lorp Linpsay. 

Also, by the same Author, 3 vols. 8vo. 31s. 6d. 

SKETCHES of the HISTORY of CHRIS- 
| TIAN ART. 

“ Bernard Quartch’s Catalogue of Foreign and | Joun Murray, Albemarle Street. 
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On the 15th February will be published, No. IL., for 1850, of 

JOHN MILLER’S CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, OLD AND NEW, 
‘On sale at 43. Chandos Street, Trafalgar Square, to be had gratis, and sent (if required) postage free 

to any Book-buyer. The prices are for ready money only. 

Tt will contain, amongst other subjects, a large collection of Books on Heratpry, GENEALOGY, and FamiLy History, a few Books 

on ANGLING, some early ENGLISH Dicrionarigs, Books of Poetry, History, TopoGraPay, and ENGRAVINGS, with various works 
in other interesting departments of miscellaneous literature. 

A CHRONICLE OF THE KYNGES OF 
ENGELONDE, from ye Normane Conqueste to the reygne of our 
Soveragne Ladie Elizabethe, wythe a summarie accounte of 
eache reygne, by G.C.L. A MANUSCRIPT of the last cen- 
tury, in 4to., calf, very neat, 37 full-length portraits, water- 
colour drawings, curiously emblazoned in gold and colours, with 
the Arms and Insignia of each Monarch, and numerous other de- 
vices, ornaments, and borders, from the library of Sir Gore 
Ousely, with a portrait apparently of the executor. 31. 3s. 

ANNALS OF THE CALEDONIANS, 
PICTS, AND SCOTS, and of Strathclyde, Cumberland, Gallo- 
way, and Murray, by J. Ritson, Esq. 2 vols. cr. 8vo. Half- 
bound morocco, extra marble edges, 8s. 6d. 1828. 

BETHAM’S (W.) BARONETAGE OF ENG- 
LAND, or the History of the English Baronets, and such 
Baronets of Scotland as are of English Families. 5 vols. 4to. 
Half-calf, neat, with Genealogical Tables, and Engravings of 
Armorial Bearings, ld. 10s. 1801—1808. 

BUCKINGHAM’S ORIENTAL HERALD 
AND COLONIAL REVIEW, comprising a Mass of Valuable 
Writings on the Colonies and their Government. Complete in 
23 vols. 8vo. Half-calf, very neat, 1/. 10s. 1824— 1829. 

BUCKINGHAM’S (J.S.) TRAVELS 
AMONG THE ARAB TRIBES in Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, 
Assyria, Media, and Persia. 3 vols. 4to., not uniform in binding. 
Maps, Portrait, and upwards of 80 Illustrations, 12. 17s. 1825—1829. 

BYRON’S (LORD) LETTERS AND 
JOURNALS, with Notices of his Life, by THomas Moore. 
3 vols. 8vo., illustrated with 44 Engravings by the Findens, from 
Designs by Turner, Stanfield, &c., elegantly half-bound morocco, 
marbled edges, in the best style, by Hayday, 1/. 8s. 1833. 

DALLAWAY’S INQUIRY INTO THE 
ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF HERALDRY IN ENGLAND. 
Royal d4to., coloured plates, calf, very neat, 16s. Gloucester, 1793. 

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, from its 
Commencement in 1802 to the Year 1824, forming a valuable 
Series of the Journal. 40 vols. in 20. 8vo., neatly half-bound in 
russia, only 2/. 12s. 6d. 1802—1824. 

FRERON L’ANNE LITTERAIRE, from 
1754 to 1777, wanting a few intermediate Volumes. 166 vols. 
r2mo., calf, neat, 2/. 2s. 1754—1777. 

GALLERY OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN 
PORTRAITS, with Memoirs by various distinguished Writers. 
7 vols. ‘imp. 8vo., cloth, uncut, top edges gilt. 168 fine Por- 
traits. An early copy. 32. 13s. 6d. 

GIUSTINIAN (BERNARD) HISTORIE 
CHRONOLOGICHE DEL L’ORIGINE DEGL’ ORDINI 
MILITARI E DI TUTTE LE RELIGIONI CARVALLE- 
RESCHE INFINO AD HORA INSTITUILTE NEL MON- 
DO. 2 vols. royal 4to. Illustrated with 30 fine full-lengch 
Engravings of the Costumes, éc. of the various Orders of Knight- 
hood iu the World, with numerous other Illustrations, 1/. 1s. 6d. 

Venezen, 1692 

ew 

JOURNAL OF THE LONDON GEOGRA- 
PHICAL SOCIETY, from its Commencement. 12 vols. 8vo. 
half-calf, gilt, Maps, &c. 3/.3s. 

LINGARD’S (JOHN, D.D.) HISTORY OF 
ENGLAND, from the First Invasion of the Romans. 13 vols. 
fcap. 8vo. Vignette title-pages. 1/. 18s. 1837, &c. 

LADIES’ MONTHLY MUSEUM; OR PO- 
LITE REPOSITORY OF AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUC- 
TION: from its Commencement. 19 vols. |12mo. half-bound, un- 
cut ; profusely illustrated with Portraits of celebrated Females, and 
an extensive variety of coloured Costumes. 1/. 5s. 1799—1807, 

THE LITERARY GAZETTE, a Journar 
oF Bettes Lerrres, Fine Arts, and ScCieNTIFIC INFORMATION, 
from its Commencement in 1817 to the Year 1844, inclusive. 
28 vols. 4to. half-calf, neat, and uniform. 3/. 18s, 1817—1844, 

_A-clean, handsomely bound copy of this valuable repertory of 
literary, scientific, and fine art information during the last 
quarter of a century. 

PALEY, (W.) D.D., THE ENTIRE WORKS 
or. With a BroGRAPHICAL SKETCH of the AUTHOR, By the Rev. 
D.S. WayLanp. 5 vols. 8vo. Half-calf, extra marble edges ; 
fine Portrait. New and neat. Only 1. 2s. 1837. 

PORTRAITS OF THE PRINCES AND 
PEOPLE OF INDIA. By the Hon. Miss Eben. Drawn on 
Stone by L. Dickenson. Folio. Half-bound; morocco. 24 fine 
Engravings. lJ. 5s. 

PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARI- 
VARI, from the Commencement to June, 1849. 16 vols. Com- 
plete in 8 thick 4to. vols., half-bound calf, gilt, many thousand 
Engravings, only 4Z. 4s. 

SHAKESPEARE ALBUM; a Series of One 
Hundred and Seventy Mlustrations from the Plates to Boydell’s 
Edition of Shakespeare, as published to the Edition edited by 
Valpy. Feap. 8vo., cloth, gilt, 12s.6d.; or elegantly bound in 
morocco, gilt edges, richly tooled back and sides, I6s. 1834. 
— But a very small number of copies were printed for sale in this 
form. 

SHIRLEY, JAMES, THE DRAMATIC 
WORKS AND POEMS OF, now first collected, with Notes by 
Girrorv, and an Account of his Life by the Rev. ALex. Dyce. 
6 vols. 8vo., half-bound morocco, marble edges, fine Portraits, 
1d, 16s. 1833. 

TRIALS :—An extensive Collection of State 
Trials, in 5 vols. folio, calf, very neat, 1/. 8s. 1739, &c. 

TYPOGRAPHIA, OR THE PRINTER'S 
INSTRUCTOR, including an Account of the Origin of Printing, 
by J. JouNson. 2 very thick vols. 24mo., upwards ef 1500 pages 
of Letter-press, profusely illustrated and ornamented with borders, 
woodcuts, &c., the most perfect ‘I'ypographical work published, 
ouly 3s. 6d.—J. M. is enabled to offer this work ata price that 
must place it in the hands of every printer’s apprentice, as well as 
che lover of books. 

Joun Mutter, 43. Chandos Street, Trafalgar Square. 
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Cxhibition of Works of Aurient and 
RedMieual Art. 

COMMITTSE. 

PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN, 

H.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT, K.G., F.R.S., F.S.A. 

VICE-PRESIDENTS. 

Tue EArt oF ENNISKILLEN. 
Ricur Hon, Sipney HerBert, M.P. 

Six Joun P. Bortxau, Bart., F.R.S. 

Henry Tuomas Hope, Esq., M.P. 

The Duke of Northumberland, ; Augustus W. Franks, Esq. 
F.R.S , F.S.A. B.A., Hon. Sec. 

The Marquis of Northampton, | Peter le Neve Foster, Esq., 
F.R.S., F.S.A. M A. 

Edward Hailstone, Esq., F.S.A. 
M. Rohde Hawkins, Esq. 
Rey. Joseph Hunter, F.S.A. 
H. Bowyer Lane, Esq. 
Hollingsworth Magniac, Esq. 
Octavius S. Morgan, Esq., M.P., 
F.S.A. 

Frederic Ouvry, Esq., F.S.A. 
James Robinson Plancheé, Esq., 

F.S.A. 
Samuel Redgrave, Esq. 
Henry Shaw, Esq., F.S.A. 

The Earl of Jersey. 
The Ear! of Ellesmere, F.S.A. 
The Bishop of Oxford, F.R.S. 

V.P.S.a. 
Lord Albert Denison, M.P., 

K.C.H., F.S.A. - 
Hon. Robert Curzon, Jun. 
Hon. James Talbot, M.R.I.A. 
Sir Philip de Malpas Grey- 

Egerton, Bart., M.P., F.R.S. 
The Very Rev. the Dean of 

Westminster, F.R.S. 
J.Y.Akerman, tsq, Sec.S.A. | Edward Smirke, Esq., F.S.A. 
Beriah Bottield, Esq., F.R.S., | C. Roach Smith, Esq., F.S A. 

F.S.A. Capiain W. H. Smyth, R.N., 
John Bruce, Esq., Trea. S.A. F.R.S., Dir. S.A. 
Henry Cole, Esq. William J. Thoins, Esq., F.S.A. 
J. Payne Collier, Esq., V.P.S.A. | William ‘Tite, Esq., S 
William R. Drake, Esq., F.S.A. F.S.A. 
Henry Farrer, Esq. Johu Webb, Esq. 

Tue above Commirree has been formed for the purpose of or- 
ganising an EXHIBIVION OF WORKS OF ANCIENT AND 
MEDIZVAL ART. The Sociery or Arrs having considered 
that such an Exhibition is not only likely to be interesting to the 
public, but also to be especially useful to Manufacturers (with 
reference to the Exhibition of Works of Industry of all Nations 
to be held in the year 1851), have placed a portion of their Rooms 
at the disposal of the Committee, and have agreed to adopt the 
Exhibition as part of that annually made by the Society, thereby 
taking all the expenses connected with it upon themselves. ‘Ihe 
Committee, regarding the Exhibition in the twofold character 
contemplated by the Society of Arts, have resolved that the 
objects of aucient and medieval art of whicli the Exhibition is to 
be composed, shall, as far as possible, be selected with reference 
to their beauty and tie practical illustration which they are likely 
to afford of processes of manufacture ; and now beg to invite the 
possessors of Works deemed suitable for such an exhibition to 
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RECENT POPULAR WORKS. 
a 

I 

4tH Evir,. LAYA RD’S NARRATIVE. 
Plates. 2vols. 8vo. 36s. 

Il, 

38rp Epitr. CURZON’S MONASTERIES 
ofthe LEVANT. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 15s. 

Ill. 

38xp Epir. SIR FOWELL BUXTON’S 
MEMOIRS. Post 8vo. 8s. 6d. 

IV. 

2nv Epit. SIR C. LYELL’S 2np VISIT to 
the U. STATES. 2 vols. post 8vo. 18s. 

v. 

2np Epit. ARCHDEADON WILBER- 
FORCE on BAPTISM. 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

vi. 

2np Epir. Dr. FORBES’ PHYSICIAN’S 
HOLIDAY. Plates. Post 8vo, Next week. 

VII. 

3rp Evit. IRVING'S LIFE of COLUMBUS. 
Maps. 3 vols. 8vo. 3ls. 6d. 

Vl. 

2nv Epir. SOMERVILLE’S PHYSICAL 
GEOGRAPHY. 2 vols. feap. 8vo. 12s. 

Ix 

4ru Evir. RUXTON'S ADVENTURES in 
MEXICO. Post 8vo. 6s, 

x 

3rp Enir. IRVING'S LIFE OF GOLD- 
SMITH. Post 8vo. 6s. 

XI, 

2np Epir. PAGET’S HUNGARY. 2 vols. 
8vo. 24s. 

XII. 

4ta Evir. MELVILLE’S MARQUESAS. 
2 vols. Post 8vo. 12s. 

xXIII. 

assist the Committee in their very important office, by eatering | Post 8vo. 6s. 
into communication with them, respecting the nature of any 
objects which they may be willing to offer for exhibition. 

It is requested that all Works proposed for exhibition be punc- 
tually sent to the Rooms of the Soctery oF ARTs, John Street, 
Adelphi, on or before the 20th of February, it being imperative 
that the Exhibition should open early in March. 

Letters and Communications should be addressed to AUGUsTUS 
W. Franks, Esq., Honorary Secretary of the Committee, So- 
ciety of Arts, John Street, Adelphi. 

By order of the Committee, 

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, 
Hon. Sgc. 

3rp Epir. CROKER’S BOSWELL’S JOHN- 
SON. Portraits. 1 vol. 8vo. 18s. 

XIv. 

2nv Evir. GLEIG’S LIFE OF MUNRO. 

xv. 

2nv Evitr. THE PRAYER BOOK ILLUS- 
TRATED. Medium 8vo. 2ls. Antique binding. 

xvi. 

2nv Epir. MANTEL ON THE INVISIBLE 
WORLD. Plates. 16mo. 6s. 

XVII. 

3rp Epit. THE ARABIAN NIGHTS, IL- 
LUSTRATED. 3vols. Post 8vo. 18s. 

Joun Murray: Albermarle Street. 

Printed by Tuomas CLArk SHaw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by Georcr BE t, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, February 9. 1830. 
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DANIEL DE FOE AND HIS GHOST STORIES. 

I feel obliged by your intelligent correspondent 
“PD. S.,” having ascertained that De Foe was the 
author of the Tour through Great Britain. Per- 
haps he may also be enabled to throw some light 
on a subject of much curiosity connected with De 
Foe, that appears to me well worth the inquiry. 

Mrs. Bray, in her General Preface prefixed to 
the first volume of the reprint, in series, of her 
Novels and Romances, when giving an account of 
the circumstances on which she founded her very 
pepe and interesting romance of Trelawny of 

relawne, says — 
“In Gilbert’s History of Cornwall, I saw 1 brief but 

striking account, written by a Doctor Ruddell, a 
clergyman of Launceston, respecting a ghost which (in 

the year 1665) he had seen and laid to rest, that in the 
first instance had haunted. a poor Jad, the son. of a Mr. 
Bligh, in his way to school, in a place ealled the 
“Higher Broom Field.’ This grave relation showed, 

I thought, the credulity of the times in which the 
author of it lived; and so J] determined to have doctor, 
boy, and ghost in my story. But whereas, in the 
worthy divine’s account of the transaction, the ghost 
appears to come on earth for no purpose whatever 

(unless it be to frighten the poor boy), I resolved to 
give the spirit something to do in such post-mortem 
visitations, and that the object of them should be of 
import to the tale. Accordingly, I made boy, doctor, 
and the woman (who is said after her death to have 
appeared to the lad) into characters, invented a story 
for them, and gave them adventures.” 

Mrs, Bray adds — 
“ Soon after the publication of Trelawny, my. much 

esteemed friend, the Rev. F. V. f Arundell*, informed 

me, that, whilst engaged in his antiquarian researches 
in Cornwall, he found among some old and original 
papers the manuscript account, in Dr. Ruddell’s own 
hand-writing, of his encounter with the ghost in ques- 

tion. This helent Gilbert, who inserted it in his His- 
tory of Cornwall; and there I first saw it, as stated 
above. A few months ago, I purchased some of the 
reprinted volumes of the Works of Danielde Foe. Among 
these was the Life of Mr. Duncan Cumpbell, a fortune- 
teller. To my great surprise, I found inserted in the 
Appendix (after verses to Mr. Duncan Campbell), 
without either name of the author, reference, or intro- 

duction, under the heading, ‘A remarkable Passage 
of an Apparition, 1665,’ no other than Dr. Ruddell’s 
account of meeting the ghost which had haunted the 
boy, so much the same as that J had read in Gilbert, 
that it scarcely seemed to differ from it in a word. 
The name of Mr. Bligh, the father of the boy, was, 
however, omitted; and Dr. Ruddell could only be 
known as the author of the account by the lad’s father 
calling the narrator Mr. Ruddell, in their discourse 
about the youth. he account is so strangely mserted 
in the Appendix to the volume, without comment or 
reference, that, had I not previously known the circum- 
stances above named by Mr. Arundell, I should have 

fancied it a fiction of De Foe himself, like the story 

* Of Landulph, Cornwall, the author of Discoveries 
in Asia Minor, and the well-known Visit to the Seven 
Churches of Asia. Mr. Arundell is now dead, 
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of the ghost of Mrs. Veal, prefixed to Drelincourt on 
Death. 

“ Aware that Mr. Arundell had no idea that Rud- 
dell’s ghost story was to be found in any work previous 

to Gilbert’s, I lost no time in communicating to that 

gentleman what I could not but deem a very curious 

discovery. He assured me there could be no mistake 

as to the genuineness of the ghost document he had 

found, as he had compared the manuscript with Rud- 

dell's hand-writing in other papers, and saw it was one 

and the same. Soon after, Mr, Arundell favoured me 

with some further information on the subject, which I 
here give, as it adds still more to the interest of the 

story : —‘ Looking into Gilbert's History of Cornwall, 

in the parish of South Petherwin, there is said to be 

in the old mansion of Botathan five portraits of the 

Bligh family ; one of them is the likeness of the boy, 

whose intimacy with the ghost of Dorothy Durant has 

been spoken of in his first volume, where she is erro- 

neously called Dingley. If this be a fact, it is very 

interesting ; for it is strange that both Mr. Ruddell, 

the narrator (whose manuscript I lent to Gilbert), and 

De Foe, should have called her Dingley. I have no 

doubt it was a fictitious name, for I never heard of it 

in Launceston or the neighbourhood ; whereas Durant 

is the name of an ancient Cornish family: and I re- 

member a tall, respectable man of that name in Laun- 

eeston, who died at avery advanced age ; very probably 

a connexion of the Ghost Lady. He must have been 

born about 1730. Durant was probably too respect- 

able a name to be published, and hence the fictitious 

one. Mr. Arundell likewise says, ‘In Launceston 

Chureh is a monument to Charles Bligh and Judith 
his wife, who died, one in 1716, and the other in 1717. | 

He is said to have been sixty years old, and was pro- 

bably the brother of Samuel, the hero of Dorothy 

Dingley. Sarah, the wife of the Rev. John Ruddell, 

has a monument also in Launceston Church. She 

died in 1667. Mr. Ruddell was Vicar of Aternon in 

1684. He was the minister of Launceston in 1665, 

when he saw the ghost who haunted the boy.’” 

Such is Mrs. Bray’s account of these very 

curious circumstances. The ghost story imserted 

in Gilbert, as mentioned above, is altogether so 
much in the style of De Foe, that a doubt remains 

whether, after all, he may not have been the 

author of it. Can “D.S.,” or any of your read- 

ers, throw further light on the subject? D.S. Y. 

PET-NAMES. 

“ Mary” is informed that “Polly” is one of those 

“hypocorisms,” or pet-names, in which our lan- 
guage abounds. Most are mere abbreviations, as 
Will, Nat, Pat, Bell, &c., taken usually from the 
beginning, sometimes from the end of the name. 

The ending y or ie is often added, as a more 

endearing form: as Annie, Willy, Amy, Charlie, 
&e. Many have letter-changes, most of which 
imitate the pronunciation of infants. JZ is lisped 

for r. A central consonant is doubled. O be- 

tween m and J is more easily sounded than a. An 

infant forms p with its lips sooner than m; papa 
before mamma. The order of change is: Mary, 
Maly, Mally, Molly, Polly. Let me illustrate 
this ; 7 for 7 appears in Sally, Dolly, Hal; P for 
m in Patty, Peggy : vowel-change in Harry, Jim, 
Mes, Kitty, &c.; and in several of these the 
doubled consonant. To pursue the subject: re- 
duplication is used ; as in Nannie, Nell, Dandie; 
and (by substitution) in Bob. Ded would be of 
ill omen: therefore we have, for Edward, Ned or 
Ted, and ¢ being coheir to d; for Rick, Dick, 
perhaps on account of the final d in Richard. 
Letters are dropped for softness: as Fanny for 
Franny, Bab for Barb, Wat for Walt. Maud is 
Norman for Mald, from Mathild, as Bauduin for 
Baldwin. Argidius becomes Giles, our nursery 
friend Gill, who accompanied Jack in his dis- 
astrous expedition “up the hill.” Elizabeth gives 
birth to Elspeth, Eliza (Eloisa?), Lisa, Lizzie, 
Bet, Betty, Betsy, Bessie, Bess; Alexander 
(w=cs) to Allick and Sandie. What are we to 
say of Jack for John? It seems to be from 
Jacques, which is the French for our James? 
How came the confusion? I do not remember to 
have met with the name James in early English 
history; and it seems to have reached us from 
Scotland. Perhaps, as Jean and Jacques were 
among the commonest French names, John came 
into use as a baptismal name, and Jacques or 
Jack entered by its side as a familiar term. But 
this is a mere guess; and I solicit further infor- 
mation. John answers to the German Johann or 
Jehann, the Sclavonie Ivan, the Italian Giovanni 
(all these languages using a strengthening con- 
sonant to begin the second syllable): the French 
Jean, the Spanish Juan, James to the German 
Jacob, the Italian Giacomo, the French Jacques, 
the Spanish Jago. It is observable that of these, 
James and Giacomo alone have the m. Is James 
derived from Giacomo? How came the name 
into Scotland ? 

Of German pet-names some are formed by 
abbreviation ; some also add s, as Fritz for Frieds 
from Friedrich, Hans for Hann from Johann. 
(To this answers our s or c in the forms Betsy, 
Nancy, Elsie, &c.) Some take chen (our hin, as 
mannikin) as Franschen, Hannchen. ‘Thus Cat- 
skin in the nursery ballad which appears in Mr. 
Halluvell's Collection, is a corruption of Katchen, 
Kitty. Most of our softened words are due to 
the smooth-tongued Normans. The harsh Saxon 
Schrobbesbyrigschire, or Shropshire, was by them 
softened into le Comté de Salop, and both names 
are still used. Bens. H. Kennepy. 

Shrewsbury, Feb. 2. 1850. 

LACED/EMONIAN BLACK BROTH. 

If your readers are not already as much dis- 
gusted with Spartan Black Broth as Dionysius was 
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with the first mouthful, I beg leave to submit a 
few supplementary words to the copious indications 
of your correspondents “ R. O.” and “ W.” 

Selden says : — 
“Tt was an excellent question of Lady Cotton, when 

Sir Robert Cotton was magnifying of a shoe, which 
was Moses’s or Noah’s, and wondering at the strange 
shape and fashion of it: * But, Mr. Cotton,’ says she, 
‘are you sure it is a shoe?’” 

Now, from the following passage in Manso’s 
Sparta, it would seem that a similar question 
might be put on the present occasion: Are you 
sure that it was broth? Speaking of the pheiditia, 
Manso says : — 

« Each person at table had as much barley-bread as 
he could eat; swine’s-flesh, or some other meat, to eat 
with it, with which the famous black-sauce * (whose 
composition, without any loss to culinary art, is evi- 
dently a mystery for us) was given round, and to close 
the meal, olives, figs, and cheese.” 

In a note he continues : — 
« Some imagined that the receipt for its composition 

was to be found in Plutarch (De Tuenda Sanitate, 
t. vi. p. 487.), but apparently it was only imagination. 
That Cwyds signified not broth, as it has been usually 
translated, but sauce, is apparent from the connection 
in which Athenzus used the word. ‘To judge from 
Hesychius, it appears to have borne the name of Baga 
among the Spartans. How little it pleased the Sicilian 
Dionysius is well known from Plutarch (Inst. Lacon. 
t. vy. 880.) and from others.” 

Sir Walter Trevelyan’s question is soon an- 
swered, for I presume the celebrity of Spartan 
Black Broth is chiefly owing to the anecdote of 
Dionysius related by Plutarch, in his very popular 
and amusing Laconic Apophthegms, which Stobzeus 
and Cicero evidently followed ; this, and what is to 
be gathered from Atheneus and Julius Pollux, 
with a few words in Hesychius and the Etymolo- 
gicon Magnum, is the whole amount of our in- 
formation. Writers since the revival of letters 
have mostly copied each other, from Ceelius Rho- 
diginus down to Gesner, who derives his conjecture 
from Turnebus, whose notion is derived from 
Julius Pollux,—and so we move in a circle. We 
sadly want a Greek Apicius, and then we might 
resolve the knotty question. I fear we must give 
up the notion of cuttle-fish stewed in their own 
ink, though some former travellers have not spoken 
so favourably of this Greek dish. Apicius, De 
Arte Coquinaria, among his fish-sauces has three 
Alexandrian receipts, one of which will give some 
notion of the incongruous materials admissible in 
the Greek kitchen of later times : — 

“JUS ALEXANDRINUM IN PISCE ASSO.” 
« Piper, cepam siccam, ligusticum, cuminum, origa- 

hum, apii semen, pruna damascena enucleata ; passum, 

liquamen, defrutuin, oleum, et coques.” 

* Manso's word is T'unke. 

This questio vexata it seems had not escaped the 
notice of German antiquaries. In Boettiger’s Kleine 
Schriften, vol. iii., Sillig has printed for the first 
time a Dissertation in answer to a question which 
might have graced your pages: “* Wherewith did 
the Ancients spoon” [their food]? which opens 
thus : — 

“ Though about the composition and preparation of 
Spartan Black Sauce we may have only so many 
doubts, yet still it remains certain that it was a jus — 
boiled flesh prepared with pig’s blood, salt, and vinegar, 
a brodo ; and, when it was to a certain degree thickened 
by boiling, though not like a Polenta or other dough- 
like mass (maza off), eaten with the fingers. Here, 
then, arises a gastronomic question, of importance in 
archzology ; what table furniture or implements did 
the Spartans make use of to carry this sauce to’ their 
mouths? A spoon, or some substitute for a spoon, 
must have been at hand in order to be able to enjoy 
this Schwarzsauer.” 

It is certain at least that spoons and forks were 
unknown to the Spartans, and some have conjec- 
tured that a shell, and even an egg-shell, may 
have served the purpose. Those who are desirous 
of knowing more about the Table-Supellectile of 
the ancients, may consult Casaubon’s Notes on 
Atheneus, iv. 13. p. 241.; “ Barufaldo de Armis 
convivialibus,” in Sallengre’s Thesaurus, iil. 741. ; 
or Boettiger’s Dissertation above referred to. How 
little ground the passage in Plutarch, De Sanitate 
Tuenda, afforded for the composition, will appear 
from the passage, which I subjoin, having found 
some difficulty in referring to it : 

Of Adkwves dos kal uAas ddvTes TH mayelpy, TH AoTa 
KeAevovow ev Te iepeipontew. 

This only expresses the simplicity of Spartan cook- 
ery in general. 

To revert to the original question propounded, 
however, I think we must come to the conclusion 
that coffee formed no part of the peras Sa ea a 

A HINT TO INTENDING EDITORS. 

Allow me to suggest, as an addition to the 
sphere of usefulness of the “ Norges anp QuERIzs,” 
that persons preparing new editions of old writers 
should give an early intimation of the work on 
which they are engaged to the public, through 
your paper. Very many miscellaneous readers 
are in the habit of making notes in the margins of 
their books, without any intention of using them 
themselves for publication, and would be glad to 
give the benefit of them to any body to whom 
they would be welcome; but as matters are now 
arranged, one has no opportunity of hearing of an 
intended new edition until it is advertised as being 
in the press, when it is probably too late to send 
notes or suggestions ; and one is also deterred 
from communicating with the editor from doubts 
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whether he will not think it an intrusion: doubts 
which any editor who did wish for communications 
might dispel by making such an announcement as 
I have suggested. R.R. 

Lincoln’s Inn. 

NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HAND-BOOK OF 
LONDON. 

St. Giles's Pound. — The exact site of this 
Pound, which occupied a space of thirty feet, was 
the broad space where St. Giles’s High Street, | 
Tottenham Court Road, and Oxford Street meet. | 
The vicinity of this spot was proverbial for its 
profligacy ; thus, in an old song : — 

** At Newgate steps Jack Chance was found, 
And bred up near St, Giles’s Pound.” 

Dudley Court, St. Giles’s. — This spot was once 
the residence of Alice Duchess of Dudley, in the 
reign of Charles the Second; and afterwards of 
the celebrated Lord Wharton. The mansion and 
gardens were of considerable extent. 

St. Giles’s Hospital. — The celebrated Dr. 
Andrew Boorde rented for many years the 
Master’s house. He is mentioned as its oceupant 
in the deed of transfer between Lord Lisle to Sir 
Wymonde Carewe, dated in the last year of 
Henry the Fighth’s reign. 

Gray's Inn Lane. — Anciently called Portpoole. 
See the commission granted to the Master of the 
Hospital of St. Giles’s, &e. to levy tolls upon all 
eattle, merchandize, &c., dated 1346, in Rymer’s 
Federa. 

Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn. — Lord Her- 
bert of Cherbury was one of the first inhabitants 
of this street, residing at the south side, near the 
east corner of Wild (or more properly Weld) 
Street, where he died in 1648. The house is still 
standing, and is one of fifteen built in the third 
year of James the First. Powlet and Conway 
houses, also still standing, are among the said 
number. The celebrated Dr. Mead (d. 1754) 
resided in this street 

Turnstile Lane, Holborn. — Richard Pendrell, 
the preserver of Charles the Second, resided here 
in 1668. It is supposed that Pendrell, after the 
Restoration, followed the king to town, and settled 
in the parish of St. Giles, as being near the court. 
Certain it is that one of Pendrell’s name occurs in 
1702 as overseer, which leads to the conclusion 
that Richard’s descendants continued in the same 
locality for many years, A great-granddaughter 
of this Richard was living in 1818 in the neigh- 
bourhood of Covent Garden. Richard Pendrell 
died in 1674, and had a monument erected to his 
memory on the south-east side of the old church 
of St.Giles. The raising of the churchyard, sub- 
sequently, had so far buried the monument as to 
render it necessary to form anew one to preserve 

the memory of this celebrated man. The black 
marble slab of the old tomb at present forms the 
base of the new one. Epwagp F. Rimpautr. 

Mrs. Cornelly’s is stated, in vol. ii. p. 753., to 
be “the corner of Sutton Street,” Soho Square, 
* now D’ Almaine’s.” Mrs. Cornelly’s was at the 
eorner of Sutton Street, but has long been pulled 
down: the Catholic chapel ix Sutton Street was 
Mrs. Cornelly’s concert, ball, and masquerade- 
room; and the arched entrance below the chapel, 
and now a wheelwright’s, was the entrance for 
“chairs.” D’Almaine’s is two doors north of 
Sutton Street, and was built by Earl (?) Tilney, 
the builder of Wanstead House? ‘The House in 
Soho Square has a very fine banqueting-room, the 
ceiling said to have been painted by Angelica 
Kauffmann. ‘Tilney was fond of giving magnifi- 
cent dinners, and here was always to be found 
“the flesh of beeves, with Turkie and other small 
Larks!” 

Cock Lane. —The house in Cock Lane famous 
for its “*Ghost” is still standing, and the back 
room, where “scratching Fanny” lay surrounded 
by princes and peers, is converted into a gas metre 
manufactory. Naso. 

— 

FOLK LORE. 

Easter Eggs. — The custom of presenting eggs 
at Easter is too well known to need description ; 
but perhaps few are aware that, like many other 
customs of the early Church, it had its origin in 
paganism. 

Sir R. K. Porter (Travels, vol.i. p. 816.) men- 
tions that, at a period of the year corresponding 
to Easter, “the Feast of Nooroose, or of the 
waters,” is held, and seems to have had its origin 
prior to Mahometanism. It lasts for six days, and 
is supposed to be kept in commemoration of the 
Creation and the Deluge —events constantly 
synchronised and confounded in pagan cosmogo- 
nies. At this feast eggs are presented to friends, 
in obvious allusion to the Mundane egg, for which 
Ormuzd and Ahriman were to contend till the 
consummation of all things. 
When the many identities which existed be- 

tween Druidism and Magianism are considered, 
we can hardly doubt that this Persian ecommemo- 
ration of the Creation originated our Easter-eges. 

G. J. 

Buns.—- It has been suggested by Bryant, 
though, I believe, not noticed by any writer on 
popular customs, that the Good Friday cakes, 
called Buns, may have originated in the eakes 
used in idolatrous worship, and impressed with 
the figure of an ox, whence they were called Bouy. 
The cow or bull was likewise, as Coleridge (Lit. 
Rem, vol. ii. p. 252.) has justly remarked, the 
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symbol of the Cosmos, the prolific or generative 
powers of nature. G. J. 

Gloucestershire Custom.—It is a custom in. 
Gloucestershire, and may be so in other counties, 
to place loose straw before the door of any man 
who beats his wife. Is this a general custom ? — 
and if so, what is its origin and meaning ? B. 

Curious Custom.— The custom spoken of by 
“Pweca” (No. 11. p. 173.) was also commonly 
practised in one or two places in Lancashire some 
ten or twelve years back, but is now, I believe, 
obsolete. The horse was played in a similar way, 
but the performer was then called “ Old Balls.” 
It is no doubt a vestige of the old “ hobby-horse,” 
—as the Norwich “ Snap,” who kept his place in 
the procession of the mayor of that good city till 
the days of municipal reform, was the last repre- 
sentative of his companion the dragon. J.T. 

[Nathan also informs us “ that it is very common in 
the West Riding of Yorkshire, where a ram’s head often 
takes the place of the horse's skull. Has it not an ob- 
vious connection with the “ hobby-horse” of the middle 
ages, and such mock pageants as the one described in 
Scott’s Abbot, vol. i. chap. 14; the whole being a rem- 
nant of the Saturnalia of the ancients ?””] 

QUERIES. 

WHITE HART INN, SCOLE. 
In Songs and other Poems, by Alex. Brome, 

Gent. Lond. 12mo. 1661, there is (at p. 123.) 
a ballad upon a sign-post set up by one Mr. Pecke 
at Skoale in Norfolk. It appears from this ballad 
that the sign in question had figures of Bacchus, 
Diana, Justice, and Prudence, “a fellow that’s 
small, with a quadrant discerning the wind,” 
Temperance, Fortitude, Time, Charon and Cer- 
berus. This sign is noticed in the Journal of 
Mr. E. Browne (Sir Thomas Browne’s Works, ed. 
Wilkin, i. 53). Under date of 4th March, 1663- 
64, he says: —“ About three mile further I eame to 
Scoale, where is very handsome inne, and the | 
noblest sighne post in England, about and upon 
which are carved a great many stories, as of 
Charon and Cerberus, of Actzon and Diana, and 
many other; the sighne it self is the white harte, 
which hangs downe carved in a stately wreath.” 
Blomefield, in his History of Norfolk (8vo edit. 
i. 130.), speaking of Osmundestone or Scole, has 
the following passage : — 

* Here are two very good inns for the entertainment 
of travellers; the White Hart is much noted in these 
parts, being called, by way of distinction, Scole Inn; 
the house is a large brick building, adorned with 
imagery and carved work in several places, as big as 
the life. It was built in 1655, by John Pech, Esq., 
whose arms, impaling his wife’s, are over the porch 
door, ‘The sign is very large, beautified all over with a 

great number of images of large stature carved in 
wood, and was the work of one Fairchild; the arms 
about it are those of the chief towns and gentlemen in 
the county, viz. Norwich, Yarmouth, Duke of Norfolk, 
Earl of Yarmouth, Bacon of Garboldisham, Hobart, 

Cornwaleis, impaling Bukton, Teye, Thurston, Custle- 
ton, and many others; Peck’s arms are arg. on a 

chevron ingrailed, gul. three croslets pattee of the field; 
his wife’s are arg., a fess between two crescents in 
chief, a lion rampant in base gul., which coat I think is 
borne by the name of Jetheston. Here was lately a 
very round large bed, big enough to hold fifteen or 
twenty couple, in imitation (I suppose) of the remark- 
able great bed at Ware. The house was in all things 
accommodated, at first, for large business; but the 
road not supporting it, it is in much decay at present ; 
though there is a good bowling-green and a pretty 
large garden, with land sufficient for passengers’ horses. 
The business of these two inns is much supported by 
the annual cock-matches that are here fought.” 

In Cruttwell’s Tour through the whole Island of 
Great Britain (Lond. 12mo. 1801), vol. v. 208., is 
the following : — 

“ Osmondeston, or Schole. The inn here was once 
remarkable for a pompous sign, with ridiculous orna- 

ments, and is said to have cost a thousand pounds; 

long since decayed.” ’ 

I shall be glad to be referred to any other 
notices of this sign, and am desirous of knowing if 
any drawing or engraving of if be extant. 

Cambridge, 21st Jan. 1850. C. H. Coorer. 

PASSAGES FROM POPE. 

In addition to the query of “P.C.S. 8.” (No. 
13. p.201.), in which I take great interest, I would 
beg leave to ask what evidence there is that 
Quarles had a pension? He had, indeed, a small 
place in the household of James the First's queen, 
Anne; and if he had a pension on her death, it 
would have been from James, not from Charles. 

I would also, in reference to Pope, beg leave to 
propound another query. 

In the “Imitation of the 2nd Sat., Book I. of | 
Horace,” only to be found in modern editions, 
but attributed, I fear, too justly to Pope, there is 
an allusion to “poor E s,” who suffered by 
“the fatal steel,” for an intrigue with a royal 
mistress. E s is no doubt John Ellis, and the 
royal mistress the Duchess of Cleveland. (See 
Lord Dover's. Introduction to the “ Ellis Corre- 
spondence,” and “ Anecdotes of the Ellis Family,” 
Gent. Mag. 1769. p. 328.) But I cannot discover 
any trace of the circumstances alluded to by Pope. 
Yet Ellis was a considerable man in his day;— 
he had been Secretary to the Lord-Lieutenant of 
Treland in the reign of Charles IL., and was Under- 
Secretary of State under William IIL.; he is said 
to have afterwards sunk into the humbler character 

Oo 
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of a “London magistrate,” and to have “died in 
1738, at 93 or 95, immensely rich.” I should be 
glad of any clue to Pope’s allusion. J. W.C. 

Feb. 12. 1850. 

“Worth makes the man, and want of it the fellow ; 
The rest is all but leather and prunello.” 

Essay on Man, Epistle 1V. 203. 

Will your correspondent “ P.C.8.S.” (No.13.), 
evidently a critical reader of Pope, and probably 
rich in the possession of various editions of his 
works, kindly inform me whether any com- 
mentator on the poet has traced the well-known 
lines that I have quoted to the “ Corcillum est, 
quod homines facit, cetera quisquilia omnia” of 
Petronius Arbiter, cap. 75.? Pope had certainly 
both read and admired the Satyricon, for he 
says : — 

«“ Fancy and art in gay Petronius please, 
The scholar’s learning with the courtier’s ease,” 

Essay on Criticism, sect. 3. 

I find no note on the lines either in the edition of 
Warton, 9 vols. 8vo., London, 1797, or in Cary’s 
royal 8vo., London, 1839; but the similarity 
strikes me as curious, and deserving further ex- 
amination. C, Forses. 

Temple. 

BELVOIR CASTLE, 

In Nichols’s History and Antiquities of the County 
of Leicester, vol. ii. part i., containing the Fram- 
land Hundred, p. 45. of the folio ed. 1795, occurs 
the following quotation, im reference to the re- 
building of Belvoir Castle by Henry, second Earl 
of Rutland, in 1555 : — 

“ That part of the more ancient building, which was 
left by both unaltered, is included in the following 
concise description by an ingenious writer, who visited 
it in 1722: — 

« ZEdes in culmine montis site ; scilicet, 

aimeia KoAcnY 
Ev wediw damdvevde, Tepidpomos vba Kat eva: 

aditu difficilis cirea montem; cujus latera omnia horti 
50 acrarum circumeunt, nisi versus Aquilonem, quo 
ascenditur ad ostium «dium, ubi etiam antiqua janua 
arcuato lapide. Versus Occidentem 8 fenestra, et 3 
in sacello; et ulterior pars vetusta, Versus Aquilonem 
10 fenestre, Facies Australis et Turris de Staunton, 
in qua archiva familiz reponuntur, extructa ante annos 
circa 400. Pars restat kernellata,” &c. &c. &e. 

The description goes on for a few more lines; 
but it matters not to continue them. I should be 
much obliged by any of your readers giving an 
account of who this “ingenious writer” was, and 
on what authority he founded the foregoing ob- 
servations, as it is a subject of much interest to 
me and others at the preseat time. ALYTHES. 

Jan. 28. 1850. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

MSS. formerly belonging to Dr. Hugh Todd. —1 
shall feel most grateful to any of your correspond- 
ents who can afford me any information, however 
imperfect, respecting the MSS. of Dr. Hugh Todd, 
Vicar of Penrith, and Prebendary of Carlisle, in 
the beginning of the last century. In the Cat. 
MSS. Anglia, &c., 1697, is a catalogue of nine- 
teen MSS. then in his possession, five of which 
are especially the subject of the present inquiry. 
One is a Chartulary of the Abbey of Fountains, 
in 4to.; another is an Act Book of the Consistory 
Court of York, in the fifteenth Century, in folio ; 
the third is the Chapter Book of the Collegiate 
Church of Ripon, from 1452 to 1506; the fourth 
contains Extracts and Manuscripts from Records 
relating to the Church of Ripon; and the last is 
apparently a Book of the Acts of the Benefactors 
to that foundation. In a letter to Humphrey 
Lawley, dated in 1713, Dr. Todd says he was en- 
gaged in a work relating to the province of York, 
and the greater part of the MSS. in the catalogue 
above mentioned appear to have been collected as 
the materials. Joun Rrcwarp WALBRAN. 

Faleroft, Ripon, Jan, 31. 1850. 

French Leave.—1In No. 5. I perceive several 
answers to the query respecting £lemish Account, 
which I presume to be the same as Dutch Account. 
Can you inform me how the very common ex- 
pression French leave originated ? W.G. B. 

Portugal, — Can any of your geographical read- 
ers inform me if a Gazetteer of Portugal has been 
published within these twenty years? If there 
has been one, In what language, and where pub- 
lished? Information of the title of any good 
modern works on Portugal, giving an account of 
the minor places, would be acceptable. 

NorTuMan. 

Tureen. — How or whence is the term “ tureen” 
derived ? — and when was it introduced ? 

« At the top there was tripe in a swinging tureen.” 
Goldsmith’s Haunch of Venison. 

G.W. 

Military Execution.—I am very anxious to be 
referred to the authority for the following anec- 
dote, and remark made on it : — 

« Some officer, or state prisoner, on being led out to 
be shot, refused either to listen to a confessor, or to 
cover his eyes with a handkerchief.” 

The remark was, that “he had refused a bandage 
for cither mind or body.” 

It smacks somewhat of Voltaire. MeEnanion, 

Change of Name. —If, as it appears by a re- 
cent decision, based, perhaps, on a former one by 
Lord Tenterden, that a man may alter his name 
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as he pleases without the royal license, I wish to 
know what, then, is the use of the royal license ? 

The Symbolism of the Fir-Cone. ~ What does 
the “ fir-cone” in the Ninevite sculptures mean ? 
Layard does not explain it. Is it there as the 
emblem of fecundity, as the pomegranate of Per- 
sia and Syria? Has it altogether the same cha- 
racter as the latter fruit? Then — was it carried 
into Hindostan vid Cashmir? When? By the 
first wave of population which broke through the 
passes of the Parapamisus ? B. C. 

Kentish Ballad. —When I was a boy, I can | 
remember hearing a song sung in Kent, in praise 
of that county, which I never could find in print, 
and of which I am now glad to recollect the fol- 
lowing stanza : — 

«“ When Harold was invaded, 
And falling lost his crown, 

And Norman William waded 
Through gore to pull him down; 

When counties round, 
With fear profound, 

To help their sad condition, 
And lands to save, 
Base homage gave, 

Bold Kent made no submission.” 

Can any reader furnish the remainder, and state 
who is the author? F. B. 

Curious Monumental Brass. — I have a rubbing 
of a Brass, presenting some peculiarities which 
have hitherto puzzled me, but which probably 
some of your more experienced correspondents 
can clear up. 

The Brass, from which the rubbing is taken 
and which was formerly in the Abbey church of 
t. Albans, but when I saw it was detached and 

lying at the Rectory), is broken off a little below 
the waist; it represents an abbot, or bishop, clad 
in an ornamented chasuble, tunic, stole, and alb, 
with a maniple and pastoral staff. So far all is 
plain; but at the back (i.e. on the surface hidden 
when the Brass lay upon the floor) is engraved 
a dog with a collar and bells, apparently as care- 
fully executed as any other part. Can you tell 
me the meaning of this? I can find no mention 
of the subject either in Boutell or any other 
authority. The fragment is about 18 inches long, 
and the dog about 6, more or less. Rauere. 

Jan. 26. 1850. 

Tichhill, God help me. — Can any one tell why 
a Tickhill man, when asked where he comes from, 
says, “ Tickhill, God help me.” Is it because 
the people at Tickhill are famed for misery, as the 
neighbouring town of Blythe seems to have been 
so called from its jolly citizens ? 

R. F, Jounson. 

Bishop Blaize.—I should be much obliged by 
any reference to information respecting Bishop 
Blaize, the Santo Biagio of Agregentum, and 
patron saint of Ragusa. Butler says little but 
that he was bishop of Sebaste, in Armenia, the 
proximity of which place to Colchis appears to me 
suspicious. Wonderful and horrible tales are told 
of him; but I suspect his patronage of wool- 
combers is founded on much more ancient legends. 
His establishment at Agregentum must have been 
previous to Christianity. I have a vague remem- 
brance of some mention of him in Higgins’ 
Anacalypsis, but I have not now access to that 
work. JI wish some learned person would do for 
other countries what Blunt has partly done for 
Italy and Sicily ; that is, show the connection be- 
tween heathen and Christian customs, &c. 

BAC. B: 

Vox et preterea nihil.— Whence come these 
oft-quoted words? Burton, in The Anatomy of 
Melancholy (not having the book by me, I am 
unable to give a reference), quotes them as ad- 
dressed by some one to the nightingale. Words- 
worth addresses the cuckoo similarly, vol. il. 
py ols:—— 

“ O, euckoo! shall I call thee bird, 
Or but a wandering voice ?” 

C.W.G. 

Cromwell Relics. —In Noble’s Memorials of the 
Protectorate House of Cromwell it is stated, in the 
Proofs and Illustrations, Letter N, that, in 1784, 
there were dispersed in St. Ives a great number 
of swords, bearing the initials of the Protector 
upon them; and, further, that a large barn, which 
Oliver built there, was still standing, and went by 
the name of Cromwell’s Barn; and that the farmer 
then renting the farm occupied by the Protector 
circa 1630-36, marked his sheep with the iden- 
tical marking-irons which Oliver used, and which 
had O. C. upon them. 

Can any of your correspondents inform me if 
any of these relics are still in existence, and, if so, 
where ? A.D. M. 

Lines on “ Woman's Will.” — Many of your 
readers will haye heard quoted the following 
stanza, or something like it : — 

« The man’s a fool who strives by force or skill 
To stem the torrent of a woman’s will : 
For if she will, she will you may depend on’t, 
And if she won’t, she won’t, and there’s an end on’t.” 

I have heard these lines confidently attributed to 
Shakspeare, Byron, &c. by persons unable to 
verify the quotation, when challenged so to do. 
I can point out where the first two lines may be 
found, with some variation. In The Adventures 
of Five Hours, 1 comedy translated from the 
Spanish of Calderon, by Samuel Tuke, and 
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printed in the 12th volume of Dodsley’s Old Plays 
(edit. 1827), in the 5th act (p.113.), the lines run 
thus :— 

“ He is a fool, who thinks by force or skill 
To turn the current of a woman’s will.” 

I should be glad if any one could inform me by 
whom the latter lines were added, and where they 
may be found in print, COWEIG: 

Pity is akin to Love. — Where are the following 
words to be met with ? — 

“ For Pity is akin to Love.” 

J have found very similar expressions, but never 

the exaet words as above. H. 

REPLIES. 

AELFRIC'S COLLOQUY, AND THE A.-S. WORD ZGYPE 

IN THE A.-S. PSALTER, 

In reference to Mr. Tuorps’s note (No. 15. 
p- 232.), I beg leave, with all possible respect and 
deference, to suggest that his joke is not quite ad 

rem. — What would do for a beefsteak does not 

help his mistake ; for it is quite evident that sprote 
applies to fish-swimming and not to fish-catching ; 

and I presume that “useful and sagacious” aux- 

iliary, Dr. Kitchener himself, would hardly have 
ventured to deny that fish may swim quickly ? 

Now, let us try how Mr. Txorpe’s proposed 
salice= wicher, or sallow, with or without the 
basket, will suit the context. The fisherman is 
asked, “Quales pisces capias? = What fish do 
you take?” The answer is: Anguillos &c. &c. 
et qualescuncque in amne natant salu, = Eels 
&e. &e., and every sort whatever that in water 

swimmeth wiiew ¢ basket! Let it be remembered 
that the question here is not, “ How dost thou 
take fish?” which had been put and answered 
before, but “ What fish dost thou take?” and then 
let common sense decide; for the fisherman having 
already mentioned that he cast ne¢s and hooks, and 
sryrtan} i.e. baskets, now only replies as to the 
Jish he takes. 

Mr. Tuorre calls the A.-S. dialogue a Gloss ; 
is it not rather an interlineary version? like those 
in use, in later times, of Corderius, and used for 
the same purpose. 

I have no doubt that upon more mature con- 
sideration Mr. Torre will see that it could not 
be a substantive that was intended; and, as he 
admits my conjecture to be specious, that he will, 
in the course of his very useful labours, ultimately 
find it not only specious but correct. Meanwhile, 
I submit to his consideration, that beside the 
analogy of the Gothic sprauto, we have in Ice- 
landic spretta, imperf. spratt, “ subito movere, 

repente salire, emicare:” and spreitr, “ cursus 
citatus,” and I do think these analogies warrant 
my conclusion. 

Lembrace this opportunity of submitting another 
conjecture respecting a word in Mr. THorrn’s 
edition of the Anglo-Saxon Paraphrase of the 
Psalms. It oceurs in Ps. evi. ver. 10., ‘ Quid 
exacerbaverunt eloquium Domini,” &c., which is 
rendered: “ Forthon hidydan Drihtnes sprace 
eawaes egype.” In a note Mr. THorre says: 
“@eype, non intelligo,’ and gives a reason for 
deeming the passage corrupt. ‘To me it seems to 
express the generally accepted sense of exacer- 
baverunt : and here a cognate language will show 
us the way. Icelandic geip, futilis exaggeratio; 
atgeipa, exaggerare, effutire: @egype then, means 
to mock, to deride, and is allied to gabban, to gibe, 
to jape. In the Psalter published by Spelman it 
is rendered: hi gremedon spreece godes. In Not- 
ker it is widersprachen, and in the two old Teu- 
tonic interlinear versions of the Psalms, published 
by Graff, verbitterten and gebittert. Let us hear 
our own interesting old satirist, Piers Plouhman, 
[Whitaker’s ed. p. 365.] 

«“ And God wol nat be gyled, quoth Gobelyn, ne be 
japed.” 

But I cease, lest your readers should exclaim, 
Res non verba. When I have more leisure for 
word-catching, should you have space, I may 
furnish a few more. S. W. Sinecer. 

Feb, 11. 1850. 

AAlfric’s Colloquy.—I have my doubts whether 
Mr. Sineer’s ingenious suggestion for explaining 
the mysterious word sprote can be sustained. The 
Latin sentence appears clearly to end with the 
word natant, as is not only the case in the St. 
John’s MS., mentioned in Mr. Tuorrs’s note, 
but, in fact, also in the Cottonian MS. There is 
a point after natant, and then follows the word 
Saliu (not salu) with a capital S. Any person 
who examines the handwriting of this MS. will 
see that the word, whatever the transcriber may 
have understood by it, was intended by him to 
stand alone. He must, however, have written it 
without knowing what it meant; and then comes 
the difficulty of explaining how it got into the 
MS. from which he copied. It has always ap- 
peared to me probable that the name of some 
fish, having been first interlined, was afterwards 
inserted at random in the text, and mis-spelt by 
a transcriber who did not know its meaning. 
A word of common occurrence he would have 
been less likely to mistake. Can saliu be a mis- 
take for salar, and sprote the Anglo-Saxon form of 
the corresponding modern word sprod, i.e. the 
salmon of the second year? The salar is men- 
tioned by Ausonius in describing the river Mo- 
selle and its products, Zdyll. 10. 1. 128 : 
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“ Teque inter species geminas neutrumque et utrumque, 
Qui needum salmo, nee jam salar, ambiguusque 
Amborum medio fario intercepte sub zvo.” 

I throw out this conjecture to take its chance 
of refutation or acceptance. Valeat quantum! 

C.W.G. 

ANTONY ALSOP. 

“ R.H.” (No. 14. p. 215.) will find all, I believe, 
that is known respecting Antony Alsop, in that 
rich storehouse of materials for the literary history 
of the last century, Nichols’s Anecdotes, or in 
Chalmers (Biogr. Dict.), who has merely tran- 
scribed from it. The volume of Latin Odes your 
correspondent mentions, was published by Sir 
Francis Bernard, and printed by Bowyer. Some 
notice of Sir Francis Bernard will be also found 
in Nichols. 

The Odes were long circulated in MS.; and I 
have a copy that once belonged to Thomas Warton, 
which seems to have been written by G. Crochly, 
of Christchurch College, in 1736. It contains, 
however, nothing that is not to be found in the 
printed volume. The Dedication to the Duke of 
Newcastle was written by Bernard, who had in- 
tended to have given a preface and copious notes, 
as appears by the prospectus he published ; but, 
to our great regret, he was dissuaded from his 
purpose. 

Alsop was a favourite with that worthy man 
and elegant scholar Dean Aldrich, at whose in- 
stance he published his pleasing little volume, 
Fabularum Aisopicarum Delectus, Oxon. 1698. In 
the preface Bentley is thus designated — “ Ri- 
chardum quendam Bentleium Virum in vol- 
vendis Lexicis satis diligentem ;” and there is a 
severe attack upon him in one of the fables, which 
was not forgotten by the great scholar, who affects | 
to speak of Tony Alsop the fabulist with great 
contempt. 

I have never seen the volume of Latin and 
English Poems published in 1738; but, notwith- 
standing the designation, “a gentleman of Trinity 
College,” it may be at least partly by Alsop, 
though he undoubtedly was of Christchurch. 
There are English poems by him, published both 
in Dodsley’s and Pearch’s collection, and several 
in the early volumes of the Gentleman's Maga- 
zine. 1 have the authority of a competent judge 
for saying, that the very witty, but not quite 
decent verses in that miscellany, vol. v. p. 216.— 
“Ad Hypodidasculum quendam plagosum, al- 
terum orbilium, ut uxorem duceret, Epistola 
hortativa.” Subscribed “ Kent, Lady-day, 1835” 
—are Alsop’s. He took the degree of M.A. in 
1696, and of B.D. in 1706, and, by favour of the 
Bishop of Winchester, got a prebend in his ca- 
thedral, and the rectory of Brightwell, Berks. He 

-was accidentally drowned in a ditch leading to 

his garden gate, in 1726. There is good reason 
to believe that a MS. life of him is to be found 
among the Rawlinson MSS., which it may be 
worth while to consult. 

It will be remembered that Christchurch was 
the head quarters of the phalanx of wits opposed 
to Bentley. 

“Nor wert thou, Isis, wanting to the day, 
[Tho’ Christchurch long kept prudishly away,”] 

is Pope’s ironical banter; and he has not failed to 
mention Alsop and Freind in Bentley’s speech :— 

“Let Freind affect to speak as Terence spoke, 
And Alsop never but like Horace joke,” 

where the note says, “ Dr. Antony Alsop, a happy 
imitator of the Horatian style.” 

Indeed, Alsop seems to have been duly esteemed 
and appreciated by his contemporaries ; and every 
tasteful scholar will concur in the opinion that 
his truly elegant Sapphics deserve a place among 
the few volumes of modern Latin verse, which 
he would place near Cowper’s more extensively 
known favourite, Vinny Bourne. SuWas8: 

Antony Alsop, respecting whom a query ap- 
pears in No. 14. p.215., was of Christchurch, 
under the famous Dr. Aldrich, by whom the prac- 
tice of smoking was so much enjoyed and en- 
couraged. The celebrated Sapphic ode, addressed 
by Alsop to Sir John Dolben, professes to have 
been written with a pipe in his mouth : — 

“ Dum tubum, ut mos est meus, ore versans, 

Martiis pensans quid agam ecalendas, 
Pone stat Sappho monitisque miscet 

Blanda severis.” 

Ant. Alsop took his degree of M. A. March 23. 
1696, B. D. Dec. 1706. He died June 10. 1726; 
and the following notice of his death appears in 
the Historical Register for that year : — 

«“Dy’d Mr. Antony Alsop, Prebendary of Win- 
chester, and Rector of Brightwell, in the county of 
Berks. He was killed by falling into a ditch that led 
to his garden door, the path being narrow, and part of 
it foundering under his feet.” 

I believe Alsop was not the author of a volume 
by a gentleman of Trinity College, and that he 
never was a member of that society; but that 
doubt is easily removed by reference to the entry 
of his matriculation at Oxford. We Hye; 

Temple. 

“R. H.” inquires, whether Antony Alsop was 
at Trinity College before he became a student of 
Christchurch? I have considered it to be my 
duty to examine the Admission Registers of 
Trinity College in my possession since the foun- 
dation of the college; and I can only say, that I 
do not find the name in any of them. ‘That he 
was at Christchurch, and admitted there as a stu- 
dent, is recorded by his biographers. It is also 
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said, that he was elected at once from Westminster 
to Christchurch, where he took the degree of 
M. A. March 23. 1696, and that of B. D. Dec. 12. 
1706. He was soon distinguished by Dean Ald- 
rich as worthy of his patronage and encourage- 
ment. He was consequently appointed tutor and 
censor, and in course of time left college, on his 
promotion to a prebendal stall. in Winchester 
Cathedral by Sir Jonathan Trelawney, the then 
Bishop, with the rectory of Brightwell, near Wal- 
lingford ; at which latter place he chiefly resided 
till the time of his death, which happened by an 
accident, June 10. 1726. Sir Francis Bernard, 
Bart., who had himself been a student of Christ- 
church, published the 4to. volume of Latin Odes 
mentioned by “ R. H.,” Lond. 1753 ; for which he 
had issued Proposals, &c., so early as July, 1748. 
In addition to these Odes, four English poems by 
Alsop are said to be in Dodsley’s collection, one 
in Pearch’s, several in the early volumes of the 
Gentleman's Magazine, and some in The Student. 
Dr. Bentley calls him, rather familiarly, “ Tony 
Alsop, editor of the sopian Fables;” a work 
published by him at Oxford, in 1698, 8vo., in the 
preface to which he took part against Dr. Bentley 
in the dispute with Mr. Boyle. J. Te 

Trinity College, Oxford. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Origin of the Word “Snob.” —I think that 
Snob is not an archaism, and that it cannot be 
found in any book printed fifty years ago. I am 
aware that in the north of England shoe-makers 
are still sometimes called Snobs; but the word is 
not in Brockett’s Glossary of North Country Words, 
which is against its being a genuine bit of north- 
ern dialect. 

I fancy that Snobs and Nobs, as used in vulgar 
parlance, are of classic derivation ; and, most pro- 
bably, originated at one of the Universities, where 
they still flourish. Ifa Nob be one who is nobilis, 
a Snob must be one who is s[ine] nob[ilitate]. Not 
that I mean to say that the s is literally a con- 
traction of sine; but that, as in the word slang, 
the s, which is there prefixed to language, at once 
destroys the better word, and degrades its mean- 
ing; and as, in Italian, an s prefixed to a primitive 
word has a privative effect — e. g. calzare, “to put 
on shoes and stockings ;” scalzare, “to put them 
off :” fornito, “furnished ;” sfornito, “ unfur- 
nished,” &e.; as also the dis, in Latin (from which, 
possibly, the aforesaid s is derived), has the like 
reversing power, as shown in continue and dis- 
continue —so nob, which is an abbreviation of 
nobilis, at once receives the most ignoble sig- 
nification on having an s put before it. 

The word Scamp, meaning literally a fugitive 
from the field, one gui ex campo exit, affords another 

example of the power of the initial s to reverse 
the signification of a word. 

All this, Mr. Editor, is only conjecture, in reply 
to “ AnpHa’s” query (No. 12. p. 185.) ; but per- 
haps you will receive it, if no better etymology 
of the word be offered. AG: 

Ecclesfield, Jan. 21. 1850. 

Derivation (?) of “ Snob” and “ Cad.” —T am 
informed by my son, who goeth to a Latin school, 
that Snob (which is a word he often useth) cometh 
of two Latin words; to wit, ‘sine obolo” — as 
who should say, “ one that hath not across to bless 
himself.” He saith, that the man behind the om- 
nibus is called “ Cad,” “anon cadendo.” Your 
humble servant, Tue Governor. 

Mr. Macaulay and Bishop Burnet.—The passage 
in which Mr. Macaulay calls Burnet “a rash and 
partial writer,” alluded to by your correspondent 
in No.3. p.40., occurs towards the end of his 
Essay on “Sir William Temple,” p. 456. of the 
new edition in one volume. TONIENSIS. 

Circulation of the Blood. —“ A. W.” (No. 13. 
p- 202.) is referred to Smith’s Dictionary of Bio- 
graphy, article Nemesius. J. EK. B. Mayor. 

Genealogy of European Sovereigns.—I send the 
full title of a Book which I would recommend to 
your correspondent “Q. X. Z.,” (No. 6. p. 92.):— 

GENEALOGIE ASCENDANTE, 

JUSQU’AU QUATRIEME DEGRE INCLUSIVEMENT, 

De tous les Rois et Princes de Maisons souve- 
raines de l'Europe actuellement vivans; réduite 
en cxty. Tables de xvi. Quartiers, composées 

selon Jes Principes du Blazon; avee une Table 
Générale. 

“La noblesse, Daugaux, n’est point une chimére, 
Quand sous 1’étroite loi d’une vertu sévére, 
Un homme, issu d’un sang fécond en demi-dieux, 
Suit, comme toi, la trace o0 marchaient ses ayeux.’” 

Boileau, §.v. 

A Bertin: 
Au Dépens de l’Auteur; se vend chez Etienne 

de Bourdeaux, Libraire; imprimé chez Frédéric 

Gillaume Birnstiel. 
MDCCLXVIII. 

I presume that it is of some rarity, never having 
met with any other copy than the one from which 
I transcribed this title. 

Some of your correspondents may, perhaps, be 
able ‘to give the name of the Author who, as far 
as | have had occasion to refer, seems to have done 
his work carefully. TW. 

Sir Stephen Fox.—I have seen it stated in 
some biographical dictionary, that Sir Stephen 
Fox was a younger brother of “ John Fox, Esq.,” 
who was a devoted Royalist at the time of the 
great Rebellion, and fought at the battle of Wor- 
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cester, and after the Restoration was Clerk of the 
Acatry in the household of Charles the Second. 

Mr. Suckling, in his History of Suffolk, claims 
for a family some time seated at Stradbrook, in 
that county, a consanguinity with the descendants 
of Sir Stephen. 

On an altar-tomb in Stradbrook churchyard 
are inscribed notices of many members of this 
family, but without dates. One is rather extra- 
ordinary, making the lives of a father and son 
together to amount to 194 years. Amongst them 
is this : — 

“ Here is hourly expected Simon the next descend- 
ant, with his son Simon, who died young, tho’ still 
preserved to be interr’d with his father at the earnest 
request of his pious mother the Lady Hart. And also 
Maior John Fox, with his issue, who during the late 

rebellion loyally behav’d himself, undergoing with 
great courage not only the danger of the field, but 
many severe imprisonments.” 

The arms on this tomb differ from those of 
Lords Ilehester and Holland, being simply three 
foxes’ heads erased. 

Should this note supply a clue for your corre- 
spondent “ Vuxres” to identify Major John Fox 
with the brother of Sir Stephen, on knowing that 
he has found the scent J shall be able to assist 
him in unearthing the whole litter. VENATOR. 

French Maxim. —The maxim inquired after 
by “R. V.” (No. 14. p. 215.) undoubtedly belongs 
to Rochefoucault.- I have met with a somewhat 
similar passage in Massillon : — 

« Le vice rend hommage a la vertu en s’honorant de 
ses apparences.” 

Feb. 5. 1850. J. B. M. 

Shipster.— A scip-steora among our Anglo- 
Saxon ancestors was a pilot (“ ship-steerer”). The 
word has descended to our own times in the sur- 
name of the family of Shipster. As a common 
noun it was not obsolete in the days of Wynkyn 
de Worde, who printed that curious production 
i Coch Lorelle’s Bote,’ one line of which runs 
thus : — 

“ With gogle-eyed Tomson, shepster of Lyn.” 

It is pretty certain, however, that this masculine 
occupation was not the one followed by “ Marie 
Fraunceys de Suthwerk !” 

Pray accept this ‘“ Reply” for what it is worth. 
Perhaps I might have done better by meeting 
Mr. John R. Fox’s “Query” (No. 14. p. 216.) 
with another. Should not the designation of 
Marie F. be Spinster instead of Shipster ? 

Marx Antony Lower. 
Lewes, Feb, 2. 

Sparse. — Permit me to refer your corre- 
spondent “C. Forses” for a reply to his query, 
p- 215. of your last Number, to the article “ Ame- 

ricanism” in the Penny Cyclopedia, the author of 
which observes : — 

“ Sparse is, for any thing we know, a new word, and 
well applied: the Americans say a sparse instead of a 
scattered population; and we think the term has a 
more precise meaning than scattered, and is the proper 
correlative of dense.” 

In the Imperial Dictionary (avowedly based 
upon Webster’s American work, which 1 cannot 
at this moment refer to in its original form), the 
word in question is given both as an adjective and 
as a verb, and the derivatives “ sparsed,” “ spar- 
sedly,” “sparsely,” and ‘“sparseness,” are also 
admitted. The reference given for the origin of 
“sparse” is to the Latin “ sparsus, scattered, from 
spargo;” and the definitions are, 1. “‘'Thinly scat- 
tered, set or planted here and there; as, a sparse 
population ;” and, 2., as a botanical term, “ not 
opposite, nor alternate, nor in any regular order ; 
applied to branches, leaves, peduncles, &c.” 

J.T. Sranespy. 

Cosmopolis—Complutensian Polyglot.— Though 
in considerable haste, I must send replies to the 
fourth and eighth queries of my friend Mr. Jebb, 
No. 14. p. 213. 

Cosmopolis was certainly Amsterdam. That 
the Interpretationes paradoxe quatuor Evange- 
liorum, by Christophorus Christophori Sandius, 
were there printed, appears from this writer's 
Bibliotheca Anti-Trinitarionum, p. 169., Freistad, 
1684. I may add that “ Colonize” signifies “‘ Am- 
steledami” in the title-page of Sandius’s Nucleus 
Historie Ecclesiastice, 1676, and in the Appendix 
Addendorum, 1678, 4to. 

With regard to the MSS. used in the formation 
of the text of the Complutensian Polyglot, Mr. Jebb 
will find an account of their discovery in a letter 
addressed by Dr. James Thompson to the editor of 
The Biblical Review. See also The Irish Eccle- 
siastical Journal for April, 1847. R. G. 

Complutensian Polyglot.— The following extract 
from “ The Prospectus of a Critical Edition of the 
New Testament,” by the learned Mr. S. Prideaux 
Tregelles, affords a satisfactory reply to Mr. 
Jebb’s query, No. 14. p.212.:— 

“ However, there is now more certainty as to the 
MSS. belonging to the University of Aleala. Dr. 
James Thompson has published (Biblical Review, 
March, 1847), the result of inquiries made thirty years 
ago by Dr. Bowring, and more recently by himself. 
Hence it appears that all the MSS. which formerly 
were known as belonging to Cardinal Ximenes, and 
which were preserved in the library at Alcala, are now, 
with the rest of that library, at Madrid. . . . Dr. José 
Gutierrez, the present librarian at Madrid, communi- 
cated to Dr. J. Thompson a catalogue of the Com- 
plutensian MSS., and from this it appears that the 
principal MSS, used in the Polyglott are all safely 
preserved.” J. Mizner Barry. 

Totnes, Feb. 6. 1850. 
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Christmas Hymn.—Y our correspondent “ E.V.” 
(No. 13. p. 201.) asks for the author of the 
Christmas Hymn — 

« Hark! the Herald Angels sing.” 

I believe it to be the composition of the Rev. 
Charles Wesley, the younger brother of the cele- 
brated John Wesley: he was born in 1708, and 
died in 1788. He was the author of many of the 
hymns in his brother’s collection, which are distin- 
guished for their elegance and simplicity. Iam 
not able to find out, for certain, whether he had 
another name; if he had, it was probably the 
occasion of the initials (J.C. W.) your corre- 
spondent mentions. J. K. R.W. 

Sir Jeffery Wyattville. — Sir Jeffery Wyattville, 
respecting whom “ J. P.” inquires (No. 14. p.215.), 
was knighted at Windsor Castle, Dec. 9.1828, on 
the king entering into possession after the Re- 
storation. 

[To which may be added, on the information of our 
valued correspondent “C.,” “that it was about 1824 that 

Mr. Wyatt, being appointed by George [V. to conduct 
the improvements at Windsor Castle, had the absurd 
ambition of distinguishing himself from the other arehi- 
tects of his name by changing it into Wyattville. This 
produced the following epigram in, I think, the Morn- 
ing Chronicle : — 

« «Let Grorcr, whose restlessness leaves nothing quiet, 
Change, if he will, the good old name of Wyatt ; 
But let us hope that their united skill, 
May not make Windsor Castle — Wyattville !’”| 

“ Peruse.”’—In reply to the question of “ H. W.” 
(No. 14. p. 215.), although from want of minute 
reference I have been unable to find, in the ori- 
ginal edition, the quotation from Frith’s works, 
I bee leave to suggest that the word “ Peruse” is 
a misprint, and that the true reading is “ Pervise.” 
To this day the first examination at Oxford, com- 
monly called the “ Little-Go,” is “ Responsiones 
in Parviso.” It must not, however, be supposed 
that ** Pervise,” or ‘* Parvise,” is derived from the 
Latin “ Parvus ;” the origin, according to Spelman 
and succeeding etymologists, is the French “ Le 
Parvis,” a church porch. 

In London the Parvis was frequented by ser- 
jeants at law: see Chaucer, Prol. Cant. Tales. 
There is a difference of opinion where it was 
situated: see Tyrwhitt’s Gloss. The student in 
ecclesiastical history may compare Leo Allatius de 
Templis Grecorum, p. 44. Lis 

Autograph Mottoes of Richard Duke of Glou- 
cester and Harry Duke of Buckingham. — (No. 9. 
p- 138.) There can be no doubt that “ Mr. Ni- 
cots ” is somewhat wrong in his interpretation of 
the Duke of Buckingham’s Motto. It is evident 
that both mottoes are to be read continuously, 
and that “souéne” is the third person singular of a 

verb having “loyaulte” for its nominative case. It 
appears to me that the true reading of the word 
is “soutienne,” and that the meaning of the motto 
is, “ My feelings of loyalty often sustain me in my 
duty to the King when I am tempted to join those 
who bear no good feeling towards him.” So that 
we shall have in English, 

Loyalty binds me } 
Richard Gloucester, 

Often sustains me 
Harry Buckingham, 

ARUN. 

Boduc.—Your correspondent “P.” (No. 12. 
p- 185.) seems to consider the “ prevailing opi- 
nion,” that Boduc or Boduoe on the British coin 
must be intended for our magnanimous Queen 
Boadicea, to be merely a “ pleasing vision,” over 
which he is “ sorry to cast a cloud.” Yet his own 
remark, that the name Budic (a mere difference 
in spelling) is often found among families of the 
Welsh in Brittany, and that the name was once 
common in England, serves only to confirm the 
common opinion that Boduoc on the coins was 
intended as the name of the British Queen. 

Dio expressly writes her name in Greek Bou- 
douica, which approaches nearly to Budic. In 
Cornwall we still find Budock, the name of a 
parish and of a saint. In Oxford there was a 
church formerly called from St. Budoc, long 
since destroyed. Leland mentions a Mr. Budok, 
and his manor place, and §. Budok Church. His 
Opinion was, that “this Budocus was an Irisch 
man, and cam into Cornewalle, and ther dwellid.” 
Whether there was a Regulus of Britain of this 
name, is not material. J am not prepared to 
cast a cloud over it, if it should be found. Our 
motto should be, “‘ex fumo dare lucem,” &e. 

ANTINEPHELEGESITA. 
Oxford. 

Annus Trabeationis.—I am sure that you will 
allow me to correct an oversight in your reply to 
a query of “G.P.,” in No.7. p. 105. You have 
attributed to Du Cange a sentence in the Bene- 
dictine addition to his explanation of the term 
Trabeatio. (Glossar. tom. vi. col. 1158. Venet. 
1740.) This word certainly signifies the Incar- 
nation of Christ, and not his Crucifixion. Besides 
the occurrence of “ trabea carnis indutus,” at the 
commencement of a sermon on 8. Stephen by 8. 
Fulgentius Ruspensis, I have just now met with 
the expressions, ‘“trabea carnis velatus,” and 
“carnis trabea amicti,” in a copy of the editio 
princeps of the Latin version of Damascen’s books 
in defence of Image-worship, by Godefridus Til- 
mannus, fol. 30 b. 39a, 4to. Paris, 1555. R.G. 
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MISCELLANIES. 

Pursuits of Literature.—The lines upon the 
pursuits of literature, quoted by you at p. 212., 
remind me of some others, which I have heard 
ascribed to Mr. Grattan, and are as follows : — 

“?Tis well, Pursuits of Literature ! 
But who, and what is the pursuer, 

A Jesuit cursing Popery: 
A railer preaching charity ; 
A reptile, nameless and unknown, 
Sprung from the slime of Warburton, 
Whose mingled learning, prfde, and blundering, 
Make wise men stare, and set fools wondering.” 

Doctor Dobbs and his Horse Nobbs.—I remem- 
ber having read somewhere of “ Doctor Dobbs 
and his horse Nobbs,” but where I cannot now 
recall. Ionly remember one anecdote. The horse | 
Nobbs was left, one cold night, outside a cottage, 
whilst the Doctor was within officiating as ac- 
coucheur (I believe) ; when he was ready to start, | 
and came out, he found the horse apparently dead. 
The Doctor was miles from home, and, as the 
horse was dead, and the night dark, in place of | 
walking home, he, with his host, dragged the | 
horse into the kitchen, and skinned him, by way 
of passing the time profitably. But, lo! when 
the skinning was finished, the horse gave signs of | 
returning animation. What was to be done? 
Doctor Dobbs, fertile in resources, got sheep- 
skins and sewed them on Nobbs. and completely 
clothed him therein; and — mirabile dictu! — the 
skins became attached to the flesh, Nobbs re- 
covered, and from theneeforward carried a woolly 
coat, duly shorn every summer, to the profit of | 
Doctor Dobbs, and to the wonder and admiration 
of the neighbourhood. 

I have also read somewhere that Coleridge told | 
the story of “ Doctor Dobbs and his horse Nobbs” 
to Southey at Oxford, J.M.B. 

Dr. Dobbs and his Horse Nobbs. — Although of | 
small moment, it is, perhaps, worth recording, 
that a Doctor Daniel Dove, of Doncaster, and his 
horse Nobbs, form the subjects of a paper in “ The 
Nonpareil, or the Quintessence of Wit and 
Humour,” published in 1757, and which, there 
can be little doubt, was the source whence 
Southey adopted, without alteration, the names so 
well known to all readers of the Doctor. 

Manchester. JNo. SuDLow. 

Seeing the communication of “ P, C. 8. S.” 
.73.), reminds me of a note taken from our 
arish Register : — 

“1725, Feb. 10, ‘Dorothy Dove, gentlewoman, bur.’ ” 

I have never seen the name in connection with 
Doneaster before or since the above date. J.S. 

Doneaster, Jan. 15. 

——— SI PROPRIUS STES, 

TE CAPIET MINUS, 

(From the Latin of Vincent Bourne.) 
Glide down the Thames by London Bridge, what 

time 
St. Saviour’s bells strike out their evening chime; 
Forth leaps the impetuous cataract of sound, 
Dash’d into noise by countless echos round. 
Pass on — it follows —all the jarring notes 
Blend in celestial harmony, that floats 
Above, below, around: the ravish’d ear 
Finds all the fault its own —it was Too NEAR. 

Rurvs. 

St. Evona’s Choice. —To your citation of Ben 
Jonson’s exceptional case of the Justice Randall 

| as “a lawyer an honest man,” in justice add the 
name of the learned and elegant author of 
Eunomus ; for Mr. Wynne himself tells the story 
of St. Evona’s choice (Dialogue II. p. 62. 3rd ed. 
Dublin, 1791), giving his authority in the fullow- 
ing note: — 

“* The story here dressed up is told in substance in a 
small book published in 1691, called a Description of 
the Netherlands, p. 58.” 

In strict law, Sir, the profession may in courts 
| of Momus be held bound by the act of the re- 
spectable but unlucky St. Evona; but in equity, 
let me respectfully claim release, for Evona was a 
churchman. A Temprar. 

[We gladly insert our correspondent’s “ claim to re- 
lease,” but doubt whether he can establish it ; inasmuch 
as St. Ivo or Evona, canonized on account of his great 
rectitude and profound knowledge both of civil and 
canon law, was both lawyer and churchman, like the 
Cxexicus so recently discussed in our columns ; and 
clearly sought for and obtained his patron saint in his 
legal character. ] 

Muffins and Crumpets, §c.— Not being quite 
satisfied with the etymology of “muffin,” in p. 
205., though brought by Urquhart from Pheenicia 
and the Pillars of Hercules, I am desirous of 
seeking additional illustration. Some fancy that 
“coffee” was known to Athenzeus, and that he 
saw it clearly in the “ black broth” of the Lace- 
demonian youth, In the same agreeable manner 
we are referred to that instructive and enter- 
taining writer for the corresponding luxury of 
“muffins.” Maphula, we are told, was one of 
those kinds of bread named as such by Athenzeus ; 
that is to say, “a cake baked on a hearth or 
griddle.” . If we need go so far, why not fetch our 
muffins from Memphis, which is Méph in Hebrew ? 
(See Hosea, ix. 6.) It is, perhaps, mou-pain, in 
old French, soft bread, easily converted into 
moufin. So “crumpet” may be a corruption of 
crumpate, a paste made of fine flour, slightly 
baked. The only difficulty would then be in the 
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first syllable, concerning which the ingenuity of 
your various correspondents, Mr. Editor, may be 
exercised to some effect. Is it connected with 
the use of the crimping irons in producing these 
delicacies ? Hyromaairus. 

Oxford. 

Dulcarnon. — Dulearnon is one of those words 
in Chaucer which Tyrwhitt professes that he does 
not understand. It occurs in 77otlus and Creseide, 
book iii. 931. 933. Creseide says : — 

“Tam, til God me better minde sende, 
At Dulcarnon, right at my witt'is ende. 

Quod Pandarus ye nece, wol ye here, 

Dulcarnon clepid is fleming * of wretches.” 

This passage of Troilus and Creseide is quoted 
in the life of Sir Thomas More, given in Words- 
worth’s Ecclesiastical Biography. More’s daughter 
said to him, when he was in prison, “ Father, I 
can no further goe; I am come, as Chaucer said of 
Cressid Dulearnon, to my witt’s end.” 

Has this passage been satisfactorily explained 
since Tyrwhitt’s time? The epithet “ Dulcarnon” 
is mentioned in a note to the translation of 
Richard de Bury’s Philobiblon, London, 1832. I 
give the note in full. It is in reference to the 
word “ Ellefuga” : — 

“ This word was a pons asinorum to some good 
Greeians, —but that is probably its meaning}; at 
least making it the name ofa problem gets over all 
difficulty. The allusion is to the flight of Helle, who 
turned giddy in taking a flying leap, mounted on a 
ram, and fell into the sea;—so a weak head fails in 
crossing the pons. The problem was invented by 
Pythagoras, ‘and it hath been called by barbarous 
writers of the latter time Dulearnon.’ — Billingsley. 
This name may have been invented after our author's 
time. Query doAKapyvoy.” 

If we take the word ‘‘ Dulcarnon” in this 
sense, it will help to explain the passage in the 
Troilus and Creseide. E. M. B. 

Bishop Barnaby.— The origin of the term 
“Bishop Barnaby,” as applied to the Lady-bird, is 
still unexplained. 

I wish to observe, as having some possible con- 
nexion with the subject, that the word “Barnaby” 
in the seventeenth century appears to have had a 
particular political signification. 

For instance, I send you a pamphlet (which 
you are welcome to, if you will accept of it) called 
“ The Head of Nile, or the Turnings and Windings 
of the Factious since Sixty, in a dialogue between 
Whigg and Barnaby,’ London, 1681. In this 
dialogue Whigeg, as might be expected, is the 

aD? 

exponent of all manner of abominable opinions, 

* Fleming; banishing? from fleme, A. S. to banish. 
+ “ Helleflight,” as given in the translation, p. 178. 

whilst Barnaby is represented as the supporter of 
orthodoxy. 

Again, in the same year was published Durfey’s 
comedy, “Sir Barnaby Whigg,” the union of the 
two names indicating that the knight’s opinions 
were entirely regulated by his interest. Q. D. 

P.S. The pamphlet above alluded to affords 
another instance of the use of the word “ Fac- 
totum,” at page 41, “before the Pope had a great 
house there, and became Dominus Factotum, 
dominus Deus noster Papa.” 

Barnacles.—In Speculum Mundi, or a Glass 
representing the Face of the World, by John Swan, 
M. A., 4th edit., 1670, is the following mention of 
the Barnacle goose (pp. 243, 244.) :— 

“In the north parts of Scotland, and in the places 
adjacent, called Ovchades, are certain trees found, 

whereon there groweth a certain kind of shell-fish, of a 
white colour, but somewhat tending to a russet; 
wherein are contained little living creatures. For in 
time of maturity the shells do open, and out of them 
by little and little grow those living creatures; which 
falling into the water when they drop out of their 
shells, do become fowls, such as we call Barnacles or 
Brant Geese; but the other that fall upon the land, 

perish and come to nothing.” 

The author then quotes the passage from Gerard 
where mention is made of the Barnacle. 

Henry Kersey. 

Ancient Alms-Dishes.—I have one of these 
dishes: diameter, 1 foot 43 inches, and its height 
li inch. The centre is plain, without any de- 
vice, and separated from the circle of inscription 
by a bold embossed pattern. 

The inscription is Der infrid gehwart, in raised 
(not engraved) capital letters, 1 inch long, re- 
peated three times in the circle. Mine is a hand- 
some dish of mixed metal; yielding, when struck, 
a fine sound like that of a gong. It has devices 
of leaves, &c. engraved on the broad margin, but 
no date. 

I have seen another such dish, in the collection 
of the late William Hooper, Esq., of Ross, part 
of which (and I think the whole of the under side) 
had been enamelled, as part of the enamel still 
adhered to it. In the centre was engraved the 
temptation in Eden; but it was without legend or 
date. P. HH. F. 

Why the American Aborigines are called Indians. 
—TI have often wondered how the aborigines of 
America came to be called Indians; and for a 
considerable time I presumed it to be a popular 
appellation arising from their dark colour. Lately, 
however, I fell in with a copy of Theatrum Orbis 
Terrarum, Antwerp, 1583, by Abraham Ortelius, 
geographer to the king; and, in the map entitled 
Typus Orbis Terrarum, I find America called 
America sive India Nova. How it came to get 

= ————- 
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the name of India Nova is of course another ques- 
tion, and one which at present I cannot answer. 

NortTHMan. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

The arrangements for the Exhibition of Works 
of Ancient and Medieval Art at the rooms of the 
Society of Arts in the Adelphi, are proceeding 
most satisfactorily. Her Masrsry and Prince 
Avsert have manifested the interest they feel in 
its success, by placing at the disposal of the Com- 
mittee for the purposes of the approaching Exhi- 
bition a selection from the magnificent collection 
of such objects which is preserved at Windsor. 

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, of 191. Piccadilly, 
will sell on Thursday next, and five following 
days, the extensive and valuable Library of a well 
known and eminent Collector; comprising some 
very early printed books of extreme rarity, nume- 
rous French, Spanish, and Italian early Romances, 
an extensive series of ancient Italian Books 
quoted by the Academia della Crusca, ancient and 
modern Books of Travels, and Oriental Books 
and MSS.; amongst which latter are the original 
MSS. of the celebrated M. Jules de Klaproth. 

We have received the following Catalogues : — 
“ A Catalogue of Scientific and Mathematical Books; 

comprising Architecture, Astrology, Magic, Chess, 
and other Games; Fine Arts, Heraldry, Naval and 
Military, Numismatics, Penmanship and Short Hand, 
Typography, and Miscellaneous Books, now selling at 
the reduced prices affixed by William Brown, 130. and 
131. Old Street, St. Luke’s, London.” 

* Catalogue (Part I. Feb. 1. 1850) of Choice, Useful 
and Curious Books in most departments of Literature, 
on Sale, at the very low prices affixed, by John Russell 
Smith, 4. Old Compton Street, Soho Square.” 

« William Dobson Reeves’ Catalogue of Books 
(Many Rare and Curious), now on Sale at 98. 
Chancery Lane.” 

“ Catalogue of very Cheap Books, chiefly Divinity, 
with a Selection of Miscellaneous Literature, on Sale, 
for Ready Money, by T. Arthur, No. 496. New Ox- 
ford Street.” 

“ A Catalogue of Fathers of the Church, and Eccle- 
siastical Writers to the Fifteenth Century, arranged in 
Chronological Order, with Collections, Analyses and 
Selections, Illustrative and Introductory Works, and 
an Alphabetical Index of Authors; on Sale at the 
Low Prices affixed, for Ready Money, by C. J. 
Stewart, 11. King William Street, West Strand ” 

We jhad occasion in a former Number (No. 5. 
p- 78.) to speak in terms of high and deserved 
ae of Mr. Stewart’s “ Catalogue of Bibles and 

iblical Literature ;” the present is no less de- 
serving of commendation, inasmuch as it gives 
not only the Fathers and Ecclesiastical Writers in 
Chronological order, according to Centuries, (to 
each of which, by the way, Mr. Stewart aflixes its 

distinctive character, Apostolic, Gnostic, &c., as 
given by Cave); but also marking the precise 
period in which they severally flourished, so as to 
show their succession in each century. So that this 
Catalogue, with its Index, and its tempting quo- 
tations from Cranmer and Bishop Hall, which we 
regret we have not room to quote, will really be 
most useful to all Students of Theology and Ec- 
clesiastical History. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

GLAMORGANSHIRE PEDIGREES, from the MSS. of Sir Isaac Heard, 
Knt. By Sir Toomas Puiuirs, Bart. 1845. 

A LITTLE WELSH ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPALITY OF WALEs. 
By D.T. First printed about the year 1720. 

Ricwarps’ (WM.) Review OF THE Memoirs OF THE PRoTec- 
TURAL House OF CRoMWELL. By Rev. Mark Nose. 1787. 

Hearne’s RicwarD II.; to which is subjoined Sik Ricnarp 
WyYNNE’S NARRATIVE OF HIS JOURNEY INTO SPAIN. 

A Lerrer to THE RiGaT Hon. Sir CHArLes Lonc on THE 
IMPROVEMENTS PROPOSED AND NOW CARRYING ON IN THE WEstr- 
ERN Part OF LonpoN. A pamphlet. 8vo. 1825 or 1826. 

Lorp FarnporouGn’s PAMPHLET UPON THE IMPROVEMENT OF 
bgt ary Published the latter end of 1826, or January 
827. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bert, Publisher of “NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We are again compelled, by want of space, to omit 
many Articles that are in type; among others, one by 
Mr. Hampson, on King Alfred’s Geography of Europe; 
Extracts from Accounts of St. Antholin’s; The Rev. 
Dr. Todd On the Etymology of Armagh; as well as 
many Notes, Qurerizrsand Reriies; and our acknow- 
ledgments of Communications REceivep, We are for 
the same reason under the necessity of abridging our 
usual weekly Noves on Books, &c. 

R. M. Jones, Chelsea. To the queries of this corre- 
spondent (No. 14. p. 217.), who inquired for the best 
‘Treatise on the Microscope, and where to purchase the 
most perfect instrument, we have received many replies, 
all agreeing in one point — namely, that Mr. Queckett’s is 
the best work on the subject —but differing mostly as to 
who is the best maker. Mr. Jones is recommended to join 
the Microscopical Society, 21. Regent Street, where he 
will see some of the best-constructed and most valuable 
microscopes ever made ; and then can make his choice. 

To correspondents inquiring as to the mode of procuring 
“Nores and Quextxs,” we have once more to explain, 
that every bookseller and newsman will supply it regularly, 
if ordered; and that gentlemen residing in the country, who 
may find a difficulty in getting it through any boohseller 
in their neighbourhood, may be supplied regularly with the 
stamped edition, by giving their orders direct to the pub- 
lisher, Mr. Geoncr Bex, 186. Fleet Street, accompanied 
by a Post Office order, for a quarter, 4s. 4d.; a half year, 
8s. 8d.; or one year, 17s. 4d. 

Errata. No. 15. p. 232. col. 1. 1.24., dele full stop after Gloss; 
same page, col. 2. lines 21, 22.. for ‘* Historia’ read “ Historica,” 
and for “* Herveio” read © Heroico.” P. 236. 1.12., for “va- 
rieties” read ** vanities.” 
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Just published, 

OLY MEN OF OLD;; being Short Notices 
of such as are named in the Calendar of the English 

Church, Demy 18mo. Cloth, price 3s. 

POETRY, PAST AND PRESENT: a Col- 
lection for Every-day Reading and Amusement, by the Editor of 
“Church Poetry” and “‘ Days and Seasons.” Demy 18mo. cloth, 
price 4s. 6d. ; or bound in morocco, 7s. 6d. 

Joun AND CuHar_es Mozcey, 6. Paternoster Row; and 
JosepH MAstTers, 78. New Bond Street. 

Just published, gratis. 

CIENTIFIC AND MATHEMATICAL 
b BOOKS. — W. Brown’s Catilogue of Books, on the Arts, 
Sciences, and the various Branches of the Mathematics, is just 
published, and may be had gratis on application, or by post on 
sending 4 penny stamps. It includes many works on Architecture, 
Astrology, Chess and other Games, The Fine Arts, Heraldry, 
Naval and Military Affairs, Numismatics, Penmanship, Typo- 
graphy, &c. &c., maiked at greatly reduced prices. 

London: W. Brown, 130. and 131. Old Street. 

8vo., cloth, with 18 Illustrations, price 12s. 6d. 

HRONICLES OF CHARTERHOUSE. By 
a CARTHUSIAN. 

“An effort of one of the Carthusians who has recently left 
the walls of the School, and is creditable alike .to his taste and 
industry.”’ — Spectator. : 

“ Conceived in the spirit and after the rules of the old Anti- 
quary, but in its execution there are many signs of the earnest 
feeling of the modern Ecclesiologist.”’ — Eccl: stologist. 

GrorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

12mo., cloth, 3s. 6d. Z 

HOUGHTS ON THE RELATIONS OF 
MAN TO THE EXTERNAL WORLD, 

“© A modest volume, containing an amount of thought and phi- 
losophy to which only a very elaborate analysis would do justice. 
It is a book of very high merit. We hope its reception will be 
such as to induce the author to continue it. Its neglect would be 
a mark of the shallowness of the age and its indifference to serious 
subjects.” — Guardian. 

London: GxorGe BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

Folio, price 30s. 

THE CHORAL RESPONSES AND LI- 
TANIES OF THE UNITED CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
AND IRELAND. Collected from Authentic Sources. By the 
Rev. Joun Jess, A. M., Rector of Peterstow. 
The present Work contains a full collection of the harmonized 

compositions of ancient date, including nine sets of pieces and 
responses, and fifteen litanies, with a few of the more ancient 
Psalm Chants. They are given in full score, and in their 
proper cliffs. In the upper part, however, the treble is substituted 
for the “cantus”’ or “‘medius”’ cliff: and the whole work is so 
arranged as to suit the library of the musical studeut, and to be 
fit for use in the Choir. 

MEMOIRS OF MUSICK. By the Hon. 
RoGer Norrn, Attorney-General to James I. Now first printed 
from the original MS. and edited, with copious Notes, by Ep- 
warp F. Rimpautt, LL.D., F.S.A., &c. &e. Quarto; witha 
Portrait ; handsomely printed in 4to. ; half-bound in morecco, 15s, 

This interesting MS., so frequently alluded to by Dr. Burney 
in the course of his ‘* History of Music,’’ has been kindly placed 
at the disposal of the Council of the Musical Antiquarian Society, 
by George Townshend Smith, Esq., Organist of Hereford Ca- 
thedral. But the Council, not feeling authorised to commence a 
series of literary publications, yet impressed with the value of the 
work, have suggested its independeit publication to their Secre- 
tary, Dr. Rimbault, uader whose editorial care 1t accordingly 
appears. 

It abounds with interesting Musical Ane:dotes; the Greek 
Fables respecting the origin of Music; the rise and progress of 
Musical Instruments ; the early Musical Drama ; the origin of our 
present fashionable Concerts; the first performance of the Beggar’s 
Opera, &c. 
n limited number having been printed, few copies remain for 

sale: unsold copies will shortly be raised in price to lZ. lls. 6d. 
London: GeorGe Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 
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Gxhilution of Works wf Auviewt ary 
Feediaval Art. 

COMMITTEE, 

PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN, 

H.R. H. PRINCE ALBERT, K.G., F.R.S., F.S.A. 

VICE-PRESIDENTS. 

Tue Ear or ENNISKILLEN. 

Ricat Hon. Sipney HersBert, M.P. 

Str Joun P. Bora, Bart., F.R.S. 

Henry Tuomas Hope, Esq., M.P, 

The Duke of Buecleugh, K. G. 
‘Lhe Duke of Northumberland, 

F.R.S , F.S.A. 
The Marquis of Northampton, 

F.R.S., F.S.A. 
The Earl of Jersey. 
Lhe Earl of Eliesmere, F.S.A. 
The Bishop of Oxford, F.R.S. 

V.P.S.a 
Lord Albert Denison, M.P., 

K.C.H., F.S. A. 
Hon. Robert Curzon, Jun. 
Hon. James Talbot, M.R.I.A. 
Sir Philip de Malpas Grey- 

Egerton, Bart., M.P., F.R.S 
The Very Rev. the Dean of 
Westminster, F.R.S. 

J.Y.Akerman, !(sq., Sec. S.A. 
Beriah Sotfield, Esq., F.R.S., 

F.S.A. 
John Bruce, Esq., Treas. S,A. 
Henry Cole, Esq. 
J. Payne Collier, Esq., V.P.S.A. 
William R. Drake, Ksq., F.S.A. 
Augustus W. Franks, Esq. 

Henry Farrer, Esq. 
Fever, le Neve Foster, Esq., 

A 
Edward Hailstone, Esq., F.S.A. 
M. Rohde Hawkins, Esq. 
A.J. Beresford Hope, Esq. M.P. 
Rev. Joseph Hunter, F.S.A. 
H. Bowyer Lane, Esq. 
Hollingsworth Magniac, Esq. 
Octavius S. Morgan, Esq., M.P., 

F.S.A. 
Frederic Ouvry, Esq., F.S.A. 
James Robinson Planché, Esq., F 

Samuel Redgrave, Esq. 
Henry Shaw, Esq., F.S.A. 
Edward Simirke, E-q., F.S.A. 
C. Roach Smith, Esq., F.S.A. 
Captain W. H. Smyth, R.N., 

F.R.S., Dir. S.A. 
William J. Thoms, Esq., F.S.A. 
William Tite, Esq., F.R.S., 

F.S.A. 
John Webb, Esq, 
Digby Wyatt, Esq. 

B.A., Hon. Sec. 

Tue above Commirree has been formed for the purpose of or- 
ganising an EXHIBILION OF WORKS OF ANCIENT AND 
MEDIEVAL ART. The Suotery or Arrs having considered 
that such an Exhibition is not only likely to be interesting to the 
public, but also to be especially useful to Manufacturers (with 
reference to the Exhibition of Works of Industry of all Nations 
to be held in the year 185! ), have placed a portion of their Rooms 
at the disposal of the Committee, and have agreed to adopt the 
Exhibition as part of that annually made by the Society, thereby 
taking all the expenses connected with it upon themselves. ‘Ihe 
Committee, regarding the Exhibition in the twofold character 
contemplated by the Society of Arts, have resolved that the 
objects of aue'ent and mediaeval art of which the Exhibition is to 
be composed, shall, as tar as possible, be selected with reference 
to their beauty and tue practical illustration which they are likely 
to afford of processes of manufacture ; and now beg to invite the 
possessors of Works deemed suitable for such an exhibition to 
assist the Committee in their very important olfice, by eatering 
into communication with them, respecting the nature of any 
objects which they may be willing to offer for exhibition. 

It is requested that all Works proposed for exhibition be punc- 
tually sent to the Rooms of the Socrery oF Arts, John Street, 
Adelphi, on or before the 20th of February, it being imperative 
that the Exhibition should open early in March. 

Letters and Communications should be addressed to AUGUSTUS 
W. Franks, Esq., Honorary Secretary of the Committee, So- 
ciety of Arts, John Street, Adelphi. 

By order of the Committee, 

AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, 
Hon. SEc. 

Printed by Tuomas CLArk Suaw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St.Bride, 
in the City of London 3 and published by Georer BELL, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fieet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, February 16. 1850. 
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Plachaininy oF Parailel Baan No. 2. = - 20 | at that interesting epoch, whence the principal 
St. Antholin’s = = > = 3 - #69 | states of Europe must date their establishment. 

Queries : — King Alfred, mentioning the seat of the Obotriti, 
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— Calamity —.Zero— Complutensian Polyglot — Sir E : Se poe 

W. Rider — Pokership —Havior, Heavier or Hever — re Dr. Ingram has the following variation 2 
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MISCELLANIES;: — called Heath Wolds.” { ‘To the word wolds he 
ee re ho! Gobicn "Age - = 270 | appends a note: —‘* Wylte, See on this word a 
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KING ALFRED'S GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE. 

The sketch of Europe, which our illustrious 
Alfred has inserted in his translation of Orosius, is 
justly considered, both here and on the Continent, 
as a valuable fragment of antiquity*; and I am 
sorry that I can commend little more than the 
pine taken by his translators, the celebrated 

aines Barrington and Dr. Ingram, to make it 
available to ordinary readers. ‘The learned judge 
had very good intentions, but his knowledge of 
Anglo-Saxon was not equal to the task. Dr. 
Ingram professedly applied himself to correct both 
Alfred’s text and Barrington’s version, so far as 
relates to the description of Europe; but in two 
instances, occurring in one passage, he has adopted 
the judge’s mistake of proper names for common 

* “La précieuse géographie d’Alfred, roi d’An- 
gieterre.”— Le Comte J. Griiberg, La Scandinavie 
Vengée, p. 36. 

into heaths and wolds. Thirty pages further on 
there is a note by J. Reinhold Forster, the na- 
turalist and navigator, who wrote it for Barrington 
in full confidence that the translation was correct : 
—“ The Aifeldan,” he says, “are, as king Alfred 
calls them, wolds: there are at present in the 
middle part of Jutland, large tracts of high moors, 
covered with heath only.” 

Of wylte, Dr. Ingram writes : — “ This word has 
never been correctly explained; its original sig- 
nification is the same, whether written felds, 
fields, velts, welds, wilds, wylte, wealds, walds, 
walz, wolds, &c. &c.” And on heath, he says: — 
“Mr. Forster seems to have read Hefeldan (or 
Hethfeldan), which, indeed, I find in the Junian 
MS. inserted as a various reading by Dr. Marshall 
(MSS. Jun. 15.). It also occurs, further on in 
the MS., without any various reading. I have 
therefore inserted it in the text.” 

* Cotton MSS., Tiberius, b. i. fol. 12 b. 

t+ Transl. of Orosius, p. 8. 
¢ Inaugural Lecture, p. 72. 
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Di. Marshall seems to have understood the 
passage. What King Alfred says and means is 
this: —‘“*On the north are the Apdrede (Obo- 
trite), and on the north east of them are the 
Wylte, who are called Hefeldi.” 

The anonymous Saxon poet, who wrote the life 
of Charlemagne, gives the same situation as Alfred 
to the Wilti: — 

“ Gens est Slavorum Wilti cognomine dicta, 
Proxima litoribus qu possidet arva supremis 
Jungit ubi oceano proprios Germania fines.” * 

Helmold says that they inhabited the part of 
the coast opposite to the island of Rugen; and 
hereabouts Adam of Bremen places the Heveldi, 
and many other Slavonic tribes.f I am not 
aware that any other author than Alfred says, that 
the Wilti and Heveldi were the same people ; but 
the fact is probable. The Heveldi are of rare 
occurrence, but not so the Wilti.{ Ptolemy calls 
them Beara: — Veltz or Welte — and places them 
in Prussian Pomerania, between the Vistula and 
Niemen. LEginhard says that “they are Sla- 
vonians who, in our manner, are called Wilsi, but 
in their own language, Welatibi.”§ Their country 
was called Wilcia||, and, as a branch of them were 
settled in Batavia about 560, it does not seem very 
improbable that from them were derived the 
Wilseton of the Anglo-Saxon chronicles, mean- 
ing the Wilts seated, or settlers in Wilts-shire. 
The name, as Eginhard has noticed, is Slavic, and 
is an adoption of welot or weolot, a giant, to denote 
the strength and fierceness which rendered them 
formidable neighbours. Heveldi seems to be the 
same word made emphatic with a foreign addition. 

Two other names have given much trouble to 
the translators, as well as to Mr. Forster. These 
are, Megtha Land and Horiti or Horithi, for both 
occur, and the latter is not written with the letter 
thorn, but with a distinct ¢ and A. Alfred has, 
unquestionably, met with the Slavic gorod, which 
so frequently occurs as the termination of the 
names of cities in the region where he indicates 
the seat of his Horiti to be. It signifies a city, 
and is an etymological equivalent of Goth. gards, 
a house, Lat. cors, cortis; O. N. gardr, a district, 
A.-Sax. geard, whence our yard. The Polish form 
is grodz, and the Sorabic, hrodz. He places the 
Horiti to the east of the Slavi Dalamanti, who 
occupied the district north east of Moravia, with 
the Surpe, that is, Serbi, Servi, on their north, 

* Vita Karoli Magni, ann. 789. 
+ ‘Sunt et alii Slavorum populi qui inter Albiam 

et Oderam degunt, sicut Heveldi, qui juxta Haliolam 
fluvium, et Doxani, Liubuzzi, Wilini, et Stoderani, 
cum multis aliis.” — Hist. Heel. p. 47, 48. 

¢ Annales Sangall. Brev., ann, 789. — Ann. Laures- 
ham, &e. 
§ Vit. Kar. Magn. and Annal. Francor., ann. 822. 
|| Annal. Petav., ann. 789. 

anid the Sisle, Siusli, artother Slavonic people, on 
the west. This appears to be the site possessed 
by the Hunnic founders of Kiow. In Helmold, 
Chunigord, the city or station of the Huns, is the 
name of the part of Russia containing Kiow.* 

To the north of the Horiti, says Alfred, is 
Megtha Land.— A Finnie tribe, called Magyar, 
were settled in the 9th century in Mazovia, 
whence a part of them descended into Hungary. 
According to Mr. Forster, Mazovia has been 
called Magan Land; but I can find no trace of 
that name. I can easily conceive, however, that 
Magyar and Land might become, in Saxon copy- 
ing, Meegtha Land, for the country of the Magyar. 
Elsewhere, Alfred uses Meegtha Land, the land of 
the Medes, for Persia. 

Is there any other printed copy of the Saxon - 
Orosius than Barrington’s? for that forbids con- 
fidence by a number of needless and unauthorised 
alterations in most of the pages. 

R. T. Hampson. 

FOLK LORE. 

Omens from Catile. — I forward to you a Note, 
which, many years ago, I inserted in my inter- 
leaved Brand’s Observations on Popular Antiquities, 
vol. il. p.519. 4to., in the hope that, as the subject 
interested me ¢hen, it may not prove uninteresting 
to some now : — 

“ A bad omen seems to be drawn from an ox or cow 
breaking into a garden. Though I laugh at the super- 
stition, the omen was painfully fulfilled in my case. 

« About the middle of March, 1843, some cattle 

were driven close to my house; and, the back door 
being open, three got into our little bit of garden, and 
trampled it. When our school-drudge came in the 
afternoon, and asked the eause of the confusion, she 

expressed great sorrow and apprehension on being 
told — said it was a bad sign—and that we should 
hear of three deaths within the next six months, Alas! 
in April, we heard of dear J ’s murder; a fort- 

night after, A died; and to-morrow, August 10th, 
I am to attend the funeral of my excellent son-in-law. 

“T have just heard of the same omen from another 
quarter.” 

This was added the next day : — 
« But what is still more remarkable is, that when I 

went down to Mr. ’s burial, and was mentioning 
the superstition, they told me that, while he was lying 
ill, a cow got into the front garden, and was driven 
out with great difficulty.” 

L. 8. 

The Horse's Head —- Rush-bearings. — The ac- 
count of the Welch custom of the ‘“ Grey Mare” 
in a late Number reminded me of something very 
similar in Cheshire. In the parish of Lynn it is 
customary, for a week or ten days before the 5th 

* Chron. Slavorum, 1. i. ¢. 2. 

[No. 17. 
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of November, for the skeleton of a horse’s head, 
dressed up with ribbons, &c., having glass eyes 
inserted in the sockets, and mounted on a short 
pole by way of handle, to be carried by a man 
underneath, covered with a horse-cloth. There 
is generally a chain attached to the nose, which is 
held by a second man, and they are attended by 
several others. In houses to which they can gain 
access, they go through some kind of performance, 
the man with the chain telling the horse to rear, 
open its mouth, &c, Their object, of course, is to 
obtain money. The horse will sometimes seize 
persons, and hold them fast till they pay for being 
set free; but he is generally very peaceable, — for 
in ease of resistance being offered, his companions 
frequently take flight, and leave the poor horse to 
fight if out. I could never learn the origin of 
this strange custom. I remember, when very 
young, having a perfect horror of meeting this 
animal in the dark. 

Another custom, which I suppose prevails in 
some other places, is the “ Rush-bearing.” At the 
annual Wakes a large quantity of rushes are col- 
lected together, and loaded on a cart, almost to 
the height of a load of hay. They are bound on 
the cart, and cut evenly at each end. On the 
Saturday evening a number of men sit on the top 
of the rushes, holding garlands of artificial flowers, 
tinsel, &e. The cart is drawn round the parish 
by three or four spirited horses, decked out with 
ribbons, — the collars being surrounded with small 
bells. It is attended by morris-dancers, dressed in 
strange style, — men in women’s clothes, &e. One 
big man in woman’s clothes, with his face blacked, 
has a belt round his waist, to which is attached a 
large bell, and carries a ladle, in which he collects 
money from the spectators. The company stop and 
dance at the principal public-houses in their route, 
and then proceed to the parish church(!), where 
the rushes are deposited, and the garlands hung up 
very conspicuously, to remain till the next year. 
I believe a custom somewhat similar exists in the 
adjoining parish of Warburton, but not carried 
out in such grand style. 

It would be very interesting if your corre- 
spondents in different parts of the country would 
send accounts of these relics of the barbarous aves. 

JuLIvs. 
Runcorn, Feb. 13. 1850, 

ON AUTHORS AND BOOKS, NO. 5. 

As a writer of dedications, Samuel Johnson was 
the giant of his time. He once said to Boswell, 
the subject arising at a dinner-party, “ Why, I 
haye dedicated to the royal family all round,” — 
and the honest chronicler proves that he spoke ad- 
visedly. 

Compositions of this nature admit much variety 
of character. A dedication may be the pure ho- 

mage which we owe to merit, or the expression of 
gratitude for favours received, or a memorial of 
cherished friendship; and such dedications, in 
point of motive, are beyond the reach of censure 
—TI may fairly assert, are very commendable. 
Nevertheless, Johnson left no compositions of 
either class: ‘“ the dyftiness of his mind,” as Bos- 
well gravely states, “prevented him from ever 
dedicating in his own person.” 
A more equivocal sort of dedication also pre- 

vailed. A book was supposed to require the 
prefix of some eminent name as its patron, in 
order to ensure its success. Now the author, 
though very capable of writing with propriety on 
his chosen theme, might be unequal to the courtly 
style which dedicators were wont to display, and 
as the complement was to be returned substantially, 
he might be tempted to employ a superior artist 
on the occasion, It was chiefly under such cir- 
cumstances that the powers of Johnson were 
called into action. By what arguments the stern 
moralist would have endeavoured to justify the 
deception, for it deserves no better name, is more 
than I can undertake to decide, and I submit the 
query to his enthusiastic admirers. 

To the dedications enumerated by the faithful 
Boswell, and by his sharp-sighted editors, Malone 
and Croker, I have to announce, on internal evi- 
dence, a gorgeous addition! It is the dedication 
to Edward Augustus, Duke of York, ef An In- 
troduction to Geometry, by William Payne, London: 
T. Payne, at. the Mews Gate, 1767. 4°., 1768. 8°. 
I transcribe it literatim. It wants no com- 
ment : — 

“To nuts Rovat Hicuness tHE Duke or York. 

“ Str, 

“Tury who are permitted to prefix the names 
of princes to treatises of science generally enjoy the 
protection of a patron, without fearing the censure of 
a judge. 

“ The honour of approaching your royal highness 
has given me many opportunities of knowing, that the 
work which I now presume to offer will not partake 
of the usual security. For as the knowledge which 
your royal highness has already acquired of Gzomerry 
extends beyond the limits of an introduction, I expect 
not to inform you; I shall be happy if I merit your 
approbaticn. 

“ An address to such a patron admits no recom- 
mendation of the science. It is superfluous to tell 
your royal highness that Geomerry is the primary 
and fundamental art of life; that its effeets are ex- 

tended through the principal operations of human 
skill; that it conducts the soldier in the field, and the 
seaman in the ocean; that it gives strength to the 
fortress, and elegance to the palace, ‘To your royal 
highness all this is already known; Geomerry is 
secure of your regard, and your opinion of its useful- 
ness and value has sufficiently appeared, by the conde- 
seension in which you have been pleased to honour 
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one who has so little pretension to the notice of 
princes, as, 

« Sir, 
« Your royal highnesses [sic] 

« Most obliged, 

«“ Most obedient, 
« And most humble servant, 

“ Wittiam Payne.” 

A short preface follows, which bears marks of 
reparation. It may have received some touches 
from the same masterly hand. 

The external evidence in favour of the ascription 
of the above piece to Johnson, if slight in itself, is 
not devoid of significancy. He had dedicated a 
book for the same author, which book was also 
published by Mr. Thomas Payne, who was his 
brother, in 1756. Botton Corney. 

PLAGIARISMS, OR PARALLEL PASSAGES. No. 2. 

[Continued from No. 11. p. 163.] 
“ Dans les premiéres passions les femmes aiment 

l’amant; dans les autres elles aiment l'amour.” — La 
Rochefoucauld, Max, 494. 

“In her first passion woman loves her lover, 
In all the others all she loves is love, 
Which grows a habit she can ne’er get over, 
And fits her loosely — like an easy glove,” ete. 

Don Juan, canto iii. st. iil. 

There is no note on ¢his passage; but, on the 
concluding lines of the very next stanza, 

“ Although, no doubt, her first of love affairs 
Is that to which her heart is wholly granted ; 
Yet there are some, they say, who have had none, 

But those who have ne’er end with only one,” 

we have the following editorial comment : — 
“ These two lines are a versification of a saying of 
Montaigne.” (!!!) The saying is not by Mon- 
taigne, but by La Rochefoucauld : — 
“On peut trouver des femmes qui n’ont jamais eu 

de galanterie; mais il est rare d’en trouver qui n’en 

aient jamais eu qu'une.” — Maz. 73. 

Byron borrows the same idea again : — 

“ Writing grows a habit, like a woman's gallantry. 
There are women who have had no intrigue, but few 

who have had but one only ; so there are millions of 
men who have never written a book, but few who have 

written only one” — Observations upon an Article in 
Blackwood’s Magazine ; Byron's Works, vol. xv. p. 87, 
Moore’s Edition, 17 vols. duod. London, 1833. 

Both the silence of the author, and the blunder 
of his editor, seem to me to prove that Les 
Mazimes are not as generally known and studied 
as they deserve to be. Me.anron. 

ST. ANTHOLIN’S. 

Your eorrespondent Mr. Rimbault (No. 12. p. 
180.) has made rather a grave charge against my 
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predecessors in office as churchwardens and over- 
seers of this parish ; and although, I regret to say, 
such accusations of unjust stewardship and dere- 
liction of duty are frequently and with justice 
imputed to some parish officers, yet I am happy 
to be able, in this instance, to remove the stigma 
which would otherwise attach to those of St. An- 
tholin. The churchwardens’ accounts are in good 
preservation, and present (in an unbroken series) 
the parish expenditure for nearly three centuries. 

Mr. Rimbault has doubtless been misled by some 
error in the description of the MSS. in Mr. 
Thorpe’s catalogue (as advertised by him for sale), 
which were probably merely extracts from the 
original records. 

The first volume commences with the year 1574, 
and finishes in 1708; the accounts are all written 
at the time of their respective dates, and regularly 
signed by the auditors then°and there present as 
correct. 

Ihave made numerous extracts from these in- 
teresting documents, and notes thereon, which I 
shall at some future time be happy to lay before 
your readers, if you should consider them of suf- 
ficient importance. 

As a voucher for what I have stated with 
regard to their existence, and to give some idea of 
their general character, I have selected (at ran- 
dom) a few items from the year 1580-1 : — 

“The Acecompte of Henrie Jaye, Churehwarden of 
the Parishe of St. Antholyne, from the feaste of the 

Anunciacon of our Ladye in Anno 1580 unto the 
same feaste followinge in Anno 1581.” 

’ Among the “ receaittes” we have — 

“ R4 of Mr. Thorowgoode for an olde font stone, 
by the consente ofa vestrie - v8 iiij4 

“R4 for the clothe of bodkine* yt Ser Roger 
Marten hade before in keppinge, and now 
sold by the consente of a vestry and our 
mynnister =~ - -  iij}t yj* viij4 

“The Payments as followithe : — ; 

“ P4 to the wife of John Bukone gwder of the 
Lazer cotte at Myle End¢ in full of her due 

* Brodekine. A richly-gilt stuff. 
+ It appears, from an entry in the preceding year, 

that this man was first sent to “ Sentt Thomas Spittell 
in Soughwork,” when it was discovered that he was 
afflicted with the leprosy, or some cutaneous disease, 
and immediately removed to the Lazar-house at Mile 
End, it being strictly forbidden that such cases should 
remain in the hospitals. These lazar-houses were 
built away from the town; one was the Lock Hos- 
pital, in Southwark; one at Kingsland, another at 
Knightsbridge, and that mentioned above between 
Mile End and Stratford. The laws were very strict in 
the expulsion of leprous people from the city ; and if 
they attempted to force their way into the hospitals, 
they were bound fast to horses, and dragged away to 
the lazar-houses. 
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for keppinge of Evan Redde y* was Mr. 
Hariots mane till his departtur and for his | 
Shete and Burialle as dothe apere —_x/® viij? 

“ Pd for makinge of the Longe pillowe & the 
pulpit clothe - - - ijs 

« P4 for a yard and a naile of fustane for the same | 
pillowe - - - - xvji 

« P4 for silke to the same pillowe - xvji 
« Pd for xjli of fethers for the same pillowe, at 

vw os - 3 - iiij? vij? 
«“ Pd for brede and beer that day the quen cam 

in - - - = a eis 

« P4 for candells and mendinge the baldrocke* vj4 
“« Pd for paynttinge y° stafe of the survayer —_1ij4 
« P4 for mendynge the lytell bell - - iiijs 
«“ Pd to Mr. Sanders for the yearly rent of the 

Laystall and skowringe the harnes } for his yer 
iijs viij9 

“ Pito Mr. Wright for the makinge of the Cloke + 
mor than he gatheride, agred one at the laste 
vestrie - 3 - + xvij? 

“P2 to Peter Medcalfe for mending the Cloke 
when it neade due at ot Ladies Daye laste 
pastin Anno 1581 - - Seri 

“ P4 for entringe this account —- een 

W.C., Junior, 
Overseer of St. Antholin, 1850. 

QUERIES. 

COLLEGE SALTING. 

Mr. Editor, — If your very valuable work had 
existed in October, 1847, when I published in the 
British Magazine a part of Archbishop Whitgift’s 
accounts relative to his pupils while he was Master 
of Trinity College, Cambridge, I should certainly 
have applied to you for assistance. 

In several of the accounts there is a charge for 
the pupil's “salting ;” and after consulting gentle- 
men more accurately informed with regard to the 
customs of the university than myself, I was 
obliged to append a note to the word, when it 
occurred for the first time in the account of Lord 
Edward Zouch, in which [ said, “I must confess 

* The haldricke was the garter and buckle by means 
of which the clapper was suspended inside the bell. 
+ Harnes, or armour, which perhaps hung over some 

of the monuments in the church, 
¢ It was about this time that clocks began to be 

generally used in churches (although of a much earlier 
invention); and in subsequent years we have several 
items of expenditure connected with that above men- 
tioned. In 1595: — 

“ Paid for a small bell for the watche -  iij® 
“Paid to the smith for Iron worke to it - xx4 
“Paid for a waight for the Clocke wayinge 

36! and for a ringe of Iron - - v3,” 
Still, however, the hour-glass was used at the pulpit- 

_ desk, to determine the length the parson should go in 
his discourse ; and xij‘ for a new hour-glass frequently 
occurs. 

eee 0 ee 

my inability to explain this word; and do not 
know whether it may be worth while to state that, 
on my mentioning it to a gentleman, once a 

| fellow-commoner of the college, he told me, that 
when, as a freshman, he was getting his gown 
from the maker, he made some remark on the 
long strips of sleeve by which such gowns are 
distinguished, and was told that-they were called 
‘salt-bags,’ but he could not learn why ; and an 
Oxford friend tells me, that going to the buttery 
to drink salt and water was part of the form of 
his admission . . . . This nobleman’s (@. e, Lord 
Edward Zouch’s) amounted to 4s., and that of the 
Earl of Cumberland to 3s. 4d., while in other 
cases it was as low as 8d.” To this I added the 
suggestion that it was probably some fee, or ex- 
pense, which varied according to the rank of the 
parties. It afterwards occurred to me that this 
“salting” was, perhaps, some entertainment given 
by the new-comer, from and after which he ceased 
to be “fresh;” and that while we seem to have 

| lost the “salting” both really and nominally, we 
retain the word to which it has reference. 

Be this as it may, my attention has just now 
been recalled to the question by my accidentally 
meeting with one of Owen’s epigrams, which shows 
that in his time there was some sort of salting at 
Oxford, and also of peppering at Winchester. As 
T doubt not that you have readers well acquainted 
with the customs of both these seats of learning, 
perhaps some may be good enough to afford in- 
formation. Owen was at Oxford not many years 
after Whitgift had been Master of Trinity at Cam- 
bridge, if (as Wood states) he took his bachelor’s 
degree in 1590. The epigram is as follows : — 

“ Oxoniz salsus (juvenis tum) more vetusto; 
Wintonizque (puer tum) piperatus eram. 

Si quid inest nostro piperisve salisve libello, 
Oxoniense sal est, Wintoniense piper.” 

It is No. 64 in that book of epigrams which 
Owen inscribed ‘“‘ Ad Carolum Eboracensem, fra- 
trem Principis, filium Regis,” p. 205. edit. Elz, 

1628. 12mo. I give this full reference in order 

to express my most hearty sympathy with the 

righteous indignation of my highly respected friend, 
your correspondent “L. 8.” (No. 15. p. 230.), 

against imperfect references. I do not, however, 

agree with him in thinking it fortunate that he is 
not a “ despotic monarch ;” on the contrary, now 

that I have not to take up verses, or construe 

Greek to him, I should like it of all things ; and I 

am sure the world would be much the better for 

it. S. R. Marruanp. 
Gloucester, Feb. 18. 1850. 

————_— 

A FEW DODO QUERIES. 

The discovery and speedy extinction of that 

extraordinary bird the Dopo, belongs rather to 

eee 
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human history than to pure zoology, and I there- 
fore hope that a few Queries relating to this 
curious subject will be admissible into your pub- 
lication. I have already, in the work entitled 
The Dodo and its Kindred, and in the Supple- 
mentary Notices inserted last year in the Annals 
and Magazine of Natural History (ser. 2. vol. 
il. pp. 136. 259; vol. iv. p. 335.), endeavoured 
to collect together the omne scitum of the Dodo- 
history, but I am satisfied that the omne scibile 
is not yet attained. 

Query I,—Is there any historical record of the 
first discovery of Mauritius and Bourbon by the 
Portuguese? These islands bore the name of 
Mascureuhas as early as 1598, when they were 
so indicated on one of De Bry’s maps. Subse- 
quent compilers state that they were thus named 
after their Portuguese discoverer, but I have not 
succeeded in finding any notice of them in the 
histories of Portuguese expeditions to the East 
Indies which I have consulted. The only appa- 
rently authentic indication of their discovery, that 
I am aware of, is the pillar bearing the name of 
John III. of Portugal, and dated 1545, which is 
stated by Leguat, on Du Quesne’s authority, to 
have been found in Bourbon by Flacour, when he 
took possession of the island in 1653. 

Query II.—It appears from Leguat’s New 
Voyage to the East Indies, London, 1708, pp. 
2, 37., that the Marquis Du Quesne, being de- 
sirous of sending out a colony from Holland to 
the Isle of Bourbon in 1689 or 1690, published 
(probably in Dutch) an account of that island, 
with a view of inducing emigrants to go thither. 
I should be greatly obliged if any of your readers 
can tell me the title, date, and place of publication 
of this book, and where a copy of it is to be seen 
or procured. 

Query III,—Are there in existence any original 
oil-paintings of the Dodo by Savery or any other 
artist, besides the five described in the Dodo and 
its Kindred —viz., the one at the Hague, at 
Berlin, at Vienna, at the British Museum, and 
at Oxford? And are there any original engray- 
ings of this bird, besides that in De Bry, in 
Clusius, in Van den Broecke, in Herbert, in Bon- 
tekoe, and in Bontius, of all which I have pub- 
lished fac-similes ? 

Query IV.— Are there any original authors 
who mention the Dodo as a living bird, besides 
Van Neck, Clusinus, Heemskerk, Willem van 
West-Zanen, Matelief, Van der Hagen, Verhuffen, 
Van den Broecke, Bontekoe, Herbert, Cauche, 
Lestrange, and Benjamin Harry? Or any au- 
thority for the Solitaire of Rodriguez besides 
Leguat and D’Heguerty; or for the Dodo-like 
birds of Bourbon besides Castleton, Carré, Sieur 
D. B., and Billiard ? 

Query V.—In Rees’ Cyclopedia, article Bour- 
BON, we are told that in that island there is “a 

kind of large bat, denominated [Oiseau bleu, 
which are skinned and eaten as a great delicacy.” 
Where did the compiler of the article pick up 
this statement ? 

Query VI.—Is there in existence any figure, 
published or unpublished, of the Dodo-like bird 
which once inhabited the Isle of Bourbon ? 

Query VII.— What is the derivation or mean- 
ing of the words Dodaers and Dronte, as applied 
to the Dodo ? 

Query VIII.—Sir Hamon Lestrange has re- 
corded that about 1638 he saw a living Dodo 
exhibited in London. (See Sloane MSS. 1839, v. 
p- 9. in Brit. Mus. ; Wilkin’s ed. of Sir 7. Brown’s 
Works, vol. i. p. 369. ; vol. ii. p. 173.; The Dodo 
and its Kindred, p. 22.) Is there any cotemporary 
notice extant in print or in MS. which confirms 
this statement? A splendidly bound copy of 
The Dodo and its Kindred will be given to any 
one who can answer this query affirmatively. 

Query IX.—In Holme’s Academy of Armory 
and Blazon, Chester, 1688, p. 289, we find a Dodo 
figured as an heraldic device, a fac-simile of which 
is given in the Annals of Natural History, 2nd 
series, vol. iii. p. 260. The author thus describes 
it: “ He beareth Sable a Dodo, or Dronte proper. 
By the name of Dronte. This exotic bird doth 
equal a swan in bigness,” &c. &e. Now I wish to 
ask, where did this family of Dronte reside? Is 
anything known concerning them? How did they 
come by these arms? and are any members of the 
family now living ? ' 

Query X.— From a passage in the Histoire 
de [ Académie Royale des Sciences, 1776, p. 37, 
it appears that Pingré, the French astronomer, 
published, or at least wrote, a relation of his 
voyage to Rodriguez, in which he speaks of Soli- 
taires. Is this the fact? and if so, what is the title 
of his work ? H. E. Srricxianp. 

ON PASSAGES IN COLERIDGE’S CHRISTABEL AND 

BYRON’S LARA. TABLET TO NAPOLEON. 

Tam one of those who look upon the creations 
of our great poets as deserving illustration almost 
as much as actual history ; and I am always dis- 
tressed when I meet with passages representing 
events with respect to which I cannot make up | 
my mind as to what the author meant, or intended |) 
his readers to believe. ‘Two of these occur to me || 
at this moment, and I shall be much obliged by |) 
any of your correspondents giving, in your pages, | 
brief replies to my queries, or referring me to any | 
published works where I may find their solution. | 

1, What did Coleridge really mean to represent — 
or imply in his tale of Christabel? Who or what | 
was Geraldine ? What did Christabel see in her, | 
at times, so unutterably horrible? What is meant | 
by “the ladye strange” making Christabel carry | 
her over the sill of the portal ? &e., &e. 

SS = 
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2. What does Byron mean us to infer that 
Lara saw in his hall that midnight, when he so 
alarmed his household with 

« A sound, a voice, a shriek, a fearful call, 
A long loud shriek — and silence.” ? 

The poet, it is true, seems to refuse, purposely, to 
let ‘his readers into the truth, telling them : — 

«© Whate’er his frenzy dream'd or eye beheld, 
If yet remembered, ne’er to be reveal’d, 
Rests at his heart.” 

But still, I conceive there can be no doubt that he 
knew the truth (I speak as of realities), — knew 
what he intended to represent by so full and ela- 
borate a delineation of a scene. And it is the 
author’s meaning and intention that I wish to 
come at. 

I will ask one more question relative to this 
magnificent poem (which I don’t think has had 
justice done it by the critics), but one respecting 
which I hardly think there can be any doubt as 
to the author’s secret meaning: —Is not the Kaled 
of Lara the Gulnare of the Giaour ? 

Before concluding, I will add a query on a very 
different subject. 

3. Many of your readers have, doubtless, seen | 
the large marble tablet erected by the Vallaisians 
in honour of Napoleon, in the Convent of the | 
Great St. Bernard. A recent traveller in Switz- 
erland (Dr. Forbes) has, I find, noticed the in- 
scription, and questioned, as I had done, both its 
meaning and Latinity. I extract this author's 
note as expressing exactly the points on which I 
desiderate information : — 

“ Having doubts both as to the precise meaning and 
lingual purity of the compound epithet Bis Italicus, 
here applied to Napoleon, I subjoin the passage in 
which it occurs, for the judgment of the learned : — 
*NAPOLEONI .... 

liday, p. 468. 
¢ EMDEE. 

Athenzum, January 26. 1850. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Howkhey or Horkey. — Can anybody explain the 
etymology of the word Howkey or Horkey, gene- 
rally used to denote a harvest-home merriment in 
our eastern counties? Forbes speaks of it as an 
intractable word, and neither he nor Sir J. Cullum 
have succeeded in explaining it satisfactorily. 

BRrayBROOKE. 
Audley End, Feb. 16. 

Lord Bacon's Metrical Version of the Psalms.— 
The answer in No. 15. p. 235. to A Cornisu- 
MAN’s Query (No. 13. p. 202.) respecting “ Bacon’s 
Metrical Version of the Psalms,” suggests another 
query. ‘The work in question was a mere “ exer- 
cise of sickness ;” it contains only seven psalms 
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| (the Ist, 12th, 90th, 104th, 126th, 137th, and 
| 149th), and is, without pretension of any kind, 
| a very proper diversion for a mind that could not 
be inactive and yet required rest; and very good 
verses for a man unpractised in metrical composi- 
tion. The Collection of Apophthegms (also a re- 
creation in sickness), though considerably larger 
and altogether weightier, was considered so trifling 
a work that Dr. Rawley, in his “ perfect list of his 
Lordship’s true works, &e.,” appended to the first 
edition of the Resuscitatio (1657), either forgot or 
did not think fit to mention it. Yet both these 
trifles were not only written, but published, by 
Bacon himself the year before his death —a thing 
quite contrary to his practice ; for though he had 
written and carefully preserved and circulated in 
manuscript so much, he had till then published 
nothing that was not of the weightiest and most 
solid kind. Can any of your correspondents in- 
form me how much two such books may possibly 
have been worth to a publisher in the year 1625 ; 
being works of low price and popular character, 
proceeding from an author of great name? How 
much is it reasonable to suppose that a publisher 
may have given for the copyright? or how far 
may it have gone towards the payment of a book- 
seller’s bill ? J.S. 

Feb. 7. 1850. 

Treatise of Equivocation.—I shall feel happy 
if, through your very opportune medium, I can 
obtain some information respecting a very extra- 
ordinary and mysterious book, as to its existence, 
local habitation, and any other material circum- 
stance, which has the title of A Treatise of Equi- 
vocation. ‘The first recognition of the work is in 
the Relation of the Proceedings in the Trial for 
the Powder Plot, 1604. At signat. I. the At- 
torney-General, Sir E. Coke, appeals to it, and 
affirms that it was allowed by the Archpriest, 

| Blackwel, and that the title was altered to A 
Treatise against Lying and Fraudulent Dissimu- 
lation. He proceeds to describe some of its 
contents, as if he were himself acquainted with 
the book. Thomas Morton, Bishop of Lichfield 
and Coventry, afterwards of Durham, in his Pudl 
Satisfaction concerning a double Romish Iniquitie ; 
Rebellion and Equivocation, 1606, refers to the 
work, as familiarly acquainted with it. (See Ep. 
Dedic. A. 3.; likewise pages 88 & 94.) He gives 
the authorship to Creswell or Tresham. He refers: 
likewise to a Latin work entitled Resolutio Ca- 
suum, to the same effect, possibly a translation, to 
which he subjoins the names of Parsons and Allen. 
Robert Abbot, in his Antilogia, 1613, pp. 13, 14., 
emphatically and at length produces the same 
book and facts; but they are merely cepied from 
the Relation of the Powder-ireason Trial. Henry 
Mason, in his most satisfactory work, The New 
Art of Lying, §¢., 1624, has spoken of the Zrea- 
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tise with the same familiarity (see p.51.), and 
elsewhere, if my memory does not igeee me. 
Dodd, in his Church History, —when will the 
new edition begin to move again? can Stony- 
hurst tell? — ascribes the work to Tresham. 
Hardly any of the similar works in these times 
belong to one author. It may just be added, that 
Parsons’s Mitigation contains, perhaps, all the 
substance of the Roman equivocation, with not 
much reserve or disguise. It was published in 
answer to Bishop Morton’s work in 1607. Foulis 
has, of course, substantially all the above, but 
nothing more. 

Now, the questions which I want to have solved 
are these: — Was the book ever extant in MS. 
or print? Is it now extant, and where? Who 
has seen a copy? 
extent? Has the Durham Cathedral Library, in 
particular, a copy? Mr. Botfield might have 
informed us. In facet, where is any effectual 
intelligence of the fugitive to be found ? J.M. 

Feb. 8. 1850. 

REPLIES. 

ETYMOLOGY OF ‘“ ARMAGH.” 
Some of your correspondents have taken up 

the not unnatural idea, that the last syllable of 
the word “ Armagh” is identical with the Celtic 
word magh, a plain. But there are two objections 
to this. In the first place, the name is never spelt 
in Irish Armagh, nor even Ardmagh, but always 
Arpmacua. Ardmagh or Armagh is only the 
anglicised spelling, adapted to English tongues 
and ears. It is therefore clearly absurd to take 
this corrupt form of the word as our datum, in the 
attempt to search for its etymology. Secondly, 
the Irish names of places which are derived from, 
or compounded of, magh, a plain, are always aneli- 
cised, moy, mot, mow, or mo, to represent ‘the 
pronunciation: as Fermoy, Athmoy, Knockmoy, 
Moira, Moyagher, Moyalitfe (or Me-aliffe, as it is 
now commonly spelt), Moville, Moyarta, and thou- 
sands of other cases. And those who are ac- 
quainted with the Irish language will at once tell, 
by the ear, that Armagh, as the word is pro- 
nounced by the native peasantry, even by those 
who have lost that language (as most of them in 
that district now have), could not be a compound 
of magh, a plain. 

The work of M. Bullet, quoted by your corre- 
spondent “ Hermes,” is full of ignorant blunders 
similar to that which he commits, when he tells us 
that Armagh is compounded of “ Ar, article, and 
mag, ville.’ he article, in Irish, is An, not ar; 
and mag does not signify a town. He adopts, 
your readers will perceive, the modern Enelish 
spelling, which could not lead to a correct result, 
even if M. Bullet had been acquainted with the 
Celtic languages. The same remark applies to 

What is its size, date, and | 

the explanation given by the author of Circles of 
Gomer. Ard, not Ar, is the word to be explained ; 
and therefore, even though Ar and Ararat meant, 
as he tells us, “earth, country, or upon and on 
the earth,” this would ‘throw no light on the ety- 
nology of ARrpmacha. 

“ Hipernicus ” (No. 14. p. 217.) is partly right 
and partly wrong; he adopts the anglicised spel- 
ling of the second syllable, although he seems 
aware that the first syllable ought to be Ard; and 
he admits also that this word is a substantive, 
signifying a height, not the adjective, high. “A 
high plain,” in Irish, would be, not Ardmagh, or 
Ardmoy (as it would have been anglicised), but 
Magh-ard (Anglice Moyard). Great light will 
be thrown on the whole subject of the etymology 
of Irish typographical names, when the Index to 
my friend Mr.O’Donovan’s edition of the Annals 
of the Four Masters makes its appearance. 

I may add too, in conclusion, that Camden is 
wrong in suggesting that Armach (as he spells it, 
retaining, curiously enough, the correct etymology 
of the last syllable) is identical with Dearmach 
(where the last syllable ought to be magh). This 
latter place is the well- known Durrow, in the 
county Westmeath; and its name, in Irish, is 
Duir-magh, which is really a compound from 
magh, a plain. Bede tells us, that the word sig- 
nified, in the Scottish language, Campus roborum 
(see Bede, Hist. Hecl. lib. iii. c. 4.); but Adam- 
son (Vit. Columba, ec. 39.) more correctly trans- 
lates it, “*monasterium Roboreti Campi.” It is 
not likely that such authorities could confound 
Durrow, in Westmeath, with the ecclesiastical 
metropolis of Ireland, and patriarchal see of St. 
Patrick. 

Whoever the Mach or Macha was from whom 
Ardmacha has its name (whether the queen called 
Macha-mong-ruadh, whose reign is assigned by 
O'Flaherty to a. Mm. 3603, or the older Macha, who 
is said to be the wife of Nemedius), it should be 
borne in mind, that the word whose etymology is 
required is ArpMacHA™, and not Armagh. What 
would be thought of the critic who would now 
attempt to investigate the etymology of the Eng- 
lish word bishop, by dividing it into two syllables, 
and seeking analogies in sound for each syllable. 

I have ventured to go at greater length into 
this matter than its importance may seem to 
warrant, because it illustrates so clearly a very 
general error, from which Celtic literature has 
deeply suffered, of inventing fanciful etymologies 
adapted to the ‘modern English spellings, instead — 
of the original Celtic forms of names; and this | 
error, as the question before us proves, is as old 
as Camden’s time, and older. J. H. Topp. 

Trin. Coll. Dublin, Feb. 2. 1850. 

* Those who have access to Colgan’s Acta Sanctorum 
Hibernia will see that he always spells Armagh, Ard- | 
macha; and Durrow, Darmagia. j 
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WILLIAM BASSE AND HIS POEMS. 

I read with great pleasure Mr. Collier’s in- 
teresting paper on “ William Basse and_ his 
Poems,” inserted in your 13th Number. 
little is known of this once popular poet, but it is 
very desirable that that little should be collected 
together, which cannot be better effected than 
through the friendly system of inter-communica- 
tion established by your valuable journal. 

From my limited researches upon this subject, it 
appears that there were two poets of the name of | 
William Basse. Anthony Wood (Athen. Oron., 
edit. Bliss. iv. 222.) speaks of one William Basse, 
of Moreton, near Thame, in Oxfordshire, who was 
some time a retainer of Lord Wenman, of ‘Thame 

P . e. Richar is t in the | alle Park, 7. e. Richard Viscount Wenman, i | age Waltiaial Rae snata! 
peerage of Ireland. And I find among my MS. 
biographical collections that a William Basse, of 
Suffolk, was admitted a sizar of Emanuel College, 
Cambridge, in 1629, A. B. 1632, and A. M. in 
1636. The William Basse who wrote Great 
Brittaines Sunnes-set in 1613, was also the author 
of the MS. collection of poems entitled Polyhymunia, 
mentioned by Mr. Collier. In proof of this it is 
merely necessary to notice the dedication of the 
former “To his Honourable Master, Sir Richard 
Wenman, Knight,” and the verses and acrostics in 
the MS. “To the Right Hon. the Lady Aungier 
Wenman, Mrs. Jane Wenman, and the truly 
noble, vertuous, and learned Lady, the Lady 
Agnes Wenman.” Basse’s Poems were evidently 
intended for the press, but we may conjecture 
that the confusion of the times prevented them 
from appearing. Thomas Warton, in his Life and 
Literary Remains of Ralph Bathurst, M.D., has a 
copy of verses by the Dr. “To Mr. W. Basse, 
upon the intended publication of his Poems, 
January 13. 1651;” to which the learned editor 
adds, “I find no account of this writer or his 
poems.” The whole consists of forty-four verses, 
from which I extract the beginning and the 
end: —- 
* Basse, whose rich mine of wit we here behold 
As porcelain earth, more precious, ’cause more old ; 
Who, like an aged oak, so long hath stood, 
And art religion now as well as food ; 
Though thy grey Muse grew up with elder times, 
And our deceased grandsires lisp’d thy rhymes ; 
Yet we can sing thee too, and make the lays 
Which deck thy brow look fresher with thy praise. 

* * . * * 

Though these, your happy births, have silent past 
More years than some abortive wits shall last ; 
He still writes new, who once so well hath sung: 
That Muse can ne’er be old, which ne’er was young.” 

These verses are valuable as showing that Basse 
was living in 1651, and that he was then an aged 
man. ‘The Emanuelian of the same name, who 
took his M. A. degree in 1636, might possibly be 
his son. At any rate, the latter was a poet. 

There are some of his pieces among the MSS. in 
| the Public Library, Cambridge; and I have a 
small MS. volume of his rhymes, scarcely soaring 

Very | above mediocrity, which was presented to me by 
an ancient family residing in Suffolk. 

A poem by William Basse is inserted in the 
Annalia Dubrensia, 1636, in praise of Robert 
Dover and his revival of the Cotswold games; but 
it is not clear to which of the two poets we may 
ascribe it. Malone attributes two rare volumes 
to one or other of these poets. ‘The first, a trans- 
lation or paraphrase of Juvenal’s tenth satire, 

| entitled That which seems Best is Worst, 12mo., 
1617 ; the second, “* A Miscellany of Merriment,” 

entitled A Helpe to Discourse, 2nd edit. 8vo., 
1620: but the former is more probably the work 

I may mention that a 
copy of Basse’s Sword and Buckler, or Serving 
Man's Defence, 1602, is among Malone’s books in 
the Bodleian. 

Izaac Walton speaks of William Basse, ‘ one 
that hath made the choice songs of the Hunter 
in his Career, and of Tom of Bedlam, and many 
others of note.” The ballad mentioned by Mr. 
Collier, ‘“ Maister Basse his Career, or the Hunting 
of the Hare,” is undoubtedly the one alluded to 
by Walton. I may add, that it is printed in Wit 
and Drollery, edit. 1682, p. 64.; and also in O/d 
Ballads, 1725, vol. iii. p. 196. The tune is con- 
tained in the Skene MS., a curious collection of 
old tunes in the Advocate’s Library, Edinburgh ; 
and a ballad entitled Huderi’s Ghost, to the tune 
of Basse’s Carrier, is preserved among the Bagford 

| Collection of Old Ballads in the British Museum. 
With regard to the second ballad mentioned by 
Walton, our knowledge is not so perfect. Sir 
John Hawkins in a note (Complete Angler, 5th 
edit. p. 73.) says :— 

« This song, beginning — 

‘ Forth from my dark and dismal cell,’ 

with the music to it, set by Hen. Lawes, is printed in 
a book, entitled Choice Ayres, Songs and Dialogues, to 
sing to the Theorbo Lute, and Bass Viol, folio. 1675, 

and in Playfield’s Antidote against Melancholy, 8vo. 
1669, and also in Dr. Percy’s Reliques of Ancient 
English Poetry, vol. ii. p. 350; but in the latter with 
a mistake in the last line of the third stanza, of the word 
Pentarchy for Pentateuch.” 

A copy of the Choice Ayres, 1675, is now before 
me, but Henry Lawes’s name does not appear to 
the song in question. Sir John has evidently 
made a mistake; the air of Mad Tom was com- 
posed by John Cooper, alias Giovanni Coperario, 
for one of the Masques performed by the Gentle- 
men of Gray’s Inn. (See The English Dancing 
Master, 1651, in the British Museum, and Ad- 
ditional MS. 10,444, in the same repository.) With 
regard to the ballad itself, there is an early copy 
(of the latter part of the sixteenth century) pre- 
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served in the Harleian MSS., No.7332, fol.41. It 
purports to have been 

“ Written (i, e. transcribed) by Feargod Barebone, 
who being at many times idle and wanting employ- 
ment, wrote out certain songs and epigrams, with the 
idea of mending his hand in writing.” 

There is another copy among Malone’s MSS. in 
the Bodleian (No. 16. p. 55.), where it is entitled 
A new Tom of Bedlam. But I contend there is 
no evidence to show that this is the ballad alluded 
to by Walton; none of the copies having the 
name of the author. We have two other songs 
(probably more) bearing the same title of Tom of 
Bedlam; one beginning, “ From the top of high 
Caucasus ;” the other commencing, “ From the 
hag and hungry goblin;” either of which are quite 
as likely to have been intended as that mentioned 
above. 

It still remains a question, I think, which of the 
two Basses was the author of the ballads men- 
tioned by Walton. But I have already trespassed 
so long upon your valuable space that I will leave 
the further consideration of the subject until a 
future period: in the meantime, perhaps some of 
your correspondents may be enabled to “ illumi- 
nate our darkness” upon the various knotty points. 

Epwarp F, Rimsacrr. 

BEAVER HATS—PISAN. 

Allow me to say a few words in reply to your 
correspondent “ Gastros.” His quotation from 
Fairholt (Costume in England), who cites Stubbes’s 
Anatomy of Abuses as the earliest authority for 
the use of beaver hats in England, is not a satis- 
factory reply to my query; inasmuch as I am 
aware that beaver hats were occasionally worn by 
great people in this country some centuries before 
Stubbes was born. For example, Henry III. 
possessed “unum capellum de Bevre cum appa- 
ratu auri et lapidibus preciosis;” as appears from 
the “* Wardrobe Account,” of the 55th year of his 
reign. I have, therefore, still to ask for the 
earliest instance of the use of hats or caps of this 
material in England ; such hats, as well as gloves, 
are mentioned in several English inventories made 
between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
Is there any example earlier than the time of 
Henry IIL. ? 

“Gastros” has also obligingly replied to my 
query as to “ the meaning of the term Pisan, used 
in old records for some part of defensive armour,” 
but he seems to have forgotten that I expressly 
stated that term had no relation to “ the fabrics of 
Pisa;” at least such is my belief. With regard to 
the inventory of the arms and armour of Louis le 
Hutin, taken in 1316, printed in Meyrick’s An- 
cient Armour, to which he kindly refers me, it may 
be observed that the said inventory is so per- 

versely translated in the first edition of that work 
(just now I have no means of consulting the 
second), as to be all but useless; indeed it might 
be termed one of the most extraordinary literary 
performances of modern times, as the following 
instance may suffice to show. One of the items 
of the inventory is, “une cote gamboisée 4 ar- 
broissiaus d’or broudées 4 chardonereus ;” and it 
is thus rendered into English, ‘a gamboised coat 
with a rough surface (like a thicket ;—note) of 
gold embroidered on the nap of the cloth!” The 
real signification is “‘a gamboised coat embroidered 
in gold, with little bushes (or trees), with gold- 
finches [on them].” But I am rather wandering 
from my point: I never could ascertain on what 
authority Sir Samuel Meyrick asserted that “ ja- 
zeran armour,” as he calls it, was formed of “ over- 
lapping plates.” The French word jazeran was 
derived from the Italian ghiazarino, or ghiazzerino, 
which signified “a gorget of mail,” or what some 
of our antiquaries have termed “a standard of 
mail;” in France this word always preserved its 
relation to mail, and in process of time came to 
be applied to so lowly an object as a flagon-chain : 
see Cotgrave’s Fr. Dict. ed. 1673. Roquefort, 
indeed, says a “jaserans” was a cuirass, but to 
my apprehension the passage which he quotes from 
the Roman d Alexandre — 

“ Es haubers, jazerans, et és elmes gemez ”— 

sees to prove that, in that instance at least, a 
gorget is meant. At any rate, the translation of 
the passage in the inventory to which “ Gasrros” 
refers should be, “three Pisan collerets of steel 
mail,” not that given by Meyrick. Here we have 
clearly a fabric of Pisa: whereas the pisan, of 
which I desire to know the meaning, invariably 
occurs as an independent term, e.g. “item, unum 
pisanum,” or “unum par pisanorum.” Of course I 
have my own conjecture on the subject, but should 
be glad to hear other opinions; so I again put the 
question to your correspondents. In conclusion I 
would observe to ‘“ Gastros” that they must be 
very late MSS. indeed in which such a contraction 
as pisan for partisan can be found. If you have 
room, and think it worth while, I will from time 
to time send you some corrections of the more 
flagrant errors of Meyrick. T. Hupson Turner. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Norman Pedigrees. — In reference to your cor- 
respondent “B.'s” inquiries, he will find much 
information in the Publications de la Société des 
Antiquaires de Normandie. Under their auspices, 
M. Estancelin published in 1828 a full history of 
the Earls of Eu. Iam not aware of any full col- 
lection of pedigrees of the companions of William 
the Conqueror: the names of several of the lands 
from which they took their designations yet 
remain. W. Durrant Cooper. 
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Norman Pedigrees.—In answer to “B.'s” query 
(No. 14. p. 214.), an excellent Gazetteer was pub- 
lished in Paris, 1831, entitled Dictionnaire Com- 
plet, Géographique, Statisque, et Commercial de la 
France et de ses Colonies; par M. Briand-de- 
Verzé, pp. 856. Many of the names of the Con- 
queror’s Norman companions will be found in 
that work; as, for instance, Geoffrey de ‘ Man- 
deville, village. Calvados arrondissement, 311 
O.N.O. de Bayeux,” &e. 
Norman de Beauchamp: three Beauchamps are 

mentioned; that 51. from Avranches will be the 
one in question. C.1.R. 

Oxford, Feb. 13. 1850. 

Norman Pedigrees.— Your correspondent “ B.” 
(No. 14. p. 214.) would probably find part of the 
information he seeks in Domesday Book, seu Cen- 
sualis Willelmi Primi Regis Anglie. But query ? 
Is “ B.” right in supposing the prefix “ De” to be 
French? Does it not rather originate in the 
Latin 2 

“ Domesday” is written in Latin throughout; and 
the “ de,” denoting the place, is there occasionally 
followed by what seems to be the Latin ablative 
ease. I copy an example: — 

* Canonici de Hantone ten. 
G.e loc. in co. Stafford.) 

Then of the person it is said — 
«Sanson ten. de rege, &c. .. 

Hargedone,” &e. 

1. hida de Sansone,” 

5 eu hide. tree un 

J.S. 

Translation of ZElian.—In answer to the query 
of “G. M.” in No. 15. p.232., I beg to siate 
that in Lowndes’s Manual, vol. i. p. 13., is the fol- 
lowing notice under the head of “ Hlianus Clau- 
dius :” — 

“ Various Histories translated by T. Stanley. Lon- 
don, 1665. 8vo. 5s. This translation is by the son of 
the learned editor of schylus, and was reprinted 
1670. 1677.” 

GST ie 

Ave Trici and Gheeze Ysenoudi, — I reeret that 
I cannot give “ H. L. B.” any further information 
about these ladies than the colophon I transcribed 
affords. To me, however, it is quite clear that 
they were sisters of some convent in Flanders or 
Holland ; the name of their spiritual father, Nicolas 
Wyt, and the names of the ladies, clearly indicate 
this. 5. W.S. 

Daysman (No. 12. p. 188.).—It seems to me 
that a preferable etymology may be found to that 
given by Nares and Jacob. The arbiter or judge 
might formerly have occupied a dais or lit de justice, 
or he might have been selected from those entitled 
to sit on the raised part of the courts of law, 7. e. 
eeepc or barristers as we callthem. I have 
heard another etymology, which however I do not 

favour, that the arbiter, chosen from men of the 
same rank as the disputants, should be paid for 
loss of his day’s work. GeorGE OLIVER. 

Perhaps the following may be of some use in 
clearing up this point. In the Graphic Illustrator, 
a literary and antiquarian miscellany edited by 
E. W. Brayley, London, 1834, at p. 14, towards 
the end of an article on the Tudor Style of Archi- 
tecture, signed T. M., is the following : — 

« This room (talking of the great halls in old manor- 
houses) was in every manor-house a necessary append- 
age for holding ‘the court, the services belonging to 
which are equally denominated ‘the homage,’ with 
those of the king’s palace. The dais, or raised part of 
the upper end of the hall, was so called, from the admi- 

nistration of justice. A dais-man is still a popular 
term for an arbitrator in the North, and Domesday- 
Book (with the name of which I suppose every one to 
be familiar) is known to be a list of manor-houses.” 

C. D. Lamont. 
Greenock. 

[Our correspondents will probably find some con- 
firmation of their ingenious suggestion in the following 
passage from The Vision of Piers Ploughman :— 

«“ And at the day of dome 
At the heighe deys sitte.” 

Ll. 4898-9. ed. Wright. ] 

Saveguard. —“ Burtensis” (No. 13. p. 202.) is 
informed that a saveguard was an article of dress 
worn by women, some fifty or sixty years ago, over 
the skirts of their gowns when riding on horse- 
back, chiefly when they sat on pillions, on a double 
horse, as it was called. 

It was a sort of outside petticoat, usually made 
of serge, linsey-wolsey, or some other strong ma- 
terial: and its use was to guard the gown from 
injury by the dirt of the (then very dirty) roads. 
It was succeeded by the well-known riding-habit ; 
though I have seen it used on a side-siddle by a 
rider who did not possess the more modern dress. 

P. H. F. 

Amongst the bequests to the Clothworkers’ 
Company of London is one by Barbara Burnell, by 
will dated 27th June, 1630, wherein she directs the 
company to bestow 4/. 6s. yearly in woollen cloth 
to make six waistcoats and six safeguards for six 
poor women.* 

Also we find that John Skepworth, by will dated 
17th Oct. 1678, gave two closes of land to the 
parish of Louth, to the intent that the church- 
wardens and overseers of the poor there should 
apply the rents and profits of the same in provid- 
ing so much coarse woollen cloth as would make 
ten suits yearly to be given to ten poor people of 
Louth, the men to have coats and breeches, and the 
women to have waistcoats and safeguards T 

* Reports from the Commissioners of Charities, 
b. 235. 32nd part 4, — 696. + Ibid. 
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If “ Burtensis” has a friend belonging to the 
Clothworkers’ Company, it is probable that he 
will acquire much information on this subject 
from their old records. H. Epwarps. 

Derivation of “ Calamity” (No. 14. p. 215).— 
“Calamity” is from the Latin calamitas, from 
calamus, a straw or stalk of corn, signifying, 1st, 
the agricultural misfortune of the corn being 
beaten down or laid by a storm; and thence, any 
other trouble or disaster : — 

“ Tpsa egreditur nostri fundi ca/amitas.” 

Ter. Eun. i. 1. 

Upon which the commentator in the Delph. ed. 
has this note : — 

“ Calamitas est grando et tempestas, que calamos 
segetum prosternit et conterit. Unde Cicero Verrem 
vocat ‘calamitosam tempestatem.’ ” 

Ainsworth, quoting the above passage from 
Terence, adds : — 

“Ubi Donatus. Proprie calamitatem rustici vocant 
quod comminuat calamum ; h. e. culmen et segetem.” 

The etymology of its synonym, “ disaster,” is 
more direct — 5s aor}o, a star of evil influence, 
or, as we say, “ born under an ill planet.” 

SidoAdyos. 

Forcellini, s. v. Calamitas, says : — 

“ Proprie significat imminutionem clademque cala- 
morum segetis, que grandine vel impetuoso aliquo 
turbine aut alia quapiam de causa {it.” 

He then quotes Servius, Ad Georg. i. 151 :— 

“ Robigo genus est vitii, quo culmi pereunt, quod a 
rusticanis calamitas dicitur,” 

Then follows the note of Donatus on Ter. Eun. i. 
1. 34. 

It appears to me, if “calamitas” were derived 
from calamus, it would mean something very dif- 
ferent from what it does. 

Another suggestion is, that the first syllable is 
the same as the root of cad-o, to fall; 7 and d, 
everybody knows, are easily interchangeable: as 
Odysseus, Ulixes: ddxpvoy, lacrima, tear, &e. &e. 
If so, calamitas is a corrupted form of cadamitas 
Mar. Victorinus, De Orthogr. p.2456., says : — 

“ Gneius Pompeius Magnus et scribebat et dicebat 
Kadamitutem pro Kalamituitem.”—( Quoted from Bothe’s 
Poete Scenici Latinorwm, vol. v. p. 21.) 

But how is the -amitas to be explained? I may 
as well add, that Déderlein, with his usual felicity, 
derives it from koAovw. Epwarp 8. Jackson. 

I beg to refer Mr. F.S. Martin (No. 14. p. 215.), 
for the derivation of “ Calamity,” to the Etymo- 
logicon Lingue Latine of Gerard Vossius, or to 
the Yotius Latinitatis Lexicon of Facciolatus and 
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Forcellinus. He will there find that the word 
calamitus was first used with reference to the 
storms which destroyed the stalks (calami) of 
corn, and afterwards came to signify, meta- 
phorically, any severe misfortune. The terrific 
hail-storm of the summer of 1843, which destroyed 
the crops of corn through several of the eastern 
and midland counties of this kingdom, was a ca- 
lamity in the original sense of the word. erie 

“ W.P.P.” has also kindly replied to this query 
by furnishing a part of the Article on Calamitas in 
Vossius; and “ J. F. M.” adds, Calamitas means — 

“ The spindling of the corn, which with us is rare, 
but in hotter countries common: insomuch as the 
word calamitas was first derived from calamus, when 
the corn could not get out of the stalk.”—- Bacon, Nat. 
Hist. sect. 669. 

Derivation of “ Zero” (No. 14. p. 215).— Zero 
Ital.; Fr. wn chiffre, un rien, a cipher in arith- 
metic, a nought; whence the proverb avere nel 
zero, mépriser souverainement, to value at nothing, 
to have a sovereign contempt for. I do not know 
what the etymology of the word may be; but the 
application is obvious to that point in the scale of 
the thermometer below the numbered degrees to 
which, in ordinary temperatures, the mercury 
does not sink. bidoddyos. 

Deanery of Gloucester, Feb. 7. 1850 

“ Zero” (No. 14. p. 215.).— Zero, as is well 
known, is an Italian word signifying the arith- 
metical figure of nought (0). It has been con- 
jectured that it is derived by transposition from 
the Hebrew word ezor, a girdle, the zero assuming 
that form. (See Furetiére, vol.iii.) Prof. le Moine, 
of Leyden (quoted by Ménage), claims for it also 
an Eastern origin, and thinks we have received it 
from the Arabians, together with their method of 
reckoning by ciphers. He suggests that it may 
be a corruption from the Hebrew 5, safara, 
to number. ra 

Complutensian Polyglot.—I cannot pretend to 
reply to “ Mr. Jepn’s” inquiry under this head in 
No. 12. p. 213.; but perhaps it may assist him in 
his researches, should he not have seen the pamphlet, 
to refer to Bishop Smalridge’s “ Enquiry into the 
Authority of the Primitive Complutensian Edition 
of the New Testament, as principally founded on 
the most ancient Vatican MS., together with some 
research after that MS. In order to decide the 
dispute about 1 John vy. 7. In a letter to Dr. 
Bentley. 8vo. London, 1722.” J. M. 

Oxford, Feb. 5. 

Sir William Rider. —In reply to the queries of 
“HH. F.,” No. 12. p. 186., respecting Sir William 
Rider, I beg to say that among many MS. notes 
which I have collected relating to the Rider family, 
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&c., I find the following from the Visitation of 
Surry, 1623, and from a MS. book of Pedigrees of 
Peers in the Herald's College, with additions. 

“Thomas Rider married a daughter of — Poole of 
Stafforde, by whom he had Sir William Rider, born at 
Muchalstone, co. Stafforde, Sheriff of London, 1591, 
Citizen and Haberdasher, Lord Mayor, 1600. Will 
dated 1 Noy.,and proved 9 Nov. 1610, 8 Jas. I. (94 
Wood); buried at Low Layton, Essex, &c. Sir Wil- 
liam married Elizabeth, da. of R. Stone, of Helme, co. 
Norfolk ; by whom he had, besides other children and 
descendants, Mary daughter and coheiress, who mar- 

ried Sir Thomas Lake, of Canons, Middlesex, from 
whose issue descended Viscount Lake.” 

S. S. 

Pokership (No. 12. p.185., and No. 14. p.218.). 
—It is to be regretted that no information has 
been supplied respecting the meaning of this re- 
markable word, either from local sources or from 
the surveys of crown lands in the Exchequer or 
Land Revenue offices. In one or the other of 
these quarters we should surely find something 
which would dispense with further conjecture. In 
the meantime the following facts, obtained from 
records easily accessible, will probably be suffi- 
cient to dispose of the explanations hitherto sug- 
gested, and to show that the poker of Bringwood 
forest was neither a purker nor a purser. 

The offices conveyed to Sir R. Harley by 
James I. had been, before his reign, the subject of 
crown grants, after the honor of Wigmore had 
become vested in the crown by the merger of the 
earldom of March in the crown. Hence, I find 
that in the act 13 Edward IV. (a.p. 1473), for 
the resumption of royal grants, there is a saving 
of a prior grant of the “office of keper of oure 
forest or chace of Boryngwode,” and of the fees 
for the “ kepyng of the Dikes within oure counte 
of Hereford, parcelles of oure seid forest.” (6 Rot. 
Parl. p. 94.) 

In asimilar act of resumption, 1 Henry VIL., 
there is a like saving in favour of ‘Thomas Grove, 
to whom had been granted the keepership of 
Boryngwood chase in ‘ Wigmoresland,” and “ the 
pokershipp and keping of the diche of the same.” 
The parkership of Wigmore Park is saved in the 
same act. (6 fot. Parl. p. 353. and 383.) 

In the first year of Henry VIII. there is a 
Receiver’s Account of Wigmore, in which I ob- 
serve the following deductions claimed in respect 
of the fees and salaries of officers : — 
“In feodo Thome Grove, forestarii de Bringewod, 

6l. 1s. 6d. 

_ ejusdem Thome, fossat’ de Prestwode dych, 
18d. 

— Edm. Sharp, parcarii parci de Wiggemour, 
6L. 1s. 6d. 

ae Thome Grove, pocar’ omnium boscorum 
in Wiggemourslonde - 30s. 4d.” 

There is another like account rendered in 23 & 

24 Hen. VII. These, and no doubt many other 
accounts and documents respecting the honor of 
Wigmore and its appurtenances, are among the 
Exchequer records, and we are entitled to infer 
from them, firstly, that a parcarius and a pocarius 
are two different offices; secondly, that, whether 
the duty of the latter was performed on the dikes 
or in the woods of Boringwood chase, the theory | 
of Mr. Bolton Corney (pace cl. viri dixerim) is 
very deficient in probability. If the above autho- 
rities had not fallen under my notice, I should 
have confidently adopted the conjecture of the 
noble Querist, who first drew attention to the | 
word, and, so far from considering the substitution 
of “poker” for “parker” an improbable blunder 
of the copyist, I should have pronounced it for- 
tunate for the house of Harley that their founder 
had not been converted into a porcarius or pig- 
driver. E. Surrxe. 

Pokership. —I had flattered myself that Parker- | 
ship was the real interpretation of the above word, 
but I have once more doubts on the subject. I 
this morning accidentally stumbled upon the word 
“ Porcellagium,” which is interpreted in Ducange’s 
Glossary, “'Tributum ex porcis seu porcellis.” 

Porcarius also occurs as Porcorum custos, and 
mention is made of “ Porcorum servitium quo quis 
porcos domini sui pascentes servare tenetur.” 

Now, considering how much value was formerly 
attached to the right of turning out swine in 
wooded wastes, during the acorn season, it seems 
probable that Sir R. Harley might be the king’s 
“ Porcarius,” or receiver of the money paid for an 
annual license to depasture hogs in the royal 
forests ; and, after all, Porkership is as like to Po- 
kership as Parkership, and one mistake would be as 
easily made as the other. BRrayYBROOKE. 

Audley End, Feb. 16. 

[We are enabled to confirm the accuracy of Lord 
Braybrooke’s conjecture as to Porkership being the 
office conferred upon Sir Robert Harley, inasmuch as 
we are in expectation of receiving an account of the 
various forms of its name from a gentleman who has 
not only the ability, but also peculiar facilities for illus- 
trating this and similar obscure terms. | 

Havior — Heavier or Hever.— Supposed ety- 
mology of Havior, Heavier, and Hever, as applied 
by park-keepers to an emasculated male deer. — 
“ Nores AND Qurrizs,” (No. 15. p. 230.) 

Pennant, in his British Zoology, 8vo. edition, 
1776, vol. i. p. 38., and 8vo. edition, 1812, vol. i. 
p. 45., under the article “ Goat,” says: — 

“ The meat of a castrated goat of six or seven years 
old, (which is called Hyfr), is reckoned the best; 
being generally very sweet and fat. This makes an 
excellent pasty, goes under the name of rock venison, 
and is little inferior to that of the deer.” 

As Pennant was a Welchman, a scholar and a 
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naturalist, he will probably be considered good 
authority; and Hyfr, the most likely origin of the 
altered terms of the deer park-keepers. 

The word occurs twice in page 61. vol. ii. of 
the Sportsman's Cabinet, in the article on the Stag 
or Red Deer, where it is printed Heavier; and it 
will be found also as Hever, in Mr. Jesse’s Scenes 
and Tales of Country Life, at page 349. 

Wma. YARRELL. 
Ryder Street, St. James, Feb. 11. 1850. 

Mr. Halliwell gives the words haver and haver- 
ing, in the same sense as havior. Are not these 
words identical with aver, averium, in the sense 
of cattle, tame beasts? Averium, from the old 
French, aveir, i.e. avoir, originally meant any 
personal property; but like catalla, chattels, it 
came to signify more particularly the most im- 
portant part of a peasant’s possessions — namely, 
his live stock. Thus, in the laws of William the 
Conqueror (Thorpe’s Ancient Laws, vol. ii. p.469.), 
we find : — 

“Si preepositus hundredi equos aut boves aut oves 
aut porcos vel cujuscumque generis averia vagancia 
restare fecerit,” &c. 

The word may naturally enough have been 
applied to deer reduced to the state of tame and 
domesticated cattle. Ora eer 

[Tresor furnishes us with a reference to Pegge’s 
Anonymiana, who endeavours to show that the pro- 

per term is “halfer;” on the same principle that an 
entire horse is spoken of, the word being pronounced 
“haver” by those who call half “hafe,” while those 
who pronounce half with the open @ say “hauver:” 
while J. Westby Gibson suggests that Havior is Evir, 
from the Latin “ Eviro, Eviratus, Eviratio,” but admits 

that he can give no authority for the use of Evir.] 

Sir W. Hamilton (No. 14. p. 216). — Douglas 
says, that this Sir W. Hamilton was not son, but 
grandson and brother of the Ist and 2nd earls of 
Abercorn, his father having died vita patris. I 
therefore doubt that the inscription has been mis- 
copied. “He was,” Douglas says, “resident at 
Rome, on the part of the Queen Dowager ;” but 
this could hardly be the service alluded to. C. 

Dr. Johnson's Library (No. 14 p. 214.).—I 
have a copy of Dr. Johnson’s Sale Catalogue. 
The title is as follows : — 

«“ A Catalogue of the valuable Library of Books of 
the late learned Samuel Johnson, Esq., LL.D., de- 
ceased, which will be sold by Auction (by Order of 
the Executors) by Mr. Christie, at his Great Room in 
Pall Mall, on Wednesday, February 16. 1785, and three 
following Days. To be viewed on Monday and Tues- 
day preceding the Sale, which will begin each Day at 
12 0’Clock. Catalogues may be had as above.” 

It is a Catalogue of 28 pages and 662 lots, of 
which 650 are books, The twelve last are prints, 

chiefly “framed and glazed.” The Catalogue is 
very rare; there is not a copy in the British 
Museum, and Messrs. Christie and Manson are 
without one. I may add, as your correspondent 
is curious about Johnson’s Library, that I have 
the presentation copy to the Doctor of Twiss’s 
Travels in Spain, with “the gift of the Author” 
in Johnson’s handwriting, immediately beneath 
Twiss’s MS. presentation. The Twiss was in 
Lot 284. Perer CunnincHam. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Etymology of “ News.” — The word “news” is 
not derived, as many suppose, from the adjective 
new, but from a practice that obtained in news- 
papers of an early date, of prefixing to the title 
the letters expressive of the cardinal points, 
thus : — 

N. 
E. W. 

S. 

meaning that their intelligence was derived from 
all quarters of the globe. This must, at any rate, 
be allowed as ingenious etymology. 

J.U.G. Gutcu. 

THE GOLDEN AGE. 

(From the Latin.) 

Why “golden,” when that age alone, we're told, 
Was blest with happy ignorance of gold — 
More justly we our venal times might call 
“ The Golden Age,” for gold is all in all. Rvurus. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

Messrs. Sotheby and Co. will sell on Monday 
next two Collections of Autographs ; the first con- 
sisting of Autograph Letters, the property of a 
gentleman; which will be immediately followed 
by that belonging to the late Mr. Rodd, and the 
extensive Correspondence of the late William 
Upcott, Esq., comprising several thousand Auto- 
graph Letters. Mr. Rodd’s collection comprises 
many letters of great historical and literary in- 
terest. 

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson will sell by auction 
on Friday, March the 8th, and seven following 
days, the extensive and very important Stock of 
Books of Mr. James Carpenter, of Bond Street, 
who is retiring from business. The characteristics 
of this fine collection are the numerous books of 
prints and illustrated works which it contains, 
such as the matchless Series of Piranesi’s Works, 
being the dedication copy to the king of Sweden ; 
a copy of Boswell’s Life of Johnson, in 8 vols. |} 
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folio, illustrated with nearly six hundred Portraits 
and Views. 
We heard some time since that the long-esta- 

blished and highly-respectable house of Payne 
and Foss, of Pall Mall, had succeeded the late 
Mr. Rodd in the agency of purchasing for the 
British Museum. The rumour proved to be un- 
founded, and now receives a formal contradiction 
by the announcement that Messrs. Payne and 
Foss are retiring from business, and that, the first 
portion of their extensive and valuable Stock of 
Books will be sold by auction by Messrs. Sotheby 
and Co.; the first division, in a ten days’ sale, 
commencing on the 18th and terminating on the 
28th March; which will be followed by tlie second 
division, which will also occupy ten days, and 
commence on Monday the 8th April. The lovers 
of choice copies of fine editions of first-class books 
will have, on this occasion, such an opportunity 
of enriching their collections as rarely presents 
itself. 

We have received the following Catalogues : — 
“ Number Two, for 1850, of John Miller’s Cata- 

logue of Books, old and new, on sale, at 43. Chandos 
Street, Trafalgar Square.” 

“Catalogue of curious and rare Books, recently 
purchased, now on sale by George Bumstead, 205. 
High Holborn.” 

“ Catalogue (No. 5.) of Books, Theological and 
Miscellaneous, and Catalogue (No. 6.) of Books, con- 
sisting chiefly of Foreign Literature and Theology, on 
sale by Andrew Clark, No, 4. City Road.” 

“Cheap List of useful and curious Books relating 
to Ecclesiastical History, Councils, Ceremonies, the 
Puritans, &c., on sale by S. and I. Palmer, 24. Red 
Lion Street, Holborn.” 

“A List of Books, chiefly curious ones, now selling 
by Thomas Kerslake, Bookseller, at No. 3. Park 
Street, Bristol.” 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Hiekonymus MaGivs De TINTINABILIS. 1608 and 1664. 
4. SrTockrLEeT DE CAMPANARUM Usv, 

EIMANU’s DisseaTATio DE CAMPANIS. 
Nico.. EGGer’s Disserratio pE OxIGINE eT Nomine Cam- 
PANARUM. | Eyuspem DissertTatio DE CAMPANARUM MarTERia 
rev Forma. 

PACICHELLI DE TINTINABULO NoTANo LUCUBRATIO. 
Watrert Dissertatio pe CAMPANIS ET PRACIPUIS EARUM 

Usisus. 
Hincuer pe Campanis TempLorum. 
AgnoLous pe CamPpaNAkUM Usu. 12mo. 1665. 
OCCHA DBE CAMPANIS COMMENTARIUS. 1612. 
vers, ‘T'warre pes CLocues, 

Mirzver pe Campanis. 
EscHENWECKER DE £0 QUOD JUSTUM EST CIRCA CAMPANIS. 
PinGre’s Accounr or His VoyaGE To Ropricuez, published (?) 

at Paris about 1762. 
Dupiey Ryper’s Rerorr on THe Peririon or BerKeLey SEY- 
mour, Esq., CLAIMING THE BARONY OF SEyMoUR AND DUKEDOM 
ov Sometser. Published 1750, pp. 15. folio. 

12mo. 

Private Act, 12 Wm.3., ror THE SALE OF THE ESTATES OF 
ARTHOR Lacy, Esq., Co. SOMERSET. 

BELL oN THE Hanv, Bridgewater Treatises. 

Odd Volumes. 

Mapbras JourNAt or LITERATURE AND ScreNnce. Vols. J. to IX. 
CaTALOGuE oF Hanetan MSS., Vol. IV. 
Woop’s ATHENX OXoNIENSES (ed. Bliss.), Vol. III. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Beit, Publisher of *“ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Among the many papers which we are unavoidably 
obliged to postpone are an original and inedited Letter 
by Horace Walpole, Mr. Singer’s Reply to C. W. G. 
on Blfric’s Colloquies, an interesting communication 
from Mr. Coles respecting Arabella Stuart, a paper by 
Mr. Rye on the Queen of Robert Bruce, and T. S. D.’s 
able article on Arabie Numerals, 

The Erectheum Club (like “ The Parthenon”’) tukes its 
name from the Erectheum at Athens, 

H. M. A. declined, with thanks. 

X. P. is informed that the monotome edition of Bos- 
well’s Johnson edited by Croker, is not an abridgment of 
the larger work, but a new and thoroughly revised edition 
of it: and with a really good index, 

To correspondents inquiring as to the mode of procuring 
“ Nores AND QueErIES,” we have once more to explain, 
that every bookseller and newsman will supply it regularly, 
if ordered; and that gentlemen residing in the country, who 
may find a difficulty in getting it through any bookseller 
in their neighbourhood, may be supplied regularly with the 
stamped edition, by giving their orders direct to the pub- 
lisher, Mr. Georce Bett, 186. Fleet Street, accompanied 
by a Post- Office order, for a quarter, 4s. 4d.; a half year, 
8s. 8d.; or one year, 17s. 4d. 

Errata. P. 242. col. 2. 1.11., for ‘“coheir”’ read “ cognate ;”’ 
and line 16., for “* Argidius’’ ‘ Egidius ;’’ and p. 243. col. J. 1.35. 
read “ anecdote of Dionysius related by Cicero and by Plutarch 
in his Laconic Apophthegms, which Stobzus evidently followed.” 

Just published, in post 8vo., 10s. 6d., the Third Volume of 

HE ROMANCE OF THE PEERAGE; or, 
CURIOSITIES OF FAMILY HISTORY. 

By GrorGe LILiie Craik. 

With a Portrait of Sir Robert Dudley. 

Contents: — The Hereditary Principle: Aristocracy and De- 
mocracy — Charles Brandon's Widow and her Second Marriage 
— The Lady Mary Grey — Sir Robert Dudley — Bess of Hard- 
wick and the Talbots — The Cavendishes and the Stanhopes — 
Lord Pembroke and Sir Richard Wharton — ‘The Wharton and 
Stuart Duel— The Bruce and Sackville Duel—The Lord 
Crichton of Sanquahar — The Earldom of Monteith, &c. &c. &c. 

London: CuApMAN AND HALL, 186. Strand, 

On the Ist of March will be published, price One Shilling, 

ODEL PRISONS; being No. 2. of LAT- 
TER-DAY PAMPHLETS. 
Edited by Tuomas CarLy.e. 

London: CHAPMAN AND HALL, 186, Strand. 
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Early Antiquities of England Illustrated. 

HE PRIMZVAL ANTIQUITIES OF 
DENMARK. By J. J. A. Worsaak, M.R.S.A., of Copen- 

hagen. ‘Translated and applied to the Illustration of similar 
Remains in England, by WittiaM J. Tuoms, Esq., F.S.A, Se- 
cretary 0; the Camden Society. Illustrated with numerous Wood- 
cuts. Svo. 10s. 6d. 

‘* This is the best antiquarian handbook we have ever met with 
—soclear is its arrangement, and so well and so plainly is each 
subject illustrated by well-executed engravings, that confusion 
for the future is impossible upon a variety of points on which the 
most grievous mistakes have hitherto been made by anxious and 
zealous antiquarians * * * It is the joint production of two men 
who have already distinguished themselves as authors and anti- 
quarians. It is a book of which it may be said, that in every sen- 
tence is to be found an interesting fact, and that every page teems 
with instruction, and may be regarded asa sure guide to all anti- 
quarians in their fuiure archeological inquiries.” — Morning 
Herald. 

See also Gentleman’s Magaxine for February, 1850. 

Joun Henry Parker, Oxford, and 377. Strand, London. 

Vols. I. and II. 8vo., price 28s. cloth. 

"THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND; from the 
TIME of the CONQUEST. By Epwarp Foss, F.S.A. 

“A work in which a subject of great historical importance is 
treated with the care, diligence, and learning it deserves; in 
which Mr, Foss has brought to light many points previously un- 
known, corrected many errors, and shown such ample knowledge 
of his subject as to conduct it successfully through all the intrica- 
cies of a difficult investigation, and such taste and judgment as 
will enable him to quit, when occasion requires, the dry details of 
a professional inquiry, and to impart to his work, as he proceeds, 
the grace and dignity of a philosophical history.”” — Gent. Mag. 

LONGMAN, Brown, GREEN AND LONGMANS. 

Just published, price 4s. 6d. cloth, 

INACOTHEC HISTORIC SPECI- 
MEN ; sive Illustriam Quorundam Ingenia, Mores, For- 

tuna, ad Inscriptionum tormam Expresse. Auctore I’, Kitvert, 
A.M. Pars Secunda. 

“ The production of an English clergyman, and bears unequi- 
vocal marks of refined taste, elegant scholarship, and a liberal, 
generous, and candid mind. The idea—to us a novel one — 
earried out in this work is, to bring up for judgment (as the 
Egyptians used to do with their departed kings) the characters 
that figure most in the page of history, and to pass sentence upon 
them. Summoning them, as it were, into his presence with the 
lamp of history to guide him, exguiritqgue auditque dolos ; and 
whether il be praise or blame, or a mixture of both, that he awards, 
the judgment is pronounced in w temperate spirit, and with ju- 
dicial impartiality ; and it is expres-ed in pure aid elegant Latin, 
and often with epigrammatic felicity.”’ — Scotsman. 

London: GrorGeE Bett, 186. Fleet Street; of whom Part I., 
price 3s., may be had. 

Just published, price 3s. 6d. 12mo. cloth, 7s. calf or morocco. 

HE ENGLISH GENTLEMAN: his Prin- 
ciples, his Feelings, his Manners, his Pursuits. 

““ We like him so well as to wish heartily we might meet many 
such,’’— Theologian. 

“ The object of the first of the four essays is to form the prin- 
ciples of a g-ntleman on a Christian standard. In the other three 
subjects, of feeling-, manners, and pursuits, the views, though 
Strict, ae of a more worldly kind.”’— Spectator. 

GEorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

Just published, 12mo. cloth, 4s.; morocco (Hayday), 10s., 

SELECTION FROM PERCY’S RE- 
LIQUES OF ANCIENT ENGLISH POETRY, and 

from” EVANS’S OLD BALLADS, with short Introductions 
and Notes. By the Rev. Henry Tripp, M.A., Sub Warden of 
St. Columba’s College. 

“The selection is made with good taste and judgment.’’— 
Christian Remembrancer. 

12mo., cloth, 2s. 6d., 

SELECTIONS FROM HERRICK, for Trans- 
Jation into Latin Verse, with a short Preface. By the Rev. 
A. J. Macteanr, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, Principal of 
Brighton College. 

“© We cordially recommend it as a book well adapted to promote 
a superior style of versification to that which has hitherto pre- 
vailed even in the highest classes of our German Schools.”’ — 
Educational Times. 

GEORGE BELL, 186, Fleet Street. 

12mo. boards, 3s. 6d. 

YRA MEMORIALIS: Original Epitaphs and 
Churchyard Thoughts. In Verse. By JosepH SNow. 

With an Essay, by Witttam Worpsworta. — Reprinted by his 
permission. A new Edition, remodelled and enlarged. 

“ The object of Mr. Snow in the volume before us is to suggest 
a purer taste and a more impressive style in our churchyard 
memortals, and by every word and thought to point through the 
shadow of the tomb to the brightniss and light beyond it. His 
work is, in truth, a treasury of feeling, and we find in its sim- 
plicity its highest merit. To the clergy this volume may be of 
signal use.” — Theulogian. 

“This is truly a book of the affections ; there is scarcely a page 
which will not touch tenderly a chord in the heart of every 
reader.” — Church of England Quarterly. 

GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

On a large sheet, price 7s. 6d. plain; 15s. richly coloured ; in 
case, 10s. 6d. plain; 18s. coloured. 
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UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF HORACE WALPOLE. 

T have the pleasure of inclosing to you (I be- 
lieve) an unpublished letter of Horace Walpole’s. 
It was found among the papers of the late William 
Parsons, one of the Della Cruscan poets. That it 
is genuine I have no doubt. The handwriting is 
precisely similar to a note sent with a copy of the 
Mysterious Mother to Mr. Parsons, in which 
Horace Walpole writes, “he is unwilling to part 
with a copy without protesting against his own 
want of judgment in selecting so disgusting a sub- 
ject; the absurdity of which he believes makes 
many faults of which he is sensible in the execution 
overlooked.” It is also guaranteed by its date,— 
“Paris, July 28. 1771.” By reference to his cor- 
respondence with Sir H. Mann (vol. ii. p 163), we 
find a letter dated July 6. 1771, in which he writes, 
“Tam not gone; I do go to-morrow ;” and in his 
General Correspondence, vol. v. p. 303., writing to 

me. If He is so absolutely master of all, my con- 
currence is not necessary, and I will give none. If 
he chuses to dispose of the places without me, That 
matter with others more important, must be re- 
gulated in another manner,—and it is time they 
shoud, when no agreement is kept with me, and I 
find objections made which upon the fullest dis- 
cussion and after allowance of the force of my 
arguments and right, had been given up twenty 
years ago. 

“ With regard to your letter, S*, some parts of 
it are, I protest, totally unintelligible to me. Others, 
which I think I do understand, require a much 
fuller answer than I have time to give now, as the 
post goes out to-morrow morning. That answer 
will contain matter not at all fit for the Post, and 
which I am sure you woud not wish shoud be 
handled there; for which reason I shall defer it, 
till I can give my answer at length into your own 
hands. It will, T believe, surprize both you and 
my brother; and show how unkindly I have been 

18 
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treated after doing every thing to accommodate 
both. As to the conditions which you say, S*, you 
intend to exact from my brother, you will un- 
doubtedly state them to him himself; and cannot 
expect I shoud meddle with them or be party to 
them. Neither you nor he can imagine that | am 
quite so tame an idiot as to enter into bonds for 
persons of his recommendation. If the office is 
his, he must be answerable for it, and for all the 
persons he employs in it. I protest against every 
thing that is not my own act—a consequence he 
perhaps did not foresee, when he chose, contrary 
to his agreement with me, to engross the whole 
disposition. I have always known clearly what is 
my own right and on what founded; and have 
acted strictly according to my right, and am ready 
to justify every step of my conduct. I have sufli- 
ciently shown my disposition to peace, and appeal 
to you yourself, S*, and to my brother whether 
either can charge me with the least encroachment 
beyond my right; and whether I have not ac- 
quiesced in every single step that either has desired 
of me. Your letter, S, and that you quote of my 
brother, have shown how necessary it is for me to 
take the measure I am determined to take. I[ 
would have done any thing to oblige either you or 
my brother, but I am not to be threatened out of 
my right in any shape. I know when it is proper 
to yield and when to make my stand. I refused to 
accept the place for my own life when It was 
offered to me: when I declined that, it is not pro- 
bable that I would hold the place to the wrong of 
anybody else; it will and must be seen who claims 
any part or prerogatives of the place unjustly ; my 
honour demands to have this ascertained, and I 
will add, that when I scorned a favour, I am not 
likely to be intimidated by a menace, 

“ T say all this coolly and deliberately, and my 
actions will be conformable. I do not forget my 
obligations to you, dear S*, or to your dead brother, 
whose memory will ever be most dear to me. Un- 
kind expressions shall not alter the affection I have 
for you or your family, nor am I so unreasonable, 
so unjust, or so absurd as not to approve your 
doing every thing you think right for your own in- 
terest and security and for those of your family. 
What I have to say hereafter will prove that these | 
not only are but ever have been my sentiments. I 
shall then appeal to your own truth whether it is 
just in you to have used some expressions in your 
letter, but as I mean to act with the utmost cir- 
cumspection and without a grain of resentment to 
anybody, I shall say no more till I have had full 
time to weigh every word I shall use, and every 
step I mean to take. In the meantime I am, 

“ Dear S*, 
** Y* obliged humble sery*, 

“* Hor. Waxpote. 
“ P.S. My refusal of the patent for my life has 

shown what value I set upon it; but J will have 

justice, especially for my character, which no con- 
sideration upon earth shall prevent my seeking. 
It must and shall be known whether I enjoy the 
place to the wrong of any man living. You have 
my free consent, S', to show this letter to whom 
you please; I have nothing to conceal, and am 
ready to submit my conduct to the whole world.” 

LADY ARABELLA STUART. 

As a pendant to Mr. P. Cunningham’s “ New 
Facts about Lady Arabella Stuart” (No. 1. p.10.), 
I send you a copy of Bishop James’ Account and 
Quietus in respect of 300/, placed in his hands 
“for the expences of dyett and other chardges of 
the Ladye Arbella Seymour comytted to his safe 
kepinge.” The original document is in my pos- 
session. Rost. Core. 

Feb. 11. 1850. 

‘ The Accompte of the Lorde Byshopp of Durham for 
eccli receaved for the chardge of the Ladye Arbella 
Seymour. ; 

“ The Declaration of the Accompte of the Reverende 
Father in God Will™ James Lorde Bysshoppe of 
Duresme for the some of Three hundreth poundes 
imprested to him out of the Receipte of the Kinges 
mats Exchequer at Westmynster for the expences of 
dyett and other chardges of the Ladye Arbella Seymour 
comytted to his safe kepinge w*" an intencon to have 
caryed into the Bysshoprycke of Duresme there to 
have remayned under his chardge duringe the Kynges 
mats pleasure, vizt betweene the xiiijt® of Marche 1610 
in the viij*® year of his highnes raigne and the last 
daye of the same moneth as followeth, 

viz. 

“ Readye money receaved, viz. of 
“The Threasorer and vnder threr. of 

Th’exchequer in Mychas terme in the viijth 
yeare of the Kinges mats raigne by t’handes 
of Thomas Wattson Esquire one of the 
Tells for the chardges of himselfe and his 
servaunts in his yorney wth the saide Ladye 
Arbella Seymour by pvie Seale dated the 
xiij of March 1610 and Lres of the Lordes 
of the Counceil - = - - cecil. whereof 

ns Expences of dyett and other chardges 
of the Ladye Arbella Seymour & 
others attendinge vpon her, viz. 

“ Expences of dyett 

“ At Highgate for sixe dayes begonne the 
xvth daye of Marche 1610and ended the xxjst 
of the same moneth on weh daye her Lady- 
shipperemouedto Barnett  xviijlz. vs. iijd. 
“At Barnett for xjes dayes begonne the 

xxjst of Marche 1610 at Supper and ended 
the firste of Aprill 1611 at breakefaste beinge 
that daye remoued to Eastbarnett 

Ixxjdz. vs. viijd. 

“ Chardges of y* Stable, viz. 

“ Chardges of the Stable for the xvij 
dayes aboue-menconed, viz. at Highgate for 
vj dayes ixd?. xvijs.xd. and at Barnett for 
xj dayes with vs for dressinge one of the 
lytter horses xxviijdi. xijs. xjd., in all the 
some of - - xxxviiji’. xs. ixd. 

ee 
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* Lodginge and other necessaries, viz. 

“ Lodginge of some of the retinewe of 
the Lady Arbella and the sayde Lorde 
Bysshoppe, viz. Highgate xxs. and at Bar- 
nett viijs., in all - - Xxviijs. 

“ Fyer lightes and other nessces wth the 
lodginze of the saide Lorde Bysshoppe and 
some of his servauntes at Highgate and 
Barnett during the xvij dayes aforesaide 

xjlz. xjs. 
“Rydinge and postinge chardges, viz. 

for posthorses from Lambeth to Highgate 
XXxliijs. iiijd. and from thence to Barnett 
Xxxiiijjs. ixd. Mr. Beeston and others for 
there chardges three several tymes to 
Barnett from London and from Highgate 
xljs iiijd. the servauntes of the Lorde 
Bysshoppe of Durham sent at several tymes 
to the Lordes of the Councell and for 
other busynesses concerning this servyce 
xlvjs. vjd. and to Sr James Crofes Knight 
for the chardges of himselfe his men and 
horses from Monday to Wednesday night 
attendinge at London for this service 
xljs. vijd., in all - ixd?. xviijs. vjd. 
*“Rewardes to sondrye psons, viz. to 

Messengers sent from the Courte duringe 
the stay of the Lorde Bysshoppe at High- 
gate and Barnett xxxixs.vjd. Dyverse 
psons whoe tooke paynes at those twoe 
places vij/z. xijs. vjd., given in the Ynne for 
glasses broken and in rewardes to the 
meaner servauntes at Barnett xxxs, given 
to such as attended about the posthorses 
vijs. vjd. and in rewarde to one of the 
Tellors Clerkes whoe told and delivered 
the cee/Z. and came to Durham House for 
the acquittance xxs.,in all xijd7. ixs. vjd. 

“Money payde by the saide Lorde 
Bysshoppe pte of the cec/é. by him receaved 
to Nicholas Paye gen. whoe hath for the 
sane yelded his accompte to the Kinges 
matie - - - cli, 

celxiijlz. viijs. viijd. 
“ And soe remayneth the some of = xxxvjlz. xjs. iiijd. 

“ Whiche some the saide Lorde Bysshopp 
of Durham hath payde into the Kinges mats 
receipte of Th’excheq' the vijt® daye of 
Februarie in the nynth yere of his highnes 
raigne as by the tallie thereof remayninge 
may appeare. And soe here Quyte. 

«“ Ex p Fra Gorron 
* Auditorem.” 

THE NAME MARTEL, 

I must confess that the article in No. 6. p. 86., 
which deprived Charles Martel of his long-pos- 
sessed distinction of “the hammerer” gave me 
but little satisfaction. It was one of those old 
associations that one does not like to have de- 

stroyed. I could not, however, contradict your 
correspondents ; and remained that very uncom- 
fortable person, “a man convinced against his 
will.” On turning over my Ménagiana, yesterday, 
I stumbled upon the name “ Martel,” and, as the 
passage combines both your elements (being a good 
note, and producing a query) I beg leave to offer 
it to you. 

“Dans le 11™© siécle les procés se faisaient aux 
vassaux par leurs Pairs, c’est a-dire, par leurs con- 
vassaux, et toute sorte de proces se font encore présen- 
tement en Angleterre a toutes sortes d’accusés par leurs 
Pairs, c’est-A-dire, par des personnes de leur méme 

état et de leur méme condition, a la réserve des Bour- 

reaux et des Bouchers, qui, 4 cause de Jeur cruauté, 
ne sont point juges. Géoffroi Murtel, Comte d’ Anjou, 
fit faire ainsi le procés a Guérin de Craon, qu'il avait 
fait foi et hommage de la Baronnie de Craon a Conan, 
due de Bretagne. Géoffroi fit assembler ses Barons, 
qui, selon l’ancienne forme observée en maticre féodale, 
firent le procés 4 Guérin, son vassal, et le condam- 
nérent, quoiqu’il fat absent. — Et il est 4 remarquer 
a ce propos, que le Pape Innocent ITI., qui favourisait 
Jean sans- Terre, parcequ’en 1213 il avait soumis son 
royaume d’Angleterre au Saint Siége, au devoir de 
mille mares d'argent par an, ayant allegué aux Am- 
bassadeurs de Philippe Auguste que Jean sans- Terre 
avait été condamné absent, et que les Joix défendent 
de condamner les accusés sans les ouir; ils lui répon- 
dirent que l’usage du Royaume de France était de 
condamner les absents, aussi bien que les présents, 
lorsqwils avaient été deuément cités en jugement. 
Chez les Romains il n’était par permis de condamner 
les absents: Non licet civem inuuditum damnare.” 

Now, Sir, this passage shows “ Martel,” as a 
name, like that of “‘sans-Terre,” bestowed for some 
quality or circumstance attached to the bearer ;— 
and I should like to ask your correspondents if 
they know how this Comte d’Anjou became en- 
titled to it? He appears, from the date, to be the 
same Geoffrey who is the ancestor of our Plan- 
tagenets, as the Comte d’Anjou, contemporary 
with William the Conqueror, was named Fulk. 
If it can be proved that this Count received this 
addition from his martial prowess, I shall be 
strongly tempted to return to my creed regarding 
Charles Martel. W. Rosson. 

QUERIES AS TO JUNIUS. 

Amongst the letters attributed to Junius, and, 
in the opinion of Dr. Good, most certainly his 
production, is one signed “ Arricus,” under date 
of the 19th Aug. 1768, which contains an allusion 
to the private affairs of the writer, by no means 
unimportant. It is as follows : — 

“ The greatest part of my property having been in- 
vested in the funds, I could not help paying some 
attention to rumours or events, by which my fortune 
might be affected: yet I never lay in wait to take 
advantage of a sudden fluctuation, much less would I 
make myself a bubble to bulls and bears, or a dupe to 
the pernicious arts practised in the Alley. I thought 
a prudent man, who had any thing to lose, and really 
meant to do the best for himself and his family, ought 
to consider of the state of things at large, of the pros- 
pect before him, and the probability of public events. 
A letter which appeared some days ago in the Public 
Aivertizer revived many serious reflections of this sort 
in my mind, because it seemed to be written with 
eandour and judgment. The effect of those reflections 
was, that I did not hesitate to alter the situation of my 
property. 

“IT owe my thanks to that writer that I am safely 
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landed from a troubled ocean of fear and anxiety on 
which I think I never will venture my fortune and my 
happiness again,” &c. &c. 

There is no reason to question the truth of 
these statements. The letter is believed to be 
the first which appeared signed “ Arricus,” and 
was written many months before the author be- 
came known as Junius, and before any necessity 
had arisen for the exercise of that habitual caution 
which he afterwards evinced in the mention of 
any circumstance at all likely to lead to his detec- 
tion. Would it not, therefore, be worth while to 
ascertain the date of the letter in the Public 
Advertizer which influenced him, and then to 
search the names of the transferrors of stock 
between that time and the 19th August? Many 
of the contributors to the “‘ Norges anp QuERIEs” 
have influence sufficient to obtain permission from 
the proper authority for such a search. It is 
observable, that as the amount transferred formed 
the greatest part of his property, it would be some- 
what considerable, and might not be sold in the 
aggregate, but pass in various sums to several 
purchasers, Jno. Supiow. 

Manchester. 

Junius and Sir G. Jackson. —I find no one has 
answered my question about Sir George Jackson 
(No. 11. p.172.). I will therefore put another. I 
possess an unpublished letter by Junius to Wood- 
fall, which once belonged to Sir George Jackson. 
My Query is, “ Is it likely he could have obtained 
it from Junius, if he was neither Junius himself 
nor a party concerned?” ‘The manner in which 
Burke evades the question as to himself being the 
author of Junius makes me think two or three 
were concerned in these Letters. ie 

NEW EDITION OF REV. DR. OWEN’S WORKS. 

I gladly avail myself of the hint thrown out by 
“R. R.” (in No. 17.) to state that as Iam engaged 
in editing a reprint of the works of the Rey. Dr. 
Owen, and as I am exceedingly anxious to ensure 
accuracy in the quotations from and references to 
the Fathers, any suggestions which may be fur- 
nished by those of your learned correspondents 
who may be conversant with the works in ques- 
tion, will be very acceptable. I should wish much 
to obtain original editions of the leading works, 
such at that On the Person of Christ; On the 
Work of the Spirit; On the Death of Death, in the 
Death of Christ, Have any of your correspondents 
ever taken the trouble of collating the Greek and 
Latin quotations with the authors quoted from, 
and examined the references made to the Fathers 
and other ancient writers? Any communication 
addressed to the editor of the works of Owen at 
Messrs. Johnstone and Hunter, Publishers, Edin- 
burgh, will be promptly forwarded to me. J. G. 

Dunnichen, Forfarshire. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

MS. Book of Hours. — In the sale catalogue of 
the library of John Bridges, of Lincoln’s Inn, 
February, 1725, is entered Lot 4311 : — 

“Missale quondam Henrici VII., regis Anglizx, 
ut ex ipsius autographo in codicis initio patet, pul- 
cherrime illuminatum, et iconibus fere 80 exornatum. 
in pergameno, et ornatissime compact.” 

It appears, from Wanley’s Diary (MS. Lansd. 
772.), that this volume, which he calls a Primer, 
was purchased for the Earl of Oxford (for 317. 10s., 
as I learn from a priced copy of the catalogue), 
and was highly valued. ‘To judge from the above 
description, it must have been a very beautiful 
book ; and as it does not seem to be at present 
among the Harleian collection of MSS. in the 
British Museum, I should be glad to learn into 
whose hands it has fallen. It is not the celebrated 
volume of Hours known under the name of the 
Bedford Missal, since that was purchased by Lord 
Harley of Lady Worseley, and is now in the pos- 
session of the Rev. Mr. Tobin;—nor is it the 
book of Hours in the library of the Duke of 
Devonshire (described by Dr. Dibdin in the Bibl. 
Decameron, vol. i. p.155.), which contains the 
autograph notes of Henry VII.;—unor is it the 
similar yolume formerly in the libraries of George 
Wilkinson, of Tottenham Green (sold in 1836), 
and the Rev. Will. Maskell, and now MS. Add. 
17,012. in the British Museum, in which are seen 
the autographs of Henry VII. and his Queen, 
Henry VIII., Catherine of Aragon, and others ; 
—nor is it the beautiful volume of Hours exe- 
cuted for René d'Anjou, and subsequently pre- 
sented to Henry VII. by his chaplain George 
Strangways, Archdeacon of Coventry (now in the 
British Museum, MS. Eg. 1070.) ;—nor, lastly, 
is it the book of Hours in the collection of 
George III. (No. 9.), which contains the auto- 
graph writing of Henry VIII. F. M. 

B. M., Feb. 19. 1850. 

Bess of Hardwick.— Elizabeth, or Bess of 
Hardwick, celebrated for her distaste for celibacy, 
makes a considerable figure in the histories of the 
Cavendish family, who in some degree owed their 
greatness to her judicious purchases and careful 
management of their Derbyshire estates. 

It appears, from the Derbyshire Visitations, that 
she was one of the daughters of John Hardwick, 
of Hardwick co. Derby, by his wife Elizabeth, 
daughter of Thomas Leake, of Hasland co. Derby, 
and that John Hardwick died 19 Hen. VIII. 

Can any of your readers inform me of the pedi- 
gree of this John Hardwick ? — what arms, crest, 
motto and quarterings he made use of ?— what 
persons now living are descended from him ? — 
and what became of his estates ? 

I presume that your typographical arrange- 
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ments do not admit of the insertion of a regular 
pedigree ; but the descents may be stated as in 
Burke and similar books. . $ e+ /-33¢ GuLEs. 

Cesar's Wife.—‘‘ Naso” wishes to know where 
the proverbial saying, ‘“ Czesar’s wife must not 
even be suspected,” first occurs. 

Minar’s Books of Antiquities. —Can any one 
conversant with the works of Cardinal Nicolas de 
Cusa inform me what anthor he quotes as “ Minar 
in his Books of Antiquities,” in what language, 
and where existing? De Doctaé Ignorantia, 1. i. 
cap. 7. A.N. 

Proverb against Physicians. —“ M. D.” wishes 
to be informed of the earliest writer who mentions 
the proverb “ Ubi tres Medici, duo Athei.” 

Compendyous Olde Treatyse. — In Ames’s Typo- 
graphical Antiquities, vol.i. p.405. (ed. Herbert), 
is described a work, printed by Rycharde Banckes, 
some time between 1525 and 1545, entitled, “A 
compendyous olde treatyse shewynge howe that 
we ought to have the Scripture in Englyshe, with 
the Auctours.” 12mo. 18 leayes. This copy be- 
longed to Herbert himself, and was probably ob- 
tained at the sale of Thomas Granger, in 1732. 
Any information as to its whereabout at present, 
or the existence of any other copy of the above 
tract, would confer a favour on the inquirer. F. M. 

The Topography of Foreign Printing Presses. — 
I have often been at a loss to discover the locality 
of names which designate the places where books 
have been printed at Foreign presses; and “‘ when 
found” to “ make a note of it.” Iwas therefore 
pleased to find in No. 16. p. 251, by the reply of 
* R. G.” to Mr. Jebb, that ‘‘ Cosmopolis was cer- 
tainly Amsterdam,” and that *Coloniz” signifies 
“ Amsteledami.” And I will take the liberty of 
suggesting that it would be an acceptable service 
rendered to young students, if your learned cor- 
respondents would occasionally communicate in 
the pages of your work, the modern names, &c. of 
such places as are not easily gathered from the 
books themselves. P. H. F. 

Cromwell's E'states.—In Carlyle’s edition of 
Cromwell's Letters and Speeches, there is a note 
(p. 75. vol. iv. of the 3rd ed. 1850) containing 
a list of the estates which the Protector owned 
at the time of his death, as follows; there being, 
besides Newhall, specified as “in Essex,” five, 
viz. — 

« Dalby, 
Broughton, 
Burleigh, 
Okham, and 
Egleton,” 

of which the editor has ascertained the localities ; 
and six, viz. — 
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wt dives a: 
“ Gower, valued at 479 O Operan 

Chepstall - al: ey eee 
Magore - - 448 0 0 
Sydenham -3121 9 6 
Woolaston - 664 16 6 

Chaulton - - 500 O O,” 

of which, he says, ‘‘ he knows nothing.” 
It would surely be a proper, and, one might 

hope, an attainable object of inquiry, to search 
out these unplaced estates of the great Protector, 
and give them a local habitation in modern know- 
ledge. This is precisely one of the kind of queries 
which your publication seems best fitted to aid ; 
and I therefore submit it, in the hope of some 
discoveries, to your correspondents. Vv. 

Belgravia, Feb, 18. 1850. 

What are Depinges?—In the orders made in 
1574 for regulating the fishery at Yarmouth, the 
Dutch settlers there are “ To provide themselves 
with twine and depinges in foreign places.” What 
are depinges ? J.5.B. 

REPLIES. 

ORIGIN OF THE JEWS-HARP. 

The “ Jews-harp,” or “ Jews-trump,” is said by 
several authors to derive its name from the nation 
of the Jews, and is vulgarly believed to be one of 
their instruments of music. Dr. Littleton renders 
Jews-trump by Sistrum Judaicum. But no such 
musical instrument is spoken of by any of the old 
authors that treat of the Jewish music. In fact, 
the Jews-harp is a mere boy’s plaything, and in- 
capable in itself of being joined either with a voice 
or any other instrument; and its present ortho- 
graphy is nothing more than a corruption of the 
French Jeu-trompe, literally, a toy trumpet. It is 
called jeu-trompe by Bacon, Jew-trump by Beau- 
mont and Fletcher, and Jews-harp by Hackluyt. 
In a rare black-letter volume, entitled Newes from 
Scotland, 1591, there is a curious story of one 
Geilles Duncan, a noted performer on the “ Jews- 
harp,” whose performance seems not only to have 
met with the approval of a numerous audience of 
witches, but to have been repeated in the presence 
of royalty, and by command of no less a personage 
than the “Scottish Solomon,” king James VL 
Agnes Sampson being brought before the king's 
majesty and his council, confessed that 

“ Upon the night of All-Hallow-even last, shee was 
accompanied as well with the persons aforesaid, as also 
with a great many other witches, to the number of two- 
hundredth ; and that all they together went to sea, each 
one in ariddle or sive, and went into the same very 
substantially, with flaggons of wine, making merrie, 
and drinking by the way, in the same riddle or sives, to 
the Kirk of North Ba rick in Lowthian; and that after 
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they had landed, tooke handes on the lande and daunced 
this reill or short daunce, singing all with one voice, 

«« Commer goe ye before, commer goe ye ; 
Gif ye will not goe before, commer let me.’ 

“ At which time, shee confessed that this Geilles 
Duncan (a servant girl) did goe before them, playing 
this reill or daunce uppon a small trumpe called a Jews- 
trumpe, untill they entred into the Kirk of North Bar- 
rick. These confessions made the King ina wonderfull 
admiration, and sent for the said Geilles Duncan, who 
upon the like ¢rwmpe did play the saide daunce before 
the Kinge’s Majestie ; who in respect of the strangenes 
of these matters tooke great delight to be present at 
their examinations,” 

It may be as well to mention that in the Belgic 
or Low Dutch, from whence come many of our 
toys, a ¢tromp is a rattle for children. Another 
etymon for Jews-harp is Jaws-harp, because the 
place where it is played upon is between the jaws. 
To those who wish to learn more upon the subject, 
I beg to refer them to Pegge’s Anonymiana ; 
Dauney’s Ancient Scottish Melodies; and to my 
edition of Chettle’s Kind-Harts Dream printed by 
the Percy Society. Epwarp F. Rimpauvttr. 

[ We are indebted also to Trezor, E. W. D., J. F. M., 
and F, P. for replies to this Query. They will per- 
ceive that Dr. Rimbault had anticipated the substance 
of their several communications. ] 

JELFRIC’S COLLOQUY. 

I must trouble you and some of your readers 
with a few words, in reply to the doubt of 
“C. W.G,” (No. 16. p. 248.) respecting the word 
sprate. Ido not think the point, and the Capital 
letter to saliu in the Latin text, conclusive, as 
nothing of the kind occurs in the A.-S. version, 
where the reading is clearly, “ swa hwylce swa, on 
watere swymmath sprote.” Ihave seen the Cot- 
tonian MS, which, as Mr. Hampson observes, is 
very distinctly written, both in the Saxon and 
Latin portions; so much so in the latter, as to 
make it a matter of surprise that the doubtful 
word saliu should ever have been taken for salu, 
or casidilia for calidilia. The omission of the 
words sprote and saliu, in the St. John’s MS., 
would only be evidence of a more cautious scribe, 
who would not copy what.he did not understand. 

Your eorrespondent’s notion, “‘ that the name 
of some fish, having been first interlined. was 
afterwards inserted at random in the text, and 
mis-spelt by a transcriber who did know its mean- 
ing,” appears to me very improbable; and the 
very form of the words (sprote, saliu, supposing 
them substantives), which have not plural termi- 
nations, would, in my mind, render his supposition 
untenable. For, be it recollected, that through- 
out the answers of the Fiscere, the fish are always 
named in the plural; and it is not to be supposed 
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that there would be an exception in favour of 
sprote, whether intended for sprat or salmon. 
Indeed, had the former been a river fish, Hulvet 
and Palsgrave would have countenanced the 
supposition ; but then we must have had it in the 
plural form, sprottas. As for the suggestion of 
sprod and salar, I cannot think it a happy one ; 
salmon (leaxas) had been already mentioned ; and 
sprods will be found to be a very confined local 
name for what, in other places, are called scurfes 
or scurves, and which we, in our ignorance, desig- 
nate as salmon trout. In the very scanty A.-S. 
ichthyologic nomenclature we possess, there is 
nothing to lead us to imagine that our Anglo- 
Saxon ancestors had any corresponding word for 
a salmon trout. I must be excused, therefore, for 
still clinging to my own explanation of sprote, 
until something more specious and ingenious shall 
be advanced, but in full confidence, at the same 
time, that some future discovery will elucidate its 
truth. S. W. SrncEr. 

Feb. 19, 1850. 

REHETING AND REHETOURS. 

As Dr. Todd’s query (No. 10. p. 155.) respect- 
ing the meaning of the words “ Reheting” and 
“ Rehetour,” used by our early English writers, 
has not hitherto been answered, J beg to send him 
a conjectural explanation, which, if not conclu- 
sive, is certainly probable. 

In the royal household of France, there was 
formerly an officer whose duty it was to superin- 
tend the roasting of the King’s meat. he was 
called the Hdteur, apparently in the sense of his 
“hastening” or “expediting” that :all-important 
operation. The Fr. Hater, “‘to hasten or urge 
forward,” would preduce the moun-substantive 
Hateur; and alse the -similar word Hatier, the 
French name for ‘the roast-jack. If we con- 
sider Rehdteur to be the reduplicate of Hateur, 
we have only.to make an allowable permutation of 
vowels, and the result will be the expressive old 
English word “ Rehetour,’ an appropriate name 
for the royal turnspit. Wycliffe uses it, J think, 
in the sense of a superfluous servant, one whose 
duties, like the Hateur’s, were very light indeed. 
He compares the founding of new Orders in 
an overburthened Church-establishment to the 
making of new offices in a household already 
crowded with useless (and consequently idle and 
vicious) servants. The multitude of fat friars and 
burly monks charged upon the community were 
“the newe rehetours that ete mennes mete,” &c. 

The term, thus implying an useless “do-no- 
thing,” would soon become one of the myriad of 
choice epithets in the vulgar vocabulary, as in the 
instances from Dunbar and Kennedy. 

In a better sense, a verb would be derived 
easily ; “to rehate,” or “rehete,” 7. e. “to provide, — 
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entertain, or refresh with meat,” and thence, “to 
feast with words,” as used by Chaucer and the old 
Romancists. 

Mr. Halliwell’s authorities for rendering the 
participle “ Rehating” by “Burning, or smart- 
ing,” are not given ; but it such a meaning existed, 
it may have a ready explanation by reference to 
the Hateur’s fireside labour, though suggestive of 
unskilfulness or carelessness on his part. 

Joun Westby Gipson. 
5. Queen Square, Aldersgate Street, Feb. 8. 1850. 

In answer to Dr. Todd’s inquiries, I would say, 
first of all, the “rehatours” of Douglas and the 
other Scots are beside his question, and a totally 
different word. Feelings cherished in the mind 
will recur from time to time; and those malevo- 
lent persons, who thus retain them, were said. to 
re-hate, as they are now said to re-sent. 

But the verb really in question is, per se, a per- 
fectly plain one, to re-heat.. The difficulty is as 
toits use. The primary use, of course, is to heat 
again. The nearest secondary use is ‘“ to cherish, 
cheer, or comfort, to refocillate ;” which is too 
plain to require more words. Another secondary 
meaning is “to revive or to re-kindle” in its 
metaphoric sense. This may be said well, as of 
life, health, or hope;. or ill, as of war, hatred, 
gnet or indifferently, as of love. What difficulty 
Lr. Tyrwhitt could find in “ the revival of ‘Troi- 

lus’s bitter grief” being called “the reheating of 
his sore sighs,” I cannot imagine. Even literal 
heat is not wanting to sighs, and is often ascribed 
to them by poets: and lover's sighs are warm in 
every sense. I think Tyrwhitt has thrown upon 
this passage the only darkness that involves it- 
Now comes the more difficult point, which alone 

concerns Dr. Todd in his highly interesting labours 
upon Wycliffe. And the method which, until 
better advised, I should be inclined to follow with 
those passages, is to take the word nearly, though 
not exactly, in what seems to have been. its most 
usual sense; not indeed for comforters or che- 
rishers, but for those who: promote comfort and | 
convenience, viz..ministers or servants. It does 
not at all follow, because he is blaming the intro- 
duction of these persons as expensive, superfluous, 
and otherwise evil, that he describes them by a 
word expressive of evil, As a ministering angel 
would be a reheting angel, so’ [ take a. rehetor 
here to be simply a minister, one who waits upon 
your occasions and serves you. 

ARABIC NUMERALS, 

The history of the Arabic numerals, as they 
are generally called, is so mixed up with that of 
the use of the decimal scale, that they form, in 
fact, but a single inquiry. The mere history of 
the bare forms of symbols has, doubtless, its use : 

but then it is only in the character of matériel for 
a philosophical discussion of the question —a dis- 
cussion into which the natural progress of the 
human mind and the urgency of social wants must 
enter largely. 

It might at first sight appear, from the cognate 
character of the Hebrew and Arabic languages, 
that the idea of using a single symbol for each 
number, might originate with either — with one 
as likely as with the other. But on reflection it 
will readily appear that the question rather 
resolves itself into one respecting the “ hand- 
cursive” of the Jews and Saracens, than into one 
respecting the constitution of the languages. Of 
the Jewish we know nothing, or next to nothing, 
at the period in question ; whilst the Arabic is as 
well known as even our own present style of cali- 
graphy. It deserves to be more carefully in- 
quired into than has yet been done, whether the 
invention of contracting the written compound 
symbols of the digital numbers into single sym- 
bols did not really originate amongst the Jews 
rather than the Saracens; and even whether the 
Arabs themselves did not obtain them from the 
“ Jew merchants” of the earlier ages of our era. 
One thing is tolerably certain: — that the Jew 
merchant would, as a matter of precaution, keep 
all his accounts in some secret notation, or in 
cipher. Whether this should be a modified form 
of the Hebrew notation, or of the Latin, must in 
a great degree depend upon the amount of literary 
acquirement common amongst that people at the 

time: 
Assuming that the Jews, as a literate people, 

were upon a par with their Christian cotem- 
poraries, and that their knowledge was mainly 
confined to mere commercial notation, an anony- 
mous writer has shown how the modifications of 
form could be naturally made, in vol. ii. of the 
Bath and Bristol Magazine, pp. 393—412.; the 
motto being valent quanti valet, as well as the title 
professing it to be wholly “conjectural.” Some 
ef the speculations in it may, however, deserve 
further considerations than they have yet re- 
ceived.* 

The contraction of the compound symbols for 
the first nine digits into single “ figures,” enabled 
the computer to dispense with the manual labour 
of the abacus, whilst in his graphic: notation he 
retained its essentiul principle of place: It seems 
to be almost invariably forgotten by writers: on 

* Tn vol. iii. of the same work is another paper by 
the saine author, entitled ‘“ Conjectures respecting the 
Origin of Alphabetic Writing,” pp. 365-584. Reference 
to these papers is principally made, not on the ground 
of any assumed merit, but because a/l that has been 

written on any given subject ought, if possible, to be 
brought before the minds of those engaged in the 
prosecution of the inquiry. 
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the subject, that, without this principle, no im- 
provement in mere notation would have been of 
material use in arithmetic ; and on the other hand 
that the main difference between the arithmetic 
of the abacus and the arithmetic of the slate, con- 
sists in the inevitable consequences of the deno- 
tation of the single digits by single symbols. 

The abacus, however, in its ordinary form, is 
essentially a decimal instrument: but its form 
was also varied for commercial purposes, perhaps 
in different ways. I never heard of the existence 
of one in any collection: but there is preserved in 
the British Museum a picture of one. This was 
printed by Mr. Halliwell in his Rara Mathematica 
—not a fac-simile, but a rule and type repre- 
sentation of it, ciphers being used by him for the 
circles in the original. Mr. Halliwell gives it 
without note or remark; and evidently had not 
divined its meaning. This was done, however, 
soon after in a review of Mr. Halliwell’s book in 
the Philosophical Magazine. I am not able at this 
moment to refer to either, so as to give exact 
dates: but it was somewhere from 1838 to 1840. 

Perhaps, however, I am giving “E. V.” infor- 
mation that may be irrelevant to his purpose; 
though it may be of some use to another class of 
inquirers. I proceed, therefore, to one or two 
notices that seem to have a more direct bearing 
on his object : — 

1. Chasles’ Apergu Historique sur T Origine et le 
Développement de Méthodes en Géométrie ; passim, 
but especially in note xii.: 4to., Bruxelles, 1837. 

2. Chasles’ several notices in Comptes Rendus 
des Séances de l’ Acad. des Sciences. All subse- 
quent to the “ Apergu.” 

His Catalogue des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque 
de Ville de Chartres should be also consulted, if 
accessible to “E. V.” Copies of it, however, are 
very rare in this country, as it was privately 
printed, and never published. If, however, your 
correspondent have any serious inquiry in view 
which should render his consultation of it desi- 
rable, 1 can put it in his power to do so personally 
through you. 

8. Libri, several notices in the same series of 
papers. 

4. Libri, Histoire des Sciences Mathématiques 
en Italie. Several places. Bactulica. Paris, 1838 
— 1841. 4tomes. 8vo. 

5. Peacock (Dean of Ely), “ Arithmetic,” in the 
Encyclopedia Metropolitana. This is now, 1 be- 
lieve, to be had either separately, or in the volume 
devoted to pure “ Mathematics.” 

6. De Morgan, Penny Cyclopedia in loc., and 
occasionally elsewhere in the work. 

7. Leslie’s Philosophy of Arithmetic. 
8. Humboldt, in a paper which is translated in 

the Journal of the Royal Institution, vol. xxix. 
I believe a good many other references might 

be made, with little trouble, to foreign Mémoires ; 

| 

and (perhaps still more to your correspondent’s 
apparent purpose) to some amongst the Mémoires 
that relate to inscriptions and topography, rather 
than amongst those relating directly to science or 
literature. However, the two parts of the subject 
cannot be effectively studied separately from each 
other; and I am not without a hope that these 
straggling notes may be of some use to “ E. V.” 

Under the view of inscriptions, it occurs to my 
memory that in two or three places on the church 
of St. Brelade in Jersey, there are marked four 
vertical straight lines, which are interpreted by 
the natives to signify the Arabic numerals 1111; 
as the date mcxi. of the building of the church. 
The church is evidently a very ancient one, and it 
is agreed to be the oldest in the island, and the 
island historians assign it to the early part of the 
12th century. For these symbols being coeval 
with the building I do not vouch: as (though it 
is difficult to say what may constitute antiquity 
in the look of four parallel lines) I confess that 
to my eye they had “as modern a look” as four 
such lines could well have. The sudden illness 
of one of my party during our visit (1847), how- 
ever, precluded my examining that beautiful spot 
and its interesting little church with the care I 
should have wished. 

I may be allowed to suggest the necessity of 
some degree of caution in discussing this question: 
especially not to assume that any Arabic numerals 
which appear in ecclesiastical inscriptions are co- 
eval with the dates they express; but rather 
inquire whether, from the condition of the stone 
bearing the inscription, these numbers may not 
have been put there at a later period, during 
repairs and alterations of the building itself. It 
is for many reasons improbable, rather than other- 
wise, that the Arabic numerals should have been 
freely used (if used at all) on ecclesiastical struc- 
tures till long after the Reformation: indeed they 
are not so even yet. 

But more. Even where there is authentic 
evidence of such symbols being used in eccle- 
siastical inscriptions, the forms of them will tell 
nothing. For generally in such cases an antique 
form of symbol would be assumed, if it were the 
alteration of a “learned clerk ;” or the arabesque 
taste of the carver of the inscription would be 
displayed in grotesque forms. We should rather 
look for genuine than coeval symbols of this kind 
upon tombs and monuments, and the altar, than 
upon the building itself; and these will furnish 
collateral proofs of the genuineness of the entire 
inscription rather than any other class of archi- 
tectural remains. The evidence of the inscrip- 
tions on “Balks and beams” in old manorial 
dwellings are especially to be suspected. T.S.D. 

Shooter’s Hill, Feb. 11. 1850. 

a 

ee 

Arabic Numerals. —If you think the following | 
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title will do for your correspondent “E. V.” 
(No. 15. p. 230.), please to communicate it to 
him : — 

«“ Mannert, K., de Numerorum, quos arabicos voc., 
vera origine pythagorico; e. fig. aen. 8vo. Nurnberg, 
1801.” 

Oscar Heun 
Cambridge, Feb. 11. 1850. 

Arabic Numerals (No. 15. p. 230 ).— Your 
correspondent should consult Peacock’s “ History 
of Arithmetic” in the E'xcyclopedia Metropolitana; 
and, if he can get them, the notes to Chasles’ 
Apergu Historique des Méthodes en Géométrie, 
and various papers of Mr. Chasles, published in 
the Comptes Rendus of the French Institute. He 
may perhaps find some information in De Morgan’s 
Arithmetical Books, particularly at p. 14. M. 

THE FRATERNITY OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE— 
CHAUCER'S NIGHT CHARM. 

In a little work by Costanzi, entitled Le Isti 
tuzioni di Pieta che si esercitano in Roma, &c , and 
published a.p. 1825, in Rome, where the schools 
under the management of that brotherhood are in 
great favour, “C.F. S.” will find much to interest 
him on the subject, though not exactly in the 
order in which he has put his queries (No. 14. 
p- 214.), nor to their full extent. 

Mr. Thoms, to whom English medieval lite- 
rature is so much beholden, asks very earnestly 
for some information about “the white Pater- 
noster” and “seynte Petres soster,” (No. 15. 
p- 229.) Perhaps the following guesses may not 
bejwithout use. First, then, about the “ white 
Paternoster :” — 

Henry Parker, a Carmelite friar of Doncaster, 
who wrote his admirable Compendiouse Treatyse, 
or Dialogue of Dives and Pauper, during the reign 
of Edward LV., speaking against superstitions, and 
especially “craftes and conjurations with holy 
prayers,” says : — 

“ They that use holy wordes of the gospel, Pater 
noster, Ave, or Crede, or holy prayers in theyr 
wytchecraftes, for charmes or coniurations — they 
make a full hye sacrifice to the fende. It hath oft 
ben knowen, that wytches with sayenge of their Pater 
noster and droppynge of the holy candell in a man’s 
steppes that they hated, hath done his fete rotten of. 
Di. What shuld the Pater noster, and the holy candell 
do therto? Pau Ryght nought. But for the wytche 
worshyppeth the fende so highly with the holy prayers, 
and with the holy candell, and used suche holy thinges 
in despyte of God: therfore is the fende redy to do 
the wytche’s wylle and to fulfyll thinges that they 
done it for. ‘The Fyrst Command,’ cap, xxxvy. fol. 52. 
Imprynted by T. Berthelet, 1536. 12™9.” 

That the Pater noster used sometimes to be 
said with the wicked design of working ill to 

individuals, and by those who were deemed 
witches, is clear from the above extract : may not, 
then, this “wytche’s” Pater noster be the “white” 
Pater noster, against which the night-spell in 
Chaucer was employed? ‘ Wyche” may easily 
be imagined to have glided into “ white.” 

““Seynte Petres soster,” I suspect has a refe- 
rence to St Petronilla’s legend. St. Petronilla, 
among our forefathers, was called St. Pernell, and 
The Golden Legend imprinted 1527, by Wynkyn 
de Word, tells us, fol. exxxi. b., that she “ was 
doughter of siynt peter thappostle, whiche was 
ryght fayre and bewteous, and by the wyll of 
her fader she was vexed with fevers and akes.” 
For a long while she lay bed-ridden. From the 
name of this saint, who went through so many 
years of her life in sickness, perhaps was borrowed 
the word “pernell,” to mean a person in a sickly 
weak state of health, in which sense, Sir Thomas 
More (Works, London, 1557, p. 893) employs it, 
while bantering Tindal. St. Peter’s daughter 
(St. Pernell) came to be looked upon, in this 
country, as the symbol of bad health under all its 
forms. Now, if we suppose that the poet mistook, 
and wrote “soster” instead of “ doughter,” we 
immediately understand the drift of the latter 
part of the spell, which was, not only to drive 
away witchcraft, but guard all the folks in that 
house from sickness of every kind. 

Daniet Rock. 
Buckland, Faringdon. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

By Hook or by Crook — Pokership — Gib Cat 
— Emerod. —I regret that very pressing business 
has hitherto prevented me from supplying an 
omission in my communication relating to the 
probable derivation of “ By Hook or by Crook ;” 
namely, my authority for saying there was evi- 
dence of the usage I referred to in forest customs. 
I now beg to supply that omission, by referring to 
the numerous claims for fuel wood made by divers 
persons at the justice seats held in the reigns of 
Charles I. and Charles II. for the New Forest, and 
which will be found at the Tower and Chapter 
House. Among others of these claims, I would 
mention that made by the tenant of land in Barn- 
ford, No. 112., who claims to have had the pri- 
vilege, from time immemorial, of going into the 
king’s wood to take the dead branches off the 
trees therein, “ with a cart, a horse, a Hook and a 
Crook, and a sail cloth.” Verily this necessity for 
a sail cloth seems to point very distinctly to his 
being obliged to collect his fire-wood “ by Hook 
or by Crook.” May I add, that I do not think 
that any of the notes I have seen hitherto, with 
reference to this subject, invalidate the supposi- 
tion of the origin being forestal; all that they 
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appear to me to prove is, that the saying is of 
long standing. 

With reference to the query regarding the 
word Pokership (No. 12. p. 185.), I would ob- 
serve, that the word is correctly copied from the 
grant, and that it was so spelt in all the previous 
grants that I have been able to refer to. As to 
the meaning of the word, I am of opinion that it 
is intended to express the office of keeping the 
hogs in the forest, 7.e. Porcarius. Pokership was 
probably spelt in early times Pawkership, from 
Pawn, I apprehend; subsequently it was either 
spelt or pronounced Paukership or Pokership. In 
corroboration of this view, I would mention, that 
on referring to the Pipe Roll, 6 John, county of 
Hereford, the following will be found : — “ Hubert 
de Burgo. Et i libae const. Parcario de heford, 
xxxs. vd.” If, however, Parkership be deemed 
the more correct reading, still it does not of ne- 
cessity apply to the custody of a park; it might 
have denoted the pound-keeper, for, in matters 
relating to manors, parcus means a pound. 

With respect to the query about Gib Cat, you 
will find the subject treated on largely in the 
Etymologicon — I may say, exhausted. 

By the bye, there can be no doubt that Emerod 
means Emerald ; formerly Emerald would be spelt 
Emeraud, and the transition is natural to Emerode 
—Emerod. With regard to the supposed size 
being an objection to this reading, it will be found 
that anciently the matrix of the Emerald, which is 
tinged green, went by the name of the more 
valuable jewel. APR od 

Spring Gardens, Feb, 1850. 

Golden Frog (No. 14. p. 214.).—Sir John 
Poley’s frog may have been a device alluding to 
his name; I imagine that Poley is an appellative 
of frogs. I find, in Halliwell’s Dict. ef Archaic 
Words, ‘“* Pollywig,’ and in Jamieson’s Scottish 
Dictionary, “ Powlick,” both meaning tadpole, and 
both diminutive forms ; and Rowley Poley is closely 
(though not very logically) connected with the 
Srog who would a-wooing go. he word has pro- 
bably the same root as pool, puddle, &c. R. R. 

Madoc. —In addition to what is stated (No. 4. 
p- 56.) on this subject, may be noted, that in the 
MS, Add. 14,957. British Museum, fol. 149., is a 
letter from Dr. David Samwell to the Gwyned- 
digion Society, dated 23rd March, 1791, in which 
he states, that the result of an interview, held by 
himself and William Owen with General Bowles, 
“places the existence of a race of Welsh Indians 
beyond all matter of doubt.’ This race is iden- 
tified with the Padongas on the Missouri, who are 
said to be of a different complexion from the other 
Indian races, and to have books, which they were 
not able to read. Is this information to be de- 
pended on or not? — F. M: 

NOTES AND QUERIES. [No. 18. 

MSS. of Sir Roger Twysden (No. 5. p. 76.) — 
Twysden’s MSS. were purchased by Sir Thomas 
Sebright, in or before the year 1715, and in the 
Sebright sale at Leigh and Sotheby’s, in 1807, 
appear to be two of the MSS. inquired after by 
the Rev. L. B. Larking, namely, Lot 1224., “ Vita 
et Epistole Sancti Thome, Archiepiscopi Cant.” 
(purchased by Heber, and, at his sale in 1836, re- 
sold [Lot 323.] to Sir Thomas Phillipps), and 
Lot 1225., “ Epistole Beati Anselmi, Archie- 
piscopi Cant.,” purchased by Dardis; but what 
became of it afterwards I know not. F. M. 

Royal Genealogies (No. 6. p. 92.).— The in- 
quirer will find, probably, what he requires, in a 
work by J. F. Dambergen, entitled, “ Sechzig 
genealogische auch chronologische und statistische 
Tabellen, zu Fiirstentafel und Fiirstenbuch der 
Europaisehen Staatengeschichte,” fol. Regens- 
burg, 1831, in which the descents are brought 
down to a recent period. F.M 

Astle’s MSS. (No. 15. p. 230.) —After the 
| death of Astle, in 1803, his collection of MSS. was 
purchased, pursuant to his will, for the sum of 
5001., by the Marquess of Buckingham, and they 
remained at Stowe till the spring of last year, 
when they passed, with the rest of that noble 
collection, into the hands of the Earl of Ash- 
burnham, for the sum of 8000/.;— a loss to the 
public much to be regretted. F. M. 

Dr. Hugh Todds MSS. (No. 16. p. 246.) — 
The first of the five MSS. mentioned by Mr. 
Walbran, namely, the Chartulary of Fountains 
Abbey, is at present in University College, Ox- 
ford, and perhaps some of the other MSS. may be 
there also. A catalogue of the MSS. of this 
College has been printed, compiled by the Rev. 
H! O. Coxe, of the Bodleian library; but I have 
not been able to consult a copy of it in London. 

Sir William Ryder (No. 12. p.186.).—“H. F.” is 
informed that Sir William Ryder, Lord Mayor of 
London in 1660, lived at Bethnal Green, received 
the honour of knighthood, 12th March, 1660 or 1661; 
died 30th Angust, 1669; and was buried 9th 
September following at St. Andrew Undershaft, 
London. He had two sons, one of whom was 
Thomas Ryder, who was an equerry to King 
James II., and lord of the manor of Bilsington, in 
Kent. He performed some service at the corona- 
tion of Queen Anne; and his son, Sir Barnbam 
Ryder, was knighted at the coronation of her suc- 
cessor. The other son of Sir William Ryder was 
William Ryder, gentleman. Sir William Ryder 
had five daughters: —1. Elizabeth, who married 
Richard, son of Sir Thomas Midleton, of Chirk 
Castle in Denbighshire, knight. 2. Priscilla, the 
wife of Richard Baylie, son of Dr. Baylie, Dean of 
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4. Anne. 5. Martha.— Hari. 
F. E. 

Scole Inn.—In answer to the query (No. 16. 
p- 245.) respecting the Sign and House at Scole 
Inn, I beg to refer to vol. ii. p. 142, of the History 
of Norfolk, published by Crouse and Booth of 
Norwich, in 1781, in 10 vols. 8vo. 

I beg to state that I have impressions of two 
large prints, one of the “ House,” and the other of the 
“ Sign.” They were published in 1740.—* Joshua 
Karby,” del., ‘“ John Fossey,” sculpt. 

I have also a smaller print of the “ Sign” taken 
from the opposite side—from the larger one— 
apparently by the same parties, but the names of 
the drawer and engraver are cut off. 

I think the Sign was not taken down till after 
1795, as I have a recollection of having passed 
under it when a boy, in going from Norwich to 
Ipswich. 

The Sign was large and handsome, and extended 
across the road. 

In Kirby’s Print it is stated to have cost Mr. 
James Peck, who was a merchant at Norwich, 
10571. 

The prints are not very scarce, and may be got 
at many of the printsellers in London. J.B 

About twenty years ago I have seen hanging up 
on the wall of the principal entry of this inn, a 
print of its original front, comprising the various 
figures, coats of arms, &c. which adorned it: in 
this account the founder Peck was called a citizen 
of Norwich, and the traveller was puzzled by this 
piece of information. 
cause it is at about the same distance from Nor- 
wich, Ipswich, and Bury.” M. PRenperGast. 

7. Serjeant’s Inn, Fleet Street, Feb. 19. 1850. 

Sarum. 3. Mary. 
DISS. 5801. 5802. 

Killigrew Family and Scole Inn Sign (No. 15. 
p- 231.). — Deubtless there are pedigrees of the 
Killigrew family in the Visitations of Cornwall, 
which would answer Mr. Lower’s questions. Many 
notices of them also occur in Gilbert’s History of 
Cornwall, and Wood's Athene Oxon., Bliss. ed., 
and both those works have good indexes. 

There is a folded engraving of Seole Inn Sign 
(No. 16. p. 245.) in Armstrong’s History of Nor- 

| folk, vol. i. p. 144, but I never could learn when 
or why the sign was removed. ‘The couchant stag 
in the centre was the Cornwallis crest. 

BRAYBROOKE. 
Audley End. 

Pavoise of the Black Prince (No. 12. p. 183). — 
It is very probable that the Pavoise which 
“ Borron” mentions as hanging in his time at the 
tomb of Edward the Black Prince, was no part of 
the original collection. 
“A quilted coat-armour, with half- sleeves ta- 

bard fashion,” reads oddly as part of this prince’s 

“Tt is called Scole Inn, be- | 

costume; but we know that sometimes “Coming 
events cast their shadows before.” T.W. 

Welch Ambassudor.—'The following use of the 
word “Welsh” iz metaphor, may perhaps serve as 
a clue to, or illustration of, “G.’s” query (No. 15. 
p. 230.) > — 
Andrew. “In tough Welsh parsley, which in our vul- 

gar tongue, is 
Strong hempen halters.”—- Beaumont and Fletcher, 

Elder Brother, Act 1. ad fin. 

Perit ANDRE. 
Plessis-les-Tours, Fevrier, 1850. 

Phenix — by Lactantius. —‘“ Sevevucus” is in- 
formed, in answer to his query in No. 13. p. 203., 
that he will find the Latin poem of the Pheniz, in 
hexameters and pentameters, in that scarce little 
volume, edited by Pithaus, and published at Paris 
in 1590 (see Brunet), Epigrammata et Poemutia 
Vetera, Sc. (of which I am happy to say I possess 
a most beautiful copy), where it is headed “ Phee- 
nix, Incerti Auctoris;” and again at the end of 
the edition of Claudian by P. Burmann Secundus 
(Amsterdam, 1760), with the following title, — 
Lactantii Elegia, de Phenice ; vulgo Claudiano ad- 
scripta, §c., where also another correspondent, 
“R.G.” Gn No. 15. p. 235), will find much in- 
formation as to who was the author of the poem. 

C. J.C. 
Feb. 9. 1850. 

Catsup (No. 8. p. 125.).— “Catsup” is to be 
found thus spelt in Todd’s Johuson’s Dictionary 
(London, 1818). He deseribes it as a kind of Indian 
pickles imitated by pickled mushrooms; and 
quotes these two lines of Swift — 

* And for our home-bred British cheer, 
Botargo, catsup, and cavier.” 

An eminent Sanscrit scholar informs me that 
“ kuck-hup” is the Hindostanee word for Turtle; 
it is to be met in the Vocabulary attached to 
Gilchrist’s East Indian Guide (8vo. London, 
1820). May not the name of the sauce take its 
origin from the use of it in preparing the turtle 
for the table? In the Cuistnier Royal, par Viart, 
p- 75., it is mentioned among the “ petites sauces,” 
as ket-chop, “ou Soyac;” and the receipt for 
making it ends with ‘“servez-le avec le poisson.” 
(Published at Paris, 1840.) C.I. R. 

The Buckingham Motto (No. 9. p. 188., and 
No. 16. p. 252.).— On examining the original ma- 
nuscript the true reading of this motto appears to 
me to be, 

Sovente me sovene, 
Harre Bokynghame. 

I should translate it, ‘‘souvent me souvenez;” 
an Anglo-French paraphrase of “sis memor mei;” 
or, “Ne m’oubliez pas.” I have great doubt 
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whether the original MS. can be safely assumed 
to be an autograph. 

[Our correspondent “P.” writes, “ It surprises 
me your (Edipi should be so wide of the mark in 
this motto. It is simply, ‘ Oft remember me.’”’] 

Devices of the Standards of the Anglo-Saxons 
(No. 14 p.216.)— The arms, i. e. the standards 
of the successive rulers of Britain, may be found 
in Sir Winston Churchill's curious work, Divi 
Britannici, which gives (as your correspondent © 
supposes) the White Horse for Kent, the White 
Dragon for Wessex, and the Raven for the 
Danes. C. 

Prutenice (No. 14. p.215.).—The work to which 
your correspondent alludes is, I presume, Pru- 
tenice Tabule Celestium Motuum, autore Erasmo 
Reinholdo: Tubing, 1562. This work is dedicated 
to Albert, Duke of Prussia. In the dedication is 
the following passage : — 

‘Ego has tabulas Prutenicas dici volui, ut sciret 
posteritas tua liberalitate, Princeps Alberte, nos ad- 
jutos esse, et tibi gratiam ab iis, quibus profuture sunt 
deberi.” 

Reinhold therefore called them Prutenic, i. e. 
Prussian tables, in compliment to the reigning 
duke. Pruteni is an ancient name of the Prus- 
sians. Albert (grandson of Albert the Achilles, 
Margrave of Brandenburg) was in 1511 elected 
Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights, who then 
held Prussia. He continued the war which his 
order had for some time carried on with his uncle, 
Sigismund I., King of Poland. But he subse- 
quently embraced the doctrines of Luther, de- 
serted his order, became reconciled to Sigismund, 
and for his reward East Prussia was now first 
raised into a duchy as a fief of Poland, and made 
hereditary in his family. This Albert was the 
founder of the University of Konigsberg. (See 
Puffendorff, Frederick the Great, and Robertson.) 

* * 

Pandoxare (No. 13. p.202., No. 15. p. 234.).— 
There is, or till very lately was, an officer of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, called the Pandoxator. 
He had the oversight of the college brewhouse, 
and formerly of the college bakehouse also. See 
Monk’s Life of Bentley, 2nd ed. i.210. In Dr. 
Bentley’s time the office seems to have been held 
by a senior fellow. Of late years junior fellows 
have held the situation. C. H. Cooper. | 

Cambridge, Feb. 11. 1850. 

Gazetteer of Portugal. —In answer to the in- 
quiry of “ Nortaman” (No. 16. p.246.), P.C.S.S. 
has to stzte, that he believes that the most recent, 
as it is unquestionably the most copious, work on 
the topography of Portugal is the Diccionario 
Geografico de Portugal, published at Lisbon in 
1817, in seventeen volumes, 8vo. P.C.8.8S. 

Dog Latin (No. 15, p. 230.).— Many things 
low and vulgar are marked with the prefix “dog”; 
as dog-rose, dog-trick, dog-hole, as also dog-gerel. 
When the great mortar was set up in St. James’s 
Park, some one asked “Why the carriage was 
ornamented with dog’s heads?” “ To justify the 
Latin inscription,” said Jekyl. C. 

Epigram (No. 15. p. 233.). — Surely not by 
Kenrick, if written, as it seems, about 1721. 
Kenrick was not heard of for near thirty years 
later. 

Pallace, Meaning of (No. 15. p. 233.).— Put 
out of all doubt by the following article in 
Phillips’s World of Words. ‘“ Pallicia, in old 
records, ‘ Pales or paled fences.’ ” C. 

Meaning of Pallace (No. 13. p. 202., and No. 
15. p. 233.) — Bishop Horsley seems to throw some 
light on this point by his note on the 9th verse of 
the 45th Psalm. The learned prelate says — 

“ « Out of the ivory palaces whereby they have made 
thee glad,’ — rather, from ‘ cabinets of Armenian ivory 
they have pleasured thee.” From cabinets or wardrobes, 
in which the perfumes, or the garments were kept.” 

This meaning of the word, derived from the 
Hebrew, corroborates the sense given to it in Mr. 
Halliwell’s Dictionary of Archaic, §&c.Words, viz. 
a storehouse. ALFRED Garry. 

Ecclesfield, Feb. 9. 

ZElian. — The querist (No. 15. p. 232.) is in- 
formed that Alian’s Treatise De Animalium Natura 
has been translated into Latin as well as his other 
works, by Conrad Gessner, fol. Zurich, 1556; but 
it does not appear that an English translation of it 
has hitherto been published, A.W. 

Brighton. 

Why Dr. Dee quitted Manchester.— A corre- 
spondent (No. 14. p. 216.) of yours wishes to 
know the reason why Dr. Dee resigned his 
wardenship, and left Manchester. I would refer 
him to the interesting ‘Life of Dee,” by Dr. Cooke 
Taylor, in his Romantic Biography of the Age of 
Elizabeth, who writes : — 

“ But in his days mathematics were identified with 
magic, and Dee’s learned labours only served to 
strengthen the imputations cast upon his character by 
the Fellows of his College in Manchester. He was so 
annoyed by these reports that he presented a petition 
to King James, requesting to have his conduct judi- 
cially investigated; but the monarch, on the mere 
report that Dee was a conjuror, refused to show him 
the slightest fayour. Indignant at the injurious treat- 
ment he continued to receive, he quitted Manchester 
with his family in the month of November, 1604: it is 
uncertain whether he renounced his wardenship at the 
same time, but he seems to have received no mure of 
its revenues; for, during the remainder of his life, 
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which was passed at Mortlake, he suffered severely 
from the pressure of poverty.” 

He died in 1608. Dr. Taylor, I suppose, writes 
on the authority of Dee’s MSS. and Journal, 
edited by Dr. Isaac Casaubon. W. M. K. 

Viridis Vallis (No. 14. p. 213.).— This is the 
monastery of Groenendael, situated in the forest 
of Soignies, near Brussels. In the Bibliotheque 
des Ducs de Bourgoyne are preserved several 
manuscript volumes relative to its history. (See 
Marchal’s Catalogue, vol. ii. p. 84.) Sir Thomas 
Phillipps has also a Chartulary of this monastery 
among his manuscripts. F. M. 

Recent Novel. —I beg to inform “ AponrxHus” 
that the Novel of which he is in search (No. 15. 
p- 231.) is Le Morne au Diable, by Eugéne Sue; 
the hero of which is the Duke of Monmouth, who 
is supposed to have escaped to Martinique. J.S. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Use of Monosyllables.—In Beaumont and 
Fletcher's Boadicea, Act 3. Se.1., (Edinburgh, 
1812.), I meet with the following lines in Cara- 
tach’s Apostrophe to “ Divine Andate,” and which 
seem to corroborate Mr. C. Forses’s theory (No. 
16. p. 228.) on the employment of monosyllables 
by Shakspeare, when he wished to express violent 
and overwhelming emotion; at least they appear 
to be used much in the same way by the cele- 
brated dramatists whom I quote : — 

“ Give us this day good hearts, good enemies, 
Good blows on both sides, wounds that fear or 

flight 
Can claim no share in; steel us both with anger, 
And warlike executions fit thy viewing. 
Let Rome put on her best strength, and thy Bri- 

tain, - 
Thy little Britain, but as great in fortune, 
Meet her as strong as she, as proud, as daring ! 
And then look on, thou red-eyed God; who does 

best, 

Reward with honour; who despair makes fly, 
Unarm for ever, and brand with infamy !” 

C.L R. 
Feb. 16. 

To endeavour oneself (No. 8. p. 125.). — 
“G.P.” thinks that the verb “endeavour” takes 
a middle voice form in the collect for the second 
Sunday after Easter, in the preface to the Con- 
firmation Service, and in the Form of Ordering of 
Priests; but in these instances is it any thing 
more than the verb neuter, implying that we 
should endeavour ourselves to follow, &c.? 

In Shepherd's Elucidation of the Book of Com- 
mon Prayer (2 vols. 8vo. Lond. 1817), under the 
head of the Confirmation Office, it is stated rela- 
tive to the persons to be confirmed (vol. ii. 

p-312.), “that they solemnly engage evermore to 
endeavour faithfully to perform their part of that 
covenant.” C. I. R. 

Evelyn's Sculptura.—In a copy of Evelyn’s 
Sculptura, 3rd edit , with Memoir of the Author's 
Life, 8vo. London, 1759, I find the following memo- 
randum, in pencil, prefixed to the Memoirs : — 

« By Dr. Warton of Winchester, as he himself in- 
formed me in 1785.” 

An autograph resembling “J. Chelmar” is on 
the fly-leaf. As I do not see this Memoir ascribed 
to Dr. Warton in any list, to which I have access, 
of his writings, perhaps the Memoir is not gene- 
rally, or at all, known to be by him, and I there- 
fore send the memorandum to you to be winnowed 
in your literary threshing-floor, by those who have 
better means and more leisure to ascertain its 
value. J. M. 

Oxford, Feb. 5. 

William Baxter. —1 do not know whether Wil- 
liam Baxter is authority for anything. When you 
see a word quoted from one of the languages or 
dialects which the moderns call Celtic, that word 
will very commonly be found not to exist. When 
at a loss, quote Celtic. If W. Baxter says (see 
No. 13. p. 195.) that buarth papan means the sun’s 
ox-stall, or, in other words, that papan means the 
sun, I should wish to know where else such a 
name for that luminary, or for any thing else, may 
be met with? I have not found any such thing. 

Derivation of the word “ Avon.” — Among the 
many proofs of the prevalence of the Gaelic roots 
in existing names at both ends of the island, it 
may be mentioned that there are ten rivers named 
Avon in Britain, and Avon is simply the Gaelic 
word for a river. J. U. G. Guten. 

Warton and Heinsius. — A late critic thinks he 
has discovered that Mr. ‘Thomas Warton, a con- 
temporary of Mr. Wise, and fellow of the same 
college, an antiquary and scholar of whom Eng- 
land may be proud, knew little of Latin, and less 
of Greek, because, forsooth, he did not notice 
Milton's false quantities, which Heinsius did! As 
well might it be argued, that the critic is an im- 
moral man, because he did not notice the delin- 
quencies of Heinsius in a moral point of view ; the 
said Heinsius being obliged to resign his secre- 
taryship to the city of Amsterdam in consequence 
of a prosecution by a young woman for breach of 
peace of marriage, under the faith of which she 
ad lived with him, and borne him two children. 

The sentence of misdaadigheyd was pronounced 
against him, and confirmed, on appeal, by the su- 
preme court of Holland, in 1662. So much for 
the unpatriotic puff of the learned foreigner, to 
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the disparagement of one of the greatest ornaments 
of English literature. As one “note” naturally 
produces another, I hope your sense of justice, 
Mr. Editor, will admit this, in order to counter- 
balance the effect of the former one; appearing, 
as it did, in a periodical of considerable circu- 
lation, which, I am glad to hear, is soon to be very 
much improved. J. 1. 

Queen's Bagnio (No. 13. p. 196). — The 
Queen's Bagnio in Long Acre was on the south 
side, nearly opposite to the door of Long Acre 
Chapel. The Duke’s bath I have always heard 
was in Old Belton Street, now Endell Street; the 
fourth house from Castle Street on the west side. 
It has been new fronted not long since; but at 
the time that 1 frequented the baths there — the 
exterior had pilasters, and a handsome cornice in 
the style of Inigo Jones, —all being built in dark 
red brick. Within there was a large plunging 
bath, paved and lined with marble, the walls being 
covered by small tiles of blue and white, in the 
Dutch fashion. The supply of water was from a 
well on the premises. 

There were several apartments for warm- 
bathing, having the baths and pavements of 
marble, and to several of these were attached 
dressing-rooms. 

The house is now, I believe, occupied by a 
carpenter; but the baths remained, though in a 
dilapidated condition, a short time since, and pro- 
bably are there still. Ate Nike 

A Flemish Account. — In illustration of a query 
in your first Number on the origin of the expression 
“a Flemish Account,” unless you think it too late 
for insertion, [ send the following extract from an 
old volume in the Cathedral Library at Salisbury. 
It is entitled, “The Accurate Accomptant or 
London Merchant, &e.; by Thomas Brown, Ac- 
comptant : composed for the Use and Benefit of 
the poor Blew-Coat children educated in Christ's 
Hospital, &e. London, printed by William Godbid, 
sen. 1669. fol.” 

The book consists almost entirely of examples 
of the best methods of keeping accounts, from 
which I select the following instance : — 

“ London, August 10th, 1668. 

To Roger Pace, Factor, &e., for 10 Pieces cont. 746 

Ells Fl. at 10 S. Flem. per Ell. is $373. Flem. 
Exchange at 35 S. makes 
Sterling Money 213/. 2s, 10d.” 

The above extract strongly confirms the explana- 
tions of the expressions given by your corre- 
spondents “ Q.Q.” and “ Mr. Bourton Corney,” in 
No. 5. p. 74., as it proves both the necessity and 
early practice of accurately distinguishing in com- 
mercial dealings between English and Flemish 
methods of reckoning. i. A.D. 

[The following is a curious illustration of the use of 
the phrase. 

* A person resident in London is said to have had 
most of Caxton’s publications. He sent them to 
Amsterdam for inspection, and, on writing for them, 
was informed that they had been destroyed by accident. 
‘I am very much afraid,’ says Herbert, ‘my kind 
friend received but a Flemish account of his Caxtons.’” 
— Typ. Antiq., p. 1773.] 

La Mer des Histoires.—TI find I have a note on 
that handsome old French work, La Mer des His- 
toires, which is commonly attributed to Johannes 
de Columna, Archbishop of Messina; but upon 
which Francis Douce, while taking notice of its 
being a translation of the Rudimentum Noviciorum 
ascribed to Mochartus, observes that it is a different 
work from the Mare Historiarum of Johannes de 
Columna. Douce also informs us, that there were 
several works passing under this title. Columna 
is mentioned by Genebrard as the author of a 
book, Cujus titulus est Mater Historiarum. Query? 
What is known of the work, which is really Co- 
lumna’s ? Joun SANsom. 

On Passages in Milton. 

« And every shepherd tells his tale 
Under the hawthorn in the dale.” 

Milton's L’ Allegro. 

I used to suppose the tale told was a love tale. 
Now [I take it to mean, that each shepherd ¢edls the 
tale, that is, counts the number of his sheep. Is 
there any doubt on this point ? 

Milton (Paradise Lost, b. v_), speaks of “ silent 
night with this her solemn bird;”. that is, the 
nightingale. Most readers take “ solemn” to mean 
“ pensive ;” but I cannot doubt that Milton (who 
carries Latinism to excess) used it to express 
habitual, customary, familiar, as in its Latin form 
sollemnis. BEEK 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 
The lovers of accurate and painstaking topo- 

eraphy, the students of genealogical history, and, 
though last not least, those who like to see the 
writings of Shakspeare illustrated in a congenial 
spirit, will read with pleasure the announcement, 
in our advertising columns, that the fellow- 
townsmen of Joseph Hunter, the Historian of 
“ Hallamshire” and “ The Deanery of Doncaster,” 
and the Illustrator of the Life and Writings of 
Shakspeare, have opened a Subscription for the 
purpose of placing a full-length portrait of that 
gentleman in the Cutlers’ Hall, Sheffield. 

When we announced Mr, Archer’s projected 
work, entitled Vestiges of Old London, a Series of 
Jinished Etchings from Original Drawings, with 
Descriptions, Historical Associations, and other Re- 
JSerences, we spoke of it as one likely, we thought, 
to prove of especial interest. The appearance of 
the first Number justifies to the fullest our anti- 
cipation. The pictorial representations are replete 

ee 
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with variety, and the literary illustrations full of | 
a pleasant gossipping anecdotical character. The 
first plate shows us The Old Bulk Shop at Temple 
Bar, occupied by successive generations of fish- 
mongers, and doubtless well remembered by most 
of our readers; although no trace of it any longer 
exists. The House of John Dryden, in Fetter 
Lane, so designated on the authority of the late | 
Mr. Upcott, forms the second plate; and is followed | 
by The Altar of Diana, discovered in Foster Lane, 
Cheapside, in December 1830. The Drapers’ Alms- 
houses, Crutched Friars, is the next illustration, 
which again is contrasted by a plate of Roman 
Vestiges, full of interest to those who like to 
investigate the Roman occupation of our metro- 
polis ; and this first part concludes with a view of | 
The Old Chapel of St Bartholomew, Kingsland. | 
The work is executed in a style to delight London 
antiquaries, and charm those who delight to illus- 
trate Pennant. 

The approaching Exhibition of Works of Ancient | 
and Medieval Art at the rooms of the Society of 
Arts in the Adelphi, promises to be one of the 
most interesting displays of the kind ever exhi- 
bited in this or any other city. The possessors of | 
objects of beauty and rarity have vied with each 
other in placing at the disposal of the Committee 
their choicest specimens; and the inhabitants and 
visitors of the metropolis will shortly have an 
opportunity of judging how numerous are the 
relics of “barbaric pomp and gold” which are 
still left to us, and how much of beauty of design, 
and “skill in workmanship” were displayed by 
the “ hard-handed” men of the good old times, to 
justify the enthusiasm of the antiquary, and gra- 
tify the man of taste. 

e have received, but at a moment too late to 
notice as it deserves, the Catalogue of very choice 
Books, and Books printed on vellum, the property 
of the late Mr. Rodd, which are to be sold by 
Messrs. Sotheby, at their rooms in Wellington 
Street, on Monday next. As a specimen, perhaps 
the most remarkable of this collection, we may 
oint out the set of the Works of Thomas Aquinas, 

in 17 folio volumes, bound in 21, and which is well 
described as 

“ A magnificent set of books, presenting one of the 
finest specimens, and at the same time the most ex- 
tensive work, ever printed upon vellum. This copy 
was presented by Pope Pius V. to Philip II., king of | 
Spain, and was deposited in the library of the Escurial, | 
whence it was taken during the occupation of Spain | 
by Bonaparte. The only other copy known is in the | 
National Library, Paris. It is the best edition of this | 
author’s works,” 

We have received the following Catalogues : — 
“John Petheram’s Catalogue of Old and New 

Books, on Sale for Cash only at 94. High Holborn. 
Part CVIII. No. 2. for 1850.” 
a Catalogue containing some excellent books, 

which reached us last week, and was omitted from 
| our last list by accident. 

“ Catalogue of Miscellaneous English and Foreign 
Books in all Classes of Literature, selected from the 
Stock of Nattali and Bond, 23. Bedford Street, Covent 
Garden.” 

“ Bibliotheca Salisburiensis. A Catalogue of Old 
and New Books on sale by J. Hearn, corner of the 
Poultry Cross, Salisbury.” 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

Cn continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

| Live or Cotonet Bircu. 

Odd Volumes. 

GotvpsmitH’s MiscELLantous Works. (Cairn’s Edition ) 12mo. 
Edinburgh. 1804. Vol. III. 

British PAINTERS, SCULPTORS, AND ARCHITECTS. 
BRARY. 1830. Vol. IV. 

Orbis PHAETON, sIVE DE UNIVERSIS VITIIS LINGU&. Pars prima, 
Ato K. Mons. 1629. 

Famity Li- 

PoriticaAL MaGazinE for 1780. Vol. IX. for 1785. Vol. XII. 
for 1787. 

Hupisras. I8mo. 1716. Vol. I. 
Vatpy’s Detpuin Cuassics. 63 and 64. In the original Boards. 
INCHBALD’s BririsH THEATRE. 12mo. 1808. Vol. IX. 
CuevaLiier’s EpiIsTLEs OF THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS. 
HistoricaAL ROMANCES. 7 Vols., or Vol. I. Constable, 1822. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Beit, Publisher of “ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

We have again had to indulge in the expensive luxury 
of a further veprint ; and we have therefore the pleasure 
of announcing that our Second Monthly Part, which has 
been out of print, may now be had by such of our friends 
as want it to complete their sets. 

We are again under the necessity of omitting many 
communications, including Notes, Queries, and Reptirs, 

which are in type; but we hope, by enlarging next week's 
paper to 24 pages, instead of 16, to find room for inserting 
many interesting papers which we have hitherto been com- 
pelled to omit for want of room. 

To correspondents inquiring as to the mode of procuring 
“ Notes anp Queries,” we have once more to explain, 

that every bookseller and newsman will supply it regularly, 
if ordered; and that gentlemen residing in the country, who 
may find a difficulty in getting it through any bookseller 
in their neighbourhood, may be supplied regularly with the 
stamped edition, by giving their orders direct to the pub- 

| lisher, Mr. Geonce Ber, 186. Fleet Street, accompanied 
by a Post- Office order, for a quarter, 4s. 4d.; a half year, 
8s. 8d.; or one year, 17s. 4d. 

A. J. V. will find an answer to his query respecting 
Angels’ Visits, §c, in No. 7. p.102. ; and respecting the 
Hudibrastic couplet, in No. 12. p. 179. 

M. X. (Bridport). The work well bound will only 
| fetch about seven or eight pounds in a sale room, and may 
| be purchased for about ten. 

Errata. No.9. p. 133. col. 1. 1.51., for ‘ Silent ’’ read “ Select ;”’ 
1. 54., for “imposing” read “composing ;”’ and col. 2. 1. 43., 
after “‘that”’ insert ** Simpson’s ’’ No.17. p. 263. col. 1. 1.39., 
for ‘* Respublice ’’ read ‘“‘ Respublica.”’ 
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Exceedingly Choice and Rare Books, and Books printed upon 
Vellum, the property of the late eminent bookseller, Mr. Thos. 
Ro 

M ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and Co., 
: (auctioneers of literary property and works illustrative 
of the fine arts,) will SELL by AUCTION, in pursuance of the 
will of the deceased, at their House, 3. Wellington Street, Strand, 
on Monday, March 4. at | precisely, a very choice selection of fine 
and RARE BOOKS, and Books printed upon Vellum, the pro- 
perty of the late eminent bookseller, Mr. Thomas Rodd, of Great 
Newport Street, London; including, among the more valuable 
books, Aquinatis Opera Omnia, 21 vols., Rome, 1570, a magni- 
ficent set of books, printed on vellum, presented by Pope Pius V. 
to Philip II., King of Spain; Homeri Opera Grece, editio prin- 
ceps, fine copy, Florentiz, 1488; Valerius Maximus, printed on 
vellum, Moguntiz, 1471; Vivaldus de Veritate Contritionis, 
printed on vellum, unique, 1503; Lancelot du Lac, Chevalier de 
la Table Ronde, beautiful copy , Ciceronis Epistole ad Familiares, 
Venetiis, Johannes de Spira, 1469; Sancti Hieronymi Epistole, 
printed on vellum, Moguntiz, 1470, a magnificent volume; Pen- 
tateuchus Hebraicus et Chaldaicus, printed on vellum, a beauti- 
ful copy, Sabionnette, 1557; many beautiful Hore, printed on 
vellum; Enchiridion Ecclesie Sarum, printed on vellum, ex- 
tremely rare and interesting, Paris, T. Kerver, 1528 ; La Collection 
des Ouvrages, imprimées par Ordre de M. Le Compte d’Artois, 
64 vols , printed on vellum, Paris, Didot. To be viewed three 
days prior, and catalogues had at the place of sale. 

Preparing for immediate publication, in 2 vols. small 8vo. 

HE FOLK-LORE of ENGLAND. By 
Witttam J. Tuoms, F.S.A., Secretary of the Camden 

Society, Editor of ** Early Prose Romances,”’ “ Lavé and Legends 
of all Nations,.”’ &c. One objec. of the present work is to furnish 
new contributions to the History of our National Folk-Lore ; and 
especially some of the more striking Illustrations of the subject to 
be found in the Writings of Jacob Grimm and other Continental 
Antiquaries. 

Communications of inedited Legends, Notices of remarkable 
Customs and Popular Observances, Rhiming Charms. &c. are 
earnestly solicited, and will be thankfully acknowledged by the 
Editor. They may be addressed to the care of Mr. BELL, Office 
of “ NoTES AND QUERIES,”’ 186. Fleet Street. 

pad cata COUNTY AND FAMILY 
HISTORY, ETC.— Joun Gray BELL, Bookseller, Dealer 

in, Topographical Prints, Portraits, Autographs, and Literary 
Curiosities, 10. and 11, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, London, 
invites Collectors to examine his Assortment of Prints on the 
above interesting subjects. Having gathered them with the 
greatest care and research, at a vast expenditure of Time and 
Capital, he flatters himself that his Collection is the most ex- 
tensive and best selected extant, and will be found well worthy 
of attention. 

Joun Gray Bext’s Catalogues are published monthly, and 
forwarded, free, by post. Parties desirous of possessing the recent 
numbers can have them sent by enclosing their address. 

Royal 32mo., cloth, 2s.; morocco (Hayday), 7s. 

Sh Dabok Dos TABLE TALK. 

Royal 32mo., price 2s. 6d. cloth, 7s. 6d. morocco ( Hayday). 

THE TEMPLE, SACRED POEMS, and 
PRIVATE EJACULATIONS, By GeorGe Herserr. 

Also, by the same Author, 

Price 2s. cloth, 7s. morocco (Hayday). 

A PRIEST TO THE TEMPLE; or, THE 
COUNTRY PARSON: his Character, and Rule of Holy 
Life, &c. 

London: GrorGE BELL, Fleet Street. Leicester: J.S. Crosstey. 

HE PHILOLOGICAL MUSEUM. Edited 
by Hare and TuHirtwatt. 2 thick vols. 8vo. cloth, 14s. 

E. STIBBS, having purchased the remaining copies of this 
esteemed Work, now offers it at the above reduced price, and 
respecttully suggests the necessity of early application, as it is 
entirely out of print, and but few copies remain for sale. 

331. Strand, opposite Somerset House. 

EV. JOSEPH HUNTER, F.S.A. Public 
» Portrait. The Friends and Admirers of the learned and 

respected Historian of “ Hallamshire”’ and the “ Deanery of Don- 
easter” having resolved to place a full-length Portrait of him in 
the Cutlers’ Hall, Sheffield, his native town (vide ** Gentleman’s 
Magazine,” Feb. 18511), the Committee beg respectfully to 
announce, that Subscriptions of One Guinea, in furtherance of 
their object, will be received by ‘Thomas Berks, Esq., Mayor, 
Treasurer; and Mr. Henry Jackson, Secretary of the Committee, 
Sheffield. 

Just published, and may be had postage free, on a remittance of 
two stamps. 

CATALOGUE of ENGLISH and 
; FOREIGN BOOKS, in all Classes of Literature. Se- 

lected from the STOCK of NATTALI and BOND (successors 
to the late M. A. Nattali), 23. Bedford Street, Covent Garden. 

Now ready. 

fet EES CATALOGUE OF MISCELLA- 
NEOUS BOOKS, Part III., containing a very extensive 

collection of Books relating to America, also a few choice and rare 
old books beautifully bound in morocco: it may be had gratis, and 
post free, on application. Also, nearly ready, S1IBBS’ GENE- 
RAL CATALOGUE, which will be forwarded gratis on receipt 
of Eight stamps for the Postage. 

331. Strand, opposite Somerset House. 

Just published, price 3s. 6d. 12mo. cloth, 7s. ealf or morocco. 

rNNHE ENGLISH GENTLEMAN: his Prin- 
ciples, his Feelings, his Manners, his Pursuits. 

“We like him so well as to wish heartily we might meet many 
such,’’— Theologian. 

“ The object of the first of the four essays is to forin the prin- 
ciples of ag ntleman ov a Christian standard. In the other three 
subjects, of feeling-, manners, and pursuits, the views, though 
Strict, a‘e of a more worldly kind.”’— Speciator. 

GeorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d. 

RIGINAL LETTERS OF JOHN LOCKE, 
ALGELNON SIDNEY, AND LORD SHAFTESBURY. 

With an Analytical Sketch of the Writings and Opinions of Locke, 
and other Metaphysicians. By T. Forsrer, M.B., F.L.S., 
M. A. S., Corresponding Member of the Acad. of Natural Science 
at Philadelphia, &c. 

London: GreorGE BELL, Fleet Street. 

In 8vo. price 7s. 6d. cloth. 

ISTORY OF THE PARISH AND TOWN 
OF BAMPTON, with the District and Hamlets belong- 

ing to it. By the Rev. J. A. Gites, D.C.L., late Fellow of 
Christ’s Ch. Coll. Oxford, Author of “ History of the Ancient 
Britons,” &c. 

London: GeorGE BELL, Fleet Street. 

Printed by THomAs CLARK SuaAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St.Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by GrorcE BELL, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, March 2. 1850. 
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OUR PROGRESS. 

HOUGH very unwilling to encroach upon the 
ged space which we have this week afforded 

our numerous and increasing contributors, we 
y be permitted to refer to the fact of our having 

elt it due to them to find such additional space 
giving an extra half-sheet, as a proof at once 

f the growing interest in our Journal, and of its 
xtended utility. 

We trust too that the step which we have thus 
taken will be received as a pledge of our intention 

to meet all the requirements which may arise 
from our Journal becoming more generally known, 

and consequently, as we are justified by our past 
| experience in saying, being made greater use of, 
as a medium of intercommunication between all 
classes of students and men of letters. 

Our last and present Number furnish proofs of 
its utility in a way which when it was originally 

| projected could scarcely have been contemplated. 

| We allude to its being made the channel through 

which intending editors may announce the works 
on which they are engaged, and invite the co- 
operation of their literary brethren. Nor is the 
readiness with which such co-operation is likely 
to be afforded, the only good result to be obtained 
by such an announcement. For such an intimation 
is calculated not only to prevent the unpleasantness 

likely to arise from a collision of interests — but 

also to prevent a literary man either setting to 
himself an unprofitable task or wasting his time 
and research upon ground which is already 
occupied. 

One word more. When we commenced our 
labours we were warned by more than one 

friendly voice, that, although we should probably 
find no lack of Queries, we should oftentimes be 

“straited for a Reply.” This, however, as our 

readers will admit, has not been the case; for 

though, as Shakspeare says, with that truth and 

wisdom for which he is proverbial — 

‘* The ample proposition that Hope makes, 
Tn all designs begun on earth below, 
Fails in its promis’d largeness,” 

the observation in our Introduction, that “ those 

who are best informed are generally most ready to 
communicate knowledge, and to confess ignorance, 
to feel the value of such a work as we are attempt- 
ing, and to understand that if it is to be well done 

—_—— ee 
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they must help to do it,” has, thanks to the kind 
assistance of our friends, grown, from a mere 
statement of opinion, to the dignity of a predic- 
tion. We undertook our task in faith and hope, 
determined to do our best to realize the inten- 
tions we had proposed to ourselves, and en- 
couraged by the feeling that if we did so labour, 
our exertions would not be in vain, for — 

“ What poor duty cannot do, 
Noble respect takes it in might not merit.” 

And the success with which our efforts have been 
crowned shows we were justified in so doing. 

And so, gentle reader, to the banquet of dainty 

delights which is here spread before you! 

CAPTIVITY OF THE QUEEN OF BRUCE IN ENGLAND. 

I perceive, in one of the recent interesting 
communications made to the “ Norres anp QuE- 
rigs,” by the Rev. Lambert B. Larking, that he 
has given, from a wardrobe roll in the Surrenden 
collection, a couple of extracts, which show that 
Bruce’s Queen was in 1314 in the custody of the 
Abbess of Barking, To that gentleman our thanks 
are due for the selection of documents which had 
escaped the careful researches of Lysons, and 
which at once throw light on the personal history 
of a royal captive, and illustrate the annals of a 
venerable Abbey. I am glad to be able to answer 
the concluding query as to the exact date when 
the unfortunate lady, (Bruce’s second wife,) left 
that Abbey, and to furnish a few additional par- 
ticulars eerie to her eight years’ imprisonment 
in England. History relates, that in less than 
three months after the crown had been placed 
upon the head of Bruce by the heroic Countess of 
Buchan, sister of the Earl of Fife (29th March, 
1306), he was attacked and defeated at Methven, 
near Perth, by the English, under Aymer de 
Valence, Earl of Pembroke. After this signal 
discomfiture, the king fled into the mountains, 
accompanied by a few faithful followers: his 
Queen, daughter, and several other ladies, for 
awhile shared his misfortunes and dangers; but 
they at length took refuge at the Castle of Kil- 
drummie, from whence they retreated, in the 
hope of greater security, to the sanctuary of St. 
Duthac, at Tain, in Ross-shire. The Earl of 
Ross, it is said, violated the sanctuary, and de- 
livered the party up to the English, who (as sings 
Chaucer’s contemporary, Barbour, in his not 
very barbarous Scottish dialect) straightway pro- 
ceeded to 

“put the ladyis in presoune, 
Sum in till castell, sum in dongeoun.” 

Among the captives were three ecclesiastics, 
who had taken a prominent part at the king’s 

coronation — the Bishops of Glasgow and St. An- 
drews, and the Abbot of Scone, arrayed in most 
uncanonical costume.* Peter Langtoft patheti- 
eally bewails their misfortune : — 

“The Bisshop of Saynt Andrew, and the Abbot of 
Scone, 

The Bisshop of Glascow, thise were taken sone : 
Fettred on hackneis, to Inlond ere thei sent, 

On sere stedis it seis, to prison mad present.” 

An instrument in Norman French, printed in 
Rymer’s great collection (Federa, vol. i. part ii. 
p- 994, new ed.), directs the manner in which the 
prisoners were to be treated. As this document 
is curious, I will give that portion which refers 
particularly to Bruce’s wife, the ‘Countess of 
Carrick :” — 

“a. p. 1306, (34 Edw. 1.) Fait a remembrer, qi, 
quant la Femme Je Conte de Carrik sera venue au 
Roi, ele soit envee a Brustewik [on Humber], & ge 
ele eit tieu mesnee, & sa sustenance ordenee en la 
manere desouz escrite: cest asavoir, 

“Qe ele eit deux femmes du pays ovesge li; cest 
asaver, une damoisele & une femme por sa chambre, 
qi soient bien d’age & nyent gayes, & qi eles soient de 
bon & meur port; les queles soient entendantz, a li 
por li servir : 

«Et deux vadletz, qi soient ausint bien d’age, & 
avisez, de queux ]’un soit un des vadletz le Conte de 
Ulvestier [the Earl of Ulster, her father], cest asaver 
Johan de Benteley, ou autre qil mettra en lieu de li, 
& l'autre acun du pays, qi soit por trencher devant li: 

‘*‘ Et ausant eit ele un garzon a pee, por demorer en 
sa chambre, tiel qi soit sobre, & ne mie riotous, por 
son lit faire, & por autres choses ge covendront por sa 
chambre : 

“ Et, estre ce, ordenez est qeele eit un Vadlet de 
mestier, qe soit de bon port, & avisez, por port ses 
cleifs, por panetrie, & botellerie, & un cu: 

“ Et ele deit ausint aver trois leveriers, por aver son 
deduyt en la garrene illueqnes, & en les pares, quant 
ele voudra: 

“ Et qe ele eit de la veneison, & du peisson es pes- 
cheries, selene ce ge mester li sera ; 

« Et qe ele gisse en la plus bele maison du manoir 
a sa volunte: Et, qe ele voit guyer es pares, r’aillois 
entor le manoir, a sa volunte.” 

These orders are apparently not more severe 
than was necessary for the safe custody of the 
Queen ; and, considering the date of their issue, 
they seem to be lenient, considerate, and indulgent. 
Not so, however, with the unfortunate Countess 
of Buchan, who was condemned to be encaged i 
a turret of Berwick Castle (“en une kage de fort 
latiz, de fuist & barrez, & bien efforcez de ferre 
ment;” 7. e. of strong lattice-work of wood, 
barred, and well strengthened with ironTf), whe 
she remained immured seven years. Bruce's 

* Loricati, (in their coats of mail.) — Matthew o 
Westminster, 
{ See the order at length in Rymer, ué sup. 
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daughter, Marjory, and his sister Mary, were 
likewise to be encaged, the former in the Tower 
of London, the latter in Roxburghe Castle. The 
young Earl of Mar, “ L’enfant qi est heir de Mar,” 
1 ne nephew, was to be sent to Bristol Castle, 
to be carefully guarded, “ qil ne puisse eschaper 
en nule manere,” but not to be fettered = “ mais 
-qil soit hors de fers, tant come il est de si tendre 
age. 
men 1308 (1 Edw. 2.), the Bailiff of Brustwick is 
commanded to deliver up his prisoner, to be re- 
moved elsewhere, but to what place it does not 
appear. A writ of the 6th Feb. 1312, directs her 
to be conveyed to Windsor Castle, “ cum familia 
sua.” In October of the same year, she was re- 
“moved to “Shaston” (Shaftesbury), and subse- 
quently to the Abbey of Barking, where she 
remained till March, 1314, when she was sent to 
Rochester Castle, as appears by the following writ 
(Rymer, vol. ii. part i. p. 244.) : — 

«(7 Edw. 2.) De ducendo Elizabetham uxorem Roberti 
de Brus, usque ad Castrum Roffense. 

« Mandatum est Vicecomitibus London’ quod Eliza- 
betham, Uxorem Roberti de Brus, qua cum Abbatissa 
de Berkyngg’ stetit per aliquot tempus, de mandato 
Regis, ab eddem Abbatissa sine dilatione recipiant, 
eam usque Rolf’ duci sub salva eustodia faciant, Hen- 

rico de Cobeham, Constabulario Castri Regis ibidem 
per Indenturam, indé faciendam inter ipsos, liberandam ; 
et hoe nullatenus omittant. 

“ Teste Rege, apud Westm. xii. die Marti, 
“ Per ipsum Regem. 

“Et mandatum est przfate Abbatissee, quod pra:- 
fatam Elizabetham, quam nuper, de mandato Regis. 
admisit in domo sua de Berkyng’ quousque Rex aliud 
inde ordinasset, moraturam, sine dilatione deliberet 
prefatis Vicecomitibus, ducendam prout eis per Regem 
plenius est injunctum, et hoc nullatenus omittat. 

“Teste Rege ut supra, 
* Per ipsum Regem. 

| “Et mandatum est dicto Henrico, Constabulario 
ri Regis predicti, quod ipsam Elizabetham de 
ictis Vicecomitibus, per Indenturam hujusmodi, 

ipiat, et ei cameram, infra dictum Castrum compe- 
entem pro mora sua assignari : 
_ “ Et viginti solidos, de exitibus Ballive sue, ei per 

las septimanas, quamdiu ibidem moram fecerit, 
expensis suis, liberari faciat : 
Eamque, infra Castrum pradictum, et infra Prio- 

tum Sancti Andrex ibidem, opportunis temporibus 
atiari sub salva custodia (ita quod securus sit de eor- 

suo), permittat : 
“Et Rex ei de predictis viginti solidis, prafate 
wabethz singulis septimanis liberandis, debitam 
eationem, in compoto suo ad Scaccarium Regis, 
i faciet. 

“ Teste ut supra, 
“ Per ipsum Regem.’ 

But the day of deliverance was close at hand: 
e battle of Bannockburn, so fatal to the English, 

was fought on the 24th June; and on the 2nd of 
October the Constable of Rochester Castle is 
commanded to conduct the wife, sister, and daugh- 
ter of Robert Bruce to Carlisle (usque Karliolum), 
where an exchange of prisoners was made. _ Old 
Hector Boece, who, if Erasmus can be trusted, 
“knew not to he,” informs us, that “ King Ro- 
bertis wife, quhilk was hald in viii. yeris afore in 
Ingland, wes interchangeit with ane duk of Ing- 
land” * [Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford]. 
And the aforesaid Barbour celebrates their resto- 
ration in the following lines ;: — 

“ Quhill at the last they tretyt sua, 
That hef till Inglond hame suld ga, 
For owtyn paying of ransoune, fre ; 
And that for him suld changyt be 
Byschap Robert} that blynd was mad ; 
And the Queyne, that thai takyn had 
In presoune, as befor said I ; 
And hyr douchtre dame Marjory. 
The Erle was changyt for thir thre.” 

W.B. Rye. 

A NOTE ON ROBERT HRRRICK, AUTHOR OF 
“ HESPERIDES.” 

Tn the summer of 1844, I visited Dean Prior in 
company with my brother, in order to ascertain if 
we could add any new fact to the scanty accounts 
of the Life of Herrick recorded by his biographers. 
The events of his life have been related by Dr. 
Drake, (Literary Hours, vol. iii., Ist edit. 1798:— 
3rd edit. 1804), by Mr. Campbell, by Dr. Nott 
(Select Poems from the Hesperides, &c. Bristol,1810), 
by a writer in the Quarterly Review, vol. iv. 1810, 
by Mr. Wilmott in his elegantly written Lives of 
Sacred Poets, vol. i., 1834, and in the memoirs 
prefixed to the recent editions of Herrich’s Poems 
published by Clarke (1844), and Pickering (1846). 
On examining any of these biographies, it will be 
found that the year and place of Herrick’s death 
have not been ascertained. This was the point 
which I therefore particularly wished to inquire 
into. 

Dean Prior is a village about six or seven miles 
from Totnes: the church, with the exception of the 
tower, had been recently rebuilt. The monuments 
and inscribed stones were carefully removed when 
the old fabric was taken down, and restored as nearly 
as could be to corresponding situations in the new 
building. I sought in vain, amongst these, for the 
name of Herrick. On making inquiry of the old 
sexton who accompanied us, he said at first in a 
very decided tone, “‘ Oh, he died in Lunnun,” but 
afterwards corrected himself, and said that Herrick 
died at Dean Prior, and that an old tombstone in 

* Bellenden’s translation. 
+ The Earl of Hereford. 
¢ Wisheart, Bishop of Gloucester, before alluded to, 
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the churchyard, at the right hand side of the walk 
leading to the south side of the church, which was 
removed several years ago, was supposed to have 
covered the remains of the former vicar of Dean 
Prior. 

Being baffled in our search after ‘tombstone 
information,” we called at the vicarage, which 
stands close by the church, and the vicar most 
courteously accorded us permission to search the 
registers of the marriages, births, and burials, 
whieh were in his custody. The portion of the 
dilapidated volume devoted to the burials is headed 
thus :— 

“ Dean Prior 
“ The names of all those yt have been buried in y® 

same parish from y® year of our Lord God 1561, and 
so forwards.” 

After some careful search we were gratified by 
discovering the following entry :— 

“ Robert Herrick Vicker was buried y® 15th day 
October,” “ 1674.” 

I fancy I met with a selection from Herrich’s 
Poems edited by Mr. Singer, several years ago, 
comprised in a small neat volume. Can any of your 
readers inform me whether there is such a book ? 
I possess Mr. Singer’s valuable editions of Ca- 
vendish, More, and Hall's Satires, and would wish 
to place this volume on the same shelf. 

J. Mizner Barry. 
Totnes, Feb. 21. 1850. 

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF “ L=RIG?” 

This guery, evidently addressed to our Anglo- 
Saxon scholars by the distinguished philologist to 
whom we are all so much indebted, not having 
been hitherto replied to, perhaps the journal of 
‘“ Nores AND Queries” is the most fitting vehicle 
for this sugyestive note : — 

TO DR. JACOB GRIMM. 

Allow me, though an entire stranger to you, to 
thank you for the pleasure I have derived, in 
common with all ethnological students. from your 
very valuable labours, and especially from the 
Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache. At the same 
time I venture, with much diffidence, to offer a 
reply to your question which oceurs in that work 
at p. 663.: — “ Was heisst lerig ?” 

Lye says, ‘‘ Hee vox ocecurrit apud Cedm. At 
interpretatio ejus minime liquet.” In the Sup- 
plement to his Dictionary it is explained “ docilis, 
tyro!” Mr. Thorpe, in his Analecta A.-S. (1st 
edit. Gloss), says, “* The meaning of this word is 
uncertain: it occurs again in Cedmon;” and in 
his translation of C@dmon he thus renders the 
passage: — “ Ofer linde lerig= over the linden 

shields.” Here then lerig, evidently an adjective, 
is rendered by the substantive shields; and linde, 
evidently a substantive, is rendered by the adjec- 
tive linden. In two other passages Mr. Thorpe 
more correctly translates dindum = bucklers. 

Lind, which Lye explained by the Latin 
labarium, vexillum, that excellent scholar, the late 
lamented Mr. Price, was the first, I believe, to 
show frequently signified a shield; which was, pro- 
bably for lightness, made of the wood of the lime 
tree, and covered with skin, or leather of various 
colours. Thus we have “ sealwe linde” and “ hwite 
linde” in Cedm., “ geolwe linde” in Beowulf. 

All this is superfluous to you, sir, 1 know — 
“ Retournons ad nos moutons,’ as Maistre Pierre 
Pathelin says. 

The sense required in the passage in Brythnoth 
seems to me to be: — 

“ beerst bordes lerig=the empty f hollow shields 

“and seo byrne sang=and the armour (lorica) 
resounded.” 

And in Cedmon: — 

* ofer linde lerig=over the empty f hollow "? shield.” 

In Judith, Th. Anal. 137, 53. we have a similar 
epithet : — 

“ hwealfum lindum = vaulted peetiee, shields.” 

We should remember that Somner has ge-ler, 
void, empty, vacuus ; and Lye, with a reference to 
the Herbarium, ler-nesse, vacuitas. In the Teu- 
thonista we have ler, vacuus, concavus. In Heliand, 
3, 4. “darea stodun thar stenuatu sehsi = empty 
stood there stone-vats six.” I need not call to 
your mind the O. H. G. dari. 

I think, therefore, we cannot doubt that what is 
intended to be expressed by the A.-S. lerig is 
empty, hollow, concave. But, if we wanted further 
confirmation, leer, leery, leary are still in use in 
Devonshire, Dorsetshire, and perhaps elsewhere, 
for empty, hollow, as the provincial Glossaries will 
show. Skinner has the word leer, vacuus, and 
says, “ foeliciter alludit Gr. Aayapos, laxus, vacuus.” 
In Layamon we have (244, 16.), “the put wes 
i-ler.” Ihave found but one instance in Middle 
English, and that is in the curious old Phrase- 
Book compiled by William Horman, Head Master 
of Eton School in the reign of Henry VIII. : — 

“© At a soden shyfte Jeere barellis, tyed together, 
with boardis above, make passage over a streme.’ 
Tumultuario opere, inanes cupp2 colligate et tabulatis 
instrate fluminis transitu perhibent.”— Hormanni Vul- 

| garia, Lond. 1519, f. 272 b. 

Instances of the word are not frequent, possibly 
because we had another word for empty (¢oom) in 
common with the Danes; but perhaps there was 
no necessity for dwelling upon it in the sense of 
empty ; it was only its application as an epithet to 
a concave or hollow shield that your question could 
have had in view. 
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Once more thanking you most heartily for 
the pleasure and profit I have derived from the 
Deutsche Grammatik, and all your other im- 
portant labours, I am, sir, your grateful and 
obliged servant, S. W. Sincer. 

Mickleham, Nov. 23. 1849. 

FOLK LORE. 

ST. VALENTINE IN NORWI{CH—SOOK-EELS, &c. &e. 

The day appropriated to St. Valentine is kept 
with some peculiarity in the city of Norwich. 
Although “ Valentines,” as generally understood, 
that is to say billets sent by means of the post, 
are as numerously employed here as in other 
places, yet the custom consists not in the trans- 
mission of a missive overflowing with hearts and 
darts, or poetical posies, but in something far 
more substantial, elezant and costly —to wit, a 
goodly present of value unrestricted in use or ex- 
pense. Though this custom is openly adopted 
among relatives and others whose friendship is 
reciprocatel, yet the secret mode of placing a 
friend in possession of an offering is followed 
largely, —and this it is curious to remark, not on 
the day of the saint, when it might be supposed 
that the appropriateness of the gift would be duly 
ratified, the virtue of the season being in full 
vigour, but on the eve of St. Valentine, when it is 
fair to presume his charms are not properly ma- 
tured. The mode adopted among all classes is 
that of placing the presents on the door-sill of the 
house of the favoured person, and intimating what 
is done by a run-a-way knock or ring as the giver 
pleases. 

So universal is this custom in this ancient city, 
that it may be stated with truth some thousands 
of pounds are annually expended in the purchase 
of Valentine presents. At the time of writing 
(February 2) the shops almost generally exhibit 
displays of articles calculated for the approaching 
period, unexampled in brilliancy, taste and costli- 
ness, and including nearly every item suitable to 
the drawing room, the parlour, or the boudoir. 
The local papers contain numerous advertising 
announcements of “ Valentines;” the walls are 
oceupied with printed placards of a similar cha- 
racter, and the city crier, by means of a loud bell 
and an equally sonorous voice, proclaims the par- 
ticular advantages in the Valentine department of 
rival emporiums. All these preparations increase 
as the avator of St. Valentine approaches. At 
length the saint and his eve arrives— passes —and 
the custom, apparently expanding with age, is 
laced in abeyance until the next year. I am 
melined to believe that this mode of keeping 
St. Valentine is confined to this city and the 
county of Norfolk. 

As regards priority of occurrence this year, I 

should have first mentioned, that on Shrove 
Tuesday a custom commences of eating a small 
bun called coceque’els — cook-eels — coquilles — 
(the name being spelt indifferently) which is con- 
tinued through the season of Lent. Forby, in his 
Vocabulary of East Auglia, calls this production 
“a sort of cross bun,” but no cross is placed upon 
it, though its composition is not dissimilar. My 
inquiries, and, I may add, my reading, have not 
led me to the origin of either of the customs now 
detailed (with the exception of a few unsatisfactory 
words given by Forby on cook-eels), and I should 
be glad to find these brief notices leading by your 
means to more extended information on both sub- 
jects, not only as regards this part of the country, 
but others also. Joun WoppeERspoon. 

Norwich, 

Old Charms. —TI think that, if you are anxious 
to accumulate as much as you can of the Folk 
Lore of England, no set of men are more likely to 
help you than the clergy, particularly the younger 
part, viz., curates, to whom the stories they hear 
among their flock have the gloss of novelty. I 
send you a specimen of old charms, &c. that 
have come under my notice in the south-eastern 
counties. 

No. 1. is a dialogue between the Parson and the 
old Dame : — 

« P. Well, Dame Grey, I hear you have a charm to 
cure the toothache. Come, just let me hear it; I 
should be so much pleased to know it. 

“ Dame. Oh, your reverence, it’s not worth telling,” 

(Here a long talk —- Parson coaxing the Dame to 
tell him —old lady very shy, partly suspecting 
he is quizzing her, partly that no charms are 
proper things, partly willing to know what he 
thinks about it.) At last it ends by her saying — 

“ Well, your reverence, you have been very kind to 
me, and [’ll tell you: it’s just a verse from Scripture as 
I says over those as have the toothache ; — 

«<¢ And Jesus said unto Peter, What aileth thee? 
And Peter answered, Lord, I have toothache. And the 
Lord healed him.’ 

“ P, Well, but Dame Grey, I think I know my 
Bible, and [ don’t find any such verse in it. 

“ Dame. Yes, your reverence, that is just the charm, 
Tt’s in the Bible, but you can’t find it!” 

No.2. To avert sickness from a family, hang 
up a sickle, or iron implement, at the bed head. 

No. 3. Should a death happen in a house at 
night, and there be a hive or hives of bees in the 
garden, go out and wake them up at once, other- 
wise the whole hive or swarm will die. 

IT hope your Folk Lore is not confined to the 
fading memorials of a past age. The present 
superstitions are really much more interesting and 
valuable to he gathered together ; and I am sure 
your pages would be very well employed in re- 
cording these for a future generation, I would 
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suggest, in all humility, that it would be really 
usetul, for the rulers of our Church and State, to 
know how far such a superstition as the following 
prevails among the peasantry : — 

That, if a dying person sees “ glory,” or a bright 
light, at or near the time of their dissolution, such 
a vision is a sure sign of their salvation, whatever 
may have been their former life, or their repent- 
ance. D. Sores. 

Superstitions in North of England, —I find 
some curious popular superstitions prevalent in 
the north of England some three centuries ago 
recorded in the Proceedings before the Special 
Commissioners for Ecclesiastical Causes appointed 
by Queen Elizabeth. Thus: — 

“ Anthony Huggen presented for medicioning chil- 
dren with miniting a hammer as a smythe of kynde.” 

Again — 
“ John Watson presented for burying a quick dogg 

and a quick cowe.” 

And — 
« Agnes, the wyf of John Wyse, als Winkam John 

Wyse, presented to be a medicioner for the waffe of an 
yll wynde, and for the fayryes,” 

Some of your readers may perhaps explain 
what these were. It is clear that they were super- 
stitious practices of sufficient prevalence and 
influence on the popular mind to call for the 
interference of the queen’s commissioners. <A. B: 

Decking Churches with Yew on Easter Day.— 
In the village of Berkely near Frome, Somerset, 
and on the borders of Wiltshire, the church is 
decorated on Easter Sunday with yew, evidently 
as an emblem of the Resurrection. Flowers in 
churches on that day are common, but I believe 
the use of yew to be unusual. 

W. Durrant Coorrr. 

Strewing Straw or Chaff.— The custom men- 
tioned by your correspondent “ B.” (p.245.) as 
prevailing in Gloucestershire, is not peculiar to 
that county. In Kent, it is commonly practised 
by the rustics. The publican, all the world over, 
decorates his sign-board with a foaming can and 
pipes, to proclaim the entertainment to be found 
within. On the same principle, these rustics hang 
up their sign-board, — as one of them, with whom 
I was once remonstrating, most graphically ex- 
plained to me. When they knew of a house where 
the master deems a little wholesome discipline 
necessary to ensure the obedience of love, con- 
sidering it a pity that the world should be igno- 
rant of his manly virtues, they strew “ well 
threshed” chaff or straw before his door, as an 
emblematical sign-board, to proclaim that the 
sweet fare and “‘ good entertainment” of a “well 
threshed” article may be found within. The 
custom, at all events, has one good tendency, it 

Po 

shames the tyrant into restraint, when he knows 
that his cowardly practices are patent to the 
world. Lampert B. Larxine. 

FOLK LORE OF WALES. 

No.1. Cron Annwn.— When a storm sounds 
over the mountains, the Welsh peasant will tell 
you that his ear discerns the howl of the Cron 
Annwn mingling with that of the wind, yet as 
clearly distinct from it as is the atmosphere in a 
diving-bell from that of the surrounding waters. 
These dogs of Annwn, or “ couriers of the air,” 
are spirit hounds, who hunt the souls of the dead ; 
or, as occasionally said, they foretell, by their 
expectant cries, the approaching death of some 
man of evil deeds. Few have ever pretended to 
see them; for few, we presume, would linger until 
they dawned on the sight; but they are described 
by Taliesin, and in the Mabinogion, as being of a 
clear shining white, with red ears ; colouring which 
confirms the author of the Mythology of the An- 
cient Druids in the idea that these dogs were “a 
mystical transformation of the Druids, with their 
white robes and red tiaras.” Popular superstition, 
however, which must always attribute ugliness to 
an object of fear, deems that they are either jet 
black, with eyes and teeth of fire, or of a deep red, 
and dripping all over with gore. “The nearer,” 
says the Rev. Edmund Jones, “ they are to a man, 
the less their voice is, and the farther the louder, 
sometimes swelling like the voice of a great hound, 
or a blood-hound.” 

They are sometimes accompanied by a female 
fiend, called Malt y nos— Matilda or Malen of 
the night, a somewhat ubiquitous character, with 
whom we meet under a complication of names and 
forms. 

Jones of Brecon, who tells us that the cry of 
the Cron Annwn is as familiar to the inhabitants 
of Ystrad Fellte and Pont Neath-vaughan [in 
Glamorganshire] as the watchman’s rattle in the 
purlieus of Covent Garden — for he lived in the 
days when watchmen and their rattles were yet 
among the things of this world — considers that to 
these dogs, and not to a Greek myth, may be re- 
ferred the hounds, Fury, Silver, Tyrant, &c., with 
which Prospero hunts his enemies “soundly,” in 
the Tempest. And they must recall to the minds 
of our readers the wish, wisked, or Yesk hounds of 
Devon, which are described in the Atheneum for 
March 27. 1847, as well as the Maisne Hellequin 
of Normandy and Bretagne. 

There has been much discussion respecting the 
signification of the word Annwn, which has been 
increased by the very frequent mistake of writing 
it Anwn, which means, unknown, strange, and is 
applied to the people who dwell in the antipodes 
of the speaker ; while Annwn is an adaptation of 
annwfn, a bottomless or immeasurable pit, voidless 
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space, and also Hell. Thus we find, that when 
Pwyl, or Reason, drives these dogs off their track, 
the owner comes up, and, reproving him, declares 
that he is a crowned king, Lord of Annwn and 
Pendaran, i.e. chief of thunder. (See Myth. Ant. 
Druids, p. 418.) 

This Prince of Darkness is supposed to be the 
spouse of Andraste, now corrupted into Andras, 
and equivalent with Malt y nos, the Diana or 
Hecate of the ancient Britons. 

These dogs sometimes appear singly, on which 
occasions they sit by the side of a stream, howling 
in so unearthly a manner, that the hapless man 
who finds one in his path usually loses his senses. 
This seems to have a connection with the “ Manthe 
Doog” of the Isle of Man; but the tradition is 
not, we suspect, genuine. SELEvCUS. 

No. 2. Cyoeraeth or Gwrach-y-rhybin.—Another 
instance of the grand, though gloomy superstitions 
of the Cymry, is that of the Cyoeraeth, or hag of 
the mist, an awful being who is supposed to reside 
in the mountain fog, through which her super- 
natural shriek is frequently heard. She is believed 
to be the very personification of ugliness, with 
torn and dishevelled hair, long black teeth, lank 
and withered arms and claws, and a most ca- 
dayverous appearance ; to this some add, wings of 
a leathery and bat-like substance. 

The name Cy-oer-aeth, the last. two syllables of 
which signify cold-grief, is most descriptive of the 
sad wail which she utters, and which will, it is 
said, literally freeze the veins of those who hear 
it; she is rarely seen, but is heard at a cross-road, 
or beside a stream — in the Jatter case she splashes 
the water with her hands — uttering her lamenta- 
tion, as if in allusion to the relatives of those about 
to die. Thus, if a man hears her cry fy nqwsaig, 
Sy nqwsaig, &c., his wife will surely die, and he 
will be heard to mourn in the same strain ere 
long; and so on with other cases, The cadence 
of this cry can never be properly caught by any 
one who has not heard, if not a Cyoeraeth, at 
least a native of Wales, repeat the strain. When 
merely an inarticulate scream is heard, it is pro- 
bable that the hearer himself is the one whose 
death is fore-mourned. 

Sometimes she is supposed to come like the 
Trish banshee, in a dark mist, to the windows of 
those who have been long ill; when flapping her 
wings against the pane, she repeats their names 
with the same prolonged emphasis; and then it is 
thought that they must die. 

It is this hag who forms the torrent beds which 
seam the mountain side; for she gathers great 
stones in her cloak to make her ballast, when she 
flies upon the storm; and when about to retire to 
her mountain cave, she lets them drop pro- 
gressively as she moves onwards, when they fall 
with such an unearthly weight that they lay open 
the rocky sides of the mountain. 
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In some parts of South Wales this hag of the 
mists either loses her sway, or divides it with a more 
dignified personage, who, in the form of an old 
man, and under the name of Brenhin Llwyd, the 
grey king, sits ever silent in the mist. 

Any one who has witnessed the gathering and 
downward rolling of a genuine mountain fog must 
fully appreciate the spirit in which men first peopled 
the cloud with such supernatural beings as those 
above described ; or with those which dimly, yet 
constantly, pervade the much-admired Legend of 
Montrose. SELEvcus. 

WILLIAM BASSE AND HIS POEMS. 

I regret that Iam unable to offer any informa- 
tion in answer to “ Mr. P. Corrrer’s” inquiry (No. 
13. p. 200.) respecting the existence of a perfect 
or imperfect copy of a poem by William Basse on 
the Death of Prince Henry, printed at Oxford by 
Joseph Barnes, 1613, and am only aware of such 
a poem from the slight mention of it by Sir Harris 
Nicolas in his beautiful edition of Walton’s Com- 
plete Angler, p. 422. But as the possessor of the 
4to. MS. volume of poems by Basse, called Poly- 
hymnia, formerly belonging to Mr. Heber, I feel 
greatly interested in endeavouring to obtam some 
further biographical particulars of Basse, — of 
whom, although personally known to Isaac Walton, 
the author of one or two printed volumes of poems, 
and of the excellent old songs of “the Hunter in 
his Career” and “Tom of Bedlam,” and worthy of 
having his verses on Shakspeare inserted among 
his collected poems, yet the notices we at present 
possess are exceedingly slight. We learn from 
Anth. Wood, in his Ath. Oxon., vol. iv. p. 222., 
that Basse was a native of Moreton, near Thame 
in Oxfordshire, and was for some time a retainer 
of Sir Richard Wenman, Knt., afterwards Viscount 
Wenman, in the peerage of Ireland. He seems 
also to have been attached to the noble family of 
Norreys of Ricot in Oxfordshire, which is not 
far from Thame; and addressed some verses to 
Francis Lord Norreys, Earl of Berkshire, from 
which I quote one or two stanzas, and in the last 
of which there is an allusion to the [plainness of 
the] author’s personal appearance : — 

“ O true nobilifie, and rightly grac’d 
With all the jewels that on thee depend, 
Where goodnesse doth w*t® greatnesse live embrae’d, 
And outward stiles, om inward worth attend. 
Where ample lands, in ample hands are plac'd 
And aneient deeds, with ancient eoats descend : 

Where noble bloud combin'd with noble spirit 
Forefathers fames, doth with their formes inherit. 

«« Where ancestors examples are perus’d 
Not in large tomes, or costly tombs alone, 
But in their heires: and bemg dayly us’d 
Are (like theif robes) more honourable growne, 
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Where Loyalty with Piety is infus’d, 
And publique rights are cherish’d wt" their owne; 

Where worth still finds respect, good friend, good 
word, 

Desart, reward. And such is Ricot’s Lord. 

“ But what make I (vaine voyce) in midst of all 
The Quires that have already sung the fame 
Of this great House, and those that henceforth shall 
(As that will last) for ever sing the same. 
But, if on me, my garland iustly fall, 
I iustly owe my musique to this name. 

For he unlawfully usurps the Bayes 
That has not sung in noble Norrey’s prayse. 

“Tn playne (my honour’d Lord) I was not borne, 
Audacious vowes, or forraigne legs to use, 

Nature denyed my outside to adorne, 
And I, of art to learne outsides refuse. 

Yet haveing of them both, enough to scorne 
Silence, & vulgar prayse, this humble muse 

And her meane favourite ; at yo" coiiand 
Chose in this kinde, to kisse your noble hand.” 

His Polyhymnia is dedicated to the sister of this 
person, the Lady Bridget, Countess of Lindsey, 
and Baroness of Eresbie and of Ricot. Besides 
the “ Anglers’ Song” made at Walton’s request, 
and the before-mentioned two songs, which are 
given at length in the Appendix to the Complete 
Angler, p. 420., Sir H. Nicolas’s edit., besides 
these, and the verses “on William Shakespeare, 
who died in April, 1616,” sometimes called ‘“ Basse 
his Elegie on Shakespeare,” which appear in the 
edition of Shakespeare’s Poems of 1640, 8vo., and 
are reprinted in Malone's edition of his Plays, 
vol.i. p.470.: another poem by William Basse 
will. be found in the Collection, entitled Annalia 
Dubrensia, upon the Yearely Celebration of Mr. 
Robert Dover's Olympick Games upon Cotswold 
Hills, 4to, 1636. ‘This consists of ten stanzas, of 
eight lines each, “To the noble and fayre As- 
semblies, the harmonious concourse of Muses, and 
their Ioviall entertainer, my right generous Friend, 
Master Robert Dover, upon Cotswold.” Basse 
was also, as Mr. Collier remarks, the author of a 
poem, which I have never seen, called Sword and 
Buckler, or Serving Man’s Defence, in six-line 
stanzas, 4to. Lond, imprinted in 1602. A copy 
of this was sold in Steevens’s Sale, No 767., and 
is now among “ Malone’s Collection of Earl 
Poetry” in the Bodleian Library at Oxford. And 
according to Ritson, he wrote another work, pub- 
lished in the same year, viz. Three Pastorall Ele- 
gies of Anander, Anytor and Muridella, entered to 
Joseph Barnes, 28 May, 1692, of which I am not 
aware that any copy is now in existence. These, 
with the addition of Great Brittaines Sunnes-set, 
bewailed with a Shower of Teares, at Oxford, 
printed by Joseph Barnes, 1613, the fragment of 
which is im the possession of Mr. Collier, appear, 
as far as I can yet ascertain, to be the only known 

publications of William Basse, with his name at- 
tached to them in full. Other works, however, 
have been attributed to him from the similarity of 
the initials, — but most of them probably without 
much foundation ;—viz. 1. Scacchia Ludus : Chesse- 
play: a poetical translation of Vida’s poem at the 
end of Ludus Sacchie, Chesse-Play, by W. B., 4to. 
Lond. 1597; by Ritson. 2. A Helpe to Discourse; 
or a Miscelany of Merriment, by W. B. and E. P. 
2nd edit. 8vo. Lond. 1620; by Mr. Malone. And, 
3. That which seemes Best is Worst, exprest in a 
Paraphrastical Transcript of Iuuenals tenth Satyre. 
Together with the Tragicall Narration of Virginias 
Death interserted, by W. B. small 8vo. Lond.; im- 
printed by Felix Kyngston, 1617, by Mr. Octavius 
Gilchrist, who however rather leans to the opinion 
of William Barkstead being the author, from the 
circumstance of his having, as early as 1607, para- 
phrased, much in a similar way, the interesting 
tale of Myrrha, the mother of Adonis, from the 
10th Book of the Metamorphoses. (See Restituta, 
vol. i. p. 41.) 

Cole, in his MS. Collectanea for Athene Canta- 
brigienses, says : — 

«“ Mr. Knight, jun. shewed me a MS. written by 
William Basse, and corrected by him, in 4to., called 

Polyhymnia. — Dedication. To the Right Noble and 
vertuous Lady, the Lady Bridget, Countess of Lindsey, 
and Baroness of Eresbie and Ricot, in verse, with 
Verses to the Right Hon. Francis Lord Norreys, 
Earl of Berkshire (in his days). To the Right Hon. 
the Lady Aungier (then wife of Sir Thos. Wenman) 
upon her coming out of Ireland, and return thither, 
To the Right Hon. the Lady Viscountess Falkland, 
upon her going into Ireland, two Sonnets. The Youth 
in the Boat. Acrosties of the truly noble, vertuous, 
and learned Lady, the Lady Agnes Wenman; of the 
Lady Penelope Dynham; of Mrs. Jane Wenman. 
Verses on the Chapel of Wadham College consecration, 
St. Peter’s Day, 1613; on Caversham or Causham 
House; of Witham House, Oxfordshire, the house 

of a noble Knight, and favourer of my Muse; and 
Elegy on a Bullfinch, 1648; of the Four Mile Course 
of Bayaides Green, six times run over, by two famous 
Irish footmen, Patrick Dorning and William O’ Farrell. 
— It contains about 40 leaves, much corrected, and 
at the end is ‘ L’Envoy’: — 

‘ Go, sweet Polymnia, thanks for all your cost 
And love to me; wherein no love is lost. 

As you have taught me various verse to use, 
I have to right you to be a Christian Muse.’ ” 

I have been thus particular in transcribing this 
passage from Cole, because this copy, mentioned 
as being in the possession of Mr. Knight, jun. 
(quere, where is it now?), varies from mine, ob- 
tained from Mr. Heber’s Collection, and was no 
doubt the one prepared and corrected for the 
press by Basse. The following poems, mentioned 
by Cole, are not in my copy :— 

“ To the Right Hon. the Lady Aungier (then wife 
of Sir Thos. Wenman) upon her coming out of Treland, 
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and return thither. Acrostics of the truly noble, vertuous, 
and learned Lady, the Lady Agnes Wenman; of the 
Lady Penelope Dynham; of Mrs. Jane Wenman. 
Verses on the Chapel of Wadham College consecra- 
tion, St. Peter's Day, 1612; and on Caversham or 

Causham House.” 

My copy, however, contains the following 
poems, not mentioned in the other : — 

“Of a Great Floud; of the Raine-bowe; of Pen 
and Pensill, upon a fayre and vertuous Ladye’s Pic- 
ture; and the Spirituall Race.” 

The MS. contains 52 leaves, beautifully written, 
without any corrections, and is in the original 
binding. It was procured by Mr. Heber from 
Hanwell, the Bookseller in Oxford, who had pro- 
bably purchased it on the taking down of Ricot, 
the old seat of the Norreys family, and the dis- 
persion of its contents. It has the autograph of 
Francis Lord Norreys on the fly-leaf, and was no 
doubt a presentation copy to him from Basse. 
The poetry of this work does not rise above 
mediocrity, and is not equal in thought or vigour 
to the Epitaph on Shakspeare. The chief portion 
of the volume is occupied with the singular tale 
of “ The Youth in the Boat,” which is divided into 
two parts; the first, containing (with the intro- 
duction) 59 verses of four lines each, and the 
second 163, exclusive of the ‘“ Morall,” which 
occupies 1] more. 
We know that it was Basse’s intention to have 

published these poems, from some lines addressed 
by Dr. Ralph Bathurst “To Mr. W. Basse upon 
the intended publication of his poems, January 
13. 1651,” which are given in Warton’s Life and 
Literary Remains ‘of Dean Bathurst, 8vo. 1761, 
p- 288. In these lines the Dean compares Basse, 
who was still living, “to an aged oak,” and 
says :— 

“ Though thy grey Muse grew up with elder times, 
And our deceased Grandsires lisp’d thy rhymes, 
Yet we can sing thee too,” 

From these lines, therefore, written nearly 50 
years after the publication of his former works in 
1602, when we may reasonably suppose he could 
not have been under 20, it is certain that Basse 
was then well stricken in years; and the pro- 
bability is, that he died very shortly afterwards, 
and that this was the reason of the non-publica- 
tion of his poems. It is possible that a search 
into the registers at Thame or that neighbourhood, 
or in the court at Oxford, might settle this point, 
and also furnish some further information con- 
cerning his family and connections. Cole men- 
tions that a person of both his names was admitted 
a sizar in Emanuel College, Cambridge, in 1629, 
of Suffolk, and took his degree of B.A. in 1632, 
and M.A, in 1636. But this was too modern a 
date for our poet, and might possibly be his son. 

I have been informed that in Winchester 

College library, in a 4to. volume, there are some 
poems by Mr. William Basse; but the title of the 
volume I have not been able to obtain. 

Mr. Collier concludes his remarks, with a sup- 
position that Basse “ was a musical composer, as 
well as writer of verses.” I believe Mr. C. to be 
right in this notion, from a passage which I find 
in the commencement of the 2nd Part of “The 
Youth in the Boat,” where, alluding to “ sweete 
Calliope,” he remarks : — 

«“ A Muse to whom in former dayes 
I was extreamly bound, 

When I did sing in Musiques prayse, 
And Voyees heau’nly sound.” 

And from the circumstance also of one of the 
Ballads in the Roxburghe Collection, ‘“ Wit’s 
never good till ’tis bought,” being sung to the 
tune of “ Basse’s Carreere.” Mr. Collier has 
reprinted this in his elegant Book of Roxburghe 
Ballads, 4to. 1847, p. 264., and says : — 

“The tune to which it was sung, ‘ Basse’s Carreere,’ 
means, of course, the tune mentioned in Walton’s 
Angler, ‘The Hunter in his Career,’ composed, as he 

states, by William Basse.” 

I have a distant recollection of having seen 
other pieces in some of our early musical works, 
composed by Basse. Sir Harris Nicolas, also, in 
the ‘ Life of Walton,” prefixed to his edition of 
The Complete Angler, p. ¢xx., says :— 

“ He (Walton) appears to have been fond of poetry 
and music... . and was intimate with Basse, an 
eminent composer, in whose seience he took grcat in- 
terest.” 

I fear that these notices of William Basse, thus 
collected together from scattered sources, will not 
afford much information to Mr. Collier, beyond 
what he is already possessed of ; but they 
may possibly interest others, who may not be 
quite so conversant with our early writers as 
that gentleman is known to be. I shall feel 
much gratified and obliged if he or any other 
of your correspondents will add any further 
notices or communications respecting one who 
may possibly have been personally known to 
Shakspeare, but whose name, at all events, will be 
handed down to posterity in connection with that 
of our immortal bard. Tuomas CorsER. 

Stand Rectory, Feb. 22. 1850. 

JOHN STOWE. 

In the Gentieman’s Magazine, vol. vii., new 
series, p. 48., is a clever notice of the life and 
works of the venerable John Stowe. It says: — 

“ The biographers have aflirmed that he quitted his 
trade; but there is nothing to authorize that assertion 
in what he says himself upon the subject.” 

In the preface to an edition of the Swnmarie for 
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the Year 1575, now in my possession, Stowe 
says :— 

“Tt is nowe x yeres, since I (seing the confuse order 
of our late englishe Chronicles, and the ignorant 
handling of aunci“t affaires) leauing myne own peculiar 
gains, cosecrated my selfe to the searche of our famous 
antiquities.” 

Stowe was born in 1525; he was then 40 years 
of age when he gave up his “peculiar gains,” and 
devoted himself entirely to antiquarian labours. 
There had already appeared his edition of Chaucer 
in 1561, also the commencement of the Summaries ; 
but his greater works, the Annals, Survey of 
London, &c., were not published till several years 
after. 

In his old age he was reduced to poverty, or 
rather to actual beggary ; for shortly before his 
death, when fourscore years old, he was permitted, 
by royal letters patent, to become a mendicant. 
This curious document is printed in Mr. Bolton 
Corney’s Curiosities of Literature Illustrated, and 
sets forth, that 

“Whereas our louing Subiect, John Stowe, this 
fiue & forty yeers hath to his great charge, & with 
neglect of his ordinary meanes of maintenance (for the 
generall good aswell of posteritie, as of the present 
age) compiled & published diuerse necessary bookes 
& Chronicles; and therefore we, in recompens2 of 
these his painfull laboures, & for the encouragement to 
the like, haue in our royall inclination ben pleased to 
graunt our Letters Patents &c. &c.; thereby autho- 

rizing him and his deputies to collect amongst our 
louing subiects, theyr voluntary contributions & kinde 
gratuities.” 

The whole preface to this edition of the Sum- 
marie is curious, and is followed by a List of 
“ Authors out of whom this Summary is collected.” 

In Hearne’s Robert of Gloster, preface, p. 1xi., 
allusion is made to these Summaries. He says :— 

“I have not yet met with a copy of this Summary in 
which we have an account of his authors.” 

After a panegyric on Stowe’s incredible industry, 
he says: — 

“Sir Rozer Lestrange, talking some years before his 
death with a very ingenious and learned Gentleman 
about our Historians, was pleas'd to say, that it was 

always a wonder to him, that the very best that had penn’d 
our History in English should be a poor Tuylour, honest 
John Stowe, Sir Roger said a Taylour, because Stowe, 
as is reported, was bred a cap-maker. The trade of 
Cap-making was then-much in fashion, Hats being not 
at that time much in request.” 

JEN. 

TRANSPOSITION OF LETTERS. 

The only reason, I imagine, which ean be given 
for the transposition of letters spoken of by Mr. 
Wiurams (No. 12. p. 184.), is that it was done on 
“‘phonetie” principles — for the sake of euphony : 
— the new way was felt or fancied to be easier to 

the organs of speech, or (which is nearly the same) 
pleasanter to those of hearing. Such alterations 
have at all times been made, —as is well known to 
those versed in the earlier stages of the language, 

and often most arbitrarily. It is needless to 
say that “provincial and vulgar” usage throws 
much light on the changes in the forms of words ; 
and perhaps a little attention to the manner in 
which words are altered by the peasantry would 
illustrate the point in question more than a learned 
comment. 

No form of verbal corruption is more frequent 
throughout the rural districts of England than 
that produced by the transposition of letters, 
especially of consonants: such words as world, 
wasp, great, are, as every one knows, still ordi- 
narily (though less frequently than a dozen years 
ago) pronounced wordle, waps, gurt. So with 
names of places: thus Cholsey (Berks.) is called 
Chosley. 

The dropping of a letter is to be accounted for 
in a like manner. . Probably the word was first 
pronounced short, and when the ear became ac- 
customed to the shortened sound, the superfluous 
(or rather unpronounced) letter would be dropped 
in writing. In proper names, to which your cor- 
respondent particularly refers, we observe this 
going on extensively in the present day. Thus, 
in Caermarthen and Caernarvon, though the e is 
etymologically of importance, it is now very gene- 
rally omitted — and that by “those in authority :” 
in the Ordnance Maps, Parliamentary ‘“ Blue 
Books,” and Poor-law documents, those towns are 
always spelled Carnarvon, Carmarthen. A still 
more striking instance is that of a well-known 
villaze on the Thames, opposite Runnimede. 
Awhile back it was commonly spelled Wyrardis- 
bury; now it appears on the time-tables of the 
South-Western Railway (and perhaps elsewhere) 
Wraysbury, which very nearly represents the 
local pronunciation. 

It is, perhaps, worth while to remark that letters 
are sometimes added as well as dropped by the 
peasantry. Thus the Cockley, a little tributary 
of Wordsworth’s Duddon, is by the natives of 
Donnerdale invariably called Cocklety beck ; 
whether for the sake of euphony, your readers 
may decide. 

And now, Sir, you will perhaps permit me to 
put a query. ‘om Brown, in his Dialogues, p. 44. 
ed. 1704., has a well-known line : — 

“© Why was not he a rascal 
Who refused to suffer the Children of Israel to go 

into the Wilderness with their wives and families 
to eat the Paschal?” 

which -he says he found on some “very ancient 
hangings in a country ale-house.” Ihave never 
doubted that he was himself the author; but 
having heard it positively ascribed to a very 
different person, I should be glad to know whether 
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any of your readers have met with it in an earlier 
writer; and if so, to whom is it to be ascribed ? 

J. 

Pet-Names —“ Jack.” — Perhaps one of your 
many readers, erudite in etymologies, will kindly 
explain how “Jack” came to be used as the 
diminutive for John. Dr. Kennedy, in his recent 
interesting disquisition on pet-names (No. 16. p. 
242.), supposes that Jacques was (by confusion) 
transmuted into “Jack;” a ‘ metamorphosis,” 
almost as violent as the celebrated one effected, 
some two centuries ago, by Sir John Harrington. 
“Poor John,” from being so long “Jack among 
his familiars,” has been most scurvily treated, 
being employed to form sundry very derogatory 
compounds, such as, Jackass, Jackpudding, Jack- 
a-dandy, Jackanapes, Jack-a-lent, Jack o’ oaks 
(knave of clubs), Jack-o’ th’ Lantern, &c. &e. 
Might not “ Jack” have been derived from John, 
somewhat after the following fashion : —Johan— 
Joan — Jan — Janchen or Jankin. 

“ Ho ! jolly Jenkin, 
I spy a knave in drinkin.” 

m™ 
4. 

Jankin=little John. Jank—Jak. This etymology 
has, I confess, a very great resemblance to the Mil- 
lerian mode of educing Cucumber from Jeremiah 
King ; but it is the most plausible which occurs at 
present to I. Kennaquaair. 

John — Pisan.—I will thank you to inform 
your correspondent “C.” (No. 15. p. 234.), that 
we must look to the East for the “ original word” 
of John. In the Waldensian MSS. of the Gospels 
of the 12th Century, we find Ioanes, showing its 
derivation from the Greek “Iodvvys. The word 
Pisan occurs in the 33rd vol. of the Archeologia, 
p- 131. 

Ihave considered it was a contraction for pa- 
voisine, a small shield; and I believe this was the 
late Dr. Meyrick’s opinion. Baw 

Feb. 25. 

Sir, —If the signature to the article in No. 
16., “on Pet Names,” had not been Scottish, I 
should have been less surprised at the author's 
passing over the name of Jock, universally used 
in Scotland for John. The termination ick or ch 
is often employed, as marking a diminutive object, 
or object of endearment. May not the English 
term Jack, if not directly borrowed from the 
Scottish Jock, have been formed through the pri- 
mary Jock — John — Jock — Jack ? Emprer. 

Origin of the Change of “ Mary” into “ Polly” 
(No. 14. p.215.). —This change, like many others 
in diminutives, is progressive. By a natural aflinity 
between the liquids 7 and J, Mary becomes 
Molly as Sarah Sally, Dorothea, Dora, Dolly, &. 
It is not so easy to trace the affinity between 

the initials M. and P., though the case is not sin- 
cular; thus, Margaret, Madge, Meggy, Meg, 
Peggy, Peg — Martha, Matty, Patly —and Mary, 
Molly, Polly and Poll; in which last abbreviation 
not one single letter of the original word remains : 
the natural affinity between the two letters, as 
medials, is evident, as in the following examples, 

| all of which, with one exception, are Latin deriva- 
tives : empty, peremptory, sumptuous, presumptuous, 
exemption, redemption, «nd sempstress ; and again, 
in the words tempt, attempt, contempt, exempt, 

prompt, accompt, comptroller (vid. Walker’s Prin. 
of Eng. Pron. pp. 42, 43.) ; in all which instances, 
however, the p is mute, so that “Mary” is avenged 
for its being the accomplice in the desecration of | 
her gentle name into “Polly.” Many names of 
the other sex lose their initials in the diminutive ; 
as, 

Richard Dick Robert Bob 
William Bill Edward Ned 
Christopher Kit Roger Hodge, 

and probably many others; but I have no list be- 
fore me, and these are all that occur.  ®:AoAdyos. 

Deanery of Gloucester, Shrove Tuesday, 1850, 

PARALLEL PASSAGES OR PLAGIARISMS IN CHILDE 

HAROLD. 

Permit me to add two further plagiarisms or 
parallel passages on the subject of Childe Harold 
to those already contributed by your valuable 
correspondent ‘ Mrranion.” 

Mrs. Radcliffe (who I am informed was never 
out of England) is describing in her Mysteries of 
Udolpho, Chap. xvi. the appearance of Venice. 
“Tts terraces, crowded with airy, yet majestic 
fabrics touched as they now were with the splen- 
dour of the setting sun, appeared as if they had 
been called up from the Ocean by the wand of an 
enchanter.” 

In the Ist stanza of the 4th canto of Childe 
Harold we have the well known lines — 

« T stood in Venice on the bridge of sighs, 
A palace and a prison on each hand: 
J saw from out the wave her structures rise 
As from the stroke of the enchanter’s wand. 

Tn one of his letters Lord Byron tells us of his 
fondness for the above novel. 

Again in Kirk White’s Christiad — 

« The lyre which I in early days have strung. 
And now my spirits faint, and I have hung 

‘The shell that solaced me in saddest hour 
On the dark cypress — 

May be compared with the last stanza but one 
of the 4th canto. T. R. M. 
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INEDITED LINES BY ROBERT BURNS. 

The following lines by Robert Burns have never 
appeared in any collection of his works. They 
were given to me some time ago at Chatham Bar- 
racks by Lieut. Colonel Fergusson, R.M., for- 
merly of Dumfriesshire, by whom they were copied 
from the tumbler upon which they were originally 
written. 

Shortly before the death of Alan Cunningham I 
sent these verses to him, as well as two Epigrams 
of Burns’ “ On Howlet Face,” and “On the Mayor 
of Carlisle’s impounding his Horse,” which were 
not included in his edition of Burns’ works. Ina 
letter which I received from Alan Cunningham, 
and which now lies before me, he says : — 

“The pieces you were so good as to send me are by 
Burns, and the Epigrams are old acquaintances of 
mine. I know not how I came to omit them. I shall 
print them in the next edition, and say it was you who 
reminded me of them.” 

I believe that one or both of the Epigrams were 
printed in the 8vo. edition of the works in one 
volume, but my name is not mentioned as the 
sontributor, which I regret; for, as an enthusiastic 
admirer of Burns, and a collector for many years 
of his fugitive pieces, it would have been gratifying 
to me to have been thus noticed. Perhaps Cun- 
ningham did not superintend that edition. 

The verses I now send you, and which may, 
perhaps be worth preserving in your valuable 
miscellany, originated thus :— On occasion of a 
social meeting at Brownhill inn, in the parish of 
Closeburn, near Dumfries, which was, according 
to Alan Cunningham, “a favourite resting-place 
of Burns,” the poet, who was one of the party, 
was not a little delighted by the unexpected ap- 
pearance of his friend William Stewart. He seized 
a tumbler, and in the fulness of his heart, wrote 
the following lines on it with a diamond. The 
tumbler is carefully preserved, and was shown 
some years since by a relative of Mr. Stewart, at 
his cottage at Closeburn, to Colonel Fergusson, who 
transcribed the lines, and gave them to me with 
the assurance that they had never been printed. 

The first verse is an adaptation of a well known 
Jacobite lyric. 

“ You're weleome Willie Stewart! 
You're weleome Willie Stewart ! 

There’s no a flower that blooms in May 
That's half so welcome as thou art! 

“Come bumper high, express your joy ! 
The bowl—ye maun renew it — 

The ¢appit-hen — gae fetch her ben, 
To welcome Willie Stewart ! 

* May faes be strong —may friends be slack — 
May he ilk action rue it — 

May woman on him turn her back 
Wad wrang thee Willie Stewart!” 

J. Reynety WREFORD. 

LACEDZZMONIAN BLACK BROTH. 

Your correspondent “R. O.” having inquired 
after the author of the conjecture that the Lace- 
demonian Black Broth was composed wholly, or 
in part, of coffee, such an idea appearing to me to 
have arisen principally from a presumed identity 
of colour between the two, and to have no foun- 
dation in fact, [have endeavoured to combat it, in 
the first instance, by raising the question, whether 
it was black or not ? 

This has brought us to the main point, what the 
fopds pédag really was. And here “ R. O.” appears 
to rest content upon the probability of coffee having 
been an ingredient. Permit me to assign some 
additional reasons for entertaining a different 
opinion. 
We read nothing in native writers of anything 

like coffee in Greece, indigenous or imported ; and 
how in the world was it to get into Laconia, inha- 
bited, as it is well known to have been, by a race of 
men the least prone of any to change their customs, 
and the least accessible to strangers? Lycurgus, 
we are told, forbade his people to be sailors, or to 
contend at sea*, so that they had no means of im- 
porting it themselves ; and what foreign merchant 
would sell it to them, who had only iron money to 
pay withal, and dealt, moreover, as much as possi- 
ble by way of barter ? F 

But it may be said they cultivated the plant 
themselves ; that is, in other words, that the Helots 
raised it for them. If so, how happens it that all 
mention of the berry is omitted in the catalogue of 
their monthly contributions to the Phiditia, which 
are said to have consisted of meal, wine, cheese, 
figs, and avery little money ?{ and when the king 
of Pontus§ indulged in the expensive fancy of 
buying to himself (not hiring, let it be recollected) 
a cook, to make that famous broth which Dionysius 
found so detestable, how came he not at the same 
time to think of buying a pound of coffee also? 
Moreover, if we consider its universal popularity 
at present, it is hardly to be supposed that, in an- 
cient times, coffee would have suited no palate 
except that of a Lacedamonian. 

With respect to the colour of the broth, Iam 
reminded ef my own reference to Polluz, hibevit, 
who is represented by your correspondent to say 
that the uédas Couds was also called aizaria, a word 
which Messrs. Scott and Liddell interpret to 

* Xen. de Rep. Lac. 
+ “Emi singula non peeunia, sed compensatione 

mercium, jussit (Lycurgus).” — Justin. Ee 

¢ Plut, in Lye. 
§ Plut.in Lye. The word is mpiac@at, the cook pro- 

bably a slave and Helot. ‘There seems some confusion 
between this story, and that of Dionysius tyrant of 
Syracuse, noticed in the beginning of the Just. Lacon., 
and by Cicero in the Tusculan Questions, v, 34. The 
Syracusan table was celebrated. 
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denote “blood broth,” and go on to state, upon 
the authority of Manso, that blood was a principal 
ingredient in this celebrated Lacedemonian dish. 
Certainly, if the case were really so, the German 
writer would have succeeded in preparing for us a 
most disagreeable and warlike kind of food; but 
my astonishment has not been small, upon turning 
to the passage, to find that “R. O.’s” authorities 
had misled him, and that Pollux really says nothing 
of the kind. His words (I quote from the edition 
2 vols. folio, Amst. 1706) are these, 

““O be wéeAas radovmevos Cauds Aaxwviky piv ws em) 
\ ” 4 ie E / € , a 4 

7b TOAD Td Bdecun. oT. SE 7] KaAOUMEVY aiwartia. TO Be 

Cpioy mde éak<vafoy, K.T. A.” 

The general subject of the section is the different 
kinds of flesh used by man for food, and inci- 
dentally the good things which may be made from 
these; which leads the writer to mention by name 
many kinds of broth, amongst which he says to- 
wards the end, is that called péeaas fwuds, which 
might be considered almost as a Lacedeemonian 
dish; adding further, that there was a something 

called hematia (and this might have been a black 
pudding or sausage for anything that appears to 
the contrary); also the thrium, which was pre- 
pared in a manner he proceeds to describe. Now 
the three parts of the sentence which has been 
given above in the original do, to the best of my 
judgment, clearly refer to three different species 
of food; and I would appeal to the candid opinion 
of any competent Greek scholar, whether, accord- 
ing to the idiom of that language, the second part 
of it is so expressed, as to connect it with, and 
make it explanatory of, the first. We want, for 
this purpose, a relative, either with or without 
éort; and the change of gender in hematia seems 
perfectly unaccountable if it is intended to have 
any reference to fwpds. 

It may not be unimportant to add that the sig- 
nificant silence of Meursius, (an author surely not 
to be lightly thought of), who in his Miscellanea 
Laconica says nothing of blood broth at the Phidi- 
tia, implies that he understood the passage of 
Pollux as intended to convey the meaning ex- 
pressed above. 

Another lexicographer, Hesychius, informs us 
that dpa was the Lacedemonian term for Cauds ; 
and this, perhaps, was the genuine appellation for 
that which other Greeks expressed by a peri- 
phrasis, either in contempt or dislike, or because 
its colour was realiy dark, the juices of the meat 
being thoroughly extracted into it. That it was 
nutritive and powerful may be inferred from what 
Plutarch mentions, that the older men were con- 
tent to give up the meat to the younger ones, and 
live upon the broth only *, which, had it been very 
poor, they would not have done. 

* Plut. in Lye. 

| 

When these remarks were commenced, it was 
for the purpose of showing, by means of a passage 
not generally referred to, what the ancients con- 
ceived the “black broth” to be, and that conse- 
quently, all idea of coffee entering into its com- 
position was untenable. How far this has been 
accomplished the reader must decide: but I cannot 
quit the subject without expressing my sincere 
persuasion, founded upon a view of the authorities 
referred to, that the account given by Athenzeus is 
substantially correct. Pig meat would be much 
in use with a people not disposed to take the 
trouble of preparing any other: the animal was fit 
for nothing but food; and t:e refuse cf their little 
farms would be sufficient for his keep. Athenzus 
also, in another passage, supplies us with a con- 
firmation of the notion that the stock was made 
from pig, and this is stronger because it occurs in- 
cidentally, It is found in a quotation from Matron, 
the maker of parodies, who alluding to some per- 
son or other who had not got on very well at a 
Lacedemonian feast, explains the cause of his 
failure to have been, that the black broth, and 
boiled odds and ends of pig meat, had beaten him; 

« Aduva pw Souds Te méAas aKpoxdrd 7 EpOd,” * 

That their cookery was not of a very recondite 
nature, is evident from what is mentioned by 
Plutarch, that the public meals were instituted at 
first in order to prevent their being in the hands 
of artistes and cooks}, while to these every one 
sent a stated portion of provisions, so that there 
would neither be change nor variety in them. 
Cooks again were sent out of Sparta, if they could 
do more than dress meat{; while the only season- 
ing allowed to them was salt and vinegar$; for 
which reason, perhaps, Meursius considers the 
composition of the fwuds uédas to have been pork 
gravy seasoned with vinegar and salt ||, since there 
seemed to have been nothing else of which it could 
possibly have been made. 

For Mr. Treveryan’s suggestion of the cuttle- 
fish, I am greatly obliged to him; but this was an 
Athenian dish, and too good for the severity of 
Spartan manners. It is impossible not to smile at 
the idea of the distress which Cineparius must 
have felt, had he happened to witness the per- 
formances of any persons thus swallowing ink 
bottles by wholesale. 

The passages which have been already quoted, 

* Ath. Deip. iv. 13. 1. 9S. 
+ Plut. in Lyc. “?Ev xepot Snmtovpyav nad payel- 

pov.” 
¢ Ede = dWorotous ev Aakedaluorr elvar pews pdvou* 

6 5& mapa roiro emfduevos eLeAavveto THs Srdprys.” — 
fil. Var. Hist. xiv. 7. , 
§ “Oi Adnwves bios mev Kal Gras dévres TE woryelpp, Te 

Aoura KeAevourw ev TP lepelp Cyreiv.” — Plut. de tuenda 
Sunitate, 

|| Meursii Misc. Lacon. lib. i. cap. 8. 
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either by R. O. or myself, will probably give 
Mr. T. suflicient information of the principal ones 
in which the “ black broth” is mentioned. W. 

QUERIES. 

TEN QUERIES CONCERNING POETS AND POETRY. 

1. In a curious poetical tract, entitled A Whip 
for an Ape, or Martin displaied; no date, but 
printed in the reign of Elizabeth, occurs the fol- 
lowing stanza : — 

“ And ye grave men that answere Martin’s mowes, 
He mockes the more, and you in vain loose times. 

Leave Apes to Dogges to baite, their skins to Crowes, 

And let old Lanam lashe him with his rimes,” 

Was this old Lanam, the same person as Robert 
Laneham, who wrote “a Narrative of Queen Eli- 
zabeth’s Visit to Kenilworth Castle in 1575”? 
Ido not find his name in Ritson’s Bibliographia 
Poetica. 

2. In Spence’s Anecdotes of Books and Men 
(Singer's edit. p. 22.), a poet named Bagnall is 
mentioned as the author of the once famous poem 
The Counter Scuffie. Kdmund Gayton, the author 
of Pleasant Notes upon Don Quixote, wrote a tract, 
in verse, entitled Will Bagnall’s Ghost. Who was 
Will Bagnall? He appears to have been a well- 
known person, and one of the wits of the days of 
Charles the First, but I cannot learn anything of 
his biography. 

3. In the Common-place Book of Justinian 
Paget, a lawyer of James the First’s time, pre- 
served among the Harleian MSS. in the British 
Museum, is the following sonnet : — 

“© My love and I for kisses play’d ; 
Shee would keepe stakes, I was content; 

But when I wonn she would be pay’d, 
‘This made me aske her what she ment; 

Nay, since I see (quoth she), you wrangle in vaine, 
Take your owne kisses, give me mine againe.” 

The initials at the end, “W.S.”, probably stand 
for William Stroud or Strode, whose name is given 
at length to some other rhymes in the same MS. 
I should be glad to know if this quaint little 
conceit has been printed before, and if so, in what 
collection. 

4, What is the earliest printed copy of the 
beautiful old song ‘‘ My Mind to me a Kingdom 
is?” It is to be found in a rare tract by Nicholas 
Breton, entitled The Court and Country, or A 
Briefe Discourse betweene the Courtier and Coun- 
try-man, 4to. 1618. Query, is Breton its author? 

5. Mr. Edward Farr, in his Select Poetry, chiefly 
Devotional, of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth (vol. i. 
p- xix.), calls Nicholas Breton, Sir Nicholas. Is 
there any authority for Breton’s knighthood ? 

6. Can John Davies, the author of Sir Martin 
Mar-people, 1590, be identified with John Davies 
of Heretord, or Sir John Davies, the author of 
Nosce Teipsum, 1599? 

7. In whose possession is the copy of Marlow 
and Chapman’s Hero and Leander, 1629, sold in 
Heber’s sale (Part iv., No. 1415)? Has the Rev. 
Alex. Dyce made use of the MS. notes, and the 
Latin Epitaph on Sir Roger Manwood, by Mar- 
low, contained in this copy ? 

8. Has any recent evidence been discovered as 
to the authorship of Zhe Complaynt of Scotland 2 
Is Sir David Lindsay, or Wedderburn, the author 
of this very interesting work ? 

9. In the Rev. J. E. Tyler’s Henry of Mon- 
mouth (vol. ii. Appendix, p. 417.), is a ballad on 
The Battle of Agincourt, beginning as follows : — 

« Fair stood the wind for France, 
When we our sails advance ; 
Nor now to prove our chance, 

Longer will tarry : 
But, putting to the main, 
At Kaux, the mouth of Seine, 
With all his martial train, 

Landed King Harry.” 

The author of this old ballad, the learned editor 
says, was Michael Drayton; but [ have not been 
able to find it in any edition of his works which I 
have consulted. Can Mr. Tyler have confounded 
it with Drayton’s Poem on the same subject? 
Any information upon this: point will be very 
acceptable. 

10. On the fly-leaf of an Old Music Book which 
I lately purchased is the following little poem. 
I do not remember to have seen it in print, but 
some of your correspondents may correct me. 

“TO THE LORD BACON WHEN FALLING FROM FAVOUR. 

“ Dazel’d thus with height of place, 
Whilst our hopes our wits beguile ; 

No man marks the narrow space 
*Twixt a prison and a smile. 

« Then since fortune’s favours fade, 
You that in her arms do sleep, 

Learn to swim and not to wade, 
For the hearts of kings are deep. 

“ But if greatness be so blind, 

As to burst in towers of air; 
Let it be with goodness lin’d, 

That at least the fall be fair. 

“ Then, though dark'ned you shall say, 
When friends fail and princes frown ; 

Virtue is the roughest way, 
But proves at night a bed of down.” 

It is in the hand-writing of “ Johs. Rasbrick 
vic. de Kirkton,” but whether he was the author, 
or only the transcriber, is uncertain. 

Epwarp F. Riupaurt. 

rapier | 
[No. 19. 
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BISHOP COSIN’S FORM OF CONSECRATION OF 

CHURCHES. 

We learn from Wilkins (Concilia, tom. iv. p. 
566, ed. Lond. 1737), also from Cardwell (Sy- 
nodal. pp. 668. 677. 820. ed. Oxon. 1842), and 
from some other writers, that the care of drawing 
up a Form of Consecration of Churches, Chapels, 
and Burial-places, was committed to Bishop Cosin 
by the Convocation of 1661; which form, when 
complete, is stated to have been put into the hands 
of Robert, Bishop of Oxon, Humphrey, Bishop of 
Sarum, Robert, Bishop of Lincoln, and John, 
Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, for revision. 

Ishould feel much obliged if (when you can find 
space) you would kindly put the query to your 
correspondents — “ What has become of this 
Form ?” 

There is at Durham a Form of Consecration of 
Churches, said to be in the hand-writing of Basire ; 
at the end of which the following notes are 
written : — 

“ This forme was used at the consecration of Christ’s 
Church, neare Tinmouth, by the Right Rev. Father in 

God, John, Lord Bishop of Duresme, on Sunday, the 

5th of July, 1668. 

“Hee forma Conseerationis consonat eum forma 
Reverendi in Christo Patris Lanceloti Andrewes, edit. 
anno 1659. 

“ Deest Anathema, Signaculum in antiquis dedicatio- 
nibus. 

- Nuptiarum. 
inate De nHC ; Pubifieationis Mulierum.” 

As this, however, can hardly be the missing 
Form of Consecration of Churches, &e, which 
Cosin himself seems to have drawn up for the 
Convocation of 1661, but which appears to have 
been no more heard of from the time when it was 
referred to the four bishops for revision, the ques- 
tion still remains to be answered — What has be- 
come of that Form? Can the MS. by any chance 
haye found its way into the Library of Peterhouse, 
Cambridge, or into the Chapter Library at Peter- 
borough ? — or is any other unpublished MS. of 
Bishop Cosin’s known to exist in either of these, 
or in any other library ? J. SANsom. 

8. Park Place, Oxford, Feb. 18. 1850. 

PORTRAITS OF LUTHER, ERASMUS, AND ULRIC 

VON HUTTEN. 

I am very much indebted to “S. W.S.” for the 
information which he has supplied (No. 15. p. 
232.) relative to ancient wood-cut representations 
of Luther and Erasmus. As he has mentioned 
Ulric von Hutten also (for whom I have an 
especial veneration, on account of his having pub- 
lished Valla’s famous Declamatio so early as 1517), 
erhaps he would have the kindness to state which 

is supposed to be the best wood-cut likeness of 
this resolute (“ Jacta est alea”) man. “§.W.S.” 

speaks of a portrait of him which belongs to the 
year 1523. I have before me another, which 
forms the title-page of the Huttenica, issued “ ex 
Ebernburgo,” in 1521. ‘This was, I believe, his 
place of refuge from the consequences which re- 
sulted from his annexation of marginal notes to 
Pope Leo's Bull of the preceding year. In the 
remarkable wood-cut with which “ Or’TIS, NEMO” 
commences, the object of which is not immediately 
apparent, it would seem that “VL.” implies a 
play upon the initial letters of Ulysses and U1- 
ricus. This syllable is put over the head of a 
person whose neck looks as if it were already the 
worse from unfortunate proximity to the terrible 
rock wielded by Polyphemus. I should be glad 
that “S. W.S.” could see some manuscript verses 
in German, which are at the end of my copy of De 
Hutten’s Conquestio ad Germanos. ‘They appear 
to have been written by the anthor in 1520; and, 
at the conclusion, he has added, “ Vale ingrata 
patria.” ht. G. 

QUERIES CONCERNING CHAUCER. 

Lollius. —Who was the Lollius spoken of by 
Chaucer in the following passages ? — 

“ As write mine authour Lolius.” 
Troilus and Cresseide, b. i. 

«“ The Whichecote as telleth Lollius.” 
Ib. b. v. 

« And eke he Lollius.” — House of Fame, b. iii. 

Trophee.— Who or what was “Trophee ?” 
“Saith Trophee” occurs in the Monkes Tule. I 
believe some MSS. read “for Trophee;” but 
“saith ‘Trophee” would appear to be the correct 
rendering ; for Lydgate, in the Prologue to his 
Translation of Boccaccio’s Fall of Princes, when 
enumerating the writings of his “ maister Chau- 
cer,” tells us, that 

“Tn youth he made a translacion 
Of a boke which called is Truphe 
In Lumbarde tonge, as men may rede and se, 
And in our vulgar, long or that he deyde, 
Gave it the name of Troylous and Cresseyde.” 

Corinna, — Chaucer says somewhere, “ I follow 
Statius first, and then Corinna.” Was Corinna in 
mistake put for Colonna? ‘The 

* Guido eke the Colempnis,” 

whom Chaucer numbers with “ great Omer” and 
others as bearing up the fame of Troy (House of 
Fame, b. iii). 

Friday Weather.— The following meteorological 
proverb is frequently repeated in Devonshire, to 
denote the variability of the weather on Fridays: — 

“ Fridays in the week 
Are never alech.” 

* Aleek” for “alike,” a common Devonianism. 
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Thus Peter Pindar describes a turbulent crowd of 
people as being 

“ Leek bullocks sting’d by apple-drones.” 

Ts this bit of weather-wisdom current in other 

parts of the kingdom? Tam induced to ask the 

question, because Chaucer seems to have embodied 

the proverb in some well-known lines, viz. : — 

« Right as the Friday, sothly for to tell, 
Now shineth it, and now it raineth fast, 
Right so can gery Venus overcast 
‘The hertes of hire folk, right as hire day 
Ts gerfull, right so changeth she aray. 
Seldz is the Friday all the weke ylike.” 

The Knighte’s Tule, line 1536. 

Tyndale. — Can any of your readers inform me 

whether the translation of the “ Enchiridion Militis 

Christiani Erasmi,’ which Tyndale completed in 

1522, was ever printed ? J. M. B. 

Totnes, Feb. 21. 1850. 

LETTER ATTRIBUTED TO SIR ROBERT WALPOLE. 

In Banks's Dormant Peerage, vol. iii. p. 61., 

under the account of Pulteney, Earl of Bath, is 

the following extraordinary letter, said to be from 

Sir Robert Walpole to King George IL., which is 

introdueed as serving to show the discerninent of 

Walpole, as well as the disposition of the persons 

by whom be was opposed, but evidently to expose 

the vanity and weakness of Mr. Pulteney, by ex- 

hibiting the scheme which was to entrap him into 

the acceptance of a peerage, and so destroy his 

popularity. It is dated Jan. 24. 1741, but from 

no place, and has but little appearance of authen- 

ticity. 

“ Most saered, 
« The violence of the fit of the stone, which has 

tormented me for some days, is now so far abated, that, 

although it will not permit me to have the honour to 

wait on your majesty, yet is kind enough to enable me 

so far to obey your orders, as to write my sentiments 

concerning that troublesome man, Mr. Pulteney; and 

to point out (what I conceive to be) the most effectual 

method to make him perfectly quiet. Your majesty 

well knows how by the dint of his eloquence he has 

so captivated the mob, and attained an unbounded po- 

pularity, that the most manifest wrong appears to be 

right, when adopted and urged by him. Hence it is, 

that he has become not only troublesome but dangerous. 

The inconsiderate multitude think that he has not one 

object but the public good in view; although, if they 

would reflect a little, they would soon perceive that spleen 

against those your majesty has honoured with your 

confidence has greater weight with him tkan patriotism, 

Since, let any measure be proposed, however salutary, 

if he thinks it comes from me, it is sufficient for him to 

oppose it. Thus, sir, you see the affairs of the most 

momentous concern are subject to the caprice of that 

popular man; and he has nothing to do but call it a 

ministerial project, and bellow out the word favourite, 

to have an hundred pens drawn against it, and a thousand 
mouths open to contradict it. Under these circum- 
stances, he bears up against the ministry (and, let me 
add, against your majesty itself); and every useful 
scheme must be either abandoned, or if it is carried in 
either house, the public are made to believe it is done 
by a corrupted majority. Since these things are thus 
cireumstanced, it is become necessary for the publie 
tranquillity that he should be made quiet; and the 
only method to do that effectually is to destroy his 
popularity, and ruin the good belief the people have in 
him. 

“Tn order to do this, he must be invited to court ; 
your majesty must condescend to speak to him in the 
most favourable and distinguished manner ; you must 
make him believe that he is the only person upon 
whose opinion you ean rely, and to whom your people 
look up for useful measures. As he has already several 
times refused to take the lead in the administration, 
unless it was totaliy modelled to his fancy, your 

majesty should close in with his advice, and give him 

leave to arrange the administration as he pleases, and 
put whom he chooses into office (there can be no danger 
in that as you can dismiss him when you think fit); 
and when he has got thus far (to which his extreme 
self-love and the high opinion he entertains of his own 
importance, will easily econduce), it will be necessary 
that your majesty should seem to have a great regard 
for his health; signifying to him that your affairs will 
be ruined if he should die; that you want to have him 
constantly near you, to have his sage advice; and that 
therefore, as he is much disordered in body, and some- 
thing infirm, it will be necessary for his preservation 
for him to quit the House of Commons, where male- 
volent tempers will be continuaily fretting him, and 
where, indeed, his presence will be needless, as no step 
will be taken but according to his advice; and that he 
will let you give him a distinguishing mark of your 
approbation, by creating hima peer. ‘[his he may be 
brought to, for, if 1 know anything of mankind, he has 

a love of honour and money ; and, notwithstanding his 
great haughtiness and seeming contempt for honour, he 
may be won if it be dene with dexterity. For, as the 
poet Fenton says, ‘ Flattery is an oil that softens the 
thoughtless fool.’ 

“ If your majesty can once bring him to accept of a 
coronet, all will be over with him; the changing multi- 
tude will cease to have any confidence in him; and 
when you see that, your majesty may turn your back 
to him, dismiss him from his post, turn out his meddling 
partizans, and restore things to quiet ; the bee will have 
lost his sting, and become an idle drone whose buzzing 
nobody heeds, 

* Your majesty will parden me for the freedom with 
which I have given my sentiments and advice; which 
I should not have done, had not your majesty com: 
manded it, and had I not been certain that your peace 
is much disturbed by the contrivance of that turbulent 
man. I shall only add that I will dispose several 
whom I know to wish him well to solicit for his esta- 
blishment in power, that you may seem to yield to their 
entreaties, and the finesse be less liable to be disco- 
vered. 

“I hope to have the honour to attend your majesty 
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in a few days; which I will do privately, that my 
public presence may give him no umbrage. 

« (Signed) Rozsert Watro_e. 

“ (Dated) 24. January, 1741.” 

As it seems incredible that Walpole could 
have written such a letter; and the editor does 
not say where it is taken from, or where the ori- 
ginal is, I beg to ask any of your readers whether 
they have ever seen the letter elsewhere, or attri- 
buted by any other writer to Walpole ? The editor 
adds, “aceordingly, the scheme took place very 
soon after, and Mr. Pulteney was in 1742 dignified 
with the titles before mentioned, i. e. Earl of Bath, 
&e.” 

G. 

BISHOPS OF OSSORY. 

Acting on “R. R.’s” excellent suggestion (No. 
16. p. 243. anté), I beg to solicit from all col- 
lectors, who may chance to see these lines, in- 
formation relative to the Bishops of Ossory. I 
am at present engaged on a work which will com- 
prise that portion of Harris's edition of Sir James 
Ware’s Bishops of Ireland bearing on the see of 
Ossory. The following names are those concern- 
ing whom, especially, information, either original 
or by reference to rare printed books, will be 
most thankfully acknowledged : — 

John Parry - - Suee. 1672 Ob. 1677. 
Benjamin Parry - Suce. 1677 Ob. 1678. 
Michael Ward - Suce. 1678 Trans. 1679. 
Thomas Otway - Suce. 1679 Ob. 1692. 
John Hartstong - Succ. 1693 Trans. 1713. 
Sir Thos. Vesey, Bart, Suce. 1714 Ob. 1730. 
Edw. Tennison - Suee. 1731 Ob. 1735. 
Charles Este - Succ. 1736 Trans. 1740. 
Anthony Dopping - Suce. 1740 Ob. 1743. 
Michael Cox - Suce. 1743 Trans. 1755. 
Edward Maurice - Suce. 1755 Ob. 1756. 
Richard Pococke = Suce. 1756 Trans. 1765. 
Charles Dodgson ~- Suce 1765 Trans. 1775. 
William Newcome =~ Suce. 1775 Trans. 1779. 
Sir John Hotham, Bt. Suce. 1779 Trans. 1782. 
Hon. W. Beresford -  Suce. 1782 ‘I'rans, 1795. 
Thos. L. O’Beirne - Succ. 1795 ‘Trans. 1798. 
Hugh Hamilton - Suce. 1799 Ob. 1805. 
Jobn Kearney - Suee. 1806 Ob. 1813. 

I may state, that I have access to that most 
excellent work Fasti Ecclesie Hibernia, by Arch- 
deacon Cotton, who has collected many particulars 
respecting the above-named prelates. 

JAMes GRAVES. 
Kilkenny, Feb, 21. 1850. 

Burton's Anatomy of (Religious) Melancholy, — 
In compliance with the very useful suggestion of 
“R. R.” (No. 16. p. 243.), I venture to express 
my intention of reprinting the latter part of 
Burton’s “ Anatomy of Melancholy,” (viz. that 

relating to Religious Melancholy), and at the same 
time to intimate my hope that any of your readers 
who may have it in their power to render me any 
assistance, will kindly aid me in the work. 

M.D. 
Oxford, Feb, 23. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Master of Methuen — Ruthven and Gowrie Fa- 
milies. — Colonel Stepney Cowell is desirous of 
inquiring who was the Master of Methuen, who 
fell at the Battle of Pinkey, and whose name ap- 
pears in the battle roll as killed ? 

Was he married, and did he leave a dauchter ? 
He is presumed to have been the son of Lord 
Methuen by Margaret Tudor, sister of Henry 
VIL. 
Who was the wife of Patrick Ruthven, youngest 

son of William, first Earl of Gowrie, and where 
was he married? Any notices of the Gowrie and 
Ruthven family will be acceptable. 
Brooke’s Club, St. James’s Street, Feb. 18. 1850. 

“The Female Captive: a Narrative of Facts 
which happened in Barbary in the Year 1756. 
Written by herself.” 2 vols. 12mo. Lond. 1769. — 
Sir William Musgrave has written this note in 
the copy which is now in the library of the British 
Museum : — 

“This is a true story. The lady’s maiden name was 
Marsh. She married Mr. Crisp, as related in the 
narrative; but he, having failed in business, went to 
India, when she remained with her father, then Agent 
Victualler, at Chatham, during which she wrote and 
published these little volumes. On her husband’s 
success in India, she went thither to him. 

“The book, having, as it is said, been bought up by 
the lady’s friends, is become very scarce.” 

Can any of your readers furnish a further ac- 
count of this lady ? +x 

Parliamentary Writs.—It is stated in Dun- 
cumb’s History of Herefordshire, 1. 154., that “the 
writs, indentures, and returns, from 17 Edw. IV. 
to 1 Edw. VL, are all lost throughout England, 
except one imperfect bundle, 33rd Hen. VIII.” 
This book was published in 1803. Have the re- 
searches since that time in the Record Offices 
supplied this hiatus ; and if so, in which depart- 
ment of it are these documents to be found ? 

W.H.C. 
Temple. 

Portraits in the British Museum —TI have often 
wished to inquire, but knew not where till your 
publication met my notice, as to the portraits in 
the British Museum, which are at present hung so 
high above beasts and birds, and everything else, 
that it requires better eyes than most people pos- 
sess to discern their features. I should suppose 
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that if they were not originals and of value, they 
would not have been lodged in the Museum, and 
if they are, why not appropriate a room to them, 
where they might be seen to advantage, by those 
who take pleasure in such representations of the 
celebrated persons of former days? Any informa- 
tion on this subject will be gratefully received. 

REPLIES. 

COLLEGE SALTING. 

In reply to the query of the Rev. Dr. Mait- 
land (No. 17. p. 261.), I would remark, that 
Salting was the ceremony of initiating a freshman 
into the company of senior students or sophisters. 
This appears very clearly from a passage in the 
Life of Anthony a Wood (ed. 1771, pp. 45—50.). 
Anthony a Wood was matriculated in the Univer- 
sity of Oxford, 26th May, 1647, and_on the 18th 

of October “he was entred into the Buttery-Book 
of Merton College.” At various periods, from All 
Saints till Candlemas, “there were Fires of Char- 
cole made in the Common hall.” 

« At all these Fires every Night, which began to be 
made a little after five of the elock, the Senior Under- 
Graduats would bring into the hall the Juniors or 
Freshmen between that time and six of the clock, and 
there make them sit down ona Forme in the middle 
of the Hall, joyning to the Declaiming Desk: which 
done, every one in Order was to speake some pretty 
Apothegme, or make a Jest or Bull, or speake some 
eloquent Nonsense, to make the Company laugh: But 
if any of the Freshmen came off dull or not cleverly, 
some of the forward or pragmatical Seniors would Tuck 
them, that is, set the nail of their Thumb to their chin, 
just under the Lipp, and by the help of their other 
Fingers under the Chin, they would give him a chuck, 
which sometimes would produce Blood. On Candle- 
mas day, or before (according as Shrove Tuesday fell 
out), every Freshman had warning given him to pro- 
vide his Speech, to be spoken in the publick Hall 
before the Under-Graduats and Servants on Shrove- 
Tuesday night that followed, being alwaies the time 
for the observation of that Ceremony. According to 
the said Summons A. Wood provided a Speech as the 
other Freshmen did. 

“ Shrove Tuesday Feb. 15, the Fire being made in 
the Common hall before 5 of the Clock at night, the 

Fellowes would go to Supper before six, and making 
an end sooner than at other times, they left the Hall 
to the Libertie of the Undergraduats, but with an 
Admonition from one of the Fellowes (who was the 
Principall of the Undergraduats and Postmasters) that 
all things should be carried in good Order. While 
they were at Supper in the Hall, the Cook (Will. 
Noble) was making the lesser of the brass Pots full of 
Cawdle at the Freshmans Charge; which, after the 
Hall was free from the Fellows, was brought up and 
set before the Fire in the said Hall. Afterwards 
every Freshman, according to seniority, was to pluck 
off his Gowne and Band, and if possibly to make him- 
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self look like a Scoundrell. This done, they were con- 
ducted each after the other to the high Table, and 
there made to stand ona Forme placed thereon; from 
whence they were to speak their Speech with an 
audible voice to the Company : which, if well done, the 
person that spoke it was to have a Cup of Cawdle and 
no salted Drinke; if indifferently, some Cawdle and 
some salted Drinke; butif dull, nothing was given to 
him but salled Drinke, or salé put in College Bere, with 
Tucks to boot. Afterwards when they were to be ad- 
mitted into the Fraternity, the Senior Cook was to 
administer to them an Oath over an old Shoe, part of 
which runs thus: Item tu jurabis, quod penniless bench 

non visitabis, &c.: the rest is forgotten, and none there 

are that now remembers it. After which spoken with 
gravity, the Freshman kist the Shoe, put on his Gowne 

and Band, and took his place among the Seniors.” 

Mr. Wood gives part of his speech, which is 
ridiculous enough. It appears that it was so 
satisfactory that he had cawdle and sack without 
any salted drink. He concludes thus : — 

« This was the way and custome that had been used 
in the College, time out of mind, to initiate the Fresh- 
men; but between that time and the restoration of 
K. Ch. 2. it was disused, and now such a thing is 
absolutely forgotten.” 

The editors in a note intimate that it was pro- 
bable the custom was not peculiar to Merton 
College, and that it was perhaps once general, as 
striking traces of it might be found in many 
societies in Oxford, and in some a very near re- 
semblance of it had been kept up until within a 
few years of that time (1772). C. H. Coorrr. 

Cambridge, Feb. 23. 1850. 

“KE. V.,” after quoting the passage given by 
Mr. Cooper from Anthony Wood, proceeds : — 

It is clear from Owen's epigram that there was 
some kind of salting at Oxford as well as at Cam- 
bridge; is it not.at least probable that they were 
both identical with the custom described by old 
Anthony, and that the charge made in the college 
book was for the cawdle mentioned above, as pro- 
vided at the freshman’s expense; the whole cere- 
mony going under the name of “salting,” from 
the salt and water potion, which was the most 
important constituent of it? If this be so, it 
agrees with Dr. Maitland’s idea, that “ this ‘ salt- 
ing’ was some entertainment given by the new- 
eomer, from and after which he ceased to be 
fresh ;” or, as Wood expresses it, “he took his 
place among the seniors.” 

The “ tucks” he speaks of could have been no 
very agreeable addition to the salted beer ; for, as 
he himself explains it, a few lines above, “to 
tuck.” consisted in “ setting the nail of the thumb 
to their chin, just under the lipp, and by the help 
of their other fingers under the chin, they would 
give him a mark, which sometimes would produce 
blood.” 

Before I leave Anthony Wood, let me mention 
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that I find him making use of the word “ bull” in 
the sense of a laughable speech (“ to make a jest, 
or bull, or speake some eloquent nonsense,” p. 34.), 
and of the now vulgar expression “ to go to pot.” 
When recounting the particulars of the parlia- 
mentary visitation of the University in 1648, he 
tells us, that had it not been for the intercession 
of his mother to Sir Nathan. Brent, “he had in- 
fallibly gone to the pot.” If Dr. Maitland or any 
of your readers can give the history of these ex- 
pressions, and can produce earlier instances of 
their use, they would greatly oblige me. 

P.S. I ought to mention, that ‘“ Penniless 
Bench” was a seat for loungers, under a wooden 
canopy, at the east end of old Carfax Church: it 
seems to have been notorious as “ the idle corner” 
of Oxford. E. V. 

QUERIES ANSWERED, NO. 5. 

A comparative statement of the number of those 
who ask questions, and those who furnish replies, 
would be a novel contribution to the statistics of 
literature. Ido not mean to undertake it, but 
shall so far assume an excess on the side of the 
former class, as to attempt a triad of replies to 
recent queries without fear of the censures which 
attach to monopoly. 

To facilitate reference to the queries, I take 
them in the order of publication :— 

1. “ What is the earliest known instance of the 
use of a beaver hat in England?” —'T. Hupson 
Turner, p. 100. 

The following instance from Chaucer (Canter- 
terbury tales, 1775. 8°. v. 272.), if not the earliest, 
is precise and instructive : — 

* A marchant was ther with a forked berd, 
In mottelee, and highe on hors he sat, 
And on his hed a Flaundrish bever hat.” 

2. “Has Cosmopoli been ever appropriated to 
any known locality ?” — Joun Jess, p. 213. 

Cosmopolis has been used for London, and for 
Paris. (G. Peignot, Répertoire de bibliographies 
spéciales, Paris, 1810. 8°. pp. 116, 132.) It may 
also, in accordance with its etymology, be used 
for Amsterdam, or Berlin, or Calcutta, ete. As 
an imprint, it takes the dative case. The Inter- 
pretationes paradoxe quatuor evangeliorum of San - 
dius, were printed at Amsterdam. (M. Weiss, 
Biographie wuniverselle, Paris, 1811—28. 8°, xl. 
312.) 

3. References to “any works or treatises sup- 
plying information on the history of the Arabic 
numerals” are requested by “ E. V.” p. 230, 

To the well-chosen works enumerated by the 
querist, I shall add the titles of two valuable pub- 
lications in my own collection : — 

Dictionnaire RAISONNE DE DIPLOMATIQUE—par dom 
de Vaines. Paris, 1774. 8°. 2 vol. 

ELEMENTS DE PALEOGRAPHIE, par M. Natalis de 
Wailly. Paris, Imprimerie royale, 1838. 4°, 2 vol. 

The former work is a convenient epitome of the 
Nouveau traité de diplomatique. The latter is a 
new compilation, undertaken with the sanction of 
M. Guizot. Its appearance was thus hailed by 
the learned Daunou: “ Cet ouvrage nous semble 
recommandable par l’exactitude des recherches, 
par la distribution méthodique des matiéres et par 
l’élégante précision du style.” (Journal des savants, 
Paris, 1838. 4°. p. 318.) 
A query should always be worded with care, 

and put in a quotable shape. The observance of 
this plain rule would economise space, save the 
time which might otherwise be occupied in useless 
research, and tend to produce more pertinency of 
reply. The first and second of the above queries 
may serve as models. Borron Corney. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Old Auster Tenement (No. 14. p.217.).—I think 
that Iam in a condition to throw some light on the 
meaning of this expression, noticed in a former 
Number by “ W.P. PP.” The tenements held in 
villenage of the lord of a manor, at least where 
they consisted of a messuage or dwelling-house, 
are often called astra in our older books and 
court-rolls. If the tenement was an ancient one, 
it was vetus or antiquum astrum; if a tenure of 
recent creation (or a new-take, as it is called in 
some manors), it was novum astrum. The villen- 
age tenant of it was an astrarius. “ W.P.P.” may 
satisfy himself of these facts by referring to the 
printed Plautorum Abbreviatis, fo.282.; to Fleta, 
Comment. Juris. Anglicani, ed. 1685, p.217.; and 
to Ducange, Spelman, and Cowel, under the words 
“ Astrum,” ‘ Astrarius,” and “ Astre.” In the 
very locality to which “ W. P. P.” refers, he will 
find that the word “ Auster” is “ Astrum” in the 
oldest court-rolls, and that the term is not confined 
to North Curry, but is very prevalent in the 
eastern half of Somerset. At the present day, an 
auster tenement is a species of copyhold, with all 
the incidents to that tenure. It is noticed in the 
Journal of the Archeological Institute, in a 
recent critique on Dr. Evans’s Leicestershire 
words, and is very familiar to legal practitioners 
of any experience in the district alluded to. 

E. Surexe. 

Tureen (No. 16. p. 246.).— There is properl 
no such word. It is a corruption of the Frenc 
terrine, an earthen vessel in which soup is served. 
It is in Bailey’s Dictionary. I take this oppor- 
tunity of suggesting whether that the word “ swing- 
tng,” applied by Goldsmith to his tureen, should 
be rather spelt swingeing; though the former is 
the more usual way: a swinging dish and a swinge- 
ing are different things, and Goldsmith meant the 
latter. C. 
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Burning the Dead. —“T.” will find some in- 
formation on this subject in Sir Thomas Browne’s 
Hydriotaphia, chap. i., which appears to favour his 
view except in the following extract :— 

“ The same practice extended also far west, and be- 
sides Heruleans, Getes, and Thracians, was in use with 
most of the Celtz, Sarmatians, Germans, Gauls, Danes, 
Swedes, Norwegians; not to omit some use thereof 
among Carthaginians, and Americans.” 

The Carthaginians most probably received the 
custom from their ancestors the Pheenicians, but 
where did the Americans get it ? 

Henry St. Cuan. 
Corpus Christi Hall, Maidstone, Feb. 8. 1850. 

Burning the Dead. — Your correspondent “ T.” 
(No. 14. p. 216.) can hardly have overlooked the 
case of Dido, in his inquiry “ whether the practice 
of burning the dead has ever been in vogue amongst 
any people, excepting inhabitants of Europe and 
Asia?” According to all classical authorities, 
Dido was founder and queen of Carthage in Africa, 
and was burned at Carthage on a funeral pile. 

If it be said that Dido's corpse underwent burn- 
ing in conformity with the custom of her native 
country Tyre, and not because it obtained in the 
land of her adoption, then the question arises, 
whether burning the dead was not one of the cus- 
toms which the Tyrian colony of Dido imported 
into Africa, and became permanently established 
at Carthage. It is very certain that the Cartha- 
ginians had human sacrifices by fire, and that they 
burned their children in the furnace to Saturn. 

A. G. 
Ecclesfield, Feb. 8. 1850. 

MISCELLANIES. 

M. de Gournay.— The author of the axioms 
Laissez faire, laissez passer, which are the sum and 
substance of the free trade principles of political 
economy, and perhaps the pithiest and completest 
exposition of the doctrine of a particular school ever 
made, was Jean Claude Marie Vincent de Gour- 
nay, who was born at St. Malo in 1712, and died 
at Paris in 1759. In early life he was engaged in 
trade, and subsequently became Honorary Coun- 
cillor of the Grand Council, and Honorary Inten- 
dant of Commerce. He translated, in 1742, Josiah 
Child’s Considerations on Commerce and on the In- 
terest on Money, and Culpepper’s treatise Against 
Usury. He also wrote a good deal on questions 
of political economy. He was, in fact, with Dr. 
Quesnay, the chief of the French economists of the 
last century ; but he was more liberal than Ques- 
nay in his doctrines ; indeed he is (far more than 
Adam Smith) the virtual founder of the modern 
school of political economy ; and yet, perhaps, of 
all the economists he is the least known ! 

The great Turgot was a friend and ardent ad- 
mirer of M. de Gournay ; and on his death wrote 
a pompous “loge on him. 

A Man w a Garret. 

Cupid Crying.— “Our readers will remember 
that some time since (anté, p. 108.) we copied into 
our columns, from the ‘ Norges anp QuERIEs,’ an 
epigram of great elegance on the subject of ‘ Cupid 
Crying ;’ the contributor of which was desirous 
of finding through that medium, especially esta- 
blished for such discoveries, the original text and 
the name of its author. Subsequently, a corre- 
spondent of our own [anteé, p. 132.] volunteered a 
translation by himself, in default of the original. 
The correspondent of the ‘ Nores anp QuERtES’ 
has now stumbled on what he sought, and is desi- 
rous that we should transmit it to the author of 
the volunteer version, with his thanks. This we 
take the present means of doing. Under the sig- 
nature of ‘ Rurus,’ he writes as follows :—‘In a 
MS. book, long missing, I find the following copy, 
with a reference to Car. Iilust. Poet. Ital. vol. i. 
229, wherein it is ascribed to Antonio Tebaldeo— 

« De Cupidine. 

Cur natum cadit Venus? Arcum perdidit. 
Nune quis habet? Tusco Flavia nata solo. 

Qui factum? Petit hee, dedit hie; nam lumine forme 
Deceptus, matri se dare crediderat.” 

Arecum 

“Since printing this communication from ‘Rurus’ 
we have received the same original (with the varia- 
tion of a single word— quid for cur in the opening 
of the epigram) from a German correspondent at — 
Augsburgh. ‘ You will find it,’ he says, ‘in the 
Anthologia Latina Burmanniana, iii. 236, or in the 
new edition of this Latin Anthology, by Henry 
Meyer, Lipsiz, 1835, tom. ii. page 139, No. 1566. 
The author of the epigram is doubtful, but the 
diction appears rather too quaint for a good an- 
cient writer. Maffei ascribes it to Brenzoni, who 
lived in the sixteenth century; others give it to 
Ant. Tebaldeo, of Ferrara.’ Our readers will per- 
ceive that the translator has taken some liberties 
with his text. ‘ Lumine forme deceptus,’ for in- 
stance, is not translated by ‘she smiled.’ But it 
may be questioned if the suggestion is not eyen 
more delicate and graceful in the translator’s ver- 
sion than in the original.” — The Atheneum. 

THE MIRROR. 
(From the Latin of Owen.) 

Bella, your image just returns your smile — 
You weep, and tears its lovely cheek bedew — 

You sleep, and its bright eyes are closed the 
while — 

You rise, the faithful mimic rises too. — 
Bella, what art such likeness could increase 
If glass could talk, or woman hold her peace ? 

Rurvs. 
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Journeyman. — Three or four years since, a 
paragraph went the round of the press, deriving 
the English word “journeyman” from the custom 
of travelling among work-men in Germany. ‘This 
derivation is very doubtful? Is it not a relic of 
Norman rule, from the French journée, signifying 
a day-man? In support of this, it may be ob- 
served, that the German name for the word in 
question is Tageliéhner, or day-worker. It is also 
well known, that down to a comparatively recent 
period, artisans and free labourers were paid 
daily. Gomer. 

Balloons. — In one of your early numbers you 
mention the History of Ringwood, &e. Many years 
since I sent to a periodical (I cannot recollect 
which) a circumstance connected with that town, 

| which I never heard or read of anywhere, and 
| which, as it is rather of importance, I forward to 

you in hopes that some of your correspondents 
may be able to throw some light upon it. When 
my father was in the Artillery Ground at the as- 
cension of Lunardi’s balloon, he remarked to 
several persons present, “ This is no novelty to 
me; I remember well, when I was at school in 
Ringwood [about the year 1757], an apothecary in 
that town that used to let off balloons (he had no 
other name, I suppose, to give them) on a smaller 
seale, but exactly corresponding with what he then 
saw, many a time.” 

I had several letters addressed to me, request- 
ing further explanation, which, as my father was 
dead, I was unable to give. It is highly impro- 

\® bable that any persons now living may have it in 

their relations or descendants may. I suppose 
they must have been fire-balloons, and these of the 
rudest construction; and my father, being a boy at 
the time, would have given perhaps little valuable 
information except as to the name of the apothe- 
cary, which however I never heard him mention. 

Baila 
Feb. 6. 1850. 
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New Books. 
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OTHIC ARCHITECTURE IN FRANCE: 
An Enquiry into the Chronological Succession of the 
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principal Buildings; and a General Index. By Tuomas In- 
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Antiquarian Literature, 
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Irving’s Mahomet, Milman’s Tasso, Craick's Romance of the 
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includes Memoirs of the Earl of Carnarvon, Bishop Coleridge, 
Admiral Lord Colyille, Admiral Sir F. Collier, Sir Charles Forbes, 
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fees FOLK-LORE of ENGLAND. By 
Wittam J. Tuoms, F.S.A., Secretary of the Camden 

Society, Editor of ** Early Prose Romances,” “ Lays and Legends 
of all Nations,” &c. One object of the present work is to furnish 
new contributions to the History of our National Folk-Lore; and 
especially some of the more striking Illustrations of the swbject to 
be found in the Writings of Jacob Grimm and other Continental 
Antiquaries. 

Communications of inedited Legends, Notices of remarkable 
Customs and Popular Observances, Rhyming Charms. &c. are 
earnestly solicited, and will be thankfully acknowledged by the 
Editor, They may be addressed to the care of Mr. BELL, Office 
of “ NoTEes AND QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

Vols. I. and II. 8vo., price 28s. cloth. 

"THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND; from the 
TIME ofthe CONQUEST. By Epwarp Foss, F.S.A. 

“ A work in which a subject of great historical importance is 
treated with the care, diligence, and learning it deserves; in 
which Mr. Foss has brought to light many points previously un- 
known, corrected many errors, and shown such ample knowledge 
of his subject as to conduct it successfully through all the intriea- 
cies of a difficult investigation, and such taste and judgment as 
will enable him to quit, when occasion requires, the dry details of 
a professional inquiry, and to impart to his work, as he proceeds, 
the grace and dignity of a philosophical history.’ — Gent. Mag. 

LonGMan, Brown, GREEN AND LONGMANS. 

Next week, 1 vol. 8vo., with etched Frontispiece, by Wehnert, 
and Eight Engravings, price 15s. 

ABRINAE COROLLA: a Volume of Classical 
Translations with original Compositions contributed by Gen- 

tlemen educated at Shrewsbury School. 

Among the Contributors are the Head Masters of Shrewsbury, 
Stamford, Repton, Uppingham, and Birmingham Schools; An- 
drew Lawson, Esq., late M.P.; the Rev. R. Shilleto, Cambridge ; 
the Rev. T.S. Evans, Rugby; J. Riddell, Esq., Fellow of Balliol 
College, Oxford; the Rev. E. M. Cope, H. J. Hodgson, Esq., H. 
A.J. Munro, Esq., W. G. Clark, Esq., Fellows of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and many other distinguished Scholars from both Uni- 
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Folio, price 30s. 

THE CHORAL RESPONSES AND LI- 
TANIES OF THE UNITED CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
AND IRELAND. Collected from Authentic Sources. By the 
Rev. Joun JeBB, A. M., Rector of Peterstow. 
The present Work contains a full collection of the harmonized 

eompositions of ancient date, including nine sets of pieces and 
responses, and fifteen litanies, with a few of the more ancient 
Psalm Chants. They are given in full score, and in their 
proper cliffs. In the upper part, however, the treble is substituted 
for the “cantus”’ or ‘“medius’’ cliff: and the whole work is so 
arranged as to suit the library of the musical student, and to be 
fit for use in the Choir. 

MEMOIRS OF MUSICK. By the Hon. 
RoGer Norrn, Attorney-General to James I. Now first printed 
from the original MS. and edited, with copious Notes, by Ep- 
warp F. Rimpautt, LL.D., F.S.A., &e. &c. Quarto; witha 
Portrait ; handsomely printed in 4to. ; half-bound in morocco, 15s. 

This interesting MS., so frequently alluded to by Dr. Burney 
in the course of his ‘* History of Music,’’ has been kindly placed 
at the disposal of the Council of the Musical Antiquarian Society, 
by George Townshend Smith, Esq., Organist of Hereford Ca- 
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It abounds with interesting Musical Anecdotes; the Greek 
Fables respecting the origin of Music; the rise and progress of 
Musical Instruments ; the early Musical Drama ; the origin of our 
present fashionable Concerts; the first performance of the Beggar’s 
Opera, &c. 
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sale: unsold copies will shortly be raised in price to L/. lls. 6d. 

London: GeorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 
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No. III., for March 1850, of 
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to any Book-buyer. The prices are for ready money only. 

The following Books may also be had. 

A COLLECTION OF THE CARTOONS 
OF PUNCH: Woodcuts from the Art Union Journal, Pictorial 
‘Times, and other Illustrated publications ; besides several Thou- 
sand Cuttings from Newspapers, Magazines, and Modern Perio- 
dicals, interspersed with a proportionate large number of Wood 
and Steel Engravings, Portraits, Maps, and Miscellaneous Prints 
English and Foreign, generally mounted on white paper, and pre- 
pared for binding by the late editor of the Globe Newspaper, 
forming probably from 20 to 30 vols., 8vo. and 4to., 5/. 10s. 

The rearrangement and more orderly classification of this mass 
of Cuttings and Scraps would afford amusement for a long period 
of leisure, or relieve the monotony of many winter evenings. 

ASIATIC ANNUAL REGISTER; or, A 
View of the History of Hindustan, and of the Politics, Commerce, 
and Literature of Asia, from the year 1799 to the year 1811, in 13 
yols. 8vo. half bound russia, very neat, 14. ls. 18U1—1812. 

BAYLES’ HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL 
DICTIONARY, translated from the French, 4 vols. folio, calf 
gilt, good library copy, 2d. 12s. 6d. 1710. 

BELL'S BRITISH THEATRE, REGULA- 
TED FROM THE PROMPT-BOOKS. The single Plays 
forming 55 vols. 8vo. The best Edition, with very Choice and 
Brilliant Impressions of the Plates. A carefully selected Copy 
from the Library of F. Du Roveray, Esq., 2/. 12s. 6d. 1791. 

BELOE’S (W.) ANECDOTES OF LITE- 
RATURE AND SCARCE BOOKS, 6 vols. 8vo. half calf, neat, 
a clean uncut copy of a very interesting book, 12. 4s. 1807—1812. 

BILLING’S (ROBERT WILLIAM) AR- 
CHITECTURAL ILLUSTRATIONS AND ACCOUNT OF 
THE TEMPLE CHURCH. London, 4to., half bound, neat, 
illustrated with 30 fine plates, 12s. 6d. 1838. 

BOSWELL’S (J.) LIFE OF DR. JOHN- 
SON, including his Tour to the Hebrides, to which are added 
Anecdotes by Hawkins, Piozzi, Murphy, Tyres, Reynolds, Stevens, 
pv edited by J. W. Croker, 10 vols. feap. 8vo. cloth, 50 plates, 
WZ. is. 1835. 

BROOKES’ (RALPH, York Herald) CATA- 
LOGUE of the Succession of the Kings, Princes, Dukes, Earls, 
&c. of this Realm, since the Norman Conquest. Folio, calf, neat, 
numerous Engravings of Arms‘; a good clean copy. 12s. 6d. 1619. 

BROWN (TOM) THE WORKS OF, Serious 
and Comical, in Prose and Verse, with his Remains, the Life and 
Character of Mr. Brown, by Dr. J. Drake, and a Key to the 
Whole, 4 vols. small 8vo. calf, neat, plates, a good, clean copy, 
12s. 6d. 1720. 

BRUNET, MANUEL DU LIBRAIRE ET 
DE L’AMATEURS DES LIVRES. 4 vols. 8vo., half calf, very 
neat. 10s. 6d. Paris, 1814. 

BUCHANAN’S (WM.) HISTORICAL AND 
GENEALOGICAL ESSAY UPON THE FAMILY AND 
‘SURNAME OF BUCHANAN, with a Brief Inquiry into the 
Genealogy and Present State of Ancient Scottish Surnames, and 
more particularly of the Highland Clans. Small 4to., front., calf, 
neat, scarce. 10s. 6d. Glasgow, 1723. 

BUCKINGHAM’S ORIENTAL HERALD 
AND COLONIAL REVIEW, comprising a Mass of Valuable 
Writings on the Colonies and their Government. Complete in 
23 vols. 8vo. Half calf, very neat, 12. 10s. 1824— 1829. 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. — BRYANT'S 
MAP OF THE COUNTY OF BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, ele- 
gantly Coloured and Mounted, and enclosed in a 4to. case ; hand- 
somely bound in russia. 10s. 6d. 1824, 

BUCKLAND’S RELIQULE DILUVIANZE; 
or, Observations on the Organic Remains contained in Caves, 
Fissures, and Diluvial Gravel, and of other Geological Pheno- 
mena, 4to., fine plates, some coloured, scarce, 1/. ls. 1824, 

BUCKLER’S ENDOWED GRAMMAR 
SCHOOLS, from Original Drawings, with Letterpress Descrip- 
tions. 4to., half bound morocco, edges uncut, 60 fine plates, 
proofs on India paper. 10s. 6d. 1827. 

BURKE'S (J. R.) BEAUTIES OF THE 
COURT OF GEORGE IV. AND WILLIAM IV., being the 
Portrait Gallery of Distinguished Females, with Memoirs. Imp. 
8vo., 36 fine plates. 10s. Gd. 1831. 

BURTON'S (T.) CROMWELLIAN DIARY, 
from 1656 to 1659, published from the Manuscript, with an Intro- 
duction, containing an Account of the Parliament of 1654, edited 
and illustrated with Notes. ByJ.T.Rurr. 4 vols, 8vo., front., 
neatly bound in half calf, gift. 16s. 182s, 

BYRON’S (LORD) LETTERS AND 
JOURNALS, with Notices of his Life, by THomas Moore, 
3 vols. 8vo., illustrated with 44 Engravings by the Findens, from” 
Designs by Turner, Stanfield, &c., elegantly half-bound morocco, 
marbled edges, in the best style, by Hayday, IZ. 8s. 1833. 

CARTER’S (MATT.) HONOR REDIVIVUS, 
or the Analysis of Honor and Armory, reprinted with many 
Useful and Necessary Additions. Small 8vo., best edition, ele- 
gantly bound in russia, extra, marble edges, fine front. and 
engraved title, with numerous other engravings, a very choice 
copy, 10s. 6d. 1673. 

CICERONIS OPERA OMNIA QUZ EX- 
TANT IN LECTIONES A LAMBINI. 4 vols., in 2., thick 
folio; calf, very neat. 10s. 6d. Colonia, 1616. 

CICERO’S WORKS, consisting of his Letters 
to his Familiars and Friends, by Melmoth, Two Last Pleadings 
Against Verres, by Kelsal, Epistles to Atticus, Essay on Old 
Age, Essay on Friendship, with Middleton’s Life of Cicero. 
3 thick vols. royal 8vo., half calf, new, and very neat. 12s. 6d. 

1816. 

CLARENDON’S (EDWARD, EARL OF) 
HISTORY OF THE REBELLION AND CIVIL WARS IN 
ENGLAND, begun in the year 164i, 3 vols. folio, calf, very neat, 
port., 12. Is. Oxford, 1702. 

COPPER-PLATE MAGAZINE.—A 
Monthly Treasure for the Admirers of the Imitative Arts, 4to., 
h«lf bound, uncut, embellished with 125 fine portraits of Eminent 
English Authors, and celebrated Views of Scenes from Ancient 
and Modern History, and Men, Antiquities, Public Buildings, and 
Gentlemen’s Seats, 18s. 6d. 1778. 

DE REAL (M.) LA SCIENCE DU GOU- 
VERNEMENT, Ouvrage de Morale, de Droit, et de Politique, 
qui Continent les principles du commandment et de l’obeissance. 
8 vols. 4to. French calf, gilt. 15s. Aix la-Chapelle. 

DISSERTATION SUR LES STATUES 
Appartenantes a la Fable de Nobe. Imp. 4to. 18 fine Plates. 
10s. 6d. Florence, 1779. 

DOW’S HISTORY OF HINDOSTAN, from 
the Earliest Times to the Death of Akbar, translated from the 
Persian of Mahommed Casim Ferishta, of Delhi, with a Disser- 
tation on the Brahmins. 3 vols. 4to. Map and Plates. Calf, 
gilt, very neat. 10s. 6d. 1770-72. 

DUBOIS (J.P. L.), VIES DES GOUVER- 
NEURS GENERAUX, avec L’Abrége de L’ Histoire des Esta- 
blissements Hollandois, aux Indes Orientales. 4to. Calf, neat, 
illustrated with nearly 30 Vignette Portraits of Governors of Ba- 
tavia, and 34 Maps and Plans, finely executed ; a very scarce 
Work. 12s. 6d. La Laye, 1763. 

DUNLOP’S (J.) HISTORY OF FICTION, 
being a Critical Account of the most Celebrated Prose Works of 
Fiction, from the Barliest Greek Romances to the Novels of the 
Present Day. 3 vols. crown 8vo. Calf, gilt, marble edges. 15s. 
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EDEN’S (THE HONORABLE MISS) POR- 
TRAITS OF THE PRINCES AND PEOPLE OF INDIA, 
Drawn on Stone by L. Dickenson. Folio, Half-bound morocco, 
24 fine Engravings. 1d. 5s. 

FOY’S GENERAL HISTORY OF THE 
WARS IN THE PENINSULA UNDER NAPOLEON, to 
which is prefixed a View of the Political and Military State of 
the four Belligerent Powers. Published by the Countess Foy. 
2 vols. 8vo., half calf, extra, marble edges, fine portrait. 
10s. 6d. 1827. 
FREEMASONS’ (THE) 

REVIEW, from its Commencement in 1834, to the Year 1847, 
inclusive. 14 vols. 8vo. Newly and elegantly half bound, purple 

calf, backs embleatically tooled, only 3/. 10s. 1834-47. 

GALLERY OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN 
PORTRAITS, with Memoirs by various distinguished Wr ters. 
7 vols. imp. 8vo., cloth, uncut, top edges gilt. 168 fine Por- 
traits. An early copy. 3/. 13s. 6d. Knight, 1833-7. 

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. — The Journal 
of the Royal Geographical Society, from its Commencement in 
1833 to 1843. 12 vols. 8vo. Half calf, gilt, maps, charts, and 
plans. 3/. 3s. 1833-43. 

HALL’S (Mrs. S. C.) MIDSUMMER 
NIGHT’S EVE, a Fairy Tale of Love. 8vo., bound in richly 
gilt cloth, elegantly printed, and illustrated by numerous very 
beautiful engravings, from designs by Maclise, Stanfield, Chres- 
wich, Ward, Frost, Paton, ‘T’opham, Kenny Meadows, Fairholt, 
Franklin, and other celebrated artists. 14s. 6d. 1848. 

HARLEIAN (THE) COLLECTION OF 
VOYAGES AND TRAVELS, consisting of Authentic English 
Writers which have not been collected before. % vols. folio. 
Many Plates. Calf, very neat. 18s. 6d. 1745. 

HISTOIRE GENEALOGIQUE DE LA 
MAISON DE BEAUVAU JUSTIFIEF PAR TILTRES 
HISTOIRES ET AUTRES BONNES PxEUVES, PAR 
SCEVOLE ET LOUYS DE SAINCTE MARKE. Folio, calf, 
neat. Engravings of arms, and a long MS. note by Sir E_ERTON 
BryvGes. 10s. Gd. Paris, 1626. 

LA LANDE (M. DE) DES CANEUX DE 
NAVIGATION. et Specialement du Canal de Languedoc, large 
folio; numerous plates, half bound, uncut 12s. 6d. Paris, 1778. 

LOUTHERBOURG’S (J. DE) ROMANTIC 
AND PICTURESQUE SCENERY OF ENGLAND AND 
WALES, with Historical and Descriptive Accounts in French 
and English of the several Places of which Views are given. 
Large folio. 18 Engravings, beautifully coloured in imita’ion of 
Water Colour drawings. 1/. Is. 1805. 

MACKINTOSH, (SIR JAMES) MEMOIRS 
OF THE LIFE OF. Edited by Robert James MackinT sa, 
Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. ; fine port., calf, gilt, very neat. 16s. 1836. 

MARKHAM’S (F.) BOOK OF HONOUR, 
or Five Decades of Epistles of Honour. Folio; half calf, very 
neat, and curious 10s. 6d. «i 1625. 

MILLE’S (T.) NOBILITAS POLITICA 
VEL CIVILIS PERSONAS SCILICET DISTINGUENDI 
ET AB ORIGINE INTER GENTES EX PRINCIPUM 
-GRATIA NOBILITANDI FORMA. Foliv, half calf, neat, 
fine plates by Hollar. 12s. 6d. 1608. 

MORGAN'S (SYLVANUS) ARMILOGIA 
SIVE ARS CHROMOCRITICA.— The Language of Arms by 
the Co'ours and Metals. Small 4to. Numerous pia‘es of arms. 
Calf, neat. 1s. 6d. 1666. 

NICOLAS’ (SIR N. HARRIS) HISTORY 
OF THE BATTLE OF AGINCOURT, AND OF THE 
EXPEDITION OF HENRY THE FIFTH INTO FRANCE, 
to which is added the Roll of the Men at Arms in the English 
Army. 8vo.; first edition, scarce; coloured Frontispiece of 
Banners borne at the Battle of Agincourt, lds. 1827. 

QUARTERLY | 

NICOLAS’ (SIR N. HARRIS) TESTA- 
MENTA VETUSTA, being Illustrations from Wills of Ancient 
Manners, (Customs, Dresses. &c., from the Reign of Henry the 
Second to the Accession of Queen Elizabeth, 2 vols. royal Svo., 
front, &c., 15s. 1826. 

NISBET'S ESSAY ON THE ANCIENT 
AND MvODERN USE OF ARMORIES, sh-wing their Origin, 
the Method of Composing them, with an Index explaining Terms 
of Blazon. Small 4to., calf, neat, plates. 10s. 6d. 1718. 

NOTTINGHAM: — Dicximson’s (W.) Anti- 
quities. Historical, Architectural, Chorographical, and Itinerary 

| in Nottinghamshire and the adjacent Counties, containing the 
History of Southwell. 4to., half calf, gilt, map, 23 plates, and 
tables of pedigrees. 12s. 6d. 1801. 

OCKLEY’S (SIMON) HISTORY OF THE 
SARACENS, illustrating the Religion, Rights, Customs, and 
Manner of Living of that Warlike People. 2 vols. royal 8vo., 
large and thick paper, old calf, gilt. 12s. 6d. 1718. 

This copy appears to have belonged to the Author’s family: a 
note states it to be “* Mary Ockley’s Book.” 

SHAKESPEARE ALBUM; a Series of One 
Hundred and Seventy [lustrations from the Plates to Boydeli’s 
Edition of Shakespeare, as published to the Euition edited by 
Valpy. Feap. 8vo., cloth, gilt, 12s.6d.; or elegantly bound in 
morocco, gilt edges, richly tooled back and sides, 16s. 1834. 
é But a very smail number of copies were printed for sale in this 
orm. 

TAYLOR (WM., of Norwich), MEMOIRS 
OF THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF, containing his Cor- 
respondence of many Years with R. Southey, Esq. Edited by 
J.W. Roperts, Esq. 2thick vols. 8vo, fine port. 10s.6d. 1843, 

Valuable material in aid of the literary history of the nineteenth 
century. 

THIERRY’S (A.) HISTORY OF THE 
CONQUEST OF ENGLAND BY THE NORMANS, with 
its Causes from the Earliest Period, and its Consequences to the 
Present Time. 3 vols. 8vo., half calf, very neat. 10s.6d. 1825. 

WALSH (R.), WHITELAW, &c., HISTORY 
OF THE CITY OF DUBLIN, from the Earliest Accounts to 
the Present time, its Annals, Antiquities, E: clesiastical History, 
and Charters, with Biographical Notices of its Emineut Men, 
2 vols. 4to. Halt-ealf, gilt. Map, and numerous fine Plates, 
15s. 1818, 

WELLESLEY (RICHARD, MARQUIS OF) 
MEMOIRS AND CORKESPONDENCE OF, comprising nu- 
merous Letters and Documents, now first published from Ori- 
ginal MSS. By R.R. Pearce, Esq. 3 vols. 8vo. half calf, full 
gilt, new, and neat, fine portrait. 16s. 6d. 1846. 

WHITE’S (GILBERT) NATURAL HIS- 
TORY OF SELBORNE, with the Naturalist’s Calendar, and 
Notes, by Capt. Brown. 12mo. Very neatly bound, calf, extra, 
marble edges, numerous Enugravings. 4s. 6d. 1845, 

WILBERFORCE (WILLIAM) THE LIFE 
AND CORRESPONDENCE OF, edited and arranged by his 
Sons, the Rev. R. T. WiLBerrorce and the Rev. Sam. WILBER- 
FORCE. 5 yols. crown 8vo. Portraits, &e. Half calf, neat, full 
gilt. 1/. 4s. 1838. 

WILLIAM II., LETTERS ILLUSTRA- 
TIVE OF THE REIGN OF, from 1696 to 1708, addressed to 
the Duke of Shrewsbury, by James Vernon, Esq., Secretary of 
State, now first Published from the Originals, edited by G. P. R. 
James, Esq. 3 vols. 8vo. New, half calf, full gilt, very hand- 
some copy, fine Portrait. 16s. 1841. 
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KING ALFRED'S GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE. 

There is no other printed copy of the A.S. 
Orosius than the very imperfect edition of Daines 
Barrington, which is perhaps the most striking 
example of incompetent editorship which could be 
adduced. The text was printed from a transcript 
of a transcript, without much pains bestowed on 
collation, as he tells us himself. How much it is 
to be lamented that the materials for a more com- 
plete edition are diminished by the disappearance 
of the Lauderdale MS., which, I believe, when 
Mr. Kemble wished to consult it, could not be 
found in the Library at Ham. 

Perhaps no more important illustration of the 
Geography of the Middle Ages exists than Alfred's 

very interesting description of the Geography of 
Europe, and the Voyages of Othere and Wulfstan ; 
and this portion of the Hormesta has received 
considerable attention from continental scholars, 
of which it appears Mr. Hampson is not aware? 
As long since as 1815 Erasmus Rask (to whom 
after Jacob Grimm, Anglo-Saxon students are 
most deeply indebted) published in the Journal 
of the Scandinavian Literary Society (ii. 106, sq.) 
the Anglo-Saxon Text, with a Danish translation, 
introduction, and notes, in which many of the 
errors of Barrington and Forster are pointed out 
and corrected. This was reprinted by Rask’s 
son in the Collection he gave of his father’s Dis- 
sertation, in 2 vols. Copenhagen, 1834. 

Mr. Thorpe, in the 2nd edit. of his Analecta, 
has given “ Alfred’s Geography,” &c., no doubt 
accurately printed from the Cotton MS., and has 
rightly explained Apdrede and Wylte in his 
Glossary, but does not mention AZfeldan; and 
Dr. Leo, in his Sprachproben, has given a small 
portion from Rask, with a few geographical notes. 
Dr. Ingram says: “I hope on some future occa- 
sion to publish the whole of “ Alfred’s Geography,” 
accompanied with accurate maps.” 

Rask has anticipated Mr. Hampson’s correction 
respecting the Wéti, and thus translates the 
passage: “men norden for Oldsakserne er Obo- 
triternes Land, og i Nordost Vilterne, som man 
kalder AXfelder.” The mistake of Barrington and 
Dr. Ingram is the more extraordinary when it is 
recollected that no people are so frequently men- 
tioned in the chronicles of the Middle Ages as this 
Sclavonic tribe: citations might be given out of 
number, in which their contests with their neigh- 
bours the Obotriti, Abodriti, or Apdrede of Altred 
are noticel. Why the Wilti were sometimes 
called Affeldi or Heveldi, will appear from their 
location, as pointed out by Ubbo Emmius : “ Wil- 
sos, Henetorum gentem, ad Havelam trans Albim 
sedes habentem.” (Rer Fris. Hist. 1. iv. p. 67.) 
Schaffarik remarks, ‘‘ Die Stoderaner und Have- 
laner waren ein und derselbe, nur durch zwei 
namen interscheiden zweige des Weleten stammes ;” 
and Albinus says: “ Es sein aber die richten Wilzen 
Wender sonderlich an der Havel wonhaft.” They 
were frequently designated by the name of Lutict, 
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as appears from Adam of Bremen, Helmold, and 
others, and the Sclavonic word liuti signified wild, 
Jierce, &e. Being a wild and contentious people, 
not easily brought under the gentle yoke of Chris- 
tianity, they figure in some of the old Russian sagas, 
much as the Jutes do in those of Scandinavia; and 
it is remarkable that the names of both should 
have signified giants or monsters. Notker, in his 
Teutonic paraphrase of Martianus Capella, speak- 
ing of other Anthropophagi, relates that the Wilti 
were not ashamed to say that they had more right 
to eat their parents than the worms.* Mone 
wrote a Dissertation upon the Weleti, which is 
printed in the Anzeigen fiir Kunde des Mittelalters, 
1834, but with very inconclusive and erroneous 
results ; some remarks on these Selavonic people, 
and a map, will be found in Count Ossolinski’s 
Vincent Kadlubek, Warsaw, 1822; and in Count 
Potocki’s Fragments Histor. sur la Scythie la Sar- 
matie, et les Slaves, Brunsw., 1796, &c. 4 vols. 4to.; 
who has also printed Wulfstan’s Voyage, with a 
French translation. The recent works of Zeuss, 
of Schaffarik, and above all the Geschichte der 
Deutschen Sprache, of Jacob Grimm, throw much 
light on the subject. 

On the names Horithi and Megtha Land Rask 
has a long note, in which he states the different 
opinions that have been advanced; his own con- 
clusions differ from Mr. Hampson’s suggestion. 
He assigns reasons for thinking that the initial H 
in Horithi should be P, and that we should read 
Porithi for Porizzi, the old name for Prussians. 
Some imagined that Megtha Land was identical 
with Cwen Land, with reference to the fabulous 
northern Amazons; but Alfred has placed Cwen- 
land in another locality; and Rask conjectures 
that Megth signifies here provincia, natio gens, 
and that it stood for Gardariki, of which it appears 
to be a direct translation. 

It appears to me that the Horiti of Alfred are 
undoubtedly the Croati, or Chrowati, of Pome- 
rania, who still pronounce their name Horuati, 
the H supplying, as in numerous other instances, 
the place of the aspirate Ch. Nor does it seem 
unreasonable to presume that the Harudes of 
Cesar (De Bell. Gall. b. i. 31. 37.51.) were also 
Croats ; for they must have been a numerous and 
widely spread race, and are also called Charudes, 
“Aooddec. The following passage from the Annales 
Fuldensis, A. 852., will strengthen this supposi- 
tion: —“ Inde transiens per Angros, Harudos, 
Suabos, et Hosingos . . . Thuringiam ingreditur.” 

Mr. Kemble}, with his wonted acumen, has not 

* « Aber Welitabi, die in Germania sizzent, tie wir 
Wilze heizen, die ni scAment sih nicht ze chedenne, 
daz sih iro parentes mit mérem réhte ézen silin danne 
die wurme.” Albinus, in his Meissnizche Chronicle, 
says they had their name from their wolfish nature. 

t The Saxons in England, vol. i. p.9. note. 
Re Se IE EO IAI 

failed to perceive that our Coritavi derived their 
name in the same manner; but his derivation of 
the word from Hor, dutum, Horiht, lutosus, is sin- 
gularly at issue with Herr Leo’s, who derives it 
from the Bohemian Hora, a mountain, Horet, a 
mountaineer; and he places the Horiti in the 
Ober Lansitz and part of the Silesian mountains. 

Schaffarik again, says that Megtha Land is, ac- 
cording to its proper signification, unknown; but 
that as Adam of Bremen places Amazons on the 
Baltic coast, probably from mistaking of the Ma- 
zovians ? it is possible that Megthaland has thus 
arisen. In 1822 Dahlmann (Forschungen aufdem 
Gebiete der Geschichte, t.i. 422.) gave a German 
version of King Alfred’s narration, where the 
passage is also correctly translated; but as regards 
the illustration of the names of the people of 
Sclavonic race, much yet remains to be done. 

It is to be hoped that some competent northern 
scholar among us may still remove, what I must 
consider to be a national reproach—the want of a 
correct and well illustrated edition of the Hor- 
mesta, or at any rate of this singularly interesting 
and valuable portion of it. S. W. Sincer. 

Feb, 21. 1850. 

THE FIRST COFFEE-HOUSES IN ENGLAND. 

As a Supplement to your “ Notes on Corres,” 
I send you the following extracts. 

Aubrey, in his account of Sir Henry Blount, 
(MS. in the Bodleian Library), says of this 
worthy knight, 

«“ When coffee first came in he was a great upholder 
of it, and hath ever since been a constant frequenter of 
coffee-houses, especially Mr. Farres at the Rainbowe, 
by Inner Temple Gate, and lately John’s Coffee-house, 
in Fuller’s Rents. The first coffee-house in London 
was in St. Michael’s Alley, in Cornhill, opposite to the 
church, which was set up by one Bowman (coach- 
man to Mr. Hodges, a Turkey merchant, who putt 
him upon it) in or about the yeare 1652. ’Twas about 
4 yeares before any other was sett up, and that was by 
Mr. Farr, Jonathan Paynter, over against to St. Mi- 
chael’s Church, was the first apprentice to the trade, 
viz. to Bowman. — Mem. The Bagneo, in Newgate 
Street, was built and first opened in Decemb. 1679: 

built by. . . . . Turkish merchants.” 

Of this James Farr, Edward Hatton in his New 
View of London, 1708, (vol. i. p. 30) says, 
“J find it recorded that one James Farr, a barber, 

who kept the coffee-house which is now the Rainbow, 
by the Inner Temple Gate, (one of the first in England), 
was in the year 1657, prosecuted by the inquest of 
St. Dunstan’s in the West, for making and selling a 
sort of liquor called coffee, as a great nuisance and 
prejudice to the neighbourhood, &c., and who would 
then have thought London would ever have had near 
three thousand such nuisances, and that coffee would 
have been, as now, so much drank by the best of qua- 
lity and physicians.” 
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Howel, in noticing Sir Henry Blount’s Organon 
Salutis, 1659, observes that 
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I see no emendation for this but the vardils own 
to mean, “the party who has the verdict in his 

“This coffe-drink hath caused a great sobriety | favour,” and the speech to be a question. The 
among all nations: formerly apprentices, clerks, Xc., | King tries to persuade himself that there is, ipso 
used to take their morning draughts in ale, beer, or 
wine, which often made them unfit for business. Now 
they play the good-fellows in this wakeful and civil | 
drink. The worthy gentleman Sir James Muddiford, 
who introduced the practice hereof first in London, | 
deserves much respect of the whole nation.” 

From these extracts it appears that the use of 
this berry was introduced by other Turkey mer- 
chants besides Edwards and his servant Pasqua. 

Anthony Wood in his Diary, records, under the | 
year 1654, that 

“ Coffey, which had been drank by some persons in | 
Oxon. 1650, was this yeare publickly sold at or neare | 
the Angel, within the East Gate of Oxon., as also | 
chocolate, by an outlander or Jew.” 

And in another place he says 
“ This yeere Jacob a Jew opened a Coffey-house at | : - 

| masquings were formerly termed. the Angel, in the parish of St. Peter in the East, 

Oxon., and there it was by some, who delighted in 
noveltie, drank. When he left Oxon. he sold it in Old 

Southampton Buildings in Holborne, near London, 
and was living there 1671.” 

Epwarp F. Rimpactr. 

TRUE TRAGEDY OF RICHARD IIL. 

In The True Tragedy of Richard the Third, 
the following passage — 

“ His treacherous father hath neglect his word, 
And done imparshall past by dint of sword,” 

is considered by Mr. Baron Field as unintelligible. 
It seems to me that the correction of it is obvious, 
and the explanation probable, though not exactly 
fitting what had been said before, which is merely 
that Lord Stanley had refused to come to Richard, 
not that he had actually joined Richmond, much 
less fought for him. I read — 

“ And dome imparshall ; ” 

i.e. and doom impartial, and interpret, “ pass’d 
upon himself impartial judgment,” or rather on 
his son, as is said just before : — 

“ The father’s fact condemns the son to die.” 

It is possible that doom by dint of sword may 
mean, to be executed by dint of sword; that is, 
on the son. The dvom in the Scotch court, in the 
Heart of Mid Lothian, is not the verdict, but the 
punishment. 

Immediately before, we have this passage, also | 
described as unintelligible : — 

“ King. Did not your selves, in presence, see the 
bondes sealde and assignde ? 

“Lo. What tho my lord, the vardits own, the titles | 
doth resign. 

“ King. The bond is broke, and I will sue the fine.” 

facto, no room for forgiveness. Lovel answers, 
upon the principle of the rule of law, “ Qui vis 
potest renunciare juri pro se introducto.” C. B. 

POLK LORE. 

Merry Ewyd. — My attention has been called 
to an inquiry in No. 11. p.173., as to the origin 
and etymology of the Merry-Lwyd, still kept up 
in Wales. 

I believe that all these mummings may be 
traced to the disguisings which formed so popular 
an amusement in the Middle Ages, and that the 
name applied in Wales to this remnant of our 
ancient pastimes is nothing more than a compound 
of our English adjective “merry” and a cor- 
ruption of the Latin word “ Ludi,” which these 

Strutt, in his Sports and Pastimes, Book iit. 
chap. 13., speaks of Christmas Spectacles in the 
time of Edward III., as known by the name of 
Ludi; and in Warton’s History of English Poetry, 
it is said of these representations that “ by the 
ridiculous and exaggerated oddity of the Vizors, 
and by the singularity and splendour of the 
dresses, every thing was out of nature and pro- 
priety.” In Strutt’s 16th Plate, specimens will 
be found of the whimsical habit and attire in 
which the mummers were wont to appear. 
My impression that the Merry-Lwyd was by 

no means a diversion exclusively Welsh is cor- 
roborated by the fact noticed in your Number of 
the 23rd of Feb., of its being found to exist in 
Cheshire. And we know that many ancient cus- 
toms lingered in the principality long after they 
fell into disuse in England. Gwynn AB Nupp. 

Glamorganshire, March 1. 1850. 

Death-bed Superstition. — When a curate in 
Exeter I met with the following superstition, 
which I do not remember to have seen noticed 
before. I had long visited a poor man, who was 
dying of a very painful disease, and was daily 
expecting his death. Upon calling one morning 
to see my poor friend, his wife informed me that 
she thought he would have died during the night, 
and consequently she and her friend unfastened 
every lock in the house. On my inquiring the 
reason, I was told that any bolt or lock fastened 
was supposed to cause uneasiness to, and hinder 
the departure of the soul, and consequently upon 
the approach of death all the boxes, doors, &e., in 
the house were unlocked. Can any of your 
readers tell me whether this is in any way a 
general superstition amongst the lower orders, or 
is it confined to the West of England ? R. H. 
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[This remarkable superstition forms the subject of 
a communication to the Atheneum (No. 990.) of 17th 
Oct. 4186: in a comment upon which it is there stated 
“that it originates from the belief which fermerly pre- 
vailed that the soul flew out of the mouth of the dying 
in the likeness of a bird.” ] 

—_$—_—_—___——— 

PASSAGE IN L’ALLEGRO — NOTES ON MILTON’S 

MINOR POEMS. 

The suggestion of your correspondent B. H. K. 
(No. 18. p. 286.) has been anticipated by Mr. 
Warton, who, in his Ist edition of Mi/ton’s Poems, 
notices a similar interpretation of the passage, as 
the suggestion of an unknown correspondent... In 
the 2nd edition this correspondent is mentioned 
to have been Mr. Headley; and the editor discusses 
the point in a note of upwards of a page, illus- 
trating it with parallel passages, and an analysis 
of the context. As the book is one of ready access, 
Ineed not trouble you with a quotation; but I 
may mention that Mr. Gilchrist has added, in a 
MS. note in my copy, that “ Among the poems 
appended to those of Lord Surrey and Sir Thomas 
Wyatt, is one of considerable elegance in the same 
measure as those of Milton, nor is it unlike in its 
subject : the following lines may throw some light 
on the present inquiry (p. 200. ed. 1717) :— 

£ On hills then shewe the ewe and lambe 
And every young one with his damme; 
Then lovers walke and tell their tale 

Both of their bliss and of their bale.’ ” 

[The passage is at p. 57. of the Ist vol. of Dr. Nott’s 
edition. | 

Tam glad of the present opportunity of men- 
tioning, for the benefit of all whom it may concern, 
that my copy of the Ist edition of Warton’s Milton 
is enriched with numerous notes and parallel pas- 
sages by Mr. Gilchrist; and a copy of the 2nd 
edition has been similarly, but less copiously, 
illustrated by Mr. Dunston. I shall be glad if 
my mention of them should lead to their being 
made useful — or, if you wish it, I shall be happy 
to transcribe the notes for occasional insertion in 
our Journal. 
May I be allowed to suggest that similar notifi- 

cations fo intending editors would have some 
tendency to the same good results which may be 
expected from the announcements by intending 
editors suggested by your correspondent R. R. at 
p- 243? There must be hundreds of volumes en- 
riched by the notes of scholars, such as those I 
have had occasion to mention, which are dispersed 
in private libraries, and might, by means of similar 
announcements, be made available to the cause of 
literature. J. F. M. 

{We are mueh indebted to our valued correspondent 
for the offer he has so kindly made us of the MS. 
Notes in question, which we shall gladly receive; and 

also for his extremely useful suggestion of the ad- 
vantage of such notifications to intending editors, as he 
describes. } 

Milton's L’ Allegro. — Your correspondent (No. 
18. p. 286.) has been anticipated by Headley, 
who suggested, long ago, that the word tale here 
implied the numbering sheep. When Handel 
composed his beautiful air, “ Let me wander not 
unseen,” he plainly regarded this word in the 
more poetical sense. The song breathes the 
shepherd's tale of dove (perhaps addressed to 
“the milkmaid singing blithe”) far more than it 
conveys a dull computation of the number of 
“his fleecy care.” Despite of that excellent com- 
mentator, Tom Warton, who adopted Headley’s 
suggestion, it is to be hoped that readers will 
continue, though it may be in error, to under- 
stand the line as your correspondent used to do; 
an amatory téte-a-téte is surely better suited to 
“the hawthorn in the dale,” than either mental 
arithmetic, or the study of Cocker. J.H. M. 

DOCTOR DANIEL DOVE OF DONCASTER AND HIS 

HORSE NOBS—GOLDEN AGE OF MAGAZINES. 

It appears from the preface to the last edition 
of The Doctor, &e. that the story of Dr. Daniel 
Dove and his horse was one well known in 
Southey’s domestic circle. 

A letter is there quoted from Mrs. Southey 
(then Miss Caroline Bowles), in which she says: — 

“ There is a story of Dr. D. D. of D. and of his 
horse Nobs, which has I believe been made into a 

Hawker’s Book. Coleridge used to tell it, and the 
humour lay in making it as long-winded as possible ; 
it suited, however, my long-windedness better than his, 
and I was frequently called upon for it by those who 
enjoyed it, and sometimes I volunteered it, when Cole- 
ridge protested against its being told.” 

While upon the subject of the Doctor may I 
direct your attention to the following passage on 
p- 269. of the one volume edition, which you will 
admit in many respects accurately describes your 
“ Nores AND QueRIEs”? 

“ Our Doctor flourished in the golden age of maga- 
zines, when their pages were filled with voluntary 
contributions from men who never aimed at dazzling 
the public, but each came with his serap of information 
or his humble question, or his hard problem, or his 

attempt in verse. 
“ In those days A was an antiquary, and wrote 

articles upon altars and abbeys, and architecture. B 
made a blunder, which C eorrected. D demonstrated 
that E was in error, and that F was wrong in philo- 
logy, and neither philosopher nor physician, though he 
affected to be both. G was a genealogist. H was an 
herald who helped him. I was an inquisitive inquirer 
who found reason for suspecting J to be a Jesuit. M 
was a mathematician. N noted the weather, O ob- 
served the stars. P was a poet who peddled in pas- 
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torals, and prayed Mr. Urban to print them. Q came 
in the corner of the page with his query. R arrogated 
to himself the right of reprehending every one who 
differed from him. S sighed and sued in song. T 
told an old tale, and when he was wrong, U used to 
set him right. V was a virtuoso. W warred against 
Warburton. X excelled in algebra. Y yearned for 
immortality in rhyme, and Z in his zeal was always in 
a puzzle, 

Surely, Sir, you have revived the Golden Age 
of Magazines, and long may you flourish. Q.D. 

THE USE OF BEAVER HATS IN ENGLAND. 

The notice from Fairholt’s Costume in England, 
concerning the earliest use of a beaver hat in 
England, is not very satisfactory. Beaver hats 
were certainly used in this country long before 
Stubbes’s time. They were originally, like many 
other articles of dress, manufactured abroad, and 
imported here. Indeed, this was a great source 
of complaint by the English artisan until a com- 
paratively late period. The author of A Brief 
Discourse of English Poesy, nu. d. (temp. Eliz.), 
says : — 

«“ T merveil no man taketh heed to it, what number 
of trifles come hither from beyond the seas, that we 
might clean spare, or else make them within our realme, 
For the which we either pay inestimable treasure every 
year, or else exchange substantial wares and necessaries 
for them, for the which we might receive great trea- 
sure,” 

“The beaver or felt hats (says J. H. Burn, in his 
interesting History of the Foreign Refugees, p. 257.) 
worn in the reign of Edward III., and for a long time 
afterwards, were made in Flanders. The refugees in 
Norfolk introduced the manufacture of felts and 
thrummed hats into that county; and by a statute of 
5 and 6 Edward VI., that trade was confined to Nor- 
wich, and all other corporate and market towns in the 
county.” 

“ About that time (says a History of Trade, pub- 
lished in 1702) we suffered a great herd of French 
tradesmen to come in, and particularly hat-makers, 
who brought with them the fashion of making a slight, 
coarse, mean commodity, viz. felt hats, now called 
Carolinas ; a very inferior article to beavers and demi- 
castors, the former of which then sold at from 24s. to 
48s. a-piece.” 

In the Privy-Purse Expenses of Henry VIIL., 
we read, under the date 1532 — 

“Ttem the xxiij day [October] paied for a hatte 
and a plume for the King in Boleyn |#. e. Bou- 
logne] - - - - Xvs. 

And again — 
“ Item the same day paied for the garnisshing of ij 

bonetts, and for the said hatte XXiijs. ilijd. 

These entries are curious, as the purchase of 
the hat was made in a foreign country. It was 
probably something that took the King’s fancy, as 

we can hardly suppose that his majesty had neg- 
lected to provide himself with this necessary ap- 
pendage before he left England. 

Several interesting notices concerning hats, and 
apparel generally, may be seen in Roger Ascham’s 
Schoolmaster, 1570, which I do not remember to 
have seen quoted; but the literature of this period 
abounds in illustration of costume which has been 
but imperfectly gleaned. Epwarp F. Rimpautr. 

EXTRACTS FROM OLD RECORDS. 

If you think the insertion of scraps from the 
mutilated Exchequer records useful, I shall be 
most happy, from time to time, to contribute a 
few. The following are extracted from fragments 
of a book of entries, temp. Charles I.: the book 
appears to have been a large folio, and each leaf 
torn into at least four pieces. It is much to be 
regretted that the work of selection and mutilation 
was not assigned to moré competent persons than 
the ignorant porters who I am told were entrusted 
with it. Rosert Coxe. 

Fragment dated 1640. 

John de Critz, Serjeant Painter, pt of 
2158. 13, for a debt in the great 
wardrobe - - - 60 0 O 

200 0 O 

S* James Palmer, Kn‘, for the Tapestrie pas a8 p 
makers and painters at Mortlach  - 962.10 0 

300 O O 

Fragment dated 1637. 

....+.. hony Vandike Knt pt of 1200% 
forbes: =. c0tete = - - 300 0 O 

ire arse le Seur Sculpter p* of 7200 
«ee eeees.. Statues and Images - 300 O O 

Fragment dated 1640. 

Ae nagaced in satisfaction for his greate 
Losses by his greate and extraordi- 
nary disbursem*s vpon assignem** and 
other charges - - - 4000 0 O 

St Job Harby and St John Nulles, 
Knits, for soe much paid to the King 
of Denmke for redempion of a greate 
Jewell, and to liquidate the accompts 
betwixt his Mat’ and the said King 25000 0 O 

Hubrecht le Seur in full of 340 &. for 
2 statues in brasse, the one of his late 100 0 O 

Mat’, and the other of our now Soue- 70 0 O 

raigne lo: King Charles* - - 
More to him 60/i., in pt of 120/. for a 

bust of brasse of his late Maty, and 
40. for carrying and erecting 2 
figures at Winchester - - 100 0 O 

Richard Delamair for making divers 100 0 0 

Mathematicall Instruments, and 68 0 0 

other services - - - 

* Qy. the statue now at Charing Cross. 
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QUERIES. 

QUERIES ON OUTLINE. 

The boundary between a surface represented 
and its background receives two different treat- 
ments in the hands of artists who have the highest 
claims on our respect. Some, following the older 
painters as they were followed by Raphael and 
Albert Durer, bring the surface of the figure 
abruptly against its background. Others, like 
Murilli and Titian, melt the one into the other, so 
that no pencil could trace the absolute limit of | 
either. Curiously enough, though for very ob- 
vious reasons, the Daguerrotype seems to favour 
one method, the Calotype the other. Yet, two 
Calotypes, in which the outlines are quite unde- 
fined, coalesce in the Stereoscope, giving a sharp 
outline; and as soon as the mind has been thus 
taught to expect a relievo, either eye will see it. 

But if you look at your face in a glass, you 
cannot at once (say at three feet distance) see the 
outlines of the eye and cheek. They disappear 
every where, except in the focus common to both 
eyes. ‘Then nothing is seen absolutely at rest. 
The act of breathing imparts perpetual motion to 
the artist and the model, The aspen leaf is 
trembling in the stillest air. Whatever difference 
of opinion may exist as to Turner's use or abuse 
of his great faculties, no one will doubt that he 
has never been excelled in the art of giving space 
and relative distance to all parts of his canvas. 
Certainly no one ever carried confusion of outline 
in every part not supposed to be in the focus of 
the eye so far. 

On the other hand, every portion of a large 
picture, however severe its execution, acquires 
this morbid outline wherever the eye quits one 
detail for another. Is, then, the law governing a 
small and large surface different? Do these in- 
stances imply that a definite boundary, a modern 
German style, is indefensible? or only indefensible 
in miniature? Or, is such a picture as the Van 
Eyh in the National Gallery a vindication of the 
practice in small works? 

T can answer that it is not; and this last ques- 
tion I merely ask to avoid all answers on the score 
of authority. No doubt that strange work is one 
of the most realising pictures ever painted,— more 
so than any neighbouring Rembrandt, — whose 
masses of light and shade were used as a “creative 
power.” J want to know whether there is a right 
and wrong in the case, apart from every thing 
men call taste. Whether, whenever a work of art 
passes from suggestion to imitation, some liberty 
must not be given at the lines whence the rays are 
supposed to diverge to the two eyes from two dif- 
ferent surfaces. Every advance in art and science 
removes something from the realms of opinion, 
and this appears to be a question on which science 
must some day legislate for art. J.O. W.H. 

CHRIST'S HOSPITAL—OLD SONGS ONCE POPULAB 

THERE. 

Amongst the numerous correspondents and 
readers of your very interesting little work, there 
may yet be living some who were scholars in the 
above institution during the last ten or fifteen 
years of the last century, coevals, or nearly so, 
with Richards, afterwards of Oriel College, author 
of a prize poem, Aboriginal Britons, and one of 
the Bampton Lecturers; Middleton, afterwards 
Bishop of Caleutta; Trollope, afterwards Master 
of the Grammar School; Barnes, afterwards con- 
nected with the Times; Stevens, Scott (poor 

| Scott!), Coleridge, Lamb, Allen, White, Leigh 
Hunt, the two brothers Le G. Favell, Thompson, 
Franklin, &e., pupils of old James Boyer, of 
flogging celebrity. 

If so, can any of them furnish me with the 
words of an old song, then current in the school, 
relating to the execution of the Karl of Der- 
wentwater in the rebellion of 1715, of which the 
four following lines are all that I remember : — 

“« There’s fifty pounds in my right pocket, 
To be given to the poor; 

There's fifty pounds in my left pocket, 
To be given from door to door.” 

Of another song, equally popular, less pathetic, 
but of more spirit-stirring character, can any one 
supply the remainder? — 

« As our king lay musing on his bed, 
He bethought himself once on a time 
Of a tribute that was due from France, 
That had not been paid for so long a time. 

«“ Qh! then he called his trusty page, 
His trusty page then called he, 
Saying, ‘ You must go to the king of France, 
To the king of France right speedily.’” 

Nemo. 

WATCHING THE SEPULCHRE — DOMINUS FACTOTUM 

— ROBERT PASSELLEW. 

Allow me to offer a query or two respecting 
which I shall be glad of any information your 
numerous correspondents may be able to furnish. 

1. In Fuller’s History of Waltham Abbey, pp. 
269. 274., Nichols’s edition, 1840, we have the 
following entries from the churchwarden’s ac- 
counts : — 

« Anno 1542, the thirty-fourth of Henry viii. 
primis. For watching the sepulchre, a groat.” 

“ Item, for watching the sepulchre, eight pence.” 

Im- 

The last entry occurs in “ Anno 1554, Mariz 
primo,” but Fuller adds, “though what meant 
thereby, I know not.” Can any satisfactory in- 
formation be furnished which will explain the 
custom here alluded to? 



2. In the same work, page 278., a passage oc- 
eurs, which not only explains the meaning of the 
term factotum, but furnishes matter for another 
query. The passage is this; speaking of “ emi- 
nent persons buried” at Waltham Abbey, he says: 
““we spoil all, if we forget Robert Passellew, who 
was dominus fac totum in the middle—and fac 
nihil towards the end — of the reign of Henry IIT 
Some parasites extolled him by allusion to his 
name, pass-le-eau, (that is, “ passing the pure 
water,”) the wits of those days thus descanting 
upon him : — 
« Est aqua lenis, et est aqua dulcis, et est aqua clara, 

Tu precellis aquam, nam leni lenior es tu, 
Dulci dulcior es tu, clara clarior es tu; 

Mente quidem lenis, re dulcis, sanguine clarus.” 
Camden's MSS. Cott. Lib. 

The learned Dr. Whitaker, in his History of 
Whalley, says that “the word Paslew was of 
Norman origin (Pass-le-eau), and afforded a sub- 
ject for some rhyming monkish verses, not devoid 
of ingenuity, which the curious reader may find 
in Weever's Funeral Monuments, p. 645.;” and a 
question now arises whether the Passellew men- 
tioned by Fuller belongs to the same family as the 
*Paslews of Wiswall,” alluded to by Dr. Whitaker, 
one of whom, “John, Abbot of Whalley” was 
executed for the part he took in the “ Pilgrimage 
of Grace.” When it is stated that the Paslews of 
Wiswall bore ‘“ Argent a fess between three 
mullets Sable pierced of the field, a crescent for 
difference,” probably some of your readers will be 
able to give some particulars respecting “ Robert 
Passelew,” and also identify the families if possible. 

ALE 
Burnley, Lancashire, Feb. 23, 1850. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Conrad of Salisbury’s Descriptio utrius que Bri- 
tannie. — A good many years since I had a com- 
munication from the Baron de Penhouet, a Breton 
Antiquary, respecting a work which I have never 
yet been able to discover. JI may ascertain, 
through the medium of your very useful pub- 
lication, whether there exists a work under the 
title of a “Descriptio utriusque Britanni,” by 
Conrad of Salisbury, from a MS. of the time of 
Henry I.? I should feel much obliged to any one 
who would favour me with this information. 

James Loaan. 

Peruse or Pervise — Passage in Frith’s Works. 
— Your correspondent “'T. J.” rightly conjec- 
tured that the peruse of a modern reprint of Frith 
was anerror. I have been able since to consult 
two black-letter editions, and have found, as I 
suspected, “ pervise” and “ pervyse.” 

_ If your same correspondent, or any other, can 
help me to correct, or to understand another 

erroneous clause in Russell’s edit. of Frith, vol. iii. 
p- 227., I shall be still further obliged. 

It is probably meant for some old rule in logic, 
but is printed there, “Ab inferiori ad suis su- 
perius confuse distribue.” Foxe, however, has 
“suum” instead of “suis.” H.W. 

Cromlech. —I shall feel much obliged if any of 
your readers will kindly refer me to any authority 
for the use of the word Cromilech, prior to the six- 
teenth century, whether in the Welsh or English 
language. Jas. H. Topp. 

Trin. Coll., Dublin, Jan. 31. 1850. 

Meaning of “Grummett.”—“A Constant READER” 
is desirous of addressing such of your correspond- 
ents as are well versed in maritime history, — Mr. 
Bolton Corney to wit,—-on the following subject. 
In the early ages of our Navy there was a distinct 
rating, called “Grummett,” on board each man- 
of-war, and he was generally, as may be seen in 
the Cottonian MSS., placed after the “ maryners 
and gonners.” Now, the reader will be highly 
obliged to any one who will trace the designation 
to its source, and give information as to what 
were the special duties of the Grummett, or 
Gromet. =. 

Vertue’s Manuscripts.—Steevens and Malone, in 
fixing the dates of Saakspeare’s Dramas, frequently 
quote from Vertue’s MSS. George Chalmers, in 
his Supplemental Apology, says, ‘“ On making some 
inquiries, by a friend, what manuscript of Vertue's 
it were, which £ saw so often quoted about scenic 
matters, Mr. Steevens was so obliging as to say, 
‘ The books, from which those extracts were made, 
with several others lost, belonged to Secretary 
Pepys, and afterwards to Dr. Rawlinson, who lent 
them to Mr. Vertue.’ When the said MSS. were 
consulted by the two commentators, they were, I 
believe, in the possession of Garrick. Chalmers 
adds, “ Much is it to be lamented, that any MS. 
or book, which furnished an illustration of Shaks- 
peare; and having once been seen, skould ever 
disappear.” Every true lover of our great poet 
will heartily agree with this remark. 

Epwarp F. Rimsauvtr. 

Loscop. —'The Patent Roll, 1 Edw. III. part 1, 
membrane 27, contains the exemplification or copy 
of a grant by Henry I. to his butler William 
de Albini of —‘“ Manerium de Snetesham cum 
duobus hundredis et dimidio scil. Fredebruge et 
Smethedune cum wreck et cum omnibus perti- 
nentiis suis et misteria de Luna cum medietate 
fori et theloneis et cum ceteris consuetudinibus et 
ortu cum applicacione navium et loscop et viam 

Ipsius aque et transitu cum omnibus querelis.” I 
should be greatly obliged to any of your learned 
correspondents who would explain the word loscop. 
Luna is the town or port of King’s Lynn. Misteria 
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may probably be translated “ offices.” See Du- 
eange (Paris Edit. 1845) under the words miste- 
rium and ministerium. Zoscop appears to be a 
word of similar formation to Laudcop and Lahcop 
which occur in the Laws of Ethelred, (Thorpe’s 
Ancient Laws, vol. i. pp. 294, 295). Can it mean 
a fee paid on loosing the vessel in order to leave 
the port ? C. W. G. 

Ormonde House. — Perhaps some of your anno- 
tators on Cunningham's Hand-book of London, will 
be so kind as to inform me whereabouts “* Ormonde 
House” stood in St. James’s Square; also to state 
any particulars respecting its history before and 
afier it was occupied by that noble family. J.G. 

As Morse caught the Mare. —I shall be glad to 
be informed the meaning of this expression — it 
is to be met with in the translation of Rabelais. 
There is also a song sung among the farmers of 
South Devon, of which the last line of each verse 
is “ As Morse caught the Mare.” R.S. B. 

Dustpot — Forthlot. — In a Manorial Compotus, 
temp. Hen. V., I find the following entry, under 
the head of Out-goings : — 

«In custodes earucarum et earectarum nil quia per 
firmarium. Item pro eorum duspot (xij") nil, causa 
predicta. Item pro eorum forlot (ilij*) nil, causa 
predicta,” &c. 

I have in vain consulted the glossaries within 
my reach, — Ducange, Spelman, Halliwell, for the 
meaning of the terms duspot and forlot (or, as 
spelt in another Compotus, dustpot and forthiot). 
They appear to have been customary payments to 
the servants who had the care of the carts and 
carriages belonging to the manor, which, at the 
time of this particular Compotus, were not pay- 
able by the lord, because the demesne lands were 
in farm ; and these dues were paid by the tenant. 
A reference to the Promptorium Parvulorum (a 
further instalment of which I rejoice to learn, 
from Mr. Way’s communication, in No. 15., is in 
a state of progress,) has been equally unpro- 
ductive. The editorial note to the communi- 
cations inserted in No.17., on the interpretation 
of Pokership, induces me to send you this query, 
in the hope of eliciting information, if not from 
the gentleman you there refer to, at least from 
some one or other of your numerous readers 
learned in Archaic words. 

I may, at a future period, trouble you with 
some further remarks arising out of the same 
Compotus. G. A.C. 

Tracts attributed to Eachard.— The writer of 
this article has long had in his possession an old 
volume (among many others of a like kind in his 
collection) published in 1685; and containing the 
following tracts : — Ist. ‘The Grounds and Oc- 
casions of the Contempt of the Clergy,....ina 

letter written to R. L., 9th edition.” This letter 
is signed, T.B. 2nd. “ Observations upon the 
Answer to the Inquiry, &c., in a second Letter 
from T. B. to R. L.” 3rd. “ Hobbe’s State of 
Nature, considered, in a Dialogue between Phi- 
lautus and Timothy;” the “ Epistle Dedicatory” 
is signed, J. E. 4th. “A Letter to his Old Dear 
Friend R. L. from T. B.” 5th. “ A Letter to 
B. D.,” the publisher of Mr. Herbert’s Country 
Parson, from T. B. 6th. “A Letter to the 
Author of the Vindication of the Clergy,” from 
T.B. 7th. “A Letter to T. D.,” the Author of 
Hieragonisticon, or Corah’s Doom, from T. B. 
8th, “ A Letter to I. O. from T. B.” 
Now, it is mentioned in Dr. Hooke’s Ecele- 

siastical Biography (vol. iv., art. Eachard), that 
Eachard was the author of these tracts. But the 
queries I would beg to propose, if any of your 
correspondents can answer them, are these : — 
Ist. Why does Eachard sign himself T. B.; does 
that signature allude to any matter in particular ? 
2nd. Who are meant by the other letters, R. L., 
B.D., I O., &e.; and who, if any persons, in par- 
ticular, by Philautus, and Timothy; and who was 
the author of Hieragonisticon. 

Perhaps “ Philautus” should rather be “ Phi- 
laufos,” and may mean “ Hobbes” himself, as a 
self-sufficient person, and a great admirer or lover 
of himself. I wish these queries may not be 
thought too insignificant for your periodical, 
which to me, and so many others, is of peculiar 
interest and value. Gro. Wyarrt. (Clerk.) 

Burghwallis, 1850. 

Queen of Hearts. — Permit me to request some 
explanation of a passage in Miss Strickland’s Life 
of Queen Elizabeth (vol. vii. p. 292.), where we are 
told that — ; 

“ Lady Southwell affirms that the two ladies in 
waiting discovered the Queen of Hearts, with a nail of 
Iron knocked through the forehead, and thus fastened 
to the bottom of her chair: they durst not pull it out, 

remembering that the like thing was used to the old 
Countess of Sussex, and afterwards proved a witch- 
craft, for which certain persons were hanged,” 

The author moralises upon this, but does not 
refer us to any authority, or tell where the affirma- 
tion of Lady Southwell is to be found, or where 
the account of the old countess is given; defects 
which I hope some of your correspondents will be 
good enough to supply. F R.A. 

Guildhalls. — There are in most villages in this 
neighbourhood houses which from time imme- 
morial have been called Guildhalls. These are 
situate among such small populations that they 
are manifestly unconnected with trade. Will any 
of your correspondents tell me — 

Ist. Why are they called Guildhalls ? 
2nd. For what purpose were they anciently 

used ? 
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3rd. Are they common in other counties be- 
sides Suffolk ? 

Also: What is the origin of the Friday Streets 
so common in most villages in this neighbourhood ? 

. A SusscriBer AB INITIO. 
Guildhall, Framlingham, Suffolk, Feb. 6. 1850. 

Vox Populi— Monody on Sir John Moore. — 
Can any reader give me the origin of the saying 
“ Vox Populi, Vor Dei?” —and has any one of 
your correspondents ever heard of any doubts 
being raised as to the original author of the 
Monody upon Sir John Moore, which is now always 
assigned to the Rey. Dr. Wolfe? I saw it stated 
in an English paper, published in France some 
few years back, that Wolfe had taken them from 
a poem at the end of the Memoirs of Lally Totten- 
dal, the French governor of Pondicherry, in 1756, 
and subsequently executed in 1766. In the Paper 
I refer to, the French poem was given; and cer- 
tainly one of the two must be a translation of the 
other. I have not been able to get a copy of 
Tottendal’s Memoirs, or of the Paper I refer to, 
or I would not trouble you with this Query ; 
but perhaps some one can inform me which is the 
Merchant here, and which the Jew. Qusiror. 

Reg. Coll. London,, 

Use of Coffins. — How long has it been the 
custom to inter the dead in coffins? “In a table 
of Dutyes” dated 11th Dec. 1664, and preserved 
at Shoreditch Church, it is mentioned :— 

« For a buryall in the New Church Yard without a 
coffin,00 00 O08. 

“ For a buryall in y® Old Church Yard without a 
coffin seauen pence 00 OO O07. 

“ For the grave making and attendance of y® Vicar 
and Clarke on y® enterment of a corps uncoffined the 
churehwardens to pay the ordinary duteys (and no 
more) of this table.” 

H. E. 

Rococo. — Would any correspondent of “ Norxs 
AND Queries” give the history of this word, or 
indicate where it is to be found? or, if the history 
is not known, state when, and by whom, it appears 
to have been first used ? 

Oxford, 

Howlett the Engraver, —Can any of your 
readers furnish me with an account of the “ Pub- 
lications of Bartholomew Howlett,” who was an 
engraver of some note, and about forty-five or fifty 
ears ago resided in London? He was a native of 
zouth in Lincolnshire, and about forty-five years 
ago, being then resident (as appears from his book) 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Black- 
friars’ Road, published by subscription a book 
containing a series of engravings, entitled “ Views 
in Lincolnshire.” L. L. L. 

The Bear, the Louse, and Religion. — I should 
be much obliged to any of your correspondents 
who will inform me where I can find The Bear, 
the Louse, and Religion: a fable. It commences — 

«“ A surly Bear, in college bred, 
Determin’d to attack Religion ; 
A Louse, who crawl’d from head to head, 
Defended her —as Hawk does pidgeon, 
Bruin Subscription discommended ; 
The Louse determin’d to support it M4 

I know no more. When was it written ? — 
upon what occasion? —who are meant by the 
Bear and the Louse ? GRIFFIN. 

Mar, 5. 1850. 

REPLIES. 

LETTER ATTRIBUTED TO SIR R. WALPOLE. 

There are many reasons, drawn from style and 
other internal evidence, which induce “ P.C.S. 8S.” 
to entertain strong doubts as to the authenticity 
of the Letter attributed to Sir Robert Walpole 
(and reprinted from Bankes) in No. 19. Among 
others, it seems very unlikely that a prime mi- 
nister, confidentially addressing his sovereign (and 
that sovereign George II.!) on a matter of the 
greatest import, would indulge in a poetical quota- 
tion. And it is remarkable that neither the 
quotation in question, nor any thing at all re- 
sembling it, in thought or expression, is to be 
found in any part of Fenton’s printed works. 
« P.C.S.S.” has carefully looked them over, in the 
editions of London, 1717, and of 1810 (Chalmer’s 
Collection, vol. x.), and he cannot discover a trace of 
it. He had at first imagined that it might be suc- 
cessfully sought for in Fenton’s admirable E/pistle to 
William Lamborde (the Kentish antiquary), where 
there is a remarkably fine passage respecting 
flattery and its influences; but nothing at all like 
the quotation cited in the ietter is to be found in 
that poem, which (par parenthése) seems to have 
met with much more neglect than it deserves. 

“P.C.S.S.” would further notice the great 
improbability that Walpole would have com- 
mitted himself im writing, even to his royal master, 
by such a display of perilous frankness, in treating 
of the private character and principles of his 
great rival. He must have been aware that the 
letter would, most probably, at the decease of the 
king (then advanced in life) have been found 
among his majesty’s papers, and, with them, have 
passed into the hands of his successor, by whom it 
would undoubtedly have been communicated to 
the very individual with whom it so hardly dealt. 

P.C.S.S. 

COLLEGE SALTING. 

The money collected at the Eton Montem, 
now wisely abolished, was called “salt.” In the 
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Consuetudinarium vetus Schole Etonensis, taken 
from a MS. in the library of Corpus, Cambridge, 
and the Harleian MS. 7044, p. 167., and printed 
by Professor Creasy in his Account of Eton 
College, p. 73. (from whose work I take the ex- 
tract), the following passage occurs, under the 
head “ Mense Januario.” [I would remark, that 
Montem was changed from January to Whit- 
Tuesday, about a hundred years since : — 

“< Circiter festum Conversionis Divi Pauli ad horam 
nonam quodam die pro arbitrio moderatoris’ (ex con- 
sueto modo quo eunt collectum Avellanas Mense Sep- 
tembri), itur a pueris ad Montem. Mons puerili 
religione Etonensium sacer locus est ; hunc ob pulchri- 
tudinem agri, amcenitatem graminis, umbraculorum 
temperationem, et Apollini et Musis venerabilem sedem 
faciunt, carminibus celebrant, Tempe vocant, Heliconi 

preferunt. Hic Novitii seu recentes, qui annum non- 
dum viriliter et nervose in acie Etonensi ad verbera 
steterunt sale primo condiuntur, tum versiculis qui 
habeant salem ac leporem, quoad fieri potest egregie 
depinguntur. Deinde in recentes epigrammata faciunt, 
omni suavitate sermonis, et facetiis alter alterum supe- 

rare contendentes. Quicquid in buecam venit libere 
licet effutire, modo Latine fiat, modo habeat urbani- 
tatem, modo caveat obsccena verborum scurrilitate, 
postremo et lacrymis salsis humectant ora genasque’ 
et tune demum veteranorum ritibus initiantur. Se- 
quuntur orationes et parvi triumphi, et serio letantur, 
cum ob preteritos labores tum ob cooptationem in tam 
lepidorum commilitonum societatem. ” 

It seems that “salting” was a sort of initiation, 
like that which prevails among our Teutonic 
brethren, where the “Fuchs” is raised to the 
sublime degree of a ‘“ Brandfuchs,” “ junge 
Bursch,” “ bemorstes Haupt,” by successive pro- 
motions. Not improbably in after times, espe- 
cially at the Universities, like “ passing the Line,” 
it admitted of being commuted for a money pay- 
ment. The exact nature of the “salting” at Eton 
I cannot explain; perhaps your able correspond- 
ent, “R.O.,” may afford information on this head. 

C. R. Soc. 

College Salting (No. 17. p.261.).—I cannot but 
think that the asking for salt at the now abolished 
ceremony of the Eton Montem (whence also, as it 
is said, “ Salt Hill” was named) must have been 
connected with the “ College Salting.” The salt, 
or money, then collected belonged, as is well 
known, to the head-boy who had “ got Montem,” 
as it (alas!) was called, and who was about to 
enter on his career (of course as a freshman) at 
Cambridge. 

I would gladly, if permitted, draw the attention 
of your correspondents, who are considering the 
original subject, to the latter, by placing it in 
juxtaposition with “ College Salting.” G. W. 

Hamilton Terrace. 

JUNIUS. 

The questions asked by your correspondent 
“P.” (No. 18. p. 172.) perplexed by their sim- 
plicity. The answer, if answer can be seriously 
required, was obvious. All that was ever urged 
in favour of every other claimant was against’ the 
claim of Sir George Jackson. Beyond this I 
know not what reply could be given. MKmboldened 
by silence, “ P.” now proceeds (p. 276.) to adduce 
certain evidence which he supposes has some 
bearing on the question. ‘TI possess,” he says, 
“an unpublished letter by Junius to Woodfall, 
which once belonged to Sir George Jackson. My 
query is, ‘Is it likely he would have obtained it 
from Junius, if he were neither Junius himself 
nor a party concerned?’” What can be the 
meaning of this, obtain from Junius a letter which 
Junius had sent to Woodfall? Why, it is obvious 
that Sir George must have obtained it as “ P.” 
obtained it —as all autograph collectors obtain 
their treasures — directly or indirectly, by gift or 
by purchase, mediately or immediately from one 
of the Woodfalls — probably from Henry Sampson 
Woodfall — probably from George Woodfall, who 
has recorded the fact that he lent one letter to a 
Mr. Duppa, which was never returned. “ P.” 
then proceeds a step further, and observes — 
“The manner in which Burke evades the ques- 
tion, as to himself being the author of Junius, 
makes me think two or three were concerned in 
these letters.” Well, and it made others think so 
halfa century or more since. The three Burkes 
have often been named — the Burkes again, with 
the assistance of Samuel Dyer: and Mr. Prior 
put forth a very reputable argument in favour 
of the claims of the Burkes, but it was deli- 
cate, and died young. If your correspondent has 
nothing to urge in favour of this conjecture, 
why disinter it? “P.,” however, has it in his 
power to do some service to the cause: let him 
send you, for publication, an exact copy of the 
Junius’ letter, following carefully the spelling, the 
capital letters, the instructions, and even the 
punctuation. 

Mr. John Sudlow’s conjectures are still more 
simple. He evidently is not aware that when a 
public writer assumes a character he is bound 
to hold to it consistently ; and that as “‘ Articus” 
was then writing on the subject of the national 
debt, and objecting to the financial policy of 
the minister, he naturally affected to be a fund- 
holder, to be frightened, and to have, in conse- 
quence, removed his property. What a strange 
notion Mr. Sudlow must have of Steele and 
Addison, if he has read The Spectator and The 
Tatler after this literal fashion. But I will not 
speculate on his speculations, but come to facts. 

It is true that ‘amongst the letters attributed 
to Junius, and, in the opinion of Dr. Good, most 
certainly his production, is one signed Atticus,” 
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which your correspondent proceeds to quote, 
adding that it is “believed to be the first which 
appeared signed Atticus.” This is really a little 
“too bad.” It is known, and ought to have been 
known to your correspondent before he inter- 
meddled, that Good, though he wrote so confidently 
in public, had “ most certainly” very great doubts 
in private; that others who have examined the 
question have no doubt at all; and have, indeed, 
adduced such strong proofs against Good’s con- 
jectures, that the gentleman now engaged in pro- 
ducing a new edition of Good’s work speaks, in 
the first volume, the only one yet published, of 
Good's “ unhesitating affiliation” of these letters, 
and announees his intention of offering hereafter 
“strong proof” that the letters signed Poplicola, 
Atticus, and others, “ were not written by Junius.” 
That there may be persons who believe that the 
letter quoted was the first which appeared signed 
Atticus, I cannot deny; but all who are reason- 
ably informed on the subject know that it is not 
so ; —know, as stated not long since in the Athe- 
neum, that letters signed Atticus appeared in the 
Public Advertiser from 1766 to 1773 — possibly 
before and after —and that within that period 
there were at least thirty-seven letters published, 
from which Good was pleased to select four. W. 

WHITE HART INN, SCOLE. 

Having an engraving of this sign, I am enabled 
satisfactorily to reply to Mr. Cooper’s query 
(No. 16. p. 245.) respecting its existence. The 
engraving measures 17 inches and a half long, 
by 22 wide; it was “Published according to 
Act of Parliament May the Ist 1740.” In the 
right-hand bottom corner appears “ Jno Fessey 
Sculp.,” and in the left “Joshua Kirby Delin‘.” 
It is entitled, “ The North East Side of y® Sign of 
x White Hart at Schoale Inn in Norfolk, built | 
in the year 1655 by James Peck, a Merchant of 
Norwich, which cost 1057/., humb!’ Dedicated to 
James Betts Gent by his most Obed* Seryvt Har- 
win Martin.” ‘The sign springs on one side from 
a muss of masonry, and was joined to the house 
on the other: it was sufficiently high to enable 
carriages to drive under it. As it would trespass 
too much on your columns were I to particularise 
each of the figures, I will content myself with 
giving the printed explanation of them from the 
engraving, premising that each figure is num- 
bered: —“1. Jonah coming out of the Fishes 
Mouth. 2. A Lion supporting the Arms of Great 
Yarmouth. 3. A Bacchus. 4. The Arms of Lind- 
ley. 5. The Arms of Hobart, now Lord Hobart. 
6. A Shepherd playing on his Pipe. 7. An Angel 
supporting the Arms of Mr. Peck’s Lady. 8. An 
Angel supporting the Arms of Mr. Peck. 9. A 
White Hart, with this Motto (this is the one which 
‘hangs down carved in a stately wreath’) — Im- 

plentur veteris Bacchi pinguisque ferine Anno 
Dom 1655. 10. The Arms of the late Earl of 
Yarmouth, 11. The Arms of the Duke of Nor- 
folk. 12. Neptune on a Dolphin. 13. A Lion 
supporting the Arms of Norwich. 14. Charon 
carrying a reputed Witch to Hell. 15. Cerberus. 
16. An Huntsman. 17. Acteon [with three dogs, 
and this legend, ‘ Acteon ego sum Dominum 
cognoscite vestrum’]. 18. A White Hart couchant 
[underneath appears in the engraving the artist’s 
name — Johannes Fairchild struxit]. 19. Pru- 
dence. 20. Fortitude. 21. Temperance. 22. Jus- 
tice 23. Diana [with two greyhounds, one of 
whom is chasing a hare]. 24. Time devouring an 
Infant [with the legend, Tempus edax rerum, 
below]. 25. An Astronomer, who is seated on a 
Circumferenter, and by some Chymical Prepara- 
tion is so Affected that in fine Weather he faces 
that Quarter from whence it is about to come.” 
The whole sign is drawn by a scale of half an inch 
to a foot, and most of the figures are of the size 
of life. On both sides of the engraving, but dis- 
tinct from the sign, are seven coats of arms. 
Those on the right hand are: 1. Earl of Yar- 
mouth. 2. Cornwallis impaling Ist and 4th Buck- 
ton, 2nd Unknown 3rd Teye. 3. Castleton. 4. 
Unknown. 5. Mrs. Peck [these arms are wrongly 
blazoned by Blomefield; they are gules a fesse 
argent, between, in chief, two crescents, and in 
base, a lion passant guardant of the same]. 6. 
Great Yarmouth. 7. Unknown. The arms on 
the opposite side are: 1. Duke of Norfolk. 2. 
Hobart. 3. Bacon. 4, Thurston. 5. Mr. Peck 
impaling his wife [his arms, too, are wrongly bla- 
zoned; they should be—Or, on a chevron en- 
grailed gules three crosslets pattee argent]. 6. 
Lindley. 7. Norwich. 

Mr. Cooper will find a slight notice of this sign, 
both in Gough’s Camden and in The Beauties of 
England and Wales; but both these are of later 
date than Mr. Cruttwell’s Tour. I have only to 
add, that I should wish Mr. Cooper to see the 
engraving. I shall be very happy to send it by 
post for his inspection. CRANMORE. 

Parkership, Porkership, Pokership. — With 
every deference to the ingenious suggestions of 
Mr. Bolton Corney (No. 15. p. 218.), I think it 
will be found, on reference to the original docu- 
ments, that ‘“ Pokership” is a misreading of the 
ancient writing for “ Parkership.” This question 
might be determined if any correspondent, ac- 
quainted with the present excellent arrangement 
of our records, could inform us whether the 
appointments under the old Earldom of March 
are extant. A large portion of Herefordshire was 
held under his tenure. Thomas Croft, of Croft, 
was, in 1473, “ Parker” of Pembrugge, in that 
county: Rot. Parl. vi.342. In 1485 John Amyas 
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was, by the act of settlement made on the acces- 
sion of Henry VIL., continued in his office “ of 
the kepyng of our chase of Moketree in Wigmores- 
land under the Erledom of Marche,” and Thomas 
Grove “in the kepyng of our chase of the Boryng- 
wood in Wigmoresland and of the ‘ Poulterership’ 
and keping of the ditch of the same.” 

In An Abstract of the late King’s Revenues 
(printed 1651, 4to.) is this entry relating to 
Bringwood : — 

“To Sir Robert Harley for keeping Boringwood 
alias Bringwood Forest Com. Heref. 6/. 2s. 8d. per 
ann, for the Pokership 30s. 5d. by the year, and for 
the keeping the forest of Prestwood 18s. by the 
year.” 

In a survey made of Mocktree and Bringwood 
Forests in 1633, it is stated, that “these Forests 
are stately grounds, and do feed a great and 
large Deer, and will keep of Red and Fallow 
Deer two or three thousand at the least.” 

These enclosures were disafforested temp. 
Charles II., and they now form part of the Down- 
ton Castle Estate. W. H.C. 

Temple. 

Porkership. — Accept my best thanks for your 
ready insertion of my observations in No. 18. ; but I 
regret to say that the printer has unfortunately 
made a mistake in one word, and that, as it mostly 
happens, the principal one, on which the gist of 
my illustration in regard to the Pokership depends. 
The error occurs in the extract from the Pipe Roll, 
where the word has been printed Parcario instead 
of Porcario ; added to which the abbreviations in 
the other words are wanting, which renders the 
meaning doubtful. It should have been printed 
thus : — “ Et 7 libae const) Porcario de eford,” — 
being in extenso, “ Et in liberatione constat Porca- 
rio de Hereford.” Showing that in early times 
there was a hog warden, or person who collected 
the king’s hog-rent in Hereford. And further, 
Mr. Smirke’s extract in No. 17. p. 269., shows that 
in Henry VIII.’s time the Porcarius had become 
Pocarius, the fee being within Id. of the same 
amount as that paid in John’s reign. 
May I, under these circumstances, crave a short 

notein your next Number, correcting the oversight, 
so that my Porker may be set on his legs again ? 

P.S.—In reference to the claim, the name of 
the place should be Burnford, not Barnford. 

LUST ity, Ue 
Spring Gardens, March 4. 1850. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Coleridge's Christabel and Byron's Lara (No. 17. 
p- 262.).— What Christabel saw is plain enough. 
‘The lady was a being like Duessa, in Spenser; a 
horrible-looking witch, who could, to a certain 

degree, put on an appearance of beauty. The 
difference is, that this lady had both forms at 
once; the one in her face, the other concealed. 
This is quite plain from the very words of Cole- 
ridge. 

The lifting her over the sill seems to be some- 
thing like the same superstition that we have in 
Scott’s Eve of St. John : — 

“ But I had not had pow’r to come to thy bow’r, 
If thou had’st not charm’d me so,” 

I have no doubt that Lara is the Corsair; and 
Kaled Gulnare, from the Corsair: the least in- 
spection is enough to show this. Ezzelin must 
also be Seyd; but that does not answer quite so 
well. All that there is to prepare it is, that Seyd 
is only left for dead, in a great hurry, and there- 
fore might recover ; and that he drank wine, and 
therefore might be of Christian extraction. In 
Lara he is described as dark ; but his appearance 
is rather confusedly related, as if he never ap- 
peared but once, and yet Otho knows him, and he 
has a dwelling. The shriek is more difficult. 
There could be no meeting, then, between Ezzelin 
and Lara, because Ezzelin is surprised by meeting 
him at Otho’s. Whether the shriek may not be 
owing to a meeting between Kaled and Ezzelin, 
is not so clear. From the splendid description of 
her looking down upon him, it is not proved that 
she there saw him first; and Ezzelin never sees 
her at all there. 

Nothing is more interesting than these mysteries 
left in narrative fictions. ‘The story of Gertrude, 
in that first of romances, the Promessi Sposi, is a 
very great instance ; and the bad taste, of bringing 
her up again to be the subject of a story by another 
writer, is so extreme, that I never could look into 
the book. That Manzoni has left the character, 
whom he calls the Znnominato, in mystery, is his- 
torical, and not of his own contrivance. 

I used to think that Scott had left the part of 
Clara, in St. Ronan's Weill, intentionally mys- 
terious, as to a most important circumstance; but 
we learn, from his Life, that he meant to have 
made that circumstance a part of the story, but 
was prevented by the publisher. It is natural 
that the altered novel, therefore, should retain 
some impressions of it. I refer particularly to the 
latter part of the communications between her 
and her brother. But the meeting between her 
and Tyrrell in the woods, and their conversation 
there, I now think, forbid the reader to suspect 
any thing like what I speak of. In such cases 1 
do not myself wish to know too much about the 
matter. Sometimes the author wishes you to have 
the pleasure of guessing, as I thmk, in Lara; 
sometimes he means to be more mysterious ; some- 
times*he does not know himself. It would have 
been idle to have asked Johnson where Ajeet 

C. B. went to. 
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Sir William Rider (No. 12. p. 186.).—“ H. F.” 
will find some account of the acts and deeds of Sir 
Thomas Lake and Dame Mary Lake his wife in 
the 13th Report on Charities, p. 280, as to their 
gifts to Muecleston in Staffordshire. In the 24th 
Report, p. 300, as to Drayton in the same county. 
Dame Mary Lake was also a benefactor to the 
parish of Little Stanmore, see 9th Report, p. 271. 
See also Stow’s Survey, 593. (ed. 1633.)  _-H. E. 

God tempers the Wind (No. 14. p.211.; No. 15. 

p- 236.).— The proverb is French: “A brebis 
tondue Dieu mesure le vent;” but I cannot tell | 
now where to find it in print, except in Chambaud’s 
Dictionary. ‘That is why Sterne puts it into the 
mouth of Maria. C. B. 

Complutensian Polyglot. — “ Mr. Jess” asks, 
(No. 14. p. 213.), “In what review or periodical 
did there appear a notice of the supposed discovery 
of the MSS. from which the Complutensian Po- 
lyglot was compiled ?” 

He will find an article on this subject in the 
Trish Ecclesiastical Journal tor April, 1847; from 
which I learn that there was a previous article, by 
Dr. James Thomson, one of the agents of the 
British and Foreign Bible Society, in the Biblical 
Review, a London periodical publication. Dr. 
Thomson, if I understand the matter aright, pro- 
fessed to have found at Madrid the MSS., so long 
supposed to have been lost. 

There is also an article on the same subject by 
Dr. Bowring, in the Monthly Repository, vol. xvi. 
(1821) p. 203. 

Tickhill, God help me (No. 16. p. 247.).— Of 
Tickhill I know nothing; but Melverley in this 
county goes by the soubriquet of “ Melverley, God 
help ;” and the folk-lore on the subject is this : — 
Weaade lies by Severn side, where that river 
flows under the Breiddon hills from the county of 
Montgomery into that of Salop. It is frequently 
inundated in winter, and, consequently, very pro- 
ductive in summer. They say that if a Melverley 
man is asked in winter where he belongs, the 
doleful and downcast reply is, “ Melverley, God 
help me ;” but asked the same question in summer, 
he answers quite jauntily, ‘ Melverley, and what 
do you think?” A friend informs me that the same 
story appertains to Pershore in the vale of Evesham. 
Perhaps the analogy may assist Mr. Jounson in 
tp to Tickhill. 

et me take this opportunity to add to my 
flim-flam on pet-names in your late Number, that 
Jack appears to have been a common term to de- 
signate a low person, as “every Jack;” “ every 
man-jack ;” “ Jack-of-all-trades ?” “ Jackanapes ;” 
&e, B. Ul. Kennepy. 

Shrewsbury, Feb. 18. 

Bishop Blaise (No. 16. p. 247.) — Four lives of 
the martyr Blasius, Bishop of Sebaste in Cappa- 

docia, are to be found in the Bollandine Acta 
Sanctorum, under the 3rd of February. It appears 
that the relics and worship of this saint were very 
widely spread through Europe, and some places 
seem to have claimed him as indigenous on the 
strength merely of possessing one of his toes or 
teeth. The wool-comb was one of the instruments 
with which he was tortured, and having become a 
symbol of his martyrdom, gave occasion, it would 
seem, to the wool-combers to claim him as their 
patron, and to ascribe to him the invention of their 
art See Ellis’s Brand’s Popular Antiquities, vol. i. 
pp. 29, 30; and query whether the veneration of 
St. Blaise by these artisans were not peculiar to 
Enyland. Blasius of Sebaste is said to have been 
a physician; in consequence of the persecution 
raised by Diocletian, he retired to a mountain 
named Argus, whither all the wild beasts of the 
country resorted to him, and reverentially attended 
him. But there is a legend of another Blasius of 
Czsarea in Cappadocia, who is represented as an 
owner of herds (8vv«ddos), and remarkable for his 
charity to the poor. His herdsman’s staff was 
planted over the spot where he was martyred, and 
grew into an umbrageous tree. 

This variation of legends favours the idea that the 
cultus of Blasius was founded upon that of some 
deity worshipped in Cappadocia, whose rites and 
attributes may have varied in different localities. 

C. W. G. 

Sangred — Judas Bell. —‘* Buriensis” inquires 
(p. 124.) what sangred is. This term is noticed in 
Rock’s Church of Our Fathers, t. ii. p. 372. In 
the very interesting “Extracts from Church- 
wardens’ Accounts,” p. 195., it is asked what 
“ Judas’ bell” was. I presume it to have been a 
bell called after, because blessed in honour of, the 
apostle St. Jude, who, in the Greek Testament, 
in the Vulgate, and our own early English trans- 
lations, as well as old calendars, is always called 
Judas, and not Jude, as a difference from Judas 
Iscariot. Crruas. 

La Mer des Histoires. — Mr. Sansom (No. 18. 
p- 286.) has inquired, What is known of Columna’s 
book, entitled Mare Historiarum?  Trithemius 
has made mention of the work (De Script. Eccles. 
DL.), and two manuscript copies of it are pre- 
served in the Royal Library at Paris. (B. de 
Montfaucon, Biblioth. Bibliothecar. MSS. tom. ii. 
p- 751. Par. 1739.) Douce very properly dis- 
tinguished it from La Mer des Histoires ; but, if 
he wrote “ Mochartus,” he was in error; for Bro- 
chart was the author of the Latin original, called 
Rudimentum Novitiorum, and published in 1475. 
As to the statement of Genebrard, that Joannes 
de Columna was the writer of the “ Mater His- 
toriarum,” I should say that the mistake was 
produced by confounding the words Mer and 
Mere. Mr. Sansom may find all the information 



that need be desired on this subject in Quetif et 
Kchard, Scriptores Ord. Pred. tom. i. pp. 418-20. 
Lut. Paris, 1719. (Vid. etiam Amb. de Altamura, 
Biblioth. Dominican. p. 45. Rome, 1677 ; Fabricii, 
Bibl. Med. et Inf. Latin. i. 1133. Hamb. gos 5 

“ What are depenings 2?” (No. 18. p. 277.) 
The nets used by the Yarmouth herring busses 

were made in breadths of six feet. The necessary 
depth was obtained by sewing together successive 
breadths, and each breadth was therefore called a 
deepening .* Ep. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Tale of a Tub. — It is generally supposed that 
the title of Swift’s Tale of a Tub was a jest origi- 
nally levelled at the Puritan pulpit. It probably 
had served a more ancient purpose. In Bale’s 
Comedye concerning Three Laws, compiled in 
1538, Infidelitas says : — 

“ Ye say they follow your Jaw, 
And vary not a shaw, 

Which is a tale of a tub.” 
J, O. W..H. 

A GENIUS. 

(From the German of Claudius.) 

“Friend Ass,” said the Fox, as he met him one 
* day, 
“What can people mean? —Do you know what 

they say?” 
“ No, I don’t,” said the Ass; “nor I don't care, 

not I.” 
“ Why, they say you’re a Genius,” was Reynard’s 

reply. 
“ My ees !” muttered Jack, quite appall’d by the 

word, 
“* What can I have done that’s so very absurd?” 

Dedications (No. 17. p. 259.). — In Villanueva’s 
Dedication to the Duke of Medinaceli of his Ori- 
gen Epocas y Progressos del Teatro Espanol 
(Madrid, 1802. sm. 4to.), the enumeration of the 
names, titles, and offices of his patron occupies 
three entire pages, and five lines of a fourth. 

F.C. B. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

The Perey Society have just issued a reprint 
of a black-letter tract, entitled ‘‘ A manifest De- 
tection of the most Vyle and Detestable Use of 
Dice Play,” which exhibits a curious picture of 
the tricks in vogue amongst the gamesters of the 

* From a pamphlet written about 1615, not now 
before us. Ep. 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 

| by Nar, Lee. 

sixteenth century, and, as the Editor very justly | 
observes, “comprises fuller explanations of terms 
used by Shakspeare and other old dramatists than 
are to be found in the notes of the commentators. 
The mysteries of gowrds and fullams, high men 
and low men, stumbling blocks to many intelligent 
readers of the works of the Stratford poet, are 
here satisfactorily revealed.” 

Whatever hopes the projectors of the approach- 
ing Exhibition of Works of Ancient and Medieval 
Art entertained of forming such a collection of 
objects as might deserve the attention of the 
public generally, and accomplish the great end in 
view, have been more than realised. ‘Thanks to 
the liberality with which the possessors of works 
of early art of this description, from the most 
distinguished personages of the realm, have placed 
their stores at the disposal of the committee, the 
very novel exhibition which will open to the 
public on Thursday next, will be as remarkable 
for its intrinsic beauty, as for its instructive and 
suggestive character. 
We need scarcely remind lovers of fine editions of 

first class books that Messrs. Sotheby commence 
the sale of the first portion of the extensive stock 
of Messrs. Payne and Foss, of Pall Mall, on Mon- 
day next. 
We have received from Mr. Straker, of 3. Ade- 

laide Street, his Catalogue of English and Foreign 
Theology, arranged according to subject, and with 
an Alphabetical Index of Authors ; and also Parts I. 
and If. of his Monthly Catalogues of Ancient and 
Modern Theological Literature. Mr. Lilly, who 
has removed to No. 7. Pall Mall, has also forwarded 
Nos. 1. and 2. of his Catalogues of Rare, Curious, 
and Useful Books. Mr. Miller, of 43. Chandos 
Street, has just issued No. 3. for 1850 of his 
Catalogue of Books, Old and New: and Mr. 
Quarritch of (16. Castle Street, Leicester Square) 
No. 14. Catalogue of Oriental and Foreign Books : 
and, though not least deserving of mention (by 
us, at all events, as he has the good taste to an- 
nounce on his Catalogue “ Notes AND QUERIES 
sory”), Mr. Nield, of 46. Burlington Arcade has 
just issued No. 2. for 1850, in which are some 
Marprelate and Magical Books worth looking after. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

E. Ver. ‘“ When Greeks join Greeks,” §c. is a line 
See No, 14. p. 211. 

K. D.B. The following — “ In Flesh-monger-street. 
Stward the moneyer (renders) to the King 15d. and to 
William de Chesny houseroom, salt and water” —is a 
literal translation. Correspondents must be careful not to 
omit letters or contractions in extracts from original 
records. It would in this cuse have been difficult correctly 
to render “monet” without a contraction; and “ Fle- 
mangerstret,” as our correspondent wrote it, might have 

been changed into “ Fell-monger-,” instead of ‘* Flesh- 

monger-street.” The service of “ house-room, salt and 
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water,” seems a singular one; it was, of course, a hind of 
entertainment, or a contribution to entertainment. If the 
Liber Winton contains no other notice of similar services, 
“H. D.K.” will: find the subject illustrated, though not 
the particular tenure, at pp. 260—267. of the first volume 
of Sir H, Ellis’s Introduction to the Great Domesday. 

Rue Strewed before Prisoners at the Bar of the Old 
Bailey. This custom originated in the fear of infection, 
at a period when Judges, &c. were liable to fall victims 
to gaol fever. 

Erratum. No. 19. p. 307. col 2., for ‘“ Plawtorum Abbre- 
viatis” read ‘‘ Placztorum Abbreviatio.”’ 

Just published, price 5s. 

N HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE 
ACCOUNT OF CUMNOR PLACE, BERKS, with 

Biographical Notices of the LADY AMY DUDLEY and of 
ANTHONY FORSTER, Esq. sometime M.P. for Abingdon; 
followed by some Remarks on the Statements in Sir Walter 
Scott’s Kenilworth; and a Brief History of the Parish of 
Cumnor and its Antiquities. By ALFreD Dur.inG BartLett, of 
Abingdon. 

Oxford and London: Joun Henry PARKER. 

Just published, a New Edition, revised and much enlarged, of the 

HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the first 
Invasion of the Romans, to the Accession of Willtam and Mary, 
in the Year 1688. By the Rev. Dr. Lincarp. Handsomely 
rinted in Ten large octavo Volumes, price Six Pounds, cloth 
ettered, and enriched with a Likeness of the Author, engraved 
in the best style, from a Portrait (taken last Year by Mr. Skaife. 

London: C. Dotman, 61. New Bond Street. 

Now ready, | vol. 8vo., with etched Frontispiece, by Wehnert, 
and Eight Engravings, price lis. 

ABRINAE COROLLA: a Volume of Classical 
Translations with original Compositions contributed by Gen- 

tlemen educated at Shrewsbury School. 

Among the Contributors are the Head Masters of Shrewsbury, 
Stamford, Repton, Uppingham, and Birmingham Schools; An- 
drew Lawson, Esq., late M.P.; the Rev. R. Shilleto, Cambridge ; 
the Rev. T.S. Evans, Rugby; J. Riddell, Esq., Fellow of Balliol 
College, Oxford; the Rev. E. M. Cope, H. J. Hodgson, Esq., H. 
A.J. Munro, Esq., W. G. Clark, Esq., Fellows of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and many other distinguished Scholars from both Uni- 
versities. 

The Work is edited by three of the principal Contributors. 

London: GeorGe BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

In 8yo., 12s. 6d. ; royal 8vo., 18s. 

RIGINES PATRICIA, or a Deduction of 
European Titles of Nobility and Dignified Offices, from 

their Primitive Sources. By R. T. Hampson. 

In 2 vols. 8vo., with Illuminated Fac-simile Engravings of 
Anglo-Saxon Kalendars. Price 32s. 

MEDI ZVI KALENDARIUM;; or Dates, 
Charters and Customs of the Middle Ages, with Kalendars from 
the ‘Tenth to the Fifteenth Century ; and an Alphabetical Digest 
of Obsolete Names of Days, forming a Glossary of the Dates 
= Ecclesiastical Observances of the Middle Ages. By R. T. 

MPSON, 

FAC-SIMILE UNDER SEAL. 

On a Sheet, 22 Inches by 30. Price 7s. 6d. 

MAGNA CHARTA SUB SIGILLO REGIS 
JOHANNIS, An. Dom. m.cc xv. 

London: Henry Kent Causron, at the Printing Offices, 
Nag’s Head Court, Gracechurch Street. 

| of the Mascarene Islands. 

Twenty Days Sale of the First Portion of the valuable and exten- 
sive Stock of Books of Messrs, Payne and Foss. 

ji) as S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and Co., 
” Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works illustrative 

of the Fine Arts, will sell at their House, 3 Wellington Street, 
Strand, on Monday, March 18th, 1850, and Nine following Days, 
and on Monday, April 8th, and Nine following Days, at One 
o’Clock precisely, the First Portion of the extensive and valuable 
STOCK of BOOKS of Messrs. Payne and Foss, retiring from 
Business: comprising interesting Publications in the Infancy of 
Printing, first and best Editions of the Classics, Productions of 
the Aldine Press, Theology and best Editions of the Fathers, 
French and Italian Books, Voyages and Travels, fine Books of 
Prints, English History and Miscellaneous Literature. Many of 
the Books are on Large Paper, and in Morocco and Russia bind- 
ings. To be viewed Two Days prior, and Catalogues had. 

Price 1Z. ls. 

HE DODO AND ITS KINDRED, or the 
History of the Dopo, the Sourraire, and other extinct Birds 

By H. E. StricKLanp, M.A., and 
A. G. Metvitte, M.D. For reviews of this work see Black- 
wood’s Magazine, Jan., 1849; Atheneum, Feb. 10., 1849; Wes?- 
minster Review, April, 1849 ; Si/liman’s American Journal, Jan., 
1849; Revue Zoologique, Oct., 1848; Zettung fiir Zoologie, May 
20., 1849, &c. 

London: Reeve, BenHAmM and Reeve, King William 
Street, Strand. 

In 1 vol. royal 4to., with 18 Plates. 

Mae QUARTO CLASSICS, in good 
condition and at reduced prices. — Zliani Varia Historia, 

Gr. et Lat., Gronovii, vellum, 10s.; schylus, Gr. et Lat. 
Butleri, 4 vols., new, cloth, 2/.2s.; Aurelius Victor, Arntzenii, 
calf, gilt, 8s. 6d.; Ausonius, Delphini, calf, gilt, 10s. 6d.; large 
paper, rare, 15s.; Demosthenes et Zschines, Gr. et Lat., Taylori, 
2 vols., calf, neat, 10s.; Euripides, Gr. et Lat., Beckii, 3 vols., 
russia, extra, 1/.15s.; Homerus, Gr. et Lat., Barnnessii, 2 vo's., 
calf, neat, 15s.; Horatius, edidit Combe, 2 vols., calf, gilt, 1/. 5s., 
russia, extra, 1/. 15s.; Lucanus, Oudenorpii, 2 vols., calf, neat, 
12s. 6d.; Lucanus, Burmanni, calf, neat, 10s. 6d.; Lucretius, 
edidit Keats calf, extra, 6s., russia, extra, large paper, 10s. ; 
Maximus Tyrius, Gr. et Lat., Marklandi et Davisii, calf, gilt, 
10s.; Minucius Felix, Ouzelii, vellum, 5s.; Phedrus, Hoog- 
Stratani, calf, gilt, plates, scarce, 12s.; Plautus, Delphini, 2 vols., 
ealf, neat, 18s., vellum, fine copy, 1/. 5s.; Plinii Historia Natu- 
ralis, Delphini, 5 vols., calf, neat, 1/. 5s.; Plinii Epistole, Cortii 
et Longolii, vellum, 12s.; Plinii Panegyricus, Schwarzii, sewed, 
6s., russia, 12s.; Propertius, Brouckhusii, 1727, calf, gilt, or 
vellum, 6s.; Quintilianus, Burmanni, 4 vols., calf, neat, 1/ 1s.; 
Quintus Curtius, Snakenburgii, 2 vols., calf, neat, 12s., calf, gilt, 
15s. ; Sallustius, Havercampi, 2 vols., calf, gilt, 12. 4s.; Suetonius, 
Pitisci, 2 vols., calf, gilt, 15s. ; Terentius, Delphini, calf, neat, 7s.; 
Thucydides, Gr. et Lat., Gottleberi et Dukeri, 2 vols., russia, 
14s.; Tibullus, Brouckhusii, calf, gilt, or vellum, 5s.: Virgilius, 
Maasvicii, 2 vols., calf, neat, 10s. 6d. — A Catalogue, containing 
upwards of 2000 Articles, including Translations, Commentaries, 
Lexicons, &c., will be sent on receipt of two postage stamps. 

R. SAYWELL, 193 High Holborn, opposite New Oxford Street. 

The highly-interesting Collection of Autograph Letters of George 
Linnecar, Esq., of Liverpool ; a Picture by Hogarth; various 
articles formerly in the possession of John Evelyn, &c. 

UTTICK anv SIMPSON, Auctioneers of 
Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their 

Great Room, 191. Piccadilly, oa TUESDAY, March 19, and fol- 
lowing day, the very select and interesting collection of AUTO- 
GRAPH LETTERS of GEORGE LINNECAR, Esq., of Liver- 
pool. The greater part of this collection has been selected from 
the extraordinary assemblage of lettrrs formed by the late William 
Upcott, Esq., and consists mainly of interesting letters of English 
literary characters from the time of Alexander Pope to the pre- 
sent period. A volume of unpublished poems in the autograph 
of James Thompson, some miscellanies from the collection of 
John Evelyn, including his well-known drinking cup; a plaster 
cast from ‘Thorwaldsen’s bust of Byron (only two taken), a pic- 
ture by Hogarth, miniature of Voltaire by Sir J. Reynolds, &e. 

May be viewed the day before the sale. 
be sent on application, 

Catalogues will 
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ILLUSTRATED WORKS 

ICKMAN’S GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE. 
An Attempt to Discriminate the Different Styles of Archi- 

tecture in England. By the late Tuomas Rickman, F.S.A. 

With 30 Engravings on Steel by Le Keux, &c., and 465 on Wood, 

of the best examples, from Original Drawings by F. Mackenzie, 

O. Jewitt, and P.H. Delamotte. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 2ls. 

THE ECCLESIASTICAL AND ARCHI- 

TECTURAL TOPOGRAPHY OF ENGLAND. Part I. 

Bedfordshire. Part II. Berkshire. Part III. Buckinghamshire. 

8vo. 2s. 6d. each. Part 1V. Oxfordshire, nearly ready. 

AN INQUIRY INTO THE DIFFERENCE 

OF STYLE OBSERVABLE IN ANCIENT PAINTED 

GLASS, with Hints on Glass Painting, illustrated by numerous 

Coloured Plates from Ancient Examples. By an Amateur. 2 

vols. 8vo. 1/. 10s. 

A BOOK OF ORNAMENTAL GLAZING 

QUARRIES, collected and arranged from Ancient Examples. 

By Augustus WoLLasron Franks, B.A. With 112 Coloured 

Examples. 8vo. 16s. 

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN 
BRITISH HERALDRY, with a Chronological Table illus- 

trative of its Rise and Progress. 8vo. With 700 Engravings. 16s. 

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN 
GRECIAN, ROMAN, ITALIAN, AND GOTHIC ARCHI- 
TECTURE. The Fifth Edition, enlarged. Exemplified by 
numerous Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo., nearly ready. 

MANUAL OF ENGLISH MEDIEVAL 
EMBROIDERY. With a Practical Section, by a Lady. 16mo- 

With numerous Illustrations. 5s. 

ARCHITECTURAL NOTICES OF THE 
CHURCHES IN THE ARCHDEACONRY OF NORTH- 

AMPTON. With numerous Ilustrations on Wood and Steel. 

Royal 8vo., cloth, 1. 15s. plain; 2/. 12s. 6d. India proofs. 

WARMINGTON CHURCH, NORTHAMP- 
TONSHIRE. Views, Elevations, Sections, and Details. By 

W. Cave.er, Esq., Architect. 16 Plates, royal folio, cloth. 1/. 1s. 

MINSTER LOVELL CHURCH, OXFORD- 
SHIRE. Views, Elevations, Sections, and Deiails. By J. Pri- 

CHARD, Esq., Architect. Folio. Nearly ready. 

ANGLICAN CHURCH ARCHITECTURE, 
With some Remarks upon Ecclesiastical Furniture. By James 

Barr, Architect. Illustrated by 130 Examples. The Third 

Edition, revised and enlarged. 12mo. 5s. 

DESCRIPTIVE NOTICES OF SOME OF 
THE ANCIENT PAROCHIAL AND COLLEGIATE 

CHURCHES OF SCOTLAND. With Woodcuts. By O. 

JewiTT. 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, l6mo. With 110 IIlustra- 

tions, Price 4s. 6d. 

THE ARCHEOLOGICAL JOURNAL, 
Published under the Direction of the Central Committee of the 

Archeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, for the 

Encouragement and Prosecution of Researches into the Arts and 

Monuments of the Early and Middle Ages. With numerous 

Illustrations. Complete, with General Index. 5 vols. 8vo., eloth, 

2/. 16s. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF 
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL. By the Rev. Professor WiL- 

Lis, M.A ,F.R.S., &c. 8vo. With 52 Woodcuts. 10s. 6d. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF 
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL, By the same Author. 8yvo, 

With Woodcuts and Plan, 5s, 

THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF 
YORK CATHEDRAL. With Woodcuts and Plan. 2s. 6d. 

SPECIMENS OF CHURCH PLATE, SE- 
PULCHRAL CROSSES, &c. Complete in 1 vol. 4to., cloth 

lettered, 12. 3s. 

THE SCULPTURES OF WELLS CA- 
THEDRAL. With Observations on the Art of Sculpture in 

England in the Thirteenth Century. By C. R. CockEreE.t, Esq., 

Professor R.A. In the Press. 

THE PRIMEVAL ANTIQUITIES OF 
ENGLAND, illustrated by those of DENMARK. By J.J. A. 
Worsaaz, Member of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Copen- 

hagen. Translated from the Danish, and applied to the Illus- 
tration of similar Remains in England, by WiLt1AM J. THems, 

F.S.A., Secretary of the Camden and lfric Societies. With 

numerous Illustrations. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

OXFORD PARISH BURIAL GROUND 
CHAPELS, the Working Drawings of, By H. J. UNDERwoop, 

Esq., Architect. Folio. 15s. 

REMARKS ON ARCHITECTURAL CHA- 
RACTER. By the Rev. Joun Lewis Petit, M.A. With 44 

Etchings. Royal folio, cloth. 12. 1s. 

A MANUAL FOR THE STUDY OF MO- 
NUMENTAL BRASSES, with a Descriptive Catalogue of 

Four Hundred and Fifty “ Roppines,” in the possession of the 

Oxford Architectural Society, Topographical and Heraldic In- 

dices, &c, With numerous Illustrations. 8yvo. 10s. 6d. 

A MANUAL FOR THE STUDY OF SE- 
PULCHRAL SLABS AND CROSSES OF THE MIDDLE 

AGES. By the Rev. Epwarp L. Curts, B.A. 8vo. Illustrated 

by upwards of 300 Engravings. 12s. 
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EARLY STATISTICS.—CHART, KENT. 

Perhaps some one of your numerous readers 
will be good enough to inform me whether any 
general statistical returns, compiled from our early 
parish registers, have ever been published. An 
examination of the register of Chart next Sutton 
Valence, in Kent, which disclosed some very cu- 
rious facts, has led me to make this inquiry. They 
seem to point to the inevitable conclusion that the 
disturbed state of England during the period of 
the Great Rebellion retarded the increase of popu- 
lation to an extent almost incredible—so as to 
suggest a doubt whether some special cause might 
not have operated in the parish in question which 
was not felt elsewhere. But, as Iam quite unable 
to discover the existence of any such cause, I shall 

be.glad to learn whether a similar result appears 
generally in other registers of the period above re- 
ferred to. 

The register-book of Chart commences with the 

year 1558, and is continued regularly from that 
time. During the remainder of the sixteenth, and 

for about the first thirty-five years of the seven- 
teenth century, the baptisms registered increase 

steadily in number: from that period there is a 
very marked decrease. For the twenty years com- 

mencing with 1600 and ending with 1619, the 

number is 260; for the twenty years 1620 to 

1639, the number is 246 ; and for the twenty years 

1640 to 1659, the number is only 120. 
No doubt this diminution must be attributed 

partly to the spread of Nonconformity ; but I be- 

lieve that, during the Protectorate, the registra- 

tion of births was substituted for that of baptisms, 

and therefore the state of religious feeling which 

then prevailed bears less directly on the question. 

And even after the Restoration the register exhi- 

bits but a small increase in the number of bap- 

tisms. For the various periods of twenty years 

from that event up to 1760, the numbers range 

from 152 to 195. And, pursuing the inquiry, I 

find that the number of marriages, for any given 

time, varies consistently with that of baptisms. If 

any of your readers can clear up the difficulty, I 

shall feel much obliged for any information which 
may tend to do so. 

Are the following extracts from the register 

above referred to of sufficient interest to merit 
your acceptance ? 

“1648. — Richard, the son of George Juxon, gent., 

and Sarah, his wile, who was slayne 1° Junii at Mayde- 

stone Fight, was buryed on the third daye of June, anno 
predicto.” 

“Joseph, the son of Thomas Daye, and An, hi 

wife, who was wounded at Maydestone Fight 1° Junii, 
was buryed the eleventh daye of June.” 

It is hardly necessary to mention, that the fight 
here referred to took place between the parliamen- 
tary forces under Fairfax, and a large body of 
Kentish gentlemen, who had risen, with their de- 
pendants, in the hope of rescuing the king from 
the hands of the army. After an obstinate en- 
gagement, in which the Kentish men fully main- 

| 
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tained their character for gallantry, they were 
defeated with great slaughter. 

“1653. — The third of March, Mr. John Case, of 

Chart next Sutton Clarke, being chosen by the pa~ 

rishioners of the said Chart, to be the Register of the 

said parish according to the Act touching marriages, 

births, and buryalls, was this day sworne before me, 

and I do allow and approve of him to be Register ac- 

cordingly. As witness my hand. 
Ricua. Beate.” 

«1660. — Marye, the daughter of John Smith, Esq., 

was baptized on the thirteenth daye of Januarie, 1660, 

by John Case, Vicar. The first that hath been bap- 

tized at the font since it was re-erected by the ap- 

poynmt of the said Mr. Smith, being full sixteene yeers 

paste. One Thomas Scoone, an elder, having, out of 

his blinde zeale, defaced and pulled it downe, wt other 

ornaments belonging to the churche.” 
E.R. J. H. 

Chancery Lane, 7th March. 

BIS DAT QUI CITO DAT. 

Inquiry has been often made as to the origin of 

this proverb. Alciatus is referred to generally as 

the authority whence it was derived. I think, 

however, it may be traced to Publius Syrus, who 

lived about forty-four years before Christ. It is 

equally probable, from the peculiar species of com- 

position in which the thought, if not the exact 

words are found, that the proverb was derived 

from another and an earlier source. The object 
of mimic exhibitions is to impress the mind by 

imitation. Human life is burlesqued, personal 

defect heightened and ridiculed; character is 

never represented in degree, but in extremes. The 

dialogue of satirical comedy assumes naturally the 

form of the apophthegm—it is epigrammatic and 

compressed that it may be pungent and striking. 

Hence, no species of writing is more allied to or more 

likely to pass into household words, and to become 
proverbs among a people of quick retentive powers, 

such as the Greeks were, to whom we are perhaps 
indebted for this. I send you the extract from 

Alciatus: Emblemata, No. 162. Antverpiz, 18mo. 

1584. Apud Christophorum Plantinum. 

« Tres Charites Veneri assistunt, dominamque se- 

quuntur ; 

Hineque voluptates, atque alimenta parant ; 

Lextitiam Euphrosyne, speciosum Aglaia nitorem ; 

Suadela est Pithus, blandus et ore lepos. 

Cur nude ? mentis quoniam candore venustas 
Constat, et eximia simplicitate placet. 

An quia nil referunt ingrati, atque arcula inanis 

Est Charitum? qui dat munera, nudus eget. 

Addita cur nuper pedibus talaria? Bis dat 
Qui citd dat — Minimi gratia tarda preti est. 

Implicitis ulnis cur vertitur altera? gratus 
Fenerat: huic remanent una abeunte due. 

Jupiter iis genitor, cceli de semine divas 

Omnibus acceptas edidit Eurynome.” 

Now here we have the proverb clearly enough. 
I subjoin the note upon the lines in which it 

appears. 
“ Bis dat qui cito dat,” in Mimis Publii. “ Bene- 

ficium inopi bis dat, qui dat celeriter.” Proverb, Bis 
dat, &e. 

Referring to the Sentences of Publius Syrus, 
published, with the additional Fables of Phzdrus, 
from the Vatican MSS., by Angelo Mai, I found 
the line thus given: — 

“Tnopi beneficium bis dat, qui dat celeriter.” 

The same idea, I believe, occurs in Ovid. Query 
whether it is not a thought naturally presenting 
itself to the mind, reflected by memory, confirmed 
by experience, and which some Mimic author has 
made proverbial by his terse, gnomic form of ex- 
pression. 8. H. 

PARALLEL PASSAGES. 

I take the liberty of sending you several parallel 
passages, which may probably appear to you wor- 
thy of insertion in your valuable paper. 

ue 

«“ There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. ’” 

Shakspeare: Julius Cesar. 

« There is an hour in each man’s life appointed 
To make his happiness, if then he seize it.” 

Beaumont and Fletcher: The Custom of the Country. 

« There is a nick in Fortune’s restless wheel 
For each man’s good —” 

Chapman: Bussy d'Ambois. 
2. 

«“ The fann’d snow, 
That’s bolted by the northern blast thrice o’er.” 

Shakspeare: A Winter’s Tale, 

«¢ Snow in the fall, 

Purely refined by the bleak northern blast.” 
Davenport: The City Nightcap, 

3. 
« Like pearl 

Dropt from the opening eyelids of the morn 
Upon the bashful rose.” 

Middleton: The Game at Chess. 

« Together both, ere the high lawns appeared 
Under the opening eyelids of the morn, 
We drive afield.” 

Milton: Lysidas. 
4 

« Brief as the lightning in the collied night, 
That in a spleen enfolds both heaven and earth, 

And ere a man hath power to say— Behold! 

The jaws of darkness do devour it up.” 
Shakspeare: Midsummer Night's Dream. 

“ Nicht Blitzen gleich, die schnell voriiber schiessen, 

Und plotzlich von der Nacht verschlungen sind, 
Mein Glick wird seyn.” 

Schiller: Die Braut von Messina. 

Greenock. 
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ERRORS CORRECTED. 

JI. —Sharon Turner’s Hist. of England (Lond. 
1814. 4to.), i. 332. 

“ The Emperor (Henry VI.) determined to extort 
an immoderate ransom; but, to secure it, had him 
(Richard Coeur de Lion) conveyed to a castle in the 
Tyrol, from which escape was hopeless.” 

Note “104. In Tiruali. Oxened. MS,” 

Ibid. p. 333. : — 
“He (Richard) was removed from the dungeon in 

the Tyrol to the emperor's residence at Haguenau.” 
Note “109. See Richard’s Letter to his Mother. 

Hoveden, 726.” 
The fortress, here represented to be in the 

Tyrol, is about 220 miles distant (“as the crow 
flies”) from the nearest point in that district, and 
is the Castle of Trifels, which still crowns the 
highest of three rocky eminences (Treyfels= 
Three Rocks), which rise from the mountain range 
of the Vosges, on the southern side of the town of 
Annweiler. In proceeding from Landau to Zwei- 
briicken (Deux-Ponts), the traveller may see it 
on his left. The keep is still in good preservation ; 
and it was on account of the natural strength of 
its position that the imperial crown-jewels were 
formerly preserved in it. 
Iam unable to refer at present to the MS. of 

Oxenedes (Cotton, Nero, D 2), which appears to 
give the erroneous reading of Tirualli for Triualli 
or Trivalli; but Mr. Turner might have avoided 
the mistake by comparing that MS. with the 
printed text of Hoveden, in which Richard is 
represented as dating his letter “de Castello de 
Triuellis, in quo detinebamur.” 

IT, —Wright’s S. Patrick's Purgatory (Lond. 
1844. 8vo.), p. 135.: — 
«On the patent rolls in the Tower of London, 

under the year 1358, we have an instance of testi- 
monials given by the king (Edward III.) on the same 
day, to two distinguished foreigners, one a noble Hun- 
garian, the other a Lombard, Nicholas de Beccariis, 
of their having faithfully performed this pilgrimage.” 

In a note on this passage, Mr. Wright reprints 
one of the testimonials from Rymer (Federa, 
vol. iii. pt. i. p.174.), in which is the following 
passage : — 

“ Nobilis vir Malatesta Ungarus de Arminio miles,” 

In the original deed, the text must have been 
de Arimino (of Rimini) ; for the person here re- 
ferred to was a natural son of Malatesta de’ Mala- 
testi, Lord of Rimini and of Pesaro, and took the 
name of Z’ Ungaro in consequence of his having 
been knighted by Louis, King of Hungary, when the 
latter passed through the Malatesta territory, when 
he was going to Naples for the purpose of avenging 
his brother Andrew’s death. In the Italian ac- 
count of the family (Clementini, Raccolto Istorico 
della Fondazione di Rimino. Rimino, 1617—27. 
2 vols. 4to.), L’Ungario is said to have been a 

great traveller, to have visited England, and to 
have died in 1372, at the age of 45. (See also 
Sansovino, Origine e Futti delle Famiglie Illustri 
d'Italia. Venetia, 1670. 4to. p.356.) -F.C.B. 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT ETYMOLOGY. 

Thave just been exceedingly interested in reading 

a lecture on the Origin and Progress of the En- 
glish Language, delivered at the Atheneum, Dur- 
ham, before the Teachers’ Society of the North of 
England, by W. Finley, Graduate of the University 
of France. 

The following passage well expresses a caution 

that should be always kept in mind by the literary 
archeologist : — 

«In the orthography of English words derived from 

the Latin, one greut and leading principle must be kept 

in view. If the word is of new adoption, it is certain 

that its spelling will be like that which appears in the 

original word; or if it has come to us through the 

French, the spelling will be conformable to the word 

in that language; thus, persecution from persequor, 

pursue from poursuivre. Again, flourish from fleurir, 

efllorescent, florid, &c, from floreo. And to establish 

our orthography on certain grounds, it ought to be the 

business of the lexicographer to determine the date of 

the first appearance of an adopted word, and thus satis- 

factorily determine its spelling.” (Lecture, p. 20. foot- 

note.) 
Diva S} 

Home, March 2. 

ERRORS IN POPE'S HOMER’S ODYSSEY. 

In all the editions I have seen of this translation, 

the following very palpable errors exist, which I 

do not remember to have seen noticed. The first 

of these errors is contained in book ix. lines 325, 

326. 463. and 533, — 

« Fools that ye are! (the savage thus replies, 
His inward fury blazing at bis eyes. )” 

« Sing’d are his brows: the scorching lids grow black.” 

« Seest thou these lids that now unfold in vain?” 

and consists in Mr. Pope having bestowed two 
organs of sight on the giant Polypheme. 

The second occurs in line 405 of the same book ; 

* Brain’d on the rock ; his second dire repast ;” 

and is owing to the inadvertency of the translator, 
who forgets what he had previously written in 
lines 342 to 348. 
«« He answer’d with his deed: his bloody hand 

Snatch’d two, unhappy! of my martial band ; 
And dash’d like dogs against the stony floor : 
The pavement swims with brains and mingled gore. 
Torn limb from limb, he spreads his horrid feast, 
And fierce devours it like a mountain beast.” 

And in lines 368 and 369; 
«“ The task thus finish’d of his morning hours, 
Two more he snatches, murders, and devours !” 
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by which it distinctly appears that line 405 has a 
reference to the third “ dire repast” of the Cyclops, 
instead of the second. 

Perhaps you will not deem me presumptuous in 
offering an amendment of these passages by the 
following substitutions :— 

For lines 325 and 326, 
Fools that ye are! (the savage made reply, 
His inward fury blazing at his eye. ) 

for line 463, 

Sing'’d is his brow: the scorching lid grows black. 

for line 405, 

Brain’d on a rock: his third most dire repast. 

and for line 533, 

Seest thou this lid that now unfolds in vain ? 

Davin Stevens. 
Godalming, Feb. 10. 1850. 

PROVERBIAL SAYINGS AND THEIR ORIGINS — PLA- 
GIARISMS AND PARALLEL PASSAGES. 

In a note to Boswell’s Life of Johnson (Lond. 
1816. 8vo.), iv. 196., the following lines are 
ascribed to their real authors : — 

To Joh. Baptista Mantuanus (Leipz. 1511. 4to.), 
Eclog. i. : — 

“Td commune malum, semel insanivimus omnes.” 

To Philippe Gaultier, who flourished in the last 
half of the 12th century (Lugduni, 1558. 4to. 
fol. xlij. recto) : — 

“ Incidis in Scillam cupiens vitare Charybdim.” 

At the conclusion of the same note, the author- 
ship of 

“ Solamen miseris socios habuisse doloris,” 

is said to remain undiscovered ; but it appears to 
be a corrected form of a line in Albertus ab Eyb’s 
Margarita Poetica (Nuremberg, 1472. Fol.), where, 
with all its false quantities, it is ascribed to Ovid :— 

«« Solacium est miseris socios habere pcenarum.” 
Ovidius Epistolarum, 

In the same page (fol. 149. rect.), 

(sic) “ Feeundi calices quem non fecere disertum ” 

is transferred from Horace to Ovid; while, on the 
reverse of the same fol., Aisop has the credit of 

«“ Non bene pro toto libertas venditur auro ; 
Hoe ceeleste bonum preterit orbis opes.” 

Of the first line of this couplet, Ménage says 
(Menagiana, Amstm. 1713. 12mo.), iii. 132., that 
it is “de la fable du 3° Livre de ce méme Poéte 
& qui nous avons dit qu’appartenoit le vers 

“«« Alterius non sit qui suus esse potest ;’” 

but I cannot find the reference to which he al- 
ludes. 

In the same fol. (149 rect.) is perhaps the ear- 
liest quotation of 

“ Gutta cavat lapidem non vi sed sepé cadendo, — 
Sapiens.” 

which occurs also in Menagiana (Amstm. 1718, 
12mo.), i. 209. : — 

“ Horace fait mention du Poéte Chérile, de qui l’on 
n’a que ce vers Gree — 

“Tlérpay kotAaive: pavis bbaros évdehexeln.” 
“ Gutta cavat lapidem non vi sed sepé cadendo.” 

The parallel passages in Ovid are in Epist. ex 
Pont. rv. x. 5,:— 

“ Gutta cavat Japidem ; consumitur annulus usu, 

Et feritur pressa vomer aduncus humo,” 

and in Art. Amat. 1. 475, 476. : — 
“ Quid magis est saxo durum? quid mollius unda? 

Dura tamen molli saxa cavantur aqua.” 

F.C. B: 

QUERIES. 

A TREATISE ON THE LORD’S SUPPER, BY ROBERT 
CROWLEY. 

T have before me a somewhat scarce volume of 
Theological Tracts (small 8vo.), ranging between 
the years 1533 and 1614. With the exception of 
one relating to the Sacraments, by John Prime 
(Lond. 1582), the most curious treatise is that en- 
titled ‘The Supper of the Lorde, after the true 
meanyng of the sixte of John, &c. . . . whervnto 
is added, an Epystle to the reader, And incident- 
ally in the exposition of the Supper is confuted 
the letter of master More against John Fryth.” 
To a motto taken from 1 Cor, xi. is subjoined the 
following date, “ Anno m.ccccc.xxxu1., v. daye of 
Apryll,” together with a printer's device (two 
hands pointing towards each other). This Tract 
was promptly answered by Sir Thomas More (a.p. 
1533, “after he had geuen ouer the offyce of Lorde 
Chauncellour of Englande”), and is described by 
him as “the poysoned booke whych a nameles here- 
tike hath named the Supper of the Lorde” ( Works, 
pp- 1035, seqq., ed. Rastell). From the following 
passage of the reply, we learn that this offensive 
publication, like so many others of the same class, 
had been printed abroad : — 

« And in thys wyse is ther sent ouer to be prynted 
the booke that Frythe made last against the blessed 
sacrament answering to my letter, wherewyth I con- 
futed the pestilent treatice that he hadde made agaynst 
it before. And the brethren looked for it nowe at 
thys Bartlemewe tide last passed, and yet looke euery 
day, except it be come all redy, and secretely runne 
among them. But in the meane whyle, ther is come 
ouer a nother booke againste the blessed sacrament, a booke 
of that sorte, that Frythe’s booke the brethren maye 
nowe forbeare. For more blasphemous and more 
bedelem rype then thys booke is were that booke harde 
to be, whyche is yet madde enough, as men say that 
haue seene it” (p. 1036. G.), 

More was evidently at a loss to discover the au- 
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thor of this work; for, after conjecturing that it 
might have come from William Tyndal, or George 
Jaye (alias Joy), or ‘som yong unlearned fole,” 
he determines “for lacke of hys other name to cal 
the writer mayster Masker,” a soubriquet which is 
preserved throughout his confutation. At the 
same time, it is clear, from the language of the 
treatise, that its author, though anonymous, be- 
lieved himself well known to his opponent : 

“I would haue hereto put mi name, good reader, 
but I know wel that thou regardest not who writteth, 
but what is writen; thou estemest the worde of the 
verite, and not of the authour. And as for M. More, 
whom the verite most offendeth, and doth but mocke it 
out when he can not sole it, he knoweth my name wel 

inough” (sub fin.). 

But here rises a grave difficulty, which I have 
taken the liberty of propounding to the readers of 
“ Nores anp Queriss.” Notwithstanding the 
above statements, both of the writer and of Sir 
Thomas More, as to the anonymous character of 
the treatise we are considering, the “Epistle to 
the Reader” is in my copy subscribed “ Robert 
Crowley,” naturally inducing the belief that the 
whole emanated from him. 

Perhaps this difficulty may be resolved on the 
supposition that, while the body of the Tract was 
first published without the “ Epistle to the Reader,” 
and More’s reply directed against it under this 
form, it might soon .afterwards have reached a 
second edition, to which the name of the author 
was appended. It is certain that More’s copy 
consisted of 32 leaves only (p. 1039, G.), which 
corresponds with that now before me, excluding 
the “ Epistle to the Reader.” Still, it is difficult 
to conceive that the paragraph in which the au- 
thor speaks of himself as anonymous should have 
remained uncancelled in a second edition, after he 
had drawn off what More calls “ his visour of dis- 
simulacion.” ‘There is, indeed, another supposition 
which would account for the discrepancy in ques- 
tion, viz. that the epistle and a fresh title-page 
were prefixed to some copies of the original edi- 
tion; but the pagination of the Tract seems to 
preclude this conjecture, for B. i. stands upon the 
third leaf from what must have been the com- 
mencement if we subtract the “Epistle to the 
Reader.” 
Wood does not appear to have perceived either 

this difficulty, or a second which this treatise is 
ealculated to excite. He places The Supper of the 
Lorde at the head of the numerous productions of 
Robert Crowley, as if its authorship was perfectly 
ascertained. But Crowley must have been a pre- 
eocious polemic if he wrote a theological treatise, 
like that answered by More, at least a year pre- 
viously to his entering the university. The date 
of his admission at Oxford was 1534; he was 
elected Fellow of Magdalene in 1542; he printed 
the first edition of Piers Plowman in 1550; and 

was still Parson of St. Giles’s, near Cripplegate, in 
1588, 7. e. fifty-five years after the publication of 
the Tract we are considering. (See Heylin’s Hist. 
of the Reformation, ii. 186., E. H. S. ed.) Were 
there two writers named Robert Crowley ? or was 
the Crowley a pupil or protégé of some early re- 
former, who caused his name to be affixed to a 
treatise for which he is not wholly responsible? I 
leave these queries for the elucidation of your 
bibliographical contributors. 

If I have not already exceeded the limits allow- 
able for such communications, I would also ask 
your readers to explain the allusion in the follow- 
Ing passage from Crowley’s tract :— - 

“ And know right well, that the more they steare thys 
sacramente the broder shal theyr lyes be spreade, the 
more shall theyr falsehoode appeare, and the more glori- 
ously shall the truthe triumph: as it is to se thys daye 
by longe contencion in thys same and other like arti- 
cles, which the papists haue so long abused, and howe 
more his lyes utter the truthe euery day more and more. 
For had he not come begynge for the clergy from pur- 
gatory, wyth his ‘supplicacion of soules,’ and Rastal 
and Rochester had they not so wyselye played theyr 
partes, purgatory paradventure had serued them yet ano- 
ther yere; neyther had it so sone haue bene quenched, 
por the poor soule and proctoure there ben wyth his 
bloudye byshoppe christen catte so farre coniured into his 
owne Utopia with a sachel about his necke to gather for the 
proude prystes in Synagoga papistica.” 

The Rastell here mentioned was doubtless he 
whom More (Works, p. 355.) calls his “ brother” 
(i.e. his sister's husband), joining him with Ro- 
chester (7.e. Bp. Fisher), as in this passage, on 
account of his great zeal in checking the progress 
of the earlier Reformation ; but what is the allu- 
sion in the phrase “with his bloudye bishoppe 
christen catte,” &c., lam unable to divine. Neither 
in the Supplicacion of Soules, nor in the reply to 
the ‘“nameles heretike,’ have I discovered the 
slightest clue to its meaning. C. H. 

St. Catherine’s Hall, Cambridge. 

[It would seem, from a Query from the Rev. Henry 

Walter, in No. 7. p. 109., on the subject of the name 
“ Christen Cat,” where the foregoing passage is quoted 
from Day’s edition of Tyndale’s Works, that this tract 
was by Tyndale, and not by Crowley.] 

WHAT IS A CHAPEL? 

What is the most approved derivation of the 
word Chapel ?— Capella, from the goat-skin co- 
vering of what was at first a movable tabernacle ? 
capa, a cape worn by capellanus, the chaplain? 
capsa, a chest for sacred relics? haba Eli (Heb.), 
the house of God? or what other and better 
etymon ? 

Ts it not invariably the purpose of a Chapel to 
supply the absence or incommodiousness of the 
parish church ? 

At what period of ecclesiastical history was the 
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word Chapel first introduced? Ifthere be any truth 
in the legend that St. Martin’s hat was carried 
before the kings of France in their expeditions, 
and that the pavilion in which it was lodged ori- 
ginated the term, it is probably a very old word, 
as the Saint is stated to have died a.p. 397. Yet 
the word is not acknowledged by Bingham. 

Is Chapel a legal description of the houses of 
religious meeting, which are used by those who 
dissent from the Church of England ? 

Was the adoption of the word Chapel by dis- 
senters, or their submission to it, indicative of an 
idea of assistance, rather than of rivalry or oppo- 
sition, to the Church ? 
Any answer to these inquiries, which are pro- 

posed only for the sake of information, by one 
whose means of reference and investigation are 
limited, will be very acceptable. Anrrep Garry. 

Ecclesfield, March 5. 1850, 

WHO TRANSLATED THE “TURKISH SPY?” 

Is it known who really translated that clever 
work, Letters writ by a Turkish Spy 2? The work 
was originally written in Italian, by John Paul 
Marana, a Genoese; but the English translation 
has been attributed to several individuals. 
Among Dr, Charlett’s correspondence, preserved 

in the Bodleian Library, is a letter inquiring after 
a Mr. Bradshaw. The writer says, “he was servi- 
tor or amanuensis to Dr. Allesbree, and proved 
very considerable afterwards, being the author of 
all the volumes of the ‘Turkish Spy’ but one; 
and that was the first, which, you remember, was 
printed a considerable time before the rest, and 
not much taken notice of till the second volume 
came out. ‘The first volume was originally wrote 
in Italian, translated into French, and made En- 
glish; and all the rest after carried on by this 
Bradshaw, as I am undoubtedly informed: so that 
I think him well worth inquiring after while in 
Oxford. Dr. Midgely had only the name and con- 
veyance to the press, beside what books he helped 
Bradshaw to, which, by his poverty, he could not 
procure himself.” In the margin of this letter 
Ballard has added, “Sir Roger Manley, author of 
the ‘Turkish Spy.” Baker, of St. John’s Col- 
lege, Cambridge, has written on the cover of the 
first volume of his copy of Athene Oxoniensis (be- 
queathed to the Public Library at Cambridge), 
“Turkish Spy,’ begun by Mr. Manley, continued 
by Dr. Midgely with the assistance of others.” 

Epwarp F. Rimpavtr. 

PHILALETHES CESTRIENSIS — STEPHENS’ SERMONS. 

I sha'l feel much obliged if any of your corre- 
spondents can inform me what is the real name 
of the author of the following work ; — 
“An Impartial | enquiry into the true character of 

that Faith, which is required in the Gospel, as neces- 

sary to salvation; in which it is briefly shewn, upon 
how righteous terms unbelievers may become true 
Christians, &c., by Puinaterues Cerstriensis. 8°. 
Lond. 1746. Dedicated to Philip earl of Chesterfield, 
Lord-Lieutenent of Ireland.” 

In your 6th Number is an inquiry for a “ tract 
or sermon” by the Rev. W. Stephens, which 
elicited a reply in No. 8. from “ Mr. Denton,” 
who mentions four sermons by that author, and 
inquires whether any other sermons or tracts of 
his were published, which are not included in the 
two posthumous volumes ? 
Now it has struck ne that a volume of sermons 

in my possession may, from the nature of the 
subjects, be Stephens’s, but whether included in 
the volume alluded to I know not. ‘The volume 
contains six sermons, each with separate title and 
separate pagination. A common preface is pre- 
fixed, and there has been a common title-page, 
which unfortunately is missing in my copy. 

“ Serm. I. The Divinity of Christ argued, from his 
right to worship, on Rev. v. 13, 14., preached in 1720, 
at Great Torrington, at the Visitation of the Arch- 
deacon of Barnstaple.” 

“TI. The necessity of believing the Divinity of the 
Son of God, John iii, 16., preached at Great 'Torring- 
ton on Christmas Day, 1721.” 

“ TII. The Humiliation and Exaltation of the Son 
of God considered in a new light, Philipp. ii. 6—12., 
preached at the primary Visitation of Stephen [Weston] 
Lord Bishop of Exon, at Great Torrington, 1726.” 

“TV. Christ, King of the Jews both before and after 
his Incarnation, Matt. ii. 1, 2., preached on Christmas 
Day and First Sunday after Epiphany, 1727.” 

“V, The Beginning, Extent, and Duration of Christ’s 
Mediatorial Kingdom, same text, and preached at the 
same season.” 

“VI. The natural Supremacy of God the Son; 
same text, &c.” 

The three last sermons have a title generally 
applicable, and repeated before each, viz., “‘ The 
Supreme Dominion of God the Son, both Natural, 
(Economical, and Judaical, proved from Scripture, 
in three Sermons.” ‘The separate titles bear date 
1729; and the publisher was Samuel Birt, at the 
Bible and Ball, Ave Maria Lane. 

This notice may supply the information of 
which Mr, Denton is in quest, and at all events I 
should be very glad to learn who the author really 
was. His sermons are, as is said of those of Ste- 
phens, far above the ordinary run. The period at — 
which they were delivered agrees with the dates 
of those at page 118. The author, in the general 
preface, says, that Sermon II. was not “suffer’d 
to see the light before it had pass’d through the 
hands of Dr. Waterland.” Was not Stephens sub- 
sequently Vicar of St. Andrew’s, Plymouth ? 

BaiioLensis. 

: 
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MINOR QUERIES. 

Smelling of the Lamp.— Can you or one of your 
learned correspondents, tell me the origin or first 
user of the literary “smelling of the lamp?” I 
know that it is commonly attributed to Demos- 
thenes? but if it is his, I want chapter and verse 
for it. 

Gourders of Rain.—W ill any of your correspon- 
dents be kind enough to suggest the etymology of 
the word “ gourders” (= torrents)? It occurs in 
the following passage of Harding against Jewel 
(p- 189., Antv. 1565: — 

“ Let the gourders of raine come downe from you and 
all other heretikes, let the floudes of worldly rages 
thrust, let the windes of Sathan’s temptations blowe 
their worst, this house shall not be ouerthrowen.” 

C. H. 
St. Catherine’s Hall, Cambridge. 

The Temple or a Temple. —Iam happy to see 
that your correspondent, Mr. Thoms, is about to 
illustrate some of the obscurities of Chaucer. 
Perhaps he or some of your learned contributors 
may be able to remove a doubt that has arisen in 
my mind relative to the poet’s well-known de- 
scription of the Manciple in his Prologue to the 
Canterbury Tales. 
You are aware that the occupation of the 

Temple by students of the law in the reign of 
‘Edward ILI. has no other authority than tradition. 
Dugdale, Herbert, Pearce, and others who have 
written on the Inns of Court, adduce this passage 
from Chaucer in support of the assertion; and 
they all quote the first line thus : — 

} «“ A manciple there was of the Temple.” 

In Tyrwhitt’s edition of Chaucer, however, and 
in all other copies I have seen, the reading is — 

« A gentil manciple was ther of a temple.” 

Now the difference between “ the Temple” and 
“a temple” is not inconsiderable. I should feel 
obliged, therefore, by any explanation which will 
account for it. If Chaucer was, as he is some- 
times pretended to be, a member of the Temple, 
it is somewhat extraordinary that he should have 
designated it so loosely. The words in the real 
passage would seem to have a more general signi- 
fication, and not to be applied to any particular 
house of legal resort. Epwarp Foss. 

Family of Steward or Stewart of Bristol. —I 
have in my possession a drawing, probably of the 
time of James or Charles I., of the following arms. 
Azure a lion rampant or, with a crescent for 
difference, impaling argent a cross engrailed flory 
sable between four Cornish choughs proper — 
Crest, on a wreath of the colours a Saracen’s 
head full-faced, couped at the shoulders proper, 
wreathed round the temples and tied or and 
azure. 
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On removing the shield from the paper on which 
it was pasted, I found a spoiled sketch of the coat 
of Poulett, with the name Ambrose Moore written 
over it in a hand of about the reign of Charles L: 
the object in pasting the fresh shield over the 
spoiled coat appears to have been merely to make 
use of the mantling. 

I have also a locket of silver gilt containing a 
miniature of a gentleman apparently of the time 
of the Commonwealth, finely executed in oils upon 
copper ; on the back are engraved the arms and 
crest above described without the impalement, the 
crescent bearing the addition of a label. The only 
information I have is, that the locket and the 
drawing belonged to a family of the name of 
Steward or Stewart, who were clothworkers at 
Bristol during the Commonwealth, and for some 
generations later; and they are now in the pos- 
session of their descendants. The first of whom I 
have any authentic record is Hercules Steward, 
who was admitted to the liberties of the city of 
Bristol in 1623. 

I cannot find that any family of Steward has 
borne the arms in question; and if any of your 
readers can throw a light on the matter, I shall 
feel greatly obliged to them. 

Query. Was there a Herald painter of the time 
named Ambrose Moore ? O.C. 

Feb. 26. 1850. 

Paying through the Nose.— Can any one tell me 
the origin of the phrase, “ Paying through the 
nose,” expressing a dear bargain ? A. G. 

Memoirs of an American Lady.— Are the Me- 
moirs of an American Lady out of print? They 
were written by Mrs. Grant, of Laggan, the 
authoress of Letters from the Mountains, and of 
whom some very interesting memoirs have lately 
been published by her son. Nemo. 

Bernicia. — Can any learned correspondent fa- 
vour me with the name or title of any English 
nobleman who held authority in Wales, or the 
Borders, in 1370-80? ‘The motive for this query 
is, that a poem of the time, by Trahaearn, a cele- 
brated bard, contains the following passage : — 

“Though fierce in his valour like Lleon, with a 
violent irresistible assault, he vaulted into battle, to 

plunder the King of Bernicia; yet the ravager of thrice 
seven dominions was a placid and liberal-handed chief, 
when he entertained the bards at his magnificent table.” 

It is not supposed that the king here mentioned 
was any thing more than a powerful nobleman, 
whose possessions, or castle and lands, were situ- 
ated in the north of England; in which division 
of the island the ancient Bernicia was placed. As 
there is no evidence as to the locality or limits of 
this ancient district, it is hoped that an answer to 
the above query will afford a satisfactory solution 
to an uncertainty that has long existed among 
Welsh antiquaries. GomMER. 
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John Bull. — Might I beg to ask, through your 
columns, the origin of the name ‘“* John Bull,” as 
applied to Englishmen? I have frequently heard 
the question asked; but I never heard it satis- 
factorily answered. An antiquary once told me 
that it was so applied from the number of Johns 
among our countrymen, and the profusion of bles 
in our language; an explanation which I placed 
to the credit of my friend’s ingenuity. R.F.H. 

REPLIES. 

LETTER ATTRIBUTED TO SIR ROBERT WALPOLE. 

I feel very confident that I once read the letter 
attributed to Sir R. Walpole (No. 19. p. 304.) in 
some magazine, long before I had ever seen Banks’ 
Extinct and Dormant Peerage. My impression is 
also, that I never believed the document to be 
authentic; and that opinion is confirmed by a 
reference to the Correspondence of Horace Walpole, 
vol. i. ed. 1840, and to the journals of the day. I 
find from these authorities, that the first of the 
memorable divisions which drove Sir Robert from 
the helm, took place on the 2ist Jan. 1741-2, when 
Pulteney’s motion for a secret committee was lost 
by three voices only. We are told that the 
speeches were very brilliant, and Sir R. Walpole 
particularly distinguished himself. He might have 
been tormented by his enemies, but not by the 
stone, (the excuse assigned in the letter for his 
inability to attend the king), for Horace left him 
at one o'clock in the morning, after the debate had 
terminated, “ at supper all alive and in spirits,” and 
he even boasted that he was younger than his son. 
The next struggle was on the 28th of Jan., on the 
Chippenham election, when the minister was de- 
feated by one, and his friends advised him to re- 
sign ; but it was not till after the 3rd of Feb., when 
the majority against him upon the renewal of the 
last question had increased to sixteen, that he in- 
timated his intention to retire. These facts, cou- 
pled with the inferences drawn by your corre- 
spondent P.C.§.S. as to the suspicious style of 
the letter, and the imprudence of such a commu- 
nication, go far to prove that it was a forgery: 
but the passage in Walpole’s Reminiscences, vol. i. 
p- evili. ed. 1840, with which I will now conclude 
my remarks, seems to set the question at rest : — 

“ Sir Robert, before he quitted the king, persuaded 
his Majesty to insist, as a preliminary to the change, 
that Mr. Pulteney should go into the House of Lords, 
his great credit lying in the other House: and TJ re- 
member my father's action when he returned from Court, 
and told me what he had done ; ‘ I have turned the hey of 
the closet upon him, making that motion with his hand.” 

BRAYBROOKE. 
Audley End, March 18. 1850. 

PORTRAITS OF ULRICH OF HUTTEN. 

It is pleasant to see that an answer to a query 
can sometimes do more than satisfy a doubt, by 

accidentally touching an accordant note which 
awakens a responsive feeling. Iam much pleased 
that my scanty information was acceptable to 
“R. G.”; and wish it was in my power to give him 
more certain information respecting the portraits 
of Hutten, who is one of my heroes, although I am 
no “ hero-worshipper.” 

The earliest woodcut portrait of him with which 
I am acquainted, is to be found in the very ele- 
gant volume containing the pieces relating to the 
murder of his cousin John, by Ulrich of Wirtem- 
berg (the title too long for these pages), which, 
from the inscription at the end, appears to have 
been printed in the Castle of Stakelberg, in 1519. 
It is a half-length, in a hat, under a kind of portico, 
with two shields at the upper corners: the in- 
scription beneath is in white letters on a black 
ground. It occurs near the end of the volume; in 
which is another spirited woodcut, representing 
the murder. 

The other two cotemporary portraits occur in 
the “‘ Expostulatio,” before noticed. The largest 
of these, at the end of the volume, is in armour, 
crowned with laurel, and holding a sword, looking 
toward the left. This is but indifferently copied, 
or rather followed, in Tobias Stimmer’s rare and 
elegant little volume, Jmagines Viror. Liter. Illust., 
published by Reusner and Jobinus, Argent. 1587, 
12mo. 

I have never seen a good modern representation 
of this remarkable man, who devoted the whole 
energies of his soul to the sacred cause of truth 
and freedom, and the liberation of his country and 
mankind from the trammels of a corrupt and dis- 
solute Church; and, be it remembered, that he and 
Reuchlin were precursors of Luther in the noble 
work, which entitles them to at least a share in 
our gratitude for the unspeakable benefit conferred 
by this glorious emancipation. 

Ebernburg, the fortress of his friend, the noble 
and heroic Franz von Sickingen, Hutten called 
the Bulwark of Righteousness. I had long sought 
for a representation of Sickingen, and at length 
found a medal represented in the Sylloge Numis- 
matum Elegantiorum of Luckius, fol. Argent. 1620, 
bearing the date 1522. 

Hutten’s life is full of romantic incident: it was 
one of toil and pain, for the most part; and he 
may well have compared his wanderings to those 
of Ulysses, as he seems to have done in the follow- 
ing verses, which accompany the portrait first 
above mentioned : — 

“ Desine fortunam miseris inimicaque fata 
Objicere, et casus velle putare deos. 

Jactatur pius Aineas, jactatur Ulysses, 
Per mare, per terras, hic bonus, ille pius. 

Crede mihi non sunt meritis sua premia, casu 
Volvimur, haud malus est, cui mala proveniunt. 

Sis miser, et nulli miserabilis, omnia quisquis 
A diis pro merito cuique venire putas.” 
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I should like to see the German verses your 
correspondent mentions, if he will be good enough 
to favour me, through your intervention, with an 
inspection of the volume containing them. 

S. W. S. 
March 12, 1850. 

CHANGE OF NAME, 

“B.” inquires (No. 16. p. 246.) what is the use 
of the royal license for the change of a surname? 
He is referred to Mr. Markland’s paper “ On the 
Antiquity and Introduction of Surnames into 
England” (Archeologia, xviii. p. 111.). Mr. 
Markland says, — 

“Sir Joseph Jekyll, when Master of the Rolls, in 
the year 1730, remarks —‘I am satisfied the usage of 
passing Acts of Parliament for the taking upon one a 
surname is but modern; and that any one may take 
upon him what surname, and as many surnames, as 
he pleases, without an Act of Parliament.’ The decree 
in the above case was reversed in the House of Lords.” 

Mr. Markland adds, — 
“From the facts and deductions here stated, it would 

seem that the Master of the Rolls had good ground 
for making his decree. The law, as it stands, however, 
has grown out of the practice: and common prudence 
dictates, that the assumption of a new surname should 
now be accompanied by such an authority as may esta- 
blish beyond all question the legality of the act.” 

It must also be remembered, that a testator 
often directs that a devisee shall procure the 
royal license or an Act of Parliament for the 
change of name, in order to entitle him to the 
testator’s property. If this direction be neglected, 
could not the party next benefited sue for it on 
that ground, and with success ? 8. D. D. 

Change of Name (No. 16. p. 246.).—The doc- 
trine, that a person may change his surname with- 
out any formality whatever, has long been “ set- 
tled,” and is by no means of so recent a date as 
your correspondent supposes, which will presently 
appear. 

In Coke upon Littleton, after some observations 
as to the change of Christian name at confirmation, 
it is stated — 

“ And this doth agree with our ancient books, where 
it is holden that a man may have divers names at divers 
times, but not divers Christian names.” (Vol. ii. p. 218, 
ed. 1818, by J. H. Thomas.) 

Reference is made to Acc. 1 Com. Dig. 19, 20, 
“ Abatement” (E.18,19.); Bac. Abr. “ Misnomer,” 
B.; Rex v. Billinghurst, 3 Maul. & S. 254.: but 
these passages throw no additional light upon our 
immediate subject. 

Sir Joseph Jekyll, in the case of Barlow v. 
Bateman, in 1730, said, — 

“JT am satisfied the usage of passing Acts of Parlia- 
ment for the taking upon one a surname is but modern, 
and that any one may take upon him what surname, 

and as many surnames, as he pleases, without an Act of 
Parliament.” (3 Peere Williams, 65.) 

The decision of the Master of the Rolls in this 
case was afterwards overruled by the House of 
Lords; but on a point not affecting the accuracy 
of the observations I have quoted. 

Lord Eldon, in the case of Leigh v. Leigh, 
decided in 1808, made the following remarks :— 

“An Act of Parliament, giving a new name, does 
not take away the former name: a legacy given by that 
name might be taken. In most of the Acts cf Parlia- 
ment for this purpose there is a special proviso to pre- 
vent the loss of the former name. ‘The King’s licence 
is nothing more than permission to take the name, and 
does not give it. A name, therefore, taken in that 
way is by voluntary assumption.” (15 Ves. Jun., 
p. 100.) 

This case decided that the assumption of a name 
by a person, by the King’s license, would not 
entitle him to take under a limitation in a will 
“‘unto the first and nearest of my kindred, being 
male, and of my name and blood.” The same rule 
would no doubt hold as to a change of name by 
Act of Parliament. (See Pyot v. Pyot, 1 Ves. 

| Sen. 335.) 
These extracts from the highest authorities will 

sufficiently show of how little use is an Act of 
Parliament, or the royal license, for effecting a 
change of name: indeed, the chief, perhaps I 
might almost say the only, advantage of these 
costly forms, except, of course, where they are 
required by the express terms of a will, is the 
facility they afford in case it should become neces- 
sary to prove that John White was ten years ago 
John Brown. ARUN. 

QUERIES ANSWERED, NO. 6. 

There is no class of books which it more behoves 
future compilers of glossaries to consult, than those 
which treat of geography, navigation, military and 
naval economy, and the science of warfare both on 
shore and afloat. As far as the technical terms 
have been used by poets and dramatists, much 
valuable illustration may be found in the anno- 
tated editions of their works, but much more is 
required for general purposes, and I could point 
out some fifty volumes which would enable an in- 
dustrious student, possessing a competent acquaint- 
ance with those subjects in their modern state, to 
produce a most useful supplement to our existing 
glossaries. 

With very small pretensions to the amount of 
information which ¥ ascribes to me, I will at once 
answer his query on the meaning of grummett. 

GruMerE is pure Spanish. It also occurs as a 
Portuguese word. I shall transcribe the expla- 
nations of it as given by the best authorities on 
those languages :— 

“ Grymere.— El muchacho que sirue en el nauio, y 
sube por el mastil, o arbol, y por la antena, y haze todo 
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lo demas que le mandan con gran presteza.”— Sebas- 
tian de Couarruuias, 1611. 

“ Grumere.— El mozo que sirve en el navio para 
subir 4 la gavia y otrosusos. Tirunculus nauticus.” — 
La real academia Espaiiola. 

* Grumere.— Grumete he 0 mogo que serve como 
de criado aos marinheiros, sobindo pellos mastros até a 
gavea, etc.” Raphael Bluteau. 

We have a statement of the rank and ratings of 
the officers and men of a ship of war in the Sea 
grammar of captain Smith, 1627. 4to. The word 
in question, as a rating, had then become obsolete. 
The duties of the seamen are thus described :— 

“ The sailers are the ancient men for hoising the 
sailes, getting the tacks aboord, haling the bowlings, 
and stearing the ship. 

“ The younkers are the young men called fore-mast 
men, to take in the top-sailes, or top and yard, for furling 
the sailes, or slinging the yards, bousing or trising, and 
take their turnes at helme.” 

Now, a comparison of the definitions of the 
Spanish and Portuguese gromete, and the English 
younker, leads me to infer that the latter term had 
been substituted for grummett or gromet, and that 
the duties of both classes were nearly the same. 

If the above information should seem less pre- 
cise than might be expected, I must make my 
apology in the words which Edward Jorden ad- 
dressed to captain Smith on the publication of his 
Sea grammar :— 

“ Who can 
Deriue thy words, is more grammarian 
Than Camden, Clenard, Ramus, Lilly were: 
Here ’s language would haue non-plust Sealiger!” 

Bouron Corney. 

BEAVER HATS. 

Permit me to suggest that, in asking a question, 
it is often desirable that the querist should state 
briefly the amount of information he already pos- 
sesses on the subject. For instance, had Mr. 
“'T, H. Turner,” when inquiring after beaver hats 
(No. 7. p. 100.), stated, that he had met with the | 
mention of them as early as the time of Hen. III., 
I, of course, should not have troubled you with a 
notice of them in the reign of Elizabeth. Indeed, 
I owe Mr. Turner an apology; for if I had re- 
flected a moment upon the extensive antiquarian 
information of the querist, I should certainly have 
concluded that he must be well acquainted with 
the authorities I cited, which happened to be at 
my elbow at the time I read the query. Mr. B.Cor- 
ney (No. 19. p.307.) has supplied a beaver hat from 
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales ; we meet with another 
in his Testament of Creseide, v. 386., “in a mantill 
and a beaver hat.” We may therefore conclude that 
they were not unusual in Chaucer's time. I now 
think it very probable that beaver hats were in- 
troduced into this country as early as the Norman 
Conquest ; for we find mention of them in Nor- 
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mandy ata still earlier period. In the “ Chronicle 
of the Abbey of St. Wandrille” (edited by Acheri, 
in his Spicilegium), we find, amongst the gifts of 
the Abbot Ansegisus, who died a.p. 833, 

“Cappas Romanas duas, unam videlicet ex rubeo 
cindato, et fimbriis viridibus in cireuitu ornatam : 
alteram ex cane Pontico, quem vulgus Bevurum nuncu- 
pat, similiter fimbriis sui coloris decoratam in orbe.” 

I do not conceive this cap to have been made of 
the skin of a beaver, for the term would then most 
probably have been “ex pelli canis Pontici.” 

This Chronicle contains several curious inyento- 
ries of the gifts of many of the abbots; in which 
we may see the splendour of the vessels and vest- 
ments used at that period in religious services, as 
well as the style of reading then prevalent amongst 
the monks, GastRos. 

Cambridge, March 11. 
[There is a Query which arises out of this subject 

which none of our correspondents have yet touched 
upon— What was the original meaning of Beaver, as 
applied to a hat or cap? and was it taken from the 
name of the animal, or did it give the name to it ?] 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Anecdote of the Civil Wars.—In looking through 
your “ Notes anp Quertss,” to which I heartily 
wish continued success, I find, in No. 6. p. 93, a 
question which appears to be as yet unanswered. 

The story to which your questioner alludes as 
an “anecdote of the Civil Wars,” is a very beau- 
tiful one, and deserves authentication. 

I have a note of it from Dr. Thomas’s additions 
to Dugdale’s Warwickshire, which dates the occur- 
rence as having taken place Oct. 22, 1642, the day 
previous to the battle of Edgehill, and identifies 
the merry sportsman as Richard Schuckburgh, of 
Upper Shuckburgh ; who, however, on his presen- 
tation to the king, “immediately went home, 
aroused his tenants, and the next day attended the 
army to the field, where he was knighted, and was 
present at the battle.” Being out of the reach of 
books, I am unable further to verify the story; 
but it is to such unhappy rustics that your publi- 
cation is most acceptable. CW. Be 

[Thanks to the kindness of our correspondent 
“C. W. B.,” we have referred to Dugdale’s Warwich- 
shire (ed. Thomas, 1730), vol.i. p. 309., and extract 
from it the following proof that Walpole had autho- 
rity for his story. Who knows, after this, but we may 
in the same way trace from whence he procured the 
celebrated letter of the Countess of Pembroke, respect- 
ing which there is a query from Mr. Peter Cunningham, 
in No. 2. p. 28. 

“ As king Charles the First marehed to Edgeot, near 
Banbury, on 22nd Oct., 1642, he saw him hunting in 
the fields not far from Shuckborough, with a very good 
pack of hounds, upon which it is reported, that he 
fetched a deep sigh, and asked who that gentleman was 
that hunted so merrily that morning, when he was go- 
ing to fight for his crown and dignity. And being told 

_ 

ee 
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that it was this Richard Shuckburgh, he was ordered 
to be called to him, and was by him very graciously 
received. Upon which, he went immediately home, 

armed all his tenants, and the next day attended on 
him in the field, where he was knighted, and was pre- 
sent at the battle of Edghill.”] 

Mousetrap Dante (No. 10. pp. 154, 155.). —I 
bee to refer your correspondent to the Visconte 
Colomb de Batines’ Bibliographia Dantesea (Prato, 
1845-48. 8vo.), tom.ii. pp. 264, 265., where he 
will find a list (correct so far as it goes) of the 
fifteen MSS. of the Comedia, purchased for the 
Bodleian Library about the year 1822, from the 
Abbate Matteo Canonici, of Venice. 

I have reason for believing, that the only MSS. 
which exist in that collection, in addition to those 
enumerated in the list, are: 1. Canon Ital. 100. 
“ Compendium Cujusdam Commentarii” (4to pa- 
per); and 2. “ Codices Canonici Miscellanei 449.” 
fol., vellum (it cannot therefore be this), which 
contains the complete commentary of Jacopo 
dalla Lana. F. C. B. 

Cromwell’s Estates (No. 18. p. 277.).— The 
seignory of Gower is the peninsula which runs out 
between the bays of Swansea and Carmarthen; 
and which terminates at Swansea on the S.E. side, 
and at Longhor on the N.W., and comprises the 
district which, in common with a part of Scotland, 
anciently bore the name of Rheged. It is a 
locality rich in all that can attract the antiquary 
and the naturalist. 

Mr. Dillwyn’s Contributions towards a History 
of Swansea contains the following references to 
the Gower property of Cromwell :—‘“ We are in- 
formed by the Minute-book of the Common Hall” 
(at Swansea), “that on May 19, 1648, there came 
to this towne the truly Honourable Oliver Crom- 
well, Esq. . . . Lord of this towne, the Seignory 
of Gower, and Manor of Killay, with the members 
thereof,” &ce. ‘On May 5. 1647, Parliament set- 
tled the estates of the Marquis of Worcester, in 
Gloucestershire and Monmouthshire, on Cromwell; 
and, by a subsequent order, the estate in Glamor- 
ganshire was added to this grant. The convey- 
ance from Parliament to Cromwell is made, not 
only in the name of his Majesty, but has a portrait 
of Charles the First at its head.” SELEUCUS. 

Genealogy of European Sovereigns (No.6. p.92.). 
—The best and most comprehensive work on this 
subject bears the following title: —Johann Hiib- 
ners genealogische Tabellen, 4 vols. folio, oblong, 
Leipzig, 1737 et seq. (Of the 3rd vol. a new 
and much improved edition, by G. F. Krebel, ap- 
peared in 1766.) Supplement: Tafeln zu J. Hiib- 
ner’s genealogischen Tabellen, by Sophia Queen of 
Denmark, 6 parts, folio, oblong, Copenhagen, 
-1822—24, A. Asumr. 

Berlin. 
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Shipster (No. 14. p. 216.).— Are not Baxter 
and Tapster the feminines of Baker and Tapper 2 
—and may not Shipster signify a female ship- 

F.C. B. 

Kentish Ballad (No. 16. p. 247.).—The song 
beginning “ When Harold was invaded” has long 

| been a favourite in this county. It is entitled 
“ The Man of Kent,” and was composed by Tom 

It 
may be found, with the music, in Chappell’s Col- 
lection of English Airs. He cites it as being in 
Pills to purge Melancholy, with Music, 1719, and 
states that in the Essex Champion, or famous His- 
tory of Sir Billy of Billericay and his Squire 
Ricardo, 1690, the song of “The Man of Kent” 
is mentioned. I have none of these works at hand 
for immediate reference, but the above note con- 
tains all that I have been able to collect on the 
subject of our popular ballad. 
There is another song, much to the same pur- 

port, beginning — 

«“ When as the Duke of Normandy, 
With glistening spear and shield,” 

in Evans’s Song's, vol. il. p. 33., printed by him 
from The Garland of Delight, by Delone, in the 
Pepys Collection at Cambridge—a black-letter 
volume ; and probably the song was by himself. 
Your correspondent “F. B.” asks for the re- 

mainder of the song. In pity to yourself and your 
readers, I forbear sending you the countless stan- 
zas—numerous enough in the original song, but 
now, by the additions of successive generations, 
swelled to a volume. He will find in Chappell’s 
collection all that is worth having, with the as- 
surance, repeated oft enough for the most enthu- 
siastic of our modest countrymen, that 

“In Britain’s race if one surpass, 
A man of Kent is he.” 

Lampert Larxine. 
Ryarsh Vicarage. 

Bess of Hardwick (No. 18. p. 276.). — The 
armorial bearings of John Hardwick, of Hardwick, 
co. Derby, father of Bess, were: Argent, a saltier 
engrailed, and on a chief blue three roses of the 
field. M. Comes. 

Oxford, March 9. 1850. 

Trophee (No. 19. p. 303.).—“ Trophe,” in the 
Prologue of Lydgate’s Translation of Boceaccio’s 
Fall of Princes, is a misprint: corrige — 

“ In youth he made a translation 
Of a boke, which called is Troyle, 
In Lumbardes tonge, as men may rede and se, 
And in our vulgar, long or that he deyde, 
Gave it the name of Troylous and Cresseyde.” 

The book called Troyle is Boccaccio's Troilo, or 
Filostrato. M. C. 

Oxford, March 11. 1850. 

S2e Vell, 2 Zz F 
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Emerald (No. 14. p. 217.). — Before we puzzle 
ourselves with the meaning of a thing, it is well to 
consider whether the authority may not be very 
loose and inaccurate. This emerald cross, even if 
it was made of emeralds, might have been in 
several pieces. But we are told generally, in 
Phillips’s Mineralogy, that “the large emeralds 
spoken of by various writers, such as that in the 
Abbey of Richenau, of the weight of 28 lbs., and 
which formerly belonged to Charlemagne, are 
believed to be either green fluor, or prase. The 
most magnificent specimen of genuine emeralds 
was presented to the Church of Loretto by one of 
the Spanish kings. It consists of a mass of white 
quartz, thickly implanted with emeralds, more 
than an inch in diameter.” 

The note to the above exemplifies what I have 
just said. It is called emerald, he says, because it 
is green, from the Greek. I might make a query 
of this; but it is clearly a mistake of some half- 
learned or ill-understood informant. The name 
has nothing to do with green. Emerald, in 
Italian smeraldo, is, I dare say, from the Greek 
smaragdus. It is derived, according to the Oxford 
Lexicon, from paipw, to shine, whence papuapuyf. 
In looking for this, I find another Greek word, 
smiris, which is the origin of emery, having the 
same meaning. It is derived from cudw, to rub, 
or make bright. I cannot help suspecting that 
the two radical verbs are connected. 

Ancient Motto — Barnacles. — In reference to 
your querist in No. 6., respecting the motto which 
“some Pope or Emperor caused to be engraven in 
the centre of his table,” and the correspondent 
in No. 7. who replies to him by a quotation from 
Horace, I beg to observe, that honest Thomas 
Fuller, in The Holy State, 275. ed. Lond. 1648, 
tells us, that St. Augustine “had this distich 
written on his table :” — 

“ Quisquis amat dictis absentem rodere famam, 
Hane mensam indignam noverit esse sibi. 

He that doth love on absent friends to jeere, 
May hence depart, no room is for him here.” 

With respect to the Barnacle fowl, it may be 
an addendum, not uninteresting to your corre- 
spondent “ W. B. MacCase,” to add to his ex- 
tract from Giraldus another from Hector Boece, 
History of Scotland, “imprentit be Thomas 
Davidson, prenter to the Kyngis nobyll grace 
[James VI.].” He observes, that the opinion of 
some, that the “Claik geis growis on treis be the 
nebbis, is vane,” and says he “maid na lytyll 
lauboure and deligence to serche the treuthe and 
virite yairof,” having “ salit throw the seis quhare 
thir Clakis ar bred,” and assures us, that although 
they were produced in “ mony syndry wayis, thay 
ar bred ay allanerly be nature of the seis.” ‘These 
fowls, he continues, are formed from worms which 

are found in wood that has been long immersed 
in salt water, and he avers that their transformation 
was “notably provyn in the zier of God 1480 
besyde the castell of Petslego, in the sycht of mony 
pepyll,” by a tree which was cast ashore, in which 
the creatures were seen, partly formed, and some 
with head, feet, and wings; “bot thay had na 
faderis.” Some years afterwards, a tree was 
thrown on the beach near Dundee, with the same 
appearances, and a ship broken up at Leith ex- 
hibited the same marvel; but he clinches the 
argument by a “notable example schawin afore 
our eyne. Maister Alexander Galloway Person, 
of Kynkell, was with us in thir Illis (the Hebride), 
and be adventure liftet up ane see tangle, hyng 
and full of mussil schellis,” one of which he opened; 
“bot than he was mair astonist than afore, for he 
saw na fische in it bot ane perfit schapin foule. 
This clerk, knawin us richt desirous of sic uncouth 
thingis, came haistely, and opinit it with all cir- 
cumstance afore rehersit.” So far the venerable 
“Chanon of Aberdene.” The West Highlanders 
still believe in the barnacle origin of this species 
of fowl. James Loan. 

Tureen (No. 16. p. 246.; No. 19. p. 807.).—I 
have seen old-fashioned silver tureens which 
turned on a pivot attached to the handles, and 
always concluded that it was to this form that 
Goldsmith alluded in the line quoted by “ G. W.” 

SELEvcUs. 

Hudibrastic Couplet (No. 14. p. 211.). — These 
lines do not occur in the reprint of the Musarum 
Delicie (Lond. 1817. 8vo. 2 vols.). Lowndes 
(Bibliogr. Manual) states that they are to be 
found in the 2nd ed. of the work (London, 1656. 
12mo.). F.C. B. 

Topography of Foreign Printing-presses (No. 
18. p. 277.) — About twelve years ago, Valpy pub- 
lished a vol. of Supplements to Lempriére’s Dic- 
tionary, by E. H. Barker. One of these contained 
a complete list of all the foreign towns in which 
books had been printed, with the Latin names 
given to them, in alphabetical order. W. and N. 

Your correspondent “P H. F.” will find, in Cot- 
ton’s Typographical Gazetteer (8vo. Clarendon 
Press, 1831), every information he will ordinarily 
require. J.M.S. 

Islington, March 7. 1850. 

Dr. Hugh Todd's MSS. (No. 18. p. 282.).— 
The only MS. in the library of University Col- 
lege, Oxford, is that mentioned by “IF. M.”; and 
it is described in the Catalogue, compiled by the 
Rev. H. O. Coxe, of the MSS. belonging to the 
College, p. 47. No. clxx. There is a note stating 
it was “‘ex dono Hugonis Todd, Socii, a.p. 1690.” 

C. 1. R. 

; 
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MISCELLANIES, 

Burnet.— In addition to the opinions expressed 
in favour of or opposed to Burnet’s “ History,” 
(No. 3. p. 40., and No. 8. p. 120.), I may also 
refer to Dr. King’s Anecdotes : he says, 

“J knew Burnet: he was a furious party-man, and 
easily imposed on by any lying spirit of his own 
faction: but he was a better pastor than any man 
who is now seated on the Bishops’ bench.” 

Dryden's chastisement of Burnet — “ the noble 
Buzzard” —in his Hind and Panther must be fa- 
miliar to your readers. It was given as “ade- 
quate retaliation” for the Bishop’s censure of 
the immorality of Dryden’s plays. Applied to 
Burnet’s Sketches of Characters, Dryden says : — 

“ His praise of foes is venomously nice, 
So touch’d, it turns a virtue to a vice.” 

Scott’s note on this passage well merits perusal. 
J. H. M. 

Bath. 

PERVENIRI AD SUMMUM NISI EX PRINCIPIIS NON 

POTEST. 

(From the Latin of Vincent Bourne.) 

Newton, the light of each succeeding age, 
First learned his letters from a female sage. 
But thus far taught — the alphabet once learn’d — 
To loftier use those elements he turn’d. 
Forced th’ unconscious signs, by process rare, 
Known quantities with unknown to compare ; 
And, by their aid, profound deductions drew 
From depths of truth his teacher never knew. 
Yet the true authoress of all was she ! — 
Newton’s Principia were his a, 8, c. Rurvs. 

Prince Madoc (No.4. p.56.; No. 18. p. 282.). 
—In the darkness superinduced by the absence of 
historical evidence on the Welsh settlement in 
America, I beg leave to offer a few remarks on 
some ethnological subjects involved in this ques-' 
tion. 

In reference to the specimen of a Welsh-Indian 
Vocabulary in Catlin’s N. A. Indians, which 
“ Gomer” opposes to Prof. Elton’s proposition on 
this subject (No. 15. p.236.), were the instances 
of similarity to exhibit the influence of opinion, of 
government, or of commerce, on the language of 
the tribe, the origin of such words would be as in- 
disputable as that of those introduced by the En- 
glish into the various countries of the Kast where 
they have factories; e.g. governor, council, com- 
pany. But these and numerous other traces of 
the Celtic language which have been found in 
Florida and Darien are not indicative of such im- 
pressions: most of them, from their universality, 
bespeak themselves to be primitive; and who can 
assure us that some may not have reached them 

before the twelfth century, through “Walsh or 
strangers,” “a race mightier than they and wiser,” 
by whom they may have been instructed in the 
arts which have excited so much astonishment ? 

The glass beads, erroneously called Druid’s 
beads, furnish Catlin with another proof of affilia- 
tion, which, however, is invalidated by the well- 
ascertained facts of glass-manufactories having, in 
remotest antiquity, existed in Egypt, and of glass 
beads having been dispersed by the Pheenicians 
among the nations which they visited. (See 
Tassie’s Gems, introd.—Here, by the by, are men- 
tioned celebrated emeralds, which have turned out 
to be only lumps of green glass!) 

Lhuyd relates that the cross was honoured in 
N. America before the arrival of the Spaniards, 
and Sir R. Manley (Turk. Spy, vol. viii.) states 
that they found crucifixes also. Unfortunately 
for this hypothesis, it has been shown, by G. Be- 
canus (Hierogl., see Index), Olaus Wormius (De 
Danicis Monumentis, see Index), M. Ficinus (De 
Vita celitus Propaganda, |. iii. c.18.), and Kircherus 
(Prodromus Coptus, p. 163.), that in various coun- 
tries the cross was, before the Christian era, an 
object of veneration, and symbolled the genius of 
their religion. In the event of crucifixes having 
been found (for which, however, Sir R. Manley 
supplies no authority) we need not be surprised 
that the Christian topography was so far extended, 
since the Christianity of China, between the se- 
venth and the thirteenth century, has been invin- 
cibly proved; and simultaneously, perhaps, the 
aborigines of America received the symbol, “Epwe 
pov écravpwrat, which is‘peculiar to the Christian 
religion. 

In conclusion, permit me to cite Southey versus 
Catlin: — “That country,” says the author of 
Madoc, “has now been fully explored; and wher- 
ever Madoc may have settled, it is now certain 
that no Welsh Indians are to be found upon any 
branches of the Missouri” (Preface, note written 
in 1815). 

Since I wrote the above, I have met with a work, 
by Mr. George Jones, entitled The History of 
Ancient America anterior to the Time of Columbus, 
vol. i.: “The Tyrian Hra.” In the second, not yet 
published, he promises to give “ The Introduction 
of Christianity into the Western Hemisphere by 
the Apostle St. Thomas.” dt ib 

Mistake in Gibbon. — Those of your readers, 
who are, like myself, occasional verifiers of re- 
ferences, will perhaps thank me for pointing out a 
false reference, that I have just discovered in one 
of Gibbon’s notes : — 

*‘ Capitolinus gives us the particulars of these tumul- 
tuary votes, which were moved by one senator, and re- 
peated, or rather chanted, by the whole body.” — Hist. 
August, p. 52. 

See Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, chap. 4, note 
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under marginal lemma, ‘“‘ The memory of Commo- 
dus declared infamous.” 

These “ tumultuary votes” are recorded, not by 
Capitolinus, but by lius Lampridius, in his Life 
of Commodus. Vide Historie Auguste Scriptores. 
ZElii Lampridii Commodus Antoninus, capita 18, 
19: 

Capitolinus wrote the life of his immediate suc- 
cessor, Pertinax; hence perhaps the mistake, 
“ Keregio in corpore nevus!” Let those who 
wish to know what passion really is, read the 
tiger-like yells of the Roman senate in Lampri- 
dius ! C. Forzss. 

Temple, Feb. 27, 

Jew’s Harp. — The late Mr. Douce always 
maintained that the proper name of this instru- 
ment was the Jaw’s Harp, and that the Jews had 
no special concern with either its invention or its 
use. J.H.M. 

Havior.— The word “havior” is probably of a 
hybrid character; partly of Anglo-Saxon, and 
partly of British origin. If so, the first syllable is 
obvious enough, “half” being generally pronounced 
as if the liquid were considered an evanescent 
quantity, “ha’f, heif, hav’,” &c. and “iwrch” is 
the British word for a roe-buck. Dropping the 
guttural termination, therefore, and writing “ior” 
instead of “iwrch,” we have the significant desig- 
nation of the animal described by Lord Bray- 
brooke, whose flesh, like that of the capon, may 
afford a convenient variety among the delicacies 
of the season, if well cooked according to the re- 
condite mysteries of the gastronomic art. 

HyPomaGirus. 
Trinity College, Oxford, Feb. 14. 

N.B. “Heifer” has already been explained as 

“heif-ker, half-cre,” A.-S., “ anner,” Br. 

Haviour, Haver, Hyfr (No. 15. p. 230., and No. 
17. p.269.). — If I may throw out a question where 
I cannot give an explanation, I would ask, are we 
not approaching very near to the word “ heifer” 
(from the Saxon) in these, but especially in the 
last of the above terms? ‘They seem to me to be 
identical. The introduction of the sound of y be- 
tween the sounds of v and wr, is not uncommon in 
the vernacular or corrupted pronunciation of many 
words; nay, it is sanctioned by general usage, in 
“behaviour” from “behave,” “Saviour” from 
“save,” &c. If the words are identical, still the 
history of the appropriation of the one to male 
animals of the class described, and of the other to 
females, must be curious and worth investigating. 
May not the aver and averium, like irreplegibilia 
and other barbarous law terms, be framed (rather 
than derived) from one of our English terms, as 
well as from the French avoir ? G. W. 

America known to the Ancients. —I have a note 
of the following references, as illustrating the 

passage quoted by “C.” (No. 7. p. 107.), and 
countenancing the idea that the existence of 
America was at least suspected by the ancients. 
As I have not had an opportunity of consulting 
the authorities myself, I cannot tell how far they 
may affect the point in question; and I fear the 
references are not as accurate as might be wished, 
but I shall be truly glad if they prove at all ise- 
ful: — Diodorus Siculus, Bibl. lib. iv. pp. 299, 
300. edit. Rhodoman; Apuleius, De Mund. Oper. 
vol. ii. p. 122.; Avitus in Senec. Suasor.; Horn, 
De Origin. Americ. lib. i. c. 10. p. 57. 

G. Witt1am SKyYRING. 

Error in Meyrich’s Ancient Armour (No. 17. 
p- 266.).—‘In the second edition of Meyrick’s 
Armour, the error pointed out by Mr. Hudson 
Turner has not been corrected. ‘The passage is, 
“Item a gamboised coat with a rough surface of 
gold embroidered on the nap of the cloth;” and 
with the note, “ Like a thicket.” 

i: CB. 

Nomade.—'The last Indian mails brought me 
the following derivation of the word Nomade, in a 
letter from a friend, who was, when he wrote, 
leading a nomade life among the Ryots of Guze- 
rat. — 

“ Camp, Kulpore, Jan. 30. 1850. 
« The natives use [for their tents] a sort of woollen 

stuff, about half an inch thick, called ‘numbda.’ * * * 
* * * By the bye, this word ‘numbda’ is said to be 
the origin of the word nomade, because the nomade 
tribes used the same material for their tents. When I 
was at school, I used to learn nomde, from veuw.” 

Metanton. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, SALES, CATALOGUES, ETC. 

A view of the Exhibition of the Works of 
Ancient and Medieval Art has convinced us that 
fame had done no more than justice to its merits 
and interest. We dare not attempt to enumerate 
one tithe of the gems in Glass, Enamel, Metal- 
work, Carving in Wood and Ivory, Porcelain, &c., 
now gathered together in the Adelphi to justify 
the enthusiasm of the antiquary, and to show, in 
the words of Marlowe, 

“Oh! what a world of profit and delight, 
Of power, of honour, of omnipotence, 

Is promis’d to the studious artizan !” 

and how small, after all, is our boasted advance. 
We must therefore be content with recommending 
our readers to visit, again and again, this match- 
less collection. Mr. Hailstone, the originator of 
the exhibition, must be highly gratified at the 
manner in which, thanks to the liberality of the 
owners, and the zeal and good taste of the com- 
mittee, his idea has been carried out. If, too, at 
this time, when there is so much unemployed 
labour among us, this exhibition should have the 
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effect of creating a demand for articles which can 
be produced by the hand and mind of a skilful 
workman only, and not by machinery, however 
costly and elaborate, an enormous benefit, beyond 
that originally contemplated, must result from the 
exhibition—namely, that of supplying fresh fields 
for the labour and ingenuity of our workmen. 

It is with great satisfaction that we are enabled 
to announce that there is at length a prospect of 
our seeing the Monument which Nicholas Brigham 
erected, in Poet’s Corner, to the memory of Geof- 
frey Chaucer properly restored. Arrangements 
are making for collecting subscriptions for that 
purpose, to be limited to five shillings each, that 
more may have the pleasure of assisting in the 
good work. We hope to give further particulars 
of this right and necessary step in the course of a 
week or two. 
We have received John Petheram’s (94. High 

Holborn) Catalogue of Old and New Books, No. 
109., being No. 3. for 1850;—from Thomas Cole 
(15. Great Turnstile, Holborn) his Catalogue of 
Cheap Books, No. 25.; and from John Russell 
Smith (4. Old Compton Street, Soho) Part 2. for 
1850 of his Catalocue of Choice, Useful, and 
Curious Books. We have also received from 
Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, of 191. Piccadilly, 
a Catalogue of a Six-Days’ Sale of Miscellaneous 
Books, chiefly Theological and Classical, but com- 
prising also much General Literature, which com- 
mences this day (Saturday). 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Caussinus, Nicotas, De Sympo.ica JEGYPTIORUM SAPIENTIA. 
Caussinus, Potyuistor SyMBOLICUS. 

Odd Volume and Plate. 

Hurcuins’ Dorset, 2nd Edition, 1803, Vol. II. 
HorsLey’s Brirannis Romana, The Map which faces page 1. 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. BeLy, Publisher of ‘* NOTES AND 
QUERIES” 186, Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Diss. — The sanction of the authorities was first duly 
obtained in the matter to which our correspondent refers. 

A. G.’s hint will not be lost sight of. 
The present Number will, we trust, Surnish a satisfuc- 

tory reply to our correspondent at Godalming. 

Nores anv Queries may be procured of any Bookseller 
or Newsman if previously ordered. Gentlemen residing in 
the country whomay find a difficulty in procuring it through 
any bookseller in the neighbourhood, may be supplied regu- 
larly with the stamped edition, by giving their orders 
direct to the publisher, Mr. Grorce Bert, 186. Fleet 
Street, uccompanied by a Post Office order for a quarter 
(4s. 4d.); a half year (8s. 8d. ), or one year (17s. 4d.). 

Nores anv Queries may also be procured in Monthly 
Parts at the end of each month. Part I., price 1s. ; 

Part IT, price 1s. 3d., have been reprinted, and may 
now be had, together with Parts III., price 1s., and Part 
IV., price 1s, Part V., price 1s., will be ready next week. 

Post 8vo. Cloth, 10s. 6d. 

HE HISTORY OF JUNIUS AND HIS 
_ WORKS, and a Review of the Controversy respecting 

Junius, with an Appendix, containing Portraits and Sketches, by 
Junius, selected from the Letters. By JoHn JAQUES. 

“‘ This is a very able book ; well arranged in its plan, and com- 
plete in its matter. To those who are interested in the con- 
troversy, or even to any readers of Junius who wish for further 
information than the common editions furnish, we strongly re- 
commend this volume. They will find it full, without being over- 
charged; and it possesses an advantage even over Woodfall’s 
edition, in only containing what is essential to the point, besides | 
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THE TAMING OF THE SHREW. 

In two former communications on a subject 
incidental to that to which I now beg leave to call 
your attention, I hinted at a result far more im- 
portant than the discovery of the author of the 
Taming of a Shrew. That result I lay before 
your readers, in stating that I think I can show 
grounds for the assertion that the Taming of the 
Shrew, by Shakspeare, is the original play; and 
that the Taming of a Shrew, by Marlowe or what 
other writer soever, is a later work, and an imita- 
tion. I must first, however, state, that- having 
seen Mr. Dyce’s edition of Marlowe, I find that 
this writer's claim to the latter work had already 
been advanced by an American gentleman, in a 
work so obvious for reference as Knight's Library 

is certainly entitled to great respect: yet it may, 

nevertheless, be remarked, first, that the instance 

given, supposing Marlowe not to be the author, 

would be cases of theft rather than imitation, and 

which, done on so large a scale, would scarcely be 

confined to. the works of one writer; and, secondly, 

that in original passages there are instances of an, 

independence and vigour of thought equal to the 

best things that Marlowe ever wrote— a circum- 

stance not to be reconciled with the former suppo- 

sition. The following passage exhibits a freedom 

of thought more characteristic of this writer's 

reputation than are most of his known works :.—= 

« And custom-free, you marchants shall commerce 

And interchange the profits of your land, 

Sending you gold for brasse, silver for lead, 

Casses of silke for packes of wol and cloth, 

To bind this friendship and confirme this league.” 
Six Old Plays, p. 204. 

A short account of the process by which I came 

to a conclusion whieh, if established, must over- 

throw so many ingenious theories, will not, I trust, 

be uninteresting to your readers. _ In the relation- 

ship between these two plays there always seemed 

to be something which needed explanation. It 

was the only instance among the works of Shak- 

speare in which a direct copy, even to matters of 

detail, appeared to have been made; and, in spite 

of all attempts to gloss over and palliate, it was 

impossible to deny that an unblushing act of mere 

piracy seemed to have been committed, of which 

I never could bring myself to believe that Shak- 

speare had been guilty. The readiness to impute 

this act to him was to me but an instance of the 

unworthy manner in which he had almost univer- 

sally been treated ; and, without at the time having 

any suspicion of what I now take to be the fact, 
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I determined, if possible, to find it out. The first 

question I put to myself was, Had Shakspeare 
himself any concern in the older play? A second 
glance at the work sufficed for an answer in the 

negative. I next asked myself on what authority 
we called it an “older” play. The answer I found 
myself obliged to give was, greatly to my own sur- 
prise, On no authority whatever! But there was 
still a difficulty in conceiving how, with Shak- 
speare’s work before him, so unscrupulous an imi- 
tator should have made so poor an imitation. I 
should not have felt this difficulty had I then 
recollected that the play in question was not pub- 
lished; but, as the case stood, I carefully examined 
the two plays together, especially those passages 
which were identical, or nearly so, in both, and 
noted, in these cases, the minutest variations. The 
result was, that I satisfied myself that the original 
conception was invariably to be found in Shak- 
speare’s play. I have confirmed this result in a 
variety of ways, which your space will not allow 
me to enter upon; therefore, reserving such cir- 
cumstances for the present as require to be en- 
forced by argument, I will content myself with 
pointing out certain passages that bear out my 
view. I must first, however, remind your readers 
that while some plays, from their worthlessness, 
were never printed, some were withheld from the 
press on account of their very value; and of this 
latter class were the works of Shakspeare. The 
late publication of his works created the impres- 
sion, not yet quite worn out, of his being a later 
writer than many of his contemporaries, solely be- 
cause their printed works are dated earlier by 
twenty or thirty years. But for the obstinate 
effects of this impression, it is difficult to conceive 
how any one could miss the original invention of 
Shakspeare in the induction, and such scenes as 
that between Grumio and the tailor; the humour 
of which shines, even in the feeble reflection of the 
imitation, in striking contrast with those comic (?) 
scenes which are the undisputed invention of the 
author of the Taming of a Shrew. 

The first passage I take is from Act IV. Sc. 3. 
“ Grumio, Thou hast fae’d many things ? 
* Tailor. I have. 
“ Gru. Face not me: thou hast brav’d many men; 

brave not me. I will neither be fae’d nor bray’d.” 

~ In this passage there is a play upon the terms 
“ fne’d” and brav’d.” In the tailor’s sense, “things” 
may be “fac’d” and “men” may be “ bray’d;” 
and, by means of this play, the tailor is entrapped 
into an answer. The imitator, having probably 
seen the play represented, has carried away the 
words, but ‘by transposing them, and with the 
change of one expression—“ men” for “things”— 
has lost the spirit: there is a pun no longer. He 
might have played upon “brav’d,” but there he 
does not wait for the tailor’s answer; and “fae’d,” 
as he has it, can be understood but in one sense, 

and the tailor’s admission becomes meaningless. 
The passage is as follows :— 

“ Saudre. Dost thou hear, tailor? thou hast brav’d 
many men: brave not me, Th’ast fae’d many men, 

“ Tailor. Well, Sir? 
“ Saudre. Face not me: I'll neither be fac’d nor 

brav’d at thy hands, I can tell thee.”—p. 198. 

A little before, in the same scene, Grumio says, 
“‘ Master, if ever I said loose-bodied gown, sew me 
in the skirts of it, and beat me to death with a 
bottom of brown thread.” I am almost tempted 
to ask if passages such as this be not evidence 
sufficient. In the Taming of a Shrew, with the 
variation of “sew me in a seam” for “sew me in 
the skirts of it,” the passage is also to be found; 
but who ¢an doubt the whole of this scene to be 
by Shakspeare, rather than by the author of such 
scenes, intended to be comic, as one referred to in 
my last communication (No. 15. p. 227., numbered 
7.), and shown to be identical with one in Doctor 
Faustus 2 I will just remark, too, that the best 
appreciation of the spirit of the passage, which, 
one would think, should point out the author, is 
shown in the expression “ sew me in the skirts of 
it,’ which has meaning, whereas the variation has 
none. A little earlier, still in the same scene, the 
following bit of dialogue occurs :— 

“ Kath. Vl have no bigger ; this doth fit the time, 
And gentlewomen wear such caps as these. 

« Pet. When you are gentle, you shall have one too, 
And not till then.” 

Katharine’s use of the term “ gentlewomen” 
suggests here Petruchio’s “gentle.” In the other 
play the reply is evidently imitated, but with the 
absence of the suggestive cue : — 

« For I will home again unto my father’s house. 
“ Ferando. I, when y’are mecke and gentle, but not 

before.” — p. 194. 

Petruchio, having dispatched the tailor and 
haberdasher, proceeds — 
«Well, come my Kate; we will unto your father’s, 
Even in these honest mean habiliments ; 
Our purses shall be proud, our garments poor ; ” 

p- 198. 

throughout continuing to urge the vanity of out- 
ward appearance, in reference to the “ruffs, and 
cuffs, and farthingales and things,” which he had 
promised her, and with which the phrase “ honest 
mean habiliments” is used in contrast. The suf- 
ficiency to the mind of these, 

“ For ’tis the mind that makes the body rich,” 

is the very pith and purpose of the speech. Com- 
mencing in nearly the same words, the imitator 
entirely mistakes this, in stating the object of 
clothing to be to ‘‘shrowd us from the winter’s 
rage ;” which is, nevertheless, true enough, though 

completely beside the purpose. In Act I. Se. 1., 
Petruchio says, — 
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“ Say that she frown; I'll say she looks as clear 
As morning roses newly wash’d with dew.” 

Here is perfect consistency: the clearness of the 
“morning roses,” arising from their being “ wash’d 
with dew ;” at all events, the quality being height- 
ened by the circumstance. In a passage of the 
so-called “older” play, the duke is addressed by 
Kate as “ fair, lovely lady,” &e. 

“ As glorious as the morning wash’d with dew.” 
p. 203. 

As the morning does not derive its glory from 
the circumstance of its being “ wash’d with dew,” 
and as it is not a peculiarly apposite comparison, 
I conclude that here, too, as in other instances, 
the sound alone has caught the ear of the imitator. 

In Act VY. Se. 2., Katharine says, — 

«“ Then vail your stomachs; for it is no boot ; 

And place your hand below your husband’s foot ; 
In token of which duty, if he please, 
My hand is ready: may it do him ease.” 

Though Shakspeare was, in general, a most cor- 
rect and careful writer, that he sometimes wrote 
hastily it would be vain to deny. In the third 
line of the foregoing extract, the meaning clearly 
is, “as which token of duty ;” and it is the per- 
formance of this “token of duty” which Katha- 
rine hopes may “do him ease.” The imitator, as 
usual, has caught something of the words of the 
original, which he has laboured to reproduce at a 
most unusual sacrifice of grammar and sense; the 
following passage appearing to represent that the 
wives, by laying their hands under their husbands’ 
feet—no reference being made to the act as a 
token of duty—in some unexplained manner, 
“might procure them ease.” 

“ Laying our hands under their feet to tread, 
If that by that we might procure their ease, 
And, for a precedent, I'll first begin 

And lay my hand under my husband's feet.” 
p. 213. 

One more instance, and 1 have done. Shak- 
speare has imparted a dashing humorous character 
to this play, exemplified, among other peculiari- 
ties, by such rhyming of following words as — 

“ Haply to wive and thrive as least I may.” 

“We will have rings and things and fine array.” 

“With ruffs, and cuffs, and farthingales and things.” 

I quote these to show that the habit was Shak- 
speare’s. In Act I. Sc. 1. occurs the passage— 
“that would thoroughly woo her, wed her, and 
bed her, and rid the house of her.” The sequence 
here is perfectly natural; but observe the change: 
in Ferando’s first interview with Kate, he says, — 

““My mind, sweet Kate, doth say I am the man 
Must wed and bed and marrie bonnie Kate.” 

p. 172. 
In the last scene, Petruchio says, — 
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“ Come, Kate, we'll to bed: 
We three are married, but you two are sped.” 

Ferando has it thus :— 

“Tis Kate and I am wed, and you are sped: 
And so, farewell, for we will to our bed.”—p. 214. 

Is it not evident that Shakspeare chose the 
word “sped” as a rhyme to “bed,” and that the 
imitator, in endeayouring to recollect the jingle, 
has not only spoiled the rhyme, but missed the 
fact that all “three” were “married,” notwith- 
standing that “two” were “sped” ? 

It is not in the nature of such things that in- 
stances should be either numerous or very glaring ; 
but it will be perceived that in all of the foregoing, 
the purpose, and sometimes even the meaning, is 
intelligible only in the form in which we find it 
in Shakspeare. I have not urged all that I 
might, even in this branch of the question; but 
respect for your space makes me pause. In con- 
clusion, I will merely state, that I have no doubt 
myself of the author of the Taming of a Shrew 
having been Marlowe; and that, if in some scenes 
it appear to fall short of what we might have ex- 
pected from such a writer, such inferiority arises 
from the fact of its being an imitation, and pro- 
bably required at a short notice. At the same 
time, though I do not believe Shakspeare’s play to 
contain a line of any other writer, 1 think it ex- 
tremely probable that we have it only in a revised 
form, and that, consequently, the play which 
Marlowe imitated might not necessarily have been 
that fund of life and humour that we find it now. 

Samvuex Hicxson. 
St. John’s Wood, March 19, 1850. 

PROVERBIAL SAYINGS AND THEIR ORIGINS — PLA- 

GIARISMS AND PARALLEL PASSAGES. 

“ “Oy of @€or pidodaw amrobvncket vos.” 

Brunck, Poéte Gnomici, p. 231., quoted by 
Gibbon, Decl. and Fall (Milman. Lond. 1838. 
8vo.), xii. 355. (note 65.) 

“ Quem Jupiter vult perdere, priis dementat.” 

These words are Barnes’s translation of the 
following fragment of Euripides, which is the 25th 
in Barnes’ ed. (see Gent.s Mag., July, 1847, p. 
19, note) : — 

© “Oray 5& Aatuwy avopt mopatvy Kakd, 
Tov vudv €6AaWe mpwrov.” 

This, or a similar passage, may have been em- 
ployed proverbially in the time of Sophocles. See 
]. 632. et seq. of the Antigone (ed. Johnson. Lon- 
dini, 1758. 8vo.) ; on which passage there is the 
following scholium : — 

“Mera codias yap trd twos Gotdiuouv KAcwoy eros 
mepavTat, 

“Orav 8 5 daluwv dvdpt moprtyy Kad, 
Toy voby €6AaWe mpdrov ¢ BovAcverau.” 
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Respecting the lines referred to in the Chorus» 
Dr. Donaldson makes the following remarks, in 
his critical edition of the Antigone, published in 
1848 : — 

“The parallel passages for this adage are fully given 
by Ruhnken on Velleius Paterculus, ii. 57. (265, 

266.), and by Wyttenbach on Plutarch, De Audiendis 
Poetis, p. 17. B. (pp. 190, 191.)” 

“ Music has charms to soothe a savage breast, 
To soften rocks, or bend a knotted oak,” 

Congreve’s Mourning Bride, acti, se. i. 1.1. 

« L’appetit vient en mangeant.” 

Rabelais, Gargantua ; Livy. i. chap. 5. (vol. i. p. 136, 
ed. Variorum. Paris, 1823. 8vo.) 

This proverb had been previously used by 
Amyot, and probably also by Jerome le (or de) 
Hangest, who was a Doctor of the Sorbonne, and 
adversary of Luther, and who died in 1538. — 
Ibid. p. 136 (note 49.). 

I know not how old may be “to put the cart 
before the horse.” Rabelais (i. 227.) has — 

“ Tl mettoyt la charrette devant les beufz.” 

“If the sky falls, we shall catch larks,” 

Rabelais (i. 229, 230.) : — 

“« Si les nues tomboyent, esperoyt prendre alouettes.” 

«“ Good nature and good sense must ever join ; 
To err is human, to forgive divine.” 

Pope’s Essay on Criticism, pp. 524, 525. 

“ Nay, fly to altars, there they'll talk you dead; 
For fools rush in where angels fear to tread.” 

Ib. pp. 624, 625, 

The Emperor Alexander of Russia is said to 
have declared himself ‘un accident heureux.” 
The expression occurs in Mad. de Staél’s Alle- 
magne, § xvi. : — 

«Mais quand dans un état social le bonheur Iui- 
méme n’est, pour ainsi dire, qu'un accident heureux.. . 
le patriotisme a peu de persévérance.” 

Gibbon, Deel. and Fall (Lond. 1888. 8vo.), i. 
134. :— 

“ His (T. Antoninus Pius’) reign is marked by the 
rare advantage of furnishing very few materials for his- 
tory; which is indeed little more than the register of 
the crimes, follies, and misfortunes of mankind.” 

Gibbon’s first volume was published in 1776, 
and Voltaire’s Zngenii in 1767. In the latter we 
find — 

* Kn effet, histoire n’est que le tableau des crimes 

et des malheurs.” — (uvres de Voltaire (ed. Beuchot. 
Paris, 1834, 8vo.), tom, xxxiil. p, 497. 

Gibbon, vol. ix. p.94.:— 
“In every deed of mischief, he (Andronicus Com- 

nenus) had a heart to resolve, a head to contrive, and 
a hand to execute.” 

Cf. Voltaire, “ Siecle de Louis XV.” (Giuvres, 
xxi. p. 67.) :— 

“Tl (le Chevalier de Belle-Isle) était capable de 
tout imaginer, de tout arranger, et de tout faire.” 

* Guerre aux chateaux, paix a la chaumiére,” 

ascribed to Condorcet, in Edin. Rev. April, 1800. 
p. 240. (note *) 

By Thiers (Hist. de la Rév. Frang. Par. 1846. 
8vo. ii. 283.), these words are attributed to Cam- 
bon; while, in Lamartine’s Hist. des Girondins 
(Par 1847. 8vo.), Merlin is represented to have 
exclaimed in the Assembly, “ Déclarez la guerre 
aux rois et la paix aux nations.” 

Macaulay’s Hist. of England (1st ed.), ii. 
476. : — 

“ But the iron stoicism of William never gave way ; 
and he stood among his weeping friends calm and 
austere, as if he had been about to leave them only for 
a short visit to his hunting-grounds at Loo,” 

“,. . .. non alitér tamen 
Dimovit obstantes propinquos, 

Et populum reditus morantem, 
Quam si clientum longa negotia 
Dijudicata lite relinqueret, 

Tendens Venafranos in agros, 
Aut Lacedemonium Tarentum.’’ 

Hor. Od. iii. v. 50—56. 

«“ De meretrice puta quod sit sua filia puta, 
Nam sequitur leviter filia matris iter.” 

These lines are said by Ménage (Menagiana, 
Amstm. 1713. 18mo., iii. 12mo.) to exist in a Com- 
mentary “In composita verborum Joannis de 
Galandia.” F.C. B. 

WILLIAM BASSE AND HIS POEMS. 

Your correspondent, the Rev. T. Corser, in his 
note on William Basse, says, that he has been in- 
formed that there are, in Winchester College 
Library, in a 4to. volume, some poems of that 
writer. I have the pleasure of assuring him that 
his information is correct, and that they are the 
“Three Pastoral Elegies” mentioned by Ritson. 
The title-page runs thus :— 

“Three Pastoral Elegies of Anander, Anetor, and 
Muridella, by William Bas, Printed by V. S. for J.B., 
and are to be sold at his shop in Fleet Street, at the 
sign of the Great Turk’s Head, 1602.” 

Then follows a dedication, ‘‘ To the Honourable 
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and Virtuous Lady, the Lady Tasburgh ;” from 
which dedication it appears that these Pastoral 
Elegies were among the early efforts of his Muse. | 
The author, after making excuses for not having 
repaid her Ladyship’s encouragement earlier, 
says, — 

“ Finding my abilitie too little to make the meanest 
satisfaction of so great a principall as is due to so many 
favourable curtesies, I am bold to tende your Ladyship 
this unworthy interest, wherewithal [ will put in good 
securitie, that assoone as time shall relieve the neces- 
sitie of my young invention, I will disburse my Muse 
to the uttermost mite of my power, to make some more 
acceptable composition with your bounty. In the mean 
space, living without hope to be ever sufficient inough 
to yeeld your worthinesse the smallest halfe of your due, 
I doe only desire to leave your Ladyship in assurance — 

“ That when increase of age and learning, sets 
My mind in wealthi’r state than now it is, 

T’ll pay a greater portion of my debts, 
Or mortgage you a better Muse than this; 
Till then, no kinde forbearance is amisse, 

While, though I owe more then I can make good, 
This is inough, to shew how faine I woo’d, 

Your Ladyship’s in all humblenes 
© Wittum Bas.” 

The first Pastoral consists of thirty-seven stan- 
zas; the second of seventy-two; the third of 
forty-eight: each stanza of eight ten-syllable 
verses, of which the first six rhyme alternately ; 
the last two are a couplet. There is a short argu- 
ment, in verse, prefixed to each poem. That of 
the first runs thus :— 

« Anander lets Anetor wot 
His love, his lady, and his lot.” 

of the second, — 
“ Anetor seeing, seemes to tell 
The beanty of faire Muridell, 
And in the end, he lets hir know 
Anander’s plaint, his love, his woe.” 

of the third, — 
“ Anander sick of love’s disdaine 
Doth change himselfe into a swaine, 
While dos the youthful shepherd show him 
His Muridellaes answer to him.” 

This notice of these elegies cannot fail to be 
highly interesting to your correspondent on Basse 
and his works, and others of your readers who feel 
an interest in recovering the lost works of our 
early poets. W. H. Gunner. 

Winchester, March 16. 1850, 

FOLK LORE. 

Something else about “ Salting.” —On the first 
oceasion, after birth, of any children being taken 
into a.neighbour’s house, the mistress of the house 
always presents the babe with an egg, a little 
flour, and some salt; and the nurse, to ensure 
good luck, gives the child a taste of the pudding, 
which is forthwith compounded out of these in- 

gredients. This little “mystery” has occurred too 
often to be merely accidental; indeed, all my 
poorer neighbours are familiarly acquainted with 
the custom; and they tell me that money is often 
given in addition at the houses of the rich. 

What is the derivation of cwm grano salis, as a 
hint of caution? Can it come from the M.D.’s 
prescription ; or is it the grain of Attic salt or wit 
tor which allowance has to be made in every well- 
told story ? A. G. 

Ecclestield Vicarage, March 16. 1850. 

Norfolk Weather-Rhyme. 
“ First comes David, then comes Chad, 

And then comes Winneral as though he was mad, 
White or black, 
Or old house thack.” 

The first two lines of this weather proverb may 
be found in Hone’s Every-Day Book, and in 
Denham’s Proverbs and Popular Sayings relating 
to the Seasons (edited for the Percy Society); but 
St. Winwaloe, whose anniversary falls on the 3rd 
of March, is there called “ Winnold,” and not, as 
in our bit of genuine Norfolk, Winneral. ‘Those 
versions also want the explanation, that at this 
time there will be either snow, rain, or wind; 
which latter is intended by the “old house thack,” 
or thatch. 

Medical Charms used in Ireland— Charm for 
Toothache.—It is a singular fact, that the charm 
for toothache stated (No. 19. p. 293.) to be preva- 
lent in the south-eastern counties of England, is 
also used by the lower orders in the county of 
Kilkenny, and perhaps other parts of Ireland. I 
have often heard the charm: it commences, “ Peter 
sat upon a stone; Jesus said, ‘What aileth thee, 
Peter ?’” and so on, as in the English form. 

To cure Warts, the following charm is used :— 
A wedding-ring is procured, and the wart touched 
or pricked with a gooseberry thorn through the ring. 

To cure Epilepsy, take three drops of sow’s milk. 
To cure Blisters in a cow’s mouth, cut the blis- 

ters; then slit the upper part of the tail, insert a 
clove of garlic, and tie a piece of red cloth round 
the wound. 

To cure the Murrain in Cows.—This disease is 
supposed to be caused by the cow having been 
stung about the mouth while feeding, in conse- 
quence of contact with some of the larger larve of 
the moth (as of the Death’s-head Sphynx, &c.), 
which have a soft fleshy horn on their tails, erro- 
neously believed to be a sting. If a farmer is so 
lucky as to procure one of these rare larvee, he is 
to bore a hole in an ash tree, and plug up the un- 
lucky caterpillar alive in it. The leaves of that 
ash tree will, from thenceforth, be a specific 
against the disease, 

The universal prevalence of the superstition 
concerning the ash is extremely curious. J. G. 

Kilkenny. 
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Death-bed Superstition.— See Guy Mannering, 
ch. xxvii. and note upon it :— 

“ The popular idea that the protracted struggle he- 
tween life and death is painfully prolonged by keening 
the door of the apartment shut, was received as certain 

by the superstitious eld of Scotland.” 

In my county (West Gloucestershire) they 
throw open the windows at the moment of death. 

The notion of the escape of the soul through an 
opening is probably only in part the origin of this 
superstition. It will not account for opening all 
the locks in the house. There is, I conceive, a 
notion of analogy and association. 

“ Nexosque et solveret artus,” says Virgil, at 
the death of Dido. They thought the soul, or the 
life, was tied up, and that the unloosing of any 
knot might help to get rid of the principle, as one 
may call it. For the same superstition prevailed 
in Scotland as to marriage (Dalyell, p. 302.). 
Witches cast knots on a cord; and in a parish in 
Perthshire both parties, just before marriage, had 
every knot or tie about them loosened, though 
they immediately proceeded, in private, severally 
to tie them up again. And as to the period of 
childbirth, see the grand and interesting ballad in 
Walter Scott’s Border Poems, vol. ii. p. 27., 
“ Wiliye’s Lady.” C. B. 

NOTE ON HERODOTUS BY DEAN SWIFT. 

The inclosed unpublished note of Dean Swift 
will, I hope, be deemed worthy of a place in your 
columns. It was written by him in his Herodotus, 
which is now in the library of Winchester College, 
having been presented to it in 1766, by John 
Smyth de Burgh, Earl of Clanricarde. The ge- 
nuineness of the handwriting is attested by a cer- 
tificate of George Faulkner, who, it appears, was 
well qualified to decide upon it. The edition is 
Jungerman’s, folio, printed by Paul Stephens, in 
1718. W. H. Gunner. 
« Judicium de Herodoto post longum tempus relicto :— 

«“ Ctesias mendacissimus Herodetum mendaciorum 
arguit, exceptis paucissimis (ut mea fert sententia) om- 
nimodo excusandum, Czterum diverticulis abundans, 
hie pater Historicorum, filum narrationis ad tedium 

abrumpit ; unde oritur (ut par est) legentibus confusio, 
et exinde oblivio. Quin et forsan ips narrationes cir- 

cumstantiis nimium pro re scatent. Quod ad cetera, 

hune scriptorem inter apprimé laudandvs censeo, neque 
Grecis, neque barbaris plus zquo faventem, aut ini- 

quum: in orationibus fere brevem, simplicem, nec 
nimis frequentem: Neque absunt dogmata, e quibus 
eruditus lector prudentiam, tam moralem, quam civi- 
lem, haurire poterit. 

«“ Julii 6: 1720. J. Swirt.” 

« I-do hereby certify, that the above is the hand- 
writing of the late Dr. Jonathan Swift, D.S. P. D., 
from whom I have had many letters, and printed several 
pieces from his original MS. 

“ Dublin, Aug. 21. 1762, Grorar FauLkner.” 

NOTES AND QUERIES. [No. 22. 

HERRICK’S HESPERIDES. 

There can be few among your subscribers who 
are unacquainted with the sweet lyric effusion of 
Herrick “ To the Virgins, to make much of Time,” 
beginning — 

“ Gather you rose-buds while ye may, 
Old Time is still a-flying ; 

And this same flower, that smiles to-day, 
To-morrow will be dying.” 

The following “Answer” appeared in a publica- 
tion not so well known as the Hesperides. I have 
therefore made a note of it from Cantos, Songs, 
and Stanzas, &c., 3rd ed. printed in Aberdeen, by 
John Forbes, 1682. 

“J eather, where I hope to gain, 
I know swift Time doth flie; 

Those fading buds methinks are vain, 
To-morrow that may die. 

“ The higher Phoebus goes on high, 
The lower is his fall ; 

But length of days gives me more light, 
Freedom to know my thrall. 

“ Then why do ye think I lose my time, 
Because I do not marrie ; 

Vain fantasies make not my prime, 
Nor can make me miscarrie.” 

J. M. Gurcu. 
Worcester. 

QUERIES. 

REV. DR. THOMLINSON, 

Mr. G. Bouchier Richardson, of Newcastle- 
upon-Tyne, who is at present engaged in compiling 
the life and correspondence of Robert Thomlinson, 
D.D., Rector of Whickham, co. Dur.; Lecturer of 
St. Nicholas, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, and founder 
of the Thomlinson Library there; Prebendary of 
St. Paul’s; and Vice-Principal of Edmund Hall, 
Oxon., is very anxious for the communication of 
any matter illustrative of the life of the Doctor, 
his family and ancestry; which, it is presumed, is 
derivable from the family of that name long seated 
at Howden, in Yorkshire. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

“ A” or “ An,” before Words beginning with a 
Vowel. — Your readers are much indebted to 
Dr. Kennedy for his late exposure of the er- 
roneous, though common, use of the phrase 
“ mutual friend,” and I am convinced that there 
are many similar solecisms which only require to 
be denounced to ensure their disuse. J am 
anxious to ask the opinion of Dr. K., and others 
of your subscribers, on another point in the 
English language, namely, the principles which 
should guide our use of “A” or “An” before a 
word beginning with a vowel, as the practice does 
not appear to be uniform in this respect. The 
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minister of my parish invariably says in his sermon, 
“Such an one,” which, I confess, to my ear is 
grating enough. I conclude he would defend 
himself by the rule that where the succeeding 
word, as “one,” begins with a vowel, “ An,” and 
net “ A,” should be used; but this appears to me 
not altogether satisfactory, as, though “one” is 
spelt as beginning with a vowel, it is pronounced as 
if beginning with a consonant thus, “ won.” ‘The 
ule of adding or omitting the final “x,” according 
as the following word commences with a vowel or 
a consonant, was meant, I conceive, entirely for 
elegance in speaking, to avoid the jar on the ear 
which would otherwise be occasioned, and has no 
reference to writing, or the appearance on paper 
of the words. I consider, therefore, that an ex- 
ception must be made to the rule of using “ An” 
before words beginning with a vowel in cases 
where the words are pronounced as if beginning 
with a consonant, as “one,” “use,” and its de- 
rivatives, ‘“ ubiquity,” ‘“ unanimity,’ and some 
others which will no doubt occur to your readers. 
Ishould be glad to be informed if my opinion is cor- 
rest ; and I will only further observe, that the same 
remarks are applicable towards words beginning 
with “h.” An horse sounds as bad as a hour; and 
it is obvious that in these cases the employment 
of “ A” or “ An” is dictated by the consideration 
whether the aspirate is sounded or is quiescent, 
and has no reference to the spelling of the word. 

PRISCIAN. 

The Lucky have whole Days. —I, like your cor- 
respondent “ P.S.” (No. 15. p.231.), am anxious 
to ascertain the authorship of the lines to which 
he refers. 
They stand in my Common-place Book as fol- 

lows, which I consider to be a more correct 
version than that given by “P.S.”:— 
« Fate’s dark reeesses we can never find, 
But Fortune, at some hours, to all is kind: 
The lucky have whole days, which still they choose ; 
The unlucky have but hours, and those they lose.” 

H. H. 
Line quoted by De Quincey. —“S.P.8.” i in- 

quires who is the author of the following line, 
uoted by De Quincey in the Confessions of an 
nglish Opium-eater : — 

“ Battlements that on their restless fronts bore stars.” 

Bishop Jewel's Papers. —It is generally under- 
stood that the papers left by Bishop Jewel were 
bequeathed to his friend Dr. Garbrand, who pub- 
lished some of them. ‘The rest, it has been 
stated, passed from Dr. G. into the possession of 
New College, Oxford. Are any of these still pre- 
served in the library of that college? or, if not, 
can any trace be found of the persons into whose 
hands they subsequently came, or of the circum- 
stances under which they were lost to New 
College ? A. H. 
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Allusion in Friar Brackley’s Sermon. — In 
Fenn’s Paston Letters, XCVIL. (vol. iii. p. 393., 
or vol. i. p. 113. Bohn), entitled “An ancient 
Whitsunday Sermon, preached by Friar Brackley 
(whose hand it is). At the Friers Minors Church 
in Norwich” occurs the following : — 

“ Semiplenum gaudium est quando quis in presenti 
gaudet et tune cogitans de futuris dolet; ut in quodam 
libro Greco, &e.” 

* Quidam Rex Gracie, &c.; here ye may see but 
half a joy; who should joy in this world if he remem- 
bered him of the pains of the other world?” 

What is the Greek Book, and who is the king 
of Greece alluded to ? N.E. BR. 

Selden’s Titles of Honour. — Does any gentle- 
man possess a MS. Index to Selden’s Titles of 
Honour? Such, if printed, would be a boon; 
for it is a dreadful book to wade through for what 
one wants to find. B. 

Colonel Hyde Seymour.—In a book dated 1720, 
is written ‘“ Borrow the Book of Col. Hyde Sey- 
mour.” I am anxious to know who the said 
Colonel was, his birth, &e.? B. 

Quem Deus vult perdere, §c.— Prescot, in his 
History of the Conquest of Peru (vol. ii. p. 404. 
8vo. ed.), says, while remarking on the conduct 
of Gonzalo Pisarro, that it may be accounted for 
by “the insanity,” as the Roman, or rather 
Grecian, proverb calls it, “with which the gods 
afflict men when they design to ruin them.” He 
quotes the Greek proverb from a fragment of 
Euripides, in his note : — 

“ “Oray 5 Aaluwy avdp) ropoiyn kaka, 
Top vovv €BaAae mparov.” 

I wish to know whether the Roman proverb, 
Quem vult perdere Deus prius dementat, is merely 
a translation of this, or whether it is to be found 
in a Latin author? If the latter, in what author? 
Is it in Seneca? Epwarp S. Jackson. 

Southwells Supplication.— Can any one inform 
me where I can see a copy of Robert Southwell’s 
Supplication to Queen Elizabeth, which was printed, 
according to Watts, in 1593? or can any one, who 
has seen it, inform me what is the style and cha- 
racter of it? J.S8. 

Gesta Grayorum. —In Nichol’s Progresses of 
Queen Elizabeth, vol. iii. p. 262., a tract is inserted, 
entitled “*Gesta Grayorum; or, History of the 
High and Mighty Prince Henry, Prince of Pur- 
poole, &e., who lived and died a.p. 1594.” ‘The 
original is said to have been printed in 1688, by 
Mr. Henry Keepe. Is any copy of it to be had or 
seen ? J.S. 

Snow of Chicksand Priory. —“ A. J.S.P.” de- 
sires information respecting the immediate de- 
scendants of R. Snow, Esq., to whom the site of 
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Chicksand Priory, Bedfordshire, was granted, 
1539: it was alienated by his family, about 1600, 
to Sir John Osborn, Knt., whose descendants now 
possess it. In Berry’s Pedigrees of Surrey Fa- 
milies, p. 83., 1 find an Edward Snowe of Chick- 
sand mentioned as having married Emma, second 
daughter of William Byne, Esq., of Wakehurst, 
Sussex. What was his relationship to R. Snow, 
mentioned above? The arms of this family are, 
Per fesse nebulée azure, and argent three ante- 
lopes’ heads erased counterchanged, armed or. 

The Bristol Riots—* J. B. M.” asks our Bristol 
readers what compilation may be relied on as an 
aecurate description of the Bristol riots of 1831 ? 
and whether Zhe Bristol Riots, their Causes, Pro- 
gress, and Consequences, by a Citizen, is generally 
received as an accurate account ? 

1, Union Place, Lisson Grove. 

A Living Dog better than a Dead Lion.—-Can 
any of your readers inform me with whom the 
proverb originated: “A living dog is better than a 
dead lion?” EF. Domin. Bannez (or Bannes), in 
his defence of Cardinal Cajetan, after his death, 
against the attacks of Cardinal Catharinus and 
Melchior Canus, (Comment. in prim. par, S. Thom. 
p- 450. ed. Duaci, 1614), says — 

“ Certe potest dici de istis, quod de Grecis insultan- 
tibus Hectori jam mortuo dixit Homerus, quod leoni 
mortuo etiam lepores insultant.” 

Query? Is this, or any like expression, to be 
found in Homer ? If-so, [should feel much obliged 
to any of your correspondents who would favour 
me with the reference. Joun SANsom. 

Author of “Literary Leisure.’—Can any of 
your readers inform me of the name of the author 
of Literary Leisure, published by Miller, Old Bond 
Street, 1802, in 2 volumes? It purports to have 
come out in weekly parts. of which the first is 
dated Sept. 26.1799. It contains many interest- 
ing papers in prose and verse: it is dedicated to 
the Editors of the Monthly Review. The motto in 
the title-page is — 

« Salva res est: philosophatur quoque jam ; 
Quod erat ei nomen? Thesaurochrysonico- 

chrysides.” — Plautus. 

Is the work noticed in the Monthly Review about 
that time ? * Nemo. 

The Meaning of “ Complexion.”—Is the word 
“complexion,” used in describing an individual, 
to be considered as applied to the tint of the skin 
only, or to the colour of the hair and eyes? Can 
a person, having dark eyes and hair, but witha 
clear white skin, be said to be fair ? Nemo. 

American Bittern — Derivation of * Calamity.” 
— It has been stated of an American Bittern, that 
it has the power of emitting rays of light from its 

breast, by which fish are attracted within its reach. 
Can any one inform me as to the fact, or refer ne 
to.any ornithological work in which I ean find if? 

In answer to “ F.S. Martin” — Calamity (cu- 
lamitas), not from calamus, as it is usually derived, 
but perhaps from obs. calamis, i. e. columis, fram 
KéA@, KoAdw, kokutw, to maim, mutilate, and so for 
columitus. (See Riddle’s Lat.-Eng. Dictionary.) 

AUGUSTINE, 

Inquisition in Mexico. —**D.” wishes to be 
furnished with references to any works in which 
the actual establishment of the Inquisition ia 
Mexico is mentioned or described, or in which 
any other information respecting it is conveyed. 

Masters of St. Cross. — “ H. Epwarps” will de 
obliged by information of any work except Dug- 
dale’s Monasticon, containing a list of the namesof 
the Masters of the Hospital of St. Cross, Win-+ 
chester; or of the Masters or Priors of the same 
place before Humphry de Milers; and of tue 
Masters between Bishop Sherborne, about 1491, 
and Bishop Compton, about 1674. 

Etymology of “ Dalston.” —The hamlet of Hack- 
ney, now universally known only as Daiston, is 
spelt by most topographists Dorleston or Dalston, 
I have seen it in one old Gazette Darvlston, and I 
observed it lately, on a stone let in to an old row 
of houses, Dolston; this was dated 1792. I have 
searched a great many books in vain to discover 
the etymology, and from it, of course, the correct 
spelling of this word, the oldest form of which 
that I can find is Dorleston. 

The only probable derivations of it that I can 
find are the old words Doles and ton (from Saxon 
dun), a village built upon a slip of land between 
furrows of ploughed earth ; or Dale (Dutch Dai), 
and stune, a bank in a valley. The word may, 
however, be derived from some man’s name, 
though I ean find none at all like it in a long list 
of tenants upon Hackney Manor that I have 
searched. If any of your readers can furnish this 
information, they will much oblige 

H. C. pr Sr. Crorx. 

“ Brown Study”—-a term generally applied to in- 
tense reverie. Why “brown,” rather than blue or 
yellow? Brown must be a corruption of some 
word, Query of “ barren,” in the sense of fruit- 
less or useless ? D.V.S. 

Coal Brandy.—People now old can recollect 
that, when young, they heard people then old talk 
of “coal-brandy.” What was this? Cold? or, 
in modern phrase, raw, neat, or genuine? CANTAR. 

Swot.—I have often heard military men talk of 
swot, meaning thereby mathematics ; and persons 
eminent in that science are termed “good swots.” 
As I never heard the word except amongst the 
military, but there almost universally in “ free and 
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easy” conversation, I am led to think it a cant 
term. At any rate, I shall be glad to be informed 
of its origin, —if it be not lost in the mists of sol- 
dierly antiquity. CANTAB. 

REPLIES. 
THE DODO. 

Mr. Strickland has justly observed that this 
subject “belongs rather to human history than to 
pure zoology.” Though I have not seen Mr. 
Strickiand’s book, I venture to offer him a few 
suggestions, not as answers to his questions, but as 
slicht aids toward the resolution of some of them. 

Qu.1. There can be no doubt about the dis- 
covery of Mauritius and Bourbon by the Portu- 
guese; and if not by a Mascarhenas, that the 
islands were first so named in honour of some 
member of that illustrious family, many of whom 
make a conspicuous figure in the Decads of the 
Portuguese Livy. [expected to have found some 
notice of the discovery in the very curious little 
volume of Antonio Galvad, printed in 1563, under 
the following title: — Tratado dos Descobrimentos 
Antigos, e Modernos feitos até a Era de 1550; but 
I merely find a vague notice of several nameless 
islands —“ alguma [heta sem gente: onde diz que 
tomarao agoa e ienha” —and that, in 1517, Jorge 
Mascarenhas was despatched by sea to the coast 
of China. This is the more provoking, as, in 
general, Galvao is very circumstantial about the 
discoveries of his countrymen. 

Qu. 5. The article in Rees’s Cyclopedia is a 
pretty specimen of the manner in which such 
things are sometimes concocted, as the following 
extracts will show : — 

« Of Bats they have as big as Hennes abont Java and 
the neighbour islands. Clusius bought one of the 
Hollanders, which they brought from the Island of 

Swannes (Ilha do Cisne), newly styled by them Mau- 
rice Island. It was about a foot from head to taile, 
above a foot about; the wings one and twenty inches 
long, nine broad; the claw, whereby it hung on the 
trees, was two inches,” &c. “ Here also they found a 
Fowle, which they called Walgh-vogel, of the bigness of 

a Swanne, and most deformed shape” ( Purchas his Pil- 
grimage, 1616, p. 642.) 

And afterward, speaking of the island of Ma- 
dura, he says, — 

“ Tn these partes are Battes as big as Hennes, which 
the people roast and eat.” 

In the Lettres édifiantes (edit. 1781, t.xiii. p. 302.) 
is a letter from Pére Brown to Madame de Bena- 
mont concerning the Isle of Bourbon, which he 
calls “PIsle de Mascarin,” erroneously saying it 
was discovered by the Dutch about sixty years 
since. (The letter is supposed to have been 
written about the commencement of the eighteenth 
century.) Ie then relates how it was peopled by 
French fugitives from Madagascar, when the mas- 
sacre there took place on account of the conduct 
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of the French king and his court. In describing 
its productions, he says, — 

“ Vers l’est de cette Isle il y a une petite plaine au 
haut d'une montagne, qu’on appelle la Plaine des Caffres, 
ou Von trouve un gros oiseau bleu, dont la couleur est 
fort éclatante. Il ressemble a un pigeon ramier; il 
vole rarement, et toujours en rasant la terre, mais il 
marche avee une vitesse surprenante ; les habitans ne 

lui ont point encore donné d’autre nom que celui d’oi- 
seau bien; sa chair est assez bonne et se conserve long- 
temps.” 

Not a word, however, about the Dodo, which, 
had it then existed there, would certainly have 
been noticed by the observant Jesuit. But now 
for the bat :— 

“ La chauve-souris est ici de la grosseur d’une poule. 
Cet oiseau ne vit que de fruits et de grains, et c’est un 
mets fort commun dans le pays. J’avois de la répug- 
nance a suivre l’exemple de ceux qui en mangeoit ; 
mais en ayant gouté par surprise, j’en trouvai la chair 
fort délicate. On peut dire que cet animal, qu‘on ab- 
horre naturellement, n’a rien de mauvais que la 
figure.” 

The Italics are mine; but they serve to show 
how the confusion has arisen. The writer speaks 
of the almost entire extinction of the land Turtles, 
which were formerly abundant; and says, that the 
island was also well stocked with goats and wild 
hogs, but for some time they had retreated to the 
mountains, where no one dared venture to wage 
war upon them. 

Again, in the Voyage de [Arabie Heureuse par 
l’ Océan Oriental et le Détroit de la Mer rouge, dans 
les Années 1708-10 (Paris, 1716, 12mo.), the ves- 
sels visit both Mauritius and Bourbon, and some 
account of the then state of both islands is given. 
At the Mauritius, one of the captains relates that, 
foraging for provisions, — 

« Toute notre chasse se borna a quelques pigeons 
rougeatres, que nous tudimes, et qui se laissent telle- 
ment approcher, qu’on peut les assommer a coup de 
pierres. Je tuai aussi deux chauve-souris d’une espéce 
particuliére, de couleur violette, avec de petites taches 

jaunes, ayant une espéce de crampon aux ailes, par ot 
cet viseau se prend aux branches des arbres, et wn bec de 
perroquet. Les Hollandois disent qu’elles sont bonnes 
a manger; et qu’en certaine saison, elles valent bien 
nos bécasses.” 

At Bourbon, he says, — 

“On y voit grands nombres d’oisean bleu qui se 
nichent dans les herbes et dans les fougéres.” 

This was in the year 1710. There were then, 
he says, not more than forty Dutch settlers on the 
Island of Mauritius, and they were daily hoping 
and expecting to be transferred to Batavia. As 
he did not remain long at the Isle of Bourbon, the 
editor (La Roque) subjoins a relation furnished 
on the authority of M. de Vilers, who had been 
governor there for the India Company, in which 
it is said, — 
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“ The island was uninhabited when the Portuguese, 
after having doubled the Cape of Good Hope, dis- 
covered it. They gave it the name of Mascarhenas, @ 
cause que leur chef se nommoit ainsi; and the vulgar still 
preserve it, calling the inhabitants Mascarins. It was 
not decidedly inhabited until 1654, when M.de Flacour, 
commandant at Madagascar, sent some invalids there to 
recover their health, that others followed; and since 
then it has been named the Isle of Bourbon.” 

Still no notice of the Dodo! but 
“ On y trouve des oiseaux appellez Flamans, qui ex- 

cedent la hauteur d’un grand homme.” 

Qu. 6. I know not whether Mr. S. is aware that 
there is the head of a Dodo in the Royal Museum 
of Natural History at Copenhagen, which came 
from the collection of Paludanus? M. Domeny 
de Rienzi, the compiler of Océanie, ou cinguiéme 
Partie du Globe (1838, t. iii. p. 384.), tells us, that 

a Javanese captain gave him part of a Dronte, 
which he unfortunately lost on being shipwrecked; 
but he forgot where he said he obtained it. 

Qu. 7. Dodo is most probably the name given at 
first to the bird by the Portuguese; Doudo, in 
that language, being a fool or dwmpish stupid per- 
son. And, besides that name, it bore that of 
Télpel in German, which has the same significa- 
tion. The Dod-aers of the Dutch is most pro- 
bably a vulgar epithet of the Dutch sailors, ex- 
pressive of its Zumpish conformation and inac- 
tivity. Our sailors would possibly have substituted 
heayvy-a I find the Dodo was also called the 
Monk-swan of St. Maurice’s Island at the com- 
mencement of last century. The word Dronte is 
apparently neither Portuguese nor Spanish, though 
in Connelly’s Dictionary of the latter language we 
have — 

“ Dronte, cierto paxaro de Indias de alas muy cortas 
—an appellation given by some to the Dodo.” 

It seems to me to be connected with Drone; but 
this can only be ascertained from the period and 
the people by whom it was applied. 

That the bird once existed there can be no 
doubt, from the notice of Sir Hamon L’Estrange, 
which there is no reason for questioning ; and there 
seems to be as little reason to suppose that Trades- 
cant’s stuffed specimen was a fabrication. He used 
to preserve his own specimens; and there could be 
no motive at that period for a fabrication. I had 
hoped to have found some notice of it in the Diary 
of that worthy virtuoso Zacharias Conrad von 
Uffenbach, who visited the Ashmolean Museum in 
1710; but though he notices other natural curi- 
osities, there is no mention of it. This worthy 
remarks on the slovenly condition and inadequate 
superintendence of our museums, and especially 
of that of Gresham College; but those who recol- 
lect the state of our great national museum forty 
years since will not be surprised at this, or at the 
calamitous destruction of Tradescant’s specimen 
of the Dodo. That the bird was extinct above 
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150 years ago I think we may conclude from the 
notices I have extracted from La Roque, and the 
letter of the Jesuit Brown. Mr. Strickland has 
done good service to the cause of natural science 
by his monograph of this very curious subject ; 
and to him every particle of information must be 
acceptable: this must be my excuse for the almost 
nothing I have been able to contribute. 

S. W. Sinerr. 
March 26. 1850. 

THE WATCHING OF THE SEPULCHRE, 
Inquired about by “T. W.” (No. 20. p.318.), is 
a liturgical practice, which long was, and still is, 
observed in Holy Week. On Maundy Thursday, 
several particles of the Blessed Eucharist, conse- 
crated at the Mass sung that day, were reserved 

a larger one for the celebrating priest on the 
morrow, Good Friday; the smaller ones for the 
viaticum of the dying, should need be—and car- 
ried in solemn procession all round the church, from 
the high altar to a temporary erection, fitted up 
like a tomb, with lights, and the figure of an 
angel watching by, on the north side of the 
chancel. Therein the Eucharist was kept till 
Easter Sunday morning, according to the Salis- 
bury Ritual; and there were people kneeling and 
praying at this so-called sepulchre all the time, 
both night and day. To take care of the church, 
left open throughout this period, and to look after 
the lights, it was necessary for the sacristan to 
have other men to help him; and what was given 
to them for this service is put down in the church- 
wardens’ books as money for “* watching the sepul- 
chre.” By the Roman Ritual, this ceremony lasts 
only from Maundy Thursday till Good Friday. 
This rite will be duly followed in my own little 
church here at Buckland, where some of my flock, 
two and two, in stated succession, all through the 
night, as well as day, will be watching from just 
after Mass on Maundy Thursday till next morn- 
ing’s service. In some of the large Catholic 
churches in London and the provinces, this cere- 
mony is observed with great splendour. 

Dante Rock. 
Buckland, Farringdon. 

Watching the Sepulchre.—If no one sends a 
more satisfactory reply to the query about 
“Watching the Sepulchre,” the following extract 
from Parker’s Glossary of Architecture (3rd edit. 
p- 197.) will throw some light on the matter :— 

“ In many churches we find a large flat arch in the 
north wall of the chancel near the altar, which was 
called the Holy Sepulchre; and was used at Easter for 
the performance of solemn rites commemorative of the 
resurrection of our Lord. On this occasion there was 
usually a temporary wooden erection over the arch; 
but, occasionally, the whole was of stone, and very 
richly ornamented. There are fine specimens at Na- 
venby and Heckington churches, Lincolnshire, and 
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Hawton church, Notts. All these are in the decorated 
style of the fourteenth century ; and are of great mag- 
nificence, especially the last.” 

To this account of the sepulchre I may add, 
that one principal part of the solemn rites referred 
to above consisted in depositing a consecrated 
wafer or, as at Durham Cathedral, a crucifix 
within its recess —a symbol of the entombment of 
our blessed Lord—and remoying it, with great 
pomp, accompanied sometimes with a mimetic 
representation of the visit of the Marys to 
the tomb, on the morning of Easter Sunday. 
‘This is a subject capable of copious illustration, 
for which, some time since, I collected some ma- 
terials (which are quite at your service); but, as 
your space is valuable, I will only remark, that 
the “Watching the Sepulchre” was probably in 
imitation of the watch kept by the Roman soldiers 
round the tomb of Our Lord, and with the view of 
preserving the host from any casualty. 

At Rome, the ceremony is anticipated, the 
wafer being carried in procession, on the Thurs- 
day in Passion Week, from the Sistine to the 
Paoline Chapel, and brought back again on the 
Friday ; thus missing the whole intention of the 
rite. Dr. Baggs, in his Ceremonies of Holy Week 
at Rome, says (p. 65.) :— 
“When the Pope reaches the altar (of the Capella 

Paolina), the first cardinal deacon receives from his 
hands the blessed sacrament, and, preceded by torches, 
carries it to the upper part of the macchina; M. Sa- 
grista places it within the urn commonly called the 
sepulchre, where it is incensed by the Pope...... 
M. Sagrista then shuts the sepulchre, and delivers the 
key tothe Card. Penitentiary, who is to officiate on the 
following day.” E. V, 

POEM BY SIR EDWARD DYER. 
Dr. Rimbault's 4th Qu. (No. 19. p. 302.).—“ My 

mind to me a kingdom is” will be found to be of 
much earlier date than Nicholas Breton. Percy 
partly printed it from William Byrd’s Psalmes, 
Sonets, and Songs of Sadnes (no date, but 1588 
according to Ames), with some additions and im- 
provements (?) from a B. L. copy in the Pepysian 
collection. I have met with it in some early 
poetical miscellany — perhaps Tottel, or England's 
Helicon—but cannot just now refer to either. 

The following copy is from a cotemporary MS. 
containing many of the poems of Sir Edward 
Dyer, Edward Earl of Oxford, and their cotem- 
oraries, several of which have never been pub- 
ished. The collection appears to have been made 
by Robert Mills, of Cambridge. Dr. Rimbault 
will, no doubt, be glad to compare this text with 
Breton’s. It is, at least, much more genuine than 
the composite one given by Bishop Perey. 

“ My mynde to me a kyngdome is, 
Suche preasente joyes therin I fynde, 

That it excells all other blisse, 
That earth affordes or growes by kynde; 

Thoughe muche I wante which moste would have, 
Yet still my mynde forbiddes to crave. 

«“ No princely pompe, no wealthy store, 
No force to winne the victorye, 

No wilye witt to salve a sore, 

No shape to feade a loving eye ; 
To none of these I yielde as thrall, 
For why? my mynde dothe serve for all. 

I see howe plenty suffers ofte, 
And hasty elymers sone do fall, 

I see that those which are alofte 
Mishapp dothe threaten moste of all ; 

They get with toyle, they keepe with feare, 
Suche cares my mynde coulde never beare. 

Content to live, this is my staye, 
I seeke no more than maye suffyse, 

I presse to beare no haughty swaye ; 
Look what I lack, my mynde supplyes : 

Lo, thus I triumph like a kynge, 
Content with that my mynde doth bringe. 

Some have too muche, yet still do crave, 
I little have and seek no more, 

They are but poore, though muche they have, 
And I am ryche with lyttle store ; 

They poore, | ryche, they begge, I gyve, 
They lacke, I leave, they pyne, I lyve. 

‘ a 

aR I laughe not at another’s losse, 
I grudge not at another’s payne ; 

No worldly wants my mynde can toss, 
My state at one dothe still remayne: 

I feare no foe, I fawn no friende, 
I lothe not lyfe nor dreade my ende. 

Some weighe their pleasure by theyre luste, 
Theyre wisdom by theyre rage of wy]ll, 

Theyre treasure is theyre onlye truste, 
A cloked crafte theyre store of skylle: 

But all the pleasure that I fynde 
Is to mayntayne a quiet mynde. 

My wealthe is healthe and perfect ease, 
My conscience cleere my chiefe defence, 

I neither seek by brybes to please, 
Nor by deceyte to breede offence ; 

Thus do I lyve, thus will I dye, 

Would all did so as well as I. 

“ Finis, ogo 

s as 

6 a 

E. Dirr.” 

S. W. S. 

ROBERT CROWLEY. 

“Be pleased to observe,” says Herbert, “ that, 
though ‘The Supper of the Lorde’ and ‘The 
Vision of Piers Plowman’ are inserted among the 
rest of his writings, he wrote only the prefixes to 
them” (vol. ii. p. 278.). Farther on he gives the 
title of the book, and adds, ‘ Though this treatise 
is anonymous, Will. Tindall is allowed to have 
been the author; Crowley wrote only the preface.” 
It was originally printed at Nornberg, and dated 
as above [the same date as that given by “C., H.,” 
No. 21. p. 332.].  “ Bearing no printer’s name, nor 
date of printing, I have placed it to Crowley, being 
a printer, as having the justest claim to it” (p. 762.). 
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There is a copy in the Lambeth Library, No. 553. 
p- 249. in my “List,” of which I have said (on 
what grounds I do not now know), “ This must be a 
different edition from that noticed by Herbert (ii. 
762.) and. Dibdin (iv. 334. No. 2427.).” I have 
not Dibdin’s work at hand to refer to, but as I see 
nothing in Herbert on which I could ground such 
a statement, I suppose that something may be 
found in Dibdin’s account; though probably it 
may be only my mistake or his. As to foreign 
editions, I always feel very suspicious of their ex- 
istence; and though I do not remember this book 
in particular, or know why I supposed it to differ 
from the edition ascribed to Crowley, yet I feel 
pretty confident that it bore no mark of “ Norn- 
berg.” According to my description it had four 
pairs of (=) on the title, and contained B iv., in 
eights, which should be thirty six leaves. 

S. R. Marrnanp. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

John Ross Mackay (No. 8. p.125.).—In reply 
to the Query of your correspondent “D.,” I beg 
to forward the following quotation from Sir N. W. 
Wraxall’s Historical Memoins of his Own Time, 
3rd edition. Speaking of the peace of Fontain- 
bleau, he says, — 

“ John Ross Mackay, who had been private secre- 
tary to the Earl of Bute, and afterwards during seven- 
teen years was treasurer of the ordnance, a man with 
whom I was personally acquainted, frequently avowed 
the fact. He lived to avery advanced age, sat in several 
parliaments, and only died, I believe, in 1796. A 
gentleman of high professional rank, and of unim- 
peached veracity, who is still alive, told me, that, din- 

ing at the late Earl of Besborough’s, in Cavendish 
Square, in the year 1790, where only four persons were 
present, including himself, Ross Mackay, who was 
one of the number, gave them the most ample informa- 

tion upon the subject. Lord Besborough having called 
after dinner for a bottle of champagne, a wine to which 
Mackay was partial, and the conversation turning on 
the means of governing the House of Commons, Mac- 
kay said, that ‘money formed, after all, the only effec- 
tual and certain method.’ ‘ The peace of 1763,’ con- 
tinued he, ‘ was carried through and approved by a 
pecuniary distribution. Nothing else could have sur- 
mounted the difficulty. I was myself the channel 
through which the money passed. With my own hand 
I secured aboye one hundred and twenty votes on that 
most important question to ministers. Eighty thou- 
sand pounds were set apart for the purpose. Forty 
members of the House of Commons received from me 
a thousand pounds each. To eighty others, I paid 
five hundred pounds apiece.’” 

Davin Stewarp. 
Godalming, March 19. 1850. 

. Shipster — Gourders.—As no satisfactory eluci- 
dation of the question propounded by Mr. Fox 
(No. 14. p. 216.) has been suggested, and I think 

= — +. 

he will scarcely accept the conjecture of “F.C. B.,” 
however ingenious (No. 21. p. 339.), I am tempted 
to offer a note on the business or calling of a 
shipster. It had, I believe, no connection with 
nautical concerns; it did not designate a skipper 
(in the Dutch use of the word) of the fair sex. 
That rare volume, Caxton’s Boke for Travellers, 
a treasury of archaisms, supplies the best defini- 
tion of her calling :—‘“ Mabyll the shepster cheu- 
issheth her right well; she maketh surplys, shertes, 
breches, keuerchiffs, and all that may be wrought 
of lynnen cloth.” The French term given, as 
corresponding to shepster, is “‘ cousturiére.” Pals- 
grave also, in his Eclaircissement de la Langue 
Srangoyse, gives “ schepstarre, lingiére :—sheres for 
shepsters, forces.” If further evidence were re- 
quisite, old Elyot might be cited, who renders 
both sarcinatrix and sutatis (? sutatrix) as “ashep- 
ster, a seamester.” The term may probably be 
derived from her skill in shaping or cutting out 
the various garments of which Caxton gives so 
quaint an inventory. Her vocation was the very 
same as that of the tailleuse of present times—the 
Schneiderinn, she-cutter, of Germany. Palsgrave 
likewise gives this use of the verb “to shape,” 
expressed in French by “ tailler.” He says, “ He 
is a good tayloure, and shapeth a garment as well 
as any man.” It is singular that Nares should 
have overlooked this obsolete term; and Mr. 
Halliwell, in his useful Glossarial Collections, seems 
misled by some similarity of sound, having noticed, 
perkaps, in Palsgrave, only the second occurrence 
of the word as before cited, ‘“ sheres for shepsters.” 
He gives that author as authority for the explana- 
tion “ shepster, a sheep-shearer” (Dict. of Archaic 
Words, inv.). It has been shown, however, I be- 
lieve, to have no more concern with a sheep than 
a ship. 

The value of your periodical in eliciting the 
explanation of crabbed archaisms is highly to be 
commended. Shall I anticipate Mr. Bolton Cor- 
ney, or some other of your acute glossarial corre- 
spondents, if I offer another suggestion, in reply to 
“C. H.” (No. 21. p. 335.), regarding “ gourders of 
raine?” J have never met with the word in this 
form; but Gouldman gives “a gord of water 
which cometh by rain, aquilegium.” Guort, gorz, 
or gort, in Domesday, are interpreted by Kelham 
as “ta wear”; and in old French, gort or gorz sig- 
nifies “flot, gorgées, quantité” (Roquefort). All 
these words, as well as the Low Latin gordus 
(Ducange), are doubtless to be deduced, with 
gurges, a gyrando. Apert Way. 

Rococo (No. 20. p. 321.).— The history of this 
word appears to be inyolved in uncertainty. 
Some French authorities derive it from ‘‘rocaille,” 
rock-work, pebbles for a grotto, &c.; others from 
* Rocco,” an architect (whose existence, however, 
I cannot trace), the author, it is to be supposed, 

nN’ 
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of the antiquated, unfashionable, and false style 
which the word ‘“ Rococo” is employed to desig- 
nate. The use of the word is said to have first 
arisen in France towards the end of the reign of 
Louis XV. or the beginning of that of Louis XVL., 
and it is now employed in the above senses, not 
only in architecture, but in literature, fashion, and 
the arts generally. J. M. 

Oxford, March 18. 

Rococo. —This is one of those cant words, of no 
very definite, and of merely conventional, mean- 
ing, for any thing said or done in ignorance of 
the true propriety of the matter in question. 
“C'est du rococo,’ it is mere stuff, or nonsense, 
or rather twaddle. It was born on the stage, 
about ten years ago, at one of the minor theatres 
at Paris, though probably borrowed from a wine- 
shop, and most likely will have as brief an exist- 
ence as our own late “flare-up,” and such ephe- 
meral colloquialisms, or rather vulgarisms, that 
tickle the public fancy for a day, till pushed from 
their stool by another. X. 

March 18. 1850. 

God tempers the Wind, §c.—The French pro- 
verb, “A brebis tondue Dieu mesure le vent” 
(God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb), will 
be found in Quitard’s Dictionnaire étymologique, 
historique et anecdotique, des Proverbes, et des 
Locutions proverbiales de la Langue francaise, 8vo. 
Paris, 1842. Mons. Quitard adds the following 
explanation of the proverb : — “ Dieu proportionne 
A nos forces les afflictions qu'il nous envoie.” I 
haye also found this proverb in Furetiere’s Dic- 
tionnaire universel de tous les Mots frangais, &c. 
4 vols. folio, La Haye, 1727 J. M. 

Oxford, March 18. 

The proverb, “A brebis pres tondue, Dieu luy 
mesure le vent,” is to be found in Jan. Gruter. 
Florileg. Ethico-polit. part. alt. proverb. gallic., 
p- 353. 8vo. Francof. 1611. M. 

Oxford. 

Guildhalls (No. 20. p. 320.).—These were an- 
ciently thé halls, or places of meeting, of Guilds, 
or communities formed for secular or religious 
purposes, none of which could be legally set up 

_ without the King’s license. Trade companies 
were founded, and still exist, in various parts of 
the kingdom, as “ Gilda Mereatorum ;” and there 
is little doubt that this was the origin of the 
municipal or governing corporate bodies in cities 
and towns whose “Guildhalls” still remain — 
“gildated” and “incorporated” were synony- 
mous terms, 

In many places, at one time of considerable im- 
portance, pe Guilds were established, though 
the latter have vanished, the name of their Halls 
has survived, 

Your correspondent “ A SusscRIBER AB INITIO” 

is referred to Madox, Firma Burgi, which will 
afford him much information on the subject. : 

T. E. D. 
Exeter. 

Treatise of Equivocation.—In reply to the 
inquiry of your correspondent “J. M.” (No. 17. 
p: 263.), I beg to state that, as my name was men- 
tioned in connection with that Query, I wrote to 
the Rey. James Raine, the librarian of the Dur- 
ham Cathedral Library, inquiring whether The 
Treatise of Equivocation existed in the Chapter 
Library. From that gentleman I have received 
this morning the following reply: —“I cannot 
find, in this library, the book referred to in the 
‘Nores anp Queries,’ neither can I discover it 
in that of Bishop Cosin. The Catalogue of the 
latter is, however, very defective. The said pub- 
lication (‘ Nores AnD Queries’) promises to be 
very useful.” Although this information is of a 
purely negative character, yet I thought it right 
to endeavour to satisfy your correspondent’s cu- 
riosity. ; Beriau Botriep. 

Nortan Hall. 

Judas Bell (No. 13. p.195.; No. 15. p. 235.).— 
The lines here quoted by “C. W. G.,” from “a 
singular Scotch poem,” evidently mean to express 
or exemplify discord; and the words “to jingle 
Judas bells,” refer to “bells jangled, out of tune, 
and harsh.” 

The Maltese at Valletta, a people singularly, 
and, as we should say, morbidly, addicted to the 
seeming enjoyment of the most horrid discords, on 
Good Friday Eve, have the custom of jangling the 
church bells with the utmost violence, in execra- 
tion of the memory of Judas; and I have seen 
there a large wooden machine (of which they have 
many in use), constructed on a principle similar 
to that of an old-fashioned watchman’s rattle, but 
of far greater power in creating an uproar, in- 
tended to be symbolical of the rattling of Judas’s 
bones, that will not rest in his grave. The Maltese, 
as is well known, are a very superstitious people. 
The employment of Judas candles would, no doubt, 
if properly explained, turn out to mean to imply 
execration against the memory of Judas, where- 
ever they may be used. But in the expression 
Judas bell, the greatest conceivable amount of 
discord is that which is intended to be expressed. 

Rosert Snow. 
6. Chesterfield Street, Mayfair, March 23. 1850. 

[To this we may add, that the question at present 
pending between this country and Greece, so far as re- 
gards the claim of M. Pacifico, appears, from the 
papers laid before Parliament, to have had its origin in 
what Sir Edward Lyon states “to have been the cus- 
tom in Athens for some years, to burn an effigy of 

Judas on Easter day.” And from the account of the 
origin of the riots by the Council of the Criminal Court 
of Athens, we learn, that “ it is proved by the investi- 
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gation, that on March 23, 1847, Easter Day, a report 
was spread in the parish of the Church des incorporels, 
that the Jew, D. Pacifico, by paying the churchwarden 
of the church, succeeded in preventing the effigy of 
Judas from being burnt, which by annual custom was 
made and burnt in that parish on Easter Day.” From 
another document in the same collection it seems, that 

the Greek Government, out of respect to M. Charles 

de Rothschild, who was at Athens in April, 1847, for- 
bid in all the Greek churches of the capital the burn- 
ing of Judas.] 

Grummett (No. 20. p. 319.).—The following use 
of the word whose definition is sought by “=” 
occurs in a description of the members or adjuncts 
of the Cinque Port of Hastings in 1229 :— 

“ Servicia inde debita domino regi xxi. naves, et in 
qualibet nave xxi. homines, cum uno garcione qui dici- 
tur gromet.” 

In quoting this passage in a paper “On the 
Seals of the Cinque Ports,” in the Sussex Archeo- 
logical Collections (vol. i. p.16.), I applied the 
following illustration : — 

«“ Gromet seems to be a diminutive of ‘ grome,’ a serv- 
ing-man, whenee the modern groom. The provin- 

cialism grummet, much used in Sussex to designate a 
clumsy, awkward youth, has doubtless some relation 
to this cabin-boy of the Ports’ navy.” 

I ought to add, that the passage above given is 

to be found in Jeake’s Charters of the Cinque 
Ports. Marx Antony Lower. 

Lewes, March 18. 1850. 

Grummett.—Bailey explains “ Gromets or Grom- 

wells, the most servile persons on ship-board,” 

probably, metaphorically, from “ Gromet or Grum- 

met,” “small rings,” adds Bailey, “fastened with 

staples on the upper side of the yard.” The latter 

term is still in use; the metaphorical one is, I 
believe, quite obsolete. 

Meaning of “Grummett,” §c.— The word is 
derived from the Low Latin “gromettus,” the 

original of our “groom” (see Ducange, s. Gromes 

and Gromus), and answers to the old French 

gourméte, i.e. gargon. In old books he is some- 

times called a “novice” or “page,” and may be 

compared with the “apprentice” of our marine. 

He was employed in waiting on the sailors, cook- 

ing their victuals, working the pumps, scouring the 

decks, and, in short, was expected to lend a hand 

wherever he was wanted, except taking the helm 

(Clairac, Commentaire du premier Article des 

Rooles d’Oléron); and, consequently, is always 

distinguished from, and rated below, the mariner 
or able-bodied seaman. 

The information here given is taken from Jal, 
Archéologie navale, vol. ii. p. 238. A. Ric, Jun. 

MISCELLANIES. 

The Duke of Monmouth.—I made the following 

note many years ago, and am now reminded of its 

existence by your admirable periodical, which 
must rouse many an idler besides myself to a 
rummage amongst long-neglected old papers. This 
small piece of tradition indicates that the adven- 
turous but ill-advised duke was a man of unusual 
muscular power and activity. 

“ On the 8th of July, 1685, the Duke of Monmouth 
was brought a prisoner to Ringwood, and halted at an 
inn there. My mother, who was a native of Ringwood, 
used to relate, that her grandmother was one of the 
spectators when the royal prisoner came out to take 
horse; and that the old lady never failed to recount, 
how he rejected any assistance in mounting, though 
his arms were pinioned ; but, placing his foot in the 
stirrup, sprang lightly into his saddle, to the admira- 
tion of all observers.” 

Enisan Warine. 
Dowry Parade, Clifton Hotwells, March 21, 1850, 

TO PHILAUTUS. 

(From the Latin of Buchanan.) 

Narcissus loved himself we know, 
And you, perhaps, have cause to show 

Why you should do the same ; 
But he was wrong: and, if I may, 
Philautus, I will freely say, 

I think you more to blame. 
He loved what others loved; while you 
Admire what other folks eschew. Rvervs. 

Junius.— Nobody can read, without being struck 
with the propriety of it, that beautiful passage in 
the 8th letter —‘t Examine your own breast, Sir 
William, &c. &c. &e.” A parallel passage may 
however be found in Bevill Higgons’s Short View 
of English History (temp. Hen. VI.), a work 
written before 1700, and not published till thirty- 
four years afterwards : — 

* So weak and fallible is that admired maxim, ‘ Fac- 
tum valet, quod fieri non debuit,’ an excuse first in- 
vented to palliate the unfledged villainy of some men, 
who are ashamed to be hnaves, yet have not the courage to 
be honest.” 

I have not quoted the whole of the passage from 
Junius, as I consider it to be in almost every body’s 
hands. I am collecting some curious, and I hope 
valuable, information about that work. B. G. 

Arabic Numerals.—Y our correspondent T. 8. D.’s 
account of a supposed date upon the Church of 
St. Brelade, Jersey, brings to my mind a cireum- 
stance that, once occurred to myself, which may, 
perhaps, be amusing to date-hunters. Some years 
ago I visited a farm-house in the north of Eng- 
land, whose owner had a taste for collecting cu- 
riosities of all sorts. Not the least valuable of his 
collection was a splendidly carved oak bedstead, 
which he considered of great antiquity. Its date, 
plainly marked upon the panels at the bottom of 
the front posts, was, he told me, 1111. On exa- 

i i i i a i i 
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mining this astounding date a little closely, I soon 
perceived that the two middle strokes had a slight 
curvature, a tendency to approach the shape of an 
S, which distinguished them from the two exterior 
lines. The date was, in fact, 1551; yet, so small 
was the difference of the figures, that the mistake 
was really a pardonable one. 

Is your correspondent “ E. V.” acquainted with 
the History of Castle Acre Priory, published some 
years ago? If my memory fails me not, there is 
a date given in that work, as found inscribed on 
the plaster of the Priory wall, much more ancient 
than 1445. 

Has the derivation of the first four Arabic nu- 
merals, and probably of the ninth, from the 
ancient Egyptian hieratic and enchorial charac- 
ters, for the ordinals corresponding with those num- 
bers, ever been noticed by writers upon the history 
of arithmetical notation? The correspondence 
will be obvious to any one who refers to the table 
given in the 4th vol. of Sir G. Wilkinson’s Ancient 
Egyptians (3rd edit.), p. 198. CAWerG- 
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PERIPLUS OF HANNO THE CARTHAGINIAN, 

Lam not sufficiently Quixotic to attempt a de- 
fence of the Carthaginians on the western coast of 
Africa, or any where else, but I submit that the 
accusation brought against them by Mr. S. Ban- 
nister, formerly ‘Attorney- -General of New South 
Wales, is not sustained by the only record we 
possess of Hanno’s colonising expedition. That 
gentleman, in his learned Records of British En- 
nproee, hey beyond Sea, just published, says, in a note, 
p- xlvii. :— 

“The first nomade tribe they reached was friendly, 
and furnished Hanno with interpreters. At length they 
discovered a nation whose language was unknown to the 
interpreters. These strangers they attempted to scize ; 
and, upon their resistance, they took three of the 

dwelt on the banks of a large river, called the 
Lixus, and-supposed to be the modern St. Cyprian. 
Having sailed thence for several days, and touched 
at different places, planting a colony in one of 
them, he came to a mountainous country inhabited 
by savages, who wore skins of wild beasts, d¢épuara, 
Shpea evnupevev. At a distance of twelve days’ 

sail, he came to. some Ethiopians, who could not 
endure the Carthaginians, and who spoke unin- 
telligibly even to the Lixite interpreters. These 
ave the people whose women, Mr, Bannister says, 
they killed. Hanno sailed from this inhospitable 
coast fifteen days, and came to a gulf which he 
calls Nérov Kéva, or South Horn. 

“ Here,” says the Dr. Hawkesworth, of Carthage, 
‘in the gulf, was an island, like the former, containing 
a lake, and in this another island, full of wild men; 
but the women were much more numerous, with hairy 
bodies (daceiat Tots cdpacw), whom the interpreters 
called yopixAas. We pursued the men, who, flying to 
precipices, defended themselves with stones, and could 
not be taken. ‘Three women, who bit and scratched. 

their leaders, would not follow them. Having killed 
them, we brought their skins to Carthage.” 

He does not so much as intimate that the crea- 
tures who so defended themselves with stones, or 
those whose bodies were covered with hair, spoke 
any language. Nothing but the words év@pwro 
&ypiot and yuvaikes Can lead us to believe that they 
were human beings at all; while the description 
of the behaviour of the men, and the bodies of the 
women, is not repugnant to the supposition that 
they were large apes, baboons, or orang-outangs, 
common, to this part of Africa. At all events, the 
voyagers do not say that they flayed a people 
having the faculty of speech. 

It is not, however, improbable that the Cartha- 
gimians were severe taskmasters of the people 
whom they subdued. Such I understand those to 
have been who opened the British tin mines, and 
who, according to Diodorus Siculus, excessively 
overworked the wretches who toiled for them, 
“wasting their bodies underground, and dying, 
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many a one, through extremity of suffering, while 
others perished under the lashes of the overseers.” 
(Bibl. Hist. 1. v. c. 38.) 

-R. T. Hampson, 

POPE VINDICATED. 

“P.C.S. 8S.” is too great an admirer of Pope 
not to seek to vindicate him from one, at least, of 
the blunders attributed to him by Mr. D. Stevens, 
at p. 331. of the ““NorEs anp QuERIEs.” 

“ Singed are his brows, the scorching lids grow black.” 

Now, if Mr. S. will refer to Homer, he will find 
that the original fully justifies the use of “ brows” 
and “lids” in the plural. It runs thus (Od. ix. 
v. 389.) :— 

“Tldyra d& of BAEPap’ aud) Kai dppbas cboev GiTMH.” 

“P.C. S. 8.” wishes that he could equally re- 
move from Pope the charge of inaccuracy respect- 
ing the three cannibal meals of Polyphemus. He 
fears that nothing can be alleged to impugn Mr. 
Stevens's perfectly just criticism. 

While on the subject of Pope, “P. C. S. 8.” 
would wish to advert to a communication (No. 16. 
p- 246.) in which it is insinuated that Pope was 
probably indebted to Petronius Arbiter for the 
well-known passage — 

“ Worth makes the man, and want of it the fellow; 
The rest is all but leather and prunella.” 

With all respect for the ingenious author of 
that communication, “P. C. S. 8S.” confesses that 
he is unable to discover such a similitude of ex- 
pression as might warrant the notion that Pope 
had been a borrower from Petronius. He cannot 
suppose that Mr. F. could have been led away by 
any supposed analogy between corium and cori- 
cillum. The latter, Mr. F. must know, is nothing 
more than a diminutive of a diminutive (coricillum, 
not corcillum, from corculum); and the word is 
coined by Petronius to ridicule one of the affecta- 
tions of Trimalchio (Nero), who was wont to in- 
dulge, to an absurd extent, in the use of such 
diminutives (vide Burmann, in loco). “ P.C.S. 8.” 
will now subjoin such translations of the passage 
in question as he has hitherto had opportunities 
of referring to, The first is from The Works of 
Petronius Arbiter, translated by several hands, 
Lond. 8vo. 4th edit. 1714. At the beginning of 
the translation itself there is this heading — “Made 
English by Mr. Wilson, of the Middle Temple, 
and several others.” The passage in question is 
thus rendered : — 

“Come, my friends, let us see how merry you can 
be! for, in my time, I have been no better than your- 
selves; but, by my own industry, I am what I am. 
> Tis the heart makes the man; all the rest is but stuff!” 

In another translation, which, with Grub- 
Street audacity, the publisher, in his title-passage, 

presumes to attribute to Addison! and which ap- 
peared in 1736 (Lond. 8vo.), the passage is as 
follows : — 

“J was once as you are; but now, thanks to my in- 
dustry, [am what Iam. Jt ts the heart that makes the 
man ; all the rest is but stuff!” 

Be the translator who he may, this version, so 
impudently ascribed to the moral Addison, is 
written with much spirit and power, and with a 
remarkable comprehension of the author’s mean- 
ing. Some of the poetical fragments at the end 
are, indeed, singularly well done. 

Of the two French versions which “ P. C.S. 8.” 
has examined, the one by Levaur (Paris, 8vo. 
1726) thus translates the passage : — 

“ Je vous prie, mes amis . . . C'est le ceur qui fait 
les hommes ; je compte le reste pour un fétu.” 

Tn that of Boispreaux (Lond. 1742), it is simply 
rendered — 

“Mon sgavoir faire m’a tiré du pair. C'est le ceur 
qui fait Thomme . . .” 

No attempt is made to translate the quisquilia. 
i ch Oho StS 

“THE SUPPER OF THE LORDE.” 

T shall be glad to find that your correspondent 
“C,H.” (No. 21. p. 333.) receives a satisfactory 
answer to his inquiry, as such a reply would also 
satisfy my earlier query, No. 7. p. 109. I per- 
ceive, however, from his letter, that I can give 
him some information on other points noticed in 
it, though the absence of papers now passing 
through the press with the Parker Society’s re- 
print of a third volume of Tyndale, will prevent 
my replying with such precision as I could wish. 
That ancient tract on “The Supper of the Lorde, 
after the true meanyng of the sixte of John,” &c., 
of which “C. H.” says he possesses a copy, was 
reprinted at different intervals with the same date, 
viz., Mcccccxxx1u, Apryll v., on its title-page. 
The original edition has a final colophon, stating 
that it was “imprinted at Nornberg, by Nielas 
Twonson,” and is so rare, that I have not been 
able to discover the existence of any copy, but 
one recently deposited in the Bodleian. That 
“C. H.’s” copy isnot a specimen of that first edi- 
tion, is apparent from two circumstances. ‘The 
first is, that he has given you a quotation from his 
copy as follows: — “And as for M. More, whom 
the verity most offendeth, and doth but mocke it,” 
whereas the original edition has, “And as for 
M. Mocke,” &c., and Sir Thomas More notices this 
mockage of his name in his reply. The next is, 
that his copy contains “ Crowley’s Epistle to the 
Reader,” which does not appear in any edition of 
an earlier date than 1551. When first attached 
to this treatise, the epistle was anonymous, as may 
be seen in the Lambeth copy ; but Crowley even- 

ee 
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tually affixed his name to the epistle, as it appears 
in “ C. H.’s” and in other copies. Robert Crowley 
was a fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford ; vicar 
of St. Giles, Cripplegate ; a printer and publisher ; 
but to this singular combination of titles, we can- 
not add that of author of the treatise in question. 
“ C. H.” has seen that he did not enter Oxford 
till 1534; and in his Prefatory Epistle, Crowley 
speaks of the author of the treatise as a person 
distinct from himself. 

I do not wish, however, to be considered as 
positively affirming the treatise to be Tyndale’s. 
Foxe, the martyrologist, edited Tyndale’s works 
for Day, and he has only said that this treatise 
was “compiled, as some do gather, by M. Wm. 
Tyndale, because the method and phrase agree 
with his, and the time of writing are [sic] concur- 
rent.” On the other hand, the authorship is un- 
hesitatingly assigned to Tyndale by Mr. C. Ander- 
son (Annals of the English Bible, § ix. ad finem), 
and by Mr. Geo. Offor (Mem. of Tyndale, p. 30.), 
the two most pains-taking and best informants as 
to his works. But still there are objections of 
such force, that I must confess myself rather in- 
clined to attribute the treatise to Joy’s pen, if I 
could but be satisfied that he was capable of writ- 
ing so correctly, and of keeping so clear of vulgarity 
in a controversy with a popish persecutor. 

gob c 

FOLK LORE. 

Palm Sunday Wind.—\t is a common idea among 
many of the farmers and labourers of this imme- 
diate neighbourhood, that, from whatever quarter 
the wind blows for the most part on Palm Sunday, 
it will continue to blow from the same quarter for 
the most part during the ensuing summer. 

Is this notion prevalent in other parts of the 
country, as a piece of “ Folk-Lore ?” R.V. 

Winchester, March 26. 

Curious Symbolical Custom. — On Saturday last 
I married a couple in the parish church. An old 
woman, an aunt of the bridegroom, displeased at 
the marriage, stood at the church gate and pro- 
nounced an anathema on the married pair. She 
then bought a new broom, went home, swept her 
house, and hung the broom over the door. By 
this she intimated her rejection of her nephew, and 
forbade him to enter her house. Is this a known 
custom? What is its origin? 

H. Morzanp Austen. 
St. Peter’s, Thanet, March 25. 1850. 

The Wild Huntsman.—'The interesting contri- 
butions of your correspondent “ Setxucus,” on 
“Folk Lore,” brought to my recollection the 
“ Wild Huntsman” of the German poet, Tieck; of 
whose verses on that superstitious belief, still cur- 
rent among the imaginative peasantry of Germany, 

I send you a translation, done into English many 
years ago. The Welsh dogs of Annwn, or “ cou- 
riers of the air” —the spirit-hounds who hunt the 
souls of the dead—are part of that popular be- 
lief existing among all nations, which delivers up 
the noon of night to ungracious influences, that 
“fade on the crowing of the cock.” 

“ THE WILD HUNTSMAN. 

«“ At the dead cf the night theWild Huntsman awakes, 
In the deepest recess of the dark forest’s brakes ; 
He lists to the storm, and arises in scorn, 
He summons his hounds with his far-sounding horn: 
He mounts his black steed; like the lightning they fly, 
And sweep the hush'd forest with snort and with ery. 
Loud neighs his black courser: hark his horn, how 

tis swelling ! 
He chases his comrades, his hounds wildly yelling. 
Speed along ! speed along! for the race is all ours; 
Speed along! speed along! while the midnight still 

lours: 
The spirits of darkness will chase him in scorn, 
Who dreads our wild howl, and the shriek of our horn. 

Thus yelling and belling they sweep on the wind, 
The dread of the pious and reverent mind : 
But all who roam gladly in forests, by night, 
This conflict of spirits will strangely delight.” 

J. M. 
Oxford, March 13. 

ON AUTHORS AND BOOKS, NO. VI. 

In the union of scholarship, polished manners, 
and amiability of character, wé have had few men 
to surpass the reverend Joseph Spence. His 
career was suitable to his deserts. He was fortu- 
nate in his connections, fortunate in his appoint- 
ments, and fortunate in his share of fame. 

His fame, however, is somewhat diminished. 
His Essay on the Odyssey, which procured him the 
friendship of Pope, has. ceased to be in request ; 
his Polymetis, once the ornament of every choice 
library, has been superseded by the publications of 
Millin and Smith ; his poems are only to be met 
with in the collections of Dodsley and Nichols. 
If we now dwell with pleasure on his name, it is 
chiefly as a recorder of the sayings of others —it 
is on account of his assiduity in making notes! I 
allude to the volume entitled Anecdotes, observa- 
tions, and characters of books and men, which was 
edited by my friend Mr. Singer, with his wonted 
care and ability, in 1820. 

The Essay on the Odyssey was first published 
anonymously in 1726-7. It was reprinted in 1737 
and-1747. A copy of the latter edition, now in 
my possession, contains this curious note : — 

“Tt is remarkable that of twelve passages objected to 
in this critique on the English Odyssey, two only are 
found in those books which were translated by Pope. 

«From Mr. Langton, who had his information from 
Mr. Spence. 

“ When Spence carried his preface to Gorbodue in 

none ene oe 
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1736 to Pope, he asked him his opinion. Pope said 
‘It would do very well; there was nothing pert or low 
in it.’ Spence was satisfied with this praise, which, 
however, was an implied censure on all his other 
writings. — He is very fond of the familiar vulgarisms 
of common talk, and is the very reverse of Dr. Johnson. 

« E. M.” [Epmonp Matone. | 

The note is not signed at length, but there can 
be no doubt as to its authorship, as I purchased 
the volume which contains it at the sale of the 
unreserved books of Mr. Malone in 1818. 

Bouton Corney. 

QUERIES. 

NICHOLAS BRETON’S “CROSSING OF PROVERBS.” 

Ithough my query respecting William Basse 
and his poem, “Great Britain’s Sun’s Set,” (No. 
13. p. 200), produced no positive information 
touching that production, it gave an opportunity 
to some of your correspondents to communicate 
valuable intelligence relating to the author and 
to other works by him, for which I, for one, was 
very much obliged. If I did not obtain exactly 
what I wanted, I obtained something that here- 
after may be extremely useful; and that I could 
not, perhaps, have obtained in any other way than 
through the medium of your pleasant and wel- 
come periodical. 

I am now, therefore, about to put a question 
regarding another writer ef more celebrity and 
ability. Among our early pamphleteers, there 
was certainly none more voluminous than Nicholas 
Breton, who began writing in 1575, and did 
not lay down his pen until late in the reign of 
James I. A list of his pieces (by no means com- 
plete, but the fullest that has been compiled) may 
be seen in Lowndes’s Bibl. Manual; it includes 
several not by Breton, among them Sir Philip 
Sidney’s Ourania, 1606, which in fact is by a per- 
son of the name of Backster; and it omits the one 
to which my present communication refers, and 
regarding which I am at some loss. 

In the late Mr. Heber’s Catalogue, part iv. p.10., 
I read as follows, under the name of Nicholas 
Breton : — 

“Crossing of Proverbs. The Second Part, with 
certaine briefe Questions and Answeres, by N. B., 
Gent. Extremely rare and very curious, but imperfect. 
It appears to contain a portion of the first part, and 
also of the second; but it appears to be unknown.” 

Into whose hands this fragment devolved I 
know not; and that is one point I am anxious to 
ascertain, because I have another fragment, which 
consists of what is evidently the first sheet of the 
first part of the tract in question, with the follow- 
ing title-page, which I quote totidem Literis : — 

“Crossing of Proverbs. Crosse-Answeres. And 
Crosse-Humours. By B. N. Gent. At London, 

Printed for John Wright, and are to be solde at his 
Shop without Newgate, at the signe of the Bible. 
1616.” 

It is in 8vo., as Heber’s fragment appears to 
have been; but then the initials of the author are 
given as N.B., whereas in my fragment they 
stand B.N., a usual inversion with Nicholas Bre- 
ton; the brief address “* To the Reader” is also 
subscribed B. N.; and then begins the body of 
the work, thus headed: ‘Crosse and Pile, or, 
Crossing of Proverbs.” It opens as follows : — 

“ Proverb. The more the merrier. 
Cross. Not so; one hand is enough in a purse. 
P. Every man loves himselfe best. 
Cros. Not so, when man is undone by suretyship. 
Prov. He that runnes fastest gets most ground, 

C. Not so, for then foote-men would have more land 
than their masters, 

Prov. He runnes far that never turnes. 
Cros. Not so, he may breake his necke in a short 

course. 
P. No man ean call againe yesterday. 
C. Yes, hee may call till his heart ake, though it 

never come. 
P. Had I wist was a foole. 
C. No, he was a foole that said so.” 

And so it proceeds, not without humour and 
point, here and there borrowing from known 
sources, as in the following : — 

«“ P. The world is a long journey. 
Cros. Not so, the sunne goes it every day. 
P, It is a great way to the bottom of the sea. 
C. Not so, it is but a stone’s cast.” 

However, my object is not to give specimens of 
the production further than are necessary for its 
identification. My queries are, 1st, Who bought 
Mr. Heber’s fragment, and where is it now to be 
found? 2nd, Are any of your correspondents 
aware of the existence of a perfect copy of the 
work? 

I naturally take a peculiar interest about 
Nicholas Breton, because I have in my possession 
an unknown collection of amatory and pastoral 
poems by him, printed in quarto in 1604, in 
matter and measure obvious imitations of pro- 
ductions in “ The Passionate Pilgrim,” 1599, im- 
puted to Shakspeare, and some of which are 
unquestionably by Richard Barnfield. 
Any new information regarding Breton and his 

works will be most acceptable to me. Iam al- 
ready in possessioat of undoubted proof that he 
was the Nicholas Breton whose epitaph is on the 
chaneel-wall of the church of Norton, in North- 
amptonshire, a point Ritson seems to have ques- 
tioned. J. Payne Coxiier. 

March 30, 1850. 

THE SWORD CALLED CURTANA. 

In the wardrobe account for the year 1483, are 
“jij swerdes, whereof oon with a flat poynte, 
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called curtana, and ij other swords, all iij swords 
“tae in a yerde di of crymysym tisshue cloth 
of gold.” 

The name of curtana for many ages continued 
to be given to the first royal sword in England. 
It existed as long ago as the reign of Henry III., 
at whose coronation (4.p. 1236) it was carried 
by the Earl of Chester. We find it at the corona- 
tions of Edward II. and Richard II. ; also in the 
time of Henry IV., Richard III, and Henry VIL.; 
and among the royal arms of Edward VI. we read 
of “a swerde called curtana.” 

Can any of your readers explain the origin of the 
name curtana, a sword so famous that it carries us 
back to the days of ancient chivalry, when it was 
wielded by the Dane Uggiero, or by the still 
more famed Orlando. Epwarp F. Rimpavtr. 

IS THE DOMBEC THE DOMESDAY OF ALFRED ? 

I beg to propose the following “Query” : —Is the 
Dombec, a work referred to in the Laws of Edward 
the Elder, the same as what has been called the 
Domesday or Winchester Book of Alfred the 
Great? [ incline to think that it is not, and shall 
be much obliged to any of your correspondents, 
learned in the Anglo-Saxon period of our history, 
who will give himself the trouble of resolving my 
doubts. 

Sir Henry Spelman, in his Glossary, voce Dombec, 
calls it the Liber Judicialis of the Anglo-Saxons ; 
and says it is mentioned in the first chapter of 
the Laws of Edward the Elder, where the king 
directs his judges to conduct themselves in their 
judicial proceedings as on Szepe 50m bec ycand, 
that is, as is enjoined in their Dome Book. —“ Quod,” 
he continues, “an de precedentium Regum legi- 
bus qua hodie extant, intelligendum sit: an de 
alio quopiam libro hactenus non prodeunte, incer- 
tum est.” 

But this uncertainty does not seem to have at- 
tached itself to the mind of Sir William Black- 
stone; for in the third section of the Introduction 
prefixed to his Commentaries on the Laws of Eng- 
land, he informs us that our antiquaries “ tell us 
that in the time of Alfred, the local customs of the 
several provinces of the kingdom were grown so 
various, that he found it expedient to compile his 
Dome Book, or Liber Judicialis, for the general 
use of the whole kingdom.” ‘This book is said to 
have been extant so late as the reign of King Ed- 
ward LYV., but is now unfortunately lost. It con- 
tained, we may probably suppose, the principal 
maxims of the common law, the penalties for mis- 
demeanors, and the forms of judicial proceedings. 
Thus much may be at least collected from that in- 
junction to observe it, which we find in. the Laws 
of King Edward the Elder, the son of Alfred. — 
“ Omnibus qui reipublice presunt etiam atque etiam 

mando, ut omnibus equos se prebeant judices, per- 
inde acin judiciali libro (Saxonice, 60m bec) serip- 
tum habetur: nec quidquid formident quin jus 
commune (Saxonice, Folepihte) audactes libereque 
dicant.” 

But notwithstanding this, it appears to me by 
no means conclusive, that the Dombec referred to 
in the Laws of Edward the Elder and the Liber 
Judicialis of Alfred are the same; on the contrary, 
Alfred’s Liber Judicialis seems to have been known 
not under the name of Dombec, but under that of 
the Winchester Roll, from the circumstance of its 
having been principally kept at Winchester: and 
Sir Henry Spelman says, the Domesday Book of 
William the Conqueror was sometimes called 
Rotulus Wintonie, a similitudine antiquoris, from its 
resemblance to an older document preserved at 
Winchester. And he quotes Ingulphus Abbot of 
Croyland, who says, ‘““Iste rotulus (7.e. the Domes- 
day Book of William) vocatus est Rotulus Win- 
toniz, et ab Anglicis pro sua generalitate, omnia 
tenementa totius terre integre continente Dumes- 
day cognominatur.” And then he proceeds,“ Talem 
rotulum et multum similem, ediderat quondam 
Rex Alfredus, in quo totam terram Angliz per 
comitatus, centurias, et decurias descripserat, sicut 
prenotatur. Qui quidem Rotulus Wintoniz-voca- 
tus est, quia deponebatur apud Wintoniam con- 
servandus,” &e. 

Here is nothing said of this work being called 
50m bec: neither does Spelman, in his enumera- 
tion of the works of Alfred, give the least intima- 
tion that any one of his collections of laws was 
called 50m bec. 

We know, indeed, that Alfred compiled a code 
of laws for his subjects ; but whether any part of 
them has been: preserved, or how much of them is 
embodied in subsequent codes, cannot now be de- 
termined. Asser mentions that he frequently re- 
primanded the judges for wrong judgments; and 
Spelman, that he wrote “a book against unjust 
magistrates,” but any complete body of laws, if 
such was ever framed by Alfred, is now lost ; and 
that attributed to him in Wilkin’s Leges Anglo- 
Sazon, is held in suspicion by most writers. 

For these reasons, and considering that Sir Wil- 
liam Blackstone’s knowledge of English history 
was rather superficial, I incline to the belief, that 

the 50m bec referred to in the laws. of Edward 
the Elder, was some collection of laws made prior 
to the time of Alfred: this might clearly be the 
case, as Sharon Turner informs us that the Saxon 
laws were committed to writing as early as the 
commencement of the 7th century. 

The opinions of your learned correspondents 
on this disputed point may be of much interest to 
many of your readers, and to none more than to 

Grorce Munrorp. 
East Winch. 
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MINOR QUERIES. 

MSS. of the Wycliffite Translations of the Scrip- 
tures. —The Add.’ MS. 15,521., in the British 
Museum, contains a copy of Lewis's edition of the 
Wycliffite New Testament, printed in 1731, with 
manuscript notes by Ames and Lewis, and the 
former has transcribed into it some additional pro- 
logues, prefixed to each book of the New Testa- 
ment, which had not been printed by Lewis, and 
were taken by Ames from a MS. of the New Tes- 
tament, written in 1424, and in 1731 in the pos- 
session of Thomas Granger. It would be very 
desirable to learn what became of this MS. sub- 
sequently. Granger died in the following year, 
but the MS. does not appear in the sale catalogue 
of his library, nor is it found in the catalogue of 
Ames’s own library, dispersed in 1760. Any in- 
formation relative to this remarkable copy of the 
New Testament, would be very acceptable to the 
Editors of the Wycliffite Versions of the Scriptures, 
who are now, after a literary labour of more than 
twenty years, about to bring the work to a con- 
clusion. ‘They would also feel much obliged by 
the communication of any notices of MSS. of the 
Wycliflite versions, existing in private hands, ex- 
clusive of those copies of which they already pos- 
sess descriptions, existing in the libraries of the 
following individuals: — Mrs. Allanson of Farn, 
Flintshire, the Earl of Ashburnham, Sir Thomas 
Phillipps, Bart., Sir Peregrine Ackland, Bart., Sir 
David Dundas, H.M. Judge Advocate, Dr. Card- 
well, Principal of St. Alban’s Hall, Oxford, and 
Thomas Bannister, Esq. F. Mappen. 

British Museum, March 28. 

Why are Gloves not worn before Royalty 2—Can 
any of your readers inform me what is the origin 
of the custom observed at Court, of persons in the 
royal presence not wearing gloves? Is it a matter 
of pure etiquette, or does the observance of it 
derive its origin from barbarous times, when chi- 
valry was little else than barbarism in armour ? 

FE. 

Law Courts at St. Albans. —Can any of your 
correspondents give me the reference to a commu- 
nication in the Gentleman's Magazine (between, 
I think, the years 1815 and 1836), in which a 
passage in Massinger, which alludes to lawyers 
going to St. Albans, is illustrated by an inscrip- 
tion in the nave of St. Alban’s Abbey Church, 
which records that the courts were held there on 
account of the sweating-sickness in the reign of 
Elizabeth ? =. 

Richard Haley, or Hales.— Milton Pedigree.— 
I should feel obliged by any particulars respecting 
Richard Haley, or Hales, of Idlestreete, otherwise 
Ustreyd, in com. Hertford, yeoman; my object 
being to ascertain the nature of some transaction 
he had with Milton, in July 1674, referred to in a 

bond which the former executed, dated the 27th 
of that month, for performance of the covenants 
contained in an indenture of even date. f 

Is any thing known of Richard Milton, who 
signs his name as the attesting witness to the 
releases given by two of the poet's daughters for 
their share of his estate? Is there any pedigree 
of the family of Sir Christopher Milton, the poet’s 
brother, drawn up with sufficient apparent accu- 
racy to exclude the probability of Richard Milton 
being his son? I have referred to the pedigree 
in the British Museum (Harl. MS. 5802. fo. 19 b.), 
which makes no mention of the latter; but it is 
evidently so imperfect a notice, as to be of little 
authority one way or other. J.¥F. M. 

Sapcote Motto.—Over the old gatehouse of 
Elton, co. Hunts., built by the family of Sapcote, 
is their coat of arms, namely, “ three dove-cotes ;” 
and upon a scroll, surrounding the lower part of 
the shield, is carved a motto, evidently French, 
and as evidently cut by a person ignorant of that 
language. So far as I can decypher it, the letters 
appear to be — 

sco toot X vinic forumic] 
x pones. 

Possibly the first and last letters s are only 
flourishes, I shall be glad of any suggestion as to 
its meaning. 

I have not been able to find the Sapcote motto 
on record; and I believe the Carysfoot family, the 
possessors of Elton, and the Duke of Bedford, the 
heir in blood, to be ignorant of what this scroll is 
intended to represent. ERMINOIs. 

Atheneum Club. 

Scala Celi.—In a will, dated 12 Hen. VIII, 
the testator directs that there shall be four tren- 
tals of Saint Gregory said for his soul at London 
at “Scala Ceeli.” Can any of your readers explain 
what place is meant by “Scala Celi?” 

A SUBSCRIBER. 

Illustrations of Gresset's “Vert Vert,” painted on 
Enamel, §:c.—In a Paris edition of Gresset’s Works 
(Janet et Cotelle, 1823), m the preface is the fol- 
lowing passage :— 

“ Vert-vert fut bientot dans toutes les mains. Le 
suffrage de la multitude se joignit a celui des connois- 
seurs; la.mode, qui est aussi en possession de donner 

son suffrage, s’empressa de parer les ajustemens d’in- 
vention récente, du nom de J’illustre perroqnet; Jes 
vases d’ornement, les vases usuels qui sortoient des fabriques 
francoises, retracoient presque tous quelques épisodes 
du petit poéme. Un artist dont le nom est venu jus- 
qu’a nous, Raux, en peignit sur émail les sujets les plus 
marquants ; et tandis qu’on faisoit passer dans une ver- 
sion latine les vers élégants du poéte jésuite, M. Bertin, 
ministre d’état, Je gratifioit d’un magnifique cabaret de 
Sévres, dont toutes les piéces reproduisoient les aven- 
tures de son héros, ce qui fit dire a Gresset, qu’on le 
traduisoit aussi en porcelaine de Sévres.” 
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The Query I wish to make is, Have any of these 
illustrations or designs from Gresset’s poem of 
Vert-vert, painted on enamel china, or earthen- 
ware of any sort, of French or any other manu- 
facture, come to light of late years? or more lately 
still, among the articles that have been dispersed 
among various buyers of almost all nations, in the 
sales within these few weeks effected at Paris ? 

Rogert Snow. 

Urbanus Regius.— A friend of mine, a delight- 
ful old lady, fresh, genial, and inquisitive, has in 
her possession an old volume, a family heir-loom, 
which is not the less dear to her for being some- 
what dingy and dilapidated, and touching which 
she would gladly receive such information as your 
correspondents can supply. 

It is made up of three apparently distinct trea- 
tises; the first (of which several leaves are want- 
ing) on the twelve articles of the Apostles’ Creed. 
The second is “The ryght foundation, and pryn- 
cypall common places of the hole godly Scripture,” 
&e., by Doctor Urbanus Regius. Prefixed is an 
epistle to Thomas, Archbishop of Canterbury (evi- 
dently Cranmer), to whom “ Hys dayly oratoure, 
Gwalter Lynne (the writer of the epistle), wyssheth 
lyfe euerlastynge.” Between this second treatise 
and the third, and apparently belonging to the 
latter, is a title-page with the following inscrip- 
tion :— 

“Imprinted for Gwalter Lynne, dwelling upon 
Somers Kaye, by Byllinges gate. Inthe yeare of oure 
Lorde. mpxtvmi. And they by [sic] to be solde at 
Poules church yarde at the north doore, In the signe | 
of the By-bell, By Richard Jugge.” 

This last treatise is in smaller type than the 
others, and has no general designation: it contains 
chapters on various subjects, e.g. “The Signifi- 
cation of Baptism,” &c. 

Query 1. Is this volume well known? 2. Who 
‘were Urbanus Regius and Walter Lynne? G.P. 

March 16, 1850. 

REPLIES. 

THE ARABIC NUMERALS AND CIPHER. 
I might, with a little more consideration, have 

referred “ E.V.” to several other authorities which 
he will do well to consult. 

9. Wallis’s Algebra, p. 9. and p. 153. of the 
additions. 

10. Phil. Trans., Nos. 439. and 475. 
11. Montucla, Histoire des Mathématiques, tom. i. 

chap. 2. 
12. Baillie, Histoire de l’ Astronomie. 
13. Delambre*, Hist. de l’ Astr. du moyen age. 

* The best account, because the most consistent and 
intelligible, of the Greek arithmetic, is that by De- 
lambre, affixed to Peyraud’s edition of Archimedes, 
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14. Hutton’s Tracts (Svo. ed. 1812.), vol. ii. 
(subject “ History of Algebra.”) 

15. Huet, Demonstratio Evangelica. 
16. Dr. John Taylor’s Translation of the Lila- 

wati. (Bombay, 1816.) 
17. Strachey’s Translation of the Bija Ganita.* 
18. Colebrooke’s Algebra of the Hindus. 
Would it not be worth while to give a fac- 

simile of the “abel for all manere of mer- 
chauntes,” in the “ Nores anp Queries”? It 
is not only a curiosity, but an important element 
(and unique as far as is known) in the philosophic 
history of our arithmetic. It was, no doubt, an 
actual instrument in constant use in the mer- 
chant’s office, as much so as an almanac, interest- 
tables, a “ cambist,” and a copying-press, are now. 

As regards the cipher, the difficulty only com- 
menced with writing numbers in the new symbo- 
logy. With persons accustomed to the use of this 
instrument, there is no doubt that the mode of 
obviating the difficulty of “keeping the place,” 
would suggest itself at once. In this instrument 
an empty hole (without its peg) signified “none 
of this denomination.” What then more simple 
than to make the outline of the empty hole which 
occupied the “local position” of any denomina- 
tion, when none of that precise denomination 
occurred in the number itself? Under this view 
the process at least becomes simple and natural ; 

| and as the early merchants contributed so largely 
to the improvement of our arithmetical processes, 
such a conclusion is wholly divested of improba- 
bility on any other ground. The circle would 
then naturally become, as it certainly has practi- 
cally become, the most appropriate symbol of 
nothingness. 

As regards the term cipher or zero (which are so 
obviously the same as to need no remark), it is ad- 
mitted on all hands to be derived from one or other 
of the Semitic languages, the Hebrew or the Arabic. 
It is customary with the mathematical historians 
to refer it to the Arabic, they being in general 
more conversant with it than with the Hebrew. 
The Arabic being a smaller hand than the He- 
brew, a dot was used instead of the circle for 
marking the “ place” at which the hiatus of any 
“denomination” occurred. If we obtained our 
cipher from this, it would be made hollow (a mere 
ceinture, girdle, or ring) to save the trouble of 
making a dot sufficiently large to correspond in 
magnitude with our other numerals as we write 
them. LEither is alike possible — probability must 
be sought, for either over the other, from a slightly 
different source. 

The root-words in Hebrew and in Arabic are 
precisely the same (¢s-ph-r), though in the two lan- 

* Ata period of leisure I may be tempted to send 
you a few extracts, somewhat curious, from some of 
the papers of Mr, Strachey in my possession. 
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guages, and at different ages of the same language, 
they might have been vowelised differently. In some 
shape or other, this name is used in all countries that 
have derived their arithmetic from medizval Italy, 
or from the Saracens. It is with some cipher, with 
others chiffre, and with all zero. The word is 
certainly no more Italian than it is French or 
English. Be itremembered, too, that ezor (quoted 
at p. 268.), as a girdle, is radically the same 
word, somewhat mutilated. The cardinal mean- 
ing of the word (denuded of the conventional 
aceretions of signification, which peculiar applica- 
tions of it adds to the cardinal meaning) appears 
to be emptiness, hollowness, nothingness. It may 
be further remarked, that in the fine Chartres 
MS. of Boetius, described by Chasles, the O is | 
called sipos : —the same name, he remarks, that 
Graves found in use in the East. The modern 
Turks call the O, ¢sifra. 

It is curious enough that in all languages, the 
term cyphering is popularly used to denote all 
arithmetical operations whatever. Our school- 
boys do their “ cyphering,” and write carefully in 
their “‘ eyphering-books.” This all seems to point 
to the art of dispensing with the use .of the abacus 
or counting table. T.S. D. 

Shooter’s Hill, March 6, 

Arabic Numerals.—i had replied to “ E. V.” 
(No. 15. p. 230.), when I saw by your “ Notice to 
Correspondents,” that the question was answered. 
I therefore waited the publication of the replies, 
which I find do not embrace any one of the points 
to which I would call the attention of “* EK. V.”— 
Diophantus of Alexandria, who flourished about 
150 years after Christ, and who wrote thirteen 
books of algebra or arithmetic in the Greek lan- 
guage, is generally supposed to be the oldest writer 
on the subject that has come down to our time ; 
but it was not from him that we received the 
knowledge of algebra in Europe. It appears cer- 
tain that the first knowledge of this science in 
England was from Italy or Spain, after the Moors 
settled in the latter country; and the Arabians 
and Persians appear to have derived their arith- 
metical method of computing by ten characters 
from the Indians: who, in their turn, have most 
probably borrowed from the Chinese, and improved 
on their method by the adoption of a zero, which 
was one of the most important improvements ef- 
fected by the Hindoos. In China, the words an- 
cient and modern are almost synonymous ; their 
usages and customs being so unchangeable, as ap- 
pears by their instrument of computation, the 
swanpan, which is still used in all their ealculations. 
The Oriental scholar will find much eurious and 
interesting information connected with this sub- 
ject in the Sanscrit Vija Ganita and Lilivati 
of Bhaskara Acharya: the former was translated 
into Persian at Agra, or Delhi, in 1634, and the 

| 
| 

latter by Fyzee in 1587; but there are also Eng- 
lish translations, all.of which are im the library of 
the Royal Asiatic Society. The Khalasah-ul-Hisah 
is another work of repute in India. Mr. Strachey 
wrote and printed in India, for the Asiatic Re- 
searches, a valuable paper, which contains most 
conclusive evidence of the Indian (if not Chinese) 
origin of our numerals. See also Astronomie 
indienne, of M. Bailly ; 2d vol. Asiatic Researches, 
“ On the Astronomical Computations of the Hin- 
doos,” by Saml. Davis; “* Two Dissertations on 
Indian Astronomy and Trigonometry,” by Pro- 
fessor Playfair, in the 2d and 4th vols. of the 
Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions. And many 
others might be referred to; but all tending to 
prove that our numbers came originally from 
China and India, through Persia, Arabia, Africa, 
Spain, and Italy, by gradual and successive changes 
in form, several of them still retaining a close re- 
semblance to the ancient and modern Sanscrit, 
Chinese, Arabic, Persian, and Hindoo numerals. 

Heyry WILKrNson. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

IT send you a few Notes on Queries scattered 
| through some of the later numbers of your very 
valuable publication : — 

Anonymous Ravennas.—In the library of the 
Royal Geographical Society, I believe there is a 
copy of an 8vo. edition of that cosmography. 

Selago.— This plant, I should think it probable, 
| is the Lycopodium clavatum of modern botanists ; 
the seeds of which, when ripe, and when the plant 
is struck, rise like smoke (“‘fumum” of Pliny), 
and may have been supposed, from their remark- 
able inflammability when dashed into a flame, 
igniting with a sudden flash, to have possessed 
wonderful virtues. The species known as Lyco- 
podium selago is rare in comparison to the other. 

Portugal.—In the library of the Geographical 
| Society are some of the more recent works pub- 
lished in Lisbon on the topography of that country, 
but they are generally very meagre and unsatis- 
factory. In a periodical published in Lisbon in 
numbers, on the plan of the Penny Magazine, there 
is a good deal of information, with engravings, re- 
garding many places of interest in Portugal. I 
think it is called The Album, but I am sorry I have 
not at present the power of sending you more cor- 
rect particulars concerning it. It is in 4to. 

Portugal is a country that is so little travelled 
in either by natives or foreigners, that information 
regarding places in the interior is not easily ob- 
tained ; and facilities for travelling, as well as ac- 
commodation for travellers, is of a very limited 
description. 

Sir Roger de Coverley.—In one of your early 
numbers was a query on this subject, which I do 
not think has been yet answered. Ihave a MS. 

——___— 

a ee 

ee 
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account of the family of Calverley, of Calverley, in | 
Yorkshire, an autograph of Ralph Thoresby in 
the year 1717, in which occurs the following pas- 
sage :— 

« Roger, so named from the Archbishop” (of York), 
“was a person of renowned hospitality, since, at this 
day, the obsolete known tune of Roger a Calverley is 
referred to him, who, according to the custom of those 
times, kept his minstredls, from that their office named 

harpers, which became a family, and possessed lands 
till late years in and about Calverley, called to this day | 
Harpersroids and Harper’s Spring. ... .« He was a 
knight, and lived in the time of K. Richard Ist. His 

seal, appended to one of his charters, is large, with a 
chevalier on horseback.” 

W. Catvertey TREVELYAN. 

DERIVATION OF “NEWS.” 

It is not declared with what motive “ Mr. Gutcu” 
(No. 17. p. 270.) has laid before the readers of 
“Notes anp Queries” the alleged derivation of 
N.E. W.S. 

It must therefore be supposed, that his object 
was to have its justness and probability contmented 
upon; and it is quite time that they should be so, 
since the derivation in question has of late become 
quite a favourite authoritative dictum with ety- 
mology compilers. Thus it may be found, in the 
very words and form adopted by your correspon- 
dent, in Haydn’s Dictionary of Dates, and in other 
authorities of equal weight. 

This sort of initial-letter derivation was pro- 
bably brought into fashion in England by the 
alleged origin of “Cabal,” or perhaps by the 
many guesses at the much disputed word “ Aira.” 
I shall take the liberty of quoting a few sentences 
with reference to such etymologies, as a class, 
which I find in an unpublished manuscript upon a 
kindred subject. 

“« Besides, such a splitting up of a word of significant 
and perfect meaning in itself is always a bad and sus- 
picious mode of derivation. 

“It is generally an after-thought, suggested by some 
fortuitous or fancied coincidence, the appropriateness 
of which is by no means a sufficient proof of proba- 
bility. 

“ Of this there can scarcely be a better example than 
the English word ‘news, which, notwithstanding the 
felicity of its supposed derivation from the four ear- 
dinal points, must, nevertheless, so long as the corre- 
sponding words ‘nova,’ ‘nouvelles,’ &¢, exist, be con- 
signed to its more sober and common-place origin in 
the adjective ‘new.’” 

To this it must be added that the ancient or- 
thography of the word newes, completely upsets the 
derivation Mr. Gutch has brought before your 
readers. Hone quotes from “ one Burton, printed 
in 1614: ‘if any one read now-a-days, it is a play- 
hook, or a pamphlet of newes.” 

I had been in two minds whether or not to send 
this communication, when the scale is completely 
turned by the apropos occurrence of a corro- 
boration of this latter objection in “ Norrs anp 
Queries” of this day. Mr. Rimbault mentions 
(at p. 277.), “a rare black letter volume entitled 
Newes from Scotland, 1591.” 

Here is one more proof of the usefulness of your 
publication, that Iam thus enabled to strengthen 

| the illustration of a totally different subject by the 
incidental authority of a fellow correspondent. 

A. E.B. 
Leeds, March 1850. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Swot is, as the querist supposes, a military 
cant term, and a sufliciently vulgar one too. It 
originated at that great slang-manufactory for the 

| army, the Royal Military College, Sandhurst. You 
may depend upon the following account of it, 
which I had many years ago from the late Thomas 
Leybourne, F.R.S., Senior Professor of Mathe- 
matics in that college 

One of the Professors, Dr. William Wallace, in 
addition to his being a Scotchman, had a bald 
head, and an exceedingly “ broad Scotch” accent, 
besides a not very delicate discrimination in the 
choice of his English terms relating to social life. 
It happened on one hot summer’s day, nearly half 
a century ago, that he had been teaching a class, 
and had worked himself into a considerable effu- 
sion from the skin. He took out his handkerchief, 
rubbed his head and forehead violently, and ex- 
claimed in his Perthshire dialect, —“ Jt maks one 
swot.” This was a God-send to the “ gentlemen 
cadets,” wishing to achieve a notoriety as wits and 
slangsters ; and mathematics generally ever after 
became swof, and mathematicians swots. I have 
often heard it said :—‘“ I never could do swot well, 
Sir ;” and “ these dull fellows, the swots, can talk 
of nothing but triangles and equations.” 

I should have thought that the sheer disgusting- 
ness of the idea would have shut the word out of 
the vocabularies of English gentlemen. It remains 
nevertheless a standard term in the vocabulary of 
an English soldier. It is well, at all events, that 
future ages should know its etymology. 

T.S. D. 

Pokership, (anté, pp. 185. 218. 269. 282. 323, 
324.) —I am sorry to see that no progress has yet 
been made towards a satisfactory explanation of 
this oflice. Iwas in hopes that something better 
than mere conjecture would have been supplied 
from the peculiar facilities of “T. R. FE.” 
“W. H. C.” (p. 823.) has done little more than 
refer to the same instruments as had been already 
adverted to by me in p. 269., with the new read- 
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ing of poulterer for poker! With respect to 
“T. R. F.’s” conjecture, I should be more ready 
to accept it if he could produce a single example 
of the word pawker, in the sense of a hog-warden. 
The quotation from the Pipe-roll of John is 
founded on a mistake. The entry occurs in other 
previous rolls, and is there clearly explained to 
refer to the porter of Hereford Castle. Thus, in 
Pipe 2 Hen. I. and 3 Hen. II. we have, under 
Hereford, 
“Tn liberatione portarii castelli . - : 

In Pipe 1 Ric. I. we have, 

“Tn liberatione constituta portarii de Hereford, 30s. 5d.” 

Again, in Pipe 3 Joh. 
“Tn liberatione constituta portario de Hereford, 30s. 5d.” 

A similar entry is to be found in other rolls, as 
well printed as inedited. I could indulge some 

30s. 5d.” 

other criticisms on the communication of your | ” : : fs 
| foot legend, and what remains of a border inserip- correspondent in Spring Gardens, but I prefer 

encouraging him to make further inquiries, and to 
produce from the records in his custody some more 
satisfactory solution of the difficulty. In the 
meantime, let me refer to a Survey of Wrigmore 
Castle in the Lansdowne Collection, No. 40. fo. 82. 
The surveyor there reports, that the paling, rails, 
&c. of the park are much decayed in many and 
sundry places, and he estimates the repairs, with 
allowance of timber from the wood there, “ by 
good surveye and oversight of the poker and other 
officers of the said parke,” at 47. The date of the 
survey is 13 May, 1584. 

Comparing this notice of the office with the re- 
ceiver’s accounts tempore Hen. VII. and Hen. 
VILL. (anté, p. 269.), in which the officer is called 
“pocarius omnium boscorum,” I cannot doubt 
that his duty, or at least one of his duties, was 
that of woodward, and that, as such, he assigned 
timber for repair of the premises. How he came 
by his local title and style of poker is a mystery | 
on which we have all hitherto tailed to throw any 
light. E.S 

Vox Populi Vox Dei,—about the origin of which 
saying “ Quzsiror” asks (No. 21. p.321.),— were 
the words chosen by the Archbishop of Canter- 
bury, Simon Mepham, as his text for the sermon 
which he preached when Edward III. was called 
to the throne, from which the nation had pulled 
down his father, Edward II. This we learn from | 
Walsingham, who says : 

*« Archiepiscopus verO Cantuariz prasenti consensit | 
electioni, ut omnes prelati et archiepiscopus quidem | 
assumpto themate, Vox populi Voa Dei, sermonem fecit 
populo, exhortans omnes ut apud regem regum inter- | 
cederent pro electo.”— Tho. Walsingham, Hist. Angl. 
ed. Camden, p. 126, 

Danrex Rock. | 

A living Dog beiter than a dead Lion.—I do not | 
know whether your correspondent (No. 22. p. 352.) 

ever goes to church; but if he is not prevented by 
rain next St. Swithin’s day, he will learn who was 
the author of this proverb. It will be a good 
thing, if your work should sometimes lead your 
readers to search the Scriptures, and give them 
credit for wisdom that has flowed from them so 
long, and far, and wide, that its source is forgotten ; 
but this is not the place for a sermon, and I now 
only add, “here endeth the first lesson” from 

EccxesiastEs. 
[«J. E.,” “D. D.,” and other correspondents, have 

also replied to this Query by references to Eccl. ix. 4.] 

Curious Monumental Brass (No. 16. p. 247.) — 
If “ Ranere” will turn to Mr. Boutell’s Monu- 
mental Brasses and Slabs, p. 148., he will there 
find a description as well as an engraving of what, 

| from his account, I doubt not he will discover to 
be the identical fragment to which he refers, A 

tion, is added to it. In the above work, pp. 147 
to 155, and in the Oxford Architectural Society’s 
Manual for the Study of Brasses, p.15., “* Raners” 
will find an account and references to numerous: 
examples of palimpsest brasses, to which class the 
one in question belongs. 

I presume that “ Ranere” is a young brass- 
rubber, or the fact of a plate being engraved on 
both sides would have presented no difficulty to 
him. ARUN. 

[ We have received several other replies to this Query, 
referring to Mr. Boutell’s Monumental Brasses: one from 
« W.”; another from “A CornisuMan,” who says, — 

** The brass in question, when I saw it last, had been 
removed from the Rectory and placed in the tomb 
of Abbot Wheathampstead, in company with the 
famous one of Thomas Delamere, another Abbot of 
St. Albans.” 

Another from “ E. V.,” who states, — 
“ Other examples are found at St. Margaret’s, Ro- 

chester (where the cause of the second engraving is 
| found to be an error in costume in the first), St. 
Martins at Plain, Norwich, Hedgerly Church, Bucks, 
and Burwell Church, Cambridgeshire. Of this last, 
an engraving and description, by Mr. A. W. Franks, is 
given in the fourteenth part of the Publications of the 
Cambridge Antiquarian Society.” 

One from “ Witt1am Sparrow Simpson,” who says,— 
“Tt is also described in the Oxford Architectural 

Society’s Manual of Mon. Brasses, No. 6. pp. 6, 7., 
other examples of which occur at Rochester, Kent, 
and at Cobham, Surrey. A small plate of brass, in the 

possession of a friend, has on one side a group of chil- 
dren, and on the reverse the uplifted hands of an 
earlier figure.” 

And, lastly, one from “A. P. H.” (to which we 
cannot do ample justice, as we do not keep an en- 
graver), from which we extract the following pas- 
sages ; — 
“A friend of mine has a shield in his possession, 

taken from a slab, and which has been enamelled. It 
is of late date, and mudehy executed. On the back is 
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seen the hands and breast of a small female figure, 
very nearly a century earlier in date. I can also 
remember an inscription in Cuxton Church, Kent, 
which was loose, and had another inscription on the 
back in the same manner. 
“Tam very much impressed with the idea that the 

destroyed brasses never had been used at all; but had 
been engraved, and then, from circumstances that of 
course we cannot hope to fathom, thrown on one side 
till the metal might be used for some other purpose. | 
This, I think, is a more probable, as well as a more 
charitable explanation than the one usually given of the 
so-called palimpsest brasses.”] 

Chapels (No. 20. p. 333.).— As to the origin of 
the name, will you allow me to refer Mr. Gatty to 
Ducange’s Glossary, where he will find much 
that is to his purpose. 

As to its being “a legal description,” I will not 
undertake to give an opinion without a fee; but I | 
will mention a fact which may assist him in form- 
ing one. I believe that fifty years ago the word 
Chapel was very seldom used among those who 
formed what was termed the “ Dissenting Interest ;” 
that is, the three “denominations” of Indepen- 
dents, Baptists, and Presbyterians. But I well 
recollect hearing, from good authority, nearly, or 
quite, forty years ago, that an eminent barrister 
(whom I might now describe as a late learned judge), 
who was much looked up to by the dissenters as 
one of their body, had particularly advised that in 
all trust-deeds relating to places of dissenting 
worship, they should be called “Chapels.” I do 
not know that he assigned any reason, but I know 
that the opinion was given, or communicated, to 
those who had influence; and, from my own ob- 
servation, I believe that from about that time we 
must date the adoption of the term, which has 
now been long in general use. 

I do not imagine that there was any idea of 
either assistance or opposition to the Church of 
England, in the mind of him who recommended, 
or those who adopted, the alteration, or that 
either of them expected or sought any thing by 
this measure but to obtain a greater security for 
property, or, rather, to avoid some real or ima- 
gined insecurity, found or supposed to attach to 
the form of description previously in use. 

A Barrister. 

Forlot, Forthlot (No. 20. p. 320.).— A measure 
of grain used throughout Scotland at present — 
query fourthlot. See Jamieson’s Etymological 

ictionary of the Scottish Language. 
“ Firlot; Fyrlot; Furlet. —A corn measure in S., 

the fourth part of a boll. 
“ Thay ordainit the boll to mat victual with, to be 

devidit in foure partis, videlicet, foure fyrlottis to con- 
tenea boll; and that fyrlot not to be maid efter the first 
mesoure, na efter the mesoure now usit, bot in middill 
mesoure betwixt the twa.”— Acts Jac. 1. 1526, ¢. 80. 
edit. 1566. 

fe Ane furme, ane furlet, 
Ane pott, ane pek.” 

Bannatyne Poems, p. 159. 

Skinner derives it from A.-S. feower, quatuor ; 
and Jot, hlot, portio (the fourth part) ; Teut. “vier- 
tel.” J.S. 

Loscop (No. 20. p. 319).— To be ‘ Louecope- 
free” is one of the immunities granted to the 
Cinque Ports in their charters of Liberties. 

Jeakes explains the term thus : — 

“The Saxon word Cope (in Low Dutch still Kope 
or Koope), for trade or merchandising, makes this as 
much as to trade freely for love. So that by no kind 
of monopoly patent, or company or society of traders 
or merchants, the portsmen be hindered from merchan- 
dising; but freely and for love, be permitted to trade 
and traffick, even by such company of merchants, 
whenever it shall happen their concerns lie together.” 

In my MSS., and in the print of Jeakes, it is 
“‘Louecope,” with which ‘“Lofeope” may be 
readily identified ; and f may easily be misread 
for s, especially if the roll be obscured. 

If Jeakes’s etymology of the word be correct, 
the inference would rather be that “ Lovecope” 
was a tax for the goodwill of the port at which a 
merchant vessel might arrive; a “port duty” in 
fact, independent of “lastage” &c., chargeable 
upon every trader that entered the port, whatever 
her cargo might be. And the immunities granted 
to the portsmen were that they should be “ port 
duty free.” 

T do not venture to offer this as any thing more 
than a mere guess. Among your contributors 
there are many more learned than myself in this 
branch of antiquarian lore, who will probably be 
able to give a more correct interpretation, and we 
shall feel obliged for any assistance that they can 
give us in elucidating the question, 

“ Lovecope” might perhaps be the designation 
of the association of merchants itself, to which 
Jeakes alludes; and the liberty of forming such 
association, with powers of imposing port duties, 
may have been dependent on special grant to any 

port by royal charter, such as that which forms 
the subject of your correspondent’s communication. 

After all, perhaps, “ Lovecope” was the word 

for an association of merchants; and ‘‘ Louecope- 

free” is to be freed from privileged taxation by 
this body. L. B.L. 

Smelling of the Lamp (No. 21. p. 335.).—“ X.” 
will find the expression éAdvxviev few attributed 
to Pytheas by Plutarch (Vit. Demosth., c. 8.). 

J. E. B. Mayor. 

Anglo-Saxon MS. of Orosius (No. 20. p. 313.). 
—It may gratify Mr. Singer to be informed that 
the Lauderdale MS., formerly in the library at 

Ham House, is now preserved, with several other 
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valuable manuscripts and books, in the library at 
Helmingham Hall, Suffolk, the seat of the Tolle- 
mache family. aq. 

Golden Frog.— Ingenious as is the suggestion 
of “R.R.” (No. 18. p. 282.), that Sir John Poley 
stuck a golden frog in his ear from his affection for 
tadpoles, I think “ R.R.’s” “ Rowley Poley” may 
be dismissed with the “‘gammon and spinach” of 
the amorous frog to which he alludes. 

Conceiving that the origin of so singular a badge 
could hardly fail to be commemorated by some 
tradition in the family, I have made inquiry of one 
of Sir John Poley’s descendants, and I regret to 
hear from him that “they have no authentic tra- 
dition respecting it, but that they have always be- 
lieved that it had some connection with the service 
Sir John rendered in the Low Countries, where 
he distinguished himself much by his military 
achievements.” To the Low Countries, then, the 
land of frogs, I think we must turn for the so- 
lution of the enigma. GASTRAS. 

Cambridge, March 9. 

Sword of Charles I.—Mr. Planché inquires 
(No. 12. p. 183.), “When did the real sword of 
Charles the First’s time, which, but a few years 
back, hung at the side of that monarch’s eques- 
trian figure at Charing Cross, disappear ?” — It 
disappeared about the time of the coronation of 
Her present Majesty, when some scaffolding was 
erected about the statue, which afforded great 
facilities for removing the rapier (for such it was) ; 
and I always understood it found its way, by some 
means or other, to the Museum, so called, of the 
notoriously frolicsome Captain D—, where, in 
company with the wand of the Great Wizard of 
the North, and other well-known articles, it was 
carefully labelled and numbered, and a little ac- 
count appended of the circumstances of its acqui- 
sition and removal. JOHN STREET. 

[Surely then Burke was right, and the “ Age of 
Chivalry is past !”— Otherwise, the idea of disarming 
a statue would never have entered the head of any Man 
of Arms, even in his most frolicsome of moods. | 

John Bull.—Vertue MSS.—I always fancied 
that the familiar name for our countrymen, about 
the origin of which “R. F. H.” inquires (No. 21, 
p- 336.), was adopted from Swift's £Zistory of John 
Bull, first printed in 1712; but I have no autho- 
rity for saying so. 

If the Vertue MSS. alluded to (No. 20. p. 319.) 
were ever returned by Mr. Steevens to Dr. Raw- 
linson, they may be in the Bodleian Library, to 
which the Doctor left all his collections, including 
a large mass of papers purchased by him long after 
Pepys’ death, as he described it, “ Thus et odores 
vendentibus.” 

These “ Pepys papers,” as far as I can recollect, 
were very voluminous, and relating to all sorts of 

subjects; but I saw them in 1824, and had only 
then time to examine and extract for publication 
portions of the correspondence. BRAYBROOKE. 

Audley End, March 25. c 

Vertue’s Manuscripts.— The MS. quoted under 
this‘ title by Malone is printed entire, or rather 
all of it which refers to plays, by Mr. Peter Cun- 
ningham, in the Papers of the Shakspeare Society, 
vol. ii. p. 123., from an interleaved copy of Lang- 
baine. Since the publication of that paper, the 
entries relating to Shakspeare’s plays have been 
given from the original MS. in the Bodleian 
Library, in Halliwell’s Life of Shakspeare, p. 272. 

8. L. 

Vertue’s MSS. (No. 20. p. 319.) were in Horace 
Walpole’s possession, bought by him, I think, of 
Vertue’s widow; and his Anecdotes of Painting 
were chiefly composed from them, as he states, 
with great modesty, in his dedication and his pre- 
face. Ido not see in the Strawberry-Hill Cata- 
logue any notice of “Vertue’s MSS.,” though some 
vols. of his collection of engravings were sold. C. 

Lines attributed to Tom Brown. —Yn a book en- 
titled Liber Facetiarum, being a Collection of cu- 
rious and interesting Anecdotes, published at New- 
castle-upon-Tyne, by D. Akenhead & Sons, 1809, 
the passage attributed to Tom Brown by your 
correspondent “J.T.” is given to Zacharias Boyd. 

The only reference given as authority for the 
account is the initials H. B. 

“ Zacharias Boyd, whose bust is to be seen over the 
entrance to the Royal College in Glasgow, while Pro- 
fessor in that university, translated the Old and New 
Testament into Scotch Metre; and, from a laudable 

zeal to disseminate religious knowledge among the 
lower classes of the community, is said to have left a 
very considerable sum to defray the expense of the said 
work, which, however, his executors never printed.” 

After a few specimens, the account goes on — 
« But the highest flight of his Muse appears in the 

following beautiful Alexandrine :— 

« And was not Pharaoh a saucy rascal ? 
That would not let the children of Israel, their wives 
And their little ones, their flocks and their herds, go 
Out into the wilderness forty days 

To eat the Pascal. 
FORA.” 

Speaking of Zachariah Boyd, Granger says 
(vol. ii. p. 379.) :— 

“ His translation of the Scripture in such uncouth 
verse as to amount to burlesque, has been often quoted ; 
and the just fame cf a benefactor to learning has been 
obscured by that cloud of miserable rhymes. Candour 
will smile at the foible, but applaud the man. 

“ Macure, in his account of Glasgow, p. 223., in- 
forms us he lived in the reign of Charles I.” 

ns a 
Sheffield, March 9, 1850. 
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Passage in Frith’s Works (No. 20. p.319.).— 
This passage should be read, as I suppose, ‘“‘ Ab 
inferiori ad suum superius confuse distribut.” 

It means that there would be confusion, if what 
is said distributively or universally of the lower, 
should be applied distributively or universally to 
the higher; or, in other words, if what is said 
universally of a species, should be applied univer- 
sally to the genus that contains that and other 
species: e. g., properties that are universally found 
in the human species will not be found universally 
in the genus Mammalia, and universal properties 
of Mammalia will not be universal over the animal 
kingdom. T. J. 

Martins, the Louvain Printer.— Your corre- 
spondent “ W.” (No. 12. p. 185.) is informed, that 
in Falkenstein’s Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst 
(Leipzig, 1840, p. 257.), Theodorich Martens, 
printer in Louvain and Antwerp, is twice men- 
tioned. I have no doubt but this is the correct 
German form of the name. Mertens, by which he 
was also known, may very possibly be the Flemish 
form. His Christian name was also written Die- 
rik, a short form of Dietrich, which, in its turn, is 
the same as Theodorich. NorruMan. 

Master of the Revels. —“* Dr. Rimpaurt” states 
(No. 14. p. 219.), that Solomon Dayrolle was ap- 
pointed Master of the Revels in 1744, but does 
not know the date of his decease. It may be 
unknown to Dr. Rimbault, that Solomon Day- 
rolles was an intimate friend and correspondent of 
the great Lord Chesterfield: the correspondence 
continues from 1748 to 1755 in the selection of 
Chesterfield’s letters to which I am referring. 

Dayrolles, during all that period, held a diplo- 
matic appointment from this country at the Hague. 
See Lord Chesterfield’s letter to him of the 22d 
Feb. 1748, where Lord C. suggests that by being 
cautious he (Dayrolles) may be put en train d étre 
Monsieur 0 Envoye. 

In several of the letters Chesterfield warmly 
and familiarly commends his hopeful son, Mr. 
Stanhope, to the care and attention of Dayrolles. 

Lhave not been able to ascertain when Dayrolles 
died, but the above may lead to the discovery. 

W. H. Lami. 

French Maxim. —The French saying quoted by 
“R.V.” is the 223rd of Les Réflexions morales du 
Due de la Rochefoucauld (Pougin, Paris, 1839). 
I feel great pleasure in being able to answer your 
correspondent’s query, as I hope that my reply may 
be the means of introducing to his notice one of the 
most delightful authors that has ever yet written ; 
one who deserves far more attention than he appears 
to receive from general readers in this degenerate 
age, and from whom many of his literary succes- 
sors have borrowed some of their brightest 
thoughts. I need not go far for an illustration : 

“ Praise undeserved, is scandal in disguise,” 

is merely a condensation of, 

“ Louer les princes des vertus qu’ils n’ont pas, e’est 
leur dire impunément des injures.” 

La Rochefoucauld, Max. 327. 

I believe that Pope marks it as a translation—a 
borrowed thought—not as a quotation. He has just 
before used the words “your Majesty;” and I 
think the word “ scandal” is employed “ consulto,” 
and alludes to the offence known in English law as 
“ scandalum magnatum.” Your correspondent 
will, of course, read the work in the original ; in 
fact, he must do so per force. A good translation 
of Les Maximes is still a desideratum in English 
literature. I have not yet seen one that could lay 
claim even to the meagre title of mediocrity; al- 
though I have spared neither time nor pains in the 
search. Should any of your readers have been 
more fortunate, [ shall feel obliged by their refer- 
ring me to it. Meranion. 

Endeavour.—I have just found the following 
instance of “endeavour” used as an active verb, 
in Dryden’s translation of Maimboure’s History of 
the League, 1684. 

« On the one side the majestique House of Bourbon, 
. and on the other side, that of two eminent fami- 

lies which endeavour’d their own advancement by its 
destruction ; the one is already debas’d to the lowest 
degree, and the other almost redue’d to nothing.”—p., 3. 

C. Forzzs. 
Temple. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Epigram by La Monnoye.—It has been inge- 
niously said, that “ Life is an epigram, of which 
death is the point.” Alas for human nature! good 
points are rare; and no wonder, according to this 
wicked, but witty, 

EPIGRAM BY LA MONNOYE. 
The world of fools has such a store, 

That he who would not see an ass, 
Must bide at home, and bolt his door, 
And break his looking: glass. S. W. Ss. 

Mickleham, Dee 10. 1849. 

Spur Money. —'Two or three years since, a 
party of sappers and miners was stationed at 
Peterborough, engaged in the trigonometrical 
survey, when the officer entered the cathedral 
with his spurs on, and was immediately beset by 
the choristers, who demanded money of him for 
treading the sacred floor with armed heels. Does 
any one know the origin of this singular custom ? 
I inquired of some of the dignitaries of the Ca- 
thedral, but they were not aware even of its exist- 
ence. The boys, however, haye more tenacious 
memories, at least where their interest is concerned; 
but we must not look to them for the origin of a 
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custom which appears to have long existed. In 

the Memorials of John Ray, published by the Ray 

Society, p. 131., there is the following entry in his 
second Itinerary : — 

«July the 26th, 1661, we began our journey north- 

wards from Cambridge, and that day, passing through 

Huntingdon and Stilton, we rode as far as Peterborough 

twenty-five miles. There I first heard the Cathedral 

service. The choristers made us pay money for coming 

into the choir with our spurs on.” 
East Wincu. 

[The following note from The Book of the Court will 

serve to illustrate the curious custom referred to by 

our correspondent : — 
“In The Privy Purse Expenses of King Henry VIII. 

edited by Sir Harris Nicolas, there occur several 

entries of payments made to the choristers of Windsor 

‘in rewarde for the king’s spurs’; which the editor 

supposes to mean ‘money paid to redeem the king’s 

spurs, which had become the fee of the choristers at 

Windsor, perhaps at installations, or at the annual 

celebration of St. George’s feast.’ No notice of the 

subject occurs in Ashmole’s or Anstis’s History of the 

Order of the Garter. Mr. Markland, quoting a note 

to Gifford’s edition of Ben Jonson, vol, ii, p.49., says, 

‘In the time of Ben Jonson, in consequence of the 

interruptions to Divine Service occasioned by the 

ringing of the spurs worn by persons walking and 

transacting business in cathedrals, and especially in 

St. Paul’s, a small fine was imposed on them, called 

“spur-money,” the exaction of which was committed 

to the beadles and singing-boys.’ This practice, and 

to which, probably, the items in Henry’s household- 

book bear reference, still obtains, or, at least, did till 

very lately, in the Chapel Royal and other choirs. 

Our informant himself claimed the penalty, in West- 

minster Abbey, from Dr. Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, 

and received from him an eighteenpenny bank token 

as the fine. He likewise claimed the penalty from the 

King of Hanover (then Duke of Cumberland), for 

entering the choir of the Abbey in his spurs. But 

His Royal Highness, who had been installed there, 

excused himself with great readiness, pleading ‘his 

right to wear his spurs in that church, inasmuch as it 

was the place where they were first put on him !’— See 

further, European Mag., vol. iii. p. 16.”] 

MINIMUM DE MALIS, 

(From the Latin of Buchanan.) 

Calenus owed a single pound, which yet 

With all my dunning I could never get. 

Tired of fair words, whose falsehood I foresaw, 

T hied to Aulus, learned in the law. 

He heard my story, bade me “ Never fear, 

There was no doubt—no case could be more 
clear :— 

He'd do the needful in the proper place, 

And give his best attention to the case.” 
And this he may have done—for it appears 

To have been his business for the last ten years, 

Though on his pains ten times ten pounds bestow’d 

Have not regain’d that one Calenus owed. 

Now, fearful lest this unproductive strife 
Consume at once my fortune and my life, 
I take the only course I can pursue, 
And shun my debtor and my lawyer too. 
I’ve no more hope from promises or laws, 
And heartily renounce both debt and cause — 
But if with either rogue I’ve more to do, 
I'll surely choose my debtor of the two ; 
For though I credit not the lies he tells, 
At least he gives me what the other sells. 

Rourvs. 

Epigram on Louis XIV.—I find the following 
epigram among some old papers. ‘The emperor 
would be Leopold L., the king Louis XIV. 

Epigram by the Emperor, 1666, and the King of France. 

Bella fugis, sequeris bellas, pugnaque repugnas, 
Et bellatori sunt tibi bella tori. 

Imbelles imbellis amas, totusque videris 
Mars ad opus Veneris, Martis ad arma Venus. 

J.H.L. 

Macaulay's Young Levite.—I met, the other 
day, with a rather curious confirmation of a pas- 
sage in Macaulay's History of England, which has 
been more assailed perhaps than any other. 

In his character of the clergy, Macaulay says, 
they frequently married domestics and retainers 
of great houses —a statement which has grievously 
excited the wrath of Mr. Babington and other 
champions. In a little book, once very popular, 
first published in 1628, with the title Microcosmo- 
graphie, or a Piece of the World discovered, and 
which is known to have been written by John 
Earle, after the Restoration Bishop of Worcester 
and then of Salisbury, is the following passage. 
It occurs in what the author calls a character of 
“a young raw preacher.” 

«You shall know him by his narrow velvet cape and 
| serge facing, and his ruffe, next his hire, the shortest 
thing about him. . . . His friends, and much paine- 
fulnesse, may preferre him to thirtie pounds a yeere, 
and this meanes, to a chamber-maide: with whom we 
leave him now in the bonds of wedlocke. Next Sun- 
day you shall have him againe.” 

The same little book contains many very curi- 
ous and valuable illustrations of contemporary 
manners, especially in the universities. 

That the usage Macaulay refers to was not un- 
common, we find from a passage in the Woman- 
Hater, by Beaumont and Fletcher (1607), Act IU. 
Se. 3. 

Lazarillo says, — 

«« Farewell ye courtly chaplains that be there! 
All good attend you! May you never more 
Marry your patron’s lady’s waiting-woman !” 

LT 
Trin. Coll. Camb., March 16. 1850, 

SSS es ; 
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St. Martin's Lane.— The first building leases of 
St. Martin’s Lane and the adjacent courts acci- 
dentally came under my notice lately. They are 
dated in 1635 and 1636, and were granted by the 
then Earl of Bedford. ARUN. 

CHARLES DEERING, M.D. 

“ Author of the Catalogue of Plants in the neigh- 
bourhood of Nottingham. ‘Catalogus Stirpium, 
&c., or a Catalogue of Plants naturally growing 
and commonly cultivated in divers parts of Eng- 
land, and especially about Nottingham,’ 8vo. 
Nottingh. 1738. 

“ He was in the suite of the English ambassador 
to Russia, returned and practised physic in London, 
married unfortunately, buried his wife, and then 
went to Nottingham, where he lived several years. 
During his abode there he wrote a small Treatise 
on the Small Pocks, this Catalogue of Plants, and 
the History of Nottingham, the materials for which 
John Plumptre, Esq. of Nottingham, was so obli- 
ging as to assist him with. He also was paid 40/. 
by a London bookseller for adding 20,000 words 
to an English dictionary. He was master of seven 
languages, and in 1746 he was favoured with a 
commission in the Nottinghamshire Foot, raised at 
that time. Soon after died, and was buried in St. 
Peter’s Churchyard. 

“William Ayscough, father of the printer of 
this Catalogus Stirpium (G. Ayscough), in 1710, 
first introduced the art of printing at Notting- 
ham. 

“ Mr. White was the same year the first printer 
at Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; and Mr. Dicey at Nor- 
thampton.” — JZS. Note in the Copy of the Cat. 
Stirpium, in the Library of the British Museum. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

Our advertising columns already show some of 
the good results of the Exhibition of the Works of 
Ancient and Medieval Art. Mr. Williams an- 
nounced last week his Historic Reliques, to be 
etched by himself. Mr. Cundall has issued pro- 
posals for Choice Examples of Art Workmanship ; 
and, lastly, we hear that an J//lustrated Catalogue of 
the Exhibition, prepared by Mr. Franks, the zealous 
Honorary Secretary of the Committee, and so ar- 
ranged as to form a History of Art, may be ex- 
ected. We mention these for the purpose of 

inviting our friends to contribute to the several 
editors such information as they may think likely 
to increase the value of their respective works. 

The second edition of our able correspondent, 
Mr. Peter Cunningham's, Handbook of London, is 
on the eve of publication. 

There are few of our readers but will be glad 
to learn from the announcement in a previous 
column, that the edition of the Wickliffite Versions 
of the Scriptures, upon which Sir Frederick Mad- 
den and his fellow labourers have been engaged 
for a period of twenty years, is just completed. 
It forms, we believe, three quarto volumes. 

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson lately disposed of 
a most select and interesting collection of auto- 
graph letters. We unfortunately did not receive 
the catalogue in time to notice it, which we the 
more regret, because, like all their catalogues of 
autographs, it was drawn up with amateur-like 
intelligence and care ; so as to make it worth pre- 
serving as a valuable record of materials for our 
history and biography. 
We have received the following Catalogues of 

Books :— No. XXYV. of Thomas Cole’s (15. Great 
Turnstile) ; No. 2. for 1850, of William Heath’s 
(294. Lincoln’s Inn Fields) ; and No. 15. of Ber- 
nard Quarritch’s (16. Castle Street, Leicester 
Square) Catalogue of Oriental and Foreign 
Books. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Mittes, Rey. Isaac, or HiGucteer —Account of the Life and 
Conversation of, with a Sermon, 8vo., 1721. 

Mykur Hazem, py Marcus, London, 1846. 
POEMS BY A BORNNATURAL, 1849. 

Odd Volumes. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL Society, Vol. I. 
RIcHARDSON’s CORRESPONDENCE, Vol. I. of the Six- Volume Ed. 
Topp’s Jounson’s DicTIONARY, 4to., 1819. Part X. (containing 

Title, Preface, &c.) 
ParTiInGTon’s British CycLopzpiA—That portion of Natural 

History which follows Vot. I, 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of “ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,”’ 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Burning for Treason.— Can the Correspondent who 
furnished us with a curious Note upon this subject favour 
us with a copy of it, the original having been accidentally 
mislaid ? 

We are again compelled, from want of space, to omit 
many curious and interesting articles; and, after this 
statement, must beg our hind friends at Leeds, Brompton, 
&c., who complain of delay in the insertion of their com~ 
munications, to do us the favour to refer to the notice on 

this very subject which appeared in our early numbers. 

Nores ann Quenirs may be procured by the Trade at 
noon on Friday; so that our country Subscribers ought to 
experience no difficulty in receiving it regularly, Many 
of the country Booksellers are probably not yet aware of 
this arrangement, which enables them to receive Copies in 
their Saturday parcels. Part V, is now ready. 
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Ty HE 
No. CLXXII. is Published Tuts Day. 

CONTENTS: 

I. GIACOMO LEOPARDI AND HIS WRITINGS. 
Il. RANKE’S HOUSE OF BRANDENBURG. 

III. QUEEN’S COLLEGE, LONDON. 
IV. GROTE’S HISTORY OF GREECE. 
V. URQUHART’S PILLARS OF HERCULES. 

VI. FACTS IN FIGURES. 
VII. THE DUTIFUL SON. 

VIIl. CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK OF LONDON. 
IX. BAXTER’S IMPRESSIONS OF EUROPE, 
X. LORD LIEUTENANT CLARENDON. 

XI. LOUIS PHILIPPE. 
Joun Murray, Albemarle Street. 

NEARLY READY. 

A Prospectus containing a Specimen of the Illustrations will 
be sent on receipt of two postage stamps. 

JosepH CuNDALL, 21. Old Bond Street. 

ILLER’S CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT 
AND MODERN BOOKS. —NUMBER FOUR is 

ready this day, and can be had Gratis, and sent, if required, 
Postace Free, Address, Joun Miter, 43. Chandos Street, 
Trafalgar Square. This List embraces numerous valuable and 
interesting Books on English Poetry, the Drama, History, Bio- 
graphy, Voyages and Trave!s, &c., with the works of a few of the 
best Continental writers, a selection of Pictorial Books of Scenery, 
Costume, Topography, and Drawing-room Table Books. 

Also, on forwarding Four Postrace Sramps, JOHN MILLER’S 
CATALOGUE OF BOOKS FOR THE PAST QUARTER 
may be had stitched in a wrapper, with a Table of Contents, 
showing at one glance the range of subjects embraced, amongst 
which may be enumerated the following, viz., Ainmerica, Angling, 
Banking and Currency, Coins, Dictionaries, Drawing-books, 
Games, Sports, &c., Heraldry, Genealogy and Family History, 
Ireland, its History and Literature, Kent, its History and Topo- 
graphy, Law, Music, its History and ‘Theory, Painting and the 
Fine Arts, Shakspeariana, and a variety of other branches of 
Literature comprised in upwards of 1500 articles. 

Joun MILLER, 43. Chandos Street, Trafalgar Square. 

HE ANGLO-SAXON, ror Arrin, Price 
2s. 6d. or 3s. post-free, contains 

England and her Colonies: County Colonisation, with Maps— 
English Chureh Music — Christian Architecture —London: a 
Poem, Essay I]. — The Alfred Medals ; Three Sonnets, by Mar- 
tin F. Tupper— Anglo-Saxon Literature: the Jubilee Edition 
of King Alfred’s Works, with Specimens and Translations — 
Wives and Mothers — Anglo-Saxon Colonies; Victoria, Cooks- 
land, Port Essington, (Papua— Timor) — Original Ballads. 
The ANGLO-SAXON for 1849 forms a handsome volume, 

| price One Guinea. 
London: T, Bosworrs, 215. Regent Street. 

Published every Saturday, price 3d., or stamped, 4d, also in 
Monthly Parts. Part V. (for March), price ls. 3d., now ready. 

Noe AND QUERIES: a Medium of 
Inter-communication fur Literary Men, Artists, Antiqua- 

ries, Genealogists, &c. 
The attention of Publishers and Booksellers is particularly 

requested to this Periodical as a medium for advertising. It con- 
tains communications from the most eminent Literary Men, and 
is circulated largely amongst the best class of book-buyers. 

In addition to the valuable matter which will be found in its 
columns, it contains notices of Book Sales, Booksellers’ Cata- 
logues, and Lists of Books wanted to purchase, — features which 
it is believed will be found valuable to Dealers in Old Books, as 
well as useful to Purchasers. 

SCALE OF PRICES, 

Ey sad. 
Six lines and under. - . = 0% 00-0) 
Above six lines, per line \; at COLO Le 
Halfacolumn . . . . - 016, 0 
Column . . . * ap lO. 
age “ 210 0 

*,* Advertisements must be sent by the WrepNesDAy previous 
to the Sarunpay on which they are intended to appear; NoTes 
AND Queries being issued to the Trade on Fripay afternoon. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 
* As good a first number as we remember to have seen. The 

Editor exhibits a phalanx of eminent assistants. * * There can 
be no doubt of the value of a Literary Medium of this peculiar 
kind.’’ — Atheneum. 

“© We like the plan much. * * We wish success to a publication 
which promises to be agreeable, intelligent, and useful.” — Lite- 
rary Gaxette. 
““We feel great pleasure in welcoming into the literary world 

this publication, which promises to fill up a void that has con- 
stantly been lamented by every person engaged in any particular 
branch of study that required experience and research. * * It is 
a publication in which all literary persons must feel a deep inter- 
est, and that has our heartiest wishes ior its success.”’— Morning 
Herald. 
“this is a new periodical, with a new idea, and one that de- 

serves and will be sure to receive encouragement amongst scho- 
lars and readers really deserving that appellation. * * It is a 
capital idea; and every one who makes Notes or has Queries 
should buy it and contribute to it.” — Weekly News. 
“That valuable publication THe Norges AnD QUERIES, so 

auspiciously commenced.’’ — New Bell’s Messenger. 
“ With whomsoever the idea of publishing this useful and in- 

teresting periodical first originated, that person is entitled to the 
thanks of every author, antiquary, and scholar, in the United 
Kingdom. * * We recommend, in all sincerity, Taz Nores anp 
Qvenrirs to the attention of lovers of literature in general.’’ — 
Morning Post. 

London: GeorGE Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 
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SKINNER’S LIFE OF MONK, 

Reading for a different purpose in the domestic 
papers of Charles II.’s reign in the State Paper 
Office, I came upon a letter from Thomas Skinner, 
dated Colchester, Jan. 30. 1677, of which I will 
give you what I have preserved in my notes; and 
that is all that is of any interest. 

It is a letter to the Secretary of State, asking 
for employment, and recommending himself by 
what he had done for Monk’s memory. He had 
previously written some account of Monk, and he 
describes an interview with Lord Bath (the Sir 
John Grenville of the Restoration) ; in which his 
Lordship expressed his approval of the book. 

“He [Lord Bath] professed himself so well satis- 
fied, that he was pleased to tell me there were two 

eS = 

persons, viz. the King and the Duke of Albemarle, 
that would find some reason to reflect upon me.” 

Lord Bath gives Skinner a letter to the Duke 
of Albemarle (Monk's son), who receives him very 
kindly, and gives him a handsome present. 

“JT have since waited on his Grace again, and then 
he proposed to me (whether upon his own inclination 
or the suggestion of some about him) to use my poor 
talent in writing his father’s life apart in the universal 
language; to which end, he would furnish me with all 
his papers that belonged to his late father and his 
secretaries. The like favour it pleased my Lord of 
Bath to offer me from his own papers, some whereof I 
had a sight of in his study,” 

Now if any of your readers who are interested 
in Monk’s biography, will refer to the author's 
and editor’s prefaces of Skinner's Life of Monk, 
edited in 1723, by the Rev. William Webster ; 
and to Lord Wharncliffe’s Introduction to his 
Translation of M. Guizot's Essay on Monk, they 
will see the use of this letter of Skinner’s. 

1. The life is ascribed to Skinner only on cir- 
cumstantial evidence, which is certainly strong, but 
to which this letter of Skinner's is a very import- 
ant addition. This letter is indeed direct proof, 
and the first we have, of Skinner’s having been 
employed on a Life of Monk, in which he had 
access to his son’s and his relative Lord Bath's 
papers; and there can be no serious doubt that 
the life edited by Mr, Webster was a result of his 
labours. 

2. This letter would show that Skinner was not 
on intimate terms with Monk, nor so closely con- 
nected with him as would be implied in Mr. Web- 
ster’s, and Morant’s, the historian of Colchester, 
description of him, that he was a physician to 
Monk. Else he would not have required Lord 
Bath’s letter of introduction to the son. Lord 
Wharncliffe has, I have no doubt, hit the mark, 
when he says that Skinner was probably Monk’s 
Colchester apothecary. Skinner says himself, in his 
Preface, that “he had the honour to know Monk 
only in the last years of his life.” 

3. The previous account of Monk, which gained 
Lord Bath's approval, and led to Monk's son soli- 
citing him to write a life, is probably Skinner's 
addition of a third part to Bate’s Elenchus Moluum, 
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to which he also probably refers in the opening of 
his Preface to the Life of Monk : — 

«JT have heretofore published something of a like 
nature with the following sheets, though in another 
language, wherein several things, through want of 
better information, were imperfectly described.” 

4. It appears, from Skinner’s letter, that his 
original intention was to write a Life in Latin. 
Webster edited the Life which we have, from a 
copy in English found in the study of Mr. Owen, 
late curate at Bocking in Essex, and supposed to 
be in Skinner’s handwriting; and he had seen 
another copy, agreeing literally with the former, 
which had been transcribed by Shelton, formerly 
rector of St. James’s in Colchester; and which, 
after Mr. Shelton’s death, became the property of 
Mr. Great, an apothecary in Colchester. (Webster 
published in 1723.) 

Now, Query, as these may have been copies of 
a translation, can any Colchester reader help to 
settle affirmatively or negatively the question of a 
Latin Life of Monk by Skinner ? 

I add two other Queries :— 
It appears from a passage in the Life (p. 333.), 

that Skinner appended, or intended to append, a 
collection of papers : — 

“As appears from His Majesty’s royal grant or 
warrant to him (Sir John Grenville), which we have 

transcribed from the original, and have added in the 
collection at the end of this history.” 

Webster says he never could get any account of | 
this collection of papers. Can Colchester now 
produce any information about them ? 
_ Can any of your readers give any information 
about those papers of the second Duke of Albe- 
marle, and of Grenville, Earl of Bath, to which 
Skinner had access? ‘Lord Bath’s papers were 
probably afterwards in the hands of his nephew 
Lord Lansdowne, who vindicated Monk in answer 
to Burnet. W. D. Curistis. 

CUNNINGHAM'’S LIVES OF EMINENT ENGLISHMEN.— 

WHITGIFT AND CARTWRIGHT. 

In a modern publication, entitled Lives of 

Eminent Englishmen, edited by G. G. Cunning- 
ham, 8 vols. 8vo. Glasgow, 1840, we meet with a 
memoir of Archbishop Whitgift, which contains 
the following paragraph : — 

«While Whitgift was footing to an archbishopric, 
poor Cartwright was consigned to poverty and exile ; 
and at length died in obscurity and wretchedness. 
How pleasant would it have been to say that none of 
his sufferings were inflicted by his great antagonist, 
but that he was treated by him with a generous mag- 
nanimity! Instead of this, Whitgift followed him 
through life with inflexible animosity.”— Cunning- 
ham’s Lives, li. 212. 

Mr. Cunningham gives no authorities for these 

statements; but I will furnish him with my autho- 
rities for the contradiction of them. 

“« After some years (writes Walton, in his Life of 
Hooker), the Doctor [ Whitgift] being preferred to the 
see, first of Worcester and then of Canterbury, Mr. 

Cartwright, after his share of trouble and imprison- 

ment (for setting up new presbyteries in divers places 
against the established order), having received from 
the Archbishop many personal favours, retired him- 
self to a more private living, which was at Warwick, 
where he became master of an hospital, and lived 
quietly and grew rich; . . . the Archbishop surviving 
him but one year, each ending his days in perfect charity 
with the other.” 

To the same effect is the statement in Strype, 
which I borrow from Dr. Zouch’s second edition 
of Walton’s Lives, p.217.:— 

“ Thomas Cartwright, the Archbishop’s old antago- 
nist, was alive in 1601, and grew rich at his hospital 

at Warwick, preaching at the chapel there, saith my 
author, very temperately, according to the promise 
made by him to the Archbishop; which mildness of 
his some ascribed to his old age and more experience. 
But the latter end of next year he deceased, And 
now, at the end of Cartwright’s life, to take our leave 
of him with a fairer character, it is remarkable what a 
noble and learned man, Sir H. Yelverton, writes of 
some of his last words —‘ that he seriously lamented the 
unnecessary troubles he had caused in the Church, by the 
schism he had been the great fomenter of, and wished to 
begin his life again, that he might testify to the world the 
dislike he had of -his former ways ;’ and in this opinion 
he died.” 

I find it stated, moreover, on the authority of 
Sir G. Paul’s Life of Whitgift, that Cartwright 
acknowledged the generosity of Whitgift, and ad- 
mitted “his bond of duty to the Archbishop to be 
so much the straiter, as it was without any desert 
of his own.” — Carwithen’s History of the Church 
of England, i. 527. 2nd edit. 

Lest this should not suffice to convict Mr. Cun- 
ningham of error, I will adduce two extracts from 
The Life of Master Thomas Cartwright, written 
by the Presbyterian Sa. Clarke, in 1651, and ap- 
pended to his Martyrologie. 

« About the same time [viz. 1580], the Earl of Lei- 
cester preferred him [Cartwright] to be master of his 
hospital at Warwick, which place was worth to him 
about one hundred pounds.”— Clarke, p. 370. 

« For riches, he sought them not; yea, he rejected 
many opportunities whereby he might have enriched 
himself. His usual manner was, when he had good 
sums of gold sent him, to take only one piece, Jest he 
should seem to slight his friend’s kindness, and to send 

back the rest with a thankful acknowledgment of their 
love and his acceptance of it; professing that, for that 
condition wherein God had set him, he was as well 

furnished as they for their high and great places.” —Ib. 
p- 372. 

So much for the “poverty,” the ‘‘ wretchedness,” 
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of Cartwright, and the “inflexible animosity” of 
Whitgift. ‘The very reverse of all this is the 
truth. J. K. 

INEDITED LETTER OF THE DUKE OF MONMOUTH. 

Several notices of the Duke of Monmouth 
having appeated in “ Notes anp Querres,” you 
may be glad to have the following letter, which I 
copied literatim some years ago in the State Paper 
Office from the domestic papers of the year 1672. 
The letter was written to Lord Arlington, then 
Secretary of State. Monmouth was at the time 
commanding the English force serving under 
Louis XIV. against the Dutch, and was in his 
twenty-third year. Mr. Ross had been his tutor ; 
and was at this time, I believe, employed in the 
Seeretary of State’s oflice. 

‘“‘ffrom the Camp nigh 
“ Renalle the 29 Jun 

«“ Mr Ross has tolld mee how mutch I am obliged to 
you for your kindnes w‘® I am very sensible of and 
shall try to sho it upon all occations. I will asur you 
the effects of your kindnes will make me live within 
compas for as long as I receave my mony beforehand 
I shall do it wt? a greadell of easse. 

“JT wont trouble you wt* news becaus Mr. Aston 
will tell you all ther is. I will try to instrokt him all 
as well as I can. I wont trouble you no longer, only 
I doe asur you ther is nobody mor your humble ser- 

* Monmouru. ” 

C. 

LYDGATE AND COVERDALE, AND THEIR 

BIOGRAPHERS. 

Dan John Lydgate, as Warton truly observes, 
was not only the poet of his monastery, but of the 
world in general. Yet how has he been treated 
by his biographers? Ritson, in his Bibliographia 
Poeticu, says, “he died at an advanced age, after 
1446.” Thomson, in his Chronicles of London 
Bridge, 2nd edition, p. 11., says, “ Lydgate died 
in the year 1440, at the age of sixty ;” and again, 
at p. 164. of the same work, he says, “ Lydgate 
was born about 1375, and died about 1461!” 
Pitts says that he died in 1482; and the author of 
the Suffolk Garland, p. 247., prolongs his life (evi- 
dently by a typographical blunder), to about the 
ear 1641! From these conflicting statements, 

it is evident that the true dates of Lydgate’s birth 
and decease are unknown. Mr. Halliwell, in the 
reface to his Selection from the Minor Poems of 
ohn Lydgate, arrives at the conclusion, from the 

MSS. which remain of his writings, that he died 
before the accession of Edward IV., and there 
appears to be every adjunct of external proba- 
bility ; but surely, if our record offices were care- 
fully examined, some light might be thrown upon 
the life of this industrious monk. I am not in- 
clined to rest satisfied with the dictum of the 

Birch MS., No. 4245. fo. 60., that no memorials 
of him exist in those repositories. 

The only authenticated circumstances in Lyd- 
gate’s biography (excepting afew dates to poems), 
are the following : — He was ordained subdeacon, 
1389 ; deacon, 1393; and priest, 1397. In 1423 
he left the Benedictine Abbey of Bury, in Suffolk, 
to which he was attached, and was elected prior 
of Hatfield Brodhook ; but the following year had 
license to return to his monastery again. These 
dates are derived from the Reeister of Abbott 
Cratfield, preserved among the Cotton MSS. Tiber, 
B. ix. 
My object in calling the attention of your readers 

to the state of Lydgate’s biography is, to draw 
forth new facts. Information ofa novel kind may 
be in their hands without appreciation as to its 
importance. 

I take this opportunity of noticing the different 
dates given of Myles Coverdale’s death. 

Strype says he died 20th May, 1565, (Annals of 
Reformation, vol. i. pt. ii. p. 43., Oxf. ed.), al- 
though elsewhere he speaks of him as being alive 
in 1566. Neale (Hist of Pur., vol. i. p. 185.) says, 
the 20th May, 1567. Fuller (Church Hist., p. 65. 
ed. 1655.) says he died on the 20th of January, 
1568, and “ Anno 1588,” in his Worthies of Eng- 
land, p. 198., ed. 1662. 

The following extract from “The Register of 
Burials in the Parish Church of St. Bartholomew’s 
by the Exchange” sets the matter at rest. ‘* Miles 
Coverdall, doctor of divinity, was buried anno 1568, 
the 19th of February.” 

That the person thus mentioned in the register 
is Miles Coverdale, Bishop of Exeter, there can 
be no doubt, since the epitaph inscribed on the 
tomb-stone, copied in Stow’s Survey, clearly states 
him to be so. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to ob- 
serve that the date mentioned in the extract is 
the old style, and, therefore, according to our 
present computation, he was buried the 19th of 
February, 1569. 

Can any of your correspondents throw any light 
upon the authorship of a work frequently attri- 
buted to Myles Coverdale, and thus entitled, “ A 
Brieff discours off the Troubles begonne at Frank- 
ford in Germany, Anno Domini, 1554. Abowte 
the Booke off common prayer and Ceremonies, 
and continued by the Englishe Men theyre, to the 
ende off Q. Maries Raigne, in the which discours, 
the gentle reader shall see the verry originall and 
beginninge off all the contention that hathe byn, 
and what was the cause off the same?” A text 
from “Mare 4.” with the date mptxxv. Some 
copies are said to have the initials “ M. C.” on the 
title-page, and the name in full, ‘ Myles Cover- 
dale,” at the end of the preface; but no notice is 
taken of this impression in the excellent introdue- 
tory remarks prefixed by Mr. Petheram to the 
reprint of 1846. If the valuable work was really 
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written by Myles Coverdale (and it is much in his 
style), it must have been interspersed with re- 
marks by another party, for in the preface, signed, 
as it is said, by Coverdale, allusion is made to 
things occurring in 1573, four years after his 
death. Epwarp F. Rimpavttr. 

QUE RIES. 

SPECULUM EXEMPLORUM :—EPISTOLA DE MISERIA 

CURATORUM. 

Who was the compiler of the Speculum Exem- | 
plorum, printed for the first time at Deventer, in 
1481? A copy of the fourth edition, Argent, 1490, 
does not afford any information about this matter ; 
and I think that Panzer (v. 195.) will be consulted 
in vain. Agreeing in opinion with your corre- 
spondent “ “GASTROS” (No. 21. p. 338) that a 
querist should invariably give an idea of the ex- 
tent of his acquaintance with the subject proposed, 
I think it right to say, that I have examined the 
list of authors of Exempla, which is to be found 
in the appendix to Possevin’s Apparatus Sacer, 
tom. i. sig. 6 2., and that I have read Ribadeneira’s 
notice of the improvements made in this Speculum 
by the Jesuit Joannes Major. 
Who was the writer of the EHpistola de Miseria 

Curatorum 2? My copy consists of eight leaves, and 
a large bird’s-cage on the verso of the last leaf is 
evidently the printer’s device. Scemiller makes 
mention of an Augsburg edition of this curious 
tract. (Biblioth. Acad. Ingolstad. Incunab. typog. 
Fascic. il. p. 142. Ingolst. 1788.) R. G. 

THE SECOND DUKE OF ORMONDE, 

The review of Mr. Wright’s England under the 
House of Hanover, illustrated by the Caricatures 
and Satires of the Day, given in the Atheneum 
(No. 1090.), cites a popular ballad on the flight 
and attainder of the second Duke of Ormonde, as 
taken down from the mouth of an Isle of Wight 
fishmonger. This review elicited from a corre- 
spondent (Atheneum, No. 1092.) another version 
of the same ballad as prevalent in Northumberland. 
I made a note of these at the time ; and was lately 
much interested at receiving from an esteemed | 

correspondent (the Rey. P. Moore, Rochenon, co. 
Kilkenny), a fragment of another version of the 
same ballad, which he (being at the time ignorant 
of the existence of any other version of the song) 
had taken down from the ee of a very old man of 
that neighbourhood, viz. 

“My name is Ormond; have you not heard of me? 
For I have lately forsaken my own counterie ; 

I fought for my life, and they plundered my estate, 
For being so loyal to Queen Anne the great. 

Queen Anne’s darling, and cavalier’s delight, 
And the Presbyterian crew, they shall never have | 

their flight. 

| for 

I am afraid of my calendry ; my monasteries are all 
sold, 

And my subjects are bartered for the sake of English 
gold. 

But, as Iam Ormond, I vow and declare, 
I'll curb the heartless Whigs of their wigs, never 

fear.” 

I do not quote the versions given in the Atheneum, 
but, on a comparison, it will be seen that they all 
must have been derived from the same original. 

The success of your queries concerning the Duke 
_of Monmouth impel me to propose a few concern- 
ing the almost as unfortunate, and nearly as cele- 
brated, second Duke of Ormonde. Many scraps 
of traditionary lore relative to the latter nobleman 
must linger in and about London, where he was 
the idol of the populace, as well as the leader of 
what we should now call the “ legitimist” party. 

With your leave, I shall therefore propose the 
following Queries, viz. 

1. Who was the aafuiten of the anonymous life of 
the second Duke of Ormonde, published in one 
volume octavo, some years after his attainder ? 

2. Was the ballad, of which the above is a frag- 
ment, printed at the time; and if so, does it exist ? 

3. What pamphlets, ballads, or fugitive pieces, 
were issued from the press, or privately printed, 
on the occasion of the Duke’s flight and subse- 
quent attainder ? 

4. Does any contemporary writer mention facts 
or incidents relative to the matter in question, be- 
tween the period of the accession of George I., and 
the Duke's final departure from his residence at 
Richmond ? 

5. Does any traditionary or unpublished infor- 
mation on the subject exist in or about London or 
Richmond ? JAMES GRAVES. 

Kilkenny. 

MAYORS.—WHAT IS THEIR CORRECT PREFIX ? 

I wish to ask, of any of your numerous readers, 
what may be considered the most proper official 
prefix for Mayors, whether Right Worshipful or 
Worshipful ? Opinions, I find, differ upon the 
subject. In the Secretary's Guide, 5th ed. p. 95., 
it is said that Mayors are Right Worshipful ; the 
late Mr. Beltz, Lancaster Herald, was of opinion 

| that they were Worshipful only; and Mr. Dod, 
the author of a work on Precedence, &c., in 
answer to an inquiry on the point, thought that 
Mayors of cities were Right Worshipful, and those 
of towns were only Worshipful. With due defer- 
ence, however, I am rather inclined to think that 
all Mayors, whether of cities or of towns, ought 
properly to be styled “the Right Worshipful” 

the following reason :—all Magistrates are 
Worshipful, I believe, although not always in 
these days so designated, and a mayor being the 
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chief magistrate ought to have the distinctive 
“ Right” appended to his style. And this view 
of the subject derives some support from the fact 
of a difference being made with regard to the 
Aldermen of London (who are all of them ma- 
gistrates), those who have passed the chair being 
distinguished as the Right Worshipful, whilst 
those below the chair are styled the Worshipful 
only ; thus showing that the circumstance of being 
Mayor is considered worthy of an especial distinc- 
tion. Probably it may be said that custom is the 
proper guide in a case like this, but I believe that 
there is no particular custom in some towns, both 
prefixes being sometimes used, and more fre- 
quently none at all. It seems desirable, however, 
that some rule should be laid down, if possible, by 
common consent, that it may be understood in 
future what the appropriate prefix is. I shall be 
glad if some of your heraldic or antiquarian 
readers will give their opinions, and if they know 
of any authorities, to quote them. J. 

QUEVEDO—SPANISH BULL-FIGHTS. 

The clear and satisfactory reply that ‘“ Mrra- 
nion” received in No. 11. to his query on the con- 
tradictions in Don Quixote, tempts me to ask for 
some information respecting another standard work 
of Spanish literature, written by a cotemporary of 
the great Cervantes. 
How is it, that in the Visions of Don Quevedo, 

a work which passes in review every amusement 
and occupation of the Spanish people, the national 
sport of bull-fighting remains entirely unnoticed 2 

The amusement was, I presume, in vogue during 
the 16th and 17th centuries ; and the assignations 
made, and the intrigues carried on, within the 
walls of the amphitheatre would have supplied 
many an amusing, moralising penitent, male and 
female, to the shades below —the “ fabulz manes” 
with whom Quevedo held converse. As my copy 
of the Visions is an anonymous translation, and 
evidently far from being a first-rate one, I shall 
not be surprised if I receive as an answer, —‘ Mis- 
taken as to your fact, read a better translation :" 
but as, in spite of its manifold, glaring defects, I 
have no reason to suspect that the text is garbled, 
I think I may venture to send the query. 

In “ Vision 7.” I find Nero accusing Seneca of 
having had the insolence to use the words, “ I and 
py king.” I have often heard of Henry VIIL., 

olsey, and “ Ego et rex meus ;” but as I never 
heard Quevedo quoted as an illustration, I look 
upon this as one of the suspicious passages in my 
copy of his work. C. Forbes. 

Temple. 

MINOR QUERIES. 
Gilbert Browne.—*“G.C. B.” is desirous of in- 

formation respecting the family from which was 

descended Gilbert Browne of the Inner Temple, 
who died about a century ago, and was buried in 
North Mymms Church, Herts, where there is a 
monument to him (vide Clutterbuck’s History) ; 
also as to the arms, crest, and motto, as borne by 
him, and whether he was in any way related to 
Michael Browne of Hampton Court, Herefordshire, 
who married Elizabeth Philippa, daughter of Lord 
Coningsby, as stated in Collins’s Peerage. He 
also desires information as to any enrolment of 
arms previous to the Visitations, by which the 
bearings of families who had grants of land from 
the Conqueror may be ascertained; as, for instance, 
a family who began to decay about the end of the 
14th century, having previously been of great 
rank and position. 

The Badger.—Can any body point out to me 
any allusion, earlier than that in Sir T. Browne’s 
Vulgar Errors, to the popular idea that the legs 
of the badger were shorter on one side than on the 
other, whence Mr. Macaulay says, “I think that 
Titus Oates was as uneven asa badger?” W.R.F. 

Ecclesiastical Year.— Note in an old parish re~ 
gister, A.D. 1706. “Annus Domini Secundum 
Ecclesie Anglicane Supputationem incipit 25to 
Mensis Martij.” 

Query the authority for this? the reason seems 
easy to define. NarHan. 

Sir William Coventry.— Pepys mentions in his 
Diary, that Sir William Coventry kept a journal 
of public events. Is any thing known of this jour- 
nal? It is not known of at Longleat, where are 
several papers of Sir William Coventry’s. 

A MS. letter from Lord Weymouth to Sir 
Robert Southwell, giving an account of Sir W. 
Coventry’s death, was sold at the sale of Lord de 
Clifford’s papers in 1834. Cuan any of your readers 
inform me where this letter now is ? C. 

Shrew.—Is shrew, as applied to the shrew- 
mouse, and as applied to a scolding woman, the 
same word? If so, what is its derivation ? 

The following derivations of the word are cited 
by Mr. Bell. Saxon, “ Schreadan,” to cut; ‘ Schrif,” 
to censure; “Scheorfian,” to bite; “* Schyrvan,” 
to beguile. German, “Schreiven,” to clamour : 
none of which, it is obvious, come very near to 
“ Schreava,” the undoubted Saxon origin of the 
word shrew. 
Now it was a custom amongst our forefathers to 

endeavour to provide a remedy against the baneful 
influence of the shrew-mouse by plugging the 
wretched animal alive in a hole made in the body 
of an ash tree, any branch of which was thenceforth 
held to be possessed of a power to cure the disease 
caused by the mouse. It thereupon occurred to 
me that just as brock, a still existing name for the 
badger, is clearly from the Saxon broc, persecution, 
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in allusion to the custom of baiting the animal; 

so schreava might be from schr@f, a hollow, in al- 

lusion to the hole in the ash tree; and on that 

supposition I considered “shrew,” as applied to a 

woman, to be a different word, perhaps from the 

(German schreyen, to clamour. I have, however, 

found mentioned in Bailey’s Dictionary a Teu- 

tonic word, which may reconcile both senses of 

“ shrew,” —I mean beschreyen, to bewitch. Ishall 

be obliged to any of your subscribers who will en- 

lighten me upon the subject. WW), da. 

A Chip in Porridge.— What is the origin and 

exact force of this phrase? Sir Charles Napier, 

in his recent general order, informs the Bengal 
army that 

«“ The reviews which the Commander-in-Chief makes 

of the troops are not to be taken as so many ‘chips in 

porridge,’” 

I heard a witness, a short time since, say, on 

entering the witness-box — 

« My Lord, I am hke a ‘chip in porridge’; I can 

say nothing either for or against the plaintiff.” 
OAD: 

Temple Stanyan.—Who was Temple Stanyan, 

concerning whom I find in an old note-book the 
following quaint entry ? 

« Written on a window at College, by Mr. Temple 

Stanyan, the author of a History of Greece : — 

“Temple Stanyan, his window. 
God give him grace thereout to look ! 
And, when the folk walk to and fro’, 

To study man instead of book !” 
A. G. 

Tandem.— You are aware that we have a prac- 

tical pun now naturalised in our language, in the 

word “tandem.” Are any of your correspondents 

acquainted with another instance ? =. 

“ As lazy as Ludlum's dog, as laid him down to 

bark.’ —This comparison is so general and fami- 

liar in South Yorkshire (Sheffield especially) as to 

be frequently quoted by the first half, the other 

being mentally supplied by the hearer. ‘There 

must, of course, be some legend of Ludlum and 

his dog, or they must have been a pair of well- 

known characters, to give piquancy to the phrase. 

Will any of your readers who are familiar with the 

district favour me with an explanation? D.V.S. 

Anecdote of a Peal of Beils.—There is a story, 

that a person had long been absent from the land 

of his nativity, where, in early life, he had assisted 

in setting up a singularly fine peal of bells. On 

his return home, after a lapse of many years, he 

had to be rowed over some water, when it hap- 

pened that the bells struck out in peal; the sound 

of which so affected him, that he fell back in the 

boat and died! Can any of your readers give a 
reference where the account is to be met with ? 

H. T. E. 

Sir Robert Long.—“ Rosu.” inquires the date 
of the death of Rear-Admiral Sir Robert Long, 
who founded, in 1760, a Free School at Burnt- 
Yates, in the Parish of Ripley, co. Yorks., and is 
said to have died in Wigmore Street, London, it 
is supposed some years after that period. 

Dr. Whichcot and Lord Shaftesbury.—It is 
stated in Mr, Martyn’s Life of the First Lord 
Shaftesbury, that Dr. Whichcot was one of Shaftes- 
bury’s most constant companions, and preached 
most of his sermons before him; and that the third 
Earl of Shaftesbury, the author of the Character- 
istics, is said to have published a volume of Which- 
cot’s sermons from a manuscript copy of the first 
Lord Shaftesbury’s wife. Can any of your readers 
give any further information as to the intimacy 
between Whichcot and Shaftesbury, of which no 
mention is made in any memoir of Whichcot that 
I have seen? 

Lines attributed to Henry Viscount Palmerston.— 
Permit me to inquire whether there is any better 
authority than the common conjecture that the 
beautiful verses, commencing, — 

“ Whoe’er, like me, with trembling anguish brings 
His heart’s whole treasure to fair Bristol’s springs,” 

were written by Henry Viscount Palmerston, on 
the death of his lady at the Hot-wells, June 1 or 
2,1769. They first appeared p. 240. of the 47th 
vol. of the Gentleman's Magazine, 1777. 

They have also been attributed to Dr. Hawke- 
worth, but his wife survived him. Thereis a mural 
tablet under the west window of Romsey Church, 
containing some lines to the memory of Lady Pal- 
merston, but they are not the same. Perhaps some 
of your correspondents are competent to discover 
the truth. InpaGaTor. 

Gray's Alcaic Ode.—Can any of your readers 
say whether Gray’s celebrated Latin ode is actu- 
ally to be found entered at the Grande Chartreuse? 
A friend of mine informs me that he could not 
find it there on searching. C. B. 

Abbey of St. Wandrille.—Will ‘Gastros” 
kindly allow me to ask him a question? Does the 
Chronicle of the Abbey of St. Wandrille, which he 
mentions (No. 21. p.338.), include notices of any 
of the branches of that establishment which set- 
tled in England about the time of the Conquest ; 
and one of which, the subject of my query, formed 
a colony at Ecclesfield, near Sheftield ? 

I feel an interest in this little colony, because 
my early predecessors in this vicarage were elected 
from its monks. Moreover, some remains of their 
convent, now incorporated into what is called “ the 
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hall,” and forming an abutment which overlooks 
my garden, are affording an appropriate domicile 
to the curate of the parish. 

Atrrep GattTy. 
Ecclesfield, March 26. 1850. 

Queries as to “ Lines on London Dissenting Mi- 
nisters” of a former Day.— Not having made Notes 
of the verses so entitled, I beg to submit the fol- 
lowing Queries :— 

1. Does there exist any printed or manuscript 
copy of lines of the above description, in the course 
of which Pope’s ‘ Modest Foster” is thus intro-+ 
duced and apostrophised :— 

« But see the accomplish’d orator appear, 
Refined in judgment, and in language clear ; 
Thou only, Foster, hast the pleasing art 
At once to charm the ear and mend the heart !” 

Other conspicuous portraits are those of Tuomas 
Brapsory, Isaac Warts, and SAmMuEL CHANDLER. 
The date of the composition must be placed between 
1704 and 1748, but I have to solicit information 
as to who was its author. 

2. Has there been preserved, in print or manu- 
script, verses which circulated from about 1782 — 
1784, on the same body of men, as characterised, 
severally, by productions of the vegetable world, 
and, in particular, by flowers ? 
curious, nor ill-selected and arranged. One in- 
dividual, for example, finds his emblem in a sweet- 
briar ; another, in a hollyhock; and a third, in a 
tulip. Ricuarp Winter, James Jovycr, Huan 
WasuHINGTON, are parts of the fragrant, yet some- 
what thorny and flaunting nosegay. ‘hese inti- 
mations of it may perhaps aid recollection, and 
lead to the wished-for disclosure. It came from 
the hand, and seemed to indicate at least the theo- 
logical partialities of the lady* who culled and 
bound together the various portions of the wreath. 

W. 

Dutch Language.—“E. Vex” will be indebted 
to “ Roreropamus,” or any other correspondent, 
who can point out to him the best modern books 
for acquiring a knowledge of the Dutch language, 
—an Anglo-Dutch Grammar and Dictionary. 

Horns.—1. Why is Moses represented in sta- 
tues with horns? ‘The idea is not, I think, taken 
from the Bible. 

2. What is the reason for assigning horns to a 
river, as in the “ Tauriformis Aufidus.” 

3. What is the origin of the expression “ to give 
aman horns,” for grossly dishonouring him? It 
is met with in late Greek. L. C. 

Cambridge, March 27. 

Marylebone Gardens.—In what year did Mary- 
lebone Gardens finally close ? Naso. 

“A daughter of the late Joseph Shrimpton, Esq., of 
High Wycombe, 

The bouquet is | 

Toom Shawn Cattie—I find these words (Gaelic, 
I believe, for Tom John Gattie) in an old Diary, 
followed by certain hieroglyphics, wherewith I 
was wont to express “recommended for perusal.” 
T have lost all trace of the recommender, and have 
hunted in vain through many a circulating library 
list for the name, which I believe to be that of 
some book or song illustrating the domestic life 
of our Western Highlanders. Can any of your 
readers assist me in deciphering my own note ? 

Merantron. 

Love's Last Shift.—In the first edition of Peig- 
not’s Manuel du Biblioplide, published in 1800, 
the title of Congreve’s “ Mourning Bride” is ren- 
dered “ L’Epouse du Matin.” Can any of your 
readers inform me whether it is in the same work 
that the title of ‘“‘ Love’s Last Shift” is translated 
by “ Le dernier Chemise de Amour?” if not, in 
what other book is it? H. C. pe St. Crorx. 

Cheshire-round.—“ W. P. A.” asks the meaning 
of the above phrase, and where it is described. 

Why is an Earwig called a “ Coach-bell 2”— 
Your correspondents, although both kind and 
learned, do not appear to have given any satis- 
factory answer to my former query —why a lady- 
bird is called Bishop Barnaby. Probably there 
will be less difficulty in answering another ento- 
mological question—Why do the country-people 
in the south of Scotland call an earwig a “ coach- 
bell?” The name “earwig” itself is sufficiently 
puzzling, but “ coach-bell” seems, if possible, still 
more utterly unintelligible. Lxecour. 

Chrysopolis.—Chrysopolis is the Latin name 
for the town of Parma, also for that of Scutari, in 
Turkey. Is the etymological connection of the 
two names accidental? and how did either of 
them come to be called the “ Golden City?” 

R.eM. M. 

Pimlico. —In Aubrey'’s Surrey, he mentions 
that he went to a Pimlico Garden, somewhere on 
Bankside. Can any of your correspondents inform 
me of the derivation of the word “ Pimlico,” and 
why that portion of land now built on near to 
Buckingham House, through which the road now 
runs to Chelsea, is called Pimlico ? R. H. 

April I. 1850. 

Zenobia.—I have read somewhere, that Zenobia, 
Queen of Palmyra, was of Jewish origin, but am 
now at a loss to retrace it. Could any of your 
correspondents inform me where I have read it ? 

A. Fiscurt. 

Henry Ryder, Bishop of Killaloe. —“W.D. Rh.” 
requests information in reference to the paternity 
of Henry Ryder, D.D., who was born in Paris, 
and consecrated Bishop of Killaloe in 1692. 
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Belvoir Castle.—In the Harleian Miscellany, 
vol. iv. p.527., is a Pindaric Ode upon Belvoir 
Castle, which Mr. Nichols reprinted in his History 
of the Hundred of Framland. Can any of your 
readers inform me who was the author of this 
very singular production ? T. R. Porrer. 

St. Winifreda.— Can any of your readers refer 
me to any history or recent discoveries relative to 
St. Winifreda ? B. 

Savile, Marquis of Halifax.—It is stated in 
Tyers's Political Conferences (1781), that a Diary 
of his was supposed to be among the Duke of 
Shrewsbury’s MSS.; and when Mr. Tyers wrote, 
in the hands of Dr. Robertson. Can any of your 
readers give information about this Diary ? C. 

Salt at Montem.— Will you allow me, as an 
old Etonian, to ask the derivation of “salt,” as 
it used to be applied to the money collected at 
Eton Montem for the Captain of the Collegers ? 
Towards investigating the subject, I can only get 
as far as Salt Hill, near Slough, where there was a 
mount, on which, if I remember rightly, the Cap- 
tain waved a flag on Montem day. (A brief ac- 
count of the origin of Montem would be interest- 
ing; and it is especially worth noting now that 
the pageant is suppressed. A. G. 

Ecclesfield, March 14, 1850. 

Ludlow's Memoirs. —* C.” is anxious to learn if 
the manuscript of Ludlow’s Memoirs is known to 
exist, or to receive any information as to where 
it might probably be found. 

Ludlow died at Vevay, in Switzerland, in 1693, 
and the Memoirs were published at Vevay shortly 
after. 

There is no will of Ludlow’s in Doctor’s Com- 
mons. 

Finkle or Finkel.—I should be glad if any of 
your numerous correspondents could give me the 
derivation and meaning of the word Finkle, or 
Finkel, as applied to the name of a street. There 
is a street so designated in Carlisle, York, Rich- 
mond in Yorkshire, Kendal, Sedbergh, Norwich 
(in 1508 spelt Fenkyl, and in 1702 Fenkel), and, I 
believe, in many other of our more ancient cities 
and towns. In the township of Gildersome, a vil- 
lage some few miles from Leeds, there is an ancient 
way, till lately wholly unbuilt upon, called Finkle 
Lane; and in London we have the parish of St. 
Benedict Finck, though I do not imagine that the 
latter is in any way synonymous with the word in 
question, The appellation of Finkle is, without 
doubt, a deseriptive one; but the character of the 
lane so styled in Gildersome seems to negative the 
idea that it has any reference to the peculiarity of 
trade or class of persons carried on or inhabiting 
the locality distinguished by this title. W. M. 

Cowgill, March 13. 1850. 

Coxcombs vanquish Berkeley, §c.—In Lewis's 
Biography of Philosophy (vol. iv. p.7.) occurs the 
following quotation :— 

“ And coxcombs vanquish Berkeley with a grin.” 

Who is the author of this line ? for I cannot find 
it in Pope, to whom a note refers it. 

R. F. Jounson. 

Derivation of Sterling. —What is the derivation 
of Sterling? Some authors say from “ Easter- 
ling,” a race of German or Dutch traders; but is 
it not more likely from “steer,” a bull, or ox, viz. 
a coin originally stamped with a figure of that 
animal? Of this, and parallel cases, we have 
many instances among the ancients. I find also, 
that, in a deeree issued in the time of Richard L., 
the word is used, and explained by “peny” as a 
synonym. Now peny or penny is clearly from 
pecunia, and that trom pecus, so that we have the 
two words brought side by side, one through the 
Latin, and the other through the Saxon language. 

R. F. Jounson. 

Hanging out the Broom.—In some parts of 
England a singular custom prevails. When a 
married woman leaves home for a few days, the 
husband hangs a broom or besom from the window. 
When, how, and where did this originate, and 
what does it signify ? R. F. Jounson. 

Trunck Breeches. — Barba Longa.— Mercenary 
Preacher.—In reading Smith’s Obituary, edited 
by Sir H. Ellis for the Camden Society, I find 
the following entries :— 

“1640. May 29", old Mr Grice, in Aldersgate St, 
who wore trunck breeches, died.” 

“1646. Oct 1. William Young, Chandler, within 
Aldersgate, a discreet Jury man, and Barba Longa, 
died ” 

Fe" 21., old Mt Lewis, the Mercenary Preacher, bu- 
ried.” 

Can any of your correspondents explain the 
meaning of “ Trunck Breeches,” “ Barba Longa,” 
and “ Mercenary Preacher.” DSN RAS 

Suffolk, March 4. 

Apposition.—Can any one give me a little in- 
formation upon the following passage ?— 

“ Quin age, te incolumi potius (potes omnia quando, 
Nec tibi nequicquam pater est qui sidera torquet) 
Perficias quodeunque tibi nune instat agendum.” 

Hieronym. Vid. Christ. lib. i. 67. 

I want to know in what case fe incolumi is; and, 
if in the ablative absolute, can any one bring a 
parallel construction from the writers of the Au- 
gustan age, where the law of apposition appears to 
be so far violated ? A. W. 

Pamphlets respecting Ireland.—“ J.” wishes to 
be informed where copies may be found of the 
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following pamphlets, described in Ware’s Irish 
Writers, under the head “Colonel Richard Lau- 
rence,” and “Vincent Gookin, Esq.,” son of Sir 
Vincent Gookin, who, in the year 1634, published 
“a bitter invective, by way of letter, against the 
nation.” Vincent Gookin’s pamphlet is dated 
London, 1655, 4to. Any particulars relative to 
his family and descendants will oblige. 

The title of Col. R. Laurence’s book is, — 

“ The Interest of Ireland in the first Transplantation 
stated; wherein is set forth the benefit of the Irish 
Transplantation: intended as an Answer to a scanda- 
lous seditious Pamphlet, entitled ‘ The Great Case of 
Transplantation Discussed.’ London, 1655.” 

The author of the pamphlet was Vincent Goo- 
kin, Esq., Surveyor-General of Ireland. He did 
not, at first, put his name to it; but when Lau- 
rence’s answer appeared, he then owned himself as 
the author of it, and published a pamphlet under 
this title :— 

“The Author and Case of Transplanting the Irish 
into Connaught Vindicated from the unjust Aspersions 
of Colonel Richard Laurence and Vincent Gookin, Esq. 
London, 1655.” 

Portrait of Sir John Poley.— Perhaps some of 
your numerous correspondents can answer whether 
the portrait of Sir John Poley in Bexstead Hall, 
alluded to No. 14. p. 214., has been engraved. J. 

February 5. 

“Tace is Latin for a candle.”—Whence is this 
expression derived, and what is its meaning? I 
met with it, many years ago, in a story-book, and, 
more lately, in one of the Waverley Novels, in 
which particular one I do not just now recollect. 
It seems to be used as an adage, coupled with an 
admonition to observe silence or secrecy. 

W.A.F. 

Poins and Bardolph.—Can any of your corre- 
spondents skilled in Shakspearian lore inform me 
whence Shakspeare took the names Poins and 
Bardolph for the followers of Prince Hal and 
Falstaff? C. W.5. 

Flemish Work on the Order of St. Francis. —Can 
any of your correspondents tell me any thing about, 
or enable me to procure a copy of, a book on the 
order of St. Francis, named, Den Wijngaert van 
Sinte Franciscus va Schoonte Historien Legenden, 
ve. A folio of 424 leaves, beautifully printed. 
he last page has, — 
“Gheprent Thantwerpen binnen die Camer poorte 

Int huys va delft bi mi, Hendrich Eckert van Hom- 
berch. Int iaer ons heeren m.cccce. ei xvii. op den 
xit, dach va December.” 

The only copy I ever saw of it, which belonged 
to a friend of mine, had the following note on a 
fly-leaf in an old and scarcely legible hand : — 

“«Raer boeck ende seer curieus als gebouwt synde 
op de Wijsen voor meesten deel op de fondamenten yan 
den fameus ende extra raer boeck genoempt Conformi- 
tatis Vita S. Francisci cum Vitd Jesu Christi, de welch 

in dese dichwils grateert wordt gelijek gij in lesen sult 
andesvinden maer onthout wer dese latijn spreck- 
woordt, Riswm teneatis amici.” 

J ARLZBERG. 

Le Petit Albert.—Can any of your correspon- 
dents give me any information respecting a book 
entitled Secrets Merveilleux de la Mugie Naturelle 
et Cabalistique du Petit Albert, et enrichi du fig. 
mystérieuses, et de la Maniére de les faire. Nou- 
velle Edition, cor. et aug. A Lion, 1743. 32mo.? 
The avertissement says, — 

“ Voici une nouvelle édition du Livre des merveilleuxr 
Secrets du petit Albert, connu en Latin sous le titre 
d’Alberte Parvi Lucii, Libellus de Mirabilibus Nature 
Arcanis. L’auteur a qui on I’attribue, a été un de ces 
grands-hommes qui par le peuple ignorant ont été ac- 
cusez de magie. C’étoit autrefois le sort de tous les 
grands esprits qui possédoient quelque chose d’extra- 
ordinaire dans les sciences, de les traiter de magiciens. 
C'est peut-Ctre par cette raison, que le petit trésor est 
deyenu trés rare, parceque les superstitieux ont fait 
scrupule de s’en servir: il s'est presque comme perdu, 
car une personne distinguée dans le monde a eu la cu- 
riosité (a ce qu’on assure) d’en offrir plus de mille 
florins pour un seul exemplaire, encore ne l’a-t-on pu 
découvrir que depuis peu dans la bibliothéque duu 
tres-grand homme, qui I’a bien voulu donner pour ne 
plus priver le public d'un si riche trésor,” &c. 

Who was Albertus Parvus? when and where was 
his work published ? J ARLZBERG. 

English Translations of Erasmus’ Encomium Mo- 
rig.—An English translation of The Praise of Folly 
(with Holbein’s plates), I think by Denham, Lond. 
1709, alludes to ¢wo previous translations ; one by 
Sir Thomas Challoner, 1549 ; the other it does not 
name. I should like to know whose is the inter- 
mediate translation, and also what other transla- 
tions have been made of that curious work ? 

J ARLZBERG. 

Symbols of the Four Evangelists. —St. Matthew, 
an angel; St. Mark, a lion; St. Luke, an ox; St. 
John, an eagle. It is on account of its being a 
symbol of the Resurrection that the Zion is assigned 
to St. Mark as an emblem; St. Mark being called 
the historian of the Resurrection. (This title he 
probably obtained from his gospel being used on 
Easter Day.) ‘The reason why the lion is taken 
as a symbol of the Resurrection is to be found in 
the fabulous history of the animal; according to 
which the whelp is born dead, and only receives 
life at the expiration of three days, on being 
breathed on by its father.— What are the reasons 
assigned for the three other Evangelists’ emblems? 

J ARLZBERG. 
| 
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Portrait by Boonen.—Can any of tyour corre- 
spondents state the precise time when Boonen, 
said to be a pupil of Schalcken, flourished? And 
what eminent geographer, Dutch or English, lived 
during such period? ‘This question is asked with 
reference to a picture by Boonen, —a portrait of 
a singular visaged man, with his hand on a globe, 
now at Mr. Peel’s, in Golden Square ; the subject 
of which is desired to be ascertained. It may be 
the portrait of an astrologer, if the globe is ‘or 

Beaver Hats.—On the subject of beaver hats, 
I would ask, what was the price or value of a 
beaver hat in the time of Charles II.? I find that 
Giles Davis, of London, merchant, offered Timothy 
Wade, Esq., ‘five pounds to buy a beaver hat,” 
that he might be permitted to surrender a lease of 
a piece of ground in Aldermanbury. (Vide Judi- 
cial Decree, Fire of London, dated 13. Dec. 1668. 
Add. MS. 5085. No. 22.) F. KE. 

REPLIES. 

BLUNDER IN MALONE’S SHAKSPEARE. 

I regret that no further notice has been taken of 
the very curious matter suggested by “ Mr. Jess” 
(No. 14. p.213.), one of the many forgeries of 
which Shakspeare has been the object, which 
ought to be cleared up, but which I have neither 
leisure nor materials to attempt ; but I can afford 
a hint or two for other inquirers. 

1. This strange intermixture of some John 
Shakspeare’s confession of the Romish faith with 
William Shakspeare’s will, is, as Mr. Jebb states, 
to be found in the Dublin edition of Malone’s 
Shakspeare, 1794. v.i. p.154. It is generally sup-~ 
posed that this Dublin edition was a copy (I be- 
lieve a piracy) of the London one of 1790; but by 
what means the three introductory paragraphs of 
John Shakspeare’s popish confession were foisted 
into the real will of William is a complete mystery. 

2. Malone, in a subsequent part of his prolego- 
mena to both those editions (Lond. vy. i. part ii. 
162., and Dublin, v.ii. p.139.), printed a pretended 
will or confession of the faith of John Shakspeare, 
found in a strange, incredible way, and evidently 
a forgery. ‘This consisted of fourteen articles, of 
which the three first were missing. Now the three 
paragraphs foisted into William's will would be 
the kind of paragraphs that would complete Join’s 
confession; but they are not in confession. Who, 
then, forged them 2 and who foisted them—which 
Malone had never seen—into so prominent a place 
in the Dublin reprint of Malone’s work ? 

3. Malone, in his inquiry into the Zreland for- 
geries, alludes to this confession of faith, admits 
that he was mistaken about it, and intimates that 
he had been imposed on, which he evidently was ; 
but he does not seem to have known any thing of 
the second forgery of the three introductory para- 

-and other materials suitable to the purposes of in- 

eraphs, or of their bold introduction into William 
Skakspeare’s will in the Dublin edition of his own 
work, : 

It is therefore clear that Mr. Jebb is mistaken 
in thinking that it was “a blunder of Malone's.” 
It seems, as far as we can see, to have been, not a 
blunder, but an audacious fabrication ; and how 
it came into the Irish edition, seems to me incom- 
prehensible. The printer of the Dublin edition, 
Exshaw, was a respectable man, an alderman and 
a Protestant, and he could have no design to make . 
William Shakspeare pass for a papist; nor indeed | 
does the author of the fraud, whoever he was, at- 
tempt that; for the three paragraphs profess to be 
the confession of John. So that, on the whole, the . 
matter is to me quite inexplicable; it is certain 
that it must have been a premeditated forgery and | | 
fraud, but by whom or for what possible purpose, 
I cannot conceive. C. 

HINTS TO INTENDING EDITORS. 

Beaumont and Fletcher ; Gray; Seward; Mil- 
ton.—By way of carrying out the suggestion 
which you thought fit to print at page 316, as to 
the advantages likely to arise from intimations in 
your pages of the existence of the MS. annotations, 

tending editors of standard works, I beg to men- 
tion the following books in my possession, which 
are much at the service of any editor who may 
apply to you for my address, viz. : — 

1. A copy of Tonson’s 10 vol. edit. of Beaumont 
and Fletcher (8vo. 1750.), interleaved and copiously 
annotated, to the extent of about half the plays, 
by Dr. Hoadly. 

2. Mr. Haslewood’s collection of materials for 
an edit. of Gray, consisting of several works and 
parts of works, MS. notes, newspaper cuttings, &c., 
bound in 6 vols. 

3. A collection of works of Miss Anne Seward, 
Mr. Park’s copy, with his MS. notes, newspaper 
cuttings, &e. 

As a first instalment of my promised notes on 
Milton’s AZinor Poems, I have transcribed the fol- 
lowing from my two copies, premising that “ G.” 
stands for the name of Mr. Gilchrist, and “ D.” for 
that of Mr. Dunster, whose name is misprinted in 
your 316th page, as “‘ Dunston.” 

Notes on Lycidas. 

On 1.2. (G.) :— 

“ O’er head sat a raven, on a sere bough.” 
Jonson’s Sad Shepherd, Act I. Se. 6. 

On 1.26. (D.) :— 
“ Whose so early lay 

Prevents the eyelids of the blushing day.” 
Crashaw’s Music’s Duel. 

On 1. 27. (D.) :— 
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« Each sheapherd’s daughter, with her cleanly peale, 
Was come afield to milke the morning’s meale.” 

Browne’s Britannia’s Pustorals, 
B. iv. Se. 4. p. 75. ed. 1616. 

On 1. 29. (G.) :— 
‘“« And in the deep fog batten all the day.” 

Drayton, vol. ii. p. 512. ed. 1753. 

On 1. 40. (G.) :— 

“ The gadding winde.” 
Phineas Fletcher's 1st Piscatorie Eclogue, st. 21. 

On 1. 40. (D.) :— 
«“ This black den, which rocks emboss, 
Overgrown with eldest moss.” 

Withers Shepherd’s Hunting, Eclogue 4. 

On 1.68.(D.) The names of Amaryllis and 
Newra are combined together with other classical 
names of beautiful nymphs by Ariosto (Orl. Fur. 
xi. st. 12.) 

On 1.78. (D.) The reference intended by War- 
ton is to Pindar Nem. Ode vii. 1. 46. 

On 1. 122. (G.) :— 

“ Of night or loneliness it recks me not.” 
Comus, |. 404. 

On 1. 142. (G.) :— 

“ So rathe a song.” 
Wither’s Shepherd's Hunting, p. 430. ed. 1633. 

On 1.165. (G.) :— 

«“ Sigh no more, ladies; ladies, sigh no more.” 
Shakspeare’s Much Ado, ii. 3. 

On 1.171. (G.): — 

* Whatever makes Heaven’s forehead fine.” 
Crashaw’s Weeper, st. 2. 

J. F.M. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Depinges (No. 18. p. 277., and No. 20. p. 826.). 
—I have received the following information upon 
this subject from Yarmouth. Herring nets are 
usually made in four parts or widths, ——one width, 
when they are in actual use, being fastened above 
another. ‘The whole is shot overboard in very 
great lengths, and forms, as it were, a wall in the 
sea, by which the boat rides as by an anchor. 
These widths are technically called “lints” (Sax. 
lind?); the uppermost of them (connected by 
short ropes with a row of corks) being also called 
the “*hoddy” (Sax. hod ?), and the lowest, for an 
obvious reason, the “deepying” or “ depynges,” 
and sometimes “ angles.” 

At other parts of the coast than Yarmouth, it 
seems that the uppermost width of net bears ex- 
clusively the name of hoddy, the second width 
being called the first dint, the third width the se- 
cond lint, and the fourth the third lint, or, as before, 
“depynges.” W.R.F. 

Lerig.—Without controverting Mr. Singer’s 
learned and interesting paper on this word (No. 
19. p.292.), 1 hope I shall not be thought pre- 
sumptuous in remarking that there must have 
been some other root in the Teutonic language for 
the two following nouns, leer (Dutch) and lear 
(Flemish), which both signify leather (lorum, Lat.), 
and their diminutives or derivatives leer-ig and 
lear-ig, both used in the sense of tough. 

Supposing the Ang.-Sax. “lerig” to be derived 
from the same root, 1t would denote in “ ofer linde 
lerig,” the leather covering of the shields, or their | 
capability to resist a blow. | 

I will thank you to correct two misprints in my 
last communication, p.299.; pisan for pison, and 
*Iodyvyns for Iwdvyns. 

By the bye, the word “ pison” is oddly suggestive 
of a covering for the breast (pys, Nor. Fr.). See 
Foulques Fitzwarin, &c. B.W. 

March 16th. 

Lerig (No. 19. p.292.).— The able elucidation 
given by Mr. Singer of the meaning of this word, 
renders, perhaps, any further communication on 
the point unnecessary. Still I send the following 
notes in case they should be deemed worthy of | 
notice. | 

« Ler, leer — vacuus, | 

Berini Fabula, v,1219. A.-S. ge-ler.” 
Junii Etymol, Anglicanum. 

« Lar, lar—vacuus.” 
Schiltert Glossarium Teutonicum. | 

Respecting “Lind,” I find in the version by 
Thorkelin of De Danorum Rebus Gestris Poema 
Danicum Dialecto Anglo-Saxonica (Haynie, 1815), 
that “Lind hebbendra” is rendered “ Vesilla 
habens;” but then, on the other hand, in Biorn 
Haldorsen’s Islandske Lexicon (Haynie, 1814), 
“Lind” (v. ii. p. 83.) is translated “ Scutum tilig- 
neum.” C.L.R. 

Vox et pretera nihil (No. 16. p. 247.).— The 
allusion to this proverb, quoted as if from the 
Anatomy of Melancholy, by “C. W. G.” (No. 16. 
p. 247.), may be found in Addison’s Spectator, 
No. 61, where it is as follows : — 

«In short, one may say of the pun asthe countryman | 
deseribed his nightingale—that it is ‘vox et praterea 
nihil” ” 

The origin of the proverb is still a desideratum. 
Naruan. 

Vou et preterea nihil (No. 16. p. 247.).—In a 
work entitled Proverbiorum et Sententiarum Per- 
sicarum Centuria, a Levino Warnero, published at 
Amsterdam, 1644, the xevir. proverb, which is 
given in the Persian character, is thus rendered in 
Latin, — 

“Tympanum magnum edit clangorem, sed intus 
vacuum est,” 
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And the note upon it is as follows ;— 

“Dicitur de iis, qui pleno ore vanas suas laudes 
ebuccinant. Eleganter Lacon quidam de _ luscinia 
dixit, — 

Sova Th Tis Zoot Kad oddev GAAO, 

Vox tu quidem es et aliud nihil.” 

This must be the phrase quoted by Burton. 
Hermes. 

Supposed Etymology of Havior (No. 15. p. 230., 
and No. 17. p. 269.).— The following etymology 
of “heaviers” will probably be considered as not 
satisfactory, but this extract will show that the 
term itself is in use amongst the Scotch deer- 
stalkers in the neighbourhood of Loch Lomond. 

* Ox-deer, or ‘heaviers,’ as the foresters call them 

(most likely a corruption from the French ‘hiver’), are 
wilder than either hart or hind. They often take post 
upon a height, that gives a look-out all round, which 
makes them very difficult to stalk. Although not so 
good when December is past, still they are in season 

all the winter; hence their French designation ”"— 

Colquhoun’s Rocks and Rivers, p. 137. (London, 8vo. 
1849.) 

C.L Rh. 

Havior.— Without offering an opinion as to the 
relative probability of the etymology of this word, 
offered by your various correspondents (No. 17. 
p. 269.), I think it right that the use of the word 
in Scotland should not be overlooked. 

In Jamieson’s admirable Dictionary, the follow- 
ing varieties of spelling and meaning (all evidently 
of the same word) occur : — 

“ Aver or Aiver, a horse used for labour ; commonly 
an old horse; as in Burns— 

“ «Yet aft a ragged cowte’s been kenn’d 
To mak a noble azver.’ 

““¢ This man wyl not obey. . . . Nochtheles T sall 
gar hym draw lik an avir in ane cart ’— Bellend. Chron. 

“ Aiver, a he-goat after he has been gelded: till 
then he is denominated a buck. 

“ Haiver, huivrel, haverel, a gelded goat ( Kast Lothian, 

Lanarkshire, Sutherland). 
“ Hebrun, heburn, are also synonymes. 

“ Averie, live-stock, as including horses, cattle, &c. 
“ ¢ Calculation of what money, &c. will sustain their 

Majesties’ house and averie.’— Keith's Hist. 
“ Averia, averit, ‘equi, boves, jumenta, oves, ceteraque 

animalia que agriculture inserviunt.’””— Ducange. 

Skene traces this word to the low Latin, averia, 
“ quhilk signifies ane beast.” According to Spel- 
man, the Northumbrians call a horse aver or afer. 

See much more learned disquisition on the origin 
of these evidently congenerous words under the 
term Arage, in Jamieson. EMDEE. 

Mowbray Coheirs (No 14. p.213.).—Your cor- 
respondent “G.” may obtain a clue to his researches 
ou reference to the private act of parliament of 

the 19th Henry VIL, No. 7., intituled, “ An Act 
for Confirmation of a Partition of Lands made be- 
tween William Marquis Barkley and ‘Thomas Earl 
of Surrey.”—Vide Statutes at Large. 

W.H. Lami. 

Spurious Letter of Sir R. Walpole (No.19. p. 304.) 
—“Pp. C. 8. 8.” (No. 20. p. 321.) and “ Lorp 
Braysrooxe” (No. 21. p. 336.) will find their 
opinion of the letter being spurious confirmed by 
the appendix to Lord Hervey’s Memoirs, (vol. ii. 
p- 582.), and the editor’s note, which proves the 
inaccuracy of the circumstances on which the in- 
ventor of the letter founded his fabrication. In 
addition to Lord Braybrooke’s proofs that Sir 
Robert was not disabled by the stone, for some 
days previous to the 24th, from waiting on the 
king, let me add also, from Horace Walpole’s au- 
thority, two conclusive facts; the first is, that it 
was not till Sunday night, the 31st January (a week 
after the date of the letter) that Sir Robert made 
up his mind to resign ; and, secondly, that he had 
at least two personal interviews with the king on 
that subject. C. 

Line quoted by De Quincey. —“S.P.S.” (No. 22. 
p- 351.) is informed that 

“ With battlements that on their restless fronts 

Bore stars” . 

is a passage taken from a gorgeous description of 
“Cloudland” by Wordsworth, which occurs near 
the end of the second book of the Excursion. The 
opium-eater gives a long extract, as “S. P. 8.” 
probably remembers. A. G. 

Ecclesfield, March 31. 1850. 

Quem Jupiter vult perdere prius dementat. — 
Malone, in a note in Boswell’s Johnson (p. 718., 
Croker’s last edition), says, that a gentleman of 
Cambridge found this apophthegm in an edition 
of Euripides (not named) as a translation of an 
iambic. 

“ Ov Odos Séret droAdoa Mpa’ amoppévor.” 

The Latin translation the Cambridge gentle- 
man might have found in Barnes; but where is 
the Greek, so different from that of Barnes, to be 
found? It is much nearer to the Latin. . 

Bernicia.—In answer to the inquiry of “‘GomER” 
(No. 21. p. 335.), “P. C. 8.8.” begs leave to refer 
him to Camden’s Britannia (Philemon Holland’s 
translation, Lond. fol. 1637), where he will find, 
at p. 797., the following passage :— 

“ But these ancient names were quite worn out of 
use in the English Saxon War; and all the countries 
lying north or the other side of the arme of the sea 
called Humber, began, by a Saxon name, to be called 
Nop}an-})umbpa-pic, that is, the Kingdome of North- 
umberland; which name, notwithstanding being now 

cleane gone in the rest of the shires, remayneth still, 
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as it were, surviving in Northumberland onely ; which, 
when that state of kingdome stood, was known to be a 
part of the Kingdome of Bernicia, which had peculiar 
petty kings, and reached from the River Tees to Eden- 

boreugh Frith.” 

At p. 817. Camden traces the etymology of 
Berwick from Bernicia. P.C.8.S. 

Cesar’s Wife.—If the object of “Naso’s” 
Query (No. 18. p. 277.) be merely to ascertain 
the origin of the proverb, “ Czsar’s wife must_be 
above suspicion,” he will find in Suetonius (Jul. 
Cs. 74.) to the following effect : — 

“The name of Pompeia, the wife of Julius Cesar, 
having been mixed up with an accusation against 
P. Clodius, her husband divorced her; not, as he said, 
because he believed the charge against her, but because 
he would have those belonging to him as free from 
suspicion as from crime.” 

J. E. 

[ We have received a similar reply, with the addition 
of a reference to Plutarch (Julius Cesar, cap. 10.), 
from several other kind correspondents. ] 

Nomade (No. 21. p. 342.).— There can be no 
doubt at all that the word “nomades” is Greek, 
and means pastoral nations. It is so used in 
Herodotus more than once, derived from véyos, 
pasture: véyw, to graze, is generally supposed to 
be the derivation of the name of Numidians. 

Gray's Elegy.—In reply to the Query of your 
correspondent “J. F, M.” (No.7. p. 101.), as well 
as in allusion to remarks made by others among 
your readers in the following numbers on the sub- 
ject of Gray’s Elegy, I beg to state that, in addi- 
tion to the versions in foreign languages of this 
fine composition therein enumerated, there is one 
rinted among the poems, original and translated, 

by C. A. Wheelwright, B. A. of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, published by Longman & Co. 1811. 
(2d edition, 1812.) If I mistake not, the three 
beautiful stanzas, given by Mason in his notes to 
Gray, viz. those beginning, — 

“ The thoughtless world to majesty may bow,” 
“ Hark! how the sacred calm that breathes around,” 
« Him have we seen,” &c. 

(the last of which is so remarkable for its Doric 
simplicity, as well as being essential to mark the 
eoncluding period of the contemplative man’s day) 
have not been admitted into any edition of the 
Elegy. ; 

With regard to the last stanza of the epitaph, 
its meaning is certainly involved in some degree 
of obscurity, though it is, I think, hardly to be 
charged with irreverence, according to the opinion 
of your correspondent “S. W.” (No. 10. p. 150.). 
By the words trembling hope, there can be no 
doubt, that Petrarch’s similar expression, paven- 

tosa speme, quoted in Mason's note, was embodied 
by the English poet. In the omitted version, 
mentioned in the beginning of this notice, the epi- 
taph is rendered into Alcaics. The concluding 
stanza is as follows : — 

“ Utra sepulti ne meritis fane, 
Et parce culpas, invide, proloqui, 

Spe nunc et incerto timore 
Numinis in gremio quiescunt.” 

ARCHEUS. 
Wiesbaden, Feb, 16. 1850. 

Cromwell's Estates (No.18 p.277., and No. 21. 
p- 339.) —I am much obliged to “SrLeucus” for 
his answer to this inquiry, as far as regards the 
seignory of Gower. It also throws a strong light 
on the remaining names; by the aid of which, 
looking in Gloucestershire and Monmouthshire, 
I have identified Margore with the parish of 
Magor (St. Mary’s), hundred of Caldecott, co. 
Monmouth: and guess, that for Chepstall we 
must read Chepstow, which is in the same hundred, 
and the population of which we know was stout in 
the royal cause, as tenants of the Marquis of Wor- 
cester would be. 

Then I guess Woolaston may be Woolston (hun- 
dred of Dewhurst), co. Gloucester ; and Chaulton, 
one of the Charltons in the same county, perhaps 
Charlton Kings, near Cheltenham; where again 
we read, that many of the residents were slain in 
the civil war, fighting on the hing’s side. 

This leaves only Sydenham without something 
like a probable conjecture, at least: unless here, 
too, we may guess it was miswritten for Siddington, 
near Cirencester. The names, it is to be observed, 
are only recorded by Noble; whose inaccuracy as 
a transcriber has been shown abundantly by Car- 
lyle. The record to which he refers as extant in 
the House of Commons papers, is not to be found, 
I am told. 

Now, if it could be ascertained, either that the 
name in question had been Cromwell’s, or even 
that they were a part of the Worcester estates, 
before the civil war, we should have the whole list 
cleared,—thanks to the aid so effectually given by 
‘‘ SeLeucus’s” apposite explanations of one of its 
items, 

Will your correspondents complete the illustra- 
tions thus well begun ? 

Belgravia, March 26. 

MISCELLANIES, 

Franz von Sickingen.— Your correspondent 
“S.W.S.” (No. 21. p. 336.) speaks of his having had 
some difficulty in finding a portrait of Franz Von 
Sickingen ; it may not, therefore, be uninteresting 
to him to know (if not already aware of it) that 
upon the north side of the nave of the cathedral of 
Treves, is 2 monument of Richard Von Greifen- 
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klan, who defended Treves against the said Franz; 
and upon the entablature are portraits of the said 
archbishop on the one side, and his enemy Franz 
on the other. Why placed there it is difficult to 
conceive, unless to show that death had made the 
prelate and the robber equals. W.C. 

BODY AND SOUL. 

(From the Latin of Owen.) 

The sacred writers to express the whole, 
Name but a part, and call the man a soul. 
We frame our speech upon a different plan, 
And say “ somebody,” when we mean a man. 
Nobody heeds what everybody says, 
“And yet how sad the secret it betrays! 

Rurvs. 

“ Laissez faire, laissez passer.’ —JI think your 
correspondent “A Man in a Garrer” (No. 19. 
p- 808.) is not warranted in stating that M. de 
Gournay was the author of the above axiom of 
political economy. Last session Lord J. Russell 
related an anecdote in the House of Commons 
which referred the phrase to an earlier date. In 
the Times of the 2nd of April, 1849, his Lordship 
is reported to have said, on the preceding day, in 
a debate on the Rate-in-Aid Bill, that Colbert, 
with the intention of fostering the manufactures 
of France, established regulations which limited 
the webs woven in looms to a particular size. He 
also prohibited the introduction of foreign manu- 
factures into France. ‘The French vine-growers, 
finding that under this system they could no 
longer exchange their wine for foreign goods, be- 
gan to grumble. “It was then,” said his Lord- 
ship, “that Colbert, having asked a merchant 
what he should do, he (the merchant), with great 
dustice and great sagacity, said, ‘ Laissez faire et 
aissez passer’—do not interfere as to the size and 
mode of your manufactures, do not interfere with 
the entrance of foreign imports, but let them com- 
pete with your own manufactures.” 

Colbert died twenty-nine years before M. de 
Gournay was born. Lord J. Russell omitted to 
state whether Colbert followed the merchant's 
advice. C. Ross. 

College Salting and Tucking of Freshmen (No. 
17. p. 261., No. 19. p. 306.) —A circumstantial ac- 
count of the tucking of freshmen, as practised in 
Exeter College, Oxford, in 1636, is given in Mr. 
Martyn’s Life of the First Lord Shaftesbury, vol. i. 
p- 42. 

“On a particular day, the senior under-graduates, 
in the evening, called the freshmen to the fire, and 
made them hold out their chins; whilst one of the 
seniors, with the nail of his thumb (which was left 
long for that purpose), grated off all the skin from the 

lip to the chin, and then obliged him to drink a beer- 
glass of water and salt.” 

Lord Shaftesbury was a freshman at Exeter in 
1636; and the story told by his biographer is, 
that he organised a resistance among his fellow 
freshmen to the practice, and that a row took place 
in the college hall, which led to the interference 
of the master, Dr. Prideaux, and to the abolition 
of the practice in Exeter College. The custom is 
there said to have been of great antiquity in the 
college. 

The authority cited by Mr. Martyn for the story 
is a Mr. Stringer, who was a confidential friend of 
Lord Shaftesbury’s, and made collections for a 
Life of him; and it probably comes from Lord 
Shaftesbury himself. C. 

Byron and Tacitus Although Byron is, by 
our school rules, a forbidden author, I sometimes 
contrive to indulge myself in reading his works by 
stealth. Among the passages that have struck my 
(boyish) faney is the couplet in “ Lhe Bride of 
Abydos” (line 912),— 

* Mark! where his carnage and his conquests cease ! 
He makes a solitude, and calls it—peace !” 

Engaged this morning in a more legitimate study, 
that of Tacitus, I stumbled upon this passage in 
the speech of Galgacus (Ag. xxx.),— 

“ Ubi solitudinem faciunt, pacem adpellant.” 

Does not this look very much like what we call 
“cabbaging ?” If you think so, by adding it to 
the other plagiarisms of the same author, noted in 
some of your former numbers, you will confer a 
ereat honour on A ScHootnoy. 

The Pardonere and Frere. —If Mr. J. P, Collier 
would, at some leisure moment, forward, for your 
pages, a complete list of the variations from the 
original, in Smeeton’s reprint of Zhe Pardonere 
and Frere, he would confer a favour which 
would be duly appreciated by the possessors of 
that rare tract, small as their number must be; 
since, in my copy (once in the library of Thomas 
Jolley, Esq.), there is an autograph attestation by 
Mr. Rodd, that “there were no more than twenty 
copies printed.” G.A.S. 

Mistake in Gibbon (No. 21. p. 341.).— The pas- 
sage in Gibbon has an error more interesting than 
the mere mistake of the author. That a senator 
should make a motion to be repeated and chanted 
by the rest, would be rather a strange thing; but 
the tumultuous acclamations chanted by the sena- 
tors as parodies of those in praise of Commodus, 
which had been usual at the Theatres (Dio), were 
one thing; the vote or decree itself, which follows, 
is another. 

There are many errors, no doubt, to be found 
in Gibbon. I will mention one which may be 
entertaining, though I dare say Mr. Milman has 

erie 
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found it out. In chap. 47. (and see note 26.), 
Gibbon was too happy to make the most of the 
murder of the female philosopher Hypatia, by a 
Christian mob at Alexandria. But the account 
which he gives is more shocking than the fact. 
He seems not to have been familiar enough with 
Greek to recollect that dyeiAov means hilled. 
Her throat was cut with an oyster-shell, because, 
for a reason which he has very acutely pointed 
out, oyster-shells were at hand; but she was 
clearly not “cut in pieces,” nor “her flesh scraped 
off the bones,” till after she was dead. Indeed, 
there was no scraping from the bones at all. That 
they used oyster-shells is a proof that the act was 
not premeditated. Neither did she deserve the 
title of modest which Gibbon gives her. Her way 
of rejecting suitors is disgusting enough in Suidas. 

C. B. 

Public Libraries. —In looking through the Par- 
liamentary Report on Libraries, I missed, though 
they may have escaped my notice, any mention 
of a valuable one in Newcastle-on-Tyne, “ Dr. 
Thomlinson’s ;” for which a handsome building 
was erected early last century, near St. Nicholas 
Church, and a Catalogue of its contents has been 
published. I saw also, some years ago, a library 
attached to Wunborne Minster, which appeared to 
contain some curious books. 

The Garrison Library at Gibraltar is, I believe, 
one of the most valuable English libraries on the 
continent of Europe. Wei C. ole 

Edinburgh, March 380, 1850, 

NOSCE TEIPSUM,—AN EXCEPTION. 

(From the Chinese of Confucius, or elsewhere.) 

I've not said so to you, my friend—and I’m not 
going — 

You may find so many people better worth know- 
ing. Kurus. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC, 

Mr. Thorpe is preparing for publication a Col- 
lection of the Popular Traditions or Folk Lore of 
Seandinavia and Belgium, as a continuation of his 
Northern Mythology and Superstitions, now ready 
for the press. 

Mr. Wykeham Archer's Vestiges of Old London, 
of which the Second Part is now before us, main- 
tains its character as an interesting record of 
localities fast disappearing. ‘The contents of the 
present number are, the “ House of Sir Paul Pin- 
dar, in Bishopgate Without,” once the residence of 
that merchant prince, and now a public-house 
bearing his name; “ Remains of the East Gate, 
Bermondsey Abbey ;” which is followed by a hand- 
some staircase, one of the few vestiges still remain- 

ing of “Southampton House,” the residence of 
the Wriothesleys. Earls of Southampton. A plate 
of “Street Monuments, Signs, Badges, &c.,” gives 
at once variety to the subjects, and a curious illus- 
tration of what was once one of the marked fea- 
tures of the metropolis. ‘ Interior of a Tower 
belonging to the Wall of London,” in the premises 
of Mr, Burt, in the Old Bailey, presents us with a 
curious memorial of ancient London in its forti- 
fied state; it being the only vestige of a tower 
belonging to the wall in its entire height, and with 
its original roof existing. The last plate exhibits 
some “Old Houses, with the open part of Fleet 
Ditch, near Field Lane ;” and the letter-press 
illustration of this plate describes a state of filth 
and profligacy which we hope will soon only be 
known among us as a thing that has been. 
We have received the following Catalogues : — 

Messrs. Williams and Norgate’s (14. Henrietta 
Street) German Catalogue, Part I. comprising 
Theology, Ecclesiastical History, and Philosophy ; 
John Petheram’s (94. High Holborn) Catalocue, 
Part CX. No. 4. for 1850, of Old and New Books ; 
John Miller’s (43. Chandos Street) Catalogue, 
Number Four for 1850 of Books Old and New; 
and EK. Palmer and Son’s (18. Paternoster Row) 
Catalogue of Scarce and Curious Books. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

DEAN MILNER’s LiFe or JosepH MILNER. 
Preck’s CATALOGUE OF THE DIsccURSES WRITTEN BOTH FOR AND 
AGAINST PoPpery IN THE Time oF James II. 4to. 1735, 

Lerrer to Sir James M‘Inros# in Reply to some Observations 
made in the House of Commons on the Duel between Sir 
Alexander Boswell and James Stuart, Esq., of Dunearn. 

Odd Volumes. 

ParisH CHurcHES, by Branpon. Parts 1. and 2. 
Homent Opera. Glasgow, 1814, Vol. 1V. Large paper, uncut. 
Moyen AGE MONUMENYTALE DE M. Cuapuy. Paris, 1841, &c. 

(C. W. B. wishes to complete his set.) 

*,* Letters stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bett, Publisher of “ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186, Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

W. R. F. and T, P. are assured that the omissions of 
which they complain have arisen neither from want of 
courtesy nor want of attention, us they would be quite 
satisfied if they knew all the circumstances of their respec- 
tive cases. 

Nores anp Queries may be procured by the Trade at 
noon on Friday; so that our country Subscribers ought to 
experience no difficulty in receiving it' regularly. Many 
of the country Booksellers are probably not yet aware of 
this arrangement, which enables them to receive Copies in 
their Saturday parcels. Part V. is now ready. 

Erratum. By a provoking accident, some few copies of the last 
No. were worked off before the words “ Saxoniwx,” ‘“Saxonia”’ 
and ** audactes,”’ inp, 365, col. 2. were corrected to “ Saxonice ”’ 
and * audactey,.” 
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HE EDINBURGH REVIEW, 
No. CLXXXIV., is Published Tuts Day. 

CONTENTS : efi 

- NATIONAL OBSERVATORIES— GREENWICH. 
. SYDNEY SMITH’S SKETCHES OF MORAL PHI- 

LOSOPHY. 
SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE METROPOLIS. 
LANDOR’S POETRY. 
THE POLYNESIANS —NEW ZEALAND. 

. BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL TAXATION. 
THE VILLAGE NOTARY—MEMOIKS OF A HUN- 
GARIAN LADY. 

. LEWIS ON THE INFLUENCE OF AUTHORITY IN 
MATTERS OF OPINION. 

- AGRICULTURAL COMPLAINTS. 
. GERMANY AND ERFURT. 

London: LonGMAN Avo Co. Edinburgh: A. anp C. BLACK. 

; 

Sco mW Now we = 

Now Publishing, 

pete CHURCHES OF THE MIDDLE 
AGES. By Henry Bowman and Josern S. Crowruer, 

Architects, Manchester. To be completed in ‘Twenty Parts, 
each containing Six Plates, Imperial Folio. Issued at intervals 
of two months. Price per Part to Subscribers, Proof, large 
paper, 10s. Gd. ; Tinted. small paper, 9s. ; Plain, 7s. 6. Parts 1 
to 7 are now published, and contain illustrations of Ewerby 
Church, Lincolnshire ; Temple Balsall Chapel, Warwickshire ; 
and Heckington Church, Lincolnshire. 

On the Ist of July next, the price of the work, to Subscribers 
whose names may be received after that date, will be raised as 
follows : — Proofs, tinted, large paper, per Part 12s.; tinted, small 
paper, 1s. 6d.; Piain, 9s. f j ? 

“« Ewerby is a magnificent specimen of a Flowing Middle- Pointed 
Chur-h. It is most perfectly measured and described: one can 
follow the most recondite beauties of the construction, mou!dings 
and joints, in these Plates, almost as well as in the original struc- 
ture. Such a monograph as this will be of incatculaole value to 
the architects of our Colonies or the United States, who have no 
means of access to anci-n: churches. The Plites are on stone, 
done with remarkable skill and distinctness. Of Heckington we 
can only say that the perspective view from the south-east presents 
a very vision of beauty ; we can hardly conceive anything more 
perfect. We heartily recommend this series to all who are able to 
patronize it.”—Zcclestvlogist, Oct. 1849. 

“ This, if completed in a similar manner to the parts now out, 
will be a beautiful and valuable work. ‘The perspective of St. 
Andrew’s, Heckington, is a charming specimen of lithography, by 
Hankin. We unhesitatingly recommend Messrs. Bowman and 
Crowther’s work to our readers, as likely to be useful to them.” — 
Builder, Sept. 29. 1849. 

“ The fourth and fifth parts of Messrs. Bowman and Crowther’s 
© Churches of the Middle Ages’ are published, and fully support 
our very favourable impression of the work. As a tex:-book, this 
work will be found of the greatest value.’’—Builder, Jan. 19. 1850. 

London: GrorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

SOCIETY OF ARTS PRIZE PATTERN. 
4 45 

1 SUGAR BOX. 
1 BOWL 

12 COFFEE CUPS. 
6 BREAKFAST CUPS AND 

SAUCERS. 1 MILK JUG. 
12 PLATES. 6 EGG CUPS. 

Packed in small hamper, ready for delivery, in buff earthenware, 
21s. the set ; in white china, 2. 12s. 6d. the set. Post-office Orders 
from the country will be immediately attended to. 

JoserpH CuNDELL, 21. Old Bond Street. 

12 CUPS AND SAUCERS. | 

Now ready, containing 149 Plates, royal 8vo. 28s. ; folio, 20. 5s. 5 
India Paper, 4/. 4s. 

HE MONUMENTAL BRASSES of 
ENGLAND: a Series of Engravings upon Wood, from 

every variety of these interesting and valuable Memorials, accom- 
panied with Descriptive Notices. 
By tke Rev. C. Bourett, M.A. Rector of Downham Market. 

Part XIL., completing the work, price 7s. 6d.; foliv, 12s.; 
India paper, 24s. 

By the same Author, royal 8vo. 15s. ; large paper, 2I1s. 

MONUMENTAL BRASSES and SLABS: 
an Historical and Descriptive Notice of the Incised Monumental 
Memorials of the Middle Ages. With upwards of 200 Engravings. 
“A handsome large octavo volume, abundantly supplied with 

well-engraved woodcuts and lithographic plates ; a sort of Encyclo- 
peedia for ready reference. .. .'Ihe whole work has a look of pains- 
taking completeness highly commendable.’ —Athenzum. 

** One of the most beautifully got up and interesting volumes we 
have seen fora longtime. It gives in the compass of one volume 
an account of the History of those beautiful monuments of former 
days. ... The illustrations are extremely well chosen.’’"—English 
Churchman. 

A few copies only of this work remain for sale; and, as it will 
not b+ reprinted in the same form and at the same price, the re- 
maining copies are raised in price. Early application for the Large 
Paper Edition is necessary. 

By the same Author, to be completed in Four Parts, 

CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS in ENGLAND 
and WALES: an Historical and Descriptive Sketch of the vari- 
ous classes of Monumenta’ Memorials which have been in use in | 
this country from about the time of the Norman Conquest. Pro- 
fusely illustrated with Wood Engravings. Part 1. price 7s. 6d. ; 
Part II, 2s. 6d. 

*“ A well conceived and executed work.”—<Zcclesiologist. 

MATERIALS for making RUBBINGS of 
MONUMENTAL BRASSES and other Incised Works of Art. 

Heel Ball, in cakes, at 3d. and Is. each 
White Paper, in rolls, each 12 yards in length, and Sale 

57 inches wide - - - 6 0 
47 do. - - - - 5 0 
40 do. - = ts I 4 0 
23 do. - =: - - i 6 
do. do., a thinner quallty - - 10 

Also, RICHARDSON'S METALLIC RUBBER, in cakes, 
price Is. 6d. ; Double cakes, 2s. 6d. 

And PREPARED PAPER, ed. 
34 inches long by 24 inches wide, per quire - 46 
30 do. 23 do. a 7°56 | 

In rolls. each 12 yards in length and 
23 inches wide - - - are. & 
35 do. - - - - 66 

London: GeorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

Just Published, 2 vols. 8vo., 20s. cloth, 

HE WORKS OF VIRGIL, Transtatep | 
(in blank verse). The first four Pastorals, the Georgics, | 

and the first four Aneids, by the Rev. Rann Kennepy. The | 
last six Pastorals and the last eight AEneids by CHaRLEs RANN | 
KENNEDY. Dedicated to H.R.H. the Prince Albert. 

London: GEorGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

Preparing for immediate publication, in 2 vols. small 8vo. 

HE FOLK-LORE of ENGLAND. By 
Witrttam J. THoms, F.S.A., Secretary of the Camden 

Society, Editor of ** Early Prose Romances,” “‘ Lays and Legends 
of all Natious.”’ &c. One objec of the present work is to furnish 
new contributions to the History of our National Folk-Lore ; and 
e-pecially some of the more striking Illustrations of the subject to 
be found in the Writings of Jacob Grimm and other Continental 
Antiquaries. 

Communications of inedited Legends, Notices of remarkable 
Customs and Popular Observances, Rhyming Charms. &c. are 
earnestly solicited, and will be thankfully acknowledged by the 
Editor.” They may be addressed to the care of Mr. BELL, Office 
of “ Norges AnD QueErigs,” 186. Fleet Street. 

Printed by Taomas CLARK SHAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St.Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by GrorcE Bett, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, April 13. 1850. 
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OUR FURTHER PROGRESS. 

We have again been called upon to reprint our 
first Four Numbers; that is to say, to print a 

Third Edition of them. No stronger evidence 
could be afforded that our endeavour to do good 
service to the cause of sound learning, by afford- 

ing to Men of Letters a medium of intercommu- 
nication, has met with the sympathy and encou- 
ragement of those for whose sake we made the 
trial. We thank them heartily for their generous 
support, and trust we shall not be disappointed in 
our hope and expectation that they will find their 
reward in the growing utility of “Norres anp 
Quertes,” which, thanks to the readiness with 

And here we may be permitted to avail our- 
selves of this opportunity, as, indeed, we feel 
compelled to do, to impress upon our correspond- 
ents generally, the necessity of eonfining their 
communications within the narrowest possible 
limits consistent with a satisfactory explanation 
of the immediate objects of them. ‘He that 
questioneth much,” says Bacon, “shall learn 

much, and content much; but especially if he 
apply his Questions to the skill of the Persons 
whom he asketh. For he shall give them occasion 
to please themselves in speaking, and himself shall 
continually gather knowledge. But let his Ques- 
tions not be troublesome, for that is fit for a Poser; 

and let him be sure ¢o leave other Men their turn to 
speak.” What Bacon has said so wisely and so 

well “Or Discourse,” we would apply to our 
little Journal; and beg our kind friends to re- 
member, that our space is necessarily limited, and 

that therefore, in our eyes, Brevity will be as 
much the Soul of a communication as it is said to 
be that of Wit. 

ROGER BACON: HINTS AND QUERIES FOR A NEW 

EDITION OF HIS WORKS. 

Victor Cousin, who has been for many years 
engaged in researches on the scholastic philosophy, 
with the view of collecting and publishing such of 
its monuments as have escaped the diligence of 
scholars, or the ravages of time, has lately made 
the discovery in the ‘library at Douay of a copy 
of an inedited MS. of Roger Bacon, entitled Opus 
Tertium, of which but two or three other copies 
are known to exist; and has taken occasion, in 
some elaborate critiques, to enter, at considerable 
length, into the history and character of Roger 
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Bacon and his writings.* The following is a sum- 
mary of part of M. Cousin’s observations. 

The Opus Tertium contains the author's last 
revision, in the form of an abridgement and im- 
provement, of the Opus Majus; and was drawn up at 
the command of Pope Clement IV., and so called 
from being the third of three copies forwarded to 
his holiness ; the third copy being not a fac-simile 
of the others, but containing many most important 
additions, particularly with regard to the reforma- 
tion of the calendar. It also throws much light 
on Bacon’s own literary history and studies, and 
the difficulties and persecutions he had to sur- 
mount from the jealousies and suspicions of his 
less-enlightened contemporaries and rivals. The 
Opus Tertium, according to the sketch given of its 
contents by Bacon himself, is not complete either 
in the Douay MS. or in that in the British Mu- 
seum, several subjects being left out; and, among 
others, that of Moral Philosophy. This deficiency 
‘may arise, either from Bacon not having com- 
pleted his original design, or from no comp!ete 
-MS. of this portion of his writings having yet been 
discovered. M. Cousin says, that the Opus Ter- 
tium, as well as the Opus Minus, is still inedited ; 
and is only known by what Jebb has said of it in 
his preface to the Opus Majus. Jebb quotes it 
from the copy in the Cottonian Library, now in 
the British Museum; and it was not known that 
there was a copy in France, till M. Cousin was 
led to the discovery of one, by observing in the 
Catalogue of the public library of Douay, a small 
MS. in 4to. with the following title, Rog. Baconis 
Grammatica Greca. Accustomed to suspect the 
accuracy of such titles to MSS., M. Cousin caused 
a strict examination of the MS. to be made, when 
the discovery was communicated to him that only 
the first part of the MS. consisted of a Greek 
grammar, and that the remaining portion, which 
the compiler of the Catalogue had not taken the 
trouble to examine, consisted of many fragments 
of other works of Bacon, and a copy of the Opus 
Tertium. This copy of the Opus Tertium is im- 
perfect, but fortunately the deficiencies are made 
up by the British Museum copy ; which M. Cousin 
examined, and which also contains a valuable 
addition to Chapter I, and a number of good 
readings. 

The Opus Majus, as published by Jebb, contains 
but six parts; but the work in its complete state 
had originally a seventh part, containing Moral 
Philosophy, which was reproduced, in an abridged 
and improved state, by the renowned author, in 
the Opus Tertium. ‘This is now ascertained, says 
M. Cousin, with unquestionable certainty, and for 
the first time, from the examination of the Douay 
MS.; which alludes, in the most precise terms, to 

* See Journal des Savants, Mars, Avril, Mai, Juin, 
1848. 

the treatise on that subject. Hence the import- 
ance of endeavouring to discover what has become 
of the MS. Treatise of Moral Philosophy men- 
tioned by Jebb, on the authority of Bale and Pits, 
as it is very likely to have been the seventh part of 
the Opus Majus. Jebb published the Opus Majus 
from a Dublin MS., collated with other MSS. ; 
but he gives no description of that MS., only say- 
ing that it contained many other works attributed 
to Bacon, and in such an order that they seemed 
to form but one and the same work. It becomes 
necessary, therefore, to ascertain what were the 
different works of Bacon included in the Dublin 
MS. ; which is, in all probability, the same men- 
tioned as being in Trinity College, in the Catalogi 
Codicum Manuscriptorum Anglia et Hibernie in 
unum Collecti : Folio. Oxon., 1697. 

According to this Catalogue, a Treatise on Moral 
Philosophy forms part of Roger Bacon’s MSS. 
there enumerated ; and if so, why did Jebb sup- 
press it in his edition of the Opus Majus ? Perhaps 
some of your correspondents in Dublin may think 
it worth the trouble to endeavour to clear up this 
difficulty, on which M. Cousin lays great stress ; 
and recommends, at the same time, a new and 
complete edition of the Opus Majus to the patriot- 
ism of some Oxford or Cambridge savant. He 
might well have included Dublin in his appeal for 
help in this undertaking ; which, he says, would 
throw a better light on that vast, and not very 
intelligible, monument of one of the most inde- 
pendent and greatest minds of the Middle Ages. 

Oxford, April 9th. 

CRAIK’S ROMANCE OF THE PEERAGE, 
If I knew where to address Mr. G. L. Craik, 

T should send him the following “‘ Note:” if you 
think it deserves a place in your columns, it may 
probably meet his eye. 

In the article on the Lady Arbaella Stuart 
(Romance of the Peerage, vol. ii. p. 370.), a letter 
of Sir Ralph Winwood, dated 1610, is quoted, in 
which he states, that she is “not altogether free 
from suspicion of being collapsed.” On this Mr, 
Craik observes, “It is difficult to conjecture what 
can be here meant by collapsed, unless it be fallen 
off to Romanism.” Now it is not a little curious, 
and it proves Mr. Craik’s capability for the task of 
illustrating family history from the obscure allu- 
sions in letters and documents, that there exists 
cotemporary authority for fixing the meaning Mr. 
Craik has conjectured to be the true one, to the 
word collapsed. A pamphlet, with the title A Let- 
ter to Mr. T. H., late Minister, now Fugitive, was 
published in 1609, with a dedication to all Romish 
collapsed “ladies of Great Britain ;” which bears 
internal evidence of being addressed to those who 
were converts from the Church of England to 
Romanism. 
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Theophilus Higgons, whom the above initials 
represent, was himself a convert to the Church of 
Rome. 

It may be worth while making a further note, 
that the copy of the pamphlet before me belonged 
to Camden, and is described in his autograph, Gutl. 
Camdenj. Ex. dono Authoris. It forms one of a 
large collection of tracts and pamphlets, originally 
the property of Camden, which are now in the 
library of the dean and chapter here. 

Tt is curious that another document quoted by 
Mr. Craik in the same volume (p. 286. note,) seems 
to fix the meaning of a word or expression, of 
obscure signification, in the authorised translation 
of the Bible. In Judges, ix. 53. we read, “A cer- 
tain woman cast a piece of a millstone upon Abime- 
lech’s head, and all tobrake his skull.” I have 
heard some one, in despair at the grammatical con- 
struction of the latter clause, suggest that it might 
be an error for ‘‘also brake his skull;” and I 
have been told, that some printer or editor solved 
the difficulty by turning it into “and all to break 
his skull.” But in the Lieutenant of the Tower’s 
marginal notes on an inventory of the Countess 
of Hertford’s (Lady Katherine Grey) furniture, 
quoted by Mr. Craik from Lands. MS. 5. art. 41., 
he describes the sparrer for the bed as “ all to- 
broken, not worth ten pence.” There seems, there- 
fore, to have been a compound, “ to-breck, to- 
brake, to-broken” ( perfrango), of which the word 
in the “ Book of Judges” is the preterite. I may 
be exposing my ignorance, when I say, that the 
quotation in the Romance of the Peerage is the 
only other instance of its use I ever met with. 

Wituam H. Core. 
Cloisters, Westminster. 

The word “ to-break,” is not to be found in Nares, 
— Mr. Halliwell, in his Archaic Dictionary, has To- 

BROKE, broken in pieces: 

“ The gates that Neptunus made 
A thousand wynter theretofore, 
They have anon to-broke and tore.” 
From the Gower MS. Soc, Ant. 134. f. 46, 

The word occurs also in Chaucer (p. 549. ed. Urry), 
“ To-broken ben the Statutes bie in heven;” 

and also in the Vision of Piers Ploughman (p. 156. ed. 
Wright): 

“ The bagges and the bigirdles 
He hath to-broke them all.” 

And Mr. Wright very properly remarks, that “fo- 
prefixed in composition to yerbs of Anglo-Saxon 
origin, has the same force as the German zu, giving to 
the word the idea of destruction or deterioration.” ] 

NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 
LONDON. 

Lambeth Wells. — A place of public entertain- 
ment, first opened in 1697. It was celebrated for 
its mineral water, which was sold at one penny per 
quart. At the beginning of the eighteenth cen- 

tury it was provided with a band of music, which 
played at intervals during the day, and the price 
of admission was threepence. A monthly concert, 
under the direction of Starling Goodwin, organist 
of St. Saviour’s church, Southwark, was held here 
in 1727. 

Hickford'’s Rooms, Panton Street, Haymarket.— 
These rooms, under the name of “ Hickford’s Dan- 
cing Rooms,” were in existence as early as 1710. 
In 1738, they were opened as the “ Musick-room.” 
A contemporary account says :— 

“The band was selected from the Opera House; 
but the singularity most attractive consisted of an 
organ combined with a harpsichord, played by clock- 
work, which exhibited the movements of an orrery and 
air-pump, besides solving astronomical and geographical 
problems on two globes, and showing the moon’s age, 
with the Copernican system in motion.” 

In 1740, Mr. Galliard’s benefit is announced to 
take place “at Mr. Hickford’s Great Room in 
Brewer Street, Golden Square.”— See the Daily 
Post of March 31. The “ Great Room” is now 
known as “ Willis’s Dancing Academy.” 

The Music Room in Dean Street, Soho.—The 
Oratorio of Judas Maceabeus was performed here 
in great splendour in 1760, It was afterwards 
the auction room of the elder Christie ; and is now 
“Caldwell’s Dancing Academy.” George III. fre-~ 
quently honoured this “ musick-room” with his 
presence. 

The Musie Room in Charles Street, Covent 
Garden : — 
«The Consort of Musick, lately in Bow Street, is 

removed next Bedford Gate, in Charles Street, Covent 

Garden, where a room is newly built for that purpose.” 
—Lond. Gaz. Feb. 19. 1690. 

« A Consort of Music, with several new voices, to be 

performed on the 10th instant, at the Vendu in Charles 
Street, Covent Garden.”—Ibid. March 6. 1691. 

In 1693 was published Thesaurus Musicus, being a 
Collection of the “ Newest Songs performed at their 
Majesties’ Theatres, and at the Consorts in Villier 
Street, in York Buildings, and in Charles Street, 
Covent Garden.” 

In the proposals for the establishment of a 
Royal Academy in 1720, the subscription books 
are advertised as being open, amongst other places, 

“at the Musick Room in Charles Street, Covent 

Garden.” 
Coleman's Musie House. — A house of entertain- 

ment, with a large and well planted garden, known 
as “Coleman’s Musick House,” was offered for 
sale in 1682. It was situated near Lamb’s Conduit, 
and was demolished upon the building of Ormond 
Street. 

White Conduit House. —The old tavern of this 
name was erected in the reign of Charles I. The 
workmen are said to have been regaling them- 
selves upon the completion of the building, at the 
instant the king was beheaded at Whitehall. 
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Goodman's Field Wells. — A place of entertain- 
ment established after the suppression of the 
theatre in this locality in 1735. 

Bride Lane, St. Bride’s.— The first meetings of 
the Madrigal Society (established in 1741) were 
held at a public-house in this lane, called “The 
Twelve Bells.” 

Epwarp F. Rimpaurr. 

POPE’S REVISION OF SPENCE’S ESSAY ON THE 

ODYSSEY. 

Spence’s almost idolatrous admiration of, and 
devotion to, Pope, is evident from the pains he 
took to preserve every little anecdote of him 
that he could elicit from conversation with him, or 
with those who knew him. Unfortunately, he 
had not Boswell’s address and talent for record- 
ing gossip, or the Anecdotes would have been a 
much more racy book. Spence was certainly an 
amiable, but I think a very weak man ; and it ap- 
pears to me that his learning has been overrated. 
He might indeed have been well designated as ‘a 
fildle-faddle bit of sterling.” 

T have the original MS. of the two last Dialogues 
of the Essay on the Odyssey as written by Spence, 
and on the first page is the following note: —“ The 
two last Evenings corrected by Mr. Pope.” Ona 
blank page at the end, Spence has again written :— 
“MS. of the two last Evenings corrected with 
Mr. Pope’s own hand, w serv’d y° Press, and is 
so mark’d as usual by Litchfield.” 

This will elucidate Malone’s note in his copy 
of the book, which Mr. Bolton Corney has tran- 
scribed. I think the first three dialogues were 
published in a little volume before Spence became 
acquainted with Pope, and perhaps led to that 
acquaintance. Their intercourse afterwards might 
supply some capital illustrations for a new edition 
of Mr. Corney’s curious chapter on Camaraderie 
Littéraire. The MS copy of Spence’s Essay bears 
frequent marks of Pope’s correcting hand by era- 
sure and interlineary correction, silently made. I 
transcribe the few passages where the poet’s revi- 
sion of his critic are accompanied by remarks. 

In Evening the Fourth, Spence had written : — 
“Tt may be inquired, too, how far this transla- 
tion may make a wrong use of terms borrowed from 
the arts and sciences, &c. [The instances are 
thus pointed out.] As where we read of a ship’s 
crew, Od. 3, 548. The longitude, Od. 19. 350. 
Doubling the Cape, Od. 9.90. Of Architraves, 
Colonnades, and the like, Od. 3. 516.” Pope has 
erased this and the references, and says :—-‘* These 
are great faults ; pray don’t point em out, but spare 
your servant.” 

At p.16. Spence had written: —“ Yellow is a 
proper epithet of fruit; but not of fruit that we 
say at the sume time is ripening into gold.” Upon 
which Pope observes: —‘“I think yellow may be 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 

s‘ to ripen into gold, as gold is a deeper, fuller 
colour than yellow.” Again: ‘ What is proper in one 
language, may not be so in another. Were Homer 
to call the sea a thousand times by the title of 
mopoupeoc, ‘ purple deeps’ would not sound well in 
English. The reason’s evident; the word ‘purple’ 
among us is confined to one colour, and that not 
very applicable to the deep. Was any one to 
translate the purpureis oloribus of Horace, ‘purple 
swans’ would not be so literal as to miss the sense 
of the author entirely.” Upon which Pope has 
remarked :—‘‘ The sea is actually of a deep pur- 
ple in many places, and in many views.” 

Upon a passage in Spence’s Criticism, at p. 45., 
Pope says: —‘‘1 think this too nice.” And the 
couplet objected to by Spence— 

“ Deep in my soul the trust shall lodge secur’d, 
With ribs of steel, and marble heart immur’d.” 

he pronounced “ very bad.” And of some tumid 
metaphors he says, “ All too forced and over- 
charged.” 

At p.51. Spence says: —“ Does it not sound 
mean to talk of lopping a man? of lopping away 
all his posterity ? or of trimming him with brazen 
sheers? Is there not something mean, where a 
goddess is represented as beck’ning and waving 
her deathless hands; or, when the god’s are drag- 
ging those that have provok’d them to destruction 
by the Links of fate?” Of the two first instances, 
Pope says: —‘“ Intended to be comic in a sarcas- 
tic speech.” And of the last : —“ I think not at all 
mean, see the Greek.” The remarks are, however, 
expunged. 

The longest remonstrance occurs at p. 6. of the 
Fifth Dialogue. Spence had written: — “ The 
Odyssey, as a moral poem, exceeds all the writings of 
the ancients : it is perpetual in forming the manners, 
and in instructing the mind; it sets off the duties 
of life more fully as well as more agreeably than 
the Academy or Lyceum. Horace ventured to say 
thus much of the Iliad, and certainly it may be more 
justly said of this later production by the same hand.” 
For the words in Italics Pope has substituted :— 
“ Horace, who was so well acquainted with the 
tenets of both, has given Homer’s poems the pre- 
ference to either :” and says in a note :—“TI think. 
you are mistaken in limiting this commendation 
and judgment of Horace to the Iliad. He says it, 
at the beginning of his Epistle, of Homer in general, 
and afterwards proposes both poems equally as 
examples of morality ; though the Ziad be men- 
tioned first: but then follows —‘ Rursus quid vir- 
tus et quid sapientia possit, Utile proposuit nobis 
exemplar Ulyssem, &c. of the Odyssey.” 

At p.34. Spence says:—‘‘ There seems to be 
something mean and awkward in this image :— 

«« His loose head tottering as with wine opprest 
Obliquely drops, and nodding knocks his breast.’” 

Here Pope says: —“ Sure these are good lines. 

[No. 25. | 
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They are not mine.” Of other passages which 
please him, he occasionally says, — “ This is good 
sense.” And on one oecasion, where Spence had 
objected, he says candidly :—“ This is bad, indeed,” 
— “and this.” 

At p.50. Spence writes :— “‘ There’s a passage 
which I remember I was mightily pleased with 
formerly in reading Cervantes, without seeing any 
reason for it at that time; tho’ I now imagine that 
which took me in it comes under this view. Speak- 
ing of Don Quixote, the first time that adventurer 
came in sight of the ocean, he expresses his senti- 
ments on this occasion in the following manner :— 
‘ He saw the sea, which he had never seen before, 
and thought it much bigger than the river at Sala- 
manea.’” On this occasion, Pope suggests, — 
“ Dr. Swift’s fable to Ph s, of the two asses 
and Socrates.” S. W. Srncer. 

April 8. 1850, 

FOLK LORE. 

Charm for the Toothache.—The charm which 
one of your correspondents has proved to be in 
use in the south-eastern counties of England, and 
another has shown to be practised at Kilkenny, 
was also known more than thirty years ago in the 
north of Scotland. At that time I was a school-boy 
at Aberdeen, and a sufferer—probably it was in 
March or April, with an easterly wind—from tooth- 
ache. A worthy Scotch woman told me, that the 
way to be cured of my toothache was to find a 
charm for it in the Bible. I averred, as your cor- 
respondent the curate did, that I could not find 
any such charm. My adviser then repeated to me 
the charm, which I wrote down from her dicta- 
tion. Kind soul! she could not write herself. It 
was pretty nearly in the words which your cor- 
respondent has sent you. According to my recol- 
lection, it ran thus: —‘ Peter sat upon a stone, 
weeping. And the Lord said unto him, ‘Peter, 
why weepest thou?’ And he answered, and said, 
‘Lord, my tooth acheth. And the Lord said 
unto him, ‘ Arise, Peter, thy teeth shall ache no 
more.’ Now,” continued my instructress, “ if you 
gang home and put yon bit sereed into your Bible, 
youll never be able to say again that you canna 
find a charm agin the toothache i’ the Bible.” 
This was her version of the matter, and I have no 
doubt it was the orthodox one; for, although one 
of the most benevolent old souls I ever knew, she 
was also one of the most ignorant and superstitious. 
I kept the written paper, not in my Bible, but in 
an old pocket-book for many years, but it has 
disappeared. Joun Bruce. 

Easter Eggs (No. 16. p. 244.).— Breakfasting 
on Easter Monday, some years ago, at the George 
Inn at Ilminster, in the county of Somerset, in 
the palmy days of the Quicksilver Mail, when the 
table continued to be spread for coach travellers 

at that time from four in the morning till ten at 
night, we were presented with eggs stained in the 
boiling with a variety of colours: a practice which 
Brande records as being in use in his time in the 
north of England, and among the modern Greeks. 

8.8.8. 

Cure for the Hooping -cough.—“T know,” said 
one of my parishioners, “‘ what would cure him, 
but m’appen you wouldent believe me.” ‘ What 
is it, Mary?” Iasked. “Why, I did every thing 
that every body teld me. One teld me to get 
him breathed on by a pie-bald horse. I took him 
ever such a way, to a horse at , and put him 
under the horse’s mouth; but he was no better. 
Then I was teld to drag him backward through a 
bramble bush. I did so; but this didn’t cure him. 
Last of all, I was teld to give him nine fried mice, 
fasting, in a morning, in this way :—three the 
first morning; then wait three mornings, and 
then give him three more; wait three mornings, 
and then give him three more. When he had 
eaten these nine fried mice he became quite well. 
This would be sure to cure your child, Sir.” 

WELK 
Drayton Beauchamp. 

Gootet.—In Eccleshall parish, Staffordshire, 
Shrove Tuesday is called Gootet. I am not aware 
if this be the true spelling, for I have never seen 
it in print. Can any of your readers supply the 
etymology, or state whether it is so called in any 
other part of England? Ihave searched numerous 
provincial glossaries, but have hitherto been un- 
successful. B. G. J. 

THE DUKE OF MONMOUTH’S POCKET-BOOK. 

Itis reasonable to conclude, that the article copied 
from Chambers’ Edinburgh Journal, in No. 13., fur- 
nishes the strongest evidence that can be adduced in 
support of the opinion, that the book in the posses- 
sion of Dr. Anster is the one found on the Duke 
of Monmouth when captured, after his defeat at 
Sedgemoor ; and, if so, it is impossible to admit 
the hypothesis, because a portion of the contents 
of the real book has been given to the world and 
contains matter far too important to have been 
passed over by Dr. Anster, had it existed in his 
volume. In the 6th edition of Dr. Welwood’s 
Memoirs of the most material Transactions in Eng- 
land for the last Hundred Years preceding the Re- 
volution in 1688, printed for ‘Tim. Goodwin, at 

| the Queen’s Head, against St. Dunstan’s Church, 
in Fleet Street, 1718,” the following passage is to 
be found at p. 147.:— 

“ But of the most things above mentioned there is 
an infallible proof extant under Monmouth’s own hand, 
in a little pocket-book which was taken with him and 
delivered to King James; which by an accident, as 
needless to mention here, I had leaye to copy and did 
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it in part. A great many dark passages there are in 
it, and some clear enough that shall be eternally buried 
for me: and perhaps it had been for King James’s 
honour to have committed them to the flames, as Julius 
Cesar is said to have done on a like occasion. All the 
use that shall be made of it is, to give in the Appendix 
some few passages out of it that refer to this subject, 
and confirm what has been above related.” 

In the Appendix the following extracts are 
given from the Duke’s book :— 

“ October 13, LL. came to me at eleven at night from 
29, told me 29 could never be brought to believe I 
knew any thing of that part of the plot that concern’d 
Rye House ; but as things went he must behave him- 

self as if he did believe it, for some reasons that might 

be for my advantage. LL. desired me to write to 29, 
which IJ refus’d; but afterwards told me 29 expected 
it; and I promis’d to write to-morrow if he could call 
for the letter; at which S. L. shew’d a great concern 
for me, and I believe him sincere though 3 is of another 
mind. 

“14, L. came as he promis’d and receiy’d the letter 
from 3 sealed, refusing to read it himself, tho’ I had 
left it open with 8, for that purpose. 

«“ 90, L. came to me at S. with a line or two from 
29 very kind, assuring me he believed every word in 
my letter to be true; and advis’d me to keep hid till 
he had an opportunity to express his belief of it some 
other way. L. told me that he was to go out of town 
next day and that 29 would send 80 to me in a day or 
two, whom he assured me I might trust. 

“25. L. came for me to , where 29 was with 80, 
He receiv’d me pretty well, and said 30 and 50 were 
the causes of my misfortune and wouldruin me. After 
some hot words against them and against S., went away 
in a good humour. 

«26. I went to E and was in danger of being 
discover'd by some of Oglethorp’s men, that met me 
accidentally at the back door of the garden. 

« Nov. 2. A letter from 29 to be to-morrow at seven 
at night at S. and noboby to know it but SQ. 

“3. He came not, there being an extraordinary coun- 
cil. But 80 brought me a copy of 50’s intercepted 
letter, which made rather for me than against me. Bid 
me come to-morrow at the same heur, and to say no- 
thing of the letter except 29 spake of it first. 

«4, I came and found 29 and L. there; he was very 
kind and gave me directions how to manage my business 
and what words I should say to 39. He appointed 
80 to come to me every night until my business was 
ripe and promised to send with him directions from 
time to time. 

“9. L.came from 29 and told me my business should 
be done to my mind next week, and that Q. was my 
friend, and had spoke to 39 and D. in my behalf; 
which he said 29 took very kindly and had expressed 
so to her. At parting he told me there should be 
nothing requir’d of me but what was both safe and 
honourable. But said there must be something done 
to blind 39. 

“15, L. came to me with acopy of a letter I was to 
sign to please 39. I desired to know in whose hands 
it was to be deposited ; for I would have it in no hands 

but 29. Hetold me it should beso; but if 39 ask’d 
a copy it could not well be refus’d. I referred myself 
entirely to 29's pleasure. 

« 94, L. came to me from 29 and order’d me to render 
myself to-morrow. Cautioned me to play my part, to 
avoid questions as much as possible, and to seem ab- 
solutely converted to 39’s interest. Bad me bear with 
some words that might seem harsh. 
95. I render’d myself. At night 29 could not dis- 

semble his satisfaction ; press'd my hand, which I re- 

member not he did before except when I return’d from 
the French service. 29 acted his part well, and I too. 
39 and D. seemed notill pleas’d. 

“© 26. 29 took me aside and falling upon the business 
of L. R. said he inclined to have sav’d him but was 
fore’d to it, otherwise he must have broke with 39. Bid 
me think no more on’t, Coming home L. told me he 
fear’d 39 began to smell out 29’s carriage. That 
said to 39 that morning that all that was done was but 
sham. 

“27, Several told me of the storm that was brewing. 
Rumsey was with 39 and was seen to come out crying 
that he must accuse a man he loy’d. 

“ Dec. 19. A letter from 29 bidding me stay till 
I heard farther from him. 

“ Jan. 5. I received a letter from L. marked by 29 
in the margin to trust entirely in 10; and that in 
February I should certainly have leave to return. 
That matters were concerted towards it; and that 39 
had no suspicion, notwithstanding of my reception 
here. 

“ Feb. 3. A letter from L. that my business was 
almost as well as done; but must be so sudden as not 
to leave room for 39’s party to counterplot. That it is 
probable he would choose Scotland rather than Flanders 
or this country ; which was all one to 29. 

“16. The sad news of his death by L. O cruel fate!” 

Dr. Welwood cautiously adds, in a note :— 

« That by 29 and 39 King Charles and the Duke of 
York seem to be meant. But I know not what to 
make of the other numbers and letters, and must leave 
the reader to his own vonjectures.” 

There can, I apprehend, be little doubt that the 
L. D., under the date of November 26, were meant 
to indicate the patriotic Lord Russell. 

The whole of these extracts possess the highest 
interest, establishing as they do several points re- 
ferred to by historians. It is curious to remark 
the complete subjection in which Charles, at this 
period, stood towards his brother ; occasioned, per- 
haps, by the foreign supplies which he scrupled 
not to receive, being dependant on his adhesion to 
the policy of which the Duke of York was the 
avowed representative. Shortly before his death, 
Charles appears to have meditated emancipation 
from this state of thraldom ; and Hume says, — 

“© He was determined, it is thought, to send the Duke 
to Scotland, to recall Monmouth, to summon a par- 
liament, to dismiss all his unpopular ministers, and to 
throw himself entirely upon the good will and affections 
of his subjects.” 

[No. 25. 
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This passage accords with the entries in Mon- 
mouth’s pocket-book under the dates of Jan. 5. 
and Feb. 3. If the unfortunate Monmouth could 
have foreseen the miserable end, with all its ac- 
companying humiliations and horrors, to which a 
‘ew months were destined to bring him, his excla- | 
nation, “ O cruel fate!” would have acquired ad- 
Citional bitterness. C. Ross. 
[We insert the foregoing as serving to complete the 

seiies of interesting notices connected with the capture 
of Monmouth which have appeared in our columns, 
rather than from an agreement with the views of our 
valied correspondent. Dr. Anster states, that in the 

poctet-bock in his possession, the Duke’s movements 
up t> the 14th March, 1684-5, are given. Would he 
kindly settle the question by stating whether the pas- 
sagesquoted by Weldon are to be found among them ?] 

QUERIES, 

WOOLTON’S CHRISTIAN MANUAL. 

One important use, I conceive, of the “ Notrs 
AND Querigs” is, the opportunity it presents of 
ascertaining the existence of rare editions of early 
printed books. Can any of your readers state | 
where a copy or copies of the following may be — 
found ? 

“ Tur Curist1an Manuell, or the life and maners of | 
true Christians, A Treatise, wherein is plentifully de- 
clarec how needefull it is for the seruaunts of God to 
manifest and declare to the world: their faith by their 
deedes, their words by their work, and their profession 
by their conuersation, Written by Ihon Woolton, | 
Minister of the Gospel, in the cathedral church of 
Excetor, Imprinted at London by I. C. for Tho. 
Sturruppe, in Paules Church yarde, at the George, 
1576. Dedicated to Sir William Cordell knight, | 
Maister of the Rolles.— At Whymple 20 Nouember | 
1676.’ N 7, in eights.” — Copy formerly in the pos- 
session of Herbert. (Herbert, Typographical An- 
tiquities, vol. ii. p. 1094. ) 

There is an imperfect copy, I understand, in the 
Bodleian. Access to another copy has been needed 
for an important public object, in order to tran- 
scribe the leaf or leaves wanting in the Bodleian 
copy; and the book, so far as I am aware, does 
not occur in any other public libraries. 

Woolton was nephew to Nowell, author of the 
Catechisms. He wrote several other pieces, and 
was Bishop of Exeter 1579—1593. (Wood, Athen. 
Oxon. ed. Bliss, vol. i. pp. 600, 601.) “ 

Bath, April 9. 1850. 

'in the two earliest. 

LUTHER'S TRANSLATION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT :— 
1 JouN, v. 7. 

In_an article of the Quarterly Review (vol. 
Xxxiii. p. 78.) on this controverted passage of 
St. John’s Epistles, generally attributed to the 

present learned Bishop of Ely, the following state- 
ment is made respecting Luther :— 

“ Let it also be recollected, to the honour of Luther, 
Bugenhagius, and other leaders of the Reformation, 
that in this contest they magnanimously stood by the 
decision of Erasmus. Luther, in his translation of the 
New Testament, omitted the passage; and, in the pre- 

| face to the last edition (in 1546) revised ty himself, he 
solemnly requested that his translation should on no 

| account be altered.” 

Since such was the injunction of Luther, how 
does it happen that this verse appears in the later 
editions of his Testament? I have looked into 
five or six editions, and have not found the verse 

These bear the following 
titles : — 

“ Biblia dat ys, de gantze hillige Schrifft verdii- 
deschet dorch Doct. Mart. Luth. Wittemberch. Hans 
Lufft. 1579.” (in folio.) “Dat Neu Testamente 
verdiideschet doreh D. Mart. Luth. mit den korten 
Summarien L. Leonharti Hutteri. Gosslar. In Iahre 
1619.” 

The verse appears in an edition of his Bible 
printed at Halle in 1719; in his New Testament, 
Tubingen, 1793; in one printed at Basel in 1821; 
and is also to be found in that printed by the 

| Christian Knowledge Society. In the Basel edi- 
tion the verse is thus given : — 

«“ Denn Drey sind, die da zeugen im Himmel : der 
Vater, das Wort, und der heilige Geist; und diese 
Drey sind Eins,” 

Perhaps some of your learned readers can ex- 
plain when, and by whose authority, the verse 
was inserted in Luther’s Testament. E. M. B. 

We may add, that the verse also appears in the ui P 
| stereotype edition of Luther’s Bible, published by 
Tauchnitz, at Leipsig, in 1819. — Ep.] 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Medical Symbols.—“ A Patrent” inquires re- 
specting the origin and date of the marks used to 
designate weights in medical prescriptions. 

Charles IT. and Lord R.’s Daughter.—Can 
any of your readers inform me who was the lady 
that is referred to in the following passage, from 
Henry Sidney’s Diary, edited by Mr. Blencowe 
(March 9. 1610, vol. i. p. 298) :— 

“The King hath a new mistress, Lord R ’s 
daughter: she brought the Duke of Monmouth to the 
King.” 

C. 
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niversary of his martyrdom). It was then erased 
from the kalendar, but restored to it in the reign 
of Chas. IL. ; when it was transferred to June 17th. 
Why was this change made?” 

W. C. Treve.yan. 

Black Broth (No. 19. p.300.).—If this were a 
sauce or condiment, may not the colour have been 
produced by the juice of the Boletus, much used 
in Greece to the present day ? 5.5.8. 

Deputy-Lieutenants of the Tower of London. — 
By whom were these officers appointed ? What was 
the nature of their duties? Had they a salary, or 
was the office an honorary appointment? ‘They 
used to meet periodically, was it for the transac- 
tion of business? if so, what business? Does the 
office still exist ? 8.8. S. 

Buccaneers. — Charles II.— There is a pas- 
sage in Bryan Edwards’s History of the West 
Indies (vol. i. p. 164. 4to. edit. 1793), in which he 
gives an opinion that the buccaneers of Jamaica 
were not the pirates and robbers that they have 
been commonly represented; and mentions, on 
the authority of a MS. journal of Sir William 
Beeston, that Charles II. had a pecuniary interest 
in the buccaneering, and continued to receive a 
share of the booty after he had publicly ordered 
the suppression of buccaneering ; and also, speak- 
ing of Sir Henry Morgan, and the honours he 
received from Charles II., gives an opinion that 
the stories told of Morgan’s cruelty are untrue. 
Can any of your readers tell me who Sir William 
Beeston was, and what or where his journal is? or 
refer me to any accessible information about 
Charles IL’s connection with the buccaneers, or 
that may support Bryan Edwards’s favourable 
opinion of the Jamaica buccaneers :nd of Si 
Henry Morgan? C. 

Travelling in 1590.— Richard Hooker.— Could 
any of your readers give me some particulars of 
travelling at the above period between London 
and Salisbury? I should also feel greatly in- 
debted for any unpublished partieulars in the life 
of the “ Judicious Richard Hooker” after his mar- 
riage. Answers might be sent, either through 
“Nores AND QuERIES,” or direct to me, 

W. Hastines Kevxe. 
Drayton Beauchamp, Tring. 

Decker’s Raven's Almanack— Nash's Terrors of 
the Night, §c.— Having lately picked up a volume 
of old tracts, I am anxious to learn how far I may 
congratulate myself on having met with a prize. 
Among the contents are— 

1. “The Rauen’s Almanacke,” for the year 
1609, purporting to be by T. Deckers. Is this 
the same person with Thomas Dekker the drama- 
tist P 

2. Nashe’s “Terrors of the Night” (wanting 
eight leaves at the beginning). Of this, Beloe 
(the only authority within my reach) says, that 
only one copy is known to exist; can his state- 
ment be correct ? 

3. A religious tract, which seems only remark- 
able for its bad printing, obscure wording, and 
almost invariably using the third person singular 
of the verb, whatever be the nominative. /t 
begins — 

“To all you who profess the name of our Lord 
Jesus in words, and makes mention of his wads, 
Pc a Pe 

And the first division ends — 

“« This have I written in love to all your soules,who 
am one who did drinke of the cup of fornication, and 
have drunke of the cup of indignation, but now diinkes 
the cup of salvation, where sorrow and tears is fled 

away; and yet am a man of sorrows and well acquairted 
with griefe, and suffers with the seed, and travels jhat 
it may be brought forth of captivity; called by the 
world F. H.” 

Who is F. H.? 
4, Sundry poems on husbandry, housewifery, 

and the like, by Thomas Tusser; but as the sract 
is mutilated up to cap. 3., 

«I have been prayde, 
To shew mine aide,” &c., 

I am not book-learned enough to know whetier it 
be the same as Tusser’s Five Hundred Poynts of 
Good Husbandry. Information on any of the 
above points would oblige J. E. 

Prebendaries. — When were prebendaries first 
appointed, and what the nature of their duties 
generally ? What is the rank of a prebendary of 
a cathedral or other church, whether as a layman 
or a clerk in orders ? Would a vicar, being a pre- 
bendary, take precedence as such of a rector not 
being one? Where is the best account of pre- 
bends to be found ? 8.8. S. 

Luther's Portrait at Warwick Castle.—There is 
at Warwick Castle a fine half-length portrait of 
Luther, by Holbein, very unlike the ordinary 
portraits of the great reformer. Is this portrait a 
genuine one? Has it been engraved? E. M. B. 

Rawdon Papers. —The Rev. Mr. Berwick, in 
introducing to the public, in 1819, the interesting 
volume known by the name of Rawdon Papers, 
says, — 

«“ They are a small part of a correspondence which 
was left in the Editor’s hands after the greater portion 
had been sent several years before to the Marquis of 
Hastings, whose absence at this time prevents the 
Editor’s making such additions to his stock as might 
render it more interesting to the public.” 

Do these papers still exist in the possession of 
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the Hastings family, and is there any chance of a 
further publication? ‘The volume published by 
Mr. Berwick contains some very interesting inci- 
dental illustrations of the politics, literature, and 
society of the seventeenth century, and much 
might be expected from the remaining papers. I 
may add, that this volume has not been so much 
used by historians as it should be; but, as was to 
be expected, it has not escaped Mr. Macaulay. 
It is not well edited. C. 

Wellington, Wyrwast, Cokam.—In a MS. letter 
which I have relating to the siege of Taunton in 
the Civil War, is the following sentence, describing 
the movements of the royal army :— 

“The enemy on Friday last have quitted their 
garrisons in Wellington Wyrwast and Cokam houses; 
the two last they have burnt.” 

I am not certain about the second name, which 
seems to be Wyrwast; and should be obliged by 
any information relative to these three houses. 

C. 

Blockade of Corfe Castle in 1644.—In Martyn’s 
Life of Shaftesbury (vol. i. p. 148.) it is stated 
that a parliamentary force, under Sir A. A. Cooper, 
blockaded Corfe Castle in 1644, after the taking 
of Wareham. I can find no mention any where 
else of an attack on Corfe Castle in 1644. The 
blockade of that castle, which Lady Bankes’s de- 
fence has made memorable, was in the previous 
year, and Sir A. A. Cooper had not then joined 
the Parliament. I should be glad if any of your 
readers could either corroborate Martyn’s account 
of a blockade of Corfe Castle in 1644, or prove it 
to be, as [ am inclined to think it, a misstatement. 

I should be very thankful for any information 
as to Sir Anthony Asteley Cooper’s proceedings in 
Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, and Somersetshire, during 
the Civil War and Commonwealth, being engaged 
upon a life of Lord Shaftesbury. C. 

MSS. of Locke.—A translation, by Locke, of 
Nicole’s Essays was published in 1828 by Harvey 
and Darton, London; and it is stated in the title- 
page of the book, that it is printed from an auto- 

aph MS. of Locke, in the possession of Thomas 
ancock, M.D. I wish to know if Dr. Hancock, 

who also edited the volume, is still alive? and, if 
so, would let this querist have access to the other 
papers of Locke’s which he speaks of in the pre- 
face? C. 

Locke's penned Life of Lord Shaftesbury.—1 
erceive that the interesting volume of letters of 
ocke, Algernon Sidney, and Lord Shaftesbury, 

published some years ago, by Mr. Foster, is ad- 
vertised in your columns by your own publisher ; 
and I therefore inquire, with some hope of elicit- 
ing information, whether the papers in Mr. Foster's 
possession, which he has abstained from publishing, 

contain any notices of the first Earl of Shaftes- 
bury; and I am particularly anxious to know 
whether they contain any references to the life 
of Lord Shaftesbury which Locke meditated, or 
throw any light upon the mode in which Locke 
would have become possessed of some suppressed 
passages of Edmund Ludlow’s memoirs. 

Theses. —Many German works introduced into 
Catalogues, are theses defended at the universities. 
The name of the President is generally first, and 
in larger letters than that of the propounder, who 
is usually the author. Hence, it often happens, 
that the Thesis is entered as a work written by 
the Preses. But it not unfrequently happened, 
that this Preses was really the author; and that, 
as an easy way of publishing his thoughts, he en- 
trusted an essay to a candidate for a degree, to 
be defended by him. The seventh rule of the 
Museum Catalogue runs thus : — 

“ The respondent or defender in a thesis to be con- 
sidered its author, except when it unequivocally ap- 
pears to be the work of the Prases.” 

Now, I would ask, what are the usual signs of 
the authorship? Are there any Catalogues of 
Theses? Any bibliographical works which con- 
tain hints for guidance in this matter? Any cor- 
respondents who can advise generally on the whole 
matter ? M. 

Apocrypha.— What editions of the Bible con- 
taining the Apocrypha are now on sale in the ordi- 
nary way? M. 

J. B.'s Treatise on Art and Nature.— By a scrap 
of a book, apparently of the sixteenth century, 
it seems to be a Treatise by J. B. upon Art and 
Nature: the first book is “of Water-workes.” 
What book is this ? M. 

Nursery Games and Rhymes.—In the Letters 
and Memoir of Bishop Shirley, allusion is made 
(p- 415.) to a once popular game called “ Thread 
the needle,” the first four lines of which are 
given. Can any of your readers supply the re- 
mainder, or refer me to any work where they may 
be found? I also should feel obliged by any in- 
formation respecting the age and origin of the 
popular nursery song, beginning, — 

“ A frog he would a-wooing go, 
Heigho, says Rowley.” 

Perhaps some of your readers will state where the 
correct text may be met with. B. G. J. 

Emancipation of the Jews.—In Francis’ History 
of the Bank of England, p.24., mention is made of 
an offer on the part of the Jews to pay 500,0002. 
to the state on the following conditions :—1. That 
the laws against them should be repealed ; 2. That 
the Bodleian Library should be assigned to them ; 
8. That they should have permission to use St. 
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Paul’s Cathedral as a Synagogue. It is stated, on 
the authority of a letter in the Thurloe State 
Papers, that this proposition was actually dis- 
cussed. The larger sum of 800,000/. was de- 
manded; but, being refused, the negotiation was 
broken off. This proposition is said to have been 
made shortly before the elevation of Cromwell to 
the Protectorate. The subject is an interesting 
one in these days, when Jewish disabilities are 
under discussion. 

I wish to offer two queries:—1. Is this story 
confirmed by any contemporary writer? 2. Is it 
conceivable that the Jews would have consented 
to worship in a cruciform church, such as was old 
St. Paul's, which was standing at the time this 
offer is supposed to have been made ? 

H. M. Ausren. 
St. Peter’s, Thanet. 

The Complutensian MS.S.— Has not there been 
an account of these MSS. published in London in 
1821? My authority for this Query is to be 
found in a work of Dr. D. Antonio Puigblanch:— 

“ En el afio 1821 per encargo que hice desde Madrid 
se imprimio mio aca en Londres, de que es falso este 
rumor*, pues en la biblioteca de la Universidad de 
Aleala quedaban pocos meses antes en que estune en 
ella siete manuscritos biblicos en aquellas dos lenguas f, 
que son sin duda los mismos siete de que hace mencion 
en la Vida del Cardenal Cisneros, Alfonso de Castro, 
doctor téologo de la misma Universidad, i escritor con- 
temporaneo o de poco tiempo después, parte de los 
cuales manuscritos, es a saber, los caldéos, son de letra 

de Alfonso de Zamora, que es uno de los tres judios 
conyersos editores de la Complutense.” — Opusculos 
Gramatico- Satiricos del Dr. D. Antonio Puigblanch, 
Londres, [1532] p. 365. 

If the Chaldee and Hebrew MSS. of the Com- 
plutensian Polyglot were at Alcala in 1821, when 
were they removed to Madrid, and in what library 
at Madrid are they now? ‘The Greek MSS. are 
supposed to have been returned to the Vatican 
Library. If the Chaldee MSS. are in the hand- 
writing of one of the editors, as stated by Puig- 
blanch, they cannot be of much value or autho- 
rity. I shall add another Query:— Are they paper 
or parchment ? E. M. B. 

Latin Names of Towns. — A correspondent who 
answered the Query as to the “ Latin Names of 
Towns” in titles, referred your readers to the Sup- 
plement of Lempriére. Iam much obliged to him 
for the hint, and have obtained the work in con- 
sequence; but it is right your readers should 
know that the information therein given must only 
be taken as suggestive, and sometimes as dismis- 
sible upon reference to the commonest gazetteer. 
I opened at the letter N ; and found, that of three 

* That the MSS. were destroyed. 
+ Hebrew and Chaldee. 

entries, the first my eye lighted upon, two were 
palpably wrong. The first informs us that “ Nzo- 
stadium in Palatinatu’” is in “ France;” the third 
that “ Nellore” is in “* Ceylon.” I am bound to 
say that I do not find errors so thickly scattered 
throughout, and that the list will be useful to me. 
But, Query, is there any thing extensive of which 
the accuracy can be depended upon ? M. 

Kilkenny. 

REPLIES. 

SCALA CLI. 

I incline to think that the testator whose will is 
referred to in No. 23. p.336., by ‘Scala Ceeli,” 
meant King Henry the Seventh’s Chapel at West- 
minster. 

Margaret Countess of Richmond and Derby, 
mother to King Henry VIL., in the indenture for 
founding Chantry Monks in the Abbey of West- 
minster, dated 2. March, 21 Hen. VII. (1506-6), 
states that she had obtained papal bulls of in- 
dulgence, that all persons saying and hearing 
her chantry masses should have as full remission 
from sin as in the place called Scala Celi beside 
Rome, “to the great comfort and relief of the 
said Monasterie, and all Cristen people resorting 
thereto” (MS. Lansd. 444.). 

Henry Lord Marney, by his will, dated 22d 
Dee., 15 Hen. VIII. (1523), directs a trental of 
masses to be said “first at Seala Ceeli, in West- 
minster” (T'estamenta Vetusta, 609.). 

Blomefield (Hist. of Norfolk, 8vo. edit., iv. 60.), 
speaking of the Church of the Augustine Friars at 
Norwich, observes, — 

“That which brought most profit to the convent, 
was the chapel of Our Lady in this church, called Seala 
Celi, to which people were continually coming in pil- 
grimage, and offering at the altar there; most folks 
desiring to have masses sung for them here, or to be 
buried in the cloister of Scala Celi, that they might be 
partakers of the many pardons and indulgences granted 
by the Popes to this place; this being the only chapel 
(except that of the same name at Westminster, and that 
of Our Lady in St. Buttolph’s church at Boston,) that I 
find to have the same privileges and indulgences as the 
chapel of Scala Celi at Rome; which were so great as 
made all the three places aforesaid so much frequented ; 
it being easier to pay their devotions here, than go so 
long a journey; all which indulgences and pardons 
may be seen in Fox’s Acts and Monuments, fo. 1075.” 

In Bishop Bale’s singular play of Kynge Johan, 
published by the Camden Society, the King 
charges the clergy with extorting money 

“ For legacyes, trentalls with scalacely messys 
Wherby ye have made the people very assys.” 

(p.17.) 

And Simon of Swineshead, after drinking the poi- 
son, says, — 
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‘* To send me to heaven goo rynge the holye belle, 
And synge for my sowle a masse of Scalu Celi, 
That I may clyme up aloft with Enoch and Heli.” 

(p. 82.) 

There are bulls of indulgence in Scala Ceeli in 
Rymer’s Federa, xii. 565. 591. 672., xiii. 102. ; 
but I can now only give the reference, as I have 
not that work at hand. C. H. Cooper. 

Cambridge, April 6. 1850. 

WATCHING THE SEPULCHRE. 

“TW.” (No. 20. p.218.) will find no end of | 
“Ttems” for watching the sepulchre, in the “ Church- 
wardens’ Accounts” before the Reformation, and 
during the reign of Queen Mary. At Easter it was 
the custom to erect a sepulchre on the north side of | 
the chancel, to represent that of our Saviour. This 
was generally a temporary structure of wood; 
though in some churches there still remain elabo- 
rately ornamented ones of stone. Sometimes the 
founder's tomb was used for the purpose. In this 
sepulchre was placed on Good Friday the crucifix, 

a person was employed to watch it till the morning 
of Easter Day, when it was taken out with great 
ceremony, in imitation of Our Lord’s resurrection. 
It was the payment for this watching that occurs 
continually in the Churchwardens’ Accounts, and of 
which, it appears, Puller could not understand the 
meaning. A paper on the subject of Easter sepul- 
chres, by Mr. Venables, was read at the meeting of 
the Cambridge Camden Society in March, 1843, but 
Jam not aware whether it has been printed. Some 
very curious “Items” on this subject are given in | 
Britton’s Redcliffe Church, which are quoted in 
the Oxford Glossary of Architecture. ‘They are 
so illustrative, that 1 subjoin them, to give you an 
opportunity, if you please, of serving them up to 
your readers : — 

* Item, That Maister Canynge hath deliver’d, this 4th 
day of July, in the year of Our Lord 1470, to Maister 
Nicholas Petters, Vicar of St. Mary Redcliffe, Moses 
Conterin, Philip Barthelmew, Procurators of St. Mary 
Redcliffe aforesaid, a new sepulchre, well gilt with 
golde, and a civer thereto. 

“Item, An image of God Almighty rising out of 
the same sepulchre, with al] the ordinance that ‘longeth 
thereto; that is to say, a lathe made of timber and the 
iron-work thereto, 

“Item, Thereto ‘longeth Heaven, made of timber 
and stained clothes. 

“Item, Hell, made of timber, and the iron-work 
thereto, with Divels to the number of 13. 

“Item, 4 knights, armed, keeping the sepulchre, 
with their weapons in their hands; that is to say, 2 
axes and 2 spears, with 2 pavés. 

“Item, 4 payr of angels’ wings for 4 angels, made of 
timber and well painted. 

“Item, The Fadre, the crowne and visage, the ball 
with a cross upon it, well gilt with fine gould. 

and occasionally the host, with other emblems ; and | goneh fred hanes ksleodonh+ Patylhabaeiyame 

“Ttem, The Holy Ghost coming out of Heaven into 
the sepulchre. 

“Item, ’Longeth to the 4 angels 4 chevelers.” 

Ducange (vol. vi. p. 195. new edit.) gives a 
detailed account of the service performed at the 
Easter sepulchres on the Continent. 

E. Vee. 
Cambridge, March 27. 

“ Watching the Sepulchre” (No. 20. p. 318.).— 
At the present day, in most Roman Catholic coun- 
tries, it is the custom to exhibit in the principal 
churches at this period, and at Christmas, a kind 
of tableau of the entombment and of the birth of 
the Saviour. The figures are sometimes small, 
and at other times the size of life: generally co- 
loured, and formed of wax, wood, stone, or other 
materials: and when artistically arranged, and ju- 
diciously lighted, form sometimes beautiful objects. 
I have no doubt the entry in the Churchwardens’ 
Accounts of Waltham Abbey refers to a custom of 
the same kind, prevailing in the country before 
the Reformation. If the date of their entry were 

be found to have been about Easter. The sepulchre 
itself was often, I believe, a permanent erection of 
stone, and some of them probably now remain in 
the churches of England on the north side of the 
chancel, where they may sometimes be taken for 
the tombs of individuals there interred. 

W.C. TREVELYAN. 

Watching the Sepulchre.—In reply to “'T. W.’s” 
Query in No. 20., I have witnessed at Florence 
the custom of dressing the sepulchre on the Thurs- 
day before Good Friday with the most beautiful 
flowers which can be procured in that city of 
flowers, many of which are reared especially for 
the purpose. The devout attend at the sepulchre, 
and make their prayers there throughout the day, 
the most profound silence being observed. The 
convents rival each other in the beauty of their 
decorations. 

Do you think that the Churchwardens’ entries 
in Fuller can refer to a similar custom ? 

The loveliness of the flowers, and their delight- 
ful perfume, which pervades the church, present a 
most soothing and agreeable type of death and the 
grave, under their Christian phase. I was always 
at a loss to understand why this was done on 
Thursday, instead of on Saturday ; the latter being 
the day on which Our Lord rested in the sepulchre. 

A.M 

QUERIES ANSWERED, NO. 7. 

A new blunder of Mr. Malone.—I love the 
memory of Edmond Malone, albeit he sometimes 
committed blunders. He committed a pitiable 
blunder when he broke his bow in shooting at the 
worthless Samuel Ireland; and he committed an 
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irreparable blunder when he whitewashed the 
monumental efligy of the matchless Shakspere. 

Of the blunder ascribed to him by a reverend 
querist (No. 14. p.213.) he was quite innocent. 

Before we censure an author or editor, we 

should consult his own edition. He cannot be an- 

swerable for the errors of any other impression. 
Such, at least, is my notion of critical equity. 

I shall now state the plain facts. Malone, in 
the first instance, printed the spurious decla- 
ration of John Shakspear in an imperfect state. 
(Plays and poems of W. S., 1790., vol. i. part ii. 
p- 162.) He was soon afterwards enabled to 
complete it. (Ibid. vol. i. part ii. p. 330.) Steevens 
reprinted it entire, and without comment. (Plays 
of W.S., 1793., vol. ii. p. 300.). Now the editor 
of the lrish reimpression, who must have omitted 
to consult the edition of Steevens, merely com- 
mitted a blunder in attempting to unite the two 
fragments as first published by Mr. Malone. 

There was no audacious fabrication on the occa 
sion —there is no mystery in the case! (No. 24. 
p- 386.) So, to stop the current of misconception, 
and economise space on future occasions, I venture 
to repeat a few words in suggesting as a canon of 
criticism :— Before we censure an author or editor, 
we should consult his own edition. 

Bourton Corney. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Compendyous Olde Treatyse.—“ ¥. M.” (No. 18. 
p. 277.) will find this tract reprinted (with the ex- 
ception of the preface and verses) in Foxe’s Acts 
and Monuments ; a portion once peculiar to the 
first edition of 1563, p.452., but now appearing in 
the reprint of 1843, vol. iv. p. 671-76 ; which may 
be of some service in the absence of the original 
tract. Novus. 

Hordys (No. 5. p. 157.).—I have waited till 
now in hopes of seeing an answer from some more 
competent pen than my own to the Query as to 

the meaning of the word “ hordys,” by your cor- 
respondent “J. G.;” but having been disappointed, 
I venture a suggestion which occurred to me im- 
mediately on reading it, viz. that ‘‘hordys” might 
be some possible or impossible derivation from 
hordeum, and applied “‘irreverently” to the conse- 
crated host, as though it were no better than a 
common barley-cake. 

Whether in those early days, and in Ireland, 
the host was really made of barley, and whether 
“hordys” was a name given to some kind of 
barley-cake then in vogue, or (supposing my sug- 
gestion to be well founded) a word coined for the 
occasion, may perhaps be worthy of investigation. 

A. R. 
Kenilworth, April 5. 

Eachard’s Tracts. —The Rev. George Wyatt, 
who inquires (No. 20. p. 320.) about Eachard’s 

Tracts, will probably get all the information he 
wants from the Life of Eachard, prefixed to the 
collected edition of his Works, in three volumes, 
which I am sorry I have not the means at present 
of referring to. 

“TJ. O.,” to whom the last of the tracts is ad- 
dressed, is Dr. John Owen. 

Philautus (what objection is there to Latinis- 
ing, in the usual way, the Greek termination os?) 
is, of course, intended for Hobbes; and, to con- 
vey Eachard’s opinion of him, his opponent in the 
Dialogue is Timothy, a God-honourer. 

Let me add, as you have headed Mr. Wyatt’s 
communication “Tracts attributed to Eachard,” 
thereby casting a doubt upon his authorship, that 
there is no doubt about Dr. John Eachard being 
the author of all the tracts which Mr. Wyatt 
enumerates; nor- was there any concealment by 
Eachard. His authorship of the Grounds and 
Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy is noto- 
rious. The “Epistle Dedicatory,” signed “J. E.,” 
mentioned by Mr. Wyatt as prefixed to the Dia- 
logue on Hobbes’s State of Nature, refers also to 
the five subsequent letters. These were published 
at the same time with the Dialogue on Hobbes, 
in one volume, and are answers to attacks on the 
Grounds and Occasions, &c. ‘Lhe Epistle Dedica- 
catory is addressed to Gilbert Sheldon, Arch- 
bishop of Canterbury, “and,” says Eachard, “I 
hope my Dialogue will not find the less accept- 
ance with your Grace for these Letters which 
follow after.” 

The second edition of the volume I have by me, 
published in 1672: the title, Mr. Hobbes’s State of 
Nature considered, &c.; to which are added, Five 
Letters from the Author of “ The Grounds and 

. Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy.” C, 

Masters of St. Cross.—In reply to “H. Ep- 
warps” (No. 22. p.352.), A List of the Masters 
of St. Cross, I believe, is given in Browne Willis’s 
Mitred Abbies, vol.i.; but the most correct and 
perfect list is in the Sketches of Hampshire, by the 
late John Duthy, Esq. Henry or Humfrey de 
Milers is the first master whose name is recorded, 
and nothing further is known of him: between 
Bishop Sherborne and Bishop Compton there were 
thirteen masters. F. J. B. 

Has “H. Epwarps” seen the History of St. 
Cross Hospital, by Mr. Moody, published within 
the last six months? It may materially assist him. 

Joun R. Fox. 

A living Dog better than a dead Lion.—Your 
correspondent “Mr. Joun Sansom” may, per~- 
haps, accept the following as an answer to the first 
part of his Query (No. 22. p. 352.). In an ancient 
MS. preserved in the archives of the see of Ossory, 
at fol. 66., is entered, in a hand of the latter part 
of the fourteenth century, a list of ancient pro- 
verbs under the following heading :— 
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« Eux sount les proverbes en fraunceys conferme par 
auctorite del Dibil 2 

“ Chers amys receiuez de moy 
Un beau present q vo* envoy, 
Non pas dor ne dargent 
Mais de bon enseignment, 
Que en escriptur ai trove 
E de latin translatee, &c. &c.” 

Amongst them is the following :— 
« Meux yalt un chien sein e fort ) 

Qe un lecun freid e mort; 
E meux valt povert od bountex 
Qe richeste od malueiste. 

Melior est 
canis vivus 
leone 

mortuo.” 

Sirak 

Jesus, the Son of Sirak, is not, however, the 
authority for this proverb; it occurs in the 9th 
chapter of Ecclesiastes and 4th verse. 

And now, to ask a question in turn, what is 
meant by “auctorite del Dibil 2” 

James GRAVES. 
Kilkenny. 

Monumental Brass (No. 16. p. 247.).—On the 
floor of Thorncombe church, in the co. of Devon, 
is a splendid brass, representing Sir T. Brooke, 
and Joan his wife, dated respectively 1419 and 
1436. At the lower corner of the lady’s robe is 
engraven a small dog, with a collar and bells. 
May not these figures be the private mark of the 
artist ? 8.8.58. 

The Wickliffite Version of the Scriptures.—I 
have in my possession a very fair MS. of Wickliff’s 
translation of the New Testament; and should the 
editors of the Wickliffite Versions like to see my 
MS., and let me know to whom I may send it, I 
shall be happy to lend it them. Daniet Roex. 

Buckland, Faringdon. 

Hever (pp. 269. 342.). —In confirmation of the 
meaning assigned to this word, there is an estate 
near Westerham, in Kent, called ‘“ Hever’s-wood.” 

8.8.8. 

Steward Family (No. 21. p. 335.).— Though not 
an answer to his question, “‘O. C.” may like to be 
informed that the arms of the impalement in the 
drawing which he describes are (according to 
Tzacke’s Exeter) those which were borne by 
Ralph Taxall, Sheriff of Devon, in 1519. Pole 
calls him Texshall. Modern heralds give the coat 
to Pecksall of Westminster. If a conjecture may 
be hazarded, I would suggest that the coat was a 
modification of the ancient arms of Batishull: a 
crosslet in saltier, between four owls. 8.8.58. 

4 

Gloves (No. 5. p.72.).—In connection with the 
subject of the presentation of gloves, | would refer 
your correspondents to the curious scene in Vicar's 
Parliamentary Chronicle, where “ Master Prynne,” 
on his visit to Archbishop Laud in the Tower in 
May 1643, accepts “a fair pair of gloves, upon the 
Archbishop's extraordinary pressing importunity ;” 

a 

a present which, under the disagreeable cireum- 
stances of the interview, seems to have been in- 
tended to convey an intimation beyond that of 
mere courtesy. 8.8. 

Cromlech.— As your learned correspondent 
“Dr. Topp” (No. 20. p. 319.) queries this word, 
I think it is very doubtful whether the word was 
in use, or not, before the period mentioned (16th 
century). Dr. Owain Pughe considered the word 
*cromlech” (erwm-llech, an inclined or flat stone,) 
to be merely a popular name, having no reference 
to the original purpose of the structure. The only 
Triadic name that will apply to the cromlechs, is 
maen ketti (stone chests, or arks), the raising of 
which is described as one of “ The three mighty 
labours of the Isle of Britain.” GomER. 

Watewich (pp. 60. 121. 236.).— May not “Wate- 
wich” be Waterbeach ? 8.8.8, 

“By Hook or by Crook.” —I imagine that the 
expression “By hook or by crook” is in very 
general use throughout England. It was familiar 
to my ear forty years ago in Surrey, and within 
these four years its origin was (to my satisfaction 
at the moment) brought home to my comprehen- 
sion in the north of Devon, where the tenant of a 
certain farm informed me that, by an old custom, 
he was entitled to take wood from some adjoining 
land “by hook and crook ;” which, on inquiry, I 
understood to include, first, so much underwood 
as he could cut with the hook or bill, and, secondly, 
so much of the branches of trees as he could pull 
down with the aid of a crook. 

Whether this crook originally meant the shep- 
herd’s crook (a very efficient instrument for the 
purpose), or simply such a crook-ed stick as boys 
use for gathering hazel-nuts, is not very material. 
It seems highly probable that, in the vast forests 
which once overspread this country, the right of 
taking “ fire bote” by “hook or crook” was recog- 
nised; and we can hardly wish for a more apt 
illustration of the idea of gaining a desired object 
by the ordinary means —“ a hook,” if it lay close 
to our hand; or, by a method requiring more 
effort, “a crook,” if it were a little beyond our 
reach. J. AS. 

By Hook or by Crook (pp. 205. 237. 281. &c.).— 
In confirmation of this phrase having reference to 
forest customs, my hind told me that my planta- 
tions were plundered by hook or by crook, and he 
and I once caught a man in flagrante delicto, with 
a hook for cutting green wood, and a crook at the 
end of a long pole for breaking off dry branches, 
which could not be otherwise reached. For an 
early. use of the terms, see Bacon’s Fortress of the 
Faithful, 1550. 

“ Whatsoever is pleasant or profitable must be theirs 
by hook or by crook.” 
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interpretation of the inscription to Napoleon 
(No. 17. p. 262.) if I suggest that it may mean 
— zyptiaco bis, Italico semper invicto ? 

C.K. 
Feb, 24. 

Lines on Pharaoh (No.19. p.298.).—I beg to 
inform “J. ‘L.,” that the well-known couplet about 
Pharaoh, and rascal rhyming to pascal, are from a 
certain History of the Bible, or Bible History, 
by the Rey. Dr. Zachary Boyd, of Todrig, who 
was either Principal or Professor of Divinity at 
Glasgow in the seventeenth century. 

He left considerable property to the College 
there, on condition that his bust should be placed 
in the quadrangle, and his great work printed 
under the care of the Academical Senatus. ‘The 
bust was placed accordingly, and is, or lately was, 
to be seen in a niche over the inner doorway. 
The History was also printed, it is said, but never 
published. However, curious visitors have always, 
I believe, been allowed a peep into it— whether 

| the MS. or the solitary printed book, I am not 
sure—and a few choice morsels are current. [ 
recollect one stave of the lamentation of Jonah— 

/ “Lord! what a doleful place is this! 
There’s neither coal nor candle ; 

And nothing I but fishes’ tripes 
And greasy guts do handle.” 

I think it a shame that the Maitland Club of 
| Glasgow has not, ere now, volunteered an edition 

of Zachary’s immortal performance. The Senatus 
would hardly object (if the expense were under- 
taken), as the circulation would be confined to 
true Scots. Puiosoptits. 

[The following communication from a very compe- | , 4 
| other lands existed in the great ocean (see Hum- tent authority, and the very passage quoted by “ Pxito- 

nopius” himself, quite justify the non-publication of 
Zachary’s doggrel. | 

Zachary Boyd (No. 19. p.298.).— Your notice 
of Zachary Boyd, and his extraordinary paraphrase 
of the Bible in the College at Glasgow, has re- 
minded me of my having examined that strange 

| work, and found ample cause for its not being 
| published, though a sufficient sum was bequeathed 

for that purpose. The whole doggrel is only cal- 
culated to bring ridicule and contempt upon the 
Scriptures ; but there are, besides, passages such 

| as refer to Job’s “ Curse God, and die:” to Jeshu- 
ram waxing fat; to Jonah in the whale’s belly; 
and other parts, which utterly unfit the MS. for 
decent perusal. W. JERpDAN. 

Welsh Ambassador.—The origin of the word 
“Welsh,” from the Saxon “ Wealh,” a stranger, 
and the use of it in this sense by our old writers 

monwealth of England, chap. xiii.), sufliciently 
‘sam this designation of the Cuckoo, the tempo- 

Tablet to Napoleon.—Will it assist “ EmprEr’s” | 

(see Brady’s Introd., p.5.; Sir T. Smith’s Com- | 
| Beau Tibbs of the “ Citizen of the World.” 

rary resident of our cold climate, and the ambas- 
sador extraordinary in the revolutions of the sea- 
sons, in the words of the Nursery Rhymes, — 

“« She comes as a stranger, and stays three months in the 
year.” 

“ Quid tibi vis aliud dicam? me vox mea prodit.” 
Alciati, Emblema 1x. Cuculi, Comment. 

T. J. 

Prince Madoc.—TI was much gratified on read- 
ing “T. T.’s” note, commenting on my observa- 
tions respecting the Mandan language, as he proves 
the existence of Celtic words amongst the Ameri- 
can Indians. Regarding “T. T.’s” doubts as to 
the Mandans being descended from the followers 
of Madoc, I confess that my opinions on the point 
do not differ very widely from his own. The cir- 
cumstances attending Madoe’s emigration, in the 
paucity of its numbers and the entire separation 
trom the mother country, with the character of | 
the Indians, would almost ensure the ultimate de- 
struction of the settlement, or the ultimate absorp- 
tion of its remains by those who might have had 
friendly relations with the Welsh. In this most 
favourable view, the evidences of the presence of 
the Welsh seven centuries since would be few in- | 
deed at the present day. The most striking cir- 
cumstance of this nature that I met with in Mr, 
Catlin’s work, is a description of what he calls a 
“bull-boat,” from its being covered with a bull's 
hide, which, in construction and form, is perfectly 
identical with the Welsh “cwrygl.” Yet, strong 
as this resemblance is, it will have but little weight 
if unsupported by other evidence. In conclusion, 

| I would observe, that I never supposed Prince 
Madoc to be the discoverer of America, but that 
his voyage was induced by the knowledge that 

boldt’s Hxamen critique). The emblems found in 
America, and said to be crosses, are obviously the 
tau T, or symbol of life, and can have no connec- 
tion with Christianity. GoMER. 

Poghell (No. 12. p. 186.).—In Cornwall and 
Devon there are places called Poughill or Poghill, 
—in Domesday, Pochelle ; and in the Taxatio Ee- 
clesiastica, Pockehulle and Poghebulle. The etymo- 
logy of the word, I take to be merely the addition 
(as is often found) of the Anglo-Saxon fill, or 
hull, to the old Teutonic word Pock, or Pok, an 
eruption or protrusion. In low Latin, Pogetum is 
colliculus. (See Ducange.) 8.5.58. 

Swingeing Tureen (No. 19. p. 211., and No. 21. 
p- 340.).— How could “Srrevcus” “ conclude” 
that Goldsmith’s “ Poor Beau Tibbs and Kitty his 
Wife,” should have had “a silver tureen” of ex- 
pensive construction? It is evident that “ Kitty’s” 
husband, in the “ Haunch of Venison,” was the 

There 
can be no doubt that, however the word be spelled, 
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the meaning is swingeing, “huge, great,” which I 
admit was generally, if not always, in those days 
spelled swinging, as in Johnson—“ Swinging, from 
swinge, huge, great ;’ but which ought to be, as it 
is pronounced, swingeing. 

Tureen (pp. 246. 307. 340.).—“ And instead of 
soup in a China terrene.” (Knox, Essay 57, Works, 
vol. ii. p. 572.) 8.8.5. 

“4” or “An.” — Quem Deus vult perdere.— Allow 
me to refer your correspondents ‘“* Priscian” and 
“HE. S. Jackson” (of No. 22.), to the Selections 
From the Genileman’s Magazine, London, 1814, 
vol. ii. pp. 333. and 162., for some interesting 
papers on the subjects of their respective inqui- 
ries. 

The paper first referred to, at p. 333., is cer- 
tainly well worth perusal, as the writer, “ Kuster,” 
has examined the question with considerable care, 
and proves, by many curious instances, that most 
of those whom we have been taught to look up to 
as the greatest authorities in English writing — 
Dryden, Swift, Pope, Johnson, and others —seem 
to five had no fixed rule on the subject, but to 
have used “a” or “an” before the same words 
with the most reckless inconsistency. 

The second paper, at p. 162., gives a more de- 
tailed account of the adage, “‘ Quem Deus (potius 
Jupiter) vult perdere,” &c., than “F. C. B.” 
(whose object, of course, was rather to compare 
results than to trace derivations) has supplied in 
his interesting communication. C. Forses, 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

Such of our readers as do not possess Halliwell’s 
Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words, which 
Mr. Way, a very competent authority, lately de- 
signated in our columns as Mr. Halliwell’s “use- 
ful glossarial collections,” will be glad to learn 
that Mr. Russell Smith has announced a second 
and cheaper edition of it. 

The new number of the Archeological Journal 
isa Mal interesting one. That portion of it, more 
oat arly, which relates the Proceedings of the 

eetings of the Archxological Institute, contains 
a great mass of curious and valuable information ; 
made the more available and instructive by means 
of the admirable woodcuts by which it is illustrated. 
We have received several curious communica- 

tions on the subject of Parish Registers, with 
reference to the article on “ Early Statistics,” and 
the “ Registers of Chart, Kent,” to which we shall 
endeavour to give early insertion. We have also 
received a copy of A Letter addressed to R. Monckh- 
ton Milnes, a: M. P., on the Condition and unsafe 
State of Ancient Parochial Registers in England 
and the Colonies, to which we beg to direct the at- 

tention of such of our friends as take an interest 
in this important subject. 

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson, of 191. Piccadilly, 
will sell on Monday the 29th instant, and three 
following days, a selection from the valuable library 
of the Rev. Dr. Maitland. Although only a selec- 
tion from the library of the learned historian of the 
Dark Ages, the Catalogue exhibits, in addition to 
numerous Polyglot and other important editions 
of the Scriptures, and the great collections of 
Baronius, Mabillon, Dupin, Martene, and Durand, 
&c., a vast number of works of the highest value 
in the departments of Theology and Ecclesiastical 
History. 
We have received the following Catalogues : — 

Part II. for 1850 of J. Russell Smith’s (4. Old 
Compton Street) Catalogue of Books and Auto- 
graphs, chiefly Old and Curious. Part II. for 
1850 of a Catalogue of Choice, Useful, and Inter- 
esting Books, in fine condition, on sale by Waller 
and Son (188. Fleet Street). 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

Cin continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

SacrepD SonGs, Duets, AnD Trios. Words by Thomas Moore ; 
Music by Stephenson and Moore. Power, Strand. 

Sir Perer Perr’s Discourse or rac Grow rn or ENGLAND, &c. 
(being the 2nd edition of the ‘‘ Happy Future of England.’’) 

Monk’s LETTERS RELATING TO THE REsTORATION, published by 
Toland, 1714-15. 

Lapy Russety’s Lerrers, edited by Miss Berry. 
Du Quesne’s Accounr oF Bourzon, published in Holland about 

1689. 
VOYAGE DE L’ARABIE HEUREUSE PAR L’OCEAN ORIENTAL ET LE 
Derroir DE LA Mer RouGe, 12mo. Paris, 1716. 

SouTH AFRICAN QUARTERLY JOURNAL, 8vo. Cape Town, 1830 
(all that is published). 

Odd Volumes. 
Humeotpt’s Cosmos, Nos. forming Vol. I. of Longman’s Ist 

edition, 1847-48. 
T. Liviu A. U. C, Limrt, recogn. J. Bekkerus, Reschig. Pars I. 

Lond. Black et Young, 1829, 12mo. 
Ferssac’s BULLETIN DES SCIENCES NATURELLES, Vols, XIX. to 
XXVII., Paris, 1829-31. 

SouTHey’s PorricaL Works, Vols. IX. and X. 
LinGarp’s HisroryY oF ENGLAND, 12mo. edition of 1839, Vols. 

V. to IX. (both inclusive). 
Penny CycLopzp1A, Monthly Parts 82. 84 to 90 (both inclusive), 

92, 93, 94. 96, 97. 99 to 113 (both inclusive). 

*,* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bell, Publisher of “ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186, Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Adolphus’ History of England. “ Innacator” is 
informed that the continuation of this work is proceeding 
with, as fast as Mr. L, Adolphus’ professtonal duties will 
admit ; and we are sure that gentleman would at all times 
readily explain, to those entitled to ask him, what progress 
has been made in it. 

Our numerous Correspondents will, we trust, excuse 
our specially acknowledging the receipt of their various 
communications, and agree with us in the propriety of 
economising our limited room, so as to insert rather than 
acknowledge the articles with which they have favoured us. 

A Third Edition of Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4., forming 

Part I., is reprinted, so that complete sets of our work 
may again be had, 
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Theological and Miscellaneous Library of the Rev, S. R. Maitland, 
D.D., a noble Mahogany Bookcase, &c. 

es CK and SIMPSON, Auctioneers of 
Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their 

great Room, 191. Piccadilly, on Monday, April 29., and three fol- 
lowing days, the Library of the Rev. S. R. Maitland, D.D.; con- 
sisting of Versions of the Sacred Scriptures, a fine copy of Walton’s 
Polyglott (with the Republican Variations in the Preface), Cri- 
tical and Expository Works, best editions of the Works of the 
Fathers of the Church, Ecclesiastical History, Councils, Can n 
Law, and Miscellaneous Literature. Catalogues are now ready, 
and will te sent on application. 

On a large sheet, price 7s. 6d. plain; 15s. richly coloured ; in 
case, 10s. 6d. plain; 18s. coloured. 

CHART of ANCIENT ARMOUR, from 
the ELEVENTH to the SEVENTEENTH CEN- 

TURIES; containing Eighteen Figures, with a Description and 
a Sketch of the Progress of European Armour. By Joun Hewirt. 
“A graphic outline of the subject of military costume during 

the period of its greatest interest to the English antiquary. The 
author has made a judicious selection of examples, chiefly from 
the rich series of monumental effigies; and, in the brief text 
which accompanies these illustrations, a useful resumé will be 
found of a subject which, not many years since, was attainable 
only through the medium of costly publications.”’— Archeological 
Journal. 

GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

THE PRIMEVAL ANTIQUITIES OF ENGLAND JLLUS- 
TRATED BY THOSE OF DENMARK. 

HE PRIMAVAL ANTIQUITIES OF 
DENMARK. By J J. A. Worsaae, Member of the Royal 

Society of Antiquaries of Copenhagen. Translated and applied 
to the illustration of similar Remains in England, by WiLtiAM J. 
Tuoms, F S.A., Secretary of the Camden Society. With nume- 
rous Woodcuts. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

“The best antiquarian handbook we have ever met with—so 
clear is its arrangement, and so well and so plainly is each sub- 
ject illustrated by well-executed engravings. * * * It is the joint 
production of two men who have already distinguished themselves 
as authors and antiquarians. ’’ — Morning Herald. 
“A book of remarkable interest and ability. * * * Mr. Wor- 

saae’s book is in all ways a valuable addition to our literature. 
* * * Mr. Thoms has executed the translation in flowing and 
idiomatic English, and has appended many curious and interesting 
notes and observations of his own.’”’— Guardian. 
“The work, which we desire to commend to the attention of 

our readers, is signally interesting to the British antiquary. Highly 
interesting and important work.” — Archeological Journal. 

See also the Gentleman's Magazine for February 1850. 
Oxford: Joan Henry Parker, and 337. Strand, London. 

NEARLY READY. 

A Prospectus, containing a Specimen of the Illustrations, will 
be sent on receipt of two postage stamps. 

JosErH CUNDALL, 21. Old Bond Street. 

r i \HE SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY.— The 
Ninth Annual Meeting of this Society will be held on 

FRIDAY NEXT, the 26th inst., at the Rooms of the Royal 
Society of Literatwre, No. 4. St. Martin’s Place, Trafalgar Square, 
at which the attendance of Subscribers is earnestly solicited. The 
Chair will be taken at THREE o’clock, precisely. 

By Order of the Council, 
F. G. Tomiins, Secretary. 

Agent to the Society, Mr. Skeffington, No. 192. Piccadilly. 

VHE CHURCH WARDER and DOMESTIC 
MAGAZINE contains Theological, Historical, and Moral 

Papers, besides amusing and instructive Tales. Price Twopence. 
Published by GRoomBkIDGE and Sons, Paternoster Row, on the 

First of every Month. 

Royal 32mo., cloth, 2s.; morocco (Hayday), 7s. 

ELDEN’S TABLE-TA LK. 

Rv yal 32mo., price 2s. 6d. cloth, 7s. 6d. morocco (Hayday). 

THE TEMPLE, SACRED POEMS, and 
PRIVATE EJACULATIONS. By GeorGe HERBERT. 

Also, by the same Author, 
Price 2s. cloth, 7s. morocco (Hayday). 

A PRIEST TO THE TEMPLE; or, THE 
Ce ene PARSON: his Character, and Rule of Holy 

Loudon: GeorGeE Bett, Fleet Street. Leicester: J. S. Crossiey. 

Next week, 1 vol. 8vo., with etched Frontispiece, by Wehnert, 
and Eight Engravings, price 15s. 

ABRINAE COROLLA: a Volume of Classical 
Translations with original Compositions contributed by Gen- 

tlemen educated at Shrewsbury School. 
Among the Contributors are the Head Masters of Shrewsbury, 

Stamford, Repton, Uppingham, and Birmingham Schools; An- 
drew Lawson, Esq., late M.P.; the Rev. R. Shilleto, Cambridge ; 
the Rev. T. S. Evans, Rugby; J. Riddell, Esq., Fellow of Baliol 
College, Oxford; the Rev. E. M. Cope, H. J. Hodgson, Ksq., H. 
A. J. Munro, Esq., W. G. Clark, ksq., Fellows of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and many other distinguished Scholars from both 
Universities. 

The Work is edited by three of the principal Contributors. 

Folio, price 30s. 

THE CHORAL RESPONSES AND LI- 
TANIES OF THE UNITED CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
AND IRELAND. Collected from Authentic Sources. By the 
Rev. Joun Jebs, A. M., Rector of Peterstow. 
The present Work contains a full collection of the harmonized 

compositions of ancient date, including nine sets of pieces and 
responses, and fifteen litanies, with a lew of the more ancient 
Psalm Chants. They are given in full score, and in their 
proper cliffs. In the upper part, however, the treble is substituted 
for the ‘“‘cantus”’ or “medius’’ cliff: and the whole work is so 
arranged as to suit the library of the musical student, and to be 
fit for use in the Choir. 

MEMOIRS OF MUSICK. By the Hon. 
RoGer North, Attorney-General to James I. Now first printed 
from the original MS. and edited, with copious Notes, by Ep- 
warp F. Rimpautt, LL.D., F.S.A., &c. &c. Quarto; witha 
Portrait ; handsomely printed in 4to. ; half-bound in morocco, l5s. 

This interesting MS., so frequently alluded to by Dr. Burney 
in the course of his ‘t History of Music,’”’ has been kindly placed 
at the disposal of the Council of the Musical Antiquarian Society, 
by George Townshend Smith, Ksq., Organist of Hereford Ca- 
thedral. Butthe Council, not feeling authorised to commence a 
series of literary publications, yet impressed with the value of the 
work, have suggested its independent publication to their Secre- 
tary, Dr. Rimbault, under whose editorial care it accordingly 
appears. 

it abounds with interesting Musical Ane.dotes; the Greek 
Fables respecting the origin of Music; the rise and progress of 
Musical Instruments ; the early Musical Drama ; the origin of our 
present fashiouable Concerts; the first performance of the beggar’s 
Opera, &c. 
A limited number having been printed, few copies remain for 

sale: unsold copies will shortly be raised in price to LZ. 11s. 6d. 
London: GEorGE Batt, 186. lleet Street. 

Printed by Tomas Clark Suaw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St.Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by GrorGE BELL, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, April 20. 1850. 
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NICHOLAS BRETON. 

Like Mr. Corrier (No. 23. p. 364.), I have for 
age years felt “a peculiar interest about Nicho- 
las Breton,” and an anxious desire to learn some- 
thing more of him, not only from being a sincere 
lover of many of his beautiful lyrical and pastoral 

ms, as exhibited in England's Helicon, Davi- 
son's Poetical Rhapsodie, and other numerous works 
of his own, and from possessing several pieces of | 
his which are not generally known, but also from 
my intimate connection with the parish in which 
he is supposed to have lived and died. From this 
latter circumstance especially, I had been most 
anxious to connect his name with Norton, and 
have frequently cast a reverential and thoughtful 
eye on the simple monument which has been sup- 
posed to record his name; hoping, yet not without 

doubts, that some evidence would still be found 
which would prove it to be really that of the poet. 
It was therefore with the utmost pleasure that I 
read Mr. Collier’s concluding paragraph, that he is. 
“in possession of undoubted proof that he was the 
Nicholas Breton whose epitaph is on the chancel- 
wall of the church of Norton in Northamp- 
tonshire.” 

It seems strange that, notwithstanding the num-. 
ber and variety of his writings, the length of time 
he was before the public, and the estimation in 
which he was held by his contemporaries, so little. 
should be known concerning Breton, and the cir- 
cumstances of his life be still involved in such 
great obscurity. In looking over his various pub- 
lications, it is remarkable how littie is to be 
gleaned in the preliminary prefixes which relate to, 
his own personal history, and how very rarely he 
touches on any thing referring to himself. There 
is a plaintive and melancholy strain running 
through many of his works, and I am inclined to 
the opinion entertained by Sir Egerton Bridges 
and others, that cares, and misfortunes, and con- 
tinued disappointments, had brought on melan- 
choly and despair, and that the plaintive and 
touching nature of his writings were occasioned by 
real sorrows and sufferings. This seems at variance 
with his being the purchaser of the manor and 
lordship of Norton, and in the possession and en- 
joyment of this world’s goods. Thus in his 
Auspicante Jehova Maries Exercise, 8yo. 1597, 
one of the rarest of his works, in the dedication to 
Mary, Countess of Pembroke, speaking of his tem- 
poral condition, he remarks, “I have soncke my 
fortune in the worlde, hauing only the light of 
vertue to leade my hope unto Heauen :” and signs 
himself “ Your La. sometime vnworthy Poet, and 

| now, and euer poore Beadman, Nich. Breton.” 
And the “ Address” after it is signed, “ Your 
poore friend or seruant N.B.” Iam aware that 

these phrases are sometimes used in a figurative 
sense, but am disposed to think that here they are 
intended for something real. And I am at a loss 
how to reconcile these expressions of poverty with 
his being the purchaser and enjoyer of such an 
estate. I shall wait, therefore, with considerable 
anxiety till it may suit the pleasure or convenience 
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of Mr. Collier to communicate to the world the 
proofs he has obtained of the poet's identification 
with the Norton monument. I would, however, 
further add, that so late as 1606, the Dedication to 
The Praise of Vertuous Ladies is dated ‘ From 
my Chamber in the Blacke-Fryers,” and that not 
one of his later productions is dated from Norton, 
which probably would have been the case had he 
been resident there. 

I regret that I am unable to afford Mr. Collier 
any information respecting the “ Crossing of Pro- 
verbs,” beyond the fact of the late Mr. Rodd being 
the purchaser of Mr. Heber's fragment, but whether 
on commission or not, I cannot say, nor where it 
now is. The same kind of proverbs are given in 
Wit's Private Wealth, 1603, and in some other of 
his works. 

Nicholas Breton, besides being a pleasing and 
polished writer of lyric and pastoral poetry, ap- 
pears to have been a close and attentive observer 
of nature and manners,—abounding in wit and 
humour —and a pious and religious man. He was 
also a soldier, a good fisherman, and a warm ad- 
mirer of Queen Elizabeth, of whom he gives a 
beautiful character in “ A Dialogue full of pithe 
and pleasure, upon the Dignitie or Indignitie of 
Man,” 4to., 1603, on the reverse of Sig. ¢. iil. 

As it is sometimes desirable to know where 
copies of the rarer productions of a writer are to 
be met with, I may state, that among some five or 
six-and-twenty of this author's pieces, besides 
the Auspicante Jehova Maries Exercise, 8vo. 1597, 
already mentioned, of which I know of no other 
copy than my own, I possess also the only one of 
A small handfull of Fragrant Flowers, 8vo. 1575, 
and A Floorish upon Fancie, 4to. 1582. both 
reprinted in the Heliconia; Marie Magdalen’s 
Loue, with A Solemne Passion of the Soules Loue, 
8vo. 1595, the first part in prose, the latter 
in six-line stanzas, and very rare; Fantastics : 
seruing for a Perpetual Prognostication, 4to. 1626 ; 
and Wit's Trenchmour, In a conference had be- 
twixt a Scholler and an Angler. Written by Nich. 
Breton, Gentleman, 4to. bl. lett. 1597, the only 
copy known and not included in Lowndes's list, 
which, from the style of its composition and the 
similarity of some of the remarks, is supposed to 
have been the original work from which Isaac 
Walton first took the idea of his Complete Angler. 

Tuomas Corser. 
Stand Rectory, April 16, 1850. 

NOTES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 

LONDON. 

_ Baldwin's Gardens. — A passage upon the east 
side of Gray’s Inn Lane, leading into Leather Lane. 
Tom Brown dates some introductory verses, pre- 
fixed to Playford’s Pleasant Musical Companion, 
1698, “from Mr.Steward’s, at the Hole-in-the-Wall, 

in Baldwin's Gardens.” There is extant a single 
sheet, with an engraved head, published by J. 
Applebee, 1707, and called, — 

“The English and French Prophets mad, or be- 
witcht, at their assemblies in Baldwin’s Gardens.” 

A Letter of Anthony Wood’s, in the writer's 
collection, is thus addressed :— 

“ For John Aubrey, Esq. To be left at Mr. Caley’s 
house, in Baldwin’s Gardens, neare Gray’s Inne Lane, 
London.” 

The White Hart, Bishopsgate Street.— A tavern 
said to be of very ancient date. In front of the 
present building, the writer of the present notice 
observed (in 1838) the date cut in stone, 1480. 

The Nag’s Head, Cheapside.—A view of this 
tavern is preserved in a print of the entry of Mary 
de Medici, when she paid a visit to her son-in-law 
and daughter, the unfortunate Charles I. and his 
queen. 

St. Paul’s Alley. — 

«« Whereas, the yearly meeting of the name of Adam 
hath of late, through the deficiency of the last stewards, 
been neglected, these are to give notice to all gentle- 
men, and others that are of that name, that, at William 

Adams’, commonly called ‘The Northern Alehouse,’ 
in St. Paul’s Ailey, in St. Paul’s Church Yard, there 
will be a weekly meeting, every Monday night, of our 
namesakes, between the hours of 6 and 8 of the clock 
in the evening, in order to choose stewards to revive 
our antient and annual feast.”— Domestic Intelligence, 
1681. 

St. Paul’s Churchyard.— 
“In St. Paul’s Church Yard were formerly many 

shops where music and musical instruments were sold, 
for which, ‘at this time, no better reason can be given 
than that the service at that Cathedral drew together, 
twice a day, all the lovers of music in London; not to 
mention that the chairmen were wont to assemble 
there, where they were met by their friends and ac- 
quaintance.”— Sir John Hawkins’ History of Music, 
vol, v. p. 108. 

The French Change, Soho.—A place so called 
in the reign of Queen Anne. Gough, in a MS. 
note, now before us, thought it stood on the site 
of the present Bazaar. 

Epwarp F. Risavrr. 

NOTES ON THE DODO. 

T have to thank “ Mr. 8S. W. Srncer” (No. 22. 
p. 353.) for giving some interesting replies to my 
“Dodo Queries” (No. 17. p. 261.). I trust that 
Mr. S. will be induced to pursue the inquiry fur- 
ther, and especially to seek for some Portuguese ac- 
count of the Mascarene Islands, prior to the Dutch 
expedition of 1598. I am now able to state that 
the supposed proof of the discovery of Bourbon 
by the Portuguese in 1545, on the authority of a 
stone pillar, the figure of which Leguat has copied || 
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from Du Quesne, who copied it from Flacourt, 
turns out to be inaccurate. On referring to Fla- 
court’s Histoire de la Grande Isle Madagascar, 
Ato., Paris, 1658, p. 344., where the original figure 
of this monument is given, I find that the stone 
was not found in Bourbon at all, but in “1’ Islet des 
Portugais,” a small island at the mouth of the river 
Fanshere (see Flacourt, p. 32.), near the 8. E. 
extremity of Madagascar. From this place Fla- 
court removed it to the neighbouring settlement 
of Fort Dauphin in 1653, and engraved the arms 
of France on the opposite side to those of Por- 
tugal. We are therefore still without any histo- 
rical record of the first discovery of Bourbon and 
Mauritius, though, from the unanimous consent of 
later compilers, we may fairly presume that the 
Portuguese were the discoverers. 

The references which Mr. Singer has given to 
two works which mention the Oiseau bleu of Bour- 
bon, are very important, as the only other known 
autority for this extinct bird is the MS. Journal | : 

7 | pure gold or silver; and this allay was that which gave 
of Sieur D.B., which thus receives full confirma- 
tion. May I ask Mr. Singer whether either of 
these writers mentions the Solitaire as inhabiting 
Bourbon ? 

The “Oiseaux appelez Flamands” quoted by 
Mr. §,, are merely Flamingos, and are devoid of 
interest as regards the present question. 

The history of the Dodo’s head at Copenhagen, 
referred to by Mr. Singer, is fully recorded in the 
Dodo and its Kindred, pp. 25, 33. 

The name Dodo seems to have been first applied 
to the bird by Sir Thomas Herbert, in 1634, who 
adds, in his edition of 1638, ‘a Portuguese name 
it is, and has reference to her simpleness.” Before 
that time the Dutch were in the habit of ealling 
it Dodars, Dodaers, Toters, and Dronte. I had 
already made the same guesses at the etymology 
of these words as those which Mr. Singer has sug- 
gested but not feeling fully satisfied with them, 
put forth my Query VII. for the chance of obtain- 

ing some further elucidation. 
Mr. Singer’s reasonings on the improbability of 

Tradescant’s specimen of the Dodo having been a 
fabrication are superfluous, seeing that the head 
and foot of this individual are, as is well known, 
still in existence, and form the subjects of six plates 
in the Dodo and its Kindred. 

In regard to my Query IX. as to the local habi- 
tation of the family of Dronte, who bore a Dodo 
on their shield, it has been suggested to me by the 
Rey. Richard Hooper, (who first drew my atten- 
tion to this armorial bearing,) that the family 
was probably foreign to Britain. It appears that 
there was a family named Dodo, in Friesland, a 
member of which (Augustin Dodo, deceased in 
1501, ) was the first editor of St. Augustine’s works. 
Mr. Hooper eee that possibly this family may 
have subsequent. ee the Dodo as their arms, 
and that Randle Holme may, by a natural mistake, 

have changed the name of the family, in his Aca- 
demy of Armory, from Dodo to the synonymous 
word Dronte. Can none of your genealogical 
readers clear up this point ? 

H. E. Srrickianp. 

DERIVATION OF “STERLING” AND “ PENNY.” 

Your correspondent suggests (No. 24. p. 384.) 
an ingenious derivation for the word Sterling ; but 
one which perhaps he has been too ready to adopt, 
inasmuch as it helped his other derivation of peny, 
from pecunia or pecus. I quote the following from 
A short Treatise touching Sheriffs Accompts, by 
Sir Matthew Hale: London, 1683 :— 

“ Concerning the second, viz. the matter or species 
whereof the current coin of this kingdom hath been 
made, it is gold or silver, but not altogether pure, but 
with an allay of copper, at least from the time of 

| King H. I. and H. IL., though possibly in ancienter 
times the species whereof the coin was made might be 

the denomination of Sterling to that coin, viz. Sterling 
Gold, or Sterling Silver. Wherein there will be in- 
quirable, — 

“1, Whence that denomination came? 
“ 9, How ancient that denomination was ? 
“ 3, What was the allay that gave silver that de- 

nomination ? 
“ For the former of these there are various conjec- 

tures, and nothing of certainty. 
“ Spelman supposeth it to take that denomination 

from the Esterlings, who, as he supposeth, came over 

and reformed our coin to that allay. Of this opinion 
was Camden. A Germanis, quos Angli Esterlings, ub 
orientali situ, vocarunt, facta est appellatio; quos Johannes 

Rex, ad argentum in suam puritatem rediyendam, primus 
evocavit: et ejus modi nummi Esterlingi, in antiquis 
scripturis semper reperiuntur, Some suppose that it 
might be taken up from the Starre Judeorum, who, being 
the great brokers for money, accepted and allowed 
money of that allay for current payment of their stars 
or obligations; others from the impression of a ster- 
ling, or of an asterisk upon the coin. Pur ceo que le 
form d'un Stare, dont le diminutive est Sterling, fuit im- 
pressit on stamp sur ceo. Auters pur ceo que le primer 
de cest Standard fuit coyn en le Castle de Sterlin in 
Scotland pur le Roy Edw. I. And possibly as the 
proper name of the fourth part of a Peny was called a 
Farthing, ordinarily a Ferling; so in truth the proper 
name of a Peny in those times was called a Sterling, 
without any other reason of it than the use of the times 
and arbitrary imposition, as other names usually grow. 
For the old Act of 5! H. III., called Compositio 
Mensurarum, tells us that Denarius Anglice Sterlingus 
dicitur ; and because this was the root of the measure, 
especially of Silver Coin, therefore all our Coin of the 
same allay was also called Sterling, as five Shillings 
Sterling, five Pounds Sterling. 
“When this name of Sterling came first in is un- 

certain, only we are certain it was a denomination in 

use in the time of H. III. or Ed. I. and after ages. 
But it was not in use at the time of the compiling of 
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Doomsday, for if it were we should have found it there 
where there is so great occasion of mention of Firmes, 
Rents, and Payments, Hovendenin Rich. I. fol. 377. b. 
Nummus a Numa, que fuit le primer Roy que fesoit 
moneies en Rome. Issint Sterlings, alias Esterlings, 
queux primes fesoient le money de cest Standard en Engle- 
terre.”— Sheriffs’ Accompts, p. 5—9. 

So much for the derivation of Sterling, which 
evidently applied originally to the metal rather 
than toacoin. May Ibe allowed to hazard a 
suggestion as to the origin of peny, its synonym ? 
They were each equivalent to the Denarius. 

“ Denarius Anglia, qui nominatur Sterlingus, rotundus 

sine tonsura, ponderabit 32 grana in medio spice. Ster- 
lingus et Denarius sont tout un. Le Shilling consistoit 
de 12 sterlings. Le substance de cest denier ou sterling 
peny al primes fuit vicessima pars unice.”—Indentures of 
the Mint, Ed. I. and VI. 

May we not derive it from Denarius by means 
of either a typographical or clerical error in the 
initial letter. This would at once give a new 
name — the very thing they were in want of — 
and we may very easily understand its being 
shortened into Penny. G. 

Milford, April 15. 

HANNO’S PERIPLUS. 

“Mr. Hameson” has served the cause of truth 
in defending Hanno and the Carthaginians from 
the charge of cruelty, brought against them by 
Mr. Attorney-General Bannister. A very slen- 
der investigation of the bearings of the narration 
would have prevented it. I know not how Dr. 
Falconer deals with it, not having his little volume 
at hand; but in so common a book as the History 
of Maritime Discovery, which forms part of Lard- 
ner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia, it is stated that these 
Gorilie were “ probably some species of ourang- 
outang.” Purchas says they might be the baboons 
or Pongos of those parts. 

The amusing, and always interesting, Italian, 
Hakluyt, in the middle of the sixteenth century, 
gives a very good version of the ANNONOZ MEPI- 
TIAOTS, with a preliminary discourse, which would 
also have undeceived Mr. Bannister, had he been 
acquainted with it, and prevented Mr. Hampson’s 
pleasant exposure of his error. 

Ramusio says, “Seeing that in the Voyage of 
Hanno there are many parts worthy of considerate 
attention, I have judged that it would be highly 
ratifying to the studious if I were here to write 
down a few extracts from certain memoranda which 
I formerly noted on hearing a respectable Por- 
tuguese pilot, in frequent conversations with the 
Count Raimondo della Torre, at Venice, illustrate 
this Voyage of Hanno, when read to him, from 
his own experience.” There are, of course, some 
erroneous notions in the information of the pilot, 
and in the deductions made from it by Ramusio ; 
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but the former had the sagacity to see the truth 
respecting this Gorgon Island full of hairy men and 
women. I will not spoil the naiveté of the narra- 
tion by attempting a translation; merely pre- 
mising that he judged the Island to be that of 
Fernando Po. 

« E tutta la deserittione de questo Capitano era simile 
a quella per aleun Scrittore Greci, quale parlande dell’ 
isola delle Gorgone, dicono quella esser un isola in 
mezzo d'una palude. EE conciacosa che havea inteso 
che li poeti dicevan le Gorgone esser femine terribili, 
pero scrisse che le erano pelose. . .. Maa detto pilotto 
pareva piu verisimile di pensare, che havendo Hannone 
inteso ne’ i libri de’ poeti come Perseo era stato per aere 
a questa isola, e di quivi reportata la testa di Medusa, 
essendo egli ambitioso di far creder al mondo che lui vi 
fasse audato per mare; e dar riputation a questo suo 
viaggio, di esser penetrato fuio dove era stato Perseo ; 
volesse portar due pelli di Gorgone, e dedicarla nel 
tempio di Ginnone. I] che li fu facil cosa da fare, con- 

ciosia cosa che IN TUTTA QUELLA COSTA SI TRUOVINO IN- 
FINITE DI QUELLE SIMIE GRANDE, CHE PARENO PERSONE 
HUMANE, DELLE Basurng, le pelle delle quali poteva 
far egli credere ad ogniuno che fussero state di femine.” 

Gopelin, also, in his Recherches sur la Géogra- 
phie des Anciens, speaking of this part of Hanno’s 
voyage, says :— 

“ Hanno encountered a troop of Ourang- Outangs, 
which he took for savages, because these animals walk 

erect, often having a staff in their hands to support 
themselves, as well as for attack or defence; and they 
throw stones when they are pursued. They are the 
Satyrs and the Argipani with which Pliny says Atlas 
was peopled. It would be useless to say more on this 
subject, as it is avowed by all the modern commentators 
of the Periplus.” 

The relation we have is evidently only an 
abridgment or summary made by some Greek, 
studious of Carthaginian affairs, long subsequent 
to the time of Hanno ; and judging from a passage 
in Pliny (I. ii. c.67.), it appears that the ancients 
were acquainted with other extracts from the 
original, yet, though its authenticity has been 
doubted by Strabo and others, there seems to be 
little reason to question that it is a correct outline 
of the voyage. That the Carthaginians were op- 
pressors of the people they subjugated may be pro- 
bable; yet we must not, on such slender grounds 
as this narration affords, presume that they would 
wantonly kill and flay human beings to possess 
themselves of their skins! S. W. Srncer. 

April 10. 1850. 

FOLK LORE. 

Cook-eels. —Forby derives this from coquille, in 
allusion to their being fashioned like an escallop, 
in which sense he is borne out by Cotgrave, who 
has “ Pain coguillé, a fashion of an hard-crusted 
loafe, somewhat like our still-yard bunne.” Ihave 
always taken the word to be “coquerells,” from 
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the vending of such buns at the barbarous sport of 
“throwing at the cock” on Shrove Tuesday. The 
cock is still commonly ealled a cockerell in E. 
Anglia. Perhaps Mr. Wodderspoon will say whe- 
ther the buns of the present day are fashioned in 
any particular manner, or whether any “the oldest 
inhabitant” has any recollection of their being 
differently fashioned or at all impressed. What, 
too, are the “ stillyard buns” of Cotgrave? Are 
they tea-cakes? The apartment in which tea was 
formerly made was called the séi//-room. 

BuriEnsis. 

Divination by the Bible and Key.—This super- 
stition is very prevalent amongst the peasantry 
of this and adjoining parishes. When any article | 
is suspected to have been stolen, a Bible is pro- 
cured, and opened at the Ist chap. of Ruth: the 
stock of a street-door key is then laid on the 16th 
verse of the above chapter, the handle protruding | 
from the edge of the Bible ; and the key is secured 
in this position by a string, bound tightly round 
the book. The person who works the charm then 
places his two middle fingers under the handle of 
the key, and this keeps the Bible suspended. He 
then repeats in succession the names of the par- | 
ties suspected of the theft ; repeating at each name 
a portion of the verse on which the key is placed, 
commencing, “ Whither thou goest, I will go,” &e. 
When the name of the guilty party is pronounced, 
the key turns off the fingers, the Bible falls to the 
ground, and the guilt of the party is determined. 
The belief of some of the more ignorant of the 
lower orders in this charm is unbounded. JI have | 
seen it practised in other counties, the key being | 
laid over the 5th verse of the 19th chap. of Pro- 
verbs, instead of the 1st chap. of Ruth. 

Davin STEVENS. | 
Godalming, April 11. 1850. 

{In Brand’s Popular Antiquities (ed. Ellis.), vol. iii. | 
188-9, it is stated that the key is placed upon the 50th 

Psalm. ] 

Weather Proverb.— Weather proverbs are 
among the most curious portions of popular lite- 
rature. That foul or fair weather is betokened 
according as the rainbow is seen in the morning or 
evening, is recorded in the following German 
“saw,” which is nearly identical with our well- 
known English proverb : — 

Regenbogen am Morgen 
Macht dem Schafer sorgen ; 
Regenbogen am Abend 
Ist dem Schafer labend. 

In Mr. Akerman’s recently published volume 
ealled Spring Tide, a pleasant intermixture of 
fly-fishing and philology, we have a Wiltshire ver- 
sion of this proverb, curious for its old Saxon 
Janguage and its comparatively modern allusion to 
a “ great coat” in the third and sixth lines, which 
must be interpolations. 
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“The Rainbow in th’ marnin’ 
Gies the Shepherd warnin’ 

To car’ his girt ewoat on his back 
The Rainbow at night 
Is the Shepherd’s delight, 

For then no girt ewoat will he lack.” 

No one, we believe, has yet remarked the phi- 
| losophy of this saying ; namely, that in the morn- 
| ing the rainbow is seen in the clouds in the west, 
the quarter from which we get most rain, and of 
course, in the evening, in the opposite quarter of 
the heavens. Wit11aM J. THoms. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES. 

1. A pleasant Dialogue between a Soldier of 
Barwicke and an English Chaplain; wherein are 
largely handled such reasons as are brought in for 
maintenance of Popish Traditions in our English 
Church. 8vo. circa 1581. 

This work is frequently attributed to Barnaby 
Rich ; but from Bancrott’s Dangerous Positions, 
p- 42., the author is ascertained to have been 
Antoony GILpy. 

2. The Trumpet of Fame; or, Sir Francis 
Drake’s and Sir John Hawkins’ Farewell: with 
an encouragement to all Sailors and Souldiers that 
are minded to go in this worthie enterprise, &c. 
12mo. London, by T. Creede, 1595. 

This poetical tract is of the greatest rarity, and 
was unknown to Ames, Herbert, Warton, and 
Ritson. A MS. note, in a contemporary hand, 
says the author was one Henry Roserrs, whose 
initials are appended to the work. 

3. The Mastive, or Young Whelpe of the Olde 
Dogge. Epigrams and Satyrs, by H.P. 4to. 
London, by T. Creede, circa 1600. 

As an Epigram in this collection also appears 
in Henry Peacnam’s: Minerva Britanna, with a 
slight variation ; it is fair to surmise that he was 
the author of this very rare volume, in preference 
to Henry Parrott. 

4, Pasquil’s Jests, mixed with Mother Bunch’s 
Merriments. Whereunto is added a dozen of 
Gulles. Pretty and pleasant to drive away the 
tediousnesse of a winter’s evening. 4to. 1608. 

In the British Bibliographer, vol. i.. may be 
seen an account of the edition of 1609, with 
extracts from it, and a statement that “an earlier 
edition is without the Gulls.” The present copy 
(which passed through my hands some years ago), 
although earlier, has the Gulls. 

5. Holie Historie of our Lord and Saviour 
Jesus Christ’s Nativitie, Life, Actes, Miracles, 
Doctrine, Death, Passion, Resurrection, and As- 
cension. Gathered into English Meeter, and pub- 
lished to withdraw all vajne wits from all unsa- 
verie and wicked rimes and fables, &c. 12mo. 
London, by R. Field, 1594. 

Ames and Herbert say this book was written 
by Henry Holland; but the author's name 
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was Rosrert Hotianp. 
Warton. 

6. News from the Stars; or, Erra Pater’s Ghost, 
by Meriton Latroon. 12mo. 1673. 

“ Rrcwarp Heap, a broken bookseller, and the 
author of the English Rogue, writ this. He 
turned Papist, and in his voyage to Spain was 
drowned.” —MS. note in a contemporary hand. 

Epwarp F. Rowsavcr. 

It is not mentioned by 

POPE, PETRONIUS, AND HIS TRANSLATORS. 

The vindication of Pope from the charge of 
borrowing his well-known sentiment —“ Worth 
makes a man,” &c.—from Petronius, is not so 
completely made out by “ P.C.8.S.” as it might 
be; for surely there is a sufficient similitude of 
idea, if not of expression, between the couplet of 
Pope and the sentence of Petronius, as given in 
all four of the translations cited by him (No. 23. 
p. 362.) — “ The heart makes the man,” &c. — to 
warrant a notion that the one was suggested by 
the other. But the surmise of plagiarism origin- 
ates in a misconception of the the terms employed 
by the Latin author — virtus, frugalitas, and more 
especially corcillum,— which have been misunder- 
stood by every one of these translators. Virtus is 
applied to mental as well as bodily superiority 
(Cic. Fin. v. 13.). The sense in which frugalitas 
is employed by Petronius may be collected from 
a preceding passage in the same chapter, where 
Trimalchio calls his pet puerum frugalissimum — 
a very clever lad—as he explains the epithet by 
adding that “he can read at sight, repeat from 
memory, cast up accounts, and turn a penny to 
his own profit.” Corcillum is a diminutive of 
corculum, (like oscillum, from osculum), itself a 
diminutive of cor, which word, though commonly 
put for “the heart,” is also used by the best au- 
thors, Lucretius, Horace, Terence, &c., in the same 
sense as our wit, wisdom, intellect. The entire 
passage, if correctly translated, might then be ex- 
pressed as follows : — 

«« The time has been, my friends, when I myself was 
no better off than you are; but I gained my present 
position solely by my own talents (virtute.) Wit (cor- 
cillum) makes the man—(or, literally, It is wisdom 
that makes men of us,)—every thing else is worthless 
lumber. I buy in the cheapest, and sell in the dearest 
market. But, as I said before, my own shrewdness 

I came from Asia no 
taller than that lamp stand; and used to measure my 
height against it day by day, and grease my muzzle 
(rostrum) with oil from the lamp to make a beard 
come.” 

Then follow some additional examples’ of the 
youth’s sagacity, not adapted for translation, but 
equally instances of worldly wisdom. Thus every 
one of the actions which Trimalchio enumerated 
as the causes of his prosperity are emanations 
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from the head, not the heart; the results of a crafty 
intellect, not of moral feeling; so that the senti- 
ment he professes, instead of being similar to, is 
exactly the reverse of that expressed by Pope. 

This explanation seems so satisfactory that we 
might be well contented to rest here. But some 
MSS. have the reading coricillum instead of cor- 
cillum. If that be received as the genuine one, 
and some editors prefer it, the interpretation 
above given will only be slightly modified, but 
not destroyed, by the introduction of another 
image, the essential point remaining the same. 
The insertion of a vowel, z, precludes all connection 
with cor and its diminutives, but suggests a de- 
rivation from xépuxos, dim. xwptxov, a leathern 
sack or bag, which, when well stuffed, the Greeks 
used to suspend in the gymnasium, like the pen- 
dulum of a clock (as may be seen on a fictile vase), 
to buffet to and fro with blows of the fist. The 
stuffed bag will represent the human head on the 
end of its trunk; and the word may have been a 
slang one of the day, or coined by the Asiatic 
Trimalchio, whose general language is filled with 
provincial patois. The translation would then be, 
in the familar style of the original, — “The noddle 
makes the man,” &e. Antuony Ricu, Jun. 

QUERIES, 

WHEN WERE UMBRELLAS INTRODUCED INTO 
ENGLAND P 

Thomas Coryat, in his Crudities, vol. i. p. 134., 
gives us a curious notice of the early use of the 
umbrella in Italy. Speaking of fans, he says : — 

«“ These fans are of a mean price, fora man may buy 
one of the fairest of them for so much money as coun- 
tervaileth one English groat. Also many of them (the 
Italians) do carry other fine things ofa far greater price, 
that will cost at the least a ducat, which they commonly 
eall in the Italian tongue umbrellaes, that is, things that 
minister shadow unto them for shelter against the 
scorching heat of the sun. These are made of leather, 
something answerable to the form of a little canopy, 
and hooped in the inside with diverse little wooden 
hoops that extend the umbrella in a pretty large com- 
pass, They are used especially by horsemen, who 
carry them in their hands when they ride, fastening 
the end of the handle upon one of their thighs; and 
they impart so long a shadow unto them, that it keepeth 
the heat of the sun from the upper parts of their 
bodies.” 

Lt.-Col. (afterwards Gen.) Wolfe, writing from 
Paris, in the year 1752, says :— 

“ The people here-use umbrellas in hot weather to 
defend them from the sun, and something of the same 
kind to secure them from snow and rain. I wonder a 
practice so useful is not introduced in England, (where 
there are such frequent showers,) and especially in the 
country, where they can be expanded without any in- 
conveniency.” 
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Query, what is the date of the first introduction 
of the umbrella into England ? 

Epwarp F. Rimpavrt. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Duke of Marlborough—The Annual Register 
for the year 1758 (pp. 121—127) contains an ac- 
count of the circumstances connected with the trial 
of one Barnard, son of a suryeyor in Abingdon 
Buildings, Westminster, on a charge of sending 
letters to the Duke of Marlborough, threatening 
his life by means “too fatal to be eluded by the 
power of physic,” unless his grace “ procured him 
a zenteel support for his life.” The incidents are 
truly remarkable, pointing most suspiciously to- 
wards Barnard; but he escaped. Can any of your 
readers refer me to where I can find any further 
account or elucidation of this affair? Burrensits. 

“MV. or N.”—Of what words are “ M. or N.” the 
initials? Wide the answers to be given in the 
Church Catechism, and some of the occasional 
offices in the Liturgy. 

[It has been suggested that “ M. or N.” originated 
in a misreading of “ Nom,” a contraction for “ nomen.” 
This is certainly an ingenious explanation, though not 
a satisfactory one. ] 

Song of the Bees—— Who was the author of the 
lines under this title, beginning — 

“ We watch for the light of the moon to break, 
And colour the grey eastern sky 

With its blended hues of saffron and Jake,” &e. 

I have always understood them to be Dr. Aikin’s, 
but latterly that has been contradicted. 

Buriensis. 

William Godwin.— Can any of your correspon- 
dents tell me where I can find an account of the 
leading events of the life of William Godwin, 
author of Caleb Williams, St. Leon, Mandeville, 
&c., or any reference to his last hours? His sen- 
timents, political and religious, are said to have 
been peculiar. N. 

Woodbridge, April 15, 

Regimental Badges.x—When were the regi- 
mental badges granted to the first nine infantry 
corps of the line, and under what circumstances 
were they so granted ? J.C. 

London, April 15. 1850. 

Mother of Thomas a Bechet.— The well-known 
romantic legend of the origin of this lady has been 
introduced into the Pictorial History of England, 
on the authority of “ Brompton, in X Scriptores,” 
And on the same page (552. vol.i.) is a pictorial 
representation of the “‘ Baptism of the Mother of 
Becket, from the Royal Ms. 2 B. vii.” 

Now, Lord Campbell, in his Lives of the Chan- 

cellors, repudiates this story in toto; but without 
assigning any other reason for doing so, than an 
inference from the silence of Becket himself and 
his secretary, Fitzstephen, on the point. 

Can any of the learned gentlemen, whose dis- 
tinguished names adorn your valuable pages, 
direct an humble student to the fountain of truth, 
for the settlement of this vexata questio 2 

W. Franxs Matuews. 
Kidderminster, April 7. 1850. 

Swords worn in public. —Can any of your cor- 
respondents say when swords ceased to be worn as 
an article of ordinary dress, and whether the prac- 
tice was abolished by act of parliament, or that 
they gradually went out of fashion ? J.D.A. 

April 17. 1850. 

Emblem and National Motto of Ireland. — How 
long has the harp been the emblem, and Hrin-go- 
bragh the national motto of Ireland? To this I 
give another query, What is the national motto of 
England ? KE. M. B. 

Latin Distich and Translation. — Who were the 
authors of the following Latin distich, and its 
English translation ? — 

“ Mittitur in disco mihi piseis ab archiepisco— 
—Po non ponatur, quia potus non mihi datur.” 

“‘T had sent me a fish ina great dish by the archbish — 
— Hop is not here, for he gaye me no beer.” 

E. M. B. 

Verbum Grecum. — Who was the author of 
“ Like the verbum Grecum 

Spermagoraiolekitholakanopolides, 
Words that should only be said upon holidays, 
When one has nothing else to do.” 

The verbum Grecum itself is in Aristophanes’ 
Lysistrata, 457. E. M. B. 

Pope Felix.— Who is “ Pope Felix,” mentioned 
in lfric’s Homily on the Birthday of St. Gre- 
gory? ilfric, in speaking of the ancestors of 
St. Gregory, states that “ Felix se eawfaesta papa 
waes his fifta faeder,”—“ Felix the pious pope was 
his fifth father,” (%.e. great grandfather’s grand- 
father). E. M. B. 

April 15. 1850. 

“Where England's Monarch,” and “I'd preach 
as though.’ — Will any of your subscribers have 
the kindness to inform me who was the author of 
the lines — 

“ Where England’s monarch all uncovered sat, 
And Bradshaw bullied in a broad-brimm’d hat.” 

And also of these, quoted by Henry Martyn as 
“ well-known :”” — 
« I’d preach as though I ne’er should preach again, 

I'd preach as dying unto dying men.” ain 

Milford, April 15. 1850. 
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Latin Epigram.—I1 should be much obliged to 
any of your readers who can inform me who was 
the author and what is the date of the following 
epigram. The peculiarity of it, your readers will 
observe, consists in the fact, that while read di- 
rectly it contains a strong compliment; yet it is 
capable of being read backwards, still forming the 
same description of verse, but conveying a perfect 
reverse of the compliment : — 
“ Laus tua, non tua fraus; virtus non copia rerum, 

Scandere te fecit hoc decus eximium, 

Pauperibus tua das ; nunquam stat janua clausa; 
Fundere res queris, nec tua multiplicas. 

Conditio tua sit stabilis ! non tempore parvo 
Vivere te faciat hic Deus omnipotens.” 

When reversed, it reads thus :— 

« Qmnipotens Deus hic faciat te vivere parvo 
Tempore! Non stabilis sit tua conditio. 

Multiplicas tua, nee queris res fundere ; clausa 

Janua stat, nunquam das tua pauperibus. 
Eximium decus hoe fecit te seandere rerum 

Copia, non virtus; fras tua, non tua laus.” 

Any additional information would much oblige. 
O. 

April 15. 1850. 

REPLIES. 

GRAY'S ALCAIC ODE. 

Circumstances enable me to give a reply, which 
I believe will be found correct, to the imquiry of 
“C. B.” in p. 382. of your 24th Number, “ Whe- 
ther Gray’s celebrated Latin Ode is actually to be 
found entered at the Grande Chartreuse?” The 
fact is, that the French Revolution—that whirl- 
wind which swept from the earth all that came 
within its reach and seemed elevated enough to 
offer opposition—spared not the poor monks of 
the Chartreuse. A rabble from Grenoble, and other 
places, attacked the monastery ; burnt, plundered, 
or destroyed their books, papers, and property, 
and dispersed the inmates; while the buildings 
were left standing, not from motives of respect, 
put because they would have been troublesome 
and laborious to pull down, and were not suffi- 
ciently combustible to burn. 

In travelling on the Continent with a friend, 
during the summer of 1817, we made a pilgrimage 
to the Grande Chartreuse, reaching it from the 
side of the Echelles. It was an interesting mo- 
ment; for at that very time the scattered remains 
of the society had collected together, and were 
just come again to take possession of and reinhabit 
their old abode. And being their jour de spaci- 
ment, the whole society was before us, as they 
returned from their little pilgrimage up the moun- 
tain, where they had been visiting St. Bruno’s 
chapel and spring; and it was impossible not to 
think with respect of the self-devotion of these 

| The corner of the paper on which they had been 

men, who, after having for many years partaken 
(in a greater or less degree) of the habits and 
comforts of a civilised life, had thus voluntarily 
withdrawn themselves once more to their stern 
yet beautiful solitude (truly, as Gray calls it, a locus 
severus), there to practise the severities of their 
order, without, it may be supposed, any posses- 
sions or means, except what they were themselves 
enabled to throw into a common stock ; for nearly 
the whole of their property had been seized by 
the government during the Revolution, and wis 
still held by it. 

Our conversation was almost wholly with tvo 
of the fathers (they use the prefix Dom), whcse 
names I forget, and have mislaid my memorandam 
of them. One of these had been in England, 
when driven out; and was there protected by the 
Weld family in Dorsetshire, of whom he spoke in 
terms of sincere gratitude and respect. The other 
told us that he was a native of Chambery, and had 
done no more than cross the mountains to get 
home. On asking him for Gray’s Ode, he shook 
his head, saying, the Revolution had robbed them 
of that, and every thing else; but repeated the 
first line of it, so that there was no mistake as to 
the object of my inquiry. From what occurred 
afterwards it appears, however, to be questionable 
whether he knew more than the first line ; for I was 
informed that later English travellers had been 
attempting, from a laudable desire of diffusing 
information, to write out the whole in the present 
Album of the Chartreuse, by contributing a line 
or stanza, as their recollection served; but that, 
after all, this pic-nic composition was not exactly 
what Gray wrote. Of course, had our friend the 
Dom known how to supply the deficiencies, he 
would have done it. 

There is a translation of the Ode by James Hay 
Beattie, son of the professor and poet, printed 
amongst his poems, which is much less known 
than its merits deserve. And I would beg to sug- 
gest to such of your readers as may in the course 
of their travels visit this monastery, that books 
(need I say proper ones ?) would be a most accept- 
able present to the library; also, that there is a 
regular Album kept, in which those who, in this 
age of “ talent” and “intelligence,” consider them- 
selves able to write better lines than Gray’s, are 
at liberty to de so if they please. 
A very happy conjecture appeared in the Euro- 

pean Magazine some time between 1804 and 1808, 
as to the conclusion of the stanzas to Mr. Beattie. 

written was torn off ; and Mr. Mason supplies what 
is deficient in the following manner, the words 
added by him being printed in Italics :— 

“ Enough for me, if to some feeling breast 
My lines a secret sympathy impart ; 

And as their pleasing influence flows confest, 
A sigh of soft reflection heave the heart.” 

= 
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This, it will be seen, is prosaic enough; but the 
correspondent of the E. Mag. supposes the lines 
to have ended differently ; and that the poet, in 
some peculiar fit of modesty, tore off the name. 
His version is this :— 

“ Enough for me, if to some feeling breast, 
My lines a secret sympathy convey ; 

And as their pleasing influence is imprest, 
A sigh of soft reflection heave for Gray.” 

One word upon another poet, Byron v. Tacitus, 
in p. 390. of your 24th Number. There can be no 
doubt that the noble writer had this passage of 
Tacitus in his mind, when he committed the couplet 
in question to paper; but, in all probability, he 
considered it so well known as not to need acknow- 
ledgment. Others have alluded to it in the same 
way. The late Rev. W. Crowe, B.C.L. of New 
College, Oxford, and public orator of that Univer- 
sity, in some lines recited by his son at the instal- 
lation of Lord Grenville, has the following :— 

« And when he bids the din of war to cease, 
He calls the silent desolation — peace.” 

I wonder where Lord Byron stole stanzas 1, 2, 
3, 4, of the second canto of The Bride of Abydos ; 
to say nothing of some more splendid passages in 
the first and second cantos of Childe Harold ? 

W. (1.) 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 
Chapels. — Perhaps the following remarks will 

be of service to ‘“ Mr. Garry” in the solution of 
his Queries touching the word Chapel (No. 21.). 

Spelman (Glossary, sub voce) endeavours to 
convince us that capella is the same as capsella, 
the diminutive of capsa; thus making chapel, in the 
first instance, “‘a small repository” (sc. of relics). 
Richardson is also in favour of this etymon, not- 
withstanding its harshness and insipidity. I think 
the common derivation (from capella, diminutive 
of capa) very much preferable to any other, both 
on the score of philology and of history. Du- 
cange has quoted several passages, all tending to 
evince that capella (explained by the Teutonic 
voccus) was specially applied to the famous vest- 
ment of St. Martin, comprising his cloak and hood 
(not merely his hat, as some writers mention). 
The name was then metonymically transferred to 
the repository in which that relic was preserved, 
and afterwards, by a natural expansion, became 
the ordinary designation of the smaller sanctu- 
aries. This derivation is distinctly affirmed by 
Walafred Strabo about 842, and by a monk of 
St. Gall, placed by Basnage about 884. The ear- 
liest instance where the word capella is used for 
the vestment of St. Martin appears to be in a 
“ Placitum” of Theodoric, King of France, who 
ascended the throne a.p. 672 —‘“ in oratorio nostro 
super capella Domini Martini . .. . hae dibiret 
conjurare.” In a second “ Placitum,” also quoted 
by Diieaniire, of Childebert, King of France (circa 
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695), the word capella seems to mean a sacred 
building —‘“‘in oratorio suo seu capella Sancti 
Marthini.” And in a charter of Charles the Sim- 
ple, circ. 900, the term unquestionably occurs in 
this latter signification, disconnected from St. 
Martin. Other illustrations may be seen in Du- 
cange, who has bestowed especial industry on the 
words capa and capella. 

With respect to the legal definition of the mo- 
dern chapel, I may mention that, in stat. 7 & 8 
Geo. IV. c. 29. s.10., it signifies, according to 
Mr. Stephens (Eel. Statutes, p. 1857.), “a chapel 
where the rites and ceremonies of the Church of 
England are performed, and does not include the 
chapels of Dissenters.” In stat. 7 & 8 Geo. IV. 
c. 30., we read, notwithstanding, of “any chapel 
for the religious worship of persons dissenting 
from the United Church of England and Ireland. 

C. H. 
St. Catharine’s Hall, Cambridge. 

Chapels (No. 20. p. 333., and No. 23. p. 371.).— 
The opinion of the “ Barrister ” that this term had 
come into use as a designation of dissenting places 
of worship from no “idea of either assistance or 
opposition to the Church of England,” but only as 
a supposed means of security to the property, is 
probably correct. Yet itis likely different reasons 
may have had weight in different places. 

However, he is mistaken in “believing that we 
must date the adoption of that term from about” 
forty years ago. Jam seventy-six years old, and 
I can bear testimony, that from my infancy it was 
the term universally employed in Yorkshire, Der- 
byshire, Cheshire, Lancashire, and, I think probable, 
in the more northern counties. In common speech 
it was used as the word of discrimination from the 
Methodist places of worship, which bore the name 
of Meeting-houses, or, more generally, Meetings. 
But within the period (forty years) assigned by 
your learned correspondent, I think that I have 
observed the habit to have extensively obtained of 
applying the term Chapels to the latter class of 
places. 

I have abundant evidence of the general use of 
the term for dissenting buildings, back to the 
seventeenth century. From my early life, I re- 
member the current opinion to have been that 
Chapel was the word in use north of the Trent, 
and Meeting-house in Nottingham and southwards. 
An eminent antiquary, the Rev. Joseph Hunter, 

F.S.A., could cast a full light upon this subject. 
J.P.S. 

Homerton, April 15. 

Beaver (No. 21. p. 338.).— The earliest form of 
this word is fiber, which is used to signify the 
animal, the Castor, by Varro and Pliny. The 
fabulous story of the self-emasculation by which 
the beaver eludes pursuit, is thus introduced by 
Silius, in illustrating the flight of Hasdrubal :— 
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«“ Fluminei veluti deprensus gurgitis undis, 
Avulsa parte inguinibus caussaque pericli, 
Enatat intento pred jiber avius hoste.” 

Punica, xv. 485-8., where see Ruperti. 

The scholiast on Juvenal, xii. 34., has the low 
Latin vebrus. (See Forcellini, Lex. in Fiber et 
Castor, Ducange in Bever, and Adelung in Biber.) 
Derivations of the word bebrus occur in all the 
languages of Europe, both Romanic and Teutonic ; 
and denote the Castor. Beaver, in the sense of a hat 
or cap, is a secondary application, derived from the 
material of which the hat or cap was made. ; W. 

Poins and Bardolph (No. 24. p.385.).—Mr- 
Collier (Life prefixed to the edit. of Shakspeare, 
p- 139.) was the first to notice that Bardolph, Flu- 
ellen, and Awdrey, were names of persons living 
at Stratford in the lifetime of the poet; and Mr. 
Halliwell (Life of Shakspeare, pp. 126-7) has car- 
ried the subject still further, and shown that the 
names of ten characters in the plays are also found 
in the early records of that town. Poins was, I 
believe, a common Welsh name. 

God tempers the Wind (No. 22. p.357.).—Le 
Roux de Lincy, Livre des Proverbes Frangais 
(Paris, 1842), tom. i. p.11., cites the following 
proverbs — 

«“ Dieu mesure le froid a la brebis tondue, 
ou, 

Dieu donne le froid selon la robbe,” 

from Henri Estienne, Prémices, &c., p.47., a 
collection of proverbs published in 1594. He 
also quotes from Gabriel Meurier, Trésor des Sen- 
tences, of the sixteenth century : — 

«“ Dieu aide les mal vestus,” 
SIweEL. 

April 5. 1850. 

Sterne’s Koran (No. 14. p. 216.).—An inquiry 
respecting this work appeared in the Gent. Mag., 
vol. Ixvii. pt. ii, p.565.; and at p. 755. we are told 
by a writer under the signature of ‘“ Normanus,” 
that in his edition of Sterne, printed at Dublin, 
1775, 5 vols. 12mo., the Koran was placed at the 
end, the editor honestly confessing that it was not 
the production of Sterne, but of Mr. Richard Grif- 
fith (son of Mrs. Griffith, the Novellettist), then a 
gentleman of large fortune seated at Millecent, 
co. Kildare, and married to a daughter of the late 
Ld. C. B. Burgh. 

I possess a copy of an indifferent edition of 
Sterne’s works, in point of paper and type,“‘ Printed 
for J. Mozley, Gainsbrough, 1795. 8 vols. 12mo.” 
The Koran is in the sixth vol., termed “* The Post- 
humous Works of L. Sterne,” dedicated to the Earl 
of Charlemont by the editor, who, in his address 
to the reader, professes to have received the MS. 
from the hands of the author some time before his 
untimely death. 
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This I hope will answer the Query of “ E.L.N.:” 
and at. the same time I wish to express my regret, 
that we do not possess a really good and complete 
edition of Sterne’s Works, with a Life and literary 
history of them, incorporating the amusing illus- 
trations by Dr. Ferriar. ¥F. R.A. 

April 12. 1850, 

Lollius.—In answer to “J. M. B.” (No. 19. 
p- 303.) as to who was the Lollius spoken of by 
Chaucer, I send you the following. Lollius was 
the real or fictitious name of the author or trans- 
lator of many of our Gothic prose romances. 
D'Israeli, in his admirable Amenities of Literature, 
vol. i. p. 141., says :— 

« Tn some colophons of the prose romances the names 
of real persons are assigned as the writers; but the 
same romance is equally ascribed to different persons, 
and works are given as translations which in fact are 
originals. Amid this prevailing confusion, and these 
contradictory statements, we must agree with the 
editor of Warton, that we cannot with any confidence 
name the author of any of these prose romances. 
Ritson has aptly treated these pseudonymous trans- 
lators as ‘men of straw.’ We may say of them all, as 
the antiquary Douce, in the agony of his baffled re- 
searches after one of their favourite authorities, a Will 
o’ the Wisp named Lo tutus, exclaimed, somewhat 

gravely, —‘ Of Lollius it will become every one to 
speak with diffidence.’” 

Perhaps this “scrap” of information may lead 
to something more extensive. 

Epwarp F. Rimpavtt. 

Henry Ryder, Bishop of Killaloe (No. 24. p.383.). 
—Henry Ryder, D.D., a native of Paris, and Bishop 
of Killaloe, after whose paternity “ W. D. R.” in- 
quires, was advanced to that see by patent dated 
June 5. 1693 (not 1692), and consecrated on the 
Sunday following in the church of Dunboyne, in 
the co. Meath. See Archdeacon Cotton’s Fasti 
Ecclesie Hibernice, vol. i. p. 404., who gives an 
account of his family. W. (1.) 

Brown Study (No. 22. p. 352.).—Surely a cor- 
ruption of brow-study, brow being derived from 
the old German, braun, in its compound form 
aug-braun, an eyebrow. (Vide Wachter, Gloss. 
Germ.) HeErMes. 

Seven Champions of Christendom.— Who was 
the author of The Seven Champions of Christen- 
dom ? R. F. Jounson. 

[ The Seven Champions of Christendom, which Rit- 
son describes as ‘containing all the lies of Chris- 
tendom in one lie,’ was written by the well-known 
Richard Johnson. Our correspondent will find many 
curious particulars of his yaricus works in the Intro- 
duction which Mr. Chappell has prefixed to one of 
them, viz. The Crown Garland of Golden Roses, edited 

by him from the edition of 1612 for the Percy Society. ] 
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“Tempora mutantur nos et mutamur in illis.” — 
“E. V.” (p.215.Xis referred to Cicero De Officiis, 
lib. i. cap. 10., and Ovid, Meé. lib. xv. 165. et seqq. 

“Vor preterea nihil.” —“C. W. G.” (p. 247.) 
is also referred to Ovid, Met. lib. iii. 397., and 
Lactantius, lib. iii. Fab. v. These are the nearest 
approximations I know. A. W. 

Vox Populi Vor Dei.—The words “ Populi vox, 
vox Der,” stand as No. 97. among the “ Aphorismi 
Politici ex Ph. Cominco,” in a small volume in 
my possession, entitled, — 

““ Aphorismi Politici et Militares, ete. par Lam- 
bertum Danzum collecti. Lugduni Batavorum. 
Cio 19¢ XXX Ix.” 

There is no reference given to book or chapter ; 
_ and, judging from the manner in which the apho- 

risms of Thucydides and Tacitus (which I have 
| been able to examine) are quoted, I fear it may 
be found that the words in question are rather a 
condensation of some paragraph by Des Comines 
than the ipsissima verba that he employed. 

| C. Fornes. 
Temple. 

The Cuckoo.—In respect to the Query of “G.” 
(No. 15. p. 230.), on the cuckoo, as the Welsh 
Ambassador, I would suggest that it was in allu- 
sion to the annual arrival of Welshmen in search 
of summer and other employment. As those wan- 
derers may have entered England about the time 
of the cuckoo’s appearance, the idea that the bird 

| was the precursor of the Welsh might thus become 
| prevalent. Also, on the quotation given by “ Perir 
AxprEe” (No. 18. p. 283.) of Welsh parsley, or 
hempen halters, it may have derived its origin from 
the severity practised on the Welsh, in the time 
of their independence, when captured on the En- 
glish side of the border, —the death of the prisoner 
eing inevitable. GoMER. 

Ancient Tiles (No. 11. p. 173.).— It may be in- 
teresting to your querist “ B.” to know that the 
seal of the borough of Chard, in the county of 
Somerset, has two birds in the position which he 
describes, with the date 1570. 8.8. 

Daysman (No. 12. p. 188., No. 17. p. 267.).—For 
quoted instances of this, and other obsolete words, 
see Jameson’s Bible Glossary, just published by 
Wertheim in Paternoster Row. 8.8. 

Safeguard (No. 17. p. 267.).—The article of 
dress for the purpose described is still used by 
farmers’ wives and daughters in the west of Eng- 
land, and is known by the same name. _—‘§. 8.8. 

Finkle (No, 24. p. 384.) means fennel. Mr. 
_ Halliwell (Dict. p. 357.) quotes from a MS. of the 
Nominale, “ fynkylsede, feniculum.” L. 

Gourders of Rain (No. 21. p. 335., No. 22. 

. 
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p- 357.).— Has the word “Gourders” any connec- 
tion with Gourtes, a stream, or pool? See Cot- 
grave’s Dict., and Kelham’s Dict. of the Norman 
Language. 

Geotere is the A.-S. word for “ melter ;” but may 
not the term be applied to the pourer out of any- 
thing? Gourd is used by Chaucer in the sense of 
a vessel. (See Prol. to the Manciple’s Tale.) 

C.I1, R. 

Urbanus Regius (No. 23. p. 367.).— The “de- 
lightful old lady” is informed that “‘ Urbanus Re- 
gius” (or Urban le Roi) was one of the reformers, 
a native of Langenargen, in Germany. His works 
were published under the title of Vita et Opera 
Urbani Regii, §c., Norib. 1562. His theological 
works have been translated into English, as the 
lady is aware. W. Francs Matuews. 

Kidderminster, April 7. 1850. 

Horns (No. 24. p. 383.).— Rosenmiiller ad 
Exodum xxxiv. 29. 

“ Ignorabat quod splenderet cutis faciei ejus. Vulgatus 
interpres reddidit. Jgnorabat quod cornuta esset fucies 
sua, quia verbum Karan denominativum nominis 
Keren, cornu; opinatus est denotare, cornua habere ; 
hine nata opinio, Mosis faciem fuisse cornutam. Sed 
nomen ]j> ob similitudinem et ad radios transferri, 

docet Habac. 111. 4. ubi de fulminibus dicitur. . . . 
Hie denotat emisit radias, i. e. splenduit.” LXX. 
Seddtaorat. Our version, shone. 

R. ad Psal. xxii. seems to say, that in Arabic 
there is the like metaphor, of the sun’s rays to a 
deer’s horns. R. adds, that the Jews also attri- 
buted horns to Moses in another sense, figura- 
tively for power, as elsewhere. 

Tauriformis.—'The old scholiasts on Horace 
say that rivers are always represented with horns, 
“propter impetum et mugitum zquarum.” 

“ Corniger Hesperidum fluvius.” 

An old modern commentator observes, that in 
Virgil “ Rhenus bicornis,” rather applies to its two 
eestuaries. 
When Milton says (xi. 831.) “push’d by the 

horned flood,” he seems rather to mean, as New- 
ton explains him, that “rivers, when they meet 
with anything to obstruct their passage, divide 
themselves and become horned as it were, and 
hence the ancients have compared them to bulls,” 

* C. B. 
[*«M.” (Oxford) refers our correspondent to Faecio- 

lati, Lexicon, ed. Bailey, voc. Cornu. ] 

Horns (No. 24. p. 383.).— 1. Moses’ face, Ex. 
ch. xxxiv. (karan, Heb.), shot out beams or horns of 
light (from heen, Heb.); so the first beams of the 
rising sun are by the Arabian poets compared to 
horns, Absurdly rendered by Aqu. and Vulg. 
(facies) cornuta erat. Whence painters represent 
Moses as having horns. — Gesenius, Heb. Lex. 
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2. There appear many reasons for likening rivers 
to bulls. Euripides calls Cephisus ravpéuopdos, 
and Horace gives Aufidus the same epithet, for 
the same reason, probably, as makes him call it 
also “Jonge sonans,” “violentus,” and “acer ;” 
viz., the bull-like roaring of its waters, and the 
blind fury of its course, especially in flood time. 
Other interpretations may be given: thus, Milton, 
Dryden, and others, speak of the “horned flood,” 
i.é., a body of water which, when it meets with 
any obstruction, divides itself and becomes horned, 
as it were. See Milt. P. Z. xi. 831., and notes on 
the passage by Newton and Todd. Dryden speaks 
.of ‘the seven-fold horns of the Nile,” using the 
word as equivalent to winding stream. It would 
be tedious to multiply examples. 

3. Of this phrase I have never seen a satis- 
factory explanation. ‘“Cornua nasci” is said by 
Petronius, in a general sense, of one in great dis- 
tress. As applied to a cuckold, it is common to 
most of the modern European languages. The 
Italian phrase is “ becco cornuto” (horned goat), 
which the Accademici del'a Crusea explain by 
averring that that animal, unlike others, can with- 
out anger bear a rival in his female’s love. 

“Dr, Burn, in his History of Westmoreland, would 
trace this crest of cuckoldom to horns worn as crests by 
those who went to the Crusades, as their armorial dis- 
tinctions; to the infidelity of consorts during their ab- 
sence, and to the finger of scorn pointed at them on 
their return; crested indeed, but abused.” — Todd's 
Johnson’s Dictionary. 

R. T. H. G. 

Why Moses represented with Horns. —You may 
inform your querist “L.C.” (No. 24. p. 383.), that 
the strange practice of making Moses appear 
horned, which is not confined to statues, arose from 
the mistranslation of Exod. xxxiv. 30. & 35. in the 
Vulgate, which is to the Romanist his authenticated 
scripture. For there he reads “ faciem Moysi cor- 
nutum,” instead of “the skin of Moses’ face shone.” 
The Hebrew verb put into our type is coran, very 
possibly the root of the Latin cornu: and its pri- 
mary signification is to put forth horns; its se- 
condary, to shoot forth rays, to shine. The par- 
ticiple is used in its primary sense in Psalms, Ixix. 
31.; but the Greek Septuagint, and all translators 
from the Hebrew into modern European languages, 
have assigned to the verb its secondary meaning 
in Exod. xxxiv. In that chapter the nominative 
to coran is, in both verses, undeniably skin, not 
head nor face. Now it would obviously be absurd 
to write “his skin was horned,” so that common 
sense, and the authority of the Septuagint, sup- 
ported by the language of St. Paul in his para- 
phrase and comment on this passage in 2 Cor. iii. 
7—13., ought to have been sufficient to guide any 
Christian translator as to the sense to be attached 
to coran in the mention of Moses. 

Oxford, April 16. 1850. 

[We have since received replies to a similar effect 
from “ Sin Epmunp Ficmer,” “ J. E.,” &c. “R. G.” 
refers our Querist to Leigh’s Critica Sacra, Part. I. 
p- 219. London, 1662; and “ M.” refers him to the 
note on this passage in Exodus in M. Polus’ Synopsis 
Criticorum. ToT. E.” we are indebted for Notes on 
other portions of “ L. C.’s” Queries. | 

The Temple or A Temple. —‘“ Mr. Foss” says | 
(No. 21. p. 335.) that in Tyrwhitt’s edition of 
Chaucer, and in all other copies he has seen, the 
reading is — 

« A gentil manciple was there cf ua temple.” 

In an imperfect black-letter folio copy of Chau- 
cer in my possession (with curious wood-cuts, 
but without title-page, or any indications of its 
date, printer, &c.), the reading is — 

“ A gentyl mancyple was there of the temple.” 

That the above is the true reading (‘“ the real 
passage”), and that it is to be applied to the temple, 
appears to me from what follows, in the descrip- 
tion of the manciple. 

“* Of maysters had he moo than thryes ten 
That were of lawe expirte and curyous, 
Of whyche there were a dosen in that hous 
Worthy to be,” &e. 

P.H.F. 
March 23. 1850. 

Ecclesiastical Year (No. 24. p. 381.).— The fol- 
lowing note on the calendar is authority for the 
statement respecting the beginning of the eccle- 
siastical year : — 

“Note that the Golden Number and Dominicall let- 
ter doeth change euery yeere the first day of January. 
Note also, that the yeere of our Lord beginneth the 
xxv, day of March, the same supposed to be the first 
day upon which the world was created, and the day 
when Christ was conceived in the womb of the Virgin 
Mary.” 

As in the Book of Common Prayer, Lond. 1614, 
2. 
Bishop Cosins remarks, “ beginneth the 25th day 

of March.” 

“ Romani annum suum auspicantur ad calendas 
Januarias. Idem faciunt hodierni Romani et qui in 
aliis regnis papz authoritatem agnoscunt. Ecclesia 
autem Anglicana sequitur supputationem antiquam a 
Dionysio Exiguo inchoatum, anno Christi 532.” 

Nicholl’s Commentary on the Book of Common 
Prayer, additional notes, p. 10. Fol. Lond. 1712, 
vid. loc. 

In the Book of Common Prayer, Oxford, 1716, 
the note is, — . 

* Note. — The supputation of the year of our Lord 
in the Church of England beginneth the five-and- 
twentieth day of March.” 

H. W. This note does not now appear in our Prayer 
Books, being omitted, I suppose, in consequence 
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of the adoption of the new style in England in 
1752. The daily course of lessons used to begin, 

St. Matthew, in January; the collects, epistles, 
and gospels, with those for Advent. M. 

Oxford. 

Paying through the Nose (No. 21. p. 335.).—I 
have always understood this to be merely a dege- 
nerated pronunciation of the last word. Paying 
through the noose gives the idea so exactly, that, as 
far as the etymology goes, it is explanatory enough. 
But whether that reading has an historical origin 
may be another question. It scarcely seems to 
need one. C.W.H. 

Quem Deus vult perdere, &c. (No. 22. p. 351.). 
— The correct reading is, “ Quem Jupiter vult per- 
dere, dementat prius.” See Duport’s Gnomologia 
Homerica, p. 282. (Cantab. 1660). Athenagoras 
quotes Greek lines, and renders them in Latin 
(p. 121. Oxon. 1682) : 

« At demon homini quum struit aliquid malum, 
Pervertit illi primitus mentem suam.” 

The word “dementat” is not to be met with, I 
believe, in the works of any real classical author. 
Butler has employed the idea in part 3. canto 2. 
line 565. of Hudibras : 

“ Like men condemned to thunderbolts, 
Who, ere the blow, become mere dolts.” 

CAIs: 

Shrew (No. 24. p. 381.).—The word, I appre- 
hend, means sharp. The mouse, which is not the 
field-mouse, as Halliwell states, but an animal of a 
different order of quadrupeds, has a very sharp 
snout. Shrewd means sharp generally. Its bad 
sense is only incidental. They seem connected 
with scratch; screw ; shrags, the ends of sticks or 
furze (Halliwell); to shred (A.-S., screadan, 
but which must be a secondary form of the verb.) 
That the shrew-mouse is called in Latin sorez, 
seems to be an accidental coincidence. That is 
said to be derived from fat. The French have 
confounded the two, and give the name souris to 
the common mouse, but not to the shrew-mouse. 

I protest, for one, against admitting that Broc 
is derived from broc, persecution, which of course 
is a participle from break. We say “ to badger” 
for to annoy, to teaze. I suppose two centuries 
hence will think the name of the animal is derived 
from that verb, and not the verb fromit. It means 
also, in A.-S., equus vilis, a horse that is worn out 
or “ broken down.” C. B. 

Zenobia (No. 24, p. 383.).— Zenobia is said to 
be “gente Judea,” in Hoffman's Lexicon Uni- 
versale, and Facciolati, ed. Bailey, Appendix, voc. 
Zenobia, M. 

Oxford. 

Cromwell's Estates (No. 24. p.389.).—There is 
| Woolaston, in Gloucestershire, four miles from 

as it does now, with the Book of Genesis and of | Chepstow, chiefly belonging now to the Duke of 
Beaufort. C. B. 

Vor et preterea Nihil (No. 16. p. 247., and 
No. 24. p. 387.).— This saying is to be found in 
Plutarch’s Laconic Apophthegms (AropGéypara 
Aakévixa), Plutarchi Opera Moralia, ed. Dan. 
Wyttenbach, vol. i. p. 649. 

Philemon Holland has “turned it into English” 
thus :— 

“ Another [Laconian] having plucked all the feathers 
off from a nightingale, and seeing what a little body 
it had: ‘Surely,’ quoth he, ‘thou art all voice, and 

nothing else.’” —Plutarch’s Morals, fol. 1603. p. 470. 
WBE. 

Law of Horses.—The following is from Oli- 
phant’s Law of Horses, §c., p. 75. Will any of 
your readers kindly tell me whether the view is 
correct ? 

“Tt is said in Southerne v. Howe (2 Rol. Rep. 5.), St 
home vend chivall que est lame, null action gist peur ceo, 
mes caveat emptor: low jzo vend chivall que ad null oculus 
la null action gist ; autrement lou il ad un counterfeit 

faux et bright eye.” “If a man sell a horse which is 
lame, no action lies for that, but caveat emptor; and 

when [I sell a horse that has no eye, there no action 
lies ; otherwise where he has a counterfeit, false, and 
bright eye.” 

Thus it appears that a distinction is here made 
between a horse having zo eye at all, and having 
a counterfeit, false, or bright one. And probably 
by bright eye is meant glass eye, or gutta serena ; 
and the words “counterfeit” and “false” may be 
an attempt of the reporter to explain an expres- 
sion which he did not understand. Because put- 
ting a false eye into a horse is far in advance of 
the sharpest practices of the present day, or of any 
former period. 

Note.— Gutta Serena, commonly called glass- 
eye, is a species of blindness ; the pupil is unusually 
dilated ; it is immovable, bright, and glassy. 

G. H. Hewir Ovipnant. 
April 16. 1850. 

Christ's Hospital.—In reply to “Nemo” (No. 20. 
p- 318 ), a cotemporary of the eminent Blues there 
enumerated, informs him, that although he has not 
a perfect recollection of the ballads then popular 
at Christ’s Hospital, yet “Nemo” may be pleased to 
learn, that on making search at the Society of An- 
tiquaries for Robin Hood Ballads, he found in a folio 
volume of Broadsides, &c.; one of much interest 
and considerable length in relation to that school. 
The Ballad must also be rare, as it is not among 
those in the two large volumes which have been 
for many years in the British Museum, nor is it 
in the three volumes of Roxburgh Ballads recently 
purchased for that noble library. 
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The undersigned believes that the only survivor 
of the scholars at Christ’s Hospital mentioned by 
‘‘ Nemo,” is the Rev. Charles Valentine Le Grice, 
now residing at Trerieffe, near Penzance. 

J. M.G. 
Worcester, March 22. 1850. 

[We are happy to say that one other, at least, of the 
Christ Hospital worthies enumerated by “ Nemo ” still 
survives — Mr. Leigh Hunt, whose kindly criticism 
and real poetic feeling have enriched our literature 
with so many volumes of pleasant reading, and won 
for him the esteem of a large circle of admirers. ] 

Tickhill, God help me! (No. 16. p. 247.).— “ H. 
C. Sr. Crorx” informs us that a similar expression 
is in use in Lincolnshire. Near to the town of 
“merry Lincoln” is a large heath celebrated for 
its cherries. Ifa person meets one of the cherry- 
growers on his way to market, and asks him 
where he comes from, the answer will be, if the 
season is favourable, “ From Lincoln Heath, where 
should ’un?” but if, on the contrary, there is a 
scarcity of cherries, the reply will be, “From 
Lincoln Heath, God help ’un.” 

“Diss” informs us, too, that this saying is not 
confined to Tickhill, Melverly, or Pershore, but is 
also current at Letton, on the banks of the Wye, 
between Hereford and Hay. And “H.C. P.” says 
the same story is told of the inhabitants of Tadley, 
in the north of Hampshire, on the borders of 
Berkshire. 

Robert Long (No. 24. p. 382.).— Rear-Admiral 
Robert Long died 4th July, 1771, having been 
superannuated on the half-pay of rear-admiral some 
time before his death. His seniority in the navy 
was dated from 21st March, 1726, and he was 
posted in the Shoreham. He never was Sir Robert. 
An account of the charity he founded may be seen 
in the Commissioners’ Reports on Charities, vol. me 
iv. vi. : 

Transposition of Letters (No. 19. p. 298.).—In- 
stances of shortened names of places. Bensing- 
ton, Oxfordshire, now called Benson; Stadhamp- 
ton, Oxfordshire, now called Stadham: and in 
Suffolk the following changes have taken place; 
Thelnetham is called Feltam; Hoxney, Oxen. A 

C.L.R. 

The Complaynt of Scotland.—I believe there 
has not been discovered recently any fact relative 
to the authorship of above-mentioned poem, and 
that the author is, 

“Sir David Lyndsay of the Mount, 
Lord Lyon King-at- Arms,” 

W. B. 

Note Books (No. 3. p. 48., and No. 7. p. 104.). — 
I beg to state my own mode, than which I know 
of none better. I have several books, viz., for 
History, Topography, Personal and Family His- 

tory, Ecclesiastical Affairs, Heraldry, Adversaria. 
At the end of each volume is an alphabet, with 
six columns, one for each vowel; in one or other 
of which the word is entered according to the 
vowel which first appears in it, with a reference to 
the page. Thus, bray would come under B. a; 
church under C.u; and so forth. 8.8.8. 

MISCELLANIES. 

MSS. of Casaubon.— There is a short state- 
ment respecting certain MSS., now existing, of 
the great critic Casaubon, in a recent volume of 
the Parker Society — Whitaker’s Disputation on 
Holy Scripture, edited and translated by Professor 
Fitzgerald, Professor of Moral Philosophy, Dublin, 
which I conceive is one of those facts which might 
be of service at some future time to scholars, from 
having been recorded in your columns : — 

Whitaker having observed — 

“ One Herman, a most impudent papist, affirms that 
the scriptures are of no more avail than A®sop’s fables, 
apart from the testimony of the church.” — (Parker 
Soe. transl., p. 276. ) 

Professor Fitzgerald appends the following 
“ note :”"— 

“ Casaubon, Exercit. Baron. I. xxxili. had, but 
doubtfully, attributed this to Pighius: but in a MS. 
note preserved in Primate Marsh’s library, at St. 
Sepulchre’s, Dublin, he corrects himself thus: * Non 
est hic, sed quidam Hermannus, ait Wittakerus in 
Prefat. Controvers. 1. Quest. 3. p. 314.’ If a new 
edition of these Exercitations be ever printed, let not 
these MSS. of that great man, which, with many other 
valuable records, we owe to the diligence of Stillingfleet 
and the munificence of Marsh, be forgotten.” 

Bath. ae 

ON A VERY TALL BARRISTER NAMED ‘*‘ LONG.” 

Longi longorum longissime, Longe, virorum, 
Dic mihi, te queso, num Breve quicquid habes ? 

W. (1) 

“NEC PLURIBUS IMPAR.” 

On a very bad book: from the Latin of Melanethon. 

A thousand blots would never cure this stuff ; 
One might, I own, if it were large enough. 

Rorvs. 

Close Translation.— The following is a remark- 
able instance; for it is impossible to say which is 
the original and which the translation, they are so 
nearly equivalent :— 

“ Boys and girls, come out to play ; 
The moon doth shine as bright as day: 
Come with a whoop, come with a call, 
Come with a good will, or come not at all.” 

ee ne 
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“ Garcons et filles, venez toujours ; 
La lune fait clarté comme le jour ; 
Venez au bruit d’un joyeux éclat ; 
Venez de bon cceur, ou ne venez pas.” 

W. (1.) 
St. Antholin’s Parish Books.—In common with 

many of your antiquarian readers, I look forward 
with great pleasure to the selection from the en- 
tries in the St. Antholin’s Parish Books, which are 
kindly promised by their present guardian, and, I 
may add, intelligent expositor, “ W. C.” 

St. Antholin’s is, on several accounts, one of the 
most interesting of our London churches ; it was 
here, Strype tells us (Annals, I.i. p.199.), “ the 
new morning prayer,” 7. e., according to the new 
reformed service-book, first began in September, 
1559, the bell beginning to ring at five, when a 
psalm was sung after the Geneva fashion, all the 
congregation, men, women, and boys, singing to- 
gether. It is much to be regretted that these 
registers do not extend so far back as this year, 
as we might have found in them entries of interest 
to the Church historian; but as “ W.C.” tells us 
the volumes are kept regularly up to the year 
1708, I cannot but hope he may be able to pro- 
duce some notices of what Mr. P. Cunningham 
calls, “the Puritanical fervour” of this little 
parish. “ St. Antling’s bell,” and “ St. Antling’s 
preachers,” were proverbial for shrillness and pro- 
lixity, and the name is a familiar one to the stu- 
dents of our old dramatists. Let “ W.C.” bear 
in mind, that the chaplains of the Commissioners 
of the Church of Scotland, with Alexander Hen- 
derson at their head, preached here in 1640, com- 
manding crowded audiences, and that a passage 
was formed from the house where they lodged into 
a gallery of this church; and that the pulpit of St. 
Antholin’s seems, for many years, to have been 
the focus of schism, faction, and sedition, and he 
may be able to bring forward from these happily 
reserved registers much interesting and valuable 

information. D.S. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, &c. 

No one can have visited Edinburgh, and gazed 
upon 

“ The height 
Where the huge Castle holds its state,” 

without having felt a strong desire to learn the 
history of that venerable pile, and the stirring 
tales which its grey walls could tell. What so 
many must have wished done, has at length been 
accomplished by Mr. James Grant, the biographer 
of Kirkaldy of Grange, the gallant governor of 
that castle, who was so treacherously executed by 
the Regent Morton. His work, just published 
under the title of Memorials of the Castle of 
Edinburgh, contains its varied history, ably and 

pleasantly narrated, and intermixed with so much 
illustrative anecdote as to render it an indispens- 
able companion to all who may hereafter visit one 
of the most interesting, as well as most remarkable 
monuments of the metropolis of Scotland. 

The lovers of fine engravings and exquisite 
drawings will have a rare opportunity of enriching 
their portfolios in the course of the next and fol- 
lowing week, as Messrs. Leigh Sotheby and Co., 
of Wellington Street, commence on Monday a nine 
days’ sale of a magnificent collection of engravings, 
of the highest quality, of the ancient and modern 
Italian, German, Dutch, Flemish, French, and 
English schools, which comprises some superb 
drawings of the most celebrated masters of the 
different schools of Europe. 
We have received the following Catalogues : — 

Bernard Quaritch’s (16. Castle Street, Leicester 
Square) Catalogue of Oriental and Foreign Books, 
comprising most Languages and Dialects of the 
Globe; and John Miller’s (43. Chandos Street) 
Catalogue, Number Four for 1850, of Books, Old 
and New. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

Odd Volumes. 

CrevieR — History oF THE RomMAN Emperors, 8vo. London, 
J. and P. Knapton, 1755, Vols. I. and II. 

Plate 2. to the 11th chapter of Vol. III. of StuartT’s ATHENS. 
JOURNALS OF THE House or Lorps, from 1660 to 1688. 

*,* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bell, Publisher of “NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

As we have been again compelled to omit many articles 
which we are anxious to insert, we shall next week give 
an enlarged Number of 24 pages, instead of 16, so as to 
clear off our arrears. 

Arnot’s Physics. A copy of this work has been re- 
ported to Mr, Bell; will our correspondent who wishes 
for it forward his name and address ? 

Public Records. 
MONUMENTA HISTORICA BRITANNICA. 

Just published, folio, 5 guineas half-bound (printed by Her 
Majesty’s command), 

ATERIALS for the HISTORY of 
BRITAIN, from the earliest period. Vol. I., extending 

to the Norman Conquest. “Sir Robert Inglis remarked, that 
this work had been pronounced, by one of our most competent 
collegiate authorities, to be the finest work published in Europe.” 
—Proceedings in Parliament, March 11. 1850. 
Henry Burrerwortn, Publisher to the Public Record De- 

partment, 7. Fleet Street. 
Of whom may be had, 8vo., 6d. sewed, 

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of the 
RECORD PUBLICATIONS. 

SCRIPTURE RULE OF MARRIAGES. 
This day is published, in post 8vo., price Twopence ; 

ls. 6d. per dozen, or 10s. per hundred, 

ET US UPHOLD the SCRIPTURE RULE 
4 of MARRIAGES: an Earnest Address to Englishmen. 

By the Rev. Abner W. Brown, M.A. 
London: Sampson Low, 169. Fleet Street. 
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Preparing for Publication, 

With the Sanction of the Society of Arts, and the Committee of the Ancient and Medieval Exhibition, 

A Description of the Works of Ancient and Mediachal Art 
Collected at the Society of Arts in 1850: with Historical Introductions on the various Arts, and Notices of the Artists. 

By AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Honorary Secretary. 

The Work will be handsomely printed in super-royal 8vo., and will be amply illustrated with Wood Engravings by P. H. De la Motte. 
GEORGE BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

HE CAMDEN SOCIETY, for the Publica- 
tion of Early Historical and Literary Remains.— The 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held at the Free- 
mason’s Tavern, Great Queen Street, on Thursday next, the 
2nd of May, at FOUR o’clock, precisely. 
THE LORD BRAYBROOKIE, the President, in the Chair. 

WituiaM J. Tuoms, Secretary. 

The following are the Publications of the Society for the year 
1849-50: — 

I. Inedited Letters of Queen Elizabeth, addressed to King 
James VI. of Scotland, between the years 1581 and 1594. From 
the Originals in the possession of the Rev. Edward Ryder, of 
Oaksey, Wilts. Edited by Joun Bruce, Esq. Treas. S.A. 

II. Chronicon Petroburgense. Nunc primum typis mandatum, 
curante THOMA STAPLETON. 

III. The Chronicle of Queen Jane, and of Two Years of Queen 
Mary, and especially of the Rebellion of Sir Thomas Wyat, 
written by a Resident in the Tower of London. Edited, with 
illustrative Documents and Notes, by JoHN GouGH NICHOLs, 
Esq. F.S.A. 

The Subscription to the Society is 12. per annum. Communi- 
cations from Gentlemen desirous of becoming Members may be 
addressed to the Secretary; or to Messrs. Nichols, No. 25. Parlia- 
ment Street, Westininster. 

ON THE LOVE OF BOOKS IN DARK AGES. 
8vo, cloth, 5s. 

IBLIOMANA in the MIDDLE AGES. 
By F. Merryweatder. 

*“ Whoever has the real Mr. Merryweather’s spirit will be in 
love with him before they reach the end of this volume. The 
author is full of pleasant enthusiasm, and has given us a volume 
of very curious facts.”"— Eclectic Review. 

SmmPKIN and Co. 

Magnificent Collection of Engravings, the Property of a distin- 
guished Amateur.— Nine Days’ Sale. 

M ESSRS. 8. LEIGH SOTHEBY and Co., 
Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works illustrative 

of the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 
3. Wellington Street, Strand, on MONDAY, April 29, and eight 
following days (Sunday excepted), at One precisely each day, the 
magnificent Collection of ENGRAVINGS, the property of a dis- 
tinguished Amateur comprising the Works of the most eminent 
Engravers of the ancient and modern Italian, German, Dutch, 
Flemish, French, and English Schools, the whole being of the very 
highest quality, both as to impression and condition; together 
with some superb Drawings by the most celebrated Masters of 
the different Schools of Eurepe. 
May be viewed four days prior to the sale. 

ready, and will be forwarded on application. 
Catalogues are now 

On the Ist of MAY next, 1850, will be published, price 2s. 6d. 
PART I. of 

H PSOne Ret Ch SRB Sieger SUB Ess 
A Series of Representations of 

ARMS, JEWELLERY, GOLD AND SILVER PLATE, 
FURNITURE, ARMOUR, &c., 

In Royal and Noble Collections, Colleges, and Public Institutions, 
&c., and which 

FORMERLY BELONGED TO INDIVIDUALS 
EMINENT IN HISTORY. 

DRAWN FROM THE ORIGINALS AND ETCHED 

BY JOSEPH LIONEL WILLIAMS. 

PART I. will contain— 
Andiron, William III., at Windsor Castle. 
Candelabrum, Charles I., St. Bavon, Ghent. 
Silver-gilt Cup, Margaret Beaufort, Christ’s Colfege, Cambridge. 

To be completed in Ten Parts, price 2s. 6d. each. 

Large paper copies, 5s. 

Office, 198. Strand, London. 

A Second and Cheaper Edition of 

A DICTIONARY of ARCHAIC and PRO- 
VINCIAL WORDS, Obsolete Phrases, Proverbs, and 

Ancient Customs. From the Reign of Edward I. By James 
OrcuarpD HALLIWELL, F.R.S., F.S.A., &c. 2 vols. 8vo., contain- 
ing upwards of 1000 pages, closely printed in double columns, 
1/. 1s. cloth. 

It contains above 50,000 Words (embodying all the known 
scattered glossaries of the English language), forming a com- 
ee key to the reader of the works of our old Poets, Dramatists, 

heologians, and other authors whose works abound with allu- 
sions, of which explanations are not to be found in ordinary Dic- 
tionaries and books of reference. Most of the principal Archaisms 
are illustrated by examples selected from early inedited MSS. and 
rare books, and by far the greater portion will be found to be 
original authorities. 

J. R, Smira, 4. Old Compton Street, Soho, London. 

The beautiful Collection of Modern Drawings of a distinguished 
Amateur, 

fit) Betapdes? S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and Co., 
Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works illustrative 

of the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 
Wellington Street, Strand, on THURSDAY, May 9, a small but 
very choice Collection of DRAWINGS, chiefly in Water Colours, 
by the most eminent modern Artists, and containing exquisite 
specimens of the works of — 

Gainsborough J.W.M. Turner, R.A. Sir D. Wilkie, R.A. 
Wilson C. Stanfield, R.A, Sir A. Callcott, R.A. 
Watteau Cattermole De Wint 
Zuccherelli D. Cox Van Os 
Sir T. Lawrence Chambers Shelfhout 
Bonnington Muller Hildebrandt 
Stothard 

and many others of equal celebrity. They are the property of 
the same distinguished amateur by whom the superh collection of 
prints advertised above was formed, and have been selected with 
the most perfect taste and judgment 
May be viewed four days prior to the sale. Catalogues are now 

ready, and will be forwarded on application. 

Six Days? Sale of the Third Portion of the valuable Stock of 
Prints of Messrs. W. and G. Smith, the eminent Printsellers of 
Lisle Street. 

ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY and Co., 
Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works illustrative 

of the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 
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THE MOSQUITO COUNTRY.—ORIGIN OF THE NAME. 

— EARLY CONNEXION OF THE MOSQUITO INDIANS 

WITH THE ENGLISH, 

The subject of the Mosquito country has lately 
acquired a general interest. I am anxious to in- 
sert the following ‘* Notes and Queries”’ in your 
useful periodical, hoping thus to elicit additional | 
information, or to assist other inquirers, 

other Indians inhabiting the north-eastern corner 
of the tract of country now called Mosquito : and 
in the ‘“ Mosquito Correspondence” laid before. 
Parliament in 1848, the inhabitants of Mosquito 
are called A/oscos in the Spanish state-papers. 
How and when would Mosco have become Mos- 

quito 2 Was it a Spanish elongation of the name, 
or an English corruption? In the former case, it 
would probably have been another name of the. 
people: in the latter, probably a name given to, 
the part of the. coast near which the Moscos lived. 

The form Mosquito, or Moskito, or Muskito, (as. 
the word is variously spelt in our old books), 
is doubtless as old as the earliest English inter- 
course with the Indians of the Mosquito coast ;. 
and that may be as far back as about 1630: it is, 
certainly as far back as 1650, 

If the name came from the synonymous inseet, 
would it have been given by the Spaniards or the, 
English? Mosquito is the Spanish diminutive 
name of a fly,: but what we call a mosquito, the 
Spaniards in Central America call by another 
name, sanchwjo. The Spaniards had very little 
connexion at any time with the Mosquito In- 
dians; and as mosquitoes are not more abundant 
on their parts of the coast than on other parts, or 
in the interior, where the Spaniards settled, there 
would have been no, reason for their giving the 
name on account of insects. Nor, indeed, would 
the English, who went to the coast from Jamaica, 
or other West India Islands, where mosquitoes 
are quite as abundant, have had any such reason 
either. At Bluefields, where the writer has re- 
sided, which was one of the first places on the 
Mosquito coast frequented by English, and which 
derives its name from an old English buccaneer, 
‘there are no mosquitoes at all. At Grey Town, at 
the mouth of the river San Juan, there are plenty ; 
but not more than in Jamaica, or in the towns of 
the interior state of Nicaragua. However, names 
are not always given so as to be argument-proof, 
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How did the word mosquito come into our 
language? From the Spanish, Portuguese, or 
Italian? How old is it with us? Todd adds the 
word Mushitto, or Musquitto, to Johnson’s Dic- 
tionary; and gives an example from Purchas’s 
Pilgrimage (1617), where the word is spelt more 
like the Italian form :— ‘“ They paint themselves 
to keep off the muskitas.” 

There is a passage in Southey’s Omniana (vol. i. 
p- 21.) giving an account of a curious custom 
among the Mozcas, a tribe of New Granada: his 
authority is Hist. del Nuevo Reyno de Granada, 
l.i.c.4. These are some way south of the other 
Moscos, but it is probably the same word. 

One of the Virgin Islands in the West Indies 
has the name of Mosquito. 

Some “ Mosquito Kays” are laid down on the 
chart off Cape Gracias 4 Dios, on the Mosquito 
coast; but these probably would have been named 
from the Mosquito Indians of the continent. And 
these Mosquito Indians appear to have spread 
themselves from Cape Gracias 3 Dios. 

It is stated, however, in Strangeways’ Account 
of the Mosquito Shore, (not a work of authority), 
that these Mosquito Kays give the name to the 
country : — 

“ This country, as is generally supposed, derives its 
name from a clustre of small islands or-banks situated 
near its coasts, and called the Mosquitos.” 

I should be glad if these Notes and Queries 
would bring assistance to settle the origin of the 
name of the Mosquito country from some of your 
correspondents who are learned in the history of 
Spanish conquest and English enterprise in that 
ah of America, or who may have attended to the 
anguages of the American Indians. 

2. I propose to jot down a few Notes as to the 
early connexion between the English and the 
Mosquito Indians, and shall be thankful for refer- 
ences to additional sources of information. 

I have read somewhere, that a Mosquito:king, 
or prince, was brought to England in Charles I's 
reion by Richard Earl of Warwick, who had com- 
manded a ship in the West Indies; but I forget 
where I read it. JI remember, however, that no 
authority was given for the statement. Can any of 
your readers give information about this’? 

Dampier mentions a party of English who, 
about the year 1654, ascended the Cape River 
(the mouth of which is at Cape Gracias 4 ‘Dios) to 
Segovia, a Spanish town in the interior; and an- 
other party of English and French who, after the 
year 1684, when he was in these parts, crossed 
from the Pacific to the Atlantic, descending the 
Cape River. (Harris's Collection of Voyages, 
vol.i. p. 92.) Are there any accounts of these 
expeditions ? 

Dampier also speaks of a confederacy ‘having 
been formed between a party of English ynder a 
Captain Wright and the San Blas Indians of Da- 

rien, which was brought about by Captain Wright's 
taking two San Blas boys to be educated “in the 
country of the Moskitoes,” and afterwards faith- 
fully restoring them, and which opened to the 
English the way by land to the Pacific Sea. (Harris, 
vol. i. p.97.) Are there any accounts of English 
travellers by this way, which would be in the very 
part of the isthmus of which Humboldt has lately 
recommended a careful survey? (See Aspects of 
Nature, Sabine’s translation.) 

Esquemeling, inthis History of the Buccaneers, of 
whom he was one, says that in 1671 many of the 
Indians at Cape-Gracias spoke English and French 
from their intercourse with the pirates. He gives 
a curious and not very intelligible account of Cape 
Gracias, as an island of about thirty leagues reund 
[formed, I suppose, by rivers and the sea], con- 
taining about 1600 or 1700 persons, who have no 
king; (this is quite at variance with all other ac- 
counts of the Mosquito Indians of Cape Gracias ;] 
and having, he proceeds to say, no correspondence 
with the neighbouring islands. {I cannot explain 
this; there is certainly no island ninety miles in 
circumference at sea near Cape Gracias.] 
A quarto volume published by Cadell in 1789, 

entitled The Case of His Majesty's Subjects having 
Property in and lately established upon the Mosquito 
Shore, gives the fullest account of the early con- 
nexion between the Mosquito Indians and the 
English. The writer says that Jeremy, king of 
the Mosquitos, in Charles II-’s reign, after formally 
ceding his country to officers sent to him by the 
Governor of Jamaica to receive the cession, went 
to Jamaica, and thence to England, where he was 
generously received by Charles IL., “who had 
him often with ‘him in ‘his private parties of plea- 
sure, admired his activity, strength, and manly 
accomplishments ; and not only defrayed every 
expense, but loaded him with presents.” Is there 
any notice of this visit in any of our numerous 
memoirs and diaries of Charles II.’s reign ? 

AA curious tract, printed in the sixth volume of 
Churchill’s Voyages, ‘The Mosquito Indian and 
his Golden River, being a familiar Description of 
the Mosquito Kingdom, &c., written in or about 
the Year 1699 by M. W.,” from which Southey 
drew some touches of Indian manners for his 
Madoc,” speaks of another King Jeremy, son of 

the previous one; who, it is said, esteemed himself 
a subject of the King of England, and thad visited 
the Duke of Albemarle in Jamaica. His father 
had -been carried to England, and received from 
the King of England a crown and commission. 
The writer. of this account says that the Mosquito 
Indians generally esteem themselves English :— 

« And, indeed, they are extremely courteous to all 
Englishmen, esteeming themselves to be such, although 
some Jamaica men have very much abused them.” 

I will conclude this communication, whose length 
will I hope be excused for the newness of the sub- 
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ject, by an amusing passage of a speech of Gover- | 
nor Johnstone in a debate in the House of Com- 
mons on the Mosquito country in 1777 :— 

« T see the noble lord [Lord North] now collects his 
knowledge by piecemeal from those about him. While 
my hon. friend [some one was whispering Lord North] 
now whispers the noble lord, will he also tell him, and the 
more aged gentlemen of the House, before we yield up 
our right to the Mosquito shore, that it is from thence 
we receive the greatest part of our delicious turtle? 
May I tell the younger part, before they give their 
consent, that it is from thence comes the sarsaparilla to 
purify our blood ?”— Parl. Hist. vol. xix. p.54. Cy 

NOTES ON BACON AND JEREMY TAYLOR. 

In his essay “On Delays,” Bacon quotes a 
“common verse” to this effect: — “ Occasion 
turneth a bald noddle after she hath presented 
her locks in front, and no hold taken.” As no 
reference is given, some readers may be glad to 
see the original, which occurs in an epigram on 
Kaods (Brunck’s Analecta, ii. 49.;  Posidippi 
Epigr. 13. in Jacob’s Anthol. il. 49.). 

“H Be Koun, Tl Kar dw; bmavtidcayTi AabZcOat, 
vn Ala. Tatomev & ets Ti parakpa TéAEL; 

Toy yap Grak mrnvoiot mapabpétaytd we Toco 
obris 20° tuetpwy Spakerar e&dmier. 

In Jeremy Taylor’s Life of Christ (Pref. § 29. 
p- 23. Eden’s edition), it is said that Mela and | 
Solinus report of the Thracians that they believed 
in the resurrection of the dead. The passage of 
Mela referred to is, 1. ii. c. ii. § 3., where see 
Tzschucke. 

In the same work (Pref. $20. p.17.), “ Elian 
tells us of a nation who had a law binding them 
to beat their parents to death with clubs when | 
they lived to a decrepit age.” See Allian, Var. 
Hist. iv. 1. p. 330. Gronoy., who, however, says 
nothing of clubs. 

In the next sentence, the statement, “the Per- | 
sian magi mingled with their mothers and all their | 
nearest relatives,” is from Xanthus (Fragm. 28., | 
Didot), apud Clem. Alexandr. (Strom. iii. p.431.). 
See Jacob’s Leet. Stob. p.144.; Bahr, On Hero- 
dotus, iii. 31. 

In the same work (Part I. sect. viii. § 5. note x, | 
p- 174.) is a quotation from Seneea, “ O quam con- 
tempta res est homo, nisi super humana se erex- 
erit!” which is plainly the original of the lines of | 
Daniel, so often quoted by Coleridge (“ Epistle to 
the Countess of Cumberland”) :— 

“ Unless above himself he can 
Erect himself, how mean a thing is man!” 

Perhaps some of your readers can supply the 
reference to the passage in Seneca, which is want- 
ing in Mr. Eden’s edition. 

n Part IIL. sect. xv. § 19. p. 694. note a, of the 
Life of Christ, is a quotation from Strabo, lib. xv. 
Add, p.713., Casaub. 

As the two great writers on whom I have made 
these notes are now in course of publication, any 
notes which your correspondents can furnish upon 
them cannot fail to be weleome. Milton also, and 
Pope, are in the hands of competent editors, who, 
doubtless, would be glad to have their work ren- 
dered more complete through the medium of 
“ Nores AND QUERIEs.” J. E. B. Mayor. 

Marlborough Coll,, April 8. 

DUKE OF MONMOUTH’S CORRESPONDENCE, 

Thomas Vernon, author. of Vernon's Reports, 
was in early life private secretary to the Duke of 

| Monmouth, and is supposed to have had a pretty 
large collection of Monmouth’s correspondence. 

| Vernon settled himself at Hanbury Hall, in Wor- 
cestershire, where he built a fine house, and left a 
large estate. In course of time this passed to an 
heiress, who married Mr. Cecil (the Earl of Exeter 
of Alfred Tennyson), and was divorced from him, 
Lord Exeter sold or carried away the fine library, 
family plate, and nearly everything curious or va- 
Iuable that was not an heirloom in the Vernon 
family. He laid waste the extensive gardens, and 
sold the elaborate iron gates, which now adorn the 
avenue to Mere Hall in the immediate neighbour- 

| hood. The divoreée married a Mr. Phillips, and 
dying without surviving issue, the estates passed 
to a distant branch of her family. About ten years 
ago — made a careful search (by permission) at 
Hanbury Hall for the.supposed Monmouth MSS., 
but found none; and; L ascertained by inquiry 
that there were none. at Enstone Hall, the seat of | 
Mr. Phillips’s second wife and widow. The MSS. 
might have been carried to Burleigh, and a friend 
obtained for me a promise from the Marquis of 
Exeter that search should be made for them there, 
but I have reason to believe that the matter was 
forgotten. Perhaps some of your correspondents 
may have the means of ascertaining whether there 
are such MSS. in Lord Exeter’s library. I confess 
my doubt whether so cautious a man as Thomas 
Vernon would have retained in his possession a 
mass of correspondence that might have been 
fraught with danger to himself personally ; and, 
had it been in the Burleigh library, whether it 
could have escaped notice. This, however, is to 
be noted. After Vernon’s death there was a 
dispute whether his MSS. were to pass to his heir- 
at-law or to his personal representatives, and the 
court ordered the MSS. (Reports) to be printed. 
This was done very incorrectly, and Lord Kenyon 
seems to have hinted that private reasons had been 
assigned for that, but these could hardly have re- 
lated to the Monmouth MSS. Scotus. 

PARNELL. 

The following verses by Parnell are not included 
in any edition of his poems that I have seen, 
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They are printed in Steele’s Miscellany (12mo. 
1714), p. 63., and in the second edition of the 
same Miscellany (12mo. 1727), p.51., with Par- 
nell’s name, and, what is more, on both occasions 
among other poems by the same author. 

TO A YOUNG LADY 

On her Translation of the Story of Phebus and 
Daphne, from Ovid. 

In Phoebus, Wit (as Ovid said) 
Enchanting Beauty woo’d ; 

In Daphne Beauty coily fled, 
While vainly Wit pursu‘d. 

But when you trace what Ovid writ, 
A diff’rent turn we view ; 

Beauty no longer flies from Wit, 
Since both are join’d in you. 

Your lines the wond’rous change impart, 
From whence our laurels spring ; 

In numbers fram’d to please the heart, 
And merit what they sing. 

Methinks thy poet’s gentle shade 
Its wreath presents to thee; 

What Daphne owes you as a Maid, 
She pays you as a Tree. 

The charming poem by the same author, begin- 
ning — 

“« My days have been so wond’rous free,” 

has the additional fourth stanza, — 

«© An eager hope within my breast, 
Does ev’ry doubt controul, 

And charming Naney stands confest 
The fav’rite of my soul.” 

Can any of your readers supply the name of the 
“young lady” who translated the story of Phebus 
and Daphne? Cae: 

EARLY ENGLISH AND EARLY GERMAN LITERATURE. 
—‘“ wews” AND “ NOISE.” 

Tam anxious to put a question as to the com- 
munication that may have taken place between the 
English and German tongues previous to the six- 
teenth century. Possibly the materials for an- 
swering it may not exist; but it appears to me that 
it is of great importance, in an etymological point 
of view, that the extent of such communication, 
and the influence it has had upon our language, 
should be ascertained. In turning over the leaves 
of the Shakspeare Society’s Papers, vol.i., some 
time ago, my attention was attracted by a “Song 
in praise of his Mistress,” by John Heywood, the 
dramatist. I was immediately struck by the great 
resemblance it presented to another poem on the 
same subject by a German writer, whose real or 
assumed name, I do not know which, was “ Mus- 
canbliit,” and which poem is to be found in Der 
Clara Hitzlerin Liederbuch, a collection made by 
a nun of Augsburg in 1471. The following are 
passages for comparison :— 

“ Fyrst was her skyn, 
Whith, smoth, and thyn, 
And every vayne 
So blewe sene playne ; 
Her golden heare 
To see her weare, 
Her werying gere, 
Alas! I fere 
To tell all to you 
I shall undo you. 

“ Her eye so rollyng, 
Ech harte conterollyng ; 
Her nose not long, 

Nor stode not wrong ; 
Her finger typs 
So clene she elyps ; 
Her rosy lyps, 
Her chekes gossy ps,” 

&e. &e. 
S. S. Papers, vol. i. p. 72 

“Ty miindlin rott 

Uss senender nott 
Mir helffen kan, 
Das mir kain man 
Mit nichten kan piissen. 

* * * 

O liechte kel, 

Wie vein, wie gel 
Ist dir dein har, 
Dein duglin clar, 
Zartt fraw, lass mich an sehen, 
Und tu mir kund 

Uss rottem mund, &e. 

Dein armlin weisz 

Mit gantzem fleisz 
Geschnitzet sein, 

Die hennde dein 
Gar hofelich gezieret, 
Dem leib ist ran, 
Gar wolgetan 
Sind dir dein prust,” 

&e. &e. 
Clara Hiitzlerin Liederbuch, p. 111. 

In all this there is certainly nothing to warrant 
the conclusion that the German poem was the 
original of Heywood’s song; but, considering that — 
the latter was produced so near to the same age 
as the former, that is, at the beginning of the six- — 
teenth century, and considering that the older 
German poetical literature had already passed its — 
culminating point, while owrs was upon the as- — 
cending scale, there is likeness enough, both in 
manner and measure, to excite the suspicion of 
direct or indirect communication. 

The etymology of the word “news,” on which — 
you have recently had some notes, is a case in il- — 
lustration of the importance of this point. I have 
never had the least doubt that this word is de- 
rived immediately from the German. It is, in~ 
fact, ‘dus Neue” in the genitive case; the German 
phrase “ Was giebt’s Neues?” giving the exact 
sense of our “ What is the news?” ‘This will ap-— 
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pear even stronger if we go back to the date of the 
first use of the word in England. Possibly about 
the same time, or not much earlier, we find in this 
same collection of Clara Hatzlerin, the word spelt 
“new” and rhyming to “ triu.” 

« Empfach mich uff das New 
In deines hertzen triu.” 

The genitive of this would be “newes,” thus 
spelt and probably pronounced the same as in 
England. That the word is not derived from the 
English adjective “new” —that it is not of En- 
glish manufacture at all—TI feel well assured: in 
that case the “s” would be the sign of the plural ; 
and we should have, as the Germans have, either 
extant or obsolete, also ‘the new.” The English 
language, however, has never dealt in these ab- 
stractions, except in its higher yoetry; though 
some recent translators from the German have 
disregarded the difference in this respect between 
the powers of the two languages. ‘ News” is a 
noun singular, and as such must have been adopted 
bodily into the language; the form of the genitive 
case, commonly used in conversation, not being 
understood, but being taken for an integral part of 
the word, as formerly the Koran was called “ The 
Alcoran.” 

“ Noise,” again, is evidently of the same deri- 
vation, though from a dialect from which the 
modern German pronunciation of the diphthong 
is derived. Richardson, in his English Dictionary, 
assumes it to be of the same derivation as 
“noxious” and “noisome;” but there is no pro- 
cess known to the English language by which it 
could be manufactured without making a plural 
noun of it. In short, the two words are identical ; 
“news” retaining its primitive, and “noise” 
adopting a consequential meaning. ; 

Samugn Hrcexson. 

FOLK LORE. 

Charm for the Toothache. — A reverend friend, 
very conversant in the popular customs and super- 
stitions of Ireland, and who has seen the charm 
mentioned in pp. 293, 349, and 397, given by a 
Roman Catholic priest in the north-west of Ireland, 
has kindly furnished me with the genuine version, 
and the form in which it was written, which are as 
follows : — 

“ As Peter sat on a marble stone, 
The Lord came to him all alone: 
* Peter, what makes thee sit there ?’ 

*My Lord, I am troubled with the toothache.’ 

* Peter arise, and go home; 
And you, and whosoever for my sake 

Shall keep these words in memory, 
Shall never be troubled with the toothache,’ ” 

fl bee 8 

Charms. —The Evil Eye.— Going one day into 
a cottage in the village of Catterick, in Yorkshire, 
E observed hung up behind the door a ponderous 

necklace of “lucky stones,” 7. e. stones with a 
hole through them. On hinting an inquiry as to 
their use, I found the good lady of the house dis- 
posed to shuffle off any explanation; but by a 
little importunity I discovered that they had the 
credit of being able to preserve the house and its 
inhabitants from the baneful influence of the “evil 
eye.” “ Why, Nanny,” said I, “ you surely don’t 
believe in witches now-a-days?” ‘No! I don't 
say ’at Ido; but certainly i’ former times there 
was wizzards an’ buzzards, and them sort 0’ 
things.” “ Well,” said I, laughing, “but you 
surely don’t think there are any now?” “No! I 
don’t say ’at ther’ are; but I do believe in a yevil 
eye.” After a little time I extracted from poor 
Nanny more particulars on the subject, as viz. : — 
how that there was a woman in the village whom 
she strongly suspected of being able to look with 
an evil eye ; how, further, a neighbour's daughter, 
against whom the old lady in question had a 
grudge owing to some love affair, had suddenly 
fallen into a sort of pining sickness, of which the 
doctors could make nothing at all; and how the 
poor thing fell away without any accountable 
cause, and finally died, nobody knew why; but 
how it was her (Nanny’s) strong belief that she 
had pined away in consequence of a glance from 
the evil eye. Finally, I got from her an account 
of how any one who chose could themselves obtain 
the power of the evil eye, and the receipt was, as 
nearly as I can recollect, as follows : — 

“Ye gang out ov’a n'ght—ivery night, while ye 
find nine toads—an’ when ye’ve gitten t’ nine toads, ye 
hang ’em up ov’ a string, an’ ye make a hole and buries 
t’ toads i’t hole—and as ’t toads pines away, so “t person 
pines away ’at you've looked upon wiv a yevil eye, an’ 
they pine and pine away while they die, without ony 
disease at all!” 

I do not know if this is the orthodox creed 
respecting the mode of gaining the power of the 
evil eye, but it is at all events a genuine piece of 
Folk Lore. 

The above will corroborate an old story rife in 
Yorkshire, of an ignorant person, who, being 
asked if he ever said his prayers, repeated as 
follows : — 

«“ From witches and wizards and long-tail’d buzzards, 
And creeping things that run in hedge-bottoms, 

Good Lord, deliver us.” 

Manrearert Garry. 
Ecclesfield, April 24. 1850. 

Charms. —I beg to represent to the corre- 
spondents of the “ Norges Anp Queries,” especially 
to the clergy and medical men resident in the 
country, that notices of the superstitious practices 
still prevalent, or recently prevalent, in different 
parts of the kingdom, for the cure of diseases, are 
highly instructive and even valuable, on many 

| accounts. Independently of their archeological 
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interest as illustrations of the mode of thinking 
and acting of past times, they become really valu- 
able to the philesophical physician, as throwing 
light on the natural history of diseases. The pre- 
scribers and practisers of such “ charms,” as well 
as the lookers-on, have all unquestionable evidence 
of the efficacy of the prescriptions, in a great many 
cases: that is to say, the diseases for which the 
charms are prescribed are cured; and, according 
to the mode of reasoning prevalent with pre- 
scribers, orthodox and heterodox, they must be 
cured by them,—post hoc ergo propter hoc. Unhap- 
pily for the scientific study of diseases, the uni- 
versal interference of Art in an active form renders 
it difficult to meet with pure specimens of corporeal 
maladies; and, consequently, it is often difficult to 
say whether it is nature or art that must be cre- 
dited for the event. This is a positive misfortune, 
in a scientific point of view. Now, as there can 
be no question as to the non-efliciency of charms 
in a material or physical point of view (their ac- 
tion through the imagination is a distinct and im- 
portant subject of inquiry), it follows that every 
disease getting well in the practice of the charmer, 
is curable and cured by Nature. A faithful list 
of such cases could not fail to be most useful to 
the scientific inquirer, and to the progress of truth; 
and it is therefore that I am desirous of calling 
the attention of your correspondents to the sub- 
ject. Asa general rule, it will be found that the 
diseases in which charms have obtained most fame 
as curative are those of long duration, not dan- 
gerous, yet not at all, or very slightly, benefited 
by ordinary medicines. In such cases, of course, 
there is not room for the display of an imaginary 
agency :— “ For,’ as Crabbe says, — and I hepe 
your medical readers will pardon the irreverence— 

« For Nature then has time to work her way; 
And doing nothing often has prevailed, 
‘When ten physicians have preseribed and failed.” 

‘The notice in your last Number respecting the 
cure of hooping-cough, is a capital example of 
what has just been stated; and I doubt not but 
many of your correspondents could supply nume- 
rous prescriptions equally scientific and equally 
effective. On a future occasion, I will myself 
furnish you with some; but as I have already 
trespassed so far on your space, I will conclude 
by naming a few diseases in which the charmers 
may be expected to charm most wisely :and well. 
They will all be found to come within the cate- 
gory of the diseases characterised above : — 
Epilepsy, St. Vitus’s Dance (Chorea), Hysteria, 
Toothache, Warts, Ague, Mild Skin-diseases, Tic 
Douloureux, Jaundice, Asthma, Bleeding from 
the Nose, St. Anthony’s Fire or The Rose (Ery- 
sipelas), King’s Evil (Serofula), Mumps, Rheu- 
matic Pains, &c., &c. EXMDEE. 

April 25. 1850. 

NOTES AND QUERIES. [No. 27. 

Roasted Mouse. —I have often heard my father 
say, that when he had the measles, his nurse gave 
him a roasted mouse to cure him. Scorus. 

THE ANGLO-SAXON WoRD “ UNLZ=D.” 

A long etymological disquisition may seem a 
trifling matter; but what a clear insight into his- 
toric truth, inte the manners, the customs, and the 
possessions of people of former ages, is sometimes 
obtained by the accurate definition of even a single 
word. A pertinent instance will be found in the 
true etymon of Brytenwealda, given by Mr. Kem- 
ble in his chapter ‘On the Growth of the kingly 
Power.” (Saxons in Engl. B.11. ¢.1.) Upon this 
consideration I must rest for this somewhat lengthy 
investigation. 

The word UNLD, as far as we at present know, 
occurs only five times in Anglo-Saxon; three of 
which are in the legend of Andreas in the Vercelli 
MS., which legend was first printed, under the 
auspices of the Record Commission, by Mr. Thorpe; 

| but the Report to which the poetry of the Vercelli 
MS. was attached has, for reasons with which I 
am unacquainted, never been made public. In 
1840, James Grimm, “feeling (as Mr. Kemble 
says) that this was a wrong done to the world of 
letters at large,” published it at Cassel, together 
with the Legend of Elene, or the Finding of the 
Cross, with an Introduction and very copious 
notes. In 1844, it was printed for the Aelfric 
Society by Mr. Kemble, accompanied by a trans- 
lation, in which the passages are thus given : — 

Such was the people’s 
peaceless token, 
the suffering of the wretched.” 

1. 57-9. 

When they of savage spirits 
believed in the might.” 

1. 283-4. 

“Ge pind unlede We are rude, 
eanma sebohta. ‘of poor thoughts.” 

In the splendid fragment of “ Judith,” first pub- 
lished by Thwaites, and since collated with the 
MS., and printed by Mr. Thorpe in his Analecta | 
Anglo-Saxonica, the following passage occurs at |} 
p- 184., in the edition of 1834 :— 

*“zenim pa pone hedenan mannan 
peeyce be feaxe yinum, 
ceah hine rolmum, | 
pis hype peapd byrmeplice, | 
and pone bealorullan | 
liycum alebde, 
laSne mannan, 
ypa heo Sey unledan 
eadoye mihce 
pel xepealdan.” 

The fifth instance of the occurrence of the word | 
is in a passage cited by Wanley, Catal. p. 134. | 

“ Spyle pey ber rolcey 
FneoSoleay tacen, 
unledpa eapod- 

** ponne hie unladOpa 
earedum selypoon 
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from a homily occurring in a MS. in Corpus 
Christi College, s. 14. :— 

“Men a leogertan hep yezp ye halza yer 
Johs pep ye Heel. eode ofep pone bupnan 
the Ledpon hacce, on mén enne pyptun. 
Tha pice ye unlabde iudar ye pe line co 
beape beleaped haeybde.” 

In Grimm’s Elucidations to Andreas he thus 
notices it : — 

« Unled, miser, improbus, infelix. (A.142. 744. 
Judith, 134, 43.) A rare adjective never occurring in 
Beowulf, Coedmon, or the Cod. Exon., and belonging 
to those which only appear in conjunction with un. 

Thus, also, the Goth. unleds, pauper, miser ; and the | 

oO. H. G. unlat (Graff 2. 166.) ;. we nowhere find a 

léds, laed,. lat, as an antithesis. It must have sig- 

nified dives, felix ; and its root is wholly obscure.” 

In all the Anglo-Saxon examples of unled, 
the sense appears to be wretched, miserable ; in the 
Gothic it is uniformly poor* > but poverty and 
wretchedness are nearly allied. Léd, or led, would 
eyidently therefore signify rich, and by inference 

y. Now we have abundant examples of the 
use of the word ledes in old English; not only 
for people, but for riches, goods, movable property. 
Lond and lede, or ledes, or lith, frequently oe- 
eur unequivocally in this latter sense, thus :— 
«“ He was the first of Inglond that gaf God his tithe 
Of isshue of bestes, of londes, or of lithe.” 

P. Plouhm. 

“IT bed hem bothe lond and Jede 
To have his douhter in worthlie wede, 
And spouse here with my ring.” 

K. of Tars, 124. 

“ For to have lond or ede, 
Or other riches, so God me spede! 

Yt ys to muche for me.” 
Sir Cleges, 409. 

“ Who schall us now geve londes or lythe, 
Hawkys, or houndes, or stedys stithe, 
As he was wont to do.” 

Le B. Florence of Rome, 841. 
“No asked he lond or lithe, 
Bot that maiden bright.” 

Sir Tristrem, xviii. 

In “ William and the Werwolf” the cowherd 
and his wife resolve to leave William 

* It occurs many times in the Mceso- Gothic version of 
the Gospels for rwxés. From the Glossaries, it appears 

that iungalauths is used three times for veavioxos, a 
young man; therefore lauths or lauds would signify 
simply man ; and the plural, laudeis, would be people. 

See this established by the analogy of vairths, or 

0. 1. G. virahi, also signifying people. Grimm's 
Deutsche Gram. iii. 472., note. “ Es konnte zwar un- 
léds (pauper) aber auch unléths heissen.” — D. Gr. 225. 

«< AT here godis 
Londes and Judes as ether after her lif dawes.” p. 4. 

In this poem, dudes and ledes are used indis- 
criminately, but most frequently in the sense of 
men, people. Sir Frederick Madden has shown, 
from the equivalent words in the French original 
of Robert of Brunne, “that he always uses the 
word in the meaning of possessions, whether con- 
sisting of tenements, rents, fees, &c.;” in short, 
wealth. 

If, therefore, the word has this sense in old 
English, we might expect to find it in Anglo-Saxon, 
and I think it is quite clear that we have it at least 
in one instance. In the Ancient Laws and Insti- 
tutes af England, vol. i. p. 184., an oath is. given, in 

| which the following passage occurs : — 
Do as I teach : 
be thou with thine, 
and let me be with mine: 
I covet not thine, 
nor ‘* leth ’’ nor land, 
nor ‘‘sac” nor ** socn,”” 
nor needest thou mine 3 
nor design I to thee any 
thing.” 

Mr. Thorpe has not translated the word, nor is. 
it noticed in his Glossary ; but I think there can 
be no doubt that it should be rendered by gaods, 
chattels, or wealth, i. e. movable property. 

This will be even more obvious from an extract 
given by Bishop Nicholson, in the preface to 
Wilkin’s Leges Saxonica, p. vii. It is part of the 
oath of a Scottish baron, of much later date, and 
the sense here is unequivocal :— 

“ T becom zour man my liege king in land, lith®, life 
and lim, warldly honour, homage, fealty, and leawty, 

against all that live and die.” 

Numerous examples are to be found in the 
M. H. German, of which I will cite a few :— 

“© Tr habt doch zu iuwere hant 
Beidin Jiute unde lant.” 

** Do rra ic lane 
beo bé be binum 
J let me be minum 
ne synne 1c hiner 
ne leSey ne lander 
be yac ne socne 
pe bu minefy ne beanye 
ne minv 1¢ ie nan pins. 

Tristr. 13934. 

“ Und bevelhet ir liute unde kant.” 
Iwein. 2889. 

* Sir F. Palgrave has given this extract in the Ap- 

pendix to his Rise and Progress of the English Common-~ 

wealth, p. ececvil., where, by an error of the press, or of 

transcription, the word stands lich. It may be as well to 

remark, that the corresponding word in Latin formulas 

of the same kind is “‘catallis,” i. e. chattels. A passage 

in Havelok, v. 2515., will clearly demonstrate that Lith 

was at least one kind of chattel, and equivalent to fe 

| (fee). 
“ Thanne he was ded that Sathanas 

Sket was seysed al that his was, 
In the King’s hand il del, 

Lond and lith, and other catel, 

And the King ful sone it yaf 
Ubbe in the hond with a fayr staf, 
And seyde, ‘ Her ich sayse the 
In al the lond in al the fe.’” 
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“Teh teile ir Jinte unde lant.” 

Td. 7714. 

And in the old translation of the Liber Dialogo- 
rum of St. Gregory, printed in the cloister of 
S. Ulrich at Augspurg in 1473 : — 

“In der Statt waren hoch Tiiren und schéne Heuser 
von Silber und Gold, und aller Hand Jeiit, und die Frawen 
und Maj naygten im alle.” 

Lastly, Jo. Morsheim in his Untreuer Frawen :— 

“Das was méin Herr gar gerne hort, 
Und ob es Leut und Land bethort.” 

Now, when we recollect the state of the people 
in those times, the serf-like vassalage, the Hérig- 
keit or Leibeigenthum, which prevailed, we cannot 
be surprised that a word which signified posses- 
sions should designate also the people. “It must 
still, however, be quite uncertain which is the 
secondary sense. 

The root of the word, as Grimm justly remarks, 
is very obscure; and yet it seems to me that he 
himself has indirectly pointed it out :— 

“ Goth. liudan* (erescere); O. H. G. liotan 

(sometimes unorganic, hliotan) ; O. H. G. liut (po- 

pulus); A.-S 1é65; O.N. 1165: Goth. lauths -is 
(homo), juzzalauths -dis (adolescens); O. H. G. 
sumar -lota (virgulta palmitis, i. e. qui una estate 
creverunt, Gl. Rhb. 926». Jun. 242.); M. H. G. cor- 

rupted into Sumer -late (M.S. i. 124% 2. 1618. 

virga herba). It.is doubtful whether ludja (facies), 
O. H.G. andlutti, is to be reckoned among them,”— 
Deutsche Gram. ii. 21. For this last see Diefenbach, 
Vergl. Gram. der Goth. Spr. i. 242. 

In his Erlauterungen zu Elene, p..166., Grimm 
further remarks : — 

« The verb is leoban, lead, lubon (crescere), O. S. 
hedan, 166, lubun. Leludon ( Cedm. 93. 28.) is 
creverunt, pullulant; and zeloden (ap. Hickes, p. 135, 
note) onustus, but rather cretus. Elene, 1227, 

zeloben undep leAfum (cretus sub foliis).” 

It has been surmised that LEDE was connected 

with the 0. N. ‘hlyt{—which not only signified 

* The author of Tripzrtita seu de Analogia Lingua- 
vum, under the words “ Leute” and “ Barn,” says : — 
“ Respice Ebr. Id. Ebr. Jedah, partus, proles est. 

Ebr. lad, led, gigno.” A remarkable coincidence at 

least with Grimm’s derivation of 1é6d from the Goth. 
liudan, crescere. 

¢ Thus, Anthon, Teutschen Landwirthschaft, Th. i. 
p. 61.:—“ Das Land eines jeden Dorfes, einer jeden 
Gemarkung war wirklich getheilt und, wie es sehr 

wahrscheinlich, alsdan verlost worden. Daher nannte 

man dasjenige, was zu einem Grunstiike an KAkern, 
Wiesen gehorte, ein Los (Sors). Das Burgundische 

sors, portio, but res consistentia—and the A.-S. 
hlez, hlyc, lot, portion, inheritance: thus, in the 
A.-S. Psal. xxx. 18.,0n handum 6inum hlyc min, 
my heritage is in thy hands. Notker’s version is: 
Min l6z ist in dinen handen. I have since 
found that Kindlinger (Geschichte der Deutchen 
Horigheit) has made an attempt to derive it from 
Lied, Lit, which in Dutch, Flemish, and Low 
German, still signify a limb; I think, unsuccess- 
fully. 

Ray, in his Gloss. Northanymbr., has “ unlead, 
nomen opprobrii ;” but he gives a false derivation : 
Grose, in his Provincial Glossary, ‘ unleed or 
unlead, a general name for any crawling venomous 
creature, as a toad, &e. It is sometimes ascribed 
to a man, and then it denotes a sly wicked fellow, 
that in a manner creeps to do mischief. See Mr. 
Nicholson’s Catalogue.” 

In the 2d edition of Mr. Brockett’s Glossary, 
we have: “ Unletes, displacers or destroyers of 
the farmer’s produce.” 

This provincial preservation of a word of such 
rare occurrence in Anglo-Saxon, and of which no 
example has yet been found in old English, is a 
remarkable circumstance. ‘The word has evidently 
signified, like the Gothic, in the first place poor ; 
then wretched, miserable; and hence, perhaps, its 
opprobrious sense of mischievous or wicked. 

“In those rude times »when wealth or movable 
property consisted almost entirely of living money, in 
which debts were contracted and paid, and for which 
land was given in mortgage or-sold; it is quite certain 
that the serfs were transferred with the land, the lord 
considering them as so much live-stoek, or part of his 
chattels.” 

A vestige of this feeling with regard to depen- 
dants remains in the use of the word Man (which 
formerly had the same sense as lede). We still 
speak of “a general and his men,” and use the 
expression “ our men.” But, happily for the masses 
of mankind, few vestiges of serfdom and slavery, 
and those in a mitigated form, now virtually exist. 

S. W.. SINGER. 
April 16. 1850. 

Gesetz redet ausfdricklich ‘vom Lande das man in 
Lose erhalten hat (Terra sortis titulo acquisita, 
Tit. i. §1.)” Schmeller, in his Bayrisches Wort. 
B. y. Lud-aigen, also points to the connection of 

Lud with hluz-hlut, sors, portio; but he rather in- 

clines to derive it from the Low-Latin, artonium. It 
appears to me that the converse of this is most likely 
to have been the case, and that this very word LEDS 
or LA°DS is likely to furnish a more satisfactory 
etymology of atropium than has hitherto been offered. 
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BP. COSIN'’S MSS. — INDEX TO BAKER'S MSS. 

Your correspondent “J. Sansom” (No. 19. 
p- 303.) may perhaps find some unpublished re- 
mains of Bp. Cosin in Baker’s MSS8.; from the 
excellent index to which (Cambridge, 1848, p. 57.) 
I transcribe the following notices, premising that 
of the volumes of the MSS. the first twenty-three 
are in the British Museum, and the remainder in 
the University Library, (not, as Mr. Carlyle says 
in a note in, I think, the 3d vol. of his Letters, Sc. 
of Cromwell in the library of Trin. Coll.). 

“ Cosin, Bp. — 
Notes of, in his Common Prayer, edit. 1636, xx. 175. 
Benefactions to See of Durham, xxx. 377—380, 

Conference with Abp. of Trebisond, xx. 178. 
Diary in Paris, 1651, xxxvi. 929. 
Intended donation for a Senate-House, xxx. 454. 
Letters to Peter Gunning, principally concerning 

the authority of the Apocrypha, vi. 174—180. 
230—238. 

Manual of Devotion, xxxvi. 338.” 

As the editors of the Index to Baker’s MSS. in- 
vite corrections from those who use the MSS., you 
will perhaps be willing to print the following ad- 
ditions and corrections, which may be of use in case 
a new edition of the Index should be required :— 

Preface, p. vii. add, in Thoresby Correspondence, 
one or two of Baker’s Letters have been printed, others 
have appeared in Nichols’s Literary Anecdotes. 
Index, p. 2. Altars, suppression of, in Ely Diocese, 

1550, xxx. 213. Printed inthe British 

Magazine, Oct. 1849, p. 401. 
Babraham, Hullier Vicar of, burnt for heresy. 

Brit. Mag. Nov. 1849, p. 543. 

Bucer incepts as Dr. of Divinity, 1549, xxiv. 
114. See Dr. Lamb’s Documents from MSS. 
Cr C.'C..Gyp, 53; 

Appointed to lecture by Edw, VI., 1549, xxx. 
$70. See Dr. Lamb, p. 152. 

Letter of University to Edw., recommending 
his family to care, x.396. Dr. Lamb, p.154. 

. Buckingham, Dr. Eglisham’s account of his 

poisoning James I., xxxii. 149—153. See 
Harl. Mise. 

Buckmaster’s Letter concerning the King’s 
Divorce, x. 243. ‘This is printed in Burnet, 

vol. iii. lib. 1. collect. No. 16., from a copy 
sent by Baker, but more fully in Dr, Lamb, 
p- 23., and in Cooper's Annals. 

Renunciation of the Pope, 1535. 
Harmer, Specimen, p. 163. 

Cowel, Dr., charge against, and defence of his 
Antisanderus. Brit. Mag. Ang. 1849, p. 184. 

Cranmer, extract from C.C.C. MS. concerning. 
Brit. Mag, Aug. 1849, p. 169, seq. 

Cranmer, life of, xxxi. 1—38. Brit. Mag. Aug. 
1849, p. 165. 

Convocation, subscribers to the judgment of, 
Xxxi. 9. British Magazine, Sept. 1849, p. $17. 

Ely, Altars, suppression of, 1550, xxx. 213. 
Brit, Mag, Oct. 1849, p. 401. 

B. 5. 

Pirs. 

PP, 25. See Ant. 

PST. 

P. 77. Several of the papers relating to Bishop Fisher 
will be found in Dr. Hymers’ edition of The 
Funeral Sermon on Lady Margaret. 

Gloucester, Abbey of, &c., a Poem by Malvern, 
v. 285-7. Brit. Mag. xxi. 377.; Caius Coll. 
MSS. No. 391. art. 13. 

Goodman, Declaration concerning the articles 
in his book. Strype’s Annals, I. i. 184. 

Henry VJI., Letter to Lady Margaret, xix. 
262. See Dr. Hymers, as above, p. 160. 

P. 91. Henry VIII., Letter to, giving an account of 
the death of Wyngfield, &e. See Sir H. 
Ellis, Ser. 77. No. 134. 

. Humphrey, Bishop, Account, &c., xxxv. 1—19. 
Read xxvi. 1— 19. 

Humphrey, Bishcp, Images and Relics, &c., 
xxx. 183-4. Brit. Mug. Sept. 1849, p. 300. 

P. 121-2. Lady Margaret. Several of the articles re~ 
lating to Lady Margaret have been printed 
by Dr. Hymers (ut sup.). 

Pole Card. Oratio Johannis Stoyks, &c., 
vy. 310—312. Dr. Lamb, p. 177. 
Redman, Dr., Particulars of, xxxii. 495.— 
Brit. Mag. Oct. 1849, p. 402. 
Spelman’s Proposition concerning the Saxon 
Lecture, &c. Sir LH. Ellis Letters of Emi- 
nent Literary Men, Camd. Soc. No. 59. 

P. 169. Noy’s Will, xxxvi. 375., read 379. 

Many of the articles relating to Cambridge in 
the MSS. have been printed by Mr. Cooper in his 
Annals of Cambridge: some relating to Cromwell 
are to be found in Mr. Carlyle’s work ; and several, 
besides those which I have named, are contained 
in Dr. Lamb's Documents. J. E B. Mayor. 

Marlborough Coll., March 30. 

P. 80. 

P. 89, 

BR: 187. 

P. 143. 

Prot: 

ARABIC NUMERALS AND CIPHER. 

Will you suffer me to add some further re- 
marks on the subject of the Arabic numerals 
and cipher; as neither the querists nor respon- 
dents seem to have duly appreciated the immense 
importance of the step taken by introducing the 
use of a cipher. I would commence with obsery- 
ing, that we know of no people tolerably advanced 
in civilisation, whose system of notation had made 
such little progress, beyond that of the mere savage, 
as the Romans. ‘Ihe rudest savages could make 
upright scratches on the face of a rock, and set 
them in arow, to signify units; and as the cireum- 
stance of having ten fingers has led the people of 
every nation to give a distinct name to the number 
ten and its multiples, the savage would have taken 
but a little step when he invented such a mode of 
expressing tens as crossing his scratches, thus X. 
His ideas, however, enlarge, and he makes three 
scratches, thus ©, to express 100. Generations of 
such vagabonds as founded Rome pass away, and 
at length some one discovers that, by using but 
half the figure for ™., the number 5 may be con- 
jectured to be meant, Another calculator follows 
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up this discovery, and by employing i, half the 
figure used for 100, he expresses 50. At length 
the rude man procured a better knife, with which 
he was enabled to give a more graceful form to his 
C, by rounding it into C; then two such, turned 
different ways, with a distinguishing cut between 
them, made (D, to express a thousand; and as, 
by that time, the alphabet was introduced, they 
recognised the similarity of the form at which they 
had thus.arrived to the first letter of Mille, and 
called it M, or 1000. The half of this #1) was 
adopted by a ready analogy for 500. With that 
discovery the invention of the Romans stopped, 
though they had recourse to various awkward ex- 
pedients for making these forms express somewhat 
higher numbers. On the other hand, the Hebrews 
seem to have been provided with an alphabet as 
soon as they were to constitute a nation; and they 
were taught to use the successive letters of that 
alphabet to express the first ten numerals. In 
this way b and c might denote 2 and 3 just as 
well as those figures; and numbers might thus be 
expressed by single letters to the end of the alpha- 
bet, but no further. They were taught, however, 
and the Greeks learnt from them, to use the letters 
which follow the ninth as indications of so many 
tens; and those which follow the eighteenth as 
indicative of hundreds. ‘This process was exceed- 
ingly superior to the Roman; but at the end of 
the alphabet it required supplementary signs. In 
this way bdecba might have expressed 245321 as 
concisely as our figures; but if 320 were to be 
taken from this sum, the removal of the equivalent 
letters cb would leave bdea, or apparently no more 
than 2451. The invention of a cipher at once 
beautifully simplified the notation, and facilitated 
its indefinite extension. It was then no longer 
necessary to have one character for units and 
another for as many tens. The substitution of 00 
for cb, so as to write bdeooa, kept the d in its 
place, and therefore still indicating 40,000. It 
was thus that 27, 207, and 270 were made distin- 
guishable at once, without needing separate letters 
for tens and hundreds; and new signs to express 
millions and their multiples became unnecessary. 

Thave been induced to trespass on your columns 
with this extended notice of the difficulty which 
was never solved by either the Hebrews or Greeks, 
from understanding your correspondent “T.S. D.” 
p. 367, to say that “ the mode of obviating it would 
suggest itself at once,” As to the original query,— 
whence came the invention of the cipher, which 
was felt to be so valuable as to be entitled to give 
its name toall the process of arithmetic? —“T.S.D.” 
has given the querist his best clue in sending him 
to Mr. Strachey’s Bija Ganita, and to Sir E. Cole- 
brooke’s Algebra of the Hindus, from the Sanscrit 
of Brahmegupta. Perhaps a few sentences may 
sufficiently point out where the difficulty lies. In 
the beginning of the sixth century, the celebrated 
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Boethius described the present system as an in- 
vention of the Pythagoreans, meaning, probably, 
to express some indistinct notion of its coming 
from the east. The figures in MS. copies of Boe- 
thius are the same as our own for 1, 8, and 9; the 
same, but inverted, for 2 and 5; and are not with- 
out vestiges of resemblance in the remaining 
figures. In the ninth century we come to the 
Arabian Al Sephadi, and derive some information 
from him; but his figures have attracted most no- 
tice, because though nearly all of them are different 
from those found in Boethius, they are the same as 
occur in Planudes, a Greek monk of the fourteenth 
century, who says of his own units, “These nine 
characters are Indian,” and adds, “they have a 
tenth character called téippa, which they express 
by an 0, and which denotes the absence of any 
number.” The date of Boethius is obviously too 
early for the supposition of an Arabic origin; but 
it is doubted whether the figures are of his time, 
as the copyists of a work in MS. were wont to use 
the characters of their own age in letters, and 
might do so in the case of figures also. H.W. 

ROMAN NUMERALS. 

There are several points connected with the 
subject of numerals that are important in the 
history of practical arithmetic, to which neither 
scientific men nor antiquaries have paid much 
attention. Yet, if the principal questions were 
brought in a definite form before the contributors 
to the “ Norrs anp Quertss,” I feel quite sure 
that a not inconsiderable number of them will be 
able to contribute each his portion to the solution 
of what may till now be considered as almost a 
mystery. With your permission, I will propose a 
few queries relating to the subject, 

1. When did the abacus, or the “tabel” re- 
ferred to in my former letters, cease to be used as 
calculating instruments ? 

The latest printed work in which the abacal 
practice was given for the purposes of tuition that 
I have been able to discover, is a 12mo. edition, by 
Andrew Mellis, of Dee's Robert Recorde, 1682. 

2. When did the method of recording results in 
Roman numerals cease to be used in mercantile 
account-books? Do any ledgers or other account- 
books, of ancient dates, exist in the archives of 
the City Companies, or in the office of the City 
Chamberlain? If there do, these would go far 
towards settling the question. 

3. When in the public offices of the Govern- 
ment? It is probable that criteria will be found 
in many of them, which are inaccessible to the 
public generally. 

4. When in the household-books of royalty and 
nobility ? This is a class of MSS. to which I have 
paid next to ne attention; and, possibly, had the 
query been in my mind through life, many frag_ 

Ee eee 
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ments tending towards the solution that have 
passed me unnoticed would have saved me from 
the necessity of troubling your correspondents. 
The latest that I remember to have particularly 
noticed is that of Charles I. in the Fitzwilliam 
Museum at Cambridge; but I shall not be sur- 
prised to find that the system was continued down 
to George I., or later still. Conservatism is dis- 
played in its perfection in the tenacious adherence 
of official underlings to established forms and 
venerable routine. T. 8. D. 

Shooter’s Hill, April 8. 

[Our correspondent will find some curious notices 
of early dates of Arabic numerals, from the Rev, Ed- 
mund Venables, Rev. W. Gunner, and Mr. Ouvry, 
in the March number of the Archeological Journal, 
p- 75-76. ; and the same number also contains, at p. 85., 
some yery interesting remarks by the Rev. Joseph 
Hunter, illustrative of the subject, and instancing a 
warrant from Hugh le Despenser to Bonefez de Pe- 
ruche and his partners, merchants of a company, to 
pay forty pounds, dated Feb. 4, 19 Edward I1., i.e. 
1325, in which the date of the year is expressed in 
Roman numerals; and on the dorso, written by one of 
the Italian merchants to whom the warrant was ad- 
dressed, the date of the payment, Feb. 1325. in Arabic 
numerals, of which Mr. Hunter exhibited a fac-simile 
at a meeting of the Institute. ] 

Arabic Numerals.—In the lists of works which 
treat of Arabic Numerals, the following have not 
been noticed, although they contain a review of 
what has been written on their introduction into 
this part of Europe :—Archaologia, vols. x. xiii. ; 
Bibliotheca Literaria, Nos. 8. and 10., including 
Huetiana on this subject ; and Morant’s Colchester, 
b. iii. p. 28. oP elie 

ERROR IN HALLAM’S HISTORY OF LITERATURE. 

If Mr. Hallam’s accuraey in parvis could be 
fairly judged by the following instance, and that 
given by your correspondent “Canras.” (No. 4. 
p-51.), { fear much could not be said for it. The 
following passage is from Mr. Hallam’s account of 
Campanella and his disciple Adami. My reference 
is to the first edition of Mr. Hallam’s work; but 
the passage stands unaltered in the second. I be- 
lieve these to be rare instances of inaccuracy. 

“Tobias Adami,..... who dedicated to the phi- 
losophers of Germany his own Prodromus Philosophie 
Iustaurario, pretixed to his edition of Campanella’s Com- 
pendium de Rerum Nature, published at Frankfort in 
1617. Most of the other writings of the master seem 
to have preceded this edition, for Adami enumerates 
them in his Prodromus.” — Hist. of Literature, iii, 149, 

The title is not Prodromus Philosophie Instau- 
ratio, which is not sense; but Prodromus Philo- 
sophie Instaurande (Forerunner of a philosophy 
to be constructed). ‘This Prodromus is a treatise 

of Campanella’s, not, as Mr. Hallam says, of 
Adami. Adami published the Prodromus for 
Campanella, who was in prison; and he wrote a 
preface, in which he gives a list of other writings 
of Campanella, which he proposes to publish 
afterwards, What Mr. Hallam calls an “ edition,” 
was the first publication. 

Mere accident enabled me to detect these errors. 
I am not a bibliographer, and do not know a ten- 
thousandth part of what Mr. Hallam knows. I 
extract this note from my common-place book, 
and send it you, hoping to elicit the opinions of 
some of your learned correspondents on the ge- 
neral accuracy in biography and bibliography of 
Mr. Hallam’s History of Literature. Has Mr. 
Bolton Corney, if I may venture to name him, ex- 
amined the work? His notes and opinion would 
be particularly valuable. 

As a few inaccuracies such as this may occur 
in any work of large scope proceeding from the 
most learned of men, and be accidentally detected 
by an ignoramus, so a more extensive impeach- 
ment of Mr. Hallam’s accuracy would make a very 
trifling deduction from his great claims to respect 
and well-established fame. I believe I rightly un- 
derstand the spirit in which you desire your pe- 
riodical to be the medium for emending valuable 
works, when I thus guard myself against the ap- 
pearance of disrespect to a great ornament of lite- 
rature. C, 

NOTES FROM CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 

LONDON. 

We have already shown pretty clearly, how 
high is the opinion we entertain of the value of 
our able contributor Mr. Peter Cunningham's 
amusing Handbook for London, by the insertion of 
numerous Notes upon his first edition. We will 
now give our readers an opportunity of judging 
how much the second edition, which is just pub- 
lished, has been improved through the further 
researches of that gentleman, by giving them a 
few Notes from it, consisting entirely of new 
smatter, and very curious withal. When we add 
that the work is now enriched by a very copious 
Index of Names, it will readily be seen how much 
the value and utility of the book has been in- 
creased. 

Hanover Square,— “The statue of William Pitt, by 
Sir Francis Chantrey, set up in the year 1831, is of 
bronze, and cost 7000/. I was present at its erection 
with Sir Francis Chantrey and my father, who was 
Chantrey’s assistant. The statue was placed on its 
pedestal between seven and eight in the morning, and 
while the workmen were away at their breakfasts, a 
rope was thrown round the neck of the figure, and a 
vigorous attempt made by several sturdy Reformers to 
pull it down. When word of what they were about 
was brought to my father, he exclaimed, with a smile 
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upon his face, ‘ The cramps are leaded, and they may 
pull to doomsday.’ ‘The cramps are the iren bolts 
fastening the statue to the pedestal. The attempt was 
soon abandoned.” 

Hyde Park Corner. —“ There were cottages here in 
1655; and from the middle of the reign of George II. 
till the erection of Apsley House, the small entrance 
gateway was flanked on its east side by a poor tene- 
ment known as § Allen’s stall.’ Allen, whose wife kept 
a moveable apple-stall at the park entrance, was recog- 
nised by George II. as an old soldier at the battle of 
Dettingen, and asked (so pleased was the King at 
meeting the veteran) ‘what he could do for him,’ 
Allen, after some hesitation, asked for a piece of ground 
for a permanent apple-stall at Hyde Park Corner, and 
a grant was made to him of a piece of ground which his 
children afterwards sold to Apsley, Lord Bathurst. 
Mr. Crace has a careful drawing of the Hyde Park 
Corner, showing Allen's stall and the Hercules’ 
Pillars.” 

Pall Mall. —“ Mr. Vox told Mr. Rogers, that Sy- 
denham was sitting at his window looking on the Mall, 
with his pipe in his mouth and a silver tankard before 
him, when a fellow made a snatch at the tankard, and 
ran off with it. Nor was he overtaken, said Fox, 

before he got among the bushes in Bond Street, and 
there they lost him.” 

Lansdowne House. — “ The iron bars at the two ends 
of Lansdowne Passage (a near cut from Curzon Street 
to Hay Hill) were put up late in the last century, in 
consequence of a mounted highwayman, who had com- 
mitted a robbery in Piceadilly, having escaped from his 
pursuers through this narrow passage by riding his 
horse up the steps. This anecdote was told by the 
late Thomas Grenville to Sir Thomas Frankland Lewis. 
It occurred while George Grenville was Minister, the 

robber passing his residence in Bolton Street full 
gallop.” 

Newcastle House. —“ The old and expensive custom 
of ‘ yails-giving,’ received its death-blow at Newcastle 
House. Sir ‘Timothy Waldo, on his way from the 
Duke's dinner table to his carriage, put a crown into 
the hand of the cook, who returned it, saying: ‘ Sir, I 
do not take siiver.’ ‘ Don’t you, indeed ?’ said Sir 
Timothy, putting it in his pocket; ‘then I do not 
give gold” Hanway’s ‘ Eight Letters to the Duke of 

; had their origin in Sir Timothy’s complaint.” 

Red Lion Square. —“ The benevolent Jonas Hanway, 
the traveller, lived and died (1786) in a house in Red 
Lion Square, the principal rooms of which he decorated 
with paintings and emblematical devices, ‘in a style,’ 
says his biographer, ‘ peculiar to himself.’ ‘I found,’ 
he used to say, when speaking of these ornaments, ‘ that 
my countrymen and women were not aw fuit in the art 
of conversation, and that instead of recurring to their 
ecards, when the discourse began to flag, the minutes 
between the time of assembling and the placing the 
card-tables are spent in an irksome suspense. To re- 
lieve this vacuum in social intereourse and prevent 
cards from engrossing the whole of my visitors’ minds, 
I have presented them with objects the most attractive 
I could imagine—and when that fails there are the 
cards.’ Hanway was the first man who ventured to 

walk the streets of London with an umbrella over his 
head. After carrying one near thirty years, he saw 
them come into general use.” 

Downing Street. —“ Baron Bothmar’s house was part 
of the forfeited property of Lee, Lord Lichfield, who 
retired with James II., to whom he was Master of the 

Horse. At the beginning of the present century there 
was no other official residence’ in the street than the 
house which belonged, by right of office, to the First 
Lord of the Treasury, but by degrees one house was 
bought after another: first the Foreign Office, increased 
afterwards by three other houses; then the Colonial 
Office ; then the house in the north corner, which was 
the Judge Advocate’s, since added to the Colonial 
Office; then a house for the Chancellor of the Ex- 
chequer; and lastly, a whole row of lodging-houses, 
chiefly for Scotch and Irish members.” 

Whitehall. —“ King Charles I. was executed on a 
scaffold erected in front of the Banqueting House, 
towards the park. The warrant directs that he should 
be executed ‘in the open street before Whitehall.’ 
Lord Leicester tells us in his Journal, that he was 
‘beheaded at Whitehall Gate.’ Dugdale, in his Diary, 
that he was ‘beheaded at the gate of Whitehall ;’ and 
a single sheet of the time preserved in the British Mu- 
seum, that ‘ the King was beheaded at Whitehall Gate.’ 
There cannot, therefore, be a doubt that the scaffold 
was erected in front of the building facing the present 
Ilorse Guards. We now come to the next point which 
has excited some discussion. It appears from Her- 
bert’s minute account of the King’s last moments, that 

‘the King was led all along the galleries and Ban- 
queting House, and there was a passage broken through 
the wall, by which the King passed unto the scaffold.’ 
This seems particular enough, and leads, it is said, to 
a conclusion that the scaffold was erected on the north 
side. Wherever the passage was broken through, one 
thing is certain, the scaffold was erected on the west 
side, or, in other words, ‘in the open street,’ now called 
Whitehall; and that the King, as Ludlow relates in 

his Memoirs, ‘ was conducted to the scaffold out of the 
window of the Banqueting House.’ Ludlow, who 
tells us this, was one of the regicides, and what he 
states, simply and straightforwardly, is confirmed by 
an engraving of the execution, published at Am- 
sterdam in the same year, and by the following memo- 
randum of Vertue’s on the copy of Terasson’s large ~ 
engraving of the Banqueting House, preserved in the 
library of the Society of Antiquaries : —‘ It is, aceord- 
ing to the truest reports, said that out of this window 
King Charles went upon the scaffold to be beheaded, 
the window-frame being taken out purposely to make 
the passage on to the scaffold, which is equal to the 
landing-place of the hall within side.” The window 
marked by Vertue belonged to a small building abut- 
ting from the north side of the present Banqueting 
House. From this window, then, the King stept upon 
the scaffold.’ ” 

We shall probably next week indulge in a few 
Queries which have suggested themselves to us, 
and to which Mr. Cunningham will perhaps be good 
enough to reply. 
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ANECDOTE OF CHARLES I. 

T have great pleasure in forwarding to you an 
anecdote of the captivity of Charles I, which I 
think will be considered interesting to your 
readers. Of its authenticity there can be no 
doubt. I extract it from a small paper book, 
purchased some fifty years since, at Newport, in 
the Isle of Wight, which contains the history of a 
family named Douglas, for some years resident in 
that town, written by the last representative, 
Eliza Douglas, at the sale of whose effects it came 
into my grandfather’s hands. There are many 
curious particulars in it besides the anecdote I 
have sent you; especially an account of the 
writer's great-great-grandfather (the husband of 
the heroine of this tale), who “traded abroad, 
and was took into ‘Turkey as a slave,” and there 
gained the affections of his master’s daughter, 
after the most approved old-ballad fashion; though, 
alas! it was not to her love that he owed his 
liberty, but (dreadful bathos!) to his skill in 
“cooking fowls, &c. &c. in the English taste ;” 
which, on a certain occasion, when some English 
merchants came to dine with his master, “so 
pleased the company, that they offered to redeem 
him, which was accepted; and when freed he 
came home to England, and lived in London to an 
advanced age; so old that they fed him with a 
tea-spoon.” 

After his death his wife married again; and it 
was during this second marriage that the inter- 
view with King Charles took place. 

“My mother’s great-grandmother, when a-breeding | 

| by Mr. John Playford, Stationer in the Temple, with her daughter, Mary Craige, which was at y® time 
of King Charles being a prisoner in Carisbrook Castle, 
she longed to kiss the King’s hand; and when he was 
brought to Newport to be carried off, she being ac- 
quainted with the gentleman’s housekeeper, where the 
King was coming to stay, till orders for him to leave 
the island, she went to the housekeeper, told her what 

she wanted, and they contrived for her to come the 
morning he was to go away. So up she got, and dressed 
herself, and set off to call her midwife, and going along, 
the first and second guard stopped her and asked her 
where she was going; she told them ‘to cail her mid- 
wife,’ which she did. ‘Tney went to this lady, and she 
went and acquainted his Majesty with the affair; he 
desired she may come up to him, and she said, when she 
came into the room, his Majesty seemed to appear as 
if he had been at prayers. He rose up and came to 
her, who fell on her knees before him; he tock her up 
by the arm himself, and put his cheek to her, and she 

said she gave him a good hearty smack on his cheek. 
His Majesty then said, ‘ Pray God bless you, and that 
you go withal.’ 
and see the King take coach ; she got so close that she 
saw a gentleman in it; and when the King stept into 
the coach, he said, ¢ Pray, Sir, what is your name?’ 

he replied, ‘I am Col. Pride. * Not miscalled,’ says 
the King. ‘Then Pride says, * Drive on, coachman.’” 

She then went down stairs to wait | 

QUERIES, 

THE MAUDELEYNE GRACE, 

The rector of Slimbridge, in the diocese of 
Gloucester, is bound to pay ten pounds a year to 
Magdalen College, for “choir music on the top of 
the College tower on May-day.” (See Rudder’s 
Gloucestershire.) Some years ago a prospectus 
was issued, announcing as in preparation, ‘“ The 
Maudeleyne Grace, including the Hymnus Eucha- 
risticus, with the music by Dr. Rogers, as sung 
every year on May Morning, on the Tower of 
Magdalene College, Oxford, in Latin and English. 
With an Historical Introduction by William Henry 
Black.” Can any of your readers inform me 
whether this interesting work ever made its ap~ 
pearance? [am inclined to think it did not, and 
have an indistinct recollection that the original 
MS. of the “ Grace” was lost through the careless- 
ness of the lithographer who was entrusted with it 
for the purpose of making a fac-simile. 

Whilst making some researches in the library of 
Christ Church, Oxford, I accidentally met with 
what appears to me to be the jirst draft of the 
““Grace” in question. It commences “ Te Deum 
Patrem colimus,” and has the following note:— 
“This Hymn is sung every day in Magdalen 
College Hall, Oxon, dinner and supper throughout 
the year for the after grace, by the chaplains, 
clarkes, and choristers there. Composed by Ben- 

| jamin Rogers, Doctor of Musique of the Uni- 
versity of Oxon, 1685.” It is entered in a folio 
volume, with this note on the fly-leaf,—“ Ben 
Rogers, his book, Aug. 18. 1673, and presented me 

London.” ‘The Latin Grace, Te Deum Patrem 
colimus, is popularly supposed to be the Hymnus 
Eucharisticus written by Dr. Nathaniel Ingelo, and 
sung at the civic feast at Guildhall on the 5th 
July, 1660, while the king and the other royal 
personages were at dinner; but this is a mistake, 
for the words of Ingelo’s hymn, very different from 
the Magdalen hymn, still exist, and are to be found 
in Wood's collection in the Ashmolean Museum. 
The music, too, of the Te Deum is in a grand re- 
ligious style, and not of a festal character. 

Epwarp F, Rimpavtr. 

“ESQUIRE” AND “ GENTLEMAN,” 

The custom of addressing almost every man 
above the rank of an artizan or a huckster as 
“Esquire,” seems now to be settled as a matter of 
ordinary politeness and courtesy; whilst the de- 
gradation of the gentleman into the “ Gent,” has 
caused this term, as the title of a social class, to 
have fallen into total disuse. Originally, they were 
terms that had their respective meanings as much 

/as Duke, Knight, Yeoman, or Hind; but now 
they simply mean courtesy or contempt towards 
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the person to whom they are applied, —with the 

exception, indeed, of certain combinations of cir- 

cumstances under which the word “Gentleman” 

is applied as a character. ; 
It would be an interesting occupation to trace 

the mutations of meaning which these words have 

undergone, and the circumstances which gave rise 

to the successive applications of them. ‘The sub- 

ject has been often touched upon more or less 

slightly ; but I know of no work in which it is dis- 

eussed fully, though, indeed, there may be such. 

Of course, many of your readers are men whose 

pursuits have lain in other directions than social 

customs, social language, and social tastes ; and, as 

one of them, I may be permitted to ask either 

where a full discussion can be found, or that some 

of your correspondents will furnish through your 

medium a clear and tolerably full exposition of 

the question. I believe it would be of general 
and public interest. j 
We naturally expect, that in official corre- 

spondence, the public boards, through their proper 
officers, would be very precise in assigning to 

every person his proper title, in the address of a 

letter. Yet nothing can be more negligent and 

capricious than the way in which this is done. | 
have held an appointment in the public service, 
which is generally considered to carry with it the 

title of “ Esquire,” (but really whether it do or 
not, I am unable to tell), and have at different 
times had a good deal of official correspondence, 
sometimes mere routine, and sometimes involving 

topics of a critical character. From my own ex- 
perience I am led to think that no definite rule 
exists, and that the temper of the moment will 
dictate the style of address. For instance, in 
matter-of-course business, or in any correspon- 
dence that was agreeable to official persons, I was 
addressed as “ Esq.;” but if the correspondence 
took a turn that was unpleasant, it was “ Mr. 2% 

and on one occasion I received a note addressed 
with my name denuded of all title whatever, even 
of the office I filled. ‘The note, I hardly need say, 
was “full of fire and fury ;” and yet, in less than 
half an hour, I received a second (the writer having 
discovered his mistake), opening with “ My dear 
Sir,’ and superseribed with the “ Esquire” at 
full length. ‘This, I think, proves the capricious- 
ness of men in public stations in their assignment 
of titles of this kind. 

I certainly expected to find, however, in the 
“ List of the Fellows of the Society of Antiqua- 
ries,” due attention paid to this circumstance. 
The one just circulated was therefore referred to, 
and it would seem to be as full of anomalies as a 
“ Court Guide” or a “ Royal Blue Book.” We 
have, indeed, the Knights and Baronets duly titled, 
and the Peers, lay and spiritual, sufficiently dis- 
tinguished both by capitals and mode of insertion. 
All those who have no other title (as D.D. or 

F.R.S.) recognised by the Society, are courteously 
designated by the affix “ Esq.” In this, it will be 
strange indeed if all be entitled to the appella- 
tion in its legitimate sense; or, in other words, 
if the principle of courtesy does not supersede, 
amongst the otherwise untitled mass of Fellows, 
the principle of social rank. ‘To this in itself, as 
the distinction of “Gent” after a man’s name 
has become derogatory, there cannot be the least 
objection; for antiquarianism does not palliate 
rudeness or offensive language. 

At the same time, the adoption of this principle 
should surely be uniform, and invidious distinc- 
tions should not be made. The title ‘ Esq.,” 
should not be given to one man, and left out in 
designating another whose social position is pre- 
cisely the same. Jor instance, we find in this list 
i » MED:,” and,“ , Esq., M.D.,” employed 
to designate two different Doctors in Medicine. 
We find “ , F.R.S.” and “ , Esq., F.R.S.” 
to designate two Fellows of the Society of Anti- 
quaries, who are also Fellows of the Royal. We 
see one or two D.D.’s deprived of their titles of 
“Qey.,” and, as if to make amends (in point of 
quantity at least), we have one Fellow with titles 
at each end of his name that seem incompatible 
with each other, viz., ‘ Rev. , Esq.” 

Anomalies like these can only be the result of 
sheer carelessness, or of the ignorance of some clerk 
employed to make out the list without adequate 
instructions given to him. It has, in my hearing, 
been held up as a specimen of invidious distinction 
to gratify some petty dislike; but this notion is 
simply absurd, and deserves no notice. At the 
same time, it betokens a carelessness that it is 
desirable to avoid. 

As amere question of dignity, it appears to me 
to savour too much of Clapham-Common or Hamp- 
stead-Heath grandeur, to add much to our respect- 
ability or worldly importance. It would, indeed, 
be more ‘“ dignified” to drop, in the lists, all use 
of “ Esq.” under any circumstances ; or, if this be 
objected to, to at least treat ‘“ M.A.,” “D.D.,” 
“F.R.S.” as higher titles, in which the ‘“ Esq.” 
may properly be merged, and thus leave the ap- 
pellation to designate the absence of any higher 
literary or scientific title. 
A good deal of this is irrelevant to the primary 

object of my letter; but certainly not altogether 
irrelevant to the dignity of the highest English 
representative body of archzology, the Society of 
Antiquaries. I hope, at least, that this irrelevancy 
will give neither pain nor offence to any one, for 
nothing could be further from my wish or inten- 
tion than such an effect. I have only wished to 
illustrate the necessity for an accurate description 
of what are really the original, subsequent, and 
present significations of the words “ Esquire” and 
“Gentleman,” and to urge that either some definite 
rule should be adopted as to their use in official 
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and semi-official cases, or else that they should be 
discontinued altogether. Brown, Rapres. 

April 18. 

FIVE QUERIES. 

1. Lines by Sir John Suckling. —Is Sir John 
Suckling, or Owen Feltham, the real author of 
the poem whose first verse runs thus :— 

* When, dearest, I but think on thee, 
Methinks all things that lovely be 

Are present, and my soul delighted : 
For beauties that from worth arise, 
Are like the grace of deities, 

Still present with us though unsighted.” 

I find it in the twelfth edition of Feltham’s 
Works, 1709, p. 593., with the following title :— 

“ This ensuing copy the late Printer hath been 
pleased to honour, by mistaking it among those of the 
most ingenious and too early lost, Sir John Suckling.” 

I find it also in the edition of Suckling’s Works 
published at Dublin, 1766. As I feel interested 
in all that relates to Suckling, I shall be glad to 
have the authorship of this short poem rightly 
assigned. 

2. What is the origin and exact meaning of the 
phrase “Sleeveless errand”? It is mentioned 
as late even as the last century, by Swift, in his 
poem entitled Reasons for not building at Drapier’s 
Fill : — 

«* Who send my mind as I believe, less 
Than others do on errands sleeveless.” 

3. What is the origin and derivation of the 
word “Trianon,” the name of the two palaces, 
Le Grand and Le Petit, at Versailles? and why 
was it applied to them ? 

' 4, What is the correct blazon of the arms of 
Godin; with crest and motto? I have seen an 
imperfect drawing of the arms, Party per fess, 
a goblet transpierced with a dagger. 

5. Whose is the line, 

«“ With upward finger pointing to the sky.” 

IT have heard it generally referred to Goldsmith, 
but cannot find it. Henry Kersey. 

Corpus Christi Hall, Maidstone, April 15. 1850. 

QUERIES PROPOSED, NO. I. 

The non-appearance of my name as a querist 
has been rather fortuitous, and it shall now be made 
evident that I am neither so rich in materials, nor 
80 proud in spirit, as to decline such assistance as 
may be derived from the information and courtesy 
of other contributors to the ““Nores AND QUERIES.” 

1. Did the following critical remarks on Shak- 
spere, by Edward Phillips, appear verbatim in the 
Thesaurus of J. Buchlerus, 1669 ? 
The Bodleian library has the London edition of 

1636; and the British Museum that of 1652. 
Wood cites an edition of 1669. I transcribe from 
that of 1679. 

“ Hoe seculo [se. temporibus Elizabethe regine et 
Jacobi regis] floruerunt — Gulielmus Shaesperus, qui 
preter opera dramatica, duo poematia Lucretie stuprum 
a Tarquinio, et Amores Veneris in Adonidem, lyrica 
carmina nonnulla composuit: videtur fuisse, siquis 
alius, re vera poeta natus, Samuel Daniel non ob- 
scurus hujus etatis poeta, ete. 

* * * Ex eis qui dramaticé scripserunt, primas sibi 
vendicant Shacsperus, Jonsonus et Fletcherus, quorum 
hic facunda et polita quadam familiaritate sermonis, 
ille erudito judicio et usu veternm authorum, alter 
nativa quadam et poetica sublimitate ingenii excelluisse 
videntur. Ante hos in hoe genere pocseos apud nos 
eminuit nemo. Pauci quidem antea scripserunt, at 
parum fceliciter; hos autem tanquam duces itineris 
plurimi saltem 2zmulati sunt, inter quos preter Sher- 
leium, proximum a supra memorato triumyiratu, Su- 
clingium, Randolphium, Davenantium et Carturitium 
— enumerandi veniunt Ric, Bromeus, Tho. Heivodus,” 
ete. 

2. What are the contents of a work entitled, 

Schaubiine CEnglifcher und Fransofifcer 
Comeedianfen, printed before 1671? 

This work is recorded, but without a date, in 
the Historia literaria of Simon Paulli, which was 
printed at Strasbourg in 1671. A statement of 
its contents would be very acceptable to myself, 
and to other admirers of our early dramatic lite- 
rature. 

3. Who is the fortunate possessor of the Lives 
and characters of the English dramatick poets with 
the marginal marks of Garrick ? 

The copy in question was sold with the unre- 
served books of Garrick in 1823, No. 1269. It 
contained this note :— 

«“ All the plays marked thus * in this catalogue, I 
bought of Dodsley. Those marked thus O, I have 
added to the collection since. D, G.” 

Each of the above queries would have admitted 
further remarks, but I wish to set an example of 
obedience to the recent editorial injunction on 
brevity. Boxron Corney. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Elizabeth and Isabel.—“ A. C.” inquires whether 
these names are not varied forms of the same name, 
and if so, what is the common origin of the two? 
Camden, in his Remains, has — 

« Evizasetn, Heb. Peace of the Lord, or quiet rest 

of the Lord, the which England has found verified in 

the most honoured name of our late sovereign. Man- 
tuan, playing with it, maketh it Eliza-bella; and of 
Isazet he says ‘ The same with Elizabeth, if the Spa- 
niards do not mistake, which always translate Elizabeth 
into Isabel, and the French into Isabeau.’” 
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Howard, Earl of Surrey.—Dr. Percy is said, in 
Watt’s Bibliotheca Britannica, to have prepared an 
edition of the poems of the Earl of Surrey, the 
whole impression of which was consumed in the 
fire which took place in Mr. Nicholls’s premises in 
1808. Can any of your readers say whether Dr. 
Percy had a copy of the sheets, and whether he had 
prefixed thereto any life of the Earl of Surrey ? 
or did Sir Egerton Brydges ever print any account 
of Surrey amongst his numerous issues from the 
Lee or other presses ? G. 

Bulls called William.—TIn looking into the notes 
in my Provincial Glossary, I tind that bulls are in 
Somersetshire invariably called William. Is this 
peculiar to that county ? C.W.B. 

Bawn.—Mutual.—In vol. iii. p. 506. of Hallam’s 
Constitutional History of England, there occurs 
the following passage in reference to the colonis- 
ation of Ulster in 1612, after Tyrone’s rebellion : 

“ Those who received 2000 acres were bound within 
four years to build a castle and bawn, or strong court- 
yard ; the second class within two years to build a stone 
or brick house, with a bawn; the third class a bawn 
only.” 

What was this bawn, which was equally indis- 
pensable to the grantee of 2000, 1500, or 1000 
acres? Richardson variously describes the term 
as almost any kind of dwelling, or “an enclosure 
of walls to keep cattle from being stolen at night ;” 
in fact, a court-yard. This, however, conveys a 
very unsatisfactory idea, unless I am justified in 
supposing that a court-yard was insisted upon, 
even when a house could not be built, as insuring 
a future residential settlement, and thereby ward- 
ing off the evils of absenteeism. 

At page 514. of the same volume, I read, — 

“ Wentworth had so balanced the protestant and 
recusant parties, employed so skilfully the resources of 
fair promises and intimidation, that he procured six 
subsidies to be granted before a prorogation, without 
any mutual concession from the crown.” 

Will Dr. Kennedy, or any other strict verbal 
critic, sanction this use of the word “ mutual?” 

ALFRED GATTY. 
April 6, 1850. 
[1t is obvious, from the following lines from Swift’s 

poem, The Grand Question debated, whether Hamilton’s 
Bawn should be turned into a Barrack or Malt-house, 

1729, that a Bawn was there used to signify a building, 
and not an inclosure : — 

“ This Hamilton’s bawn, while it sticks in my hand, 
I lose by the house what I get by the land; 
But how to dispose of it to the best bidder, 
For a barrack or malt-house, we now must consider.” 

And in a foot-note on Hamilton's bawn, in the original 
edition, it is described as “a large old house, two miles 
from Sir Arthur Acheson's seat.” | 

Versicle and Response.— What is the meaning 
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of the following versicle and its response, which 
occur in both Morning and Evening Prayer ? 

“« Give peace in our time, O Lord, 
“ Because there is‘none other that fighteth for us, 

but only thou, O God!” 

Surely the “ because” &c. is a non sequitur! 
ALYRED GATTY. 

April 6. 1850. 

[In Palmer’s Origines Liturgice, vol. i. p. 241. (2d 
edit.), we find the following note on the response, 
“ Quia non est alius,” &¢.: —“* Brev. Eboracens. fol. 264.; 
Brey. Sarisb. fol. 85.” Bishop Lloyd remarks on this 
verse and response as follows: —“ I do not know what 
Burnet means by stating that this response was made 
in the year 1549, on the occasion of political occur- 
rences, for this answer is found in all the foreign bre- 
viaries, in the Salisbury primer, and in the primer of 
Hen. VIII. See Burnet’s Hist Mef. p. ii. b. 1. anno 
1549.”] 

Yeoman. — This word, the origin of which Dr. 
Johnson says is much doubted, in the general ac- 
ceptation of its meaning signifies a small farmer ; 
though several authorities quoted by Johnson tend 
to show it also signifies a certain description of 
servants, and that it is applied also to soldiers, as 
Yeoman of the Guard. It is not, however, con- 
fined to soldiers, for we hear of Yeoman of the 
Chamber ; Yeoman of the Robes ; Yeoman of the 
Pantry ; Yeoman Usher of the Black Rod. 

I should be glad if any of your readers can give 
an explanation of the word as used in the latter 
instances. P. R.A. 

Pusan.— Ihklynton Collar.—Among the royal 
orders issued on the occasion of the marriage 
of Henry VI., contained in the fifth volume of 
Rymer’s Feedera, p. 142., occurs the following : — 

“ We wol and charge you, that ye deliver unto oure 
trusty and well-beloved Squier, John Merston, keeper 
of our Jewell, a Pusan of golde, called Iklynton colar, 
garnished with iv Rubies, &c., &c.” 

What is the meaning and derivation of this word 
Pusan, and why called Iklynton collar 2 E.V. 

Who was Lord Karinthon, murdered, 1665 ? — 
Can any of your readers inform me who was the 
English lord, murdered in France by his Flemish 
valet, in March, 1665, as stated in the following 
passage of Gui Patin’s Letters, tom. iii. p. 519., 
ed. 1846 : — 

“¢ Hier, ce 18 Mars, je vis sur le pont Notre Dame, 
mené a la Gréve, un certain méchant malheureux co- 
quin, natif de Flandre, qui avoit poignardé son maitre 
dans Pontoise; c’étoit un seigneur anglois, dont il 
youloit avoir la bourse.... Ce seigneur anglois qui 
fut poignardé dans son lit avoit nom de Milerd Ka- 
rinthon.... Dans le testament de ce bon mais mal- 
heurenx maitre il se trouve qu’il donnoit a ce pendard 
de valet 20,000 livres.” C3 
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Christian Captives.—Where can any informa- 
tion be obtained respecting the Christian captives 
taken by the Barbary pirates — the subscriptions 
raised for their relief, by briefs, &c., and what 
became of the funds ? R. W. B. 

Ancient Churchyard Customs.—In an article 
in The Ecclesiologist on churchyards and church- 
yard crosses, —but not having the volume by me, 
I am unable to give an exact reference,— it is 
stated, 

« In them (churchyards) prayers are not now com. 
monly poured forth to God, nor are doles distributed 
to His poor; the epitaphium is no longer delivered 
from the steps of the churchyard cross, nor does the 
solemn lamprophoria symbolize the life of the de- 
ceased,” 

I shall be much obliged for a fuller account of 
these ancient customs, more particularly of the 
last two, and for notes of any allusions to them in 
old books. Imay say the same with reference to 
the following extract from the Handbook of En- 
glish Ecclesiology, p. 190.:— 

“ Under this head may also be mentioned the Funal | 
or Deadlight, which was lighted in some churchyards 
at night.” 

SToKr. 

“ Rotten Row” and “ Stockwell” Street—R. R.,” 
of Glasgow, inquires the etymology of these names, 
which, occurring both in Scotland and in England, 
and at a time when the countries were almost 
always at war, would scarcely have been copied 
by the one from the other. He rejects, as of 
course, the etymology of the former from its pass- 
ing by buildings which were old and “rotten;” 
neither does he favour the belief that the original 
word was “Routine” Row, so called from the 
processions of the church passing in that direction. 

REPLIES, 

EARLY STATISTICS. — CHART, KENT. 
(No, 21. p. 329.) 

The Registrar-General, in his Eighth Report, 
enters at length into the causes which have 
brought about the variations in the number of 
marriages, and consequently, as I need scarcely 
say, of births. In comparing the marriage returns 
since 1754, which are given in the report, with 
the history of events since that period, he cer- 
tainly makes it clear, to use his own words, that 

“The marriage returns in England point out periods 
of prosperity little less distinctly than the funds mea- 
sure the hopes and fears of the money-market.” (p. 26. 
8vo. edit. ) 

And that — 
“The great fluctuations in the marriages of England 
are the results of peace after war, abundance after 

, did most materially retard the numerical increase 

and the substitution during the protectorate of 

| John Vaux, our minister, was suspended ... 

dearth, high wages after want of employment, specula- 
tion after languid enterprise, confidence after distrust, 
national triumphs after national disasters.” (p. 274) 

During the civil wars, the diminishing influences 
indicated in the reverse of this statement were at | 
work with an intensity unequalled in any other 
period of our modern history, so that there can 
be no doubt that our then “unhappy divisions” 

of the population, as well as the progress of science 
and the useful arts. Such is the inevitable con- 
sequence of war: of civil war in a tenfold degree. 
And our parish register books, all of which I 
doubt not show similar facts, place this in the most 
unfavourable light; for, through the spread of 
nonconformity, the unsettled state of the times, 

the registration of births which might or might 
not be communicated to the elected parish register, 
for that of baptisms which the parish priest would | | 
both celebrate and register, the names of very || 
many of those born iato the world would be alto- | | 
gether omitted from these records. It may be 
interesting to show the effects of some of these 
causes by the subjoined extracts from the registers 
themselves, which I transcribe from the Chronicon 
Mirabile of the late Sir Cuthbert Sharpe. — (Vide pp- 17, 18. 22, 23. 70. 121. and 156.) 

Staindrop, Durham.— “1644. From this time to 1 646, 
through want of a Minister, and carelessness of Ve 
Cleark, during y* wars, much of y° Register is lost, 
only bere and there a name registered.” 

“1652. June 14. Mem. From this time till August 
there was noe Minister, soe that y® children were car- 
ried to other parishes to be baptized.” 

St. Helen’s Ankland, Durham, a.v. 1633:—« Mr. 

Mr. Robert Cowper, of Durham, served in his place, 
and left out divers christenings unrecorded, and re- 
gestered others disorderly.” 

Gainford, Durham.—“ Courteous Reader, this is to 
let thee understand that many children were left unre- 
corded or redgestered, but the reason and cause was 
this; some would and some would not, being of a 
fickle condition, as the time was then; this being their 
end and aim, to save a groate from the poor Clarke, so 
they would rather have them unredgestered —but now 

. it is their design to have them redgestered,” 
Lowestoft, Suffolk, 1644........ “For some time 

following there was in this Town neither Minister nor 
Clarke, but the inhabitants were inforced to procure 
now one and then another to baptize their children, 
by which means there was no Register kept, only those 
few hereafter mentioned weare by myself baptized in 
those intervalls when I enjoyed my freedom.” 

Hexham, Northumberland, ¢. 1655.—*« Note yt Mr. 
Will. Lister, Minister of St. John Lees in those dis- 
tracted times, did both marry and baptize all that made 
ther application to him, for we he was sometimes se- 
verely threatened by ye souldiers, and had once a cockt 
pistoll held to his breest, &c., so y® its no wond® yt ell 
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Registers for these times are so imperfect, and besides, 
they are extremely confused.” 

In the Preface to the numeration Abstract of 
the Census of 1841, pp. 34—37., your correspondent 
will find information and statistics relative to the 
estimated population of England and Wales, 1570 
—1750, compiled from the parish registers, and— 

“ calculated on the supposition, that the registered bap- 
tisms, burials, and marriages, on an average of three 
years, in 1570, 1600, 1630, 1670, 1700, and 1750, bore 

the same proportion to the actual population as in the 
year 1801.” 

From the Table, pp. 36, 37, it appears, that whilst 
the population (estimated) in the thirty years 
1600—1630 increased upwards of 16 per cent., 
in the forty years 1630—1670 it increased a mere 
trifle over 3 per cent. only. In no fewer than 
twenty English counties, the population, estimated 
as before, was absolutely less in 1670 than in 1630; 
and in Kent, the county in which Chart is situate, 
the decrease is striking: population of Kent in 
1630, 189,212 ; in 1670, 167,398 ; in 1700, 157,833 ; 
in 1750, 181,267; and in 1801, the enumerated 
population was 307,624. 

Your correspondent might also find it useful to 
consult Sir William Petty’s Political Arithmetic, 
the various documents compiled at the different 
censuses, and the Reports of the Registrar-General. 

ARUN. 

PARISH REGISTER STATISTICS. — CHART, KENT. 

Your correspondent “E.R. J. H.” (No. 21. 
p- 330.) inquires whether any general statistical 
returns, compiled from our early parish registers, 
have been published. It must be a matter of 
regret to all who are acquainted with the value of 
these national records —which for extent and 
antiquity are unequalled in any other country — 
that this question cannot be answered aflirma- 
tively. By the exertions of the late Mr. Rickman, 
their importance, in a statistical point of view, has 
been shown, but only to a very limited extent. 
In 1801, being entrusted with the duty of collect- 
ing and arranging the returns of the first actual 
enumeration of the population, he obtained from 
the clergyman of each parish a statement of the 
number of baptisms and burials recorded in the 
register book in every tenth year from 1700, and 
of marriages in every consecutive year from 1754, 
when the Marriage Act of George II. took effect. 
The results were published with the census returns 
of 1801; but, instead of each parish being sepa- 
rately shown, only the totals of the hundreds and 
similar county divisions, and of a few principal 
towns, were given. In subsequent “Parish Regis- 
ter Abstracts” down to that of 1841, the same 
meagre information has been afforded by an 
adherence to this generalising system. 

In 1836, with a view of forming an estimate of 
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the probable population of England and Wales at 
certain periods anterior to 1801, Mr. Rickman, 
acting upon the result of inquiries previously made 
respecting the condition and earliest date of the 
revister books in every parish, applied to the 
clergy for returns of the number of baptisms, 
burials, and marriages registered in three years at 
six irregular periods, viz. A.D. 1570, 1600, 1630, 
1670, 1700, and 1750. The clergy, with their 
accustomed readiness to aid in any useful investi- 
gation, responded very generally to the application, 
and Mr. Rickman obtained nearly 3000 returns of 
the earliest date required (1570), and nearly 4000 
(from not much less than half the parishes of 
England) as far back as 1600; those for the more 
recent periods being tolerably complete from all 
the counties. The interesting details thus col- 
lected have not been published; nor am I able 
to say where the original returns, if still extant, 
are deposited. In pursuance of this design, how- 
ever, Mr. Rickman proceeded with these materials 
to calculate the probable population of the several 
counties on the supposition that the registered 
baptisms, &c., in 1570, 1600, and at the other 
assigned periods, bore the same proportion to the 
actual population as in 1801. The numerical 
results are embodied in a table which appears in 
the Census Enumeration Abstract for 1841 (Pre- 
face, pp. 36, 37.), and it is stated that there is rea- 
son for supposing the estimate arrived at to be an 
approximation to the truth. 

During the Civil Wars and the Protectorate, 
few parochial registers were kept with any degree 
of accuracy; indeed, in many parishes they are 
altogether defective at that period, owing to the 
temporary expulsion of the clergy from their 
benefices. It is not improbable, therefore, that 
the remarkable decrease of baptismal entries in 
the register book of Chart next Sutton Valence 
may have arisen partly from imperfect registra- 
tion, as well as from the other causes suggested. 
But the trifling increase observable after the 
Restoration undoubtedly points to the conclusion 
arrived at by your correspondent -—— that a great 
diminution had taken place in the population of 
the parish: and Mr. Rickman’s estimate above 
referred to gives a result for the entire county, 
which, if it does not fully establish the supposed 
decrease, shows at least that the registers of other 
Kentish parishes were affected in a similar man- 
ner. The following is the estimated population of 
Kent, deduced from the baptisms, burials, and 
marriages, by Mr. Rickman : — 

A.D. Population. A.D. Population. 
1570 136,710 1670 167,398 
1600 161,236 1700 157,833 

1630 189,212 1750 181,267 

The population enumerated in 1801 was 307,624, 
which had increased to 548,337 in 1841. 

Applying the average of England to the parish 
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of Chart, the 120 baptisms in the years 1640—1659, 

if representing the actual births, would indicate a 

population of about 200 during that period ; while 

the 246 entries in the previous twenty years would 

give upwards of 400 inhabitants. According to 

the several censuses, Chart contained 381 persons 

in 1801, and 424, 500, 610, 604, respectively, at 
the subsequent decades. 

While on the subject of parish registers, I may 

add, that a scheme has been propounded by the 

Rey. E. Wyatt Edgell, in a paper read before the 

Statistical Society, for transcribing and printing 

in a convenient form the whole of the extant 
parish register books of England and Wales, thus 

concentrating those valuable records, and preserv- 
ing, before it is too late, their contents from the 

effects of time and accidental injuries. The want 
of funds to defray the cost of copying and printing 
is the one great difliculty of the plan. 

James T. Hammack. 
April 2. 

EARLY STATISTICS.—PARISH REGISTERS. 

In reference to the observations of your cor- 
respondent “ E. R. J. H.,” he will find, upon closer 
examination, that no comparison approaching to 
accuracy can be made between the population of 
any place at different periods of the seventeenth 
century, founded upon the entries in parish regis- 
ters of baptisms, births, or marriages. In 1653 
the ecclesiastical registers ceased to contain much 
of the information they had before given. In that 
year was passed, “An Act how Marriages shall be 
solemnised and registered, and also for a Register 
of Births and Burials;” which first introduced 
registers of births and not of baptisms. ‘The Act 
treated marriage as a civil contract, to be solem- 
nised before a justice of the peace; and it directed 
that, for the entry of all marriages, and “of all 
births of children, and burial of all sorts of people, 
within every parish,” the rated inhabitants should 
choose “an honest and able person to be called 
‘The Parish Register,” sworn before and ap- 
proved by a neighbouring magistrate. Until after 
the Restoration, this Act was found practicable ; 
and in many parishes these books (distinct from 
the clergyman’s register of baptisms, &c., cele- 
brated in the church) continue to be fairly pre- 
served. In such parishes, and in no others, a 
correct comparative estimate of the population 
may be formed. 

The value of the parochial registers for statis- 
tical and historical purposes cannot be overrated ; 
and yet their great loss in very recent times is 
beyond all doubt. It was given in evidence be- 
fore the committee on registration, that out of 
seventy or eighty parishes for which Bridges made 
collections a century since, thirteen of the old 
registers have been lost, and three accidentally 

burnt. On a comparison of the dates of the 
Sussex registers, seen by Sir W. Burrell between 
1770 and 1780, and of those returned as the 
earliest in the population returns of 1831, the old 
registers, in no less than twenty-nine parishes, had 
in the interval disappeared; whilst, during the 
same half-century, nineteen old registers had 
found their way back to the proper repository. 
On searching the MSS. in Skelton Castle, in 
Cleveland, a few years since, the first register of 
that parish was discovered, and has been restored. 

These changes show how great the danger is to 
which the old registers are exposed; and in many 
instances it saves time and trouble to search the 
Bishop's transcripts before searching the original 
registers. Wa. Durrant Cooper. 

81. Guildford Street, March 25. 1850. 

BYRON’S LARA. 

I cannot agree with your able correspondent 
“C. B.” (No. 20. p. 224., and No. 17. p. 262.), 
that Ezzelin in “Lara” is Seyd of the “ Cor- 
sair.” My interpretation of both tales is as 
follows :— Lara and Ezzelin both lived in youth 
where they afterwards met, viz. in a midland 
county of England—time about the fourteenth 
century. Ezzelin was a kinsman, or, more pro- 
bably, a lover of Medora, whom Lara induced to 
fly with him, and who shared his corsair life. When 
Lara had returned home, the midnight scene in 
the gallery arose from some Frankenstein creation 
of his own bad conscience; a “ horrible shadow,” 
an “unreal mockery.’ Kaled was Gulnare dis- 
guised as a page; and when Lara met Ezzelin at 
Otho’s house, Ezzelin’s indignation arose from his 
recollection of Medora’s abduction. Otho favours 
Ezzelin in this quarrel; and, when Kaled looks 
down upon the “sudden strife,” and becomes 
deeply moved, her agitation was from seeing in 
Ezzelin the champion of Medora, her own rival 
in the affections of Lara. Ezzelin is murdered, 
probably by the contrivance of Kaled, who had 
before shown that she could lend a hand in such 
an affair. After this, Lara collects a band, like 
what David gathered to himself in the cave of 
Adullam, and what follows suits the medizval 
period of English history. 

I will briefly quote in support of this view. 
Otho shows that Lara and Ezzelin had both sprung 
from one spot, when he says, 

“TI pledge myself for thee, as not unknown, 
Though like Count Lara now return’d alone 
From other lands, almost a stranger grown.” 

The 9th section of canto 1. is a description of 
Byron himself at Newstead (the two poems are 
merely vehicles of their authors’ own feelings), with 
the celebrated skull, since made into a drinking 
cup, beside him. ‘The succeeding section is a pic- 
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ture of “our own dear lake.” That Medora was 
a gentlewoman, and not from the slave-market, is 
shown by Conrad’s appreciation of her in the 12th 
section of the first canto of the “ Corsair ;” and why 
not formerly beloved by Ezzelin, and thus alluded 
to by him in the quarrel scene ? 
« And deem’st thou me unknown too? Gaze again | 
*At least thy memory was not given in vain, 
Oh! never canst thou cancel half her debt, 
Eternity forbids thee to forget.” 

The accents, muttered in a foreign tongue by 
Lara, on recovering from his swoon in the gallery,— 

*« And meant to meet an ear 

That hears him not—alas! that cannot hear”— 

were addressed, I think, to Medora; and I am 
only the more disposed to this opinion by their 
effect on Kaled. (See canto 1. sec. 14.) 

I quite agree with “Emprr” in esteeming 
“Lara” a magnificent poem, A.G. 

Ecclesfield, March 18. 1850. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Dr. Whichcot and Lord Shaftesbury.—Y our cor- 
respondent “C.” (No. 24. p. 382.) will find in the 
Alumni Etonenses, by Harwood, printed at Bir- 
mingham by Pearson, and by Caddell, jun., and 
Davies, Strand, 1797, at p. 46. in the account of 
Whichcot, under the head of “ Provosts of King’s 
College,” the following passage :—“ A volume of 
his sermons was published in 1628, from copies 
taken in short-hand as they were delivered from 
the pulpit, with a preface by Lord Shaftesbury.” 
Ina MS. account of the provosts it is stated, “ the 
first volume of his discourses, published by Lord 
Shaftesbury, 1698 ;” and that one of his brothers 
was alive in 1749, at Finchley, aged 96. 
A letter from Lord Lauderdale to Dr. Whichcot 

is in MS. Harl. 7045. p.473. I take the figures 
from a printed, but not published, account of some 
of the proceedings relating to Dr. Whichcot’s de- 
privation of his proyostship at the Restoration, in | 
which Lord Lauderdale says, “‘ For I took an op- 
portunity, in the presence of my Lord Chamber- 
Jain, your Chancellor, to acquaint his Majesty with 
those excellent endowments with which God hath 
blesst you, and which render you so worthie of the 
place you enjoy, (which the King heard very 
graciously) ; afterwards he spoke with my Lord 
Chamberlain about your concerns, and he and J 
are both of opinion there is no fear as to your con- 
cerns.” Was Shaftesbury ever Chancellor of Cam- 
bridge? or who was the Lord Chamberlain who 
at that time was Chancellor of the university ? I 
have no means of referring to any University His- 
tory as to these points. 

Cott. Reeat. Soctius. 

Black Doll at Old Store Shops. —Y asked you 
some time since the origin of the Black Doll at 

Old Store Shops; but you did not insert my 
Query, which curiously enough has since been 
alluded to by Punch, as a mystery only known to, 
or capable of being interpreted by, the editor of 
“ NoTres AND QUERIES.” A.C. 

[We are obliged to our correspondent and also to 
our witty contemporary for this testimony to our om- 
niscience, and show our sense of their kindness by 
giving them two explanations. 
which has been told of its originating with a person 
who kept a house for the sale of toys and rags in Norton 
Falgate some century since, to whom an old woman 
brought a large bundle of rags for sale, with a desire 
that it might remain unopened until she could call 
again to see it weighed. Several weeks having elapsed 
without her re-appearance, the ragman opened the 
bundle, and finding in it a black doll neatly dressed, 
with a pair of gold ear-rings, hung it over his door, for 

the purpose of its being owned by the woman who had 
left it The plan succeeded, and the woman, who had 
by means of the black doll recovered her bundle of 
rags, presented it to the dealer; and the story becoming 
known, the black doll was adopted as the favourite 
sign of this class of shopkeepers. Such is the romance of 
she black doll; the reality, we believe, will be found in 
the fact, that cast-off clothes having been formerly pur- 
chased by dealers in large quantities, for the purpose 
of being resold to merchants, to be exchanged by them 

in traffic with the uncivilised tribes, who, it is known, 
will barter any thing for articles of finery, — a black 
doll, gaily dressed out, was adopted as the sign of such 
dealers in old apparel. ] 

Journal of Sir William Beeston—In reply to 
the inquiry of “C.” (No. 25. p. 400.). I can state 
that a journal of Sir William Beeston is now pre- 
served in the British Museum (MS. Add. 12,424.), 
and was presented to the national collection in 
1842, by Charles Edward Long, Esq. It is a folio 
volume, entirely autograph, and extends from 
Dec. 10, 1671, when Beeston was in command of 
the Assistance frigate in the West Indies, to 
July 21, 1673; then from July 6 to September 6, 
1680, in a voyage from Port Royal to London; 
and from December 19, 1692, to March 9, 1692-3, 
in returning from Portsmouth to Jamaica; and, 
lastly, from April 25 to June 28, 1702, in coming 
home from Jamaica to England. By a note written 
by Mr. Long on the fly-leaf of the volume, itzed 
appears that Sir William Beeston was baptithe 
Dec. 2, 1636, at Titchfield, co. Hants, and was in 
second son of William Beeston, of Posbrooke, 
the same parish, by Elizabeth, daughter of Arthur 
Bromfield. (See Visit. C. 19. Coll. Arm.) His 
elder brother, Henry, was Master of Winchester, 
and Warden of New College; and his daughter 
and heir Jane married, first, Sir Thomas Mody- 
ford, Bart., and, secondly, Charles Long, to whom 
she was second wife. ‘To this may be added, that 
Sir William received the honour of knighthood at 
Kensington, October 30, 1692, and was Governor 
of Jamaica from 1698 till 1700. Inthe Add. MS, 

The first is, the story - 
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12,430. is contained a narrative, by Sir William 
Beeston, of the descent by the French on Jamaica, 
in June, 1694; as also the copy of a Journal kept 
by Col. William Beeston from his first coming to 
Jamaica, 1655-1680. @ 

Shrew (No. 24. p.381.).—I know not whether 
it will at all help the inquiry of “ W.R.F.” to re- 
mind him that the local Dorsetshire name of the 
shrew-mouse is “ shocrop” or “shrocrop.” ‘The 
latter is the word given in Mr. Barnes’s excellent 
Glossary, but I have just applied for its name to 
two labourers, and their pronunciation of it is 
clearly the former. 

Ishould be glad to hear any conjecture as to 
the final syllable. The only folk-lore connected 
with it in this part of the country seems to be that 
long ago reported by Pennant and others, viz. 
“ Cats will kill, but not eat it.” CW. B. 

Trunck Breeches.— “ X.Y .Z.” (No. 24. p. 384) 
will also find the following in Dryden’s Transla- 
tion of Perseus: — 

“ There on the walls by Polynotu’s hand, 

The conquered Medians in ¢runk-breeches stand.” 

Certainly a very free translation. See the original, 
Sat. 3. Trunck is from the Latin truncus, cut 
short, maimed, imperfect. In the preface to 
Johnson's Dictionary we have the following :— 

*« The examples are too often injudicious truncated.” 

Vide also Shaw, Museum Liverianum, or rather 
examples given in Richardson's Dictionary. Shaw, 
in speaking of the feathers of certain birds, says, 

« They appear as if cut off transversely towards their 
ends with scissors. ‘This is a mode of termination which 
in the language of natural history is called truncated.” 

The word trunck-hose is often met with. 
Wrepsip Kooez. 

Queen's Messengers. — “ J.U.G.G.,” who in- 
quires about Queen’s messengers (No. 12. p. 186.), 
will, I think, find some such information as he 
wants in a parliamentary paper about King’s 
messengers, printed by the House of Commons in 
1845 or 1846, on the motion of Mr. Warburton. 
Something, I think, also occurs on the subject in 
the Report of the Commons’ Committee of 1844 
on the Opening of Letters in the Post-office. I am 
unable to refer to either of these documents at. 

1 

present. 

Dissenting Ministers (No. 24. p. 383.). — The 
verses representing the distinctive characteristics 
of many ministers, by allegorical resemblance to 
flowers, were written by the lady whose paternal 
name is given by your correspondent. She 
married the Rey. Joseph Brooksbank. I think 
it quite improbable that those verses were ever 
published. It seems that two of the three names 
mentioned in your description of this “ nosegay” 

are erroneous. ‘The first is indisputable, Rrcwarp 
Winter, a man of distinguished excellence, who 
died in 1799.“ Hugh Washington” is certainly 
a mistake for HugH Worruineton; but for 
“ James Jouyce” I can offer no conjecture. 

J.P.S. 

Ballad of “The Wars in France” (No. 20. 
p- 318.).— Your correspondent “‘ Nemo ” will find 
two versions of the ballad commencing, 

«“ As our king lay musing on his bed,” 

in appendices 20 and 21 to Sir Harris Nicolas’s 
History of the Battle of Agincourt, 2nd edit. They 
are not, I believe, in the first edition. I have a 
copy of the ballad myself, which I took down a 
few years ago, together with the quaint air to 
which it is sung, from the lips of an old miner in 
Derbyshire. My copy does not differ very much 
from the first of those given by Sir H, Nicolas. 

C. W.G. 

[« J. W.” (Norwich), and “ A. R.” (Kenilworth), 
have each kindly sent us a copy of the ballad. “ F.M.” 
informs us that it exists asa broadside, printed and 
sold in Aldermary Church. yard, Bow Lane, London, 
under the title of “ King Henry V., his Conquest of 
France, in Revenge for the Affront offered him by the 
French King, in sending him (instead of the tribute 
due) a ton of tennis balls.” And, lastly, the “ Rev. 
J. R. Wrerorn” has called our attention to the fact 
that it is printed in the collection of Ancient Poems, 

Ballads, and Songs of the Peasantry of England, edited 

ty Mr. Dixon for the Perey Society in 1846. 
Mr. Dixon’s version was taken down from the sing- 

ing of an eccentric character, known as the “ Skipton 
Minstrel,” and who used to sing it to the tune of 
“ The Bold Pedlar and Robin Hood.” | 

Monody on the Death of Sir John Moore (No. 20. 
p. 820.). —This Query has brought us a number 
of communications from “ A.G.,” “J.R. W.,” 
“@. W.B.,” “R.S.,” and “ The Rev. L. Coopsr,” 
who writes as follows :— 

“The undoubted author is the late Rev. Charles 
Wolfe, a young Irishman, curate of Donoughmore, 
diocese of Armagh, who died 1823, in the 32d 
year of his age. His Life and Remains were 
edited by the Archdeacon of Clogher ; and a fifth 
edition of the vol., which is an 8vo., was published 
in 1832 by Hamilton, Adams, and Co., Paternoster 
Row. At the 25th page of the Memoir there is 
the narration of an interesting discussion between 
Lord Byron, Shelley, and others, as to the most 
perfect ode that had ever been produced. Shelley 
contended for Coleridge’s on Switzerland ; others 
named Campbell’s Hohenlinden and Lord Byron's 
Invocation in Manfred. But Lord Byron left the 
dinner-table before the cloth was removed, and 
returned with a magazine, from which he read 
this monody, which just then appeared anony- 
mously. After he had read it, he repeated the 
third stanza, and pronounced it perfect, and espe- 
cially the lines : — 
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«¢ But he lay like a warrior taking his rest, 
With his martial cloak around him.’ 

“ ¢J should have taken the whole,’ said Shelley, 
‘for a rough sketch of Campbell's.’ 

“* No,’ replied Lord Byron, ‘ Campbell would 
have claimed it, had it been his.’ 

“The Memoir contains the fullest details on the 
subject of the authorship, Mr. Wolfe’s claim_to 
which was also fully established by the Rev. Dr. 
Miller, late Fellow of Trinity, Dublin, and author 
of Lectures on the Philosophy of Modern History.” 

[With regard to the French translation, professing 
to be a monody on Lally Tollendal, and to be found in 
the Appendix to his Memoirs, it was only a clever 
hoax from the ready pen of Father Prout, and first 
appeared in Bentley’s Miscellany. No greater proof 
of the inconvenience of facetiz of this peculiar nature 
can be required than the circumstance, that the jiction, 
after a time, gets mistaken for a fact: and, as we learn 
in the present case, the translation has been quoted in 
a French newspaper as if it was really what it pretends 
to be. ] 

IRON RAILINGS ROUND ST. PAUL'S. 

As the removal of the iron railing which sur- 
rounds St. Paul’s Churchyard is now said to be in 
contemplation, P. C. 8.8. imagines that it may not 
be unacceptable to the readers of “ Nores anp 
Querizs,” if he transeribes the following account 
of it from Hasted’s Kent, vol. ii. p.382., which is 
to be found in his description of the Parish of 
Lamberhurst : — 

“Tt was called Gloucester Furnace in honour of the 
Duke of Gloucester, Queen Anne’s son, who, in the 
year 1698, visited it from Tunbridge Wells. The iron 
rails round St. Paul’s Churchyard, in London, were 
cast at this furnace. ‘They compose the most mag- 
nificent balustrade, perhaps, in the universe, being of 
the height of five feet six inches, in which there are, at 
intervals, seyen iron gates of beautiful workmanship, 
which, together with the rails, weigh two hundred tons 

and eighty-one pounds; the whole of which cost 6d. 
per pound, and with other charges, amounted to the 
sum of 11,2021. Os. 6d.” 

P.C.S.S. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

If there was any ground, and we are inclined to 
believe there was, for the objection urged by the 
judicious few against that interesting series of 
illustrations of English history, Lodge’s Jilustri- 
ous Portraits, namely, that in engraving the por- 
traits selected, truth had often times been sacri- 
ficed to effect; so that one had a better picture, 
though a less faithful copy,—such an objection 
cannot be urged against a work to which our at- 
tention has just been directed, Harding’s Historical 
Portraits. In this endeavour to bring before us 

the men of past time, each “in his habit as he lived,” 
the scrupulous accuracy with which Mr. Hard- 
ing copies an old portrait has been well seconded 
by the engravers, so that this work is unrivalled for 
the fidelity with which it exhibits, as by a Daguer- 
rotype, copies in little of some very curious por- 
traits of old-world worthies. The collection is 
limited in extent; but, as it contains plates of in- 
dividuals of whom no other engraving exists, will 
be a treasure to illustrators of Clarendon, Gran- 
ger, &c. Among the most interesting subjects 
are Henry VIII, and Charles V., from the remark- 
able picture formerly at Strawberry Hill; Sir 
Robert Dudley, son of Elizabeth’s favourite ; Lord 
Russel of Thornhaugh, from the picture at Wo- 
burn; Speaker Lenthall; and the remarkable por- 
trait of Henry Carey Viscount Falkland, dressed in 
white, painted by Van Somer, which suggested to 
Horace Walpole his Castle of Otranto. 

Messrs. Sotheby and Co. will sell on Thursday 
next, a small but superb collection of drawings by 
modern artists ; and on the following Monday will 
commence a six days’ sale of the third portion of 
the important stock of prints of Messrs. Smith; 
comprising some of the works of the most eminent 
engravers of the continental and English schools, 
including a matchless collection of the works of 
the Master of Fontainebleau, engravers’ proofs of 
book plates, and a few fine drawings. 
We have received the following Catalogues : — 

J. Petheram’s (94. High Holborn) Catalogue, 
Part CXI., No. 5. for 1850 of Old and New Books; 
and J. Miller's (43. Chandos Street) Catalogue 
No. 5. for 1850 of Books Old and New. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 
WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Arnot’s Puysics.— The gentleman who has a copy of this to 
dispose of, is requested to send his address. 

JoLDERVY's COLLECTION OF ENGLISH EPITAPHs, or any other. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Although we have this week again enlarged Notes 
AND Queries from 16 to 24 pages, in fulfilment of our 
promise to do so when the number and extent of our com- 
munications called for it, we have been compelled to omit 
many Notes, Queries, and Replies of great interest. 

Our attention has been called by more than one of our 
earliest contributors to the inconvenience of the single 
initial, which they had originally adopted, being assumed 
by subsequent correspondents, who probably had no idea 
that the A., B., or C., by which they thought to distinguish 
their communications, was already in use. Will our 
friends avoid this in future by prefixing another letter or 
two to their favourite A., B., or C. 

Errata.—No. 25. p. 398. col. 2. line 44., for “L. D.” read 
“TL. R.’; No. 26. p. 416. col. 2. line 52., for “{Beattie” read 
“Bentley”?; and the Latin Epigram, p. 422., should commence 
“Longé”’ instead of ‘“Longi,” and be subscribed * T. D.’ 
instead of ‘* W. (1).” 
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NEW WORKS. 
ir 

SOUTHEY’S LIFE and CORRESPOND- 
ENCE. Edited by his Son. Vol. IV. with Portrait of Miss 
Tyler, and Landscape. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

ESSAYS SELECTED from CONTRIBU- 
TIONS to the EDINBURGH REVIEW. By Henry RoGers 
2 vols. 8vo. 24s. 

Ill. 
A HISTORY of the ROMANS under the 

So Sieg the Rev. CHARLES MErivALe, B.D. Vols. 1. and 
. vO. . 

Iv. 

CRITICAL HISTORY of the LANGUAGE 
and LITERATURE of ANCIENT GREECE. By Colonel 
Wituiam Mure, M.P., of Caldwell. 3 vols. 8yo. 36s, 

Vv 

Col. CHESNEY’S EXPEDITION to SUR- 
VEY the EUPHRATES and TIGRIS. With Plates and 
bee ear Vols. I. and II. royal 8yo. Map, 63s.—Atlas of Charts, 
c., 3ls. 6d. 

VI. 

Mr. 8. LAING’S NOTES ofa TRAVELLER, 
2nd Series: — On the SOCIAL aud POLITICAL STATE of 
the EUROPEAN PEOPLE in 1848 and 1849. 8vo. I4s. 

vil. 

Mr. W. C, TOWNSEND’S COLLECTION 
of MODERN STATE TRIALS. Revised and illustrated with 
Essays and Notes, 2 vols. 8yo. 30s. 

BANFIELD and WELD’S STATISTICAL 
COMPANION for 1850. Corrected and extended to the Present 
Time. Fep. 8vo. 5s, 

Ix. 
PRACTICAL HORSEMANSHIP. By 

Harry Higcover. With 2 Plates — ‘* Going like Workmen,” and 
“ Going like Muffs.”” Feap. 8vo. 5s. 

x 

Mr. C. F. CLIFFE’S BOOK of NORTH 
WALES: a Guide for Tourists. With large Map and Illustra- 
tions. Fecap. 8vo. 5s. 

The MABINOGION.. With Translations and 
Notes, by Lady Cuartorte Guest. 3 vols. royal 8vo. with Fac- 
similes and Woodcuts, 3/.; calf, 3/.12s.; or in7 Parts, 2d. 16s. sd. 

JAMES MONTGOMERY'S POETICAL 
WORKS. New Edition, complete in One Volume, with Portrait 
and Vignette. Square crown 8vo., 10s. 6d. ; morocco, 21s. 

Xu. 

ALETHEIA ; or, the Doom of Mythology: 
gamed Poems. By Wittiam CuarLes KENT. Fcap. 8vo. 
s. 6d. 

The EARLY CONFLICTS of CHRISTI- 
ANITY. By the Rev. Dr. W. I. Kip, M.A. Author of “ The 
Christmas Holydays in Rome.”’ Fep. 8vo. 5s. 

A VOLUME of SERMONS, By the Rev. 
ot ileeaat A.B., Minister of North-street Chapel, Brighton. 
vo. 12s, 

XVI. 
LOUDON’S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of GAR- 

DENING. New Edition (1850), corrected and improved by Mrs. 
Loupon, with 1000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 50s. 

*,* Also, Part I. 5s. 
To be completed in 10 Monthly Parts, 5s. each. 

Dr. REECE’S MEDICAL GUIDE. New 
Edition (1850), with Additions, revised and corrected by the 
Author’s Son. 8vo. 12s. 

NEARLY READY. 
XVIII. 

Mr. A. K. JOHNSTON’S NEW_ DIC- 
TIONARY of DESCRIPTIVK and PHYSICAL GEO. 
— forming a complete General Gazetteer. 8vo. (In 

XIX. 

GOD and MAN. By the Rev. Roserr 
Montcomery, M.A., Author of “ The Christian Life,” &c. 8vo. 

XX. 

LETTERS on HAPPINESS. By the Autho- 
ress of ‘‘ Letters to my Unknown Friends,” &c. Fcap. 8vo. 

XXL 

HEALTH, DISEASE, and REMEDY 
FAMILIARLY and PRACTICALLY CONSIDERED in 
RELATION tothe BLOOD. By Dr. Georce Moore, Author 
of ** The Power of the Soul over the Body,”’ &c. Post 8vo. 

London; LonGman, Brown, GREEN, and LONGMANS. 

NEW BOOKS. 

I 

A HISTORY of POTTERY and PORCE- 
LAIN, in the 16th, 17th, and 18th Centuries, By JosEpH 
Marryat, Esq. Coloured Plates and Woodcuts. 8vo. (Just 
ready.) 

1 

LIFE of ROBERT PLUMER WARD, Esq. 
With Selections from his Political and Literary Correspondence, 
Diaries, and Unpublished Remains. By the Hon. EDMUND 
Puipps. Portrait. 2 vols. 8vo. (Next week.) 

Ill. 

HANDBOOK of LONDON, Past and Present. 
By Perer CUNNINGHAM, F.S.A. A New Edition, thoroughly 
revised, with an INDEx oF Names. One Volume. Post 8yo. 16s. 

IV, 

LIVES of Vicr-Apmirat SIR C. V. PEN- 
ROSE, K.C.B., and Capt. JAMES TREVENEN. By their 
Nephew, Rev. Joun Penrose, M.A. Portraits. S8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Vv. 

NINEVEH and its REMAINS; being a 
Narrative of Researches and Discoveries amidst the Ruins of 
Assyria. With an Account of the Chaldean Christians of Kur- 
distan; the Yezidis, or Devil-worshippers, and an Inquiry into 
the Manners and Arts of the Ancient Assyrians. By AusTEN H. 
Layarp, D.C.L. Fourrn Epition. With 100 Plates and Wood- 
cuts, 2 vols, 8vo. 36s. 

VI. 

LIVES of the CHIEF JUSTICES of ENG- 
LAND. From the Norman Conquest to the Death of Lord 
Mansfield. By the Right Hon. Lorp Cuter Justice CAMPBELL. 
2 vols. 8vo., 30s. 

VII. 

HORACE. A New Eprrion, beautifully 
printed, and illustrated by Engravings of Coins, Gems, Bas- 
reliefs, Statues, &c., taken chiefly from the Antique. Edited, 
with a Lire, by Rev. H. H. Mirman, Dean of St. Paul’s. With 
300 Vignettes. Crown 8vo. 

“ Not a page can be opened where the eye does not light upon 
some antique gem. Mythology, history, art, manners, topography, 
have all their fitting representatives. It is the highest praise to 
say, that the designs throughout add to the pleasure with which 
Horace is read. Many of them carry us back to the very por- 
traitures from which the old poets drew their inspirations.” 

Classical Museum. 

Joun Murray: Albemarle Street. 

N UMISMATICS.—Mr. C. R. Taynor respect- 
fully invites the attention of Collectors and others to his 

extensive Stock of ANCIENT and MODERN COINS and 

MEDALS, which will be found to be generally fine in condition, 
at prices unusually moderate. This collection includes a magni- 
ficent specimen of the famous Decadyachm, or Medallion of Syra- 
cuse; the extremely rare Fiflty-shilling Piece and other Coins of 

Cromwell; many fine Proofs and Pattern Pieces of great rarity 

and interest ; also, some choice Cabinets, Numismatic Works, &c. 

Orders, however small, punctually attended to. Articles for- 

warded to any part of the Country for inspection, and every 

information desired promptly furnished. Coins, &c., bought, 

sold, or exchanged ; and Commissions faithfully executed. 
Address, 2. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. 
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English Historical Portraits. 
THIS SERIES OF PORTRAITS, ILLUSTRATIVE OF ENGLISH 

HISTORY, is engraved from highly-finished Drawings of ORIGINAL PICTURES, existing in 
various Galleries and Family Collections throughout the country, made with scrupulous accuracy by 
Mr. G. P. Harpine; the greater portion never having been previously engraved. 

M.M. HOLLOWAY, having purchased the whole of the impressions and plates, now offers the Sets in a Folio Volume, bound in 
cloth, and including Biographical Letter-press to each subject, at the greatly reduced price of £2 12s, 6d., and £4 4s. 0d. tor Proofs 
before Letters, of which but 18 copies remain. 

The Collection consists of the following Portraits : — 

KING HENRY VIII. and the EMPEROR 
CHARLES V., from the Original, formerly in the Strawberry 
Hill Gallery. 

QUEEN KATHARINE OF ARRAGON, 
from a Miniature by HoLseEtn, in the possession of the Duke of 
Buccleugh. 

SIR ANTHONY BROWNE, K.G,, from the 
Original in the possession of Thomas Baylis, Esq., F.S.A. 

ANTHONY BROWNE, VISCOUNT MON- 
TAGUE, K.G., from the Collection of the Marquess of Exeter. 

EDWARD VERE, EARL OF OXFORD, 
from the Original Picture in the Collection of the Duke of 
Portland. 

SIR WILLIAM RUSSELL, BARON 
THORNHAUGH, LORD DEPUTY OF IRELAND, from 
the Original Picture in the Collection of the Duke of Bedtord. 

WILLIAM CAMDEN, CLARENCEUX 
KING OF ARMS, from the Picture in the possession of the Earl 
of Clarendon. 

SIR ANTHONY SHIRLEY, AMBASSA- 
DOR FROM THE COURT OF PERSIA TO JAMES L., 
from the Original Miniature by Peter Oliver. 

ae 

HENRY CAREY, LORD FALKLAND, 
LORD DEPUTY OF IRELAND, from the Original by Van- 
SOMER, formerly in the Strawberry Hill Collection. 

SIR ROBERT DUDLEY, SON OF THE 
EARL OF LEICESTER, from an Original Miniature by N. 
HILciarp, in the possession of Lord De I’Isle and Dudley. 

THE RIGHT HON. WILLIAM LEN- 
TBALL, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS, 
from a Miniature by J. Cooper, in the possession of R. S. 
Holford, Esq. 

MARGARET CAVENDISH, DUCHESS OF 
NEWCASTLE, from the Original Picture in the Collection of 
¥. Vernon Wentworth, Esq. 

SIR THOMAS BROWNE, M.D., of NOR- 
WICH, from an Original Picture in the College of Physicians, 
London. 

SIR CHARLES SCARBOROUGH, MD., 
PUYSICIAN TO C:'\ARLES I1., JAMES IT., and WILLIAM 
I1I., from the Original Picture in the Barber-Surgeons’ Hall, 

FLORA MACDONALD, from the Original 
by A. Ramsay, 1749, in the Picture Gallery, Oxford. 

ann 

M. M. Hoxrtoway, 25. Beprorp Street, Covent GARDEN. 

Originally published at 6/. 6s., now re-issued by WAsHBoURNE, New Bridge Street, in 12 vols. 8vo,, at 32. 3s. 

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF VENERABLE BEDE, 
Collected and edited by the Rev. Dr. Gites, comprising the CommMEeNTARY ON HoLy Scripture, Ecc.estasticaL History, 

Homivies, Tracts, Lerrers, Poems, Lire, &c. &c., in Latin and English. — Also, 

THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS AND LIFE OF BEDE, 
Published at 32. 3s., may, for a short period, be had at 12. 11s. 6d., in 6 vols. 8vo, cloth, lettered Contents. 

*,* It is intended to raise the price of these immediately on the disposal of a moiety of the small Stock now on hand. 

“ § new edition of Bede’s Works is now published by Dr. Giles, who has made a discovery amongst the MS. treasures which can 

scarcely {ail of presenting the venerable Anglo-Saxon’s Homilies in a far more trustworthy form than the press has hitherto produced 
them.’? — Soames's Edition of Mosheim’s Note, vol. ii. p. 142. 

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION, 

With the Sanction of the Society of Arts, und the Committee of the Ancient and Medizval Exhibition, 

FA Description of the Works of Ancient and Alediacbal Art 
COLLECTED AT THE SOCIETY OF ARTS IN 1850; 

WITH HISTORICAL INTRODUCTIONS N THE VARIOUS ARTS, AND NOTICES OF THE ARTISTS. 

By AUGUSTUS W. FRANKS, Honorary Secretary. 

The Work will be handsomely printed in super-royal 8vo., and will be amply illustrated with Wood Engravings by P. H. DELA Morre. 

A LARGE PAPER EDITION will be printed if a sufficient number of Subscribers be obtained beforehand. 

GEORGE BELL, 186. FLEET STREET. 

Printed by Toomas CLark SuHAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by GrorcE Bett, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid. — Saturday, May 4. 1850. 
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ETYMOLOGY OF PENNIEL. 

Some eighteen years ago, the writer of the fol- 
lowing sonnets, by the kindness of the proprietors 
of a pleasant house upon the banks of the Teviot, 
enjoyed two happy autumns there. The Roman 
road which runs between the remains of the camp 
at Chew Green, in Northumberland, and the Eil- 
don Hills (the Trimontium of General Roy), 
assed hard by. The road is yet distinctly visible 

in all its course among the Cheviots, and in the 
uncultivated tracts; and occasionally also, where 
the plough has spared it, among the agricultural 

— inclosures. 
The house stands near the base of the hill called 

Penniel or Penniel-heugh: and it is hoped that 
the etymological derivation of that word now to 
be hazarded will not imply in the etymologist the 
eredulity of a Monkbarns. Pen, it is known, sig- 
nifies in the Celtic language “a hill.” And the 

also, heol means “ the sun :” hence, Penheil, Pen- 
heol, or Penniel, ‘the hill of the sun.” Beyond 
the garden of the abode there stood, and, it is be- 
lieved, yet stands, a single stone of a once exten- 
sive Druid circle, not many years ago destroyed 
by the then proprietor, who used the sacred re- 
mains in building his garden wall. A little far- 
ther antiquarian conjecture is necessary to clothe 
the country with oak woods. Jedwood or Jedworth 
Forest was part of “the forest” which covered 
Selkirkshire and parts of the counties around. 
The Capon Tree, and the King of the Wood, two 
venerable oaks yet flourishing on the water of Jed, 
attest the once wooded condition of the land; 
which is farther irresistibly corroborated by evi- 
dence drawn from the interesting volumes of the 
Rotuli Parliamentorum. ‘The Bishops of Glasgow 
had a religious establishment in the neighbouring 
sunward village of Nether Ancrum. Of their 
buildings, of the vicar’s house, or of the ancient 
gardens existing in the memory of persons living, 
not a vestige now remains. [In the first volume of 
the Rotuli, p. 472., there is a Petition, of uncer- 
tain date, by the Bishop of Glasgow to Edward L., 
then in possession of Scotland, in these terms ; — 

“ Derechief pry ly dit Evesqe a soen Segiir le Roy 
qe ly plese aider &c, * * * e sur ceo transmettr’, sa lettre 
al veseonte de Lanark. E une autre, si ly plest, a ses 
Forresters de Geddeworth de autant de Merin {mere- 
mium, meheremium, wood for building] pour fere 
une receitea Allyncrom (Ancrum) desur la marche, ou 
il poet aver recett e entendre a ses ministres qnt il le 
voudrent aver.” 

To which the King’s answer is, — 
“ Héat Bre Ten’ locu R. in Scoe. qd fae’. ei tire me- 

heremiu in Foresta de Selkirk et de Maddesleye usq ad 
numum quinquaginta quercu.” 

Thus, no doubt is left that oak woods abounded 
in the district ; and it was under the influence of 
these beliefs that the sonnets were composed :— 

I. 
“Twas on this spot some thousand years ago, 

Amid the silence of its hoary wood 
By sound unbroken, save the Teviot’s flow, 
The lonely ‘Temple of the Druids stood ! 

28 
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The conquering Roman when he urged his way, 
That led to triumph, through the neighbouring plain, 
And oped the gloomy grove to glare of day, 
Awe-stricken gazed, and spared the sacred fane! 
One stone of all its cirele now remains, 
Saved from the modern Goth’s destructive hand ; 
And by its side I muse: and Fancy reigns ; 
And giant oaks on Penniel waving stand ; 
With snowy robe and flowing beard sweep bye 
The aged Druid-train beneath the star lit sky. 

II. 

“ The Druid-train has moved into the wood, 
Oh! draw a veil before the hideous scene ! 
For theirs were offerings of human blood, 
With sound of trump and shriek of fear between: 
Their sacred grove is fallen, their creed is gone ; 
And record none remains save this gray stone ! 
Then come the warlike Saxons; and the years 
Roll on in conflict: and the pirate Dane 
Uprears his bloody raven; and his spears 
Bristling upon the Broadlaw summit’s plain 
Spread terror o’er the vale: and still rude times 
Succeed; and Border feuds with conflagration light 
Nightly, the Teviot’s wave, and ceaseless crimes 
Chase from the holy towers their inmates in affright. 

III. 

Land of the South! Oh, lovely land of song! 
And is my dwelling by thy classic streams ; 
And is the fate so fondly wished and long, 
Mine in the fullest measure of my dreams,— 
By thy green hills and sunny glades to roam, 
To live among thy happy shepherd swains 
Where now the peaceful virtues have their home; 
A blissful lot! nor aught of grief remains 
Save for that friend, beloved, bewailed, revered, 
To whom my heart for thrice ten years was bound 
By truest love and gratitude endeared + 
The glory of his land, in whom were found 
Genius unmatehed, and mastery of the soul, 

Beyond all human wight, save Shakspeare’s own 
controul.,” 

F\S.A. L. & E. 

ns 

NOTES ON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK FOR 

LONDON. 

Soho Square.—Your correspondent ‘ Naso” 
(p. 244.) has anticipated me in noticing Mr. Cun- 
ninoham’s mistake about Mrs. Cornellys’ house in 

this square ; but he has left unnoticed some par- 

ticulars which deserve to be recorded. Mrs. Cor- 

nellys’, or Carlisle House as it was called, was 

pulled down at the beginning of the present cen- 
tury (1803 or 1804), and two houses built upon 
its site, now Jeffery’s Music Warehouse and Weip- 
perts Quadrille Office. Some curious old paint- 
ings representing banquetting scenes, formerly in 
Carlisle House, were carefully preserved until the 
last few years, in the drawing-room of the corner 
house; when they were removed to make room 
for some of the “elegancies” of the modern print 
shops. ‘The Catholic Chapel in Sutton Street was 

the banquetting-room of Carlisle House ; and the 
connecting passage between it and the house in 
Soho Square was originally the ‘“ Chinese bridge.” 

“Teresa Cornelys, Carlisle House, St. Ann, 
Soho, dealer” appears in the bankrupt list of The 
London Gazette of November, 1772; and in De- 
cember of the same year, this temple of festivity, 
and all its gorgeous contents, were thus adver- 
tised to be sold by public auction : — 

“ Carlisle House, Soho. — At twelve o’clock on Mon- 
day the 14th instant, by Order of the Assignees, Mr. 
Marshall will sell by Auction on the Premises, in one 
Lot, All that extensive, commodious, and magnificent 
House in Soho Square, lately occupied by Mrs. Cor- 
nelys, and used for the Public Assemblies of the 
Nobility and Gentry. Together with all the rich and 
elegant Furniture, Decorations, China, &e., thereunto 
belonging, too well-known and universally admired 
for their aptness and taste to require here any public 
and extraordinary description thereof, Catalogues to 
be had at the House, and at Mr. Marshall’s, in St. 
Martin’s Lane. The curiosity of many to see the 
house, to prevent improper crowds, and the great 
damage that might happen therefrom (and the bad- 
ness of this season) by admitting indifferent and dis- 
interested people, must be an excuse to the public for 

the Assignees ordering the Catalogues to be sold at 5s. 
each, which will admit two to see the house, &c., from 

Monday the 7th instant to the time of sale, Sundays 
excepted, from ten in the morning to three in the af- 
ternoon, and they hope no person or persons will take 
amiss being refused admittance without Catalogues,” 

In December, 1774, the nobility and gentry 
were informed (by advertisement), “That the 
Assemblies at Carlisle House will commence soon, 
under the conduct and direction of a New Mana- 
ger ;” but notwithstanding the efforts of this per- 
son, we find that Mrs. Cornellys resumed her revels 
here with great spirit in 1776. In 1778, Carlisle 
House was again publicly advertised to be sold by 
private contract, or “to be hired as usual ;” and 
subsequently, after having been used as a common 
exhibition room of ‘“ Monstrosities,” a ‘School of 
Eloquence,” and “ An Infant School of Genius,” 
it closed its public career through the interference 
of the magistracy in 1797. 

A full and particular account of the rise and 
fall of “ Mrs. Cornelys’ Entertainments at Carlisle 
House, Soho,” was privately printed two or three 
years ago, by Thomas Mackinlay, Esq., of the firm 
of Dalmaine and Co., Soho Square. 

Carlisle Street, Soho Square. — The large house 
at the end of this street, looking into the square, 
was formerly called Carlisle House. In 1770 it 
was purchased of Lord Delaval by the elder 
Angelo; who resided in it many years, and built 
a large riding-school at the back. Bach and Abel, 
of “Concert” notoriety, resided in the adjoining 
house. Carlisle Street was then called King’s 
Square Court. 
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Catherine Street, Strand. —In 1714, a tract was 
published with the following title: — The May- 
Pole’s New Year's Gift, or Thanks returned to his 
Benefactors, humbly inscribed to the Two Corners 
of Catherine Street, Strand; written by a Parish- 
toner of St. Mary, Savoy. 

Maiden Lane, Covent Garden.—The well known 
“Cider Cellar” in this lane was opened about 
1730. There is a curious tract, entitled Adven- 
tures under Ground, 1750, which contains some 
strange notices of this “ Midnight Concert Room.” 

Salisbury Change.—Cibber, in the amusing 
Apology for his Life, has the following :— 

*« Taste and fashion, with us, have always had wings, 
and fly from one public spectacle to another so wan- 
tonly, that I have been informed by those who re- 
member it, that a famous puppet-show in Salisbury 
Change (then standing where Cecil Street now is), so 
far distressed these two celebrated companies, that they 
were reduced to petition the king for relief against it.” 

The New Exchange.—A good description of 
this once popular mart may be found in Lodwick 
Rowzee’s Treatise on the Queene’s Welles, Lond. 
1632. It is as follows :— 

«“ We went to see the New Exchange, which is not 
far from the place of the Common Garden, in the great 
street called the Strand. The building has a facade of 
stone, built after the Gothie style, which has lost its 
colour from age, and is become blackish. It con- 
tains two long and double galleries, one above the 
other, in which are distributed in several rows great 
numbers of yery rich shops, of drapers and mercers, 
filled with goods of every kind, and with manufactures 
of the most beautiful description. These are, for the 
most part, under the care of well-dressed women, who 
are busily employed in work, although many are served 
by young men, called apprentices.” 

The Bedford Coffee House, Covent Garden.— 
In 1763 appeared a small volume under the title 
of Memoirs of the Bedford Coffee House, by 
Genius, dedicated to the most Impudent Man alive. 

Epwarp F. Rimpavrr. 

@RIGINAL LETTER OF PETER LE NEVE. 

The following was a letter from Le Neve toa 
Mr. Admall, a herald painter at Wakefield, found 
in a book of arms belonging to the latter, which 
came into my possession a few months ago. 

E. Harrstrone. 
* Mr. Admall, 

“IT understand by Mr. Mangay, my deputy at Leeds 
for the West Riding, that you contemn my lawfull 
autority of Norroy King of Arms, and have done and 

- will doe as you say, things relating to heraldry, contrary 
to my prohibition, &c. ; these are therefore to acquaint 
you, that if you continue in the same mind and will 
usurp on my office, intend to make you sensible of the 
wrong you doe me in my office, by taking out process 
against you, and making you pay for your transgres- 

sion. I shall give you no hard words, but shal be as 

good as my word if there is Jaw in England to restrain 
you; so chose whether you will doe to me good or evill; 
you shall find me according your friend or open enemy, 

Prerer Le Neve, Norroy. 
College of Arms, in London, 

28th May, 1719. 

FOLK LORE. 

Superstitions of the Midland Counties.—It is 
believed a sign of “bad luck” to meet a white 
horse, unless the person spits at it; which action is 
said to avert the ill consequences of the rencontre. 
A rainy Friday is believed to be followed, as 

a natural and invariable consequence, by a wet 
Sunday ; but I am not aware that the contrary is 
believed, viz., that a fine Friday produces a fine 
Sunday. 

If the fire burns brightly when a person has 
ene or stirred it up, it is a sign that the absent 
over, wife, or husband (as the case may be) is in 
good spirits, and in good humour. 

The itching of the right hand palm is said to 
portend the reception of a gift; which is rendered 
more certain if the advice in this distich be fol- 
lowed :— 

“ Rub it ’gainst wood, 
*Tis sure to come good.” 

Persons with much hair or down upon their 
arms and hands, will at some future period enjoy 
great wealth ; or, as the common expression has 
it, “are born to be rich.” Henry Kersey. 

Corp. Chris, Hall, Maidstone. 

A Rainbow in the Morning, §c.—“ Mr. Tooms” 
(No. 26. p.413.) says that he believes no one has 
remarked the philosophy of this proverbial rhyme. 
Sir Humphry Davy, however, points it out in his 
Salmonia. 

ERROR IN JOHNSON’S LIFE OF SELDEN. 

In Johnson's (Geo. W.) Memoirs of John Selden, 
London, 1635, 8vo. pp. 128, 129, is a notice of Dr. 
Sibthorpe’s celebrated Sermon preached at North- 
ampton, and printed in 1627 with the title of 
Apostolike Obedience. After stating the difficulty 
experienced in obtaining the necessary sanction 
for its publication, owing to Abp. Abbot refusing 
the requisite imprimatur, the author says that ulti- 
mately the licence was “signed by Laud himself, 
and published under the title of Apostolical Obe- 
dience.” A reference at the foot of the page to 
“ Rushworth, p. 444,” leads me to conclude that it 
is on his authority Mr. Johnson has made this 
statement; but not having access to the “ Historical 
Collections,” Iam unable toexamine. At any rate, 
Heylin, in his Cyprianus Anglicus, Lond., 1671, fol. 
p. 159., may be understood to imply the correct- 
ness of the assertion. 
A copy of this now rare sermon before me 
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proves, however, that the statement is incorrect. 
At the back of the title is as follows :— 

“IT have read over this sermon upon Rom, xiii. 7., 
preached at Northampton, at the assises for the county, 
Feb, 22. 1626, by Robert Sybthorpe, Doctor of Divinity, 
Vicar of Brackley, and I doe approve it as a sermon 
learnedly and discreetly preached, and agreeable to the 
ancient Doctrine of the Primitive Church, both for Faith 

and good manners, and to the Doctrine established in the 

Church of England, and, therefore, under my hand I 
give authority for the printing of it, May 8. 1627.” 

Gro. Lonpon. 

It was therefore Bishop Mountague, and not 
Laud, who licensed the sermon. 

Joun J. DREpGeE. 

POPE AND PETRONIUS. 

I have read “ Mr. Ricn’s” letter with great in- 
terest, and I willingly allow that he has combated 
my charge of plagiarism against Pope, and dis- 
cussed the subject generally with equal fairness 
and ability. ‘“ But yet,” I think that he wanders 
a little from the point when he says, “the sur- 
mise of the plagiarism originates in a misconcep- 
tion of the terms employed by the Latin author, 
especially corcillum.” Now the question, in my 
opinion, turns not so much on what Petronius said, 
as on what Pope read; i.e. not on the meaning 
that Petronius gave to the word (corcillum), but 
on that which Pope attributed to it. I cannot, 
without further proof, give him credit for having 
read the word as critically and correctly as “ Mr. 
R.” has done. I believe that he looked on it 
merely as a simple derivative of cor, and therefore 
rendered it “worth,” i.e. a moral, not a mental 
quality. C. Forzgs. 

QUERIES. 

QUERIES RESPECTING PURVEY ON THE APOCALYPSE, 

AND BONNER ON THE SEVEN SACRAMENTS. 

I beg leave to make the two following Queries : — 
1. In Bayle’s very useful work, Seriptorum Il- 

lustrium Majoris Brytannie Cuatalogus, fol. Bas. 
1559, among the writings ascribed to John Purvey, 
one of Wycliffe’s followers, and (as Walden styles 
him) Glossator, is mentioned Commentarius in 
Apocalypsin, beginning “ Apocalypsis, quasi dice- 
ret ;” and Bayle adds :— 

*« Przedictus in Apocalypsin Commentarius ex ma- 
gistri Wiclevi lectionibus publicis per Joannem Pur- 
veum collectus, et nune per Martinum Lutherum, 
Ante centum annos intitulatus, anno Domini 1528, sine 
authoris nomine, Witemberge fuit excusus. Fuit et 
ipse Author in carcere, ac cathenis insuper chalybeis, 
cum ea Commentaria scripsit, ut ex decimo et unde- 
cimo ejus seripti eapite apparet. Scripsit autem Pur- 
veus hune librum anno Domini 1390, ut ex decimo 
tertio capite et principio vigesimi apparet.” 

-NOTES AND QUERIES. [No. 28. 

This account of Bayle (who is mistaken, how- 
ever, about the title of the work) is confirmed by 
Panzer ; who, in his Annales, vol. ix. p. 87. enters 
the volume thus, ‘‘ Commentarius in Apocalypsin 
ante Centum Annos editus, cum Prefatione Mar- 
tint Lutheri. Wittembergz, 1528. 8vo.” Can any 
of your readers refer me to a copy of this book in 
a public library, or in private hands ? 

2. In Lewis's History of the Translations of the 
Bible, edit. 1818. p.25., he quotes a work of 
Bishop Bonner, “ Of the Seven Sacraments, 1555,” 
in which a manuscript English Bible is cited by 
the Bishop, as then in his possession, “ translated 
out of Latyne in tyme of heresye almost eight- 
score years before that tyme, z.e. about 1395, 
fayre and truly written in parchment.” Lewis 
proceeds to conjecture, that this MS. was the same 
which is preserved in the Bodleian Library under 
the mark Fairfax, 2. And in this erroneous 
supposition he has been followed by later writers. 
The copy in question, which belonged to Bonner, 
is actually in the Archiepiscopal Library at Lam- 
beth, No. 25., and contains the Pentateuch in the 
earlier Wycliffite version (made, no doubt, by 
Nicholas Hereford), whilst the rest of the Old and 
New Testament is in the later or revised transla- 
tion by Purvey and his coadjutors. What I now 
wish to inquire about, is, where I can meet with 
a copy of Bonner’s work, De Septem Sacramentis, 
in which the passages occur referred to by Lewis? 
They are not in A Profitable and Necessarye Doc- 
tryne, with certayne Homelies adjoyned, printed in 
1555 by John Carood, although one of these homi- 
lies is on the subject of the seven sacraments. 

F. Mappen. 

MINOR QUERIES. 

Monastery, Arrangement of One.— Any infor- 
mation and particulars respecting the extent, 
arrangement, and uses of the various buildings for 
an establishment of fifty Cistercian or Benedictine 
Monks would be useful to and gratefully received 
by A. P. H. 

{Has our Querist consulted Professor Willis, ‘‘ De- 
scription of the Ancient Plan of the Monastery of St. 
Gall in the Ninth Century,” accompanying a copy of 
the plan, and which he will find in the Archeological 
Journal, vol. v. p. 85. ?] 

Constantine the Artist.— Who was “ M. Con- 
stantine, an Italian architect to our late Prince 
Henry,” employed in the masque at the Earl of 
Somerset’s marriage in 1613? and was he the same 
Constantine de Servi to whom the Prince assigned 
a yearly pension of 2002. in July 1612? If so, 
where can more be found respecting him? He is 
not mentioned in Walpole’s Anecdotes. J.G.N. 

Josias Ibach Stada.— Who was the artist whose 
name occurs inscribed on the hoof of the horse of 
King Charles the Second’s equestrian statue at 
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Windsor, as follows :—“ 1669. Fudit Josias Ibach 
Stada Bramensis;” and is Mr. Hewitt, in his recent 
Memoir of Tobias Rustat, correct in calling him 
“ Stada, an Jialian artist ?” J. G. IN: 

Worm of Lambton.—Is there any published 
notice of the “Knight and Serpent” tradition, 
regarding this family and parish ? A. 

{A quarto volume of traditions, gathered in the im- 
mediate neighbourhood of the scene of action, was 
privately printed in the year 1830, under the title of 
The Worm of Lambton.] 

REPLIES. 

LUTHER'S TRANSLATION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

Luther’s solemn request that his translation 
should on no account be altered, accompanies most 
of the earlier editions of the N.T. I find it on 
the reverse of the title-page of the edition in 8vo. 
printed at Wittemberg by Hans Lufft in 1537, 
thus :— 

“TI request all my friends and enemies, my master 
printer, and reader, will let this New Testament be 
mine; and, if they have fault to find with it, that they 
make one of their own. I know well what I do, and 
see well what others do; but this Testament shall be 
Luther’s German Testament; for carping and cavilling 
is now without measure or end. And be every one 
cautioned against other copies, for I have already expe- 
rienced how negligently and falsely others reprint us.” * 

The disputed verse (1 John, v. 7.) is omitted in 
all the editions printed under Luther's eye or 
sanction in his lifetime; but it has not, I think, 
been remarked that in verse 8. the words auf erde, 
found in later editions, are wanting. The passage 
stands :— 
“Denn drey sind die da zeugen, der Geist, und das 

Wasser, und das Blut, und die drey sind beysameu.” 

In the first edition of the Saxon (Diidesche) ver- 
sion of Luther’s Bible, by Jo. Heddersen, printed 
in a magnificent volume at Lubeck, by Lo. Dietz, 
in 1533-4, the verse stands thus :— 

“ Wente dre synt dede tiichinisse geven, de Geist 
unde dat Water, unde dat Bloth, unde de dre synt by 
einander.” 

A MS. note of a former possessor remarks : — 
“ The 7th verse is not found here, nor is it in the 

Bibles of Magdeburg, 1544, of Wittemberg, 1541, 
ditto, 1584, Frankfort, 1560 and 1580.” 

* “ Ich bitte alle meine Freunde, und Feinde, meine 
Meister Driicker und Leser, wolten dis Newe Testa- 
ment lassen mein sein, Haben sie aber mangel dran, 
das sie selbs ein eigens fiir sich machen; Ich weiss wol 
was ich mache, Sehe auch wol was andere machen, 
Aber dis Testament sol des Luther’s Deudsch Testa- 
ment sein, Denn Meisterns und Klugelus ist jtzt weder 
masse noch ende. Und sey jederman gewarnet fiir 
andern Exemplaren, Denn ich bisher wol erfaren wie 
unfyleissig und falsch uns andere nachdriicken.” 

In the edition of this same version, printed by 
Hans Lufft, Wittemberg, 1541, the passage is ex- 
actly similar; but in one printed by Hans Wal- 
ther, Magdeburg, 1545, the words up erden are 
inserted. 

These Saxon versions are interesting from the 
very great similarity that idiom has to our early 
language; and they, doubtless, influenced muck 
our own early versions. 

In a translation of the N. T. from the Latin of 
Erasmus (the first printed in Latin with a trans- 
lation on the same page, and which is very similar 
in appearance to Udal’s), printed at Zurich in 
1535, 4to., with a Preface by Johansen Zwikk of 
Constance, the 7th verse is given (as it was in the 
Latin}; but is distinguished by being printed in 
brackets, and in both verses we have— 

“ Unnd die drey dienend in eins.” 

Erasmus having admitted the verse into his 
third edition, gave occasion perhaps to the liberty 
which has been taken in later times to print both 
verses, without this distinction, in editions of the 
Lutheran version. The earliest edition, I believe, 
in which it thus appears, is one at Wittemberg in 
1596, which was repeated in 1597, 1604, 1605*, and 
1625. It also appears, but printed in smaller type, 
in the Hamburgh Bible by Wolder in 1597, in 

that of Jena 1598, and in Hutter’s, Nuremburg, 
1599. 

In acurious edition of the N. T. printed at Wan- 
desbeck in 1710, in 4to., in which four German 

versions, the Catholic, the Lutheran, the Reformed, 

a new version by Reitz, and the received Dutch 

version, are printed in parallel columns, both 

verses are given in every instance; but a note 

points out that Luther uniformly omitted the 7th 
verse, and the words auf erde. 

There cannot be a doubt, therefore, that the in- 

sertion is entirely unwarranted in any edition of 

the New Testament professing to be Luther's 

translation. S. W. Sineur. 

April 25. 1850. 

Luther’s Translation of the Bible (No. 25. 

p-399.). —De Wette, in his critical Commentary 

on the verse 1 John, after stating his opinion that 

the controverted passage is a spurious interpola- 

tion, gives a list of the codices and editions in 

which the passage is not found, and of those in 

which it is found. 
The passage is wanting in all Greek Codd. ex- 

cept Codd. 34. 162. 172. (of his introduction, where 

it is introduced from the Vulgate), and in all MS. 

* Fy. Er. Kettner, who printed at Leipsic, in 1696, 

a long and strenuous defence of the authenticity of the 

7th verse, exults in the existence of this verse in an 

edition of the Bible, Wittemberg, 1606, which is falsely 

said on the title-page to be juxta ultimum a Luthero re- 

visum exemplar correctum. 
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of the Vulgate before the tenth century ; in Eras- 
mus’ edit. of 1516 and 1518; in Ald. Ed. Venet. 
1518; in all editions of Luther's translation pub- 
lished by him during his life-time, and up to 1581 ; 
in the edit. Withenb., 1607; Hamb. 1596. 1619. 
1620. 

The passage is found in all the editions printed 

of the Vulgate, and in all translations from it be-» 

fore Luther; and the edit. complut.; in Erasmus’ 

of 1522, and in his paraphrase; in the edit. of 
Rob. Stephens, 1546-69; and Beza, 1565-76. 
1582; in the Lutheran translations reprinted by 
Froschauer, Zurich, 1529-31. (but in small type) ; 
edit. 1536-89. in brackets; edit. 1597, without 
the brackets; in the edit. Frankf. 1593; Wittenb. 
1596-97, and many later ones. I may add, that 
the passage is in every edition of recent date that 
I have seen of the Lutheran Bible, but not, of 
course, in De Wette’s translation. S. W. 

LINES ON LONDON DISSENTING MINISTERS. 

In reply to one of the Queries of “ W.” (No. 24. 

p- 383.), I transcribe from the MSS. of Mr. 
Chewning Blackmore, a Presbyterian minister of 
Worcester, the ‘Lines on London Dissenting 

Ministers of a former Day,” which I have never 
seen entire in print: — 

“‘ Behold how Papal Wright with lordly pride 
Directs his haughty eye to either side, 
Gives forth his doctrine with imperious nod, 

And fraught with pride addresses e’en his God. 

«“ Not so the gentle Watts, in him we find 
The fairest pattern of a humble mind ; 
In him the meekest, lowliest virtue dwells, 
As mild as light, as soft as ev’ning gales. 

Tuning melodious nonsense, Bradbury stands, 
With head uplifted and with dancing hands, 
Prone to sedition, and to slander free, 
Sacheverell sure was but a type of thee. 

« Mark how the pious matrons flock around, 
Pleased witb the noise of Guyse’s empty sound ; 
How sweetly each unmeaning period flows 
To lull the audience to a gentle doze! 

Eternal Bragge in never-ending strains 
Unfolds the mysteries Joseph’s coat contains, 
Of every hue describes a different cause, 
And from each patch a solemn mystery draws. 

With soundest judgment and with nicest skill, 
The learned Hunt explains his Master’s will, 
So just his meaning, and his sense so true, 
He only pleases the discerning few. 

« In Chandler's solid, well-composed discourse, 
What wond’rous energy ! what mighty force ! 
Still, friend to Truth, and strict to Reason’s rules, 

He scorns the censure of unthinking fools, 

But see the accomplish’d orator appear, 
Refined his language, and his reasoning clear, 
Thou only, Foster, bast the pleasing art, 
At once to please the ear and mend the heart ! 

a e 
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« Lawrence, with clear and solid judgment speaks, 
And on the sober mind impression makes, 
The sacred truths with justness he explains, 
And he from ev'ry hearer praise obtains.” 

Of the author of these lines I can give no in- 
formation. He evidently belonged to the Anti- 
Calvinistic party. His name does not appear to 
have been known to Mr. Walter Wilson, the his- 
torian of the “ Dissenting Churches” of London, 
although he quotes a portion of them. But they 
were probably composed between 1728 and 1738. 
In the former year, Dr. James Foster’s London 
popularity arose, on the oceasion of his undertaking 
the evening lecture at the Old Jewry. In ‘the 
year 1738, Mr. Robert Bragge, one of the subjects 
of the poem, died. Of this gentleman the story is 
told (and to it the poem evidently alludes), that 
he was employed no less than four months in 
developing the mysteries of Joseph’s coat, from 
Genesis, xxxvii. 8.: ‘“ And he made him a coat of 
many colours.” In reply to the sarcasm on Mr. 
Bragge, Mr. Walter Wilson states (Hist. and Ant. 
of Diss. ch.i. p. 247.) that the following stanza 
was composed :— 
“ The unwearied Bragge, with zeal, in moving strains, 

Unfolds the mysteries Scripture- Book contains ; 
Marks every truth, of error shows the cause, 
And from each mystery useful doctrine draws.” 

The unfavourable notice of Dr. Sam. Wright 
in the opening stanza, is at variance with the 
general report of biographers. In the copy of the 
verses in the Blackmore MSS. is this note: — “I 
think this is too severe on the Dr.” Dr. Wright 
was admired for his pulpit elocution; and it is 
said that Archbishop Herring was, in his younger 
years, a frequent hearer of his, with a view to im- 
prove in elocution. The notice of the celebrated 
om Bradbury is grossly unjust. He was a man 

of wit and courage, though sometimes boisterous 
and personal. THis unsparing opponent, Dr. Caleb 
Fleming, wrote admiringly of * his musical voice, 
and the flow of his periods, adapting scripture 
language to every purpose.” — The Character of 
the Rev. Mr. Thos. Bradbury, taken from his own 
Pen, &c. Lond. 8vo. 1749, p. 35. 

A. B.R. 
Dukinfield. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Tracts by Dekker and Nash.— The Raven's 
Almanache, 1609, is the production of Thomas 
Dekker, the dramatist, and one of the rarest of 
his numerous works. A copy sold in the Gordons- 
town sale for seven guineas ; and another occurred 
in Mr. J. H. Bright’s collection (No. 1691.) ; but 
I have not the sale catalogue at hand to quote the 
rice. Dekker was also the author of a similar 

work, entitled The Owle’s Almanache, 1618; but 
it is not mentioned in the lists furnished by 
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Lowndes and Dr. Nott. The latter is indeed very 
inaccurate, omitting many well-known productions 
of the author, and assigning others to him for 
which he is not answerable. Whilst upon the 
subject of Dekker, I cannot resist mentioning a 
fraud upon his memory which has, I believe, 
escaped the notice of bibliographers. In 1697 was 
published a small volume, entitled, The Young 
Gallan’s Academy, or Directions how he should 
behave himself in an Ordinary, in a Playhouse, in a 
Tavern, &c., with the Character of a Town- Huff, 
by Samuel Vincent. This is nothing more than a 
reprint of Dekker’s Gull’s Horn-book, with some 
slight alterations to adapt it to the times. 

Nash’s Terrors of the Night, or a Discourse 
of Apparitions, was printed by John Danter for 
William Jones, 1594. It is a very interesting 
tract, and contains many personal allusions to its 
unfortunate author. A copy was sold in Heber’s 
sale (Part IV. No. 1592.) for 57. 18s. A note in 
the handwriting of that distinguished collector 
gives us the following information :— 

“ Only two other copies are known to exist, one in 
the Ashbridge Library at Cleveland House, the other, 
not so fine as the present, bought by Malone at 
Brand’s, since James Boswell’s, and now (1825) penes 
me, R. H.” 

All things considered, I think your correspond- 
ent “J. E.” (p. 400.) may congratulate himself on 
having “ met with a prize.” 

Epwarp F. Rimeactr. 

Nash's Terrors of the Night. — Excessively rare. 
Boswell had a copy, and another is in the library 
of the Earl of Ellesmere, described in Mr. Collier’s 
Bridgewater Catalogue as one of the worst of 
Nash’s tracts. L. 

Tureen (No. 25. p. 407.).—The valuable refer- 
ence to Knox proves the etymology from the Latin. 
Terrene, as an adjective, occurs in old English. 
See quotation in Halliwell, p. 859. LE 

English Translations of Erasmus’ Encomium 
Moria (No. 24. p. 385.).— Sir Thomas Challoner’s 
translation of Erasmus’ Praise of Folly was first 
printed, I believe, in 1540. Subsequent im- 
Sle are dated 1549, 1569, 1577. In 1566, 

illiam Pickering had a license “ for pryntinge of 
a mery and pleasaunt history, donne in tymes paste 
by Erasmus Roterdamus,” which possibly might 
be an impression of the Praise of Folly. (See Col- 
lier’s Extracts from the Registers of the Stationers’ 
Company, vol. i. p. 125.) ‘This popular work was 
again translated in the latter part of the following 
century, by White Kennet. It was printed at 
Oxford in 1683, under the title of Wit against 
Wisdom, or a Panegyric upon Folly, This is in 
all probability the intermediate translation in- 
quired afver by your correspondent. 

Wiekup F. Rimpavrr. 
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In answer to “ JaruzpereG,” I beg to inform 
him of the following translation of Erasmus’ 
Praise of Folly : — 

“ Moriz Encomium, or the Praise of Folly, made 
English from the Latin of Erasmus by W. Kennet, 
of S. Edm. Hall, Oxon, now Lord Bishop of Peter- 

borough. Adorn’d with 46 copper plates, and the 
effigies of Erasmus and Sir ‘Thos. More, all neatly en- 
graved from the designs of the celebrated Hans Hol- 
beine. 4th edition, 1724.” 

Kennett, however, in his preface, dated 1683, 
alludes to two other translations, and to Sir 
Thomas Challoner’s as the first. He does not men- 
tion the name of the second translator, but alludes 
to him as “the modern translator,” and as having 
lost a good deal of the wit of the book by having 
“tied himself so strictly to a literal observance of 
the Latin.” This is his excuse for offering to the 
public a third translation, in which he professes to 
have allowed himself such ‘ elbow-room of expres- 
sion as the humoursomeness of the subject and 
the idiom of the language did invite.” Hermes. 

The intermediate translation of the Morie En- 
comium of Erasmus, to which your correspondent 
refers, is that by John Wilson, 8vo. London 1661, 
of which there is a copy in the Bodleian. M. 

Oxford. 

Court of Wards. —I cannot tell “J.B.” (No. 
11. p. 173.) anything about Mr. D’Israeli’s re- 
searches into the Court of Wards; but “J.B.” 
may be glad to know that there is among the 
MSS. in the British Museum a treatise on the 
Court of Wards. I remember seeing it, but have 
not read it. I dare say it might be usefully pub- 
lished, for we know little in detail about the 
Court of Wards. C. H. 

Scala Celi (No. 23. p. 366.).—In Foxe’s Acts 
and Mon., vol. v. p. 364., Lond. 1838, your Querist 
may see a copy of a grant from Pope Clement VII. 
in 1526, to the brethren of a Boston guild, assuring 
them that any member thereof who should enter 
the Lady Chape! in St. Botolph’s Church, Boston, 
once a quarter, and say there ‘‘a Paternoster, Ave 
Maria, and Creed, shall have the full remission 
due to them that visit the Chapel of Scala Sceeli.” 

H.W. 

Twm Shawn Cattie (No. 24. p. 383.).— The fol- 
lowing extract from Cliffe’s Book of South Wales, 
furnishes a reply to this Query. 

In describing the beautiful mountain scenery 
between Llandovery and ‘Tregaron, he says : — 

“High in the rock above the fall yawns a hole, 
hardly a cavern, where once lurked a famous freebooter 
of Wales, ‘Twm Sion Catti: the entrance to this cave 
is through a narrow aperture, formed of two immense 
slate rocks, which face each other, and the space be- 
tween them is narrower at the bottom than the top, so 
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that the passage can only be entered sideways, with the 
figure inclined according to the slanting of the rock. 

“ The history of Twm Sion Catti (pronounced Toom 
Shone Catti), alias Thomas Jones, Esq., is very ro- 
mantic. He was a natural son of John ap David 
Moethe, by Catharine, natural daughter of Meredydd 
ap Ivan ap Robert, grandfather of Sir John Wynne, of 
Gwydir (see The Heraldic Visitutions of Wales, pub- 
lished by the Welsh MSS. Society), and is said to have 
died in 1630, at the age of 61. In early life, ‘he was 
a notorious freebooter and highwayman,’ and levied 
black mail on the country within reach of his mountain 
abode, with the aid of a small band of followers. He 
soon reformed, married a rich heiress, was then ereated 

a justice of peace for Brecon, and ultimately became 
sheriff of that county and Carmarthenshire. He was, 
observes Sir S. R. Meyrick, esteemed as an antiquarian 
and poet, but is more known for the tricks attributed 
to him as a robber.” 

A.B. 

Twm Sion Catti.—The noted robber, Twm Sion 
or Shén Catti, referred to at No. 24. p. 383., was 
a Welshman who flourished between the years 
1590 and 1630. Hewas the natural son of Sir 
John Wynne, and obtained his surname of Catti 
from the appellation of his mother, Catherine. In 
early life he was a brigand of the most audacious 
character, who plundered and terrified the rich in 
such a manner that his name was a sufficient war- 
rant for the raising of any sum which he might 
desire; while his unbounded generosity to the 
poor or unprotected, joined to an innate love of 
fun and frolie — for he was a very Eulenspiegel 
—made him the darling of the people. “His chosen 
dwelltng-place was in the almost inaccessible cave 
situated near Llandovery, at the junction of the 
Tywi and the Dethia (the Toothy of Drayton), 
which still bears his name. As time passed on, he 
wooed and won the heiress of Ystrad-flin, in the 
vale of T'ywi; and on becoming possessed of her 
property, abandoned his wild life, and with it the 
name of Catti; and quietly subsiding into Thomas 
Jones, Esq., became a poet and antiquary of high 
reputation. In addition to which, and as if to 
mark their sense of the value of a man so powerful 
for good or for evil, the government appointed him 
high sheriff for the county of Carmarthen. He 
died universally respected, and left a name which 
yet kindles many a Welsh heart, or amuses many 
a cottage circle in the long nights of winter. 

His life has been published in an 8yo. volume, 
which was probably the work to which the “Note” 
of “ Mrexanion” referred. SELEvcus. 

Cheshire Round (No. 24. p.383.).—A dance so 
called, peculiar to the county from whence it takes 
its name. The musical notes of the Cheshire 
Round may be scen in The Dancing Master, 1721, 
vol. i, and in Edward Jones’ Cheshire Melodies. 
It was sometimes danced “longways for as many 
as will” (as described in The Dancing Master), but 
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more frequently by one person. A handbill of the 
time of William the Third states, ‘In Barthglo- 
mew Fair, at the Coach-House on the Pav’d stones 
at Hosier-Lane-End, you shall see a Black that 
dances the Cheshire Rounds to the admiration of 
all spectators.” Michael Root and John Sleepe, 
two clever caterers of “ Bartlemy,” also advertise 
“a little boy that dances the Cheshire Round to 
perfection.” ‘There is a portrait of Dogget the 
celebrated comedian (said to be the only one ex- 
tant, but query if it is not Penkethman?), repre- 
senting him dancing the Cheshire Round, with the 
motto “ Ne sutor ultra crepidam.” 

Epwarp F. Rimpavrr. 

Horns to a River.— Why the poets give horns 
to rivers, must be sought for in the poet's book, 
nature. I like the interpretation given by a glance 
up some sinuous and shelving valley, where the 
mighty stream, more than half lost to the eye, is 
only seen in one or two of its bolder reaches, as it 
tosses itself here to the right, and there to the left, 
to find a way for its mountain waters. 

The third question about horns I am not able 
to answer. It would be interesting to know where 
your correspondent has found it in late Greek. 

J.E. 
Oxford, April 16. 1850. 

Horns. — For answer to the third Query of 
“L.C.” (No. 24. p. 383.), I subscribe the follow- 
ing, from Coleridge :— 

“ Having quoted the passage from Shakspeare, 

«© Take thou no scorn 
To wear the horn, the lusty horn ; 
It was a crest ere thou wert born,’ 

As You Like It, Act iv. se. 2. 

I question (he says), whether there exists a parallel 
instance ef a phrase, that, hike this of “ Horns,” is 
universal in all languages, and yet for which no one 
has discovered even a plausible origin.” — Literary Re- 
mains, vol,i. p. 120, Pickering, 1849. 

Rozert Snow. 

Coal Brandy (No. 22. p.352.).— This is only a 
contraction of “coaled brandy,” that is, “ burnt 
brandy,” and has no reference to the purity of the 
spirit. It was the “ universal pectoral” of the last 
century; and more than once I have seen it prepared 
by “good housewives” and “croaking husbands” in 
the present, pretty much as directed in the follow- 
ing prescription. It is only necessary to remark, 
that the orthodox method of “coaling,” or setting 
the brandy on fire, was effected by dropping “a 
live coal” (“gleed”) or red-hot cinder into the 
brandy. ‘This is copied from a leaf of paper, on 
the other side of which are written, in the hand of 
John Nourse, the great publisher of scientific 
books in his day, some errata in the first, 8vo. edit. 
of Simson’s Euclid, and hence may be referred to 
the year 1762. It was written evidently by some 

f 
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“dropper-in,” who found “honest John” suffering 
from a severe cold, and upon the first piece of 
paper that came to hand. The writer’s caligraphy 
bespeaks age, and the punctuation and erasures 
show him to have been a literary man, and a 
careful though stilted writer. It is not, however, 
a hand of which I find any other exemplars 
amongst Nourse’s correspondence. 

“ Take two glasses of the best brandy, put them into 
acup which may stand over the fire; have two long 
wires, and put an ounce of sugar-candy upon the wires, 
and set the brandy on fire. Let it burn till it is put 
out by itself, and drink it before you go to bed. 
«To make it more pectoral, take some rosemary and 

put it in the brandy, infused for a whole day, before 
you burn it.” 

This is the fundamental element of all the 
quack medicines for ‘‘ coughs, colds, catarrhs, and 
consumption,” from Ford's “ Balsam of Hore- 
hound” to Dr. Solomon’s “ Balm of Gilead.” 

Tes 
Shooter’s Hill, April 4. 

Howkey or Horkey (No. 17. p. 263.).—Does 
the following passage from Sir Thomas Overbury’s 
Witty Descriptions of the Properties of sundry Per- 
sons, first published, I believe, in 1614, afford 
any clue to the etymology of this word? It oc- 
curs in the description of a Franklin or Yeoman:— 

“ He allows of honest pastime, and thinks not the 
bones of the dead anything bruised or the worse for it, 
though the country lasses dance in the church-yard 
after even-song. Rock-Monday, and the wake in 
summer shrovings, the wakeful catches on Christmas 

eve, the hoky or seed-cake, these he yearly keeps, yet 
holds them no relics of Popery.” 

As I have not the book by me, and am only 
quoting fiom an extract, lam unable to give a 
more precise reference. E.R. J. H, 

Chancery Lane. 

It may possibly further the purpose of the noble 
Querist as to the word Howkey or Horkey, if I 
state, that when in my boyhood I was accustomed 
to hear this word, it was pronounced as if spelt 
Hockey. As Howkey I should not have recognised 
it, nor hardly as Horkey. 

An East ANGLIAN. 

Hockey, a game played by boys with a stick bent 
at the end, is very likely derived from hook, an 
Anglo-Saxon word too. But we cannot suppose 
that anything else was derived from that, and 
especially when we come to words apparently 
more genuine than that. It seems natural to con- 
nect them with hock-tide, Hoch-zeit (German), and 
Heoh-tid (A.-S.), a name given to more than one 
season when it was usual to have games and fes- 
tivities. Now surely this is nothing else than high 
tide, a time of some high feast ; as we vulgarly say, 

“high days and holidays.” So in the Scripture, 
“that Sabbath day was a high day.” So high 
Mass. We Protestants have no conception of the 
close connection between the superior sanctity and 
the superior jollity of a particular season. Among 
the heathen Romans, festivus is derived from 
Sestus.* We say high romps, high jinks. 

See Wachter, who applies Hoch-zeit to Christ- 
mas, Easter, and Whitsuntide, and says it may 
be derived either from high, or from Hogen, 
‘oaudere,” which also see. He says that the lower 
Saxons “ hodie utuntur ‘ Hége’” to mean “ gaudium 
privatum et publicum convivale et nuptiale.” See 
also Hohen. See Lye, who has also heah, freols 
summa festivitas, summum festum. 

Ihre (Lex. Suio Goth.) says Hugna is “to make 
glad.” But in Hog-tid he observes, that gladness is 
only the secondary meaning of Hogen, — “ Hokanat 
vocabatur a Borealibus festum quod media hieme 
celebrabatur :” and he shows that hawks were 
formerly sacrificed at it. C. B. 

Howkey or Horkey (No.17. p.263.).—Is not 
this word simply a corruption of Hockey? Vide 
under “ Hock-cart,” in Brand's Antiquities by 
Ellis, where the following quotation from Poor 
Robin's Almanack for 1676 occurs :— 

“« Hoacky is brought home with hallowing, 
Boys with plum-cake the cart following.” 

J. M. B. 

Luther's Portrait at Warwick Castle (No. 25. 
p: 400.).— The Portrait by Holbein, in Warwick 
Castle, certainly erroneously stated to be that of 
Luther, was, I believe, engraved as such in Knight's 
Portrait Gallery, published by the Society for the 
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. I cannot find in 
any account of Holbein’s works a mention of a 
portrait of Luther by him. S. W. 

Symbolism of Flowers, §c.—In reference to 
works illustrative of poetical, mythological, scrip- 
tural, and historical associations connected with 
animals and plants, inquired for in No. 11. p. 173., 
many a literary man must equally desire an inter- 
preter, — 

“ T’ unbind the charms that in slight fables lie, 
And teach that truth is truest poesy.” 

Yet, in the English language there is, I believe, 
no work of this description; and I therefore beg 
leave to suggest, that your learned correspondents 
may contribute to a very useful compilation by 
furnishing illustrations, or references to illustra- 
tions, critical and poetical, collected from the most 
valuable authors, ancient and modern; and that 
this “sacred eloquence,” 

* Is not the derivation of “feast” and “fast” originally 
the same? that which is appointed, connected with 
“ fas,” and that from “ fart.” 
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“ Where’er 'tis found, 
On Christian or on heathen ground,” 

if transplanted into your learned pages, would, to 
many readers, afford much pleasure. Meanwhile, 
I would refer the Querist to the useful work of 
Camerarius on Symbols and Emblems. 

“Do thou, bright Phoebus, guide me luckily 
To the first plant by some kind augury.” 

The proverbial expression, ‘“ Under the rose,” 
appears opportunely in p. 214, beautifully illus- 
trated*, but still deserving further considera- 
tion. Schedius (De Diis Germanis) and others 
have, with much learning, shown Venus Urania to 
be the same as Isis Myrionyma. With erudition 
not inferior, but in support of a peculiar theory, 
Gorop. Becanus maintains Harpocrates and Cu- 
pido, son of Venus Urania, to be one and the 
same hieroglyphical character, I shall now en- 
deavour to explain the symbolism and dedication 
of the Rose. ‘This “ flower of flowers” adumbrates 
the highest faculty of human nature— Reason, 
and Silence, or the rest of the reasoning powers, 
which is indicated by the Greek term éemorjun, 
science. (See Harris's Philosoph. Arrang. p. 444., 
and Hermes, p. 869.). ‘To whom, then, could the 
hieroglyphical rose have been more appropriately 
dedicated than Harpocrates, who is described with 
his finger pointing to his mouth—tacito plenus 
amore—a proper emblem of that silence with 
which we ought to behave in religious matters. 

CHE 

“ Where England’s Monarch” (No. 26. p. 415.). 
—The two lines inquired for are in Bramston’s 
Man of Taste, a poem printed about the middle 
of the last century. I need hardly add, that the 
poet was misinformed, it being well known that 
Charles I., when brought to trial, refused to plead 
or to take off his hat. 

There is an account of the Duke of Marl- 
borough’s adventure with Barnard in the Genéle- 
man’s Magazine, May 1758; but it may be the 
same as that in the Annual Register. 

BRAYBROOKE. 
April 27. 

Journeyman (No. 19. p.309.).—“ Gomer” may 
like to know that the old labourers in North 
Essex still speak of a day’s ploughing as a “journey 
at plough.” BRAyBROOKE, 

Sydenham or Tidenham.—I have no doubt as 
to Sydenham, included in the inquiry respecting 
Cromwell's Estates (No. 24. p. 389.), being Tiden- 
ham; for this manor, the property of the Marquis 

* Has “ Arcu.tus” looked for these verses into the 
Rhodologia of Rosenbergius? TI have in vain searched 
for them under “ Rose,” in the Amphitheatrum Sa- 
pientie of Dornavius. 

of Worcester, was possessed by Cromwell; and, 
among my title deeds connected with this parish, 
I have Court Rolls in Cromwell's name both for 
Tidenham itself and for Beachley, a mesne manor 
within it. 

These manors, which were inherited from the 
Herberts by the Somersets, were taken out of 
the former Marches by the statute 27 Hen. VIII. 
cap. 26. § 13., and annexed, together with Woolas- 
ton, similarly circumstanced, to the county of 
Gloucester and to the hundred of Westbury ; of 
which hundred, in a legal sense, they still continue 
a part. Gxro. ORMEROD. 

Sedbury Park, Chepstow, April 18. 1850. 

J. B.'s Treatise on Nature and Art (No.25. 
p- 401.). — The book to which your correspondent 
“ M.” refers, is, I believe, “The Mysteries of Na- 
ture and Art, in Foure severall Parts: The First 
of Water Works,—the Second of Fire Works, 
§c., &ce. By John Bate.” 

I have the second edition, 1635; to which is 
prefixed a rude engraving of the author :—“ Vera 
effigies Johannis Bate, memoria manet, modo per- 
maneant studium et industria.” 

Hermes. 

“A Frog he would a-wooing go.” —In answer 
to the inquiry of “B. G. J.” (in No. 25. p. 401.), 
as to the origin of “‘ Heigh ho!’ says Rowley,” I 
do not think it is older than thirty or thirty-five 
years, when Liston sang an altered version of the 
very old song, — 

“A frog, he would a-wooing ride, 
With sword and buckler by his side,” 

and instead of the usual chorus*, inserted 

«“ Heigho, says Rowley,” 

as a burthen. Liston’s song was published by 
Goulding and Co., Scho Square, entitled “The 
Love-sick Frog,” with an original air by C. E. H, 
Esq. (gy. Charles Edward Horn ?), and an accom- 
paniment by Thomas Cook. The first verse is as 
follows : — 

« A frog he would a-wooing go; 
‘Heigh ho!’ says Rowley ; 

Whether his mother would let him or no, 
With a rowly, powly, 

Gammon and spinach, 

‘Heigh!’ said Anthony Rowley.” 
R. 8.8. 

April 23. 1850. 

“ My Love and I for hisses played, §c.” (No. 19. 
p: 802.).—The little jeu d’esprit which “ Dr. Rim- 

7, 
* In my interleaved copy of Halliwell’s Nursery 

Rhymes, I have the original song of the “ Frog and 
Mouse” with three different melodies, and nonsense 
burthens, as sung by my excellent nurse, Betty Richens, 
whose name I hope to see immortalised in your pages. 
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BAuLT” has given from Paget's Common Place 
Book: — 

«© My love and I for kisses play’d,” 

occurs in the MS. volume from which James 
Boswell extracted “ Shakspeare’s Verses on the 
King,” but with a much better reading of the last 
couplet : — 
,“ Nay then, quoth shee, is this your wrangling vaine? 

Give mee my stakes, take your own stakes againe.” 

They are entitled, “ Upon a Lover and his Mis- 
tris playing for Kisses,” and are there without any 
name or signature. They remind us of Lilly’s 
very elegant “ Cupid and Campaspe.” 

The ballad, or rather ode, as Drayton himself 
entitles it : — 

«“ Fair stood the wind for France,” 

is to be found in the very rare voiume with the 
following title, Poemes Lyrick and Pastorall, Odes, 
Eglogs, The Man in the Moon, by Michael Drayton, 
Esquire. At London, printed by R. B. for N. L. 
and J. Flaskett. 12mo. (No date, but cirea 1600.) 

I think the odes are given in other volumes 
of the early editions of Drayton’s Miscellaneous 
Poems; but I speak without book, my collection 
being in the country. 

The selection from Herrick, noticed by Mr. Mil- 
ner Barry, was made by Dr. Nott of Bristol, whose 
initials, J. N., are on the title page. ‘‘ The head and 
front of my offending” is the Preface to Mr. Pick- 
ering’s neat edition of Herrick in 1846. 

S.W.S. 
March 12. 1850. 

[*©.E.” informs us that these pretty lines form 
No. ccxxxix. of A Collection of Epigrams. London. 
Printed for J. Walthoe, 1727, and of which a second 

volume was published in 1737: and “J.B.M.” adds, 

that they are also to be found in the Eneyclopedia of 
Wit, published about half a century since. ] 

Teneber Wednesday.—In Hall's Chronicle, under 
the date of 23rd Hen. VIIL., is this passage: 

«« When Ester began to draw nere, the Parliament 
for that tyme ended, and was proroged till the last day 
of Marche, in the next yere. In the Parliament afore- 
sayde was an Acte made that whosoeuer dyd poyson 
any persone, shoulde be boyled in hote water to the 
death ; which Acte was made bicause one Richard 
Roose, in the Parliament tyme, had poysoned dyuers 
persons at the Bishop of Rochester’s place, which 
Richard, according to the same Acte, was boyled in 
Smythfelde the Teneber- Wednysday following, to the 
terrible example of all other.” 

I conjecture that Teneber Wednesday is the 
Wednesday next before Easter, or ‘“ Feria quarta 
majoris Hebdomadw,” and that the name is de- 
rived from the Gospel for that day according to 
the ritual of the Church of Rome. 

“ Erat autem fere hora sexta, et tencbre facte sunt 
in universam terram usque in horam nonam. Et ob- 

scuratus est sol: et velum templiscissum est medium.” 
— Luke, xxiii. 44, 45. 

Should this conjecture be ill founded, I shall be 
glad to see it corrected; at any rate, I shall be 
obliged if any of your correspondents can supply 
other instances of the use of the term, or state 
what are or were the ceremonies peculiar to the 
day. C. H. Coorrr. 

Cambridge, April 4. 1850. 

P.S. Since the above was written, I have noticed 
that “ Tenable Wednesday” occurs three times in 
the Ordinance for “ weshing of all mannar of 
Lynnon belonging to my Lordes Chapell” in the 
Northumberland Household Book (pp. 243, 244.). 
In each instance it is placed between Lady Day 
and Easter Even. 

[If our correspondent refers to Mr. Hampson’s most 
useful work, Medii Avi Kalendarium, vol. i. p. 370., to 

the words Tenables, Tenabulles, Tenebre, he will find 
them explained “The three nights before Easter ;” 
and the following among cther illustrations : — 

“‘ Worshipfull frendis, ye shall cum to holi chirch 
on Wednysday, Thursday, and Friday at even for to here 
dyvyne service, as commendable custom of holi chirch 
has ordeyned. And holi chirch useth the iij dayes, 
Wednysday, Thursday, and Friday, the service to be 
saide in the eventyde in derkenes. And hit is called 
with divers men Tenables, but holi chirch Tenebras, as 
Raccionale Divinorum seth, that is to say, pay 2 
derkenes, to commemorate the betrayal of our Lord by 
night.” — Harl. MS. 2247. fo. 83.] 

The Buckingham Motto. — Permit me to suggest 
that your correspondents “S.” and “ P.” (No. 18. 
pp. 283, 284.) are labouring under a mistaken 
notion in supposing that the line 

Sovente me sovene, 

belongs to the French idiom, and answers to our 

phrase “Forget me not.” Such a sentiment 
would be sufliciently appropriate as the parting 

prayer or injunction of a lover, but does not 

possess the essential characteristic of a motto, 

which one selects for the purpose of declaring his 
own sentiments or conduct towards others, not to 

deprecate or direct those of others towards him- 
self. ; 

The language employed is, in part, pure Italian, 

not antiquated, but exactly such as 1s spoken by 

ersons of education at the present day ; and if 

“S.” would again examine the original MS., I 

make no doubt that he would find the line written 

Sovente mi sooviene (sovene), i. e. with the personal 

pronoun in the dative instead of the accusative 

case. The expression mi sovviene is equivalent to 

mi ricordo, but is a more elegant form than the 

latter ; and the meaning of the motto will be “I 

seldom forget,” —a pithy andsuggestive sentence, 

implying as much the memory of a wrong to be 

avenged as of a favour to be requited. 
A. Ricu, Jun. 
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Lerig.—Tam obliged by the suggestions of your 
correspondents “B. W.” and “C. I. R.” (No. 24, 
p. 387.), to which I beg leave to offer the follow- 
ing reply. The Dutch and Flemish (or Nether- 
landish, as they may be considered one language 
until the fifteenth century) Ze’er and Le’ar are 
simply contractions of Leder, as Tenkate observes, 
euphonis gratia, by the omission of the d, which 
takes place in other similar words ; and what is 
remarkable in Zedig, empty, which becomes Le’eg. 
Le’erig is of course leathery, or tough; but Le- 
deren, or Le’ersen, would be used for made of lea- 
ther, and in A.-S., most probably, hyd1z. We have 
no such contraction in A.-S.: it is always Ledep 
and Ledepn. The epithet, leathery-shields, could 
hardly have been used where they are said to 
‘resound; and the instance of vaulted shields in 
Judith is, I think, conclusive. The root of Leder 
is probably hlid-an, to cover n1DE? That of Leer 
possibly lieren, amittere, privari ? 

I should have noted the instances of the word 
from Junius and Schilter, which were not un- 
known to me, but for brevity’s sake ; and indeed I 
had not Urry’s Chaucer at hand to verify the re- 
ference of Junius to the Tale of Beryn, the only 
valuable portion of Urry’s book. I knew that a 
simple reference to the O. H. G. Lari would be 
suflicient for Dr. Grimm. 

Thorkelin, in his very incorrect edition of Beo- 
wulf, has followed Lye, in rendering Lind heb- 
bende, Vexilla habens; and Haldorsen’s explana- 
tion of Zind might have taught him better. Mr. 
Kemble has rendered it shield-bearers, and gives 
instances in his Glossary of similar combinations, 
as rond-hebbendra, bord-hebbende, scaro-hebben- 
dra. S. W. Sincer. 

April 15, 1850. 

Zenobia a Jewess ? (No. 24. p. 383.) — 

“To conclude what I have to say of this princess, I 
shall add here, after M. de Tillemont, that St. Atha- 
nasius took her to be a Jewess, meaning, without doubt, 
in respect of her religion; and that, according to ‘Theo- 
doret, it was to please her that Paul of Samosata, whom 
she patronised, professed opinions very like those of 
the Jews concerning the person of Jesus Christ, saying 
that he was only a mere man, who had nothing in his 
nature superior to other men, nor was distinguished 

from them any otherwise than by a more abundant 
participation of the divine grace.” — Crevier, Hist. of 
Rom. Emperors, Book 27. “ Aurelian,” vol. ix. p. 174. 

M. Crevier refers to “ Tillem. Aur. art. 5.” 
C. Forses. 

Temple, April 16. 

Temple Stanyan.—The following notices, relat- 
ing to one Temple Stanyan, may interest your 
correspondent “ A. G.” (No. 24 p. 382.). 

“1725, March 23. Died Mrs. Stanyan, wife of 
Temple Stanyan, Esq., one of the Chief Clerks 

in the office of Secretary of State.” — Historical 
Register. 

“1726. April 28. Temple Stanyan, Esq., one of the 
Clerks of His Majestys most Hon. Privy 
Council, married to Mrs, Pauncefort.” — Ibid. 

There is a monument in one of the churches at 
Southampton, — 
“ To the Memory of Catharine, Relict of Admiral Sir 

Charles Hardy, and only daughter of Temple 
Staynian, Esq., of Rawlins in co. Oxon, She died 

Feb. 19. 1801, aged 75 years. This monument was 
erected by her only surviving son, Temple Hardy, 
Captain in His Majesty’s Navy.” 

Edward Pauncefort, Esq., was one of the execu- 
tors of Sir Charles Hardy’s will, proved in Doc- 
tors’ Commons, 10th June, 1780. W. H. 

Temple Stanyan wrote a History of Greece, 
1751, which was common when I was at school, 
and another book, as Watts says. If the question 
is biographical, I can say nothing. C. B. 

Temple Stanyan (No. 24. p. 382.).—He also 
published an Account of Switzerland, 8vo. London, 
1714. M 

“Who was Temple Stanyan?” (No. 24. p. 382.) 
Temple Stanyan was the son of Abraham Stan- 
yan, Esq., a Member of the Kit Kat Club, M. P. 
for Buckingham, Ambassador to the Porte, a Lord 
of the Admiralty, &c. Mr. Temple Stanyan was 
himself also Minister at Constantinople, and at 
several other courts; and afterwards Under-Secre- 
tary of State under both Addison and the Duke 
of Newcastle. He published in 1714 an Account 
of Switzerland; and his Grecian History in 2 vols. 
was, till the publication of Mitford’s, the best in 
our language. I believe that his daughter mar- 
ried Adm. Sir Charles Hardy. He died in 1752. 

Auctorite de Dibil (No. 25. p. 205.).— Probably 
an error of transcription: read Auctorite de Bibil. 

J. M. B. 

The Bristol Rivts (No. 22. p. 352.).—“J. B. M.” 
is informed, that the volume to which he alludes 
is generally considered by Bristolians as the most 
authentic and fullest narrative that was published 
of those disgraceful scenes. J. M. G, 

Worcester. 

Religious Tract by F. H. (No. 25. p. 400.) 
— The atitthor of the religious tract which has 
fallen into the hands of “J. C.” is no doubt 
one of the early Quakers, and probably Francis 
Howgill. Howgill was originally a clergyman of 
the Church of England, but afterwards became a 
Baptist, and in the year 1652 joined the early 
Quakers, upon hearing the preaching of George 
Fox. His works were published in folio, in 1676, 
by Ellis Hookes. e. 
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Complutensian MSS. — “E. M. B.” (No. 25. 
p- 402.) will find full answers to his Queries, and 
more interesting information on the same subject, 
in a note in vol. iv. p. 235. of Don Pedro Saban’s 
Spanish translation of Prescott’s Ferdinand and 
Isabella. Madrid, 1846. 
Iam told by an American gentleman, who has 

seen the MSS. within a month in the library of 
the University of Madrid, whither they were re- 
moved from Alcala in 1837, that the Chaldaic and 
Hebrew manuscripts are all originals, and on parch- 
ment. The only MSS. of Zamora among them 
are 3 vols. in Latin, translated from the Hebrew. 

The Greek MSS., or some of them, are still 
with the collection as above; and of course were 
not returned to the Vatican. 

Morley’s Hotel, April 28. 

Tablet to Napoleon (No. 17. p. 263., No. 25. 
. 406.).—“C. I. R.’s” interpretation can hardly 
e admitted. The true meaning will be best ex- 

hibited by the following form : — 

“ Napoleoni, 
ZEgyptiaco, 

Bis Italico, 

Semper Invicto.” 

Bis Italico alludes to his twice conquering Italy, 
viz., in his first campaign, and again in that of 
Marengo. C. 

Malone's Blunder (No. 25. p. 403.). — “Mr. 
Botton Corney,” in his answer on this subject, says 
very justly, that “ before we censure a writer, we 
should consult his own edition.” He has, however, 
not followed this excellent principle in this case, for 
he has certainly not looked at the Irish edition of 
Malone, on which the question arises. He has re- 
peated what I had already stated (No. 24. p. 386.), 
that the mistake was not a blunder of Malone's ; 
and he has also pointed out, what had escaped me, 
Malone's supplemental note containing the first 
three articles of the pretended will of John Shak- 
speare: but when he adds that there is “no fabri- 
cation” and “no mystery” in the case, and that 
“the blunder of the Irish editor was merely in 
attempting to unite the two fragments as published 
by Malone,” it is quite clear that he has not seen 
the edition in question, and has, I think, mistaken 
the whole affair. The Irish editor did not attempt 
to unite Malone’s fragments—quite the contrary 
—he left Malone's first fragment as he found it ; 
but he took the second fragment, namely, the ex- 
ordium of the pretended will of John Shakspeare, 
and substituted it bodily as the exordium of: the 
will of William Shakspeare, suppressing altoge- 
ther the real exordium of the latter. So that this 
Trish will begins, “I, John Shakspeare,” &c., and 
ends, “by me, William Shakspeare.” I have no 
doubt that the will of John Shakspeare is a for- 
gery altogether; but the taking three paragraphs 

of it, and substituting them for the two first para- 
graphs of William Shakspeare’s genuine will, is 
what I call, and what no doubt “ Mr. Botton 
Corner” will think, on this explanation of the 
facts, ‘‘an audacious fabrication.” The best guess 
Ican make as to how, or with what design, the 
Irish editor should have perpetrated so compli- 
cated, and yet so manifest a blunder, is this: — 
Malone printed the fragment in question at the 
end of his volume, amongst his “ Emendations and 
additions,” as belonging to “ the will before printed,” 
meaning the forged will of John Shakspeare, but 
that the Irish editor understood him to mean the 
genuine will of William Shakspeare; and so 
thought that he was only restoring the latter to 
its integrity: but how he could have overlooked 
the difference of names, and the want of continuity 
in the meaning of the documents, is still to me 
utterly incomprehensible. 

Theses. — Perhaps it may assist your correspon- 
dent “ M.” (No. 25. p. 401.) to be informed that 
the University of Géttingen is particularly rich 
in ‘‘ Theses” (termed Disputationes et Disserta- 
tiones), to which there is a large room entirely de- 
voted in the library of that university ; together 
with the transactions of learned bodies. A spe- 
cial librarian is attached to this department, which 
is much consulted. A Catalogue was begun to be 
published of this collection, so far as respects the 
Memoirs contained in the various transactions, in 
1801, by J. D. Reuss; and 16 vols. in 4to. had ap- 
peared up to 1821; after which, I believe, the publi- 
cation has been suspended. Of Catalogues of The- 
ses, I think the following work is in good esteem : — 
Dissert. Acad. Upsal. habite sub Presid. C. P. 
Thunberg, 3tom, 8vo. Gétting. 1799—1801. The 
second part of vol. ii. in the Catalogus Bibliothece 
Thottiane (7 vol. 8vo. Faunie, 1789—1795.) con- 
tains a catalogue, which it might be well to consult, 
of dissertations on subjects of jurisprudence. I find 
it to be more frequently the case to place Theses 
or dissertations under the name of the president 
or head of the institution or college where they 
were delivered, than under the writer’s name. At 
least, in a collective sense the former method is 
adopted, as in the following instance: Schultens, 
(Alb.) Sylloge Dissertationem Philologico-Exege- 
ticarum, adiversis Auctoribus Editarum, sub Pre- 
sidio A. Schultens, etc., 2 tom.: although, if the 
author should happen to be distinguished for his 
other productions, a// that he wrote is anxiously 
sought out, and placed under his own name. 

J. M. 
Oxford, April 24. 

[* M.” may also be referred to the Catalogus Disser- 
tationum Academicarum quibus nuper aucta est Biblio- 
theca Bodleiuna, A quarto volume, printed at the 
Oxford University Press in 1834.] 

MSS. of Locke (No. 25. p. 401.).—“C.” is in- 
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formed that Dr. Thomas Hancock died at Lis- 
burn, in Ireland, during the past year. The 
papers of Locke respecting which he inquires are 
probably still in the possession of Dr. H.’s son. 

oe. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Spur Money.— Although I used often, twenty 
years ago, when a chorister at the Chapel Royal, 
to take part in levying a fine on all who entered 
that place with spurs on, I was not aware of its 
origin till I saw it explained in your interesting 
publication (No. 23. p. 374.). There was a custom, 
however, connected with this impost, the origin of 
which I should be glad to learn. After the claim 
was made, the person from whom it was sought to 
be exacted had the power to summon the youngest 
chorister before him, and request him to “repeat 
his gamut,” and if he failed, the spur-bearer was 
entitled to exemption. E. J. H. 

Spur Money.—Lbeg to offer the following humble 
illustration of spur-money, which I copied from 
the belfry wall of All Saints Church at Hastings :— 

1. 
«« This is a belfry that is free 

For all those that civil be: 
And if you please to chime or ring, 
It is a very pleasant thing. 

2. 
* There is no musick play’d or sung, 

Like unto bells when they’re well rung: 
Then ring your bells well, if you can — 
Silence is best for every man. 

3. 
* But if you ring in spur or hat, 
Sixpence you pay —be sure of that: 
And if a bell you overthrow, 
Pray pay a groat before you go.” 

(dated) 1756. 

ALFRED GATTY. 
Ecclesfield, April 6. 1850. 

Note Books. — Looking at what your correspon- 
dent says about ‘‘ Note Books,” I think the fol- 
lowing hint may be useful to others, as it has been 
to myself. Many persons never get so far as the 
formality of a common-place book, and do not 
like to write in their books. Let them follow my 
plan. The envelope maker will procure them any 
number of little slips of white paper, with a touch 
of isinglass at each of the four corners. Let the 
note be written on one of these, and then let the 
slip be stuck into any book which is sure to be 
wanted in connection with the subject when it 
comes up again; either by one, two, or four cor- 
ners, as convenient. The isinglass will not hurt 
the book, if ever it be wanted to remove the slip. 
A note is more in the way, when attached to a 
book which suggested it, than when buried among 

unindexed miscellanies; and there are few who 
index themselves. Your motto is good, as far as 
it goes ; but the other half is wanting : — 

“ When made a note of, —find if you can.” 
M. 

LADY RACHAEL RUSSELL. 

Mr. Dyce has admitted Lady Rachael Russell 
among his British Poetesses on account of the 
following verses :— 

TO THE MEMORY OF HER HUSBAND. 
“ Right noble twice, by virtue and by birth. 

Of heaven loy’d, and honour’d on the earth ; 
His country’s hope, his kindred’s chief delight, 
My husband dear, more than this world’s light, 
Death hath me reft. But I from death will take 
His memory, to whom this tomb I make. 
John was his name (ah, was! wretch, must I say), 
Lord Russell once, now my tear-thirsty clay.” 

Now “John” was not the Christian name of 
William Lord Russell, so that these verses could 
not have come from his widow’s pen. Indeed, 
they are much older than Lady Rachael's time, 
and may be found on the monument in West- 
minster Abbey erected by Lady Russell, in the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth, to John Lord Russell, 
who died in 1584. P. Cunninenam. 

Byron and Tacitus (No. 20. p.390.).— To your 
young friend, who honestly signs himself “ A 
Scuoorpoy,” let an older correspondent say, that 
he will do more wisely to let the rules of his 
teachers keep him from perusing an author who 
makes a mock of all moral and all honourable 
feelings. But if he wishes to know whether the 
introduction of the sentence from Tacitus into a 
poetical tale should be called “ cabbaging,” the 
reply will properly be, No. The poet expected 
that the well-known figure, which he had thus 
thrown into verse, would be immediately recog- 
nised by every literary reader, and that the 
recognition would give pleasure. He was trying 
his hand at a task of which it has been affirmed 
by a master, that Difficile est proprie communia 
dicere. The Schoolboy knows where to find 
these words; and I hope that he also knows where 
to find the words of one who speaks with greater 
authority, and has said most kindly, “ Cease, my 
son, to hear [read] the instruction that causeth to 
dene H.W. 

Aboriginal Chambers near Tilbury.—It is pro- 
posed to descend some of the aboriginal chambers 
alluded to by Camden, near Tilbury in Essex. In 
consequence, however, of Camden having named 
a wrong parish, later antiquaries have been puz- 
zled to ascertain their precise whereabouts. Mr. 
Crafter, in 1848, after many days’ labour, found 
them out; and a brief notice of them was given 

ap 
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in an article upon “Primeval Britain” in the 
West Kent Almanack for 1849. Hasted mentions 
similar pits in Crayford Parish, Kent. In Dart- 
ford parish is another called “the Sound Hole,” 
from the echoes, &c., made upon a stone being 
thrown down. Mr. 8S. Laudale intends an exami- 
nation of it thissummer. Tradition reports that 
there are three enormous caverns, which com- 
municate with the central shaft. 

How, or what, is the best way of driving the 
foul air out of those chambers which are aloof 
from the central shaft ? A. 

. Haigh’s Letter-Book. —A few days ago, 
Messrs. Puttick and Simpson sold a very impor- 
tant manuscript, the original letter-book of Sir R. 
Haigh, of Lancashire, of the time of Charles II. 
It fetched 51/., being bought by a collector 
whose name has not transpired; but perhaps this 
notice, if you kindly insert it, may induce the 
purchaser to edit it for the Chetham Society, to 
whose publications it would form a most valuable 
addition. R. 

A Phonetic Peculiarity.—I venture to note as a 
very curious phonetic peculiarity, that we have 
in the English language a large number of mono- 
syllabic words ending in sh, all of which are ex- 
pressive of some violent action or emotion. I 
quote a few which have occurred without search, 
in alphabetical order. “ Brush, brash, crash, 
crush, dash, gash, gush, hash, gnash, lash, mash, 
pash, push, quash, rush, slash, smash, squash, 
thrash.” . M. B. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

At the late Annual Meeting of the Shakspeare 
Society it was announced that a complete collec- 
tion of the works of Thomas Heywood had been 
determined upon, and the first volume containing 
six plays was laid upon the table. It was also 
shown that Mr. Collier’s Essay on the Chandos 
Portrait had only been delayed from a desire to 
obtain the most novel and accurate information. 

The members of the Percy Society will be glad 
to hear, that at the Annual Meeting on the Ist 
instant, the immediate publication of the third 
volume of Mr. Wright’s edition of the Canterbury 
Tales was announced. 
The plan for the restoration of Chaucer's tomb 

in Poet's Corner has at length assumed a practical 
shape. It has been ascertained that less than 
100/. will do every thing that can be desired to 
repair the ravages of time, and preserve the monu- 
ment for centuries to come. It is proposed to 
raise this sum by subscriptions of five shillings, 
that more may share in the good work; and a 
committee has been formed to carry out this 

scheme, which has already received the sanction 
of the Earl of Carlisle, the Earl of Ellesmere, 
Lord Braybrooke, Mr. Charles Wynn, and other 
distinguished lovers of literature. Subscriptions 
are received by every member of the committee, 
and parties resident in the country may remit 
them by post-office orders’ payable at Charing 
Cross in favour of William Richard Drake, Esq., 
F.S. A., of 46. Parliament Street, the Honorary 
Treasurer; or of William J. Thoms, Esq., the 
Honorary Secretary of the Committee. 

The Annual Meeting of the Camden Society on 
the 2d instant, under the Presidentship of Lord 
Braybrooke, gave general satisfaction. The coun- 
cil reported the publication during the past year 
of the Peterborough Chronicle; the Letters of 
Elizabeth and James VI.; and the Chronicle of 
Queen Jane. This last volume was then only on 
the eve of circulation; it has since been issued, 
and found to justify the announcement of the 
council that it is a work of great historical value, 
and an interesting companion to Machyn’s Diary. 
We have received the following Catalogues :— 

James Darling’s (21. Little Queen Street, Lin- 
coln’s Inn Fields) Catalocue of Books Old and 
New, Theological and Miscellaneous, and Andrew 
Clark’s (4. City Road) Catalogue, No. 8., of Books 
in English and Foreign Theology, Literature, 
Roman Catholic Controversy, Classics, &c. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE. 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Tue ANTI-JacoBiNn. 
Roccna DE CaMPanis. 

Odd Volumes. 

The Spirit oF THE PusLic JourNALs, Vol. I. 1797. 
CALENDAR OF HarLeIAN MSS., Vol. IV. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Cometetion or our Firsr Votume. — Two more 
numbers will complete our First Volume, to which a very 
full Index is preparing. A Second Volume, of the same 
size, will be completed at the end of December, and we 
shall then be enabled to judge how far it will be desirable 
to adopt the system of Half- Yearly or Yearly volumes. 

Our readers will find the present and two following 
Numbers principally occupied with Reruirs, as it is 
obviously desirable that they should, as far as possible, 
appear in the same volume as the Queries to which they 
refer. 

Corrar or SS. This subject shall be brought forward 
early in the next volume. 

E. S. T. Thanks, The Query and Folk Lore shall 
appear as soon as possible, 

W.M.'T. is also thanked. It can’scarcely be neces- 
sary to assure him, that had we known what he has so 

hindly informed us, the article he alludes to would not have 
been inserted ; nay, we are sure we may add, that the 

friend who sent it would never have handed it to us for 
publication. 
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On the 30th Aprit, 1850, was published, by CHARLES KNIGHT, 

Part IL, or 

THE IMPERIAL CYCLOPZDIA; 
To be continued in Monthly Parts, price Half-a-Crown, Super-royal 8vo. 

The Work now announced is the commencement of a 
New SERIES OF CYCLOPEDIAS, FOUNDED UPON THE VAST TREASURY OF ORIGINAL MATERIALS IN “ THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.” 

The publication commences with 

THE GEOCRAPHY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE; 
To form Two Volumes, with Steel Engravings and numerous Coloured Maps ; 

And to be completed in Twelye Monthly Parts, at Half-a-Crown. 

“ The Part now before us is the commencement of the ‘ Cyclo- 
peedia of Geography.’ The articles which appear in the present 
number convey a large amount of useful information in a compact 
and intelligible form. They are evidently the productions of com. 
petent writers, well acquainted with the present state of geogra- 
phical science. The Maps are beautifully distinct. Fulness, 
compactness, and clearness—the great requisites of a Cyclopedia 

aw 

peng here combined in a high degree.”—Thc Atheneum, No. 

“The Part before us promises well. Books published suhse- 
quently to the ‘ Penny Cyclopedia’ have been consulted, to bring 
down the information to the latest date ; and many contributions 
from local residents of places in this country enrich particular 
articles with full knowledge.”—The Spectator, No. 1140. 

LONDON: CHARLES KNIGHT, FLEET STREET. 

Now ready, containing 149 Plates, royal 8vo. 28s.; folio, 2/. 5s. ; 
India Paper, 4. 4s. 

NHE ROMANCE of the PEERAGE; or, 
Curiosities of Family History. By GrorGe LiLuig Craik. 

HE MONUMENTAL BRASSES of} Vols. 1. Il. and III. Post 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d. each. 

ENGLAND: a Series of Engravings upon Wood, from 
every variety of these interesting and valuable Memorials, accom- 
panied with Descriptive Notices. 
By tke Rey. C. Bourett, M.A. Rector of Downham Market. 

Part XIL, completing the work, price 7s. 6d.; folio, 12s.; 
India paper, 24s. 

By the same Author, royal 8vo. 15s. ; large paper, 21s. 

MONUMENTAL BRASSES and SLABS: 
an Historical and Descriptive Notice of the Incised Monumental 
Memorials of the Middle Ages. With upwards of 200 Engravings. 

** A handsome large octavo volume, abundantly supplied with 
well-engraved woodcuts and lithographic plates ; a sort of Encyclo- 
pedia for ready reference. .. . he whole work has a look of pains- 
taking completeness highly commendable.’'—Athen@um. 

“© One of the most beautifully got up and interesting volumes we 
have seen for a long time. It gives in the compass of one volume 
an account of the History of those beautiful monuments of former 
days... . The illustrations are extremely well chosen.’’"—Znglish 
Churchman. 

A few copies only of this work remain for sale; and, as it will 
not be reprinted in the same form and at the same price, the re- 
maining copies are raised in price, Early application for the Large 
Paper Edition is necessary. 

By the same Author, to be completed in Four Parts, 

CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS in ENGLAND 
and WALES: an Historical and Descriptive Sketch of the vari- 
ous classes of Monumenta’ Memorials which have been in use in 
this country from about the time of the Norman Conquest. Pro- 
fusely illustrated with Wood Engravings. Part I. price 7s. Gd. ; 
Part II. 2s. 6d. 
“A well conceived and executed work.”’—Ecclesiologist. 

MATERIALS for making RUBBINGS of 
MONUMENAL BRASSES and other Incised Works of Art. 

Heel Ball, in cakes, at 3d. and Is. each 
White Paper, in rolls, each 12 yards in length, and 

57 inches wide - - 
47 do. 
40. do. 3 : q 
23 do. - = = 
do. do., a thinner quality - 

Also, RICHARDSON’S METALLIC RUBBER, in cakes 
price ls. 6d. ; Double cakes, 2s. 6d. 
And PREPARE| PAPER, s. d. 

34 inches long by 24 inches wide, per quire - 46 
30 do. 2 do. mi Sie) 

In rolls. each 12 yards in length and 
23 inches wide - - 3 6 
35 6 6 0. - ~ - - 

London: Georce BELL, 186. Fleet Street. 

‘“A book of strange facts.’ —Aélas. 
“Great industry and minute research are apparent in almost 

every page. Mr. Craik happily unites excellence of style with 
patient erudition.” — Morning Chronicle. 

“* For our own parts, let us at once say, that Mr. Craik’s design 
appears to us an extremely good one, and that we are glad to see 
it in competent hands. It is precisely that kind of book to which 
scrupulous care and diligent labour were essential ; and in this 
respect we cannot speak too highly of the volume lying on our 
table.” —Eraminer. 

Volume IV., completing the werk, is in the press. 
London: CHAPMAN and HALL, 186, Strand, 

CUT AND COME AGAIN! 

O HISTORIANS, ANTIQUARIES, and 
COUNTY COLLECTORS. — Highly interesting and 

curious Biographical, Antiquarian, and Topographical CorTinGs 
FROM OLD Newspapers, MAGAZINES, REGISTERS, &c., may be 
had at the Little Bookshop, 26. Red Lion Street, Holborn, 

N.B. Every Cutting is correctly and distinctly dated. 

Just published, 

ILLIAMS and NORGATE’S CATA- 
LOGUE of GERMAN THEOLOGICAL BOOKS; 

including theW ORKS of NEANDER, THOLUCK, NITZSCH, 
JULIUS MULLER, KRUMMACHER, DORNER, HENG. 
STENBERG, EWALD, HARLESS, LANGE, UMBRIET, 
STIER, OLSHAUSEN, SCHLEIERMACHER, &c., EDI- 
TIONS of the BIBLE, the WORKS of the FATHERS and 
REFORMERS, &c. &c. Gratis (two stamps). 

14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. 

THE PRIMEVAL ANTIQUITIES OF ENGLAND ILLUS- 
TRATED BY THOSE OF DENMARK. 

HE PRIM#VAL ANTIQUITIES OF 
DENMARK. By J. J. A. WorsAar, Member of the Royal 

Society of Antiquaries of Copenhagen. Translated and applied 
to the illustration of similar Remains in England, by WittiAm J. 
Tuoms, F.S.A., Secretary of the Camden Society. With nume- 
rous Woodcuts. 8vo. 10s. Gd. 
‘The best antiquarian handbook we have ever met with— so 

clear is its arrangement, and so well and so plainly is each sub- 
ject illustrated by well-executed engravings. * * * It is the joint 
production of two men who have already distinguished themselves 
as authors and antiquarians. ’’ — Morning Herald. 

““A book of remarkable interest and ability. * * * Mr. Wor- 
saae’s book is in all ways a valuable addition to our literature. 
* * * Mr. Thoms has executed the translation in flowing and 
idiomatic English, and has appended many curious and interesting 
notes and observations of his own.” — Guardian. 

See also the Gentleman's Magazine for February 1850. 
Oxford: JonhN Henry PARKER, and 337. Strand, London. 

Printed by ToomAs CLark Suaw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St.Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by Grorcr Bett, of No. 186. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid.— Saturday, May 11. 1850. 
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OLIVER CROMWELL AS A FEOFFEE OF PARSON’S. 

CHARITY, BLY. 

There is in Ely, where Cromwell for some years 
resided, an extensive charity, known as Parson’s 
Charity, of which he was a feoffee or governor. 
The following paper, which was submitted to Mr. 
Carlyle for the second or third edition of his work, 
contains all the references to the great Protector 
which are to be found in the papers now in the 
possession of the trustees. The appointment of 
Oliver Cromwell as a feoffee does not appear in 
any of the documents now remaining with the 
governors of the charity. ‘The records of the pro- 
ceedings of the feoffees of his time consist only of 

| the collector's yearly accounts of monies: received 
| and expended, and do not show the appointments 

of the feoffees. These accounts were laid before 
the feoffves from time to time, and signed by them 
in testimony of their allowance. 

At the end of Book No.1., between, forty and 
fifty leaves have been cut away, and at the com- 
mencement of Book No. 2. about twelve leaves 
more. Whether some collector of curiosities hag 
purloined these leaves for the sake of any auto- 
graphs of Cromwell contained in them, or whether 
their removal may be accounted for by the ques- 
tions which arose at the latter end of the above 
period as to the application of the funds of the 
charity, cannot now be ascertained. 

There are, however, still in the possession of the 
governors of the charity, several documents which 
clearly show that from the year 1635 to the year 
1641 Cromwell was.a feoffee or governor, and’ took 
an active part in the management of the affairs of 
the charity. There is an original bond, dated the 
30th of May, 1638, from one Robert Newborne to 
“Daniell Wigmore, Archdeacon, of Ely, Oliver. 
Cromwell, Esq., and the rest of the Corporation of 
Ely.” The feoffees had then been incorporated 
by royal charter, under the title of “The Gover- 
nors of the Lands and Possessions of the Poor of 
the City or Town of Ely.” 

There are some detached collectors’ accounts 
extending over a portion of the interval between 
1622 and 1641, and indorsed, ‘* The Accoumpts of 
Mr. John Hand and Mr. William Cranford, Col- 
lectors of the Revenewes belonging to the ‘Towne 
of Ely.” 

The following entries are extracted from these 
accounts : — 

“ The Disbursements. of Mr. John, Hand from the 
of August 1636 unto the of 

1641.” 
«“ Anno 1636.” 

After several other items, — 
£ 8. d. 

“ Given to diverse Poore People at y® 
Worke-house, in the presence of Mr. 
Archdeacon of Ely, Mr. Oliver Cromwell, }16 14 0O 
Mr. John Gooderieke and others, Feb". 
10th 1636, as appeareth, 

Summa Expens. Ann. 1636 - - 36 $3 6” 
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“The Disbursements of Mr. Cranford.” 
“ Item, to Jones, by Mr. Cromwell’s al} pega 

sent 

Mr. Cranford’s disbursements show no dates. 
His receipts immediately followed Mr. Hand’s in 
point of dates. 

About the year 1639 a petition was filed in the 
Court of Chancery by one Thomas Fowler, on be- 
half of himself and others, inhabitants of Ely, 
against the feoffees of Parson’s Charity, and ‘a 
commission for charitable uses was issued. The 
commissioners sat at Ely, on the 25th of January, 
1641, and at Cambridge on the 3rd of March in 
the same year, when several of the feoffees with 
other persons were examined. 

At the conclusion of the joint deposition of 
John Hand and William Cranford, two of the 
feoffees, is the following statement :— 

« And as to the Profitts of the said Lands in theire 
tyme receaved, they never disposed of any parte thereof 
but by the direction and appointmt of Mr. Daniell 
Wigmore, Archdeacon of Ely, Mr. William March, 
and Mr. Oliver Cromwell.” 

“ These last two names were inserted att Camb. 
3 Mar. 1641, by Mr. Hy. C.” 

The last name in the above note is illegible, and 
the last two names in the deposition are of a different 
ink and handwriting from the preceding part, but 
of the same ink and writing as the note. 
An original summons to the feoffees, signed by 

the commissioners, is preserved. It requires them 
to appear before the commissioners at the Dolphin 
Inn, in Ely, on the 25th of the then instant 
January, to produce before the commissioners a 
true account “of the monies, fines, rents, and 
profits by you and every of you and your prede- 
cessors feoffees receaved out of the lands given by 
one Parsons for the benefitt of the inhabitants of 
Ely for 16 years past,” &c. The summons is 
dated at Cambridge, the 13th of January, 1641, 
and is signed by the three commissioners, 

“ ‘Tho. Symon. 
Tho. Duckett. 
Dudley Page.” 

The summons is addressed 

“ To Matthew, Lord Bishop of Ely, 
Willm. Fuller, Deane of Ely, and to 
Daniell Wigmore, Archdeacon of Ely, 
William March, Esq. 
Anthony Page, Esq. 
Henry Goodericke, Gent, 
Oliver Cromwell, Esq. 
Willm, Anger. 
Willm. Cranford, 
John Hand, and 
Willm. Austen,” 

Whether Cromwell attended the sitting of the 
commissioners does not appear. 

The letter from Cromwell to Mr. John Hand, 

published “in Cromwell’s Memoirs of Cromwell, 
has not been in the possession of the feoffees for 
some years. 

There is, however, an item in Mr, Hand's dis- 
bursements, which probably refers to the person 
mentioned in that letter. It is as follows :— 

Eset heGh 
“ Ffor phisicke and surgery for old Benson, 2 7 4 »” 

Cromwell's letter appears to be at a later date 
than this item. 

John Hand was a feoffee for many years, and 
during his time executed, as was usual, the office 
of collector or treasurer. It may be gathered 
from the documents preserved that Cromwell 
never executed that office. The office was usually 
taken by the feoffees in turn then, as at the present 
time ; but Cromwell most probably was called to 
a higher sphere of action before his turn arrived. 

It is worthy of note, that Cromwell’s fellow- 
trustees, the Bishop of Ely (who was the celebrated 
Matthew Wren), Fuller the Dean, and Wigmore 
the Archdeacon, were all severely handled during 
the Rebellion, ARUN, 

DR. SAM. PARR AND DR. JOHN TAYLOR, OF SHREWS- 

BURY AND SHREWSBURY SCHOOL, 

Looking at the Index to the Memoirs of Gilbert 
Wakefield, edit. of 1804, I saw, under the letter 
T., the following entries :— 

“ Taylor, Rev. Dr. John, Tutor of Warrington Aca- 
demy, i. 226. 

his latinity, why faulty, ii. 449.” 

But I instantly suspected an error: for it was 
my -belief that those two notices were designed 
for two distinct scholars. Accordingly, I revised 
both passages, and found that I was right in my 
conjecture. The facts are these: —In the former 
of the references, “The Rev. John Taylor, D.D.,” 
is pointed out. The other individual, of the same 
name, was John Taylor, LL.D., a native of 
Shrewsbury, and a pupil of Shrewsbury School : 
us datinity it is which Dr. Samuel Parr [ut supr.] 
characterises as FAULTY; and for the defects of 
which he endeavours, successfully or otherwise, to 
account. So that whosoever framed the Index has 
here committed an oversight. 

In the quotation which I proceed to make, Parr 
is assigning causes of what, as I think, he truly 
deemed blemishes in G. Wakefield’s Latin style; 
and this is the language of the not unfriendly 
censor :—~ 

“__ None, I fear, of his [W.’s] Latin productions 
are wholly free from faults, which he would have been 
taught to avoid in our best public seminaries, and of 
which I have seen many glaring instances in the works 
of Archbishop Potter, Dr. John Taylor, Mr. Toup, and 
several eminent scholars now living, who were brought 
up in private schools.” 

a 
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But could Parr mean to rank Shrewsbury 
School among the “ private schools?” I am not 
old enough to recollect what it was in the times 
of Taylor, J., the civilian, and the editor of De- 
mosthenes. Its celebrity, however, in our own 
day, and through a long term of preceding years, 
is confessed. Dr. Parr’s judgment in this case 
might be somewhat influenced by his preposses- 
sions as an Harrovian. 

April, 1850. 

PROVINCIAL WORDS. 

In Twelfth Night, Act ii. Scene 3., occur the 
words “Sneck up,” m C. Knight’s edition, or 
“ Snick up,” Mr. Collier’s edition. These words 
appear most unaccountably to have puzzled the 
commentators. Sir Toby Belch uses them in reply 
to Maivolio, as, — 

Enter Matvotto. 

“ Mal. My masters, are you mad? or whatare you? 
Have you no wit, manners, nor honesty, but to gabble 
like tinkers at this time of night? Do you make an 
alehouse of my lady’s house, that you squeak out your 
coziers’ catches without any mitigation or remorse of 
voice? Is there no respect of place, person, nor time, 
in you? : 

“ Sir To. We did keep time, Sir, in our catches. 
Sneck up!” 

“Sneck up,” according to Mr. C. Knight, is 
explained thus :— 

“ A passage in Taylor, the Water Poet, would show 
that this phrase means ‘hang yourself.’ A verse from 
his ‘ Praise of Hempseed’ is given in illustration.” 

“ Snick up,” according to Mr. Collier, is said 
to be “a term of contempt,” of which the precise 
meaning seems to have been lost. Various illus- 
trations are given, as see his Note; but all are 
wide of the meaning. 

Turn to Halliwell’s Dictionary of Archaic and 
Provincial Words, 2d edition, and there is this 
explanation : — 

“ Sneck, that part of the iron fastening of a door 
which is raised by moving the latch. To sneck a door, 
is to latch it.” 

See also Burns’ Poems: The Vision, Duan First, 
7th verse, which is as follows : — 

“ When dick! the string the snick did draw, — 
And jee! the door gaed to the wa’; 
An’ by my ingle-lowe I saw, 

Now bliezin’ bright, 
A tight, outlandish Hizzie, braw, 

Come full in sight.” 

These quotations will clearly show that “ sneck” 
or “snick” applies to a door ; and that to sneck a 
door is to shut it. I think, therefore, that Sir 
Toby meant to say in the following reply : — 

“ We did keep time, Sir, in our catches. Sneck up!” 

That is, close up, shut up, or, as is said now, 
“ bung up,”— emphatically, “We kept true time ;” 
and the probability is, that in saying this, Sir Toby 
would accompany the words with the action of 
pushing an imaginary door to; or sneck up. 

In the country parts of Lancashire, and indeed 
throughout the North of England, and it appears 
Scotland also, the term “sneck the door” is 
used indiscriminately with “shut the door” or 
“toin’t dur.’ And there can be little doubt but 
that this provincialism was known to Shakspeare, 
as his works are full of such; many of which 
have either been passed over by his commentators, 
or have been wrongly noted, as the one now under 
consideration. 

Shakspeare was essentially a man of the people ; 
his learning was from within, not from colleges 
or schools, but from the universe and himself. 
He wrote the language of the people; that is, the 
common every-day language of his time: and 
hence mere classical scholars have more than once 
mistaken him, and most egregiously misinterpreted 
him, as I propose to show in some future Notes. 

R. R. 

FOLK LORE. 

Death-bed Superstition (No. 20. p. 315.). — The 
practice of opening doors and boxes when a per- 
son dies, is founded on the idea that the ministers 
of purgatorial pains took the soul as it escaped 
from the body, and flattening it against some 
closed door (which alone would serve the pur- 
pose), crammed it into the hinges and hinge open- 
ings; thus the soul in torment was likely to be 
miserably pinched and squeezed by the movement 
on casual occasion of such door or lid: an open or 
swinging door frustrated this, and the fiends had 
to try some other locality. The friends of the 
departed were at least assured that they were not 
made the unconscious instruments of torturing the 
departed in their daily occupations. The super- 
stition prevails in the North as well as in the West 
of England; and a similar one exists in the South 
of Spain, where I have seen it practised. 
Among the Jews at Gibraltar, at which place I 

have for many years been a resident, there is also 
a strange custom when a death occurs in a house ; 
and this consists in pouring away all the water 
contained in any vessel, the superstition being that 
the angel of death may have washed his sword 
therein. TREBOR. 

May Marriages.—It so happened that yester- 
day I had both a Colonial Bishop and a Home 
Archdeacon taking part in the services of my 
church, and visiting at my house; and, by a singular 
coincidence, both had been solicited by friends to 
perform the marriage ceremony not later than to- 
morrow, because in neither case would the bride- 
elect submit to be married in the month of May. 
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I find that it is a common notion amongst ladies, 
that May marriages are unlucky. ’ 

Can any one inform me whence this prejudice 
arose ? Aurrep GatTy. 

Ecclesfield, April 29, 1850. 

[This superstition is as old as Ovid’s time, who tells 

us in his Fasti, 
“ Nec viduz tedis eadem, nee virginis apta 

Tempora. Quz nupsit non diuturna fuit. 
Hac quoque de causa (si te proverbia tangunt), 

Mense malas Maio nubere vulgus ait.” 

The last line, as our readers may remember, (see 
ante, No. 7. p. 97.), was fixed on the gates of Holy- 

rood on the morning (16th of May) after the marriage 
of Mary Queen of Scots and Bothwell. ] 

Throwing Old Shoes at a Wedding.— At a wed- 
ding lately, the bridesmaids, after accompanying 
the bride to the hall-door, threw into the carriage, 
on the departure of the newly-married couple, a 
number of old shoes which they had concealed 
somewhere. On inquiry, I find this custom is not 
uncommon ; I should be glad to be favoured with 
any particulars respecting its origin and meaning, 
and the antiquity of it. ARUN. 

[We have some Norrs on the subject of throwing 
Old Shoes after a person as a means of securing them 
good fortune, which we hope to insert in an early 
Number. | 

Sir Thomas Boleyn’s Spectre. —Sir Thomas 
Boleyn, the father of the unfortunate Queen of 
Henry VIIL., resided at Blickling, distant about 
fourteen miles from Norwich, and now the resi- 
dence of the dowager Lady Suffield. The spectre 
of this gentleman is believed by the vulgar to be 
doomed, annually, on a certain night in the year, 
to drive, for a period of 1000 years, a coach drawn 
by four headless horses, over a circuit of twelve 
bridges in that vicinity. These are Aylsham, 
Burgh, Oxnead, Buxton, Coltishall, the two Mey- 
ton bridges, Wroxham, and four others whose 
names I do not recollect. Sir Thomas carries his 
head under his arm, and flames issue from his 
mouth. Few rusties are hardy enough to be found 
loitering on or near those bridges on that night ; 
and my informant averred, that he was himself on 
one occasion hailed by this fiendish apparition, and 
asked to open a gate, but “he warn’t sich a fool 
as to turn his head; and well a’ didn’t, for Sir 
Thomas passed him full gallop like :” and he heard 
a voice which told him that he (Sir Thomas) had 
no power to hurt such as turned a deaf ear to his 
requests, but that had he stopped he would have 
carried him off. 

This tradition I have repeatedly heard in this 
neighbourhood from aged persons when I was a 
child, but Inever found but one person who had ever 
actually seen the phantom 
correspondents can give some clue to this extra- 
ordinary sentence. ‘The coach and four horses is 

Perhaps some of your | 

attached to another tradition I have heard in the 
west of Norfolk ; where the ancestor of a family 
is reported to drive his spectral team through the 
old walled-up gateway of his now demolished 
mansion, on the anniversary of his death: and it 
is said that the bricks next morning have ever 
been found leosened and fallen, though as con- 
stantly repaired. The particulars of this I could 
easily procure by reference to a friend. 

E. S. T. 
P.S. Another vision of Headless Horse is prevalent 

at Caistor Castle, the seat of the Fastolfs. 

Shuck the Dog-fiend.—This phantom I have 
heard many persons in East Norfolk, and even 
Cambridgeshire, describe as having seen as a black 
shaggy dog, with fiery eyes, and of immense size, 
and who visits churchyards at midnight. One 
witness nearly fainted away at seeing it, and on 
bringing his neighbours to see the place where he 
saw it, he found a large spot as if gunpowder had 
been exploded there. A lane in the parish of 
Cverstrand is called, after him, Shuck’s Lane. 
The name appears to be a corruption of ‘“ shag,” 
as shucky is the Norfolk dialect for “shaggy.” 
Is not this a vestige of the German “ Dog-fiend?” 

B.S: 

QUERIES. 

NUMISMATIC QUERIES. 

Can any numismatical contributor give me any 
information as to the recurrence elsewhere, &c., 
of the following types of coins in my possession : — 

1. A coin of the size of Roman 1 B., of the 
province of Macedonia Prima. — Obv. A female 
head, with symbols behind, and a rich floriated 
edge: Rev. A club within an oaken garland: 
Legend in the field, MAKEAONOQN TIPATHS. 

The type is illustrated by Dr. Horne, in his 
Introduction to the Study of the Bible, in explana- 
tion of Acts, xvi. 11,12. The specimen in my 
possession is in lead, finely struck, and therefore 
not a cast, and in all respects equal in point of 
sharpness and execution to the silver of the same 
size and type in the British Museum; and was 
dug up by a labourer at Chesterton, near Cam- 
bridge. How is the metal of which my specimen 
is composed to be accounted for ? 

2. A 3B. coin apparently by the portrait of 
Tiberius. — Legend defaced: Rev. The type 
known by collectors as the altar of Lyons: Ex. 
(ROM)AE ET AV(G.) 

3. A 3B. of Herennia Estruscilla.— Rev. The 
usual seated figure of Pudicitia; and the Legend, 
PVDICITIA AVG. 

According to Col. Smyth, Akermann, and other 
authorities, no third brass of this empress exists ; 
but the specimen before me has been decided as 
undoubtedly genuine by many competent judges. 

4. A 3B. coin of the Emperor Macrinus, struck 
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in some of the provinces. — Obv. A bearded por- 
trait of the emperor: Leg., AvT. K. M. 0. Cc. Cc. 
MAKPINOC: Rev. An archaic s. c. in a laurel gar- 
land, above t and beneath c. I am anxious to 
know to what locality I may ascribe this coin, as I 
have not been able to find it described. E.S. T. 

QUERIES PROPOSED, NO. 2. 
When reflecting on my various pen-and-ink 

skirmishes, I have sometimes half-resolved to avoid 
controversy. The resolution would have been 
unwise; for silence, on many occasions, would be a 
dereliction of those duties which we owe to our- 
selves and the public. 

The halcyon days, so much desired, may be far 
distant! I have to comment, elsewhere, on cer- 
tain parts of the Report of the commissioners on 
the British Museum—which f hope to do firmly, 
yet respectfully ; and on the evidence of Mr. Pa- 
nizzi—in which task I must not disappoint his 
just expectations. I have also to propose a query 
on the blunder of Malone —to which I give pre- 
cedence, as it relates to Shakspere. 

The query is—have I “mistaken the whole 
affair”? A few short paragraphs may enable 
others to decide. 

1. The question at issue arose, I presume to say, 
out of the statement of Mr. Jebb. I never quoted 
the Irish edition. If C. can prove that Malone 
superintended it, he may fairly tax me with a 
violation of my new canon of criticism — not other- 
wise. What says Mr. James Boswell on that point? 
I must borrow his precise words: “ The only edi- 
tion for which Mr. Malone can be considered as 
responsible [is] his own in 1790.” [Plays and 
poems of W.S. 1821. i. xxxiii.] 

2. I am said to have “repeated what C. had 
already stated."—I consulted the Shakspere of 
Malone, and verified my recollections, when the 
query of “ Mr. Jess” appeared—but forbore to 
notice its misconceptions. Besides, one C., after 
an interval of two months, merely asserted that it 
was not a blunder of Malone; the other €. fur- 
nished, off-hand, bis proofs and references, 

3. To argue fairly, we must use the same words 
in the same sense. Now C. (No. 24. p. 386.) 
asserts that Malone had never seen the introduc- 
tory fragment; and asks, who forged it? He 
uses the word fabrication in the sense of forgery.— 
The facts are produced (No. 25. p.404.). He 
is informed that the audacious fabrication, which 
took place before 1770, was first published by 
Malone himself, in 1790 —yet he expects me to 
apply the same terms to the blunder committed 
by another editor in 1794. 

4. As an answer to my assertion that the Irish 
editor attempted to unite the two fragments, C. pro- 
ceeds to prove that he did not unite them. ‘The 
procedure is rather defective in point of logical 

exactness. It proves only what was not denied. 

Malone refers to the will of John Shakspere, 
Sound by Joseph Moseley, with sufficient clearness; 
and it is charitable to assume that the Irish editor 
intended to observe the instructions of his pre- 
cursor. He failed, it seems — but why? It 
would be useless to go in search of the rationale 
of a blunder. 

Have I “ mistaken the whole affair” ?—TI entreat 
those readers of the “Norrs AND QuERIES” who 
may take up the affirmative side of the question 
to point out my errors, whether as to facts or 
inferences. Botton Corney. 

AUTHORS WHO HAVE PRIVATELY PRINTED THEIR 

OWN WORKS. 

Can any of your readers refer me to any source 
whence I can obtain an account of “ JoHn Painter, 
B. A. of St. John’s College, Oxford?” He ap- 
pears to have been a very singular character, and 
fond of printing (privately) his own lucubrations ; 
to most of which he subscribes himself ‘‘ The 
King’s Fool.” Three of these privately printed 
tracts are now before me:—1. Fhe Poor Man’s 
Honest Praises and Thanksgiving, 1746. 2. An 
Oxford Dream, in Two Parts, 1751. 3. A Scheme 
designed for the Benefit of the Foundling Hospital, 
1751. 
Who was Rosert Deverett, who privately 

printed, in 4to., Andalusia ; or Notes tending ta show 
that the Yellow Fever was well known to the An- 
cients? The book seems a mass of absurdity ; 
containing illustrations of Milton’s Comus, and 
several other subjects equally incongruous. 

Epwarp F. Ruwsaurr. 

MINOR QUERIES. 
Seager a Painter.— Marlow’s Autograph.— In 

a MS., which has lately been placed in my 
hands, containing a copy of Henry Howard's trans- 
lation of the last instructions given by the Em- 
peror Charles V. to his son Philip, transcribed by 
Paul Thompson about the end of the sixteenth 
century, are prefixed some poems in a different 
handwriting. ‘The first of these is an eclogue, 
entitled Amor Constans, in which the dialogue is 
carried on by “ Dickye” and “ Bonnybootes,” and 
begins thus :—‘“ For shame, man, wilt thou never 
leave this sorrowe?” At the end is the signature, 
* Infortunatus, Ch. M.” Following this eclogue 
are sixteen sonnets, signed also “Ch. M.;” in two 
of which the author alludes to a portrait painter 
named Seager. One of these sonnets commences 
thus :— 
“ Whilest thou in breathinge cullers, crimson. white, 

Drewst these bright eyes, whose language sayth 
to me, 

Loe! the right waye to heaven; Love stoode by 
the (e), 

Seager! fayne to be drawne in cullers brighte,” &c. 

I should be glad to receive any information 
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respecting this painter ; as also any hints as to the 
name of the poet Ch. M. May I add, also, another 
Query ? Is any authentic writing or signature of 
Christopher Marlow known to exist ? mM. 

MS. Diary of the Convention Parliament of 
1660.—The editors of the Parliamentary History 
give some passages from a MS, Diary of the Con- 
vention Parliament of the Restoration, and state 
that the Diary was communicated to them by the 
Rey. Charles Lyttleton, Dean of Exeter (vol. iv. 
p- 73.). I am anxious to know where this Diary 
now is, and if it may be seen by — CH. 

Etymology of Totnes. —Can any of your readers 
suggest a probable etymology for Totnes, the 
“prime town of Great Britain,” as it is called by 
Westcote*, who supposes it to have been built 
by Brutus, 1108 years before the Christian zra. 
Mr. Polwhele, who supposed the numerous Hams 
in Devon to have owed their names to the wor- 
ship of Jupiter Hammon, would, I imagine, have 
derived Totnes from the Egyptian god Thoth or 
Taut; or, perhaps, directly from King Thothmes. 
Westcote observes that some would have the 
name from, — 

“The French word tout-d-l'aise, which is in English, 
all at ease; as if Brutus at his arrival in such a pleasant 
Soil ois, et should here assure himself and his fellow- 
travellers of ease, rest, and centent ; and the J, in this 
long time, is changed into n, and so from toué-d-lesse 
we now call it ¢owt-d-nesse, and briefly Totnesse. This 
would J willingly applaud, could I think or believe that 
Brutus spake so good French, or that the French tongue 
was then spoken at all. Therefore, I shall with the 
more ease join in opinion with those who would have it 
named Dodonesse, which siguifieth [in what language ?] 
the rocky-town, or town on stones, which is also agree- 
able with the opinion of Leland.” 

Totnes is denominated Totenais and Totheneis 
in Domesday Book; and in other old records 
variously spelt, Toteneis, ‘Totteneys, Toteneys, 
Totton’, Totten, Totenesse, Tottenesse, Tottonasse, 
Totonie, &c. Never, Donodesse. J.M.B. 

Totnes, April 23. 1850. 

Dr. Maginn’s Miscellanies. —Towards the end 
of 1840, Dr. Maginn issued the prospectus of a 
work to be published weekly in numbers, and to 
be entitled ‘“‘ Magazine Miscellanies, by Dr. Ma- 
ginn,” which was intended to comprise a selection 
from his contributions to Blackwood, Fraser, &c. 
Will any one of yeur multitudinous readers kindly 
inform me whether this work was ever published, 
or any portion of it ? J. M. B. 

Dr. Maginn’s “Shakspeare Papers.” — The Doc- 
tor published several very able critical disserta- 

* A View of Devonshire in mpcxxx., by Thomas 
Westcote, Esq., Exeter, 1845. 

tions under this, or some similar title, about the 
year 1837, in one of the montbly magazines, for 
references to which I shall feel obliged. J. M. B. 

Dr. Maginn’s Homeric Ballads.— Between 1839 
and 1842, the “* Homeric Ballads,” from thirteen 
to sixteen, appeared in Fraser's Magazine. Will 
any correspondent favour me with specific refer- 
ences to the numbers or months in which they 
were published ? I may add,. that I shall esteem 
it as a very great fayour to receive authentic re- 
ference to any articles contributed to Blackwood, 
Fraser, &c., &c., by Dr. Maginn. The difficulty 
of determining authorship from internal evidence 
alone is well-known, and is aptly illustrated by 
the fact, that an article on Miss Austen’s novels, 
by Archbishop Whately, was included in the col- 
lection of Sir Walter Scott’s prose works. 

J.M.B. 

Poor Robin's Almanack.— Who was the author 
or originator of Poor Robin's Almanack 2? Are any 
particulars known of its successive editors? In 
what year did it cease to be published? The only 
one I possess is for the year 1743,— “ Written 
by Poor Robin, Knight of the Burnt Island, a well- 
wisher to Mathematicks,” who informs his readers 
that this was his eighty-first year of writing. What 
is meant by Knight of the Burnt Island ? 

I must not omit to add, that at Dean Prior, 
the former vicar, Robert Herrick, has the reputa- 
tion of being the author of Poor Robin. 

J. M. B. 
Totnes, April 18. 1850. 

The Camp in Bulstrode Park.—Is there any 
published account of this camp having been 
opened? It is well worth the examination of a 
competent antiquary. . . . It is not even alluded 
to in Mr. Jesse’s Favourite Haunts, nor does that 
gentleman appear to have visited the interesting 
village of “ Hedgerley” (anciently Hugely), or 
Jordans, the Quakers’ Meeting-house, and burial- 
place of Penn, between Beaconsfield and Chalfont. 
Chalfont was anciently written Chalfhunt, and is 
by the natives still called Charffiint ; and Hunt is 
a very common surname in this parish: there was, 
however, Tobias Chalfont, Rector of Giston, who 
died 1631. ‘ Chal” appears to be a common pre- 
fix. In Chalfont (St. Peter’s) is an inscription 
to Sir Robert Hamson, Vycar, alluded to in 
Boutell’s Brasses. In a cupboard under the gal- 
lery staircase is a copper helmet, which, prior to 
the church having been beautified in 1822, was 
suspended on an iron bracket with a bit of rag, 
as it then looked, to the best of my memory. I 
have heard that it belonged to the family of Gould 
of Oak Iund, extinct. A.C. 

Hobit, a measure of corn in Wales ; what is the 
derivation ? A.C. 
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REPLIES. 

DR. PERCY AND THE POEMS OF THE EARL OF SURREY. 

I have the means of showing what Dr. Percy 
did with the poems of the Earl of Surrey, because 
I have a copy of the work now before me. 

It can hardly be said that he “prepared an 
edition” of those poems, as supposed by your cor- 
respondent “G.” on the authority of Watts’s Bib- 
liotheca Britannica, but he made an exact reprint 
of the Songes and Sonnettes written by the Right 
Honorable Lorde Henry Haward, late Earle of 
Surrey, and other, which was printed Apud Richar- 
dum Tottell. Cum _ privilegio ad imprimendum 
solum. 1557. The Bishop of Dromore made no 
attempt at editing the work much beyond what 
was necessary to secure an exact reimpression. 
He prefixed no Life of Surrey (a point “G.” 
wishes to ascertain); and, in fact, the book was 
never completed. It contains considerably more 
than the reprint of the poems of Lord Surrey, and 
was intended to consist of two volumes with sepa- 
rate pagination; the first volume extending to 
p- 272., and the second to p. 342. 

As the work is a rarity, owing to an unfortunate 
accident, some of your readers may like to see a 
brief notice of it. Watts (as quoted by “G.,” for 
I have not his portly volumes at hand,) states that 
the “whole impression” was “consumed in the 
fire which took place in Mr. Nicholls’s premises in 
1808.” ‘This is a mistake, as my extant copy esta- 
blishes; and Restituta (iii. 451.) informs us that 
four were saved. Of the history of my own im- 
pression I know nothing beyond the tact, that I 
paid a very high price for it some twenty years 
since, at an auction; but the late Mr. Grenville 
had another copy, which I had an opportunity of 
seeing, and which had belonged to ‘I. Park, and 
had been sent to him by Dr. Percy for the advan- 
tage of his notes and remarks. ‘This, I presume, 
is now in the British Museum; whither it came 
with the rest of Mr. Grenville’s books, four or five 
years ago. ; 

The “Songs and Sonnets” of Surrey occupy only 
the first forty pages of vol. i.: then follow “Songs 
and Sonnets” by Sir Thomas Wyat to p. 111. in- 
elusive; and they are succeeded by poems “of 
uncertain authors,” which occupy the rest of the 
first volume. The second volume begins with 
“The Seconde Boke of Virgiles neis,” filling 
thirty pages; while “the Fourth Boke” ends at 
p- 57., with the imprint of R. Tottell, and the date 
of 1557. “Ecclesiastes and Certain Psalms by 
Henry Earl of Surrey,” which are “from ancient 
MSS. never before imprinted,” close at p. 81. 
fs Certayne Psalmes chosen out of the Psalter of 
David,” consisting of the seven penitential psalms, 
with the imprint of Thomas Raynald and John 
Harrington,” fill thirty pages; and to them is 
added “Sir Thomas Wyat’s Defence,” from the 
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Strawberry Hill edition; which, with a few ap- 
pended notes, carries the work on to p. 141. 

A new title-page, at which we now arrive, shows 
us the intention of Dr.Percy, and the object at which 
he had all along aimed: it runs thus : — “ Poems 
in Blank Verse (not Dramatique) prior to Milton’s 
Paradise Lost. Subsequent to Lord Surrey’s in 
this Volume, and to N. G.’s in the preceding.” 
In truth, Dr. Perey was making a collection in 
the two volumes of all the English undramatic 
blank verse he could discover, prior to the publi- 
cation of Milton’s great poem. He was guilty of 
some important omissions, because bibliographical 
knowledge was not then as far advanced as at 
present, but he performed good service to letters 
as far as he was able to go; and the blank verse 
productions he subjoins are by George ‘Pubervile, 
George Gascoigne, Barnabie Riche, George Peele, 
James Aske, William Vallans, Nicholas Breton, 
George Chapman, and Christopher Marlow. These 
occupy from p. 342. of vol. ii. 

This list might now be considerably increased ; 
but my present business is only to answer the 
Query of “G.,” as to the nature and contents of 
the work. It has been said, I know not on what 
authority, that Steevens assisted Percy in prepar- 
ing and printing it. I apprehend that the aid 
given by Steevens consisted solely in recommend- 
ing the Bishop to procure certain rare productions 
which would contribute to his purpose. 

J. Payne Cottier. 
May 7. 1850. 

[To this we may add, that about 1767, when Bishop 
Percy printed these twenty-five sheets of poems of Lord 
Surrey and the Duke of Buckingham, it appears 
by a letter of the Bishop to Horace Walpole, that he 
presented a copy of them to Walpole, with a request 
for information about Lord Surrey. The Bishop never 
wrote the Life of Surrey; and in 1808 the whole im- 
pression was burnt, with the exception of a copy or 
two that the Bishop had given to his friends. In the 
letter to Walpole the Bishop says, “ A few more 
leaves will complete that book, which, with the second 

and Dr. Surrey’s Songs and Sonnets, &e., will be suf- 
ficient for the book. ’] 

SYMBOLS OF THE FOUR EVANGELISTS. 

Horne, in his Introduction, vol. iv. p. 254., says 
that Irenaeus was the first to discover the analogy 
between the four animals mentioned by Ezckiel 
(i. 5. 10.) and the four Evangelists, which gave 
rise to the well-known paintings of these latter. 
He quotes from Jren. adv. Her. lib. iii. cap. 11.:— 

« The first living creature, which is Jike a lion, sig- 
nifies Christ’s efficacy, principality, and regality, viz. 
John; the second, like a calf, denotes His sacerdotal 

order, viz. Luke; the third, having as it were, a man’s 
face, describes His coming in the flesh as man, viz. 
Matthew ; and the fourth, like a flying eagle, manifests 
the grace of the Spirit flying into the Chureh, viz. 
Mark.” 
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There is also an interesting passage in Dionys. 
Carthus. in Apocal. Enarr. iv. 7., from which the 
following is an extract : — 

« Although the above exposition of Gregorius, in 
which by the man is meant Matthew, by the calf Luke, 
&e., be the common one, yet other holy men have held 

a different opinion, for as Bede relates on this point, 
Augustine understood by the lion Matthew, because 

in the beginning of his Gospel he describes the royal 
descent of Christ ; by the calf he also understood Luke, 
because he wrote of the priestly descent of Our Lord ; 
by the man Mark, because he omits the question of 
Christ’s birth. and confines himself more especially to 
describing His acts as a man; by the eagle, all under- 
stand John, on account of the sublimity to which his 

Gospel soars. Others again understand by the lion 
Matthew ; by the calf Mark, on account of the sim- 
plicity of his style; and by the man Luke, because he 
has more fully treated of Christ's human generation.” 

Would “ Jarrzpere” kindly favour me with 
a reference to his interesting anecdote of the lion’s 
whelps ? J. Eastwoop. 

Ecclesfield, May 9. 1850. 

Your correspondent “JaruzperG” (No. 24. 
p- 385.) inquires for the origin of the Evangelistic 
symbols. The four living creatures, in Ezekiel, 
i. 10., and Revelations, iv. 7., were interpreted 
from the earliest times to represent the four 
Gospels. Why the angel is attributed to St. 
Matthew, the lion to St. Mark, and so on, is an- 
other question: but their order in Ezekiel cor- 
responds with the order of the Gospels as we have 
them. Durandus would probably furnish some 
information. The fabulous legend of the lion 
savours of a later origin. Some valuable remarks 
on the subject, and a list of references to early 
writers, will be found in Dr. Wordsworth’s Lec- 
tures on the Canon of Scripture (Lect. VI. p. 151.), 
and his Lectures on the Apocalypse (Lect. IV. 
pp- 116, 117.) C. BR. M. 

Symbols of the Evangelists (No. 24. p.385.).— 
The symbols of the four Evangelists are treated 
of by J. Williams, Thoughts on the Study of the 
Gospels, p.5—22. Lond. 1842. 

Oxford. 

With regard to the symbols of the four Evan- 
gelists, “ JartzpERG” may consult a Sermon by 
Boys on the portion of Scripture appointed for 
the Epistle for Trinity-Sunday. (Works, p.355. 
Lond. 1622.) R. G. 

{To these Replies we will only add a reference to 
Mrs. Jameson’s interesting and beautiful volume on 
Sacred and Legendary Art, vol. i. p. 98., et seg., and the 
following Latin quatrain: — 

“ Quatuor hee Dominum signant animalia Christum, 
Est Homo nascendo, Vitulusque sacer moriendo, 
Et Leo surgendo, coelos Aquilaque petendo ; 
Nee minus hos scribas animalia et ipsa figurant.”] 

COMFLEXION. 

Complexion is usually (and I think universally) 
employed to express the tint of the skin; and the 
hair and eyes are spoken of separately when the 
oceasion demands a specific reference to them. 
“ Nemo” (No. 22. p.352.), moreover, seems to 
confound the terms “ white” and “ fair,” between 
the meanings of which there is considerable differ- 
ence. <A white skin is not fair, nor a fair skin 
white. There is no close approach of one to the 
other; and indeed we never see a white com- 
plexion, except the chalked faces in a Christmas 
or Easter Pantomime, or in front of Richardson’s 
booth at Greenwich or Charlton Fair. A contem- 
plation of these would tell us what the “ human 
face divine” would become, were we any of us 
truly white-skinned. 

The skin diverges in tint from the white, in one 
direction towards the yellow, and in another to- 
wards the red or pink; whilst sometimes we wit- 
ness a seeming tinge of blue,—characteristic of 
asphyxia, cholera, or some other disease. We often 
see a mixture of red and yellow (the yellow pre- 
dominating) in persons subject to bilious com- 
plaints; and not unfrequently a mixture of all 
three, forming what the painters call a “neutral 
tint,” and which is more commonly called “an 
olive complexion.” 

The negro skin is black ; that is, it does not se- 
parate the sun’s light into the elementary colours. 
When, by the admixture of the coloured races 
with the negro, we find coloured skins, they always 
tend to the yellow, as in the various mulatto 
shades of the West Indies, and especially in the 
Southern States of America ; and the same is true 
of the “ half-castes” of British Iidia, though with 
a distinct darkness or blackness, which the de- 
scendant of the negro does not generally show. 

Though I have, in accordance with the usual 
language of philosophers, spoken of blue as an ele- 
ment in the colour of the skin, I have some doubt 
whether it be a “true blue” or not. It is quite 
as likely to arise from a partial participation in 
the quality of the negro skin—that of absorbing 
a large portion of the light without any analysis 
whatever. This may be called darkness. 

However, to return to the Query: the term 
pale is applied to the yellow-tinted skin ; fair, to 
the red or pink; brown, to the mixture of red and 
yellow, with either blue or such darkness as above 
described; sallow, to yellow and darkness; and 
the only close approach to whiteness that we ever 
see, is in the sick room of the long-suffering fair 
complexion. In death, this changes to a “ blackish 
grey,” a mixture of white and darkness. 

The pale complexion indicates a thick, hard, 
dry skin; the fair, a thin and soft one; and all 
the shades of dark skin render a large amount of 
ablution essential to health, comfort, or agreeable- 
ness to others. If any of your readers should 
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feel curious about the characters of the wearers of 
these several skins, they must inquire of Lavater 
and his disciples. Dives: 

Home, April 1. 1850. 

BALLAD OF DICK AND THE DEVIL. 

Looking over some of your back numbers, I 
find (No. 11. p. 172.) an inquiry concerning a 
ballad with this title. Ihave never met with it 
in print, but remember some lines picked up in 
nursery days from an old nurse who was a native 
of “the dales.” These I think have probably 
formed a part of this composition. ‘he woman’s 
name was curiously enough Martha Kendal; and, 
in all probability, her forebears had migrated 
from that place into Yorkshire :— 

« Robin a devil he sware a vow, 
He swore by the sticks* in hell — 

By the yelding that crackles to mak the low f, 
That warms his namsack } weel. 

“ He leaped on his beast, and he rode with heaste, 
To mak his black oath good ; 

*T was the Lord’s Day, and the folk did pray, 
And the priest in cancel stood. 

“ The door was wide, and in does he ride, 
In his clanking gear so gay; 

A long keen brand he held in his hand, 
Our Dickon for to slay. 

«“ But Dickon goodhap he was not there, 
And Robin he rode in vain, 

And the men got up that were kneeling in prayer, 
‘To take him by might and main. 

“ Rob swung his sword, his steed he spurred, 
He plunged right through the thrang, 

But the stout smith Jock, with his old mother’s 
crutch§, 

He gave him a woundy bang. 

«“ So hard he smote the iron pot, 
It came down plume and all ; 

Then with bare head away Robin sped, 
And himself was fit to fall. 

« Robin a devil he way'd|| him home, 
And if for his foes he seek, 

I think that again he will not come 
To late them in Kendal kirk.” ** Vea. 

* The unlettered bard has probably confused “ styx ” 
with the kindling, “ yelding,” of hell-tire. 
¢ Flame. 
¢ I have often wondered what namsac (so _pro- 

nounced) could be, but since I have seen the story as 
told by “H. J. M.” it is evidently “ namesake.” 
§ Probably crook in the original, to rhyme with 

Jock. 
|| “I way’d me” is yet used in parts of Yorkshire for 

«* J went.” 
“ To late” is “to seck ;” from /ateo, as if by a con- 

fusion of hiding and seeking. 
** « Kirk” is not a very good rhyme to “ seek ;” per- 

haps it should be “search” and “ church ” 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES, 

Cavell.—In the time of Charles I., a large tract 
of land lying south-eastward of Doncaster, called 
Hatfield Chace, was undertaken to be drained 
and made fit for tillage and pasture by one Sir 
Cornelius Vermuyden, a celebrated Flemish en- 
gineer of that day, and his partners, or “ partici- 
pants,” in the scheme, all or most of them Dutch- 
men. The lands drained were said to be “cavelled 
and allotted” to so and so, and the pieces of land 
were called “ cavells.” They were “scottled,” 
or made subject to a tax or assessment for drain- 
age purposes. Two eminent topographical writers 
of the present day are inclined to be of opinion 
that this word cavell is connected with the Saxon 
gafol, gavel-tributum — money paid — which we 
have in gavel-hind and gavelage. One of them, 
however, suggests that the word may be only a 
term used in Holland as applicable to land, and 
then introduced by the Dutch at the time of the 
drainage in question. I shall be obliged if any of 
your readers can inform me if the word “ cavell” 
is so used in Holland, or elsewhere, either as 
denoting any particular quantity of land, or land 
Jaid under any tax, or tributum, or otherwise. 

J. 

{Our correspondent will find, on referring to Kilian’s 
Dictionarium Teutonico- Latino- Gallicum, that the word 
Kavel is used for sors, “ sors in divisione bonorum ;” 

and among other definitions of the verb Kavelen, “sorte 
dividere terram,” which corresponds exactly with his 
cavelled and allotted. 

Gootet (No 25. p.397.).—Is not this word a 
corruption of good-tide, i.e. holiday or festival ? 
In Halliwell’s Archeological Dictionary I find, — 

“ Good-day, a holiday ; Staff. 
“ Gooddit, shrovetide; North. 

called Goodies ‘Tuesday. 
“ Good-time, a festival ; Jonson.” 

Shrove Tuesday is 

CW G. 

Salt ad Montem (No. 24. p. 384.) as meaning 
Money.— Salt is an old metaphor for money, cash, 
pay ; derived, says Arbuthnot, from salt’s being 
part of the pay of the Roman soldiers: hence 
salarium, salary, and the levying contributions at 
Salt Hill. Your Querist will find several explana- 
tions of the Eton Montem in the Gentleman’s 
Magazine ; and a special account of the ceremony, 
its origin and circumstances, in Lyson’s Mag. 
Brit. i. 557. 

Pamphlets respecting Ireland (No. 24. p. 884.)— 
I would refer “I.” to No. 6161. in the Catalogue 
of Stowe Library, sold by Leigh Sotheby and 
Co., in January 1849. That lot consisted of two 
vols. of twenty-six tracts, 4to. Amongst them is 
“ Gookin, the Author and Case of Transplanting 
the Irish in Connaught Vindicated, from Col. R. 
Lawrence, 1655.” Messrs. Leigh Sotheby will 
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probably be able to inform the Querist into whose 
hands these two vols. passed. The lot sold for the 
large sum of 41. 18s. 

Pimlico (No. 24. p.383.).—The derivation of 
this word is explained from the following passage 
in a rare (if not unique) tract now before me, 
entitled Newes from Hogsdon, 1598 :— 

«‘ Have at thee, then, my merrie boyes, and hey for 
old Ben Pimlico’s nut-browne.” 

Pimlico kept a place of entertainment in or near 
Hoxton, and was celebrated for his nut-brown 
ale. The place seems afterwards to have been 
called by his name, and is constantly mentioned 
by our early dramatists. In 1609 a tract was 
printed, entitled Pimlyco, or Runne Red Cap, ’tis a 
Mad World at Hogsdon. Isaac Reed (Dodsley’s 
Old Plays, ed. Collier, vii. 51.) says, — 

“© A place near Chelsea is still called Pimlico, and 
was resorted to within these few years, on the same 
account as the former at Hogsdon.” 

Pimlico is still, I believe, celebrated for its fine 
ale. Epwarp F. Rimpavtr. 

Pimlico (No. 24. p.383.).—I see, by a passage 
in Lord Orrery’s Letters, that there was a place 
called Pemlicoe in Dublin :— 

“ Brown is fluctuant; he once lay at a woman’s 
house in Pemlicoe, Dublin.” (Earl of Orrery to Duke 
of Ormond, Feb. 5. 1663, in Orrery’s State Letters.) 

This may be of use to “R. H.,” who inquires 
about the origin of Pimlico. Ranelagh, in the 
same parts, is doubtless also of Irish origin. 

CH. 

[Pimlico in Dublin still exists, as will be seen by 
reference to Thom’s Jrish Almanac, where we find 
« Pimlico, from Coombe to Tripoli.”] 

Bive and Chute Lambs (No.6. p. 93.).—I do 
not know whether my answer to your correspon- 
dent’s inquiry about dive and chute lambs will be 
satisfactory, inasmuch as the price he gives of 
“ bive” lambs “ apeece” is larger than the price of 
the “chute.” ‘Twin lambs are still called dive 
lambs on the borders of Sussex and Kent; and 
chute lambs are fat lambs. 

Chuet is an-old word signifying a fat greasy 
pudding. It is rightly applied to Falstaff :— 

“ Peace, chewet, peace.” 

Ist Part K. Hen. IV. 

Wm. Durrant Cooper. 

Latin Names of Towns. — “M.” (No. 25. p. 402.) 
wishes for some guide with reference to the Latin 
names of towns. A great deal of assistance may 
be obtained from an octavo volume, published 
anonymously, and bearing the title “ Dictionnaire 
Interpréte-manuel des Noms Latins de la Géo- 
graphie ancienne et moderne; pour servir a I'In- 

[No. 29. 

telligence des Auteurs Latins, principalement des 
Auteurs Classiques; avec les Désignations prin- 
cipales des Lieux. Ouvrage utile 4 ceux qui 
lisent les Poétes, les Historiens, les Martyrologes, 
les Chartes, les vieux Actes,” &c. &e. <A Paris, 
1777. R. G. 

Le Petit Albert (No. 24. p.385.).—I suspect 
this Petit Albert, in 32mo.—a size in harmony 
with the cognomen—is only a catchpenny publi- 
cation, to which the title of Ze Petit Albert has 
been given by way of resembling its name to that 
of Albertus Magnus, who wrote a work or works 
of a character which gave rise, in the middle ages, 
to the accusation that he practised magical arts; 
and hence, probably, any abridgement or compen- 
dium of them, or any little work on such arts, 
would be styled by the French compiler Le Petit 
Albert. In the Biographie Universelle, it is affirmed 
that the rhapsodies known under the name of 
Secrets du Petit Albert are not by Albertus Mag- 
nus; a statement which favours the belief that the 
work mentioned by your correspondent “ Jariz- 
BERG” is one of that vulgar class (like our old 
Moore’s Almanack, &c.) got up for sale among 
the superstitious and the ignorant, and palmed on 
the world under the mask of a celebrated name. 
According to Bayle, Albertus Magnus has, by 
some, been termed Le Petit Albert, owing, it 1s 
said, to the diminutiveness of his stature, which 
was on so small a scale, that when he, on one 
occasion, paid his respects to the pope, the pontiff 
supposed he was still kneeling at his feet after he 
had risen up and was standing erect. J. M. 

Oxford, April 19. 

[Of Le Petit Albert, of which it appears by Grasse’s 
Bibliotheca Magica there were editions printed at Co- 
logne in 1722, Lyons 1775, and even at Paris in 1837, 
we are told in Colin de Planey’s Dictionnaire Infernal, 
s. vy. Albert le Grand, “ On a quelquefois défendu ce 
livre, et alors il s'est vendu énormément cher. ] 

Walter Lynne (No. 23. p. 367.).—“ G. P.” may 
look for Walter Lynne into Johnson’s Typo- 
graphia, i. 556., of which copies may be had very 
reasonably at Mr. Miller’s (see end of No. 15.), 

| 43. Chandos Street. 
Your intimation of brevity is attended to; 

though, in truth, little more could come from 
Novus. 

Emancipation of the Jews (No 25. p. 491.).— 
“H. M. A.” inquires—1l. If the story mentioned 
in the Thurloe State Papers, that the Jews sought 
to obtain St. Paul’s Cathedral for a Synagogue, 
has been confirmed by other writers? In Kgan’s 
Status of the Jews in England, I find the following 
passage : — 

«“ Monteith informs us, that during the Common- 
wealth, overtures were made on behalf of the Hebrews 
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to the Parliament and Council of War, through the 
medium of two popular adherents of the Parliament- 
arians ; the Jews offered to pay for the privileges then 
sought by them, the sum of 500,000/.; several debates 
took place on the subject, but the wltimatum of the 
Puritans being 800,000/., the negotiation was broken 
off.” 

The authorities cited on this point by the learned 
writer are, Monteith’s History of Great Britain, 
p- 473.; and Thurloe’s State Papers, vol. ii. p. 652. 

On reference to Monteith, I find the following 
passage :— 

* What is very remarkable in this is, that the Jews, 
who crucified the Son of God, by whom Kings reign, 
took then occasion of the conjuncture which seemed fa- 
yourable to them. They presented a petition to the 
Council of War, who crucified Him again in the person 
of the King, His Vicegerent in the kingdoms over 
which God had set him. By their petition, they re- 
quested that the act of their banishment might be re- 
pealed, and that they might have St. Paul’s Church for 
their synagogue, for which, and the library of Oxford, 
wherewith they desired to begin their traffic again, 
they offered five hundred thousand pounds, but the Council 
of War would have eight.” Monteith’s Hist. of the 
Troubles of Great Britain, p. 473. 

I conclude that the author of the Status of the 
Jews, by omitting to notice the alleged desire of 
the Jews to obtain St. Paul’s Cathedral, considered 
that the acrimonious statements of Monteith were 
not borne out by accredited or unprejudiced 
authorities ; for it is but justice to state, it has 
been admitted by some of our most eminent 
critics, that Mr. Egan’s book on the Jews displays 
as dispassionate and impartial a review of their 
condition in this country as it evinces a profundity 
of historical and legal research. 

“Tf. M. A.’s” second question I am unable to 
answer, not being sufliciently versed in the reli- 
gious dogmas of the Jews. B. A. 

Christ Church, Oxford. 

Emancipation of the Jews (No. 25. p. 401.).— 
“Mr. Austen,” who inquires (p. 401.) about 
the Jews during the Commonwealth, will do well 
to refer to a chapter on the Jews in Godwin’s 
History of the Commonwealth, and to Sir Henry 
Ellis’s notes on a remarkable letter describing a 
Jewish synagogue in London immediately after 
the Restoration, in the second series of his Letters ; 
and in these two places he will, I think, find 
references to all known passages on the subject of 
Cromwell's proceedings as regards the Jews. 

CH. 

As lazy as Ludlum's Dog (No. 24. p. 382.).— 
This proverb is repeated somewhat differently in 
The Doctor, &c., “As lazy as Ludlum's dog, as 
leaned his head against a wall to bark.” I yen- 
ture to suggest that this is simply one of the large 
class of alliterative proverbs so common in every 
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language, and often without meaning. In Devon- 
shire they say as “ Busy as Batty,” but no one 
knows who “Batty” was. As I have mentioned 
The Doctor, §c., | may as well jot down two more 
odd sayings from that same old curiosity-shop : — 
“As proud as old Coxn’s dog which took the wall 
of a dung-carT, and got crusHED by the wheel.” 
And, ‘“‘As queer as Dick’s hat-band, that went 
nine times round his hat and was fastened by a 
rush at last.” J. M. B. 

St. Winifreda (No. 24. p. 384.).— Your Querist 
will find some information in Warton’s Hist. Eng. 
Poetry, vol.i. p.14., note, 1824. J.M. 3B. 

Totnes, April 18, 1850. 

“ Vert Vert” (No.23. p.366.)—It may be ofsome 
assistance to your Querist ‘“ Roserr Snow,” in 
his endeavour to trace illustrations from Gresset’s 
“Vert Vert,” to know that the mark of Ravux, 
who is said to have painted these subjects, was 
composed of ten small ciphers; seven of which 
were placed in a circle: the other three formed a 

0 0 

tail, thus, § 9 _ something like the Roman capital 
0 000 

Q. This artist, between the years 1750 and 1800, 
was employed in the decoration of the Sévres 
porcelain: his usual subjects were bouquets or 
groups of flowers; and his mark will be found 
underneath the double L, interlaced, inclosing 
some capital letter or letters denoting the year 
such ware was manufactured. W.C. Jun. 

“ Esquire” and “ Gentleman.” —The amusing 
article in No. 27., on the title of ‘ Esquire,” 
recalled to my memory the resolution passed by 
the corporation of Stratford-on-Avon, when they 
presented the freedom of that town to Garrick. 
It runs something like this : — 

« Through love and regard to the memory of the 
immortal Mr, William Shakspeare, and being fully 
sensible of the extraordinary merits of his most judi- 
cious representative, David Garrick, Esquire.” 

Had David a better right to the title than the 
great poet? Shakspeare, in the latter part of 
his life, was no doubt Master Shakspeare, a title 
so common as even to be bestowed upon the geo- 
meter of Alexandria. In Bayford’s collection is 
preserved a Catalogue advertising “ Master Eu- 
clid’s Elements of Plain Geometry.” 

J. O. Hattiwe ct. 

Pope Felix and Pope Gregory. —“E.M.B.” 
(No. 26. p. 415.) inquires who was “ Pope Felix,” 
whom Z#lfric called the “fifth father” of S. Gre- 
gory the Great? This is a much disputed ques- 
tion, and a great deal depends upon the meaning 
to be attached to the unsatisfactory expression 
“atavus,” used by Pope Gregory himself, in 
Evangel. Hom, xxxviii. §15., and found also in 
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the dialogues commonly attributed to him. (Lib. iv. 
cap. xvi.) Your correspondent may consult Beda, 
Hist. Eccl. Gen. Anglor., lib.ii. cap.1., with the 
note by Mr. Stevenson, who supposes that Pope 
Felix JJJ. was alluded to by his “ venerable” 
author. This is the opinion of Bollandus (ad 
25 Feb.), as well as of Cardinal Baronius ; (Annall. 
ad an. 581; et Martyrol. Rom. die Feb. 25. Conf. 
De Aste, in Martyrolog. Disceptat., p. 96.; Bene- 
venti, 1716); but Joannes Diaconus (S. Greg. 
Vit. lib. i. cap.i.) employs these decisive terms, 
“ guartus Felix, sedis Apostolicee Pontifex.” It is 
of course possible to translate “ atavus meus” 
merely “my ancestor ;;’ and this will leave the 
relationship sufficiently undefined. Rh. G. 

Love's last Shift (No. 24. p. 383.). — “The 
Duchess of Bolton (natural daughter of the Duke 

of Monmouth) used to divert George I. by affect- 
ing to make blunders. Once when she had been 
at the play of Love's last Shift, she called it ‘ La 
derniére chemise de amour.’ ” — Walpoliana, xxx. 

Quem Deus vult perdere (No. 22. p.351., and 

No. 26. p.421.).—‘C. J. R.” having pointed out 
a presumed imitation of this thought, it may not 

be impertinent to observe, that Dryden also has 

adopted the sentiment in the following lines : — 

« For those whom God to ruin has designed, 
He fits for fate, and first destroys their mind.” 

Hind and Panther, part 3. 

G. S. Faser. 

Dayrolles (No. 23. p. 373.).— The following 

information is appended to a description of the 

Dayrolles Correspondence, in 21 folio vols. in the 

Catalogue of Mr. Upcott’s Collection, sold by 

Messrs. Evans a few years ago :— 

Note copied from the Catalogue of Manuscripts, §c., 

belonging to the late Mr. Upcott. 

« James Dayrolles was resident at the Hague from 

1717 to his death, 2nd January, 1739. 

« Solomon Dayrolles, his nephew, commenced his 

diplomatic career under James, first Earl of Walde- 

grave, when that nobleman was ambassador at Vienna. 

He was godson of Philip, the distingaished Earl of 

Chesterfield, and was sworn a Gentleman of the Privy 

Chamber to George IL, 27th Feb. 1740, in the room 

of Sir Philip Parker, long deceased, and on the ac- 

cession of George III. was again appointed, 5th Feb- 

ruary, 1761. 

“In 1745, being at that time secretary to Lord 

Chesterfield, in Holland, Mr. Dayrolles was nominated 

to be secretary to his lordship as Lord Lieutenant of 

Treland. \ 

«“ In May, 1747, he was promoted te be President 

in the United Provinces; and in November, 1751, Re- 

sident at Brussels, where he continued till August, 

1757. He died in March, 1786.” 
J. La. 

Solomon Dayrolles.— 

“24th Dec. 1786. Married Baron de Reidezel, aid- 
de-camp to the Duke of Wirtemberg, to Miss Dayrolles, 
2d dau. of the late Solomon Dayrolles of Hanover Square.” 
— Gent. Mag. v. 56. p. 1146. 

Probably Mr. Dayrolles’ death may be recorded 
in the register of St. George’s. B. 

Eimerods (No. 18. p. 282.) pro hemorrhoids. 
“Golden emerods” would be an absurdity if 

" “ 99) 5 G6 jlisti emerod meant “emerald. The Philistines made 
golden emerods,” i.e. golden images of hemor- 
rhoids (diseased veins), in commemoration of 
being delivered from plagues, of which such states 
of disease were concomitant signs. TREBOR. 

Military Execution (No. 16. p. 246.).— Your 
correspondent ‘ Mrrnanion” is informed that the 
anecdote refers to Murat, and the author of the 
sentiment is Lord Byron. See Byron’s Poems, 
Murray’s edit. 1 vol. 8vo. p. 561., note 4. C. 

“ M. or N.” (No. 26. p-415.)—TI do not think 
that ‘“ M. or N.” are used as the initials of any par- 
ticular words; they are the middle letters of the 
alphabet, and, at the time the Prayer Book was 
compiled, it seems to have been the fashion to 
employ them in the way in which we now use the 
first two. There are only two offices, the Cate- 
chism and the Solemnisation of Matrimony, in 
which more than one letter is used. In the former, 
the answer to the first question has always stood 
“N. or M.” In the office of Matrimony, however, 
in Edward the Sixth’s Prayer Books, both the 
man and woman are designated by the letter N — 
“JT, N., take thee, N., to my wedded wife;” whilst 
in our present book M. is applied to the man and 
N. tothe woman. The adoption of one letter, and 
the subsequent substitution of another, in this ser- 
vice, evidently for the sake of a more clear dis- 
tinction only, sufficiently shows that no particular 
name or word was intended by either. Possibly 
some future “J.C.” may inquire of what words the 
letters “A. B.,” which our legislators are so fond of 
using in their Acts of Parliament, are the initials. 

ARUN. 

“ M. or N.” (No. 26. p. 415.).—“ M.” and “N.,” 
and particularly “ N.,” are still in frequent use in 
France for guidam or quedam; so also is X. We 
read every day of Monsieur N. or Madame X., 
where they wish to suppress the name. C. 

Sapcote Motto (No. 23. p. 366.).—This motto 
is known to be French, and as far as it can be de- 
cyphered is— 

“sco toot X vinic [or umic] 
X pones,” 

the first and last letters s being possibly flourishes. 
This certainly seems unpromising enough. The 
name being Sapcote, guasi Sub-cote, and the arms 
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“ three dove-cotes,” I venture to conjecture “Sous 
cote unissons,” as not very far from the letters given. 
If it be objected that the word “ cote” is not in use 
in this sense, it may be remarked that French,“‘After 
the scole of Stratford atte bowe,” might borrow 
such a meaning to suit the sound, from “ cote,” in 
the sense of a side or declivity. And if the objec- 
jection is fatal to the conjecture, I would then 
propose “Sous toit unissons.” If we reject the 
supposed flourishes at the beginning and ending 
of the inscription, and take it to be — 

co TOOT VNIC 
conc, 

the c being a well-known ancient form of s, 
there is a difference of only one letter between the 
inscription as decyphered and the proposed motto. 

If either of these is adopted, the sentiment of 
family union and family gathering, “ As doves to 
their windows,” is well adapted for a family device. 

T.C. 
Durham, May 2. 1850. 

Finkle or Finkel (No. 24. p. 384.).—Is not 
“Finkle” very probably derived from Fine, a finch, 
in the A.-S.? Fingle Bridge, which spans the river 
Teign, amidst some most romantic scenery, has 
the following etymology assigned to it by a local 
antiquary, W.T. P. Short, Esq. (vide Essay on 
Druidical Remains in Devon, p. 26.) : “ Fyn, a ter- 
minus or boundary ; and Gelli, hazel, the hazel- 
tree limits or boundary.” But, Query, is not the 
second syllable rather Gill, akin to the numerous 
tribe of * gills” or * ghylls,” in the North Countrie? 

J.M.B. 

Meaning of Finkle. — Referring to No. 24. p.384. 
of your most welcome and useful publication, will 
you allow me to say, touching the inquiry as to 
the derivation and meaning of the word “ Finkle” 
or “ Finkel” as applied to a street, that the Danish 
word “ Vincle” applied to an angle or corner, is 
perhaps a more satisfactory derivation than “ fyn- 
kylsede, feniculum,” the meaning suggested by 
our correspondent “ L.” in No. 26. p.419. It is 

in towns where there are traces of Danish occu- 
pation that a “Finkle Street” is found; at least 
many of the northern towns which have a street 
so designated were inhabited by the Danish peo- 
ple, and some of those streets are winding or 
angular. Finchale, a place, as you know, of fame 
in monastic annals, is a green secluded spot, half 
insulated by a bend of the river Wear; and God- 
ric’s Garth, the adjacent locality of the hermitage 
of its famous saint, is of an angular form. But 
then the place is mentioned, by the name of Fin- 
chale, as the scene of occurrences that long pre- 
ceded the coming of the Danes; and the second 
syllable may be derived from the Saxon “ alh” or 
“healh,” as the place was distinguished for a build- 
ing there in Saxon times. Wi SiG. 

Neweastle, May 4. 1850. 

= | eS a EET = 

Your correspondent “ W. M.” (“ Finkel,” p.384.) 
may not have recollected that there is a beautiful 
ruin on the river Wear near Durham, of which 
the name is pronounced (though not spelt) Finkel 
Abbey. 

Christian Captives (No. 27. p. 441.).— As a 
very small contribution towards an answer to 
“R. W. B.'s” inquiry, I may inform you that Lady 
Russell mentions in her Letters (p. 338., ed. 1792) 
that Sir William Coventry left by his will 30000. 
to redeem slaves. CH. 

Christian Captives (No. 27. p.441.).—“R. W.B.” 
may be referred to the case of “Attorney-General 
v. the Ironmongers’ Company,” which was a suit 
for the administration of a fund bequeathed for 
the redemption of the captives. See 2 Mylne & 
Keen, 576.; 2 Beavan, 313., 10 Beavan, 194. ; and 
1 Craig § Philips, 208.: all of which I mention to 
be Reports in Chancery, in case he be not a 
lawyer. A. J. H. 

Ecclesiastical Year (No. 24. p. 381.).— “ Na- 
THAN” is informed, that, according to the legal 
supputation, until a. p. 1752, the year of Our Lord 
in that part of Great Britain called England be- 
gan on the 25th day of March, as he will find 
stated in the 24 Geo. II. e. 23., by which Act it 
was enacted, that the Ist day of January next 
following the last day of December, 1751, should 
be the first day of the year 1752; and that the 
lst day of January in every year in time to come 
should be the first day of the year. 

Philippe de Thaun, in his Livre des Créatures, 
which was written in the first half of the twelfth 
century, p.48. of the edition published for the 
Historical Society of Science, has some remarks 
which may interest your correspondent, that are 
thus literally translated by Mr. Wright : — 

‘In March, the year ought always to begin, 
According to that explanation which we find in the 

book, 

That in the twelve kalends of April, as you under- 
stand, 

Our Creator formed the first, 
Where the sun always will begin his course. 
But at all times we make the year begin in January, 
Because the Romans did so first ; 
We will not un-make what the elders did.” 

ARUN. 

Hanap.— Among the specimens of ancient and 
medieval art now exhibiting in John Street, 
Adelphi, I was struck with the number of gilt cups, 
called in the catalogue hanaps. The word was 
new to me; but I have since met with it (as fre- 
quently happens after one’s interest has been ex- 
cited with respect to a word) in Walter Scott's 
Quentin Durward, in vol.i. chap. 3.; or rather, 
vol. xxxi. p. 60. of the edition in 48 vols., Cadell, 
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1831; in which place the context of the scene 
appears to connect the idea of hanap with a cup 
containing treasure. 
Now I cannot find hanap in any dictionary to 

which I have access ; but I find hanaper in every 
one. Johnson, and others, give the word Hanaper 
as synonymous with treasury or exchequer. They 
also contract Hanaper into Hamper. For example, 
in Dyche’s English Dictionary, 17th ed. Lond. 
1794, we have, — 

** Hamper, or Hanaper, a wicker basket made with a 
cover to fasten it up with: also, an office in Chancery ; 
the clerk or warden of the Hanaper receives all monies 
due to the king for seals of charters, &c. ...... and 
takes into his custody all sealed charters, patents, &c., 
Ne - which he now puts into bags, but anciently, 

it is supposed, into Humpers, which gave the denomi- 
nation to the office.” 

And perhaps it may be remarked here, since we 
commonly say of a man in difficulties that he is 
“exchequered” or in “chancery,” that so we 
probably intend to express the same, when we say 
aman is hanapered, or hampered. 

Thus, there is no difficulty about the meaning 
of Hanaper ; and its connection with treasure is 
plain and clear enough: and, with respect to cups, 
though chiefly used for drinking, the presentation 
of them with sums of money in them has ever 
been, and indeed is, so very customary, that it is 
needless to oceupy space here with instances. 
But I cannot distinctly connect the hanap of the 
exhibition with hanaper: and I perhaps ought to 
look in another direction for its true signification 
and etymology. Rosert Synow. 

[Our correspondents who have written upon the 
subject of Hanap are referred to Halliwell’s Archaic 
Dictionary, where they will find “ Hanar,acup. Test. 
Vet. p. 99.;"" to Ducange, s. v. “ Hanarus, Hanarvrus, 
Hawnapruus, vas, patera, crater, (Vas ansatum et pede 

instructum, quo a poculo distinguitur), ex Saxonico 
Hnaep, Hnaeppa, Germ. Napf, ealix patera;” and to 
Guenebault, Dict. Iconographique des Monuments, who 
refers again for particulars of this species of drinking 
cup to the works of Soumerard and Willemin. ] 

Life of W. Godwin.—“ N.’s” inquiry (No. 26. 
p- 415.) for an account of the life of W. Godwin, 
and more particularly of his last hours, leads me 
to express a hope in your columns that the me- 
moirs of Godwin, which were announced for pub- 
lication shortly after his death, but which family 
disputes, as I have understood, prevented from 
appearing, may not much longer be denied to the 
public. I am not aware of any better account of 
Godwin’s life, to which “ N.” ean now be referred, 
than the sketch in the Penny Cyclopedia. CH. 

Charles II. and Lord R.’s Daughier.— Earl of 
Ranelagh.—Since I inquired in your columns 
(No. 25. p. 399.) who was the lady mentioned in a 
passage of Ilenry Sidney’s Diary, edited by Mr. 
Blencowe, as Lord R.’s daughter, and a new mis- 

tress of Charles II., who in March 1680 brought 
Monmouth to the King for reconciliation, I have, 
by Mr. Blencowe’s kindness, seen the original 
Diary, which is in the possession of the Earl of 
Chichester. The name of the nobleman is there 
abbreviated : the letters appear to be Rane., and 
it is probably Lord Ranelagh who is intended. I 
do not remember any other notice of this amour 
of Charles II., and should be glad to be referred to 
any other information on the subject. Charles II.’s 
mistresses are political characters; and in this 
notice of Lord R.’s daughter, we find her med- 
dling in state affairs. 

I do not know whether this lady, if indeed 
daughter of a Lord Ranelagh, would be the 
daughter or sister of the Lord Ranelagh living 
in 1680, who was the first Earl of Ranelagh and 
third Viscount, and who is described by Burnet as 
avery able and very dissolute man, and a great 
favourite of Charles II. (Hist. of his own Time, 
i. 462., ii. 99., ed. 1823) ; and who, having held 
the oflice of Vice-Treasurer in Ireland during 
three reigns, was turned out of it in disgrace in 
1703. He died in 1711, leaving no son, but three 
daughters, one of whom was unmarried; he was 
the last, as well as first, Earl of Ranelagh. The 
elder title of Viscount went to a cousin, and still 
exists. CH. 

MISCELLANIES. 

Dr. Sclater's Works. —Books written by W. 
Sclater, D.D., omitted in Wood’s Ath. Oxon. edit. 
Bliss. vol. iii. col. 228. :— 

“ A Threefold Preseruatiue against three dan- 
gerous diseases of these latter times : — 

“1. Non-proficiency in Grace. 
“2, Fals-hearted Hypocrisie. 
“ 3. Back-sliding in Religion. 

“ Prescribed in a Sermon at S. Paul’s Crosse in 
London, September 17, 1609. London. 1610.” 
4to. Ded. to “Master Iohn Colles, Esquire,” 
from which it seems that Sclater had been pre- 
sented to his living by the father of this gentleman. 
The Ser. is on Heb. vi. 4—6. 

“ A Sermon preached at the last generall As- 
sise holden for the County of Somerset at Taun- 
ton. London, 1616.” 8vo. On Ps. Ixxxii. 6, 7. 
Ded. to “ John Colles, Esq., High Sheriffe of Som- 
merset.” 

“« Three Sermons preached by William Sclater, 
Doctor of Diuinity, and Minister of the Word of 
God at Pitmister [sic] in Sommersetshire. Now 
published by his Sonne of King’s Colledge in Cam- 
bridge. London, 1629.” 4to. On 1 Pet. ii. 11., 
2 Kings, ix. 31., and Heb. ix. 27, 28. The last is 
a funeral Sermon for John Colles, Esq., preached 
in 1607. Joun J. DrepGe. 

Runes.—W orsiiae (Primeval Antiquities of Den- | 
mark, 1849) mentions that inscriptions are found | 

/ 
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in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, written in 
different languages in Runic character. He also 
mentions the fact of a Pagan Runic inscription 
occurring at Jellinge, Denmark, on the tomb of 
old King Gorm, a.p. c. 900, found in a huge 
barrow ; and, at the same place, a Christian Runic 
inscription on the tomb of his son Harold. Has 
this inquiry been extended to British Runes, and 
might it not throw much light upon many monu- 
ments of dates prior to the Conquest? Crossed 
slabs with Runes have been found at Hartlepool, 
Durham ; have the inscriptions been read? (Bou- 
tell’s Christian Monuments, p. 3.; Cutt’s Manual 
of Sepulchral Slabs, pp. 52. 60. plate m1.) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

The Nibelungenlied, which has’ been aptly de- 
signated the German Iliad, has hitherto been a 
sealed book to the mere English reader. Mr. 
Lettsom has however just published a most suc- 
cessful translation of it under the title of The Fall of 
the Nibelungers. Few will rise from a perusal of the 
English version of this great national epic—which 
in its present form is a work of the thirteenth cen- 
tury — without being struck with the innate power 
and character of the original poem; and without 
feeling grateful to Mr. Lettsom for furnishing 
them with so pleasing and spirited a version of it. 

Captain Curling, Clerk of the Cheque of what 
was formerly designated the Band of Gentleman 
Pensioners, has, under the influence of a laudable 
esprit de corps, combined the disjointed materials 
which Pegge had collected upon the subject with 
the fruits of his own researches; and, under the 
title of Some Account of the Ancient Corps of Gen- 
tlemen-at-Arms, has produced a volume of great 
interest doubtless to his “ brothers in arms,” and 
containing some curious illustrations of court 
ceremonial.* 

Mr. Timbs, the editor of The Year-Book of 
Facts, &c., announces for early publication a work 
on which he has been engaged for some time, en- 
titled Curiosities of London. It will, we believe, be 
altogether of a different character from Mr, Cun- 
ningham’s Handbook, and treat rather of present 
London and its amusements than of those his- 
torical and literary associations which give a charm 
to Mr. Cunningham’s volume. 
We are glad to find that the most mysterious 

and mystified portion of the Greek Geometry is 
likely to receive at last a complete elucidation — 
we mean the “Porisms.” There are so many 

* We find at page 200, an Order of the Council, 
dated Dec. 5. 1737, respecting the disposition of the 
band at the funeral of Queen Caroline, signed by 
“ Temrve Sranyan,” the subject of a Query in No. 24. 
p. 382., and of several Replies in our last, No, 28. 
p. 460, 

questions arising out of this subject, respecting 
the development of the Grecian intellect, that a 
full discussion of them is no easy task ; especially 
of those arising out of the conflicting testimonies 
furnished by history, and by the internal evidences 
contained in the existing works of the “ fathers of 
Geometry.” We certainly anticipate, from the 
known character of the minds now engaged in 
this work, that some conclusive evidence as to the 
state of geometry anterior to the time of Euclid 
will be elicited by Messrs. Potts and Davies. The 
analysis of the writings of all the authors who 
have treated on the Porism, will form a subject of 
interest not only for its assigning to every author 
his fair share of credit for his contributions to- 
wards perfecting the poristic method; but for 
that critical discrimination of principles, which con- 
stitutes one of the marked features of Mr. Davies’s 
writings in the archeology of geometry. We shall 
be glad if this slight notice of the intended work 
shall bring some accession of aid to the under- 
taking in the form of subscriptions; as upon ade- 
quate support, it appears, must depend whether 
the work shall go to press, or the project be 
abandoned. 
We have received the following Catalogues :— 

Thomas Thorpe’s (13. Henrietta Street) General 
Catalogue of very Choice, Curious, Rare, and 
most Interesting Books recently purchased, in- 
cluding some hundred articles of the utmost rarity. 
Williams and Norgate’s (14. Henrietta Street) 
No. 24. of German Book Circular, a Quarterly 
List of the principal! New Publications on the 
Continent; C. J. Stewart’s (11. King William 
Street, West Strand) Catalogue of Dogmatical, 
Polemical, and Ascetical Theology. 

WANTED. — Manuscrirr or OLpd ENGLISH PoETRY. — 
Borrowed, within the last few months, from the Town Residence 
of a Gentleman, a large 4to, MS., in modern binding, of Early 
English Poetry, by Richard Rolle, of Hampole; containing, 
among other matters, Religious Pieces couched in the form of 
Legal Instruments, and a Metrical Chronicle of the Kings of 
England, in the style of Lydgate’s. As the owner does not recol- 
lect to whom it was lent, and is very anxious to refer to it, he will 
be obliged by its immediate return, either to himself directly, or, 
if more convenient, to the Editor of ‘‘ Norges AND Queries.” 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

TuHE Docrnkine of CONSCIENCE FRAMED ACCORDING TO THE FoRM 
IN THE COMMON PRAYER Book, by Y. N., London, 1656, 8vo., 
written by John Prideaux, Lord Bishop of Worcester. 

Odd Volume. 

Army Lisv for August 1814. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Our pages again exhibit a large proportion of Revues, 
Our next Number, which will complete our First Volume, 
will do the same, as it is obviously for the convenience 
of our readers that the Revues should, as far as pos- 
sible, cppear in the same Volume with the Quenies to which 
they relate. 
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13. Great Marlborough Street. 

LER. COLBURN 
HAS JUST PUBLISHED THE FOLLOWING 

VALUABLE & INTERESTING WORKS. 

I. 

BURKE’S PEERAGE and BARONETAGE 
for 1850. New Edition, revised and corrected throughout, from 
the personal communications of the Nobility, &c. I vol. royal 
8vo., beautifully printed in double columns (comprising as much 
matter as 20 ordinary volumes), with 1500 Engravings of Arms, 
&c., bound, 1/. 18s. 

Il. 

BURKE’S HISTORY of the LANDED 
GENTRY for 1850, corrected to the Present Time: a Genea- 
logical Dictionary of the whole of the Untitled Aristocracy of 
Fngland, Scotland, and Ireland, and comprising pa:ticulars of 
100,000 persons connected with them. 2 vols. royal 8vo., includ- 
ang. the SUPPLEMENT (equal to 30 ordinary volumes), bound, 

Ill. 

EVELYN’S DIARY and CORRESPOND- 
ENCE. New and cheaper Fdition, revised, with numerous 
additional Notes, 4 vols. post 8vo., with Illustrations ( Vols. I. 
and II., comprising the Diary, are now ready). Price of each 
volume, 10s. 6d. 

Iv. 

PEPYS’ DIARY and CORRESPONDENCE, 
illustrative of the Reigns of Charles II. and James II. Edited by 
Lorv BRayBrooke. New and revised Edition, with the omitted 
Passages restored from the original MS., many additional Notes, 
&c. 5Svols. post 8vo., with Portraits, &c., 22. 12s. 6d. 

v. 

LIVES of the PRINCESSES of ENGLAND. 
By Mrs. Everett Green, Editor of the “ Letters of Royal and 
“aloe Ladies.”’ 2 vols. post 8vo., with Illustrations, bound, 

oy Fe 

VI. 

NOTES from NINEVEH, and TRAVELS 
in MESOPOTAMIA, ASSYRIA, and SYRIA. By the Rey. 
J. P. Frercuer, Minister of St. Saviour’s Church, Haverstock 
Hill. 2 vols. 2ls. 

“ A work of great merit; not less acceptable as a book of travel 
than valuable as an auxiliary to the archeology of the Holy 
Scriptures.’’— Siandard, 

Vil. 

MADAME PULSZKY’S MEMOIRS; with 
interesting Details of the LATE EVENTS in HUNGARY. 
Dedicated to the Marchioness of Lansdowne. 

“Worthy of a place hy the side of the Memoirs of Madame de 
Stael and Madame Campan.”—Globe. 

ALSO, JUST PUBLISHED, 

A SECOND EDITION of Mr. WARBURTON’s 
REGINALD HASTINGS: an Historical Romance. 

Revised, with a new Preface. 3 vols. 

“As an historical romancist, Mr. Warburton takes a first 
wrangler’s rank.”—Literary Gaxette. 

2vols , 2ls. b d. | 
u leds | Watton, and MaBerty, 28. Upper Gower Street, and 27. Ivy 
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DR. WORDSWORTH ON CHURCH QUESTIONS OF 
THE DAY. 

Now ready, in 8vo., price 8s., in cloth, 

O CCASIONAL SERMONS, preached at 
Westminster Abbey, in March and April 1850. By 

CHRISTOPHER WorpDswortH, D.D., Canon of Westminster. 

These Sermons may be had separately, price ls. each, as follows: — 

Just published, 

No. VII. The CHURCH of ENGLAND in 1711 and 1850. 

No. VIII. The CHURCH of ENGLAND and the CHURCH 
of ROME in 1850. CONCLUSION. 

Just reprinted, 

Nos. IV., V., and VI., An INQUIRY — Whether the BAP- 
TISMAL OFFICES of the CHURCH of ENGLAND may 
be interpreted in a CALVINISTIC SENSE ?— No. III. The 
DOCTRINE of BAPTISM with reference to the Opinion of 
PREVENIENT GRACE. — No. II. On PLEAS alleged for 
SEPARATION from the CHURCH. — No. I. COUNSELS 
and CONSOLATIONS in TIMES of HERESY and SCHISM. 

RivinetTons, St. Paul’s Church Yard, and Waterloo Place. 

Preparing for Publication by Subscription, price 10s. 

A TRANSLATION OF 

R. SIMSON’S RESTORATION of 
EUCLID’S PORISMS. With Notes by Robert Ports, 

M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge; with Historical, Geometrical, 
and Analytical Dissertations and Illustrations, by T. S. Davies, 
F.R.S. Lond. and Ed., F.S.A., Royal Military Academy, Wool- 
wich. 

The printing will be commenced as soon as the number of sub- 
scribers is sufficient to indemnify the authors for the inevitable 
outlay upon the work ; but should that number not be, at least 
approximately, obtained, their intention must be abandoned. 
Gentlemen desirous of supporting this undertaking will oblige 
the authors by an early intimation to that effect. 

In 8vo., with 14 Plates, price 4s. 6d. 

NASTATIC PRINTING and PAPYRO- 
GRAPHY: their var‘ous Applications to the Reprinting 

of Letterpress, the Reprinting of Engravings, the Multiplying 
of Ornamental Patterns, the successive Alterations of the same 
Design; Papyrography with Ink—Writing Circulars, Music, 
Oriental Characters, &c., Pen-Etching, Tracing Facsimiles of 
Engravings ; Papyrography with Chalk— Printing in Colours, 
Printing Rubbings of Brasses, Drawing with Heel-ball, &c. &c. 
With illustrative Examples, by Puttip H. DELAMOTTE. 

London: published by Davip BoGug, Fleet Street. 

EDUCATION, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL 
LITERATURE. 

Now ready, and will be sent by post (free) to any one writing for 
them, 

ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of BOOKS 
for SCHOOLS and COLLEGES. and of CHEMICAL, 

MEDICAL, and LITERARY “WORKS, published by Taytor, 

Lane, Paternoster Row. 

The object of these two Catalogues is, to convey a more satis- 
factory notion of the contents of the hooks in them, than can be 
drawn from reading the titles. Instead of laudatory extracts 
from reviews, general notices are given of the chief subjects and 
most prominent peculiarities of the books. The Catalogues are 
desigued to put the reader, as far as possible, in the same position 
as if he hadi inspected for himself, at least cursorily, the works 
described ; and, with this view, care has been taken, in drawing 
up the notices, merely to state facts, with but little comment, and 
no exaggeration whatever. 

Printed by THomaAs CLARK SuHAw, of No. 8. New Street Square, at No. 5. New Street Square, in the Parish of St. Bride, 
in the City of London ; and published by Grorce Bett, of No. 186, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Dunstan in 
the West, in the City of London, Publisher, at No. 186. Fleet Street aforesaid.— Saturday, May 18. 1850. 
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DR. JOHNSON AND DR, WARTON. 

Amongst the poems of the Rev. Thos. Warton, 
vicar of Basingstoke, who is best remembered as 
the father of two celebrated sons, is one entitled 
The Universal Love of Pleasure, commencing — 

« All human race, from China to Peru, 
Pleasure, howe’er disguised by art, pursue.” 

&e. &e. 

Warton died in 1745, and his Poems were pub- 
lished in 1748. 

Johnson's Vanity of Human Wishes appeared in 
1749; but Boswell believes that it was composed 
in the preceding year. ‘That Poem, as we well 
remember, commences thus tamely : — 

“ Let observation with extensive view, 

Survey mankind from China to Peru.” 

borrowed the only prosaic lines in his poem. 
Besides the imitation before quoted, both writers 
allude to Charles of Sweden. Thus Warton says,— 

“Twas hence rough Charles rush’d forth to ruthless 
war.” 

Johnson, in his highly finished picture of the 
same monarch, says, — 

« War sounds the trump, he rushes to the field.” 

Jd. H. Marxuanp. 
Bath. 

SPENSER’S MONUMENT. 

Tn the Lives of English Poets, by William Win- 
stanley (London, printed by H. Clark for Samuel 
Manship, 1687), in his account of Spenser, p. 92. 
he says, “ he died anno 1598, and was honourably 
buried at the sole charge of Robert, first of that 
name, Earl of Essex, on whose monument is 
written this epitaph :— 

« Edmundus Spenser, Londinensis, Arglicorum poe- 
tarum nostri seculi fuit princeps, quod ejus Poemata, 
faventibus Musis, et victuro genio conscripta com- 
probant. Obiit immatura morte, anno salutis 1598, et 
prope Galfredum Chaucerum conditur, qui fcelicisime 
Poesin Anglicis literis primus illustravit. In quem 
hee seripta § sunt Epitaphia. 

“ Hie prope Chaucerum situs est Spenserius, illi 
Prominens ingenio, proximus ut tumulo 

Hic prope Chaucerum Spensere poeta poetam 
Conderis, et versu! quam tumulo proprior, 

Anglica te vivo vixit, plausitque Poesis ; 
Nunc moritura timet, te moriente mori.” 

I have also a folio copy of Spenser, printed by 
Henry Hills for Jonathan Edwin, London, 1679. 
In a short life therein printed, it says that he was 
buried near Chaucer, 1596; and the frontispiece 
is an engraving of his tomb, by E. White, which 
bears this epitaph :— 

“ Heare lyes (expecting the second comminge of our 
Saviour, Christ Jesus) the body of E dmond Spenser, the 

Prince of Poets in his tyme, whose Divine spirit needs 
noe othir witness than the works which he left behind 
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him. He was borne in London in the yeare 1510, and 
died in the yeare 1596.” 

Beneath are these lines :— 

* Such is the tombe the Noble Essex gave 
Great Spenser's learned reliques, such his grave: 
Howe’er ill-treated in his life he were, 
His sacred bones rest honourably here.” 

How are these two epitaphs, with their differing 
dates, to be reconciled ? Can he have been born 
in 1510, as the first one says “ obiit immaturd 
morte?” Now eighty-five is not very immature ; 
and I believe he entered at Pembroke College, 
Cambridge, in 1569, at which time he would be 
fifty-nine, and that at a period when college edu- 
cation commenced at an earlier age than now. 
Vertue’s portrait, engraved 1727, takes as a motto 
the last two lines of the first epitaph—“ Anglica 
te vivo,” &e. E. N. W. 

Southwark, April 29. 1850, 

BORROWED THOUGHTS. 

Crenius wrote a dissertation De Furibus Libra- 
riis, and J. Conrad Schwartz another De Plagio 
Literario, in which some curious appropriations 
are pointed out; your pages have already con- 
tained some additional recent instances. The 
writers thus pillaged might exclaim, “ Pereant iste 
qui post nos nostra dixerunt.” Two or three in- 
stances have occurred to me which, I think, have 
not been noticed. Goldsmith’s Madame Blaize is 
known to be a free version of La fameuse La Ga- 
lisse. His well-known epigram, — 

** Here lies poor Ned Purdon, from misery freed,” 

is borrowed from the following by the Chevalier 
de Cailly (or d’Aceilly, as he writes himself) 
entitled, — 

“ La Mort du Sieur Etienne. 

“ Tl est au bout de ses travaux, 
Il a passé le Sieur Etienne; 
En ce monde il eut tant des maux, 
Qu’on ne croit pas qu’il revienne.” 

Another well-known epigram, — 

“T do not like thee, Doetor Fell,” 

is merely a version of the 33d epigram of the first 
book of those by the witty Roger de Bussy, Comte 
de Rabutin : — 

“ Je ne vous aime pas, Hylas, 
Je n’en saurois dire la cause, 
Je sais seulement une chose ; 
Cest que je ne vous aime pas.” 

Lastly, Prior’s epitaph on himself has its proto- 
type in one long previously written by or for one 
John Carnegie :— 

« Johnnie Carnegie lais heer, 
Descendit of Adam and Eve, 

Gif ony con gang hieher, 
I’se willing gie him leve.” 

S. W. Srncer. 

FOLK LORE. 

faster Eggs (No. 25. p.397.).—The custom 
recorded by Brande as being in use in the North 
of England in his time, still continues in Rich- 
mondshize. 

A Cure for Warts is practised with the utmost 
faith in East Sussex. The nails are cut, the cut- 
tings carefully wrapped in paper, and placed in 
the hollow of a pollard ash, concealed from the 
birds; when the paper decays, the warts disap- 
pear. Jor this I can vouch: in my own ease the 
paper did decay, and the warts did all disappear, 
and, of course, the effect was produced by the 
cause. Does the practice exist elsewhere ? 

Charm for Wounds. —Boys, in his History of 
Sandwich, gives (p. 690.) the following from the 
Corporation Records, 1568: a woman examined 
touching her power to charm wounds, who — 

“ Sayeth that she can charme for fyer and skalding, 
in forme as oulde women do, sayeng ‘ Owt fyer in 
frost, in the name of the Father, the Sonne, and the 
Holly Ghost ;* and she hath used when the skyn of 
children do cleve fast, to advise the mother to annoynt 
them with the mother’s milk and oyle olyfe; and for 
skalding, to take oyle olyfe only.” 

W. Durrant Coornr. 

Fifth Son.—What is the superstition relating 
to a fifth son? I should be glad of any illustra- 
tions of it. There certainly are instances in which 
the fifth son has been the most distinguished scion 
of the family. Visi. Gre 

Cun Wybir, or Cun Annwn— Curlews (No. 19. 
p. 294.).—The late ingenious and well-informed 
Mr. William Weston Young, then residing in Gla- 
morgan, gave me the following exposition of these 
mysterious Dogs of the Sky, or Dogs of the Abyss, 
whose aérial cries at first perplexed as well as 
startled him. He was in the habit of traversing 
wild tracts of country, in his profession of land 
surveyor, and often rode by night. One intensely 
dark night he was crossing a desolate range of 
hills, when he heard a most diabolical yelping and 
shrieking in the air, horrible enough in such a 
region, and at black midnight. He was not, how- 
ever, a superstitious man, and, being an observant 
naturalist, had paid great attention to the notes of 
birds, and to the remarkable variations between 
the day and night notes of the same species. He 
suspected these strange unearthly sounds to be 
made by some gregarious birds on the wing; but 

1 Mi ah a ee fF 
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the darkness was impenetrable, and he gazed up- 
wards in vain. The noises, meanwhile, were pre- 
cisely those which he had heard ascribed to the 
Cwn Wybir, and would have been truly appalling 
to a superstitious imagination. His quick ear at 
length caught the rush of pinions, and, in a short 
time, a large flight of curlews came sweeping down 
to the heather, so near his head, that some of their 
wings brushed his hat. They were no sooner 
settled, than the Cwn Wybir ceased to be heard. 
Mr. Young then recollected having noticed similar 
nocturnal cries from the curlew, but had never 
before encountered such a formidable flying legion 
of those birds, screaming in a great variety of 
keys, amidst mountain echoes. Miisan Warine. 

BARTHOLOMEW LEGATE, THE MARTYR. 

An erroneous date, resting on such authorities 
as Mr. Hallam and Mr. J. Payne Collier, deserves 
a note. The former in his Const. Hist. (ii. 275. 
note, second edition), and the latter in the Hgerton 
Papers, printed for the Camden Society (p. 446.), 
assigns the date 1614 to the death of Bartholomew 
Legate at Smithfield. The latter also gives the 
date March 13. Now the true date is March 18. 
1611-12, as will appear by consulting—1. The com- 
missions and warrants for the burning of Legate 
and Wichtman, inserted in Truth brought to Light, 
or the Narrative History of King James for the 
Jirst Fourteen Years, 4to. 1651; 2. Chamberlain’s 
Letters to Sir Dudley Carleton, dated Feb. 26.1611 
(1611-12), and March 25. 1612, printed in The 
Court and Times of James I., vol.i. pp. 136. 164. ; 
and 3. Wallace’s Antitrinitarian Biography, vol. ii. 
p- 534. Fuller, in his Church History, gives the 
correct date, and states that this “burning of 
heretics much startled common people ;” “ where- 
fore King James politicly preferred that heretics 
hereafter, though condemned, should silently and 
privately waste themselves away in the prison.” 

Legate and Wightman were, in fact, the last 
martyrs burnt at the stake in England for their 
religious opinions. A. B.R. 

BOHN’S EDITION OF MILTON'S PROSE WORKS. 

| ‘Three volumes of this edition have already ap- 
peared, the last bearing the date of 1848, and con- 

} cluding thus :—‘“ End of Vol. III.” In the latest 
} Catalogue, which Mr. Bohn has appended to his 
} publications, appears a notice of “ Milton’s Prose 

}] Works, complete in 3 vols.” ‘This word complete 
} is not consistent with the words terminating the 
last volume, nor with the exact truth. For in- 
stance, the History of Britain does not find a place 

| in this edition; and I can hardly believe that Mr. 
Bohn originally intended that the Prose Works of 

_ Milton should be issued from his press without a 
| full index, Without such an index, this edition is 

comparatively worthless to the investigator of 
history. I would therefore suggest to Mr. Bohn 
(whose services to literature T most gratefully 
acknowledge), that he should render his edition of 
Milton’s Prose Works really complete, by issuing 
a fourth volume, which, inter alia, might contain 
the Latin, prose works of Milton, reprinted in 
Fletcher’s edition of 1834, together with any 
omitted English prose work of the author, and 
be terminated, as is usual in Mr. Bohn’s publica- 
tions, with, a full alphabetical index, embracing 
both persons and things. The lover of historical 
pursuits would then have fresh reason to thank 
Mr. Bohn. N. 

REPRINE. OF JEREMY TAYLOR'S WORKS. 

A reprint being called for of vol. iv. of Bishop 
Jeremy Taylor's Works, now in course of publica- 
tion, 1 would beg permission to.make it known to 
your readers, that assistance in regard to any 
references which were not verified in the former 
edition of that volume would be very acceptable 
tome. They should be sent within the next fort- 
night., C. Pacr Epen, 

DR. THOMAS BEVER’S LEGAL POLITY OF GREAT 

BRITAIN, 

I do not know if such a notice as this is in- 
tended to be, is admissible into your publication. 
Many years ago, I bought of a bookseller a MS. 

intituled “ A Short History of the Legal and 
Judicial Polity of Great Britain, attempted by 
Thos. Bever, LL.D., Advocate in Doctor's Com- 
mons, and Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, 
1759.” It is presented to Richard Pennant, Esq.; 
and there is a letter from Mr. Bever to Mr. Pen- 
nant wafered to: the fly-leaf. At the close of the 
“ Advertisement,” the author ‘ earnestly requests 
that it [the work] may not be suffered to fall into 
the hands of a bookseller, or be copied, without 
his consent: and whenever it shall become use- 
less, and lose its value (if any it ever had) with 
the present owner, that he will be kind enough to 
return it to the author if living, or if dead, to any 
of his surviving family at Mortimer near Reading, 
Berks.” 

In pious sympathy with this wish, I more than 
thirty years since wrote a letter, addressed to 
ag Bever, Esq., Mortimer, near Reading, 
Berks,” offering to give up the volume to any one 
entitled to it under the above description ; but my 
letter was returned from the post office with the 
announcement “ Not found” upon it. I make 
this other attempt, if you are pleased to admit it, 
through you; and immediate attention will be 
paid to any claim which may appear in your pages. 
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QUERIES, 

DR. RICHARD HOLSWORTH AND THOS. FULLER. 

Can any of your readers inform me who was 
the author of Lhe Valley of Vision, published in 
1651 as the work of Dr. Richard Holsworth, the 
Master of Emmanuel College, and Dean of Wor- 
cester. In a preface to the reader, Fuller laments 
“that so worthy a man should dye issulesse with- 
out leaving any books behind him for the benefit 
of learning and religion.” He adds that the pri- 
vate notes which he had left behind him were 
dark and obscure; his hand being legible only to 
himself, and almost useless for any other. The 
sermon published as The Valley of Vision appears 
to have been prepared for publication from the 
notes of a short-hand writer. When Fuller pub- 
lished, about eleven years afterwards, his Worthies 
of England, he wrote thus :— 

« Pity it is so learned a person left no monuments 
(save a sermon) to posterity; for I behold that posthume 
work as none of his, named by the transcriber The Valley 
of Vision, a Seriptnre expression, but here misplaced. 
... This I conceived myself in credit and conscience 
concerned to observe, because I was surprised at the 
preface to the book, and will take the blame rather than 
clear myself, when my innocency is complicated with 
the accusing of others.” 

Tf, as is probable, Dr. Holsworth, in this in- 
stance, preached other men’s sermons, which the 
short-hand writer afterwards gave to the world as 
his, it is a singular fact, that in the preface of this 
supposititious volume, Fuller speaks of the abuse 
of printed sermons by some— 

“ Who lazily imp their wings with other men’s 
plumes, wherewith they soar high in common esteeme, 
yet have not the ingenuity with that son of the Prophet 
to confesse, Alasse ! it was borrowed.” 

A. B. R. 

QUERIES UPON CUNNINGHAM’S HANDBOOK OF 

LONDON. 

We promised to make a few Quzrrns on this 
amusing volume, and thus redeem our promise. 

Mr. Cunningham has been the first to point out 
the precise situation of a spot often mentioned by 
our old dramatists, which had baffled the ingenuity 
of Gifford, Dyce, and in fact of all the commenta- 
tors,— the notorious Picthatch. He thus describes 
it: — 

“ Picthatch, or Pickehatch.— A famous receptacle for 
prostitutes and pickpockets, generally supposed to have 
been in Turnmill Street, near Clerkenwell Green, but 
its position is determined by a grant of the 33rd of 
Queen Elizabeth, and a survey of 1649. What was 
Picthatch is a street at the back of a narrow turning 
called Middle Row (formerly Rotten Row) opposite 
the Charter-house wall in Goswell Street. The name 
is still preserved in ‘ Pickax Yard’ adjoining Middle 
Row.” 

Why then, among the curious illustrations which 
he has brought to bear upon the subject, has Mr. 
Cunningham omitted that of the origin of the 
name from the “picks upon the hatch ?” which is 
clearly established both by Malone and Steevens, 
in their notes upon “’twere not amiss to keep our 
door hatch’d,” in Pericles. 

The following is an excellent suggestion as to 
the origin of the — 

© Goat and Compasses. — At Cologne, in the church 
of Santa Maria in Capitolio, is a flat stone on the floor 
professing to be the Grabstein der Bruder und Schwester 
eines ehrbaren Wein- und Fass-Ampts, Anno 1693; 
that is, as I suppose, a vault belonging to the Wine 
Coopers’ Company. ‘The arms exhibit a shield with a 
pair of compasses, an axe, and a dray, or truck, with 
goats for supporters, In a country like England, 
dealing. so much at one time in Rhenish wine, a more 
likely origin for such a sign could hardly be imagined. 
For this information I am indebted to the courtesy of 
Sir Edmund Head.” 

Can Mr. Cunningham, Sir E. Head, or any of 
our correspondents point out any German “ Ran- 
dle Holme” whose work may be consulted for the 
purpose of ascertaining the arms, &c. of the 
various professions, trades, &e. of that country ? 
Why has not Mr. Cunningham, in his descrip- 

tion of St. James’ Street, mentioned what certainly 
existed long after the commencement of the pre- 
sent century, the occasional “steps” which there 
were in the foot-path—making the street a suc- 
cession of terraces. This fact renders intelligible 
the passage quoted from Pope’s letter to Mr. 
Pearse, in which he speaks of “ y® second Terras 
in St. James’ Street.” Why, too, omit that cha- 
racteristic feature of the street, the rows of sedan 
chairs with which it was formerly lined? The 
writer of this perfectly remembers seeing Queen 
Charlotte in her sedan chair, going from the 
Queen's Library in the Green Park to Bucking- 
ham House. 

Mr. Cunningham states, we dare say correctly, 
that Sheridan died at No. 17. Saville Row. We 
thought he had died at Mr. Peter Moore’s, in 
Great George Street, Westminster. Was he not 
living there shortly before his death ? and did not 
his funeral at Westminster Abbey proceed from 
Mr. Moore’s ? 

ON A PASSAGE IN MACBETH. 

If any of your correspondents would favour me, 
I should like to be satisfied with respect to the 
following passage in Macbeth; which, as at pre- 
sent punctuated, is exceedingly obscure :— 

“If it were done, when ’tis done, then ’twere well 
It were done quickly: If the assassination 
Could trammel up the consequence, and eateh, 
With his surcease, success; that but this blow 
Might be the be-all and the end-all here, 
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But here, upon this bank and shoal of time, — 

We'd jump the life to come.” 

Now, I think by altering the punctuation, the 
sense of the passage is at once made apparent, as 
thus, — 

“ If it were done when ’tis done then ’twere well. 
It were done quickly, if the assassination 
Could trammel up the consequence, and catch, 
With his surcease, success, that but this blow 
Might be the be-all and the end all here,” &e. 

but to make use of a paradox, it is not done when 
it 7s done; for this reason, there is the conscience 
to torment the evil-doer while living, and the 
dread of punishment in another world after death : 
the “bank and shoal of time” refers to the inter- 
val between life and death, and to “jump” the life 
to come is to hazard it. The same thought occurs 
in Hamlet, when he alludes to— 

“ That undiscovered country, from whose bourne 

No traveller returns.” 

But that is clear enough, as in all probability the 
annotators left the passage as they found it. I 
have not the opportunity of consulting Mr. Collier’s 
edition of Shakspeare, so that I am unaware of 
the manner in which he renders it; perhaps I 
ought to have done so before I troubled you. 
Possibly some of your readers may be disposed to 
coincide with me in the “new reading ;” and if 
not, so to explain it that it may be shown it is my 
own obscurity, and not Shakspeare’s, with which 
I ought to cavil. 

I have witnessed many representations of Mac- 
beth, and in every instance the passage referred 
to has been delivered as I object to it: but that is 
not to be wondered at, for there are professed 
admirers of Shakspeare among actors who read 
him not as if they understood him, but who are— 

« Full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.” 

eG Bux. 

MINOR QUERIES, 

As throng as Throp’s Wife.— As I was busy in 
my garden yesterday, a parishioner, whose cighty- 
two years of age render her a somewhat privileged 
person to have a gossip with, came in to speak to 
me. With a view to eliciting material for a Note 
or a Query, I said to her, “ You see I am as throng 
as Throp's wife;” to which she replied, “ Aye, 
Sir, and she hanged herself in the dishcloth.” The 
answer is new to me; but theproverb itself, as 

) well as the one mentioned by “ D. V. 8.” (No. 24. 
| p- 382.) “As lazy as Ludlum's dog, &c.,” has been 

an especial object of conjecture to me as long as 
Tcan remember. I send this as a pendant to 

| *)D. V.S.’3” Query, in hopes of shortly seeing the 
_ origin of both these curious sayings. J.E. 

Ecclesfield, Sheffield, April 19, 1850. 

Trimble Family.—In a MS. account of the 
Fellows of King’s I find the following : — 

**1530.— Rich. Trimble, a very merry fellow, the 
fiddle of the society, who called him ‘ Mad Trimble.’ 
M. Stokes of 1531 wrote this distich on him: — 

‘ Os, oculi, mentum, dens, guttur, lingua, palatum 
Sunt tibi; sed nasus, ‘l’rimbale, dic ubi sit ?’ 

By which it appears he had a very small nose; and 
this day, July 13, 1739, I hear that there is one Mr. 
R,. Trimble of an English family, an apothecary at 

Lisburn in Ireland, who is remarkable for the same.” 

As “ Notrs anp Querres” circulate in Ireland, 
are there any of the family of “ Trimble” now in 
that country, and are they distinguished by any 
such peculiarity ? J. H. L. 

The Word “ Brozier.” —My brother Etonians 
will feelingly recollect the word “ Brozier,” used 
by the boys for nearly a century to denote any 
one who had spent his pocket-money ; an event of 
very frequent occurrence shortly after the holi- 
days. ‘There were also sometimes attempts made 
to “brozier my dame,” in case a suspicion had 
arisen that the good lady’s larder was not too 
well supplied. The supper table was accordingly 
cleared of all the provisions, and a further stock 
of eatables peremptorily demanded. 

I spell the word “brozier” as it is still pro- 
nounced ; perhaps some of your readers have seen 
it in print, and may be able to give some account 
of its origin and etymology, and decide whether it 
is exclusively belonging to Eton. 

BRaAYBROOKE, 
April 14. 

REPLIES. 

THE DODO QUERIES. 

There is no mention of the Solitaire as inhabit- 
ing Bourbon, either in Pere Brown’s Letter or in 
the Voyage de l Arabie Heureuse, from whence the 
notice of the Oiseau Bleu was extracted. I have 
since seen Dellon, Rélation @un Voyage des Indes 
Orientales, 2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1685, in which 
there is a brief notice of the Isle of Bourbon or 
Mascarin; but neither the Dodo, the Solitaire, or 
the Oiseau Bleu are noticed. The large Bat is 
mentioned, and the writer says that the French 
who were on the island did not eat it, but only 
the Indians. He also notices the tameness of the 
birds, and says that the Flammand, with its long 
neck, is the only bird it was necessary to use a 
gun against, the others being readily destroyed 
with a stick or taken by hand. 

Mr. Strickland’s correction of the error about 
the monumental evidence of the discovery of 
Bourbon by the Portuguese, in 1545, will aid 
research into the period at which it was first 
visited and named; but my stock of Portuguese 
literature is but small, and not all of it accessible 
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tome atpresent. In themeantime it may be accept- 
able to Mr. Strickland to know, that there is a 
detailed account of Portuguese discoveries in a 
book whose title would hardly indicate it, in which 
one passage will probably interest him. I allude 
to the rare and interesting folio volume printed at 
Lisbon in 1571, De Rebus Emanuelis Regis Lusi- 
tanie, invictissimi Virtute et Auspicio Gestis, auc- | 
tore Hieronymo Osorio Ejpiscopo Silvensis. These 
annals embrace the period from 1495 to 1529. In 
narrating the principal events of Vasco de Gama’s 
first voyage, after he had rounded the Cape of 
Good Hope on the 25th November, 1497, steering 
to the east along the southern coast of Africa, the 
vessels anchor in the bay of St. Blaize, where — 

“Tn intimo sinu est parva quedam Insula, ad quam 
Nostri aquandi gratia naves appulerunt. Ibi phocarum 
armenta conspexere admiranda quedam multitudine. 
In quibus inerat tanta feritas et truculentia, ut in ho- 
mines itruerent- Aves etiam eo in loco vise sunt, 
quas incolas apellant sonticArios, pares anseribus mag- 
nitudine : plumis minime vestiuntur, alas habent similes 
alis vespertionum: volare nequeunt, sed explicatis 
alarum membranis, cursum celeritate summa confi- 
eiunt.” 

The islet was probably that of Za Cruz; but 
what were the birds ? and what was the indigenous 
name which is represented by Solticarios? It is 
possible that some of your correspondents may be 
familiar with the original narration which Osorio 
follows, or Mr. Strickland may be able to solve 
the question. 

I may just remark, that my observation respect 
ing the improbability of Tradescant’s stuffed spe- 
cimen having been a fabrication could hardly be 
considered superfluous, seeing that some natu- 
ralists, Dr. Gray, I believe, among others, had 
suggested that it most probably was one. 

S. W. Srxcer. 
May 3. 1850. 

ABBEY OF ST. WANDRILLE. 

In reply to the Vicar of Ecclesfield (No. 24. 
p- 382.), I am sorry to say that the “Chronicle of 
the Abbey of St. Wandrille,” to which I alluded 
(No. 21. p. 338.), contains nothing relating to the 
subject of his inquiry. The Abbey of Fontanelle, 
or St. Wandrille, was founded a.p. 645; and this 
chronicle contains a very concise account of a 
few only of its abbots and most celebrated 
members, down to the year 834: written, it is | 
supposed, by a cotemporary of Ansegisus, the last 
abbot therein mentioned. It is followed by an 
appendix containing a compilation from a book on 
miracles wrought in the translation of the body of 
St. Wilfran, by an “ eye-witness,” which also re- 
counts incidentally some of the acts of the abbots 
of St. Wandrille to the year 1053. Acheri speaks 
of persons who had been long engaged in collect- 
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| ing memorials of the history of this abbey up to 
the time of his writing, 1659. Whether these have 
ever been published, I have not the means at this 
moment of ascertaining. Some account of this 
abbey, with views of its ruins, will be found in 
that splendid work, Voyages dans L’Ancienne 
France, by Nodier, &e., vol. i. 

The following notes from this chronicle may 
not be without interest, as showing an early con- 
nection between the abbey and this country, and 
our attachment to the See of Rome. 

Chapter V. is devoted to the praise of Baaea, 
amonk and presbyter of this abbey, who is said 
to have been “ex Britannia Oceani insula Sax- 
onico ex genere ortus.” He died, and was buried 
in the abbey, between the years 707 and 723; on 
which occasion the Abbot Benignus is said to have 
exclaimed, “O signifer fortissime Christi militize 
Bace@a, nune mercedem laborum letus accipis tu- 
orum, Deprecare ipsum benignum Dominum, ut 
una tecum mereamur gaudere consortiis justorum 
per zvum.” Here is a prayer not for, but ¢o the 
dead. 

During the presidency of Austrutruus (ch. 13.), 
which began in 747 and ended in 753, a certain 
receptacle, ia the form of a small pharos, was 
driven ashore in the district of Coriovallum, which 
contained a very fair copy of the four Gospels, 
beautifully written m Roman characters on the 
purest vellum; and part of the precious jaw of 
St. George the Martyr, as well as a portion of the 
‘“‘health-bearing” wood of the true cross, duly 
labelled. ‘The acquisition of this treasure was of 
course ascribed to the immediate interposition of 
God. And as about the same period the head of 
St. George was discovered at Rome, through the 
intervention of Pope Zachary, it was conjectured 
that this pontiff lad given the wender-working 
relic to some venerable men from Britain, a country 
described as being “ always on the most intimate 
footing (maximé familiares) with the Apostolic 
See ;” and that, these being wrecked on their 
voyage home, or through some other adventure, 
the said treasure was providentially driven ashore 
at Coriovallum. 

Chapter XV. gives us an account of Grr- 
votpus, who ruled this abbey eighteen years, 
dying a.p. 806. He had been ambassador from 
Charlemagne to Offa, King of Mercia. The son 
of Charlemagne demanded the daughter of Offa 
in marriage, who refused his consent, unless his 
own son should receive the hand of Bertha, the 
daughter of the French king. Charles, in conse- 
quence, inhibited the subjects of Offa from trading 
on the French coast. This inhibition was, how- 
ever, withdrawn through the mediation of the 
Abbot Gervoldus, who seems to have been in 
great favour with Charles. 

I need hardly say, that throughout the chronicle 
there is a tolerable sprinkling of the marvellous, 
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I give you the following as a warning to all dis- 
honest bell-founders. 

The pious builder of a church being desirous, 
according to custom, of putting a bell in the tur- 
ret, engaged a skilful craftsman to carry into effect 
his design. This man, “at the instigation of the 
devil,” stole some of the metal with which he had 
been furnished for the work ; and the bell was, in 
consequence, mis-shapen and of small size. It 
was, however, placed in the turret; but, as a 
divine punishment for his crime, whenever the bell 
was struck, the dishonest founder was thereupon 
seized with frenzy, uttering strange words and 
barking like a dog! GasTROos. 

Se SaEEEnieeeamemmmena 

ORIGIN OF THE WORD “NEWS.” 

Thave great respect for “ Mr. Samurn Hickson,” 
but I cannot treat his derivation of the word 
“News” with any respect (No. 27. p. 428.). I 
wish “Mr. Hicxson” had been a little more 
modest in his manner of propounding his novelty. 
Can any thing be more dogmatic than his asser- 
tions ? which I will recapitulate as much as pos- 
sible in his own words, before I proceed to deal 
with them. 

1. “I have never had the least doubt that this 
word is derived immediately from the German.” 

2. “It is, in fact, ‘das Neue’ in the genitive 
case;” and “Mr. H.” proceeds to mention the 
German phrase, “ Was giebt’s Neues?” as giving 
the exact sense of our “ What is the news?” 
{which cannot be gainsaid; but I shall have a word 
to say presently about neues in that phrase being 
the genitive case. ] 

3. “That the word is not derived from the 
English adjective ‘ new,’—that it is not of Eng- 
lish manufacture at all —I feel well assured.” 
_“JIn thatcase the ‘s’ would be the sign of the 

plural ; and we should have, as the Germans have, 
either extant or obsolete, also ‘the new.’” [I do 
not see the sequitur. ] 

5 “ ‘News’ is anoun singular, and as such must 
have been adopted bodily into the language.” 

Such are “ Mr, Hickson’s” principal assertions : 
and when I add, that he has found out that the 
German “neu” was in olden time spelt “new,” so 
that the genitive, “ newes,” was identical with the 
old form of the English word “ news,” and that 
he explains the transformation of a genitive case 
of a German adjective into an English substantive 
by English ignorance, which he further thinks is 
exemplified by the Koran having been called “the 
Alkoran,” in ignorance of “ Ad” meaning “ the,” 
T have given not only all his assertions, but also 
the whole of his argument. 

I now proceed to assert on my part that the 
word “news” is not “derived immediately from 
the German,” and “has not been adopted bodily 
into our language ;” that the English “ new” and 

German “neu” have, however, of course the same 
origin, their common root being widely spread in 
other languages, as véos, Gr.; novus, Lat.; neuf, 
Fr., &e.; that “news” is a noun of plural form 
and plural meaning, like goods, riches, &c. ; that its 
peculiar and frequent use is quite sufficient to ac- 
count for its having come to be used as a singu- 
lar noun (“riches,” by the way, may be prefixed 
sometimes toa singular verb, as “riches is a cause 
of corruption”) ; that “Mr. Hickson might as 
well say that “ goods” is derived immediately from 
“‘outes,” the genitive of “gut;” and “riches” from 
“reiches,” the genitive of “reich:” and also that if 
“s” in “ goods,” and “es” in “riches” are signs of 
the plural, “ we should have, as the Germans have, 
either extant or obsolete,” the “ good,” “ the rich,” 
(not that I quite understand this part of “Mr. 
Hicxson’s” argument): and, lastly, I assert that 
I believe that Neues, in the phrase “Was giebt’s 
Neues?” is not the genitive, but the nominative 
neuter, so that the phrase is to be literally trans- 
lated “ What is there new ?” 

As regards the derivation of “News,” I wish 
you had allowed the question to rest as it stood 
after the sensible remarks of “ A. E. B.” (No. 23. 
p. 369.). Pray excuse me, Sir, for expressing 
a hope that you will ponder well before you again 
allow us to be puzzled on so plain a subject, and 
give circulation and your sanction to paradoxes, 
even thouch coming from one so entitled to atten- 
tion as “ Mr. Hickson.” 

The early communication between the English 
and German languages, of which “ Mr. Hickson” 
puts forward the derivation of “news” from “neues” 
as an instance, may be an interesting and profit- 
able subject of inquiry ; but as I think he has been 
singularly unfortunate in the one instance, so I do 
not think him particularly happy in his other. I 
see no further resemblance between Heywood’s 
“Song in praise of his Mistress,” and the early 
German poem, than what might arise from treat- 
ment of the same and a very common subject. 

T am not enough of an etymologist to give you 
the root of the word “noise.” But my faith in 
“Mr. Hicxson” in this capacity is not strong 
enough to lead me to believe, on his dictum, that 
“news” and “noise” are the same word; and 
when, pursuing his fancy about “neues,” he goes 
on to say that “noise” is “from a dialect from 
which the modern German pronunciation of the 
diphthong is derived,” I fear his pronunciation of 
German is faulty, if he pronounces eu in “ Neues” 
like o7 in “noise.” * 

I beg to repeat that for “ Mr. Hicxson” I feel 
great respect. If he knew my name, he would 
probably know nothing about me; but I happen 

* We differ from our correspondent on this point, and 
think that here, at all events, Mr. Hickson has the 
advantage of the argument. 
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to know of him, what perhaps, some of your readers 
do not, that he has unostentatiously rendered many 
considerable services not only to literature but to 
our social and political interests. In my humble 
opinion, his recent essay in your columns on The 
Taming of the Shrew is a contribution to our lite- 
rary history which you may be proud of having 
published. But I feel that I cannot too strongly 
protest against his derivation of “ News.” CH. 

REPLIES TO MINOR QUERIES. 

Dr. Whicheot and Lord Shaftesbury (No. 24. 
p- 382., No. 27. p. 444.).—I am obliged to “ Cont. 
Reear. Socius” for his notice of my inquiry. 
The Lord Chamberlain and Chancellor of Cam- 
bridge University mentioned in Lord Lauderdale’s 
letter to Dr. Whichcot, is the Earl of Manchester. 
Shaftesbury was never either Lord Chamberlain or 
Chancellor of Cambridge. 

I may mention that Whichcot’s intimacy with 
Lord Shaftesbury would probably have been 
brought about by his being incumbent of the 
church of St. Lawrence Jewry, Shaftesbury hav- 
ing his London house in the latter part of his life 
in Aldersgate Street. 

If it is not committing unpardonable trespass 
on that useful part of your publication in which 
books and odd volumes are asked for, I will go on 
to say that I should be glad to have a copy of the 
volume of Whichcot’s Sermons (1698) which the 
third Lord Shaftesbury edited, at a reasonable 
price. CH. 

Elizabeth and Isabel (No. 27. p. 439.).—Mr. 
Thomas Duffus Hardy, in his evidence on the 
Camoys Peerage case (June 18. 1838, Evidence, 
p- 351.) proved that the names of Isabella and 
Elizabeth were in ancient times used indifferently, 
and particularly in the reigns of Edward I. and 
Edward II. Mr. Hardy says in his evidence :— 

“In the British Museum there is a Latin letter 
of Elizabeth of Austria, 'Queen of Charles IX, of 
France, to Queen Elizabeth of England. In the 
Latin she is called Elizabetha, and she signs her 
name Ysabel. In the Chronicle de St. Denis, in the 
year 1180, it is stated, ‘Le jor martines espousa la 
noble’Roine Ysabel, ‘ Upon this day Queen Elizabeth 
was married; and in Rigordus de Gestis Philippi Au- 
gusti Regis Francorum it is stated, * Tune inuneta fuit 
Elizabeth uxor ejus venerabilis feemina;’ and Moreri 
says she is called * Elizabeth or Izabeau de Hainault, 
Queen of France, wife of Philippe Auguste.’ Camden, 
in his Remains, says, ‘Isabel is the same as Elizabeth “3 
that the Spaniards always translate Elizabeth into 
Isabel, and the French into Jzabeau.. I have seen in 
the British Museum a deed, in which the name Eliza- 
betha is written in Latin; on theseal itis Isabella. In 
the Inquisitiones post Mortem I have frequently seen 
Ysabella returned in one county and Elizabetha in an 
other for the same person. I haye something like a 

[No. 30. 

dozen other instances from Moreri, in which he says 
that Elizabeth and Isabella or Isabeau are the same, 
Elizabeth or Izabeau de France, dau. of Lewis VIII. 
and Blanche of Castella; Elizabeth or Isabelle d’Ara- 
gon, Queen of France, wife of Philippe III., surnamed 
le Hardie; Elizabeth or Isabeau de Baviére, Queen of 
France, wife of Charles VI.; Elizabeth or Isabeau d’An- 
gouléme, wife of King John of England; Elizabeth 
or Isabeau de France, Queen of England, dau. of 
Philippe 1V. ; Elizabeth or Isabelle of France, Queen 
of Richard II.; Elizabeth or Isabelle de France, Queen 
of Navarre; Elizabeth or Isabelle de Valois, dau. of 
Charles of France; Elizabeth or Isabelle de France, 
dau. of Philippe le Long, King of France; Elizabeth 
or Isabelle de France, Duchess of Milan; Elizabeth 
or Isabelle, Queen of Philippe V. of Spain.” 

Wu. Dureant Coorrr. 
81. Guildford Street, May 4. 1850. 

Elizabeth — Isabel. —The Greek word °EAivd er 
(Luke, i.5.&c.) from which Elizabeth, or Elisabeth, 
must have been adopted as a Christian name, is 
used by the LXX. (Exodus, vi. 23.) to express 

the Hebrew YIY*2N (Elisheba), the name of 
Aaron’s wife. This at once directs us to the verb 

YAY (shaba), or rather to its Niphal, ¥2¥/) (nishba), 
for the Kal form does not occur, to swear; for the 

combination of letters in YI! ON (4l-isshaba), 
God will swear, or God sweareth, is the same as 
that in the proper name. Now let us transpose 
the verb and its nominative case, and we have 

oy yaw? (Ishaba- El), which a Greek translator 
might soften into *Iodéea (Isabel). 

The use of ’EAcdSer both by the LXX. and the 
Evangelist, makes it probable that the mother of 
John the Baptist, who was of the daughters of 
Aaron (Luke, i. 5.), was known amongst her own 
people by the recognised and family name of 
Elisheba, as Anna no doubt would be Hannah 
(730), and Mary, Miriam (Mapiau, Luke, i. 27.). 
And this is confirmed by the Syriac version, the 
vernacular, or nearly so, of Our Blessed Lord and 

\\ (Elishéba). His disciples, which has - =~ 

Gesenius, in his Zezicon, explains Elisheba to 
mean “cui Deus est sacramentum,” “ que jurat 
per Deum, i.e. Dei cultrix: ef. Is. xix. 18.” I 
should rather take it to be a name expressive of 
trust in God’s promises or oath, such as Elijah, 
“the Lorp is my God;” Isaiah, “the Lorn is 
my salvation;” Ezekiel, “God strengtheneth.” 
Schleusner (Lex. N. 7.) says that others derived 
it from Ya (saba), saturavit; “sic in Alberti 
Gloss. N. T., p. 87. explicatur, @cod ov mAnowov7.” 
Wolfius, in his note on Luke, i. 5., refers to Witsii 
Miscellanea, tom. ii. p. 478., to which I must refer 
your correspondent “A.C.,” as I have not the 
book by me. 

Camden must, of course, have derived the name 
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from N2Y (shabath), to rest; but I think we must 
rather defer to the authority of the LXX. And 

though Nav SY (El-ishboth) may give us Elisa- 
beth, we shall not be able to deduce Isabel from 

bys naw? (Ishboth- E71) quite so easily. B. 
-L—— Rectory, S——, May 4. 1850. 

Trunck Breeches (No. 24. p. 384.), more com- 
monly called “trunk-hose,’ were short wide 
breeches reaching a little above, or sometimes be- 
low the knees, stuffed with hair, and striped. (See 
The Oxford Manual for Brasses, p.cvi.; and 
Planche’s British Costume, pp. 334—339. new ed.) 
Two years ago, I saw in the Strand an old man 
with a gueue; a sight which I made a note of as 
soon as I got home, influenced by the same mo- 
tive that, no doubt, led Smith in 1640 to append 
to the death of “ old Mr. Grice” the remark, “‘ who 
wore truncke breeches,’ namely, the antique sin- 
gularity of the habiliment. Arun. 

Mercenary Preacher (No. 24. p. 384.).—I think 
mercenary is here used in its primary signification, 
and in the sense in which we still apply it to 
troops in the pay of a state foreign to their own; 
to designate one who, having no settled cure, was 
at liberty to be “ hired” by those who had occasion 
for his services. ARunN. 

Abdication of James the Second (No. 8. p. 40.). 
—“ J. E.” would probably hear of the MSS. men- 
tioned by Sir Harris Nicholas, on application to 
the Rev. Sir Thomas Miller, Bart., Froyle, near 
Alton, Hants. i. W. 

Clifton. 

Toom Shawn Caitie (No. 24. p. 383.).—An 
entertaining volume, containing the life and ad- 
ventures of Twm Sion Cuatti, was published at 
Biulth some years ago, by Mr. Jeffery Llewelyn 
Prichard, who recently told me it was out of 
print, and that inquiries had been made for the 
book which might probably lead to a new and im- 
proved edition. Enisan Wanrine. 

Dowry Parade, Clifton. 

Wotton’s Poem to Lord Bacon (No. 19. p. 302.). 
—The poem communicated by Dr. Rimbault, 
with the heading, “To the Lord Bacon when 
falling from Favour,” and with the remark that he 
does “not remember to have seen it in print,” was 
written by Sir Henry Wotton, and may be found 
under the title, “‘ Upon the sudden restraint of the 
Earl of Somerset, then falling from Favour,” in all 
the old editions of the Reliquie Wottoniane (1651, 
1654, 1672, and 1685), as well as in the modern 
editions of Sir Henry’s poems, by Mr. Dyce and 
Mr. Hannah. It was also printed as Wotton’s in 
Clarke’s Aurea Legenda, 1682, p. 97., and more 
recently in Campbell’s Specimens, in both cases, 

doubtless, from Rel. Wotton. The misapplication 
of it to Lord Bacon’s fall dates from an unautho- 
rised publication in 1651, which misled Park in 
his edition of Walpole’s Royal and Noble Authors, 
ii. 208. In stanza 3. line 2. of Dr. Rimbault’s 
copy, “ burst” should be “ trust.” R.A. 

“My Mind to Me a Kingdom is” (No. 19. 
p- 302.).— The following note, from the Introduc- 
tion to Mr. Hannab’s edition of the Poems of Sir 
H. Wotton and Sir Walter Raleigh, 1845, p. Ixv., 
will answer Dr. Rimbault’s Query, and also show 
that a claim had been put in for Sir E. Dyer be- 
fore Mr. Singer’s very valuable communication to 
“ Norrs anp QuErigs,” p. 355. 

« There are three copies of verses on that model ; 
two of which, viz., one of four stanzas and another of 
six, were printed by Byrd in 1588. They have been 
reprinted from his text in Cens. Lit. ii. 108—110, and 
Exe, Tudor, i. 100O—103. Percy inserted them in the 
Reliques with some alterations and additions; but he 
changed his mind more than once as to whether they 
were two distinct poems, or only the dissevered parts 
of one (see i. 292-294. 303., ed. 1 767; and i. 307-310. 
ed. 1839). The third (containing four stanzas) is among 
Sylvester's Posthumous Poems, p. 651.3; and Ellis re- 
printed it under hisname. In Cens. Lit. ii. 102., another 
copy of it is given from a music book by Gibbons, 1612. 
Now the longest, and apparently the earliest of these 
poems is signed ‘FE, Dier, in MS. Rawl. Poet. 85., 
fol. 17, 
the two which are not in Byrd, corresponds with a 
stanza which Percy added. The following are the 
reasons which incline us to trust this MS.:—(1.) Be- 
cause it is the very MS. to which reference is com- 
monly made for several of Dyer’s unprinted poems, as 
by Dr. Bliss, 4. 0. i, 743. ; and apparentiy by Mr. Dyce, 
ed. of Greene, i. p. xxxv. n.; and by Park, note on 
Warton, iii. 230. Park is the only person I ean recol- 
lect who has mentioned this particular poem in the 
MS., and he cannot have read more than the first line, 
for he only says, ‘ one of them bears the popular burden 
of “ My mind to me a kingdom is.”’ (2.) Because it 
is quite possible that Dyer wrcte many extant poems, 
of which he is not known to be the author; for, as 
Mr. Dyce says, none of his (acknowledged) productions 
‘have descended to our times that seem to justify the 
contemporary applause which he received.’ (3.) Be- 
cause | cannot discover that there is any other claimant 
to this poem. One of Greene’s poems ends with the 
line, 

* A mind content both crown and kingdom is.’ ” 
( Works, ii. 288., ed. Dyce.) 

Tt will be observed that no mention is here 
made of the copy in Breton’s tract; therefore this 
summary gains from both the correspondents of 
“ Nores and Qurrims”—an addition from the 
one, 2 corroboration from the other. R. A, 

Gesta Grayorum (No. 22. p.351.).—“ J. 8." is 
informed that copies of the Gesta Grayorum are 
by no means uncommon. It was originally printed 

That copy contains eight stanzas, and one of | 
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for one shilling; but the bibliomaniac must now 
pay from twenty to thirty shillings for a copy. 
The original, printed in 1688, does not contain the 
second part, which was published by Mr. Nichols 
for the first time. Copies are in the Bodleian, 
and in the University Library, Cambridge. 

Epwarp F. Rimsavrr. 

Marylebone Gardens (No. 24. p. 383.).—These 
gardens were finally closed in 1777-8. It is not 
generally known that, previous to the year 17387, 
this “ fashionable” place of amusement was entered 
gratis by all ranks of people; but the company 
becoming more “select,” Mr. Gough, the pro- 
prietor, determined to charge a shilling as entrance 
money, for which the party paying was to receive 
an equivalent in viands. Epwarp F. Rimsaucr. 

Mother of Thomas a Bechet (No. 26. p. 415.).— 
An inspection of some of the numerous legends 
touching the blessed martyr, St. Thomas of Can- 
terbury, would probably supply many interesting 
particulars concerning the story of his father’s 
romantic marriage. But the most important nar- 
rative is that of Herbert Bosham, Becket’s secre- 
tary, who, it will be remembered, was present at 
his martyrdom. Bosham’s Vita et Res Geste 
Thome Episcopi Cantuariensis is published in 
the Quadrilogus, Paris, 1495. Consult also the 
French translation of Peter Langtoft, and the 
English one by Laurence Wade, a Benedictine 
monk of Canterbury. Robert of Gloucester’s 
metrical Legend of the Life and Martyrdom of 
Thomas Beket, published by the Perey Society, 
under the editorial care of Mr. W. H. Black, fully 
confirms the “romance;” as also do the later 
historians, Hollingshed, Fox, and Baker. 

Epwarp F. Rimpeavrr. 

Dr. Strode’s Poem (No. 10. p. 147.). — Dr. 
Strode’s poem, beginning — 

“ Return my joys, and hither bring —” 

which Dr. Rimbault does “ not remember to have 
seen in print,” is in Ellis’s Specimens, iii. 173. 
ed. 1811. He took it from Wit Restored, p. 66. 
ed. 1658, or i. 168. reprint. It is the second poem 
mentioned by Dr. Bliss, A. O. iii. 152., as oecur- 
ring with Strode’s name in MS. Rawl. 142. 

R. A. 

“ All to-broke” (No. 25. p. 395.).— Surely the 
explanation of Judges, ix. 53. is incorrect. Ought 
not the words to be printed “and all-to brake his 
scull,” where “all-to” = “altogether” ? R. A. 

Woolton’s Christian Manual (No. 25. p. 399.). 
— There is a copy in the Grenville Collection. 

Novus. 

Tract by F. H. (No. 25. p. 400.).—“ J. E.” 
may advance his knowledge about F. H. slightly, 

by referring to Herbert's Ames, p. 1123. Novus. 

Duke of Marlborough (No. 26. p. 415.).— Your 
correspondent “‘ Buriensis” is referred to the Trial 
of William Barnard, Howell’s State Trials, xix. 815 
—846.; the case of Rex v. Fielding, Esq., Burrow’s 
Reports, ii. 719.; and Lounger’s Common Place 
Book, tit. Barnard, William. The greater part of 
this latter article is in Leigh Hunt’s One Hundred 
Romances of Real Life, No.1. 

C. H. Coorzr. 
Cambridge, April 29. 1850. 

[« C. I. R.” refers “ Buriensis” to Burke’s Cele- 
brated Trials connected with the Aristocracy, London, 
1848 ; and “J. P. Jun.” refers to Leigh Hunt's London 
Journal, No. 1. p. 5., No. 8. p. 24.] 

Lord Carrington or Karinthon (No. 27. p. 440.). 
— The nobleman about whom “C.” inquires, was 
Sir Charles Smith, created an English baron 19 
Charles I., by the title of Lord Carrington, and 
afterwards advanced to the dignity of an Irish 
Viscount under the same name. ‘These honours 
were conferred upon him for his services to the 
King in the time of his majesty’s great distresses. 

On the 20th Feb., 1655, whilst travelling in 
France, Lord Carrington was barbarously mur- 
dered by one of his servants for the sake of his 
money and jewels, and buried at Pontoise. (Bankes’ 
Dormant and Extinct Peerage, vol. iii. p.155.) The 
title became extinct.circiter 1705. 

Braywooke. 

Lord Monson presents his compliments to the 
Editor of “ Norres anp Queriss,” and has the 
pleasure of answering a Query contained in this 
day’s Number, p. 440.; and takes the liberty of 
adding another. 

The English nobleman murdered at Pontoise 
was Charles Smith, Viscount Carrington of Bar- 
refen, Ireland, and Baron Carrington of Wotton 
Warem, co. Warwick; the date in the pedigrees 
of the murder is usually given 1666, probably 
March 1665-6. 

The last Lord Carrington died 17 May, 1706: 
the estates of Wotton came to Lewis Smith, who 
married Eliz., daughter of William Viscount Mon- 
son, and relict of Sir Philip Hungate. His son 
Francis Smith Carrington died in 1749, and left 
one daughter and heir. What relation was Lewis 
Smith to the Smiths Lord Carrington? No 
pedigree gives the connection. 

Dover, May 4. 1850. 

(J. M. W.” has kindly answered this Query; so 
also has “W. M. .,” who adds, “ Lord Carrington, 
previously Sir Charles Smith, brother to Sir John Smith, 
who fell on the King’s side at Alresford in 1644, being 
Commissary-General of the Horse. By the way, 
Bankes says it was his son John who fell at Alresford, 
but it is more likely to have been, as Clarendon states, 

his brother, unless he Jost there both a brother and a 

son.” 

———E———— 

—— 

a at 
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Essquires and Gentlemen.—I1 would ask your 
correspondent (No. 27. p.437.), whether he has 
ascertained the grounds of distinction made in tbe 
seventeenth and in the early part of the eighteenth 
century, between esguires and gentlemen, when 
both were landed proprietors? We find lists of 
names of governors of hospitals, trustees, &c., 
where’ this distinction is made, and which, appa- 
rently, can only be accounted for on this ground, 
that the estates of the gentleman were smaller in 
extent than those of the esquire; and, conse- 
quently, that the former was so far a person of 
less consideration. Had the bearing of coat ar- 
mour, or a connection with knighthood, any thing 
to do with the matter? J. H. Marxvanp. 

Bath, May. 

Early Inscriptions. —The excellent remarks by 
“T. S. D.” on “ Arabic Numerals, &c.” (No. 18. 
p: 279.) have put me in mind of two cases which 
in some degree confirm the necessity for his cau- 
tion respecting pronouncing definitively on the 
authenticity of old inscriptions, and especially 
those on “ Balks and Beams” in old manorial 
dwellings. The house in which I spent the greater 
portion of my youth was a mansion of the olden 
time, whose pointed gables told a tale of years; 
and whose internal walls and principal floors, both 
below and above stairs, were formed of ‘“raddle 
and daub.” It had formerly belonged to a family 
of the name of Abbot; but the “last of the race” 
wus an extravagant libertine, and, after spending 
a handsome patrimonial estate, ended his days as 
a beggar. Abbot House was evidently an ancient 
structure; but unfortunately, as tradition stated, 
a stone, bearing the date of its erection, had been 
carelessly lost during some repairs. However, in 
my time, on the white wainscot of a long lobby on 
the second floor, the initials, “TT. H. 1478,” were 
distinctly traced in black paint, and many persons 
considered this as nothing less than a “true copy” 
of the lost inscription. Subsequent inquiry, how- 
ever, finally settled the point ; for the inscription 
was traced to the rude hand of one of the work- 
men formerly employed in repairing the building, 
who naively excused himself by declaring that he 
considered it “a pity so old a house should be 
without a year of our Lord.” 

The second instance is that of the occurrence 
of “ four nearly straight lines” on one of the com- 
partments of a fine old font in Stydd Church, near 
Ribchester, which many visitors have mistaken | 
for the date “1178.” <A closer scrutiny, however, 
soon dispels the illusion; and a comparison of this | 
with similar inscriptions on the old oak beams of | 
the roof, soon determines it to be nothing more 
than a rude, or somewhat defaced, attempt to ex- 
hibit the sacred monogram “ I. 1. 8,” 

J. W. 
Burnley, April 27, 1850. 

American Aborigines called Indians (No. 16. 
p. 254.).—I believe the reason is that the con- 
tinent in which they live passed under the name 
of India, with the whole of the New World dis- 
covered at the close of the fifteenth century. It 
is, of course, unnecessary to dwell upon the fact 
of Columbus believing he had discovered a new 
route to India by sailing due west; or upon the 
acquiescence of the whole world in that idea, the 
effects of which have not yet passed away; for we 
not only hear in Seville, even now, of the “ India 
House” meaning house of management of affairs 
for the “ New World,” but we even retain our- 
selves the name of the West Indies, given as un- 
warrantably to the islands of the Caribbean Sea. 
It is needless to do more than allude to this, and 
to other misnomers still prevalent, notwithstand- 
ing the fact of the notions or ideas under which 
the names were originally given having long since 
been exploded; such as the “four quarters of 
the globe,” the “ four elements,” &c. If your cor- 
respondent searches for the solution of his diffi- 
culty on different grounds from those I have 
mentioned, it would not satisfy him to be more 
diffuse ; and if the whole reason be that which I 
conceive, quite enough has been said upon the 
subject. G. W. 

89. Hamilton Terrace, St. John’s Wood. 

“ NorTuMan” is informed, that on the discovery 
of America by Columbus, when he landed at Gua- 
nahani (now called Cat Island), he thought, in 
conformity with his theory of the spherical shape 
of the earth, that he had landed on one of the 
islands lying at the eastern extremity of India; 
and with this belief he gave the inhabitants the 
name of Indians. The following quotations will 
perhaps be interesting :— 

“ America persepe dicitur, sed improprie, Indie 
Occidentales, les Indes Occidentales, Gallis, West Inde, 
Belgis: Non tantum ab Hispanis, qui illam denomi- 
pationem primi usurparunt, sed etiam a Belgis, Anglis, 
et aliquando a Francis, quod eodem fere tempore de- 

| tecta sit ad occidentem, quo ad Orientem India reperta 
est.” — Hofmanni Lexicon Univ. 1677, sub titulo “ Ame- 
rica.” 

“ At eadem terra nonnullis Zndia Occidentalis, nun- 
cupatur, quia eodem tempore, quo India Orientalis in 
Asia, hee etiam detecta fuit ; tum quod utriusque in- 
colis similis ac pene eadem vivendi ratio: nudi quippe 
utrique agunt.”— P, Cluverii Introduct. in Univ. Geo- 
graphiam, Cap. xi. (iv.) 1711. 

“ The most improper name of all, and yet not much 

less used than that of America, is the West Indies: West, 

in regard of the western situation of it from these parts 
of Europe; and Jndies, either as mistook for some 

part of India at the first discovery, or else because the 
seamen use to call all countries, if remote and rich, by 
the name of India.”— Heylyn’s Cosmography, 1677, 
-Book iv., sub initio. 

It is almost needless to mention, that India re- 

—— 
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ceived its name from the river Zndus; and that 
Indus and "tvSos, are the Roman and Greek forms 
of Sindo, the name it was known by among the 
natives. Henry Kersey. 

Corpus Christi Hall, Maidstone. 

[ We have received many other replies to this Query, 
referring “ Norruman” to Robertson’s History of 
America, and Humboldt’s Aspects, §c., vol. ii, p. 319. | 

Vox Populi Vox Dei (No. 20. p. 321.).— Your 
correspondent “ Qusiror” asks for the origin of 
the saying Vow populi Vow Det. Warwick, in his 
Spare Minutes (1637), says — 

“That the voice of the common people is the voice 
of God, is the common voice of the people; yet it is 
as full of falsehood as commonnesse. ‘The cry before 
Pilate’s judgment-seat, ‘Let him be crucified,’ was 
vox populi, ‘the ery of all the people.’ How far was it 
the voice of God?” 

M. 

[Mr. G. Cornewall Lewis, in his valuable Zssay on 
the Influence of Authority in Matters of Opinion, p.172., 
has some very interesting remarks upon this proverb, 
which, “in its original sense, appears to be an echo of 
some of the sentences in the classical writers, which 
attribute a divine or prophetic character to common 
fame or rumour.” See pp. 172,173., and the accom- 

panying Notes. ] 

Dutch Language (No. 24. p. 383.).—“E. V.” 
will find Holtrop’s Dictionary in 2 vols. one of the 
best. Werninck’s Pocket Dictionary is very good: 
also Tauchnitz’s Dutch and French (pocket) : also 
Picard’s Hnglish and Dutch. Jansen’s is not bad. 
Swier’s Grammar is a good one; but I do not 
know whether there is any late edition. See 
Williams and Norgate, or Quaritch. 

Argpsw Koosz. 

[Messrs. Williams and Norgate have also obligingly 
answered this Query, by the following list : — 

Pyxt (R. van der), A practical Grammar of the 
Dutch Language, 8vo. Rotterd. 1826, 8s. 

Aun (F.) Neue hollandische Sprachlehre nebst Le-* 
sestucke, 12mo. Cref. 1841, 2s. 

Aun (F.) hollandische Umgangsprache, 12mo, 1846, 
Is. 6d. 

Picarnp (H.) A new Pocket Dictionary of the 
English and Dutch Languages, remodelled and cor- 
rected from the best Authorities. Zalt-bommel, 1843, 
10s. éd. 

DicrioNNAIRE 
Leipzig, 4s. 

HoLianpiscH u. 
16mo. 4s. ] 

Hollandais ect Frangais, 16mo. 

deutsehes Taschen-worterbuch. 

Salting. —Salt is said by all writers upon magic 
to be particularly disagreeable to evil spirits ; and 
it is owing to this noxious substance being dis- 
solved in holy water, that it has such power in 
scaring them away. Query, did not salt acquire 

this high character, and its use in all sacrifices, 
from its powers of resisting corruption ? 

Salt is used emblematically in many of our 
foreign universities. There is a book published 
at Strasburg as late as 1666, containing twenty 
plates, illustrating the several strange ceremonies 
of the “ Depositio.” The last represents the giving 
of the salt, which a person is holding on a plate in 
his left hand; and, with his right hand, about to 
put a pinch of it upon the tongue of each Becanus 
or Freshman. <A glass, probably holding wine, 
is standing near him. Underneath is the follow- 
ing couplet :— 

* Sal Sophie gustate, bibatis vinaque leta, 
Augeat immensus vos in utrisque Deus!” 

A copy of this rare book was sold in the Rev. 
John Brand’s collection. I have never seen it, 
and know it only from a MS. note in one of 
Brand’s Common Place Books now in my posses- 
sion. Epwarp I’. Rimpavrr. 

Vincent G'ookin (No. 24. p. 385.).—Your Querist 
“J.” is referred to Berry’s Kentish Pedigrees, 
where, at pp. 60. 195. 202. 270. and 113., he will 
find notices and a pedigree of the family Gookin; 
and therein it is shown that Vincent Gookin was 
the fourth son of John Gookin of Replecourt, co. 
Kent, by Katherine, dau. of William Dene of 
Kingston. 

In the early part of the 17th century, Sir Vin- 
cent Gookin, Knt. (why was he knighted?) was 
living at Highfield House, in the parish of Bitton, 
Gloucestershire. It appears by the register, that 
in 1635, Mary Gookin, Gentleman, and Samuel, 
son of Sir Vincent Gookin, Knt., were buried at 
Bitton. 

In 1637, John Gookin of Highfield, aged 11 
years, was buried in the Mayor’s Chapel, Bristol. 

1637, Frances, dau. of Sir Vincent Gookin, Knt., 
and the Lady Judith, was baptized at Bitton. 

1637, Feb. 13. “Sir Vincent Gookin, Knt., was 
buryed” at Bitton. 

1642, May 2. “Judith, the Lady Gookin, was 
buryed” at Bitton. 

There are no monuments remaining. 
Highfield, with the manor of Upton Cheyney, 

was a considerable estate in 1627, when it was 
passed by fine from John and Mary Barker to 
Vincent Gookin, Esq. 

In 1646, Vincent Gookin, Esq. (no doubt the 
knight’s son), and Mary his wife, and Robert 
Gookin their son, Gent., passed the same estates 
by fine to Dr. Samuel Bave, after which it is sup- 
posed the Gookins left the parish. In Sims’ 
Index are references to pedigrees under Gokin, 
Kent. Any further notices of Sir Vincent or his 
son would be acceptable to H. T. Exxacomnr. 

Bitton, May, 20. 1850. 

Sneck up (No. 29. p. 467.).— All Shakspearean 
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students will be deeply indebted to you for giving 
insertion to articles on obsolete words and phrases, 
so many of which are to be found in the pages of 
the great poet. The article by R.R. is very in- 
teresting, but I apprehend that the passage from 
Taylor, first quoted by Weber, is sufficient to show 
that the phrase sneck up was equivalent to be 
hanged! See Halliwell, p. 766, on the phrase, that 
writer not connecting it with sneck, to latch. Com- 
pare, also, Wily Beguiled, —“ An if my mistress 
would be ruled by him, Sophos might go snick up.” 
And the Two Angry Women of Abingdon, 1599, — 
“Tf they be not, let them go snich up,” i.e. let them 
go and be hanged! ‘These passages will not be 
consistently explained on R. R.’s principle. Rh. 

Hanap (No. 29. p.477.).—I have a few notes 
by me relative to this drinking vessel, which may, 
perchance, be acceptable to some of your readers. 
It was similar to the standing cup and grace cup, 
as these vessels were subsequently called, being 
raised from the table by a foot and stem, for the 
convenience of passing it round the table for the | 
company to pledge each other out of; it was thus 
distinguished from the cup, which was smaller, and 
only used by one person. The hanap frequently 
occurs in wills and inventories of the thirteenth, 
fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries. 

Jn the will of Lady Clare, 13855 *, — 
* Je devise a ma jeefne fille Isabel Bardolf en eide de 

lui marier un hanap plat door.” 

And in that of the Earl of March, 1380T,— 
“Item. nous devisons a notre treschier friere Mons". 

Henri, un hanaper de tortelez ove un estelle en le 
founce.” 

A very elegant specimen is described in the 
will of the Duchess of Gloucester, 13904 i 

“ Un hanappe de Beril gravez de long taille, et assis 
en un peé d’or, ove un large bordur paramont, et un 
covercle tout d’or, ove un saphir sur le pomel du dit 
covercle.” 

In an inventory 19th Henry VI.§ we find— 
“ Une haute coupe d’argent enorrez appellez lanap 

de les pinacles pois de troie vii tb pris la tb xls, Summa 
xiiin li.” 

And temp. Edward II. 1324 ||,— 

*“ Un hanap a pee de Ja veille fazon quillere et ey- 
melle el founz du pois xxix 3, du pris x13.” 

In the same document several others are de- 
scribed having feet. I could give many other 
quotations, but will conclude with only one more, 
as in this last occurs the word hkyrymyry, of which 
I should like to know the derivation, if any of 
your readers can assist me : — 

“Ttem, un ianap d ore covere del ovrage d un hyry- 

‘ Ibid. * Royal Wills. Tt Ibid. 
§ Kalend. of Exch. ii. 253. 
|| Ibid. iii. 127. 

myry et iij seochons des armes d Engleterre et de 
Fraunce en le sumet.” * 

I have met with notices of cups “covered of 
kerimery work,” arid “ chacez et pounsonez en lez 
founcez faitz de kermery;” and the following, from 
the Vision of Piers Ploughman, would seem to in- 
dicate a sort of veil or net-work :— 

“ He was as pale as a pelet, 
In the palsy he semed 
And clothed in a haurymaury, 
I kouthe it nought diseryve.” 

W. C., Jun. 

MISCELLANIES. 
Bishop Burnet as an Historian.—Dr. Joseph 

Warton told my father that “ Old Lord Bathurst,” 
Pope’s friend, had cautioned him against relying 
implicitly on all Burnet’s statements ; observing 
that the good bishop was so given to gossiping ¢ and 
anecdote hunting, that the wags about court used 
often to tell him idle tales, for the mischievous 
pleasure of seeing him make notes of them. Lord 
Bathurst did not, I believe, charge Burnet with 
deliberate misrepresentation, but considered some 
of his presumed facts questionable, for the reason 
stated. Enisan Warrina. 

Dance Thumbkin.—In the Book of Nursery 
Rhymes, published by the Perey Socicty, there is 
a small error of great importance, involving no 
less than what the learned would call “a non 
sequitur,” and which, if my correct-and-almost- 
unequalled nurse, Betty Richins, was alive, she 
would have noticed much sooner than the nurse- 
ling who now addresses you. (She died about 
the year 1796.) In the valuable and still popular 
nursery classical song, “ Dance Thumbkin, dance,” 
it is not only an error to say “‘Thumbkin he can 
dance alone” (let. any one reader of the ‘“ Norrs 
AND Quertzs,” male or female, only try), but it is 
not the correct text. Betty Richims has “ borne 
me on her knee a hundred times” and sung it 
thus :— 

“ Thumbkin cannot dance alone, 
Sot dance ye merry men, every one.” 

I scarcely need add, that if this be true of 
Thumbkin, it is truer of Foreman, Longman, 
Middleman, and Littleman. Rk. S. S. 

King’s Coffee-house, Covent Garden.—As am 
addition to “ Mr. Rimpaurt’s” Notes on Cunning- 
ham’s Handbook, the following extract from 
Harwood’s Alumni Etonenses, p. ‘293. . In the ac- 
count of the boys elected from Eton to King’s 
College may be interesting : — 

ap. 1/13. 

“Thomas King born at West Ashton in Wiltshire ; 
went away scholar, in apprehension that his fellow- 

* Kalend. of Exch. ii. 117. 
t Or then, meaning “ for that reason,” 
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ship would be denied him, and afterwards kept that 

coffee-house in Covent Garden which was called by 
his own name.” 

J. Bed. 

Spur Money (No. 23. p. 374, and No 28. 
p- 462.).—In a curious tract, published in 1598, 
under the title of The Children of the Chapel 
stript and whipt, we have the following passage : — 

«“ Wee think it very necessarye that every quorister 
sholde bringe with him to churche a Testament in 
Englishe, and turne to everie chapter as it is daily read, 
or som other good and godly prayer-booke, rather than 
spend their tyme in talk and hunting after spur-money, 
whereon they set their whole mindes, and do often 
abuse dyvers if they doe not bestowe somewhat on 
them.” 

Tn 1622, the dean of the Chapel Royal issued an 
order by which it was decreed — 

« That if anie Knight, or other persone entituled to 
weare spurs, enter the chappell in that guise, he shall 

pay to y® quiristers the accustomed fine; but if he com- 

mand y€ youngest quirister to repeate his Gamut, and 

he faile in y® so doing, the said Knight, or other, shall 

not pay y° fine.” 

This curious extract I copied from the ancient 
cheque-book of the Chapel Royal. 

Within my recollection, His Grace the Duke of 
Wellington (who, by the way, is an excellent 
musician) entered the Royal Chapel “booted and 
spurred,” and was, of course, called upon for the 

fine. But His Grace calling upon the youngest 
chorister to repeat his Gamut, and the “little 
urchin” failing, the impost was not demanded. 

Epwarp F. Rimeavrr. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

NOTES ON BOOKS, CATALOGUES, SALES, ETC. 

Mr. W. S. W. Vaux, of the department of An- 
tiquities, British Museum, has just published a 

very interesting little volume under the title of 

Nineveh and Persepolis: an Historical Sketch of 
Ancient Assyria and Persia, with an Account of the 
recent Researches in those Countries. The work 
is illustrated with numerous woodcuts; and the 

two points which Mr. Vaux has proposed to eluci- 

date,—viz., 1. The history of Assyria and Persia, 

and, as connected with it, that of the Medes, the 
Jews, and the Chaldces, so far as it can be ascer- 
tained from the Bible, and the works of classical 

authors: and 2. The results of those inquiries 
which have been carried on for nearly three cen- 
turies by European travellers,—he has successfully 
accomplished, in a way to make his book a most 
useful introduction to the study of the larger 
works which have been written upon this import- 
ant subject; and a valuable substitute to those 

who have. neither the means to purchase them, 
nor time to devote to their perusal. 

The Rey. Dr. Maitland has just published a 
second edition of his Eruvin, or Miscellaneous 
Essays on Subjects connected with the Nature, His- 
tory, and Destiny of Man. ‘The Essays are ten in 
number, and treat: I. On the Nature and Ob- 
jects of Revelation. II. On the Impediments to 
the Right Understanding of Scripture. II. Man 
before the Fall. IV. Satan. V. The Conse- 
quences of the Fall. VI. The Fallen Angels. 
VII. The Millenium. VIII. The Kingdom of 
Messiah. IX. The Regeneration. X. The Mo- 
dern Doctrine of Miracles. We mention the sub- 
jects of these papers because, although they are of | 
a nature not to be discussed in our columns, we 
are sure many of our readers will be glad to know 
the points on which they treat. 
We have received the following Catalogues :— 

Bibliotheca Selecta, Curiosa et Rarissima. Part 
First of a general Catalogue of Miscellaneous 
English and Foreign Books now on sale by Thomas 
G. Stevenson, 87. Princes Street, Edinburgh — (a 
Catalogue well deserving the attention of our An- 
tiquarian friends); John Miller's (43. Chandos 
Street) Catalogue of Books Old and New; W.S. 
Lincoln’s (Cheltenham House, Westminster Road) 
Catalogue No. 56., May, 1850, of English, Fo- 
reign, Classical and Miscellaneous Literature. 

Messrs. Sotheby and Co., of Wellington Street, 
will commence on Monday next an eight days’ 
sale of the valuable library of the late Rev. Peter 
Hall, consisting of rare and early English Theology, 
Ecclesiastical History and Antiquities, Foreign and 
English Controversial Works, Classics, Biblical, 
Criticism, &e. 

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES 

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 

(In continuation of Lists in former Nos.) 

Gover (R.), CATALOGUE Of ALL WoRKS PRINTED RELATING TO 
WALES. 

A Pamphlet On THE LEAD AND SILtveER MINES OF Gower, pub- 
lished about a century since. 

SeconD TRAVELS OF AN IRISH GENTLEMAN IN SEARCH OF A 
RELIGION, By BLaNco WHITR. 

*,* Letters, stating particulars and lowest price, carriage free, 
to be sent to Mr. Bell, Publisher of “‘ NOTES AND 
QUERIES,” 186. Fleet Street. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Comrterion or Votume THE Firsr. The present 
Number completes the First Volume of Notes anp 
Quenirs, to which a Title-page and copious Index will be 
printed as soon as possible : when copies of it may be had 
in cloth boards. In the meantime, may we beg such of 
our Subscribers as have not complete sets, to secure such 
Numbers as they may be in want of without delay. , 

Errata.— No. 28. p. 452., for “‘ Bayle” read “ Bale,” and for 
“ Carood” read ** Cawood.’ No. 29. p. 467., for “‘ dick the string” 
read “ click,’’ and for “ bung” read “‘ bang.” _ 
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HYMNS AND POEMS FOR THE SICK. 

SECOND EDITION. 

In small Svo., price 7s. Gd. 

YMNS and POEMS for the SICK and 
SUFFERING. In connection with the Service for the 

Visitation of the Sick. Edited by the Rev. T. V. Fospery, M.A. 
Perpetual Curate of Sunningdale. 

This volume contains 233 separate pieces, of which about 90 are 
by writers who lived prior to the eighteenth century: the rest are 
modern, and some of these original. Amongst the names of the 
writers (between 70 and 80 in number) occur those of Sir J. 
Beaumont, Sir T. Browne, F. Davison, Elizabeth of Bohemia, 
P. Fletcher, G. Herbert, Dean Hickes, Bp. Ken, Norris, Quarles, 
Sandys, Bp. J. Taylor, Henry Vaughan, and Sir H. Wotton; and 
of modern writers, Miss E. B. Barrett. the Bishop of Oxford, 
S. T. Coleridge, Sir R. Grant, Miss E. Taylor, W. Wordsworth, 
Rev. Messrs. Chandler, Keble, Lyte, Monsell, Moultrie, and 
‘Trench. 

Rivinctons, St. Paul’s Church Yard, and Waterloo Place. 

DR. MAITLAND'S ERUVIN— SECOND EDITION. 

In small 8vo., price 5s. 6d. 

RUVIN; or, Miscellaneous Essays on Sub- 
jects connected with the Nature, History, and Destiny of 

Man. By the Rev. S. R. Mairrann, D.D. F.K.S. & F.S.A. 

Rivinetons, St. Paul’s Church Yard, and Waterloo Place; 

Of whom may be had, by the same Author, 

1. ESSAYS on the REFORMATION in 
ENGLAND. lis. 

2. ESSAYS on the DARK AGES. Second 
Edition. 12s. 

AWYERS, SOLICITORS, PERIODICAL 
2 PUBLISHERS, and MUSIC SELLERS, &c., will find 
the newly-invented PAMPHLET or LETTER BINDER the 
most useful article yet offered to the Public for the purpose of 
facilitating the binding or extracting of any Letter or Pamphlet 
without the possibility of deranging the consecutive order of such 
documents. They are equally useful as Music Binders or Port- 
folios, as it forms a perfect book, whether inclosing one sheet or 
five hundred. Asa Portfolio, it is invaluable, as it precludes the 
possibility of the drawings being broken or in any way injured. 

To be had of Dexa Rue and Co., Stationers, Bunhill Row, or 
of any other respectable Stationer. 

Now Publishing, 

WE CHURCHES OF THE MIDDLE 
AGES. By Henry Bowman and Josepn S. Crowruer, 

Architects, Manchester. ‘To be completed in ‘I'wenty Parts, 
each containing Six Plates, Imperial Folio. Issued at intervals 
of two months. Price per Part to Subscribers, Proofs, large 
paper, 10s. 6d. ; Tinted, small paper, 9s.: Plain, 7s. 6d. Parts 1 
to 7 are now published, and contain illustrations of Ewerby 
Church, Lincolnshire ; Temple Balsall Chapel, Warwickshire ; 
and Heckington Church, Lincolnshire. 

On the Ist of July next, the price of the work, to Subscribers 
whose names may be received after that date, will be raised as 
follows : — Proofs, tinted, large paper, per Part 12s.; tinted, small 
paper, 10s. 6d.; Plain, 9s. 

“« Ewerby is a magnificent specimen of a Flowing Middle- Pointed 
Church. it is most perfectly measured and described: one can 
follow the most recondite beauties of the construction, mouldings 
and joints, in these Plates, almost as well as in the original struc- 
ture. Such a monograph as this will be of incalculable value to 
the architects of our Colonies or the United States, who have no 
means of access to ancient churches, The Plates are on stone, 
done with remarkable skill and distinctness. Of Heckington we 
can only say that the perspective view from the south-east presents 
a very vision of beauty ; we can hardly conceive anything more 
perfect. We heartily recommend this series to all who are able to 
patronize it.”’—£eclestologist, Oct. 1849. ane 

London: GeonGe Bevt, 186. Fleet Street. 

Just published, fep. 8vo., cloth lettered, 2s. 6d. 

GLOSSARY to the OBSOLETE and 
UNUSUAL WORDS and PHRASES of the HOLY 

SCRIPTURES. With an Introductory History of the last 
English Version. By J. JAMESON. 

London: WertTHeEiM and MaAcintosu, 24. Paternoster Row. 

Preparing for publication, in 2 vols. small 8vo. 

HE FOLK-LORE of ENGLAND. By 
Witttam J. Tuoms, F.S.A., Secretary of the Camden 

Society, Editor of ‘* Early Prose Romances,’’ “ Lays and Legends 
of all Nations,” &c. One object of the present work is to furnish 
new contributions to the History of our National Folk-Lore; and 
especially some of the more striking Illustrations of the subject to 
be found in the Writings of Jacob Grimm and other Continental 
Antiquaries. 

Communications of inedited Legends, Notices of remarkable 
Customs and Popular Observances, Rhyming Charms. &c. are 
earnestly solicited, and will be thankfully acknowledged by the 
Editor. They may be addressed to the care of Mr. BELL, Office 
of ** NoTEs AND Queries,” 186. Fleet Street. 

Now ready, containing 149 Plates, royal 8vo. 28s.; folio, 2/. 5s. ; 
India Paper, 44. 4s. 

HE MONUMENTAL BRASSES of 
ENGLAND: a series of Engravings upon Wood, from 

every variety of these interesting and valuable Memorials, accom- 
panied with Descriptive Notices. 

By the Rev. C. Bouretr, M.A. Rector of Downham Market. 

Part XIL., completing the work, price 7s. Gd.; folio, 12s.; 
India paper, 24s. 

By the same Author, royal 8vo., 15s.; large paper, 21s. 

MONUMENTAL BRASSES and SLABS: 
an Historical and Descriptive Notice of the Incised Monumental 
Memorials of the Middle Ages. With upwards of 200 Engravings. 
“A handsome large octavo volume, abundantly supplied with 

well-engraved woodcuts and lithographic plates ; a sort of Ency- 
clopedia for ready reference. . . . The whole work has a look of 
painstaking completeness highly commendable.”’— Atheneum. 

“ One of the most beautifully got up and interesting volumes 
we have seen for a long time. It gives, in the compass of one 
volume, an account of the history of those beautiful monuments 
of former days... . The illustrations are extremely well chosen.” 

English Churchman. 
*,* A few copies only of this work remain for sale; and, as it 

will not be reprinted in the same form and at the same price, the 
remaining copies are raised in price. Early application for the 
Large Paper Edition is necessary. 

By the same Author, to be completed in Four Parts, 

CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS in ENGLAND 
and WALES: an Historical and Descriptive Sketch of the various 
classes of Monumental Memorials which have been in use in this 
country from about the time of the Norman Conquest. Profusel 
illustrated with Wood Engravings. Part I. price 7s. 6d.; Part 11. 

6d. 
* A well conceived and executed work .”—Ecclesiologist. 

MATERIALS for making RUBBINGS of 
MONUMENTAL BRASSES and other Incised Works of Art. 

Heel Ball, in cakes, at 2d. and Is. each 
White Paper, in rolls, each 12 yards inlength, and —s. d. 

57 inches wide - - - 6 0 
47 do. - - « a 5 0 
40 do. - - - “ 40 

23 do. - - - ° 16 
do. do., a thinner quality - « 10 

Also, RICHARDSON’S METALLIC RUBBER, in cakes, 
price ls. fd. ; Double cakes, 2s. 6d. 

And PREPARED PAPER, s.d. 
34 inches long by 24 inches wide, per quire - 4 6 
30 do. 23 do. - 3°46 

In rolls, each 12 yards in length and 
23 inches wide - ~ « a 36 
35 do. - - - ~) 6°6@ 

London: Grorce Bett, 186. Fleet Street. 
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LIST OF BOOKS 
PUBLISHED BY 

JOHN RUSSELL SMITH, 
4. OLD COMPTON STREET, SOHO, LONDON. 

POLIO re 

A SECOND AND CHEAPER EDITION. 
In 2 yols. 8vo., containing upwards of 1060 pages, closely printed 

in double columns, price 1/. 1s. cloth, 

A DICTIONARY of ARCHAIC and PRO- 
VINCIAL WORDS, Obsolete Phrases, Proverbs, and Ancient 
Customs, from the Reign of Edward I. By James Orcuarp 
HALLIWwELL, F.R.S, F.S.A. &e. 

It contains above 50,000 Words (embodying all the known 
scattered glossaries of the English Language), forming a complete 
key to the reader of the works of our old Poets, Dramatists, 
Theologians, and other authors whose works abound with allu- 
sions, of which explanations are not to be found in ordinary dic- 
tionaries and books of reference. Most of the principal Archaisms 
are illustrated by examples selected from early inedited MSS. and 
rare books, and by far the greater portion will be found to be 
original authorities. 

ANGLO-SAXON.—A DELECTUS in 
ANGLO-SAXON, intended as a First Class-book in the Lan- 
guage. By the Rev. W. Barnes, of St. John’s College, Cam- 
bridge, Author of the Poems and Glossary in the Dorset Dialect. 
12mo. cloth, 2s. 6d. 

** To those who wish to possess a critical knowledge of their own 
native English, some acquaintance with Anglo-Saxon is indispen- 
sable ; and we have never seen an introduction better calculated 
than the present to supply the wants of a beginner in a short space 
oftime. The declensions and conjugations are well stated, and 
illustrated by references to the Greek, Latin, French, and other 
languages. A philosophical spirit pervades every part. The 
Delectus consists of Short pieces, on various subjects, with ex- 
tracts from Anglo-Saxon History and the Saxon Chronicle. 
There is a good glossary at the end.”—Atheneum, Oct. 20. 1849. 

ANGLO-SAXON.—GUIDE to the ANGLO- 
SAXON TONGUE; with Lessons in Verse and Prose. For the 
use of Learners. By E. J. Vernon, B.A., Oxon. 12mo. cloth, 
5s. 6d. 

*,* This will be found useful as a Second Class-book, or to 
those well versed in other languages. 

ANGLO-SAXON.— A COMPENDIOUS 
ANGLO-SAXON and ENGLISH DICTIONARY. By the 
Rev. Josepu Boswortn, D.D. F.R.S. &c. In 8vo. closely 
printed in treble columns, cloth, 12s. 

*,* This may be considered quite a new work from the author’s 
former Dictionary ; it has been entirely remodelled and enlarged, 
bringing it down to the present state of Anglo-Saxon literature, 
both at home and abroad. 

HOLBEIN’S DANCE of DEATH; with an 
Historical and Literary Introduction by an Antiquary. Square 
post 8vo., with 54 Engravings, being the most accurate copies 
ever executed of these gems of art, and a Frontispiece of an 
Ancient Bedstead at Aix-la-Chapelle, with a Dance of Death 
carved on it, engraved by Fairholt, cloth, 9s. 
“The designs are executed with a spirit and fidelity quite ex- 

traordinary. They are indeed most truthful.”—Atheneum. 

ENGLISH SURNAMES: an Essay on 
Family Nomenclature, Historical, Etymological, and Humorous. 
By Mark Anrony Lower, M.A. Third Edition, enlarged, 2 yols. 
post 8vo., cloth, 12s. 

*,* This new and much improved edition, besides a great en- 
largement of the chapters contained in the previous editions, 
comprises several that are entirely new, together with Notes on 
Scottish, Irish, and Norman Surnames. ‘The “ Additional Pro- 
Jusions,’’ besides the articles on Rebuses, Allusive Arms, and the 
Roll of Battel Abbey, contain Dissertations on Inn Signs, and 
Remarks on Christian Names; with a copious Index of many 
thousand names. These features render “ English Surnames” 
rather a new work than a new edition. 

THE CURIOSITIES of HERALDRY; with 
Mlustrations from Old English Writers. By Mark AnTony 
Lower. With Illuminated Title-page and numerous Engravings 
from Designs by the Author. 8vo., cloth, 14s. 

HERALD’S VISITATIONS.—An Index to 
all the Pedigrees and Arms in the Heraldic Visitations and other 
Genealogical MSS. in the British Museum. By G. Sims, of the 
Monusenpt Department. 8vo., closely printed in double columns, 
cloth, ls. 

*,* An indispensable book to those engaged in genealogical or 
topographical pursuits, affording a ready clue to the pedigrees and 
arms of above 30,000 of the gentry of England, their residences, 
&c. (distinguishing the different families of the same name in 
every county), as recorded by the Heralds in their Visitations, 
with Indexes to other genealogical MSS. in the British Museum. 
It has been the work of immense labour. No public library ought 
to be without it. 

GUIDE to ARCH AZOLOGY.— An Archezo- 
logical Index to Remains of Antiquity of the Celtic, Romano- 
British, and Anglo-Saxon Periods. By Joun YonGr AKERMAN, 
Fellow and Secretary to the Society of Antiquaries. 1 vol. 8vo , 
illustrated with numerous Engravings, comprising upwards of 
500 objects. 15s. cloth. 

“ One of the first wants of an incipient antiquary is the facility 
of comparison, and here it is furnished him at one glance. The 
plates, indeed, form the most valuable part of the book, both by 
their number and the judicious selection of types and examples 
which they contain. It is a book which we can, on-this account, 
safely and warmly recommend to all who are interested in the 
antiquities of their native land.” —Lilterary Guxette. 
“A book of such utility —so concise, so clear, so well condensed 

from such varied and voluminous sources, cannot fail to be gene- 
rally acceptable.””—Arl- Union. 
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A. 

Axsey of St. Wandrille, 382. 486. 
Abdication of James I1., 39. 489. 
Aberdeen, Burnet prize at, 91. 
Aboriginal chambers near Tilbury, 452. 
A. (B ) on emancipation of the Jews, 475. 
Accuracy of references, 170. 
Addison’s books, 212. 
Adolphus on a recent novel, 231. 
Advent bells, 121. 
Aciversaria, 75. 86. 
ZE\fric’s colloquy, 168. 197. 232. 248. 278. 
lian, translation of, 267. 284. 
A. (F. R.) on Sterne’s Koran, 418. 
— on a passage in Goldsmith, 83. 

ueen of Hearts, 320. 
Agricola (C.), Propugnaculum anti-Pistori- 
anum, 203. 

A. (J. D.) on swords worn in public, 415. 
Alban’s (St.) Day, 399. 
— , law courts at, 365. 
Albert (Le Petit), 474. 
Alchemy, metrical writings on, 60. 
Alexandria (Ptolemy of ), 142. 170. 
ge a (King) geography of Europe, 257. 

— works, 93. ‘ 
Alicui on Becket’s grace-cup, 143. 
— on Bishop Barnaby, 122. 
All Angels and St. Michael's, feast of, 235. 
** All to-broke,”’ 490. 
Allusion in Friar Brackley’s sermon, 351. 
Almanack (P.or Robin’s), 470. 
Aron base, ancient, inscription on, 44. 

71. 
Alms-dishes, ancient inscribed, 87. 117. 

135. 254. 
Alpha on the origin of slang phrases, 185. 
Alsop (Anthony), 215. 219. 
Alythes on Belvoir Castle, 246. 
America known to the Ancients, 542. 
og ears emigration to, 12. 55. 57. 58. 

American aborigines, why called Iadians ? 
5+. 491, 

— bittern, 352. 
— lady, memoirs of, 535. 
— reprints of old books, 209. 
— stamp act; Lord Chatham’s speech 

on, 12. 290, 
Ames, new edition of Herbert’s, 8. 
—, by Herbert and Dibdin, 38. 
Ancient alms-basins, 171. 
— armour (Meyrick’s), error in, 342. 
— inscribed alins dish, 87. 117. 135. 
— motto, 93. 
— MS. account of Britain, 174. 
— tiles, 173. 
Andrews (H.) on Burnet prize at Aber- 
deen, 91 

André (Petit) on Welsh ambassador, 283. 
Anecdotes of books, 73. 
Anecdote of the civil wars, 93. 
— of a peal of bells, 382. 
Angels’ visits, 102, 
Anlo-Cambrian on history of landed and 
commercial policy, and history of Ed- 
ward II, 50. 

— on Madoc’s expedition to America, 57. 

ireNestiecH Xe, 

Anglo-Saxon ‘* Lay of the Phoenix,” 203. 
MS. of Orosius, 371. 

— word * unlaid,’’ 430. 
Anglo-Saxons, devices on standards of, 216. 
Annotators, anonymous, identity of, 213. 
Annus ‘Trabeationis, 105. 252. 
Anonymous Ravennas, date of, 124. 220. 

368. = 
Antholin’s, (St.,) 180. 260. 
Antiquarius on Queen Elizabeth's do- 

mestic establishment. 41. 
Antinephelegesita on Boduc, 252. * 
A or An before words begiuning with a 

vowel, 350. 407. 
Apocrypha, 401. 
Apposition. 384. 
A (P. R.) on yeoman, 440. 
Arabic numerals and cipher, 230. 279. 358. 

357, 433. 435. 
Archeology, mathematical, 132. 
Archzus on * Under the rose,”’ 214. 

on Gray’s elegy, 589. 
Architecture, glossary of terms, 189. 
——., introduction to the study of Gothic, 

189. 
Armada, poem on, 12. 18. 
Armagh, etymology of, 158. 219. 264. 
A. (R.), “ My mind to me a kingdom is,” 

489. 
— on all to-broke, 490. 
— on Dr. Strode’s poem. 499. 
— on Wotton’s poem to Lord Bacon, 489. 
Arun on autograph mottoes of Richard, 
Duke of Gloucester, and Harry, Duke of 
Buckingham, 252. 

— on change of name, 337. 
— on a curious monumental brass, 370. 
— on early statistics, Chart, Kent, 441. 
— on ecclesiastical year, 477. 
—— on mercenary preacher, 459. 
— on“ M. or N.,” 476. 
— on Oliver Cromwell as a feoffee of 

Parsou’s Charity, Bly, 465. 
— on St. Martin’s Lane, 375. 
— on throwing old shoes at a wedding, 
468. 

on trunck breeches, 489. 
Asher (A.) on books by the yard, 166. 

on genealogy of European sovereigns, 

Ashgrove, Duke of, 92. 
“ As lazy as Ludlum’s dog, as laid him 
down to bark,” 382. 475. 

* As morse caught the mare,’’ 520, 
* As throng as ‘Throp’s wife,’ 485, 
Astle'’s MSS., 282. 
“ Atlas Novus,’ Seutter’s, 156. 
Aubrey (John), 71, 
Auctorite de Dibil, 460. 
Augustine on American bittern, 352. 
—— on origin of calamity, 552. 
Anpapola Eremites of York, library of, 
8 

Austen (H. Morland) on curious symbolical 
custom, 363. 

—— on the emancipation of the Jews, 401. 
Authors and books, (No. 1.) 42. 
— (No.2), 102. 
— (No.3.), 151. 
— (No.4.), 178. 

Authors and books (No. 5.), 259. 
— (No. 6), 363. 
Authors of old plays, 77. 120. 

who have privately printed their own 
works, 49. 

Authorship of a couplet, 231. 
Autograph mottoes of Henry, Duke of 
Buckingham, and Richard, Duke of 
Gloucester, 138. 252. 283. 459. 

Ave Trici and Gheeze Ysenoudi, 215, 267. 
Avon, derivation of, 285. 
A.(W.P.), meaning of Cheshire round, 
383 

Aylmer (Bp.), letter to, from Lord Burgh- 
ley, 12. 

Releaae (Bishop) letter respecting poem 
of the Armada, 18. 

B. 

B. on ancient motto, 156. 
— on Beanfoy’s Ringer's True Guide,157. 
—— on change of name, 246. 
—— on Colonel Hyde Seymour, 351. 
— on Elizabeth and Isabel, 488. 
—— on form of petition, 43. 
— on Gloucestershire custom, 245. 
— on Miss Warneford and Mr. Cresswell, 

157. 
—— on Norman pedigrees, 214. . 
— on Professor de Morgan and Dr. John- 

son, 107. 
——, query about St. Winifreda, 384. 

. query on Selden's titles of honour, 
351. 

—— on Sir Walter de Bitton, 157. 
— on Solomon Dayrelles, 476. 
— (A.E.) on derivation of news, 369. 
— (A.) on Martins the printer, 218. 
—— on superstitions in the North of Eng- 

land, 294. 
— _, T'wm Shawm Cattie, 455. 
Bacon and Jeremy ‘Taylor, notes on, 427. 
Bacon’s (Lord) metrical version of the 
Psalms, 202 235. 263. 

Bacon Roger, hints for new edition of, 393, 
Badger, the, 581. 
Bagnio in Long Acre, 196. 
Bainbridge and Buckridge Streets, St. 

Giles, 229, 
Bald Head, defence of, 84. 
Baldwin’s Gardens, 410. 
Ballad, Kentish. 247. 
Ballads (Homeric, of Dr. Maginn, 470. 
Ballad of Dick and the Devil, 172. 473. 
— of the wars in France, 445. 
— makers and legislators, 153. 
Balliolensis, on Stephens’ Sermons, 334, 
Balloons, 309. 
Baptism, register of Cromwell's, 136. 
Barclay’s Satyricon, some account of, 27. 
Bardolph and Poins, 385. 
Barba Longa, 58+ 
Barker (W. G. M. J.) on Henry, Lord 

Darnley, 125. 
—— on Bishop Barnaby, 152. 
Barnabas, (St.), 136. 
Barnaby, (Bishop), 55. 132. 254. 
Barnacles, 117. 169. 254. 540. 
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Barrister, a, on origin of the word chapel, 
371. 

Barry (J. Milner), a note on Robert Her- 
rick, the author of Hesperides, 291. 

—, Complutensian Polyglot, 251. 
. M. D., on meaning of palace, 233. 

Barryana, 212. 
Bartlett’s Buildings, 115. 
Bartholomew Legate, the martyr, 483 
Basse (William,) and his poems, 200, 265. 

295. 348. 
Bawn, meaning of, 440. 
Baxter, ( William ) 285. 
Bayley (W. D’Oyly,) on Barryana, 212. 
Bayswater and its origin, 162. 
B. (C.) on ancient motto, 104. 
— on Gray’s Alcaic Ode, 382. 
— on Cromwell's estates, 421. 
— on shrew, 421. 
—— on proverb, God tempers the wind, 325. 
— on horns, 419. 
— on Coleridge’s Christabel and Byron’s 

Lara, 324. 
—— on hockey, 457. 
—~— on Temple Stanyan, 460. 
— on “ Nomade,”’ 3°9. 
—— on mistake in Gibbon, 390. 
— on the true tragedy of Richard III., 

315. 
— on death-bed superstition, 550. 
— on emerald, 310. 
B. (C. W.) on anecdotes of the civil wars, 

338. 
— on shrew, 445. 
Bear, Louse, and Religion, Fable of, 321. 
Beauchamp (Stephen) on pilgrimages of 

kings, &c.— Blind man’s buff— Muthn 
Hundred weight, 173. 

Beaufoy’s Ringer’s True Guide, 157. 
Beaumont, a poem attributed to, 146. 
Beaver, 417. 
Beaver hat, when first used in England, 

100. 235. 266. 317. 338. 386. 
Becket’s grace cup, 142. 
Becket (Thomas a), Mother of, 415. 490. 
Bedford Coffee House, Covent Garden, 451. 
Beeston (Sir William), journal of, 444. 
Beetle mythology, 194. 
Beggar’s Opera, receipts of, 178. 
Bek (Anthony), Bishop of Durham, 173. 
Bell (John) of the Chancery Bar, 93 
Bell (Dr. W.) on ancient inscribed dishes, 

135 
Bell (Dr.) on the talisman of Charlemagne, 

140. 
Bells, a peal of, 125. 154 170. 
Bells (Judas), 195. 235, 357. 
Bells in ancient times, weight of, 195. 
Belvoir Castle, 246. 384. 
B. (E. M.) on Complutensian MSS., 402. 
— on Dulcarnon, 254. 
—— on the emblem and national motto of 

Ireland, 415. 
— on Luther’s portrait at Warwick 

Castle, 400. 
— on Latin distich and translation, 415 

on Luther’s translation of the New 
Testament, 399. 

on Pope Felix, 415. 
— on Verbum Grecum, 415. 
Berkeley’s theory of vision vindicated, 

107. 130. 
Bernicia, 335. 388. 
Bess of Hardwick. 276. 339. 
Beta on prison dicipline and execution of 

justice, 70. 
Betterton’s Duties of a Player, 67. 105. 
Bever’s (Dr.Thomas) Legal Polity of Great 

Britain, 483. 
B. (F.) on Kentish Ballad, 247. 
B. (F. C.) on Bishop Blaize, 247. 
— on dedications, 526. 
— on error in Meyrick’s Ancient Ar- 

mour, 342. 
—— errors corrected, 331. 
—— on Hudibrastiec couplet, 340. 
— on Mousetrap Dante, 339. 
—— on plagiarisms and parallel passages, 

INDEX. 

B. (F.C.) on proverbial sayings and their 
origins, 332, 347. 

—— on shipster, 339. 
—— on straw necklaces, and method of 

keeping notes, 104. 
B. (F. J.) on quotations from Pope, 102. 
—— on masters of St. Cross, 404. 
B. (G. H.) on Cold Harbour, 50. 
-~— on Colinzus, 158. 
—— on the Field of the Brothers’ Footsteps, 

178. 
— on Gilbert Brown, 381. 
— on Lord Erskine’s brooms, 138. 
—— on Weeping Cross, i54. 
——- on thistle of Scotland, 90. 
B. (H.) on Pandoxare, 202. 
B. (H. L.) on Ave Trici, 215. 
B. (J. S.) on the reconciliation in 1554, 186. 
Bible and key, divination by the, 413. 
Bibliographic project, 9. 
Bibliographical notes, 413. 
Bibliographie Biographique, 42. 
Bigotry, 204, 
Bill of fare of 1626, 99. 
Billingsgate, origin of name, 93. 164. 
Bills of fare in 1683, 54. 
Biographers of Lydgate and Coverdale, 379. 
Birthplace of Andrew Borde, 88. 
se pie (Stephen) MSS., compilation 

of, 7. 
Bis dat qui citd dat, 330. 
Bishop that burneth, 87. 
Bishop Barnaby, Why lady-bird so called 

98. 131. 
Bishop Barlow, 206. 
Bitton, Sir Walter de, 157. 
Bive and chute lambs, 93, 474. 
B. (J.) on bust of Sir Walter Raleigh, 76. 
— on Countess of Pembroke’s letter, 154. 
—— on D'Israeli on the Court of Wards, 

173. 
—— on the Marescautia, 167. 
— on Scole Inn, 283. 
B. (J. M.) Auctorite de Dibil, 460. 
— on As lazy as Ludlum’s dog, 475. 
—— on Dr. Maginn’s Shakspeare’s papers, 

470. 
— on Doctor Dobbs and his horse Nobbs, 

953. 
on etymology of Totnes, 470. 

— on finkle or finkel, 477. 
—— on howkey or horkey, 457. 
— on etymology of Totnes, 470. 
— ona phonetic peculiarity, 463. 
— on Poor Robin’s Almanack, 470. 
— queries concerning Chaucer, 303. 
—— St. Winifreda, 475. 
B. (J. S.) what are depinges, 277. 
B. (L.) of Duncan Campbell, 186. 
Black broth, Lacedzmonian, was it coffee ? 

124. 159. 155. 242. 300. 399, 
Black doll at old store shops, 444. 
Blaise (Bishop), 247. 325. 
Blind man’s buff, 173. 
Blink (G.) on a passage in Macbeth, 484. 
Blisters, charm for, used in Ireland, 349. 
Blockade of Corfe Castle in 1644, 401. 
Blood’s (Colonel) house, 174. 
Bloomfylde (Myles and William), writings 

on alchemy, 60. 
Bloomfylde (Myles) Ortus Vocabulorum, 

20). 0. 
Bloomsbury Market, 115 
B. (N.), notes upon * notes,” No. 1., 19. 
Bodenham, or Ling’s Politeuphia, 29. 86. 
Boduc, or Boduoc, on British coins, 235.252. 
Body and soul, 390. 
Bolin’s edition of Milton’s prose works, 483. 
Boleyn’s (Sir Edward), spectre, 468. 
Bone-houses and catacombs, 171. 2)0. 221. 
Bonner on the Seven Sacraments, 452. 
Book of the Mousetrap, 154. 
Book plate, 212. 
Books by the yard, 166. 
Bookworm on Bodenham, or Ling’s Poli- 

teuphia, 29. 
Boonen (portrait by), 386. 
Borde (Andrew), birthplace of, 88. 
— Boke of Knowledge, 38. 

Borromei, Sermones Sancti Carolsi, 27. 
Borrowed thoughts, 482. 
Boston de Bury, 186. 
Botfield (Beriah) on the Treatise of Equi- 

vocation, 557. 
Bothwell and Mary Queen of Scots, mar- 

riage contract of, 97. 
Bourne (Vincent), epigram from the Latin 

of, 253. 
— translation from, 152. 341. 
Brass, curious monumental, 247. 
Braybrooke, Lord, on pilgrimage of princes, 

&e. &e., 203. 
— on * Where England’s monarch,”’ 458. 
—— on Lord Carrington, or Karinthon,490. 
—— on etymology of Havior, 230. 
ie pokership or porkership, 185. 236. 

269. 
—— on Vertue MSS., 372. 
— on letter attributed to Sir Robert 

Walpole, 336. 
—— on journeyman, 458. 
—— on the word brozier, 485. 
—— on Killigrew family and Scole Inn sign, 

283. 
—— on howkey or horkey, 263. 
—— on Catherine Pegge, 200. 
Breton (Nicholas), 409. 
—— crossing of proverbs, 361. 
Bride Lane, St. Bride's, 396. 
Bristol riots, 352. 460. 

Red Maids of, 219. 
Britain, ancient MS. account of, 174. 
Britain (Great), Defoe’s tour through, 205. 
British Museuni, portraits in the, 305. 
British coins, Boduc or Boduoc on, 235. 
Britton (John) on John Aubrey, 71. 
——on Mr. Poore’s Literary Collections, 

Inigo Jones, medal of Stukeley, Sir James 
Thornhill, 122. 

Brockett’s glossary on ‘to fettle,’’ 169. 
Brooms, Lord Erskine’s, 93. 138. 
Brothers’ Footsteps, Field of, 178. 
Brougham (Lord) on Burnet, 40. 
Brown (Gilbert), 381. 
Brown study, 352. 418. 
ert (W. J.) on Ptolemy of Alexandria, 

170. 
B. (R. S.) As Morse caught the-mare, 329. 
B. (R. W.) on Christian captives, 441, 
Brozier, the word, 435. 
Bruce (John), epigram against Luther and 
Erasmus, 51. 

—, lines in the style of Suckling, 20. 
— on capture of Duke of Monmouth, 3. 
— on charm for the toothache, 397. 
Bruce (Robert de), wife of, 187. 
— , captivity of his queen in England, 290. 
Buccaneers, Charles IT., 410. 
Buckingham motto, 138. 252. 283. 459. 
Bug, origin of word, 237. 
Bull (John), 336. 
Bullfights, Spanish, 381. 
Bulls called William, 449. 
Rulstrode Park, camp in, 470. 
Buns, 244. 
Buriensis on the Duke of Marlborough, 415. 
—— on the Song of the Bees, 415. 
——on seal of Killigrew, Master of the 

Revels, 204. 
— on cook eels, 412. 
—— on meaning of Savegard and Russells, 

— on Sangred—Dowts of Holy Scripture, 
124. 

Burnet (Bp.), opinions respecting, 40. 181. 
341. 
— as an historian, 493. 
— and Mr. Macaulay, 250. 
Burnet prize at Aberdeen, 91. 
Burney (Dr.), musical works of, 135. 
Burning the dead, 216. 308. 
Burns (Robert), inedited lines by, 300. 
Burton’s Anatomy of (Religious) Melan- 

choly, 305. 
Burtt (Joseph) on ancient libraries, 21. 
—— on royal household allowances, 86. 
Buscapié, query as to the, 171. 206. 
B. (W.) on The Complaynt of Scotland, 422. 



B. (W. G.) on French leave, 246. 
B. (W. J.) on genealogy of European sove- 

reigns, 119. 
By hook or by crook, 205. 237. 281. 405. 
Byron’s Childe Harold and Burton's Me- 

lancholy, 163. 
— Lara, on a passage in, 262. 443. 
Byron and Tacitus, 390. 462, 

Cc. 

C. on anecdote of the civil wars, 93. 
— on blunder in Malone’s Shakspeare, 

386. 
— on Cowley, or Coverley—Statistics of 
Roman Catholic Church—Whelps—Dis- 
covery of America, 107. 
— on definition of Grummelt, 358. 
—— on devices of the standards of the An- 

glo-Saxons, 284. | 
— on Dog- Latin, 284. 
— on logographic printing, 198. 
—on Lord Chatham’s speech on the | 

American stamp act, 220. 
—, Love’s last shift, 476. 
-— on M. or N., 475. 
-— on Malone’s blunder, 461. 
— on May-day, 221. 
——, meaning of pallace, 284. 
—— on military execution, 476. 
— on political maxim, 93. 
— on Pope’s translation of Horace, 230. 
— on Salt at Montem, 473. 
— on Sir William Hamilton, 270. 
— on slang phrases, 234. 
— on spurious letter of Sir R. Walpole, 

388. 
— on tablet of Napoleon, 461. 
—— on Temple Stanyan, 460. 
— on travelling in England, 220. 
— on tureen, 307. 
— on Vertue’s MS., 372. 
C.(A.) on black doll at old store shops, 

444 
— on Worm of Lambton, 453. 
— on camp in Bulstrode Park, 470, 
— on derivation of holy, 470. 
Caerphili Castle, 157. 237. 
Cesar’s wife, 277. 389. 
C. (A. G.), query as to references, 20. 
Calamity, derivation of, 215. 268. 352. 
Calver (Bernard), 203. 
Cambridge, motto of university, 76. 
Campbell (Duncan), anery respecting, 186. 
Camp in Bulstrode Park, 470. 
Canidia, or the witches, MS. note in, 164. 
Cannibal, origin of, 186. 
Cantab. on coal brandy, 352. 
— on Hallam’s Middle Ages, 51. 
— , origin of swot, 352. 
Canterbury, catalogue of ancient library of 

Christ Church, 21. 
Capel Court, 115. 
Captivity of the Queen of Brucein England, 

290. 
Capture of the Duke of Monmouth, 3. 82. 

198, 324. 427. 
Caraccioli’s Life of Lord Clive, author of, 

108. 120. 
Caredon, meaning of, 217. 
Carena on the Inquisition, 186. 
Carlisle House, Soho, 450. 
Carrington, or Karinthon (Lord), murdered, 

490 
Cartwright’s Poems (on some suppressed 

passages in), 108, 151. 
Cat, “ Gib,’’ 235. 281. 
Catacombs and bone houses, 171. 210. 
Catherine Street, Strand, 451. 
Cateup, catchup, ketchup, 124. 283. 
Cavell, 475. 
eo 's Ship of Fools, MS. notes in, 165, 
Oe) on the symbolism of the fir-cone, 

247. 
C. (C. J.), Phoenix, by Lactantius, 283. 
Cepnas on the Advent bells, 121. 
—— on Sangred—Judas Bell, 325. 
Ceredwyn on barnacles, 169. 
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Certificate of Nat. Lee, 149. 
C. (G. A.), Dustpot—Frothlot, 520. 
— on Sir W. Godbold, 93. 
—— on political maxims, 10/4. 
—— on legislators and ballad makers, 153. 
CH. on buccaueers, 400. 
—— on Charles II. and Lord R.’s daughter, 

399. 
—— on college salting and tucking of fresh- 

men, 390. 
—— on Eachard’s tracts, 404. 
— onerrorin Hallam’s History of Litera- 

ture, 435. 
——, inedited letter of the Duke of Mon- 

mouth, 379. 
— on Locke’s proposed Life of Ld.Shaftes- 

bury, 401. 
— on Lord Shaftesbury and Dr. Which- 

cot, 382. 
on Ludlow’s Memoirs, 384. 

—— onthe Mosquito country ; origin of the 
name ; early connection of the Mosquito 
Indians with the English, 425. 

-— on MSS. of Locke, 401. 
— on Queen’s messengers, 445. 
—— on Rawdon papers, 400. 
—— on Savile, Marquis of Halifax, 384. 
— on Sir William Coventry, 381. 

} ——on Wellington —Wyrwast —Cokam, 
401 

—-, who was Lord Karinthon? murdered 
1665, 440. 
— on blockade of Corfe Castle in 1644, 

401. 
Chancellors, Thynne’s collection of, 60. 
Change of name, 246. 
Chapels, origin of the name, 353. 391. 417. 
Charlemagne’s talisman, 140 187. 
Charles I., portrait of, 137. 184. 
——., anecdote of, 437. 
— , his sword, 183. 372. 
——, bust of, 43. 

, pictures of, in churches, 184. 
Charles lI. and Lord R.’s daughter, 399. 

478. 
Charms, old, 293. 
Charm for toothache used in Ireland, 349. 

397. 
Charm for wounds, 482. 
Charms, 429. 
Charms —the evil eye, 429. 
Chart, Kent, early statistics of, 350 
Chatham (Lord), speech on the American 
stamp act, 12. 220. 

Chaucer, queries concerning, 303. 
— ., night charm, 299, 281. 
Cheshire round, -83. 456. 
Chest, Land, 173. 
Chiffinch, letters of Mrs., 124. 
Childe Harold, parallel passages or plagi- 

arisms in, 163, 299. 
Chip in porridge, 382. 
Christian captives, 441. 477. 
Christian doctrine, fraternity of, 213. 281. 
Christ Church, Canterbury, books 

from, 21. 
Christencat, meaning of, 109. 
Christie (W. D.) on Skinner's Life of 

Monk, 379. 
Christmas Hymn, 201. 252. 
Christ’s Hospital, old songs once popular 

there, 518. 421. 
Chronicle, Morning, when first established, 

4D; 
Chrysopolis, 383. 
Church History, queries in, 158. 
Church livings, incumbents of, 91. 
Churchyard customs, ancient, 441. 
Cibber’s Apology, ¢ haracters of actors in, 67. 
Circulation of the blood, discovery of, 2U2. 

250. 
Cirencester, Richard of, 93. £06. 
ou wars, anecdote of, 93. 338. 
C. (J.) on ‘M. or Nix 415. 
—— on regimental badges, 415. 
= (J. I.) on Dayrolles, 476. 
C. (J. W.) on passages trom Pope, 245. 
C. (L.), query respecting “* horns,”’ 583. 
Clare Market, 196. 

Clarendon (Lord), opinions of, by English 
historians, 165. 

Clergy, alleged ignorance of, 51. 
Clericus, definition of, 149. 
Clericus on inscriptions of ancient alms- 

basins, 44. 
—— on ordination pledges, 156. 
Clerkenwell, eminent residents, 180. 
Clive (Lord), Caraccioli’s Life of, 108. 120. 
Close translation, 422. 
Clouds or shrouds in Shakspeare, 58. 
C. (M.) on Trophee, 359. 
C.(O.) on family of Steward or Stewart of 

Bristol. 335. 
Coach-bell, why ear-wigs so called, aes 
Coal brandy, 552. 456. 
Cock Lane, 244. 
Coffee, notes on, 25. 154. 
Coffee- houses, the first in England, 314. 
Coffee, the Lacedzmonian black breth, 124. 

139. 155. 242. 300. 399. 
Coffins, use of, 321. 

_ Coheirs, Mowbray, 213. 

lent | 

Coins, British, Boduc or Boduoe on, 235. 
Cold Harbour, query as to origin of, 60. 
Cole (Robert) on Lady Arabella Stuart, 274, 

| —— extracts from old records, 317. 
-—— on Drayton and Young, 213. 
Coleman’s music house, 325. 
Coleridge, Cottle’s Life of, 55. 
——, Christabel and Byron’s Lara, 324. 
— on a passage in, 262. 
Colinzus, 158. 
Coll. Regall. Socius on Dr. Whichcott and 

Lord Shaftesbury, 444. 
College salting and tucking of freshmen, 

261. 306. 321. 390, 
Colley Cibber’s Apology, 29. 
Collier (J_ Payne) on Bishop Aylmer’s let- 

ter and poem of the Armada, 18. 
-—— on defence of a bald head and stationers’ 

registers, 85. 
— on English and American reprints of 

old books, 210. 
—— on Love, the king’s fool, 121. 
—— Nicholas Breton’s crossing of proverbs, 

S64. 
— on Dr. Percy and the poems of the 

Earl of Surrey, 471. 
— on Shakspeare and deer stealing, 4 
— on shrouds or clouds in Shakspeare, 58. 
— on William Basse and his poems, 201. 
Colloquy, /Elfric’s, 168. 197. 232. 248. 278. 
Comes (M.) on Bess of Hardwick, 339. 
Commercial and landed policy of England, 

59. 91. 
Compendyous olde treatyse, 277. 404. 
Complaynt of Scotland, 422. 
Complexion, the meaning of, 352. 472. 
Complutensian Polyglot, 213, 251. 268. 325. 

402. 461. 
Compton Street, Soho, 228. 
Conrad of Salisbury’ s Descriptio utriusque 

Britannia, 519. 
Consecration of Churches, Bishop Cosin’s 

form, 303. 
Constantine the artist, 452. 
Constitution Hill, why so called? 28. 
Contradictions in Don Quixote, 73. 171. 
Convention Parliament of 1660, MS. diary 

of, 470. 
Cook (Davia): watchman of Westminster, 
1716 — Ode to, from V. Bourne, 152. 

Cook eels, 412. 
Cooper (C. H.) on college salting, 306. 
—— on Pandoxare, 284. 
— on Scala Ceeli, 402. 

on teneber Wednesday, 459. 
— on the Duke of Marlborough, 490. 

| — on Sayers the caricaturist, 187. 
—— on White Hart Inn, Scole, 245. 
Cooper (Ww. Durrant), on bive and chute 

lambs, 474. 
—~ on Caraccioli’s Life of Lord Clive, 120. 
—on decking churches with yew on 

Easter Day, 294. 
— on carly statistics, 
—— on Elizabeth and 
— Folk-lore, 482. 

arish registers, 443. 
sabel, 488. 
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Cooper (W. 
grees, 266. 

Cope (Rev. W. H.) on Craik’s Romance of 
the Peerage, 3:4. 

Corfe Castle, 1644, blockade of, 401. 
Corinna, 308. 
Cornellys (Mrs,), 244. 
Corney (Bolton), bibliographic project of. 9. 

Durrant) on Norman pedi- 

— on authors and Len No, 1 Bibhio- 
graphique biographique, 42. ; No.2. Pow- 
ell’s Euman Industry, 102.5 *No. 3. Cart- 
wright’s Poems, 151. ; No. 4. Sonnet by 
Ac jamson, 178.5 No. 5. Payue’ s Geometry, 
260. 5 No.6. Spence on the Odyssy, 363. 

— queries auswered, No. 1. Aylmer (Bp.), 
19.; No.2. Madoc, 56.; No 3. Flemish 
account, 74.; No. 4. Potarshi 218 ; No. 
5. Beaver of, 507.3; No.6. Grumete,. 537.5 
No.7.; Malone, Shaksnere: 403. 

—, queries proposed, 439. 469, 
Cornishman (A) on a curious monumental 

brass, 370. 
Corser (Rev. Thomas), on Nicholas Bre- 

ton, 4.9 
on William Basse and his peems, 

Cosin’s (Bishop) form of consecration of 
churches, 503. 
— MSS. 433. 
© osmopolis, S13. S51. 
Cortle’s Life of Coleridge, when reviewed in 

the Times. 55. 75 
Couplet, au thorship of, 231. 
Court of Wards, 455. 
—— D’lsracli on the, 173. 
Coventry, Sir William, 381. 
Coverdale, birth-place of, 120. 
——and Lydgate and their biographers, 

579. 
Cowley, Cowleas, or Coverley, 107. 
Cowper’ s 'Ta+k, passage in, 222, 
Coxcombs vanquish Berkeley, author of ? 

84. 

Craik’s Romance of the Peerage, 394. 
Craumore on White Hart Inn, Scole, 323. 
Cresswell, Mr., and Miss Warneford, 157. 
soe 

, Croix (H. C.), etymology of Dalston, 

cbvnieay: meaning of, 319, 405. 
Cromwell (Oliver), as a feoffee of Parson's 

Charity, Ely, 465. 
— (query) did he write the New Star of 

the North? 209. 
— relics, 247. 
—, baptism, register of, 136, 
— , birth, 151. 
—— estates, 277. 339, 389. 421. 
Crosby (James), on pictures in churches, 1 

Cre 
36k. 

Crowley (Robert), a treatise on the Lord’s 
Supper by. 332. 355, 362. 

Cruch (G.) original letter by. on Lord Chat- 
ham, Queen Charlotte, 65. 

Crucifix of Eiward the Confessor, 140. 
Crusader, Norman, the, 103. 
Cwn Annwn, 2o4, 
C, (T.) on Sapeote motto, 476. 
Cuckon, 230. 419. 
Cunningham (Peter) on Katherine Pegg, 59. 
— on Dr. Johnson's library, 270. 
—— on Lady Arabella Stuart, 10. 
— on Lady Rachel Buell, 462. 
—- on Tower Koyal, 28 
Cunningkam’s Handiook of London, notes 

on, by Dr. Rimbault, 114. 159. 180. 196. 
228, 2414. 395. 410. 435. 450. 

— notes from, 435. 
—— queries upon, 484. 
Cunningham’s Lives of eminent English- 
men, 579. 

Cupid Crying, from the Latin, 172. 287. 
——,, by Antonio Sebaldio, 308. 
Cure for the hooping-cough, 397. 
Curious custom, 245, 
— symbolical custom, 363. 
Curse of Scotland, Nine of Diamonds, why 

so called, 61. 90. 

ing of proverbs (Nicholas Breton’s), 
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Curtana, the sword called, 364. 
Custom, Gloucestershire, 245. 
C. (W.) on the birthplace of Coverdale, 

120. 
— on date of anonymous Ravennas, 124. 
— on Franz von Sickingen, 389. 
—— jun., on “ hanap,”’ 495. 
—— jun., on * vert vert,” 475. 
C, (W. H.) on Antony Alsop, 249. 
— on parliamentary writs, 305. 

on parkership, porkership, pokership, 
323 5 

c. (W. M.) on Scarborough warning, 138. 
pe Wybir, or Cwn Annwn, 482. 
C, (Y. A.) on Dick and the Devil, 473. 

D. 

D. on Lord Chatham's speech on American 
stamp act, 12. 

— on golden frog, 214. 
— on inguisition in Mexico, 352. 
— on John Hopkins, the psalmist, 119. 
— on John Ross Mackay, 125. 
— on meaning of emerod, 217. 
— on Morning Chronicle, 7. 
— on Reinerius and inquisition in France, 

106. 
— (A.)on inedited song by Sir John Suck- 

ling, 72. 
Dacre’s, (Lady), almshouses, 180. 
Dalrymple (Sir J.), on Burnet, 40, 
Dalston, etymology of, 352. 
Dalton’s Doubting’s Downfall, 77. 
Dance Thumbkin, 493. 
Darkness at the crucifixion, 156. 
Darnley (Henry Lord),where was he born? 

123. 220, 
Dartmouth (Lord) on Burnet, 40. 
Daundelyon (John de), 92. 
Day (C.) on the poets, 122. 
Dayrolles, 476. 267. 419. 
Sah ceynetony of, 188. 267. 419. 
D(a Ae 5) on a l’lemish account, 286. 
Death-bed superstition, 315. 350. 467. 
Decker’s Raven's Almanack, 400, 
Dedications, 326. 
Dee's (Dr.) petition to James I., 142. 
—, petition, 187. 
—., why did he quit Manchester? 216, 284. 
Deering (Charles), M.D., 375. 
De Foe (Daniel) and his ghost stories, 241. 
—— tour through Great Britain, 18. 205. 
Dei Gratia, lines on omission of, from the 
new florin, 118. 

Dekker and Nash, tracts by, 454. 
Denmark Street, St. Giles’s, £29. 
Denton (Wm.) on Rev. Wm, Stephens’ ser- 

mons, 118. 
Depinges, what are they, 277. 326. 387. 
Deputy-lieutenants of the'lower of London, 
40. 

De Quincey, line quoted by, 388. 
Dering’s (Sir E.) household book of, A.p. 

1645-52, 130. 161. 
Derivation of snob and cad, 250. 
—— of steriing and penny, 411. 
Dermot Macmurrough, Eva, daughter of, 

92. 163. 
Deverell (Robert), 459 
Devices on standards of the Anglo-Saxons, | 

216. 284. 
Devotee, 222. 
Dibdin’s and Herbert’s Ames, 38. 
Dibdin’s typographical antiquities, 56 
Dick and the Devil, ballad of, 172. 473. 
Dick Shore, 141. 220. 
Direct and indirect etymology, 331. 
Discurs modest, 142. 205. 
Discovery of America, 107. see Madoc. 
Dishes, ancient inscribed, 87. 155. 171. 254. 
D'Israeli on the Court of Wards, 173. 
Dissenting ministers, 445, 

, London, lines on, 454. 
Divination by the Bible and key, 415. 
D. (M.) on Burton’s Anatomy of (Religious) 

Melancholy, 305. 
Dovbs (Voctor) and his horse Nobs, 253. 

Doctor Dove, of Doncaster, 73. 
Dodo, notes on the, 410. 
—, queries, 261. 455. 
—,, replies, $53. 
Doges ot Venice, Sanuto’s, 35. 75. 
Dog Latin, 230. 284. 
Dogs, Isle of, 141. 
Dombec, Is it the Domesday of Alfred, 

365. 
Domestic establishment of Queen Eliza- 

beth, 4 
Don Quixote, contradictions in, 73, 171. 
Dore of Holy Scripture, 139. 205, 
Dorne the bookseller, 12. 118. 
— and Henno Rusticus, 75. 88. 
Douce (Francis) on John of Salisbury, 9 
Dove (Doctor Daniel) of Doncaster, and 

his horse Nobs, 316. 
Downing Street, 436. 
Dowts of Holy Scripture, 124. 154. 
D. (Q.) on authors of old plays, 77. 
— on Bishop Barnaby, 254. 
— on a chip in porridge, 352. 
— on ldoctor Daniel Dove of Doncaster, 

and his horse Nobs, and golden age of 
magazines, 316, 

— on Lady Jane of Westmoreland, 103. 
Dramaticus on the Beggar’s Opera, 178. 
— on Colley Cibber’s Apology, 29. 
Drayton’s Poems, 82. 119. 
—— works, Dr. Farmer’s notes on, 28. 
Draytone and Yong, 213. 
Dredge (John J.) on error in Johnson's Life 

of Seiden, 451. 
—— on Dr. Selater’s works, 478. 
Dr. Fau-tus, Dutch version of, 169. 
—— works ascribed to, 190. , 
Dryasdust (Dr.), 26. 
D. (8. D.) on change of name, 337. 
D. (T. E.) on guildhalls, 357. 
D. (LT. S.) on Arabic numerals, 279. 
—— reply to query about Arabic numerals 

and cypher, 367. 
— on coal brandy, 456. 
— on mathematical archzology, 133. 
— on the Roman numerals, 434. 
—— on swot, 369. 
Dudley Court, St. Giles’s, 244. 
Duke Street, Westminster, 196. 
Dulcarnon, 254. 
Durham, Anthony Bek, bishop of, 173. 
Dustpot, query as to, 320. 
Dutch language, works on. 583. 492. 
Duties of a Player, Betterton’s, 105. 
Dyce versus Warburton and Collier, 53. 
Dyot Street, St. Giles’s, 229. 

E. 

E. on Betterton’s Essay, 105. f 
—— on Dalton’s Doubting’s Downfall, 77. 
Eachard, tracts by, 320. 404. 
E. (a. H.) on Sir W. Hainilton, 216. 
— on St. Philip and St. James, 216. 
E. (A. J ) on travelling in England, 68. 
Kast Anglican on howkey or horkey, + 7. 
Easter Day, decking churches with yew on, 

294, 
Easter eggs, 244 597. 482. 
Exist Winch on spur money, 378. 
I istwood (Rev. J ) on symbols of Evange- 

lists, 472. 
Ecclesiastes on livi ing dog better than a dead 

lion, 576. 
Fcciesiastical year, 351. 420. 477. 
ad., what are deepenings ? 326. 
Eden (Rev. C Page) on reprint of Jeremy 

‘Taylor’s works, 483. 
Editors, hints to intending, 243. 
Edward IT., history of, 59. 91. 220. 
Edward the Confessor, crucifix of, 140. 
Edward the Black Prince’s shield, 183. 
Edwards (Rev. I.) on metal for telescopes, 

174. 206. 
Edwards (H.) on saveguard, 268. 
—— on masters of St Cross, 352. : 
E E. on statistics of the Roman Catholic 

Church, 61. 
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E. F. why are gloves not worn before 

royalty ? 356. 
— on old painted glass, 197. 
— on Sir William Ryder, 282. 
E. (H. T.) anecdote of a peal of bells, 382. 
—— on by hook or by crook, 206. 
— on Greene of Greens Norton, 43. 
E. (H.) on Sir William Rider, 325. 
— on the use of coffins, 321. 
Eiton (Stephen), or Eden’s * Acta Regis 

Edw. IL,” 230. 
E. (J.) on abdication of James IT., 39. 
—— on accuracy of references, 170. 
— “as throng as Throp’s wife,’’ 485. 
— on Ceasar’s wife, 389. 
— on Decker’s Raven’s Almanack, 400. 
— on horns to a river, 456. 
— on Q. Mary’s expectations, 188. 
Elizabeth (Queen), domestic establishment 

of, 41. 
—— pictures of, in churches, 184. 
Elizabeth and Isabel, 459. 488. 
Ellacombe (Kev. H. ‘T.) on Vincent Gookin, 

492. 
— on peal of bells, 154. 
Emancipition of the Jews, 403. 474. 
Emblem and national motto of Ireland, 415. 
Emdee on passages in Coleridge’s Christa- 

bel and Byron’s Lara, 265. 
—— on pet names, 299. 
— on charms, 429. 
—, etymology of havior, 588. 
Emerod, meaning of, 217. 476. 
Emerald, 340. 
Eminent Englishmen, Cunningham’s Lives 

of, 379. 
Endeavour oneself, the verb, 124. 154. 373. 
Engelbert (Archbishop ot ‘Treves), treatise 

by, 214. 
England, fall of rain in, 173. 235. 
England, landed and commercial policy 

of, 5¥. 91. 
England, travelling in, 33. 87. 167. 220. 
Engiish historians, opinions respecting Bp. 

Barnet, 40. ; Lord Clarendon, 165. 
— reprints of old books, 2U9. 
—— songs, John Lucas’s MS. collection of, 

174. 
—translations of Erasmus’ Encomium 

Moriz, 385. 
Epilepsy, charm for, used in freland, 349. 
Epigram (Latin) against Luther and Eras- 

mus, 51. 
— from the Latin, 204. 
— from which Pope borrowed, 253. 284. 
—— from the Latin of Vincent bourne, 

95 

—— from the Latin of Owen, 308. 
— by La Monnoye, 373. 
— on Louis XIV., 374. 
—— (Latin) complimentary, or the reverse, 

+ 16. 
Epistola de Miseria Curatorum, 380. 
Equivocation, treatise of, 263. 397. 
Erasmus and Luther, lines on, 27. 
—— paraphrase of the Gospels, 172, 
— and Luther, woodcut likenesses of, 203. 
— and Luther, portraits of, 252. 
—  Encomium Morie, English transla- 

tion of, 455. 
Erminois on Sapcote motto, 566. 
Errors corrected, 331. 
Erskine’s (Lord) brooms, 93. 138, 
Esquire and gentleman, 43/. 475. 491. 
Essex Buildings, 180. 
Estates of Cromwell, 589. 
E (T) on beaver hats, 586. 
Etoniensis on Mr. Macaulay and Bishop 

Burnet, 250. 
Etruria, sewerage in, 180. 
Etymology of Armagh, 264. 
— direct and indirect, 43). 
— of News, 270. 369. 487. 
— of Penniel, 449. 
Europe, Alfred’s Geography of, 257. 313. 
European sovereigns, genealogy of, 92. 119. 

250). 339. 
Eva, daughter of Dermot Macmurrough, 

92. 163. 
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Evangelists, symbols of, 385, 471. 
Evelyn’s Sculptura, 285. 
Evona’s (St.) choice, 253. 
Exaletation of Ale, a poem attributed to 
Beaumont, 146. 

Execution military, 246. 476. 
Extracts from old records, 317. 

FE 

F. on Vondel’s Lucifer, 142. 
F. (A.) on the curse of Scotland, 90. 
Faber (G.S.) on Quem Deus vult perdere, 

476. 
Fabvle—The Bear, the Louse, and Religion, 

321. 
“ Factotum,” origin of word, 43. 88. 
Farmer, Dr., notes on Drayton’s works, 

Fall of rain in England, 178, 235. 
Father, when did clergymen cease to be so 

called ? 158. 
Faustus (Dr.) Dutch history of, 169. 
— works ascribed to, 190. 
F. (A. W.) on wives of ecclesiastics, 148. 
Feast of St. Michael and All Angels, 202. 

235. 
Felix (Pope), 415. 
—— and Pope Gregory, 475. 
Female captive in Barbary, in 1756; narra- 

tive written by by herself, 305. 
Fettle, derivation of, 142. 
Few words to our friends, 17. 
Few words of explanation, 81. 
Fifth son, 482. 
Finkle or finkel, derivation of, 384. 419. 477. 
Fir-Cone, symbolisin of, 247. 
Fischel (A.) on Zenobia, 383. 
Five Queries, 439. 
F. (J. H.) on French maxim, 233. 
—— on singular motto, 233. 
F. (J. R.) on by hook or by crook, 168, 
— on Miryland Town, 167. 
Flaws of wind, 88. 
Flaying for sacrilege, 185. 
Flemish account, 8. 74. 119. 286. 
—— work on the order of St. Francis, 385. 
Fletcher’s Nice Valour, song in, by Dr. 

Strode, 146. 
Purple Island, MS. notes in, 164. 

Florins, 119. 
Flowers, symbolism of, 457. 
Fly-leaves, notes from No. 1.,9.; No. 2., 

27.; No. 3., 39.; No. 4., 164.; No. 5., 
211. 

Folk Lore, 229. 244. 258. 293, 315. 397. 412. 
429. 451. 467. 482. 

— of Wales, 294.295. 
Food of the people, 5+. 
Fool or a physician, 157. 
Forbes (C.) on “a” or “an,” 407. 
—— on endeavour, 373. 
— on a fool or a physician, 157. 
— on mistake in Gibbon, 542, 
—— on Pope and Petronius, 452. 
—— on Shakspeare’s employment of mo- 

nosyllables, 228. 
— on Spanish bull-fights, 381. 
— on sparse, 215. 
— on Vox populi vox Dei, 419. 
— on Zenobia, a Jewess, 460. 
Forlot, falot, forthlot, 320. 571. 
Forty Footsteps, Field of, 217. 
Foss (Edward), on the Middle Temple, 123. 

on the or a Temple, 335. 
——on Sir William Skipwyth, King’s 

Justice of Ireland, 23. 
| Fox (John R.) on Masters of St. Cross, 

404. 
—— on meaning of Shipster, 216. 
— Sir Stephen, 214. 250. 
F. (C. P. F.) on Sewerage of Etruria, 180. 
F. (P. H. F.) on ancient alms-dishes, 254. 
— on saveguard, 267. 
—— on singular motto, 214. 
—— on the temple or a temple, 420. 
——on topography of foreign printing 

presses, 2/7. 

Franz von Sickingen, 336. 389. 
Fraternity of Christian doctrine, 213. 281. 
Fraternitye of vagabondes, 183. 220. 
French leave, 246. 

maxim, 215. 233. 251. 373. 
—— Change, Soho, 410. 
Frere and Pardonere, 390. 
Friar Brackley’s sermon, allusion in, 351. 
Friday weather, 303. 
Friswell (James H.) on epigram quoted by 

Pope, ‘ Praise undeserved,” 253. 
Frith’s works, passage in, 373. 
Frog, golden, 214. 372. 
Frog he would a-wooing go, 458. 
Frusius (Andrew) or Des Freux, 180. 
F. (T. RB.) on by hook or by crook, poker- 

ship, gib-lat, emerod, 281. 
—— on porkership, 324. 
—— (W. A.) meaning of “ tace is Latin for 

a candle,” 385. 
—— (W. R.) on derivation of shrew, 381. 
— on the badger, 381. 

G. 

G. on letter attributed to Sir Robert Wal- 
pole, 304. 

—— on the cuckoo, 231. 
— on the derivation of sterling and penny, 

411 
— on Howard, Earl of Surrey, 440. 
— on parallel passages, 330. 
— on Rubert Long, 422. 
— on catsup, catchup, ketchup, 124, 
—— on Green, of Greens Norton, 75. 
G. (A.) on burning the dead, 308. 
— on Byron’s Lara, 445. 
— on humble pie, 92. 
—— on line quoted by De Quincey, 388. 
— on salting, 549. 
—— on the origin of the word snob, 250. 
— on salt at montem, 384. 
— on Temple Stanyan, 382. 
—— on paying through the nose, 335. 
Gastros on Abbey of St. Wandrille, 486. 
— on beaver hat, 236. 338. 
—— on golden frog, 372. 
—— on meaning of Pisan, 236. 
Gatty (Rev. Aifred) letter of Lord Nel- 

son’s brother, 38. 
— on the Abbey of St. Wandrille, 382. 

| 
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—— on catacombs and_bone-houses, 171. 
—— five queries, 440. 
— on peal of bells. 125. 
— on May marriages, 468. 
—— on spur money, #62. 
—— the meaning of pallace, 284. 
—— on versicle and response, 440. 
— what is a chapel, 354. 
Gatty (Margaret) Folk-lore, 429. 
Gazetteer of Portugal, 284. 
G. (B.) on balloons, 309. 
—— on Berkeley’s ‘heory of Vision, 107. 
— on Junius, 358. 
G. (B. W.) on Land chest, 173. 
G.(C. W.) on Zlfric’s colloquy, 248. 
— on Arabic numerals, 355. 
— on ballad of the wars in France, 445. 
— on Bishop Blaise, 325. 
— on Bodue on Briish coins, 235, 
— extract from parish register of North 

Runcton, 103. 
— on fall of rain in England, 235. 
— on havior, heavier, or hever, 269. 
— on Imes on ** woman's will,” 247. 
——on Lord Bacon’s metrical version of 

the Psalms, 235. 
—— meaning of loscop, 319. 
— on pallace, 255. 
— on Vox et preterea nihil, 247. 
—— on Gootet, 473. 
— on wives of ecclesiastics, 147. 
Genealogy of European sovereigns, 92. 119. 

250. 339. 
Genesse (Rev. Mr.), 183. 
Genius (A), trom the German of Claudius, 

326. 
Gentleman's Magazine, 189. 
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Geography of Europe, Alfred’s, 258. 313. 
George (Llewelyn St.) on an ancient motto, 

18! 9. 
Germain’s lips, 157. 
Gerrard Street, Soho, 114. 
Gesta Grayorum, 351. 489. 
G. G. on travelling in England, 35. 87. 
Gheeze Ysenoudi and Ave Trici, 215, 267. 
Ghost stories, by Daniel De Foe, 241. 
G. (H.) on lines, ‘‘ When England’s mon- 

arch,” and ‘ ’d preach as though,”’ 415. 
Gib cat, 235. 281. 
Gibbon, mistake in, 341. 390. 
Gibson (John Westby) on reheting and 

rehetours, 298. 
Giles (Rev. J. A.) on works of King Alfred, 

93. 
— of Worcestershire, family of, 76. 
Giles (St.) Pound, 244. 
— Hospital, 244. 
G.(J.) on ancient MS. account of Britain, 

174. 
— on by hook or by crook, 222. 
—— on Bishop Barnaby, 55. 
—— charm for blisters used in Ireland, 349. 
— charm for epilepsy used in Ireland, 349. 
— charm to cure the murrain in cows, 

349, 
— charm for toothache, 349. 
— charm for warts, 349. 
— on Eva, daughter of Dermot Macmur- 

rough, 163. 
— on Hordys, gold florins, and Kilkenny, 

157. 
— on Ogilby’s Britannia, 153. 
— Ormonde House, 320. 
—— new edition of Rev. Dr. Owen’s works, 

276. 
— Norfolk weather rhyme, 349. 
G. (J. M.) on thé Bristol riots, 460. 
—— on Christ’s Hospital, 421. 
G. (J. W. G.) on Queen’s messengers, 186. 
Gloves, 405. 
—, why not worn before royalty, 366. 
Godbold (Sir William), 93. 
God tempers the wind, 325. 357. 418. 
Godwin (W.), life of, 415, 478. 
Goethe, lines quoted by, 125. 188. 
Golden age, Epigram, 270. 

of magazines, 316. 
Golden frog, 214. 282. 372. 
Gold florins, 157. 
Goldsmith, on a passage in, 83. 
Gomer on Bernicia, 335. 
— on Caerphili Castle, 237. 
— on Cromlech, 405. 
— on the cuckoo, 419. 
— on journeyman, 309. 
—on Madoc’s emigration to America, 

236. 
—— on Prince Madoe, 406. 
— on Selago and Samolus, 252. 
Goodman’s Field_Wells, 396. 
_Gookin (Vincent), 492. 
Gootet, meaning of, 397. 473. 
Gospels, Erasmus’ paraphrase of the, 172. 
Gothic architecture, 59. 154. 
Gourders of rain, 335, 356. 419. 
Gournay (M. de), 308. 
Governor (the) on the derivation of snob 

and cad, 250. 
Gowghe’s Dore of Holy Scripture, 205. 
G. (R.) on Annus Trabeationis, 252. 
—on Cosmopolis and Complutensian 

Polyglot, 251. 
—— on Dowts of Holy Scripture, 154. 
— on Germain’s lips, 157. 
— La Mer des Histoires, 325. 
— on Latin names of towns, 474. 
— on lay of the Pheenix, £35. 
— on Pope Felix and Pope Gregory, 475. 
— on portraits of Luther, Erasmus, and 

Ulric Von Hutten, 303. 
—— on Speculum Exemplorum, Epistola 

de Miseria Curatorum, 380. 
—— on symbols of the Evangelists, 472. 
—— on wood-cut likenesses of Luther and 

Erasmus, 203. 
Grace-cup, Becket’s, 142. 

a a a 
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be a (A.) on Torri’s polyglot edition 
of Gray’s Elegy, 150. 

Graves (Rev. James), a living dog better 
than a dead lion, 404. 

— on bishops of Ossory, 335. 
— on the second Duke of Ormonde, 380. 
Gray’s Alcaic ode, 382. 416. 
Gray’s Elegy (translation of), 101. 
— Elegy, 138. 221. 389. 
— Elegy (German version of), 150. 
—— Elegy (editions and versions of), 150. 
Gray’s Inn Lane, 244, 
Greek verse, 142. 
Greene of Greene’s Norton, 43. 75. 
Greene (Richard), of Lichfield, 167. 
Greene’s Royal Exchange, 38. 
Greenham, family of Pointz of, 94. 
Green (Richard), apothecary, 74. 
Gregonis Italian version of Gray’s Elegy, 

Le 
Gregory (Pope) and Pope Felix, 475. 
Gresset’s Vert-vert, illustrations of, painted 
—~on enamel, 366. 475. 
Griffinhoof (Arthur, jun.), on the fraternity 

of vagabonds, &c., 183. 
Griffin, on the fable of the bear, the louse, 
and religion, 321. 

—— on Lord Erskine’s brooms, 93. 
—— on John Bell of the Chancery Bar, 93. 
G. (R. I. H.) on horns, 419, 
Grimm (Dr. Jacob), letter to, on meaning 
of “ Lerig,” 292. 

Grog, origin of, 28. 52. 168. 
Grotto, Pray remember the, 5. 
Grottoes on St. James’s Day, 6. 
Grummett, meaning of, 319. 337. 358. 
G. (S.) on Sir Jeffery Wyattville, 252. 
Guildhalls, 320. 357. 
Gules on Bess of Hardwick, 296. 
Gunner (W.H., Rev.) on William Basse 

and his poems, 348. 
— note on Herodotus by Dean Swift, 350. 
Gutch (J. W. G.) on lines attributed to 

Hudibras, 211. 
—— on etymology of News, 270. 
——, derivation of Avon, 285, 
Gutch (J. M.) on Herrick’s Hesperides, 

850. 
Guy Mannering, death-bed superstition in, 

350. 
G. (W.S.) on fifth son, 482. 
—— on meaning of fingle, 477. 

H. 

H. on autograph mottoes of Richard Duke 
of Gloucester and Henry Duke of Buck- 
ingham, 138. 

— on pity is akin’to love, 248. 
H. (A.) on7Bishop Jewell’s papers, 351. 
Haigh’s (Sir R.) letter-book, 463. 
Hailstone (E.) original letter of Peter le 
Neve, 451. 

H. (A.J.) on Christian captives, 477. 
—— on lines attributed to Hudibras, 211. 
Haley, or Hales (Richard), Milton pedi- 

gree, 366. 
Hall (Spencer), unpublished letter of Ho- 

race Walpole, 273. 
ela History of Literature, error in, 

De 

— Middle Ages ; alleged ignorance of the 
clergy, 51. 

Halliwell (J.Q.) on esquire and gentle- 
man, 475. 

— on Table-Book, 215. 
—— on the name of Shylock, 222, 
Hamilton, Sir William, 216. 270. 
Hamlet, tradition respecting Shakspeare’s, 

93. 
Hammack (J. T.) on bills of fare and hum. 

ble pie, 54. 
— on Dick Shore, 22. 142. 
—on parish register statistics—Chart, 

Kent, 442. 
Hampson (R. T.) on King Alfred’s Geo- 
graphy of Europe, £58. 

—— on #lfric’s colloquy, 168. 

Hampson (R. T.) on Periplus of Hanno the 
Carthaginian, 361. 

Hanap, 477. 492. 
Hanging out the broom, 384. 
Manno the Carthaginian, Periplus of, 361. 

4 
Hanover Square, 435. 
H. ft a. P.) on a curious monumental brass, 

mw 

on the arrangement of a monastery, 
452. 

Hapless Hunter ; or Eva, daughter of Der- 
mot Macmurrough, 92. 

Hardy (W.) on wives of ecclesiastics, 148. 
Hats, beaver, 235. 266. 338. - 
“ Havior,”’ etymology of, 230, 269. 342. 388. 
Hawkins (Edward) on curse of Scotland, 61. 
— on satirical medal of the Pretender, 70. 
—— on ships called whelps, 106. 
H. (C.) on chapels, 417. 
— on Christian captives, 477. 
—— on gourders of rain, 335. 
—-, ona Treatise on the Lord’s Supper, by 

R. Crowley, 333. 
H. (C. A.) on a passage from an old play, 76. 
H. (C. W.) on paying through the nose, 421. 
H. (E.) on high doctrine, 187. 
—— on the pursuits of literature, 212. 
“© Hearty Well-wisher”’ on poem in Lans- 

downe MSS., 12. 
Heun (Oscar) on Arabic numerals, 280. 
H. (E. J.) on spur-money, 462. 
Henno Rusticus, 12. 89. 
Henr}, Duke of Buckingham, autograph 

motto of, 138, 252. 
Herald, Morning, when first established, 75. 
Herbert’s Ames, Dr. Maitland on, 8. 
—— and Dibdin’s Ames, 38. 
—— (Sir Henry) office-book, 143. 
H. (E. R.J.) on early statistics of Chart, 

Kent, 330. 
—— on howkey, or hockey, 457. 
Hermes on “ brown study,” 418. 
—— on Dr. Dee’s petition, 187. 
— on the Dutch version of ,Dr. Faustus, 

169. 
— on Erasmus Encomium Moriz, 455. 

on J. B.’s Treatise on Nature and Art, 
458, 

on Martins the printer, 219. 
—— on Vondel’s Lucifer, 169. 
— on Vox et przterea nihil, 387. 
Herodotus, note on, by Dean Swift, 350. 
Herrick (Robert) and his Hesperides, note 

on, 291. 350. 
Hertford, extraordinary execution at, 70. 
Hesperides, a note on Robert Herrick the 

author of, 291. 
Hever, 405. 
Hexameter verses in the Scriptures, 109. 
H. (F.) Religious Tract by, 460. 
H. H.‘‘The lucky have whole days,’’ query 

as to authorship, 351. 
Hibernicus on Armagh, 219. 
Hickford’s Rooms, Panton Street, Hay- 
market, 395. 

Hickson (Samuel) on early English and 
early German literature — “News” and 
** Noise,’’ 428. 

—— on Marlowe and the old Taming of a 
Shrew, 194. 

— on song in style of Suckling, 134. 
—— on the old Taming of a Shrew, 227. 345. 
High doctrine, 187. 
— E. H. on, 187. 
Hints to intending editors, 386. 
H. (J. O. W.) Tale of a Tub, 326. 
— queries on outline, 318. 
Hobit, derivation of, 470. 
Hockey, 457. 
Holborn, Turnstile Lane, 244. 
Holsworth (Dr. Richard) and Thos. Fuller, 

484. 
Holy Scripture, Gowghe’s Dore of, 139, 205. 
Homer’s Odyssey, Pope’s, errors in, 331. 

362 
v0e, 

Homeric ballads of Dr. Maginn, 470. 
Homilies, allusions in, 229. 
Honnore Pelle, 76. 



Hook or by crook, 168.205. 222. 237. 281. 
405. 

Hopkins (John) the Psalmist, 119. 
Horace, Pope’s translation of, 230. 
Hordys, 157. 404. 
Horns, query respecting, 383. 419. 456. 
— to ariver, 450. 
— why Moses represented with, 385. 419. 
Horse’s head, 258. 
Hours, MS. book of, 276. 
Household book of Sir E. Dering, 130. 
— A.D. 1648-52, 161. 
Howard (Earl of Surrey), 440. 
Howkey or horkey, 263. 457. 
Howlett the engraver, 321. 
H. (R.) on Anthony Alsop, 215. 
.—— on derivation of ‘‘ Pimlico,” 383. 
— death-bed superstition, 315. 
H. (R. F.) on John Bull, 336. 
H. (S.) on “ Bis dat qui citd dat,’’ 330. 
Hudibrastic couplet, 340. 
Hudibras, lines attributed to, 210. 
—— on a passage in, 177. 
— _, passage from, 203. 
Humble pie, 54. 92. 168. 
Hundred-weight, 173. 
Hunt (Leigh), sonnet on the poets, 122. 
Hunter (Rev. Joseph) on anecdotes of 

_ books, 73. 
Huntsman, the Wild, 363. 
H. (W.) on wives of ecclesiastics, 115. 
— on Temple Stanyan, 460. 
Hyde Park Corner, 436. 
Hymn (Christmas), 201. 252. 
Hypomagirus on havior, 342. 
—— on muffins and crumpets, 253. 

Tt: 

Identity of anonymous annotators, 213. 
“I'd preach as though,” 415. 
I. (J.) on St. Barnabas, 136. 
—— on bigotry, 204. 
—,’Dorne the bookseller and Henno 

Rusticus, 75. 118. 
—on Eva, daughter of Dermot Mac- 
murrough, 163. 

— on execution of Duke of Monmouth, 
237. 

—— on Gothic architecture, 134. 
— on the transposition of lettcrs, 298. 
— on Warton and Heinsius, 285. 
— on lines attributed to Tom Brown, 372. 
Tland chest, 175. 
Incumbents of church livings, 61. 91. 106. 
Indagator on lines attributed to Henry, 

Viscount Palmerston, 382. 
Indians, why American aborigines so 

called, 254. 491. 
poet letter of the Duke of Monmouth, 

9. 
Inquisitorius on Liber Sententiarum — In- 

quisition of ThouJouse, 10. 
Inquisition in France, 106. 
— in Mexico, 352. 
—— in Thoulouse, 10. 
Inscriptions on ancient alms-basins, 44. 73. 
Inscriptions, early, 491. 
Investigator on Cartwright’s poems, 108. 
— on Nat Lee’s certificate, 149. 
Ireland, emblem and national motto of,415. 
—— pamphlets respecting, 384. 473. 
Iron manufactures of Sussex, 87. 
— railings round St. Paul’s, 446. 
Iter Boreale, MS. note on, 165. 
1. (T.) on Prince Madoc, 341, 

J. 

J. on meaning of Cavell, 473. 
— on mayors, 380, 
— on pamphlets respecting Ireland, 384. 
— on portrait of Sir John Poley, 285. 
Jackson (Sir George), was he not ‘ Ju- 

nius’’? 172. 
or aan 8.) on derivation of calamity, 
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Jackson (Edward S.), Quem Deus vult per- 
dere, 351. 

James I., bust of, 43. 
— , Dr. Dee's petition to, 142. 
James I1., abdication of, 39. 489. 
James, St., 216. 
— _, St., day, grottoes on, 5. 
Jarlzberg on the order of St. Francis, 

585. 
— on Le petit Albert, 385. 

on the symbols of the four Evangelists, 
385. 472. 

on English translations of Erasmus’s 
Encomium Morie, 385. 

J.(B.G.) on Gootet, 397. 
— on nursery games and rhymes, 401. 
Jebb (John, Rev.) nine queries by, 212. 
— on blunder in Malone’s Shakspeare, 

213. 
— on notes from fly-leaves, 228. 
Jemmy Dawson, ballad on, 158 
Jennings (Peter H.) on the battle of Tow- 

ton, 12+. 
Jerdan (W.) on Zachary Boyd, 406. 
Jester to Henry VIIJ., Domingo Lomelyn, 

193. 
Jewell’s (Bishop) papers, 351. 
Jew’s harp, origin of the, 215. 277. 342. 
Jews, emancipation of the, 401. 474. 
J. (G.) on buns, 244. 
— on Easter eggs, 244. 
Jhon-John, 234. 
J. (J.) on anonymous Ravennas, 220. 
— on Dick Shore, 220. 
—— on whelbps, 77. 
John, 299. 
—— origin of name, 234. 
John of Salisbury, Douce on, 9. 
John Bull, 372. 
Johnson (Dr.) and Professor de Morgan, 

Te 
— -, library of, 214. 270. 
— and Dr. Warton, 481. 
Johnson (R.F.) on author of Coxcombs 

vanquish Berkeley, &c., 384. 
— on the seven champions of Christen- 

dom, 418. 
— on derivation of sterling, 384. 
—— origin and signification of hanging out 

the broom, 384. 
— on Tickhill, God help me, 247. 
Jones (R. M.) on microscope, 217. 
Jones (T.) on Herbert and Dibdin’s Ames, 

39. 
—— on litany version of the Psalnis, 234. 
Jones (Inigo), sketches by, 122. 
Josias Ibach, Stada, 452. 
Journeyman, meaning of, 309. 458. 
J. (1) on Arabic numerals, 455. 
—— on dog Latin, 230. 
— on humble pie, 168. 
—— on ordination pledges, 206. 
—— on passage in Frith’s works, 373. 
—— on peruse, 252. 
— on Stephen Liton or Eden’s “ Acta 

Regis Edw. [T.,” 230. 
— on symbolism of flowers, 457. 
—— on Welsh ambassador, 46. 
Judas Bell, 195. 235. 357. 
Julius on horse’s head, 259. 
— on Rush bearings, 259. 
Junior on a Flemish account, 74. 
Junius, queries as to, 275. 322. 358. 
—, was he Sir G. Jackson? 172. 276. 

K. 

Karinthon (Lord), murdered in 1665, 400, 
. (B. H.) on passages in Milton, 286. 

Kelke (W. Hastings) on travelling in 1590, 
AO. 

Ken (Bp.), hymns, 188. 
Kennaguhair (1.) on pet names, 299, 
Kennedy (Rev. B. H.) on the expression 

** mutual friend,” 149. 
—— on Tickhill, God help me, 325. 
—— on pet names, 242. 
Kentish ballad, 247. 339. 

Kersley (Henry), lines by Sir John Suck- 
ling, 439. 

— on Miry-Land Town, 237. 
— on Americans called Indians, 491. 
— on superstitions of the Midland Coun- 

ties, 451. 
—— on barnacles, 254. 
—— on book called Theophania, 174. 
K. (G. J.) on Charles Martel, 86. 
— 0n printer’s couplets, 86. 
Kilkenny, when made a city, 157. 
Killaloe, Henry Ryder, Bishop of, 383. 
Killigrew fam ly, genealogy of, 204. 231. 283. 

, master of the revels, seal of, 204. 
Kingsmill (Rev. W.M.) on incumbents of 

church livings, 106. 
King’s coffee-house, Covent Garden, 493. 
Kings, pilgrimage of, 173. 
K. (J.) on Cunningham's Lives of eminent 
Englishmen, 379. 
ee (Aredjid) on the Dutch language, 

2, 
—— on trunck breeches, 445. 
Koran by Sterne, 216. 418. 
K. Hue H.) on cure for the hooping-cough, 

397. 
K. (W. M.), why Dr. Dee quitted Man- 

chester, 284. 

L. 

L. on Fenkle, 419. 
— on incumbents of church-livings, 61. 
— on Nash’s Terrors of the Night, 455. 
—— on tureen, 455. 
Lacedemonian black broth (coffee), 139. 

155. £04. 242. 360. 
Lerig, what is the meaning of, 292.1 
—— (derivation of), 387. 406. 
Laicus, when ‘“ Father” last applied to 

clergymen, 158. 
Laissez faire, laissez passer, 390. 
L’ Allegro (passage in), notes on Milton’s 
minor poems, 316. 

Lambeth wells, 395. 
Lambs bive and chote, 93. 474. 
La Mer des Histoires, 286. 325. 
oa (W. H.) on Master of the Revels, 

io. 

—— on Mowbray coheirs, 388. 
Lamont (C. D.) on dais-man, 267. 
la Monnoye, epigram by, 373. 
Lamp, smeliing of, 339. 571. 
Lancaster, St. Thomas of, 234. 
Tapded and commercial policy of England, 

59. 9). 
Lansdown House, 436. 
Lansdowne MSS., poem in, 12. 
Lara (Byron’s), on a passage in, 262. 
ne (Rev. L. B.), on bill of fare in 1626, 

mast household book of Sir E, Dering, 
vie 

—— on MSS. of Sir Roger Twysden, 76, 
on Kentish ballad sag, ee 
— on strewing straw or chaff, 204. 
a wages in 17th and 19th centuries, 

—— on the wife of Robert de Bruce, 187. 
on Wives of ecclesiastics, 148. 

Last of the villains, 139. 
Latin distich and translation, 415, 
—— epigram, 415. 
—— names of towns, 474. 
—— verse, 215. 
Law courts at St. Alban’s, 366. 
— of horses, 421. 
Lerig (derivation of), 387. 460. 
Lawyers’ patron saint, 151. 
Lay of the Pheenix, 203. 235. 
4 BL) family of Pointz of Greenham, 94, 

2 (B.L,) 
L. (C. L.) on history of Edward IT., 02. 
—— on landed and commercial Policy of 

England, 92. 
Legal polity of Great Britain (Dr. Thomas 

Bever’s), 483, 
Legate (Bartholomew), the Martyr, 483. 
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Legislators and ballad makers, 153. 
Legour on grog and Bishop Barnaby, 28. 

—— why isan earwig called coach-bell, 383, 

Leman (Rev. Thomas), 5Y. 91. 
Lines on Pharaoh, 406. 
Lesly, Bishop of Ross, 186. 
Letter attributed to Sir Robert Walpole, 

304, S21. 
— Book (Sir R. Haigh’s), 463. 
—— of Sir Robert Walpole, 338. 
Levite (Young), Macaulay’s, 26. 167, 229. 

374. 
Liber Sententiarum, 10. 20. 
Libraries (ancient), 21. 83. 
— public, 391. i 
Library of Augustinian Eremites of York, 

84. 
—— of Dr. Johnson, 214. 270. 7 
Limb of the Law ona maiden assize and 

white gloves, 29. 4 

Limborch’s Historia Inquisitionis, 20. 

Line quoted by De Quincey, 351. 388. 

Lines attributed to Henry Viscount Pal- 

merston, 382. 
— Tom Brown, 372. 
— on London dissenting ministers, 383. 

454. 
quoted by Goethe, 125. 

— by Sir John Suckling, 459. 
— in the style of Suckling, 20. 

— on ‘“Woman’s Will,” 247. 

Ling or Bodenham’s Politeuphia, 28. 86. 
Lions in the ‘lower, 42. » 
Literary Leisure, author of, 352. 

Literature, early English and earlyGerman, 

428. 
the pursuers of, 212. 

— pursuits of, 253. 
Liturgy version of the Psalms, 205.234 
Living dog better than a dead lion, 352. 370. 

404. 
L. (J. H.) on King’s coffee-house, Covent 

Garden, 403. 
— on Trimble family, 485. 
L. (L. B.) on Cowley or Cowleas, 107. 
— on-Loscop, 371. 
L. L. L. on Howlett, the engraver, 321. 

Lobster in medal of the Pretender, 103. 167. 

Locke, MSS. of, 451. 
Locke’s proposed Life of Lord Shaftespury, 

401 
Logan (James), on ancient motto, 340. 

on barnacles, 540. 
——on Conrad of Salisbury’s Descriptio 

utriusque Britannia, 319. 
Logographic printing, 198. 
Lollins, meaning of, 393. 418. 
Lomax (I. G.) on Dr. Johnson's library, 

214. 
Lomelyn (Domingo) jester to Henry VIII., 

193 
London, see Cunningham’s Handbook for, 
—— House Yard, 16. 
—— improvements, Vanbrugh’s, 142. 
Long, Robert, Admiral, 332. 422. 
——, Latin Epigram on a tall barrister so 

named, 422. 
Louvaine printer, Martin, 573. 
Lord Chatham, Queen Charlotte, original 

letter respecting, 69. 
Lord’s Supper, a treatise on, by Robert 

Crowley, 332. 355, 
Loscop, 319. 371. 
Louis X1V., epigram on, 374. 
Love, the king’s fool, 121. 
Love’s last shift, 383. 476. 
Lower (Mark Antony) on definition of | 
grummett, 358. 

— on the etymology of daysman, 188. 
—— on seal of the Killigrew family, 204 
—— on shipster, 251. 
— on Shylock, 184. 
L. (R.) on the thistle of Scotland, 24. 
L. (S ) on Vertue’s MSS., 372. 
L. (T. H.), epigram on Louis XIV., 374. 
L. (L. J.) on characters of actors in Cibber’s 

Apology, 67. 
Lucas’s (John) MS. collection of English 

songs, 174. 

Lucifer, Vondel’s, 142. 169. 
The lucky have whole days, 231. 351. 
Ludlow’s (John) query as te Junius, 275. 
—— memoirs, 354. 
Ludlum’s dog (As lazy as), 475. 
Luther and Erasmus, lines on, 27. 
—, woodcut likenesses of, 203. 
—,, portraits of, 232. 
—, Erasmus, and Ulric yon Hutten, por- 

traits of, 303. 
enn portrait at Warwick Castle, 400. 

57. 
— translation of the New Testament, 1 

John, v. 7., 399. 453. 
Lydgate and Coverdale, and their biogra- 

phers, 379. 
Lynne (Walter), 474. 
L. (W.) on Honnore Pelle, 76. 
— on the omission of the words Dei 

Gratia from the new florin, 118. 
Lwyd (Merry), 315. 

M. 

| M on Myles Blomefylde Ortus Vocabu- 
loram, 90. 

—-on Roland Monoux, 137. 
— on Manuscript of Orosius, 3719 
— 0n journal of Sir William Beeston, 444. 
—— on Seager a painter, 469. 
M. ona brebis pres tondue, &c , 357. 
— on the Apocrypha, 401. 
— on Arabic numerals, 231. 
— on Burnet, 40. 
— on the ecclesiastical year, 420. 
— on Gray’s Elegy, 221. 
— on J. B.’s ‘Treatise on Artand Nature 
— on Latin names of towns, 402. ~ 
—— on Moria Encomium of Erasmus, 455. 
—— on note books, 462. 
—on opinions of English historians, 

Lord Clarendon, 166. 
— on poetical symbolism, 219. 
— on Ptolemy of Alexandria, 170. 
— on symbols of the evangelists, 472. 
— on Temple Stanyan, 460. 
—— on ‘Lheses, 401. 
— on vox populi vox Dei, 492. 
— on Zenobia, 421. 
M. (A.) on watching the sepulchre, 403. 
M, or N., 485. 476. 
Mac Cabe (W. B.) on barnacles, J17. 
— on Frusius, 218. 
Macaulay and Bishop Burnet, 40. 259. 
Macaulay's “* Young Levite,’’ 26. 167. 222. 

374. 
Macaulay’s account of Duke of Monmouth, 

wv. 

Macbeth, on a pas-age in, 484. 
Machoreus, see Macvrovius. 
Mackay (Jonn ftoss), 125. 356. 
Macerovius or Machoreus (Alexander), 

185. 
M.(A.D.) on the capture of the Duke of 
Monmouth, 24. 

— on Cromwell relics, 247. 
— cn Macaulay’s ** Young Levite,”’ 222. 

on travelling in England, 68. 
Madden (Sir Frederick) on Purvey on the 

Apocalypse, and Bonner on the Seven 
Sacraments, 452. 

— on Sanuto’s Doges of Venice, 36. 
—— on the Wyeliffite translation of the 

Scriptures, 360. 
Madoc’s expedition to America, 12. 25. 57. 

58, 236. 282. 
Madoc, the son of Owen Gwynedd, 56. 135. 
Maginn, Dr. miscellaneous writings of, 341. 

406. 470. 
Maiden assize, white gloves at, 29. 
Maiden Lane, Covent Garden, 451. 
Maids (Red) of Bristol, 183. 219. 
Maitland (Rev. S. R.} on college salting, 

261. 
— on Dibdin’s Typographical Antiqui- 

ties, 56. 
— on repository for ‘‘notes’”’ and Her- 

bert’s ‘* Ames,” 8. 

Maitland, (Rev. S. R.), on Robert Crowley, 

Malone's Shakspeare, blunder in, 213. 386. 
6 

Man in a garret, on M. de Gournay, 508. 
Paturcn ny respecting abdication of James 

+) BU. 
Mare de Saham, 106. 121. 
Marescaucia, 94. 167. 
Margarets’(St.), Westminster, extracts from 
churchwardens’ accounts of, 195. 

Markland (J. H.) on Dr. Johnson and Dr. 
Warton, 481. 

—— on esquire and gentlemen, 491. 
Marlborough (Duke of), 415. 490. 
Marlow’s autograph, 469. 
Marlow and the old * f'aming ofa Shrew,”’ 

94, 296, 
Marriage contract of Mary Queen of Scots 
and the Earl of Bothwell, 97. 

Martel (Charles), 86. 
Martel (the name), 274. 
Meee: S.) on derivations of calamity, 

8. 215. 

Martins, see Mertens. 
Martins, the Louvaine printer, 373. 
Marylebone gardens, 383. 490. 
Mary on origin of Polly, 215. 
Mary Queen of Scots, marriage contract of 

with the Earl of Bothwell, 97. 
Mary, Queen, her expectations, 188. 
Master of Methuen, 305. 
Master of the revels, 158. 373. 
Masters of St. Cross, 352. 404. 
Mathematical Archeology, 132. 
Mathews (W. Franks) on mother of 
Thomas a Becket, 415. 

Mathews (W. Franks) on Urbanus Regius, 
419. 

Maudeleyne (Grace), 437. 
Maxim, French, 215. 373. 
May-day, 221 ; customs of, 187. 
May Marriages, 467. 
Maypole (Strand), 142. 
Mayor (Rev. J. k. B.) on Bishop Cosin’s 
MSS. ; index to Baker’s MSS., 453. 

— on the circulation of the blood, 250. 
sans notes on Bacon and Jeremy Taylor, 

427. 
—— on notes from fly-leaves, 212. 

on smelling of the lamp, 371. 
Mayors, what is their correct prefix? 580. 
M. (B.), on Vanbrugh’s London improve- 
ments, 142. 

M. (G. R.) on evangelistic symbols, 472. 
Medal of the Pretender, 58. 70. 103. 167. 
Medizval geography (queries in), 60. 
Medical symbols, ©99. 
Melandra on ancient alms-basins, 172. 
Melanion on French maxims, 373. 

on ‘ By hook or by crook,” 205. 
— on Jew’s-harp, 215. 
— on Macaulay’s ** Young Levite,” 26. 
— on May-day customs, 187. 
— on military execution, 246. 
— on Nomade, 342. 
— on Periwinkle, a mocking emblem,,77. 
—on plagiarisms or parallel passages, 

164. 260. 
— on Twm Shawn Cattie, 583. 
Mer des Histoires, 286. 585. 
Mercenary preacher, 384. 
Merry Lwyd, 315. 
Merser, Mr., House, Newington, painted 

glass in, i97. 
Mertens, Martins, or Martini the printer, 

185. 
Merton (Ambrose) on Wesselcuphymn, 137. 
Mess. (A), meaning of, 153. 
Messengers (Queen's), 186. 445. 
Metal for telescopes, Rev. J. Edwards on, 

174. 206. 
Methuen ( Master of), 205. 
Metrical charms—Folk lore, 229. 
Metrical version of the Psalms, Lord 

Bacon’s, 263. 
Metrical writings on alchymy, 60. 
Meyrick’s Ancient Armour, error in, 342, 
M. (F.) on Astle’s MSS., 282. 



M. (F.) on Compendyous Olde Treatyse, 
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—— on Dore of Holy Scripture, 140. 
— on Dr. Hugh Todd’s MSS, 282, 
— on Madoc, 282. 
—— on MS. Book of Hours, 276. 
— on MSS. of Sir Roger 'Twysden, 282, 
—— on royal genealogies, 282. 
— on “ Factotum,” 83. 
— on viridis vallis, 285. 
M. (G.) on incumbents of Church livings, 

91. 
— on Katharine Pegg, 91. 
— on Rev, I. Leman, 91. 
— on Selago and Samolus, 201. 

on travelling hand-bills, 146. 
M. (H. J.) on ballad of Dick and the Devil, 

172. 
Michael (St.) and All Angels, festival of, 

202. 235. 
Microscope, 217. 
Middle Ages (Hallam’s), 51. 
Middle Temple, 123 
Miland (John) on trade editions — Cottle’s 

Life of Coleridge, 55. 
Military execution, 246. 476. 
Milnes (Richard Monckton) on St. Thomas 

of Lancaster, 181 
Milton, on passages in, 236. 
Milton’s Defensio, MS. notes in, 104, 
— L’Allegro, 316. 
— Minor Puems, notes on, 316. 
— pedigree. Richard Haley or Hales 

Sub. 
— Prose Works, Bolin’s edition, 483. 

* Minar’s Book of Antiquities, 277. : 
Minimum de Malis, 374. 
Minerva, order of, 188. 
Misquvtations, 38. 
Mistake in Gibbon, 390. 
Miryland town, 165. 237. 
M. (J.) on Complutensian Polyglot, 268. 
— Evelyn’s Sculptura, 205, 
—— * God tempers the wind,” &c., 357. 
— on Gray’s elegy, 221. 
— on le petit Albert, 474. 
—— on origin of Rococo, 356. 
— on Richard of Cirencester, 206. 
—— on Roger Bacon ; hints and queries for 

a new edition of his works, 393. 
— on theses, 451. 
—— on treatise of equivocation, 264. 
—, wild huntsman, 363. 
—, did Oliver Cromwell write the new 

Star of the North, 202. 
M. (J. B.) on Bristol riots, 352. 
— on a French maxi, 251. 
M. (J. EK.) on ancient motto, 93. 
M. (J. F.) on birthplace of Andrew Borde, 

3 

> 

— on definition of clericus, 149. 
— on derivation of calamity, 268. 
— on Gray’s elegy, 101. 
—, hints to intending editors, 386. 
— on Mare de Saham and Portum Pu- 

sillum, 106. 
— on letters of Mrs Chiffinch, 124. 
— on notes froin fiy-Jeaves, No. iv.,. 164. 
—— on 4 passage in L’ Allegro, notes on 

Milton’s miner poems, 316. 
—— on Richard Haley or Hales, 565. 
— on the fraternity of vagabonds, 220, 
—— on Walewich or Watewich, 236. 

) M. (J. H) on Burnet, 541. 
— on Jew’s-harp, 342. 
— on Milton's L’ Allegro, 316. 
— on *'to feitle,” 169. 
Modest discours, 205, 253 
Mo.wastery, arrangement of one, 452. 
Moneta Sanctw Helen, 100, 
Monk, Skinner’s life of, 378. 
Monmouth’s ash, 82. 
—, Duke of, 358. 
—, execution of, 237. 
—, capture of, 524, 
—., inedited letter of, 579. 
—, wemorials of the last days of, 198. 
—., correspondence, 427, 
— his pocket-book, 397. 

INDEX. 

Monody on Sir John Moore, 321. 448. 
Monoux, Roland, monumental brass, 137. 

188. 
Monosyllables, use of, 285. 
Monro (Cecil) on form of petition, 75. 
Monson (Lord) on Lord Carrington or Ka- 

rinthon, 490. 
Monumental brass, 370. 405. 
Moore, Sir John, monody on the death of, 

S21. 445. 
Morgan, De (Professor), and Dr. Johnson, 

107. 
Morning Herald, when first established, 7. 
Morse As caught the mare, 320. 
Moses, why represented with horns, 383. 

419. 
Mosquito country, origin of the name, 

early connection of the Mosquito Indians 
with the English, 425. 

Mother of Thomas & Becket, 415. 490. 
Motto, ancient, 93. 104, 156. 189, 340, 
—,, of University of Cambridge, 76. 
—, Sapcote, 366. 476. 
—, singular, 214. 233. 
— , the Buckingham, 138. 252. 283. 459, 
Mousetrap, book of the, 154. 
—., Dante, 339. 
Mowbray coheirs, 213. 388. 
Morning Chronicle, when established, 7. 
M. (R. M.) on chrysopolis, 383. 
— on Darnley’s birih-place, 220. 
— on Sanuto, 2920. 
—(S.A.) on Charlemagne’s talisman, 

—on the darkness at the crucifixion, 
186. 

MS. volume of chronicles at Reigate, note 
of, 6. 

MSs. of Casaubon, 422. 
— of Dr. Hugh ‘Todd, 340. 
— of Locke, 401 451. 

of the Wyclifiite translations of the 
Seripture, 36b. 

— sermons by Jeremy Taylor, 125. 
— of Sir Roger Troysden, 76. 
M. (J. B.), Flemish account, 8. 
M. (J. F.) on Ling and Bodenham, 86. 
M. (J. H.) on Countess of Pembroke’s let- 

ter, 119. 
M. (J. R) on parallel passages or plagia- 

risins in Childe Harold, 299. 
Muffins and crumpets, derivation of, 173. 

205. 253. 
Munford (George), query, Is the Dombec 

the Domesday of Alfred, 365. 
Murrain in cows (charm for) used in Ire- 

land, 349. 
Musatir on a Flemish account, 74. 
Music room in Charles Street, Covent Gar- 

den, 595. 
— in Dean Street, Soho, 395. 
** Mutual friend,” Dr. Kennedy on the ex- 

pression, 149. 
M. (W.) on derivation of “ finkle,” 384. 477. 
M. (W. B.) on Mare de Saham—Portumn 

Pusitllum— Watewich, 1¥1/. 
M. (W. L.) on Gray’s Elegy, 221. 
** My love and I for kisses played,” &c., 302. 

458. 
My mind to me a kingdom is, 489. 502. 

N. 

N. on Reinerius Saccho, 205. 
—— on Lohn’s edition of Milton’s prose 

works, 483. 
on busts of James I. and Charles I., 

and ancient tapestry, 43. 
— on discours modest, 205, 
— on Dr. Sam. Parr, and Dr. John Tay- 

lor of Shrewsbury school, 467. 
— on Katharine Pegg, 91. 
— on Kev. T. Leman, 91. 

on William Godwin, 415. 
N.(A.), Minar’s Books of Antiquities, 277. 
— on Reheting and Rehetours, 279. 
—— on William Baxter, 285, 
Nagshead, Cheapside, 410. 
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Name (change of), 246, 337. 
Names of towns (Latin), 402. 
Napoleon, tablet to, 262. 406. 461. 
Nares on Scarborough warning, 138. 
Nash’s terrors of the night, 400. 455. 
Naso on Cock Lane, 244. 

on Mary-le-bone Gardens, 383, 
— on the Norman crusades, 103, 
—— on the limes, 136. 
Nat Lee’s certificate, 149. 
Nathan on the ecclesiastical year, 381. 
— on “ Vox et przterea mhil,’”’ 587. 
N (B.) on the lobster in the medal of the 

pretender, 167. 
— on Richard Green of Lichfield, 167. 
— on Thistle of Scotland, 166. 
Nec pluribus impar, 422. 
N. (E. L.) on the Koran by Sterne, 216. 
Nell Gwynne, Vennison’s funeral sermon 

on, 28. 
Nelson’s brother, letters of immediately 

after the battle of ‘Trafalgar, 36. 
Nemo, Christ’s Hospital, old songs once 
popular there, 318. 
sae the Memoirs of an American Lady, 
V0 

, What is the meaning of complexion, 
352. 

» query as to the author of Literary 
Leisure, 352. 

Neve ( Peter Le) original letter of, 451. 
New Star of the Noith, did Oliver Crom- 

well write it, 202 
New Year’s Day custom, 214, 
Neweastle House, 436. 
New Exchange, 451. 
** News,” origin of the word, 270. 359. 487. 
Nightingale (15.) medal of the pretender, 58. 
Nine of diamonds, why and when called 

the curse of Scotland, 61. 90. 
N. (J. &.) on John Stowe, 297. 
N. (J G.) on Constantine the artist, 452. 
—— on Josias Ibach, Stada, 452. 
~— on the Master of the Revels, 158. 
Nomade, 342, 389 
Norman crusader, the, 103. 
Norman pedigrees, 214. 265 
Norris on Gowghe’s Dore of Holy Scrip. 

ture, 205. 
Northman on Martin the Louvain printer, 

373. 
— on Portugal, 246. 
—, why are North American aborigines 

called Indians, 254 
Nosce Teipsum, an exception,!Epigram, 391, 
Note on Herodotus, by Dean Swift, 350. 
— on Cold Harbour, 60. . 
Notes on authors and books, 42. 
— on the Dodo, 410. 
— from fly leaves, No. 1. 9: No. 11. 

28: No. 3. 39; No.4. 164; No. 5, 211; 
No. 6. £27. 

— inethod of keeping them, 104. 
— upon notes No. 1. 19, 
— query as to, 45. 
— value of a repository for, 8. 
—— upon books, sales, catalogues, &c. in 

every number. 
—— to correspondents, in every number. 
Novela recent one, 231. 285. 
Novus on compendyous Olde Treatyse, 404. 
— on ‘Tracts, by F. H. 490. 
— on Walter Lynne, 474. 
— on Woolton’s Christian manual, 490, 
Nudd (Gwynn ab), on Merry Lwyd, 315. 
Numismatic queries, 468. 
Nursery games and Rhymes, 401. 

oO. 

O. on a Latin epigram, 416. 
O (1.) on portraits in the British Mu- 

seum, 505. 
O (R.) on coffee, the Lacedemonian 

black broth, 124. 204. 
—— on portrait of Charles I., 158. 
—— on register of Cromwell's baptism, 136. 
Office book of Sir Henry Herbert, M3. 

| 

{ 
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Ogilby’s Britannia, 153. 
Old Auster Tenements, 217. 307. 

—— books, English and American reprints 

of, 209. 

_’ Robin Gray, MS. notes in, 165. 

Oliphant (G. H. Hewit) on law of horses, 

421. 

Oliver (George) on Daysman, 267. 

Omens from battle, 258. 
Opinions respecting En, 

I. Bishop Burnet, 40. 
165. 

Order of Minerva, 88. 

Ordination, pledges, 156. 206. 935. 

Origin, of the Jews-harp, 277, 

—— of the change of Mary into Polly, 299. 

Ormerod (Geo.) on Sydenham or ‘Tiden- 

ham, 458. 
Ormonde, (second Duke of), 380. 

—— house, 320. 
Orosius, (Anglo-Saxon MS. of), 371. 

Ortus Vocabulorum, 90. _ 

Ossory, (Bishops of ), 305. 

Otloh the Scribe, by S..W. Singer, 113.147. 

Our progress, 129. 289. 
progress and prospects, 50. 

—— further progress, 393. | 

Owen (Rey. Dr.), new edition of his works, | 

276. 
— epigram from the Latin of, 308. 

Oxoniensis on Bp. Ken’s Hymns, 188. 

on MS. Sermons by Jeremy | aylor, 125. | 

lish historians :— 
I, Lord Clarendon, 

P. 

P. on Boston de Bury, 186. 
_— on Carena, 186. 

—— was not Sir George Jackson “Junius,” 

172. 276. 
Painted glass, 197- 
Painter, Seager, a, +69. 

P. (A. G.S.), Snow of Chicksand priory, 

S51. 
Pallace, the meaning of, 202, 233, 284. 

Pall Mall, 436. 
Palmerston (Herry Viscount), 

buted to, 352. 
Pamphlets respecting Ireland, 384. 473. 

lines attri- 

Pandoxare, 202. 234. 284. 

Paraphrase of the Gospels, Erasmus’, 172. 

Parallel passages, 330. 

Pardonere (the) and Frere, 390. 

Parish registers, extracts from, 41. 

—— statistics, Chart, Kent, 442. 

Parser street, Drury lane, 229. : 

Parkeiship, porkership. See Pokership. 

Parliamentary writs, 305. 

Parnell, lines by, 427- 

Parr (Dr.Sam.) of Shrewsbury,and Shrews- 

cury school, 406. 

Parson’s charity, Oliver Cromwell as a 

feoffee of, 465. 

Passage from an old play, 76. 

from Pope, 245. 
Patron saint of Lawyers, 151. 

Pavoise of the Black Prince, 283. 

Pawnbrokers’ three bails, 42. 

Paying through the nose, 335. 421. 

Pp. (C.) on Parnell, 427. 

Peal of bells, a, 170. 
—, anecdote of a, 382. } 

Peckham (East), Kent, extract from parish | 

registers, 41. 
Pedigrees, Norman, 2'4. S66. 

Pedlar’s song attributed to Shakspere, and 

tradition connected with Shakspere’s 

“ Hamlet,” 23. 
Pegge (Catherine), 59. 90. 141. 200. 

Peinbroke, Dorset, and Montgomery, coun- 

tess of, celeorated letter of, 28. 119. 154. 

Penniel, etymology of, +49. 

Penny, etymology of, 384. 411. 

Percy (Dr.) and the poems of the Earl of 

Surrey, 470 
Periergius Bibliophilus, 

mousetrap, 15+. 

Periplus of Hanno, 

412, 

on book of the 

the Carthaginian, 361. 

INDEX. 

Periwinkle, a mocking emblem, hE 

Peruse or pervise, the word, 215. 222. 319. 

Petit Albert, 385. 
Petition, form of, 43. 75. 
Pet names, 242. 299. 
P. (G.j on Annus Trabeationis, 105. 

——, query respecting Urbanus Regius, 367. 

Pharaoh, lines on, 406. 
&@ on florins, 119. 
—— on lions in the Tower, 42. 

—— on wives of ecclesiastics, 116. 

Philalethis Cestriensis, 35+. 
Philautus, epigram to, 358. 
Philip, St., £16. 
Philobodius, lines on Pharaoh, 405. 

Pheenix, lay of, Anglo-Saxon, 203. 935. 

— by Lactentius, 285. 

ircacyos, on derivation of Zero, 268. 

——, on the origin of the change of Mary 

into Polly, 299. 
Phonetic peculiarity, 463. 

Physicians, proverb against, 277. 

Pictures of Queen Elizabeth and Charles I. 

in churches, 184. 

Pilgrimage of kings, 173. 
—— of princes, 203. 
Pimlico, origin of name, 383. 474. 

Pisan, meaning of, 101. 236. 266. 299. 

Pitt's (Lord Chatham) resignation, 65. 

Pity is akin to love, 248. 

Pp. (J.) on origin of word “ bug,’’ 237. 

P. (K.M.) on the festival of St. Michael 

and all angels, 205. 
Plagiarisms, or parallel passages, 163. 260. 

332. 347. 
Planché (J. R.) on ancient tapestry, 68. 

on armour of Black Prince and 

sword of Charles I., 183. 
— on Queen’s messengers, 221. 
Plays, authors of old, 120. 

Poem by Sir Edward Dyer, 355. 

_— in Lansdowne MSS., 12. 

Poems of William Basse, 265. 

Poetical symbolism, 21. 

Poets, Leigh Hunt’s sonnet on, 192. 

Poghele, meaning of, 186. 406. 

Poins and Bardolph, 385. 418. 

Pointz of Greenham, family of, 9+ 

Pokership or Porkership, meaning of, 185. 

218. 236. 269. 261. 323. 369. 

Poley (Sir John), portrait of, 385. 

Policy, histury of landed and commercial, 

in England, 59. 91. 

Political maxim, when first used, 93. 104. 

Polly, origin of the change of Mary into, 

215. 299. 
Polyglot, Complutensian, 213. 951.268. 325. 

402. 461. 
Poor Robin’s almanack, 470. ’ 

Poore’s (Edward) Literary Collections, 122. 

Pope Felix, #15 475. 
Pope and Petronius, 452. 

_—, Petronius, and his translators, 414. 

——, passages from, 245. 
_—., quotations from, 102. 
_——, on a passage in, 201. 
_— vindicated, 362. 

| Pope’s Homer's Odyssey, errors in, 331. 

—— revision of Spence’s essay on the 

Odyssey, 395. 

—— translations of Horace, 250. 

Porkership, 324. See Pokership. 

Portrait by Boonen, 586. 

__— of Charles I., 137. 
Portraits in the British Museum, 305. 

__ of Luther and Erasmus, 202. 

—— of Luther, Erasmus, and Ulric von 

Hutten, 303. 
Portugal, gazetteer of, 246. 308. 

Portuin pusillum, 105. 121. 

Potter (‘I'. R.) on Belvoir Castle, 384. 

Pound, St. Giles’s, 244. 

Powell's (Rev. T.) Human Industry, Bol- 

ton Corney on, 102. 

Powers (John) on Eva, daughter of Dermot 

Macmurrough, 163. 
Praise undeserved, origin of the line, 222. 

Pray remember the grotto, Fe 

Prebendaries, 400. 

Prendergast (M.)‘on Scole Inn, 283. 

Pretencer, the lobster in the medal of the, 

58. 167. 
Price (E. B.) on coffee, the Lacedzmonian 

black broth, 139. 
Printers’ couplets, 86. 
Printing presses, topography of foreign, 

277. 348. 
Priscian, query about a or an before vow- 

els. 350. 
Eauep discipline and execution of justice, 

70. 
Propugnaculum, Anti-Pistorianum, 203. 

Proverb, a living dog better than a dead 

lion, 404. 
—_—., weather, 413. 
Rrerge sayings and their origin, 347. 

82. 
Provincial words, 467. 

Prutenice, meaning of, 215. 284. 

Psalms, liturgy version of, 203. 234. 

— , Lord Bacon’s metrical version of, 202. 

235. 263. 
Ptolemy of Alexandria, 142. 170. 
Public libraries, 391. 
Pursuers of literature, 212. 

Pursuits of literature, 253. 

Purvey on the Apocalypse, 452. 

Pusan, Iklynton collar, 440. 

Pweea on Caerphile Castle, and the use of 

Samolus and Selago by the Druids, 157. 

—— on curious Welsh custom, 178. 

P. (W. P.) on a passage in Cowper’s Task, 

_~"on derivation of ‘ calamity,” 268. 

Q. 

Q.Q. ona Flemish account, 74. 

Quesitor, Vox Populi, monody on Sir John 

Moore, 321. 
Quarterly Review on Burnet, 41. 

Queen of hearts, 320. 
Queen’s bagnio, 286. 
—~__ messengers, 186. 221. 445. 

Queen Street, Great, Lincoln’s Inn, 244. 

Ouem Deus vult perdere, 351, 421. 476. 

Queries on outline, 318. 

= Woolton’s Christian Manual, 399. 

Query as to notes, 43. 

on Ptolemy of Alexandria, 142. 

Quevedo, Spanish bull-fights, 381. 

R. 

R. on Caraccioli’s life of Lord Clive, 108. 

—— on Cartwright’s poems, 151. 

— on Macaulay’s Young Levite, 167. 

~— on Sir R. Haigh’s letter-book, 463. 

__ on *¢ sneck-up,”’ 492. 
R. (A.) on Hordys, 404. 

R. (A. B.) on Bartholomew Legate, the 

martyr, 483. 

—— lines on London dissenting ministers, 

454. 
__$n Dr. Richard Holsworth and Thos. 

Fuller, 484. 
Rahere on curious monumental brass, 247. 

Rainbow in the morning, &c , 451. 

Rain, fall of, in England, 173. 235. 

Raleigh, bust of Sir Walter, 76. 

Ranelagh, Lord, daughter of, and Charles 

IL., 478. 
Rappee (Brown) on “ esquire” and “‘ gen- 

tleman,”’ 437. 
Ravennas, anonymous, date of, 124. 290.368. 

Rawdon papers, 400. 

hk. (C. J.) on catsup, 983. 

Gn derivation of * lerig,”’ 387. 

on gourders of rain, 419. 

—— on Quem Deus vult perdere, 421. 

~~ on MSS. of Dr. Hugh Todd, 340. 

—— on Norman pedigrees, 207. 

—— on tablet of Napoleon, 406. 

~~ on translation of lian, 267. 

_— on the transposition of letters, 422, 

—— on the use of monosyllables, 285. 
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R. (C. J.), to endeavour oneself, 285. 
R. (C. U. B. E.) on a nation’s ballads, 124. 
R. (D. N.) on misquotations, 38. 
Reconciliation, the, in 1554, 186. 
Record publications, 40. 
Records, extracts from old, 317. 
Red Lion Square, 436. 
Red maids of Bristol, 183. 219. 
R. (E. F.) on the Strand Maypole, 142. 
— on John Lucas’s MS. collection of 

English songs, 174. 
— on Colonel Blood’s house, 174. 
References, query as to, 2U. 
——, accuracy of, 170. 
Regimental badges, 415. " 
Reheting and Rehetours, meaning of, 155. 

278. 
Reigate, MS. chronicles at, 6. 
Reinerius Saccho, 106. 205. 
Revells, the office of master of, 219. 273. 
R. (G. J.) on writers of notes on fly-leaves, 

51. 
Richard of Cirencester, 93. 
Richard, Duke of Gloucester, autograph 
motto of, 138. 252. 
— III., true tragedy of, 315. 
Richardson, E. Bouchier, query relating to 

Rev. Dr. Thomlinson, 350. 
Richmond Buildings, Soho, 196. 
Rich (A.), Jun., on the Buckingham motto, 

459. 
— on meaning of “ grummett,”’ 358. 
— (Anthony), Jun., on Pope, Petronius, 

and his translators, 414. 
Rider, Sir William, 203 268. 325. 
Rimbault, E. F., Dr., on authors who have 

privately printed their own works, 469. 
— on ballad of Jemmy Dawson, 158. 
—— on Betterton’s duties of a player, 105, 
—, bibliographical notes, 413. 
— on Dr. Burney’s musical works, 135. 
—on Cunningham’s Handbook for 

London, which see. 
— on Cheshire round, 456. 
— on Domingo Lomelyn, jester to Henry 

VIIL., 194. 
——, English translation of Erasmus En- 
comium Moria, 455. 

——, on the exaletation of ale, a poem, 146. 
—— on the field of forty footsteps, 217. 
——, the first coffee-houses in England, 

$14. 
——, the French Change, Soho, 410. 
— on Gesta Grayorum, 489. 
—— on Hudibras, 178. 
— on Lollius, 418. 
— on Lydgate and Coverdale and their 

biographers, 379. 
— on Marylebone Gardens, 490. 
—— on the Maudeleyne Grace, 437. 
— on mother of Thomas a Becket, 490. 
—— on office-book of Sir Henry Herbert, 

143. 
—— on office of Master of the Revels, 219. 
—-— on the origin of the Jews-harp, 277. 
—— on Pimlico, 474. 
—. ten queries concerning poets and 

poetry, 302. 
—— on Roger de Coverley, 118. 
—— on salting, 492. 
— on Sir tdward Dering’s household 

book, a.p. 1648-52, 162. 
— on William Basse and his poems, 266. 
—— on spur money, 494. 
— on sword called curtana, 364. 
— tracts by Decker and Nash, 454 
— on Turnstile Lane, Holborn,‘244, 
— on use of beaver hats in England, 

—— Vertue’s manuscripts, 319. 
— when were umbrellas introduced into | 

England, 414. 
—— who translated the Turkish Spy, 334. 
Ringers’ true guide, Beaufoy’s, 157. 
Riots, Bristol, 352. 460. 
R. (L. C.) on derivation of “ to fettle,” 142. 
R. (N. E.) allusion in Friar Brackley’s 

sermon, 35). 
Roasted mouse, 430. 

Robson (W.) on the name Martel, 294, 
Rock (Rev. Daniel) on the fraternity of 

Christian doctrine — Chaucer’s night 
charm, 281. 

—— on the watching of the sepulchre, 354. 
— onthe Wickliffite version of the scrip- 

tures, 405. 
on Vox Populi vox Dei, 370. 

Rococo, 321. 356. 
Rodd (Mr.) sale of his books, 190. 
Roger Bacon, hints and querics for a new 

edition of his works, 393. 
Roger de Coverley, 59. 118. 
Rogers (J. R.) on the meaning of palace, 

202, 
Roman Catholic church, statistics of, 61. 
Roman numerals, 434. 
Roodloft, history of, 195. 
Rose, under the, 214. 
Rosh, query respecting Sir Robert Long, 

382 
Koss (C.) on the Duke of Monmouth’s 

pocket-book, 397. 
— on author of Laissez faire laissez 

passer, 390. 
Reterodamus or Luther and Erasmus, 27. 
Rotton Row and Stockwell Street, 441. 
Rowland’s Choise of Change, 38. 
Royal genealogies, 282. 
—— household allowances, 85. 
Roydon on fall of rain in England, 174 
R. (R.) on golden frog, 282. 
— on hints to intending editors, 243. 
—— on provincial words, 467. 
R. (T. C.) etymo!ogy*f havior, 388. 
Rufa on the Red Maids of Bristol, 219. 
Rufus, Nosce teipsum, 391. 
—— Cupid crying, 172. 
— on the Devotee, 229. 
—— epigram from the Latin of Vincent 

Bourne, 253. 
—— epigram by, 204. 
—— epigram from the Latin of Owen, 308. 
— epigram on soul and body, 340. 
— epigram to Philantus, 358. 
— on the golden age, 270. 
—— lines on Miminum de Malis, 374. 
—— on “ Nec pluribus impar,” 422, 
— ode to David Cook from VY. Bourne, 

152, 
— translation from V. Bourne, 347. 
Runcton, North, Norfolk, extract from 

parish register of, 103. 
Runes, 478 
Rush bearings, 258. 
Russell (Lady Rachel), 462 
Russells and Savegard, meaning of, 202. 
R. (W. B.) on Vox et Preterea nihil, 421. 
R. (W. D.) on Henry Ryder, bishop of 

Killaloe, 383. 
R. (W. J. B.) on hexameter verses in the 

scriptures, 109. 
Ryder (Henry) bishop of Killaloe, 383. 418. 
— (Sir William), 282. 
Rye (W. B.) on captivity of the Queen of 

Bruce in England, 290. 

S. 

S. on the Buckingham motto, 283. 
— on Poins and Bardolph, 418. 

of N. S. on queries in church history, 
158. 

2%. on law courts at St. Alban’s, 366. 
— on Thynne’s Collection of Chancel- 

lors, 60. 
—— on tandem, 382. 
—— on the meaning of grummett, 319. 
Sacrilege punished by flaying, 185. 
Safeguard, 419. 
Salisbury Change, 451. 
Salt at Montem, 384. 475. 
Salting (college) and tricking of fresl:men, 

261. 390. 492, 
—— something else about, 349. 
Samolus and Selago, the use of, by the 

Druids, 157. 231. 368. 
Sangred, meaning of, 124. 325. 

—_—__..._.__ 

Sanson (John), “ a living dog better than a 
dead lion,”’ origin of, 352. 

— on Bishop Cosin’s form of consecra- 
tion of churches, 303. 

— on C., Agricola’s Propugnaculum, 88. 
203. 
— on La Mer des Histoires, 286. 
— on treatise by Engelbert, 214. 
Sans Souci Theatre, Leicester Place, 150. 
Sanuto’s Doges of Venice, 35. 75. 220. 
Sapcote motto, 566. 476. 
Sartorius on travelling in England, 145. 
Satirical medal of the Pretender, 58. 70. 

103. 167. 
Savile, (Marquis of), Halifax, 384. 
Savegard and Russells, meaning of, 202. 

267. 
Sayers, the caricaturist, 187. 
S. (C.} on water gate, 164. 
Seala Ceeli, 366. 402. 455. 
Scarborough warning, 138. 
S. (C. F.) extracts from parish registers of 

East Peckham, Kent, 42. 
— on the fraternity of Christian doctrine, 

214. 
—— on origin of Epithet Factotum, 44. 
Scheible of Stuttgart, books published by, 

190. 
Scole, White Hart Inn, 245. 283. 
Schoolboy on Byron and Tacitus, 390. 
Sclater (Dr.), in books of, 178. 
Scotland, curse of, nine of diamonds, why 

so called, 90. 
——-, thistle of, 24. 166. 
Scotus on flaws of wind, 88, 
—— on Duke of Monmouth’s correspond- 

ence, 427. 
—— on a Flemish account, 74. 
— on roasted mouse, 430. 
—— on order of Minerva, 88. 
— on Madoc’s expedition to America, 25. 
—— on thistle of Scotland, 90. 
S. (C. W.) query, whence Shakspeare took 

the names Poins and Bardolph, 385. 
S. (D.) on the bishop that burneth, 87. 
— on Defoe’s tour through Great Bri- 

tain, 205. 
— on Marescausia, 94. 
— on Praise undeserved, 222. 
— on record publications, 90. 
— on St. Antholin’s parish books, 423. 
S. (D. V.), query, brown study, 352. 
— on complexion, 473. 
— on direct and indirect etymology, 331. 
— ‘as lazy as Ludlum’s dog as laid him 

down to bark,”’ 382. 
Seager, a painter, 469. 2. 
S. (E.) on Bayswater and its origin, 163. 
—— on pokership, 369. 
Secretan (Rev. C. F.) on Sermones Sancti 

Caroli Borromzi, 27. 
Selago and Samolus, the use of, by the 

Druids, 157. 231. 368. 
Selden (Error in Johnson’s life of), 451. 
— titles of honour, 351. 
Seleucus on Anglo-Saxon lay of the Pheenix, 

203. 
—— on Cromwell’s estates, 339. 
—— on Eva, daughter of Dermot Macmur- 

rough, 163. 
—— on Folk Lore of Wales. 294. 
—— on new-year’s-day custom, 214, 
— on Tureen, 340. 
—— on Twm Sion Catti, 456. 
Sepulchre (watching of), 318. 354. 
Seriopoli, 213. 
Sermones Sancti Caroli Borromai, 27. 
Serpent’s eggs, and straw necklaces, 24. 
Scutter’s “* Atlas Novus,” 156. 
Seven champions of Christendom, 418. 
Sewerage in Etruria, 180, 
Seymour, (Colonel Hyde), 351. 
Po A.) on the Pardonere and Frere, 

Iw. 

— (H.) on Complutensian MSS. 461. 
Shaftesbury (Earl of ), on Monmouth’s 

Ash, 82. 
—— (Lord), and Dr. Whichcot, 582. 
Shakespeare and dear stealing, 4. 
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Shakespeare, employment of monosyllables, 
228. 

Malone’s blunder in, 213. 
——— MSS.53: 
—— and the old Taming of the Shrew, 345. 
— papers, Dr. Maginn’s, 470. 

Hamlet, tradition respecting, 23. 
— Pedlar’s Song attributed to, 23. 
Shipster, meaning of, 216. 251. 
Sholbus, (D.) on old charms, 293. 
Shore (Dick), 220. 
Short’s Gardens, Drury Lane, 129. 
Shrew, derivation of, 381, 421. 442. 

Taming of the, 194. 227. 345. 
Shrewsbury and Shrewsbury School, Dr. 

Sam. Parr, and Dr. John ‘Taylor of, 466. 
Shrouds, or clouds, in Shakespeare, 58. 
Shuck, the dog-fiend, 468. 
Shylock, on the name, 184. 221. 
S. (J.) on ** By hook or by erook,’’ 237. 
— on Forlot or Forthiot, 371. 
Sickingen, Franz Von, 536. 589. 
Signe of the end, query respecting, 12. 
Simpson (William Sparrow), on a curious 
monumental brass, 370. 

Singer S. W. on ZZlfric’s coloquy, 198. 278. 
— on king Alfred’s Geography of Europe, 

313. 
— onthe Anglo-Saxon word Unlaed, 450. 
— on borrowed thoughts, 452. 
—on contradictions in Dox Quixote; 

and query as to the Buscapié, 171. 
— on the Dodo queries, 485, 
— Dodo replies, 353. 
— on Hanno’s Periplus, 412. 
— to Dr. Jacob Grimm 292. 
— on Larig, 460. 
— on Luther's translation of the New 

Testament, 453. 
— on Pope’s revision of Spence’s Essay 

on the Odyssey, 396. 
—- what books did Otloh write, 113. 
Singular motto, 214. 
Sir Roger de Coverley, 368. 
Siwel on God tempers the Wind, 418. 
S. (J. A.) on By hook or by crook, 405. 
— on Lord Bacon’s metrical version of 

the Psalms, 203. 
— on ballad maker and Jegislators, 153. 
— on discours modest, 233. 
— on family of Dove of Doncaster, 253. 
—— on Gesta Grayorum, 35!. 
— on lines quoted by Goethe, 188 
S. (J. J.) motto of University of Cambridge. 
S (J. M.) on topography of foreign print-. 

ing presses, 340. . 
S. (J.) on Norman pedigrees, 267. 
— on Southwell’s supplication, 351. 
—— recent novel, 285. 
S. (J. P.) on dissenting ministers, 445. 
—— on chapels, 417. 
Skinner's life of Monk, 578. Ah 
Skipwyth (Sir William), king’s justice in 

Ireland, 23. 
Skyring (G. William), on America known 

to the ancients, 342. 
S. (L.), on allusions in homilies, 229. 
— on omens from cattle, 259. 
—— on Tempora mutantur, 234. 
Slang phrases, 234. 
Smelling of the lamp, 335. S71. ° 
Smirke (E.), on the last of the villains, 139. 

on old Auster Tenements, 507. 
—— on pokership, 259. 
Smyth's extracts on Burnet, 41. 
Sneck up, 492. 
Snob, origin of, 185. 250. 
Snow of Chicksand priory, 351. 
Snow (Robert), query as to illustrations of 

cressets vert vert painted on enamel, 360. 
— on hanap, 478. 
— on horns, 456. 
— on Judas Bell, 357. 
— on “ A Mess,”* 153. 
Soc, (C. R.) on college salting, 321. 
Soho Square, 450. 
Solomon Dayrolles, 476. 
Song of ihe bees, 415. ’ 
Song in the style of Suckling, 133. 

INDEX. 

Sonnets by W. J. Thoms, 203. 222. 
Soul and body, 390, 
Southwell’s supplication, 351. 
S. (P.), on authorship of a couplet, 231. 
Sparse, meaning of, 215. 251. 
S. (P. C. 3.), on Bernicia, 388. : 
— on Mr. Cresswell and Miss Warneford, 

189. 
— on Duke of Ashgrove, 92. 
— on Dr. Dove of Doncaster, 73. 
—— on Gazetteer of Portugal, 284. 
—— on iron railings round St. Paul's, 446. 
— on Sir W. Rider, 203. 
— on a passage in Pope, 202. 
—— Pope vindicated, 352, 
— on verb to endeavour oneself, 154. 
Spectre, Sir Thomas Boleyn’s, 468. 
Speculum Exemploruin, 380. 
Spence’s Essay on the Odyssey (Pope’s re- 

vision of ), 396. 
Spenser’s monument, 481, 
Spur money, 373, 374. 462. 494. 
Spurious letter of Sir R. Walpole, 388. 
S. (R_S.), on Dance Thumbkin, 493. 
oe ** A frog he would a-wooing go,” 

458. 
S. (R. J.) on History of Edward 11., 220. 
—— on a peal of bells, 170. 
S. (S.) on Sir William Rider, 269. 
S. (S. P.), query on line quoted by De 

Quincey, 351. 
S. S. S. on black broth, 399. 
— on daysman, 419. 
—— on Deputy Lieutenants of the Tower 

of London, 400. 
— on Easter eggs, 397. 
— on gloves, 405. 
— on Hever, 405. 
—— on ‘ By hook or by crook,” 405. 
—— on monumental brass, 405. 
— on note books, 422. 
— on Poghell, 406. 
—— on prebendaries, 400. 
— on safeguard, 419. 
— on the Steward family, 405. 
—— on ancient tiles, 419. 
—— on tureen, 4(7. 
— on Watewich, 405. 
S. (S. W.j, on Antony Alsop, 249. 
—— epigram by La Monnoye, 373. 
ae on Ave Trici and Gheeze Ysenoudi, 

207. 
— on Drayton’s Poems, 83. 
— on Henno Rusticus, 89. 
—— on Lacedemonian black broth, 242. 
— on “‘ My Love and I for kisses played,”’ 

458. 
— on portraits of Luther and Erasmus, 

932. 
— on Otloh the scribe, 147. 
—— poem by Sir Edward Dyer, 355. 
—— on portraits of Ulrich of Hutten, 337. 
— on Warbtirton and Collier v. Dyce, 53. 
S. (S. W.) on Sanuto’s Doges of Venice, 

oO. 

St. Antholin’s parish books, 423. 
St. Chad (Henry), on burning the dead, 308. 
St. Croix (H. C.) on Gray’s Elegy, 150. 
— on “‘ Love’s last Shift,” 383. 
St. Evyona’s choice, 253. 
St. Francis (Flemish work on the Order of), 

V2. 

St. George (Lewelyn) on Bishop Lesly, 
186. 

St. Martin’s Lane, 376. 
St. Olave’s, Crutched Friars. 115. 
St. Paul's Alley. 410. 
St. Paul’s Churchyard, 410. 
St. Valentine in Norwich-Cook- Eels, 293. 
Standards of the Anglo-Saxons, devices 

on, 216. 
Stanesby (J. T.) on the word Sparse, 251. 
Stanyan (Temple), 382. 
Statistics (early) Chart, Kent, 330. 441. 
Stationers’ Registers, 84. 
Statistics of the Roman Catholic Church, 

61. 107. 
Stephens’ (Rev. W.) sermons, 118. 334. 
Sterling and Penny, derivation of, 384. 411. 

Sterne’s Koran, 216. 418. 
Stevens (David) on divination by the Bible 

and key, 413. 
— on errors in Pope’s Homer’s Odyssey, 

332. 
— on John Ross Mackay, 356 
Steward or Stewart, family of, Bristol, 535. 

405. 
Stoke on ancient churchyard customs, 441, 
Storey’s Gate, Birdcage Walk, St. James’s 

Park, 114. 
Stowe (John), 291. 
Strand (Maypole), 142. 
Straw necklaces, 1(/4. 
Strewing straw or chaff, 294, 
Strode’s (Dr.) poem, 490. 
— song by attributed to Fletcher, 146. 
Strickland (H. E.) on the Dodo, 410. 

on Dodo queries, 262. 
Street (John) on sword of Charles T., 372. 
Stuart (Lady Arabella) new facts about, 10. 

74. 274. 
Srudent on Madoc’s expedition, 12, 
Stukelev (Dr.), Medal of, 122. 
Subscriber, on Scala Ceeli, 366. 
— on wives of ecclesiastics, 77. 
Suckling, inedited song by, 72. 
— lines in thestyle of, 20. 133, 
Sudlow Jno ) on Dr, Dobbs and his horse 

Nobbs, 253. 
Superstition, Death-bed, 315. 
Superstitions of the midland counties, 451. 
— in the north of England, 294. 
Supper of the Lorde, 332. 355. 362. 
Surrey (Earl of) and his poems, and what 

Dr. Percy did with them, 471. 
Sussex, iron manufactories of, 87. 
S. (W. H.) on the origin of grog, 168. 
Swift’s opinion of Burnet, 41. 
——, note of, on Herodotus, 350. 
Swingeing tureen, 406. 
Sword called Curtana, 364. 
Sword of Charles 1. 372. 
Swords worn in public, 415. 
Swot, origin of, 552. 369. 
Sydenham or Tidenham, 458. 
Symbolical custom, 363. 
Symbolism of the fir cone, 247. 
—— of flowers, 457. 
—— poetical, 219, 
Symbols of the four Evangelists, 385. 471. 

T 

T. on Bishop Burnet, 181. 
— on bone houses, 221. 
—— on burning the dead, 216. 
— on Pedlar’s song atttibuted to Shake- 

spere, 23. 
— on MSS. of Casaubon, 422. 
—— on the word Rococo, 321. 
— on Woolton’s Christian Manual, 399. 
T. (A.) on Discurs Modest, 142. 
—— on Rev. Thomas Leman, 59. 
‘Table book, 215. 
Tablet to Napoleon, 406 461. 
‘Tace Latin for a candle, 385. 
‘Tacitus and Byron, 390. 
Tale of a tub, 326. 
Talisman, Charlemagne’s, 140. 187. 
Taming of the Shrew, the old, 194, 
Taming of a Shrew, play of, 194. 227. 345. 
Tandem, 382. 
Tapestry, ancient, 43. 68. 
‘Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, 196. 
‘Vaylor (Jeremy), MSS. sermons by, 125. 
— reprint of his works, 483. 
Taylor (Dr. John) of Shrewsbury and 

Shrewsbury school, 466. 
Telescopes, Rev. J. Edwards on metal for, 

174. 206. 
Temple, the, or a temple, 335. 420. 
Temple Stanyan, 460. 
Tempora muvtantur, 254 419, 
Teneber Wednesday, 459. 
Tenements, Old Auster, 217. 307. 
Tennison’s fuueral sermon on NellGwynne, 

28. 
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Ten queries concerning poets and poetry, 
302. 

T. (E. S.), numismatic queries, 468. 
T. (&. S.), on “ Shuck,”’ the dog-fiend, 468. 
—— on Sir Thomas Boleyn’s spectre, 468. 
pa on ancient church plate, 73. 
Theophania, 174. Wey 
Theory of Vision (Berkeley’s) vindicated, 

107. 151. 
© on devices on standards of the Anglo- 

Saxons, 216. 
—— on MSS. of Locke, 461. 
— on religious tract by F. H., 460. 
Theses, bibliography of, 401. 461. 
Thistle of Scotland, 24. 90. 
Thomas a Becket, mother of. 415. 
Thomas (St.) of Lancaster, 181. 234. 
Thomlinson (Rev. Dr.), Query relating to, 

5 

Thoms (William I.), ‘‘ Pray remember the 
grotto,” 5. he 

— on white gloves at a maiden assize, 
72, 

—— sonnets by, 200. 222. 
— on metrical charms, 229, 
— weather proverb, 413. 
Thornhill (Sir J.), pocket-book of, 123. 
Thorpe (B.), on Elfric’s Colloquy, 232. 
Thoulouse, inquisition of, 10. 
Three balls of pawnbrokers, 42. 
Throwing old shoes at a wedding, 468. 
Thynne’s collection of chancellors, 60. 
Tickhill, ‘“‘ God help me,” 249. 325. 422. 
Tilbury, aboriginal chambers near, 462. 
Tiles, ancient, 173. 419. 
Times, when first established, 7. 75. 
Times, Herald, Chronicle, when first esta- 

blished, 75. 
Times paper, history of, 36. 
Titles of honour, 351. 
T. (J.) on Antony Alsop, 259. 
— on Bishop Barnaby, 132. 
— on cataeombs and bone-houses, 210. 
— on curious custom, 245. 
T. (J. M.), on Madoc’s emigration to 

America, 136. 236. 
al James H.), on ancient libraries, 

— on Berkeley’s Theory of Vision vindi- 
eated, 130. 
— on cromlech, 319. 
—on 5: dere of Armagh, 264. 
— onreheting, rehetours, &c., 155. 
Todd ( Dr. Hugh), MSS. formerly belonging 

to, 246. 282. 340. 
To endeavour oneself, 285. 
Tom Brown, lines attributed to, 372. 
ia of Southwingfield, Derbyshire, 

a. 

Toothache, charm for the, 429. 
Topography of foreign printing-presses, 

277. 340. 
Totness, etymology of, 470. 
Tottenham Street 150. 
Tottenham Court Road, 298. 
on" Polyglot edition of Gray’s elegy, 

Treatise upon the microscope, 217. 
Trebor on Emerods, 476. 
— on lines quoted by Goethe, 125. 
— on death bed superstition, 467. 
Trevelyan (sir W.Calverly), on anonymous 

Ravennas, 368. 
— on St. Alban’s Day, 399. 
—— on Lacedzmonian black broth, 204. 
— on Portugal, 368. 
—- on Selago, 368. 
—— on Sir Roger de Coverley, 368. 
= 0 watching the sepulchre, 403. 
ic? egal Archbishop of), treatise 

Ys le 
Trimble family, 485. 
Trophee, 303, 339. 
Tt. br: H.), on Tower Royal, 116. 
T. (T.), on Macaulay’s Young Levite, 374. 
Tower royal, origin of, 28. 116. 
———— Of London, ions In, 42. 
—— deputy lieutenants of, 400, 
Towton, the battle of, 124, 

Tracts, by Eachard, 320. 
— by Dekker and Nash. 454. 
— religious, by F. H., 460. 490. 
Trade editions, 55. 
Trafalgar, battle of, letters of Lord Nelson’s 

brother after, 36. 
Tragedy of Richard ITT. 315. 
Transportation of letters, 184, 293. 422. 
Translation of lian, 267. 
Translation of the Scriptures, MSS. of 

366. 
Senne of old, in England, 87. 145. 167. 

20, 
— hand bills, 146. 
— in 1590, 400. 
Treatise on Art and Nature, J. B’s, 401. 

458. 
Trunck breeches, 382. 384. 445. 489. 
Tub, tale of a, 326. 
Tureen, origin of, 246. 307. 340. 407. 455. 
“Turkish Spy,”’ who translated it, 334. 
Turnbull (W. B. D. D.), on Scutter’s At- 

las Novus, 156. 
Turner’s MS. History of Westminster, 140. 
Turner (T. Hudson), on beaver hats, 266. 
— on Pisan, 266. 
—— on Moneta Sante Helena, 101. 
Turnstile Lane, Holborn, 244. 
T. (W. C.), on public libraries. 391. 
Twm Shawn Cattie, 383. 455, 456. 489, 
Two noble kinsmen, 133. 
Twysden, MSS. of Sir Roger, 76. 282. 
Tyburn gallows, 180. 
Tyndale, 303. 2 ae 
Typographical Antiquities by Dibdin, 56. 

U. 

Ulrich of Hutten, portraits of, 336. 
Umbrellas, when were they introduced into 

England, 414. 
** Under the rose,”’ 214. 
Unlaed, the Anglo-Saxon word, 430. 
Urbanus Regius, 367. 419. 
Use of coffins, 321. 

UE 

V. on Cromwell’s estates, 389, 277. 
— on El Buscapie, 206. 
—— on muffins, 205. 
—— on serpents’ eggs and straw necklaces, 

24 
—— on travelling in England, 68. 
Van Voorst’s Polyglot edition of Gray’s 

Elegy, 150. 
Vagabonds, fraternitye of, 183. 220. 
Vanbrugh’s London improvements, 142, 
Vaux on origin of Grog, 52. 
V. (E.), on anecdote of Charles the First, 

437 
— on Arabic numerals, 230. 
— on Christmas hymn, 201. 
— on college salting, 306. 
— ona curious monumental brass, 370. 
— on Dutch language, 383. 
—— on feast of St. Michael and All Angels, 

235. 
— on a Latin verse, 215. 
—— on ordination pledges, 235. 
—— on Pusan Iklynton collar, 400. 
—— on Tower Royal, 116. 
— on watching the sepulchre, 403. 354. 
Venator on Sir Stephen Fox, 250. 
Venice, Sanuto’s Doges of, 35. 175. 220. 
Venison, proclamation respecting sale of, 5. 
Ventris (Edw.) on Frusius, 180, 
—— of Roland Monoux, 188. 
Verbum Gracum, 415, 
Versicle and response, 440. 
Vert Vert, illustrations of Gresset’s, painted 

on enamel, 566. 375, 
Vertue’s manuscripts, 319. 372. 
Villains, last of the, 139. 
Vincent (R.), on Gothic architecture, 59. 
Viridis vallis, 213. 285. 

Viz. why used for videlicet, 120. 
Vondel’s Lucifer, 142. 169. 
Vox on Billingsgate, 164. 
Vox et preterea nihil, 247. 387. 421. 
Vox populi, vox Dei, 321. 370. 419. 492. 
V. (R.) on French maxim, 215. 
— on Palm Sunday wine, 363. 
— on the punishment of sacrilege, 185. 
Vulgate, early edition of, 213. 
Vulpes on Sir Stephen Fox, 214. 

Ww. 

W. on the word cannibal, 186. 
—— on beaver, 417. 
— on Junius, 322. 
——on lines on London dissenting mi- 

nisters, 383. 
— on papers of John Wilkes, 125. 
—— on Roger de Coverley, 59. 
W.(1.), epigram on a very tall barrister 
named Long, 422. 

—— aclose translation, 422. 
— on Dorne the bookseller, and Henno 

Rusticus, 12. 88. 
—— on Gray’s elegy, 138. 
—— on Gray’s Aleaic ode, 416. 
— on Henry Ryder, Bishop of Killaloe, 

418. 
et a Lacedemonian black broth, 155. 

—— on Mertens, 185. 
W. (A.) on translations of Elian, 284. 
—— on apposition, 384. 
— on discovery of the circulation of the 

blood, 202. 
— on “ Tempora mutantur nos et muta- 
mur in illis,’’ 419. 

Wages in 17th and 19th centuries, 296. 
Walbran (J. R.) on MSS, formerly belong- 

ing to Dr. Hugh Todd, 246. 
Walcott (Rev. M.) on grog, 52. 
— on Turner’s MS. history of Westmin- 

ster, 140. 
on St. Margeret’s, Westminster, 196. 

Watewich or Waterwich, 236. 
Waller’s poems, MS. notes on, 165. 
Walpole (Horace), unpublished letter of, 

273. 73. 
— (Sir Robert), letter attributed to, 304. 

321. 336. 388. 
Walter (Henry) on Christencat, 109. 
Wandrille (St.), abbey of, 382. 
Warburton and Collier v. Dyce, 53. 
Wards, D'Israeli on the court of, 173. 
Waring (Elijah) on Duke of Monmouth, 

558 
— on Cwn Wybir and Cwn Annwn, 482. 
— on Toom Shawn Cattie, 489. 
—— on Bishop Burnet as an historian, 493. 
Warneford ( Miss) and Mr. Cresswell, 157. 
Warning to watchmen, 167. 
Warton and Heinsius, 285. 
Warts, charms for cure of, 349, 482. 
Watchmen, warning to, 167. 
Watching the sepulehre, 318. 354. 403. 
Watewich, 121. 405. 
mae (Albert) on ancient inscribed dish, 
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— on MS. chronicles at Reigate, 6. 
— on Pandoxare, 234 
— on shipster and gourders, 356. 
W. (B.) on derivation of Lerig, 387. 
—— on John and Pisan, 299. 
W. (E.) on abdication of James II., 489. 
Weather proverbs, 415. 
— rhyme (Norfolk), 349. 
Weeping cross, 154. 
Wellington, Wyrwast, Cokam, 401. 
Welsh custom, curious, 173. 
—— ambassador, or the cuckoo, 230. 283. 

406. 
W. (E. N_) on Spenser’s monument, 481. 
Wessel-cup Hymn, 137. 
Westminster, Turner’s MS. history of, 140. 
Westmorelind, Lady Jane of, 103. 
W. (G.) on American aborigines called 

Indians, 491. 
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W. (G.) on college salting, 322. 
— on havior, 342. 
— on tureen, 246, 
W. (H1.) on Arabic numerals ‘and cipher, 

433. 
— on Byron and Tacitus, 462. 
— on the word peruse or pervise, 215. 319. 
—— on a passage in Frith’s work, 319. 
— on Scala Ceeli, 455. 
—— on the Supper of the Lorde, 362. 
— on three balls of pawnbrokers, 42. 
—, why Moses represented with horns, 

420. 
Whelps, what ships so called, 77. 106. 
“Where England’s monarch,” authorship 

of, 415. 458, 
W. (H. F.) on Dr. Dryasdust, 26 
Whichcot (Dr.) and Lord Shaftesbury, 

382. 444. 488. 
White Conduit House, 395. 
White gloves at a maiden assize, 29. 72. 
Whitgift and Cartwright, Cunningham’s 

lives of, 379. 
Whitehall, 436. 
White Hart Inn, Scole, 245. 323. 410. 
Why Moses represented with horns, 420. 
Wiccamicus on ** Angels’ visits,”’ 102. 
Wickliftite version of the Scriptures, 405. 
Wild House, Drury Lane, 228, 
Wild Huntsman, The, 563. 
Wilkes (John), papers of, 125. 
Wilkinson (Henry) on fall of rain in Eng- 

land, 235, 
— reply to query about the Arabic nu- 

merals, 368. 
Williams (B.) on transposition of letters, 

184. 
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W. (J.) on early inscriptions, 491. 
W. (M.), answer to A Limb of the Law, 72. 
Wodderzpoon (John) on St. Valentine, in 
Norwich-Cook-Eels, 293. 

Woman’s will, lines on, 247. 
Woodcut likenesses of Luther and Eras- 
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Woolton’s Christian Manual, 399. 490. 
Worm of Lambton, 453. 
Wotton’s Poem to Lord Bacon, 489. 
Wreford (J. Reynell) on inedited lines by 

Robert Burns, 300. 
Writers of notes on fly leaves, 51. 
Ww. 4 S.) on German version of Gray’s Elegy, 
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on Luther’s translation of the Bible, 

453. 
on Luther’s portrait at Warwick Cas- 

tle, 457. 
W. (‘I.) on ‘ Bive” and “ Chute” lambs, 93. 
—— on the genealogy of European sove- 

reigns, 250. 
— on Pavoise of the Black Prince, 283. 
— on Queen’s Bagnio, 286. 
W. (T. T.), on gib cat, 235. 
— why did Dr. Dee quit Manchester, 216. 
——, watching the sepulchre — Dominus 
factotum—Robert Passellew, 318. 

Wyatt (Rev. Geo.), on tracts by Eachard, 
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Wycliffite translation of the Scriptures, 
MSS. of, 366. 
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Yeoman, what is the meaning of, 440. 
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Z. on portrait by Boonen, 386. 
Zachary Boyd, 298. 406. 
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